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INDEX. ^Yi^jsjj^j

A.
Abortion, criminal. 303.
Abscess—strumous, 95, 125: pathology of secondary or metas-

tatic, 111; lumbar, 21S; stercoraceoxis, 272; dissecting of leg,

SGo.

Absinthe, 165.
Academy of Medicine, French, incident in, 164.
Accommodation, mechanism of, 3;0.
Acid—citric, in phosphatic gravel, 13S ;

phenic, as an antiseptic,
3S9.

Acupressure. 123.
Aa\<siz expedition. 62, 401: farewell to, 374.
Air-passages, foreign body in. ICS, 173.

Albuminuriu, i< there in"epilepsy, 86, 104.
Aleoho!. r 111. Os. and raw meat in treatment of

piithiM.. ]_.': .-i an:;. lore f ir strychnia, 339.'

Amerieau Molieal As-;.xiatiou. transactions of, 178,
Ammonium, bromiile of. in pertussis, 100.

Amputation—of hip-jdint. ISS, 2S1: and resection of sboulder-
joint, oSl: of f^re-ariu by T!:ai.f."s method, 407; of both arms,
osteomyelitis, .ieath. autopsy. 4T'i.

Anesthesia, 1-t—laolon^atiou of by subcutaneous injections of
morphia, 57 : h'y iiin-.m^ oxide gas, 100, 365—6, 3S5, 395.

Anasarca, 333 : wiili a<.-ite-. -'l

Anatomical drawims ,.f D.v Vinci. i'U.
Ai: '.-.

: :
:

, _,.r. 7S; partial of shoulder-joint, 125; of
J -4.

f injections into, 144; popliteal, 217; cure
i-

. , >. ii
,

iL. II ot sac and ligature, 229 ; of thoracic aorta-

256; ol abdominal aorta. 0'.'2
; of left ventricle, extensive cal,

careous deposits, 411.

Animals, inhuman treatment of, 12.

Animal food, does it conduce to leanness? 309.

Anirina pectoris, 169,

Ano. fistula in, 332,

Anthracite coal as a remedy, 286.

Antiseptic, phenic acid as an, 3S9.

Antrum of Ilighmore, cystic tumor of, 125.

Aorta—fibrinous deposits in, 174; aneurism of thoracic, 2S6;
aneurism of abdominal, 392.

Aphasia, discussion on, 197.
Appalling record. 403.

Arm—and shoulder, extirpation of 229 ;
paralysis of from carious

tooth, 287,

Arm}-—medical dei^artment of report of, 213, 405; records of,

262; statistics of siekness and mortality in, 65; examining
board, 149: expenses of medical department of, 398.

Army and Navy news, 1.3, 47, 84, 101, 133, 293, 309, 326, 342, 405.

Arsenic, 256—smoking with tobacco, 83; new test for, 293.

Arsenite of strychnia, 2S6,

Artery—ligature of iliac, 205; ligation of common iliac, 368.

Ascites, with anasarca, 300.

Asphyxia—syncope—poisoning, 143.

Asthma, cardiac, 75.

As.sociation, British Medical, 161, 175.

Atmosphere, effect of flowers on, 14.

Atrcpia and morphia, 97.

Axillary gland enlarged, 237.

B.
Bean. Cal.ibar, in treatment of eye diseases, 231.
Hee-bread a,s a diuretic, 256.

li'-lladonna and o]iium. antagonism of, 286.

l{.;nz'«le ga.«, 1H7, 244.

Bcfiue.sta, lil>eral, for scientific objects, 182, 257.

Bio(jR.\riiiCAL Sketcues :

A. II. StcvenH, M. D., 5.

Wlllard I'arker, M. D., 17.

Joneph Thoburn. M. I)., 19.

Gurdf)n Buck. M D., .34,

JuliuH S. Th.'baud, M. D , 72,

Stephen .''milh, M. D., 2.^,.

Al.-XKnd»-r K. Ilocack, M, D , 360.
Birth", plural, '.'A.

" Blrt- k <J..atli," 4T,

1 l.-r. paralyhlH of, 141, 2S2.
]',]'' 1—<lic«'n"e(l, action of on blood vcPHels, 274; transfusion of,

J- ; rorpU"''l»*H and todino, 22'J.

l;'i'.-.v j.ii^, a n«'W, .3'.«i.

B'.il . tr<-Htriii-nt of, ML
B'.ti" — r^-pnxJurtJon of, 31; sonrcoq of phosphate in, l.'')7 ; hy-

I . rtrophy of in tumor of head, 250 ; caries of metatarsal, from

r. • if., Martin, 419,
' worthily Wtowml, 397.

• mo licnl rnen, 402.

1. - >U*4-n»4: 7.

l;r ui' iiltln—with peritonitis after debauch, 51; acute, 370.

Bronchocele, operation, 413.
Bubo, syphilitic, 210.

BuFFOx, statue to, 402.

Burns, talc as an application to, 197.

BursEe, synovial, hypertroph}' of, 77.

c.
Calabar bean, mydriasis and paralysis of accommodation cured

by, 231.

Calculus, urinary, in a child, 368,

Calomel—hypodermic injection of in syphilis, 191; poi.-oning by
impure. 373,

Cancer, 41—lemon juice as an anodyne lotion in, 2S7 ; of pylorus,
395: of testicle, 407 ; of baud, 410,

Cancerous deposit, general, 409.

Carbuncle, 139, 282.

Cardiac asthma, 75.

Caries—of rib, 236 : and necrosis of foot, 218 ; from and with
rheumatism, 249; of knee joint, 274, of metatarsal bones,
281.

Cartilage formed in knee-joint, 251,
Case of mistaken identity, 372.

Cataract, 10—.soft, extraction of by suction, 2S6: modified linear,

extraction of 319, 320; new operation for extraction of, 378.;
traumatic, 378.

Cathartics, abuse of, in continued fever, 395.

Cattle—contagious disease of, 196; plague, 356, 401.

Cellulitis pelvic, and iritis, mercurials in, 59.

Cement, new rubber, 84.

Centeunary address of iJniversity of Pennsylvania, 276 ; meet-
ing of Medical Society of New Jersey, 3S4.

Cerebro-spinal meningitis, 22, 53.

Chancre, soft, 282, 3S0.

Cbelioplastic operation, 249.

Child, new-born, laceration of, 97.

Child's doctor, 292.

Chinese, medicine among, 357.

Chloroform—internally in congestion, 287, 398; discoverer of,

338; anaesthesia from internal use of, 354 ; means of averting
death from. 415,

Cholera, 62, 192, SOS, 352, 3S0, 400 ; in Egypt, 84, 14S ; cure for,

117, 211; in New York, 170. 341; remedies for, 195 ; action in
regard to, in Philadelphia, 2L2; in Italy, France. Malta, etc.,

226, 244; in Constantinople, 263, 355, 403: progress of, 2S9,

325, 337, 386; ice bag in, 323: and New York health commis-
sioners, 324; precautionary measures against, 336: a congress
on, proposed, 340 ;

hospital for, at Sandy Hook, 353; Dr. Chap-
man's theory and treatment of. 354; report on. in Phila. Co,
Med. Society, 366; history of. on the Atalanta. 373; cause of,

3S2; in England. 389; and insects, 402; singular cure for,

403.

Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, 398,

Circulation the, and its discovery, 181; anew, 181.

Classes, medical, in Philadelphia, 419.

Club-thumb, case of, 77 ;
-foot, 273.

Coal anthracite, as a remedy, 286,

Congestion, chloroform internally as a remedy for, 287, 398.

Conjunctivitis, nitrate of silver and sulphate of copper in, 207.

Consanguinity, marriages of, 83, 149.

Constipation, 409.

Convulsions urajmic, 60.

Convulsive diseases, veratrum viride in, 49.

Cookery, science of, 371.
Copper, sulphate of. and nitrate of ?ilver in conjunctivitis, 207.

Cornea, nutrition of, 320..

Correspondence, New York, 324,

Coryza, treatment of, 241.

Cosmos, Dental, 147,

Court-plaster, substitute for, 149.

Croup, treatment of, by inhalation of lime-water, 171.

Cure, extraordinary, 14.

Cystorrhoea, 108,

D.
Da Vinci, anatomical drawing."} of, 404.
Deafness, nervous, 333,

"Death Black," 47.

Dead, identification of, 42.

Debauch, j)erit()niti8 and bronchitis after, 51.

Deformity, influence of mental impressions as a cause, 55.
Deglutition, f.O.

" D<! gustibus," etc., 63.

Dental Association, American, 115.
" Cosmos, 147.

Dentistry by stoani, 150.

Diabeto.s—insipidus, 7 ; cured by seton, 221 ; in a monkey, 292.
Diamonds, chemical production of, 116.

Diarrhii a—treatment of, 20S : oil of Krigeron in, 395.
Digitalis and ergot, action of eombined, 369. •

Diphtheria, 40; treatment with ice, 112, 335.



INDEX. iii.

Discovery, wonderful, 132.

Disease—value of thermoraeter in diagnosis and prognosis of,

191; change of type in, 241; epidemic and contagious, 404.

Dispensatory. U. S., 44.

Diuretic, bee-bread as a, 256.

Dropsy, 331.

Drunkenness—English cure for, 14 ; cure for, in Holland, 100.

Duchenne's disease, 52.

Dysentery—caused by impure exhalations, 158; oil ofErigeron
in, 395.

E.
Ear—diseases of the internal, 70, 88, 106, 121, 185 ; remoyal of

foreign bodies from, 111.

Eclampsia, is there albuminuria in, 86.

Editorials:
Education, physical, 243.

A new volume—the safety of traTellers—amendment of con-

stitution of American Medical Association, 11; inhuman
ti eatm.cnt of anim.als intended for food. 12.

3Iedical Society of Ohio—a regiment of soldiers struck by
lightning—endo-wment of lectureships in University of

PennfylvaniH. 27.

Formation of medical societies, 43.

Report of the Provost marshal General, 61; sanitary meas-
ures, 62,

The late Dr. S. D. "Willaed, 79.

Epidemics. 99.

Pedestrianism—the late Dr. McGriGAX—advertising quack
mediciEes. 113.

Primary cause of mortality in our great cities, 131.

Profps.'ional etiqrette of the Pritchard poisoning case—house
of Lea & Blacchard, 146.

British ]Medical Association, 175 ; rank and pay cf hospital
stev>ards. 176.

Cholera, 192 : a -will ca«e, 194.

Medical schools—public hygiene, 209; Pritchard poisoning
case, 210; Philadelphia county Medical Societj', 211.

Quarantine and commerce. 224.

Change of type in disease. 241 : physical education, 243.

Free schools of medicine—worthlessness of mortality statis-

tics, 260.

The social evil and the mili ary aiithorities. 275; University
of Penn.^ylrania, centennial, 276.

Hospitals for the insane and their curative influence, 288

;

progress oUhe cholera, 289.

Criminal abortion, 80?-; Philadelphia county Medical Society.
306.

New literary arrgingements—our lartre cities and epidemics,
S22.

Cholera—precautionary measures, 336 ;
progress of cholera,

337.

^'here shall I locate?—change of type, 351.
Alcohol, o70; the science of cookery, 371.

Announcement of fourteenth volume—Centennary meeting
of the Medical Society of New Jersey, 384; nitrous-oxide
as an ara??thetic, 3^5.

American Pharmaceutical Association. 396.
Cholera—contagion—quarantine, 416.

Electricity—228; new views, 129; influence of on color of in-

sects, 196; ocean as a source of. 293.

Elbow-joint, compound fracture of, 407.
Electric battery, 117.
Endoscopy, 173.

England, pauper population of, 421.

pjuteremphraxis, 1'20.

Epidemics—99 ; our large cities and, 322 ; Russian. 13 : hospitals,

276
Epilepsy—157 ; from fracture of skull, 13 ; is there albuminuria

in, 88.

Epithelioma, 833; of lip, 77, 94, 126.

Ethnologists, caution to, 46.

Etiquette, professional, and Pritchard poisoning case, 146.
Ergot and digitalis, action of. combined. 369.
Erigeron, oil of, in hfemorrhage, etc., 3.95.

Erysipelas—treatment of with sulphate of soda, 11 2 ; of face, 141.

Extracts, fluid, preparation of. 3S9-

Eye—diseases of. 215, 2G7: f a-eign body in. 293; impaired vision
from blows aud ophthalmic symptoms, 320.

F.

Feet, gangrene of, from frost-bite, 273.

Femur—necrosis of. 76; gun.-hot wound of, 95; intra capsular,
fracture of, 281 ;

gunshot wound of. 36S.

Fever—puerperal, 9: yellow fever plot. 31; ventilation in, 32;
stimuiants in treatment cf. 57

;
remittent, 69; a ca?e of mixed

combination of typhus and typhoid. 76 : spotted, 127 : typhoid
in pig, 154; malarious, 155; typhus, 251, 282, 201. 332, 345;
starvation, SOU; C0Dge.«tive intermitteut, .S19

;
walking, 364;

intermittent and remittent, dose of quinia to be given, 103;
continued, abuse of cathartics, strychnia, 395.

Finger, anchylosis of, 78.

Fi=!tula—vesico-abdominal. 217; with scirrhus of rectum, 273;
urinary, 280; lachrymalis, 168; in ano, 332.

I Flowers—effect of, on atmosphere, 14; preservation of, with
natural colors, 180; to preserve, 181.

Fluid extract?, preparation of, 389.

Fly-bite, poisoned bv. 31,

Food and the teeth,'lS3. 198.

Foot—caries and necrosis of, 218; club. 273.

Fossil, human remains, 357.

Fourteenth volume, announcement of, 884.

Fractures—gunshot, with application of sutures to bone, 189;
immediate treatment of by fixed apparatus. 219; ununited of

tibia, 250; of lower jaw. 273; intra capsular of femur,
281; gunshot of femur, 368; of larynx, 255; compound of

tibia, 407: compound of elbow joint, 407 ; humerus, splint

for, 97: of skull. 139: of cervical vertebree, with wound of

scalp. 167: of skuH. 237, 327.

Fright, death from, 198.

Frost bite of feet, gangrene from, 273.

Furunculus, treatment of, 3 14,

G.
Ganglion of wrist, 95.

Gangreae—hospital. 7S; of feet, from frost-bite, 273; traumatic
extract of logwocd in, 115.

Giant, the French, 404.

Giants, vital capacity of. 261.

Glund—-f nlarged axillary. 237
;
thyroid, 160.

Glands, inflamed, pure iodine as local application, 223.

Glass, for amblyopic patients, 321.

Glycerine, 10.

Gravel, phosphatic, citric acid in, 138.

GoBRECHT, Surg., serious accident to, 132.

Gonorrhoea, 281.

Gunshot injuries, tenacity of life in, 151, 205, 299.

H.
Hand—gunshot wound of, 110; and forearm, injury to, 380.

Hare-lip: 95 ; and fissure of palate, 218.

Head, sunshot injuries of. 291, 381.

Health'^ofiBcer of Philadelphia, 44.

Heart—penetrating wound of, 85: paralysis of. 152: hypertro-
phy of. 412.

Hemorrhage—etc., oil ofErigeron in, 895; secondary, 50.

Hemorrhoid.^. St-o.

Hernia—ceiebri, successful treatment of. 63; umbilical, 128, 234.

Herpe- zo.^ter. sulphate of iron in, S30.

Hiccup, chronic. 284.

HiGn:.ioEE, antrum of, tumor in, 834.

Hip-joirt. amputation of, 188, 281.

Homceopathic medicines, 181.

Homceopathv in French Senate, 100.

Hospital—stewards, rank and pay of, 176, 177 : ships. 62: gan-
grene. 7S

;
Long Island College, 28 ; Emigrants" on Waed"s

island, 2^: to be closed, 81 : Hampton general. 82: description

of a rebel. 147 : epidemic, 276; for insane, and their curative
influence, 28S : reaistration of attendance at, 173 ; St. Thomas'
new, 195 : Will's Ophthalmic, 225.

Housemaid's knee, 126.

Humerus—splint for fracture of, 97; gunshot wound of. 141 .'

separation of. at epiphysis— shaft driven through deltoid

muscle, Il'O : luxation of. 319.

Hurricane, terrible effects of, 46.

Hydrocephalus. 25; ophthalmoscope in diagnosis of, 173.

n;rdrophobia, cure by vapor bath, 114.

Hospital Eeports :

Pliiladelpliia Hospital

:

—
BraCxHT's disease—diabetes insipidus, 7.

Cirrhosi:^. attended with a'^cites, .37 ; abdominal hysteria. 38.

Peritonitis and bronchitis after debauch, 51 ; Duchenne's dis-

ease, 52 : catarrhal icterus. 53
Cardiac asthma, 75 ; case of mixed fever, 76.

Stercoraceous abscess, 272: gangrene of feet from frost-bite

—

club-foot—scirihus of rectum with fi- tula—fracture of lower
jaw—stricture of urethra, 273; enlarged to;j?ils—inflamma-
tion at knee j:int and caries. 274.

Intra capsular fracture of femur—caries of metatarsal bones
from glas-—amputation at hip-joint—gonorrhoea, 2S1; in-
growing toe nail—paralysis of the bladder—scald—carbun-
cle— soft chancre, 2S2.

Ascites, with anasarca of the lower extremities—starvation
fever, :^0 1; acute rheumatism—typhus fever, 301.

Chronic hiryngitis, 316.
Dropsy—syphilitic laryngitis, 331 ; typhus fever, 332.
Pathological specimens—tj'phus fever, 345.

Acute bronchitis. 376 ;
pathological specimens, 377.

Pleurisy—ar eurism of abdomin.al aorta, 392.

Syphilitic pharyngitis and laryngitis, 408; constipation, 409.

Jefferson Medical Collecje:—
Hypertrophy of tonsils—sebaceous tumor of the scalp, 54:
Potfs disease of spine. 55.

Ne^'us—necrosis of femur, 76 ;
hypertrophy of the synovial

burs?e over olecranon process—a case of club-thumb—con-
vergent striibismus—epithelioma—polyp of nose, 77 ; seba-
ceous tumor—anchylosis of finger, 78.



iv. INDEX.

Scirrhus of mammary gland, 93; paronychia—talipes varus—
Pott" s dise;i>!? of spino—epithelioma. 94; fibrous tumor of

arch '^f ;v.|;.r,>—^;nv;vvi- ;i:->'e^^—h:i

of f('nmr— .r .n::;; Ml iii v, ; • j-.? .--is.

Pterygium

—

'Y'-
.vi II — i^r-'i^-i l- .iy

primary sy;

shot wound -t li;

trophy of the to'

Gunshot wound of

mary gland—cy-

phthisis— e: 't!

Foreisin bo
ancbylosi
losisofkiu
nail—def.iriniiy

of humerus—o; v

Lupus exedens— 1 ;

flexion. '217 : ab?

:>—ixunsnot -.vcund

is. : o/>iMia. i^'>

.iv in ;dr passages, lOS:

—fatty tumor, Kni
;
gun

olyp5 of the nose—hyper-

li^ce^s—scirrhus of mam-
itv;;m of Ilishmore. r25 ;

1-^ hnee, VJd.

"la— tertiary syphilis—
M'f siiine—partial auchy-

V of neek—inver.ed toe

i.luli<— LTuiKdut wound

-

i

ii'.iteal aneurism—forced

u i'.uui'ai' io_ian—caries aud necrosis

of the fv^t-syphilitic sore throat—hare lip and fissure of

palate, 21^; syphilitic bubo—adhesions from scald—abdom-

inal tumor, 219.

Anchylosis of knee—umbilical hernia-chronic hiccup— stru-

m'VK oTi'i'h ilinia. -"4
: phosphor-Tjccrosis, 23.3 ; scirrhus of

of lip—caries of rib—onanism. 2o6;

-kuU—enlarged axillary -land, '237.

t'lioplastic operation— keloid turner

—

ilieumatism, 24'.): un united fracture

Mde—tumor on the head—hypertro-
)f the sterno-cleido m uscle, 250 ; cartil-

ski-

by
Naev
car
of;
ph..

age foruu-u in the knee-joint, 251.

Pcnn<ti/Ivania Hospital

:

Amputation of the thigh—acupressure, 123 ; hydrocele, 124.

Carbuncle—compound fracture of skull, 1 3 ^.

Fracture of verte'i-.- i. nind of scalp—hydrocele—mor-

bid specimens, \ hrymalis. 168.

Re-amputation f —anaj^thesia by nitrous-oside

gas. 305; dis^ ^ - s of leg—operation—nitrous-

oxide gas—.syphilitic s.uvocele-sloughing of scrotum—re-

moval nf gland—nitrous-oxide. 36'3.

Cancer of hand—amputation of forearm by Teale's method

—

compound fracture of tibia involving head of hone—ampu-
tation through knee-joint—compound fracture of elbow

joint, 407.

Wills^ OpliiliaJmic Hospital:

<5onDrrhoeal ophthalmia, 377 ; extract of cataract—new opera

tion—traumatic cataract, 378.

Umversity of Maryland:
Orc^itis—fiptulain ano,332; nervous deafness—epithelioma

—

syphilitic ulcers—anasarca, 33o.

Chancre—injury of harid aud forearm, 3C0.

Necrosis, 37'J.

Nervous Fhock—necrosis of jaw from decayed tooth—hemor-
rhoids, 3:«3; path'-dogical specimens— 1, ulceration of iotes-

tine.'^, 2, cancer of pylorus, 394.

CoUcrja of Physicians and Surgeons, New York ;

Scrofulous synovitis of wrist, .378: hydrocele, hasmatocele,

379.

I,
Tre-hag in cholera, 323.

If-e. exj.ansion of, 404.

loterus. catarrhal. ')3.

Icthvo'i.o, congenital, two casei in one family, 399.

Identitv, a cafe of mistsiken, 372.

Imp-ile'ncy, virile and spermatorrhoea, 313.

lnoViriat<-s, reformed, 3;'6.

Infan''^. sypbilitic discaPe of bones in, 191.

Iiijfc;ion«, Kiib utaneoufl, danger of, .369.

Injuries causing death of President Lincoln, 96.

I„,ane—ho.tpitaH for, and their curative use, 288; government
ho=pithl for, :m.

In«anliy—climacteric in woman, 1.S8; statistics^of, 1C3; cured
by cjt«tra;lon, 26'3.

of, VM).

jnf««ria—and <hc cholera, 403; influence of electricity on color

Inlomrxfranrc;. proifrcvs of. V',2.

Intclinc". ulceration of. .394.

iMTslidM, Bpplian'eH for, VJ6I ;
carriage,') for, 3f>3. '

]'A\nc—a new nonrre of, 10; and blood corpuHclos, 229; pure.

loral ufe of in inflamed glands, 22 5.

Iritiit and p<dvir r<dliilltlf!, mercurials In, fi9.

Iron— effect of, on plants, 1K2; sulphate of In shingles, 330.

Ironclad", heaitbfulnec s of, 4 '6.

.lapstn. metr-orf logy of. 2{«.''..

•law, frartiirn ol lower, 27.1.

Jk^mkr. I)r — !i tatue t/i. UKt ; a memorial t^v^lT

Joint*, dlflerenc*' of Bcnsibility of, 2-1.

K.
Keloid tumor, 249.

Kidney, movable, 382.
Knee-joint—anchylosis of, 140,234: cartilage formed on, 251;
inflammation of, with caries, 274.

L,

Labor—first stage ot occurring during sleep, 51; relaxation of
pelvic articulation after, 66; natural, placenta in, 169.

Laceration of new-born child. 97.
Lachrymal fistula, 168.
Lary ni:iti.^—chronic, 316; syphilitic, 331; and pharyngitis sy-

philitic. 408.

Laryngoscopy, remarks on, 375.

Larynx—fracture of, 255; removal of tumor from through po-
mum Adami, 28'>; tumors removed from, 395.

Lea. & Bl.vnchard, house of, 146.

] eannesp, does animal food conduce to, 309.
Leg—gunshot wound of, 125 ; dissecting absce.ss of and opera-

tion. 3136.

Lemon juice, 14.

Lemonade powders, 14.

Lens, and capsule, simultaneous extraction, 320.

Leprosy, committee of College of Physicians, 229.

Life—tenacity of as seen in gun-shot injuries, 152,205, 299;
statistics of in England, 101.

Ligature of iliac artery, 206.

Lightning—a regiment of soldiers struck by, 27 ; deaths from,
116.

Lime water, inhalation of in croup, 171.

LixcoLN, President, injuries causing death of, 96.

Lint, sub.stitute for. 421.

Lip—epithelioma of, 77; encysted tumor of, 236; upper, naevus
of, 249.

Liquor, ammonia acetatis., 36.

Lithia salts, therapeutic properties of, 170.

Lithophagia, .309.

Liver and spleen—enlargement of, and nitric acid, 222
;
glyco-

genic functions of. 229.

Logwood, in traumatic gangrene. 115.

Loudon, drainage and sewerage of, 178.

Lungs—gunshot wound through, 233; oedema and emphysema
of. with hypertrophy of heart, 412.

Lujius exedens, 217.

Luxation—of radius, partial, 171; of humerus, 319; partial of

lower end of tibia forward, 368.

Luxuries, ancient table, 195.

M.
MagnesiuTn—149; and Hare's light in surgery, 26; light, 400.

•Malposition of abdominal viscera. 191.

I^Ialpractice. action for alleged, 270.

SlaXt as food. 15.

^.lan, antiquity of, 114, 180.

Mammas, enlargement of and cancer, 41.

Mammary gland, scirrhus of, 9-3, 125.

Marriages, consanguineous, 83, 149.

Meat—raw, and alcohol in treatment of phthisis, 129; curing
of, 44.

Mechanism of accommodation, 320.

Medieal College. Berkshire. .341.

Meilica! journals, new, 410.

Medical—men, honors conferred on. 176; schools, 2'i9 : Associa-

tion, Biiti h, 175 ; eamlidates f )r Parliament, 31 : prize question,
Boyl.-fon, 45; .Journal in Canada, 132: .Tournal.s, new, 3'j7

;

Department of Army, records of, 202; prizes, 32.5, 356; .Juris-

prudeiife, 24 I.

Medicine— French .\cademv of, incident in, 164; free schools

of, 2o0; specialties in, 420.

Medicines, advertising of quack, 113.

Medical .Societies:—
Amendments r.f Constitution of American Med. Ass. II ; Med.

Society ofOliio. 27, 29.

of Vermont, .39, 347.

Female. 46.

Association of Maine, 30 ; formation of 43 ;
new, 45.

of Vermont, transactions of, 127.

of Philadelphia County. 147. 211, 2-51, 282,302.
of Suffolk County, Mass., 380.

DiscAissions in Medical Societies.

Academy of Medicine, New York:—
Pathology nf pneumonia, 317; luxation of humerus—inter-

mittent fever, 319 ; treatment of pneumonia, 346.

Paiholor/ical Society, New York:—
Tumor growing from sheath of sciatic nerve—soft sarcoma-

tous tumor of antrum of Ilighmore, .334.

Removal of tumor from antrum of Ilighmore—urinary cal-

culus in a child—partial luxation of lower end of tibia

forward—gunshot fracture of femur—necrosia of tibia, 388.
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General cancerous deposit, 409
;
amputation of both arms, os-

teomyelitis, death, autopsy—caucer of testicle, 410; aneu-

rism of left ventricle, with extensive calcareous deposit

—

scirrhus of stomach, 411; oedema and emphysema of lungs,

with hypertrophy of heart—microscopical examination of

tumor, 412.

PhilaclelpJiia County

:

—
Typhus fever; 251, 282, 302; report on cholera, 366; cholera,

423.

Vermont

:

—
Veratrum viride, 39; diphtheria, 40; enlargement ofmammEE

—

cancer. 41.

Jaundice, 348 ; sciatica, 349.

Meningitis— cerebro spinal, 22 ; spinal, 22.

Menorrhagia, intra uterine injections in, 311,

Menstruation, painful, 41.

Mental impressions, as a cause of deformity, 55.

Mercurials, in pelvic cellulitis and iritis, £9,

Meteorites, speculation on, 197.

Metrical system, 292.

Mexico, medical schools in, 403.

Michigan, University of, 398.

Microscope, new, of astonishing: power, 83.
" and Buddhaism, 421.

Microscopical examinations of tumor, 412.

Military practice, cases in, 119.

Milk—fermenting in phthisis, 156; researches on, 405.

Modelling, clay and glycerine for, 421.

Monkey, diabetes in, 292.

Monster, antediluvian, 404.

ilorphia—subcutaneous injections of, 56 ;
prolongation of anses-

thesia by, 57 ; and atropia, 97.

Mortality—in our great cities, primary causes, 131 ; of Provi-

dence, R. I., 147; in England, 227; in tenement-houses, 228;
statistics, worthlessness of, in great cities, 260.

Muscle, sterno-cleido, spasms of, i50.

Museum, medical, of U. S. Army, visit to, 81.

Mushroom, poison of, 190.

Mydriasis and pax'alysis of accommodation cured by calabar
bean, 231.

Nfevus—76; npp^r lip, 249.

Natural selections, 164.

Naval Academy at Annapolis, 48,

Navy news, (see Army.)
" report of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery for 1S65, 406.

Necrosis. 3?0—and caries of foot, 218 ; of femur. 76; pho-phor,

235; of jaw-bone, from decayed tooth, 393.

Neck, cystic tumor of, 141.

Nerve—sciatic tumor growing from sheath of, 334 ; division of

pneumogastric, in man, 3.'0.

Nervous disease, rare, 25; shock, 393.

Neuralgia in stump, reamputation for, 365.

Nitric acid, influence of in reducing enlargement of liver and
spleen, 222.

Nitrous-oxide as an ansssthetic, 100, 365, 366, 385, 395.

Nose—polyp of, 77 ;
gelatinoid polyp of, 110 ,

foreign body in

139.

Notes—taking, 65 ; on fever at Camp Big Springs, S64.

0.

Oljesity, extraordinary, 402.

Obituaries:
Dr. Henry Southey—T)r, Felix Robertson—Br. Jos. Hopkin-

son, 66.

Dr. McGuigan, 113, 118.

Dr. 8. D. Willard, 133.

Vxof. Remak. 2S0. 315.

Dr. Henry W. Ducachet—Dr. John Forest. 278.

Dr. George McCook, 293; Prof. J L. Riddle, 292.

Dr. D. S. Conant—Dr. E. D. Bailey, 294.

Dr. Samuel Stuart GriifiD. 358.

Dr. John Lindley—Dr. T. C. Madison—Dr. William Irvin, 390.

*r. Henry Barth—Rev. Dr. H. W. Ducachet, 4-22.

Onanism, 236.

Onychia maligna, 217.

Orchitis, 332.

Ophthalmia—catarrhal, 56; scrofulous, 77; intermittent, 153;
strumous, 234; gonorrhoeal, 377; in the Belgian army, 2.33;

strumous, with reflex contraction of orbic. palpebrarum, 394;
gonorrhoeal and purvilent, use of pressure in treatment of, 41 1.

Ophthalmological society at Heidelburg, third annual meeting
of, 319.

Ophthalmoscope—simple, 83; in diagnosis of hydrocephalus, 173.

Opium— and belladonna, antagonism of, 286; American, S4l.

Os uteri, incisions into, 59.

Ovariotomy, 167, 3o5.

Ox gall, therapeutical uses of, 26.

Ozoena, 96.

0«one, 287.

P.

Palate, hare-lip and fissure of, 218.

Paralysis—of bladder, 141, 282; of heart, 152; of arm, from cari-

ous tooth, 287.

Paris, increased salubrity of, 14.

Paronychia, 94.

Parsley leaves, resolvent properties of, 98.

Pathological specimens, 167, 345, 377, 394.

Pedestrianism, 113.

Pellagra, history and pathology of, 171.

Pelvic cellulitis and iritis, treated with mercurials, 59.

Pennsylvania., University of—centennial, 276; endowment of
lectureships in, 27; appointment of lecturers, 338.

Pepsine wine, 78.

Periostitis, 95.

Peritonitis, with bronchitis after debauch, 51.

Petroleum gas—poisonous effects of. 187, 244 ; action of on hu-
man system, 181.

Pharmaceutical Association, American, 321, 396,
Pharmacy, school of, in Ohio, 321.

Pharyngitis and laryngitis, syphilitic, 408.
Phenic acid as an antiseptic, 389.

Philadelphia, Health officer of, 44.

Phosphates in bone, source of, 157.

Phosphor-necrosis, 235.

Phthisis—126; sugar in, 32; raw meat and alcohol in, 129 ; fer-
menting milk in, 156; curative treatment of, 174.

Physician, a brave, 404.

Physicians, association of, 81; accidents to, 262.
Pig, typhoid fever in, 154.

Placenta—in natural labor, 169; and umbilical cord, structure
of, 174.

Plague—Russian, 13, 118; Oriental, 47; in Asia, 81; Siberian,
144, 292.

Plants—effects of iron on, 182; useful, 46.

Pleurisy, 392.

Pleuro-pneamonia, 159.

Plot, yellow fever, 31.

Pneumogastric nerve in man, division of 350.
Pneumonia—pathology of, 317 ; treatment of, 346.
Poison—a new, 166; rattlesnake, 350; organic; physio! ogic-al

tests for, 174.

Poisoning—by a fly-bite, 31 ; syncope, asphyxia, 143 ; by mush-
rooms; 190; the Pritchard case and professional etiquette, 211";

c^n it occur and the poison disappear, 223; attempted by
str3chnia, 277 ; by rattlesnake bite, treated with bi-sulphite
of soda, 279; by veratrum viride, 369; by impure calomel,
372; by vine-disease fungus, 415.

Policy, short-sighted, 290.

Polydactylism, 354.

Polypus—nasal, 77; gelatinous, 110.
Potash—picronitrate of in trichinous disease, 24 ; chlorate of in
phagedenic ulcers, 173.

Potassium—bromide of in strictures, 335 ; iodide of ia inflam-
matory rheumatism, 335.

Potts' disease of spine, 55, 67, 94.

Prayer and piacti e, 307.

Pregnancy—sickness of, 246 : extra-uterine, 415.
Pressure, in gonorrhseal and purulent ophthalmia, 414.
Pride, sad result of, 293.

Pritcharo poisoning case, 146, 210, 211.
Prostitution—licensed in Nashville, 180; regulating, 402.
Provost ?*Iar5hal General's report, 61.

Pterygium, 108.

Ptosis, 95.

Pupil, operation for removal of mem i)raniform obstructions
from, 321.

Purulent infusion and death from, 181.
Pyjsmia, 221.

Pylorus, cancer of, 394.

a.

Quack—medicines, advertising, 113; vegetable pills, 399; doe
tors, how served in France. 404.

Quarantine—officers, 48; and commerce, 224.
Queer place for flannel shirt, 4-05.

Quinia—<lose to be given in intermittent and remittent fevers,

103; and iodide of potassium in inflammatory rheumatism,
335.

R.
Rachitisme, 222.

Radius, partial luxation of, 171.

Rain fall of September 1865, 256.
Rattlesnake—bite treated with bi-sulphite of soda, 279 ; i>oi8on,
353.

Re-amputation of stump for neuralgia, 365.
Reason why, 353.

Rectum—prolapsus, elTectual remedy for, 222; stricture of, ope-
ration and death, 247 ; scirrhus of, with fistula, 273.

Reptiles, venomous, bite of, 196.

Re-section and amputation of shoulder joint, 381.
Resident Physicians, association of, 81.

Respiratory activity, diminution of, 245.
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Rheumiitism—caries from and with. 249; acute, 301; inflamma-
tory, quinine and iodide of potassium iu, 335.

Rhus toxicodendron, 335.

Kib caries of. '2d6.

Kussiau phiirue, (see Plague.)

s.

Salts, strumatic, 339.

Sanit:i-v ci^'uiitiou of Wihnington, N. C, 2S ; regulations, inter-

nati •nal. L'-i.

Scald—adhesions from, "219; sulphate of zinc iu, 232, 282.

Scalp—sebaceous tumor of, 54 ; wouud with fracture of cervical
vertebri«, loT.

Sciatica. 349.

Sciiiti • ner\ e, tumor tiTowincr fi'imi slieath, 334.

Sci'.ln-UKiriti ua. '•i.ni}n)-.ii I mi i)H'rtics of, 172.

Scirrhu— >t manini irv Lrlaiul. 9 i. Vlo; of rectum with fistula,

273: >n"skin. l^n: ot'.^i )!naeh. 411.

Scientitii- ._'it";s. v.aUiaMe. 3'.7, 3.S9.

Scrofulous ojihthaln-iia. 77.

Sense, muscular. :UL
Seton. diabetes eurci liy, 291.

Sox. production of. 141:. 1">4.

Sex.'-. ;>roi"n-tion of |iorii, 3S8.

Slii'uh-. .-u
j
liateof iron in, 330.

SlKX'k. lU'i-v.His. :^,t:S.

ShouKlei j int. re section and amputation of, 381.

Siberian i«laj:ne. (see Plague.)
Siekne.-s an 1 nioi tality in the U. S. army, 65.

8 Iver. uiirirc nf an 1 sulphate of copper in conjunctivitis, 207.

S ni'iuy. ui.'dieal. "27(3.

Skin, lia-uilav disease of, 24.

Skul!— -nrMiuuil fracture of, 139, 237; fracture of, trephining,
c^Tf' r.ii a!'M-e<-;. etc.. recovery, 327.

Small-;" 'X, statisiics of, 261.

Smoking—2 VI: arsenic with tobacco, 83.

S)cial evil and military authorities, 275.

S i.la— * il'.lii!'- i f in erysipelas, 112; bi-sulphite of in lattle-

S;. muscle, 250.

J^]., 1 : ,
. > lali^tS. G3.

Sp e rm a I . a- r h tea , o i3

.

Spinal meningitis, disease, three forms, 222.

Spine—pathology and treatment of disease of, 67, 90 ; Pott's

di-ease of oo, 67, 94 ; curvature of, 140.

Splint, for fracture of low er part of humerus, 97.

Sponge, cleaning, 181.

Staphyloma, 14'J.

Starvation lever, 300.

Statistics— I'rovost marshal Ge leral's office, 13, 61 ; of stammerr
ing, 4'

: iivliral. cf \'eteran Reserve Corps, 47 ; of sj'philis,

GO; of -^i kn.--^ and uruMality in U. S, Army, 64; curious, 84;

of lif; in i;n_'laud, Ijl; of insanity, 163; of small-pox, 261;

of weight, 375.

Steward.-, ho.spital. rank and pay of. 176, 177.

Stimulants in treatment of fever. .j7.

Sting-, treatm'-ni of. lie.

Stomach—seirrlui- L 411: ulceration of, at cardiac orifice, 391.

Sione. ojiernti"n f ' i.

Strabismus convert"

Strangulation, inter ( (in"-, 231.

Strictun-s—bromide - ; i i.y ;., ; of rectum, 247; of
urethra, :ii73.

Strychnia—lecture on, and medical use of, 1; attempted suicide

with, -.^77; arsenite of, 2>>&; alcohol as an antidote, 339; in

continued fever, 395.

Subcutanenu.'! injections, danger of, 369.

Sugar in phthisis. 32.

Suicide, attempted with strychnia, 277.

Snlpfaate of zinc in burns and scalds, 232.
" of iron in shingle.s 330.

Sulphites in zymotic diseases, 23).

Surgery—American, in I'aris, 25 ; magnesium and II.\ee's light

in, 26; versus medicine, C4

Surgery, Bauer's orthopaedic, 339.

French, o.OS.

Surgeons, compliment to, 48, 1.32.

Surgeon general's department for ISOt, 47; abstract of report
for IK65, 405.

Suture'', aiifdifation of, In frafture.<», 189.

Syncope—a-Mphyxla—poisoning, 143.

Syphilis—ftatistics of, 60; (ransmi.''sion of, by vaccination, 68

;

contagiousnesH of, 97; primary, 199; tertiary, 149, 141 ; hypo
dermic injections of calomel in, 191 ; Ti/w-transmission of,

by varclnatlon, 250.

Syphilitic—diseaHO of bones in infants, 101; sore-throat, 218'
bulxj, 21'J; laryngitis, .'{31

;
ulcers, 3.33; pharyngitis and laryn

giti«. 40H; sarcof-elf, .3<i0.

Syphili/ation. 14'^

Talc, ai'jilicition of. to burn." nn'l wound.s, 197.

TalipCii-varu.". I'l; O'juinu.s, l(/9.

Tea in a nut-shell, .'11.

Teeth—artificial, how made, .'W7 ; decayed nocroeiH of jaw
bone from, .'59.J.

Temperance, 115.

Tempest in a tea-pot, 228.
Tenement houses, mortality in, 228.
Testes—strangulation of in the inguinal canal, 239.
Testicle—removal of, 366; cancer of, 410.
Tetanus. 23; from gun-shot wound of finger, 343.
Tliermomoter, value of, in diagnosis and prognosis of

disease, 190.

Thigh, amputation of. acupressure, 123.
Thorax, penetrating wound of, 50.

Throat sore, syphilitic, 218.

Tibia— un- united fracture of, 250; partial luxation of
lower end, forward, 368; compound fracture of, in-
volving knee-joint, 407.

Tobacco, smoking arsenic with, 82.

Toe-nail—inverted, 140; deformity of, 141; ingrowing,
242.

Tongue, excission of, 173.
Tonsil—hypertrophy of. 54, 110; enlarged, 274.
Trafalgar, iturvivors of. 402.

Traumatic g ;ns:rene, logwood in, 115.
Traumatism, 150.

Travelers, safety of 12.
Trichina3, 191.

Tumor—sebaceous of saalp. 54, 78; fibrous of arch of
palate; strumous, 109: cystic of antrum of Highmore,
125; cystic of neck, 111; fluctuating of the hip, caused
by parasitic animals. 160; ovarian, 167: abdominal,
219; encysted of lip, 2S6; keloid. 249; on the side; on
the head, 250; removal from larynx through pomam
Adami, 283; growing from the sheath of the sciatic
nerve, 334; soft sarcomatous of the antrum of Hlsh-
more, 334. 368; removed from larynx, 395; microscopical
examination of, 412.

Turpentine vapor bat-bs, 144 170.

Type, change of, in disease, 351, 386.

Types of man, fixity of, 45.

XT.

Ulceration—of stomach at cardiac orifice, 391; of intestines, .394.

Ulcers—110; phagedenic, chlorate of potash in, 173; syp'iilitij,

333: of extremities, treated on Dr. Holt's plan, 315.

Umbilical cord and placenta, stricture of, 174.

University of Pennsylvania—centennial, 276; lectureships in,

27, 338.

Ur;cmic convulsions, 69.

Urethra—stricture of, 273; subcutaneous laoeration of, inactu-
coitionis, 280.

Urinary calculus in a child, 368.

Uterine displacement, influence of on the sterile condition, 240.

Uterus—incisions into mouth nf, 59; mucus membrane of ne::k,

98; injections into in mehorrhagia, 311; chronic inversion of,

removal of organ, 415.

Vaccination—syphilis, transmitted by, 58; failure in, 128; ani-

mal, 237 ; nr>?i-transmission of syphilis by, 256; protective
power of, 353, 4iJ4.

Vaccine, how to preserve, 245.

Variola—and vaccinia, 59; relations to vaccine, 237.

Vapor bath—for cure of hdyrophobia, 114; turpjutiue, 144, 170
Vein.-'. vari<'ose, 395.
Vinililalinn, 179.

Vermifti-c, 10.

Vesieo-af.dDuiiinil fistula. 217.

X'inc disease fniiLTU^, i)(ii>onin'j; by. 415.

'N'iscera, ahdoininal, uialposidou of, Dl.
Vocalization, 164.

w.
War. ra.viiiros of, 2'i7.

Wat T, o!)urtiMii of. 1S1.

\V.-ekli',.-s, lit'M-a.ry, 16-'.

Where -hall I locate? .351.

Who ar;; tnu-hcst? 229.

Will case, 191.

Wine— |
sine, 78; improvement of, 83; on side-board,

117: SM|.h slic'iti n of, 149.

Women, c! i ninci eric insanityin, 158.

W<Min(ls— pcn<"lra(iiiir of he art-, .S5^a:un -shot of wrist, 95;
;cuii-,-hot ol' hand. 111!; of h^^r, 1 :_;") ; of humerus, 141;
gun shot throii'jfh luui^s, 'l'X',\ of ii(!a(l, 291; talc as an,
application in, 2ii7; guti-.slioL of finger, tetanus from
313; gun-shot of head, .381.

Wrist-ganglion of, 95; aorophulus synovitis of, 378.

y.

Yale College, medical department of, strictures on circular, 63.

z.

Zinc, sulphate of. in burns and scalds, 232.

/-nojihytes, myriad, 19f5

Zymotic disease, u.se of sulphites in, 239.
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Batwell, E.—
Cases from an Army Surgeon's note-book, 50

;

successful amputation at hip-joint, 188; pene-
trating wound of head, 291: "walking fever,"
364.

Bates, J. W. P.—
Clinical reports, 332, 379, 393.

Bauer, Louis—
Surgical contributions, 247, 270, 280, 318.

Bullock, W. T.—
Eeports of Clinics, 54, 76, 93, 108, 125, 139.

Bunting, Boss E.—
Is there albuminuria in epilepsy? 87, 104.

Butler, L. C—
Medical Society of Vermont, 39, 127.

Byrnes, Thomas—
Liquor ammonise acetatis, 36.

" Caduceus"—
Rank and pay of hospital stewards, 178.

Clarli, Alonzo—
Pathology of pneumonia, 317.

Condie, D. F.~
Typhus fever, 251.

Cowan, Geo.—
Remittent fever, 69; polydactylism, 354.

Crook, O.—
Intra-uterine injections in obstinate menorrha-

gia, 310.

Cutter, Ephraim—
Remarks on laryngoscopy, 376.

Da Costa, J. 31.—
Bright's disease; diabetis insipidus, 7.

Cirrhosis, attended with ascites, 37; abdominal
hysteria, 38.

Peritonitis and bronchitis, after debauch, 51;
DucHENNEs' disease, 52; catarrhal icterus, 53.

Cardiac asthma, 75; case of mixed fever, 76.

Butcher, A. P.—
Lecture on strychnia, 1.

Farnsworth, P. J.—
Pritchard poisoning case, 211; case of gun-shot
wound through the lungs, 233; alcohol as an
antidote for strychnia, 339; ulceration of stom-
ach at cardiac orifice, 391: epidemic jaun-
dice, 399.

'
;

r J

Francis, S. W.—
Biographical Sketches of

A. H. Stephens, M. D., 5.

Willard Parker, M. D., 17.
Gurdon Buck, M. D , 34,
Julius Stephen Thebaud. M. D., 72.
Stephen Smith, M. D., 295.
Alexander E. Hosack, M. D., 359.

Freeman, J. N.—
Anaesthesia from internal use of chloroform, 354.

Ford, W. H.~
Hospital reports, 7, 37, 51, 75.

Oeiger, A.—
Use of veratrum viride in convulsive diseases, 49.

Gross, S. n.—
Hypertrophy of tonsils; sebaceous tumor of scalp,

54; Pott's disease of spine, 55.

ISTeevus; necrosis of femur, 76; hypertrophy of
burs83 over olecranon process; case of club-
thumbj convergent strabismus; epithelioma
of lip; scrofulous ophthalmia: polyp of the
nose, 77; sebaceous tumor; anchylosis of
finger, 78.

Scirrhus of mammary gland, 93.

Paronychia; talipes varus; Pott's disease of
spine; epithelioma, 94; fibrous tumor of arch
of palate; strumous abscess; periostitis; hare-
lip; gun-shot wound of femur; ganglion of
wrist; ptosis, 95; ozosna, 96.

Pterygium; cystorrhcea; foreign bodies in air-

passages, 108; primary syphilis; tallipes equi-
nus; fatty tumor, 109; gelatinoid polyps of
nose; hypertrophy of tonsils, 110.

Gun-shot wound of leg; strumous abscess; par-
tial anchylosis of shoulder-joint; scirrhus of
mammary gland; cystic tumor of antrum of
HiGHMORE, 125 ; phthisis; epithelioma; house-
maid's knee, 126.

Foreign body in nose, 139
;
staphyloma; tertiary

syphilis; anchylosis of knee-joint; curvature
of spine; partial anchylosis of knee-joint, 140;
inverted toe-nail; deformity of toe; cystic
tumor of neck; tertiary syphilis; gun-shot
wound of humerus

;
erysipelas of face, 141.

Lupus exedens; onychia maligna; popliteal
aneurism; forced flexion, 217 ; abscess in lum-
bar region

;
hare-lip and fissure of palate

;

caries and necrosis of the foot; syphilitic sore-

throat, 218; syphilitic bubo; adhesions from
scalds; abdominal tumor, 219.

Anchylosis of knee; umbilical hernia; chronic
hiccup; strumous ophthalmia, 234; phosphor-
necrosis, 235 ; scirrhus of skin

;
encysted tu-

mor of lip; caries of rib; onanism, 236;' hy-
drocele ; fracture of skull

;
enlarged axillary

gland. 237.

ITflevus of upper lip ; cheiloplastic operation ; ke-
loid tumor; caries from and with rheumatism,
249 ; un united fracture of tibia ; tumor of side;

tumor of head, hypertrophy of bones; spasm
of sterno-cleido muscle, 250; cartilage formed
on knee-joint, 250.

Stercoraceous abscess, 272.

Gangrene of feet from frost-bite; club foot;

scirrhus of rectum, and fistula: fracture of

lower jaw; stricture of urethra. 273: enlarged
tonsils; inflammation of knee-joint and caries,

274.

/
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Intra-eapjular fracture of femur; caries of me-
taiar^al bones from glass: amputation at hip-

joiut: gonorrluva, 281: ingrowing toe-nail;

paralysis of the bladder: scald: carbuncle;
soft chancre, 282.

Helm. W. H.~
Penetrating wound of heart, 85.
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Specialists and specialties, 152.

Hupp, J. C—
Biographical sketch of Dr. Joseph Thoburn, of

W. Virginia, 19.

Keen. W. IF.—

Clinical reports, 217, 234, 249, 272, 281.

Keyes, FUnt L.—
Smoking arsenic with tobacco. 82; citric acid in

phosphatic gravel, 138: sulphate of iron in
herpes: zoster. 230: sulphate of zinc in burns
and scalds. 232; ulcers of extremities^ treat-

ment of, 344.

Keyser, Peter D.—
Mydriasis, and paralysis of accommodation,

cured by Calabar bean, 230.

Lee, Bevjamin—
. Pathology and trea.tment of disease of spine, 67,

90.

Leavitt, T. L.—
Tenacity of human life in cases of gun-shot
wounds, 151, 205, 299.

Lehlhach, C. F. /.—
Cases in military practice, 119.

Levis, R. J.—
Gonorrhoea! ophthalmia, 377: traumatic cata-

ract, new operation for; cataract, 378.

Lowrie, H. H.—
Plural births, 33.

Ludlow, J. L.—
Ascites, with anasarca of lower extremities ; star-

vation fever, 300; acute rheumatism; typhus
fever, 301.

Chronic laryngitis, 316.

Dropsy: syphilitic laryngitis, 331; typhus fe-
ver, 332.

Pathological specimens; typhoid fever, 345.
Acute bronchitis, 376; pathological specimens,

377.

Pleurisy: aneurism of abdominal aorta, 392.

Pharyngitis, and laryngitis syphilitic, 408 ; con-
stipation, 409.

Markoe, T. M.—
Scrofulous synovitis of Avrist, 378; hydrocele;

h.-r inatocele, 379.

Marshall, J. If.—

Insanity cured by castration, 363.

Mitchell, Geo. A".—

Enteremphnixis, 103.

Morgan, C. li.—
Reports of Clinics, 123, 139, 157, 167, 365, 377.

J/oon, W. P.—
TfitanuH from gun-shot wound of finger, 343.

Millifjan, F. If.—

Congenital icthyosis, 399.

3Iorton, T. G.—
Amputation—acupressure, 123; hydrocele, 124.

Carbuncle: compound fracture of skull, 139.

Fracture of vertebrae, with wound of scalp; hy-
drocele; morbid specimens, 167; fistula lach-

rymalis, 168.

Be-amputation for neuralgia, 365; anfesthesia
by nitrous oxide gas, 365; dissecting abscess of
leg; syphilitic sarcocele; removal of testes:

nitrous oxide, 366.

Cancer of hand; amputation of fore-arm by
Teale's method; compound fracture of tibia,

involving head of boue—amputation through
knee-joint; compound fracture of elbow-joint,
407.

Millig, Dr.—
Account of cholera in Constantinople, 263.

3IcSherry, H. F.—
Anasarca, 333.

Pathological specimens, 394.

Nehinger, A.—
Cholera; typhus fever, 251; cholera, 423.

Oppdt, E. A.—
Quinia to be given in intermittent fever, 103.

Tarry, J. S.—
Vesico-abdominal fistula, 217.

Paul, James—
Food and the teeth, 185, 199.

Peck, W. F.~
Fracture of skull—trephining—cervical abscess
and recovery, 327.

Phillips, H. J.—
The cholera, 308.

Sargent, Eli D.—
Cardiac paralysis, 152.

Shaw, W. S.—
First stage of labor in sleep, 51.

Shew, A. 31'.—

Clinical reports, 300, 316, 331, 345, 375, 392.

Smith, N'. R.—
Orchitis; fistula in ano. 332; nervous deafness;
epithelioma; syphilitic ulcers, 333.

Necrosis, 379; chancre; injury of hand and
fore-arm, 380.

Nervous shock; necrosis of jaw from decayed
teeth; hemorrhoids, 393.

Staples, G.M—
Case of poisoning by rattlesnake-bite, treated

with bi-sulphite of soda, 379.

"Student"—
Benzole gas, 187.

Taliaferro, W. T.—
Cholera, 345.

Thornton, S. C—
Spinal disease, three different forms, 22; inter-

nal strangulation of small intestines, 291.

Traver, W. IT.—

llernia cerebri successfully treated, 63.

Turnhull, L.—
Diseases of internal ear, 70, 88, 106, 121, 135;

diseases of the eye, 215, 267.

Waller, Tracy E.—
Attempted suicide by strychnia, 277.
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Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in the Cleve-

land Charity Hospital Medical College, Ohio.
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VI. MEDICAL USE OF STRYCHNIA.

Strychnia has been employed for several years

very extensively in the treatment of many dis-

eases, more particularly those of a chronic charac-

ter, such as hemiplegia, paraplegia, amaurosis, epi-

lepsy, amenorrhoea, ague, dysentery, rheumatism,

neuralgia, hysteria, palsy of the bladder, lead palsy

and lead colic. Dr. Neligan was the first to re-

commend it in the latter disease. He gave the

sixteenth part of a grain, three times a day. Re-

lief generally took place in forty-eight hours. The

bowels act, and the disease subsides. All writers

caution against the use of strychnia in recent

cases, or while general reaction prevails^ or when
signs exist either of local irritation in the brain

or spinal cord, or of determination of blood to the

brain.

" Strychnia," says Headland, causes a con-

traction of the muscles by stimulating the motor

centers, and originating in them an impulse which

is propagated along the motor nerves. So that

when these centers are diseased, or the continuity

of the fibres destroyed, it is unable to exert its

power. It is used as a medicine in paralysis.

But when the lesion is of recent occurrence in the

nervous centre, or when it has been of so serious

or extensive a nature as to admit of no repair in

the course of time, the remedy will be ineflectual.

It is only successful where the continuity of the

nerves is complete, and where the nervous cen-

tres are in a measure sound. It is also of use

when the motor system of nerves is depressed or

deranged, as in hysteria and chorea."

Strychnia may be either administered in the

form of. pill or solution. The pills may be made

by rubbing and thoroughly mixing in a mortar'

one grain of strychnia with twenty grains of well-

dried bread crumbs, or a few grains of the extract

of gentian ; the mass to be divided into sixteen

pills. One of these may be given every eight

hours, until muscular twitching is produced. In

some cases it will be necessary to gradually in-

crease the dose, until this eJffect is produced. It

should not be carried beyond this point. If its

efi'ects should prove too severe, it may be discon-

tinued for two or three days, when smaller doses

may be given.

When used in paralysis, it must be given in

doses sufficient to afiect the muscular system very

sensibly, and be continued for weeks, or it will do

no good. I have known instances where improve-

ment has taken place very quickly, and the cure

has been perfected in a very short time. But in

the great majority of cases the amendment will

be slow, and the remedy have to be perseveringly

used for a long time.

With many practitioners M, Hall's solution of

strychnia, is a very common remedy for hysteria

and chorea. It is prepared as follows

:

R. Pure crystals of strychnia, grs. xvj.

Alcohol and water, aa f-.^viij.^

Tinct. of cardamum comp,, f.,fjss.

Acetic acid, f.^ss. M.
Dose—20 to 30 drops three times a day.

In chlorosis strychnia is a very important the-

rapeutical agent; it assists the action of iron

most wonderfully. And for several years past I

never think of giving a patient afflicted with this

disorder, iron without combining it with strychnia.

In this case we need something more than a re-

storative haematic ; the inervation is languid and
very deficient, hence the demand for a nerve stimu-

lant, and in strychnia we have the agent to fill

the bill of our wants. Here is my favorite pre-

scription- for chlorosis:

R. Sulph. ferri, ^j.
Pulv. myrrh, ^ij.

Strychnise, gr. ij.

Ext. gentianas, ^j. M.
Ft. mass, et divide in pill. No. 60.

Sig : 2 pills three times a day, immediiately after

each meal.

Ill habitual constipation of the bowels, depend-

ing upon inertia, strychnia is frequently very use-
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ful, and I am in the habit of prescribing it accord

ing to the following formula

:

R. Ext. colocynth. comp.,
Podophylliue,

Ext. rhei,

01. carui,

StrychnijB,

Ft. mass, et divide in pill.

Sig: One pill morning and evening, until the

bowels are freely moved, when one may be taken

every night on retiring fo rest, or every other

night if they should act too much upon the bowels.

In the nausea and vomiting which sometimes

attend oxalluria and phosphTiria, T am acquainted

with no medical agent that will relieve these symp-

toms more speedily. It may be employed with

nitric and muriatic acid, thus:

R. Acidi nitrici, £3:].

Acidi hydrochlorlci. f-^ij-

Strychnia, gr.j.

Aquse destil.. f.^j. M.
Sig: 8 to 10 drops three times a day, in a wine-

glass full of mint tea.

In the chronic rheumatism of old people, and

individuals who have abused themselves by hard

labor, and exposure, strychnia in combination

with cod liver oil, has in my hands proved a very

useful remedy.

Twenty drops of Hall's solution, or even more,

in a tablespoonful of cod liver oil should be ad-

ministered three times a day, about two hours

after each meal, and where the urine is not secre-

ted in abundance, a. large teaspoonful of the ace-

t,ate of potassa may be added. Strychnia when
gh'en alone will sometimes prove successful, but

by giving it in connection with the medical agents

just mentioned, you willfiudby happy experience

that its remedial efficacy is greatly enhanced, and

you should not fail to give it in doses sufficiently

large to produce a decided effect upon the system;

any thing short of this will not accomplish a cure

in this most obstinate disease. Some writers con-

flj'ler strychnia a specific fur chronic rheumatism.

I would caution you .against such pretentions, for

experience has proved ihem to be false.

Strychnia is al.so emploj-ed externally, through

the means of a fresh blistered surface. In amau-
rosis nu'l facial neuralgia, it is used in this way.

1 once cured a very obstinate case of paralysis of

the sphincter ani, in a man aged ')•''), by blistering

tbo perin:cum, repeatedly, and sprinkling a fourth

of a grain of the alkaloid over its surface three

times a day. Previous to this the medicine had

been given internally four weeks witliout any
apparent improvement. ^Strychnia is absor])efl

from frewh blistered surfaces very easily and

rapidly; hence it siiould be used cautiouslv.

from a fourth to half a grain, sprinkled on once

or twice a day. is sufficient in most cases to ac-

complish the desired end.

There is one thing in regard to the administra-

tion of strychnia, that should never be lost sight of;

and this is, the possibility of its accumulating in the

system in such quantities as in the end to sudden-

ly destroy life. I am aware that this is ignored by

some writers. Dr. Christison, in his Dispensa-

tory, says, *'that it is not a cumulative poison,

like mercury and digitalis," But there are cases

on record which show very conclusively that it is,

and I have met with several instances in my own
practice, Avhere it came ygvy near proving fatal to

the patient. I remember one case in particular

;

it was that of a middle aged woman, who I at-

attended with diphtheria. Some ten days after

convalescence, on rising from bed in the morning,

I found that she could not swallow without great

effort: there was partial paralysis of the muscles

of deglutition. I ordered her the following:

R. Ferri citrat., ^j.

Sulph. quinise, gr. xxx.
Strychnige, gr. ij.

Ext. gentiange, ^j. M.

Ft. mass, et divide in pill. No. oO.

Sig : One pill every eight hours.

.On the seventh morning I found her very much
improved ; the paralysis was disappearing slowly,

and by a ver}^ strong effort she could swallow a

few articles of solid food. As she experienced no

disagreeable effects from the medicine, it was con-

tinued as directed above. On the morning of the

tenth day I was summoned in haste to see her;

she was laboring under pretty severe tetanic

spasms. They continued at intervals of about

twenty minutes, until two o'clock, when they

ceased. The patient now appeared to be very

much exhausted, but by the use of stimulants she

speedily rallied, and to her great joy, every ves-

tige of the paralysis had vanished. This case im-

pressed me very, forcibly with the cumulative

properties of strychnia, and "the necessity of ex-

ercising a fair amount of caution in its adminis-

tration. Some systems, are also more siisceptible

to its action than others, and a dose that will

scarcely be felt by one individual, will produce in

another the most disagreeable effects. "I have

known," says Dr. Wood, "a lady to be thrown

into violent and even alarming spasms, almost

threatening suffocation, by one-twelfth of a grain

of strychnia." Let me caution you again then,

to be very careful wlien you prescribe strychnia,

to whom you prescribe it, and how you prescribe

it, for it is a therapeutical agent of vast power,

either for good or evil.
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VII. DIAGNOSIS OF STRYCHNIA POISONING.

As cases of poisoning by strychnia are becom-

ing more common every year, its diagnosis is a

matter of considerable importance. I have not

the least doubt but many individuals have been

murdered with strychnia, while the cause of their

death has been attributed to epilepsy, apoplexy,

hydrophobia, or tetanus. In the absence of a

knowledge of the fact that the alkaloid has been

taken, are there any special symptoms to distin-

guish it from either of the disorders just named?

Dr. S. H. Bennett, in the Edinburgh Medical and

Surgical Journal^ July, 1854, describes a case of

poisoning with strychnia, which might have been

easily mistaken for a case of hydrophobia by a

less experienced practitioner.

The patient, when first seen, which was about

an hour after the poison had been taken, was in

a rigid and trembling state, and the face almost

manical in its expression. This was soon followed

by a violent tetanic convulsion. Between the fits,

she did not utter any expression of alarm, but

would occasionally request a little water. The

muscles of the jaws remained so rigid between

the spasms that the attempt to introduce the

stomach-pump was unsuccessful, and although

some strong emetics were drank, it repeatedly

occurred that the attempt of the patient to take

liquids was followed by so violent a spasmodic

fit as to prevent her swallowing them, and to give

that apparent dread of water so well marked in

cases of hydrophobia.

During the tetanic fit, the whole body was stif-

fened and straitened, the neck violently drawn

back, the chest flexed, the eyes protruding from

their sockets in a horrible manner, the legs

pushed out and widely separated, the muscles

of the face convulsed, pulse imperceptible^ and no

breathing could be perceived •, the face was livid,

more particularly the lips, and froth issued from

the mouth. The pupil was also dilated during

the paroxysm. It was impossible to produce any

relaxation of the body during a fit, and if moved,

the whole body remained in its rigid condition.

As soon as death had- taken place, which was in an

hour and a half, the limbs relaxed, the face and

lips gradually lost their livid hue, and became,

as well as the body, extremely pallid.

In poisoning by strychnia, there is commonly

no dread of water or other liquid. In hydropho-

bia, this constitutes its chief characteristic; the

very sound of water will excite the most powerful

spasms. Another marked difierence between hy-

drophobia and strychnia poisoning is the state

of the mental faculties. In the first disorder, the

patient is delirious^ and sometimes almost ungov

ernable ; in the latter, the mind is clear, and with

the exception of a feeling of alarm, varying some-

what in intensity in difierent cases, the individ-

ual is calm, when not under the influence of the

spasms.

The history of the case will also furnish a clue

to the diagnosis. In hydrophobia, premonitory

symptoms will manifest themselves for several

days before spasms occur. The patient will com-

plain of pain or some unusual sensation in the

situation of the bite. In a few days, his manners

become hurried and irritable; he speaks of pain

and stifi'ness, perhaps, about the neck and throaty

unexpectedly, he finds himself unable to swallow

fluid, and every attempt to do so brings on a par-

oxysm of choking and sobbing of a very painful

kind to behold ; and this continues for two or

three days, until the patient dies exhausted. In

poisoning by str^-chnia, the invasion of the spasms-

is sudden, and the case terminates in a few mi-

nutes, or hours at the utmost.

The difi'erence between tetanus and poisoning

by strychnia is very marked. The difi'erence

consists mostly in the state of the jaws. In poi-

soning by strychnia, the jaws are only spasmodi-

cally closed during the violence of the paroxysm

:

the moment it subsides, they are easily opened.

And, indeed, sometimes the individual lies with

his mouth open during the interval between the

spasms. This is not the case in tetanus
;

the^

jaws are permanently shut, and remain so until

the disease terminates, which is most always fa-

tally.

Dr. R. Adaats, in his excellent article on strych-

nia, says, "that the diagnosis between ordinary

tetanus and that form produced by strychnia,

will be found by looking to the expression of the

countenance rather than to any other single phe-

nomenon. This expression is admitted by all to be

most peculiar, and once looked upon with atten-

tion, it cannot be forgotten. The forehead is

wrinkled transversely, and in the perpendicular

direction, the eyebrows being drawn in a remark-

able manner toward each other: the eyes are not

fully opened, the nostrils are more or less dilated :

the angles of the mouth are drawn backward and

a little upward. These characteristic marks

become momentarily exaggerated at every par-

oxysm."

Strychnia tetanus is also in its progress to a

fatal result, much more rapid in its course than

ordinary tetanus. The hands, in strychnia teta-

nus, are early and severely affected; in ordinary

tetanus, the hands are the parts of all others, the

last and the least afiected, A rigid condition of

j

the muscles exists in both cases, not only during



the actual paroxysm, but also during the interval

between them. And this rigidity frequently re-

mains after death, as a marked feature of the tre

mendous nervous and muscular disorder which

has preceded the dissolution of the individual.

VITI. CONCLUSIONS AND TREATMENT.

There are five things in relation to strychnia

which I regard as pretty well established.

1st, It is absorbed with great rapidity from

the stomach and recent wounds.

2d. It is taken up by the blood and carried

into all parts of the system.

3d. It acts as a special stimulant, principally

upon the medulla oblongata and nervous centres

downward, affecting the motor more than the

sensory branches.

4th. It is chiefly through the urinary excretion

that it is eliminated from the system.

5th. That as yet no chemical antidote has been

discovered.

In view of the last fact, what course of treat-

ment should be pursued when an overdose has

been taken? If we have no chemical antidote,

what are we to do? The indications, I think, are

very plain. In the first place, the stomach must

be thoroughly evacuated. This, to be of any

use, must be done in a very few minutes after

the poison has been taken. If delayed beyond

twenty minutes, a quantity sufficient will be ab-

sorbed to do all the damage it is capable of doing.

The stomach-pump should be' used immedia-ely.

Emetics are too tardy in their action to meet our

wants in this case. Milk, or a solution o£tarmin,

to Oiv,) may be repeatedly injected into the

stomach to remove the poison. If after this, no

spasms occur, or are very slight, we may leave

the case to the action of the vital forces to expel

the remainder of the poison from the system. I

am perfectly satisfied that very many of these

cases will recover without any treatment, pro-

viding the dose has not been sufficiently large to

destroy the patient's life during the first hour.

Individuals who die after this time, succumb to

Bome special complication, or die from the medi-

cal treatment. ' I am acquainted with one case

where a young man took tioo grains of strychnia,

with a view of self-destruction, and survived

twelve Jiours. But it was not the strychnia

that destroyed his life. He died from the effect

of enormous doses of morphia, that were admin-

istered for the purpose of arresting the spasms.

I have known several instances where individ-

ulas have suffered the most alarming spasms,

from taking an overdose of strychnia, and reco-

ver without any medical treatment. Here is a
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I transcribe it in full from mycase m point,

case-book

:

June 7, 1846. Called this morning in haste to

see Mr. B., aged 51. His wife informed me that

he had had three very severe convulsions. That
not feeling very well, he had taken five pills,

about an hour before. When I approached him,

I found that his muscular system throughout was

rigid and trembling, and his countenance bearing

marks of excitement and alarm. While iji the

act of examining the pulse, he was seized with a

most violent convulsion, during which the who"'e

body was convulsed ; the neck was drjiwn back,

the chest fixed, the eyelids were thrown wide

open, and the pupils very much dilated. The

face was livid, and froth issued from the mouth.

The pulse was imperceptible, ajid the respiration

suspended. This spasm lasted about five min-

utes.

When it left him, the pulse returned, and the

respiration was only partially restored. The

rigidity and trembling of the muscles continued.

His juws were partially relaxed, but he could

not articulate a word ; and on attempting to give

him some medicine, I found he could not swal-

low. In about fifteen minutes he had another

spasm, but not quite so violent as the first. I

again attempted to give the medicine, but failed.

After this, he had four spasms, at intervals of

about twenty-five minutes. When they ceased,

he appeared exhausted, and fell into a quiet

sleep.

When I called in the evening, he-was very com-

fortable: and after a little conversation in regard

to his symptoms, he very jocosely asked if I knew
what had been the cause of his fits. I suggested

several things, buifthey were unsatisfactory. At
last he informed me that the pills contained

strychnia, about a grain and a quarter in all.

The}^ were some pills that had been left by a

horse-doctor, a long time ago, for a sick filly, and

having been placed in a box where they kept

their medicines, he took them in a mistake. He
recovered without any medicine.

When, however, the spasms are very violent, and

threaten the life of the patient, we should by all

means attempt to arrest them. The best known
therapeutic agent for this purpose is chloroform.

When inhaled, it has been known, on several

occasions, to arrest the most violent tetanic

spasms in a few minutes. Chloroform will sus-

pend the characteristic action of strychnia, until

the system has had time to eliminate the poison

by the usual channels. Dr. Lowrie in his re-

marks on the practical use of chloroform inhala-

tions in poisoning by strychnia, says: ''There is
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a dog in thi-s room to which a poisonous dose of

strychnia was given twelve hours ago. That

dog has been kept under the influence of chloro-

form during that period, and hitherto, no symp-

tom of its having swallowed strychnia has shown

itself ; we hope that we may keep it alive until

the kidneys shall eliminate the whole of that

strychnia. But even should we be disappointed

in this, (he was disappointed, for the dog died

sixteen hours afterward,) we must not conclude

that it is a useless remedy. On the contrary, by

suspending the action of the poison and prolong-

ing life, it will give time for the use of the sto-

mach-pump, and the exhibition of emetics, and

enable us to sustain the strength by enemata.

Further, if an antidote should ever be discovered,

chloroform may be found to suspend the action of

the poison, until the antidote shall altogether

neutralize it."

To eliminate the poison from the blood, the oil

of turpentine is superior to every other medical

agent that I am acquainted with. When used in

connection with alcohol, it is an active and pow-

erful diuretic. Turpentine is absorbed very

speedily, and enters the circulation nearly un-

changed. When mixed with blood, it will

readily dissolve any vegetable alkaloid that may
be contained in it. For this purpose, I am in

the habit of prescribing it as follows :

R. Alcohol. f.^ss

01. terebinth., f..:^j.

Mucillag. acaciae, f-^iij. M.

This may be given at one dose. If it does not

have the desired effect in one hour, it may be re-

peated. In poisoning by strychnia, I am confi-

dent that this is the best remedy that we can em-

ploy to eliminate the poison from the system.

Given in this way, it will also sustain the flag-

ging energies of the system when the spasms

have subsided, for it is a general stimulant as

well as a diuretic. But we should not forget that

strychnia itself augments the flow of urine, and

in this way becomes an important means of its

own elimination. It is for this reason that we
have concluded thatan the milder cases of strych-.

nia poisoning, it is better to leave them in the

hands of nature, who will always interpose in

their behalf, and expel the enemy from the citadel

of life. That she has the ability to do this, is

abundantly evident from the case that I have

just cited, and also from the case of Dr. Webster,

who, on the night he was arrested for the murder

of Dr. Parkman, took fwo grains of strychnia, and

recovered without medical treatment.
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BIOGKAPHICAIi SKETCHES
OF

Distinguished Living New York Surgeons.

By Sam'l W. Francis, M. D.,

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine,

No. 11.

Alexander H. Stevens.

Alexander H. Stevens was born in the city of

New York, on the fourth day of September, 1789

^

and, though 76 years of age, and having retired

from the busy pursuits of an active professional

life, he still cherishes the same love for his hon-

orable calling, and enters fully into all the inter-

esting details of a physician's experience, tlis

father, Ebenezer Stevens, of Revolutionary re-

pute, formed one of the memorable party, that,

urged on by indonaitable courage and upright

integrity, boarded the vessels in Boston harbor,

and cast the taxed tea into the waters of that

port. During the war between America and the

oppressing English, he enlisted in the Federal

army, and fought bravely at the respective bat-

tles of Saratoga and Yorktown, having been pro-

moted to the responsible rank of colonel of artil-

lery. At the close of the war. Colonel Stevens

married Miss Ledyard, whose noble brother,

Colonel Ledyard, fell at Groton. Her nejDhew

was the celebrated traveller, Ledyard, whose ex-

perience has been so instructively portrayed for

the benefit of those who entertain a sympathy

with adventure and a desire to learn.

At ten years of age, young Alexander was

placed under the supervision of John Adams,

who prej)ared him for college in a select school at

Plainfield. When but fourteen years old, Alex-

ander was so well prepared in the classical and

mathematical branches of study, that he entered

Yale College, and remained faithful to his post

till he was graduated Bachelor of Arts, with high

honors, in the year 1807.

Exhibiting a fond desire to become an M. D.,

Alexander entered the ofl&ce of Dr. Edward
Miller, where the preliminary principles of ana-

tomical knowledge were instilled into his tenta-

tive mind. He then attended one course of med-

ical lectures in the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, and subsequently a s.econd one in the

University of Pennsylvania, from which latter

institution he received his diploma, having been

formally graduated. Dr. Stevens' Thesis " On the

Proximate Cause of Inflammation/' received the
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praise of many learned writers, prominently

among whom was Dr. Rush.

Desirous of benefitting by ilie experience of

European philosophers in surgery, young Stevens

took passage in a sailing vessel for France in the

year 1811, about the time that England sought to

rule over American seas and United States mer-

chantmen. As fate would have it, iie was. cap-

tured by *'an English cruiser," and after some
delay, landed at Plymouth. Availing himself of

the present circumstances, the Doctor wended
his way to the schools of London, and sat under
the erudite Cooper, at the same time attending

the comprehensive lectures of the appreciated

Abernethy. In the following year, he left the

British Isles, and visited Paris, availing himself of

the clinical advantages that were unfolded by the

experienced Boyer and popular Baron Larrey.
Meanwhile, active part had been taken between
England and his native country; the Atlantic

Ocean sustained warlike vessels of both countries,

and it was his fortune to fall in with a British

cruiser on his return to the United States. He
was taken prisoner a second time, and reland-

ed at Plymouth, where he remained until the

proper papers could be taken out and signed,

when he was permitted to return to New York in

a cartel. Immediately on his arrival, he was
created surgeon in the army, a position in which
he saw much of practical importance, and proved
himself not wanting in efficient usefulness.

Not long after this. Dr. Stevens was called to

fiU the chair of Professor of Surgery in the New
York Medical Institution; and in 1814, Ave find

him lecturing to ambitious students and discours-

ing on the play of muscles. In 1818, he was cho-

sen to officiate under the responsible obligations

of Surgeon to the New York Hospital, where he

at once carried out the European plan of bedside

demonstrations and clinical treatment. This

course of instruction was also being followed bv
Dr. Valentine MoTT. A cotemporary of that

time said in my presence that it was exceedingly

interesting to see the admiring students crowd-

ing round these two expounders of the art of cut-

ting, unfolded, as it was, on two distinct and
separate principles. Dr. Stevens remarked be-

fore the Academy of Medicine, in speakino- of

Dr. Mott's death, that it had been his (Dr. Ste-

ven's) habit not unfrequently to cut in a manner
purposely avoiding noatneHS, in order to show his

students that patients could get well without that

delicacy of manipulation and nicety of treatment

which 8ome surgeons deemed so essential. On
the same occasion, he also stated that he had

never known any surgeon who possessed that

power of resource in difficult and dangerous

emergencies, which seemed so natural to Dr.

Mott. In 1825, he was chosen Professor of

Surgery in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons.

Dr. Stevens continued to be connected with

this and tbe New York Hospital till his health

began to fail, when, in 1838, he resigned his

place, and confined himself more particularly to

the duties of consulting surgeon in public and

private practice. A suitable testimonial was
drawn up by those connected with the New York

Hospital and the College, and presented to Dr.

Stevens with appropriate remarks. About this

time, he was elected by the regents Emeritus

Professor of Surgery, and also* Consulting Sur-

geon to the New York Hospital, which latter ap-

pointment was made by.the Governor. A truth-

ful portrait of the Doctor's expressive features

was presented by his attached class to the New
York Hospital, and was hung on the walls of

the Governors' room.

In 18-11, Dr. Stevens was appointed President

of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, by

the regents, and continued to fill that honorable

position for many years. The New York State

Medical Society saw fit to nominate and elect

Dr. Stevens as their President, and when he

delivered an able address before the assembled

members, both Houses of the Legislature, and

other prominent citizens voted for its publication

for the benefit of those who had not heard it,

and the additional interest of those who had.

Dr. Stevens' literary attainments in the way of

reading and general culture, together with his

high standing as a practical surgeon, caused him

to be publicly honored by having the title of

LL.D., conferred upon his name. In the follow-

ing year, 1847, he was created Vice-President,

and, in 1848, President of the American Medical

xVssociation, in which useful organization he has

taken the liveliest interest. Not a few of the im-

portant acts in this Association are indebted to

Dr. Stevens' wise forethought for their first in-

ception.

Not long since, Dr. Stevens retired altogether

from the practice of physic, and the equally re-

sponsible office of operating surgeon. Being

enamored of the rich simplicity of a rural life, he

has taken up his residence at Lloyd's Neck, Long

Island, where his leisure moments are passed in

recording for the benefit of future generations the

events of the past, and his experience of a varied

and interesting life. This autobiography will no

doubt find its way to the shelves of many who
feel a kindred love for similar subjects. Dr. Ste"
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YENS has devoted more of his life to acting, read-

ing, and thinking, than writing; but though his

works are few in number, many of the facts con-

tained in them have brought to light impol'tant

details, and proved of interest to aspiring sur-

geons. Most ofthem are to be found in the med-

ical periodicals of the day. In the operating

field, Dr. Stevens has likewise endeavored to as-

certain more about present operations and im-

provements upon them, rather than seek to ex-

plore new regions or propose a novel treatment.

His suggestions in relation to Almshouses, and

particularly the welfare of the Insane, have

been of service in bringing the subject before the

proper authorities, and roused the sluggish minds

of political speculators fo an active sense of their

responsibilities.

Hospital Reports.

Philajjelphia Hospital, )

January, 1865. f

Medical iClinic by Dr. J. M. Da Costa.

Reported by William H. Ford, AI. D., Resident Physician.

Acute Bright's Disease.

L. M., set. 31, native of Delaware. About four
weeks ago she was seized with pain in the back,
but especially in the left lumbar region, which
was preceded by rigors and fever. As accompa-
nying symptoms, she had headache and nausea.
Several days afterward, her face became swollen,

and soon there was general edematous effusion.

Subsequently, an effusion took place into the
abdominal cavity. Her urine, to-day, contains a
considerable amount of albumen; but it is free

from blood corpuscles, tube-casts, etc. It is clear,

of a light straw color, slightly acid, and has a
specific gravity of 1010.

There is now scarcely any dropsy of the hands,
but there is still oedema of the lower extremities,

which pit on pressure. There are evident signs
of the presence of fluid in the abdomen. The
heart's action is normal. The liver is not in-

creased in size, but is even somewhat diminished in

size. There are no hepatic phenomena to account
for the symptoms. What then is the cause of

these symptoms? It is evident, from the history

of the case, that there was at first a.n attack of

acute dropsy, or acute Bright's disease.

This disease in former times was not well un-

derstood. Its secondary affections were consi-

dered the primary disease : and this is not to be
wondered at, as it is by these that our suspicion

of the primary disorder is, in general, first aroused.

REPORTS.
J

It was, at one time, thought to be an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum; at another, an inflamma-
tion of the lymphatics, etc. We now know that

it is a disease of the kidney. An 'acute dropsY
is almost always an acute albuminuria. There is

congestion of the kidney, and a deposit of blood

corpuscles and tube-casts in the urine. There is

no reason te doubt that this is a case of acute

Bright' s disease, though we do not find any blood

corpuscles, or tube-casts in the urine at the pre-

sent time. Their absence rather favors our view,

'

as the blood corpuscles and tube-casts disappear

before the albumen, during convalescence. It is

a curable case, provided no hepatic complications

arise.

Treatment, The following treatment would have
been applicable at the onset of the disease. When
she had fever, pain in the loins, and hgematuria,

six or eight ounces of blood should have been

taken from the lumbar regions by cups. Mild

diuretics should have been employed, such as the

tincture of digitalis, or cream of tartar. Dover's

powder at night, or the vapor bath, to produce

normal action of the skin. There should have

been perfect rest in bed, which is essential to the

cure of the patient.

As the acute symptoms have disappeared, we
have only the albuminuria and dropsy to deal

with. Stimulating diuretics are interdicted. Mild

diuretics will be prescribed, and such as will act

as astringents upon the kidneys. The tincture

of the peracetate of iron, given in teaspoonful

doses, three times a day, will fulfill these indica-

tions. It is both diuretic and astringent, and

counteracts and prevents the destruction of blood

corpuscles, which always takes place in this dis-

ease. It is, nioreover, very acceptable to the

stomach.

In order to get rid of the fluid, the iron will be

serviceable
;
but, in addition to this, we may use

cream of tartar, which is valuable as a diuretic

and mild laxative. Wine is admissible. A fa-

vorite prescription of Dr. Bright's was port

wine and gallic acid. There is no need of the

gallic acid, as we are using an astringent. ?^"our-

ishing, easily digested diet must be employed.

March 1st, 1865. The ascites has almost en-

tirely disappeared, but there is still slight oedema

of the inferior extremities, and some albumen in

the urine. Her general health is very much im-

proved.

Diabetes Insipidus.

J. H., eet. 65, a native of Ireland. He has had

a troublesome cough four years, following pneumo-

nia of the right side. For about three months he

has been passing a large quantity of water daily,
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(aboat three or four quarts in the twenty-four

hours.) usually without uneasiness or pain, al-

though when this diuresis first began, he says, he

had some pain in the loins. He has been much
annoyed by thirst, aud by frequent urination.

He' has a poor appetite, and his "bowels are occa-

sionally constipated. He is becoming emaciated

rapidly, and is daily losing strength. His mind

is dejected.

The patient is now passing large quantities of

urine. Though there was pain in the kidney re-

gions at first, there is none there now.

Here is a case in which there is an excessive

flow of urine, such as exists in diabetes mellitus.

It is important to determine if there be any sugar

present in the urine. There are several tests by
which the presence of sugar in the urine may be

detected.

Foia-'im, or 3Ioore's Test. It consists in boiling

equal quantities of the suspected urine and liquor

potassae; if sugar be present, a rich brownish

color will be produced.

- Trornmers Test. Boil the suspected urine with

sulphate of copper and potassa; a red suboxide of

copper will be precipitated by the action of the

sugar.

A very ready test is that of Barreswil. The
following is the formula for its preparation:

R. Potassas bitart., gr. xcvj.
Sod{:e earb. (eryst.), gr. xcvj.
Cupri sulphat., ^ gr. xxxij.
Potass96, gr. Ixiv.

Aqu(», f. ^ij, M.

If equal bulks of this mixture and diabetic urine

be boih^d, a fawn-colored suboxide of copper will

be deposited.

In examining this man's urine (which is high-

c-olored, and has a specific gravity of 1019) bv
means of this test, its character remains un-

changed: there is, therefore, no sugar in the

urine. In order to form a comparison, a speci-

men of artificial grape-sugar urine has been pre-

pared, which, when su])jccted to this test, pro-

duces the dark-rod suboxide of copper.

This case is of great interest; it is one of dia-

betes insipidus, nr hydniria. This is the cause

of the extreme thirst and emaciation, and possi-

bly of the fhronic pulmonary trouble. Unlike

diabetes racdlituH, and like hysteria, this aff'ection

gives rise to nenous symptoms. It differs from
the apparent diureHia of hysterical women in this

particular— that while there is in hysterical

women, a dispoHition to urinate frequently, no in-

ordinate amount of urine is passed in the twenty-

four hours.

This affection sometimes follows sunstroke. A

case* of this description was admitted to this

hospital some years ago, during Dr. Da Costa's

service. The man, set. 24, passed, daily, from

thirty-six to forty pints of limpid urine, of a

very low specific gravity, in which, by several

tests repeatedly employed, not a trace of sugar

could be detected. He stated that he had been in

good health until about five months previously,

when he had a sunstroke while laboring on a

building. He was for awhile insensible, and

from that time had had constant pain in the head^

and had been unable to work. He lost flesh ra-

pidly, and was much annoyed by a frequent and

excessive emission of urine. Beyond the symp-

toms mentioned, very little was found in the

case. All the internal viscera appeared to be

healthy: the bowels were constipated. For up-

wards of a week he improved, voiding only seven-

teen pints in the twenty-four hours. But he then

relapsed. Suddenly he was seized with a com-

plete suppression of urine. The function of the

kidne3'S was re-established, but diuresis did not

return, and he died on the fifth day after the sup-

pression of urine, and about six months after the

sunstroke, with the symptoms of uraemic poison-

ing.

In this disease the blood does not appear to be

altered. We may call this disease a functional

disturbance, but there is some cause existing in

the sympathetic system, or spinal marrow, which

microscopical analysis and the most delicate

means of research have failed to detect. It fol-

lows then, that chronic hydruria is not a disease

of the kidney, but of the nervous system.

Prognosis. It is not as unfavorable as when,

with a large quantity of urine, sugar is present.

Yet chronic hydruria is not a harmless disease, as

the case referred to before proves. In a case re-

corded in Waison''s Practice^ the patient was

worn out by the constant drainage upon his sys-

tem, and died of emaciation.

Treatmsnt. Nervous tonics ^should be steadily

administered. This patient is taking the tincture

of the chloride of iron and cod liver oil. We
will order the following pill to be taken every

night:

R. Extract, belladonna?, gr. \.

Extract, ignutijjc alcohol., gr. ss.

Misce, et fiat pil. j.

This is a tonic anodyne, and it also moderates the

activity of the kidney. Tincture of cantharis has

been recommended us a successful remedy, but

there was probably atony of the bladder, and

hence its success.

* Da Costa'a Med. Diagnosis, page {>67.
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Editorial Department.

Periscope,

Puerperal Fever.

In his lectures on puerperal fever, Dr. Barnes,

sums up the connection between puerperal fever,

and the local and constitutional conditions derived

from pregnancy and labour:

—

1. Pregnancy induces a degraded condition of
blood: throws an excessive burden upon the ex-
creting apparatus; impedes the freedom of the
circulation; causes hypertrophy of the heart.

2. Libour adds to the condition left by preg-
nancy: shock; extensive local injury; an enor-
mous waste of nerve and muscle, the consequence
of physical exertion

;
greater degeneration of

bloc.d from this conversion of nerve and muscle,
and also from the proceeds of the involution of
the uterine tissues.

3. Hence a greatly exalted stress upon the ex-
cretory organs, and a general deterioration of the
solids and fluids, inducing feeble physiological ac-
tion, and therefore teudeucy to fall into pathologi-
cal action ; that is, to generate what in the strict-

est sense may be called puerperal fever.

He remarks at' another place in the same num-
ber of the Lancet.

" How important, then, is it to shorten labor

!

— that is, to cut short the waste of nerve and
muscle, and to prevent unnecessary adulteration
of the blood. Thus physiology emphatically con-
demns the old rule to let the head lie four or six
hours in the pelvis before we interfere to release
the patient from the torture of suspense, and the
agony of fruitless exertion. There can be no
shadow of doubt that the timely use of the for-

ceps may often save a woman from puerperal
fever. I have also some reason to believe that in

some cases chloroform, by removing the dread of
pain and eiiminating hurtful emotion, materially
lessens the e^ils of <^xce8sive nervous action, and
may thus indirectly lessen the danger of puerperal
fever. It mu«t not, however, be supposed that
chlorofurm confers immunity against this diseabe."

At the last meeting of the Ohsteiric Society of

London, Dr. Snow related the history of a very

interesting case, and in conclusion presented the

following deductions.

1. "The phenomena of puerperal fever may be
produced by the introduction of poisonous fluids

into the general system.
2. The uterine sinuses remaining pervious to

the flow of fluids, would afford a means by which
the poisonous fluid or fluids would enter the sys-

tem.
3. The pervious condition of the einuses re-

mained in consequence of the absence of that Arm
and persistent contraction of the uterus after child-

birth, which appears necessary to efi'ectually close

these canals, and prevent all circulation of fluid

along them.

4. The secretion from the interior of the uterus

was probably sufficient, when mixed with the
blood, to induce the effects observed. And it

would further follow that

—

5. The various phenomena observed in puer-
peral fever may arise from this cause, modified
infinitely by many incidental states; and the
various inflammatory actions and products ob-
served in the course of the disease would not be
the essential parts of the disease, but morbid
phenomena which occurred during the course
of it.

6. The primary, though not the only object in
the prevention of these attacks of puerperal fever
will then be to procui e a firm, complete, and per-
sistent contraction of the uterus after the birth of
the child and thus effectually to shut off all cir-

culation within the vessels of this organ.-"'

He did not consider uterine phlebitis, lympha-
gitis, endometritis, or any other inflammatory
condition as essential to produce the disease.

"The effect of this noxious impregnaaon of

the general system was next considered, and it

was shown that the quantity modified the result

in a most singular way—a small quantity being
eliminated by intestinal or urinary secretion,

whilst a larger dose killed. When the uterus was
very lax, and admitted of a ready flow of noxious'

fluid through the sinuses, the woman was stricken

down as if by some fell pestilence, and sank in a
few hours—' where the secretions are all sus-

pended, and the patient siuks with rapidity.'

When the deleterious fluid is introduced in i-malJer

quantity, the system, after a vain struggle with
the poisonous infection, sinks in a few days, the

chief morbid appearance after death being exten-

sive peritonitis of a peculiar character, copious

exudation of soft friable lymph, and much sero-

sity."

"On the subject of treatment, when the disease

was once developed, the principles were considered

to be—(1) to prevent the further injurious im-

pregnation of the system, either by obstructing

the further flosv along the uterine sinuses, or by
removing the noxious fluids from the interior of

the uterus: (2) by supporting the system during
the struggle in which it is engaged, and by meet-
ing any incidental complication which might pre-

sent itself; and (3) perhaps a further source of

treatment was now afforded, which might enable
us to counteract, to some extent at least, the dele-

terious iinpregnation which has already taken
place. The first would be attained by procuring,

if possible, the further contraction ot"" the uterus,

or by inducing the coagulation of the blood in

the uterine sinuses. But the principal curative

means appeared to rest upon the removal of all

noxious fluids from the interior of the uterus, by
cleansing it with a tepid solution of any sulphite

or hyposulphite of soda each day or oftcner; and
should any fluid gain entrance into the uterine

sinuses, it would prob.ably be more beneficial than
otherwise. The means to support the system were
too well known to require notice; whilst deleteri-

ous impregnation, which had already taken place,

might be met by the internal administration of

sulphite of magnesia or lime, in doses of one
scruple to half a drachm every two or three

hours."
Dr. Graily Hewitt had long entertained the
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idea that a very close connection subsisted between
a loose relaxed condition of the uterus after de-

livery, and the supervention of puerperal fever.

He had followed a plan of treatment based on
this idea, and had frequently insisted upon it in

teaching. He considered it proven, that puerperal

fever and allied disorders are not necessarily and
inseparably connected with the existence of in-

flammatory changes in the tissues of the uterus

and neighboring parts. He believed with Dr.

S.vow, that the disease arose from the intro-

duction of putrescent or decomposing material

iuto the uterine sinuses, and thence into the gen-

eral circulation.

In reference to the prophylaxis of the disease,

these observations Avere interesting. The binder

served a very important purpose, and he was in

the habit of paying the greatest attention to its

careful applicat on; believing that in a well-con-

tracted uterus we have the best safeguard against

puerperal fever.

The President, Dr. Barnes, coincided in the

views expressed, but wished to specially direct

attention to the necessity of contraction of the

uterus as a preventive of puerperal fever,—he
would say, that contraction was eminently de-

sirable to accomplish, but he had seen repeatedly

puerperal fever occur in women after perfect con-

traction, and, on the other hand, no puerperal

fever although the uterus remained relaxed.

As a means of preventing the loss of blood

—

as hcerai)rrhage undoubtedly predisposed to puer-

peral fever,—he had found nothing of equal effi-

cacy to the injection of a solution of perchloride

of iron into the uterus, after clearing out the

cavity of placental remains and clots. lie had
used this phin for several years, and in a large

number of cases after labour and abortion, and
had always had reason to congratulate himself
upon the result.

A New Source of Iodine.

The MzcliaRics Magazine^ speaking of new
sources of several rare substances, sa^^s: "An-
other interesting example is the disc;overy of a
mineral source of that very valuable substance,
iodine. The ocean is the great storehouse of this

element, all sea-water containing the iodides of

sodium and magnesium, but only in such small
relative quantity tliat to extract iodine directly

from sea-water is not practicable, and hence sea-

weeds, whi<;h have the |)0\ver of attracting it

from the element in which they live, and assimi-

lating it into their own substance, have hitherto

formed the whole commercial sourceof it. Chemists
have been aware of its existence in c(u-tain Mexican
silv(;r ores, in various land plants growing near
the sf^a, in sponges, and in the oil of the liver of
various fishes; ])ut none of th(!.-e bodies, animal,
vegeUible, or mineral, contain it in such ((uanti-

tioH as would pay for extraction. 'JMiero is said,

lu)W«;ver, to have been lately discovered in Chili a
niinoral i-onsisting of a mixture of iodide of lead,

with the oxide and chloride of that metal in such
j>roportion as to contain ten p<'r cent, of iodine,

riiis mineral is believed to exint in coiiHidcn abU^

al>undan(;e, and if it really does m, a great reduc-

tion in the (tomniercial firice of iodine nujat be a
speedy result of its discovery. Such a result

would be a great boon to the art of photography,
and also to that of dyeing, since the brilliant dye
recently discovered by Dr. Hoffman, though the
first, will doubtless not be the last, having this

element among its constituents."

—

Druggists' Cir-

cular.

Vermifuges.

Dr. YiANi, of the Island of Reunion, in the

llepert. de Pharmacie, tells us that, of all veimi-
fuges, the best he knows is the juice of the Larica
papaya. Santonine, he says, is used to an enor-

mous amount in the island-, but, for some reason

or other, it often fails as a remedy. The milky
juice of the papaya is a sure and infaHil;)le remedy.
Some years ago, the children of every famil}^ in

the island were wont once a year to take "papaya
milk." When properly administered, moreover,

it is a perfectly harmless remedy. It is a very
ancient remedy, and may well be brought again
into favor in all countries where the Larica pa-
paya grows.

Glycerine.

Glycerine is recommended as a vehicle for ap-

plications to the larynx—'Such as tannic acid,

alum, perchloride of iron, and the salts of mor-
phia. Its viscidity causes it to adhere to the sur-

face. It should be applied to the larynx by means
of a brush.

Cataract.

Sir David Brewster, the veteran philosopher,

so highly distinguished for his optical discoveries,

read a paper before the Royal Society of Edin-
burg, on Monday, 16th January, " On the Causes
and Cure of Cataract." He showed the differ-

ences between the various forms of cataract, as

determined by the composition and structure of

the crystalline lens, and suggested that in cases

of soft cataract a cure might be effected by^ in-

jections of albumen into the lens.

Reviews and Book Notices*

The Army Surgeon's Manual, for the use of Med-
ical Officers, Cadets, Cha])lains, and Hospital

Stewards. Containing the Records of the

Medical Department, all General Orders of

the AVar Department, and Circulars from the

Surgeon-General's office, from Januar^^ 1st,

1861 to April 1st, 1805, By William Grace,
of AVashington, D. C. Second Ediiiou.. Pub-
lished by permission of the Surgeon-General.

Pp. 225. New York: Bailliere Bros. 1865.

Price $2.

A second edition of this work having been so

speedily called for, is evidence that it has sup-

plied a want of the service. This edition, it will

l)e observed, is brought down to the first of April.

No one could have better facilities for preparing

such a work than Mr, Grace, as he has at his

command all the records of the Surgeon-General's

department.
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A IKTEW VOLUME.
This number commences the TJiirteeMtli volume

of the Medical and Surgical Reporter in its

weekly form. Not a few of our subscribers have
taken the work from the commencement, and are

well acquainted with its past course on all mat-
ters of interest to our profession. We have souoht

to give to the practitioner of legitimate medicine
in this country a high-toned, independent, practi-

cal, weekly medical journal. The Reporter has
heretofore been pledged—and that pledge is

hereby renewed—to do everything in its power to

advance the interests of our noble profession, to

elevate it both socially and -intellectually, and to

make literature as remunerative as possible to

medical writers by raising the standard of com-
pensation. We have sought to give good medi-
cal and surgical literature a wide circulation, by
putting it into a practical popular shape, and by
identifying the Reporter, as far as possible, with
the interests of the profession of the whole coun-
try.

It is no disparagement to our good intentions,

and does not detract from what we have been en-

abled to do, that we are obliged to confess that

the distracted condition of the country for the

past several years has very materially interfered

with our plans, and postponed—it has done no-

thing more—their full accomplishment. That
crisis, by the favor of Providence, has been
passed in safety. We have outlived the ruin and
devastation which have left scattered along the

track of the past four years of relentless war the

wrecks of many other literary enterprises—not en-

tirely unscathed, it is true, but alive still. From
the black clouds of war, peace has burst suddenly

upon us, and our people, with characteristic ener-

gy, are ,applying themselves unitedly to the task of

repairing the waste places and restoring the old

landmarks, with so mucji earnestness and good-

feeling, that unbounded prosperity can scarcely

fail to be an inevitable result. Having in faith

and confidence borne the burdens of the years of

adversity, we shall venture to lay a modest claim

to a share of the rewards of the coming prosper-

ity.
_

With the hearty cooperation of the subscribers

and readers in efforts to extend its circulation,

and in contributions to its columns, the literary

value of the Reporter may be greatly increased,

until in this respect it becomes unrivalled, as it

long has been in respect to extent of circulation.

AME]SrDMENTS OF THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE AMERICAN" MEDICAL ASSO-

CIATION.

The following were the amendments to the

Constitution of the American Medical Associa-

tion, offered at the late meeting at Boston. They
lie over, according to the rule for a year.

By Dr. Toner, of Washington, D. C—That

Delegates on registering their names shall pay the

sum of S5, and permanent members, $3. This

amendment, if passed, would effectually remove

the difficulty complained of, by the treasurer of a

deticiency of income to pay the expense of issu-

ing the transactions. A¥e hope the amendment
will be adopted.

Dr. Mayburrt, of this city, offered an amend-

ment to this effect: Add to the end of paragraph

14, art. 2, "and shall continue such so long as

they remain in good standing in the body from

which they were sent as delegates."

Dr. Toner proposed to still further amend the

same section, by striking out the clause, "and of

such other members as may receive the appoint-

ment by a unanimous vote."

Both these propositions met with much favor,

and it is probable that the amendments wiil

be adopted at the next meeting. There cer-

tainly should be some check upon the loose

manner in which members have been receiv-

ed into the Association. The indorsement of

local societies, would be an effectual test of a

man's standing, and prove a barrier to the admis-

sion of unworthy members.

THE SAFETY OF TRAVELLERS.
The Legislature of New Jersey, at its late ses-

sion passed an important act having in view the

safety of the lives and limbs of passengers on the

railway lines through the State. It provides that

after the 4thinst., all companies carrying passen-

gers on any railway in the State shall "cause to

be applied to all their passenger cars which they

now use or hereafter may use upon their railroads,

at each end of each of said cars, an apron or

other connection similar to that in use upon many
of the passenger cars of the Camden and Amboy
Raih'oad Company, and which shall cover the

space between the platforms of said cars, and be

sufiicient to prevent the fall of any person be-

tween said cars."

Very well, so far. But that is not the way in

which loss of life generally occurs on our rail-

ways. It is from collisions—one train of cars

running into another, while standing on the track,

and that sometimes in the most reckless manner.

The double tracks now being laid on the main
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lines through the State, will do something to

check the loss of life in this way, but still con-

ductors and engineers will be reckless. In this

connection it might be well to investigate into the

relation between the loss of life by railway, and

intemperance on the part of the employees of the

road. In our view it would be found to be very

close.

INHUMAN TREATMENT OF ANIMALS
INTENDED FOR FOOD.

To condemn an animal to be slaughtered is, in

too many instances, to give it up during the in-

tervening days between condemnation and execu-

tion, to the most inhuman torture. Cattle and

sheep are rapidly driven to market in hot, dry,

weather, with very inadequate provision for feed-

ing and watering, and insufficient rest. In this

starved, overheated condition, the animal is surely

not fit to be slaughtered for food. But this is not

the worst treatment by far, to which poor animals

and fowls intended for the shambles are sub-

jected. It is enough to make one's heart bleed, to

see the cruelties practiced upon calves which are

brought to market. "With their legs tied together,

tfiey are thrown about the boats and wharves as

though they were inanimate, pitched into a wagon
or cart without any reference to comfort, and

brutally stamped upon to pack them closely, their

heads and legs hanging over the edge of the vehi-

cle, and then jolted through the streets, as if

they had no feeling.

But even this refinement of cruelty is, if any-

thing surpassed, by what we are credibly in-

formed may be seen on a public wharf in one of

our large cities, viz., the scalding and plucking of

fowls while they are alive ! Surely, such heart-

less cruelty to animals—which is, indeed, very

mildly stated above—should be checked by law,

if only upon that ground alone. But we claim

their attention to it on grounds bearing upon the

health of the community
; starved, overdriven,

bruised, and scalded meat not being fit for food.

This is a matter that our profession should take

pains to enlighten the community on.

TO A CORRESPONDENT.
We have received one or two communica-

tions from an anonymous writer in western Mary-
land, who chooses to take exceptions to remarks
we have felt it our duty tf) make on one or

two occasions, bearing on matters in wh ch our
profpy^ion is interested, connected with the late

rebellion. It is a matter of very litMe of)nse-

quence with us, what the opinion't or feolings of
snch a man are. This country is no place for

him. No executive pardon is adequate to reach

his ca.se. North of the St. Lawrence, West of the

Rio Grande, or better, across the Atlantic is his
proper place. The facts that .we recently pub-
lished in relation to the Yellow Fever plot, were
taken from BrifisJi -fesiimonj/, and cannot be gain-

sayed. They are too palpable.
As a Southern man, born in Tennessee, cradled

in Alabama, and brought up in Georgia, we
protest against the defence by northern men of

such infernal wickedness, as the murder and
starvation of prisoners, the introduction of pesti-

lence, incendiarism, robbery, assassination, etc.,

schemes of desperate wicked men, who misled
the South to her ruin. They intended it for evil,

but in the providence of God great good seems to

be rapidly coming out of it. The good and true

men of the South will repudiate such men and
their principles, and their northern aiders and
abettors will find it more profitable to seek better

employment than to traduce their country. We
warn otf all such—they waste time, ink and paper
in writino; to us.

Notes and Comments'.

The Hospital Bulletin

Is the title of a neat little paper issued from the

Ward U. S. A. General Hospital, Newark, New
Jersey. The Ward Hospital contains upwards of

a thousand beds, and our old correspondent. Dr.

J. T. CALHOUisr, is the Surgeon-in-charge. Our

readers are well aware of the fact that Dr. Cal-

houn knows how to write—even though his

notes be 7^oiigh—and they would gladly welcome

him back to the pages of the Reporter. We are

pleased to announce that they may expect a

speedv resumption of his communications to our

pages.

The BuJIetin will doubtless be the source of

much pleasure to officers and inmates of Ward
Hospital and others.

Complimentary.

The contraction of hospital accommodations in

consequence of the close of the war, has made it

necessary to discharge four of the Acting Assis-

tant Surgeons lately connected with the Knight

U. S. A. General Hospital, New Haven, Con-

necticut, viz., Drs. W. Hooker, D. L. Daggett,

T. B. Townsend, and Wm. II. Thomtsox, on

which occasion the Surgeon-Commanding, Dr.

P. A. Jewett, U. S. v., issued a complimentary

order, from which the following is extracted.

"3. The ,Surgeon-Commanding desires thus

publicly to express his regret at parting with

them ; to bear testimony to their high profession-

al attainments and skill; to their succCvSs in the

treatment of the cases under their charge, and to

their uniform gentlemanly conduct. It is with

unfeigned regret that he is forced to close his re-

lations with them.
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Br. Montrose A. Pallen.

We have seenr this gentleman's name among
those who have received the Executive pardon.

If such is the case, we should regard it as pre-

sumptive evidence that the charge that he was

engaged in the plot for which he was expelled

from the American Medical Association, is not

supported.

Epilepsy from Fracture of the Skull.

A correspondent mentions a case of epilepsy;

patient thirty-five years of age. AVhen ahout

fourteen years old fell on a stone and fractured

the skull at the upper portion of the occipital

bone, leaving quite a depression. From that time

to within a year he has had attacks of faiutness,

which are now changed into epileptic seizures.

Our- correspondent asks whether the operation of

trephining, and elevating the depressed bone

might not prove successful in this case. Such an

operation certainly seems to be indicated, and

might entirely relieve the patient of his epileptic

attacks. After such, a lapse of time^ however,

since the receipt of the injury, it would be well

to be prepared for a failure.

The Russian Epidemic.

The epidemic at St. Petersburg does not seem

to be diminishing. By the last accounts the num-
ber of persons suffering from it amounts to from

300 to 350 daily, and the number of deaths to

about 90. On the 23d of May there were 4,430

patients in the hospitals, 364 new ones were ad-

mitted, 253 were sent away pured, and 97 died.

Xew York, June 28.—A letter has been re-

ceived at the Custom House here, addressed to

the State Department by our Consul at Port

Mahon, announcing that the Russian plague is

extending westward more rapidly than is gener-

ally supposed, and advising that all cargoes ar-

riving from Russian or Turkish ports be rigidly

scrutinized before landing. The disease is said

to be the same as that which visited London a

century since.

News and Miscellany,

Operation for Stone.

Dr. W. W. Greene, of Pittsfield, Massachu

setts, recently operated for stone on a child of

less than five years, and removed an almond-

shaped calculus, which weighed thirty-two grains,

and measured in its greatest circumference two

inches, and in its smallest 1^ inches. The child

is now quite well.

Statistics of the Provost-Marshal-General's
Office.

With a view of rendering useful the large ex-

perience of physicians who have for three or four

years been engaged in the examination of men
for our Armies, a circular has been issued from

the Medical Bureau of the Provost-Marshal-Gen-

eral's Office to surgeons of the Boards of Enroll-

ment as follows

:

The Pi ovost-Marshal-General directs that you
carefully prepare and forward to this office a writ-

ten report, giving, as the result of your expe-

rience, information upon the following subjects:

1st. Your experience in the examination of men
for military service, and the number examined, as

near as can be ascertained.

2d, General geographical description of your
district, with prevalent diseases, and causes con-

ducive thereto: general character of its inhabi-

tants, their modes. of life and occupations.

3d. Reasons why any particular diseases or

disabilities have disqualified a greater ratio per

thousand from military service.

4th. Your views in reference to the difi'erent

sections of Paragraph 85, Revised Regulations,

Provost-Marshal-General's Bureau, and ^what
changes you would recommend.

5th. Stp.te in minute detail your method of ex-

amining men.
6th. The number of men that can be plwsically

examined per day with accuracy.

7th. Mention the frauds most to be guarded
against, which are practised by drafted and en-

rolled men to escape, and by substitutes and re-

cruits to enter the service, and any other obsta-

cles you have had to .contend with in the discharge

.

of your duties, and make any suggestions as to the

best method of avoiding or overcoming these dif-

ficulties in future.

8th. What ne.tionality presents the greatest

physical aptittwle for military service.

9th, Your experience as to the physical qualifi-

cations of the colored race for military service.

10th. Your views as to the operation of the en-

rollment law as it now exists, with recommenda-
tions and suggestions in reference thereto.

The above queries are given as a general guide

for the preparation of your "report." It is not

supposed that they include all points of interest

and value to this Bureau, and you will incorpo-

rate such other facts as you may consider impor-

tant, as it is tended to publish such portions of

your report as may be of special interest or value.

This subject being one of much importance, the

report should be carefully prepared, and for-

warded as soon as practicable.

If not completed at the date of the termination

of your services as Surgeon of Board of Enroll-

ment, please complete and forward it as soon
thereafter as convenient.

The answers to these questions, when all are

collected, will form an exceedingly valuable ac-

count of the physical characteristics cf the Ameri-

can people. It will be seen that the most inter-

esting facts that are brought to light, will be
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printed for the information of the medical profes-

tion and of the public.

Effects of Flowers on tlae Atmosphere.

It is well known that, whilst the foliage of veg-

etables generally supplies oxygen to the air and

absorbs carbonic acid, thus tending to counter-

act the effects of animal respiration, flowers have

a very different operation, nearly resembling that

of the lungs of animals. The Journal of Phar-

macy contains an abstract of a paper recently

published in Paris, which says :

1. That all flowers left in a limited atmosphere

of normal air, consume oxygen and produce car-

bonic acid in proportions varying as the flower is

scentless or not.

2. That the circumstances under which the

phenomenon takes place being identical, the

proportion of carbonic acid increases as the tem-

perature is raised.

3. That generally with flowers from the same

plant and of equal weight, the quantity of car-

bonic acid produced is rather greater when the

apparatus in which the experiment is performed

is exposed to the light, than when it is in dark-

ness; that the proportion is, nevertheless some-

times the same under either condition.

4. That when the normal air is replaced by

pure oxygen, the difference becomes much more

marked.

5. That buds produce rather more carbonic

acid than fully developed flowers, which is ex-

plicable by the greater vitality of the buds.

6. That flowers left in inert gas disengage

small quantities of carbonic acid.

• 7. Finally, the pistil and stamens, which pos-

sess the greatest vitality of any part of the

flower, consume the greatest quantity of oxy-

gen, and produce the largest proportion of car-

bonic acid.

metres—that is 90 leagues. Another cause of the

increased salubrity of Paris is the immense num-
ber of squares and open gardens created for the

use of the people.

An English Cure for Drunkenness.

There is a prescription in use in England for

the cure of drunkenness, by which thousands

are said to have been assisted in recovering

themselves. The receipt came into notoriety

through the efibrts of John Yine Hall, comman-

der of the Great Eastern steamship. He had fal-

len into such habitual drunkenness that his most

earnest efi'orts to reclaim himself proved unavail-

ing. At length he sought the advice of an emi-

nent physician, who gave him a prescription

which he followed faithfully for seven months,

and at the end of that time had lost all desire for

liquor, although he had been for many years led

captive by a most debasing appetite.

The receipt, which he afterwards published,

and b}^ which so many other drunkards have

been assisted to reform, is as follows:—Sulphate

of iron, five grains; magnesia, ten grains; pep-

permint water, eleven drams
;
spirit of nutmeg,

one dram ; twice a day. This preparation acts

as a tonic and stimulant, and so partially sup-

plies the place of the accustomed liquor, and pre-

vents that absolute physical and moral prostra-

tion that follows a sudden breaking ofi* from the

use of stimulating drinks.

—

Druggists^ Circular.

Increased Salubrity of Paris.

The following statistics of the diminished mor-

tality in Paris extend over a period of twenty-

four years. In 1841 the population of twelve

parishes amounted to 935,000 persons, and one

death in 30 is proved. In 1804 the number of

deaths was one in 40. Wide streets and open

1)0ulevarfls have replaced the narrow passages

and crowded courts of old Paris. Also there is

an immense increase in the quantity of water.

In 1840, 05,000 cubic m^lrea were distributed in

twenty-four hourH,wherca8 in 1803, 133,258 cubic

metres were supplied. In 1840 there were 30,000

wHrcs of sewers, whereas in 1803 the sewers of

Paris attained the surprising length of 350,000

Extraordinary Cure,

A writer in the Chicago Medical Examiner has

cured a case of double pneumonia with bronchitis

and diarrhoea, which appeared almost hopeless

when first seen by him, by quinice sulph, gr. j,

and plumbi acet, gr. ss., every two hours ; the

diarrhoea having been controlled by antimonial

wine and demulcents ! The Pa,cijic Med. Joiirnal,

in noticing the case, very properly remarks, that

such patients not only set death at defiance, but

also the laws of chemistry and therapeutics."

Lemon Juice.

[Factiiious.) Citric acid, 2] oz., gum, ^ oz.,

lemOn peel ;( oz., lump sugar, 2 oz,, boiling water,

1 quart; macerate till cold, and strain. Quality

superior.

Lemonade Powders.

AVhite sugar, 30 drachms, carbonate of soda,

4 drachms, essence of lemon, 15 drops; divide

into 12 hlue papers; In 12 white papers divide

drachms of tartaric acid. Mix the first well in

Water, and add the last. Each powder contains

3 drachms of sugar, 20 grains of soda, 2 drops of
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essence of lemon, and 30 grains of acid. Pleasant

refrigerant drink.

Malt as Food.

The experiments of Mr. Lawes establish that

the increase of live weight in animals fed upon

malt is less than in those fed upon unmalted bar-

ley. In the case of cows, too, less milk was given

})j the malt-fed than by the barley-fed animals.

The experiments of Mr. Lawes were very conclu-

sive, and appear to have been very fairly con-

ducted.— Chem. News.

Pressure of Ice through Small Apertures. •

The London Chemical News says, that 'M.

Tresca finds that ice issues in exactly the same

way as solid bodies (soft metals and ceramic

pastes) from a small aperture when submitted to

great pressure. The jet is formed of perfectly

distinct concentric tubes
;
which, however, in this

case are grooved through their entire length with
transverse fissures, which gave to the jet the ap-

pearance of being made up of washers arranged
one after another. The results support strongly

Dr. Tyndall's theory of constitution of glaciers.

Some efi'ects resembling moraines were, indeed,

^een when colored ice was employed in the ex-

periments.

Army and Navy News,

ARMY.
Miscellaneous.—Ass't Surgeon "Wm. F. Buchanan,

U. S. A., is announced as Assistant Medical Direc-
tor, Department of the South.

Ass't Surgeon H. E. Williams, IT. S. V., has been
appointed Treasurer of the Officers Camp, at De-
Camp General Hospital, David's Island, New York.

Changes —Ass't Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, U. S. A.,

has been relieved from duty in the Dej)artment of

Va., and assigned to duty in the office of the Surgeon
General.

Ass't Surgeon B. Stone, and J. H. Porter, U. S. V.,

have been relieved from duty in the Surgeon Gene-
ral's office, and ordered to report to Surgeon R. 0.

Abbott, U. S. A., Medical Director, Department of

Washington, for assignment to duty.-

Ass't Surgeon H. A. Dubois, U. S. A., has been re-

lieved from duty with the command of Major-Gene-
ral Sheridan, and ordered to report to the Medical
Purveyor, Philadelphia, for duty in the United States

Laboratory at that place.
Ass't Surgeon Herman Loewenthal, IT. S. V.,has

been relieved from duty in the Army of the Po-
tomac, and ordered to report to the Medical Director,
Department of Washington, for duty at the Douglass
General Hospital.

Ass't Surgeon John Van Sant, TJ. S. A., is relieved
from duty with the Army of the Potomac, and or-

dered to report to Gen. Sheridan for duty.
Ass't Surgeon M. J. Asch, U. S. A., is relieved from

duty in the Department of Va., and ordered to re-

port to Gen. Sheridan for duty.
Surgeon J. T, Ghiselin, IT. S. A., has been relieved

from his present duties with the cavalry recently un-
der the command of Major-General Sheridan, and
ordered to report to that officer for duty.

Proitotions.—Ass't Surgeon G. M. McGill, U. S. A.,

has been promoted to be Major, by brevet.

Surgeon .las. R. Smith, U. S. A., has been promoted
Lieut. Col-onel, by brevet.

Ass't Surgeons B L. Hovey, S. J. Ratcliffe, and C.

T. Reber, have been promoted to be Surgeons of

Volunteers.

Mustered Out.—The following officers of the
Medical Department have been mustered out of ser-

Yice to date June 1st, 1866: Surgeons D. R. Darby
New Jersey; J. McNulty, E. McDonald, and A. B-
Mott, New York ; C. C. Dunreecher, J. D. Straubridge,.

R. K. Smith, J Owen, and L. Quick. Pennsylvania;
F. S. Ainsworth, G. A. Wheeler, and T. R. Crosby,
New England.

Dismissal.—Ass't Surgeon J. H. Sullivan, 31st New
Jersey Volunteers, to date May 17, 1855, having been
previously dismissed the service as Assistant Surgeon
of Volunteers, for drunkenness and neglect of duty;
the disability resulting from said dismissal never
having been removed, and charges of a similar na-
ture now standing against him.

Dismissal Revoked.—Ass't Surgeon Theodore D.
Brooks, 3Sth Ohio Volunteers.

Restored to Commission.—The following named
officers, heretofore dismissed, have been restored,
with pay, from the date at which they rejoin their
regiments for duty:
Surgeon George J. Potts, 23d United States Colored

Troops.
Surgeon E. Hutchinson, 137th New York Volun -

teers.

]MAVY.

REGULAR NAVAL SERVICE.

Ordered.—Surgeon Charles H. Burbank, to the
Vandalia.
Ass't Surgeon Wm. F. Cottrell, to the Naval Hos-

pital, Chelsea, Mass.
Ass't Surgeon Geo. H. Cook, to duty at the Naval

Hospital, N. Y.
Surgeon Wm. M. Wood, to report to Rear Admiral

Stringham, for duty as member of a board.
Ass't Surgeon John T. Luck, to the New York

Yard.
Ass't Surgeon Sam'l F. Shaw, to the Naval Acade-

my.
Surgeon James McClelland, to the Colorado.

Detached.—Ass't Surgeon S. J. Clark, from the
Vandalia, and waiting orders.

Surgeon D. Kindleberger, from the West Gulf
Squadron, and placed on sick leave.

Ass't Surgeon J. F. Cottrell, from the Mackinaw,
and waiting orders.

Ass't Surgeon Geo. H. Cooke, from the Mendota,
and waiting orders.

Ass't Surgeon Wm. H. Westcott, from the Kerens,
and waiting orders.

Surgeon William S. W. Ruschenberger, from duty
as a member of the Board of Examiners at the Na-
val Asylum, Philadelphia, and ordered to duty on
board the Colorado, as Surgeon of the Fleet of Euro-
pean Squadron.
Passed Ass't Surgeon R. T. Edes, from the Naval

Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., and ordered to the Colo-

rado.
Passed Ass't Surgeon Wm.T. Plant, from the Na-

val Hospital, N. Y., and ordered to the East Gulf
Squadron.
Passed Ass't Surgeon J. J. Allingham, from the

New York Yard, and ordered to the Frolic.

Ass't Surgeon H. J. Babin, from the Jfercedifa, and
ordered to the Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.

Passed Ass't Surgeon E.. S. Matthews, from the
East Gulf Squadron, and on sick leave.

Passed Ass't Surgeon H. M. Wells, from the Onon-
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daga, on the reporting of hit relief, and waiting or-

ders.

Surgeon Eobert L. Wheeler, from Naval Eendez-
vous at Chicago, and waiting orders.
Passed Ass't Surgeon H. I). Burlingham, from the

Naval Rendezvous at Cincinnati, and waiting orders.

Surgeon Edward Gilchrist, from the East Gulf
Squadron, and granted sick leave.

Passed Ass't Surgeon D. R. Bnnnon, from the Navy
Yard, Washington, and ordered to the Shawmut.

Passed Ass't Surgeon E. C. Vermuelen. from the
Naval Hospital, N. Y.. and ordered to the Colorado.

Ass"t Suro-eon J. B. Ackly, from the Bermuda, '^xid^

waiting orders.

Passed Ass"t Sui-geon H. M.Wells, from the Onon-
daga, and waiting orders.

Surgeon Albert Schriver, from duty as recorder of
the Naval Medical Board at Philadelphia, and leave
granted for three months.

Promoted.—Ass't SurQ;eon Geo. W. Wood, Geo.
D. Slocum, J. J. Allingliani, Wm. T. Plant and Jos.

Hugg. to Passed Ass't Surgeons, U. S. N.
Act'g Ass't Surgeon Hosea J. Babin, to Ass't Sur-

geon U. S. N.

Resigned.—Ass't Surgeon Charles H. Perry, of
Worcester. Mass. ; Ass't Surgeon Wm. B. Mann, of
N. Y. : Ass't Surgeon Steven J. Clark, of N. Y.

;

Passed Ass't Surgeon H. D. Burlingham, of the Colo-
rado ; Ass't Surgeon Robert Willard, of New Orleans,
La. ; Passed Ass't Surgeon Robert T. Edes, of the
Colorado.

MAKBIED.

Clark—VovDERSMiTH —In New York, on Tuesday. .Tune 20,

at the residence of the bride's father, by the Rev. Thomas D.
Anderfion, n. D , Charles H. Clark, and .Josie, daughter of E M
Vondersmith, M. D., all of New York city.

DicKSox—Wilson.—At Wood?ide, Md , June 15, by Rev. Tir.

Sewall, Rev. Samuel M. Dickson, and Harriet, daughter of Dr.
Joshua Wilson.

DIED.

BuTLTrR.—On Darby Road, West Philadelphia, June 23d, of
cons:e<tinn of the brain, Lawrence Price, infant son of Dr.
Samuel W. and Mrs. Anne H. Butler, aged 4 months and 21
days.
Da Costa.—On the 18th June, in this city, John M. Da Costa,

infant son of Dr J. M. and Sarah F. Da Costa.
MoouE.—In Germantown, on First-day morning, 25th ult., Dr.

J. Wilson Moove, in the Tfith year of his ace.
R-\TMn>-D.—In Conneaut Ohio, June 18th, of diphtheria and

erysipelas, Dr. D. W. Raymond.
Dr. R had practiced medicine for over thirty years in Con-

neaut, and in the country round, over an area covered by a
radius of forty miles. lie stood at the head of his profession in
that region, and as a man and a physician was beloved and re-

spected by all.

OBITUARY.

SuROEO?? Wmxiam Wheelan, U. S. N.—At a meeting of the
Medical Officers of the U. S Navy, held at the U. S. Naval Hos-
pital, Brooklyn, June 14, 1S65, to express their feelings on the
occasion of the decease of Surgeon William Wheelan, U. S. N.,

late Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, the following
preambl'.i and re.-olutions were submitted and passed:

Wlmreax, it has pleased Divine Providence to remove from his
ppbere of duty and usefulness, the late head of the Medical
CorpB of the U. S. Navy, iherefore be it

Rpnolri'/l, That we take a sad pleas-ure in recognizing the emi-
nent ability and worth, both public and private, which distin-
guinhed the character of the lamented deceased.

Reytilvp/l. That wo Hympatbize most deeply and sincerely
with his family and friends, feeling that our loss is only second
to theirs.

Jipmlvpfl, That a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to
the family of the deceased.

B. F Bacftb, Surgpon TI. S. N., Chairman.
C. KVKRHPiKLn, Surgeon U. S. N., Secretary,

At a meeting of meml)ers of the Medical Corpg of the Navy,
held at the navy yard Philadelphia, on Monday, June 19th,

Surgeon Thomas Dillard was called to the chair, and Surgeon
Philip Lansdale was appointed secretary.

The meeting was called to order by the chairman, and its

object stated, viz: to give expression to the feeling of the
Medical Corps of the Navy on the loss sustained in the recent
death of Surgeon William Wheelan, late Chief of the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery.
On motion of Surgeon James M. Greene, it was
Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed by the

chair to draft resolutions.
The chair appointed Surgeons Greene, Ruschenberger, and

Shippen.
After a recess of half an hour, the committee reported the

following resolutions, which were unanimously agreed to:

Resolved, That we sincerely sympathize with the family and
relatives of the deceased, in their bereavement, and that we
offer them, under so melancholy a dispensation, our heart-felt

regret and most sincere condolence.
Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Wheelan the service has

lost one of its best educa ted and zealous ofBcers. It is surmised
that his untiring industry, and unremitting attention to the
duties of his office, laid the foundation of the painful disease
which terminated his life.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting, Dr. Wheelan
administered the, affairs of the office with marked ability and
impartiality, manifesting neither preference nor prejudice in
the delicate duty of detailing officers for service.

Resolved, That these proceedings be signed by the chairman
and secretary, and published in the papers of the city, and
that a copy of them be sent to the family of the deceased.
The meeting then adjourned.

• ' ~ "

ANSWERS TO CORRRESPOMTDEIJTS.
Dr. J. H., Cosliocton, Ohio.—Med. Lexicon, by Roosa, was sent

by mail on 24th ult.

Dr. J. B. W., IryUirg, Pa.—Gray's Anatomy was sent by mail
on 26tli ult.

Dr. J. C. Dudley, Pa.—Rigby on Female Diseases, was sent by
mail on 26th ult.

Dr. A.G. W., Pittsburg, Pa.—Hamilton on Fractures and Dis-

locations, Von Troltsch on the Ear, were sent by mail on 27th
ult

Dr. J. F. J., Perrysville, Ohio.—Pereira's Prescription Book
was sent by-mail on 27th ult.

Dr. S. F. 3fcF., Oxford, JV. F.—Turnbull, on Defective and
Impaired Vision, was sent by mail on 27th ult.

METEOROLOGY.

June 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.

Wind s. w. s. w. s. W. S. S. W. S. W. S. W.
Clear, Cl'dy, Clear. Clear, Clear. Clear. Clear.
Showr Showr Showr

T. & L.

110

Thermometer.
65° 67° 68° 65° 63° 67° m°

At 8 A. M 75 80 80 77 75 80 79.

At 12 M 83 82 83 85 86 ' 85 86
At3P.M 84 81 82 66 88 86 88

76.75 77 50 78.25 73.25 78. 79.50 79.

Barometer.
At 12 M 30,1 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.2 30.1 301

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.

Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, 'CO; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

» VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. ft, 12, Nov. 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,
Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.
6, '62.
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BIOGBAPHICAL SKETCHES
OF

Distinguislied Living New York Surgeons.

By Sam'l W. Francis, M. D.,

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine.

No. 12.

Willard Parker.

" Worthy man."— Coriolanus.

"Willard Parker, one of the most prominent

surgeons of this busy metropolis, was born in

Francistown, Hilsborough county. New Hamp-
shire, in the year 1802. His ancestors came

from the staunch old Puritan stock of New Eng-

land, a race of men who, when they were right,

were ver?/ right; and when they were wrong,

were very wvong] a positive branch of humanity

that formed, in no small degree, the bone and

muscle of much that did good in the hot-headed

days of the young colonies. His grandparents

took active part in the Revolutionary period of

1776 5
and in tracing out the truthful account of

the battle of Bunker Hill, we find that a relative

of his won laurels on the field of action, and re-

ceived honorable mention at the hands of those

capable of judging.* Young Parker's father

was a firm follower of the doctrines promulgated

by his ancestors of old, and his mother also en-

tertained the same views as thoee endorsed by

her own parents. The family consisted of four

sons and two daughters.

When Willard was a mere child, both parents

moved to Middlesex county, Massachusetts, and

entered fully into all the practical duties of an

agricultural life, near a small village, numbering

but few inhabitants. Willard was here brought

up to become a thorough New England farmer,

and worked in the field day after day, from sun-

rise to sunset, till he arrived at the age of six-

teen. This in no small degree contributed to lay

in that stock of vitality, endurance, and physical

* See Historical-Genealogical Magazine, 1865.

power which has been one of the leading features

in Dr. Parker's industrious career. It also

formed a taste for country life and a cherished

love for the works of nature, that still continue

fresh in the mind of the Doctor, who only recently

remarked to me that when he saw the trees bud-
ding, and the spring coming in all its ricb sim-
plicity and uncontaminated purity, he could
hardly restrain himself and keep down to the
routine duties of an ofSce-lifo ; so great was his

desire to rush over the green fields and drink in

delicious perfumes.

However that may be, young Parker soon dis-

covered that knowledge was power, and strove in

all his leisure moments, when the farm work
stopped for the day, to peruse those authors easi-

est of access to a youthful mind, and obtain the

principles of a good education, until his circum-

stances would permit of a more enlarged litera-

ry experience. Soon, ambition and an intense

thirst for knowledge forced him to pursue a
speedier way, and accordingly we find him '^Wil-
lard Parker, teacher,^' giving instruction to

young followers in a neighboring village, about
the year 1820.

This was done with a threefold object, all of

which he accomplished. Firstly, for the purpose

of obtaining more time, in order to study tho-

roughly the classics and prepare himself for col-

lege; secondly, to procure the means necessary

for a present livelihood ; and thirdly, in order to

lay up enough to carry him through his student

days free from fiscal difBculties, and in accord-

ance with the morals of his family, who looked

upon honesty and the paying of one's debts, as

one of the brightest ornaments of a man's re-

spected virtues. Willard Parker continued in

this capacity for several years of conscientious

labor, when he more fully prepared himself,

and finally, passing his examination, was for-

mally admitted to Cambridge College, where he

continued a faithful student till he was graduated

in 1826. Shortly after receiving his diploma,

young Parker became enamored of the practice

of physic and the deeply philosophical wonders

of anatomical structure, and accordingly entered

the offices of Drs. Warren and Townsend, Boston,

Massachusetts, who superintended the studies
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pursued by him. After atteudiug a full course

of medical lectures in tiiat city, Willard Parker

was graduated Doctor of Medicine from Cam-

bridge College, in the year 1830. On the third

day of February, he received his diploma, and

put up his sign at once ; and on the 4th of March,

the month following, only a space of a few weeks,

was appointed Lecturer on Anatomy in College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, and de

livered, at once, a course on that subject. This

system of didactic instruction he has continued

ever since, for a period of some thirty-five years.

Dr. Parker's Inaugural dissertation for the

degree of doctor of medicine, was styled

Thesis on Nervous Kespiration." It evinced a

clear head, sound judgment, and a practical

view of disease, and embodied excellent princi-

ples to be taken into consideration in case of

of the derangement of the function of breathin

Young Parker had made many dissections;

seen for himself the relative anatomy of the

parts, and was practically enabled to go into the

details of much of the physiology of that self-sus-

taining apparatus.

Though] Professor Parker has not written

much, what has come from his pen is to the

point at issue. And though at times he has

maintained theories that have not altogether

met with a favorable reception by men of differ-

ent scientific views, he certainly has carried out

his argument from one step to another, till grati-

fication at the subtlety of his disquisition and the

importance of his subject, conduces to interest

the reader, and influence the reasoning faculties.

Hia other papers have been on particular cases of

abnormal growths, and the eccentric diseases of

afflicted humanity. All of them will repay peru-

sal. Dr. Parker has labored hard, worked con-

tinuously, attended faithfully, and been constant

to his profession, but he has not yet written

enough for the gratification of those who desire

it. E.xpcricncc will now be able to go hand in

hand with ability; and information, merged into

knowledge, can disclose useful sentiments and
propound important axioms.'

In conversing with Dr. Parker one evening,

during a social visit at his house, I ventured to

a«k him if lie had to commonce life anew, would

he be a doctor again; tliat is, wore he at liberty

ko begin life anew, and lay out a fresh course of

duty, would ho study tlie profession of medicine?

Scarcely had I asked the question, when it was
•DHwered with z^al and decision

—

"Certainly I would, oh, yes, sir; I liave always

been interested in medicine and surgery, particu-

larly the saving of a limb."

I then asked him if he should select a speci-

alty, what would it be?

"Medical treatment, diagnosis as associated

with surgical cases. If a man does not familiar-

ize himself with different remedies, and their

applicability to certain special disorders resulting

from surgical cases, he degenerates into nothing

more nor less than a butcher. It is the glory of

the profession to save a limb. But that which I

particularly regard as beautiful in its results and

satisfactory in its issues, is the cutting down for

and ligating arteries."

Professor Parker, has tied the subclavian ar-

tery five times! Once he performed the operation

Avithin the sculeni muscle, also taking the pre-

caution to apply a ligature to the common caro-

tid and right verbetral arteries for the first time

in this country. This was done to prevent regur-

gitation, but the patient only survived the opera-

tion forty-two days, secondary haemorrhage car-

rying him ofi". Most of the doctor's early years

were passed in the hospitals of different cities.

For two years he was actively engaged in treating

the sick and assisting in grave operations at Chel-

sea hospital, and immediately after he spent one

year as resident surgeon in the Massachusetts

hospital, where a continued variation of diseases,

not a few rare cases of abnormal tumors, singular

accidents, and good and bad surgery came under

his immediate observation. On visiting this city,

and taking up his abode here as a practicing sur-

geon, he was soon appointed surgeon to New
York hospital. And in the early days of Bellevue

hospital suffering, those middle ages of political

turpitude, was associated with the able and effi-

cient James R. Wood, in operating on shattered

limbs and endeavoring, by every means in their

power, to rescue from threatened dissolution the

refuse of humanity, whose neglected frames bore

sad testimony to the direful consequences uf a non-

medical supervision, placed in charge of ignorant

and designing overseers, of what could only be

termed the dead and dying. Soon however^ their

wise forethought, and the additional interest taken

in the amelioration of their condition by outside

practitioners; the appointment of new officers,

and the better food and ventilation, told well on

the bills of mortality, and now from this seed

has grown up a systematic institution worthy the

patronage of all men.

As a lecturer Dr. Parker is very happy in hia

efforts to propound useful doctrines and unfold

interesting aphorisms. His manner is free from all

f>rn])arrassment, his thoughts are ahvays expressed

in a way agreeable to the listener, lie docs not dis-

tract you by gesticulation, neither does he fatigue
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you by any approach to monotony : but easy in

movements, direct in statement, fresh as to mat-

ter, firm in axioms and replete with experience,

he has met with great success in the estimation

of his associates and cotemporaries. Doctor Par-

ker's voice is gentle, yet not low; rich in its

deeper tones, yet not rough in enunciation. There

is a distinctness of expression and a fulness of

utterance, that commend attention and reward

the musical ear.

The principle of incorporating a telling anec-

dote in the substance of a lecture has not been

wanting on many occasions of memorable import.

Professor Parker is too well acquainted with the

human intelligence not to appreciate the impor-

tant fact, that a forcible example of some careless

operation, or the truthful exposure of the neglect

of duty done, will fix itself more durably on the

memory of the ambitious student, than much of

anatomical disquisition or the prosy data of con-

stitutional treatment. When we reflect that for

over thirty years, Doctor Parker has addressed

an enlightened audience, we are not surprised

that his experience has rendered fascinating what

might otherwise be pronounced repulsive.

As on operator Doctor Parker has been very

successful. Even in cases rendered complicated

by a broken down, wasted life; or debilitated by

ft cachectic diathesis, he has "cut/' dressed, at-

tended, watched over, and finally been rewarded

by a freedom from ills in patients whose future

seemed doomed, while their present pain was un-

supportable.

With regard to any particular branch of sur-

gery, there does not seem to be a special favorit-

ism. Dr. Parker entered the field of practice

with a desire to learn all he could; in later years

he had endeavored to teach all he knew, and in

the lusty autumn of a well-spent life, he seeks to

do all that nature has endowed him with the

capabilities of accomplishing. With as large^ a

practice as any surgeon in this city, overrun by

applications for assistance, and called away dur-

ing hours set aside for domestic relaxation and

mental culture, Professor Parker, though pos-

sessed of the desire, has not been able to record

for the benefit of those who are enamored of such

subjects, as many interesting theories as he may

have formed. In not a few instances it has

been his lot to detect an error in the present sys-

tem of treatment in some particular case. At an-

other time he has felt the want of some necessary

adjuvant, and substituted what was desirable.

Now it is of such things that works on surgery

are composed. Scarcely a month passes but some

new and eminently beneficial discovery is made

in analitical chemistry or microscopic anatomy.

If after each discovery in the wonderful structure

of the human form, the fortunate finder felt bound

to write an entire work on anatomy, time and

money would be wasted. But it is by perma-

nently recording positive statements of investi-

gated matters, that render it possible hereafter

for a tablet of mosaic truth to be constructed that

those who pass on in their endeavors to excel,,

may have an opportunity to live and learn. It

is to be hoped that ere many months have passed

away, Professor Parker will record in durable

form the results of his surgical experience, with

appropriate remarks of matured reflection.

In appearance Doctor Parker is erect and well-

proportioned, ruddy in countenance, and with a

clear, bright, hazel eye, which sparkles with good

humor and a vigorous, constitutional look of

strength. In height he is above the ordinary size^

and his walk that of one whose muscles had been

well developed in the performance of healthy ex-

ercise and protracted labor. His manner is quick,

showing a rapid comprehension of what has been

said, while there is an afiability of expression, and

a courteousness of bearing that disarms the ap-

prehension and inspires confidence. Pew doctors

Avork harder, are paid better, or do more good

than the subject of the present sketch.

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
OF THE LATE

Dr. Josepli Tlioburn, of West Virginia.

By J. C. Hupp, M. D.,

Of Wheeling, West Virginia.

Extract.—At a meeting of the medical profession of Wheeling,

held October 22, 1864, to adopt resolutions of respect for the

character and memory of Dr. Joseph Thoburn, late a Colonel

in the service of the United States, Dr. Hrpp having read to the

meeting some memoranda embracing the chief incidents in the

life of the deceased, it was

Resolved, That he be requested to use them in preparing a

brief biographical sketch of Col. Thoburn for publication.

Biographical Sketcli.

Joseph Thoburn, M. P., of Wheeling, West

Virginia, was born near Belfast, Ireland, April 29,

1825.

AVhen he was about three months old, hi&

father, Mr. Matthew Thoburn, an intelligent and

highly respected citizen and an exemplary Chris-

tian, emigrated to the United States, and settled

in Belmont county, Ohio.

His educational advantages were only such as

the common school of the country district where

his parents lived afforded. lie secured a thorough

English education, and by a diligent course of

reading, his mind was at an early age, well dis-

ciplined, and well stored with general information*.
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AVhon eighteen years of age he began to teach

in Behnont county, and spent three years in this

occupation. His attention having been directed

to medicine, in 1847 he became a pupil of the

accomplished Dr. Ephraim -Gaston, of Morris-

town, Ohio, -svherc he spent tAvo years and subse-

quciuly prosecuted his studies in the office of

Prof. Carter, of Starling Medical College, in

which institution, at the age of 25, he graduated

as M. D. April 1, 1850, Dr. Thoburn located in

Cookstown, Fayette county, Pa., where he prac-

ticed nearly two years, and was in the enjoyment

of a large share of public confidence, when,

November 1, 1851—he was called to the respon-

sible post of assistant physician in the Ohio

Lunatic Asylum. July 1, 1852, he was removed,

together with all the other officers in the Institu-

tion, on account of their political relations. Spent

July and August, of 1862, in New York Hospi-

tals, and in September settled in Wheeling,

December 13, 1853, he married Miss Kate
A., eldest daughter of Rev. Benjamin Mitchell,

D. D., of Mount Pleasant, Ohio. Having re-

sumed a general practice in Wheeling, his influ-

ence was not slow in making itself felt in this

new field of labor. Endowed as he was with

varied capabilities and excellencies, a nature and

manner genial and companionable, he came rapid-

ly into the enjoyment of public confidence. And
his admitted merit, the extent of his information,

the weight of his character, the directness and in-

tegrity of his purpose, all conspired to give him

the highest esteem and respect of his medical

brethren.

Here he was successfully attending to the du-

ties of his profession when the rebellion broke

out. Prompted by a sterling patriotism, which

nothing but death could extinguish, he entered

into the service of his country, acting during the

three months' campaign as Surgeon of the 1st

Regiment loyal Ya. Yolunteer infantry; and as

soon as he had accomplished its reorganization

under the second call for troops, he was chosen

Colonel of the same regiment, which, with its

brave leader, carried terror to the enemy of civili-

zation and good government on so many bloody

fields.

A braver heart never beat in human bosom. He
had five or six horses shot under him, in the vari-

OUH battles in which he was engaged.

In 1802, Col. TiiOHURN was in the engagement

at Blue's Gap, also the first battle at Winchester,

where he was Hcvcrely wounded in the left arm,

which rendered him for some time unfit for duty,

lie wa« in all the battles and skirmiHlioH in the

Shenandoah valley, under Gen. Banks. He

fought at the battles of Port Republic and Cedar

Mountain. Though sick, he fought at the se-

cond Bull Run battle, having been in the saddle

for three weeks, when he should have been in

the hospital. At length, he was stricken down
with typhoid fever, and lay at Alexandria, Ya.,

delirious for many weeks, during which time

there was but little if any hope of his recovery.

But, "as soon as he recovered, he hastened back

to the field, leaving behind him a beloved wife

and three lovely children, to whom he was most

ardently attached.''

During the year 1863, he was on duty in the

Yalley of Yirginia, at North Mountain, and at

Petersburgh, in Hardy county. His escape from

the latter place with his forces was regarded by
military men as the most difficult and successful

of the war. During this year, he commanded a

brigade under Col. Mulligan. In 1864, he

fought with Gen. Sigel at the battle of New Mar-

ket; under Gen. Hunter, he commanded a bri-

gade at the battle of Piedmont, fought at the

battle of Lynchburg, and was in all the series of

battles and skirmishes in Hunter's raid.

When the renegade Early made his raid down
the Yalley, and the summer campaign of 1864

was organized, Col. Thoburn was placed in com-

mand of a division. He was in command at the

hard fought battle at Snicker's Ferry. He led

the first division of Gen. Crook's army, which

turned the fortunes of the day at the battle of

Opequan Creek. He commanded at the storming

of Fisher's Hill, and advanced with Gen. Sheri-

dan's army up to Harrisonburgh, When the

rebel army lay near Strasburg, Col. Thoburn

requested of Gen. Sheridan permission to go with

his division as skirmishers—an undertaking diffi-

cult and dangerous—and ascertain the enemy's

strength and position, which request was granted

;

and after a hot engagement, the object Avas suc-

cessfully accomplished. On the 10th of October,

1864, he fell, nobly fighting lor his country's flag,

at the battle of Cedar Creek, in the Shonandoah

Yalley.

On that fatal Wednesday morning, a model

man, an illustrious hero, fell. One of the most

admirably gifted intellects which has at any time

been called upon to lead West Yirginia troops to

victory, was taken from tlicir councils and their

active sympathies by the hand of a treacherous

foe.''*' As surgeon or colonel of a regiment, as

commander of a division or as civillian, attentive

to every detail, whether medical, surgical, or ad-

* Colonel Thoburn was shot by a rebel cavalryman, dressedin

our own uniform, the Colonel not knowing the rebel was a fo«.
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ministrative, Col. Thoburn was always prompt

at the call of every duty.

" He was one of the mo?t amiable of men, mod-

est, humble, and unassuming.^' In his private

life, he illustrated some of the best points in his

character, in a thousand ways which the public

eye would never detect.

He was in the largest and truest sense a benevo-

lent man. He had a large practice among the

poor, and in his daily visits his hand was ever

open to relieve their wants, if it possibl}'" lay in

his power to do so. No one but his wife knew
how much he did in this quiet way. Repeated

instances might be recorded here in which he

assisted others under circumstances which must
have cost him no little personal sacrifice. His

charities, which were almost as numerous as the

days he lived, were bestowed without the least

ostentation, as without pretension.

Another marked trait of Col. Thoburn' s char-

acter was his unseJfisJiness. This he regarded as

the corner-stone of a true manl}^ character. With
him it was no pretence, but in his whole life he

never sought any advantage at the expense of

another. Nowhere was this more conspicu-

ous than in the army, where jealous}^ too often

mars the harmony which ought to exist among
of&cers. He never lost his character for manly
unselfish patriotism amid all the rivalries and

jealousies of the camp.

His devotion to principle was another prominent

trait of his character. Without offensively obtrud-

ing himself and his views on others who differed

from him, he adhered to his own convictions of

right with a quiet firmness which nothing could

shake. He feared no consequences when once

satisfied that a given course was right. Though

by no means insensible to public applause, he

never courted it for its own sake, and never gave

it a thought when any principle was at stake.

Whoever recalls the momentous events, the gigan-

tic and often acrimonious struggles for ascen-

dency, the portentous and brilliant military

achievements, which, from 1861 to 1865, fixed

the public attention and excited the alternate

hopes and fears of contending armies, and was

acquainted with Col. Thoburn, will remember

that through all these bloody events he continued

to advance steadily in public appreciation to fill a

yet wider and wider space in the eyes • of the

country; that on him rests no imputation of

having ever purchased favor or advancement by

the slightest sacrijice of principle^ or of having

deviated into any of those equivocal positions

which sometimes bring disrepute on illustrious

names. He was a man of hopeful temperament,

of broad view^s and sound judgment. In esti-

mating character, he saw the best points only, or

else found so many ways of excusing what was

bad, that he was accustomed to take a favorable

view of individuals and of society at large. In

all his plans, and in all his opinions on the ques-

tions of the day, he was accustomed to take broad

views and weigh every minute issue involved, and

if he erred, it was never on the side of narrow

prejudice and bigotry. Few men had a clearer

apprehension of the issues involved in the present

war than he. For years, he was settled in the

conviction that, through the diabolical influence

of slavery, what has happened would come to

pass
;
but, perhaps not a dozen persons knew his

opinions. From a long study of the issues in-

volved, viewed in his usual comprehensive man-

ner, he had reached his conclusions, but it was

not in his character to obtrude his views on those

who did not sympathize with them. The genial

elements of his character naturally expanded

most freely in the circle of his family and friends,

where he was truly and ever at home.

The many manly qualities in his character were

too conspicuous to escape the notice of any one

who knew him. But whoever had not seen Col.

Thoburn in his dwelling or among his friends,

knew him but imperfectly. It is indeed rare to

meet with one whose capabilities and excellen-

cies were so varied and distinct, nor is it possible

that any one knowing him as colleague, counsel-

lor, friend, should speak of him otherwise than

frankly and from the heart, though conscious of

the imperfect representation given in these mem-

oranda of a man so intrinsically great in all the

elements which constitute true greatness, and so

entirely beloved for all that refers itself to the

amenities of social intercourse and the sacred en-

dearments of home.

In conclusion, it is proper to add that Colonel

Thoburn had the confidence and love of his sol-

diers in a preeminent degree, strikingly mani-

fested indeed in the young soldier who saw his

remains at the depot in Wheeling, who sobbed

and cried until he moved all who were present.

During the two days that his remains, also the re-

mains of Captain Bier and Sergeant Jenkins,

his fearless comrades who had fallen on the same

field, lay in state in the appropriately decorated

and draped Senate Chamber, in the Capitol, thou-

sands of people mournfully approached, with

hearts bowed down with grief, to take a last sor-

rowing look at the dead heroes, drop a silent

tear to their memories, and attest their apprecia-

tion of the sacrifices they had made.

The largest funeral procession that ever took
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place in Wheeling followed Colonel Thoburn's

remains to Mount Wood Cemetery, where, with

military honors, were deposited "all that was

left of the loving husband, the ^tender father, the

dutiful son, the good physician, the brave sol-

dier, and the humble and consistent Christian."

THKEE DIFFERENT FORMS OF SPIISTAL
DISEASE.

By S. C. Thornton, M.D.,

Of Moorestown, N. J.

Case 1. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.

May 23, 1864. Beulah W
,
aged forty-five,

was taken with a chill at the house of a friend in

Moorestown, which was followed by a very hot

fever. In the evening she walked to her home,

almost a mile off. She was obliged to sit several

hours on the road-side,—and was finally assisted

home by one of her neighbors. Pains in the

back of the head, the extremities, particularly

the right ankle, and the fever constituted then

the main symptoms.

May 24. She sent for me either to go this even-

ing, or to send some medicine. I accepted the

latter alternative, and sent some comp. cath.

pills—Cook's.

May 25. The cathartic did not purge, and was

thrown up. She lies sprawled in the bed—head

and heels on the same level. Has a very dry and

hot skin, reminding me of the calor mordicans of

medical writers. Pulse 120, and of good volume:

tongue coated with a slightly brown coat ; much
hebetude of expression ; face has a dark, or purple

flush—her face was naturally flushed, however.

She has a short and thick neck, being of rather full

habit, though not fat. She is sensible, and answers

correctly. Complains much of the pains in her

head and back. Has a rash somewhat resembling

rubeola. Prescribed calomel and jalap ten grs.

each, and spts. of nitre, with very small doses

of aconite. If the mercurial cathartic failed to

purge, small doses of epsom salts and magnesia

com])incd, were to be given pro re nata.

May 26. It was found necessary to give the

saline purgative yesterday. She was to-day ap-

parently better, and almost clear of fever. The

decubitus was however the same, and the pulse

not HO frequent, and almost natural; skin cool;

expression and venous congestion the same as

that of yesterday. Prescribed small dusos of

whiskey and beef tea as long as the fever was

absent. The febrifuge mixture before prescribed

if the fever retnrnefl.

May 27. Found lifr comatose; head drawn

hack, and thore remriincd firmly; hnvfjr extremi-

ties stiff and straight ; arms stiff; forearms bent

at right angles on the arms, and both arms and
forearms kept firmly to the chest; jaws stiff and

closed, and could not be separated. Whatever
food and medicine were taken, were poured

through an aperture occasioned by the loss of a

tooth. Temperature of the skin natural; pulse

weak and not frequent
;

pupils much dilated

;

upper and lower eyelids when separated remained

so. Prescribed whiskey and beef tea, and ap-

plied sinapisms and other rubefacients.

May 28. Much worse. The peculiarity of her

respiration constituting one of the most singular

symptoms of disease I have ever seen—which was
two short inspiratory efforts to a full expiratory

one. Whether this depended upon the morbid

state of the medulla oblongata in which the phre-

nic nerve originates, causing spasmodic action of

the diaphragm or no, I do not know.

May 29. Died. No autopsy.

Case 2. Spinal Meningitis.

On Sunday evening, July 10th, 1864, Joseph

Burr, aged forty-five, a stout and robust farmer,

hard worker, .and temperate, fearing it would

rain before morning, put his hay into cocks, and

afterward, whilst warm, perspiring, sleepy and

fatigued, lay on one of the cocks, and slept there

till morning—rather until some time after 12

P. M., and then feeling chilly started homeward.

Monday. His back was stiff and sore; "tried

to work it off by binding wheat

Tuesday. Went to Mount Holly, and whilst

walking along the street, felt what he termed

a spasm in his back, and a drawing of his

head backward, so much that he stepped into

a drug shop to get something; the article agreed

upon was apple brandy.

Wednesday. He was off to a grist-mill. The

singularity of his gait, and carriage of his body,

attracted the attention of the millers. And they

were not a little surprised when they saw it was

very difiicult for him to open his jaws sufficiently

wide to admit of a few grains of wheat he had

taken from the hopper to chew.

In the evening and night, until 12 P. M. again,

he was in the harvest field.

Meeting a neighbor, who had just started for

market, he complained to him of the general

stiffness—especially that about the jaws,—and

expressed his belief in its being a cold.

Thursday. lie sent for me. I found him stand-

ing at the front door, resting on his cane, and

supported by two assistants. He was greatly

agitated; expression wild; manner excited; face

f)ale ; voice tremulous and indistinct; his whole

body covered with a warm and profuse perspira-

tion
;
pulse full and quick

;
tongue natural ; talked
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constantly, told me he would die, as his jaws

were set, etc.

Immediately before I saw him he had had an

attack of trismus, by which his tongue was con-

siderably bruised. Having come to the conclu-

sion that his case was an unpromising one—that

he could understand what was "locked jaw," and

that I might be excused if he died of ''locked

jaw,''' etc., I told him such was the fact, and that

it came from cold received from sleeping in the

open air. He had been plied well with various

domestic and patent remedies, both internally

and externally, before I saw him. I had him re-

moved from the strong draft in which he was

standing, for the purpose, as he said, "to keep

him in breath." With the aid of his assistants,

he, with great difficulty, on account of the opis-

thotonos—or. as he termed it, "drawing his heels

and the back of his head together," reached a chair

only two or three yards off. By several appliances,

and many trials, the chair could be made for a short

time only, to lean so as to suit him. He walked

with his head and neck thrown backward, and

there kept in one position; legs drawn out-

ward somewhat, partially flexed, and knees not

admitting of much flexion.

I cauterized his back over the spine, from the

occipital region to the sacral, with a solution of

caustic potassa; and prescribed tr. assafoetida

f.3j, and morph. gr. ss., every two hours when

awake.

Friday. Slept but little last night. He dreaded

sleeping, because as soon as he fell asleep he

awoke in a spasm.

Skin over the vertebras very sore.

Dr. J. H. Stokes also saw him this morning.

We found it a difficult matter to get him into a

position sufficiently comfortable to admit of his

taking his medicines. We prescribed morphia,

gr. ^ every hour-, quinia, aro. spts. ammonia, and

whiskey. Assafoetida was omitted on account of

nausea produced. Ether was inhaled during the

spasms. The clonic spasms of the extremities,

and the tonic ones of the back, lasted during the

night, with consid^erable rigidity of the muscles

of the jaw, which was generally increased by
the vessels containing the medicines touching

the lips. He could not lie in bed.

Saturday. Same symptoms, and worse spasms.

Treatment, Whiskey, quinia, ammonia, and a

teaspoonful of a mixture every two hours, con-

taining in each fluid drachm twenty-eight drops of

chloroform, thirty-five drops of laudanum, and

one-seventh of a grain of morphia, when awake.

Sunday. Symptoms no better: yesterday's

treatment continued.

Monday. Dr. Stokes and myself met at 8 A. M,

Pulse one hundred and sixteen, as it had been

heretofore ; neither had there been any change

in the sweating, which is as profuse as ever.

Spasms appear to have left the back of his neck,

and to have fallen into the dorsal and lumbar re-

gions; there was also pleurothotonos of the left

side. While swallowing he was attacked with a

frightful convulsion. His limbs and trunk were

as stiff and rigid as if affected with a severe at-

tack of catalepsy; trismus was also complete}

pulseless ; extremities cold
;
fp.ce livid, and bathed

with a profuse sweat; we thought he was gone.

By lowering the back of his chair, and applying

restoratives, he was resuscitated. At 11 A.M.

the convulsion returned, and he died.

The usual quantity of urine was passed, and

was not of any peculiar color, nor unusal quan-

tity.

In the first case there were symptoms of cere-

bral disease; in the second none. In the first

those muscles only were affected with spasms that

were supplied with nerves that came only from

the medulla, viz., the first nine pairs of spinal

nerves.

Case 3. Tetanus.

Nov. 5. 1864. Hezekiah Warner, aged 27;

stout, accustomed to hard work, and of good

health. Complains of general soreness, moves

with much pain, and feels very stiff. Has a

very small incised wound on the left hand, that

he received ten days ago from a stalk knife whilst

cutting corn stalks. During the cold weather

succeeding this period, his wounded hand haa

been frequently immersed in cold apple pumice

whilst making cider. The wound presents a

healthy appearance. The following symptoms in-

duced me to believe that the disease is tetanus,

and that perhaps traumatic. And yet, from the

dreadfully unfavorable prognosis of this disease,

one might doubt it. But I have known one fa-

vorable exception. Pain and stiffness in the back

of the neck and jaw; great difficulty in swallow-

ing
;
deglutition producing a sense of suffocation

;

constant pain in the chest—praecordia; the inha-

lation resembling gasping; whole person sore,

and c-^nnot be moved without much assistance

and great difficulty ; bowels constipated ; and the

wound also painful. There are, moreover, no

other symptoms that would lead one to suspect

that the disease could come under any other head.

One other symptom was the abundance of slimy

mucus in the throat, that caused constant efforts

to relieve himself of.

Treatment. Opium, camphor, calomel, counter-

irritants. Recovered in three weeks.
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Editorial Department,

Periscope.

Pustular Diseases of the Skin.

In a lev-tare lately g-iven at A'ienna, quoted in

the Brif. Med. Journal, Hebra says:

—

"Pu>!tulav dir^eascs of the skin described by
authors under the name of ini]ietigo, ecihvnia,
porrigo, achor. etc.. do not exisr as essential dis-

eases ; they are merely the eonseiiuences of other
skin diseases, which are recognizable by other
signs than those of pustular eruptions, and
generally, indeed, before tlic |)ustalar eruption
appears. Con uMjuently, in dealing Avith pustules
of the skin, nm- business is, not to trouble our-
selves about the si/,e, form, and number of the
pustules, but to learn what tliat particular disease
is which pr'Hcded the pustular eruption. We
must novel- il>r-t^r tliat a large number of pustu-
lar diseases are j>rodi.ced hj local irritation, and
should, therefore, in the first place, search for

traces of scabies, of prnrigo. pediculi, etc. Then,
again, tho dinuiiosric marks of the real cause of

the ])ustulr's may have disappeared when the pus-
tules come under our notice; as in scabies, as in

the vesicles of eczema, the papules prurigo, etc.

The developinent and death of pustules usually
take place in a similar way. All pustules resem-
ble each other. It is impossible to distinguish

the pustule of variula from that of acne, of syphi-
lid, "f '^eablo-^. ore: noithor do the size, nor the
cnfonts, TiDV tiio form of the pustules give us
any distini;t';vo siirn. E\on tlie depression of the

pustule, supposed t ) be diagnostic of small-pox,

is observed in all other pustular diseases—that is,

as long as the contents of the eruption have not
become completely yjurulent. The mere observa-
tion of the pustules, tlierefore, does not enable us
to decide the nature of the disease; we must ob-
serve their whole course, their seat, etc. The
•wr)rds impetigo and ecthyma should be either

banished from medicine, or they should 1)0 used
simply as goneric terras, to indicate the pr(\sence

of a large number of pustules. They represent
no distinct disoases."

The Picro-Nitrate of Potash in Trichinous
Disease.

In Schmidt's Jahrh., v. cxix,, page 187, Mk-
I3SNER gives a re<inrie of recent contributions
i/} our knowledge of trichinous disease, and con-
tinues it in Band cxxiv., pp. 1H2-104. In the
former of the two he notices Piedi.er's experi-
ments with picro-nitrate of potash on trichinized
rabbits, lie found that the picro-nitrate had no
effect on the parasites, either in the intestines or
in the muscJes; tliat it did not prevent either the
development of the embryos or their migrations;
and, finally, that if given in large doses it killed

the rabl>itM, but not the trichiiuc. Fjeuler's
opinion of itn value was therefore opposed to that
ol" FKiEnRKini. In the second communication
Mki.s.sver quotes Dr. K. Fiedler and Dr. Kohl's
researches intfj the value of benzoine, which has

been recommended by Mosler. They also insti-

tuted a series of experiments on trichinized rab-
bits, and found that large doses of benzoin, given
for a long time, are a])le to kill the trichinas in
the intestines, but that smaller doses have not
any deleterious efiect on them; that the benzoin,
even in the largest doses possible, has not any
elFect on the trichinire in the muscles. It is very
possible that when, like Mosler, one poisons the
animal experimented on with benzoin, the trichi-

nifi in the muscles die; but Fiedler believes from
his experiment, that benzoin could never att-ain

any practical value as a remedy against trichinse

in the intestines or muscles. The human organ-
ism could not bear the larger doses that killed

the parasite, and smaller doses in nowise hindered
its development or its migration. Mosler is, on
the contrary, confirmed in his opinion of the value
of benzoin l)y further ex])eriments, and comes to

the conclusion that benzoin, which holds the first

place among known anthelmintics, can be borne
by the human system in larger doses than he at

first believed: that in such doses it kills the

trichinas in the intestines, and prevents in great

measure the migrations of the embryos, and that

therefore it is the only rational means that may
and must be employed against trichina disease in

man. Mosler, from his later experience, con-

tends that Fiedler's judgment was a somewhat
hasty one, and he endeavors to show from Fied-

ler's report, that his experiments really told not

against but in favor of the use of benzoin.

—

Brit,

and For. Med.-Cliir. Jicn'ew.

Difference of the Sensibility of Joints.

Dr. James W. Bell, of Rochester, in the Brit.

Med. Journal, has pointed out the difficulty of

foreseeing the amount of mischief that may ensue
upon any injury of a joint, in consequence of dif-

ference in the susceptibility of the j')ints. This

difference is ;lue to tlie following causes: a. ana-

tomical
]
!.ysi()lug!cal: 6, diathetic : morbid

state of svstciu at period[ of injury: d, acciden-

tal.

The author recmnmended the removal of dead
portions of bone from the cavity of joints, in the

]»lace of excision, in selected cases, and at a me-
dium period., viz., neither too hastily nor too

tardily.

Dr. Bell narrates the heads of several cases:

C/.se I. A publican sustained a compound com-
mi)uit(Ml frartureof the patella by a fall from a

oart. The rorovery Avas perfect. The treatnuuit

consisted in the application of twelve leeches

within the first twenty-four hours; and in the use

of tarta.rated antimony, digitalis, and opium, for

a fortniglit, and of iodide of potassium subse-

quently.

Case II. A man met with compound comminu-
ted fracture of the olecranon. Unhealthy infiaui-

mati(m of the; soft parts supervened on the fourth

day: the joint became disorganized
;
pya3mia oc-

curred; and death was the result.

Case III. A man received a lacerated Avound
of the knee-joint without injury of the bones.

Traumatic delirium set in on the fifth day, and
d(iath occurred about tlie tenth day.

Case IV. was that of a youth whose knee-joint
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was twice injected with iodine, without the super-
vention of much local inflammation or general
disturbance.

Hydrocephalus.

The British Medical Journal sajs, that M.
BoucHTJT, of the Children's Hospital, Paris, has
called in the ophthalmoscope as a diao-nostic agent
in chronic hydroccDhalus and rachitic state of
the cranial bones. In chronic h3-drocephalus, the
early signs of the disease, he says, are often ob-
scure

; but the vessels of the eye always undergo
appreciable modifications. . In proportion as the
serum accumulates in and compresses the brain,
we find^—1, an increase of vascularity of the re-
tina, with dilatation of the veins; 2, an increase
of the number of vessels in the retina; 3, a com-
plete or partial serous infiltration of the retina

;

4, atrophy of the retina and its vessels; 5, atro-
phy, more or less marked, of the optic nerve.
These lesions vary with the age of the disease and
tlie amount of serous efFusionr, They result either
from compression of the sinuses preventing the
return of blood from the eye, or from compres-
sion of the optic nerve within the cranium. But
none of these lesions exist in rickets. In twenty-
two children between five months and three years
of age, examined by M. Botjchut, in whom the
body was only slightly deformed, but in whom
the head was increased in size and the anterior
fontanelle open, and some of whom had, and some
of whom had not, had convulsions, the eye pre-
served its natural appearance. There was'neither
alteration of the pupil, nor any disorder of the
venous circulation of the retina. Hence, he says,
by means of the ophthalmoscope, we can distin-

guish between rickets and chronic hydrocephalus.

American Surgery in Paris.

Dr. Chas. a. Pope, in a letter to the ^f. Louis
Medical Journal, remarks that during his sojourn
in Paris, thanks to the kind invitation of Dr.'SiMS,
he had the pleasure of witnessing an operation
by bim for procidentia uteri. His plan in these
cases is to diminish the calibre of the vagina, and
thus to prevent the descent of the womb. As in
the operation for vesico-vaginal fistula, the patient
was placed on her left side with her face and chest
to the table. The operator commenced by fresh-
ening the vagina on either side of the -meatus
urinarius, in a line a quarter of an inch wide,
and extending along the whole length of the
vagina, on both sides, and on to the sides of the
neck and os uteri in an elliptical direction, A
space of mucous membrane was thus circum-
scribed in the mesian line. The freshened sur-
faces were then united, partly by the continued,
and partly by the interrupted silver suture, the
latter portion having been left permanently in siiv,

as the patient had passed her climacteric. The
operation proved a perfect success.
"Although long and practically familiar with

the method and appliances of Dr. Sims, it was
yet with great pleasure and interest that I saw
them put in use by his own hands. His skill in

manipulation is only equalled by the simplicity
and ingenuity of his implements. He has ex-
hibited his operation for vesico-vaginal fistula in

a number of the Parisian hospitals, and for the

great benefits which he has conferred on a large

class of previously hopeless and miserable females,

he well deserves the decoration of the Legion of

Honor, lately bestowed on him by the French
Emperor.
"About ten days ago Dr. Sims left Paris for

London, where he expects to establish himself in

practice. He is engaged in writing a work which
will be looked for with great interest, as his posi-

tion in the Women's Hospital of New York af-

forded him an unexampled field for experience and
observation, the fruits of which will now be given
to the profession.^'

Rare STervous Disease.

The Edinburgh correspondent of the Briiisli

Medical Journal, says, that at a recent meeting
of the Med. Chirurg. Sac. of Edinburgh, Dr.

Sanders read a most interesting report of a rare

form of nervous disease to the Society. The sub-

ject of it is a man, about 35 years of age, who is

affected with a remarkable disorder of the volun-

tary movements. When the patient is kept per-

fectly quiet, as during the night, nothing is no-

ticeable. If caused to move, or in any way
agitated, the most violent oscillating and somewhat
rhythmical movements of nearly all the muscles
of the body, with the exception of those of the

face, take place. If the patient attempt to walk,
these movements are so excessively violent that

he nearly falls, and when he reaches a seat he
can only with difficulty maintain himself in a

sitting posture. Dr. Sanders pointed out that

there was no paralysis of voluntary movements
and no loss of muscular power ; none of the sen-

sory functions are in the slightest degree impli-

cated. There is no tenderness over the spine ; no
affection of the heart.

The history of the patient is a curious one.

vSome months since, he fell from a height of twelve

feet, and sustained certain injuries, from which
he recovered; no disorder of movements having
made its appearance. A few days after returning

to his work, he again fell, and, although not in-

jured, appeared to sustain a great fright. He
immediately began to shake so violently that

those who saw him thought him to be in a fit.

These shaking movements have since continued.

In his very excellent and learned commentary
on this case. Dr. Sanders maintained that the

disorder was most probably only afunctional one.

He pointed out that the affection had no real re-

semblance to paralysis agitans. as might, at first

sight, have been supposed. Besides there being
no loss of muscular power in this case, there is a

total absence of the scelotyrbe festinan^. the bond-
ing forwards of the trunk, which, as Parkinson
showed, is an essential feature in paralysis agi-

tans. The case differed. Dr. Sanders likewise

pointed out, from chorea, in the movements being
rliythmical and not irregular, and in the muscles
of expression being free from disordered move-
ment. Although (liftoring. to a certain extent,

from chorea, the disease Avas one closely allied to

it; and should be placed along with that class of

nervous disorders wliich had been named by Galen
and Sylvius fremorcs—a term which has l^een

also used by Romberg, and serves as a link be-
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tweeu the diseases which may be arranged under
the terms paralysis and convulsions. Dr. San-
ders suggested, that the disease affecting the

patient which he had shown to the Society might
perhaps be conveniently named pseudo-paralysis
agitans, or dystaxia agitans.

The Therapeutical Uses of Ox-Gall.

Professor Wolff, says the British and Foreign
Med. Chif. Review, wishes to direct the attention

of the medical public to a renewed trial of ox-

gall, so that it may again effect the purposes for

which it was formerly recommended. The
gall acts as a tonic, laxative, and nervine. As a

tonic it is especially useful in dyspeptic cases

dependent on atony of the gastro-intestinal canal

:

as a laxa'ive when a powerful stimulation of the

inte^ine is at the same time required, and in

cases of deficient and morbid secretion of bile

with attendant constipation. In such cases ox
gall is more useful than any other medicine re-

commended for the same c nditions, and a patient

who was treated by Dr. Wolff for symptoms cf

cirrhosis of the liver, jaundiced skin, obstinate

constipation, and increasing emaciation, wa= com-
pletely cured by the use of this agent. Dr. Wolff
also found this remedy very beneficial in two
cases of spasm of the stomach in an especially

severe form. In order to produce a laxative efi'-ct

he ordered a tablespoonful of solution of ironn

four to six drachma of inspissated ox- gall in six

ounces of aromatic fluid, to be taken four times a

day; but to produce a tonic effect smaller doses
are sufiicient.

Magnesium and Hare's Light in Surgery.

" M. FouRNiE, according to the Gazette des Hopi-
taux, the other day, exhibited to a large class a
polypus of the larynx with the laryngoscope and
magnesium light. By the aid of a Plassy lamp,
he projected the luminous rays upon the mirror
placed at the bottom of the throat. The image of
the parts reflected upon the mirror being very
small, he placed a bi-convex lens in front of the
mouth, and so enlarged it that it was distinguish-
able at the distance of several yards. M. Fauvei.
has for some months employed Drummond"s'^
lime light for the purpose of producing a brilliant

flame in his laryngoscopic clini((ue. He prefers
it to the magnesium light, as it is not liable to

the interruptions incident to that, while it costs

only fifteen pence rjcr hour, instead of a shilling

per minute. M. Fauvel recently removed, by
aid of the Drummond light, a polypus from the
chordjB vocales."

Reviews and Book Notices.

Annual Report of the Royal Edinburgh Asylum
for the Insane. For the year 1864.

The ordinary managers of this celebrated Any-

lum present a very encouraging report of its

operations during the papt year. The resident

• More properly Hare's.

physician, as usual, is compelled to complain of the

injudicious attempts at kindness, in the removal

of friends before they are perfectly restored. The
same defect exists in the lunacy laws of Scotland

in this respect as in our own.

The daily average number resident in the Asy-

lum during the year was, males, 325 ;
females,

321 : total 646. Of those discharged 105 were

cured, 39 relieved; 46 not improved, and 62 died.

The number remaining at the close of the year

was males, 322; famales, 322; total 644.

"One of the voluntary inmates was a young
gentleman who had been a kleptomaniac from his

infancy. In childhood he st?4e soiled gloves and
handkerchiefs, and other useless articles, which
he secreted. He stole money from his friends,

without any apparent purpose of spending, for he
would give it away to his companions, would
readily confess the theft if charged, and restore

what he had taken. He deplored his propensity,

protested that he could not help it, that the mo
ment he had gratified his desire to appropriate,

he knew he had done wrong, and was anxious to

get rid of the stolen property.^'

" The mortality was below the average of former
years, being in the ratio of 7 per cent, to the

total number under treatment, or 9 per cent, to

the mean number resident.^'

The insanity was supposed to be due when ad-

mitted to the following causes: First, intemper-

ance was the exciting cause in 10 per cent, of

the sufferers. Next in frequency were moral

causes, such as grief, anxiety, and domestic afliic-

tions,—amounting, when added together, to nearly

the same per centage as those ascribed to intem-

perance. The next most frequent cause was the

climacteric period, or bodily disease of some kind.

The frequency of relapses is also shown in this

table, no fewer than 66 of the patients having had
previous attacks. In 52, a hereditary predisposi-

tion was admitted to exist. The number of c isea

ascribed to religious excitement or revivals has
very materially diminished during the past year,

being only 3, instead of 13, as in the preceding
year.

In certain respects the tables of cures show the

same results as will be found the world over

—

namely, the greater curability of the more acute

forms of insanity, although one case of recovery

from general paralysis is chronicled. The statis-

tics also show the duration of the insanity in

the patients previous to their admission,—illus-

trating the curability of insanity in its earlier

stages, and its comparative hopelessness, when it

has continued for any length of time before being

placed under Asylum treatment.

An appendix giving the pathological appear-

ance observed in the brjiin, accompanies the re-

port, and is very valuable, but our space forbids

presenting an abstract from it, which wo much
regret. We may recur to it again.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, JULY 8, 1865.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
OHIO.

We are indebted to a correspondent for an ac-

count of the late meeting of this Society. The

meeting was quite well attended and continued

through three days, some of the proceedings

being quite spirited. It seems that Dr. Mus-

SEY, of Cincinnati, not satisfied with the explicit

denial given at the meeting of the American

Medical Association at Boston, to his charge

there, that the Surgeon-General had been guilty

of consulting with a homoeopath, renewed the

charge at this meeting, and denounced the Sur-

geon-General quite warmly in a speech of some

length. Dr. Mussey does not seem to offer any

other proof in support of the charge, than the

published letter of the homoeopathic doctor. Now
we know nothing whatever of the circumstances

connected with the case beyond the statement of

Dr. Woodward, at Boston. Our own impressions

on the subject were given in a recent number of

the Reporter, and they seem to be fully borne

out by the statements of Dr. Woodward, before

the American Medical Association at Boston, and

of Dr. McDermott, in reply to Dr. Mussey, at

the meeting of the Ohio Society. The charge

against the Surgeon-General is a very unnatural,

not to say ridiculous one, and we are not willing

to accept the testimony against him as valid. We
have no doubt but the committee that was ap-

pointed to correspond with the Surgeon-General

on the subject will, when they come to learn the

facts, be surprised to find on what a slender basis

the charge rests.

We believe in holding all members of the pro-

fession, particularly the more prominent ones, to

a strict ethical accountability, and we trust that

the result of this case will be to induce members

of our profession to cast about and see if there

may not be prominent and influential medical

men in their own neighborhoods, whose conduct

in this respect would bear looking into.

Our friends of the State Medical Society of

Ohio seem to have taken a perpetual lease of the

White Sulphur Springs for the purpose of hold-

ing their meetings. In this, we think they are

wise, as also in continuing their sessions for

thi:ee days. A trip to the meeting of the State

Medical Society is, at the same time, a trip of

pleasure to a fashionable watering place, and be-

comes subservient to science, health and pleasure.

Some of our other States might profit by this cus~

torn of the Ohio Society.

ElyTDOWMETfT OF LECTURESHIPS IK" THE
UNIVERSITY OF PEKNSYLVAWIA.

Publicity having been given to the proposed

endowment of Lectureships in the Medical De-

partment of the University of Pennsylvania, we
will state the facts as briefly as possible, so far as

they have transpired.

The Trustees of the University of Pennsylva-

nia, through the liberality of the distinguished

Emeritus Professor of the Theory and Practice

of Medicine in that institution—Dr. George B.

AVooD, as we are informed, have devoted the sum
of 850,000 to the endo-\vment of lectureships in

the University on the following subjects:—1.

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy; 2. Botany;

3. Mineralogy and Geology; 4. Hygiene; 5. Me-

dical Jurisprudence, including Toxicology. We
have heard the names of competent gentlemen

mentioned in connection with each of the chairs,

but do not as yet feel authorized to give publicity

to them. The appointments will be made in No-

vember next, and the first course of lectures will

be given the ensuing spring. Each lecturer is to

receive a salary of S500 from the fund, and also

all fees that may accrue from the sale of tickets,

the fee not to exceed SIO, and regular matricu-

lants and alumni to be admitted free.

This liberal action of Dr. Wood is entirely in

keeping with his well-known views on the sub-

ject of medical progress. He has always been a

friend of thorough education, and when a teacher

and professor, always insisted on a close applica-

tion to his studies on the part of the student, and

a proper qualification for the discharge of the re-

sponsible duties of the physician on the part of

the graduate.

In no better way could he have shown his love

of, and confidence in the science of medicine, and

his attachment to his Alma Mater, the venerable

University of Pennsylvania, than in the establish-

ment of these lectureships. The devotion of a

well-earned fortune to so high, honorable, and

ennobling a purpose as the advancement of medi-

cal education, would serve to immortalize the

name of this distinguished friend of medical pro-

gress, even if he had done nothing more to secure

to him so eminent a position.

A REGIMENT OF SOLDIERS STRUCK BY
LIGHTNING.

Several instances have been given of late, of

regiments of soldiers being struck by lightning.

Dr. H. S. Plummer, Surgeon of the 152d regi-

ment, Illinois Volunteers, stationed at Tullaho-
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ma, Tenn., under date of June 19tb, furnishes

the followinix account of an attack on that regi-

ment bv the artilleiy of the clouds

:

"Our rcirinu-^nt was yesterday the scene of one

of the mo^;t terrible calamities which it has ever

been my lot witness.

"About two o'clock, P. M., a violent thunder-

storm visited us. It being Sabbath, the "guard
mounting" was deferred until two o'clock, on

account of the morning being occupied in grand

review. While the old guard was being turned

but to receive the new, a blinding flash of light-

ning was seen, accompanied instantly by a ter-

rific peal of thunder. The whole of the old

guard. to2:ot]ior with part of the new, were
thrown violently to the earth. The shock was so

severe and sudden that, in most cases, the rear

rank men were thrown across the front rank
men. One man was instantly killed, and thirty-

two others were more or less severely burned by
the electric fluid.

"The men were mostly injnred in the region of

the shoulders, arms, and hips; the men having
been si^aiidinp; at shoulder arms, in which case

the barrel of the musket would rest in the hollow
of the right arm and shoulder, the butt of the

piece renting acrainst the hip. One man, who
was on guard in front of the hospital tent, had
his musket thrown from his hands, and the bayo-
net stuck into the ground. The man himself

was shocked pretty severely, but not thrown
down. One man, who had been to the rear and
was returning, was struck down and severely

injured in the eyes. In some instances, the

men's boots and shoes were torn from their feet

and torn to pieces, and strange as it may appear,

the men were injured but little in the feet.

"In all the cases, the burns appear as if they

had been caused by scalding hot water, in many
instances the skin being shrivelled and torn off.

The men all seem to be doing well, and a part of

them will ])e able to resume their duties in a few
days."

Notes and Comments,

Professor Elected.

Dr. .Tf)rr\ B. liinni^E lias been elected by the

Trustees of Jefferson Medical College, in this city,

to fill the vacancy in that institution caused by
the death of Tftomas D. MixrnELL, M.D., Profes-

sor of Materia Medica and General Therapeutics.

Dr. BiDTjLE h;is been long and favorably known
in this city as a teacher f)f Materia Medica, and
the appointment will, wc doubt not, provo to be

of great advantage to the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege. Dr. BiDDLE is a nephew of the late Dr.

Nathaniel Chapman, so long the popular profes-

sor in the University of Pennsylvania.

The Long Island College Hospital.

The annual commencement exercises of the

Long Island College Hospital took place at the

Athenagum, Brooklyn, on the evening of the 29th

ult., and was well attended. The Kev. A. N. Lit-

TLEJOHN delivered an invocation, when Dr. Mason

came forward, and, after a few introductory re-

marks, conferred degrees upon fifty-two gradu-

ates. Prof. F. H. Hamilton delivered an address

to the graduates, after which the Valedictory was

read b}'" Mr. E. S. Bates, of the graduating class.

Grafulla's Band furnished music during inter-

vals, and the proceedings terminated with a bene-

diction by Rev. Dr. Littlejohn.

Deceased Prisoners.

Agreeably to a request of the Wnv Department,

a list of the names of those who are known to

have died in rebel prisons has been prepared in

the Surgeon-General's ofiice, and will be fur-

nished to the authorities of the several States to

which they belonged.

Emigrant's Hospital on Ward's Island, K". York.

This new hospital—a magnificent structure of

brick, which will when completed have cost at

least four hundred thousand dollars—is after a

design of Mr. Rich, and consists of five large

buildings, faced on the south, with ten lofty tow-

ers springing from the ground, with spacious

areas between each building, so that sun, light

and air are admitted freely on all sides. The

baths, furnaces, and water closets are in the va-

rious stories of these towers, and arrangements are

also made for ventilation in winter in the most

scientific manner. Everything about the hospital

is in the best taste, and planned with consummate

judgment; and New York may boast that no su-

perior institution of a similar character exists in

any other city in the world. The necessary vege-

tal)loM for the inmates are raised a,bundantly on

the island.

The Sanitary Condition of Wilmington, N. C.

Parties from AVilmington bring alarming re-

ports of the filthy and sickly condition of that

city; which condition of things has been growing

worse since the arrival there from the rebel pri-

sons of our soldiers, who were rotten with dis-

ease. It is also reported that the yellow fever has

appeared there; but this is not believed, as it is
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considered too early in the season for that epi

demic.

The blacks who have gathered there in great

numbers, furnish many victims to disease. The

Newbern Times says the spotted fever has been

raging fearfully among the blacks as v^ell as the

whites in Wilmington, and it is whispered that

the yellow fever is threatened.

29

Correspondence.

DOMESTJC.

Medical Society of tlie State of Ohio.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter :

The Medical Society of the State of Ohio, met

at White Sulphur Springs, on the 21st of June,

and was called to order by the President, Prof.

Weber, of Cleveland.

The county organizations throughout the State

were well represented •, over one hundred medical

gentlemen were present. Among them were Drs.

Kirtland and Firestone, of Cleveland, Surgeon-

General Barr, of Columbus, Surgeon McDermott,

U. S. Army, Drs. Mussey and Stevens, of Cincin-

nati, Russel, of Mount Vernon, and other promi-

nent members of the profession.

The meeting was characterized by great cordi-

ality of personal intercourse among the members,

and by a lively and general interest in the pro-

ceedings. The Society continued in session three

days, during which, various papers were read,

and various discussions held on topics of profes-

sional interest.

The report on Diseases oftM Eye by Dr. Metz,

of Massilon, was a valuable contribution, and re-

flected much credit on the author, who for several

years past has given special attention to the

subj ect of ophthalmology.

The report on Army Surgeons, by Surgeon-Gen-

eral Barr, contained some interesting facts and

statistics. He showed that greater success had

attended the medical operations of the Union

armies, during the late war, than had ever before

been known in the history of civilization. By
comparing our statistics with those of the French

and English, it was shown that these nations had

never succeeded in bringing the medical adminis-

tration of their armies to a condition of efficiency

which would at all compare with that of the

American army. While it was true that in the

early history of the war, many of our surgeons,

like our generals, lacked experience in the terrl

ble events which challenged their energies, and

had therefore committed some mistakes, it was

nevertheless, a fact that in the progress of the

war, the medical staff had attained a degree of

skill and success in the treatment of wounds and

diseases, which was unparalleled in the armies of

the most educated nations of Europe. It was

shown that in a very large number of carefully

reported amputations, eiglity-Jive per cent, of the

cases had recovered.

A report on the treatment of Gunsliot Fractures,

by Dr. Kyle, of Xenia, gave rise to an animated

discussion on the merits of conservative surgery.

The author of the report recommended early am-

putation in almost all cases of gunshot fracture

of the leg and thigh. He cited a large number

of cases where attempts to save limbs had result-

ed in the loss of life. His views were ably en-

dorsed by Surgeon-General Barr, who thought

the conservative surgery of the present day was

more intent on preserving the limbs than the

lives of patients.

Dr. Mussey took a decided stand against the

doctrines set forth in the report, and the opinions

expressed by the Surgeon-General. B[e thought

the failure to save fractured limbs was not so

frequent as the gentleman imagined, and that

such failures might be obviated by attendihg

more carefully to the circumstances of each case.

He disagreed with the author of the paper, in

regard topycemia. It was not a sequence of sup-

puration, nor did it consist of pus in the blood.

It was a condition of the system resulting from

defective nutrition.

Surgeon Gay, of Columbus, made some excel-

lent practical remarks on the subject of gunshot

fractures, setting forth certain conditions under

which it would be the duty of the surgeon to try

and save the limb, and other conditions which

would demand immediate amputation.

A resolution was offered by Dr. Mussey, cen-

suring Surgeon-General Barnes, U. S. A., for

consulting with Verdi, the homoeopathist, in

the treatment of Secretary Seward.

Dr. M. indulged in some remarks by no means
complimentary to the Chief of the Medical Bureau
of the army. He regarded the publication of

Verdi, and his testimony in court, as conclusive

evidence of the Surgeon-General's guilt.

The resolution was favored by several members,
who thought if the Surgeon-General was innocent

of the charge, he would not have suffered the

published statement of Verdi, to be circulated

throughout the land without a public contradic-

tion.

The resolution was opposed by Surgeon Mc-
Dermott, who hoped the Society would have too

much self respect to entertain so grave a charge

i
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against a distinguished member of the profession,

when that charge had no foundation except the

testimony of a homoeopathist. For himself he

would not harbor a suspicion against the hum-

blest member of the profession on such testi-

mony.

He thought the gentleman who offered the re-

solution ought to be censured for treating the

statement of a homoeopathist with so much con-

sideration. Verdi was a traitor to the profession

—a quack. And therefore unworthy of credence

in any issue between himself and Surgeon-Gen-

eral Barxes. Dr. McD. did not believe that the

Surgeon-General had ever consulted' with a ho-

moeopathist. And he had good reason to believe

that Verdi was not known to him, much less

participated with him in the treatment of Mr.

Seward.

The resolution of censure was laid on the table.

Subsequently a motion was carried instructing

the President of the Society to appoint a commit-

tee to address a respectful inquiry to the Surgeon-

General, in order to get the facts in the case.

Other matters of general interest were sub-

mitted to the consideration of the Society. One

motion related to the h^^giene of public schools.

A special committee was appointed to inquire into,

and report upon the present system of public

school instruction, its requirements—hours of

study—period and character of recreation, with

effects on health, development and longevity.

.Another matter of importance related to the

condition of the incurably insane. It appears

that no provision for this unfortunate class has

ever been made by the State, and the manner in

which they are usually disposed of in the county

poor houses, was represented as deplorable and

disgraceful to civilization.

The subject was referred to a special commit-

tee, with Dr. Mount, chairman. A vigorous ef-

fort will be made by the medical gentlemen of

Ohio, to induce the Legislature at its next ses-

sion, to make suitable provision for these cases.

The venerable Dr. Brown, of Bellefontaine,

was elected President for the ensuing year.

Prof. AVeber, on retiring from the chair, deliv-

l^red an eloquent valedictory, which was listened

to by a largo assembly, conij)fjBcd of the non -pro-

fessional visitors at the Springs, as well as the

membcrH of the Society.

The Society adjourned to meet at the same

place, on the third Tuesday of .June, 186G.

M. D.

Maine Medical Association.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter:

I send you the following brief notes of the late

meeting of the Maine Medical Association, not

doubting but they will interest the numerous

readers of the Reporter in this, as well as other

States.

The thirteenth annual meeting of the Maine

Medical Association was held in Portland, on

Tuesday and Wednesday, June 20th and 21st.

Dr. Monroe, of Belfast, delivered the introductory

address. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year

:

President—Dr. Amos Nourse, Bath.

Vice Presidents—Drs. Charles W. Thomas,

Portland; Joseph C. Weston, Bangor,

Recording Secretary—Dr. James M. Bates,

Yarmouth.

Standing Committee—Dr. Wm. Swaset, Lim-

rick; S. H. Tewksbury, Portland; J. W. To-

ward, Augusta ; P. S. Haskell, Stockton ; A. J.

Fuller, Bath.

Dr. Western, Chairman of the Committee on

Necrology, presented his report, by which it ap-

pears that three members of the Association have

died during the present year, viz., Dr. W. R.

Richardson, of the U. S. Navy, Dr. T. II. Bres-

LiN, of the army, and Dr. Luke Hill, of Bidde-

ford; and all of them have perished from diseases

contracted in the service of the Union. Memorial

resolutions in regard to these members were passed

unanimously.

Tuesday evening was devoted to the discussion

of the following topics:

"What has occasioned the radical change of

treatment within the last quarter of a century?

Has the type of disease changed, or is it owing
to hereditary intermarriage, mode of living and
influences, including former improper treatment

by which the constitution of patients at the pre-

sent time is broken down, and does not require

the heroic treatment formerlj indicated and used?"

On Wednesday reports of interesting cases

were made and discussed. Dr. A. J. Fuller, of

Bath, read a paper on Fractures; and was fol-

lowed by Dr. Oilman, of Portland, with one on

Obstetrics. The subject of Dr. Tewksbury's pa-

per, submitted after Dr. Gilmore had closed, was

the Excision of Joints. The Dr. claimed that

this operation was first performed in this country.

He exhibited joints of the hip, knee, ankle and

wrist wliich he had removed; and all resulted in

making useful limbs. He also spoke in general

terms of the common diseases of joints and their

treatment. The various subjects presented dur-

ing the session wore of great interest to the pro-

fession, and were listened to with close attention.
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The Association adjourned at noon, after pass-

ing a vote to hold the next annual meeting in

Portland on the 3d of June, 1866. B. B,

News and Miscellany.

The Yellow Fever Plot.

It appears, by publications in the Halifax

(Nova Scotia) Citizen, that the public sentiment

of that community has been painfully aroused by

an imputation that certain of the medical men of

the city were in some degree implicated in the

yellow fever plot of Dr. Blackburn.

The substance of the charge, as published in

the Sun newspaper, was, that "Blackburn freely

discussed with several medical gentlemen here

the feasibleness of adopting the very plot of

which he is accused;'' and again, ''that it was

known to some men in this city, after Black-

burn's return from Bermuda, that it (the fever

plot) was part of his project." Subsequent cor-

respondence brought out the fact that Drs. Jen-

Nii^GS and Slatter were the "medical gentle-

men" referred to.

The Nova Scotia Medical Society appointed a

committee to investigate the charges made by the

Sun. From the report of the committee it would

appear that there was no foundation for the im-

putation upon the medical profession of Halifax.

Dr. TuppER, to whom the editor of the Sun refer-

red as authority, declared that he never made the

statement that any medical man in Halifax,

either before or after Dr. Blackburn's return

from Bermuda, knew anything about his inten-

tion to spread yellow fever.

What Dr. Tupper did say was, as he explains,

that Blackburn intimated in conversation that

the disease could be communicated by infected

clothing, and this led to the belief that he had

attempted it. The two gentlemen implicated,

Drs. Jennings and Slayter, also make affidavit

that they "have never on any occasion heard Dr.

Blackburn express his intention of propagating

disease of any kind in any place, by infected

clothes or otherwise 5 nor ever had any conversa-

tion with him on any such subject-, nor made

any representation to any person that such a plot

existed."

Poisoned by a Fly Bite

On the 22d ultimo, Charles Sohweiger, a

boarder at No. 95 East Fourth street. New York,

was stung under the right eye by a large fly,

which flew from the carcass of a bullock in his

slaughter-house in First Avenue. The wound

being intensely painful, Schweiger went home,

and his face swelling, arnica was applied, but

without afibrding relief. The suflerer lay in tor-

ture until Thursday night, and then died, as a

jury say, of "poisoning from the bite of a fly."

The deceased, who was a native of Germany,

was 40 years of age.

Reproduction of Bone.

M. Ollier, (Paris,) who has been for some

time experimenting with the periosteum in form-

ing new bone after the old had been removed,

has recently removed the upper half of the hu-

merus from a child, six years old, for disease of

the shoulder-joint, carefully detaching the peri-

osteum all round, and dividing none of the mus-

cular attachments. The child now, seven months

after the operation, is in good health, and the

arm is almost perfectly restored.

A Medical Candidate for Parliament.

The Brit. Med. Jour, states that Sir Charles

LococK has issued his address to the electors of

the Isle of Wight for their representative in the

House of Commons. " We have the highest per-

sonal regard for the abilities and private worth

of this distinguished physician, and the presence

of such an authoritative exponent of the profes-

sion, must prove highly beneficial to the support

of its interests there.^^

Tea in a Nutshell.

Dr. Attfield, Director of the Laboratories of
the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, has
published a very interesting account of the result

of an examination which he has made of the Kola
nuts of Western Central Africa. The London
Lancet says : A few ounces of dry hard fragments
of these, nuts were placed in his hands by Dr.

Daniell, who stated that in the fresh state they

were largely used as an article of food and medi-

cine by the natives of Western Central Africa;

that he had once partaken of the fresh nut, the

effect being that he was kept awake for many
hours ; that he therefore inferred that they must
contain a principle similar to that which exists in

tea, coffee, etc.—namely, theine ; and that he bad
in fact, by a rough chemical process, succeeded in

obtaining crystals resembling theine in appear-

ance. As a medicine, t\\Q fresh nut. Dr. Daniell
said, was esteemed of great value in diarrhoea

and affections of the liver; and that, indeed, for

all purposes, it was in the fresh state that the

nut was generally employed, portions being

chewed, the juice swallowed, and the solid part

ejected from the mouth. If the nuts were al-

lowed to become dry, they were considered to

have depreciated in value, and were then only

chewed by the lower classes of the natives. Dr.

Attfield has determined the presence of theine

in dried Kola nut in the proportion of about 2

per cent. Coffee contains from .5 to 2.0, and tea
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from ,5 to 3.5 parts in 100, So that the Kola
nut really has a considerable food value. The
discovery of theine in the food materials of an
African race of people is highly interesting. It

is well known that coffee, tea, cocoa, matao, Par-

aguay tea, and guarana, which constitute the

beverage of the European, American, and Asiatic

people^", have been selected by an unerring in-

stinct, which has divined in each plant the re-

markable alkaloid—theine. Different in botani

cal characters, varied in genera, not very unlike

in flavor, they have been instinctively chosen as

containing this valuable active principle. The
investigation of the food value of the Kola nut is

thus one of particular interest, and which will,

we hope, be carried further.

Effect of Sugar in Phthisis.

The Pacijic Medical and Surgical Journal says

that a French savan, M. Champouillon, asserts

as the result of experiment as well as inductive

reasoning, that the free use of sugar tends to

cause pulmonary irritation and a disposition to

atrophy. "In tubercular disease," he says, "the

cough, hectic fever, and night sweats are increased

by the fondness of the patients for sweet sub-

stances.'' The acids of the stomach transform

cane sugar into glucose, which weakens the di

gestive power, and tends to produce a plethoric

condition of the system. Honey and liquorice

are not so affected in the stomach, and are there-

fore less objectionable. The experience of sugar
plantations is not exactly accordant with the?e

views. Sickly negroes grow fat and strong in

the season of sugar-making, when they eat freely

of the cane. Invalids with incipient pulmonary
disorders have been greatly benefitted by resi-

dence in the sugar-house, where they constantly

inhale the vapor from the boiling syrup, and
doubtless swallow a larger amount of sugar than
under other circumstances.

Ventilation in Fever.

Dr. MacCormac, of Belfast, thus writes on this

subject to the Dublin Medical Press. "If Dr.
Kennedy will come to Belfast, I will show him
hundreds, if not thousands, of persons, of both
eex-is too, myself inclusive, who keep their win-
dov;8 open all night through, in all f;easons, and
with every possible advantage. I kept the win-
dov^s entirely out during the treatment of cholera,

and with the utmost benefit. I never treat a case

of fever, at whatever period (jf the year, without
opening the window and keeping it open day and
night—a degree of exposure which Dr. IIenrt
KennedV affirms to be irapopsihle. Persons in

fever do not commonly labor under cold and livid

feet, with cool breath and pulseless wrists. The
hot Htiige is of a certain duration. There are also

hot months in the year, during which the ab-

sence of ventilation entails, if possible, yet greater

evils than during the cold. I never found the

least difficulty in maintaining warmth along with
open windows in fever. It is a perfect matter of

notoriety, that fever cases by the roadside recov-

ered oftener and better, than in hospitals with the

closed windows. Dr. Kennedy says he does not
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see how wards are to be kept dry. To which I
reply, it is simply by not wetting them."

MARBIED.

Spear—MuLVANT.—On the 27th ult., by Key. Eaton W. Maxey,
at Elmwood, the residence of the bride's father, Dr. John Craw-
ford Spear, U. S. N., and Miss Hmuia Leedom Mulvany, daugh-
ter of Daniel H. Mulvany, Esq., of Norristown, Fa.
Mehrill—LiNSLEY.—At Washington, D. C, May 23, by Rev.

H. A. llaybold. Surgeon Charles G. G. Merrill, Twenty-second
United States Colored Troops, and Miss Georgia A., eldest daugh-
ter of Charle.s Linsley, Esq,, of New Haven. Conn.
Phillips—McAlpin.—On Thursday, the 22d ult , at the 4th

Presbyterian church, Trenton, by the Rev. Dr. E. D. Yeomans,
Dr. William W. L. Phillips, and Meta R. McAlnin.
Morrill—PiNKHAM.—On June 21st, by the Rev. Alexander

McKensie, Dr. George H. Morrill, of Brattleboro', Vermont, and
Helen L. Plnkham.

DIED.

EcKERT.—At his residence, in this city, on the 28th June, Dr.
G. N. Eckert, in the 63d >ear of his age.
Gedney.—On Friday evening, June 16, at her residence, Mil-

ton, Ulster county. New York, C. Adelaide, wife of Dr. Wm. H.
Gedney, and eldest daughter of J. Handley, in the 2Sth year of
her age.

Leaming.—On Tuesday, June 27, Jane Helen, wife of Dr.
James R. Leaming, of New York, and eldest daughter of the
late Rev. Lewis Cheeseman, D. D , of Philadelphia.
Ward.—In New York, on Friday, June 30, of cholera infan-

tum, Frederick Charles, son of Dr. J. H. and L. M. Ward, aged
7 months.

. ANSWERS TO CORRBESPONDENTS.
Dr. L. D. R., Tt.—We would recommend Flint on Physical

Examination of the Chest, as the best monograph on that sub-
ject—but Da Costa's Medical Diagnosis, a more recent work,
will most likely meet all your requirements, and, on the whole,
be a more satisfactory work.

METEOROLOGY.

June 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, J. 1, 2.

Wind S.

Ol'dy,

Rain.

6-10

S.

Clear.
S. W.
Clear

S.

Clear.
s. w.
Clear,
Showr
T.&L.
8-10

s.

Clear,
T. and
LighV
6-10

W.
Clear.

Depth Rain

Thermometer.
66°

73
75
76
72 50

59°

78
78
72 50

69°

75
79
80
75.75

6S°
76
85
80
78 75

72°

81

89
90

83.

77°

80
83
85

81.25

77°

77

81
eo
78 75

At 8 A. M
At 12 M
At 3 P.M

Barometer.
At 12 M 29.9 30. 30.1 30.1 80. 30. 30.
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PliUKAL BIRTHS.

By H. H. Lowrie, M. D.,

Of Washington, D. C.

The following extraordinary case of plural

births has recently come under my eye and prac-

tice:

On the afternoon of June 16th, 1865, I was

called to see a woman (Mrs. Louisa Williams,

colored) aged 36 years, and found her in labor.

The friends had been alarmed into an imme-

diate and hasty despatch for me, " as the child

was already born," and the patient was greatly

swollen. I found the woman in a most alarming

and critical condition. I should judge the natu-

ral weight of the woman was about 150 pounds,

but she was swollen to such a degree that no one,

not knowing that her size was the result of en-

largement, would have guessed her weight at less

than 300 pounds. Upon questioning her nurse,

(a colored woman,) I learned that the swelling

had been going on for the past four weeks. The

enlargement did not extend above the situation of

the fundus of the uterus-, but the whole lower

part of the body, and the lower extremities were

enlarged to more than twice their natural propor-

tions. The leg had almost lost its shape, and

presented the appearance of a huge boneless mass

of flesh. You could discover neither the bend of

the ankle nor the hollow of the foot underneath^

nor the shape of the calf. As for the heel, there

was a protuberance, and that was all. So great

and general was the enlargement, that a yard

stick, laid upon the limb, would have touched it

at every point from the hip to the instep. The

woman measured around the abdomen, on a level

with the umbilicus, 84 inches ; around the knee,

28 inches 5
around the calf, 27 inches and around

the foot, directly over the junction of the pha-

langes and meta-tarsal bones, 20 inches. The

skin was shiny from tension, and so rigid that it

did not dent at all upon pressure.

The child that had been born before my arri-

val, upon examination, I found to| be a girl-child,

of about six months and a half old. It was born

about 10 minutes before 3 o'clock, and lived 15

minutes. As no after-birth had come, the nurse

had sent for me.

I now made an examination, and found, after

several unsuccessful attempts to enter the uterus,

that the entire cavity of the pelvis was filled with

a bag of waters, which I could not reach high

enough to rupture. By 8 o'clock, however, the

bag had descended enough to be broken with

great difficulty, whereupon the waters gushed out

with the force of water from a pump, and contin-

ued to rush with almost unabated force the whole

time of the discharge. I caught six gallons of the

waters, but much more was discharged, as the

bed, coverlids, and floor, were completely satu-

rated. There was no difierence in the color and

character of the waters from those passed gene-

rally in natural labor.

I now gave sat. tr. ergotge, in teaspoon doses

every 15 minutes, and after a couple of doses I

perceived that the uterus contracted well, and at

15 minutes before 9 o'clock, a second girl-child

was born, of about equal size with the former.

It lived 10 minutes. Still no placenta came. I

continued the ergot in larger doses, and at 10

minutes past 12 o'clock, a third girl-child was

born equally as large as either of the others. It

lived about one minute. The mother now became

easier, at least to all appearances, but could get

no sleep. A few minutes after one o'clock, the

pains came on again, and I repeated the ergot.

At 15 minutes past 2 o'clock, a fourth girl-child

was born, which was somewhat larger than the

others, but was still-born. This last child was

expelled in its own bag of waters, they not hav-

ing broken.

Immediately after the expulsion of the fourth

child, a placenta passed, which I found to belong

to the last child. The cord was inserted in its

centre, and the placenta was almost as large as

one belonging to a full term foetus. After the

placenta passed, flooding began, and the bleeding

was very great. Three cords still remained in

the uterus, and none of them would yield upon

tension. Having waited as long as was advisa-

ble, and not being satisfied whether there were
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three placentae left or one," a consultation was

held with Dr. Smoot, at half past two o'clock, on

the 17th. which resulted in the opinion that there

was but one, and that it had better come away at

once. It was detached from the walls of the ute-

rus by Dr. S., with great difficulty. The three

cords were all inserted in one placenta. The

four children thus had subsisted upon the two

placenta? : one had a distinct placenta of its own
;

and tliree had only one between them.

I still gave ergot every two hours to produce

contraction of the uterus, as there was so much
hemorrhage. The bleeding still continues, to-day

being the ninth day since it began, but not so co-

piously as at first. The mother is doing well, and

it is my opinion, as well as that of the consulting

physician, that she will recover.

This was the fifth pregnancy of the woman.

Her four previous deliveries had been single

births, and were all unattended with any unusual

circumstances.

The present size of the woman (10 days after

delivery) is 58 inches around the abdomen ; 18

inches around the knee, calf, and foot respec-

tively, the last being measured at the same point

from which measurement was given above.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
OF

Distinguished Living JVew York Surgeons.

By Sam'l W. Francis, M. D.,

Pellow of the New York Acadeinv of Medicine.

No. 13.

Gurdon Buck.

"Mens sana in cobpore sang."'

GuRDON Buck, M. D., was born in the city of

New York, on the fourth day of May, 1807.

Passing the most of his youth in this metropolis

young Buck pursued the usual course of primary

instruction, attending regularly those schools

deemed best by his interested parents. Subse-

quently to this, Gurdon advanced in the know-
ledge of mathematical requirements; studied

faithfully the classical dead languages, and was
amply fitted for college. Ilis parents, however,

determining it more expedient, under existing

circumstances, for him to pursue a mercantile

life, he went "down town," and remained many
years in the business avocations of commercial
engagements. Still the love for improved ac-

quaintance with what has boon written by the

learned, and the name desire that had once pre-

pared his mind for aca^^lemic studies, roused the

latent feelings for investigation in another path

of duty, and accordingly young Buck entered the

office of Dr. Thomas Cock, in New York, for-

mally matriculated in the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, and regularly attended the medi-

cal lectures at that institution, which could

readily boast of the best professional material in

this country. Following out the prescribed

course, (urdox Buck was graduated from this

College, and received his. diploma in the year

1830. The subject of his Thesis was, "The
Treatment of various forms of Intermittent

Fever."

It is interesting to reflect that the College of

Physicians and Surgeons was the offspring of

Columbia College. In the course of time it was
weaned and permitted to regulate its own princi-

ples. Recently, however, its Alma Mater has

stretched out its fostering arms to receive again

the child of her former adoption, and indeed, the

harmony of the elements cannot be more pleasing

to the contemplation than, to use the words of an

eccentric philosopher, "this juxta-position of the

primary planets."

Immediately after being the recipient of au-

thority to practice, Dr. Buck applied for, passed

his examination, and was formally appointed

House Physician in the New York Hospital,

having gone through the various preliminaiy

courses of junior walker, etc., on the medical

side. Here the Doctor remained, faithfully at-

tending to his important duties, and deriving

lasting benefit from the practical experience of

bedside treatment and the s/ige counsel of his

superiors, for the period of eighteen months. It

is only those who sqek to compare the diff'erent

merits between a physician who has passed

through a city hospital and one who depends on

private practice for the data of future treatment,

that the advantage is appreciated. A young stu-

dent of modern times, if possessed of the proper

animus, will derive more instruction and invalua-

ble knowledge as to diagnosis, prognosis, treat-

ment, and autopsy, in one year spent in a hospi-

tal, than an aged doctor. Avbo lias attended the

sick and dying for the prolraetod period of an

eventful lifetime, if not associated with any pub-

lic asylum, his chances being limited. This is

because of the classification of disease in all its

various stages and durability; the facility for

comparing one kind of an infirmity as affecting

many persons with different diatheses, etc.

Imbued with a healthy ambition to improve on
passed efforts, Dr. Buck left this country, about

the year 1835, in a sailing vessel, and availed him-
self of the best European principles of surgical

education, as propounded by the sage men of the

British Isles and the Continent. During the two
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years he was abroad, Dr. Buck passed twelve

months in Paris, three months in Berlin, and six

months in Vienna, the last year being, spent al-

most exclusively in Germany.

On his return to America, he was appointed

Attending Surgeon to the New York Hospital, in

March, 1837, and has continued to hold this re-

sponsible office ever since. During that time,

Dr. Buck has had occasion to originate new and

useful methods for the purpose of removing ob-

stacles and alleviating protracted suffering.

Elected a member of the New York Pathologi-

cal Society, and. Fellow of the New York Acad-

emy of Medicine, Dr. Buck has expended his best

energies in behalf of these societies, by contribut-

ing his observations on death and disease to

their archives, and also, to those of the American

Medical Association.

Dr. Buck was Attending Surgeon to the New
York Eye Infirmary for eight or nine years, having

been called to fill the place vacated by Kearney
RoDGERS, of worthy mention, and is now Attend-

ing Surgeon to St. Luke's Hospital. As Vice-

President of the New York Academy of Medicine,

the Doctor has been faithful in the performance

of his duties, when called upon to preside.

Among the principal operations that have

been suggested by the Doctor, that of scarifica-

tion for oedema glottidis"^ is especially worthy of

attention. So also may we enumerate his practi-

cal theories of extension by weight and pullies

for the fracture of the thighs.f Also, the remo-

val of a polypus situated in the larynx, and

threatening death at every moment. This was

performed by Dr. Buck for the first time in this

country, and it was the second time only that it

had been done in the history of surgery in both

hemispheres. He also exsected the elbow in

cases of disease, where a necrosed condition called

for such a bold step; and exsected the knee-joint,

not however, for disease, but where anchylosis

was the cause, for the first time in this country.

This last operation was an improvement on Rhea
Barton's method, as followed out by those who
undertook this bold and, under some circumstan-

ces, formidable operation. Dr. Buck regards the

method of manipulation in the treatment of recent

dislocations, or, in some cases, of subluxations,

as superior to the regular method adopted on

general principles. His paper on Abscess in the

Iliac FossaJ met with a favorable reception, and

suggested food for reasoning. He does not ap-

prove of the indiscriminate removal of the tonsils

* Published at length in Transactions of New York Acad-

emy of Medicine,

t Ditto. X Ditto.

for sore throat and a general relaxation of the

parts.

Dr. Buck has done much for surgery in a

practical way. He has not merely confined him-

self to the everyday operations of a responsible

practice, neither has he sought to introduce what

might obtain credit without effecting good. Con-

scientiously following out the sanitary laws of

active duty, he has not only accomplished satis-

factory ends, but, by the judicious application

of some instrument invented by himself, more

speedily brought about a radical cure, and added

useful statistics to acknowledged merit.

Such for instance as in the case of fracture of

the thigh. The method employed by Dr. Buck,

and proposed by him in the New York Hospital

met with strong advocates, and secured a desired

end. Again, in oedema of the glottis, where a

few moments of delay would bring about a cer-

tain and instantaneous death. Dr. Buck has

caused to be made, under his own supervision, a

little instrument, simple in its construction and

readily employed by the anatomist, for the pur-

pose of at once removing the difficulty and over-

coming the threatening obstacle. In cases where

necrosis of the jaw, and dangerous burns of the

face have deformed the visage and tortured the

expression, the doctor has, with the happiest re-

sults performed a plastic operation
5
brought to-

gether separated portions, and rendered what was
once unseemly to behold, agreeable to view."^

In the regions of the lower extremities, as re-

gards the separation of bone and the best method

of healing sluggish wounds, Dr. Buck has not

been unmindful of the calls of nature and the

requirements of health. For him it was not suf-

ficient to treat locally the lacerated trunk, or frac-

tured limb; but the constitutional condition of

the patient, based on philosophical principles,

did much in his estimation toward the creation

of new fibre and the separation of fresh tissue.

For many years of busy toil has Dr. Buck en-

gaged in the tedious and exciting rounds of poor

practice at the New York Hospital. On going

through the crowded wards, with students from

the various Medical Colleges of the metropolis,

he has sought to instruct without distracting, and

confining himself with almost mathematical pre-

cision to the case before him, would speak of the

disease, affection, tumor, accident or death, with

simple diction and clear sighted views. It is

impo^^sible to misunderstand him, so plain is the

doctor 3 manner of expression, and so free from

ambiguous sentences ; owing to his strict carry-

ing out of the principle of saying only what is

* See Bulletin of New York Academy of Medicinej iS^
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necessary. His voice is deep and not wanting in

richness ; his manner that of quiet unobstrusive-

ness, yet dignified simplicity, and when he oper-

ates there is a boldness, the sure indication of

anatomical knowledge, and a thoroughness of

detail that insures a rapid recovery if recupera-

tion lends assistance. The doctor treats surgery

as an exact science in many of its ramifications.

Success and respect follow in his wake.

After the war broke out, Dr. Buck went down

to the battle-field in company with other surgeons

from this city, and rendered great assistance on

two difi'erent occasions. The first time he volun-

teered his services, was after the battle of Antie-

tam : the second during those bloody days of

"Wilderness" memory. During his stay much

was seen that was painful, and borne that was

exceedingly uncomfortable.

As a writer Dr. Buck is conscientious and

reliable, concise and statistical. He masters his

subject, before recording it on paper, and when

the case is unfolded to view, it is readily com-

prehended and easily remembered. One is not

merely told how he performed a certain operation,

and why it was done in a particular way, together

with the subsequent and minor results; but a

compendious statement of the patient" s past his-

tory is not unfrequently appended, the better to

enable a full and lucid comprehension of the na-

ture and progress of the disease.

Besides various recorded speeches on surgical

subjects during the convention of medical associa-

tions, and the occasional contrilDutions to the pe-

riodical literature of his noble profession, Dr.

Buck has published several elaborate papers on

important affections and their especial treat-

ment, which are deserving of the careful perusal

of all who are interested in similar pursuits. A
pamphlet on the Surgical Treatment of Morbid

Growths within the Larynx, illustrated by an ori-

ginal case and statistical observations, elucidating

their nature and forms,"^ not only covers the

trround, but embraces much of what has been

sufirested by other practitioners in the way of

report, together with a tabular account of the

ao'e, cause, voice, respiration, cough, sensations

in the larynx, deglutition, duration of the disease,

mode of termination, form and nature of tumor,

peat of attachment, other lesions of larynx, gen-

eral remarks, where reported, and when, and by

^hom—being a complete summary of forty-two

cases of morbid growths within the larynx. This

brochure is in reality a condensed book of invalu-

able importance for future reference and mature

reflection. In addition to the general handling

of the subject. Dr. Buck has given a full and ac-

curate account of a case that came under his own
observation, and makes over to it the result of

his wide experience in a succinct manner.

Another compendious work forms an admirable

subject for an endorsement ofthe plastic art in sur-

gery. The pamphlet contains six engravings of

various operations on a patient for the purpose

of partial reconstruction of the face.* The man
had been in the army for some time, and was a

victim to overdoses of mercury, which resulted in

destruction of a great portion of the maxilla, loss

of right eye, and lesion of the ala of the nose and

parts of the lips, mouth, and cheek. Dr. Bcck,

after the most praiseworthy patience, and a series

of delicate and, in fact, mathematical operations,

by introducing an artificial roof for the mouth,

a well-adapted nose-piece, and a cap for the pur-

pose of covering the lower molar teeth of the

right side, and also by cutting, reducing as it

were, and bringing in apposition proper portions

of the face, rendered what was hideous less repul-

sive, and created a practicable jaw out of a chaos

of ruins.

LIQUOK AMMONIuSJ ACETATIS.

By Thomas Byrnes, M, D.

There is scarcely any preparation of the phar-

macopoeia that will be found to vary so much as

the liquor ammonige acetatis.

This variation arises from its mode of prepara-

tion, it nearly always being too alkaline or too

acid; physicians observe this, and sometimes com-

plain of it. I once saw a prescription for this

remedy, to which was appended the following

caution, ''be sure and get this mixture neutral, as

its being alkaline would seriously injure the pa-

tient." 1 knew another physician who always

required this medicine to be brought to him be-

fore he would allow the patient to use it.

Liquor ammonias acetatis is directed to be made

by adding carbonate of ammonia to diluted ace-

tic acid until it is saturated.

But here arises the difficulty, for each druggist

has his own favorite method of determining this

point; some tell best by the taste, others by its

ceasing to effervesce on the addition of carbonate

of ammonia. I know of one druggist who al-

ways determines the point of saturation, by lis-

tening to the vessel in which it is being pre-

pared.

Others again, who are more scientific rely upon

test paper, but all of these means generally faW

* Reprinted by permipsion from the Transactions of the New
York Medical Society, Albany, 18G4.
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to give a neutral solution of the acetate of am-

monia.

Taste may indicate if the solution contains too

much of the acid or alkali, but it cannot deter-

mine its point of saturation.

Adding ammonia until effervescence ceases is

very fallacious, as quite a large quantity of free

alkali may he taken up before effervescence

ceases, especially if the carbonate has been rapidly

added.

Test paper it is very certain cannot be relied

upon, and unfortunately we cannot weigh out

the quantities so as to exactly neutralize each

other, owing to the variable strength of acetic

acid, and carbonate of ammonia, much of the

latter article often being a bicarbonate as found

in the shops, especially if it has been long kept.

It is well known that the acetates, though neu-

tral in composition, are alkaline to test paper,

hence test paper cannot be used to determine the

point of saturation. There is also another objec-

tion to using test paper
; so much of the carbonic

acid may be absorbed by the solution, as to give

an acid reaction even when the solution is alka-

line, as may be proved by setting the mixture

aside for a few hours. If test paper is now ap-

plied, an alkaline reaction is at once manifested,

and the solution has a distinctly ammoniacal

odor and taste.

To remedy this source of fallacy, it has been

recommended to heat the solution, but here there

is danger of error also, for if the heat be too long-

applied it drives off the ammonia, and a binace-

tate is the result.

These are difficulties which every one will ex-

perience, who observes carefully while making

this preparation.

As often kept in the shops it is not liquor

ammonise acetatis, but a mixture of it, and car-

bonate of ammonia.

There are two ways in which this remedy may
be prepared' so as to obviate the difficulties above

mentioned; both methods I have tried, and they

each yield perfectly satisfactory results.

One method is to neutralize the acetic acid with

carbonate of ammonia before diluting it with the

water, the other is to neutralize diluted acetic

acid with aqua ammoniae.

By adding carbonate of ammonia to undiluted

acetic acid (No. 8,) the point of saturation is

easily determined. This plan gives^a concentrat-

ed solution of the acetate, which dissolves the

carbonate but very slightly after it is once saturat-

ed, and no carbonic acid is held in solution.

When making it from undiluted acetic acid the

carbonate may be added until effervescence

ceases, and then dilute it with pure water free

from lime.

It may be prepared from aqua ammonise by
diluting the acid to half its usual strength, as al-

lowance must be made for the water of the aqua
ammonise. After the acid is thus diluted, care-

fully add the water of ammonia until the solu-

tion is neutral to test paper, and dilute to its pro-

per strength.

A few drops of acetic acid may be added with

advantage, if the solution is to be kept, though it

is always better to prepare it as it is dispensed.

If kept, free carbonate of ammonia is soon gen-

erated, and the mixture becomes alkaline.

AYhen prepared by either of the above methods,

spirits of mindererus is a colorless liquid, of a

sweetish saline taste, very agreeable to patients

suffering from fever ; the solution should not yield

a precipitate with nitrate of silver, chloride of

barium or acetate of lead, nor be darkened by

sulphuretted hydrogen.

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital,
]

February^ 1865. [

Medical Clinic by Dr. J. M. Da Costa.

Reported by William H. Ford, M. D., Resident Physician,

Cirrhosis attended witli Ascites.

M. G., aet. 39, native of Ireland, intempera-e.

Admitted October, 1864. Her general health has

always been good, until within the last year.

When admitted to the hospital, she had oedema of

the inferior extremities, swelling of the abdomen,

and dyspnoea, of which she especially complained

whenever exerting herself. She states that last

September, she had pain in her back and sides.

Shortly afterward, she noticed a swelling of her

abdomen, which rapidly increased; and later,

that her -feet and legs began to swell. Her urine

was then ve>ry abundant. It is now about nor-

mal in quantity, is highly colored, acid, has a

specific gravity of 1023, and contains an abund-

ant deposit of urates, but no albumen or tube

casts.

In examining the abdomen, we find it enor-

mously distended, and dull on percussion, except

in the centre, where it is tympanitic, on account

of the distended intestines which float on the con-

tained fluid. By tapping one side of the abdo-

men, a sense of fluctuation is imparted to the

hand on the other, by a wave of fluid. The feet

are now but slightly swollen ; the hands not at

all.
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Cause. In endeavoring to find the cause of

the ascites, we ^xi\l examine the kidneys, heart,

and liver, separately, as it is generally attributa-

ble to disease of one of these organs. By an ex-

amination of the urine, we find no cause of dis-

ease in the kidney. Though the circulation of

the blood is rapid, (as it must of necessity be

when the breathiDg is impeded by the diaphragm,)

there is no disease of the heart. The chances

are that the liver is afi'ected; and what favors

this view is the fact that the dropsy is purely

local. AVe had better say that there exists some

abdominal trouble, in which the liver is probably

most at fault, as there might be disease of the

peritoneum, or of the ovaries, or there might be a

tumor.

In this case the dropsy is not ovarian, because

the swelling is uniform, is not round, and does

not project in the centre of the abdomen. It is

not peritoneal disease, as with such disease there

would be pain on pressure, and abdominal unea-

siness. There is no reason to suspect the pres-

ence of a tumor, as the histor}^ of the case does

not favor the idea. By a process of exclusion we
have determined upon the liver as the organ at

fault. What then is the character of the hepatic

trouble? There is probably hardening of the

liver, or cirrhosis. In this disease the liver be-

comes hard, dense, and reduced in bulk, so as

not to perform its functions well. Besides the

dropsy, the most significant signs of this disease

are, diminution of percussion, dullness in the he-

patic region, and the detection, by the touch, offirm

irregular granulations on the margin and under

surface of the liver. In this case, there is a want

of the proper percussion, dullness in the hepatic

region, but the distension of the abdomen by fluid

renders it impossible to discern, by touch, the

condition of the surface of the liver. Although

there is no jaundice now, the patient states that

she had jaundice several years ago.

Treatment. This patient may take ten grains of

the bromide of potassium, and half a fluid ounce

of the compound spirits of juniper, three times a

day. The bromide of potassium is preferred to

the iodide, because it is more pleasant to take,

can be administered in larger doses, and contin-

ued longer. If there be an objection to the alco-

hol in the spirit ofjuniper, a strong infusion may
be Hul^stituted, Nourishing diet will be employed.

If we fail to expel the fluid by the natural chan-

nelw, paracentesis will be resorted to at the proper

time.

April 1st, 15^05. No noticoa])le change in the

patient's condition, except that the abdominnl

awolling has slightly decreased.

Abdominal Hysteria.

M. F., get. 31, a widow. Has had four children
;

the last about four years ago. According to her

statement, her abdomen began to enlarge about

one year ago, and the swelling has existed ever

since. She says she always has pain in her ab-

domen, which becomes augmented by pressure,

and that she is unable to lie upon her left side,

or to sit up without great pain. For the relief of

this affection she came to the hospital last No-

vember. Her bowels have been constipated, but

her urine is perfectly normal in quantity and

character. The physician who formerly attended

her, states, that upon one occasion he found part

of a needle under her right thumb nail, and that,

two days afterward, the other part was found im-

bedded in the tissues of the instep. At one time

she declared that she was unable to pass her

water •, after it was drawn off" several times by

the catheter, the physician refused to assist her

any more, and the patient passed her urine with-

out complaint after that time.

In examining the abdomen a swelling of irre-

gular outline is perceived in the centre of it, and

extending some distance on each side of the me-

dian line. It feels hard and resisting to the touch,

and is tympanitic on percussion. There is no

evidence of fluctuation. The patient shrinks

when touched gently, but the pain is not increased

when strong pressure is made. Coughing, deep

Inspiration, and extending the thighs, do not ag-

gravate the abdominal tenderness.

Finding this peculiar swelling connected with

this peculiar history, and the downcast and pecu-

liar expression of countenance of the patient, it

occurred that ether might be a valuable aid 'n

forming a correct diagnosis. It was administered

so as to produce thorough relaxation, and, vipon

examination, the tumor had disapppeared, the

abdominal walls became completely relaxed, so

that the hand could be pressed against the ver-

tebral column, and into the pelvis. There was

no apparent enlargement Of any of the abdomi-

nal organs, and not the slightest appearances re-

mained. Here was a novel and exceedingly use-

ful application of ether for the purpose of medical

diagnosis. Here is a phantom tumor in an hys-

terical patient, which might deceive any one.

The same amount of pain was complained of, no

matter how much the pressure was increased.

If this were a case of peritonitis, firm pressure

would so intensify the ngony of the patient as to

cause her to spring from your reach. If the pain

be hysterical, (as in this case,) increased pressure

does not intensify the pain
; it is otherwise in in-

flammation. The swelling might be artificially
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produced, or it might be a collection of wind with

rigid abdominal muscles. It is most likely con-

traction of the abdominal muscles, with tympani-

tic distension—abdominal hysteria.

Treatment. This is moral. Make the patient

do certain prescribed things
;
keep her out of

bed
;
give her no purges ; use no catheter, and no

medicines whatever.

March 10th, 1865. The above suggestions

were carried out, and the patient has ceased to

complain of her abdominal trouble, and has been
discharged from the ward, and is now daily per-

forming hard labor.

Medical Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OP THE STATE OP
VERMONT.

Reported by L. 0. Butler, M. D., Essex.

The semi-annual meeting of the Vermont Medi-

cal Society was held on the 28th ult. at Stowe,

a thriving, busy, little village, cozily nestled

in a beautiful valley between the forks of the

Green Mountains. At the appointed hour a small

representation of the medical profession of the

State met in one of the spacious apartments of the

Mount Mansfield Hotel, and the Society was
called to order by the President, Dr. 0. F. Fas-

sett,, of East Berkshire, and opened with prayer

by Rev. J. S. Ford, of Stowe, in accordance with

the resolution passed at the annual session. The

minutes of the annual meeting were read by Dr.

J. S. Richmond, Secretary. The President, in a

brief opening address, made appropriate and

timely suggestions in regard to a suitable tribute

of respect to the medical staff of Vermont, who
have so nobly done their duty in the army during

the rebellion-, in relation to the members of the

Society who have died during the year ; and also

in regard to the inefficiency of the present regis-

tration law of the State. The first and last sugges-

tions were referred to a committee, consisting of

Drs. Butler, Rublee and Sutton, to report at the

annual session in October next.

Drs. Edwin Porter, of Northfield, Noah Tite-

mon, of Lowell, A. J. Hyde, of Hardwick, R.

Sherwood, of Hydepark, 0, L. Watson, of Mid-

dlesex, and T. J. Holbrook, of Wolcott, were

severally proposed for membership, and upon

reference to the committee on admission of mem-
bers, who reported favorably, were duly elected.

Dr. J. B. Gibson, of Dunham, C. E., was invited

to a seat as an honorary member of the Society,

and participation in its deliberations.

Veratrum Viride.

During the afternoon session Dr. Butler, of

Essex, presented a paper on The Physiological

Properties and Therapeutical Action of Veratrum

Viride, commenting on its peculiar properties as

an arterial and nervous sedative, and on its wide

range of therapeutical application, and great

value in the treatment of disease. The paper

gave rise to an animated discussion, and was re-

ferred to the committee of Publication.

Dr. Stevens, of St. Albans, coincided entirely

with the views presented in the paper. He had

used veratrum in many of the diseases named
with the happiest effects. There was an affection

not named, however, in which he had used it with

the most gratifying results, viz., mammary ab-

scess. His attention was first called to it some

years since when travelling in the west, by
a friend of his, a physician, who invited him to

visit a patient whom he was treating for this af-

fection with veratrum. His friend informed him
that in every case where the drug was given be-

fore the hardening of the tissues commenced, the

inflammatory action was promptly arrested. Since

that time Dr. Stevens had used it in many cases,

but with greatest benefit in those which were the

result of febrile action, locating in the breast as a

finale^ and where no induration had taken place.

In these cases his experience in the administra-

tion of veratrum had been most happy. It will

arrest an inflammatory abscess at once. In pneu-

monia his experience coincided with the views

expressed by Dr. Bennett, of England, who opposes

bloodletting and all depressants. The disease is

more easily controlled by veratrum, and, if seen

early, it will obviate the necessity of using the

lancet.

Dr. Chandler contrasted the practice of 40

years ago in pneumonia with that of the present

day. His recollections of the lancet, antimony

and blisters, always used in that disease, were

vivid. Deaths were more frequent. He preferred

the modern treatment with veratrum, as much
safer and more successful. He had used veratrum

in croup, and always with good effect.

Dr. Clark had great confidence in it in pneu-

monia, and in rheumatism ; had used it in scarla-

tina, but thought it too depressing for many
cases

5
thought much of it as an external applica-

tion in acute abscess, whitlow, etc.

Dr. Jones could not express so strongly his ap-

preciation of, or confidence in its effects. He had

seen spasm of diphragm, hiccough, and irritation

of the stomach produced by it. It had never

taken the place of the lancet in his practice, and

he thought we were liable to err in laying the
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lancet aside. If he could have the earl}" hygienic

maDagement of pneumonia, he seldom bled; but

he could not give veratrum to his patients, and go

away from them feeling safe. He feared we were

carrying the use of this article to extremes.

Dr. Chaxdler suggested that one reason why
Teratrum failed in the hands of some practitioners

was, that the preparation used was impure or

inert. He had found that the quality of speci-

mens varied materially.

Dr. Hathavat had used veratrum in articular

inflammation and pleurisy, and had never been

disappointed in its effects.

Dr. Cr A:\fPTOX presented a paper on the death

of Dr. N. W. Fairchild, of Milton, (late a mem-
ber of this Society.) which took place April 9th,

1865, while in the faithful dischai-ge of his profes-

sional duties. Dr. H. F. Stevexs, of St. Albans

was requested to prepare and present a biographi-

cal sketch of the deceased, at the annual meeting

in October next.

Diphtheria.

Dr. Stevens, of St. Albans, presented an elabo-

rate paper, embodying interesting statistical in-

formation in regard to the wide spread prevalence

and mortality of diphtheria, and its pressure upon
different portions of the State. These statistics

he gathered from the Vermont registration re-

ports. In 1858 the disease was first classed

among the zymotics, and denominated diphtheria.

Fourteen deaths were reported. In 1859,seventy-

nine; the greatest number being in Orange
county, midway of the eastern margin of the

State. In 18(30, 212 ; AVashington, Windsor, Rut-

land and Orange, suffering most, forming a belt

across the middle portion. In 1861, 441 ; Rut-

land, Windsor, Orange and Addison, giving the

greatest mortality. In 1862, 818 were reported;

the belt extending north into Caledonia, Wash-
ington, Chittenden and Lamoille, showing a

steady increase in the mortality from this terrible

disease, culminating probably in 1863, which Avill

doubtless exhibit a still greater mortality than

any preceding year. The paper was referred to

the committee on Publication.^ The presentation

of this paper elicited an interesting discussion

upon the general .sulycct of diphtheria, in which

the members generally participated.

Dr. IIvDE hud seen two or throe hundred cases,

15 to 20 per cent, of which had proved fatal. He
had pursued one plan of treatment at one time,

and laid it aside for another, with about the same
di-heartening nuccess. He adopted Grcenhow's

pathology, that it is a constitutional disease with

a local exudation, which breaking down and be-

ing absorbed into the system, produces a poison"

ous condition of the blood. Local treatment may
prevent this absorption, and cannot be dispensed

with. It is not a throat disease exclusively. He'

had seen cases where the peculiar exudation was
upon the foot, on the mucous membrane of the

stomach, on the fingers and. the toes, followed by
the sequelse of the disease. Uses local applica-

tions, and in conjunction with them a tonic

course, in mild form. In malignant cases, where

the exudation resembles gangrene, he had used

bromine as a local application, in connection with

quinia and the vapor-bath, and has saved a

larger proportion of his patients than formerly.

Quinia should be used in heroic doses. Two grains

every four hours will kill the patient, while 10 to

15 grains will kill the disease, and save life.

Dr. LiTEMORE had seen some forty cases in his

locality, and had been quite successful in its

treatment, save in one school district where he had

eleven cases, nine of which proved fatal. These

cases were furiously delirious, almost maniacal:

these symptoms soon being followed by prostra-

tion and-death. His treatment was rhubarb and

soda, to obviate the constipation which many of

the cases exhibited
;
quinia, carb. ammon., potash

and iron, with pork and onions for an external

application. He did not think the disease any

more contagious than typhoid fever.

Dr. Richmond referred to the division into true

and false diphtheria, proposed by the London

Lancet. He had found the peculiar membranous

exudation in both forms, but thought it not so

thick and tenacious in the false as in the true.

The latter he readily recognised by the smell, it

being much like that of rotten apples in a close

room. The one form was constitutional, the other

local. He used a saturated solution of muriate

of ammonia, and French chlorate of potash, with

a view to prevent the decomposition of the mem-
brane, with fair success.

Dr. Sutton had remarked a difference in the

color of the membrane, extent of the exudation,

and in the constitutional symptoms in the two

varieties; the fiilse being in spots or white points,

the true of an ash color, thickening into a tena-

cious membrane; and he had seen both going on

together when the disease prevailed as an epi-

demic. In the former he had never found the

the peculiar smell alluded to.

Dr. Crandall related a case in which the

memljranous exudation of diphtheria was found

in the vagina, and on both labia, after parturition.

Dr. Powers had noticed a disease among horses,

which farmers called diphtheria. In one in-

stance a young man, in removing the exudation
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from a horse's mouth and throat, scratched the
skin upon his hands, and had what he called

diphtheria as a result.

Enlargement of Mammae.
Dr. Chandler presented two photographs of

an enlargement of the mamm^, which he had
seen in consultation with Dr. Branch. The pa-

tient is 32 years of age; healthy; weight about
90 pounds. One of the breasts measures three

feet two inches in circumference at the base, the

other an inch or two less; estimated capacity

of both twenty-four quarts; weight forty-eight

pounds. They are not painful; secretion not ab-

normal in quantity during lactation ; no tender-

ness; not indurated, or nodulated to the touch:

has had eight or ten children; a year or two
since had slight enlargement, which she attri-

buted to suppression of menstruation. When
that function was restored, the breasts became of

normal size. Six or eight weeks since began to

enlarge again ; menses suppressed. She applied

to -Dr. Branch for "driving medicines," as she

termed them. How shall this r-pid, morbid
growth be accounted for? Is it vicarious men-
struation modified by the nutritive process? "We
pause for a reply."

Cancer.

The evening session was mainly spent in dis-

cussion upon the subject of Cancer, with especial

reference to the duty of the profession to prevent

as far as possible, the cases of cancer and can-

croid growths, coming under their observation,

from passing into the hands of the so-called

"cancer doctors." Whilst the incurability of

true cancer was admitted by all the speakers, it

was suggested that more attention should be paid

to diagnosis, as no doubt many tumors were
pronounced cancers that were really not such,

and the reputation of the " cancer doctors" was
made by the cure of these. It was suggested

that the dread of extirpation by the knife ope-

rated to induce many to apply to quacks, inas-

much as they seldom, if ever, use the knife, but

substitute " caustics^' and ''drawing salves." The
regular practitioner ought to know as much about

cancers as the cancer doctor," and as much
about the application of remedies to check their

progress or to "draw them out," as the quack.

It was therefore suggested to be the duty of the

profession to treat cancers and cancroid growths

with such remedies, whether the knife, caustics,

"salves," or placebos, as each case required,

with a view to keep patients from jeopardising

their lives and fortunes by trusting to quacks.

Many of the members being desirous of occupy-
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ing the second day with an excursion to the sum-
mit of Mansfield Mountain, the Society adjourned
for that purpose.

Editorial Department,

Periscope,

Painful Menstruation.

In a preceding number (428) we gave a re-

sume of a lecture on this subject from the Lancet,
by Dr. Marion Sims. We now continue the
same upon the method of incising the os and cer-

vix uteri. He places his patient on the side, in-

troduces the index of one hand into the vagina,
pushes the fundus uteri up, if it be anteverted,

passes his uterotome into the cervix to the os in-

ternum, springs the blade, and withdraws the
instrument, cutting open one side of the cervix;

then reintroducing the instrument, the other side

is cut in like manner, thus making a bilateral

incision of the cervix large enough to allow the
index finger to be passed to the os internum; and,

as before slated, he then passes into the vagina a
large camel's-hair pencil, saturated with a solu-

tion of the perchloride of iron.

He does not approve of the double bladed in-

strument of Greenhalgh, because the operator is

too apt to rely upon the execution of the machine
rather than his own skill.

Sims' operation differs from Simpson's, not in its

aim and scope, but merely in its mechanical ex-

ecution. He and his followers operate in the

dark, while the former brings everything into

plain view. They cut from within outward ; he
in the contrary direction, from the os externum
upward to the cavity of the womb. They, as a
rule, do not tampon the vagina after the opera-

tion ; he always does, for the double purpose of

guarding against hsemorrhage and ensuring an
open OS.

The patient is placed on the left side, the specu-

lum introduced, a tenaculum is hooked into cen-

tral portion of the anterior lip of the os tincge,

the uterus gently pulled forward, then curved
scissors is passed into the canal of the cervix till

the outer one comes almost in contact with the

insertion of the vagina on the side of the cervix,

and the portion thus embraced is divided at one
blow of the scissors. Then the opposite side is

in like manner divided, and the operation is al-

most finished. Sponge away the blood, and pass

a narrow-bladed, blunt-pointed knife (at a proper
angle with its handle) and divide the small

amount of tissue on each side leading from the

scissor-cuts up to the very cavity of the womb.
The operation is quickly done, and the judg-

ment of the surgeon determines whether the pe-

culiarities of the case demand more or less cut-

ting. The hngmorrhage is usually unimportant,
but sometimes it is furious and often it comes
with such a rush that the vagina would be filled

before a set of sponges could be washed out. But
there is nothing to l3e feared. Press one or two
sponge probangs right into the neck of the uterus,
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but at the same time be sure to keep the organ
firml}' fixed by the tenacukim ; for if the bleed-

ing is profuse it is a very awkward and unlucky
thing to let it slip out. pnvticularly if the vagina

be lax and deep. Five or six minutes will usually

suffice to control the bleeding by the pressure of

the probangs. "When that is done, and not till

then, the dressing may be proceeded with. Two
,

or three small pieces of cotton, large enough when
moistened to fill up the gaping os, are to be tho-

roughly saturated with water, then squeezed as

dry as 'possible, and afterward wetted in a mix-

ture of one part of L)eleau"s neutral solution of

the perchloride of iron with four or five parts of

water, or in Dr. Squibb" s liq. ferri persulphatis

similarly diluted.

If there is no bleeding, some cotton a little

moistened in simple water may be laid over the

neck of the womb, to be covered with dry cotton

to the extent of supporting the whole dressing

neatly and comfortably in its place. The patient

is put to bed, having been perhaps eight or nine

minutes on the table. She eats and drinks as

usual, but the recumbent posture is enjoined for

a few days. She may pass water lying, or it

may be drawn off. The only object of the recum-
bent posture is to insure the retention of the

dressing in siiu. He formerly allowed patients

to sit up and walk about the room the day after

the operation, but he was so often annoyed by
the supervention of hcemorrhage, that he at length

adopted the plan of keeping them down till the

spontaneous separation of the intra-cervical dress-

ing.

On the day after the operation the whole of the

vaginal portion of the tampon is to be carefully

removed, placing the patient in the position as

for the operation, and using the speculum, which
must be introduced so as not to derange the rela-

, tions of the dressing. "When it is all removed
down to the intra-cervieal portion, a wad of cot-

ton saturated with Price's gi^'^cerine, and large

enough to cover completely the cervix and its

first dressing, is laid over it and the patient again
lifted into bed. This induces a profuse watery
discharge from the vagina, which keeps the part

cleanly drained of all secretions or exudations
from the decomposition of the blood contained in

the original dressing. This glycerined cotton is

to be removed and renewed daily till the suppura-
tive process throws off the dressing from the neck
of the womb. This will not be under three or

four days. The glycerine keeps everything sweet
and clean, and its affinity for water, which by
osmosis it extracts from the tissues with which it

lies in contact, keeps the parts entirely clear of

any secretion that might be re-absorbed and poi-

son the blood if not thus drained off by the chem-
ico-capilhiry action of the dressing. No one can
thus apply glycerine to the neck of the womb and
not bo struck with its peculiar power and pro-

perties.

Do not provoke hjemorrhage by impatiently re-

moving the drcRfring. The parts usually heal in

from twelve \A) st'venteen days, or perhaps at the

recurrence of the next menstrual period. And
this reminds me that the operation should always
be performed within from three to five flays after

a menstrual cpo'-h, so that we may have time

enough for the healing process to be wholly ac-

complished before the recurrence of the next.

Dr, Sims finds great trouble in keeping the os

uteri open enough. It never remains as we cut
it. In a month it will be reduced to one-fourth
of the size after cutting, in spite of persevering
efforts to prevent it. If it does contract too much,
operate again. After the first week, or some
writers say after three days, we should pass up a
bougie, in conclusion, Dr. Sims says, that this

operation often cures dysmenorrhoea. Sometimes
it only modifies it. And again, he has seen cases

where it produced no beneficial effect AA-hatever.

The first menstrual fiow after it, is usually usher-

ed in without the premonitions that had so long
harassed the poor sufferer, and she ma}" pass

through the whole period with comparative com-
fort; but he thinks it advisable for sueli patients

to take very good care of themselves at each re-

turn of the flow, and to avoid all unnecessary ex-

posure or fatigue. If there is pain enough to lie

down, he directs an anodyne by the rectum, and for

this purpose McMunn's elixir of 0]3ium is the

very best. It is less apt to nauseate or to produce
headache than crude opium or any of its alkaloids.

It is more efficacious by the rectum than b}' the

mouth, because it is more immediately in conjunc-

tion with the nerves of the affected part.

Morphia taken into the stomach is a very poor
remedy for sciatica, but we all know that it exerts

not only a temporary soothing eflect, but a won-
derful and rapidly curative action when ender-

mically injected along the course of the affected

nerve. It is upon this principle of applying the

remedy as near as possible to the scat of sufiering,

that the anodyne for dysmenorrhoea is far more
efficacious by the rectum than b}" the mouth.

Identification of the Dead.

The Alta California of March 16th, reports

that Dr. L. J. Henry, by the consent of the coro-

ner of Alta, brought into use the process of Dr.

Richardson of London for restoring the features

of a dead man who had undergone such change
from decomposition that he could not Ije identi-

fied. The man had been murdered and binied in

a very shallow grave ; the body was discovered

from some animals having partly removed the
earth. On the body being brought to the dead-
house it was quite unrecognisable Dr, Henry
placed it in a water-tight sKell, and then covered
it (the body) with water containing twenty pounds
of common salt and one pound of hydrochloric
acid. After immersion for three hours, the body
was removed •, the face Avas Avashed first Avith sim-
ple Avater, then with chlorine water, and finally a
free current of chlorine gas was passed over the
face. After the operation, by which the face was
bleached, the friends of the dead man Avere able
positively to recognise him as one Charles T.

Hill, and on this identification a man Avas ar-

rested in Avhosc possession various articles be-
longing to IIfll Avere found, and who is believed

to be the murderer. The restoring process seems
in this case to have been entirely satisfactory,

and to have served a purpose which a fcAv years
ago it would have been considered impossible to

carry out.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, JULY 15, 1865.

FOKMATIOW OF MEDICAL SOCIETIES,

Frequent applications are made to us for forms

of Constitution and By-LaTvs for medical socie-

ties, and the Code of Ethics of the American

Medical Association. We regret that it is not in

our power to furnish them. Secretaries of medi-

cal societies having spare copies of their consti-

tions and by-laws would enable us to accommo-

date applicants, and thus aid in the formation of

medical societies, if they would forward us a few

copies.

It is very desirable that the constitutions and

by-laws of medical societies be as nearly uniform

as possible, and to this end the American Medical

Association some years ago appointed a commit-

tee to draw up forms of Constitutions for State

and County medical societies. The committee

was composed of Drs. A. B. Palmier, and N. B.

Ives, and their report was presented at the Ninth

meeting of the Association, and will be found in

the ninth volume of its Transactions, p. 397.

It would have been well to have had a form of

by-laws included in the report, and the whole

should have been published in pamphlet form,

with the Code of Ethics, for distribution to those

wanting them. In this way the formation of

medical societies would be encouraged, and there

would be a uniformity about them that would

conform them more in spirit to the national medi-

cal organization.

We insert here the form of constitution recom-

mended by the committee mentioned above. It

may serve as a basis for the formation of socie-

ties where no organization exists.

PLAN OF CONSTITUTION FOR COrXTT SOCIETIES.

Art. I. This Society shall be called the

County Medical Society, and shall be auxiliary to

the Medical Society of the State of .

Art. II. Should state the object of the Society.

Art. III. Members.—Of whom composed. Re-
gular practitioners, etc. How elected.

Art. IY. It shall be regarded as the impera-
tive duty of each member of, the Society to keep
a record of all cases occurring in his practice,

depending upon endemic or general causes (such

diseases as the different forms of fever, of inflam-

mations, diarrhoea, cholera, tuberculosis, etc.,

etc.), together with the types they assume, the

age, habits, and other hygienic conditions of the

patient, and also the general course of treatment

pursued, and .the termination of the cases; and
to report at least annually the absolute number
of each disease, or the percentage as compared
with the whole number of cases recorded, each

month being reported separately, to the commit-

tee appointed to receive such reports, as provided

for in Art. X. These reports are to be read at

some meeting of the Society, either by the indi-

vidual reporting them, or by the committee re-

ceiving them, as the society may direct.

It shall be considered as a dereliction of duty,

punishable as the by-laws may direct, for any

member of this Society to admit into his office as

a student of medicine, any person who shall not

first present a certificate of qualifications as pro-

vided for in Art. YI. of this constitution.

Art. Y. The officers of this Society shall con-

sist of a Pres'dent, Yice-President, Secretary,

Treasurer, and three Censors.

Art. YI. Duties of President, Yice-President,

Secretary, and Treasurer, as usual.

It shall be the duty of the Censors to examine

all persons applying for admission to the offices

of any member of "this Society as students of

medicine, and if found worthy, to give them cer-

tificates of possessing a good moral and intellec-

tual character; a good English education, includ-

ing a thorough knowledge of the English lan-

guage, and a respectable acquaintance with its

Kterature and with the art of composition ; a fair

knowledge of the natural sciences, and at least

the more elementary mathematics, including the

chief fundamental elements of algebra and ge-

ometry, and such a knowledge of the ancient

languages as will enable him to read current pre-

scriptions and appreciate the technical language

of the natural sciences and of medicine.

Art. YII. Meetings.—When held. How call-

Art. YIII. Funds.—llo-w raised and expended,

etc.

Art. IX. This Society shall adopt the Code of

Medical Ethics of the American Medical Associa-

tion.

Art. X. There shall be a standing Committee

of this Society, of such numbers and chosen in

such manner as the Society by its by-laws may
direct, whose duty it shall be to receive records of

cases occurring in practice from the members of

the Society, as provided for in Art. l\ . of this

constitution, to arrange them in a condensed

form, showing for each month of the year the

percentage of each form of disease reported, add-

ing accounts of the localities where they occurred,

the general habits, and other hygienic conditions

of tile people, the general meteorological charac-

ters of each month." and statements of the type or

severity or other peculiarities which each particu-

lar disease may have assumed, the general course

of treatment pursued, and the general results of

treatment or the termination of cases: and to

transmit such accounts annually to the committee

for receiving them of the State Society to which

this Society is auxiliary.

Art. XL Provisions for altering or amending

this Constitution.

David Xutting, M. D., formerly of Randolph,

Yt., and for ten years past a missionary of the

American Board in Turkey, is expected home

some time this summer. His labors have been

very arduous.
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CURmG MEAT.
Barou Liebig, whose scientific inyestigatious

in regard to articles of food have been of so much

use to mankind, having called attention to the

serious loss of the nutriment of meats cured in

the ordinary way, by being put down in brine or

packed in salt, Dr. Morgan, Professor of Anatomy
in the Royal College of Surgeons, in Ireland, in-

vented the following method of curing meat, by

which all the nutritive qualities of the meat are

saved.

The circulatory system of the body extends to

every part of the frame, in the minutest ramifica-

tions : and Dr. Morgan seizes this means to in-

troduce the brine into the tissue. The animal is

first killed by a blow on the head with a blunt

instrument, to avoid injuring any important cir-

culatory vessel. The chest is then opened, and

an incision made in the right and left ventricles

of the heart. The blood rushes forth, and when
the stream slackens a tube is inserted in the left

ventricle, and a stream of brine, or ''pickle"

pours through every avenue of the body, driving
the blood l)efore it, and coming out at length in

a crystal-clear stream from the right ventricle.

TThen it is evident that not a drop of blood re-

mains, a ligature is put around the opening in

the right ventricle, and the issue of brine is

stopped. It still continues to enter the body, and
being taken from a raised tank, the head of seven
or more pounds per square inch, suffices to force

the liquid into the flesh, thoroughly permeating
it with the preservative brine. The carcass ot

the animal, which became flabby when the blood
was ejected, now stifi'ens, and the flesh is firm to

the touch. Such is the "infiltration" of meat.
The process is a very speedy one, averaging

from five to thirty minutes, according to the size

of the animal, whether sheep, swine, or bullocks.

The time also depends somewhat upon the future
destination of the meat, whether to be packed in

brine or in sawdust, or hung up to dry. In use
this moat can be taken from the cask and steeped
in water, or not, according to taste, and then
boiled, roasted, baked, and in short prepared in

every way known to the cuisine. Beefsteaks and
mutton chops are no longer impossibilities on ex-
tended voyages, but may be enjoyed in all their

original juiciness and flavor. The process has
been exhibited before the British Admiralty and
before a commission appointed by the French gov-
ernment. Tlie operations performed in our pres-

ence were not experimeyits.

The process has been in full trial in New York
for about six months, and some thousands of ani-

mals have been cured and sold. The process was
introduco'l into this country ])y Courtknay At-
wooD, M, I)., a pupil of Dr. Mohoax. His office

is at No. liroad stroot, New York; and the pro-

cess is in practical operation at Mr. Cusiiman's,
371 and 'M?> West Twenty-fourth street. In
Australia and .South Amorica the cure of meats
by thiH method iw carried on, on a very extensive
scale.

Notes and Comments.

The U. S. Dispensatory.

The new edition of this work has been issued,

though M'e have not yet received a copy from the

publishers. It is sold at the enormous price of

ten dollars a copy. This high figure can hardly

be maintained long, though it must be confessed,

the publishers have the "control of the market,"

unless the profession take it into their control, by

refusing to purchase.

This edition contains a great deal of new mat-

ter, including all the new remedies up to the date

of publication. It is of the utmost value to every

medical man, and it is to be regretted that so un-

reasonable a price has been put upon it by the

publishers.

A Valuable Present.

Some time since, a correspondent mentioned a

valuable case of surgical instruments as in process

of manufacture by Wade & Ford, of New York,

intended as a present to a surgeon in the army.

It was ordered by the men of the 20th N. Y. Ca-

valry, for the Surgeon of their regiment. Dr.

William A. Madill. The case is a superb one,

and cost |675. It was exhibited at the recent

meeting of the American Medical Association, in

Boston, and at the Surgeon-General's ofiice, and

on both occasions was pronounced the most .per-

fect and beautiful set of instruments ever manu-

factured. The presentation took place at Rich-

mond, A^a.

Health Officer in Philadelphia.

Governor CuRTiNhas appointed Brigadier-Gen-

eral Horatio G. Sickel, who has faithfully

served in the army during the past four years, to

the position of Health Ofiicer in this city, in

place of — Smith, deceased. We have no doubt

Imt Gen. Sickel will make a good health officer,

but there are scores of medical men who have

served as faithfully in the army, who would have

made better, because better adapted to fill such an

office.

j^f^^'The British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science will hold its sessions this year at

Birmingham, under the Presidency of Professor

Phillips. All branches of science are represented

in this association, and it comprises hundreds of

delejrates and visitors of both sexes.

Abating an Evil.

The whiskey-rations in the army have been

abolished by order from the War Department,
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upon the recommendation of the Commissary-Gen-

eral and Surgeon-General. No liquor of any

kind will hereafter be issued to soldiers except

by the Medical Department.

Boylston Medical Prize Questions.

The premium for 1865, was awarded at the An-

nual meeting held June 1st, to Henry W. Wil-

liams, M. D., of Boston, for the best Dissertation

on Recent Achiances in Ophthalmic Science.

The Boylston Medical Committee, appointed

by the President and Fellows of Harvard Univer-

sity, consists of the following physicians :

—

Edward Reynolds, J. B. S, Jackson, Charles

G. Putnam, John Jeffries, J. Mason Warren,

Morrill Wyman, S. D. Townsend, D. H. Storer,

Henry J. Bigelow.

Dr. J. Mason Warren is the Secretary.

The following questions are proposed for 1866:

1 . Treatment of Painful Affections of the Nerves

following Gunshot Wounds.

2. Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.

Dissertations on these subjects must be trans-

mitted, post paid, to John Jeffries, M. D., on or

before the first Wednesday in April., 1866.

The following are the questions proposed for

1867:—

1. Pathology and Treatment of Diseases of the

Skin.

2. Amputation^ its Varieties ajid Occasional

Results, Gangrene and Necrosis.

The author of the best dissertation on either of

the subjects proposed for 1866 and 1867, will be

entitled to a premium of ninety dollars, or a gold

medal of that value.

News and Miscellany.

statistics of Stammering.

M. Chervin, Director of the Institution des

Begues at Lyons, has communicated to a meeting

at the Sorbonne, some curious, statistics on stam-

mering, embracing a period of ten years, from

1852 to 1862, and derived from the trustworthy

archives of the Minister of War. They show that

within that period 6773 conscripts were exempted

from military service on account of stammering,

and that the decennial average of such cases is 3

in 1,000 for all France, and 5 in 1,000 for the

Department of the Seine. M. Chervin added to

his report a map of the geographical distribution

of stammerers in France, which shows that the

north contains fewer sufferers from this infirmity

than the south, the northeast being most free

from this defect, and the southeast the most af-

flicted.

jN"ew Medical Society.

The physicians of St. Mary's county, Maryland,

met at Leonardtown on the 9th of May last, and

formed a Society under the title of the "Medico-

Chirurgical Society of St. Mary's County.^' The
following officers were elected: President, Dr.

Thos. J. Stone
;
Vice President, Dr. A. Sapping-

TON
;
Recording Secretary, Dr. A. J. Spalding

;

Corresponding Secretary, Dr. James F. Thomp-

son-, Treasurer, Dr. Wm. M. Abell.

Fixity of the Types of Man.

At the last meeting of the British Association,

Rev. T. Farrar, in a paper on the above subject,

maintained that, as far as we can go back, the

races of man under all zones appear to have

maintained an unalterable fixity. On the oldest

Egyptian monuments we find Jews, Arabs, JSTe-

groes, Egyptians, Assyrians, and Europeans de-

picted with a fidelity as to color and feature

hardly to be surpassed by a modern artist. It

might be objected, that this fixity was due to the

surrounding conditions having remained unal-

tered. But a glance at the map shows this objec-

tion to be invalid ; for the eastern region of Asia,

from 70° N. lat. to the equator, offers every va-

riety of temperature, yet is peopled by a single

type, the Mongolian. By the side of the fair

Circassian we find brown Calmucks; short, dark
Lapps live side by side with tall, fair Finns. The
color of the American Indian depends very little

on geographical positions. In short, color is dis-

tributed over the globe in patches, not in zones.

Europeans transplanted from the temperate to

the torid zone do not, even in the course of gene-

rations, undergo very considerable modification of

type. This may be seen in the Dutch, who have
lived in South Africa for 310 years, and in the

descendants of the Spanish and Portugues in

South America; also in the Negroes transplanted

to America. Independently of this, we find races

widely differing from each other, but dwelling
side by side, who, so far as we know, have, from
time immemorial, been affected by the same cli-

mate; such is the case with the Bosjesmen and
the Kaffirs, the Fuegians and the Patagonians,

the ParLces and the Hindoos. This fixity of type
applies to habits as well as to corporeal features.

The life of the Ishmaelite of to-day might be de-

scribed in the identical terms applied to his first

ancestor; and the Mongol has the same habits as

in the days of ^schylus and Herodotus, or, per-

haps, thousands of years before. It maybe objected

that a period of a few centuries is little or nothing
in ethnological matters. It is, at any rate, every-

thing to those who, without miraculous inter-

ference, of which nothing is recorded, have not

more than that period between the Deluge and
and the date of the oldest Egyptian monument in

which to account for the appearance of, for in-

stance, the full grown, well-marked Nigritian

type. It remains for every one who is convinced
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of these facts, to draw from them such inferences

as appear to him most truthful and logical.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Russell

stated that he believed that the j&xity of the type

of races during the historical period was only one

of the numerous proofs of the great antiquity of

man. The results of various branches of inquiry

— i:;e(d(i!j:ioal, traditional and ethnological—all

pointed one way. He maintained that some
amount of modification was known to have taken

place in the descendants of one and the same
race—the European and Indian branches of the

Aryan race, for example 5
he therefore concluded

that, as two lines not exactly parallel will even-

tually meet if traced out, so the various races and

sections of races of man must be concluded, from

this known example of divergence, to have had a

common origin, however remote in time that

origin may have been.

—

Annual of ScL Discovery.

A Oaation to Ethnologists.

An incident at a meeting of the Academy of

Sciences recalls to mind the archaoological dis-

covery of the immortal Pickwick. There was

mention made some time ago of a great find of

flint implements at Pressigny-le-Grand, in the

vast antiquity of which MM. Quatrefages and

Mortillet expressed their firm belief. M. Decaisne,

however, went to the spot, and questioned people

living near, Avho told him that in past times tramps

came every 3-ear and made gun-flints on the spot,

and departed, leaving, of course, their chippings

behind, veritable relics of an. almost forgotten

age—the age of flint locks.

—

Chem. News.

Terrible Effects of a Hurricane.

A hurricane recently passed over the village of

Viroqua, Wisconsin, accompanied with terrible

results. These hurricanes are of frequeut occur-

rence in different parts of the western and south-

western States, but they do not always expend

their force as in this instance, on towns and vil-

lages.

About four o'clock in the afternoon of Thurs-

day, June 29th, two angry looking clouds ap-

proached each other from the north and soutli,

and met at a short distance west of the village of

Viroqua, Vernon county, Wisconsin. The peo-

ple watched the threatening events with deep

solicitude. When those two forces came in con-

tact they whirled off at a tangent, and moved in

an easterly direction, and passed through the very

heart of tlie beautiful village, cnrrying death, de-

struction and danger in their progress. In a mo-

ment about fifty buildings were demolished and

scattered to the winds, seventeen persons killed,

and a))ont one hundred men, women and chil-

dren injured. The hurricane continued eastward

in its coursf, and it is yet unknown where its

havoc ceased.

For several miles east of Viroqua it destroyed

everything in its course. The total destruction

of property is estimated at two hundred thousand

dollars.

The following physicians and their families are

among those who suffered.

Mrs. Dr. Dean, and her daughter, Mrs. Moon,
were killed, and Dr. Dean severely and perhaps

fatally injured.

Dr. Weedon's child killed, and Dr. and Mrs.

Weedon, and one child, severely injured.

Useful Plants.

According to a German author, the number of

useful plants has risen to about 12,000; but it

must be remembered that these researches have

been completed only in certain portions of the

earth. There are no less than 2500 known eco-

nomic plants, among which are reckoned 1100

edible fruits, berries, and seeds; 50 cereals ; 40

uncultivated edible graminaceous seeds; 23 of

other families; 260 comestible rhizomes, roots,

and tubers ; 37 onions ; 420 vegetables and salads

;

40 palms; 32 varieties of arrowroot; 31 sugars;

40 saleps. Vinous drinks are obtained from 200

plants
;
aromatics, from 266. There are 50 sub-

stitutes for coffee ; 129 for tea. Tannin is pres-

ent in 140 plants; caoutchouc, in 96; gutta per-

cha, in 7 ; rosin and balsamic gums, in 389
;
wax,

in 10
;
grease and essential oils, in 330 ; 88 plants

contain potash, soda, and iodine; 650 contain

dyes
; 47, soap

;
250, fibres which serve for weav-

ing
;
44, for paper making ; 48 give materials for

roofing ; 100 are employed for hurdles and copses.

In building, 740 are used ; and there are 615

known poisonous plants. According to Endicher,

out of the 278 known natural families, 18 only

seem, up to the present time, to be perfectly use-

less.— Cosmos.

Female Medical Society.

This society, established to form a medical col-

lege in London for ladies exclusively, and to pro-

mote tlic proper education of female medical
pi-iK't itionevs, more especially for the purposes of

midwiioy, held its first annual meeting at the

Ladies' Medical College, Fitzroy Square, on the

23d of May. The Marquis Townsiiend presided.

It was contended that the employment of Ksupcrior

women in the pra(;tico of midvvilery and the treat-

ment of the diseases of women and children was
called for by the gravest social and domestic con-

sid(!rations ; and that these departments in the

practice of medicine would not only open up to

women a wide field of honorable and lucrative

employment, but woilld also prove valuable as a
means of intellectual culture and social useful-

ness to ladies who may not be dependent upon
their own exertions.

—

Brit. Med. Journal.
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Black Death.

An intelligent writer in the CornJiill Magazine,

in speaking of the violent epidemics which have

at times scourged the human race, makes the fol-

lowing remarks in relation to the "Black Death/'

as it was then called, which we insert for a gen-

eral comparison of symptoms with that type of a

similar epidemic which is advancing toward

western Europe.

"The Black Death," remarks the writer, "like

many other plagues of its class, can be traced far

back into the remote East; and there is no doubt

but that it was the same disease which ravaged

China and Tartary in 1333. There had been a

great famine in China, preceded by floods and

earthquakes, which alone destroyed 400,000 per-

sons, and in the following year no fewer than

5,000,000 died there of this plague. From the

remote East it made its way into Europe some

years later. It did not arrive in Europe until

1347, fifteen years after its outbreak in China.

'From China,' says Hecker, 'the routes of the

caravans lay to the North of the Caspian Sea,

through Central Asia, to Tauris. Here ships were

ready to take the produce of the East to Constan-

tinople, the capital of commerce and the medium

of communication between Asia, Europe, and

Africa.' Contagion made its way along these

channels, and Constantinople and the seaports of

Asia Minor where the foci whence the disease

was carried to every country of Europe. Mak-
ing its way across the European continent, it

committed its greatest ravages—save, perhaps, in

England—in Italy, raging terribly at Florence,

where it was observed and described by the poet

Boccaccio. Passing along the shores of the Medi-
terranean, it invaded France by way of Avignon,
spreading thence to England on the one hand,
and to Grermany on the other; whence, like the

cholera of the present day, it doubled back, two
years later, to Russia, and so back to the East. The
Black Death was of the same nature as the Ori-

ental plague—viz., a putrid typhus, only of greater

malignity. The boils and bubos of the latter dis-

ease were found in the former whenever the pa-

tient lived long enough to permit their develop-

ment. The inhabitants of Europe at that time
have been computed at 105,000,000—a higl; esti-

mate. Of these 25,000,000, or one-fourth of the

whole, perished ! In England it was still more
fatal, owing, probably to the ruder habits of the

people. During the term of one year—viz., from
August 1348, to August 1349, three-fourths of

the whole population perished ! This terrible

scourge, having swept over the then known world,

committing such destruction of life, and leaving

behind it such misery and poverty as the world
never saw before nor since, at length died out.

It spared neither age, sex, nor condition; the

rich and the poor alike succumbed. There died
in Venice the aristocratic, no less than 100,000
persons; in. Florence the refined, 60,000; in Paris

the gay, 50,000; and in London the wealthy,

100,000; while in busy, rich, industrious Norwich,
there died the almost incredible number of 50,-

000 persons—nearly the whole, one would sup-

pose, of its inhabitants ! At Avignon the deaths
occurred with such frightful rapidity as wholly
to baffle the attempts of the living to inter their

friends and relatives; and the Pope was obliged

to consecrate the Rhone to allow of the dead
bodies finding a hallowed resting place upon its

bosom, until it finally committed them to the

great deep.

Army and Navy News,

ARMY.
The following is taken from the report of the Secretary of

War made to Congress last winter, but which has only recently

been published.

THE VETERAN RESERVE CORPS.

The medical statistics of the Veteran Reserve Corpe are very
interesting.
The principal disabilities for which enlisted men have been

transferred to this corps is as follows :

—

Gun shot wounds, chronic diarrhoea, injuries, disease of heart,
rheumatism, hernia.
The ratio per thousand of gun-shot wounds greatly exceeds

that of any other disability for which men have been trans-
ferred, (242.35 per thousand,) or nearly every fourth man in
this corps has been transferred to it on account of disability

produced by honorable wounds
The list of injui-ies is not included in this report: if it were

it would give a ratio of 326.72 per thousand, nearly every third
man.
The prevalence of diarrhoea in its several stages in the Army

of the United States, for the year ending June 30, 1862, was
653.47 cases in every thousand men ; it is not, therefore, a mat-
ter of surprise that the ratio of this disease, in the disabilities,

of the Veteran Reserve Corps, in its chronic form, is found to
be 91.56 per thousand.
Disease of the heart occurs in the ratio of 69.30 per thousand,

or one in 144. This disease has been one of the most prolific

causes for the discharge of men from the service. For the first

two months of 1863, the ratio per thousand discharged for dis-

ease of the heart, was 137. In chronic rheumatism the ratio is

54.44 per thousand, or less than one in every 18.

THE SURGEDX-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

The total amount of funds received by this de-

partment for the year ending June 30,

1864, was, $12,263,988 08
The disbursements were 11,025,791 33

One hundred and eighty-two general hospitals, with a capa-
city of eighty-four thousand four hundred and seventy two
(84,472) beds, were in operation at the date of the last annual
report. During the summer campaigns it was found necessary
to establi-'h additional ones, and increase the capacity of those
nearest the scenes of active operations, giving one hundred and
ninety (190) hospitals, with a capacity of one hundred and
twenty thousand five hundred and twenty-one (120,521) beds,

on the 30th June, 1864.

During the year the health of the entire Army was better
than is usual with troops engaged so constantly on active duty
and in arduous campaigns. No destructive epidemics prevailed
in any section, and the number of sick and wounded, although
large", has been comparatively small in the proportion it has
borne to the whole Army. At the close of the year the number
of sick and wounded, both with their commands and in general
hospitals, was less than sixteen (16) per cent, of the sti-ength of

the Army. Of this number 9.3 per cent, were sick, and 6.46

per cent, wounded. The number sick with their respective
commands was four per cent., and in general hospitals 5.3 per
cent, of the strength. Of the 6 46 per cent, wounded, nearly one
per cent, were with their respective commands, the rest in gen-
eral hospitals.

The work of reducing the sick reports of the Army has not
advanced svifticiently to present a detailed statistical report of

sickness and mortality during the year, but it is evident that
the completed tables will exhibit a lower rate of mortality

than in previous years. The deaths from disease during June,
1864, were 2.98 per thousand of mean strength; from wounds,
3.10 per thousand; total deaths 6.08 per thousand, or six-tenths

of one per cent, for the mouth. During the same mouth of the
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previous year the total was 7.3 per thousand of mean strength,
or over seveu-tenths of one per cent.

There were furnished during the year to disabled soldiers 669
legs, and Soi) arms.

CoMPLiJiENT TO A SuRGEON.—On the evening of the
10th of June, Surgeon B, J. D. Irwin, Superintendent
of the Military General Hospital at Memphis, Tenn

,

was presented with au elegant breast pin by the sur-
geons of the different hospitals. After the reading of
a series of resolutions adopted at a recent meeting of
the hospital surgeons, in which the chief surgeon's
distinguished services and their appreciation of him
as an olficer and gentleman were appropriately and
feelingly alluded to, the present was conveyed to Dr.
Irwin by Surgeon Studie, in a brief address. Dr.
Irwin, in a few fitting words, thanked the donors for

their beautilul gift. In an entertainment which fol-

lowed, Su*-geon Studie proposed the health of Surgeon
John E. Summers, Lieutenant Colonel U. S. A., and
Medical Inspector for the Department, who pleasantly
acknowledged the compliment. The whole affair

was very hearty and agreeable.

Quarantine Officers.—The following named Medi-
cal Officers have been announced by Major-General
Gillmore, as Quarantine Officers for the several Ports
set opposite their respective names :—Assistant Sur-
geon J. G. Murphy, United States Volunteers, Port
Eoyal Harbor, S. C. Assistant Surgeon E. K. Hogan,
United States Volunteers, Tybee Eoads, Ga. Assist-

ant-Surgeon Alexander Lelong, United States Volun-
teers, Fernandina, Fla. Assistant-Surgeon E. D.

Buckman, United States Volunteers, Charleston, S.

C. Subsequently on recommendation of the Medical
Director, Assistant Surgeon J. G. Murphy, United
States Volunteers, was relieved from duty as Quar-
antine Officer for Port Royal Harbor, and Assistant
Surgeon Walter R. Way, United States Volunteers,
was appointed to fill his place.

Assignment of Medical Officers.—The War De-
partment has ordered that the assignment of medi-
cal officers as Medical Directors, Assistant Medical
Directors and Acting Medical Insj^ectors of Armies,
Army Corps and Divisions be discontinued. Medi-
cal Directors will hereafter be assigned to the head-
quarters of Military and Geographical Departments
only, and by order of the Secretary of War. 'No in-

crease of rank, pay or emoluments pertain to such
assignments.

Ass't Surgeon Cyrus Bacon, U. S. A., is relieved
from duty with the Artillery Brigade, and is assigned
as Medical Inspector on the staff of the Army of the
Shenandoah.

NAVY.
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.—Surgeons

George Clymer, William Maxwell Wood and Francis
M. Grinnell, have made an inspection of the grounds
and buildings of the Academy at Annapolis, and re-

port certain repairs, in order to render the Academy
safe from any contagion to be feared from its former
use as an hospital. The work of cleansing and re-

pairing has been begun, and the Academy will be
ready for' use in October next. Acting Volunteer
Lieutenant W. W. Crowinshield has been ordered to

duty in charge of repairs.

Middlesex, Pa., and Miss Martha J. Templeton. of
Princeville, Illinois.

DIED.

MARRIED.

MarsiialT/—Ogdbn.—On the morning of the 4th
instant, at the residence of the bride's father, in Port
Elizabeth, Cumberland county, N. J., by Rev. II. G.
Williams, B<'njamin H. Marshall, M. D., of Tucka-
hoe, N. .J., an(i Mi.ss Eliza L. Ogdcm.
Mays—Zkrbk.—At Shaeficr.stxjwn. Lebanon county,

Pa., at the rcHidence of the bride's father, on Tuesday,
June 20th, Dr. Gorffe Mays, of Litiz, and Miss
Agnes E., dauglit<.T of Dr. Jonathan Zerbe.

Kaf-ston—Tkmi'Lkto.m.—June ]7th, in Princeville,

by licv. Wm. Cunningham, Dr. Robert G. Ralston, of

Lyons.—In this city, on the 5th instant, Dr. John
C. Lyons, in the 5 1st year of his age, from disease
contracted in the service of his country, while Sur-
geon of the Fifty-Sixth Regiment Pennsylvania Vo-
lunteers.

Potter.—Suddenly, at the house of Judge Berrv,
near Newport, Ky., July 1st, Willie Kiderlen, oniv
child of Dr. Joseph F.'^and Elizabeth L. Potter, of
Cincinnati, aged 14 years and 4 months.
Russell.—In this city, on the morning of the 9th

instant, Preston W. Russell, M. D., in the 37th year of
his age.

Seegar.—July 1st, at Fairmount, near Cincinnati,
Ohio, Carrie S., youngest daughter of Dr. J. and Mary
N. Seegar, aged 19 years and 6 months.
Stevens.—At Washington, on the 5th instant. Dr.

Bela ]Sr. Stevens, of Xew Hampshire, First Assistant
Physician at the Government Insane Asylum, Wash-
ington. D. C.

To^v^-SEND.—In this city, on Sunday, the 9th inst.,

E. Percy, son of Dr. Richard H. and Mary S. Towm-
send, aged 3 years and 4 months.
Voorhees.—At Red Bank. X. J., on Thursday even-

ing, July 6th, Dr. Joseph Voorhees, of Brooklyn, aged
63 years.

ANSWERS TO CORRRESPONDENTS.
Dr. F. L. K., Jcrseyville, C. IF—Wilsons' iffates of

the Skin, Maclise's Surgical Anatomy, Churchill's
Disease of Infants and Children ; and Griffith's Uni-
versal Formulary, sent by express, Julv 7th.
Dr. W. J/cK ,\Voimt Hope, OAw.—Dalton's Physi-

ology, and Stille's Therapeutics and Materia Medica,
sent bv express, July 7th.

Dr. J. IF. JIcC, Minerva, Ohio.—U. S. Pharmaco-
poeia, sent by mail, July Gth.

Dr. E. B. P. K., Phila.—One set of Weber's Ana-
tomical Atlas, 8 figures dispatched from ISTew York
by express, July 5th.

Dr. W. W. S., Kersey, Pa.—Arnott's Elements,
Pereira's Prescription Book, sent by mail, June 29th.
Dr. J. H., Petersburg, Ind.—Wood & Bache's Dis-

pensatory sent by mail, July 6th.

Dr. H. A., Gallatin, Tenn.—Thomas' Pronouncing
Medical Dictionary, Fuller on Rheumatism, Harrison
on the jS'crvous system, sent by mail, July 6th.
Dr. B. J/., Strasburji, Pa.—Jones' Practice of Medi-

cine, Kost's Materia Medica, Acton on Reproductive
Organs, sent by express, July 6th.

Dr. C. M. L., Fulton, X. F.—Two figures Weber's
Anatomical Atlas, dispatched to you by express from
New York, July 6th.
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USE OF VERATRUM VIRIDE IN COJNTVUL-
SIVE DISEASES,

By a. Geiger, M.D.,

Of Dayton, Ohio.

After an experience of nearly ten years, by

the profession, in the use of the "Veratrum Vi-

ride," its use in febrile and inflammatory dis-

eases is not as satisfactory as it was fondly hoped

it would prove to be, when first introduced. Still,

it holds the first rank as an agent in controlling

the action of the heart and arteries. But there

is a class of diseases over which it exerts an in-

fluence which I regard as invaluable, and in

which its curative properties may not have re-

ceived that degree of attention, from the profes-

sion, that they are deserving of.

I allude to Convulsive Diseases," depending

upon undue excitement of the brain or nervous

centres-, such as puerpural convulsions, hysteria,

mania-a-potu, convulsions of children, etc., etc.

I have used it in my practice for several years

past, (and also others to whom I have recom-

mended its use,) in the various convulsive dis-

eases, with the most satisfactory results
;
gener-

ally in a short time controlling the convulsive

action, and restoring the patient to quiet and

sleep.

The first case of puerperal convulsions in which

I was induced to try its efi'ects, ts^as the patient of

a brother practitioner, Dr. 0. Crook, of this city.

He had been called to his patient in the morning,

a fine healthy-looking young woman, in her first

confinement. He had bled her freely, before

my arrival, which was at 9 o' clocks A. M. The

convulsions were frequent and powerful, the os

uteri but slightly dilated, no chance to deliver,

and no prospect that the opportunity would offer

for several hours. I advised the administration

of the veratrum viride. Four drops of the fluid

extract were given, and repeated every two hours.

The convulsions were partially controlled by the

use of chloroform, administered immediately upon

the approach of the symptoms of returning con-

vulsions, until the influence of the veratum was

manifest. At 2 P. M,, the patient was quiet;

the convulsive action having gradually grown

more feeble, and the pulse reduced to about 60

per minute. The labour progressed favorably until

6 P. M , when she was delivered of her child.

The veratrum was continued in doses sufficient to

control the action of the heart, until sensibility

returned, which was some forty-eight hours after

her delivery ; after which time she had a good

recovery,

I have since used it in two other cases with

like success, and know of no remedy to compare

with it in cases of this kind. I have also used it

in hysteria; invariably controlling the spasms

as soon as the patient was brought fully under

its influence. Also in the convulsions of chil-

dren; given in doses suited to the age of the

child, it has always proved highly satisfactory, ar-

resting, in a short time, the spasmodic action.

In all of the above diseases, we have increased

action of the heart and arteries, with morbid ex-

citement of the brain and nervous system, and

whether it is the action of the veratrum as an

arterial sedative, that produces its curative

efi'ects, or whether it does not also exercise di-

rectly a sedative influence over the brain and

nervous centres, is a matter for further investiga-

tion.

But in delirium tremens, I think it is destined

to take the place of all other remedies, so prompt

and satisfactory are its effects, and the more par-

ticularly in those patients that are furious and

uncontrollable.

Dr. Crook was induced to use it in a case of

mania-a-potu, soon after seeing its effects in the

case of puerpural convulsions above alluded to.

The patient was a robust liquor-seller, and himself

a good customer. He had had previous attacks,

which had been exceedingly hard to control. In

this case, when the doctor was called, he found

his patient out in the yard, and it required the

efforts of three men to keep him from running

away. He was brought in, and four drops of the

fluid extract of the veratrum administered, and

ordered to be repeated every two hours. Opium

and other remedies having been previously admin
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istered, without effect. In a few hourSj its effects

were apparent: nausea and vomiting succeeded,

and the patient reclined quietly in bed, and the

following day, after a good- night's repose, was

about again. Another case, that of a sturdy

blacksmith who had imbibed too freely, and who
was so unruh' that it lieeame necessary to bind

him, and tie him fast in the bed; after taking

two doses of the Teratrum, he went to sleep, and

awoke the following morning to inquire of his

attendants, "What they meant by tying him up

in that style?"' they being afraid to unloose Kim

during the night. When informed what had

been the matter, he coolly assisted in unbinding

Mmsclf, and went to his shop as usual. Other

cases might be related.

I have used it in one case of chorea. It was

the first attack in a young girl of fifteen, and

seemed to have come on without much previous

warning. The muscles of the left side were prin-

cipally affected by the convulsive action, and the

patient was very much distressed. Not more

than six drops of the fluid extract were given,

until she became quiet, and the next day she

seemed as well as usual. Emmenagogues were

then given, and there has been no return of the

chorea since.

I would say to any member of the profession

whose attention " may not have been called to the

use of the veratrum viride* in the cases above

cited, tnj it. The result will be satisfactory.

CASES FROM THE ]SrOTE-BOOK OF AN
ARMY SURGEON".

By E. Batwell, M.D.,

SoTgeon 14th Regiment, Michigan Volunteers.

Secondary Hemorrlaage.

W. S., Co. I, 17th N. Y. V. Infantry, received

a gunshot wound on the 1st September, penetra-

ting the right thigh about six inches below Pou-

part's ligament, and presenting itself in the fold

of the nates of the same side. Nothing of any

particular interest showed itself, until the 12th

day, when the slough came away, and violent

secondary hemorrhage set in. Pressure on the

main artery seemed to arrest the bleeding, and it

was resolved, as presenting the best prospect

of ultimate success, to ligate the femoral vessel.

Accordingly, it was cut down on, and a ligature

paHsed around it, but I discovered that though

materially lessening the flow of blood, yet per-

fect control of the hemorrhage was not ol)tained.

This too, whilst the ligature was passed alme
the origin of the profunda. I then withdrew the

ligature; and dilated the original wound in hopes

of being able to discover the bleeding vessel, but

failed to find the source of the hemorrhage, which

was slowly but surely bringing the case to a close.
j

The wound was then packed with charpie soaked

in liquor ferri persulp., and it was resolved to

allow it to be discharged by nature, avoiding all

interference. On the 6th day a large part of the

mass was discharged, but a portion had been J

pushed under the fascia lata, which did not come
]

away until the 22d day, and as any interference

brought on considerable oozing, it was resolved

to permit its discharge by the suppurative pro-

cess, which was very copious, and required all

our efforts to counteract by nourishing diet and

stimulants. However, it was finally discharged,

and the patient gradually recovered, convales-

cence being impeded by a large bedsore, which
caused much trouble. He was sent to the rear

ten weeks after receipt of injury.

Penetrating "Wound of Thorax,

Richard Cox, Co. E, llSth 0. V. I., received
i

a gunshot wound on the 29th of November,
whilst foraging near Lewisville, Ga. The ball i

penetrated the left side of the thorax, between
I

the 4th and 5th ribs, immediately below the nip-

ple, and came out betvreen the 3d and 4th ribs of

the same side about an inch from the spine. The
patient when brought into hospital exhibited all

the appearance of a dying (if not of a dead) man. '

He did not seem to breathe, or to be conscious of

surrounding objects, and any attempt at inspira-

tion Avas followed by violent hemorrhage, the i

puke was almost imperceptible, and the skin was I

cold and clamm^r. He was made as comfortable

as possible, and toward evening became sensible,

and gradual reaction took place. The inexora-

ble order "to move at sunrise" came, and we put

our patient into an ambulance, little expecting

that he would live through the day, but at even-

ing he seemed quite as comfortable, and continued

gradually to improve, the hemoptysis lessened

and he gained strength hourly—he rode daily un-

til our arrival in Savannah^ a distance of over

200 miles. He" seemed in' excellent health and

spirits, but some days after our arrival, violent

hemoptysis set in and continued daily for abont

two weeks, prostrating him considerably. How-
ever he convalesced ra[)idly from this time, and

on the 20th of January was furloughed.

In presenting this case, we do not propose a daily

ride of 15 or 20 miles in a Government ambulance

over a "corduroy" road as a cure for penetrating

wounds of the thorax, but we do assert that a

larger proportion of serious gunshot wounds got

well in the field, under the immediate care of

regimental Surgeons, than can be shown by the

statistics of hospitals in the rear. We can form
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no idea of the course the ball took. In an ana-

tomical view, it ought to have penetrated the

heart, or wounded the great vessels in the thorax.

It did not pass external to the chest, and the vast

amount of hemorrhage admits of no other solu-

tion, than having penetrated the lung at, or near

its root. The diversity of opinion expressed by

all medical men who saw the case satisfied us as

to our own hypothesis, that we knew nothing of

the course the ball had taken.

CASE I]Sr WHICH THE FIRST STACE OF
LABOR PASSED DURING SLEEP.

By W. S. Shaw, M.D.,

Of Sullivan, Ohio.

In BraitJiwaite' s Retrospect^ number 44, Jan-

uary, 1862, is the abstract of an article by Dr. B.

FoRDYCE Barker, of New York, on the use of

belladonna to shorten the first stage of labor. I

have tried it three times within the last year. In

two of the cases,^ach second pregnancy, labor

was over before I arrived. The third case I will

relate;

February 15th, 1865, 2 o'clock, A. M., was called

to see Mrs. N., aged 32; primapara. She is tall,

well formed, moderately full flesh, strong, mus-

cles firm, lower extremities somewhat oedematous.

Has been using

Ext. belladonnae, gr. viij.

Syrupi, f.^ij.

Tinct. aurantii, aquae, aa f.^j. M.

three times a day, in teaspoonful doses, for two

weeks. Has not observed the constitutional ef-

fects of the drug.

She says she went to bed as well as usual and

fell asleep, was wakened half an hour before I

arrived, by water running from her. She did

not seem to be in much pain. Thinking there

might be some mistake, I proposed an examina-

tion, when, to my surprise, I found the os uteri

surrounding the brim of the pelvis, and on the

accession of the next pain passed above it, and

the vertex presented in the superior strait.

Labor proceeded regularly, but slowly, for about

3 hours, when the head had passed into the pel-

vis, and locked, the vertex to the left ramus pubis.

As I failed to detach it from that position by

manipulation, I sent for forceps, mine, unfortu-

nately not being at hand. After two hours the

messenger returned, having failed to get the for-

ceps. As she was in good condition, and bearing

her pains well, I determined to wait the efi'orts of

nature. No change of position, only that the

head was becoming more closely impacted. Two
hours later, while she was engaged in pleasant

conversation with a lady by her side, right in the

midst of a sentence, she took a convulsion. When
it passed off, I gave her a sedative and ordered

an injection of mucilage with assafoetida, and
sent for the nearest forceps, ten miles.

In about an hour she had another slight con-

vulsion. I forgot to say that I tried to bleed, but

could not get a vein of sufficient size to do any
good. In half an hour longer the forceps arrived,

and in twenty minutes I delivered her of a dead

child. The death of the child had doubtless been

caused by the long impaction, and the spasms, as

I had heard the foetal heart, a short time before

the first convulsion.

As the head so nearly filled the pelvis, it re-

quired careful manipulation to use the forceps,

but no injury was done by them.

After delivery, and before the bandage was ap-

plied, she had another terrible convulsion, and
remained semi-comatose for twelve hours, but
afterward made a pretty good recovery. Had I

had the forceps at hand, and delivered four hours

sooner, all these results might most probably,

have been avoided.

In Braithwaite for July, 1864, Dr. James Pal-

frey relates a case of twin labor in which uterine

action passed to the second stage during sleep;

and says he has never heard of another case. L
had not seen that till after the case above related,^

and supposed I had pretty satisfactory evidence

of the efficacy of belladonna. But his case spoils

my evidence considerably. However, I think the

question is worthy of the attention of the profes-

sion, and if the most patience-trying part of labor

can be shortened without injury in some other

way, let it be done.

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital,
]

February, 1865. j"

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. M. Da Costa.

Reported by William H. Ford, M. D., Resident Physician.

Subacute Peritonitis and Acute Bronchitis
occurring after Debauch.

M. A., set. 31-, native of Ireland; admitted

January 26th, 1865. About three weeks ago, af-

ter a prolonged debauch, she was seized with a

severe pain in the right hyprochondriac region

and in the small of the back, and, shortly after-

ward, she noticed that her abdomen was swelling.

She complains of tenderness in her side, of cough,

is unable to rest comfortably on her right side, is

constipated, but has no perceptible fever. There

is pain on pressure in the right hypochondrium,.
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slight abdominal prominence, and indistinct fluc-

tuation. When we have some abdominal effusion

associated with acute symptoms, it is well to

ascribe it to peritoneal inflammation. It is pro-

bably partial peritonitis of a subacute character,

which may be attributed to abusive exposure, to

which this patient has been subjected.

In examining the chest we find clearness on

percussion, moist rales, and bronchial cough.

There is, in addition to the peritonitis, slight

acute bronchitis.

Treatment. Place a small blister, four inches

long and four inches broad, over the seat of ten-

derness, just below the right hypochondrium, and

apply an emollient poultice over the vesicated

surface. It is important to produce active secre-

tion from the kidneys by diuretics. We will se-

lect those which are also expectorant, so as to be

equally well adapted to the bronchial difficulty.

R. Potassoe acetat., ^iij.

Syrup, scillte, f-o^'j-

Tine, digitalis, f.^j.

Aqu93, f-lv. Misce.

Of the above mixture let a tablespoonful be

taken three times a day.

This patient was discharged from the hospital

April 17th, cured. The tenderness was soon re-

lieved, and the effusion gradually disappeared,

after confining the patient to .the above treatment.'

The treatment of the bronchial affection was

equally successful.

Duchenne's Disease.

J. M., aet. 41; native of Germany, of temper-

ate habits. He was. first taken sick about three

years ago, with sharp pains in his back and legs,

which gradually increased to such an extent, as

to compel him to abandon his trade. After three

months' treatment in the Pennsylvania Hospital,

he was so much improved as to be able to resume

his occupation. He however became worse again,

and was admitted to this hospital January 4th,

1864, at which time he was suffering from violent

pains in the back and legs, requiring large doses

of opiates to obtain rest. "He* could stand with

the aid of a cane, but was unable to walk without

additional support; not from the absence of mus-

cular power, but because the faculty of regulating

and co-ordinating its actions was lost. He com-

plained of a constant feeling of constriction

around the body, of obtundcd sensation on put-

ting his feet to the ground, as though walking on

soft cushions, and of formication. When his

eyes wore closed he would instantly fall to the

Med. and Surg. Reporter, Vol. XI. No. 385, page 206.

ground, being altogether unable to stand or step'

He had control over the sphincter ani. The
urine, of which there was frequent incontinence,

was alkaline, of specific gravity 1027, and de-

posited abundantly phosphates and urates." Gal-

vanism was ordered to be daily applied along the

various nerves, and to different groups of muscles.

As nervous tonics, he was to take sulphate of

zinc and extract of nux vomica; and to prevent

nocturnal discharge of urine, one-quarter of a

grain of the extract of belladonna at bedtime.

His condition to-day is much the same. He
still has violent pains in the lumbar regions. He
can walk tolerably well with assistance, but can-

not well control his movements. He has the

muscular power to walk, but very imperfect con-

trol over that power, on account of want of co-

ordination. This fact, namely, the presence of per-

fect muscular force without the control or co-ordi-

nation of movement, distinguishes this disease,

which was called by DucHENiip, ataxic locomotrice

progressive—progressive disorder of locomotion,

from all other forms of paralysis. There is a

diminution or loss of tactile sensibility, which
causes a sensation similar to that produced by
walking on velvet. There are also sharp pierc-

ing pains in the lower extremities, of which he

constantly complains. Another peculiar feature

is the strange effect of closing the eyes; this

gives rise to an increase of the uncertainty of

the patient's gait to such an extent that he is in-

capable of taking a single step without falling, or

to an utter inability to stand erect with his feet in

juxtaposition, without instantly losing his bal-

ance. One of the worst features in this malady

is the impairment of vision. Strabismus and

amaurosis are apt to supervene. The patient's

vision is still good.

The pathology of this disease is almost un-

known. Careful research has failed to detect any

lesion in the brain or spinal cord
;
and, therefore,

with our present state of knowledge, the malady

must be classed among the functional disorders.

It may be, and most likely is, an organic disease,

but this is not yet knoAvn.

The prognosis is very unfavorable.

Treatment. Late observations have shown that

nitrate of silver has a certain peculiar remedial

effect upon this disease, and it is more particularly

for the purpose of alluding to this fact that the

case is again presented to the class. We will

commence the use of this medicine by giving one-

fourth of a grain three times a day, which will be

gradually increased to a half a grain three times

a day at the expiration of one or two weeks, and

finally to a grain three times a day. The result
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must be carefully watched. We must not ex-

pect a sudden change in the condition of the

patient.

This patient was taken sick in March, 1865,

with typhus fever, which was then prevalent in

the hospital, and died in the tenth day of the

disease. His case exhibited the ordinary symp-

toms of typhus. A thorough post-mortem exami-

nation was made, but no lesions were discovered

to which we could refer his nervous affection.

The brain and spinal cord were examined mi-

croscopically without detecting any organic dis-

ease.

Catarrhal Icterus.

J. H., set. 23, a native of Germany; admitted

January 24th, 1865. He is a man of good con-

stitution, and has always enjoyed good health.

About three weeks ago he first noticed that his

skin and eyes were becoming yellow. For several

days before his attention was attracted to this

unnatural color of his skin and eyes he had felt

unwell, having had headache, nausea, constipa-

tion, and pain in the right hypochondriac region.

He became more and more sallow every day, and,

when admitted, his skin, and especially his con-

junctiv93, were intensely yellow, like saffron.

His excrement was of a dull-leaden color; his

urine was yellowish-brown, alkaline, of specific

gravity 1022, and somewhat increased in quan-

tity. He had pain in his right side, though not

severe
5
constipation, slight frequency of pulse,

but scarcely any increased heat of skin.

As examined this morning, he presents the fol-

lowing conditions: Pulse 70; skin dryish, but

scarcely hot; tongue coated, with a yellowish

coat in the centre; general soreness in the right

hypochondrium, and pain on pressure; liver

presents no increased percussion dulness, there-

fore not enlarged; stools, dry and clay-colored;

urine contains bile as indicated by the iridescent

test, also the biliary acids as detected by Petten-

kofer's test; pulse,* depressed on account of the

presence of bile in the blood; conjunctivae, very

yellow.

The conjunctiva is the most delicate test for

the presence of bile in the blood—excepting

chemical tests. If in doubt as to the existence

of jaundice, look at the conjunctiva, as the most

delicate, yellowish hue. will be there observed

when the skin appears perfectly normal. The
hepatic symptoms are acute, but are not associ-

ated with enlargement of the liver.

* There was a case of similar disease some time ago in the

IsDuse^ in which the pulse was 40.
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What can we assume to be the most likely

cause of this jaundice? Inflammation or catarrh

of the biliary ducts, accompanied by swelling.

It is most likely a case of catarrhal icterus.

The presence of the biliary acids in the urine

indicates an obstruction in the biliary passages.

On account of this impediment to the passage of

bile through the ducts, a considerable quantity of

the retained bile is absorbed into the blood, and

from thence is eliminated by the kidneys. If

there were suppressed secretion the biliary acids

would not be detected in the urine.

Having determined that the jaundice depends

upon an obstruction of the biliary ducts, it is

important, in the next place, to determine the

cause. If the obstruction were due to the im-

paction of a biliary calculus, in addition to the

usual symptoms of jaundice, there would be se-

vere colicky pains. If it depended upon morbid

enlargement of adjacent parts, there would be

some indication of it. It depends most likely

upon inflammation and swelling of the mucous

membrane of the hepatic ducts. It is an acute

jaundice. »

If there were inflammation of the liver, there

would be marked hepatic dullness and less jaun-

dice. There is a form of jaundice in which the

liver is not increased in size, but is rather dimi-

nished; that is, acute yellow atrophy of the liver.

In this disease there are cerebral symptoms, such

as delirium, tremors, spasms, and coma. These

cases terminate rapidly in death, on account of

blood-poisoning.

Treatment. The kind of treatment is indicated

both by theory and practice. Apply wet cups

over the region of the liver, so as to remove about

eight ounces of blood. Act on the kidneys and

bowels by Rochelle salt, of which one ounce, in

solution, may be taken daily. Mercurials are of

more advantage in the latter stages of acute

jaundice. In the East Indies, where this disease

is very prevalent, salines are most universally

used. The action of the skin should be attended

to, therefore an occasional- warm bath will be

ordered. The diet should be moderate, and of

easily digested articles, such as rice, eggs, broths,

oysters, etc. No stimulants are to be allowed.

This patient gradually improved, so that on the

14th February he was discharged from the ward,

with no vestige of his previous affection, save a

slightly discolored urine.
^

Cerebro-spinal Meningitis.

A few eases, in a mild form, of cercbro-spinal

meningitis, have been observed at Vienna.
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Jefferson Medical College, ]

Aprih 1865. J

Surgical Clinic by Prof. Gross,

Reported by William T. Bullock, M.D., of Rhode Island.

Hypertrophy of the Tonsils.

George K., eight j^ears of age. Both tonsils are

enlarged in this ease, although not equally so,

the gland of the left side being the larger of the

two. The lymphatic glands situated between the

angle of the jaw and the sterno-cleido mastoid

muscle, are also of a larger size than natural. .

This disease is of a strumous character, occur-

ring generally in children of scrofulous parents.

It is most frequently observed in persons under

ten years of age, and is often apparently congeni-

tal. It rarely occurs in adults, and never in the

aged, although such persons may suffer from the

affection, if it has arisen in early life, and not

been relieved.

It usually commences in both tonsils simultane-

ously, accompanied often by enlargement of the

uvula, and a granulated condition of the fauces.

As the disease advances, the enlarged glands en-

croach upon the surrounding parts. The voice

becomes nasal, and respiration is embarrassed,

the head being thrown back during sleep, for the

purpose of bringing the mouth in a line with the

trachea, and the friends of the patient complain

of his noisy snoring. The thorax becomes flat-

tened laterally, the extremities are cold, and the

growth of the child impaired, owing to the imper-

fect aeration of the blood. The consistence of the

diseased glands varies much in different cases-,

in those of short duration being quite soft, while

in cases of long standing, the glands are some-

times of almost scirrhous hardness. In some

cases, these enlarged follicles contain calcareous

concretions.

In the early stages of the disease, a cure may
sometimes be effected by the occasional appli-

cation of nitrate of silver, or of the tincture of

iodine diluted with an equal quantity of alcohol;

the general health .of the patient being at the

same time improved by the administration of cod-

liver oil, iodine, the chalybeate tonics, etc. In

cases of long standing, as in the present instance,

the proper treatment consists in excising a portion

of the hypertrophied glands.

The operation is best performed by seizing the

diseased glands with a pair of forceps, each blade

of which terminates in a double hook, and then

cutting off the poption exterior to the arches of

the palate with a curved probe-pointed bistoury,

carrying the knife from ))elow upward, with its

back toward the tongur;.

If iriuch hemorrliago ftdlowH tlu; operation, the

patient should be made to open his mouth, and a

current of cold air directed upon the wounded
parts. If the bleeding cannot be arrested in this

way, astringent gargles, or the application of ice

to the throat and neck, may be resorted to, or the

orifice of the vessel from which the hemorrhage

proceeds, may be seized and compressed with a

pair of forceps.

The patient should of course avoid exposure to

cold for some days after the operation, as there

is danger of violent inflammation taking place

and destroying the life of the patient.

Sebaceous Tumors of the Scalp.

1. Louisa D., forty-seven years of age, has

seven tumors upon the head, the largest of which,

about the size of an orange, she first observed

four years since.

The scalp is attenuated, and devoid of hair

over the largest tumor. The tumor moves readily

under the fingers, and feels as if filled with a

fluid, the contents of the cyst having probably

been changed in consistence by long retention.

A sebaceous tumor arises without any apparent

cause. It commences in one of the sebaceous

follicles, the orifice of which becomes closed by

adhesive inflammation, thus preventing the es-

cape of its contents, and as the sebaceous matter

continues to be secreted, the follicle is distended,

its walls at the same time becoming hypertro-

phied. During these changes the follicle alters

its position, being found at last hehind the skin.

The scalp, forehead, eyelids, and face, are the

most common sites of this tumor. It rarely, if

ever, occurs upon the extremities. The contents

of sebaceous tumors are very variable, being

usually thick and whitish, having the feel of tal-

low, but are sometimes of a much more fluid na-

ture. When occurring in the scalp, the tumor is

occasionally found to contain hairs, which have

probably been intercepted during the process of

occlusion.

Making an incision through the scalp, a grooved

director is introduced, and the cyst exposed by

means of a scalpel. The cyst is then removed,

by separating it from its connections with the

surrounding parts by means of the finger and

handle of the scalpel. The cyst in this case is

filled with a bloody looking fluid, with a sub-

stance resembling cholcsterine suspended in it.

Tlic only dressing required is the introduction of

a few points of the interrupted suture.

There is alM'-ays danger of erysipelas after the

operation, of which the patient should be fore-

warned.

2. Sarah TI., fifty-seven years of age, has five

tumors upon her head, each being of the size of a
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hen's egg. The tumors are removed in the same

manner as in the hist case, A considerable

amount of hemorrhage following the operation,

one or two ligatures are applied to the bleeding

vessels.

Pott's Disease of the Spine.

Eliza O'D., two years of age. This little pa-

tient is suffering from a tubercular or scrofulous

pisease of the bodies of two or three of the uppei-

dorsal vertebrae, a disease usually called Pott's

disease of the spine, on account of the graphic

manner in which it has been described by that

gentleman. It is an afiection of a strumous na-

ture, and is often accompanied by other indica-

tions of a scrofulous diathesis, such as the pres-

ence of enlarged lymphatic glands, scrofulous

eruptions, tubercular deposits in other parts of

the body, etc. It comes most frequently in young

subjects, from the age of three to twelve years,

sometimes at the period of puberty, occasionally

in young adults, but never in the aged. The

disease commences by a deposit of tubercular

matter in the cancellated structure of the bodies

of the vertebro3, those in the dorsal portion of the

spinal column being most frequently alfected.

The tubercular matter remains dormant for some

time, in the same manner as when deposited in

other parts of the body, but finally softens, while

both the cancellated and compact tissues of the

body of the vertebra are broken down and ab-

sorbed.

The weight of the superincumbent parts then

crushes together the deceased vertebrae, crowding

out the spinous processes, which form a promi-

nent projection behind, while the ribs being

brought nearer to one another, form, with the

sternum in front, that peculiar arch so charac-

teristic of this disease. The contents of the spi-

nal canal are more or less encroached upon,

producing in some cases a peculiar prickling sen-

sation in the parts supplied by the nerves which

are thus compressed, while in other cases com-

plete paralysis of those parts occur.

The general health of the patient is impaired;

he loses appetite and flesh*, sleeps badly, and

complains of a dull pain at the seat of the disease,

the pain being increased by pressure applied over

the parts, a sickening sensation being also pro-

duced. The patient becomes hump-shouldered,

and he walks with difficulty, moving his legs in

a peculiar dragging manner, while his arms

hang down by his side. The treatment of this

disease consists in the use of cod-liver oil, tonics,

attention to the bowels and general health.

An issue should be made with the actual cau-

tery near the seat of the disease. The hot iron

makes a powerful impression upon the part and

system, and when the eschar drops ofP, a freely

suppurating surface is left, which may be made

to keep up a constant drain for several months.

The patient should be placed in bed, his pillow

taken away, and he should not be allowed to rise

from a recumbent position under any pretext

whatever, until recovery has taken place. If the

patient is seen in the early stage of the disease,

and treated in this way, deformity may be pre-

vented. When the morbid action is arrested,

plastic matter is thrown out, which becoming

organized, unites the surrounding parts. The

organized plasma is finally converted into a sub-

stance resembling bone, from which it differs,

however, in being more solid and ivory-like, and

of a somewhat whiter color.

The disease thus terminates in anchylosis, the

bodies of the contiguous vertebrae, as well as

their different processes, being converted into a

solid mass.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Influence of Mental Impressions as a Cause of
Bodily Defoi'mity.

At a recent meeting of the London Obstetrical

Society, the British Medical Journal says, that

Dr. Meadows read the particulars of a case of

monstrosity. Having first expressed his con-

viction in favor of the proposition, that the mind
can and does act in this way, he reviewed and
combated th^ various objections urged against it;

the principal one being the absence of any direct

connection between the nervous system of the

mother and that of the foetus through the um-
bilical cord. He, however, endeavored to prove
that mind, or the mental force, was not and could
not be thus bound doAvn, as it were, by the ana-
tomical limits of the nervous structures; that it

must have a power of action, if it has any action

at all, throughout the entire organism, and in

every part of it, whether it possessed nerves or

not: in other words, that its sphere of action was
only limited by the configuration of the body.
Hence in those tissues where the existence of

nervous elements could not be demonstrated, the

mental or nerve force might, as it were, pass

across the intervening matter between any two
parts where nerves did exist, just as electricity

traversed space between any two conductors. The
author then applied this reasoning to the case of

the foetus in utero, and offered an explanation of

the mode by which mind thus acts upon matter

by supposing a kind of correlation between men-
tal and nerve force analogous to the correlation

of other physico-vital forces; the nerve force be-

ing here the active agent in those nutritive pro-

cesses upon the changes of which deformities de-

pend.
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Dr. Easch said that the belief iu the influence

of mental emotion ou the formation of the foetus

was as old as it "was general amongst wonSen.
The great difficulty was to establish facts, as the

mothers always recollected something from their

pregnancy a ftey^ they found something abnormal
in their children. Dr. E. had seen two cases

which had somewhat struck him, and of which
he had taken notes. Two boys, from different

parts of Germany, were brought to him with
scarcely any foreskin, looking exactly like circum-
cised little Jews, but without any cicatrices.

Both women narrated, with great emotion, how
they had seen during their pregnancies little Jews
80 cruelly treated that they could not forget it!

They both had been present at the well-known
JeAvish rite. He ought to mention, however, that

he had observed the same state in other little

boys where no such story was volunteered, and
where the mothers diO notJcuoic fhaf fit is state was
almormal. He considered this influence on the

foetus ah open question, which he had made up
his mind to help in solving whenever there was
an opportunity of doing so.

The President. Pr. Barnes, observed that the

instances most strongly bearing upon the ques-
tion were those in which pregnant women stated
explicitly the emotions supposed to influence the
form of the foetus in idero which the}^ had under-
gone. The facts of the case reported were very
remarkable, inasmuch as the event singularly
confirmed the statement of the woman made be-
fore her child was born. Dr. Barxes remarked
that malformations were common amongst birds
as well as quadrupeds: and that in birds it must
be concluded that any mental impression must be
imparted in the earliest stage of development

—

i. Ci, before the ovum was invested with the shell.

Catarrhal Ophthalmia.

In the British Medical Journal^ (June 24.) Mr.
Hexry Haxcock differs from most writers who
affirm that catarrhiul ophthalmia is purely a local
affection, depending upon atmospheric changes,
and chiefly requiring local applications for cure.
Some other cause is requisite, that is a peculiar
condition of the system favorable to its develop-
ment. If wet or cold alone were sufficient, every
inflammation of the eye would be catarrhal. A
low and depressed state of the system predis-
poses to catarrhal and its kindred variety—puru-
lent and gonorrhoeal ophthalmia. It is' the pest
to children in pauper institutions: succeeds typhus
and low typhoid fevers. Indee<v wherever the
nervous system is depressed, or the blood iritated,

there must we look for this form of ophthalmia.
The physical sign most apparent in the eyes—is

only a local manifestation of a gf-neral "wronir
against wliioh treatment must bo directed. He
does not aGrree with McKfnzie, where he savs
that if treated only "by general remedie.s it will
continue many weeks, becoming the cause of
much fel>rile excitement .... or that the con-
junctiva will Viecome sarcomatous and rouirh,
(granular) and Ijv rubljing in this state against
the cornoa, will ronder it vascular and nel)ulous,
or oven dcnsoly oparpie.

Air. IlANCorjK a'Imits that granular lids aftor

catarrhal ophthalmia do affect tiie cornea as

described, but is convinced that the local employ-
ment of astringents, as nitrate of silver, sul-

phate of zinc, etc. etc.. prolongs the complaint,
and causes granulation of the lids. Avoid vio-

lent depleting remedies as you would in erysipe-

las—and itse constitutional remedies of an attrac-

tive, tonic, and stimulating character, keeping
the eyes clean and comfortable by the use of warm
water. This treatment will be found most bene-

ficial in the ophthalmia, unaccompanied hij svpra
or circvm-orhital pain, such as is confined to the

conjunctiva and the INIeibomian follicles. This
form comes on suddenly with itchiness and stif-

ness as though sand or grit filled the eye, the lid

is swollen, their conjunctiva darkish-red colored

and flabby; the eyeball traversed by a network
of dark-red vessels which move under pressure.

In simple forms the disease is restricted to the

angles of the lid and adjacent conjunctiva, but
soon it extends, the sub-conjunctival areolar tis-

sue becomes infilti-ated forming a raised ledge

around the cornea termed chemosis. If chemosis

remains two nr three days the C'^rnea wid begin

to inflame and ultimately sh'Ugh, all wing the iris

to protrude, more or less destroying vision. La-

chrymation is at first increased but finally be-

comes muco purulent. Towards night the symp-
toms increase in spverity, photophobia maikedy

much fever and pain, with weight in region of

frontal sinuses ond lachrTmal ducts. In such

C3ses give Dover's powder, which will frequently

cut short the attar-k. In ordinary cases give bark

and ammonia, and if in a low damp locality, we
may use quinine. Local applications should be

restrict? d to warm, water or at most poppy head

fomentation-^, to the exclusion of all local reme-

dies of a stimulating or astringent nature. Be-

lieve gastric complications by mild aperients;

especially where there is chemosis of conjunctiva

in corneal complication. In such cases much mis-

chief results from local or general bleeding, vio-

lent purgation and locd astringents and stimu-

lants. Give these cases, bark, ammonia or quinine,

with or without opium accordiijg to the amount
of pain ; with warm and soothing applications,

and an occasional mild alterative aperient.

Subcutaneous Injections of Morphia.

At a recent meeting of the Bath and Bristol

Branch of the British Medical Association (May
18, 1865.) the BntisJi Medical Joifrnal snyf^, that

Mr. H, ^Y. Freeman submitted an essay upon
this subject, from which we condense the fidlow-

ing for tho especial berefit of a number of our

corrf spondcnts who drs're information in refer-

ence to subcutaneous injections. In the endowed
ward for cancer in the Middlesex Hospital, Mr.

Free.man, says that it alone has stood against all

other cl 'sses of remedies as the great reliever of

pain. The most convenient syringe for the pur-

pose is made by Coxetcr, and is graduated into

six minima of the solution, which contait'S one

grain of morphia dissolved in acetic acid, arid the

excess of acid then neutralized with liquor potas-

sae. The »)hysiological action is the same essen-

tially, although not quite identically, as when the

morphia is taken by the stomach. Its effects,

however, are more marked and increased in in-

tensity when used hypodermically, one-third of a
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grain acting as powerfully as one grain taken by
the mouth, and much more rapidly. As with
opium, the action appears to he modified by age,

habit, temperament, and idiosyncracy, the ten-

dency always being to rapid alleviation of suffer-

ing, to stupor and to sleep. The stimulating stage,

although brief, is marked, the patient first expe-
riencing a sensation of slight vertigo and of

approaching intoxication—then follow its calma-
tive effects, and something approaching insensi-

bility.

In one case of cancer of the pylorus—forty or

fifty minims of the solution of acetate of morphia
have been given, and repeated at intervals without
relieying pain or producing sleep. Since adopt-
ing the subcutaneous mode, her appetite, before
much impaired, has much improved; the nausea
and vomiting have been considerably relieved

;

and, after the narcotic action of the morphia, she
rarely, if ever, complains of headache, constipa-

tion, nauseR, sweating, or dryness of fauces.

In neuralgia it has been urged that its action

is transient, its power non-curative, generating
nausea, and sickness, and producing a deplorable
state of system, worse than the original mischief.

A portion of this might hold true in some indi-

vidual cases: the same exception might be taken
to the general class of narcotics; but the writer

says it does not always practically occur. In
cases given where the pain was purely neuralgic,

uncomplicated with organic disease or reflected

irritation, the most satisfactory results followed
these injections.

In ophthalmic surgery, subcutaneous injections

of morphia have b' en found invaluable, especially

in neuralgia of the eye. Von Grafe considers
the use of atropia injected subcutaneously as

very limited in relieving pain, or dilating the pu-
pil unless the eye will not tolerate its presence.

Use of Stimulants in the Treatment of Fever.

In the Dublin Medical Press, June 14, 1865, is

a paper by Dr. Henry Kennedy, with this title

from which we present the following as contain-

ing some apparently valuable suggestions, which

our readers will not overbok.

As it would not be possible to consider here all

the class of agents known as stimulants, I shall

confine myself to two or three. And first amongst
these may be placed wine and beef-tea, though
the latter be not, strictly speaking, a stimulant,

but which I constantly hear spoken of as if they
were the same, and that where the one was used
the other ought to be given with it. In a large

number of cases of fever, however, they cannot
be given together with advantage; and, para-
doxical as it may seem, wine, in my experience,
causes infinitely less risk than beef-tea, and here
it is, the principle I wish to elucidate is clearly

seen, for the composition of these two fluids, it

need scarcely be observed, is very different. In
beef-tf^a, the quantity of fibrine, gelatine, etc., is

considerable, and in proportion with the strength
of the fluid. In wine, on the contrary, it is in

very minute quantity*; and besides, the latter

has in addition most, if not all, the elements

Of these. I might mention the alkalies and alka-

line earths, fatty mattei', sugar, albumen, traces

of iron, malic, citric, and tannic acids, and all

these again combined with more or less of a di-

rect stimulant, in the shape of alcohol. Keally,

if with a knowledge of the component parts of

our bodies, we then set about making a fluid suit-

able to a wasting sickness, it must necessarily

have a composition like that of wine, which, it

may be almost said, Nature has given us freely.

Besides, too, all experience has proved its sustain-

ing powers, for there can be no doubt that life

will be supported by it for an almost unlimited

period, and it is a positive fact that it will be taken

often when all other kinds of food will be refused.

Prolongation of Anaesthesia by Subcutaneous
Injection of Morphia.

Some time ago we merely noticed the fact men-
tioned in one of our French exchanges, that it had
been ascertained that the hypodermic injection of

morphia in third and half grain quantities, would

prolong anaesthesia from chloroform if used be-

fore the patient becomes sensible to external im-

pressions. Mr. H. W. Freeman, of Bath, in the

British. Medical Journal says, that it is a ypar ago

since the Versailles Medical Sociefy first published

their interesting researches on this subject of

prolongation of ansesthesia. 1. Their conclusions

went to show that five to ten centigrammes of

morphia inj-^cted alone without chloroform pro-

duced a kind of intoxication, going on to torpor,

but not giving rise to insensibility, properly so

called. 2. Salt of morphia injected during the

ansesthesia of chloroform prolonged its duration

in proportion to the quantity employed. 3. Al-

though the experiments were performed on dogs,

yet it might be used without danger on man,

more especially when the duration of an opera-

tion gives rise to fears in continuing the anjBsthe-

sia by means of chloroform. Three months ago,

a second series of experiments, made on dogs,

went to support the surgical view, which was quite

correct, and to show that injection might be em-

ployed without risk.

- For upwards of two years past, all capital opera-

tions at the Middlesex Hospital have been treated

in this way. All the amputations, ovariotomies,

herniotomies, for the most part, have^ received

from a third to half a grain of morphia subcu-

taneously immediately after the operation, and in

the majority with good eflect; and modern sur-

gery knows how valuable it is in a practical point

of view, to calm the nervous agitation of patients

after operation, to lessen shock, to procure sleep,

and, more especially in ovariotomies and herni-

otomies, to keep the stomach in a state of physi-

ological rest for some hours afterwards. In the

latter two classes of operation, nothing seems to

do so well. Nausea mightbe induced ; but whether

from shock, chlorotbrm, or morphia, is, perhaps,

not quite clear; but, judging from the usual phe-

nomena, it would be fair therapeutically to as-

sume that most probably it arose from the effects

of the chloroform, seeing that the after- injection

of morphia entailed no such symptoms.
Scanzoni lauds it in the puerperal stage, espe-

which enter into the formation of our frames,
j
cially in puerperal convulsions. As with other
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remedies so with subcutaneous injections—the

dose requires to be gradually increased as its use

becomes habitual.

It might seem probaVde, that the frequent in-

troduction of the perforating tube of the syringe

into the cellular tissue would cause abscess or

erysipelas; but, cautiously applied, although the

surface be tender, yet he has never seen either

abscess or inflammation supervening,
Mr. Freeman, has so far never known harm

produced by the cautious use of this remedy

—

while at the same time he has witnessed results

of the most satisfactory nature in tetanus, deli-

rium tremens and mania, more especially in car-

cinoma of the uterus or stomach, where it in-

stantly relieved the pain.

Transmission of Syphilis by Vaccination.

The Paris correspondent of the London Lancet

says that the last two sittings of the Academy of

Medicine have been almost exclusively taken up
by two lengthy dissertations on the transmission

of syphilis by vaccination: the first by M. Bous-
quet; the second by M. Depaul, the author of

the report which has given rise to the discussion,

and who, after having answered his numerous
adversaries, summed up the debate and concluded

it. As the remarks are of such interest, we beg
our readers' indulgence for inserting them as re-

ported. M. BousQUET mentioned the difficulties

which vaccination encountered at the very be-

ginning of its introduction into England and
France, Its adversaries had accused it not only

of inefficiency to prevent small-pox, but of introdu-

cing into the system contagious diseases, and par-

ticularly syphilis ; and yet, notwithstanding this

accusation, (supported by no positive facts,) the

practice of vaccination had triumphed and ex-

tended itself everywhere. It had flourished for

more than [half] a century, and it mnst now meet
with its m( St terrible attack from M, Depaul, who
is himself Director of Vancine at the Academy,
Strange to say, not a single example of this vacci-

nal transmission of si/pliilis had ever fallen under
the notice of those who were the best situated to ob-

serve. M. IIusso?^, his predecessor, had never
seen a single case; he (M. Bousquet) had never
seen any; M, Depaul himself had never seen

any, and probably never would see one. Syphilis

produced by vaccination was unknown in the

army. Annual reports were made and preserved

by the military surgeons in the different hospi-

tals; M LARREvhad carefully exMmined them, and
had not found a single case. It was true that

with M. BouviER^such official statements were of

little value. It would be insinuated that as pub-
lic vaccinators do not follow the cases and wit-

ness their consequen^^es, their authority can be
of little weight, lint that insiniiation was ground-
less; for if children when thus vaccinated were
withdrawn from the notice to public officers,

those children had anxious parents, who would
hasten to Ijring them back whenever they ob-

served anything abnormal. M. l>f)UPQUET had
thu^ frequently neen childmn brought back with
erysipelas, phlegmf)n, or eruptions of the skin;

but with syphilitic accidents, never! Thref^ or

four times only during a career of more than
thirty years had children been presented to him

who were suspected of being infected with syphi-
lis. Confident in the authority of the masters, he
had vaccinated those children, he had taken from
them the vaccine matter a^d employed it on
others, and be had never had cause to repent
his confidence and his temerity. If between two
children—the one healthy, the other infected with
syphilis—we unhesitatingly take the va^^cine mat-
ter from the former, it was from instinct and not
reflection. Strange indeed, that such men as

Gregory, IIusson, and IIeim of Stuttgard, had
never observed a single ca?e, and that such a dis-

covery should be made by those who onlv occa-

sionally vaccinate: it was not a reason for de-

clining their testimony, but it was one for asking
for additional evidence, Experienta fallax : never
had Hippocrates uttered a greater truth. By
experience he meant the observation of nature.

Such observation was indispensable—nay, T^as

the foundation of our knowledge in all branch-

es of science. But there were facts upon facts,

and these must be controlled. He heard it

every day said that nothing was more inflexible,

more 6rw/aZ, than a fact ; would say that no-

thing was more supple, more accommodating.
With a little skill, facts could be made to prove

anything; they had been advanced in support of

every medical scheme, from Thexuson to Broqs-
SAis

;
they authorized all practices, even the most

contrary and the most ridiculous. But when had
this vaccinal syphilis taken birth? M, Depaul
says in 1824, and he brings it down to the present

day, thus coursing through a period of forty

years. It had therefore been necessary to con-

densate more than forty years' observation, and
to search for those cases which constitute such a

rare exception in It:ily and Germany, They
could easily be counted. But why did they give

so little confidence? Was it because the first ex-

ample of such transmission had taken a whole
century to produce ifself? Was it because the

examples were so rare that they were lost amidst

the mass of contrary evidence? Was it be-ause

those who observed them were without any au-

thority ? He would not do them this injury.

No, it was because syphilis issuing di ectly or

indirectly from cow-pox seemed to be someihing

monstrous and unheard of. Such an idea was
contrary to good sense and the most elementary

notions of pathology. Virulent diseases could

only be perpetuated by generation ; and if there

were some which seem to be self-created or to take

birth under the influence of general causes, such

as typhus and malignant pustule, it was certain

that, when once formed, they created new germs,

which reproduced them, just like plants and ani-

mals. Each virus had its peculiar constitution ; it

could be destroyed, but could not be transformed.

And thus we see in the same patient the vacci-

nal virus and the variolic virus progress side by
side, each retaining its peculiar form. Had ever

vaccine matter taken from a small-pox patient

given the small pox, and vice versa? And yet

there is an undeniable degree of relationship be-

tween vaccinia and small-pox. The orator said

that it was in the name of such principles,

which he held as certain, that he declared the

transmisnion of syphilis by vaccination, if not

impossible, at least extremely improbable. But
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how could the vaccine matter transmit syphilis?

Does it become sjphilized in a person aflfected

with syphilis, so as to unite two natures in one,

and to reproduce the two species when inoculated?

Or else, are the two poisons secreted at the same
time in the same pustule, and by the same mem-
brane? And are they so combined that it is

impossible for the lancet to take one without the

other? Or can it be that the vaccine virus pre-

serves itself safe from all infection on whatever
patient it may be inoculated—scrofulous, syphi-

litic, etc.? Not one of these hypotheses was
admissable. Neither v^ould M. Bousquet admit
the comparison which had been established be-

tween the transmission of syphilis by vaccination

and the transmission of syphilis by the secondary
accidents of that disease. In the one case the

operation was performed on a diseased part,

itself the product of a disease
;
condylomata were

scarified, syphilitic ulcers incised, etc. In the

other case, the operation was performed on a
healthy part of the skin; and he could not under-
stand how on pricking a vaccine vesicle, the

syphilitic virus could be taken from it. As to

the fact itself, divested of all commentary, he
knew not what to think. On the one hand he
saw facts which were warmly contested ; on the

other hand there were the most incontestable

principles of science. He must therefore remain
in doubt—in that philosophical doubt which,
free from all engagement, leaves the mind open
to truth, from whatever quarter it may proceed.

MercTirials in Pelvic Cellulitis and Iritis.

Prof. Simpson, in his Clinical Lectures on the

Diseases of Women, says:

"I must leave the question to yourselves to

settle how far you will mercurialize your patients.

It is ordinarily laid down, more particularly by
English authorities, in regard to the treatment of
iritis and of almost every form of acute inflamma-
tion, that the administration of mercury, should
be had recourse to as one of the most essential

elements in it; and in the treatment of pelvic
cellulitis, I used formerly to have recourse to it

in almost every case as a general rule of practice

;

and I often have recourse to it still, in combina-
tion with opium, as in two-grain doses every two
hours of the calomel and opium pill of the Phar-
macopoeia. But I begin more and more to lose
faith in its ef&cacy, for the disease goes on some-
times unchecked even when the mouth is saliva-

ted ; and I really do not know that we have any
certain proofof its power of producing absorption of
inflammatory efi'usions. Ophthalmologists tell us
that they can see these efi'usions beginning to be
absorbed in the eye just as the drug begins to
exert its constitutional action ; but it is assuredly
doubtful whether these phenomena stand in the
relation of effect and cause, or whether they are
not merely coincidences. I have heard Pro-
fessor JoHX Thompson repeatedly and strongly
state that he had occasion to treat forty cases of
syphilitic iritis, and having no faith in the repu-
ted power of mercury in the cure of that disease,

he treated them without mercury, and succeeded
in efi'ecting a cure in all the cases, excepting two,
which occurred in the persons of two medical

men, who had had the misfortune, in the pursuit
of their profession, to get their fingers inoculated

with syphilitic poison, and who suffered from
iritis along with other secondary afi'ection. These
two gentlemen had great faith in the power of

mercury, and insisted on having it administered
to themselves, and in them alone, out of all the
forty cases of iritis, did the disease run an un-
favorable course, and end in loss of vision.-"

—

Boston Journal.

"Variola and "Vaccinia.

M. Chauveau of Lyons has made a very ex-

tensive and valuable series of experiments con-

cerning the relation between small-pox and cow-

pox. His conclusions are as follows.

Human small-pox can be inoculated on the ox
and the horse with as much certainty as cow-pox.
The efiects resulting from the inoculation of the

two virus differ completely. In the ox, small-pox
virus produces only an eruption of very minute
papillae; but cow-pox virus produces a typical

vaccinal eruption, with large and characteristic

pustules. In the horse, small-pox virus also pro-

duces a papular eruption. Yaccine matter, as a
rule, preserves the ox and the horse from variola

;

and variolous matter inoculated on these animals
opposes the subsequent development of vaccinia.

The variolous matter, when passed from animal
to animal, never approaches in character to vac-
cinia. It remains in the last animal.what it was
in the first. When this variolous matter from the
animal is inoculated in man it produces variola.

Taken again from man and inoculated in the

horse and the ox, it does not produce either cow-
pox or horse-pox. Hence, therefore, notwith-

standing the evident links of connexion between
variola and vaccinia, in animals as in man, these

two afi'ections are yet perfectly independent, and
cannot be transformed one into the other. And,
consequently, in vaccinating after the method of
Thiele or Ceely, we practise the old inoculation,

almost always rendered benign through the pre-

caution which is taken to inoculate only the primi-

tive accident, but certainly preserving all its

dangers in respect of contagion.

Incisions into the Os Uteri.

Mr. Spencer Wells objects to the operation of
incision of the mouth and neck of the womb, as

performed by Dr. Marion Sims. In his opinion,

the us^ of the speculum is neither necessary nor
desirable in the performance of the operation.
" The operation can be much better done with a
proper instrument in a second or two by the touch
alone, than it can by a complex process of specu-

lum, assistant, hook, scissors, knife, and plugs, as

advised by Dr. Sims.'^ Further, he says that there

is no necessity to do more than cut through the

mucous meml3rane and the innermost layer of

muscular fibres. Mr. Wells holds it "to be not
only unnecessary, but dangerous and injurious,

to cut into the thick middle layer of muscular
fibres." Mr. Wells says he has seen two fatal

cases of periuterine abscess after free incision in

the practice of others. He is confident that very
"free incisions are as unnecessary as they are

dangerous."

—

British Med. Jour.
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statistics of Syphilis.

The 7)/-///v// Mf'diraJ Jouiiial says:—Dr. Sims,

of La ^liserieordo at Lislh.n. ^ives the following

as the results of 216 ca<es of hereditary syphilis

observed by him between January 1858 and
February last. Of these. !7 cases the disease

appeared during the lirst niontli. in 49 cases dur-

ing the second, in ."X) ea^os during the third, in

30 cases during tlio fourth, in 14 cases during
the fifth, in lii during tli(> sixth, in 7 during the

seventh, in 2 during the eighth, in 7 during the

ninth, in 4 during the eleventh, in 1 during the

thirteenth, in 1 during the fourteenth, and in 2
during the eighteenth. These statistics show
that the disease may appear at a much later date
than is usually supposed.

Treatment of Hydrophobia.

Dr. Brissox. of Paris, proposes a treatment for

hydrophobia which reminds us somewhat of the

exploded system of Thomsox, once very popular

in some parts of this country, and which seems

just now to be having "a run" in some portions

of Europe. His description of his own case cer-

tainly has the merit of being graphic.

Dr. Buissox, was lately called in to treat a wo-
man who had heen seized with hydrophobia, and
in whom the disease had reached its final crisis.

Having bled the patient, he wiped his hands with
a cloth moistened 1)y the saliva of the dying per-
son. On the forefinger of the right hand he had
a trifling wound with the skin" broken. He at

once perceived his imprudence, but trusting to

the method of cure lately discovered by him, he
was sati-H'-'d with Ava^hing in Avater. Think-
ing," says :M. Bi-issox, "that the malady would
not declare itself before the fortieth day, and hav-
ing many patients to visit, I put off "taking my
vapor baths from one day to another. On the
ninth day, being in my closet, I felt all at once
a pain in my throat, and yet one more keen in
my eyes; my body felt so "light that I thought if

I jumped I could rise to a prodigious height, or
that if I threw myself from the window I should
be able to float in the air; the hairs of my head
were so sensitive that it seemed to me as if Avith-

out seein;^ them I could have counted them; saliA a
rose cfmtinually in my mouth ; contact with the
external air 'caused me frightful pain, and I

shunned looking at anything bright ; I had an in-

cessant longing to run after and ])ite, not myself,
but animals and CA'cn objects about me; I drank
with difficulty, and may mention that the sight of
water tried me more tlian the pain in my throat ; I

believe that by shutting the eyes every one with
hydrophobia may drink. An attack came on
every five minutes, and I o])serv(!(l that the pain
begun in the forefinger and extended along the
nerves of the shoulder. Thinking that my' sy.s-

tem was only preservative, not curative, in its

nature, I took a vapor bath, Avith the intention,
not of healing ]>ut of suffoeating myself. When
the liath wan at a heat of 52 degrees centigrade,
all the HymptoniH disappeared as if by enchant-
ment, and I felt none since. I have treated more
than eighty personH who have beori ])itten ])y

auinial.-j in a .state of madness, and all have been

saved by this method." When a person has been
bitten by a mad dog, he should be made to take
seven of the so-called Russian Vapor baths, from
57 degrees to G3 degrees centigrade hot, one every
day, by Avay of preventive. In case of the malad}^
having distinctly .-hoAvn itself, the vapor bath
should be heated rapidly to 63 degrees. The pa-

tient should strictly confine himself to his room
until he is quite Avell. Dr. Buissox mentions some
other curious facts. A man in xVmeriea Avas bit-

ten by a rattlesnake, about sixteen miles from
home. Wishing to die in the bosom of his family,

he ran home, Avent to bedj-.perspired plentifully,

and the Avound healed like any simple sore. The
bite of the tarantula is cured by dancing, the virus

being dissipated by perspiration. If an infont

who has been vaccinated is made to take a vapor
bath, the vaccination is of no eflect.

Uraemic Convulsions.

Dr. D. R. Haldane lays down and supports the

following propositions, in the Edinburgh Midical
Journal, April, 1865. 1. In the present state of

our knowledge, we seem justified in believing

that the retention of urea is the chief cause of

uri^mic convulsions; though the effect of this

agent is probably aided by individual peculiari-

ties, and by deficient nutrition and consequent
irritability of the brain, the result of the hydrse-

mic condition of the blood. 2. It seems probable
that the mass of the blood may be increased when
deficiency of the urine is not compensated for by
augmentation of other secretions, or by the oc-

currence of dropsy, and that this condition pre-

disposes to apoplectic symptoms. 3. In cases

where symptoms of cerebral congestion are pre-

sent, especially where well marked contraction of

the pupil exists, blood letting is likely to do good.

4. In cases where symptoms of cerebral conges-

tion are absent or aU masked, and where dilata-

tion of the pupil exists, blood-letting is likely to

be injurious, 5. Chloroform is valuable as a pal-

liative, especially in cases of puerperal convul-

sions; but when symptoms of cerebral conges-

tion are present, it should not alone be depended
on.

Deglutition.

Some important physiological experiments
on deglutition have just been made with the

auto-laryngoscope by Dr. 11. Guinier. In a
note communicated to the French Academy, he
states that in the process of SAvalloAving. the solid

fooil ])assos directly upon the surface formed by
the contractinn of tlic glottis. In the same man-
ner, li((uids cuijtloycd as gargles AA'cre found to

remain liolow the epiglottis, in direct contact

Avith the folds of the intra-laryngeal mucous mem-
brane and the vocal cords. From these experi-

ments it appeared to follow that the simple con-

traction of the vocal cords is sufficient to oppose
the passage of foreign bodies into the trachea.

Til is contraction is automatic, and is produced by
reflex action. This, in turn, is due to the sensa-

tion caused by the contact of the foreign sub-

stance with the membrane lining the regions

under the glottis, but more especially under the

epiglottis. This membrane, therefore, appears to

play the part of a special sensory organ.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, JULY 22, 1865.

KEPORT OF THE PROVOST-MARSHAL
GENERAL.

The annual report of the Provost-Marshal Gen-

eral has just been received, ^nd as an appendix

thereto v^e find forty pages occupied v^ith medical

statistics of the drafts of 1863 and 1864, includ-

ing the draft of 1865 as far as completed. Espe-

cial attention is asked by General Fry to this

portion of the report, and the medical reader will

not fail to find in it much that is vporthy of his

examination and analysis. Statistics are prover-

bially dry, but in a profession like ours, resting

upon facts and not only so, but demanding large

aggregation and careful classification, in order to

deduce lav^s, v^^e cannot put too high a value on

definite and accurate tables, especially where they

present the vital status of the nation. It was

fortunate for the medical profession, no less than

for the Government, that at the head of the Medi

cal Bureau of the department, we had in Surgeon

J. H. Baxter, a man who united the enthusiasm

of a true physician to that of an earnest patriot,

and one who evidently has been on the alert, to

preserve for future reference and guidance, what-

ever might be of advantage in a medico-military

point of view, or whatever might cast any addi-

tional light upon the conditions of life and health •,

of physical capacity and infirmity, as illustrated

in the universal Yankee nation.

We have heard much in late years, about the

physical inferiority of the American people, but

the following table shows that our rejections have

varied but little from the proportions in France,

Great Britain and Belgium.

Table showing the ratio of exemptions from military service

for mental and physical intirmities in the United States,

France, Great Britain, and Belgium.

Ratio rejected per 1000
Nations. Years.

United States 1863
1864*

France 1831 to 1843
1859

Great Britain 1832 to 1851, and
1860 to 1862

Belgium 1861 to 1855

We have in the Report 22 different tables, giv-

ing in many forms an elaborate exhibit of facts,

which will be of service to the war and medical

authorities of the land. We think an unneces-

sary number of these tables were required by the

Department, but this in no wise detracts from the

credit due for the accuracy and ability with which

the instructions have been followed. Our space

will permit us only to notice two or three of

* Supplementary draft.

examined.

314.02

257.02
324.4

317

317.3

320.6

more general medical significance, while the others

we must commend to the careful study of the

medical statist.

Table third exhibits the relative causes of over

80,000 rejections, in the course of 255,188 exami-

nations.

Of these, as chronic, the brain has just 1400,

epilepsy, 2140, and paralysis, 1044. Acute and

organic diseases of the brain, spinal cord, heart,

lungs, liver and spleen, have assigned to them

11,573, while confirmed consumption, feebleness

of constitution, deficient size of chest, scrofula

and constitutional syphilis have about 16,700,

5230 were excused for loss of teeth, while instruc-

tions required that those having incipient phthisis

should be held. We believe the toothless argu-

ment should be greatly modified. 7894 had her-

nia, showing a less average than continental ex-

aminations. From the above causes we have over

46,000, out of the 80,000 exemptions.

Two other tables present in difi'erent forms the

prevalence of the same diseases and infirmities in

difi'erent sections, of the country. Mental afi'ec-

tions seem more numerous in New England than

in the Middle or Western States. There is a re-

markable uniformity as to the prevalence of epi-

lepsy in the difi'erent sections, and the aggregate

of all these diseases of the nervous system is

large enough to excite the most earnest inquiry.

The tables showing the classification of disease

in the English, French and Belgian armies, ex-

hibit a need of a thorough revision of the whole

subject of classification and arrangement. The

American military surgeons have had an experi-

ence equal in value to all the rest combined, and he

who will make it his study to devise such a series

of tabular forms, as shall present concisely and

accurately such facts, and only such facts as will

be of medical and military service, will place his

country and his profession under profound obliga-

tions.

A study of this Report, in detail, will give some

idea of the actual amount of labor performed by

Surgeon Baxter, and the Boards of Enrolment of

the various Districts. The examination of volun-

teers, drafted men, substitutes, and those claim-

ing exemption, required skill and accuracy seldom

put so severely to the test, in private practice,

and we believe the results have been regarded by

the War Department and the profession as emi-

nently satisfactory. The head of the Bureau has

had a personal eye to the details of the work, and

the greatest eS'ort was made to insure Aiivness

and accuracy.

These Boards have seen more of the foibles

and frailties of human nature— moral, mental
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and physical—then one need desire to know

of this side of immortality, and beyond all other

things, have learned how much of disease is

the result of direct disregard of the laws of

health. If ever a people needed to learn the true

philosophj' of h^-giene, it is the American. The

popularity of dirt is enormous. An unhealthy

condition of the skin prevails in a large class of

the community. Body washing is a very imper-

fectly preserved relic of Eastern and Roman civili-

zation, and many a respectable suit conceals a

skin that knoweth of water mostly by hearsay.

How often have we desired that recruits, substi-

tutes, drafted men—farmer boys and all—would

tarn temporary hydropaths. "Wash and be clean/^

should be one of the sign-boards rescued from the

war, as the property of the Provost-Marshal Gen-

eral's Bureau, and the public bath should render

the fulfilment of the order possible.

^Ye hear much about bad surgery, bad practice,

etc., but are more than ever satisfied that the bad

medical treatment of our nation, consists chiefly

in neglect or self-treatment.

It is quite fashionable to talk of doctors as ne-

cessary evils, but when thousands are thus pre-

sented before us, suffering in so many ways, from

ignorance or neglect, and very rarely from any
mal-practice in the regular profession, we see

more of the glory and honor of our art. It needs

to be still more an applied force. We trust the

experience of the past four years has awakened,

in the minds of an able class of practitioners an

interest in public health, which will lead to more

intelligent and persistent efi'ort than has hitherto

been put forth. This should be a natural result of

a review of tables, such as are presented in this

Report.

AVe have aimed to do no more than to draw at-

tention to these statistics, and can but express the

hope that the Surgeon in charge of this depart-

ment will perfect what he has so ably commenced,
and establish for the regular army a system of

medical statistics, such as will be invaluable as a

guide to the judicious choice of soldiers, and such

as will be of essential advantage to our profession

in their relation to our citizens, whether in peace

or in arms.

Sanitary Measures.
We understand that the liussian Government

has despatched to this country, Dr. IIaurowitz,

the private physician of the Grand-Duke Cox-
STANTiNE. lie has been instructed to make the

fullest examination of the sanitary arrangements
made during the late rc-bellion, and report the

result of his investigations to the Imperial Gov-
ernment at St. Petersburgh.

Notes and Comments.

Hospital Ship.

The Hospital Ship has been sent to the Lower
Quarantine, New York, for the season. It is

in charge of Deputy Health-Officer Dr. AYalsek.

The situation is, in many respects, an exceedingly

trying one, and the heroism and devotion of Dr.

Walser is worthy of honorable mention. To be

shut up for two or three months in a ship, ex-

posed not only to the attacks of epidemic and

contagious diseases, but to the storms of old

ocean, isan instance of that kind of bravery and

self-sacrifice which members of our profession

give frequent examples of.

The Agassiz Expedtiion.

The Boston Transcript contains the following

intelligence as to the reception of Professor Agas-

siz and his party at Rio: "We are glad to learn

that Mr. Agassiz and his party arrived safely at

Rio de Janeiro on the 22d of April, and were

most kindly received. The Emperor sent a boat

alongside the Colorado to take the party on shore,

and in the evening had a long interview with Mr.

Agassiz. The Secretary of the Treasury of Bra-

zil gave orders to have the baggage and instru-

ments of the party passed unopened at the custom-

house, and every courtesy was extended to the

members of the expedition by the officials of the

Brazilian government.'^

Cholera.

Cholera seems to be advancing westward again

from its old haunts in Asia. The mortality from

it among the pilgrims to Mecca has been reported

as frightful, and its ravages seem to have com-

menced at Alexandria. The Trieste Zeitung of

June 26th, says: "During the first few days 4

or 5 to 8 persons died daily, then the deaths rose

to 30 to 39, and, on the 17th, 61 fatal cases were

reported. An official telegram from Alexandria

dated to-day (26th,) estimates the number of

deaths hitherto at 1034, the great majority of

which belong to the native population. On the

25th, 183 persons died out of a population of

160,000. Large numbers of inhabitants were

leaving the town. Arrangements have been made

here that persons coming from Alexandria are to

be subjected to a week's quarantine, reckoned

from the day of arrival. Ships are to be venti-

lated and fumigated, clothes, furniture, and bed-

ding thoroughly cleaned, and goods and letters

exposed to the treatment customary in Italian

ports.
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Correspondence,

DOMESTIC.

A Case of Hernia Cerebri Successfully Treated.

Editor Med. axd Surgical Eeporter:

June 2d, 1863. I was called to see John McN.,

set. 4, who had fallen from a first-story window,

striking his head upon a sharp stone, fracturing

the upper and left part of the os frontis, ruptur-

ing the membranes, and wounding the tissues of

the brain. Pieces of the cranium, the size of a

ten-cent piece, were taken ont. A triangular

piece of window-glass, about half an inch in

length, was found imbedded in the brain. The
opening in the scalp was partially closed by
means of the interrupted suture and adhesive

straps. The sutures came away in due time, the

straps becoming disarranged, a portion of the

brain, about three-fourths of an inch in diameter,

protruded and extended seyen-eighths of an inch

above the surface of the cranium.

The hernia or protruding brain was excised,

and a piece of patent lint saturated with lime-

water was placed over the orifice, and in immedi-

ate contact with the brain. Over this a grad-

uated compress and bandage.

The wound was dressed daily, and the lint

kept saturated with the lime-water. The slightly

astringent properties of the lime-water produced

a contraction of the brain in the apertures of the

cranium, and together with the compress, caused

it to recede below the surface. The wound in the

scalp healed kindly. Little or no pulsation can

now be felt. W. H. Traver, M. D.

" De gustibus," etc.

[There are other institutions besides the Medical Department
of Yale College that may profit by the strictures of our corres-

pondent in the following communication.—Ed> Medical and
Stjeg. Reporter.]

Editor Medical and Surgical Reporter.

In reading the first paragraph of the Circular

.of the Medical Institution of Yale College for

1865 and "66,* I was forcibly reminded of the

advertisement of John Smith & Co., Retail dealers

in Guano and Poudrette, in these words : "John
Smith having formed a partnership with Charles
Dusenberry for the purpose of dealing in Guano
and Poudrette, ^ would present to tJie public (Pro-

fession) tJirougliout the country. Ids sincere thanks

for the favor and support which they have given

hirn heretofore (the College), and would assure

them that no future efforts will he spared (by the

firm) to merit tlieir continued approval.'

The paragraph is, to say the least, in bad taste.

As a graduate of the Medical Institution of Yale

College, I regret to see the Professors of that In-

stitution resort to the common mode of advertise-

ment for the purpose of informing the public that

they continue the business of lecturing as here-

tofore. X. Y. Z.

, Conn., July, 1865.

* " The Faculty of the Medical Department of Yale College, in
making their annual announcement on this fifty-third year of
the existence of the Institution, would present to the Profession
throitghoiit the country their siyxcere thanks for the favor and
support luhich they have given the College, and ivould assu7-e them
that no future efforts will be ^ared to merit their continued ap-
proval."—Extract from Circular.

Specialties and Specialists.

[As Dr. Dr. Homberger claims the privilege of replying to our

strictures on his report, "we give him space for the purpose, with-

out however any intention of opening our columns for a discus-

sion of the general subject.

—

Ed. Med. & Surg. Rep.]

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter :

Your reporter of the doings of the American

Medical Association has strangely misunder-

stood the gist of the report which I made before

that body, in reference to " Specialties and Spe-

cialists." He represents me as having '^favored

advertising hy specialists, and argued against such

a course hy general practitioners."

Those who have read the report, and those who

are sufiiciently interested in the subject to read

it, must be convinced that I did neither the one

nor the other, but only defended the moral right

of specialists, as well as of general practitioners,

to further their interests in any manner which

they themselves deem consistent with their dig-

nity, and that I tried to prove the impossibility

of elevating the character of the profession by

ethical laws, as long as its individual members

are unable to take care of their dignity without

a guide-book of good behavior.

In reference to the editorial remarks of the Re-

porter, which attack both my conduct and my
motives, without criticising my report, I beg you

to publish the following

:

1st. I would respectfully take exception to the

statement that my report was repudiated by the

members of the committee. Those gentlemen

refused to sign my report, because it was not in ac-

cordance with their convictions, which I honor,

while I know that they honor mine. They find

the measures I advocate too radical, while I be-

lieve in radical means for the purpose of destroy-

ing deep-rooted evils.

2d, "The extraordinary plea of the author,
that it was not earlier submitted to the other

members of the committee, because he did not
expect they would endorse it, was unworthy of

him, and an insult to the Association."
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In answer to this I would state, that insult is

mpossible where none is meant, and as the

members of the committee did not sign the re-

port, it is difficult to perceive why I should be

blamed for having foreseen this result.

3d. "We very much doubt whether this report

reflects the views of the majority of specialists in

this country. If it does, it shows plainly that

the objections we have heretofore advanced

against specialism are well-founded."

Permit me to suggest as to the first of these as-

sertions, (which, I admit, may be correct,) that

it is no proof against the validity of the argument

of my report, as truth cannot be discovered by

the process of voting. As to the second, I think

that the arguments which I have advanced, must

first be repudiated, to make so sweeping a con-

demnation at all justifiable.

4th. "We have plenty of general practitioners

in the departments of medicine and surgery, who
are fully as reliable, in our view, in special prac-

tice, as are nine-tenths of the professed specialists.

Who ever thought of objecting to Mott or Pan-

coast operating on the eye, because they were not
" eye doctors," or Clakk or Da Costa examining

the chest, because they were not " consumption

doctors."

While fully admitting the truth of the first

statement, I would deem it a favor if you would

tell me what you think of the capacity of general

physicians and surgeons as compared to that of

the '"TEXTH-tenth" of specialists, to which I claim

to belong, and on whose merits you omit to pass

judgment. Your question can only be answered

by those who are blind and consumptive, and they,

you know, not unfrequently prefer the treatment

of specialists.

5th. "We trust that this report will be a warn-

ing to the Association not to appoint a man a spe-

cial committee to make a report, merely because

he wishes to be so appointed. Ten chances to

one, he has an axe to grind.''

I emphatically disclaim ever to have made any

efi'ort to be appointed chairman or member of the

committee; while of course I cannot find fault

with your giving advice to the Association, if

your suggestion should not refer to me. And

now a last word in regard to your charitable sup-

position that I intended to "grind an axe" by

making a report, such as the one I submitted. If

I understand you rightly, my object in reporting

you suppose to have been ?^ personal, and perhaps

a dishonest one. It strikes me, however, that it

is a queer way to "grind axes" to go against pre-

judice, or even the ruling spirit of the day, but

that a simpler f)lan would be to flatter, as so ninny

do, the ideas generally prevailing, and to emulate

the HcntimcnlH of the multitude.

Finally, allow me U) Htate that my report ap-

peared in the July number of the N. Y. Social

Science Review, and will soon be published, in all

probability, in pamphlet form. Those who have

not heard it may therefore judge for themselves

of the "heresies" which it contains, and learn a

new and peculiar way to "grind an axe," by care-

ful perusal. Julius IIomberger.

Neio York, My 11, 1865.

Operation for Stone.

Editor Med. and Surgical Eepobter:

In the Reporter of 1st of July, the subscriber

has noticed the report of an operation performed

by Dr. W. W. Greexe, of Pittsfield, Massachu-

setts, upon a child "less than five years old,'^

consisting in the removal of a stone from its blad-

der, "weighing thirty-two grains." "The child

is quite well."

The report of such operations to your valuable

and extensively perused journal should never be

neglected, as they are certainly encouraging to

the many patients who are suffering from similar

causes, and also to the members of the profession

,

whose imperative duty it is to relieve all sufferers,

if it possibly can be done.

The subscriber is acquainted with a man by the

name of Mr. Conrad Schwab, living in ^he bo-

rough, of Freemansburgh, Northampton county,

Pennsylvania, whose son, eighteen months old,

was relieved from severe suff*erings by the re-

moval of a stone from his bladder, weighing six

diets, and twenty grains, or 166 grains.

This operation was performed by Dr. John J.

Detweiler, of Easton, Pa., on the 15th day of

September, 1859, when the child was but

months old. The child is quite well.

July, 1865. W. C. D.

18

News and Miscella

Pension-Examining Surgeon,

Dr. Alexander C. Hart lias been appointed a

Pension-Surgeon for the city of Philadelphia.

His office is located at the northwest corner of

Sixth and Spring Garden streets. He is espe-

cially assigned the duty of examining all maimed

persons claiming pensions.

Surgery v. Medicine.

After an experience of fifty years, says Sir

Benjamin Brodie in his Autobiography, I am
confirmed in the opinion that the pursuit of what

is called pure surgery, such as it is in large cities,

in connection with a hospital and a medical

school, is more replete with interest, and, on the
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whole, more satisfactory, than any of the other

branches into Avhich the ars mendendi is divided.

Sickness and Mortality in the United States
Army.

Mr. J. DiSTURNELL, of New York, author of

the U. S. Register and Blue Booh, is about to

publish, by subscription, an elaborate work on

the Climate of the United States, showing the

cereal productions, the general mortality and

healthfulness, the mean temperatures, etc., etc., of

the different regions and latitudes, a compilation

from the census of 1860, just issued from Wash-

ington. It will form a highly valuable compen-

dium and reference for physicians, agriculturists,

miners, statesmen, and all others interested in

the sanitary, climatic, and productive status of

the country and its population. Every intelli

gent citizen should have a copy in his library

The subscription price is only three dollars.

The following tables, for which we are indebted

to the kindness of Mr, D., were compiled by him

from the army returns published by the U. S.

Senate, and present some idea of the intended

publication, of which they will form a part.

Table, showing the comparative annual ratio of
sickness and mortality, per 1000, among the Ameri-
can troops stationed in different parts of the coun-
try for a period of 21 years, from Jan. 1839 to Jan.
1860.

Eatio per 1000, of
Regions. mean strength.

Treated. Died.

1. Korth Atlantic Eegion—Coast
of New England, . . 1,755 8.8

2. Oregon and Washington—Paci-
fic Coast, . . . 2,302 9.7

3. North Interior—New York, etc., 1,808 10 9

4. North Interior — Wisconsin,
Iowa, Nebraska, etc , . 2,265 12.

6. Region of the Great Lakes

—

Michigan, etc., . . 2,183 13.1

6. Middle Interior East—Western
Pennsylvania, Ohio, etc., . 3,180 14.9

7. Middle Atlantic — Maryland
and Virginia, . . . 2,232 16.8

8. Southern California, . . 2,105 18.

9. New Mexico, . . . 2,590 18.5

10. Texas, Western Frontier,- . 3,063 19.6

11. South Interior—Arkansas, etc., 3,354 22.

12. Middle Interior, West Missou-
ri, etc.,.... 2,622 22.4

13. Atlantic Coast of Florida, . 3,515 24.

14. Northern California, . . 2,784 25.6

15. South Atlantic — North and
South Carolina, . . 2,658 27.3

16. Interior and Gulf Coast of Flor-
ida, . _ . . . 4,902 30.2

17. South Interior—Alabama and
Louisiana, . . . 2,989 40.5

18. Texas, Southern Frontier, . 3,580 49.6

Note. From the above reliable data, gathered from
the ^'Medical Statistics of tJie United States Army," it

appears that the annual mortality of the troops is

about three times greater on the Atlantic coast of

Florida, and on the southern frontier of Texas six

times larger, than on the Atlantic coast of New Eng-
land, extending from Eastport to New London, Con-
necticut.

Table, showing the comparative annual mortality
per 1000, among the British ti ooj)s stationed in dif-
ferent parts of the world.

RegioxVS Ratio per lOf'O.

1. Australia, (Southern Hemisphere,) . 14
2. Cape of Good Hope, Africa. . . 15
3. Canada, (Northern Hemisphere,) . 20
4. Gibraltar, " " "

. . 22
5. Ionian Isles, " " " .28
6. Mauritus, (Southern "

. 30
7. Bermuda, (Northern " " . 33
8. St. Helena. (Southern . 35
9. Madras, (Northern " "

. 52
10. Bombay, " " " . 55
11. Ceylon, " . 57
12. Bengal, " " . 63
13. Jamaica, W I., (North'n Hemisphere, 143
14. Bahamas, W. I., . 200

From a careful examination of American and Eng-
lish authorities, in regard to sickness and mortality

in the respective armies of the two countries, it seems
that West Point, N. Y., in north latitude 41 deg., 23

min.; mean annual temperatare, 50 degrees, Fahren-
heit, is the healthiest military post on record, only
four, out of one thousand, dying annually.

The region between the equator and the parallel of

37 deg. north, embracing the shores of the Caribbean
Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic coast, inclu-

ding portions of Florida, Georgia, and the Carolinas,

with all the West India Islands, is the true domain of

the yellow fever in North America.

Table, exhibiting the annual rate of sickness and
mortality in the Army of the United States.

YEARS. Ratio per 1000. YEARS. Ratio per 1000.

Treated. Died. Treated. Died.

1840 2.784 25 1851 2.735 32
1841 3.849 40 1852 2.800 25

' 1842 3.243 30 1853 2.959 28
1843 2 719 16 1854 3.088 32
1844 2.448 11 1855 3.281 33
1845 2.619 9 1856 3.209 25
1846 2.938 27 1857 2.817 14
1849* 3.062 80 1858 2.632 14
1850 2.684 34 1859 2.360 16

Average Total, 2.886 26

* 1847, 1848, War with Mexico, omitted.

Note Taking.

Sir Benjamin Brodie says it was from his

friend Jeffreys that he first learned the impor-

tance of keeping written notes of cases. All his

life he kept notes. At the bedside of patients he

jotted down a few memoranda, which he after-

ward expanded in the evening ; and his notes of

cases thus kept for half a century, now form
many quarto volumes. He did not find that the

habit of committing his observations to writing

weakened his memory, but rather that it strength-

ened it; and in the most strenuous terms he in-

sists that no one can become thoroughly well ac-

quainted with his profession, either as a physi-

cian or as a surgeon, who has not studied it in

that manner. He has always tried to impress

this fact on his pupils, and has often lamented

that only a small proportion of them would follow

his advice.

—

Brit. Med. Journal.
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Dr. Henry Southey,

A brotlier of the poet, has kitelj died in Lon-

don, aged 82. He was a fellow of various socie-

ties, and a leading medical authority, especially

on subjects connected with lunacy. He had been

a physician in ordinary to George IY, and physi-

cian to the London Hospital, holding also the ap-

pointment for many years of Graham Professor

of Medicine, which is now vacant by his death.

Dr. Southey was the author of various medical

works, of which one of the most important was

on "Pulmonary Consumption."

Dr. Felix Robertson,

The first white male child born in Nashville,

died in that city on the 9th, at the age of 84.

He was the sixth child of Col. James Robertson,

the pioneer of the Cumberland settlement. The

settlers arrived there during the winter of 1779-80,

and the deceased was born on the 11th day of

January, 1781. He studied medicine, and be-

came an excellent physician. He introduced the

use of quinine into that section of country, and

was repeatedly elected President of the Tennessee

Medical Society. He was a prominent politician

in former days, and a warm friend of Andrew
Jackson.

Belaxation of the Pelvic Articulations after
Labor.

Difficulty of locomotion coming on after par-

turition has been several times noticed, especially

by French writers. It is liable to lead to the

idea that the patient is suffering from spinal or

uterine disease. But when it occurs in women
who have been recently delivered, the practitioner

should bear in mind the possibility of its arising

from relaxation of the articulations of the pelvis.

By palpation and pressure over the sacro-iliac

synchondroses and over the pubic symphysis,
pain is produced •, and the point of the finger can
often, in the latter situation, be introduced be-

tween the bones. M. Trousseau, in a clinical

lecture on the subject, recognizes the value of

rest, topical astringents, and tonics ; but he urges
especially the necessity of applying a firm band-
age so as to embrace not only the bones of the
pelvis, but the trochanters of the thigh-bones.

—

L' Union Med.

MARBIED.

DoDsow

—

Skinner.—June 21st, by Rev. W. B. Gregg,
Dr. Robert A. Dodson, Surgeon of the First Maryland
Cavalry, and Miss Lo\iisa Jane Skinner, of Kent
Island, Md.

DIED.

Barker.—In the village of Jamaica, L. I., on Mon-
day, the 10th inst., Lydia Stewart, wife of Dr. Charles
II. Barker, and youngest daughter of the Rev. Gilbert
H. Sayers, D. D.

Evans.—Ill Templeville, Md., May 6th, Wm. Ash-
ton Evans, M.D,, aged about 30 years.
HoPKixsox.—On the 11th instant, at Mower Hos-

pital, Chesnut Hill, Philadelphia, Dr. Joseph Hop-
kinson, Surgeon in charge.
Wilson.—In this city, on Sunday morning, 9th

inst.. Dr. James Henry 'Wilson, in the 47th year of
his age.

OBITUAKY.

Joseph Hopkinson, M. D,, TJ. S. V.

Mower U. S. A. General Hospital, Chestnut Hill,
Philadelphia, July 12th, 1865.

At a meeting of the Medical Officers of the Mower
U. S. A. General Hospital, held July 12th, 1865, to

express their sorrow at the death of their command-
ing officer, Surgeon J. Hopkinson, the following reso-

lutions were unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That in the death of Surgeon Jos. Hop-
kinson, IT. S. v., the country has lost a valuable ser-

vant, society a distinguished member, and those
associated with him a tried and valued friend.

Resolved, That in the management of the Mower
U. S. A. General Hospital, which he has commanded
since its opening, he has shown talent of the highest
order as an administrative officer, and won a reputa-
tion which will ever associate his name with the his-
tory of the war.

Resolved, That we tender to the family of the de-
ceased our warmest sympathies for the bereavement
they have suffered, and assure them that we sin-

cerely mourn with them in their great affliction.

Resolved, That the members of the staff wear the
usual badge of mourning for thirty days, and that
they attend the funeral in a body; also, that all who
have been members of the staff be invited to join
with them.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be for-

warded to the family of the deceased, and that they
be published.

C. WAGNER, Assist. Surg., U. S. A., commanding
Mower U. S. A. Gen. Hospital, President.

Q. M. McGrath, a. a. Surg., U. S. A., Executive
Officer, Secretary.

A. L. GiBBS, A. A. Surg., U. S. A.,

W. Scott Hendrie, A. A. Surg., U. S. A.,

Geo. W. Foggo, A. A. Surg., U. S. A.,

Committee on Resolutions.

ANSWERS TO CORRRESPONDENTS.
Dr. P. L. G., TJiompsontoiun, Pa.—A Suspensory Truss, sent

by mail, July 12th.

Dr. P. R. W., Selin's Grove, Pa.—History of American Medi-
cal Association, sent by mail.Tuly 15th.'

Dr. B. D., Brownsville, Texas.—Surgeon's Manual, sent by
mail, July 15th.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.

Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, 'CO: No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

» VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '(51.

" VII. No8. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5,12, Nov. 9, '61; Nos. 10 to 12,
Dec. 7, '61. to March 8, '03.

« VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.
6, '62.

« IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;
Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '6.3, Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

*' XI. Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64.

« XII. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64,

Feb. 4, '65.

99" We are in pressing neM just now of a few copies for
new subsbriOert, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1865.
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PATHOLOGY AInTD TEEATMEWT OE UL-
CERATIVE mELAMMATION OF THE
SPIJNTE.

Certain Errors in regard to ttie Pathology and
Treatment of Ulcerative Inflammation of the

Spine, commonly called " Pott's Disease."

By Benjamin Lee, M. D.,

Of Philadelphia.

Read before the Medical Society of the State of Penn-

sylvania, at its sessions at Altoona, June, 1865.

I have been led to prepare this paper by

the frequency with which, in the past two

years—during which time I have been devot-

ing myself more especially to the study of dis-

eases of the spine and spinal cord—I have seen

the integuments of the back seamed and scored

and furrowed by the scars of the seton, the issue,

the moxa, and the cautery; and the regularity

with which these appearances have been accom-

panied by serious, generally irremediable defor-

mity, has been remarkable. The question grad-

ually forced itself upon me—Is this treatment,

painful in its application, and exhausting in its

operation, sustained by the test of experience or

founded on the basis of reason? The numbers

of unfortunates whom I saw, who bore unmis-

takable traces of having fully tested the benefits

of this mode, and in whom the disease was still

unchecked, or checked only because the defor-

mity had reached its natural limit before the pa-

tient had succumbed to its deadly power, gave a

sadly eloquent negative to the first clause of the

question. Let us briefly consider the second.

If we ask one set of practitioners what is the

theory which leads them to adhere to a plan of

treatment for the efficacy of which results tell so

poorly, we shall be answered that this disease

consists essentially in a strumous or tubercular

deposit in the substance of the vertebra, and that

they rely on this process of counter-irritation and

derivation to prevent this deposition if it has

not already occurred, or to remove it if it has.

As regards the first of these suppositions, I have

only^ to say that I have seen but one case in which

the disease had been recognized before a projec-

tion of one or more spinous processes had occur-

red. This projection can have but one cause,

viz., destruction of the vertebral substance, (if

the disease be supposed alwa} s to originate in

the osseous tissue,) and this loss of substance pre-

supposes the previous deposition and softening of

the tubercle. As far as prevention goes, then,

we may safely consider the treatment as chimeri-

cal, the opportunity almost never presenting

for its trial; although, even if it did, it is diffi-

cult to see in what way this irritative ulceration

of dermis and areolar tissue could avert the blow

which a vice of the constitution was aiming at

the centre of a subjacent bone. How then is it

proposed to eliminate this noxious material?

Is it to be bodily extracted through the protrud-

ing orifice in the skin? Is the theory with which a

female hydropathic practitioner once startled and

confounded me when I found fault with her terri-

bly critical eruptions—^'that the stuff is in there

and must come out,"—relied upon? Or is a part

whose vitality was already so low that it could not

resist the encroachments of this destructive stran-

ger, to be strengthened and energized to expel

it by exhausting the vigor of contiguous but

utterly dissimilar tissues? Does any practitioner

now-a-days attempt to drag out the monster from

his lair, by applying setons or issues over the

chest in pulmonary phthisis, or over the abdo-

men in tubercular disease of the intestinal ca-

nal? Is not our aim rather, by husbanding

every particle of the patient's vital energy, by
providing food easy of digestion and assimilation,

by surrounding him with favorable hygienic in-

fluences, and removing irritating causes, so to

modify and improve the processes of nutrition

generally, and hence locally, as to enable the re-

gion affected to assert its inviolability, and ren-

der the intruder innocuous? Why then should

those who believe in the tubercular essentiality of

the disease in question adopt this singular mode
of attack in this instance alone ?

But there are those who deny this essentiality

—who say that caries of the spine does not neces-

sarily presuppose a vice of the constitution—who
claim, on the contrary, that in the vast majority
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of cases it is the result of local injuiy. soDietimes,

it is true, aided and rtggravated hy a defectire

condition of the nutrition at the time of its re-

ceipt, bat yet primarily traumatic in its origin

—

the local irritation inducing the cachexia, and

not dependant upon or resulting from it. That a

circumscribed focus of irritation, the result of ex-

ternal injury, is fully capable of inducing a purely

cachectic condition even in the most robust indi-

yidual, what one of our army surgeons, -who has

before his mind's eye the sad scenes of the past

four years, doubts? Indeed, our most reliable

recent authorities go so far as to question the

possibility of the existence of tubercular deposits

in bone, Mr. Bar"R"ell, in his " Treatise on Dis-

eases of the Joints," says, (p. 231,) " Tuberculous

deposit in bone is, I believe, very rare ; when it

does occur, it is a i-esnlt and not a cause of ostei-

tis."' He continues—"Dr. Cornelius Black has

published some observations on what he terms

" tuberculous bone,'' but he has described under

thar name what I believe to be filling of the can-

celli by granulations from their lining membrane,

the gradual thinning of their walls and enlarge-

ment of their cavities, with just that sort of gen-

eration of bone which we find in a not very far

advanced degree of caries. There is no proof that

the material which he found stuffing the cancellous

cavities was tubercle. Mr. P. C. Price, in his

little pamphlet on 'Excision of the Knees,' re-

fuses to discuss the tuberculous or non-tubercu-

lous nature of deposit in spongy bone; but he

assumes a peculiar nature for the deposit under

the character of a morbid material which partakes

more or less of the nature of struma, as devel-

oped in other localities of the body." In chapter

v., of the present work, was discussed the mode
in which tubercle was formed from granulation,

and it is unnecessary to go over exactly the same

ground in the present instance. We must how-

ever mention the undoubted fact that many an old

and disiccated purulent deposit in bone has been

mistaken for tubercle; the position in spongy bone

which favors pressure, the assumption therefore of

a peculiar form by the dried concretion, and the

fact that such pus consists of broken down and

disintegrated cells with granules, etc., render the

distinction extremely diHicult. I must confess

that I could accept no case as undoul)ted tuber-

culosis of bone unless some of the deposit was in

a state of crudity. It must be remembered that

when we find tuljercles in other organs, even

though most of the material may V)e in the farthest

advanced stage of softening, some will very nearly

always be crude; but 1 am not aware of any

observations of crude tubercb'.s in hone."'

Some of the most eminent German pathological

histologists even go so far as to deny altogether

the existence of such an element as a specific

tubercle cell, declaring that inflammation is ca-

pable, unaided, of producing all the morbid for-

mations generally considered characteristic of the

tubercular degeneration. Without following them

into their very free discussion, let me call atten-

tion to the remarks of Dr. Bauer, of Brooklyn,

on this point, as more especially affecting the

disease in question. In the course of his "Lec-

tures on Orthopoedic Surgery," lately published

in the Medical and Surgical Reporter," he

holds the following language: "Before clos-

ing the chapter on the causation of posterior

deformity, we propose to ofier a few remarks on

the constitutional causes of this diflSculty. In

exerj hand-book of surgery, scrofulosis is gen-

erally charged with the mischief. Now, gentle-

men, it would be folly on our part to deny in toto

such constitutional causes that derive their ex-

istence from bad hygiene and deranged nutrition.

We acknowledge them to the extent of their re-

ality, but consider it equally unjustifiable to

enlarge their part in the disease by hypothesis or

arbitrary adjustment, as is so frequently done.

If we can clearly establish other plausible causes

of the trouble, why should we recur to a stru-

mous diathesis? A healthy child may meet with

an accident; deformity of the spine may ensue in

an insidious way; the constitution becomes ne-

nessarily infringed; the patient anemic and at-

tenuated from pain, want of rest and appetite.

Thus we have the ordinary efiects from ordinary

causes, as we can observe them in daily pursuit

of our vocation, a clear case throughout." Fur-

ther on he says: "As a general thing the defor-

mity has existed for some time ; has considerably

advanced, and has already made some impres-

sions upon the constitution of the patient when
your attention is invited. The apparent absence

of all external causation, and the constitutional

derangement along with the curvature, have mis-

led so many authors to presume the pre-existence

of dyscrasia, or, as it is called, a strumous dia-

thesis. These suppositions, we opine, are utterly

devoid of foundation. Careful and patient inves-

tigation will mostly discover the fallacy."

For myself I base my conviction that the dis-

ease is generally of the nature of a simple inflam

mation. often the result of external violence, upon

one single fact, viz., the results of appropriate

treatment. It is evident, as before remarked,

that the mere presence of a tubercular deposit in

the body of a vertebra is not of itself capable

of producing deformity. To efi'ect this result the
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tubercular mass must have begun to soften, the

hard lamella of the outer surface must have been

broken down and dissolved. In other words, the

tubercle is not encysted and undergoing; the in-

nocuous calearization, but is passing into its

second stage of destructive degeneration. Now
is it possible to conceive that a mere mechanical

relief from pressure and concussion at the seat of

this actively and essentially destructive process,

constantl}' stimulated as it is by a vis a tergo, the

vice of the constitution, which not only shut out

the advance guard of the disease, but with every

pulsation of the heart is hurrying up reinforce-

ments,—is it possible, I say, to conceive that the

simple relief of pressure and mechanical irrita-

tion at this point, without the slightest attempt

to combat the constitutional taint by general me-
dication, could cause an abrupt cessation of the

immediate suffering, or rapid abatement of all

the general constitutional symptoms, the com-

plete disappearance of the cachectic diathesis,

and final restoration to health? And yet this

result I have seen over and over again, in every

stage and every type of the disease. I cannot

the'n bring myself to accept the generally received

opinion that caries of the vertebrae originates in

tubercular deposit, or even necessarily in any so-

called diathesis.

Following a similar train of reasoning, Dr.

Lewis A. Sayre, Prof, of Orthopoedic Surgery in

Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New York,

whose experience on the subject of which he is

treating is probably as wide as that of any man
in the country, says of the cognate affection,

morbus coxaj-ius, "The nature and causes of this

disease have been of late years a matter of much
discussion with the profession, the great majority

regarding the disease as connected by necessity

with, and originating in and from, the strumous

diathesis; that scrofula and hereditary syphilis

are the nidus whence alone this disease can arise.

But this is a decidedly erroneous view of the

truth ; a view that is being rapidly dissipated by
constantly developing facts.

"That morbus coxarius may arise in children

whose constitutions have been vitiated by the

sins of their ancestors, no one will attempt to

deny ; for such children are evidently more liable

to the disease than those who stand upon a firmer

constitutional basis. But that morbus coxarius

may arise in a child whose constitution is uncon-

taminated by hereditary taint, and who is per-

fectly healthy, the observations of every day
fully substantiate. I believe that many have at-

tributed the source of this disease to a strumous

origin, simply from the ajjpearance of the patient,

whose emaciated spanoemic condition is regarded

as the cause, when it is in reality the result of the

disease.

"I have seen children of perfectly healthy

constitutions, in whom the disease arose from

an evident traumatic cause, so reduced in the

course of a few months by the pain and sleep-

lessness attending the disease, as to present in a

very marked degree appearances which strongly

simulate the strumous cachexia. And I have

seen robust health and the ruddy cheek restored

to these same children by timely surgical aid, to-

gether with proper constitutional treatment."

After enumerating some of the direct causes'^of

the affection he says: "What I wish to establish

is this—that, although the disease in different

individuals arises from very different causes', yef

it never arises in any individual from a purely

idiopathic or constitutional cause."

To be continued.

REMITTENT FEVER.
By George Cowan, M. D.,

Of Danville, Kentucky.

I have been observing for some time past,

(about three years,) a species af disease I have

diagnosed and treated as remittent fever, of

which I thought I would submit you a few rough

notes. It usually prevails here as an endemic

in the spring, or rather immediately after the

opening of settled warm weather, and after the

occurrence of heavy rains. Our season of spring-

time has for several years been ushered in by
very long and unusually large falls of rain. The
small streams have every time washed off fencing

and bridges, which were formerly above all the

old high-water marks. At the termination of the

wet weather we have the first warm days of spring,

and in a few days after, the disease commences,

usually with the prodromes of fever. First a chill,

then severe general headache—no particular re-

gion complained of. The febrile symptoms are

vaguely defined, however in most of the cases

;

the skin is nearly natural as to temperature du-

ring the first part of the twenty-four hours, and

the pulse weak and varying in rapidity from 100

to 130. By the middle of the day, however, a

very slight increase occurs, both in the rapidity of

the circulation and heat of skin. The usual loss

of appetite and thirst are also observed. Iq half

a day, or twenty-four hours at the furthest, how-

ever, the most marked symptom of the case is to

be observed. T!)e stomach becomes most dis-

tressingly and intensely irritable, the pulse

smaller, weaker, and more rapid, and contin-

ues 80 sometimes until a severe attack of acute
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gastritis will ensue, if the disease is not arrested.

Indeed, from the beginning in seme cases there is

obstinate and persistent vomiting, and by the time

a physician is called in to see them, all his

energies have to be directed to control it. At

first, not having recognised its malarious origin,

I addressed my remedies simply to the task of

controlling this one feature of the disease, but

was invariably early foiled, the stomach soon be

coming intolerant of the blandest food or the

mildest medicines.

I soon discovered my mistake, and began the

use of enemas of quinine and opium in large

doses with the happiest results; always—with

the exception of one case, which proved fatal

from acute gastritis—giving marked relief as

soon as quininism was to the slightest degree

attained. The same localities only are subject

yearly to this disease, and from the topography

of the country, taken with the meteorological con-

dition of the season, the conclusion I think inevi-

table, (and theresults of the treatment strengthen

it also,) that the endemic is of malarious origin

altogether, spending primarily its force upon the

great sympathetic, and secondarily upon the sto-

mach, more than an any other orgq,n. Is it

cerebro-spinal meningitis? I, for one, "can't see

it.'' But others do—doctors learned and good. •

ON DISEASES OF THE INTEBWAL EAR.

By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Aural Surgeon to Howard Hospital, Philadelphia.

(Continued from Yol. xii., page 524.)

The Histological Kelations of tlie "Various Struc-
tures of the Labyrinth.*

The terminal extensions of the ramus coclilea3

and the ramus vestibuli have been made the sub-

ject, at an early period of microscopical investiga-

tions of high authorities, such as Corti, Kollick-

ER, Claudius, Bottcher, and others, who have

given especial attention to the subject, and Max
ScuuLZE, who has given the latest discoveries in

Muller's Archives, No. 4, 1858.

Although the researches are not yet termina-

ted, yet it appears to be settled that the 11. coch-

leae contains ganglion cells in its course between
the zonula ossea, whilst none have been shown in

the R. vestibuli, and also that neither ends in free

extromiticH, but in peculiar epithelial elements,

which are surrounded by water, and form vibrat-

ing mediums for the ends of the nerves, and in

this manner convey the sound vibrations from
the water to the nerves. For the sake of diagno-

• Prom Erhard.—Rationelle Otlatrik nach Kllniflchen

bacbtaogen bvarbcitct. Krlaogeo, IbUtf.

Beo-

sis, I will give a simplified representation of these

relations in a diagram, (Fig. 1,) but I must re-

fer to special monographs for more extended in-

formation concerning tiie histology.

Fig. 1.

c \

I

In the petrous portion of the temporal bone aaa,

there is a cavity ff, filled with water, viz., the

labyrinth water, surrounded on all sides with

bone, except anteriorly toward the tympanum,

where it is bounded by a membrane (the membr.

fenest. ovalis) with vrhich a moveable bone (the

stirrup) is in contact. In the Avater of this cavity

floats a second membranous bladder [g) filled

with water and sand, on the commencement of

which branches out the auditory nerve (z) accom-

panied by the auditory artery {k). The outer pe-

riosteum of the bone (65) penetrates into the

cavity through a closed opening (c) (the aque-

duct) and lines its walls, as well as the membra-

nous bladder as an inner periosteum [dd) covered

with a special epithelial structure (ee).

The membranous bladder represents the little

bulbs (I) of the vesibule and the ampullce of the

membranous semi-circular canals, and is to be

considered as merely a means of spreading out

the nervous structure.

We will give a similar diagram of the histolo-

gical relations of the cochlea in Fig. 2, aa repre-

Fitr. 2

X

sents a portion of the bony walls of the modiolus

of the cochlea; 66 the surface of the cochlea.
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From the modiolus proceed two fine converging

sheets of bone cc. which form the zenula ossea of

the lamina spiralis. Into the internal cochlear

canal the external periosteum fid enters through

a closed opening e, (aqueduct,) and covers the

walls of the former as an internal perioste-

um^/^/'/']/''/'''. In like. manner as it covered the

membranous bladder in the vestibule, so must it

here cover the zenula ossea, and thence joining

the bony walls again, it forms the zenula mem-
branacea gg. It is covered also here with an

epithelial layer lililili^ and secretes the water of

the cochlea. The R. cochlea p, accompanied by

the cochlear artery i, enters through the lamina

spiralis between the sheets of bone cc of the zenula

ossea, and extends itself into the periosteum

only underneath, toward the scala tympana [Tc").

As we have considered the cochlea and semi-

circular canals as, physiologically, only an acous-

tic appendix of the vestibule, since they are all

three constructed on the same acoustic principle,

so in like manner may we view the lamina spi-

ralis and the membranous ampullae as, histologi-

cally, an extension of the membranous vestibule,

i. e., the little bulbs (I), for all these structures

have but one object, viz., to furnish for the deli-

cate ramifications of the auditory nerve and the

accompanying capillaries of the auditory nerve

and vein a vibrating point d'^pperi.

Therefore, for the purpose of facilitating the

diagnosis of structural changes in the labyrinth,

I give to all these structures, (lamina spiralis,

sacculi, and membranous ampullre) so far as they

are bearers of the auditory nerve, the one general

name of auditory nervous tunica, or nervous

tunic of the labyrinth, (or retina of the auditory

nerve.)

So-called IsTervous Hardness of Hearing.

CONTEXTS AXD DIVISION.

Under "so-called nervous hardness of hearing

(Dysecoia nervosa, amaurosis of the hearing,)"

I include all those pathological processes within

the entire nervous apparatus which impair the

normal power of hearing, and I separate them, as

has already been said, according to their seat,

into three great

GROUPS

:

Dysecoia nervosa centralis, the pathological cause

of which is to be sought for from the origin of

the auditory nerve to its exit from the pons.

Dysecoia nervosa basilaris, the pathological cause

of which must lie in the course of the auditory

nerve between the pons and the porus acuticus

internus, and on the basis of the cereln-i.

Dysecoia nervosa peripherica labyrinthica, the

cause of which is found in the peripheric course

of the auditol-y nerve.

It should be the aim of rational otiatrics to dis-

cover the same pathological processes and laws

here, that scientific medicine has established in

the diseases of other structures, and especially m
the one which is most analogous, viz., the retina

DIAGNOSIS.

The common pathologico-physiological symp-

tom of all those who are afi'ected with nervous

hardness of hearing, is impaired conduction of

the bones of the head, varying in degree, so

that a cylinder watch is never heard, my case

watch only seldom, and then only very faint-

ly, whilst on the contrary, the continued vi-

brations of a tuning-fork can almost always be

perceived.

The cause of this impaired conduction from

the bones of the head is twofold, either the con-

duction of the sound vibrations of the labyrinth

water is impaired, or the nerve endings have lost

their specific energy.

^'The first we call organico-nervous, the last

dynamico-nervous hardness of hearing, and ex-

perience teaches us that the tuning-fork is always

heard in the first.''

The following points will serve to distinguish

the seat of the malady into three principal

groups

:

1. How is speech understood hy tliose wlio are

affected with nervous hardness of hearing, and

what relation does it hear to their power of hearing

loatcJies?

The less the power of understanding speech is

afi'ected, the greater reason have we for consider-

ing the seat of the aff'ection to be in the course of

the ramus vestibule ; the more it is affected, the

greater reason have we to consider the seat of the

aff'ection to be in the periphery of the nervous

cochlese, or in the central portion of the nervous

apparatus.

2. Hie tone of tlie voice.

Many practitioners take the patient's word for

it that he is hard of hearing, but this subjective

method of diagnosis lacks precision. According

to my observation, when an individual is afi'ected

with hardness of hearing as not to hear his own
speech, he then loses the power of modulating his

voice, and accordingly either speaks too loud or

screanfts, or else speaks too feebly or whispers.

It is known that, independently of this, there is

another modification of the voice in those who
are entirely deaf, as for example, in deaf-mutes,

for in them it loses its timbre, and is dismal,

toneless, barking, and like that of the brute crea-

tion. Experience teaches us that the secondary
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symptom in the organ of speech does not depend

on the degree of the hardness of hearing, but on

its origin.

" Only central nervous pathological processes

at the origin of the auditory nerve can occasion

it."

If then some fasciculi or fibres of the auditory

nerve at its origin remain unalFected, it may hap-

pen, as we see in some deaf-mutes, that a consid-

erable povrer of hearing may co-exist with the

toneless voice above referred to, vrhilst vre never

see tliis in those who are aliected with acoustic or

peripheric nervous deafness.

3. To2)oriraphical Anatomy.

If a case of nervous hardness of hearing is com-

plicated with symptoms which indicate that the

cerebellum is involved, such as loss of equilibri-

um, uncertainty of gait, staggering, trembling,

uncertainty in standing, often a quick bending,

etc., we may consider it a case of central auditory

angesthesia.

If violent headache, meningeal symptoms, es-

pecially vertigo, swooning, and especially paral-

ysis of the facial nerve are present, we have

reason to believe the case one of dysecoia basi-

calis, for we have seen how seldom (in comparing

it with the usual belief) (!) the facial is affected

in dysecoia acoustica.

If these symptoms are all wanting, then we
have to do with a dysecoia labyrinthica.

4.

Whilst we have as yet only allowed ourselves

to draw conclusions concerning the seat and ori-

gin of the disorder, we shall now be authorized

to do the same for the form and nature of the

disorder, and for the proljable pathological

changes.

Nervous hardness of hearing which is painless

and occurs abruptly, indicates hemorrhage or

apoplexies, whilst one attended with pain indi-

cates an inflammatory exudation. That which

comes on in a subacute or chronic form indicates

hyperaemia and its results, such as induration,

etc., as does also the lack of any true anaesthesia

or atrophy of the membranous laljyrinth.

5. Sympioms connected with the hearing.

A nervous hardness of hearing, which is not

constant excludes from diagnosis exudations and

degenerations, and indicate?) an impaired nutri-

tion, blood-circulation, or innervation, or a sym-

pathy with and depondcncoon a morbid condition

of others, or a so-called reflex deafness; the con-

stant form, on the contrary, proves the existence

of material changes. All material changes must
commence and continue with subjective symp-

toms relating to the hearing. Absence of all

subjective hearing can therefore only occur in

cases of complete central deafness, or if that does

not exist, with complete integrity of the nervous

tunics of the labyrinth, or with a true djmamic,

neurose, and fatty degeneration of the auditory

nerve. (!)
[To be continued.]

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
OF

Distinguished Living M"ew York Surgeons.

By Sam'l W. Francis, A.M., M.D.,

Fellow of the New Yox'k Academy of Medicine.

No. 14.

Julius Stephen Thebaud.

This skillful, popular and successful surgeon

was born in MorristoAvn, in the State of New
Jersey, on the 28th October, 1827. His parents,

American by birth, were blessed with twelve

children; nine sons and three daughters. All of

them are still living, with the exception of three

of Doctor Thebaud's brothers. Young Thebaud,

the subject of the present sketch, though enamored

of literary attainments, and cultivated as to gen-

eral reading, never availed himself of the benefits

to be derived from a classical education : but as

soon as his mind sought improvement in the

higher orders of self-culture, entered the ofl&ces of

Drs. Sabine and Lewis A. Sayke, in New York

city ; read medicine in earnest, and pursued, with

laudable zeal, the instructive ramifications of

anatomical investigations. In a short space of

time he matriculated at the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, and was formally graduated under

the auspices of the University of the State of

New York in 1849, when bat twenty-tAvo years

of age.

Remaining in the city but a few months after

receiving his diploma constituting him M. D., he

took passage within a few months for Europe, and

passed the years 1849-50 and '51 in making the

tour of the continent; comparing the French with

the English schools of practice; storing in his

maleable mind the instructive precepts of the

German philosophers, and seeking to derive a

healthy benefit from the varied advantages result-

ing from this mixed course of study.

Nor did he neglect the schools of Italy, where so

much attention is paid to diet. Thus many of the

embryotic theories of sound men find their way
across the wide Atlantic. This general method

of medical sight-seeing, together with a proper

appreciation of the rare collections' of anatomical

specimens to be found in the spacious halls of

foreign museums, has proved of no little value to
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Dr. Thebaud, in the daily rounds of surgical prac-

tice. Here and there some Gallic instrument of

constitutional torture, or the excelling qualities

of a Teutonic sound, has passed the just cri-

ticism of his mechanical scrutiny and the seeds

sown in his earlier days of student life have grown

into the happiest results, and brought forth the

fruits of superior judgment.

On his return to this country, in the latter part

of 1851, young Thebaud was appointed Surgeon

to the New York Dispensary, October 21st. This

charitable asylum has been the stepping-stone of

many prominent practitioners now taking rank as

among the first doctors in this morbific city. In

1851, October 31st, he was also appointed surgeon

to the French Benevolent Society, and on the

10th March, 1853, to the responsible position

tion of surgeon to the Demilt Dispensary, a nu-

cleus for hospitable kindness to the diseased poor,

which was the beneficent donation to New York,

from the excellent lady of good deeds, whose

name it bears.

Unless one were to put do^rn in figures and

carefully add up the number of patients who an-

nually seek for, and obtain relief, it could not

enter into the mind of man to conceive of the

enormous per centage, who live by means of this

medico-surgical franchise. And this does not in-

clude the many thousands who reside in poor-

houses or visit the surgical clinics of the several

Colleges. Even the attending doctors themselves

are amazed after the perusal of the yearly report

of the resident physicians.

On the 9th January, 1854, Dr. Thebaud was

elected attending surgeon to the Colored Home
Hospital, where he operated successfully on rare

and dangerous cases, which involved surgical

knowledge and constitutional treatment of no or-

dinary stamp.

In 1857, April 1st, we find him filling the re-

sponsible position of surgeon to St. Vincent Hos-

pital, whose devoted sisters" and unsurpassed

^'lint," have set a noble example to many similar

institutions.

In 1858, July 12th, he was duly appointed sur-

geon to St. Vincent de Paul Asylum, and subse-

quently occupied the same ofiieial capacity, Octo-

ber 4th, 1858, in the Orphan Asylum out of town,

whose origin was due to the pure heart and gifted

benevolence of Mrs. Johanna Bethuxe, the mo-

ther of Rev. Dr. Bethune, of high literary and

clerical attainments.

Dr. Thebaud selected as the subject of his

thesis ''the Foetal heart-sound in Pregnancy."

and has ever since taken a deep interest in all

that pertains to child-bearing, and the phj^si-

ology of fecundation. In fact his specialty for

many years has been essentially, treatment of

the genito-urinary organs. Not long since while

isiting Dr. Thebaud, he explained to me a new
instrument, invented by him after careful ratioci-

nation and many important experiments, which,

has for its object the forcible rupture of the ure-

thra for chronic strictures, etc. The purpose is

two-fold. Firstly, the immediate relief of annoy-

ing troubles ; and secondly, by this rapid cure the

saving of many doctor's fees, by condensing into

one fat bill of exchange on health, v?hat by the

continued daily or otherwise employment of the

sound or bougie, etc., would take time to mitigate

contracted troubles, and effectually relieve the

fiscal pouch of over anxious patients. Tiemast,

the successful manufacturer of surgical instru-

ments, is now making one for Dr, Thebaud, which,

will prove the correctness of his views and the

efficacy of the treatment.

In 1852, May 10th, Dr. Thebaud was elected a

member of the New York Pathological Society;

and since that time has not been unmindful of its

best interests. This institution is productive of

a vast amount of good, and in no slight degree

affjrds ample facilities for a substantial basis on

which to found able discussions and sensible the-

ories relative to the diseased body. Provided

with an excellent museum, which can boast of

some rare specimens of morbid growth, it bids

fair in a few years to stand on its own foundation,

and become the nucleus of many classified de-

partments. Many there are who have been aided

in their investigations, and benefited as to the

treatment of their afflicted patients by a regular

attendance at the stated meetings. Doctors have

not always the time or means to write an elaborate

article on some new specimen or enlarged tumor;

but willing are they to state briefly their case
;

tell the simple story of '' sudden death" and its

cause, and leave the subject to equally interested

associates, to relate their experience and bring to

bear analogous items. The profession at large

are interested in its progress. The time is not

far distant when a suitable building will be erect-

ed with its appropriate title of New York Academy
of Medicine. And why would it not be equally

proper to lay the foundation of a New York

Pathological Society, with a large museum, whose

spacious shelves should not only contain all that

could be ascertained concerning man's physical

misfortunes, but also a department where relative

paiholoyy displayed to view the destructive trou-

bles of the animal creation?

In 1859, September 7th, Dr. Thebaud, became

a Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine,
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•whose genial and harnionizino- President, Dr.

Anderson, has for so munj years been its effi-

cient head. In 1862, Octoljer ISth, he was dnly

elected a member of the Medical and Snrgieal

Society, and seeks in eTorv wny to iiiVprovc liini-

eelf, relieve the siel:. and instruct liic igiioiant.

Dr. TnrnA! P. is one of thos^o few snrgTons who

can boast vi juiving snccessfullT performed the

hip-joint operation. He has tied the carotid in a

child, but six months old, for aneurism. Also

ligated man}'- other arteries for similar affections,

and performed nio-^t if not all of the important

operation> on the living su))ject.

In the summer of 1855, a patient, set. 23, waited

on him and stated his tronble—an enormous cir-

cocele. This vras the ]-psult nf thirteen years

growth ; the young man was the suliject of profound

melancholy, and nocturnal emissions occurring

three and four nights in succession, and not un-

frequently three times the same night. This state

of aftairs called for immediate action, lest he

should sink under the prostrating effects of the

unusual drain on his already weakened constitu-

tion. Dr. Thebaud proposed an operation—as

all the palliative treatment of former physicians

seemed to have proved of no benefit.

The young man at first refused and left, but

subsequently returned and yielded to the opera-

tion. His memory had rapidly failed. On making
the final examination, the scrotum was found to

be nearly double its size since the Doctor's first

sight of it, about a year before. The right testi-

cle was forced up against the external abdominal

ring, while the left, to use his own words, ''was

soft and flabby, and almost imperceptible among
the -numerous convolutions of veins by which it

was surrounded." Though informed this time

that patients lost their lives occasionally either

during or after this operation, he stated that he

was desperate and would submit.

On the 6th of January, 1857, assisted b}^ Drs.

Van Buren, Metcalfe, and Thomas, the young

man's father, and Dr. Quimby Stiger, Sr.—be-

ing put under the influence of ethm- by Dr.

Thomas—an incision was made tiirough the skin

and cellular tissue from the external abdom-

inal ring to nearly the lower extremity of the

scrotum. The veins were carefidly dissected out

and separated from the vas deferens and sperma-

tic artery, and a double ligature was then placed

around the unnatural bunch as higli up as prac-

ticable. Thesf^ distended veins were now cut

through just below the Jigature, dissected down
the artery and vas deferenH to thf, tosticlc and

around it, about which they Mere found very

thick. The bleeding orifices were all tied, and

four ligatures placed on the lower openings. The

affected testicle was found to be healthy, though

very flabby and much atrophied. The wound
was then closed as is usual, and cold-water dress-

ings applied. The patient co ^.tinued to improve,

and on the thirty-fourth day the double ligature

came away, after eight days of firm traction.

Dr. Thebaud also operated for aneurism of the

sub-clavian artery, at the Colored Home. Though

the patient subsequently died of prostration,

there are some points in the history of this case

worthy of honorable mention.

David Butler, set. 49, a chimney-sweeper by

occupation, entered the Colored Home Hospi-

tal January 8th, 1858. His general health had

been good up to about three years before, when a

small tumor made its appearance in the right

axilla, but would disappear on pressure. Some

degree of pain was occasionally experienced.

The increase of size occurred about one year be-

fore he applied for admittance ; and a few months

after this, it grew rapidly, caused much suffering,

prevented his working, and crowded the shoulder

upward and outward. The arm of the affected

side was twice its natural size, and he had lost

the power of using it.

After the inmor Inul boon cloanl}^ dissected, it

nu^asured twcii(y-se\ en iiieiu^-^ in eircum fcrence.

On first examining the tiunor, Dr. Tiihhaud

could feel no |)ulsalion, l>ut after the patient was

conlii'.ed in biid for a foAv days it grew softer and

auscultation revealed the aneurismal murnuir.

On the 26th of January, Dr. Thebaud ai)])liod

a ligature to the su)j-clavian just oufside tiie sca-

lenus muscle, without any untoward circumstan-

ces to oppose a speedy recovery. The pati(!nt

was replaced in his bed at 4] P. M., and by

G P. M., had recovered from the effects of anaes-

thesia, and at onc6 asked for something to eat,

complaining of much pain at the posterior part
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of the tumor. A cushion was then placed under

It, and brandj given.

Time.

6 P.M.

11.40

Jan. 27.

7 A. M.

Pulse

.

154

100

RQHjpiration.

80, stei-torous.

30

.45

12.5^n p. M.
3.30

102

104

120

112

40, blowint

42

Took some brandy.
Sleeping.
Perspires freely,
skin hot. tempera-
ture of hand and
forearm diminsh'd.

Unconscious during
the night.

Face, clammy. A
pintof urine passed
involuntarily.

Skin warm and less

moist.
5 Died.

The condition of the respiration and the firm-

ness of the contraction of the maxilla, prevented

the administration of as much brandy as was de-

sirable.

The above table, furnished me by Dr. TnEBAUD,
is not only interestino; in its statistical connection,

but the balance and alternation ofpulse and respi-

ration lends additional importance to a remarka-
ble case. In writing to me on the subject, Dr.

Thebaud said: "The difficulty of the operation

consisted in the great displacement of the vessels,

and the shoulder being elevated by the enormous
tumor above the level of the head." This is the

largest sub-clavian aneurism ever treated.

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital,
}

February
y 1865.

j

MnbiCAL Clinic of Dr. J. M. Da Costa.

Reported by William H. Ford, M. D., Resident Physician.

Cardiac Asthma.

Case 1. I. S., set. 81. This patient has been
subject to paroxysmal attacks of dyspnoea for a

long time, which have lately become vrorse. The
dyspnoea is temporarily increased by exertion,

and by lying down. The period of these attacks

is variable. He complains of a feeling of suffo-

cation. His look is anxious, his face pale, and
his lips of a slightly livid color. His appetite is

poor, and his sleep is often disturbed by distress

in breathing.

Difficulty of breathing may be due to an affec-

tion of the heart, to obstruction of the circulation

in the lungs, to disease of the brain, or medulla
oblongata, etc.

By examining the lungs there is found normal
resonance at the posterior part of the lungs, and
a low rude murmur with some rales over the left

lung. This condition exists at the anterior part

of the chest. There is bronchitis on the left side.

This, however, is not enough to account for the

dyspnoea. The heart has an extremel}^ feeble im-

pulse
5
it is softened and flabby. Here, then, may-

be the primary cause of the difficulty in breath-

ing. We must not stop here in our examination,

for asthma is sometimes produced through the

medium of the reflex system. For example, re-

flex abdominal irritation, originating in disease

of the kidney, may produce it. This is a point

which may make great difference in regard to the

success of the treatment. There exists in this

case some abdominal soreness over the region of

the liver, and this organ is somewhat enlarged.

This may tend to aggravate the asthma, but it is

not sufficient to cause it. The organic disease of

the heart is the cause to which we can most con-

sistently refer the persistent difficulty of respira-

tion.

Case 2. J. W., get. 61, native of Philadelphia.

Until about three months ago this man states that

he was perfectly healthy. About that time he

was seized with a difficulty of breathing, followed

shortly afterward by oedema of the feet and legs,

and swelling of the abdomen. He complains of

no pain, but a feeling of smothering, especially

when he attempts to lie down, so that he has been

obliged to sleep in the erect posture. Exertion

of any kind aggravates his suffering. He has

had cough accompanied by frothy expectora-

tion.

Kespiration, thirty-six in the minute, and la-

bored; cough with free expectoration; rales, both

dry and moist in both lungs, though no special

impairment of the respiration ; bellows murmur
at the mitral valve. Here, again, there is diffi-

culty of breathing connected with disease of the

heart. There is congestion of the pulmonary cir-

culation ; an effusion of serum has taken place as

a result, and hence the rales. The dropsy of the

abdomen and legs is the result of this cardiac

disease. This is another case of cardiac asthma.

In one case it is associated with drops}^ con-

gestion of the lungs and dry and moist rales, and

in the other with bronchitis.

Treatment. Case 1. Tonics are specially indi-

cated. Let him take of extractum ignatiaj alco-

holicum, gr. and of quiniae sulphas, gr. ss,

three times a day.

Attention must be paid to the digestive system

;

the boAvels must be kept regular. An infusion of

juniper berries may be used with decided benefit.

We must try to invigorate the heart. Should

the breathing become excessively oppressed, we
will administer ten drops of the tincture of digi-

talis with a teaspoonful of the fluid extract of
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valerian, or of the ammoniated tincture of valerian
,

every four hours.

It might be asked if it is proper to give digitalis

when there is feeble circulation. Yes, it may be

administered with safety and -with marked bene-

fit, for a limited period, in cases of impaired car-

diac circulation. It is well borne, and is not in-

jurious in its eflPects.

In case 2, we will first endeavor to get rid of

the dropsy, for the distended abdomen prevents

the* proper movements of the diaphragm, and

thereby impedes respiration. This is to be done

by means of the kidneys which are in a healthy

condition, as an examination of the urine has

proved. Fifteen grains of the acetate of potassa

may be given three times a day, assisted in its

work by an occasional purge by Rochelle salt in

two or four drachm doses.

The pulmonary symptoms depend upon con-

gestion of the lungs. We may assist expectora-

tion by half fluid drachm doses of the syrup of

squill given three times a day. In both cases

good effects may be derived from the application

of dry cups to the chest. Cups may be applied

every night, if necessary.

A Case of Mixed Fever, being a Combination of

the Typhoid and Typhus Elements.

E. H., get 35. This patient has been an assist-

ant in the medical wards, where both typhoid and

typhus fevers prevail. She had been feeling un-

well for a week prior to her admission to the ward

as a patient. When admitted, about four days

ago, her mind was dull, and she was disposed to

sleep. She has had frequent and weak pulse,

heated skin, dry tongue—coated in the centre and

red at its tip, slightly tender abdomen with some

tympanites. She has daily had from one to three

(lately three,) semi-fluid evacuations, of a dark

yellowish color.

Numerous small reddish and purplish spots

have appeared, covering the whole surface of her

body. Some of these entirely disappear on pres-

sure •, others are only slightly modified.

There are some peculiar symptoms in this case

which are worthy of observation. To-day, her

ttjngue is dry, coated in the centre, and red at its

edges; pulse, 120, and feeble; abdomen swollen

and tympanitic ; bowels loose ; abdomen tender,

but not remarkably so. She is decidedly stupid,

and gives no intelligent answers. Her pupils are

sluggish, and the expression of her eyes is dull.

What is this ca.se? The abdominal symptoms
are only tolerably well marked, but an eruption

appeared on the fifth day all over the body, which

is much coar<*T ari'l redder than the eruption of

typhus fever.
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This is a mixed case of fever, and it proves how
kindred these two adynamic fevers are, and how
strangely blended, and interchanged they some-"

times become.

We have the symptoms of both fevers apparent.

It looks most like typhoid fever, but we have an

eruption appearing on the fifth day all over the

bod}'. How can we explain this? The early

eruption, which appears due to a vitiated condi-

tion of the blood, may soon fade away and be

followed by the ordhiary t3-phoid fever eruiprion,

and the fever continue in its course as one of the

typhoid character. A case of this kind occurred

in this hospital a few years ago, in which about

the fifth day of the disease a dark colored petechial

eruption appeared. In a few days this eruption

faded, and the rose-colored spots of typhoid lever

became perceptible on the chest and abdomen;

the fever ran its course with the typhoid charac-

ter, and terminated favoraldv.

It thus occasionally happens that these two

kindred diseases are strangely blended together.

Jeffersox Medical College,
]

Jprzl iztb, 1865. j

Surgical Clinic by Prof. Gross.

Keported by William T. Bullock, M.D., of Eliode Island.

Nevus.

E. L., two months old. This child has a ne-

vus, or "birth-mark,'" of the size of a large

almond, situated in the medial line between tlie

chin and the neck. It is a congenital tumor,

consisting of a network of small vessels, appa-

rently both arterial and venous. It increases in

size when the child cries or struggles, but
_
there

has been no hemorrhage, as is often the case

with tumors of this nature. It is necessary to

remove the tumor, as it is liable to increase in

size, or to give rise to dangerous hemorrhage if

wounded.

In this case, the growth is removed by excision,

the knife being carried outside of the nevus,

through the health}'^ tissues, to avoid the hemor-

rhage which would follow if the tumor itself was

cut into, as well as to make sure of removing the

entire growth. Two small vessels having been

secured by ligatures, the wound is closed by the

hare-lip suture.

Necrosis of the Femur.

T. II., six years of age, is laboring under a

scrofulous disease of the upper and front part of

the thigli, of more than nine month's duration,

following an attack of measles. There are three

sinuses which discharge pus freely. A probe

passes readily along one of the sinuses and comes
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in contact ^xlth. the femur, which is carious if not

necrosed. The soft parts in the neighborhood are

in a state of chronic inflammation. It would not

be proper to laj open this sinus and examine the

bone, as the child is in a very feeble condition,

being pale and thin, and having an irritable, fre-

quent, and small pulse.

The child must be put upon the use of quinine

and iron, vrith a mild but nutritious diet, and the

free use of milk punch. The limb is to be paint-

ed tvrice a day with dilute tincture of iodine. An
anodyne may be administered at night, if the

child is unable to sleep.

Hypertrophy of the Synovial Bursae over the
Olecranon Process.

Augusta S., nine years of age, has a tumor the

size of an orange, and of four month's duration,

situated upon the elbow of the left arm.

The tumor is soft and fluctuates, evidently con-

taining a fluid, but feels at some points as though

it also contained some solid substance.

This affection is usually called bursa mucosa, but

a more appropriate name would be synovial bursa,

since the tumor was originally a bursa or sack,

having a fibrous coat externally, and lined by a

synovial membrane for the purpose of secreting a

lubricating fluid, thus facilitating the motion of

parts between which the bursa is placed. This

bursa taking on inflammatory action, increases in

size, and its coats become thickened. The syno-

via is secreted in great abundance, and is changed

in consistence, becoming jelly-like, and having

sometimes fibrous or fibro-cartilaginous concre-

tions developed in it.

It may be necessary at some future time to in-

cise this tumor, and remove its contents. For

the present, paint over the surface twice a day,

with a mixture consisting of one part of the tinc-

ture of iodine and two of alcohol.

A Case of Club-Thumb.

Eobert C, four years of age. This patient has a

congenital deformity of the right thumb, the

member being flexed and drawn toward the

ulnar side of the hand. By dividing subcutane-

ously the flexor tendons near their insertion, the

thumb is restored to a more natural position.

Convergent Strabismus.

1. Emily M., seventeen years of age. A case

of single convergent strabismus, which is relieved

by dividing the internal straight muscle of the

eye in the usual manner. "When one eye alone is

thus operated upon, it becomes more prominent

than its fellow, but this deformity will disappear

in time.

2. Eliza ]M., thirty-seven years of age. This

woman, who is the mother of the girl just opera-

,
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ted upon, is much deformed by convergent stra-

bismus of both eyes; of twenty year's duration.

Both eyes are restored to their natural position

by a similar operation to that performed in the

last case.

Epithelioma of the Lip.

M. F., seventy-five years of age. This patient

first observed the appearance of the disease upon

his lower lip one year ago. It is now in an ulcer-

ated condition, and the seat of much pain. A
Y-shaped portion of the lip including the growth

is removed, and the edges of the wound thus

made are brought together acccurately by the

hare-lip suture. .

Scrofulous Ophthalmia.

Ellen McC, fifteen months old. The child is

pale and emaciated, although the mother, who
still nourishes it with her own milk, thinks it has

enjoyed good health previous to this attack. The

eyes are very sensitive to light, and discharge a

small quantity of pus.

That this is a case of strumous ophthalmia is

shown by the great photophobia, excessive lach-

rymation, and absence of much redness of the

conjunctiva, together with the fact that there are

other evidences of a strumous diathesis in the ex-

istence of crusta lacteaupon the child's head, and

of eczema behind its ears. The age of the patient

also indicates that the disease is of this nature.

R. QuinitB sulphatis, gr. xij.

Ferri sulphatis, gr. vj.

Acidi sulphurici arom., gtt. xx.

Aqu£8, f-^ij-

Take a teaspoonful three times a day.

Take also tAvice a day, a pill consisting of

Hydrarg. chlor. mit., gr.J

Pulv. ipecac, gr.1-6. M.

Polyp of the Nose.

James B,, fifteen years of age. The nostril of

this patient has been occluded by a tumor for

more than a year. The growth may be seen

protruding to a slight extent at the right side,

it being more perceptible when the patient en-

deavors to blow through that nostril. There is

an occasional discharge of mucus and blood from

the affected nostril.

Respiration through the nose is obstructed, com-

pelling the man to sleep with his mouth widely

opened, and his voice is also changed in charac-

ter. The patient is seated in a chair, with his

head held back by an assistant, the surgeon

standing in front, with a pair of long, slender,

polyp-forceps in his right hand. The forceps are

introduced with the blades closed, and opened

inside the nostril at the pedicle of the tumor,

which is attached to the superior turbinated bone,
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The blades of the forceps being fenestrated and

serrated, the tumor can be grasjio l very firmly,

iR-hich being accomplished, the instrument is

twisted upon its axis, and the tumor separates

from its attachments with a slight noise, and is

drawn from the nostril. The tumor resembles an

oyster in appearance. It has a few scattered

blood-vessels running over it, being covered by a

reflection of the mucous membrane of the nose.

Upon puncturing the tumor, a fluid escapes

which coagulates upon the application of heat or

the addition of nitric acid, showing the presence

of albumen. This is a good specimen of the gela-

tinoid polyp, a variety remarkabl}' liable to recur

after removal.

Sebaceous Tumor.

John C, nine months old, has a congenital

sebaceous tumor situated just behind the eyebrow

of the left side, a common situation for growths of

this kind. The tumor is removed by incision and

enucleation, the incision being made in aline with

the eyebrow to avoid an unseemly scar.

In this operation, care must be taken to remove

every portion of the cyst, as otherwise the tumor

will in all probability return.

Anchylosis of the Finger.

Ephraim B., twenty-one years old. The man
was injured by a car-wheel Avhich passed over his

hand five months since. The middle finger is

now permanently flexed upon the hand, being

almost immovable. The finger is removed at the

metacarpo-phalangeal articulation by two lateral

flaps. The projecting articular extremity of the

metacarpal bone having been cut off, the wound
is closed by the interrupted suture and adhesive

strips.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Pepsine Wine.

In the Aimr. Jour, of Med. {Sciences for July,

Dr. Reeve, of Dayton, Ohio, calls attention to this

preparation of pepsine, which was first proposed

by Dr. Geo. Kllls, of Duldin. As pepsine is a

standard remedy in our cities, and is of difficult

preparation, we commend this preparation as one
always at the command of the physician. It is

prepared as follows: A fresh rennet from the
butfhor, cut up into small pieces, is put into a
pint of wherry wine, macerated a couple of weeks,
strained off, and it is ready for use. A tcaspoon-
ful, if properly prepared, will rfduoe a teacup of
milk at OS"^ to the oonsistf^nce of blano mange. In
weak and debilitated conditions of the stomach,

where food is not properly digested, it will bc
found that a teaspoonfnl of the wine, after every
mcalj will in a short time improve the digestive

function to a remarkable degree. In clioJera

inf'ajifum, especially, after the little sufferer has
been worn down by constant discharges, the

stomach is unable to longer digest the food, never
mind how properly pre])arcd, a few drops (10—30)

to a young infant, after food, will be followed by
marked beneficial effects. As this is the season

for such aids, we hope our readers will find it as

useful as it is said to be.

Hospital Gangrene.

In the July number of the Ainer. Med. Journal
is a report by Dr. Pfeiffer, communicated by
Dr, Walter F. Atlee, where buttermilk was used
as a local application in Hospital Gangrene, The
application was made at the suggestion of Dr. A.,

after reading the paper of Prof. Samuel Jackson
"On the Uses of Sugar and Lactic Acid in the

Animal Economy,'' of Avhicli an abstract appeared
in a late number of this journal. It was not pos-

sible for these observers to obtain sour milk, as

recommended by Dr. Jackson, so they substituted

buttermilk for it. Since its employment in this

case, it has been universally used as a local appli-

cation at the Satterlee Hospital, in all cases of

slouching wounds, and with the most satisfactory

results. It has also been used as a dressing for

stumps, immediately after amputation; and it is

said to have had the effect of keeping the parts

free from the odor which would, under other

applications, have been offensive and sloughing.

Reviews and Book Notices,

The Photographic Family Record. Published by
Bartleson & Co. Philadelphia: 18G5, CopT/-

righted. Price, plain $5, fancy, $10.

This is a very neat way of getting up a family

record. It is arranged for a family of twelve

children. Should the number be less, the space

maybe filled by records of relatives, or friends.

There are blank marriage certificates, also space

for two photographs on each page, of parents and

children at different ages. Qn the page opposite

to the photographs are blanks for recording

the name, birth-place, date of nativity, descent,

names of parents, number of brothers and sis-

ters, education, occupation, politics, religion,

marriage, stature, weight, habit, complexion,

color of eyes, hair, health, time and place of

death, disease, age, with place of interment of

each member of the family.

Anything that our profession can do to encour-

age the keeping of family records should be done,

and this is certainly a very attractive way of

keeping them. The record is only sold through

agents. Any orders we may receive will be

handed over to an agent, and filled.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, JULY 29, 1865.

THE LATE DR. S. D. WILLARD.
Much to our regret, vre have been unable to

procure from well informed sources such a bio-

graphical sketch of the late Dr. Sylvester D.

WiLLARD, of Albany, ^STew York, as is called for

by the eminent position which he held in the

city and State of which he was so prominent and

worthy a citizen.

We first formed the acquaintance of Dr. Wil-
LARD in our youthful days, when attending school

at an academy in his native village in Connecti-

cut. Our recollection of him is that of an agree-

able, kind, open-hearted playmate, a great favor-

ite with his companions. It was years before we
met again. Meanwhile, he had pursued a tho-

rough course of study, graduating from the

Albany Medical College in 1848, where he

commenced the practice of medicine, first in

connection with his preceptor and relative, the

late Dr. Wing—while, after several years' resi-

dence in the Xorthern States and the Canadas,

we had returned to our native South, afterward

studied medicine and graduated from the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, two years after he graduated

at Albany, and settled in practice in the neighbor-

ing State of New Jersey. The positions we
severally occupied, led to a correspondence which

was pleasantly maintained for several years be-

fore we discovered that in years gone by we had

been playmates. This discovery of course added

interest to our correspondence. The limited op-

portunities we had for intercourse were insufficient

to enable us to speak personally of his inestima-

ble professional and moral worth, and we are

under the necessity of making use of the testi-

mony of one who knew him well and appreciated

him. We refer to the funeral discourse preached

on the occasion of Dr. Willard's death, from the

text, "The* Beloved Physician," by the Rev.

W. B. Sprague, D. D., pastor of the Second Pres-

byterian Congregation of Albany. He speaks of

Dr. Willard's sudden death as having "diffused

an air of unwonted gloom throughout the com-

munit}^.^'

Dr. Sylvester David Willard was born in

Wilton, Conn., on the 19th of June, 1825. lie

belonged to the same family with those eminent

divines, the Rev. Samuel Willard, author of the

celebrated "Body of Divinity," and Vice-Presi-

dent of Harvard College, in the early part of the

last century, and of the Rev. Dr. Joseph Wil-

lard, who, at a later period, was President of the

same institution. His father was a highly re-

spectable physician, and one of the most influen-

tial and honored citizens in the region in which

he lived. His mother was a lady of great moral

and Christian worth, and did much to impress

upon her children her own admirable characteris-

tics. The devotion of this son to his mother is

said to have been remarkable
•, and, as long as he

lived, he cuuld never allude to her but that he

would seem well nigh overwhelmed by his ten-

der, grateful, and reverential remembrances. He
spent his early years at home, and received his

literary training at an Academy in his native

place. For about a year and a half previous to

his reaching the age of twenty, he was occupied

in teaching school; though he had already com-

menced the study of medicine under his father.

In the fall of 1845 he went to Albany, upon an

invitation of his relative, Dr. Wixg—in whom he

always found a faithful friend—and placed him-

self under his medical instruction; and shortly

after, he was entered as a regular student in the

Medical College.

After serving for some time as an assistant to

Dr. Wing, he commenced practice on his own re-

sponsibility ; and though at first, as might have

been expected from his youth and inexperience,

his practice was quite limited, yet the demand for

his services was gradually but constantly increas-

ing till the close of his life. He very early at-

tracted the attention and gained the confidence

of that eminent man, the late Dr. Beck
; and to

him perhaps more than any other individual was
he indebted for the earliest expressions of public

respect and confidence which were awarded to

him. He became connected with the County

Medical Society .shortly after he commenced

practice, and served successively as its Secre-

tary, Vice-President, and President. In 1858 he

was a delegate to the State IMedical Society, and

was appointed its Permanent Secretary— an

office which he signally honored, especially by

preparing, each successive year, a volume of the

Society's Transactions, marked by great minute-

ness and the utmost accuracy. From the com-

mencement of the rebellion in 1861, he felt the

most intense desire for its speedy and entire sup-

pression ; and his whole heart went into every

movement that was made toward this end. In

the spring of 1862, he went to act as a voluntary

surgeon to the Army of the Potomac. From For-

tress Monroe he proceeded to the White House,

where he had an important agency in establish-

ing a large field hospital, and thus bringing im-

mediate relief to many hundreds of our wounded

soldiers. The scenes which he witnessed during
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this visit impressed his mind and his heart indel-

ibly, and gave him a sense of the horrors of war

\vhieh seemed almost like a new element of his

being. During his brief sojourn there—and we

believe the period did not exceed two weeks—he

suffered the severest hardships in the way of both

labor and exposure, and contracted a disease

-which developed itself more fully after his return,

and which there is some reason to believe was

never entirely dislodged from his constitution.

The fortnight which he spent in the army sup-

plied him with materials for reflection and con-

yersation, which no doubt would still have been

fresh, if his life had been prolonged through

fourscore years.

But the most important public enterprise in

which Dr. Willard has ever engaged, was no

doubt that, to the completion of which he was

looking forward with an all-absorbing interest,

when death so suddenly brought his labors to a

close—we mean the establishment of an institu-

tion for the relief of the insane poor. His mind

had been directed to this subject for a considera-

ble time ; and he had collected a vast amount of

information bearing upon it, which he had em-

bodied in a luminous and elaborate report—that

report had met with a most respectful acceptance

from the Legislature, and everything indicated

the speedy carrying out of the plan which it pro-

posed, when the author of the report and the

originator of the plan suddenly found that his

days of benevolent activity on earth were num-

bered. So good a purpose, conceived and ma-

tured by a spirit of such enlarged philanthropy,

we may reasonably expect will find other hands

to foster and promote it, and carry it on to its

full completion.

The crowning testimony in honor of Dr. Wil-

lard was his appointment by the present Chief-

Magistrate of New York to the office of Surgeon-

General of that state. To the responsibilities of

this high trust he had already proved himself

fully adequate; and probaldy there could not

have been found a more efficient auxiliary than

he in sustaining and carrying forward those in-

terests with which he was more immediately

charged. But the duties of this office, in addition

to his more private professional engagements,

and other diversified chiims upon his time, im-

posed upon liim a burden greater than liis ])hysi-

cal constitution was able to bear, and a sudden

attack of disease—occasioned, as he himself be-

lieved, by excessive exertion—was followed by

great prostration and speedy death.

Dr. Willard's intellectual character was

marked by quick perception, sound judgment,

retentive memory, and much more than the ordi-

nary power of analysis and investigation. Not

only was he a diligent student of books, but a

close observer of men and things; the result of

which was that he had acquired a very large

amount not only of professional but also of gen-

eral knowledge. He had an easy and graceful

style of communication, whether Avith the lips or

by the pen ; and the correctness and force and

beauty of his writing might shame many a man
who has had the advantages—which he never

enjoyed—of a regular classical education. He
had large executive ability—the power of readily

bringing other minds into harmon}' with his own
;

and hence he sometimes accomplished his ends so

easily that he was himself hardly conscious of

having put forth an effort. He had, moreover, an

exquisite taste—an 03^0 to discern whatever is

beautiful in nature or art ; and the delicacy of

his perception, especially in regard to architectu-

ral proportions was well nigh unrivalled. His

moral qualities were akin to his intellectual. He
had great simplicity and directness of character.

Though by no means lacking in suitable caution

and discretion in his intercourse with his fellow-

men, yet he was incapable of anything approach-

. ing to disingenuous artifice—his actions, faithfully

interpreted, were always a true index to the

movements of his mind and heart. With him the

question—"What is right?"—was all-absorbing;

and that question he sought to settle by the light

from above and from within, without listening to

the pleas of expediency or of imagined self-inter-

est. The tone of his spirit was eminently genial

and cheerful; and this, in connection with his

fine intellectual qualities, and more than ordina-

rily attractive manners, made him a most agreea-

ble companion.

But the intellectual and moral qualities with

which he was originally endowed were essentially

modified in their action by the quickening and

elevating influences of Christianity ; and though

he was not very demonstrative in any of his

habits, his general course of life showed him a

consistent and earnest Christian.

It will be difficult for the Medical Society of

the State of New York to supply the vacancy in

its Permanent Secretaryship occasioned by the

death of Dr. Willard. The enviable position

occupied by that Society is greatly due to his

labors. It is one of the best organized and most

useful of our State Medical Societies. Tiie Med-

ical Society of Albany County, N. Y., will have

occasion to remember Dr. Willard through all

time for his history of that Society, published

about a year since.
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Dr WiLLARD was married March 5th, 1861, to

Miss Ellen Spence, of Murfreesboro, Tenn., who

is left to mourn the loss of one of the best of hus-

bands and fathers.

Notes and Comments.

Improvement. ^

Our readers will observe that we are using a

much better paper in printing the Reporter than

we have used for several years past, and that

the size of the work has also been increased.

A further increase in size is contemplated before

long, besides other and more important improve-

ments, which we hope to be able to announce

soon.

Association of Resident Physicians.

I^^^We are requested to call the special atten-

tion of all resident physicians of civil hospitals in

this city to a meeting to be held in the library of

the Philadelphia Hospital at three o'clock next

Thursday afternoon, August 3d. This meeting

is called for the purpose of taking into considera-

tion the formation of an Association of Resident

Physicians of Hospitals, the object being mutual

improvement.

We are very glad that such a movement is on

foot. An association of the kind contemplated

would be of incalculable advantage to its mem-
bers, and its transactions would be well worth

preserving. We trust that all resident physicians

of hospitals in this city will be present next

Thursday.

Hospitals to be Closed.

All the Government hospitals in this Depart-

ment, with the exception of Chestnut Hill Hos-

pital, have been ordered to be closed. Surgeon

Lewis M. Taylor has been ordered to take

charge of this hospital, and fill the vacancy

caused by the death of Surgeon Joseph Hop-
kinsox.

We notice that the brevet of Lieutenant-Colonel

was lately conferred on Dr. Hopkixson, dating

from the fourth of March last. The honor was
not recefved, however, until after the doctor's

death.

Chief of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery in the
Navy.

Dr, Phixeas J. Horwitz, of Pennsylvania, has

received the appointment of Chief of the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery in the Navy, vice Dr.

William Wheelan, deceased. Dr- Horwitz has

long been connected with the Navy, and has been
a popular and efficient officer in the service.

The Plague in Asia.

Last week we mentioned that a disease sup-

posed to be the cholera, had been committing ter-

rible ravages in Arabia, and had invaded Egpyt,

and was advancing westwardly. The follow-

ing particulars in regard to it we find in the

newspapers.

While the Russian disease has raged with such
ferocity in the north of Europe, the southwestern
part of Asia has been suffering from a terrible

visitation of the same kind. The Levant Herald
of June 7th says that letters from Medina give a

frightful account of the ravages of the epidemic
now raging both at that city and Mecca. It takes

the form both of typhus and cholera. On the

eve of Courban-Beiram, and during the first

and second days of the feast, this terrible scourge
carried off no less than forty-six thousand victims

among the pilgrims, and though the intensity of

the plague is somewhat abated, multitudes still

perish The inhabitants have fled, and the streets

are filled with corpses. Of the Persian pilgrims

alone, no less than five thousand have fallen vic-

tims, among whom is the Shiek Mirza Hachim,
who, saint as he was reputed to be, has perished

with his whole household, composed of ten per-

sons. Sheriff Abdullah Pacha has taken refuge

at Taif, and the Governor-General, A^edji Pacha,
after having lost a son and a daughter, has him-
self fallen dangerously ill.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

A "Visit to the U. S. Army Medical Museum.
Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter:

On a recent visit to Washington I embraced

the opportunity to look into that new and useful

institution, the Army Medical Museum.

The museum is located on H, between 14th

street and New York avenue, in a handsome

brown-stone building, two stories in height. It

was established in August, 1862. In January,

1863, it contained 1349 objects; of which 935

were surgical specimens ; 106 medical; 133 mis-

siles, which for the most part have been extracted

from the human body. This latter class includes

round and conical bullets, shot, grape, canister,

and fragments of shells, arrows and arrow-heads.

The building is divided into two compartments.

On the first floor we have on entering, models of

the old and more recent forms of ambulances

;

also medical wagons, etc. In the centre there is

a case containing plaster casts ; of which there are

about three hundred representations of stumps,

plastic operations, incisions, and the general ope-

rations of surgery. Several of thorn are of great

interest. Among the rest it contains a cast of a
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case in which the jaw-bone, side of the nose, etc.,

were lost. On this case was founded the order of

the late Surgeon-General Hammoxd against the

use of calomel; it having been produced in one

of the western hospitals, and subsequently sent

to New York, where he was relieved by a plastic

operation, by Dr. Gurdox Buck, and which is

well shown in the three casts.

On the upper floor there are four cabinets. The

two central ones contain dry preparations, ex-

hibiting recent fractures, and attempts at repair;

these follow a natural division of cranium and

upper extremities, and the trunk, pelvis and lower

extremities. At the time of my visit the number

in the collection was increased to 4200 ; of these

500 are medical, 350 missiles, 400 photographic

illustrations of diseases and injuries of bones and

fractures. Many of these are microscopic in

their character, and are executed with great

fidelity and beauty. Most of the fractures are

the result of projectiles, but now and then you

have cases of fracture caused by accidents on

railways and army wagons. There is a very in-

teresting collection of projectiles for small arms

and field guns ; also the various patterns of bayo-

nets used in the U. S. army and foreign service.

In specimens of gun-shot fractures on long and

flat bones, it is clearly shown that the conical

bullet produces the most disastrous results and

comminuted fractures, while the round bullet is

almost always flattened against the bone, without

producing fracture. So great is the force of the

conical bullet, that at the battle of Gettysburg it

passed through an armour-plate on the chest of a

rebel soldier, making a clean incision, and killing

him instantly. And in India it has been known

to pass through ten bodies in succession, killing

in every instance.

The medical series of the museum is remarka-

bly rich in illustrations of malarious diseases

—

typhoid fever, and chronic diarrhoea. These are

chiefly of diseases of the ilium, coecum, and

transverse colon, including many beautiful Illus-

trations of diseased conditions of the glands of

Peyer; also tubercular ulcers of the small in-

testines, diseases of the heart, lungs, liver, spleen,

and kidneys. There is a very unique spe-

cimen in plaster of a carcinoma of the liver,

which weighed 9^ pounds, and is beautifully

colored. The Curat^jr of this museum is Dr. Geo.

A. Otis, of Massachusetts, Surgeon of the U. S.

Volunteers. The AnatomiHt is Dr. Sjiakuikt, for-

merly of this city.

In concluding my notice of this collection, I

am pleased to state that it surpasses any collec-

tion I visited after the Crimean war, either in

England or France, and will well repay a careful

study. To the efficient and practical head of

the Army Medical department, Major-General

Barxes, a native of this cit}^ I am muc!: indebted

for the opportunity of seeing several most inter-

esting and instructive photographic views of re-

sections, diseased bones, bayonet wounds, etc.

Lauren'ce Turxbull, M. D.

Philadeljjliia, July, 1865.

Smoking Arsenic with Tobacco.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter:

The readers of the Reporter, who may have

had any experience in regard to the smoking

of arsenic with tobacco, are requested by a cor-

respondent—Vol. XII., No. 413—to communicate

the same through your valuable medium for his

benefit.

In answer to this request, I am willing to im-

part what slight knowledge my limited experience

will permit on the subject. I used Fowler's solu-

tion, f.^iv. to a pound of fine cut tobacco. Put

the tobacco on a large earthen dish, then sprinkle

on the solution, stir Avell, that the whole may be

of uniform strength ; let the patient smoke after

each meal, and on going to bed.

For a L'Ubstitute the verbascum thapsus folia,

well dried and cut fine, will answer ver}'^ well in the

place of the tobacco,—the quantities the same as

the above. I prescribed it to a patient recently in

a case of phthisis with good result, thus far, to-

gether with other medicines. The patient stated

to me that she had to smoke tobacco frequently

during the night, consequently had burned a

lamp nightly for the last six months. She used

the arsenical preparation, and at the end of one

week could dispense with the lamp altogether.

Flint L. Keyes.

Jerseyville, Canada West, Jidy 11th, 1865.

News and Miscellany.

Hampton General Hospital.

There are 2100 patients in the Hampton Gene-
ral Hospitals at Fortress Monroe at the present
time, mostly colored.

The number of patients admitted into these
hospitals during the last fourteen months has
been ..... 26,122
Returned to duty,. . . 7,113
Transferred to other hospitals, . 8,827
Died, .... 2,085
Discharged, . . . . 2,072
The balance admitted are rebels and civilians.

Dr. Elv McClej-lan, of Pliihuhdphia, Avho has
had charge of these hospitals for nearly three

years, has recently been relieved and ordered to

duty in that city. Dr. J. F. Frantz assumes the

position vacated by Dr. McClellan.
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A New Microscope of Astonishing Power.

It is not many months since one of the most
eminent of living microscopists expressed his con-

viction that in the production of object-glasses,

with, a one tvsrenty-fifth of an inch focus, the mi-
croscope had reached its utmost attainable limit

of perfection. He added that " it appears impos-
sible to separate or define lines more numerous
than ninety thousand in an inch, on account
either of the decomposition of light or some other

cause. It therefore seems beyond our power ever

to discover more of the ultimate composition of

bodies by means of the microscope.^' It is always
foolish to use such "thus far and no farther"
language in reference to any department of sci-

entific research
5 but it is not often that its falla-

ciousness has been demonstrated within so short

a period as in the present case. The above ex-

tract is taken from a journal dated December 10,

1864-, and yet already the one thing which micro-
scopists are now talking about is an object-glass

with one fiftieth of an inch focus, recently made
by Messrs. Powell and Lealand, which was de-

scribed to the Royal Society by Dr. Lionel Beale
the other day, and was exhibited at the annual
conversazione of that society a short time since.

This object-glass possesses double the power of
the one which we were so lately told, and by so

great an authority, was the most powerful we
must ever expect to possess, and defines with
wonderful distinctness particles which the latter

cannot render visible at all. It magnifies three
thousand diameters with the low eye-piece, or

with a number five-piece fifteen thousand diame-
ters—that is to say, in popular parlance, one
thousand five hundred and seventy-five millions

of times ! It must immensely increase our knowl-
edge of the lower organisms, and may even aid

our researches into the ultimate constitution of

matter. And who shall say that even its powers
may not be exceeded in time?

—

London paper.

Consanguineous Marriages.

Dr. A. Mitchell has discussed the question of

**the Influence which Consanguinity in the Pa-

rentage exercises on the Ofispring;" and the fol-

lowing are the conclusions at which he has ar-

rived, for which we are indebted to the Edinburgh

Medical Journal.

1. Consanguinity in parentage tends to injure

the offspring. This injury assumes various forms.

It may show itself in diminished viability at

birth ; in feeble constitutions exposing them to

increased risk from the invasion of strumous dis-

ease in after-life ; in bodily defects and malforma-
tions ; in deprivation or impairment of the senses,

especially those of hearing and sight; and, more
frequently than in any other way, in errors and
disturbances of the nervous system, as in epilepsy,

chorea, paralysis, imbecility, idiocy, and moral
and intellectual insanity. Sterility or impaired

reproductiveness is another result of consan-

guinity in marriage, but not of such frequent oc-

currence as has been thought.

2. When the children seem to escape, the injury

may show itself in the grandchildren ; so that

there may be given to the ofi'npring by the kin-

ship of their parents a potential defect which
may become actual in their children, and thence-
forward appear as an hereditary disease.

3. Many isolated cases, and even groups of

cases, present themselves in which no injurious

result can be detected. This may occur even
when all other circumstances are of an unfavor-
able character.

4. As regards mental disease, unions between
blood-relations influence idiocy and imbecility

more than they do the acquired forms of insanity,

or those which show themselves after childhood.

5. The amount of idiocy in Scotland is to some
extent increased by the prevalence of consanguine
marriages, but the frequency of these marriages
does not appear to be nearly so great as has been
generally supposed.

A Simple Ophthalmoscope.

Dr. J. Z. Laurence communicates the follow-

ing to the British Medical Journal: " 1 find that if

a convex lens of about two inches focus be placed

in close apposition with a concave one of about
nine inches focus, and this combination be held

before the patient's eye, at the distance the

object-lens of an ordinary ophthalmoscope usually

is, it forms an ophthaluioscope, uniting in itself

the reflecting and refracting elements of that

instrument. For, whilst the light from a flame

is reflected by two surfaces (the outer concave
surface of the concave lens and the internal sur-

face of the convex one) into the patient's eye, it is

also, on its emergence therefrom, refracted by
the eff'ective convex element of the combination,

so as to form the usual indirect image of the fun-

dus oculi at the focal length. With such a rough
combination, 1 have been able to obtain a distinct

image of the optic nerve, retinal vessels, etc. ; and
I may hence not unreasonably hope a properly

constructed merascus will in itself fulfil the con-

ditions of the mirror and object-lens of an ordi-

nary ophthalmoscope.''

ImproT^ement of Wines.

It was long a well known facs says the Med.
News, quoting from the Lancet, that Bordeaux
wine which crossed the tropics acquired addi-

tional flavor (and the "Bordeaux retour de
I'Inde" has always been in great repute amongst
connoiseurs), when recently it was discovered

that Buriiundy could be equally improved under
similar circumstances. In the memoir which
was read at the Academy a fortnight ago, M.
Vergnette de Lamothe, its author, relates that,

his attention had been called to this subject, he

had discovered that the true cause of this ameliora-

tion must be attributed to the heat of the climes

through which the wine passes, and he had tried

the effect of artificial heat with complete success.

Submitted to a temperance of 40 deg. (centigrade),

the wine had become just as good as that which

had returned from foreign climes. This conclu-

sion M. Pasteur confirmed in the discussion

which followed. He mentioned that all diseases

of wine are owing to microscopical ferments ;
and

that after having employed with invariable fail-

ure, all sorts of means to combat them, he had at

last found that an elevated temperature, whilst

destroying the noxious bodies, gave considerable

relish to the wine.
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The Cholera in Egypt.
' An Alexandria telegram of July 5, reports con-

siderable diminution in the cholera. There were

eighteen deaths on the 4th. The epidemic was

stationary at Cairo.

New Kubber Cement.

I have purchased rubber cement of different

makers, but have found none so inexpensive, or

that dries so rapidly, as a kind made with ben-

zine in the following manner: Cut virgin or na-

tive rubber with a' wet knife into the thinnest

possible slices, and with shears divide these into

threads as fine as fine yarn ; the finer it is divided

the better the cement,^md quicker made. Put a

small quantity of the threads (say one-tenth or

less of the capacity of the bottle) into a wide-

mouthed bottle, and fill it three-quarters full

with benzine of good quality, perfectly free from

oil—such as may be procured at any paint shop

for about sixty' cents per gallon. The rubber

will swell up almost immediately, and in a few

days, especially if often shaken, assume the con-

sistence of honey, with a thick sediment at the

bottom, which does no harm. Of course it must

be well corked except at the time of using. If it

incline to remain in undissolved masses, more

benzine must be added; but if too thin and

watery, it needs more rubl;)er. A piece of solid

rubber of the bulk of a walnut will make a pint,

more or less, of the cement of proper consistency.

This cement dries in a few minutes, and by using

three coats in the usual manner will unite leather

straps, patches, rubber soles, backs of books, etc.,

with exceeding firmness. It succeeds perfectly,

if benzine free from oil is used in making it;

while chloroform is twenty times more expensive,

and cannot result in a better product.

—

Scientific

American.

Curious Statistics.

The population of Plattsburgh, N. Y., is now
41.--3. The oldest couple found were husband one
hundred and five and wife ninet3--five; have lived

together seventy-eight years, and had fourteen

children. The youngest mother found was aged
fifteen years, with a child over one year old, and
her husband in the army; twenty-nine mothers
who have had ten children each, sixteen who have
had eleven, eight who have had fourteen, four

who have had sixteen, three who have had scven-

tf^en, two who have had eighteen, one who has had
twenty, and one who has had twenty-three. There
are in the village seventy-nine mothers who have
hud in the aggregate nine hundred and fifty-six

children.

Army and Navy News.

ARMY.
AssTGMKT*.—T})e followijig niiiuofl medical officers

have \)<'-(in unr'.l'^ui-d io duly hy .Siir/rcon General
Barnf.s h8 McdicH] Directors of tlu; Military Geogra-
phical l^ejtJirtinents hercinaft^'r mfntiomd:

Hnrircfm Wrn. J. Hhjfine, (J. H. A., Depiirtmcnt of
the EaHt; 8nr;?eon Josiah Siiripson, 11. H. A., Middle
Lej)arf iiient

;
Sur^^eoii Charh-.s 8. Tripler, (I. S. A.,

I-)epartrfieiit f)f the Ohio
;

Sur[(ef>ii E. ( hooper, IJ. R. A.,

Department of the TcnnesHee; Surgeon Alonzo J.

Phelps, U. S. Vols., Department of Kentucky: Sur-
geon Eugene II. Abadie, U. S. A., Department of the
Missouri

;
Surgeon James Simons, U. S. A., Depart-

ment of Virginia; Surgeon D. W. Hand, U. S. Vols
,

Department of North Carolina; Surgeon M. Clymer,
U. S. Vols., Department of South rarolina

;
Surgeon

J. H. Boucher, U. S. Vols., Department of Georgia;
Surgeon A. B. Hauers XJ. S. A., Department of Flo-
rida; Surgeon A. E. Goodman, U. S. Vols,, Depart-
ment of Mississippi; Surgeon J. R. Smith, U. S. A.,

Department of Arkansas; Surgeon P. G. S. Tenbroek,
U. S.A., Department of the Columbia; Surgeon Chas.
McCormick, U. S. A., Department of California.

MABRIED.

Bennet—Hicks —In Brooklyn, on Tuesday, July
18, at the residence of the bride's father, by the Rev.
J. E. Rockwelb George H. R. Bennet, M. D., and
Adelia S., daughter of John M. Hicks, Esq.
Piper—Cumliff.—July 6th, Dr. Ira R. Piper, and

Miss Barbara Cumlitf, both of Allegheny county, Pa.
VoNDERSMiTH

—

Close.—At St. Paul's M. E. Church,
on Tuesday, July 18, by Rev. John Pegg, Jr., Samuel
P. Vondersmith, M. D.. U. S. A., and Evelina H.
Tompkins, daughter of William Close, Esq., both of
New York.

DIED.

Blakeb.—In this city, on the 18th inst., of disease
contracted while surgeon in the army, Gilbert H.
Blaker, M. D , in the 47th year of his age.

CoasoN.—In Montgomery county, Pa., on Thurs-
day, 20th instant. Miss Caroline Corson, eldest

daughter of Dr. Hiram and Ann J. Corson.

ANSWERS TO CORBRESPONDENTS.
Dr. J. A. J., Oley P. 0., Pa.—Elastic stocking sent by mail,

July 19th.

Dr. D. W. H., Wauseon, Ohio.—Byford on Chronic Diseases,
Skoda on Auscultation, sent by mail, .July 19th.

Dr. W. H., Pcttysville, 0/iio.—Turnbull" on Ophthalmoscope,
Do. on Nervous Deafness, sent by mail, July 19th.

METEOROLOGY.
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WANTED.
Subscribers havinpj any of tbo following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running
subscriptions, with such iis they mny rotnrn us.

Vol.s. 1, II, 111 k IV All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 0, ''0; No. 19. Keb. 9, '61.

" VI. NoK. IS, 19, Anil. 3, 10, '61.

" VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. .5, 12, Nov. 9, '61 ; Noh. 10 to 12,
Dec. 7, '61. to Marcl) 8, '(i3.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62.

" IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14.17 & 18. Nov 8. 15, 22, '62;

Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '6.{, Jan. 24 & 31, '03.

« XI. Nos. 1, 4, .5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23, .30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '04.

" XM. Nos. 1, 6, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept 10, Oct 22, 29, '64,

Feb. 4, '66.

We ore in prramvf} rtfod jiixt nov) of a few cr/pies for
new gvJ/scribert, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1865.
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Communications.

PENETRATIlSra WOUDSTD OF THE HEART.
AUTOPSY.

By William H. Helm, M. D.,

Act'g Ass't Surg., U.S.A., Depot Pris. of War, Newport News, Va.

The following statement of circumstances at-

tending the killing of prisoner of war, private

Benj. Hurt, Co. A, Cobbs' Ga, Legion, with

notes of an autopsy held may 8th, 1865, may
prove of interest to some of the readers of the

Reporter. It may be premised that this camp

was established April 13th, 1865, and the priso-

ners were very efficiently guarded for some eight

weeks, by a negro regiment.

About half past ten, P.M., May 7th, I was sent

for to see a prisoner who had been wounded by

a sentinel. On arriving at the hospital, accompa-

nied by Drs. Steinmetz and Fritz, Act'g Ass't

Surgeons U. S. A., and attached to this camp, I

found him lying on his left side, with his knees

drawn pretty well up, and his body bent forward.

He complained considerably of pain in any posi-

tion, and begged for some morphia. On examina-

tion I found a triangular shaped opening on the

posterior portion of the thorax, two inches below

the inferior angle of the scapula, and four inches

to the right of the spine. On examination with

the probe, I found that the probe ran down be-

neath the skin for two or three inches, but was

unable to detect any opening into the thorax.

The patient complained of pain, and no change

of position seemed to relieve it. His pulse was

good, but slightly accelerated. His respiration

was very little, if at all aflFected. The expression

of his countenance was slightly uneasy. There

was a very slight oozing from the wound. After

a consultation, we concluded that it was a non-

penetrating wound of the chest. The wound was

covered by a piece of dry lint, fastened to the

chest by adhesive plaster. A grain of morphia

was given him, with directions to give him half a

grain in an hour if he was not relieved, and to

send for the medical officer of the day, (who slept

inside the camp,) or for me, if the man became
worse. Toward morning he became delirious, and
died about sunrise, witliout the ward-master hav-

ing sent for any of the surgeons. The account

given to the ward-master and one of the nurses

by the prisoner is as follows : A little after 10

o'clock, P. M., he went down to the sink, which is

built out into the river on piles, and has a gallery

on two sides of it. The prisoners were in the

habit of going out on this gallery to urinate.

Ignorant of its being a violation of the rules to

go to the gallery at night, he went out on it, and
while in the act of urination the sentinel halted
him. He turned to come back, and when oppo-
site the sentinel, he heard an officer give the or-

der, "Bayonet him," which the sentinel accord-
ingly did. Hurt further stated that the stroke
jarred him very much. I do not vouch for the
truth of Hurt's account; for though there v^as a
board of investigation, nothing further than its

approval of the action of the sentinel was made
public; therefore Hurt's is the only account I

have. After being wounded. Hurt walked from
the sink to the hospital, a distance of about 200
yards, assisted by the sentinel and officer of the
guard.

At my request Dr. Fritz made an autopsy at

10 o'clock on the morning of the 8th; at which
were present the whole medical staff—eleven in

number—except the surgeon in charge, also the

chaplain of the regiment on guard, and the mili-

tary officer of the day.

The triangular opening, as before stated, was
four inches to the right of the spine, and two
inches below the inferior angle of the scapula.

On tracing the path of the bayonet, it was found
to have gone downward and to the left, some two
inches, beneath the skin, when it entered the

ninth intercostal space. Upon opening the tho-

rax, nearly its entire cavity was found filled with

clots and semi-fluid blood, of a dark-red hue. The
opening in the ninth intercostal space was found,

and the further course of the bayonet was traced

where it had torn through the outer and right

edge of the intervertebral disc, between the ninth

and tenth dorsal vertebrce and the ninth dorsal

vertebra. The lungs were found to be uninjured..

The pericardium contained a clot of bright-red
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hue. about the size of a large lien's egg, and

several ounces of bloody serum. A small tri-

angular spot was seen on the posterior portion

of the base of the left ventricle. The probe sank

into the triangular spot by its own weight merely,

and on opening the left ventricle, it was found to

be a penetrating wound of the heart. The op-

posite surface of the ventricle was entirely un-

injured. The vena cava ascendens was probably

pierced by the bayonet, though it was impossible

to find the opening, owing to the dense fibrous

clots surrounding the vessels and pervading the

cellular tissue. This supposition accounts for

the large venous hemorrhage, and is entirely

pro'^alde, as the vena cava ascendens is in the

course of the bayonet. As to why the bayonet

took such a course, I cannot tell, but suppose the

man must have been in the standing posture

when struck and stooped suddenly forward: or

the sentry having hold of the piece, after strik-

ing a downward blow, must have suddenly de-

pressed the butt, thus giving the point of the

bayonet an upward course.

IS THERE ALBUMINUKIA IN EPILEPSY ?

Consequences in regard to its diagnosis with
Eclampsia.

(Translated from the Inaugural Thesis of M. Sailly.)

By Ross R. Bunting, M D.,

Of Philadelphia.

Epilepsy and eclampsia of pregnant women

are two convulsive diseases, which present symp-

toms so identical, that authors have regarded

them as one and the same afi'ection. M. Cazenu

[Traiie d'Accouchements, p. 787, 1853,) describes

eclampsia under the name of puerperal epilepsy.

"What is eclampsia compared with epilepsy?"

says M. Trousseau, and vice versa.

" Regarding its convulsive form only, epi-

lepsy, whether essential or symptomatic, is no-

thin n but eclampsia d retov.rs, and eclampsia is

merely transitory and accidental epilepsy."

—

Gazette des Hopitaux, 1861, No. 10.

According to the opinion of M. Moreau (de

Tours) epilepsy and eclampsia, in regard to their

form, are one and the same disease, the cause

alone differing-, he makes a difference between

chrr»nic and essential epilepsy, with periodical

attacks, incurable in the present state of our

knowledge, and epileptiform attacks, (symptom-

atic epilepsy,) having all the characters of epi-

lepsy, but wliich supervening under the influence

an acute disease, as apoplexy, typhoid fever, ver-

minous diseases, myelitis, or occurring during

dentition and labor, attacks to which J. Frank

has reserved the name of eclampsia. These at-

tacks cease with the disease of which they are

only a symptom.

Valleix {Guide du Medicin Practicicn, tome

iv., 1851,) defines epilepsy, "a nervous apyretic

disease, characterized either by sudden attacks

returning at variable intervals, the symptoms of

which are sudden loss of consciousness, convul-

sions, and difficulty of respiration.''

Thus their only absolute difierence are the

chronicity and periodicity of epilepsy. But even

with these characters very good in themselves,

but insufficient, it is necessary to await a subse-

quent attack before establishing a diagnosis.

May it not happen that a woman can have a first

attack of epilepsy during .pregnancy, which may
return at a later period? In regard to the causes

of epilepsy some authors consider pregnancy as a

determining cause of this disease
;
others, on the

contrary, affirm that pregnancy delays epileptic

attacks. The question will always present itself

to the physician, whether the disease is system-

atic or essential, curable or incurable. It is not

in the causes, but in the symptoms that we are to

find the elements of a good diagnosis ; we will

consider each of them and endeavor to find out

if there be one certain sign of the disease of

which we are treating.

The precursory phenomena of the two diseases

are identical; the eclamptic attack very rarely

comes on unawares to the patient; there are gen-

erally present some irascibility of temper, pain

and heaviness in the head, some difficulty of res-

piration, vertigo, dimness of vision, tinnitus au-

rium, different nervous symptoms; we have the

same in epilepsy. If in epilepsy these prodromic

symptoms have been known to be absent, is not

the same in eclampsia? " In the commencement

of an epileptic attack," says M. Beau, ''the pa-

tient utters a loud cry, then falls with loss of con-

sciousness." M. Tarnier has made use of this

symptom in the diagnosis of eclampsia, for in the

latter disease there is perfect silence, never any

warning cry. This would be an important diag-

nostic sign, if the cry were alwaj^s present, but

this is far from being the case in every epileptic

attack. I have seen at the Salp6triere (hospital)

women who never uttered a cry, the nocturnal

attacks coming on so suddenly, that if they were

not watched with the strictest attention, they

would be found dead, asphyxiated under their

coverlets ; rare accident it is true, but of which

there have,been cases in this establishment. We
may add, that the physician is rarelj'^ present at

the commencement of an attack. It has been

said that in epilepsy there was always an aura;

that the beginning of the attack was more sud-
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den than that of eclampsia; this, however, has not

been proven ; besides it is very difficult to- form

an opinion about a greater or less deo;ree of sud-

denness. Has not the aura been contested byM.
Calmeil? and all those who have seen cases

of epileps}', know that the attacks are some-

times so sudden, that the patient himself cannot

foresee them. In the diiierent phenomena of

the attacks, the differential diagnosis has also

been sought for; thus, it has been said that there

was a difference in the form of the convulsions;

in epilepsy- there were rapid jerks; in eclampsia

violent torsion of the limbs. But in these two

affections the convulsions are identical ; in both

tetanic stiff'ness, twisting of the limbs, tonic and

clonic convulsions. But there is one phenome-

non which is of great importance; this is the in-

voluntary evacuations. During the attack of

eclampsia, the patients do not urinate ; there are

no involuntary evacuations; in epilepsy, on the

contrary, there always are. There are, however,

some exceptions to this rule. I observed at the

Salpetiere hospital an epileptic patient who dur-

ing her attack never urinated ; it was necessary

to draw off her water. From the 24th February

until the 12th of March, she never urinated

alone ; since the last date, there is incontinence

of urine. From what I have been able to learn,

this incontinence will last about a fortnight,

when she will be as well as before the occurrence

of the epileptic attack.

But if the involuntary emission of urine does

not take place in all cases of epilepsy, it is rarely

absent, whilst in eclampsia it never exists. It

was no doubt by mistake that M. Cazeaux ad-

mitted the existence of involuntary evacuations

in eclampsia; for authors who have written on

this subject, and M. Blot in particular, have

never observed it ; it is necessary to make use of

the catheter during the attack if you wish to ex-

amine the urine. Some authors have affirmed,

that in epilepsy the comatose period is of less

duration, that the patient returned to conscious-

ness much sooner
;
they probably meant the sim-

ple cases, for there are paroxysms which are no

sooner finished than another commences, so that

there may be a series of fifteen, twenty, even

twenty-five successive paroxysms, during which

the patient does not return to consciousness.

From what we have mentioned of the principal

symptoms, it appears there is not one of them

which is peculiar to either of these two diseases.

Neither in the prodromic symptoms, nor in the

phenomena of the paroxysm, do we find any ele-

ment of diagnosis. From the similitude of the

symptoms must we conclude that these two affec-

tions are identical? We must admit a capital

difference between them, the proof of which we
have in the treatment. Do we not succeed in

suspending for a time the eclamptic phenomena
by the administration of chloroform? This heroic

plan of treatment, recommended by Simpson,

renders us here important service. Is it the

same in epilepsy? M. Moreau (de Tours) has

tried the ana3sthetic method with his patients at

Bicetre, but he was obliged to renounce it, as

convulsions of a tetanic form followed its admin-

istration in several instances. We are obliged to

recognize the fact, that these two diseases, the

manifestations of which are identical, are essen-

tially different as to their nature; this is a very

important fact in reference to their prognosis.

There is one symptom almost constant in eclamp-

sia, the importance of which has been much in-

sisted upon, and which, according to our experi-

ence, is the principal symptom in the diagnosis

of these two diseases ; I allude to albuminuria.

Albuminuria in Eclampsia.

Having experienced the difficulty of obtaining

a certain diagnosis in eclampsia, M. Blot sug-

gested that perhaps, by a comparison of the urine

of the two diseases, a solution of the difficulty

might be obtained; he advised me to make re-

searches in this, respect among epileptic women.
It is a fact admitted by almost every one, that

albumen always exists in the urine of women
affected with eclampsia. M. Blot, in his Inau-

gural Thesis, (1849,) has shown by experiments,

that in eclampsia the urine always contains albu-

men, very often in great quantities; it is true

that this author only mentions seven cases of

eclampsia, but since that time he has seen a great

number, and has always found the urine albu-

minous. He has demonstrated besides that dur-

ing the attacks, the urine secreted contains more
albumen, than when there are none; that in

almost every case the cause of the albumenu-
aria is owing to a simple renal hyperaemiaj

a mere functional trouble of the kidneys; that

primipara seem more subject to albuminuria

and eclampsia ; that all the cases of eclampsia he

has observed have been accompanied with albu-

minuria, although the converse is not true, for

there are many pregnant women with albumen

in their urine without being affected with eclamp-

sia ; that albuminuria disappears soon after de-

livery, never to return, and that it sometimes

disappears after the paroxysm, reappearing at

the next attack. MM. SuirsoN, Leser, Sabatier,

Legroua, and others, have confirmed the above

facts. "Every woman affected with eclampsia,"

says M. Becquerel, ''at the moment of labor,
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presents albumen in the urine." M. Depaul

reported ivro cases of eclampsia without albumi-

nuria, observed by M. Mascarel, besides the one

given by Leser in which there was none, and in

which at the autopsy there were found traces of

meningitis. Was it eclampsia or meningitis?

M. Blot at Hopital des Cliniques, in two dif-

ferent cases, seeing the patients in a deep coma,

did not hesitate to diagnosticate meningitis on

account of the absence of albumen in the urine

;

which diagnosis was confirmed at the autopsy.

Whatever importance these rare exceptions may
present, we may ask ourselves two questions:

Was this really eclampsia? Have the researches

been made with care?

M. Blot, in his researches on the albumenuria

of pregnant women, mentions several cases in

which the urine being alkaline, the albumen was

not precipitated by heat, but a few drops of nitric

acid gave quite an abundant precipitate; whence

the necessity of always remarking the alcalinity

or acidity of the urine before the experiment.

Admitting that there may have been no error

in the exceptional facts mentioned above, we can

still regard albuminuria as almost always con-

stant ine clampsia.

These facts established, I was desirous of as-

certaining if the same existed in epilepsy.

[To be continued.]

ON DISEASES OF THE INTERNAL EAR.
By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Aural Surgeon to Howard Hospital, Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 72.)

1. Dysecoia Labyrinthica.

Causes. Congenital defective formations of the

labyrinth have been observed which approximate

to those of the lower animals, for instance, the

cochlea, vestibule, and serai-circular canals formed

one irregular cavity without any membranous
opening into the tympanum. In other cases, the

cochlea was found developed without a spiral, in

the form of a sac, or rudimentary, with only one

or one and a half turns in its bony walls; in

other cases, one or two only of the three semi-

circular canals were present; the labyrinth fluid

was transformed into a thick jelly, etc. etc.

Acquired dysecoia labyrinthica may be, with a

few cases of true neuroses, always referred to

pathological changes in the labyrinth, which oc-

casion a manifest acoustic injury. To these

belong, as Toynbee also shows: 1, qualitative

and quantitative changes in the labyrinth fluid

;

• Prom Erhard.—Ratlonelle Otiatrik nach kllnischen Beo-
b*chtungen bearbeitet. Erlangen, 1839.

2, qualitative and quantitative changes in the

tunica retina, since according to acoustic princi-

ples, only thin membranes have the power of con-

ducting the sound from the labyrinth fluid to the

fixed bodies, the nerve endings, and if too thick,

( e. g., indurated hyper^emic tunicse retina3,) or

too thin, {e.g., atrophied tunicge retinas,) this

power is impaired. But as no acoustic hardness

of hearing passes a certain point, so no organic

nervous structural changes in the labyrinth can

fully destroy the condition of sound vibration by
'

the bones of the head, and therefore in all these

cases the tuning-fork can be heard.

If now on the one hand, an attempt at a minute
diagnosis of all possible structural changes in the

labyrinth during life should give rise to futile

hypotheses, yet on the other hand, we have ob-

tained sufiicient data to warrant us in risking an

attempt to diagnose some of them with some pre-

cision. At the same time, we will use as great

simplicity as possible, and continually bear in

mind that in science we must always make errors

before we arrive at truth. Without starting on

the race, how can we expect to reach the goal.

According to my clinical experience, I shall at

present describe five forms, which are distin-

guished by important symptoms, and in the treat-

ment of which I have had very favorable results,

viz.

1. Apoplexies and hemorrhages, greater or

less, generally in the nervous tunic, sometimes

in the periosteum.

2. Chronic inflammation, hyperasmic and struc-

tural changes in the nervous tunic, hypertrophies

and atrophies.

3. Inflammations of the periosteum with its

extensions into the labyrinth fluid.

4. Reflex-relations.

5. True dynamical neuroses, peripheric anoes-

thesia, and atrophy of the auditory nerve.

The diagnosis of extravasation of blood from

the vessels of the nervous tunic is best shown by
an example.

A man over fifty years of age consulted me on
Jan. 17th, 1857, who had been perfectly deaf in

the left ear since childhood, but had enjoyed good
hearing in the right ear until a few days before.

He had caught cold, and suddenly experienced a

humming in the ear attended with dullness of

hearing, (the result, in my opinion, of congestion

of the nervous tunic of the labyrinth.) An ac-

quaintance advised him to apply warm herb
satchets ; he applied them rather too warm to the

ear, and suddenly entirely lost his hearing, with-

out however experiencing pain. The unbearable
humming was continual from this time.
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The case presented the following symptoms on

Jan. 17: perfect condition of the general health,

absence of all cerebral symptoms, with loss of

hearing, conduction by the bones of the head of

the watch, but not of the tuning-fork. The acous-

tic apparatus was perfectly normal, hearing dis-

tance scarcely one inch for the case-watch, power

of understanding speech impaired. The cause

could then exist only in the labyrinth, all symp-

toms of inflammation were wanting, there was no

pain, the commencement was abrupt, and this

taken together with the exciting cause, made it

more than probable that the case was one of hem-

orrhage from congested capillaries, and that the

subjective hearing (the humming) was caused by
the pressure of the extrayasated blood, whilst at

the same time impressions of the auditory nerve

fibres could not be taken in.

Treatment. The indication was to cause the ab-

sorption of the extravasation in the labyrinth,

without however there being any necessity for

our diagnosticating in what portion of the laby-

rinth it exists, whether in the vestibule or coch-

lea?

The patient was ordered to remain in bed, to

apply ten leeches, and to allow the bleeding to

» continue for half an hour, to take an emetic, and
to apply in the evening a good-sized mustard

plaster to the nape of the neck. On the 18th,

another application of four leeches was made,

and instead of the mustard plaster a strong fly

blister was applied, and perspiration encouraged

by warm decoctions for drink. On the 20th,

a slight improvement was manifest, for the same
watch, which on the 17th, could not be heard at

all, could now be heard at the distance of two

inches. I now began the use of iodide of potas-

sium with infusion- of senna, making at the same
time counter-irritation at the nape of the neck.

I continued this treatment eight days, and had
the satisfaction of witnessing a daily improve*-

ment as the absorption of the extravasation went
on, and on the 31st of January I left him cured.

It is possible that the absorption might have

taken place spontaneously, but it is also pos-

sible that it might have caused a pigmentary

deposit or other metamorphoses.

With this is connected

a. Hardness of liearing resulting from concus-

sion and explosion.

I have already mentioned, when treating of

hemorrhages, that they may come from the capil-

laries of the external meatus and tympanum, as

the result of jars, falls, pressure, or violent ex-

plosions. We have no cause for doubting that

similar hemorrhages may take place in the ner-

vous tunic of the labyrinth, richly endowed as it

is with vessels. If therefore any one suddenly

becomes deaf without pain, after a fall, a blow

on the ear, an explosion, or the like, and if at the

same time we have destruction of the power of

hearing watches by conduction of the sound

by the bones of the head, whilst at the same-

time there is absence of cerebral symptoms, and

integrity of the acoustic apparatus, we may con-

sider the case as one of hemorrhage, varying in

degree according to the degree of deafness. The

nervous deafness of smiths and artillerists is

really a continued capillary apoplexy, although

it comes on chronically, (for it is probably made

up of a succession of acute hemorrhages,) and

especially have we reason to believe so when we
consider how strong an impression a violent blow

of the stirrup on the vestibule, and in this man-

ner a direct concussion of the nervous tunic, must

produce.

I should doubt the taking of an impression by

the auditory nerve in such cases, because the au-

ditory nerve does not ramify in a hard medium,

but in a perfectly moveable swimming mem-
brane.

As we might suppose, hemorrhage after vio-

lence may sometimes be of a complicated nature.

On Feb. 6th, 1856, a physician of the place

brought me a soldier who had received, about six

weeks previously, a couple' of violent blows on

the ear from an officer. There was an immediate

discharge of blood from the ears and nose, and

the soldier fainted and became deaf in both ears.

Hemorrhagic discharge from the ear, in my opin-

ion, comes only from the dermoid layer of the ex-

ternal meatus, for a rupture of the membrana

tympani is rare, and even when it exists, it

would not give free exit to blood extravasated in

the tympanum. Afterward the patient was at-

tacked with meningitis, which had a fortunate

termination. On Feb. 6th, his case presented the

following symptoms

:

Bony conduction was wanting, the hearing

distance on both sides for a clock-watch was

half a foot, for a bell three feet; no symptoms

involving the cerebellum, no paralysis of the

facial, no change in the voice; a case therefore of

peripheric-nervous deafness.

In addition to this, the external meatus was

catarrhally inflamed, as was also the membrana

tympani, in which also there existed a perforation.

Inasmuch as the discharge was for a long time

after the attack mixed with blood, I diagnosed

that there existed also a hemorrhage into the

various cavities of the ear, and a metamorphosis

of the extravasated blood in the labyrinth. Of
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course, all that I could do was to treat the chronic

j2atai'rh, hut not the deeper-seated malady.

A violent cold may also cause apoplexies of

this nature. On May 3d, 1855, a merchant of

fifty years of ago, from Triest, consulted me,

who, during a night-watch in the year 1848, sud-

denly became affected with hardness of hearing,

unattended with pain, hut with the most torment-

ing humming in the ear. Although his hardness

of heaving had lasted ten years, it had not in-

creased, and tlie tuning-fork could he heard by

bony conduction, although watches could not,

and a pocket-watch could be heard at a distance

of several inches, and he could understand speech

well, but the humming in his ears robbed him of

all pleasure in life, and made him a perfect

hypochondriac.

6. Clironic inflammations of tlie nevcous tunics

and tlieir results.

Inflammations of the nervous tunic are very

frequent, the characteristic symptoms are the

continual humming unattended with pain, to-

gether with abolished bone conduction, and in

the commencement, the hearing is only slightly

affected; along with this is the pathognomonic

symptom that the secretion of cerumen is never

normal, but this symptom has diagnostic value

only in those cases in which the malady is con-

fined to one ear and the secretion is present in

the other. We distinguish between the subacute

and the chronic form of the commencement; in the

subacute form, the patient can generally mark
the period of commencement, in the chronic form

he cannot. The subacute form is either confined

to one side, as hypera3mia rheumatica, or exists

on both sides, as hypersemia catarrhalis, and in

these cases is always an accompaniment of other

rheumatic or catarrhal affections.

If a person tells us that he experiences hum-
ming in the ears and loss of hearing simultane-

ously with catarrh of the nasal passages, we con-

clude that the case is one of extension of the ca-

tarrh to the tympanum ; if however we bring the

watch to aid our diagnosis, we correct our error,

for we then perceive that bony conduction is want-

ing, and finally we also correct our error by the

use of the catheter. The same thing happens if

there is a simultaneous catarrh of the digestive

or respiratory passages.

The chronic form comes on perfectly, gradually^

generally coincident witli or lol lowing the suppres-

sion of customary secretions, such as the perspira-

tion from the feet, etc., or after a disturbance in the

circulation of parts whose vessels have an anato-

matic connection with those of the car, after a

too clotie cutting of the hair, or its falling out,

finally from the effects of cold, either remaining

too long with the head uncovered in a cold atmos-

phere, or in the injudicious use of cold baths, sea-

bathing, the use of frictions or cold water cures.

The absence of cerumen is constant, as is also its

return on the disappearance of the congestion

and humming.

Finally, this congestion may appear ^s an at-

tendgtnt of inflammations of the surrounding parts,

such as the meatus and the tympanum, as we have

already seen, but in such cases pain is present.

[To be continued.]

PATHOLOGY
CEEATIVE
SPINE.

AISTD TBEATMENT OF UL-
lOTLAMMATION OP THE

By Benjamin Lee, M. D.,

Of Philadelphia.

Bead before the Medical Society of the State of Penn-

sylvania, at its sessions. at Altoona, June, 1865.

(Continued from page 69.)

But many of my professional brethren will say,

"We concede you this argument from pathology.

We do not believe any more than you do in the tu-

bercular essentiality theory. We take you on your

own ground, and admit that in the greater number

of cases we have to combat a traumatic inflamma-

tion, whether of the bone itself, of its investing

membrane, or of the inter-vertebral cartilage.

Why is not counter-irritation in the manner ani-

madverted on, allowable and advisable under

these circumstances?" I answer—first, because

a strict regard for the ethics of our art, and our

honest self-respect, will not permit us to make

use of any remedies, however harmless, upon

mere theory, if experience has proved them to be

inert. Still less, may we suffer the beauty of a

tlieor}^ to lead us to the adoption of means

which after a fair trial have failed to establish

their efficacy, if their employment is necessa-

rily attended by excruciating pain, nervous irri-

tation, and general exhausti^sn. The evidence of

its utility should be ample and overwhelming,

which could lead us to initiate a mode of treat-

ment which is in itself a disease, and which, were

any of us suffering from it, would often be sufiicient

to incapaciate us from thjB discharge of our ordi-

nary duties.

Because a patient has gotten rid of a persis-

tent pain in the back while a process of counter-

irritation has been going on, we have no right to

infer that a case of spinal caries has been avert-

ed
;

for, first, pain in the back may have many

other causes; and, second, I assert it most posi-

tively, vain in the hack is not a characteristic

symptom or even a constant accompaniment of true
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spinal disease. In the earlier stages of the affec-

tion it is indeed rarely present, generally result-

ing from the undue strain upon the posterior

spinal muscles and ligaments, caused by the

growing deformity, and to be classed with the

ordinary back-ache of debility.

It is a well-known law that lesions of nerve-

centres or of main trunks exhibit their earliest

and often their only manifestations, not at or near

the seat of disturbance, but at the extremities of

the nerves which have their origin at this point,

and a recognition of this law would lead us to

anticipate what careful observation will confirm,

that, with the exception of deformity, the symp-

toms of commencing caries of the vertebrae are all

general in their character, and at a distance from

their source.

But, secondly, this treatment has not even the

apology of a plausible and well-reasoned theory

to bolster it up. Our standard writers on materia

medica, prominent among whom stands Pereira,

are forced to acknowledge that all attempts to

place counter-irritation upon a rational foundation

have utterly failed ; that it is based on the ob-

served counteraction of certain diseases upon cer

tain other diseases existing at the time of their

incipiency, is purely experimental and empirical,

and is justified only by its results in certain

classes of cases.

While I can readily admit the possibility of

revulsion when we place the entire intestinal

tract in a state of erethism, and excite a copious

discharge from all its follicles—while I can un-

derstand how an agent which stimulates the ca-

pillary circulation of the entire lower extremities

may exert a derivative influence from distant

parts, it does tax our powers of comprehension to

appreciate how a small circumscribed focus of

suppuration which possesses no controlling influ-

ence over the circulation, can have any other

effect than simply to increase general nervous

irritability. That it can restore a carious bone

to soundness, appears to me the wildest of fan-

cies.

Thirdly, and especially, this treatment is neither

advisable nor admissable, because it consumes

precious time, and prevents the employment of a

means which is infinitely superior. The most

that any man can claim for the results of his

counter-irritation in any given case, is to fall

back upon the miserable conscience-salving sub-

terfuge, "If it had not been used, the patient

might have been worse." All that can be assert-

ed for it is negative. But the physician who
makes use of complete support and relief from

pressure on the diseased surfaces of contact in

this affection, Avill find to his delight a daily pos-

itive improvement which he can trace directly to

the treatment which he has adopted.

Let us take the mosfc favorable possible case for

the trial—the incipient stage of inflammation,

Avhether traumatic or idiopathic. What condition

have we here that does not exist in a case of

simple fracture of a long bone? In both there is

inflammation of osse(ms tissue aggravated by mo-

tion and pressure. And yet, as Dr. Bauer perti-

nently suggests, "To what physician has it ever

occurred to put a scton or an issue over the seat

of a fracture?'' Suppose the attempt to be made,

and the splints thrown as'ide as "clumsy mechan-

ical contrivances," who has any doubt as to the

result. The parallel is not as forced as might at

first sight appear. Did not humanity forbid, I

would agree to take any case of simple fracture of

the thigh, for instance, and subjecting it daily to

the same amount of pressure and irritation that

an inflamed vertebra receives, to develop, in the

course of a few months or even weeks, locally

caries, and generally, as complete a strumous ca-

chexia, as is found in the average cases of Pott's

disease, and this even though the leg was girdled

with setons and issues.

The records of what hospital, the experience

of what physician, do not display examples of

caries, hectic, cachexia, and even tubercular de-

positions in distant organs, as the result of com-

pound and comminuted fractures in perfectly

healthy individuals? From this analogy, if we

are wise, we shall take our hint for the treatment

of the spinal affection. But whatever other means

be adopted, in the name of humanity, of conser-

vative surgery, of rational medicine, of common
sense, which is but- another name fur pure sci-

ence familiarly expressed, and of the professional

conscience, itself too often seared with the hot

iron of routine, I respectfully but earnestl}- pro-

test against the continuance of a practice based

neither on sound reasoning nor successful expe-

rience, which is not only intensely painful and

extremely disgusting, but confessedly capable of

working injury to the general health, and which

entirely prevents the employment of the only ra-

tional and successful method of treatment.

Furthermore, I appeal to my professional

brethren in behalf of an earlier recognition of

the existence of this terrible disease. Why is it

that our ears are so often pained by the story the

mother so sadly tells us, as her e^'-es rest on the

poor little misshapen sufferer by her side, of the

long period of invasion, during wliiuh all her

maternal anxieties are aroused; how she repeat-

edly called the attention of hor medical adviser
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to the child's condition only to have her fears

ridiculed; how her own suspicions as to the

safety of the spine heg-an to be awakened—she

knew not why—only it would st^em by a mother's

instinct; how the physician's particular attention

•was invited to this question, and how he still re-

fused to see anything beyond some trifling indis-

position and the mother's nervousness; how he

even perhaps sustained his opinion, when hard-

pressed, by calling to his aid a fellow-practitioner

who fully supported his view of the case, until at

last the fatal projection began to show itself, and

a perceptible and rapidly increasing deformity

confirmed all her anxious forebodings, and con-

vinced the unwilling doctor, before whose eyes

all this time a train of symptoms had been slowly

passing, as marked, as characteristic, and as easily

recognizable to a practised observer, as the signs

of invasion of measles or scarlatina, nnj, even as

the eruptions which distinguish those diseases.

In the present somewhat divided state of pro-

fessional opinion on some cardinal points of treat-

ment, caution may be advisable in condemning

what seems erroneous to us in the therapeutics of

others, but, in this day, when diagnosis is justly

made so prominent a part of a thorough medical

education, it is greatly to the discredit of the pro-

fession, a veritable opprohrinm^ that the discovery

of the existence of an affection so well defined in

its symptoms, so disastrous in its results, and so

amenable to treatment in its earlier stages, should

be not only left to unprofessional acuteness, but

80 often positively and repeatedly denied by the

professional attendant. It is no excuse for such

remissness to say that mothers, in their hyper-

anxiety, often fancy spinal disease when none

exists. The very object of a physician's training,

the very theorj' of his attendance, is that his sci-

ence, experience, and sagacity will enable him
wisely to decide between morbid fancies and well-

grounded apprehensions, and he neglects his

duty when he carelessly and sweepingly stigma-

tizes every suggestion of the devoted and anxious

parent as the offspring of pure nervousness, and

unworthy his sapient consideration. It is quite

possible, in the vast majority of cases, for the

physician to recognize the disease before an}' pro-

jecting spinous process attracts the attention of

the mother, and confutes his deliberately ex-

prcfsed opinion. That this is the case, allow me
to show by briefly detailing tlie symptoms, as

nearly as possible in their sequence.

1. Prominent among the early signs—so pro-

minent that I have ventured elsewhere to call it

"The Initial symptom," is jxiin^ not in the back,

Dot along the spine—for as already said, that is

not a symptom, and is scarcely even seen at the

outset—but in the abdomen, and generally so cir-

cumscribed that we may call it gastralgia, al-

though it is doubtful if the intestinal canal be

not as much concerned in its production as the

stomach. The character of this pain is spasmo-

dic and paroxysmal; I am led to suppose that it

arises from spasm of the muscular fibres of the

stomach and intestines. It may be caused imme-

diately by the introduction of food into the sto-

mach, by movement or shock to the trunk, as by

being lifted, or it may, and perhaps often does,

come on without any apparent cause. It is in-

tense and excruciating, often causing most pierc-

ing cries; commences suddenly, and as sviddenly

abates
;
may be controlled by opium, but yields

scarcely perceptibly to ordinary remedies for

gastralgia or colic. In some instances it extends

to the sides, and very rarely finds its waj^ round

to the back and spine. But this is the exception.

After the mother has exhausted her household

remedies in vain, the physician is called in. If

he belong to what we call among ourselves the

old school, he gives a vermifuge; if to the new,

bismuth ; and failing to relieve it, in either case, he

may go on from experiment to experiment, until

the actual disease either shows itself and dis-

closes the true nature of the affection, or the pain

gradually ceases spontaneously, which it not un-

frequently does as the case progresses.

2. Irritability of temper to an excessive degree

;

nervous impatience and excitability, alternating

with malaise and disinclination to exertion. The

sudden change in the disposition when relief is

procured, is one of the most noticeable features

of its treatment.

3. An inability to hold the trunk erect; a con-

stant aiming for support anteriorly; the child, if

able to walk, frequently coming to lean on the

mother's knee or against a chair, and disliking to

be long on its feet.

4. - A short, jerking respiration, often quite

labored, and accompanied with a slight vocal

oiniasion during expiration; often severe and pro-

tracted hiccough.

5. A peculiar and altogether characteristic gait

and carriage, having for its object the avoidance

of shock and concussion to the spine, and its sup-

port by the aid of the muscles of the trunk. To

this end the feet are held rather wide apart, with

the toes either direct or turned in; often very

much so. There is a slight bending at the knee

and hip, to give a greater opportunity for spring,

in relieving the force of a descending or acciden-

tal step. The trunk bends slightly forward from

the hips; the shoulders are thrown back and ele-
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vated, and the involuntary swing of the arms

somewhat repressed. The head is often thrown

back, the occiput sometimes resting on the upper

dorsal spine; (this is very noticeable in infants.)

The patient objects to turning his head rapidly;

moving the body with it, when the attention is

attracted. He avoids stepping down from any

height, even that of an ordinary stair; will not

run or jump; and when desirous of stooping does

so by flexing one knee, the back not bending at

all. The key to the aspect is the rigidity of the

spine, to the gait, avoidance of shock. The feet

are raised but very slightly in walking, thus pro-

ducing a kind of gliding motion, and also a ten-

denc}^ to trip or strike the toe.

The forward inclination of the body on the hips

is sometimes so extreme, that the patient stands

or walks habitually with one hand resting on the

thigh just above the knee ; and as the right hand
is generally in use, the left is the one which is

thus employed in relieving the pressure from the

weight of the trunk. This is often with slight

deformity.

6. Coupled with these characteristic symptoms,

more than one of which are rarely absent, is usu-

ally observed the gradual development of a ca-

chectic condition, palor, emaciation or flabbiness

of the muscles, tumefaction of the abdomen, loss

or perversion of appetite, and very frequently, fail-

ure of the digestive power. In some rare cases,

paralysis is the first premonition. Dr. Stille, of

Philadelphia, has recently related to me a case in

which partial paralysis of the left arm, in an

otherwise perfectly healthy, robust young woman,
was the first thing to attract the attention of her-

self or her family. This was followed, at no

very long interval, by complete paralysis, both of

voluntary and involuntary muscles, and death.

Dr. S., with a rare acuteness, diagnosticated caries

of the last cervical vertebra, and. a post-mortem

examination confirmed his opinion
;
this vertebra

being completely perforated by the ulcerative

process, which had actually opened into the me-

dullary canal.

With such an array of symptoms, all of which

are more or less peculiar to the affection, at his

disposal, it is not too much to ask that the physi-

cian should not calmly await the evidence that

the disease has passed into the stage of ulceration

and absorption, before he can make up his mind

as to its existence.

One word of caution, and I have done. Let no

physician base his opinion as to the existence of

the disease on the presence or absence of tender-

ness at the suspected point. Its occurrence is

only less rare than that of spontaneous pain
;

and when present, it is accidental. The suffer-

ings of the patient result from the vertical pres-

sure produced by the weight of the head and

trunk. A horizontal force applied to the pro-

jecting spine not only cannot increase it, but

may, if it exert any action, diminish it, and

hence prove grateful rather than painful to the

patient. There is too much reason to fear that

the tenderness which some physicians are so suc-

cessful in discovering, is simply due to the bruis-

ing of the attenuated tissues by their own thumbs

and knuckles.

We are fond of claiming it as one of the results

which medical science has reason to be proud of,

that the sad disfigurement of the human face pro-

duced by that once fearful scourge, small-pox,

pains our eyes so much less frequently than it

did those of our fathers; and enthusiasts have

even been found to express the conviction that

one day the discovery of Jenner would render

such a sight entirely unknown. What vaccina-

tion has done for variola—careful diagnosis, cou-

pled with judicious mechanical treatment, may

yet do for gibbus ; and it is not too much to hope

that we may live to see the time when the horri-

ble deformities which almost daily meet our eyes,

will, save as the result of direct violence, become

so rare as to be only objects of scientific interest.

Hospital Reports.

Jefferson Medical College, \
April 1 2th, 1865. j

Surgical Clinic by Prof. Gross.

Reported by William T. Bullock, M. D., of Rhode Island.

Scirrlius of tlie Mammary Gland.

May 3d. 1. Mrs. H., forty-five years of age. This

woman first presented herself on the 22d day of

March last. At that time she had a hard move-

able tumor of the breast, which was the seat of

much lancinating pain.

The tumor had existed for three years, but had

not been a source of annoyance from its pain

until within a year. The breast was indurated,

and the nipple retracted. Some of the axillary

glands were enlarged and indurated.

The breast was removed, the incision through

the integument being made of an elliptical shape,

so as to include the nipple, and to correspond in

its direction with the fibres of the great pectoral

muscle.

The parts are now looking well, although there

is some hardness of the tissues around the cica-

trix, owing to the efi'ijsion of plastic matter, and

the granulations at some points are too exuber-
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ant. One part of the tincture of iodine diluted

with two parts of alcohol should be applied to

the indurated surface, and the granulations

having been trimmed off with the scissors, must

be touched with the solid nitrate of silver. The

use of tonics, and milk-punch, previously pre-

scribed, must be continued.

2. Hannah J., thirty-six years of age. The

disease is of <ovoii month's duration, and is now
in the stage of ulceration. The aiiection appa-

rently commenced in the parts between the

breast and axillary glands. The great pectoral

muscle is now both overlaid and underlaid by

the tumor, and the entire breast is indurated

from the extension of the inflammatory action

and deposit of plastic matter.

The ulcerated surface, which is of large extent,

discharges a large quantity of thin, highly-offen-

sive pus. occasionally mixed with blood. The pa-

tient Cum plains of a superficial lancinating pain,

is extremely thin and pale, but sleeps vrell at

night.

The morbid action is too far advanced for an

operation to be of any service. The ulcer should

be washed with a solution of the permanganate of

potassa, to correct the foul odor of the discharge,

and the patient must be supported by the admin-

istration of iron, quinine, milk punch, and a nu-

tritious diet.

Paronychia.

Ellen T., fifty-five years of age, is suffering from

a neglected whitlow, of six weeks' duration. The
finger is enormously swollen, and presents several

ulcers . along its surface. The patient suffers

from much pain in the affected parts, being un-

able to sleep from its severity. Her tongue is

coated, and she has lost flesh and appetite.

This affection probably commenced in the eel

lular tissue of the finger, but the inflammatory

action has now extended to all the structures of

the part, even the joints being involved. In

cases of this kind, when the morbid action ex

tends to the periosteum, the pus which is formed

is unable to escape, and is the cause of great suf-

fering, from the tension which it produces, and if

the case is neglected may give rise to exfoliation

of the bone, or may extend up along the tendons,

thus involving the wrist, or even the forearm in

the morbid action.

The disease resembles furuncle or carbuncle

very much, arising without any apparent cause

but is prolnibly dependent upon disorder of the

8ecretif)ns. Tlicre is no abortive treatment for

this affection, but it may be arrested, or at least

modified .soon after its occurrence, by making

an inciiiion along the diseoijcd finger, being care-

ful to make the incision long and deep, carrying

the knife down to the bone. Tension is thus re-

lieved, and a free vent for the escape of pus fur-

nished.
Talipes Varus.

E. K., five months old. Both feet are de-

formed in this case. The feet are restored to

their natural position by the subcutaneous divi-

sion of the tendo-Achillis, and the use of a little

mechanical force. At the expiration of forty-

eight hours, the limbs may be placed in the club-

foot apparatus, which must be worn for six or

eight months, the limbs being taken out occa-

sionally, for the purpose of cleanliness.

Potts' Disease of the Spine.

1. Martha S., four years old. This case illus-

trates the good result from treating this disease

by absolute recumbency. The actual cautery

was applied to this child in July last, and her

parents ordered to place her in bed, from which

she was not to rise under any pretext whatever.

She now presents herself cured of the disease,

and with but little resulting deformity.

2. Helen D., five years of age, has been suffering

from tuberculosis of the ver^ebraD for six months

past. There is already some deformity, which it

is now too late to relieve.

An issue must be made by means of the actual

cautery, near the seat of the disease, and the

child kept constantly in the recumbent position

to avoid further deformity. The eschar made

by the hot iron will drop off in from three to

four days, and a freely suppurating surface left,

which may be dressed with an ordinary poultice.

Rigid recumbency, with a nutritious diet and

chalybeate tonics, was enjoined.

Epithelioma.

Pat. D., sixty years of age. The tumor is sit-

uated on the edge of the lower lip, a little to the

right of the medial line. It is of three months'

duration. The base of the growth is indurated,

and its surface ulcerated at several points, from

which there is a slight discharge of a fetid char-

acter. The gum is sound, but toothless, and the

frenum is free from disease, but the lymphatic

glands at the base of the jaw are slightly indurat-

ed. This disease is called epithelioma, though it

is really nothing more than scirrhus, its appear-

ance being modified by the nature of tlie part

affected. Death usually occurs in this affection,

from nine to eighteen montlis from its commence-

ment. A V-shaped portion of the lip, including

the diseased structure, is removed, and the parts

nicely adjusted by the twisted suture.

May 10th. P. D., the patient operated upon, a

week ago to-day, presents himself this morning,
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with the wound made by the knife entirely

closed, and with but little deformity of the

mouth, although a large portion of the lower lip

was removed in the operation. The pins, which

were introduced in making the tvristed suture,

were removed on the third day from the opera-

tion.

Fibrous Tumor of the Arch of the Palate.

John T., eight years of age, presents himself

on account of a tumor of the arch of the palate,

on the right side of the uvula, a remarkable sit-

uation for a growth of this kind. Hanging down
into the fauces, it is of a grayish color, and inter-

feres considerably with respiration and degluti-

tion, and the voice is muffled.

It has increased in size quite rapidly since it

was first noticed, two months ago. Judging from

its feel, it is probably of fibrous nature, but

whether of a benign or malignant character is

uncertain.

It would be an easy matter to excise this tumor,

but it is evident from its rapid growth that it

must be very vascular, and might give rise to

troublesome hemorrhage, if removed tn this way.

A silver wire, passed through a double canula,

was therefore placed around the base of the tu-

mor, and twisted tightly by turning the instru-

ment on its axis. The tumor, thus separated

from its attachments, was drawn from the mouth.

No hemorrhage followed. The lad returned in

a week, perfectly well. A microscopic examina-

tion proved the morbid growth to be of a strictly

fibrous structure. It had doubtless existed a con-

siderable time before it attracted any attention.

Strumous Abscess.

Annie P., twenty-two years of age, has a tumor

on the left side of her neck, just below the lobe

of the ear, and extending over the jaw to a slight

extent. The tumor is perfectly movable, and

fluctuates under pressure. Upon introducing an

exploring needle there is an escape of pus. This

is a case of cold, strumous, or chronic abscess,

having its origin in one of the lymphatic glands.

The abscess is opened at its most dependent part,

the pus evacuated, and a tent introduced. The

following pill is prescribed, to be taken every

night for several days-

Be. Pil. hydrarg., gr. iij.

P. ipecac, gr. J. M.

Periostitis.

John Z., forty-eight years of age. This man

has several openings through the integument,

over the mastoid process of the temporal bone,

of the left side. These openings discharge a

small quantity of pus, and the surrounding parts

are indurated and hypertrophied. A probe in-
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troduced through one of the openings passes

along a sinus of an inch or more in length, but

cannot be brought in contact with the bone. The

periosteum is probably alfected in this case, with

perhaps disease of the bone also.

R. Natri iodidi, ^iij.

Hydrarg. chlor. corrosiv., gr. iv.

Aquie, f-Slv. M.

Take a teaspoonful three times a day.

Apply the dilute tincture of iodine to the af-

fected parts.

Single Hare Lip.

Child five weeks old. The lip is first detached

from its connection with the gum for some dis-

tance from the sides of the fissure. The edges of

the fissure are then carefully pared and brought

into apposition by means of a twisted suture.

May 17th. The parts have united nicely by

the first intention; the pins were removed three

days after the operation.

Gunshot Wound of the Femur.

Alexander W., twenty-two years of age. This

man received a wound from a musket ball nearly

two years ago. The ball, which entered the

outer side of the thigh about its middle, is be-

lieved by the patient to be still remaining in the

wound. There is an opening where the ball en-

tered communicating with a sinus, of about four

inches in length, from which pus is constantly

discharged. A probe passed through the sinus

fails to detect the presence of the ball, but there

is evidently dead bone at the bottom of the pas-

sage. "The sinus is slit open with a probe-pointed

bistoury, and several pieces of dead bone re-

moved with a pair of forceps.

The wound being syringed carefully, a piece

of lint is introduced, in order that it may heal

from the bottom.

Ganglion on the Wrist.

May 17th, George C, twenty-two years of

age, has a tumor at the posterior surface of the

right wrist, over the tendons of the exterior mus-

cles of the index and middle fingers. The tumor

feels very hard, as if it contained some solid sub-

stance. Upon cutting into the growth it is found

to be filled with the ordinary contents of a syno-

vial pouch. The inner surface of the bursa was

brushed over with a dilute solution of iodine,

and it was then closed by adhesive strips and

collodion.
Ptosis.

Emma B., two years old, was operated upon for

the relief of congenital ptosis about twelve months

ago. The operation consisted in the removal of

an elliptical portion of the skin and subcutaneous

cellular tissue of the superior lid, with some of the
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fibres of the orbicular muscle, aud tlie approxi-

mation of the edges of the wouud thus made by

a few points of the interrupted suture. The pa-

tient is entirely relieved of her affection.

Ozoena.

Elizabeth C, nine months old, is pale, emaci-

ated, and hydrocephalic. She is suffering from

an offensive discharge from the nostrils, and the

nasal bones are diseased, as is shown by the flat-

tening of the nose, the result probably of a

syphilitic taint.

The pre?eri]ition consisted of a teaspoonful of

whiskey, and half a teaspoonful of cod liver oil

three times a day, with the internal use of iodide

of sodium and bichloride of mercury.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Injuries sustained by the late President of the
United States.

In the London Lancet is a paper by Mr. T.

LoxGMORE, Prof, of Military Surgery at the Army
Medical School, where he quotes from the Re-

porter the post-mortem appearance as furnished

us by Ass't Surgeon C. S. Taft, U. S. A., and also

the following question: "Were the fractures of

the orbitar processes of the frontal bone, ob-

served at the post-mortem inspection of the late

President Lixcolx, produced by contre-coup?''

It will be remembered that the pistol-ball, a

round one, was fired, as is we^l known, by the

assassin from a distance of a few feet only, and

struck the President on the back of the head.

The autopsy showed that the projectile had pene-

trated the occipital bone one inch to the left of

the longitudinal sinus; had driven before it for

about three inches the piece of bone which it had

punched out, as it were
5
and that, leaving this

fragment behind, it had itself then passed on

obliquely across, from left to right, through the

brain-substance to the anterior lobe of the right

hemispTiere, in which it lodged, immediately over

the right orbit. The ball did not strike the an-

terior part of tlie cranium, its force having been

expended before reaching so far; yet, the orbitar

plates of both orbits were found to be the seats of

comminuted fracture, the fragments being forced

inward, and the dura mater covering them re-

maining uninjured. This dou})le fracture was

decided to have been caused ]<y contre-coup.

Professor L. says: "If the term 'contre-

coup' be limited to its precise signification of

'counter-Htrnkc'

—

i. e., the im[)resHion made by
the stroke on the part of the cranium opposite to

that directly struck by the ball—will the force of
contre-coup explain the fractures in this instance?
It seems very difficult to conceive that the orbitar
plates could be fractured by such a counter-

stroke, while the portion of the cranial arch op-
posite to that which received the primary blow,
including the expanse of the frontal bone and
the several processes within which the orbitar

plates are held, and by which they are so strongly

protected in all directions laterally, remained
entire and unchanged. I am inclined rather to

attribute the lesions mentioned to a transmitted
undulatory stroke, or sudden impulse, of the

brain-substance itself against the thin bony lay-

ers constituting the orbitar plates. I am in pos-

session of the notes of a case in which a similar

fracture took place in one orbitar plate, from a
ball passing along—only grooving—the upper
surface of the hemi.;phere lying over the plate

broken. In this instance there was no reason to

doubt that the impulse communicated to the

brain-substance by the passage of the projectile

had been continued on with sufficient force to the

orbitar plate to effect its fracture. The following

is its historv:

Michael C was wounded in the head by a

musket-shot on the 12th December. ^J'he ball

entered the cranium over the anterior margin of

the parietal bone of the left side, midway, be-

tween the squamous and sagittal sutures, and,

passing backward nearly parallel with the sur-

face, made its exit near the protuberance of the

parietal bone, leaving a gap in the bone one inch

and a half wide by three inches and a half long,

and splintering it very extensively around the

point of exit. Some of the superficial structure

of the brain was carried away, and there was
much hoBmorrhage. The right side of tlie body
was paralysed. After recovering from the shock

the patient became conscious, so far as to under-

stand Avhat was said to him, and to recognize

persons about him
;
but, with the exception of a

few disconnected expletives, he seemed never to

have spoken after the injury.

He died on the 14th of January. At an ex-

amination after death, a large piece of the parietal

bone was completely separated from the rest, and
attached only to the scalp. The left lateral ven-

tricle was open, and communicated with the ex-

posed surface ; its posterior and inferior cornua

were filled with pus. The substance of the hem-
isphere seemed ver}^ little altei'ed either in color

or consistence; but over the whole of the surface

which had l)cen exposed by the injury, and lead-

ing down into the ventricle, there was an in-

flamed film infiltrated Avith pus, of not more than

a tenth of an inch in thickness, which contrasted

strongly with the appearance of the brain under-

neath. A portion of the left orbitar plate of the

frontal bone, abovt the size of a shilling, was frac-

tured and depressed, from the cavity of the cra-

nium toioard the eye, and there was a small

quantity of coagulated blood round its edge.

Tliere Vvas no mark of violence"near this part ex-

ternally ;
and the anterior lolje of the left hem-

isphere, which covered this bone, though injured

above, as already stated, was quite sound from

the })ase of tlic ventricle to its lower surfiice.

The only cxpl ;natiou at all satisfactory was, that
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this depression has been caused by a sudden im-

pulse communicated to the substance of the brain

above it by the ball on its entrance/'

Atropia and Morphia.

In the July number of the American Jour. Med.

Sciences is a paper by Drs. Mitchell, Keen,

and Morehouse, upon the hypodermic use of

these agents, and their antagonistic action. They

conclude from their experiments that

—

1. Conia, atropia, and daturia, have no pov^er

to lessen pain, when used subdermally.

2. Morphia thus used is of the utmost value to

relieve pain, and is most potent, in certain forms
of neuralgia, the nearer it is applied to the seat of

the suffering.

3. Morphia lov^^ers the pulse slightly or not at

all
;
atropia usually lowers the pulse a few beats

within ten minutes, and then raises it twenty to

fifty beats within an hour. The pulse finally

falls about the tenth hour below the normal num-
ber, and regains its healthy rate within twenty-
four hours.

4. Morphia has no power to prevent atropia

from thus influencing the pulse, so that, as re-

gards the circulation, they do not counteract one
another.

5. During the change of the pulse under atro-

pia, the number of respirations is hardly altered

at all.

6. As regards the eye, the two agents in ques-

tion are mutually antagonistic, but atropia con-

tinues to act for a much longer time than mor-
phia.

7. The cerebral symptoms caused by either

drug are, to a great extent, capable of being over-

come by the other, but owing to the different

rates at which they move to affect the system, it

is not easy to obtain a perfect balance of effects

;

and this is made the more difficult from the fact

already mentioned, that atropia has the greater

duration of toxic activity.

8. The dry mouth of atropia is not made the

less by the coincident or precedent use of mor-
phia. Atropia does not constipate, and may
even relax the bowels

;
morphia has a reverse ten-

dency.
9. The nausea of morphia is not antagonized or

prevented by atropia.

10. Both agents cause dysuria in certain cases,

nor is the dysuria occasioned by the one agent
relieved by the other.

11. Atropia has no ability to alter or lessen

the energy with which morphia acts to diminish
sensibility or relieve the pain of neuralgic dis-

ease.

12. As regards toxic effects upon the cerebral

organs, the two agents are mutually antidotal,

but this antagonism does not prevail throughout
the whole range of their influence; so that, in

some respects, they do not counteract one another,

while, as concerns one organ, the bladder, both
seem to affect it in a similar way.

The Contagiousness of Syphilis.

M. DiDAT affirms that all syphilitic lesions are

to be regarded as contagious as long as ever they

exist; that, if they are not transmitted by one
mo^e of contact, they may by some other mode;
and that the capacity of a man to transmit syphi-

lis, and especially by the act of generation, may
survive, and even a long time, the disappearance

of every syphilitic lesion.

Splint for Fractures of the Lower part of the
Humerus.

At a meeting of the College of Physicians,

(Oct. 5, 1864,) reported in the Amer. Jour, of the

Med. Sciences, Dr. Packard exhibited a splint em-
ployed by him with advantage in cases of frac-

ture of the humerus, especially when the lesion

is seated at or below the middle of the bone.

For many years it was the custom in this city to

use the external and internal angular splints de-

vised by Dr. Physick for cases of this kind. Not
very long ago, however, there was substituted for

these (by whom he had nut been able to ascertain)

a single angular splint, hollowed out so as to fit

the anterior surface of the arm, forearm, and
hand; the hand being of course kept in a state

of supination. In many cases this splint an-

swered an excellent purpose, especially when
there was used in addition to it a posterior paste-

board case for the lower part of the arm. But
the supine position of the hand is not comfort-

able when long kept up, and the want of lateral

support at the seat of injury sometimes gave rise

to angular deformity.

It therefore occurred to him to add to the in-

side angular splint a piece shaped like the arm-
part of the anterior angular splint, and this is

the simple principle of the splint exhibited. The
thick inner edge of the hollowed anterior part is

fastened by nails to the edge of the upper portion

of the inside splint. Its lower edge is carefully

cut away, rounded, and smoothed to fit across the

bend of the elbow. Its upper edge is pared down
internally so as to form with that of the inside

splint a line corresponding to the shape of the

anterior wall of the axilla. It is upon the cor-

rectness of these lines above and below that the

accuracy of the fit of the whole splint depends,
and hence also its comfort and efficiency.

The patient's comfort is further promoted by
cutting away the under edge of the forearm part

of the splint so as to allow the hand to be some-
what abducted, as in Bond's splint. The hollow
for the inner condyle is important in this as

in all the other internal angular splints. Should
the condyle be very prominent, or the arm very
thin, it is better to make a hole, here, and round
its edges very carefully.

Laceration in a New-born Child.

Mr. R. King Pierce showed to the Obstetrical

Society of London April 5, 1865 a foetus, born
at full time, and exhibiting at birth two lacera-

tions : one extending through the integuments
transversely across the abdomen, about the level

of the scrobicuius cordis ; a second one across
the throat, exposing all the vessels and muscles
of the neck. The two lacerations had all the
appearance of incised wounds; but the evidence
was clear that they had not been produced by
any act of violence other than of rapid delivery.

—

Lancet, June 3, 1865.
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The Mucous Membrane of the Ifeck of tlie

Uterus.

M. CoRxiL considers the normal condition of

this moml^rane as an " introduction to the study of

the no'M^!;!-' '•^ ':^\' tho uock oT the uterus, and par-

tieulai-Iv _:vonM of aU'oriii'u- called ccoiccr."

He po'^' ^
''

if
•

t\\v' mne-'u-- nieia1)rane of the

neck ' 'IS .'vV'-'.'s coni'tletely in structure

au'lfuivi '

, 'ill Lii:\t ol' , ho IxxIy of the uterus.'"

He coneluilo-. '.lia*' "ilie viscous liquid of the

neck is funiisli'^ 1 hy glands ^vhich. are peculiar

to it: that the epklioluiui of these glands is cy-

lindrical, very Lin ^- slender in new-born in-

fants; that it i^ -hnrrrr by a third or half in

adult women, -wlillst it preserves its cylindrical

form; that often in these latter it is reduced to

nuclei; that in the cavity of the neck, the ele-

ments of this liquid undergo a series of regres-

sive metamorphoses. In studying the contents

of the ovula Xabothi. we soon discover that the

epithelium of the glands ma}^ be changed even
more, and assume the pavement, stellate, and
other forms.'' Further on he says, ''The glands
of the vai:inal portion of the neck are like the

simple glands of the intra-cavital portion. All
these glands differ from those of the mucous mem-
brane of the body of the uterus, in that these last

are simple follicles difficult to be seen well dur-

iu'i the state of vacuity of the uterus, and remark-
able by the chana'es which they undergo at the

periods of men-: i:a^- n and of gestation." A
third division of - ~ jiayior treats at length of the

ovula Nali'-thi.

—

J'obiii's Journal de VAnatomie et

de la Plujsiologie. Jnly, 1864, pp. 386-402.

Alcohol as Food.

The Lancet gives the following: Lately Dr.

Bricuetean had to treat a little boy suffering

from diphtheria; tracheotomy became necessary,

and the young patient subsequently refused all

food save suirared wine. For a whole month he
took one !) 'trie and a half of wine, besides about
two ounces of rum per diem.

Query: Was it the alcohol, or the s?/i7a7^, "that

served as food?"

Reviews and Book Notices*.

Lectures on Surgical Pathology, delivered at the
llo^al College of Surgeons of England. Bv
James Paget, F. R. S., Surgeon Extraordinary
to llor Majesty the Queen; Surgeon in Ordi-

rary to His Royal Highness the Prince of

WaTea; Stirgeon to vSt. r>artholomew and
Christ's ir»H|rtitals. R'^viRed and edited by
William Turner, M. B. Lond., F. R. C. S. E.,

F. R. S. E., Senior Dennonstrater of Anatomy
in the University of Edirdjurgh. Third Ameri-
can edition. Philadolphia: Lindsay & Blak-
iston. 180.5. Price i^6.

The American profession is qnite familiar with

the lectures of Mr. Paoet, which were originally

delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons, and

subsequently rf)nected and published in book

form, the third American edition of which is now

before the public. This volum.e has been re-

ceived with great favor among teachers and gen-

eral professional readers. There appears to be

very little new in the edition before us, at least

incorporated with the text. The careful study

by YiRCHow of the detelopment of connective

tissue and cell origin, has so run athwart the

commonly accepted modes, that Mr. Paget would
have been competed to modify hjs chapters on

repair did he accept the German teachings.

These views are not introduced into the body of

the text, but appended as foot notes, so that the

reader may contemplate these most irteresting

subjects, if he desires, in the light of the latest

histological researches. The literary execution

of the work is unexceptionable, and the American
publishers have preser-ted the volume in an at-

tractive style.

Contributions to Practical Surgery. By W. H.
Van Bcren, M. D., Professor of Anatomy in

the University of New York
;
formerly one of

the Surgeons of the New York Hospital, of the
Bellevue Hospital, and Vice President of the

New York Academy of Medicine; Consulting
Surgeon to St. Vincent's Hospital and the Wo-
men's Hospital ; Member of the Pathological
Society, and the Medical and Surgical Society

of New York; Member of the United States

Sanitary Commission, etc., etc. Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1865.

This volume, consisting of 208 pages, forms a

collection of interesting surgical cases, which

have appeared at different periods in the Medical

Journals. We regard such a volume as an im-

portant contribution, and a positive advantage to

the profession. Much of our most valuable medi-

cal and surgical writings are scattered over many
years in medical periodicals, and much time is

spent in searching number after number when it

is desired to refer to special cases. It is pre-

sumed that when cases are prepared for a journal

they possess points of more than ordinary inte-

rest, and so when they are grouped together the

value of the volume is increased. It is to be

hoped that others may imitate the example of Dr.

Van Buren. The book is worthy of a general

circulation.

Besolvent Property of fresh Parsley Leaves,

[Pdroselinum sativum) in Engorgement of the

Feiuale Breasts,

Dr. M. Neucourt highly extols [Reviie de
Tlierap. Me'K-Chrmrg., June, 1865,] the resol-

vent properties of the fresh parsley leaves in milk
engorgements of the breasts. He relates three

canes in which he resorted to this remedy with
success. Ho had the breasts covered with fresh

parsley leaves, and the application renewed three

times a day.
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EPIDEMICS.
The attention of the English press, and that of

Europe generally, is again drawn to the subject

of epidemics by the occurrence of cholera, which,

at last accounts, is said to have appeared in

Birmingham. It may be that anxiety, caused by

the terrible accounts of the ravages of the epi-

demic at Alexandria and other places in the East,

has exaggerated the facts upon which these re-

ports are founded; yet, in view of former expe-

rience, the ordinary history of cholera, as far as

regards its mode and direction of travel, and the

time which has elapsed since the last epidemic in

the United States, no one, we think, would be

surprised, if the Gcourge should soon make another

leap across the Atlantic, and place us under con-

tribution. "Forewarned is to be forearmed,"

—

and the old adage is as true in regard to epi-

demics as to anything else.

There seems to be no doubt that during the

past two months, and even before, during the

month of May, there has been a greater tendency

than usually during the season, to gastric

intestinal irritation, diarrhoea, cramps, cholera

morbus, and kindred disorders. We have been

assured that the^ same tendency has been ob-

served recently among our troops, before their

muster-out ; there has also been manifest, we are

told, a remarkable tendency to jaundice durin

the last month. In travelling from Washington

to New York, and going through the principal

cities on the route, one meets hundreds of per

sons with a yellow tinge about the eyes and face

not sufficient to deserve the name of a full jaun

dice, but causing a strong suspicion in the mind

of the observer of the presence of some general

morbific influence, atmospheric or otherwise.

In addition these phenomena we learn that se

vere sporadic cases of cholera have already occur-

red in various localities, and some have been

fatal.

Hence we should at this time most earnestly

urge upon the public mind, and force upon the

attention of the officials in our cities and towns

to whom their sanitary condition is entrusted, the

fact which has been fully and satisfactorily de-

monstrated by experience, that epidemics- may be

avoided, at least their course, form, and mortality

rendered much less severe, by the simplest meas-

ures of personal and public cleanliness. It is

probably nothing but the strict military police

enforced in the cities of New Orleans, Savannah?

Norfolk, Portsmouth, etc., during the last three or

four years, enforcing clean streets and the removal

of all foul and noxious refuse, that kept us free

from any severe epidemics of yellow fever : and how
remarkably exempt from any general epidemic

our armies have been during the war, has as often

een a subject of thanksgiving, as it has shown
how far a simple regard for the laws of hygiene

may avert 'disease. Even the late Russian epi-

demic, which was at one time believed to be a

new disease, but turned out to be essentially

typhous in its character, is in the official accounts

of the Russian Government attributed to "bad
hygienic arrangements; to the consumption of

vegetables which have been grown under unfavor-

able climatic conditions ; to the immoderate use

of spirits made from grain by the working and

lower classes
5
to an unusual agglomeration of

workmen in the capital toward last autumn,

which occasioned a considerable crowding in

their dwellings."

Beside the ordinary causes which lead to the

origin and spread of epidemic diseases, we have

in our midst, one peculiar to the nation and
incidental to its late history. Probably there are

distributed throughout the land, in city and coun-

try, both North and South, nearly one million

and a half of returned soldiers, who have been
thrown back more or less suddenly, from the pe-

culiar life, habits, and diet of the field and camp
to those of civil life. These sudden changes,

previous exposure to malarial influences, to which
the system has become to some extent suscepti-

ble, a scorbutic tendency perhaps, at least a some-

what impoverished condition of the blood, in

consequence of too monotonous and restricted

diet, predispose the returned soldier to attacks of

disease, and form an element which, in case of

the occurrence of an epidemic, would be of no
small importance in its causation, course, and se-

verity.

However, while we should be prepared, and
make all efibrts to have everybody and every

dwelling and street put in the best hygienic con-

dition possible, so that if the epidemic should

come, it may be as mild in form and extent as

human exertion can render it, let us at the same
time remember that unnecessary alarm, with its

concomitant depression, excitement, and fear of
mind, in the public, are equally to be avoided
with the physical agents of disease.

M. CzERMAK, of Prague, has been appointed
Professor of Physiology at Jena.
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Notes and Comments.

General Hospitals at Washington.

There remain but about two thousand patients

in the Army General Hospitals in Washington

and vicinity. These are concentrated in the

Armory-square, Douglass and Stanton hospitals,

while the remaining hospitals are being vacated

and closed.

Anaesthesia by Nitrous Oxyd.

There seems to be a disposition to return to the

use of the original anaesthetic nitrous oxyd.

It was lately employed by Dr. Carnochan, of

New York, in the amputation of a cancerous

breast. The patient was in delicate health, and

Dr. C. preferred the use of nitrous oxyd to any of

the other anesthetics, in her case.

Dr. CoLTON administered the gas, and by alter-

nating it with atmospheric air, the lady was

kept in a gentle sleep, and entirely insensible to

pain. The time occupied by the operation w^as

sixteen minutes, and forty gallons of gas were

used. Not a muscle moved during the anaesthetic

sleep—the breathing appeared easy and natural

—

and the pulse remained full and strong. There

was no nausea or sickness; and on waking the

patient appeared as fresh as when waking from

a natural sleep. Dr. Colton stated that he be-

lieved he could have kept the lady asleep two

hours as easily as sixteen minutes. Dr. Carno-

chan expressed himself highly pleased with the

operation of the gas, as also did Dr. Marcy, who

was present.

Erratum. In Dr. Keyes' communication last

week, page 82, on the use of arsenic by smoking

with tobacco, the quantity of Fowler's solution

used should read, f.^iv. to half a pound of fine

cut tobacco.

News and Miscellany.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appdintmcuts of examining sur-

geons have been m;ide by the Commissioner of

Pensions :

—

Dr. John L. Perry, for Saratoga Springs, New
York; Dr. D. M. Benedict, Washington, D. C;
Dr. John Conant, Prario du Chicn, Wisconsin;

Dr. Thomas S. Stanway, New Boston, Illinois;

Dr. James K. Reeves, Fairm'jiint, West Virginia;

Dr. J. M. Todd, Bridgeport, Oiiio; Dr. George W.
Marser, Scranton, Pa.

University of Edinburgh.

Mrs. T. Bruce has presented £10,000 to the

Edinburgh University for the founding of prizes

and scholarships for the purpose of aiding and

encouraging students in all the Faculties.

A Statue to Jenner.

A musical celebration of a singular kind, a

fete on the inauguration of a statue to Jenner, of

vaccination memory, is to be held at Boulogne

next month. M. Elavart has written a choral

piece for the occasion, called "A Hymn to

Beauty," to be sung by the Orpheonists of the

place.

Homoeopathy in the French Senate.

In the Senate, on the 1st ult., a debate took

place upon a petition in favor of certain privi-

leges to be accorded to homoeopathic doctors. M.
Dumas and M. Dupin condemned the principles

of homoeopathy, which were defended by M. Bon-

jean and M. Thayer. The Senate then passed to

the order of the day.

Recovered Damages.

Dr. Henry G. Clark, formerly city physician

of Boston, has recovered six thousand seven hun-

dred dollars damages for injuries received by fall-

ing upon ice in that city. He sued for twenty

thousand dollars.

Cure for Drunkenness.

The Boston Med. Journal says the following

cure for drunkenness is practiced in Holland.

The patient is shut up in a room and debarred all

communication, except with his physician. As
often as he pleases, spirits (brandy, whiskey, gin,

etc.) are given him, but mixed with two-thirds

water; so, also, are all other drinks, as well as

beer, coffee, or wine, mingled with one-third

water. The various kinds of food, too, that are

furnished him—bread, meat, etc.—are all pre-

pared with brandy, consequently the patient is

in a state of continual intoxication. This lasts

about five days ; at the end of that time, he asks

with entreaty for other nourishment, without his

request being complied with, and that until his

organs absolutely abhor any alcohol. The cure

is complete, and from this period the very smell

of spirits produces on him almost the effect of an

emetic.

Bromide of Ammonium in Pertussis.

Dr. Kuchenmeistkr states that additional expe-

rience confirms the favorable opinion he formerly

expressed concerning the value of this medicine.

Uo gives of a concentrated solution of the bromide
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from five to fifteen drops three times daily, ac-

cording to the age of the child, proceeding to the
larger quantity named only gradually.

—

Medical
Times and Gazette.

Statistics of Life in England.

Dr. W. Farr, of the General Register's Office,

has completed his supplementary volume on the
mortality of England in the ten years 1851-60,
the census of 1851 and of 1861 furnishing the
means of comparing the population with the
deaths. He tells the story of life from its be-
ginning. There is little definite information
respecting the rate of embryonic mortality ; but
some years ago Dr, Granville collected statis-

tics of the history of 400 mothers, married V70-

men, veho applied to the Westminster General
Dispensary, and found that though 272 of them
only had live children, the other 128 had in

the previous ten years borne 556 live children
and 305 dead embryos, the latter most frequently
in their earlier months, just as the mortality in
the first year of breathing life increases rapidly
as we proceed backward from the twelfth to

the third, second, and first month. In the twenty-
six years 1838-63, there were registered in Eng-
land the deaths of no less than 2,374,379 infants
born alive, but not living for a single year. At
this present time 100,000 infants of less than a
year old,^ die every year in England. The French
returns in 1856 are very minute, and show in
1856 a mortality of 154 per cent, per annum in
the first seven days after birth, 120 in the second
seven days, and 54 in the sixteen days following.
The mortality among children under five years

of age in the ten years 1851-60, was very little

over 4 per cent, in the more healthy districts of
England

; in one or two thinly-peopled districts
in the extreme north it was under 2.5 per cent.
Among the children of peers it has been calcu-
lated to be little over 2 per cent.; among children
of the clergy in 1829 and 1858 rather over 3 per
cent. On the other hand, there are 151 districts

of England, where, taken as a whole, the child
mortality of 1851-60 exceeded 8 per cent. There
were in those districts in 1861, 1,391,420 chil-

dren, and every year nearly 65,000 more die than
if the death-rate was the same as in healthy dis-

tricts. In the ten years, 1851-60, the mean an-
nual mortality among children under five, was
10.149 per cent, in the city of London, (east di-

vision)
; 10.219 in Nottingham; 10.852 in St.

Giles'; 11.725 in Manchester district ; and 13.198
in Liverpool district. There is no reason to sus-
pect that any great number of the infants in
these districts fall victims to deliberate crime;
but there is, no doubt, great negligence on the
part of parents, great ignorance of the conditions
on which health depends, and great privation
among the poor. It may be said that the weaklier
lives are thus cut ofi", but it must be borne in
mind that many of the strongest children are
weakened for life.

Pafssing on to the higher ages, we find the
rate of mortality declining with every year of life

up to twelve or thirteen, when it is at its lowest.
Between ten and fifteen years of age less than
five boys in a thousand die in the year. Twenty
years later in life the mortality is doubled, and

|

goes on increasing to the close. At all ages the
variation in the rate in different districts is shown
to be very striking. The mortality of men in

towns demands a careful investigation. At 45-55
the mortality of London men is not far from
double that of men in the healthy districts of

the country. It is much higher at every age
than the mortality of women in L(jndon. Ill-ven-

tilated workshops may have something to do with
this, and so may indulgence in spirits and other

stimulants. The workmen in all large towns suf-

fer as much as, acd often more than, the work-
men of London. For instance, at the age 25—35,

and again at the age 35—45, and again at the age
45-55, the workmen of Liverpool, Manchester,
Bristol, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne die at a still

greater rate than the men of London. In the ten

years 1851-60, the deaths in thirty large town
districts of England, with an aggregate mean
population of 2,541,630, comprising seven Lon-
don districts and the principal provisional town
districts, averaged 71,194 a year, while the

deaths at the same rate in healthy country districts

would have been only 38,459—an annual loss of

above 32,000 lives in much less than a seventh of

the population.

If the mortality of all England is arranged in

five great group?, the following result appears:

Where the mortality was 14, 15, or 16 per 1000
persons living, the population was only 86 to the

square mile ; where the mortality was 17, 18, or

19, the population was 172 to the square mile;

where 20, 21, or 22, 255 ; where 23, 24, or 25,

1128; and where 26 and upwards, 3339. Yet
there can be no doubt that mere proximity of

dwellings does not necessarily involve a high rate

of mortality. If an adequate water supply and
sufficient arrangements for draining and cleans-

ing are secured, the evils which make dense dis-

tricts so fatal may be mitigated. It is remarka-

ble that some of the dense districts of cities are

already comparatively salubrious. The mortality

of a district is by no means bound to its density

of population. Bermondsey is less densely in-

habited than St. James', Westminster, but the

mortality is considerably greater. Next to each

other in these tables stand Westminster district

(St. John's and St. Margaret's), and the district

of St. George, Hanover Square, with equal den-

sity of population in each taken as a whole ; but
the former has a mortality far heavier than the

latter. It is also to be noted that in London the

mortality fell from the annual rate of 25 per

1000 in the decenniad 1841-50 to 24 per 1000 in

1851-60. The mortality of Lancashire and Che-

shire also declined from 27 to 26. Taking all

England, though the growth in numbers, of

course increased the density of population, the

rute of mortality did not increase, but continued

at 22 per 1000.

Army and Navy News.

AKMY.
Department of Pennsylvaxia.—The Medical De-

partment of Pennsylvania havino; ceased to exist, the

command will hereafter be designated the District of

Pennsylvania. Below are the names and term qf
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office of all medical 'officers who have been in the
Medical Director's Department of Pennsylvania, and
chief medical officers in the District of Philadelphia
during the rebellion :

Act'g Assistant Surgeon John jSTeill, United States

Army, Chief Medical Officer from May 1861, to May
1862.' During his term of office, general hospitals
were established at Tenth and Christian streets,

Twenty-fourth and South streets, Fifth and Button-
wood streets, Twenty-second and "Wood streets.

Broad and Cherry streets, and Satterlee Hospital,
"^'est Philadelphia, commenced. Eelieved by the
assignment of Surgeon G. E. Cooper, United States

Army, as Medical Director, May, 1862, who, in turn,

was relieved by Surgeon W. S. King, United States

Army, June 1st, who was retained as Medical Direc-
tor iintil October 1st, 1863. Surgeon King was on
duty in the field three months in the summer of

1863, during which time Surgeon E. Swift, United
States Army, performed the duties of Medical Direc-
tor at Philadelphia.
The following General Hospitals were established

under the supervision of Surgeon Kixg, viz., Chester,
Mower, McClellan, Turner's Lane, Catharine street,

Haddington, Summit House, Hestonville, Sixth and
Master streets, Fourth and George streets, Twelfth
and Buttonwood streets. Race street, Crown street,

Cuyler, Citizens' Volunteer, Wilmington, Del., and
Islington Lane.
Surgeon Kixg was relieved October 1st, 1863, by

Surgeon Johx Campbell, United States Army, who
retained the office until the deparment ceased to

exist, July 26,1865. Surgeon Campbell established
the General Hospitals at Beverly, Kew Jersey, and
White Hall, near Bristol, Pennsylvania, in the sum-
mer of 1864, and increased the capacity of other hos-
pitals, making the total capacity for the accommo-
dation of patients 25,000 beds. In the spring of 1864
the department was enlarged so as to include the
whole State of Pennsylvania, adding two to the num-
ber of large general hospitals, and bringing in a
large number of 2:>ost hospitals. The largest number
of patients in hospitals at one time was 22,000, in
July, 1864, since which time the number has dimin-
ished, until at this date only about 700 remain. To-
tal number treated, about 150,000.

Great credit is due Colonel. Campbell for the en-
ergy displayed in closing hospitals, and promptness
in discharging supernumary officers and emj^loyees,
thus effecting a saving of thousands of dollars to the
Treasury. Colonel Campbell has been twice breveted
for meritorious conduct.
The following named officers have been connected

with the Medical Director's office in official capaci-
ties—Surgeons A. K. Smith, G. Letterman, and A.
Meger, United States Army; Surgeons R.H.Gilbert
and R. S. Kendcrdine, United States Volunteers : As-
sistant-Surgeons C. H. Alden. H. S. Scliell, and Wil-
liam P. Grier, United States Army, the last two being
still on duty in the office, assisting in the arduous
duties of closing up the affairs of the department.

Colonels John Le Conte and R. H. Coolidge have
served as Medical Inspectors of the Department of
Pennsylvania.

Discharged.—The following Surgeons have been
honorably discharged the service, their services
being no longer required: William Hays, Lovington
Quick, ILL. W. Burritt, James D. Btrawbridge. Alex-
ander B. Mott. N. R. Derby. A. E. Stocker, J.' Owen,
D. Mfek<rr. Surg. Thomas F. Perley. formerly Medi-
cal In=j>ector U. S. A. on General ILmimond's stall",

who resigned in consequence of difficulties with
that officer, and was afterward.H appointed a surgeon
of volunteers, is among the officei-.s honorably dis-

charged.

Promoted.—Dr. Jolin Campbfll, Medical Director
of the I>ep;irtin';nt of P»;nnsyl van ia, has Leon pro-
moted to Brevet-Colonel, United States Army, for

meritorious services during the war.

MARRIED.

Chamberlain— Splikt.—In this city, on the 29th
ult., by the Rev. P. Reilly, of St. Johns, Dr. John
Chamberlain and Miss Annie Splint, of this city.

ToRREY

—

Keyser.—In St. John's, Yonkers, Y.,

on Thursday, July 27, by Rev. Dr. Carter, Dr. Chas.
W. Torrey ot' ISTew York, and Mrs. Catharine B. Key-
ser, of Baltimore, Md.

DIED.

Belt.—In this city, July 31st, Richard Grafton
Belt, M. D., in the 82d year of his age.

Dunglison.—At Hillside, Delaware county, Pa.,

July 31st, Bella Robley, youngest child of Dr. J.

Robley and Bella W. Dunglison, aged 1 year and 5

days.
Price.—In New York, on Monday, July 24, of in-

flammation of the bowels. Perry G. Ellsworth, young-
est son of Dr. E. V. and Margaret Price, aged 8 years,

4 months, and 13 days.
Baehr.—At Harney, Carroll county, Md., July 14,

1865, of cholera infantum, Francis Jacob, only son of

Dr. John L. and Jane Baehr, aged one year, eight

months, and twenty-eight days.
Chichester.—In New Canaan, Connecticut July

29th, Dr. C. Chichester, late of Pottsville, Pa., aged 72

years and 18 days.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOTSTDENTS.
Dr. E. A. 0., Tv.scaraicas, Ohio.—We would recom-

mend Bumstead on Venereal.
Dr. F. L. K., .Jerseyville, Canada West.—Hypoder-

mic injection syringe sent by mail, 28th ult.

Dr. J. H. R., Pcrjnjshurg, O/ao.—Hypodermic in-

jection syringe sent by mail, 28th ult.

Dr. J. JL J/., French Island, /nc?.—Set of Tooth-Ex-
ti-acting instruments sent bv express, 28th ult.

Dr. T. S. C, Washington, X). (7.—Kidder's Electro-

magnetic machine is a STiperior article, compactly
and neatly put up, and will, no doubt, prove satisfac-

tory. We know of none better.

METEOROLOGY.

July- 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30.

S. W. N. W. W. S. W. S. s.w. N. E.

Clear, Rain.
T.&L.

Clear. Clear. Clear Clear. Clear.

Depth Rain 3-10

Thermometer.
66° 70° 71° 69° 70° 75° 71°

At 8 A. M 77 72 77 82 82 78

At 12 M 81 87 81 S3 88 86 80

At 3P.M 84
77.

87

79.

83
78.

84-

78.25

88
82.

86
82.25

81

77.60

Barometer.
30.1 30. 30.1 30. 30. 30. 30.2

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

•will confer a favor, and likewi.-;e be (^re'lited on tbeir running
subscriptionp. with such a.s they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, 0; No. 19. Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. Nos. IS, 19, Aug. 3, 10, tH.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 0, Oct. ^, 12, Nov. 9, 'CI ; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61. to March 8, 'fi3.

" VIIT. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 2.3, .Tuly 20, Aug. 2, 9, 30, .«ept.

6, '02.

" IX. Nor. 0, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18. Nov. 8. 15, 22, '62

;

Dec. 27, '02. ami Jan. .3, '0 5, .Jan. 74 & al, '03.

" XI. Nos. 1, 4, .'), 7, 11, 21, .Tan. 2. '2Z, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '04.

«« XTI. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, .July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '04,

Feb. 4, '65.

Wr nrc in prfssinr/ nr.fd jitxt now of a few cupiis for
nrw suhscrihert, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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OW THE DOSE OF QUINIA TO BE GIVE]Sr
IN INTERMITTITSTG AND REMITTING
FEVEBS.

By E. a. Oppelt, M. D.,

Of Trenton, Tuscarawas County, Ohio.

According to Wood & Bache's Dispensatory,

and other works in my possession, we would be

led to give to a child of two years old, for inter-

mitting or remitting fever, about three grs. of

quinia, divided into three or four portions, during

the intermission or remission. Now if the child

has a severe attack, and if it live in a malarious

district, it will get worse every day, notwith-

standing we give three grs. of quinia a day, for

two or three days. But if we give from seven to

nine grs. we will be very likely to break up the

disease during the first intermission or remission.

In some cases the intermission or remission is so

short that we can only get one or two portions

down our patients before the paroxysm returns.

In such cases we will not get along so rapidly,

as we then have to wait till we get another remis-

sion or intermission, to get the necessary amount

taken. I usually give to an adult twenty grs.,

divided into four equal portions, during the first

interval, giving them three or four hours apart.

To a patient aged fifteen to sixteen years I give

fifteen to sixteen grs. ; to a patient from twelve to

fifteen, I give fourteen to fifteen grs. ; to one from

eight to twelve, I give from ten to fourteen grs.

;

and from two to eight, I give from seven to

twelve grs.; and to one from six months to

two years, I give from five to eight grs. during

the remission or intermission.

I have three works on diseases of infants and

children, but neither of them says anything of

intermitting or bilious remitting fever, which I

think is a sad deficiency. How is a young prac-

titioner to know what is the proper dose of quinia

to be given to infants but by experimenting? No
practitioner of experience in the Tuscarawas Val-

ley gives smaller doses than the above-men-

tioned.

A few days ago I was called to a case, a little

girl two years old, who had ague three days in

succession; her mother gave her quinia every

day, but only about two or three grains a day.

When I saw her she had convulsions. I immedi-

ately gave about six grs. of calomel, with five

drops of tr. veratrum viride, as she had high

fever. The convulsions ceased in about an hour,

and the little patient broke out into profuse per-

spiration. In two or three hours a dose of castor

oil was given, which operated in time to give

about eight grs. of quinia, which prevented an-

other paroxysm, and the little patient was sit-

ting up the next day playing.

A girl, aged six years, "took high fever" on
the night of the 26 th inst. ; fever continued all

night, increased next day, (the 27th) ; at three

o'clock she took convulsions, when I was sent for

in great haste. On my arrival, I found her in a

burning fever, pulse frequent and hard, tongue

coated and yellow. Gave her six drops of tr.

veratrum viride, and eight grs. of calOTael, fol-

lowed with oil and ten drops of oil of turpentine

in two hours ; it operated in two or three hours
5

after which I gave ten grains of quinia, divided

into four equal portions, the fever having sub-

sided.

28th, 3 o'clock, P. M., had some fever. Gave
ipecac, and calomel in small doses, to be followed

with oil, after taking three portions two hours

apart. After the oil operates, to take two por-

tions of quinia, each about three grs. On the

29th, 9 o'clock, A. M., has no fever. Wants some-

thing to eat.

To one who has studied medicine in a malari-

ous district, the above, of course, will not be very

interesting, as about the first thing that he had

to do was to weigh out quinia^ and consequently

he learned what doses to give. But to one who
has studied medicine in parts where ague is un-

known, and who wants or expects to emigrate to

a miasmatic district, it will certainly \>e inter-

esting.

Since writing the above I was called to see a

little girl, fourteen months old, having had fever

every other day for a week. At four o'clock, of

29th inst., I first saw her. She had a hot fever,

frequent bloody stools, with considerable strain-
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ing during the evacuations. Tongue coated,

brownisli-rellow. Had eaten freely of ripe pears

a few hours since. I gave her some four grains

of calomel, to be followed in two hours by oil,

which operated freely ; fever subsided ; left her

about seven grs. of quinia, divided into four

equal portions, to be given three hours apart,

each containing small portions of morphia, which

had the effect of lessening the frequency of the

bloody stools; but before the fourth powder of

quinia was given, the patient had a chill, which

was followed by high fever, lasting till nine

o'clock the next evening. During the fever, gave

three drops of tr. veratrum viride, with Dover's

powder, every three hours. After the fever had

sufficiently subsided, left two more powders of

quinia, containing two grs. each, which were

given last night. This morning (July 31st) has

had two bilious stools without any blood, and has

no fever. I selected these cases, because it is in

such cases that large doses would do injury, if

at all.

IS THEKE ALBUMINURIA IN EPILEPSY ?

Consequences in. regard to its diagnosis with
Eclampsia.

(Translated from the Inaugural Thesis of M. Sailly.)

By Ross R. Bunting, M D.,

Of Philadelphia.

^ (Continued from page 88.)

Besearciies on the Urine of Epileptic Patients.

Some account of the manner in which I made

these experiments is necessary to the reader. M.

MoREAU (de Tours) kindly placed at my disposi-

tion the patients in his wards at the Salpetriere

hospital. I chose by chance 30 of these. These

patients affected with epilepsy, presented fre-

quent attacks ; some four or five every day ; others

from three to six every two or three days; or

from eight to ten every eight days: and others an

unlimited number during a week every month.

The average age of these patients was 25 years;

they had resided at the hospital from one to thir-

teen years, so that there could be no doubt in

regard to the diagnosis. For more than two

months the urine of each was examined with the

greatest care during and after each paroxysm,

and in the interval of the attacks. During the

paroxysm, if the women were lying down, I had

a basin placed under them to receive the urine;

which, as I have said, is voided almost always

involuntarily ; and if they were seized with a

paroxysm away from the ]>ed, a small portion of

the urine was obtained in a test tube. I did not

generally make use of the catheter; I only made

UMC of it w)h;)i 1 found any albumen. Cauteriza-

tion, however, is important; when albumen ex-

ists in the urine its employment is indispensable,

in order to avoid certain errors : in fact the albu-

men may proceed from the blood of the menses,

(many epileptic patients having their attacks

during the menstrual period,) or from the leucor-

rhoeal flux which often precedes the apparation

of the menses, or from uterine mucus. Epileptic

women are frequently affected with chronic leu-

corrhoea, owing probably to the sad habit of mas-

turbation.

I treated the urine with 1° nitric acid ;
2° heat

:

ebullition being always maintained during a cer-

tain time, 3° by heat and nitric acid together.

When ebullition occurs in the urine, it sometimes

happens that a white precipitate takes place, very

similar to that of albumen. This might lead us

to believe in the existence of this latter, when it

would only be a deposit of phosphates. In which

case a few drops of nitric acid would render the

urine limpid : on the other hand, the presence of

free phosphoric acid or alkaline salts, preventing

the precipitation of albumen by heat; a few

drops of the same acid causes it to become mani-

fest. I have always noted the acidity or alka-

linity of the urine, the color, and degree of clear-

ness.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

Of 126 observations on the urine of my 30 pa-

tients mentioned above, I have constantly found

a marked acidity : I have not noticed in a single

case the least degree of alkalinity. The color

varied, like healthy urine, from yellow to orange;

the coloration—or rather the want of it—of ner-

vous urine, was noticed but rarely. The urine

was generally limpid, except during the men-

strual period; there was then rather a notable

quantity of urates, with the exception also of

some cases where there may have been some fe-

brile disease. If some authors have constantly

found the urine troubled during the paroxysms,

and limpid immediately afterward, it was proba-

bly owing to the fact of its being mixed with ute-

rine mucus or leucorrhoeal flux, for each time that

the catheter was employed the limpidity was

never wanting, at whatever moment the experi-

ment was made. It is a matter of ol)servation

that during the paroxysm a catarrlial discharge

from the uterus takes place, the same as the other

involuntary evacuations. I have always found a

con.siderable quantity of urine in the bladder at

the commencement of the paroxysm.

The woman L had several attacks, the

water being drawn off soon after they com-

menced; and at one time several quarts of urine

wore obtained. This is an important fact worth
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DOticing, for as M. Blot xemarks, at the com-

mencement of an eclamptic attack there i*-- very

little urine in the bladder. All the epileptic pa-

tients vre examined urinated involuntarily during

the paroxysm, with the exception of the woman
L . Five times I examined the urine of this

patient just before the paroxysm commenced; it

was of a dark-yellow color, acid, no trace of albu-

men. Here is the division of the 126 obervations

collected

:

5, immediately before the attack; no albumen.

26, during the attack; 23 negative results;

twice a small quantity of albumen ; but there

was here one cause of error; one of the patients

was menstruating at the time, the other had leu-

corrhea. I obtained some urine by the catheter

several times, and in the same conditions, each

time with a negative result.

4, immediately after the paroxysm; negative

results.

5, 15 minutes after the attack
;
negative results.

7, 30 "

7, 1 hour " "

14, 2 hours " " "

17, 3 hours after, of these, 15 negative results
;

twice albumen in the urine of the two patients

mentioned above. The urine obtained by the ca-

theter in the same conditions, has never mani-

fested any traces of albumen.

6 cases, 4 hours after the attack, negative results.

8 6 " " " "

27, during the interval of the paroxysms, 26

negative results, once albumen. The patient had

uterine catarrh.

Thus never have we found albumen in the

urine of epileptic women, unless the urine was

mixed with diiferenf discharges from the genital

organs. I noticed that very rarely after the

urine became cool was there any deposit of

urates, and that in about one-fourth of the cases

I found phosphatic deposits.

Nitric acid in the heated urine has generally

given a coloration, varying from a pale red to a

deep red. In every case, excepting where there

were phosphates, the coloration by nitric acid and

heat, was generally accompanied with eflFerves-

cence.

" Albuminuria," says Setfert, "exists in very

great quantity in the urine of epileptic patients

immediately after the paroxysm, but not con-

stantly nor in every case of this disease; pro-

vided there may not exist Bright' s disease, this

albuminuria which we observe in epilepsy disap-

pears immediately after the convulsions have

taken place, and does not reappear until after the

next attack." Being determined to verify these

conclusions, I took the urine during the paroxysm,

then I waited until the next emission. It was
evident that if there were any albumen in the

urine immediately after the attack, this albumen

in the bladder could not be reabsorbed, and that

I ought to find it as soon as the patient would
make water. I collected 15 observations during

the attack, 15 negative results. Of these 15 cases,

the first emission took place :

Once, fifteen minutes after the attack.

Six times, thirty minutes after the attack.

Twice, an hour after the attack.

Once, an hour and a half after the attack.

Once, two hours after the attack.

Once, two hours and a half after the attack.

Three times, three hours after the attack, and

never the slightest trace of albumen.

I do not wish to discuss the cause of the albu-

minuria of eclamptic women, whether it is due to

an active or passive congestion of the kidneys,

to an irritation of the cerebro-spinal axis, or to a

simple functional derangement.
" In eclampsia," according to M. Setfert, " al-

buminuria is occasioned by the interruption of the

respiratory and circulatory functions, in conse-

quence of the attack." If this were the case^

albumen ought to be found in the urine of epilep-

tic patients ; in these cases there is also an inter-

ruption of the respiratory and circulatory func-

tions; there are also very important congestive

phenomena; the veins of the neck become swol-

len, respiration is suspended, pulse small and

feeble, the urine however contains no albumen.

It is evident that according to this theory M. Set-

fert ought to have found albumen in the urine of

epileptic patients. Besides, this theory is not

sustainable, since generally albuminuria exists

previously to eclamptic attacks, and it is particu-

larly during these last that albumen is most

abundant.

M. Moreau, (de Tours,) having made some re-

searches on the epileptic patients at Bicetre, has

declared to me that he had always obtained nega-

tive results.

Shall we be able to conclude from the preced-

ing description, that albuminuria is a sign of

eclampsia? May not a woman, attacked with

epilepsy during pregnancy, have albumen in her

urine, since in 205 pregnant women we find 41

having albumen in their urine. We have never

been able to observe a case of epilepsy during

pregnancy, but M. Blot has related to me four

cases he saw at HOpital des Cliniques ; four wo-

men presented epileptic attacks from the eighth

to the ninth months of pregnancy; there was no

error possible ia these cases, their previous histo-
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ries being known. They had been affected with

epilepsy for a long period, and their urine did not

contain any albumen.

RESUME.

In order to diagnosticate eclampsia, it will be

sufl&cient to know that the woman is pregnant,

that she had never had convulsions previously,

that the urine is albuminous. From this we may

conclude,

1st. In eclampsia, no convulsions previous to

the attack ; in epilepsy they always exist.

2d. In eclampsia, no involuntary evacuations

;

in epilepsy, always involuntary evacuations.

3d. At the time of the eclamptic paroxysm

there is very little urine in the bladder, in some

cases almost anuria ;
in epilepsy, the urine pre-

sents all the characteristics of healthy urine,

whatever moment they are seized with the attack.

4th. The urine of every eclamptic woman is

found to contain albumen 5 the albumen is more

abundant during the paroxysm than at any other

time.

Never do we find albumen in the urine of epi-

leptic women, before, during, or after the attack,

unless Bright" s disease should exist.

ON" DISEASES OF THE INTERNAL EAR.*

By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Aural Surgeon to Howard Hospital, Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 90.)

Nervous Hardness of Hearing.

The results of this congestion of the nervous

tunic are of various kinds, sometimes it disap-

pears spontaneously, and this has led the public

into the error of believing that hardness of hear-

ing and humming in the ear should be left to

themselves. In recent cases, we can almost

always by proper treatment remove the morbid

condition and its products, but the contrary is the

case with those of long duration. In most cases,

owing to neglect, the congestion leads to chronic

changes of structure and exudations, to thicken-

ing or thinning of the tunic, and hence to incura-

ble, material nervous hardness of hearing; and,

at last, the fine nervous filaments of the auditory

nerve arc themselves involved, and fatty meta-

morphosis takes place. Finally, here belong all

those cases of hardness of hearing which have

happened to be relieved by the use of Russian

vapor baths, local fomentation, or Baunscheidism,

galvanic chains, etc., under favorable constitu-

tional conditions, and thus led to the use of such

universal means.

• From Erhard.—Ratlonelle Otlatrik nach kliniachen Beo-

b«chtun£en bearb«itet. ilrlaogeo, 1839.

Treatrnent.

The careful rational treatment of these conges-

tions, especially of those which involve both

sides, is quite satisfactory. My plan in recent

cases is the following:

The patient must, nolens volens, in spite of the

most perfect condition of general health, keep

to his room at least, and if possible, even remain

in bed, in order to guard elFectually against a

further taking cold. This is often sufficient,

with a promotion of the perspiration, to remove

the congestion, and I have seen cases of individ-

uals who had congestion in both ears, and who
were confined to bed at the same time by other

diseases, recover from the ear affection without

its receiving any special treatment. If the pa-

tient is plethoric, the application of leeches is

called for, but if not, it is better to make counter-

irritation by the application of a blister. At the

same time the cutaneous transpiration must be

promoted from 7 to 9 in the morning, and the

bowels freely evacuated in the evening. Eight

days under this treatment will generally be sufii-

cient to relieve the patient of the humming.

During this time the patient must keep the ear

stuffed with cotton, and must continue it after-

ward, until the normal secretion of cerumen re-

turns. If the congestion be very considerable, si-

multaneously following smaller hemorrhages, it is

advisable to commence with an emetic, and then

proceed with the above mentioned treatment. It

is natural that after a considerable time, in cases

which are not recent, to examine the state of the

constitution, and I have seen very good results in

one case from a visit to the Kreusebrunn springs

of Marienbad, in another from iodide of iron.

"Only the organ of hearing always remains a

therapeutic 'noli me tangere,' and the treatment

is always to be conducted on the general indica-

tions."

In very inveterate cases I have considered a

diaphoratic treatment to be the most judicious.

A few examples will make what has been said

more clear.

EXAMPLES.

1. llheumaiic congestion. Miss G. consulted me
on June 19th, 1857, for an unbearable humming
in the right ear. Bony conduction was wanting

on the right side, but present on the left, as was

likewise the case with the cerumen, everything

else being normal, so that it was a case of one-

sided hyperjTcmia rheumatica. She was ordered

to use counter-irritation four weeks to the right

side of the nape of the neck, to protect the ear

with cotton, and to avoid carefully all exposure

to cold. After a lapse of four weeks, the ceru-
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men and the bony conduction returned entirely,

the humming had disappeared, and the normal

power of hearing was recovered.

2. Catarrhal Jiypercemia. Mr. G. complained on

April 3d, 1356, of a loss of hearing in both ears,

and a continual humming, both of which he had
suffered for about fourteen days, and both of

which followed a violent cold in the head. The
diagnosis was a two sided congestion. The
patient was ordered to keep to his bed, to take in

the morning a diaphoretic of infusion fl. sambuci

with liquor ammonias acetat., at the close of the

day muriate of ammonias with infusion of senna,

and to stop up the ear, and to continue this treat-

ment for eight days, when the congestion was re-

moved.

3. Complicated catarrhal hypercemia. A lady

of sixty years of age sent for me on March 21st,

1856, who, ever since the use of the Gralfenberg

car, in the year 1834, had gradually become hard
of hearing, and suffered from continual humming,
more on the right side than the left; she was
therefore affected with a chronic inflammation of

the nervous tunic. She had caught a severe cold

several days before, and had suddenly become
affected the day previous with hardness of hearing

on both sides, and violent humming. If her organ
of hearing had been previously sound, I would
have diagnosed a hemorrhage, but as it was, I

diagnosed an acute congestion superadded to the

chronic malady. As the grade of the affection

was very violent, I ordered an emetic, which im-

mediately caused a wonderful improvement. I

then made use of muriate of ammonia with comp.
inf. of senna, and in the space of live days the

patient could hear not only as well as before the

attack, but even better.

4. Ahdoininal rheumatic hypercemia. A robust,

plethoric, landed proprietor of Marienbad, con-

sulted me on April 29th, 1857, who had been deaf

for many years in the right ear, and who had ex-

perienced for four weeks, as the result of catching

cold, a loss of hearing in the left ear, with continual

humming. The case, on the 29 th of April, was
one of congestion of the nervous tunic. I at first

adopted the old method of treatment by leeches

and diaphoretic drinks, but as these proved una-

vailing, probably owing to the case not being a

recent one, I tried the constitutional effects of the

mineral waters of Marienbad, and ordered him,

on his return thence, to keep up counter-irrita-

tion for a considerable time. Under this treat-

ment he finally regained his normal power of

hearing, and was relieved of the humming.
*

5. Rheumatic congestion. A young anaemic

brother of the last mentioned case was attacked

with the same malady on May 15th, 1857.

As this was a recent case, I ordered leeches to

be applied, and enjoined on him the utmost pre-

cautions against taking cold, and to stop up his

ears, but the young man neglected my orders and

caught a fresh cold on May 18th, so that the

malady returned. On May 20th, then, the case

was in as bad a condition as on the 15th, and

although another application of leeches was made,

no benefit seemed to be derived from them; I

therefore sent the patient into the country, and

prescribed the syrup of the iodide of iron. He
came to town every week to consult me, and after

four weeks' use of the remedy, was cured.

I could cite a multitude of similar cases occur-

ring in my practice, but I hope my principles of

treatment are sufficiently illustrated in the above-

mentioned cases; they consist in a "rational, gen-

eral, and local treatment, according to the analogy

with the same forms of disease in other organs,

and with a special regard to the individual pecu-

liarities."

According to these principles, we should not

be too hasty in giving up hope, and the remedial

powers of nature, when properly assisted, have

often caused me to be ashamed of an unfavorable

prognosis.

A wide field is here opened to therapeutics,

especially when we reflect that it is concerning a

malady which has been hitherto unstudied.

In these very inveterate chronic cases in which

structural changes of the nervous tunic of the

labyrinth have taken place, nothing can be ex-

pected from constitutional treatment. A further

increase of the malady may, however, be prevented

by frictions over the entire temporal region with

ointment of the iodide of potassium, (iodide of

potassium one part, lard three parts,) whilst

leeches and counter-irritation could never accom-

plish this. I obtained similar results when active

congestion was also present, by the use of the

ointment of digitalis. A rational application of

electricity is worthy of trial, but I must at pres-

ent refrain from expressing any opinion concern-

ing it.

• c. Inflammations of the periosteum.

The characteristic symptom of inflammation of

the periosteum in the labyrinth is sudden occur-

rence of loss of hearing attended with violent

pain, but accompanied with perfect integrity of

the organ of hearing and absence of all cerebral

> symptoms.

The pain is generally so severe, that it prevents

the humming being perceived in the commence-

ment, and the latter begins to annoy the patient
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only when the pain ceases and exudation has oc-

curred.

I believe that the sero-fibroiis covering of the

labyrinth which is continued into the cochlea and

over the lamina spiralis, is the seat of this inflam-

mation, and that its results arc qualitative and

quantitative alterations in the fluid of the laby-

rinth, whilst the results of congestion consist

rather in thickenings and atrophies of the ner-

vous tunic.

I have already stated, when treating of inflam-

mations of the external meatus and tympanum,

that they sometimes extend to the labyrinth, pro-

ducing diminished bony conduction and power of

hearing.

The majority of those cases of total hardness of

hearing on one side, in which chronic catarrh of

the tympanum with perforation of the membrana
tympani simultaneously exist, and in which se-

vere pain existed in the commencement, before

the appearance of these symptoms, belong to this

category, for the patients were attacked simul-

taneously with an acute inflammation of the mem-
brana tympani and of the lining membrane of the

labyrinth, the former of which resulted in suppu-

ration, the latter in qualitative or quantitative

changes in the labyrinth fluid.

The treatment of the acute form resembles

that already laid down for inflammation in the

anterior ear cavities; it must be strongly anti-

phlogistic, in order to efi'ect reabsorption. If we
fail in this, all future treatment is useless, for I

have never been able to efi'ect any relief, although

I have tried all manner of remedies, and I may
assert that no one in whose case I have made
this diagnosis, has to my knowledge subsequently

improved either spontaneously or under treat-

ment.

Hospital Reports.

Jefferson Medical College, )

May z^tb, 1865. }

Surgical Clinic by Prof. Gross.

Reported by William T. Bullock, M. D., of Rhode Island.

Pterygium.

May 24th. Timothy W., sixty years of age,

has a pterygium of the left eye, of six months du-

ration. As the name implies, it is a wing-shaped

growth, of a triangular form, situated at the inner

side of the eye, its bane being at the can thus,

while the apex covers a portion of the cornea,

thus impeding vision. This growth is a hyper-

trophous condition of the vessels of the conjunc-

tiva and y^ubconjunctival fascia.
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The proper treatment consists in excising the

growth, by seizing it with a pair of toothed for-

ceps, and dissecting it from its connections by

means of a scalpel, being careful to do the work

thoroughly, as there is a strong tendency to repul-

lulation. For the same reason, the parts should

be touched with a piece of sulphate of copper

every third or fourth day, until all danger of re-

turn has passed.

Cystorrhoea.

Henry P., sixty-five years of age, received a

violent fall above six mouths ago, since which

he has been sufi"ering from an aflection of the

bladder. There is a discharge of mucus aud pus

from the bladder, and he is troubled with a fre-

quent desire to urinate, especially at night, be-

ing obliged to rise from his 1 >eil several times for

this purpose. He has some difficulty in starting

the stream of urine, straining violently, and

stooping forward during micturition. Has had

an occasional discharge of blood. His urine de-

posits a sediment upon standing, and becomes

rapidly ofi'ensive. He sufi'ers from pain in the

pubic region. No stone can be detected by

sounding the bladder, but upon passing the fin-

ger into the rectum the prostate gland is found

to be elongated. The case is one of cystorrhoea,

with hypertrophy of the prostate gland, the lat-

ter afi'ection being of very frequent occurrence

after the age of fifty. This patient must live

upon a mild, nutricious diet, and avoid stimu-

lants of every kind. Internally he may use the

following prescription

:

R Uva ursi, gj.

Morphii^ sulph., gr. ss.

Sodje bicarbonatis, ^iij.

Aqua3 buL, Oiij. M.

Take one-fourth of a tumblerful four times a

day. Also,aninjection, consisting of ateaspoonful

of laudanum in one ounce and a half of tepid

water.

roreign Body in the Air Passages.

May 27. Charles A., thirty-three years of age.

This man while eating a piece of eel was so un-

fortunate as to allow a piece of bone to pass into

his windpipe. He was at once seized with a vio-

lent fit of coughing, which ceased after a few mo-

ments, but returned after the expiration of half

an hour, and has occurred at short intervals ever

since, the cough being attended by copious ex-

pectoration.

"When first seen, which was about ten days

after the accident, his voice was thick and husky.

Since that time he has been treated by the anti-

monial and saline mixture. His voice is now

clear, though weak, but he sufi'ers from pain in

the left side of the thorax.
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Upon percussing, the resonance is found to be

natural, but auscultation shows the existence of

dry rhonchus on the left side, both anteriorly and

posteriorly.

The patient has lost flesh, and is much debili-

tated. His tongue is coated, and he is troubled

with great thirst. While a foreign body remains

in the air passages, the patient is not safe from

suffocation
,
produced either by spasm ofthe glottis,

or by mechanical obstruction of the air tube from

the foreign body being forced up into the larynx.

A body of this kind also excites inflammation

in the parts by its presence. For these reasons

the proper treatment consists in making a free

opening into the trachea, in the hope that the

foreign body will be expelled through the orifice

thus made. Even if the substance does not es-

cape from the wound, the patient will be freed

from danger of suffocation.

The patient being placed upon a table, with

his head well thrown back, the operation of tra-

chgetomy is performed in the usual manner, no

anassthetic being administered. The operation is

rendered difficult in this case by the large size of

the thyroid gland, the presence of the middle

thyroid artery, and the almost osseous hardness of

the rings of the trachea. Several vessels were

cut during the operation and secured by liga-

tures.

Three rings of the trachea were divided, and a

violent fit of coughing ensued immediately, dur-

ing which both mucus and pus were expelled

from the orifice, but the foreign body remained in

the air passages at some unknown point. The

patient was placed in bed, the wound being kept

open by hooks, and the thyroid gland prevented

from overlapping the opening by means of a liga-

ture passed through it and tied behind the ears.

June 21st. The morning after the operation,

the parts around the opening were tumified, and

angry in appearance. Suppuration followed in a

few days, and the portion of the trachea in sight

was coated with a plastic lympth. L'ght poul-

tices were applied, and the patient put upon a

supporting treatment.

The wound gradually assumed a more healthy

appearance, and on last Wednesday, just three

weeks after the operation, the foreign body es-

• caped from the opening during a paroxysm of

coughing. The cause of all this man's trouble

is a very insignificant looking piece of bone,

hardly larger than a millet seed. At the time of

its introduction, however, it may have been of

larger size from the flesh attached to it. The pa-

tient is now relieved of his spasmodic cough, and

IS improving in strength and appearance, while

the wound in the trachea is healing nicely by
granulation, but not entirely closed as yet, for a

small probe may still be passed into the wind-

pipe.

June 28th. The patient is restored to good

health, and is able to return to his usual occu-

pation.
Primary Syphilis.

May 31 t. .John W., thirty years of a.ge. This

man had impure connection, twelve days ago,

and again upon the ninth day from the first act.

On the day following the last act. he observed an

ulcer upon his penis, afc the left side of the fre-

num. The patient also has paraphymosis, and

the under surface of the prepuce is oedematous.

It wnuld not be good treatment to relieve the

paraphymosis until the chancre is healed, as the

ulcer would be covered by the prepuce, making

a concealed sore. The penis should be washed

frequently with common table salt and water, and

the following ointment applied to the ulcer twice

a day.

B. Ungt. hydrarg. nit., .^ss.

Ungt. aqufB rosse, ^ij. M.

R. Pil. hydrarg.,

Pulv. ipecac,

Ext. col. comp., aa gr.v.

Divide into three pills.

Talipes Equinus.

Elizabeth H., thirteen years of age. Tho heel

is retracted so that the patient is obliged to walk

upon the ball of the toes. The limb is smaller

than its fellow, the gastrocnemius and soleus

muscles being in an atrophied condition. The

child has been affected in this way since, the

period of dentition, at which time she suffered

from an attack of infantile paralysis, but the de-

formity has become more marked within the past

twenty months.

The tendo-Achillis is divided b}^ the tenotome,

and the foot brought down to its natural position.

Fatty Tumor.
Francis R., thirty-six years of age, has a tumor

about the size of a man's fist, situated in the

scapular region, immediately beneath the skin.

The man received a violent blow at this point

three years since, and first observed the tumor

about three months after the injury.

The tunior is movable, and has a doughy feel.

There is no discoloration of the integument over

the growth, no enlargement of the sul^cutaneous

veins, and the patient has not suffered from pain

in the parts. These symptoms, together with

the fact that the tumor has existed for three years,

prove that the growth is not of a malignant na-

ture, while its situation and doughy feel indi-

cate that it is a fatty tumor.
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The tumor was removed by making an oblique

incision through the skin, and tlien separating it

from its connections by the fingers and handle of

the scalpel. One vessel was ligatcd, and the

wound closed by the interrupted suture and ad-

hesive strips.

Gunshot Wound of the Hand.

J. W.. thirty-two years of age, was wounded

in the right han-l Ity the ]M-emature explosion of

a gun eight months since. The hand is dis-

torted by the vicious coutrnction of the cicatrix,

the thumb boinir I 'ont over toward the ulnar side,

and the fingers permanently flexed. By making

an incision tlirough the cicatrix, between the me-

tacarpal bones of the thumb and the index finger,

the thumb is restored to a more natural position.

The parts should be kept separated by means of

oiled lint placed in the wound until healing takes

place by granulation,

Gelatinoid Polyps of the IWose.

Bridget K., twenty-one years of age. The
growths are easily seen upon looking into the nose.

There is a slight discharge from the nostril.

The woman sleeps with her head thrown back,

snoring lustily, and perspires profusely while

sleeping. The tumors- increase in size during

damp weather, becoming so large as to obstruct

respiration through the nose. She suffers from

pain on the left side of the head. The father of

this patient was troubled by similar growths.

The polyp forceps is introduced, and the polyps

to the number of six are removed from the nose.

It is seldom that much hemorrhage follows this

operation.

Hypertrophy of the Tonsils,

J. S., four years of age. The diseased glands

are removed with a probe-pointed bistoury, the

projecting portion of the gland being seized and

steadied by a volcella, while the knife is carried

with a sawing motion from 1)elow upward.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Ulcers.

An explaniition is frequenHy asked for the pe-

culiar tendency of uh-ers to fasten themselves

in the leg. During a lecture by Dr. ITumi'ifriks,

(Lancfl) thf following one was givfn, and at the

same time the best mode of overcoming the ten-

dency.

Every part nf the human body has its own
ppculifir woakne-s. rpndnring it lia>ilr> to certain

diseaneB—as the female breast, to cancer; the

aorta, to aneurism, etc., etc. The tissue of any
part is weak, if it is unequal to its ordinary re-

quirements. Now that is peculiarly the case

with the leg. It has to bear upon a given area a
greater weight than has any other part of the

body, being small to facilitate movements and to

give space for the swing of the opposite foot; and
where it is smallpst, just above the ankle, it is

most liable to ulcers. Its skin is fine, not very
liberally supplied with blood, lying to a consi-

derable extent upon bone or fascia, and sepa-

rated from them only by a comparatively thin

layer of areolar and adipose tissue. Its subcu-
taneous veins take a larger and more vertical

course than any others, and have, consequently

to bear the weight of a hisrher column of blood,

while they are imperfectly supported by fat or

other tissue. These circumstances render the leg

peculiarly liable to fracture, to varix, and to

chronic inflammation of the skin; and these are

the causes of its liability to ulceration, A slight

blow on the shin destroys a small piece of the

skin, which is neglected or treated with irritants

until an ulcer results, instead of soothing the

parts by assuaging or simple protective dress-

ings.

Surgeons are willing enough to treat a case

when they can secure the patient in a recumbent
posture, but are unwilling to undertake a case

while the patient walks about pursuing his avo-

cation. In these instances more can be done

by judicious band;vging, etc., etc. than one would
suppose, and we make it a rule always to attempt

to relieve them.
The tendency of neglected sores difiers in a re-

markable degree; some kindly heal, some en-

large up to a certain size, remaining stationary

for years with a serous or sanious discharge,

while others spread over a large surface, deepen
with time even into the substance of the bone.

Although so frequently the seat of simple ulcers,

the leg enjoys an immunity from ulcers of other

kinds. But sometimes the student finds a diffi-

culty in distinguishing simple from cachectic or

syphilitic ulcerations. Here it is well to remem-
bpr that the two chief features of syphilitic ulcer-

ation are—first, the tendency to commence at

several points in otherwise healthy skin, the

ulcers so formed extending into one another, and
causing an irregularly-shaped sinous sore; and
secondly, the tendency to spread superficially,

and to spread at one part while healing at an-

other, loading to the more or less ring-shaped or

crescentic sores.

On the other hand, "a cachectic sore*' is pre-

ceded by a circumscribed deposit, beneath the skin,

in the areolar tissue, of firm whitish lymph, form-

ing a hardish lump there. This softens, and is

discloHed as a greyish mass or slough by the skin

ulcerating over it. The ulcer spreads either by
the extension of the depf sit ber eath the surround-

ing skin undermining and causing its further

destruction, or by the formaticm of separate de-

positH aronnd, which lead to fresh ulcers; and
the^e breaking into one another cause unhealthy-
looking sores, with ja<rged, overhanging edges
!ind bridges of skin. They occur in persons who
are out of health, or of indifferent constitution,

though presenting no definite ailment, and often
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considering themselves hearty and well. Some-
times we cannot discriminate between them,
when the effects of iodide of potassmm will sat-

isfy the surgeon.

Upon the leg the difficulties of diagnosis are
especially great, because the natur i.l tendencies
of a constitutional disease are liable to be modi-
fied by the local qualities of the part; so that
there is here, not only the difficulty of distin-

guishing one form of constitutional disease from
another, but, in addition, that of distinguishing a
constitutional sore from a simply local sore.

On the Pathology of Secondary or Metastatic
Abscesses.

At a late meetinsf of the P sthological Society of

Philadelphia, {Amer. Journal Med. Science,) Dr.

John Ashhurst read a paper on the above sub-

ject. After presenting the prevailing theories in

reference to its origin and progress, he concludes

by saying:

To sum up, then, abscesses, in one sfnse second-
ary, may be produced through absorption by the
lymphatic system; but the suppuration thus
caused could never extend beyond the first lym-
phatic gland, which would form an insuperable
barrier to the further passage of pus. Pysemia is

a most unfortunate misnomer; for in no sense is

the blood the actual means of purulent transfer,
though through the medium of the vascular sys-
tem, by the processes of thrombosis and embolia,
secondary or metastatic abscesses are indeed pro-
duced. Some cases, again, of pymmetrical sup-
puration are best accounted for by the action of
the nervous system, according to well known phy-
siological and pathological laws.
The phenomenon of shivering, which so fre-

quently accompanies the process of secondary or
metastatic suppuration, may, I think, be plausibly
attributed to the influence on the nervous system
of the sudden cutting off of the blood supply by
the process of embolia; just as the sudden dimi-
nution in the supply of blood to the brain, by
ligation of the carotid artery, is not unfrequently
followed hy convulsions.

I cannot conclude this brief sketch of the pro-
cess of secondary suppuration, without referring
to the theory of a "pyogenic diathesis, so inge-
niously and ably advocated by Dr. Packard, in a
paper published by him. I cannot give my assent
to this theory, for the simple reason that I do not
see its necessity. The occurrence of secondary
abscesses, after injuries or surgical diseases, can,
I think, in all cases be satisfactorily accounted for
on established mechanical and physiological prin-
ciples, while I look upon the suppuration follow-
ing typhoid and other fevers as simply symptoms
of those diseases, which may not indeed be pre-
sent in every case, but which are just as much a
part of the several affections in which they occur,
as are their characteristic eruptions,. or any other
pathological lesions, which we take for granted,
without assuming any special diathesis to account
for them.

I have not complicated this paper with any
allusions to the conditions denominated by Vir-
OHOW, ichorrhoemia or septhcemia, which are en-

tirely distinct from the pathological state which
gives rise to the secondary or metastatic abscesses
that have been considered.

Removal of Foreign Bodies from the Ear.

The British Med. Journal, quoting from the

Bidletin Gen. de Therap., sajs that M Guersant

makes the following remarks on this subj^^ct:

If we except the concretions of cerumen that

are principally met with in the aged, and rarely

amongst children, it must be said that foreign

bodies in the external auditory canal are more
often observed in youth than at more advanced
ages.

The bodies thus met with are very diverse

—

hardened cerumen, pebble^, stones extracted from
rings, or ear rings, pearls, peas, shells, beans, frag-

ments of glass tubes, balls of paper, seeds, etc.

Insects have been mentioned, but we have not on
anv occasion met with them.

All these foreign bodies, when they remain in

the auditory canal—principally those which swell

up—TDay occasion sevpre accidents, such as inflam-

mation, suppuration, buzzing, cerebral sympfoms,
meningitis. Hence it is important to relieve, as

soon as possible, children who have in their ears

a pea or a seed, which may swell up on becoming
moist. The surgeon ought, before all, to ascer-

tain with accuracy that a foreign body exists,

because very dangerous attempts have often been
made in cases where no such body has been pre-

sent. If, after the patient has been placed in a

proper position, and the light has been directed

into the canal, the foreign body is recognized, the

surgeon ought to act differently, according to the

case.

1. The foreign body may be a fluid, such as

water in swimmers, or oil. In these cases, a single

shake given to the head has sufficed to make the

fluid run out.

2. Sometimes there is hardened cerumen. A
simple ear-pick, previously dipped in oil, will allow

this concretion to be expelled. It may be neces-

sary first to soften the cerumen by several injec-

tions of lukewarm water, or of oil or glycerine.

3. Peas, beans, seeds, or balls of paper, swell

and soften. They may be caught and hooked out

sometimes easily enough, either with small for-

ceps, or with a small short hook.

4. Hard bodies, as pebbles, shells, hard seeds,

can be removed in several manners. As was very

anciently advised, and as has been done by Me-
niere, injections may be employed. We have,

says M. Guersant, very often used these means,
and for all sorts of foreign bodies. It is neces-

sary, however, to act in a certain manner, with
much perseverance; and the relations ought to be
shown how to practise these injections, because it

is often necessary to repeat -them several days
following, before success is obtained. In order to

apply injections, it is well to procure an Egui-
sier's irrigator, fitted with a straight tube, and
filled with cold, or better with luke-warm water.

[The ordinary syringe of Mattson, consisting of

a tube with compressible ball in the centre, has
long been used by us, and has no supererior for

the purpo>?e.

—

Ed. Med. Reporter.] The child

should be wrapped in a cloth, folded several times
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double, so that the arms are thus kept wrapped
up. The cL)th ought to surround the neck of the

child, iu order to avoid wetting it. The head
should also be held in a somewhat inclined posi-

tion, and a basin should be placed under to receive

the water. The surgeon should direct the pipe of

the irrigator into the auditory canal, propelling

the jet of water very slowly at first, so that it may
pass between the foreign body and the walls of

the canal, strike on the membrane of the tympa-
num, and in its return drive out the foreign body,

which will sometimes escape after the first injec-

tion. It is important that the surgeon, at the

time of performing the irrigation, sh-iuld draw
the lobe of the ear alternately upward, down-
ward, forward, and ba -kward, in order to modify
the direction of the jet. The operation should
be repeated several days following, if no results

follow the first injection ; and the relatives should
be instructed how to make the injections. M.
GuERSANT has seen cases in which the foreign

body has only been removed after persevering
for eight or ten days.

When this means is not attended by success,

the instruments which appear most likely to -suc-

ceed are simple small forceps, which are always
useful in cases of soft bodies, paper, lint, etc.; or

better, the ordinary scoop, or Leroy d'Etiolles'

small seoop. In many cases the instrument shculd
be guided principally along the lower side of the

canal. As the introduction of scoops is always
more painful than the use of injections, and gives

rise to more struggling on the part of children.

M. GuERSANT observes that, whfn it is necessary
to ute this means, we should not hesitate to employ
chloroform. When the child happens to be man-
ageable, besides the inclined position of the head,
M. Debout has recommended the mouth of the

patient to be opened. It is sufficient to introduce
the end of the little finger into the external audi-

tory can^il, and to make the lower jaw move, in

order to become convinced of the enlargement
undergone by the canal, each time the condyle of

the jaw leaves the articular surface. This atti-

tude facilitates the employment of all the pre-

ceding operations; but that which it aids most is

the employment of injections.

Treatment of Diphtheria with Ice.

Mr. J. DuGGAX states, in the Dublin Medical
Press, that he has successfully employed ice in

the case of a man affected with diphtheria. He
ordered the patient to be constantly swallowing
small particles of ice, and also to keep continually

sucking and melting icicles in his mouth until he
should see him again on the following day—ad-

vising him to carry out his directions most assi-

duously. On visiting him the evening of the next
day, "I was agreeably surprised, he says, "to
find him much improved, the tensive swelling of

the throat to a great extent subsided, and the

inflammation of the internal f;iuc(3s and the tume-
faction (){ the velum pendulum palati (to which
was attached the peculiar adventitious membrane)
greatly reduced. I impressed upon him to con
tinue using the ice as usual. As he complained
C)f being weiik, I gave him a mixture (jf infusion

of bark and tincture of snakcroot, to take two
tablespoon fuls three times a day, and to have an

abundance of fresh milk and beaten eggs for food.

He pursued this course of treatment for a few
days, and to my gratification, ultimately recovered

fr*. m this dangerous disease.

"Although this is essentially a blood disease,

yet the application of cold to the internal parts of

the throat will be found of much benefit, and a

source of great comfort to the sufferer. Of course

it will be necessary to prescribe tonics and nutri-

tious food to support the weakened system, and
mild alteratives to improve depraved secretions.

This mode of treatment—viz., by the constant

swallowing of ice—may not be novel, for aught I

know; but I have never met it in books. To the

practitioner where ice can be got at any moment,
I would advise a trial in this and other kindred

diseases of the throat, as it has the advantage of

being harmless and simple in its action."

On the Use of the Sulphite of Soda in the Treat-

ment of Erysipelas.

Dr. Addinell Hewson stated, says the Amer.
Journal Med. Science, at a recent meeting of the

College of Physicians, that he had been using the

solution of sulphite of soda as a local application

in erysipelas, since February, 1864, and had ob-

tained results from it, in the various forms of that

disease, which were to him both interesting and
surprising. He had been induced to try it from
the representations ma le by Professor Polli, of its

influence in destroying all disease of a cryptoga-

mic or animalcular origin—a source to which
recent researches would lead us to suppose erysi-

pelas was due. At first he administered it inter-

nally, in doses of ten grains every two hours, as

well as applied it locally ; but the effects of the

local use were so prompt and decided, that he has

now abandoned its internal use altogether as un-

necessary.

In extensive trials of this remedy, both in hos-

pital and private practice, he has never seen it

ftiil, when thoroughly applied before the deep

planes of cellular tissue had been invaded by the

disease. Under the latter circumstance, no posi-

tive curative results were of course to be expected

from its mere external use. But before such parts

had become affected, a solution of ten grains of

this salt to the ounce of water, when thoroughly

applied on lint all over the surface affected, and
to a considerable distance beyond it, and covered

with oiled silk to prevent the evaporation of the

solution, had not only produced a decided bleach-

ing effect on the discolon-d surface, in every

instance in the first twrnty-four hours of its use,

but had invariably destroyed all traces of the dis-

ease in forty-eight hours from its first application.

The result was the same, whether the application

was made in the traumatic or idiopathic form of

the disea'^e. He had thus cured twenty-seven

cases, seven of which were of idiopathic erysipelas.

Even in the cases where the deep planes of cellu-

lar tissue were involved, as well as the surface,

the disease on the surface was always apparently

affected by the application. It was most posi-

tively bleaclH'd in all instances, and in many was
evidently destroyed within the period above stated,

even whilst that in tlie deeper parts proceeded on

steadily to suppuration.
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PEDESTEIANISM.
We hope that one of the natural results of the

great war will be that people, influenced by the

habits acquired by a million of returned soldiers

and the example set by them, will promote their

own comfort and health by resorting more to pe-

destrianism and out-door exercise. Especially is

this true of all our populous cities, East and

West, where the convenience of street-cars and

omnibusses has almost entirely abolished the

most healthful exercise which the biped man can

resort to.

Indeed, how rarely do we find, now-a-days, the

sturdy old gentleman, with his cane, his flowing

locks, his elastic step and youthful complexion,

who would walk his six or eight miles a day reg-

ularly, on business or pleasure. His place is

taken up by prematurely old men, with wrinkled

faces and bilious look, whom one sees occasionally

run a few yards to catch a departing train or

steamboat, but who have never learned to look

upon their legs as affording one of the principal

means of obtaining both pleasure and health.

We were forcibly struck with the necessity of

teaching people the great advantage of pedestri-

anism over any other kind of exercise by a late

visit to the Central Park in New York, an insti-

tution, by the way, which is one of the most

creditable achievements ever made by a munici-

pality in so remarkably short a time. But with

all its beauty, and exquisite advantages for foot-

exercise and enjoyment, strange to say, the num-
ber of carriages in the Park, on the occasion

alluded to, was almost as large as the number of

pedestrians.

A little more walking and seeking the open

air, among our city populations would, we venture

to say, diminish considerably the quantity of

opiates consumed by many, almost as a regular

article of diet to procure rest, and procure easily

what blue pills and seidlitz powders, anti-dyspep-

tic remedies, patent bitters, and nostrums of all

kinds are vainly resorted to, to accomplish.

If our young men, instead of spending their

summer and fall vacations and leisure days at

crowded picnics, or elbowing their way through

crowds at fashionable hotels at so-called watering

places, spending their days in tiresome idleness,

and their nights in the billiard or the ball-room,

would pack their knapsack, and take a week's

tour through the country anywhere on foot,

living on good plain country fare, they would

soon find that while pedestrianism is .l:e true and

natural stimulant of a good appetite and healthy

digestion, it is also much less, expensive. Why
do not the professors and teachers in our colleges

and academies take the matter in hand and ar-

range pedestrian tours with their pupils, more

or less extended, during vacations, combining

both pleasure and instruction.

We are a great nation
;

great eaters, great

drinkers, great smokers, great fighters ; we have

the fastest railroads, steamboats, and horses. But

in one thing we come short—we do not walk half

as much as we should.

THE LATE DB. McGUGIN, OF IOWA.
We regret to have to record the death of Dr.

D. L. McGuGiN, of Keokuk, Iowa, who died in

that city about the 22d of June. We are not

apprised as to what caused his death, which must

have been sudden, as it is not long since we have

had communications from him.

Dr. McGuGiN was, at one time, we believe,

connected with the regular army. He after-

wards settled in Keokuk, where he took a promi-

nent position in all that concerned the advance-

ment of the medical profession. He was a Pro-

fessor in the Medical Department of the Univer-

sity of Iowa, located at Keokuk. When the

rebellion broke out he ofi'ered his services to the

Government, and took a prominent part in or-

ganizing the medical volunteer statf and hospitals

in the west. While thus engaged he contracted

disease which compelled him to retire again to

Keokuk. The probability is that the disease con-

tracted at this time had some connection with his

death.

In another column we publish a series of reso-

lutions passed by the profession of Keokuk, which

evince the respect with which he was regarded

by his professional brethren. The death of such

a man as Dr. McGugin is a national loss.

ADVERTISING QUACK MEDICINES.
The following article upon nostrum advertising

we find in the Paterson (N. J.) Press, perhaps the

sprightliest daily paper of that State. We com-

mend its logic especially to the so-called religious

papers, which, "for gain," publish advertise-

ments knowing them to have fraud and immo-

rality for a basis.

It is an outrage upon the Christian community,

that too many of the journals, published profes-

sedly in the interest of religion, allow their col-

umns to be polluted with advertisements which
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the Editor's daughters could not with propriety-

read. Let them then read and digest the folloTr-

ing

:

XosTRUMS. We hare so frequent!}^ made known
through the columns of The Press and by letters

to parties sending them, our inflexible purpose
not to disgrace our columns with a class of shame-
less advortiseuieuts which the New York papers,

as well as most of the country papers, publish
without hesitation, that we should fairly expect

to be seldom bored with refusing them. This is

not the case however. There is scarcely a day
that we are not put to the trouble of returning
advertisements of sundry quack nostrums, often

accompanied by the money, and generally pro-

mised to be liberally paid for. During the last

week, we have returned to New York advertise-

ments worth over fifty dollars, part of them paid
in advance. We wish we could make it under-
stood that, while we are grateful for the favors of
tlie advertising public, and refuse no reputable
advertisement, there is a class of vile swindlers
wbo-e Av irked traffic we will not permit our col-

unm< t'^ ai'l ai a;i" This is not the usual
rule among newspapers, whose publishers gener-
ally ask no questions and indulge in no scruples,
for the exchequer's sake. They are not respon-
sible, they say, for an advertisement, and they do
not feel at liberty to decline publishing any that
is not in terms indecent, that is paid for at their
established rates. Even so-called religious jour-
nals, go upon this principle. This is all ]30sh.

It is the money they are after. Every one knows
that the advertisements to which we allude are
efficient agents of the most horrible wickedness,
and, in many cases, accessories to the breach of
plain statute law. No publisher has a moral
right to sell the use of his columns to such pur-
poses, and he ought not to have a legal right.
Even if we lost money by our course, we should
not hesitate to pursue it, for our motto is, "Do
right, if the heavens fall." But we donH lose
by it. Even the advertising agents who send
them, reason thus; the paper which thus keeps
its columns pure, is likely to be read by the best
class of people, and therefore, when we have a
first-class advertisement, wanting to reach the
best cla>ses in the community, that is the paper
to send it to—and they "make a note on't."
They also know that a newspaper which refuses
these quack advertisements, is in a sound and
flourishing condition, for those papers which are
on their last legs, they know very well can't af-

ford to keep a conscience, and will publish any-
thing they send, and at any price.

* -x- * -x- -x- -x- *

In this connection we would call attention to

the following commendable action of the Fox

River (Illinois) Valley Medical Association:

The committee on resolutions reported as fol-

lows:

Whrrcns, The admission by the puldic press

of advertisements f)f an immoral character, in-

viting the commission of crime by producing
abortion and preventing ftre;z:nancy, for a con
Hidoration, in the shape of pills, potions, drops,

etc., is terribly demoralizing and destructive of

health and life, we therefore hail with pleasure
the promise of the Chicago Repifblican, that they
will not admit advertisements of that character
into their paper; therefore,

Besohr-d. That the moral integrity and noble
stand of its proprietors in excluding this class of
advertisements from its columns, merits our
highest approbation, and we hereby pledge our-
selves to take and recommend only such papers
as best conform with the principles of morality
on this subject, believing that we, as guardians
of the public health and conservators of public
morals, cannot too strongly reprobate the publi-

cation in religious papers of advertisements, (for

money,) the object of which is clearly the pre-
vention of pregnancy or the commission of child

murder, to commit crime, pander to lust, and
that too frequently at the expense of the lives of

the mothers, as well as their offspring.

Resolved, That the wide-spread influence of a
certain looseness of sentiment on this subject
should be matter of great alarm to the philan-
thropic physician, as well as the parent, and that
every public print that will pander to this species

of crime, is wickedly suicidal of the best interests

of our race, and unworthy to be received into

family circles or the patronage of honest men.
Resolved, That we deem those druggists who

advertise and sell such preparations as parficeps
criminis: we hereby earnestly recommend them
to discard them from their stocks, and refuse to

furnish them.

The report was accepted and adopted, and the

Secretary instructed to publish the resolutions.

Notes and Comments.

Cure of Hydrophobia by the Vapor Bath.

Referring to an article in a recent number of

the Reporter, in which Dr. Buissox, of Paris,

claims to have cured h3^drophobia by the use of

the hot vapor bath, a correspondent in Illinois

asks— "May not the poisons of small-pox, of

measles, or of syphilis be eradicated in the same

way?" Perhaps so—try it. Put the next patient

you have, particularly if it is yourself, (a la Buis-

sox,) who has been exposed to any of the diseases

named, through a Turkish vapor bath—note the

effect, and report it. It may be found that there

is good in the suggestion, not only for hydropho-

bia, but for other diseases that originate from ex-

ternal poisons. Our ol)ject in reporting new
methods of treating diseases is not to endorse

them, but to stimulate investigation.

Antiquity of Man.

Sir William Den i son, who has been succes-

sively Governor of Van Dieman's Land, New
South Wales, and Madras, Colonel of Engineers,

has published a entitled, "Man not so

Old as Supposed."
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Temperance.

At a Temperance Convention recently held at

Saratoga Springs, Drs. A. B. Palmer, N. S. Davis,

and WoRTHixGTON PIooKER, were appointed a
committee for the objects set forth in the follow-

ing resolutions. We commend the subject to the

attention of our readers. Anything that our pro-

fession can do toward staying the tide of drunken-
ness, the bane of our land, and opposed to

the spirit of our free institutions, should be done
with zeal and earnestness.

Eesolved, That in view of the recent develop-
ments of scientific investigation in Europe and in
this country, the published opinions of medical
men on both continents, and especially in view of
the evil effects which are often known to follow
the use of alcoholic medicines, this Convention
respectfully but earnestly request all engaged in
this honored and influential profession to substi-
tute other articles in the place of alcohol, so far
as in their judgment it can be wisely done.

Resolved, That Profs. A. B. Palmer, N. S. Davis,
and WoRTHixGTON Hooker, be a committee to
convey our request to the men of their profession,
and use such other means as they may deem wise
and best to secure the co-operation of all medical
men in the great cause we seek to advance.

I have long contemplated writing, but have

procrastinated, hoping some other person would

relieve me of the duty, by doing it much better

than I can. But as I have just had the first op-

portunity to test its powers in hospital gangrene,

and have found it in this instance quite as ser-

viceable in arresting the sloughing process, I am
compelled to set it before the profession.

I use the extract in powder, sprinkling it

thickly over the gangrenous surface, using care to

raise the overhanging edges of the ulcer, so that

the entire surface will get a covering, over which

is placed a poultice, sufficiently large to extend at

least two inches over the inflamed edges. The

dressing should be renewed every twelve hours

—

simply by removing the poultice and dashing on

some clean water from a sponge, then dusting

the surface again with the extract, and re-apply-

ing a freshly made poultice.

Very truly yours,

A. T. Woodward.
Brandon, Yt., Aug. 4, 1865.

News and Miscellany,

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Extract of Logwood in Traumatic Gangrene.
Editoe Med. and Surgical Eeporter:

Allow me, through your journal, to call the

attention of the profession to the use of ext. of

haematoxylon—common logwood— in traumatic

gangrene.

I have been in the habit of using this article

for inflamed and painful ulcers attended or not

by sloughing, for several years, and have never

met with an instance in which the pain was not

immediately alleviated, and a healthy healing

surface established in the course of a few days.

During the rebellion, I have used it many times

for traumatic gangrene, and invariably with very

gratifying results. I have used it side by side

with the much esteemed preparations of bromine,

and have always found it much the most reliable

article. Indeed, I have seen bromine used week
after week, in cases of traumatic gangrene, and
the gangrene still continue to spread. On the

contrary, logwood has invariably and at once

arrested the spreading of the gangrene, and in

from ten to fifteen days the slough has been

cleaned out.

I have often used logwood for painful ulcers

following frost-bites, with the happiest results.

American Dental Association.

The fifth annual meeting of the American Den-
tal Association, a representative body, composed
of delegates from State, county, and local dental

societies and dental colleges in various parts of

the Union, was in session for four days during the

last week of July in Chicago, Illinois. One hua-
dred and forty delegates were present from Mas-
sachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut,

New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Illi-

nois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, and Georgia.

The Association assembled on Tuesday, July
25th, 1865, and was called to order at ten o'clock,

by the President, Dr. J. H. McQuillen, of Phila-

delphia. An address of welcome, by Dr. W. W.
Allport, chairman of the committee of arrange-
ments, was delivered, and briefly responded to by
the President. -After the organization of the so-

ciety the following gentlemen were elected offi-

cers for the ensuing year : President, Dr. C. W.
Spalding, of St. Louis ; First Vice-I'resident, Dr.

C. H. Cushing, of Chicago; Second Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. James McManus, of Hartford, Conn.;
Corresponding Secretary, Dr. L. D. Shepherd, of
Salem, Mass.; Recording Secretary, Dr. J. Taft,

of Cincinnati, Ohio: Treasurer, Dr. J. J. Wea-
therbee, of Boston, Mass.

Dr. Spalding, on taking the chair, delivered a
brief address, thanking the members for the
honor done him, and then called on the retiring

President, who delivered a farcAvell address, em-
bracing a concise but complete history of tho for-

mation and progress of the American Dental As-
sociation, in accordance with a resolution of the
preceding meeting.

The reports of the various standing committees
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on the science and art of the profession were, in

addition to a number of volunteer essays, made
the subject of discussion, eliciting thereby not

only a great deal of interest, but proving also

highly instructive to the members present. Drs.

Fitch". Snaldino;. Atkhison, Chase, Buckino-ham,

Ellis. Ilill, Perkins, Taft. Watt, McQuilleu,

Shepherd, Clark, McManus. Morgau, Forbes, and
others, participated in this.

At the request of the Association, several lec-

tures -wore delivered before the body. The first of

these was by Dr. Daxiel Braixard, Professor of

Surgery in Kush Medical College, Chicago, upon
the "Special Branches of Medical, Surgical, and
Dental Studies." The lecturer, in an eloquent

and attractive manner, sketched the rise and
progress of dentistry as a specialty, from the

time when it was considered a mere mechanical

art. to the present time, when it has developed

itself into a most important special branch of the

nipdieal profession. This rapid progress he con-

sidered in a high degree due to the fact of itsha^'

ing been studied as a specialty ; men having de-

voted their entire time and attention to its pur-

suit. This special study the lecturer considered

to be of great importance, and worthy of consid-

eration and adaptation in other branches of medi-

cal science. lie considered the path of progress

in medical science to be, by the way of special

study; hj this he did not mean to advise the

separation of the various branches, or to suggest

that they should be distinct one from the other.

He believed that dentistry should not be sepa-

rated from the medical profession, and hoped to

see the day when there should be a chair for dis-

eases of the dental organs in every respectable

medical college of the land. In conclusion. Dr.

Braixard, on behalf of the medical profession,

heartily welcomed the delegates to Chicago.

A lecture was also delivered by Dr. Hildreth,
on " Diseases of the Eye." Two lectures were
delivered by Dr. McQuillen, one on the "Anat-
omy and Physiology of Vision," and the other on
"The Circulation of the Blood," special applica-

tion being made in each to the practice of den-

tistry.

During the session of the Association, a num-
ber of entertainments were given in the evenings
to the delegates, by Dr. W. W. Allport, Prof.

Miller, and Prof. X. S. Davis, late President of the

American Medical Association. At the residence

of the latter, to the following sentiment by Dr.

Si'ALoixf;: " Medicine, Surgery, and Dentistry,

practical departments of a common science, whose
disciples should constitute a common brother-

hoo<l," Prof. Davis responded in an able and elo-

(picnt address, setting forth the importance and
nccesHitj, to special as well as general practition-

ers, of possessing a thorough and complete know-
ledge of medicine; whilst favoring special lines of

practice, he adv(jcatcd the maintfMiance, by con-

stant study of a thorough knowledge of the en-

tire range of medical science.

The meeting was truly a national gatiiering,

liringing tog(;ther practitioners from ail sections

of the country. The deliberations were charac-
terizc'l by the utmost harmony and good feeling,

and they were of Huch a character as to exercise

a powerful influence in advancing the interest of
the dental profession.

The interest manifested by the leading medi-
cal practitioners of Chicago, many of whom were
present during the session, as well as the kind-
ness and courtesy received at their hands, marks
a new era in the relation which dentistry is to

bear in the future to the parent science of medi-
cine.

The next annual meeting of the Association is

to be held in Boston, Mass., on the last Tuesday
of July, 1866.

Cliemical Production of Diamonds.

It is well known that the artificial crystalliza-

tion of carbon into diamond has been the ne plus
ultra of scientific research. The very simplicity

of the problem gives a kind of fascination to the
attempts at its solution. The production of ele-

mentary substances in the crystalline state is not
by any means difficult; a few bodies, indeed, car-

bon amongst the number, have long resisted

chemical persuasion, but these have gradually
yielded themselves to crystalline influences, until

carbon now stands alone.

Silicon and boron, the two elementary brethren
of carbon, are amongst the latest triumphs in this

respect, and the exact similarity in physical prop-
erties which is observable between the artificial

boron and silicon diamonds and the natural car-

bon diamond is very encouraging to those who
are engaged in these experiments, and has led to

increased investigation. Mr. Joyce, an English
chemist, announced some time ago that he had
obtained carbon in the crystalline form, by the

action of electricity upon certain compounds of

carbonic acid and hydrogen. M. Caigxard, de
la Tour, also announced that he had obtained
come crystals of diamond by fusion—and M. Des-
PRETZ, that he had arrived at a similar result,

by the action of electricity upon certain com-
pounds of carbon, a process peculiar to himself.

But by far the most important result is that at-

tained by M. Rossi, a French chemist. The ex-

periment consisted in the action of phosphorus,
water, and bisulphide of carbon upon each other

for several months. Ciystal^were thus obtained
which were found to have all the properties of

the diamond. They were so hard that no metal
would act upon them, and they even scratched
steel; they were perfectly transparent, had extra-

ordinary brilliancy, aud some of them had crys-

tallized in ''dodecahedra," the crystalline form
which is characteristic of the diamond.

Deaths from Lightning.

M. BouDix lias presented a report to the Acad-
emy of Sciences on accidents by lightning. It ap-

pears tliat there were 2,2o8 persons killed instan-

taneously by lightning in France between 1835
and LS63. The report remarks that when light-

ning falls on groups of pcu'sons of the two sexes,

it strikes especially the men, sparing more or less

the women. M. Boudix adds that there are

several examples of Ijcech trees having been de-

stroyed by lightning, and that consequently the

statement made at tlie last scientific meeting at

Manchester relative to the exemption from injury
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enjoyed by that tree is not correct. Of 34 per-

sons killed by lightning in the open fields during
the year 1853, 15 were struck while taking shel-

ter under trees, and of 107 persons killed by
lightning between 1841 and 1853, 21 are reported

to have been killed under trees.

—

Brit. Med. Jour.

Memorial to Dr. Jenner.

The Gloucestershire Chronicle mentions that

the memorial to Dr. Jenner is now being placed

in the south-west window of the Cathedral, and

it is expected that the fixing of the glass will be

completed this (Saturday) evening. The general

subject refers to the acts of healing by our Lord

in the course of his ministry. In the glass fixed

the subjects depicted are: Healing the man in

the tombs, raising the widow's son, healing the

issue of blood, the cure of the lepers, the raising

of Lazarus, and the cure of the deaf. Three sub-

jects are painted in each light. In the tracery

are figures of angels, with crowns, and scrolls

with ''Alleluia." Much of the window is now
obscured by the scaffolding, but, as far as we can

judge, the glass appears to be fine, and the draw-

ing good. The stonework is of the latter part of

the thirteenth century, and the new glass is as

nearly in the style of that period as Messrs.

Clayton and Bell can produce it. The glass

appears to be remarkable for the variety of its

tints and the richness of its whites, and promises

to be among the best in the Cathedral. The Dean

and Chapter have contributed £100 toward the

cost ; the remainder is provided by subscription,

chiefly by the Gloucestershire Medical Society,

and Dr. Evans is a most liberal contributor.

Cure for Cholera.

A St. Petersburg doctor possesses an infalli-

ble cure for cholera ! . He has long been awaiting
an occasion for exhibiting its efiicacy; and he
now finds it in the outbreak at Alexandria. In
the cause of humanity, he applied to the French
embassy at St. Petersburg; but there could get

no satisfactory response. At the English em-
bassy, however, says the Brit. Med. Jour., he was
more successful. Mr. Ltjmley transmits his pro-

mise of cure to Lord Russell at head-quarters;
and Lord Russell sends it on to the College of

Physicians. Dr. Ponowski has a curious theory
of cholera; but to this we need not allude. His
cure consists in the administration of a powerful
snuff. If the patient's Schneiderian membrane
respond, and eight or ten sneezes can be got out
of him, he is safe and saved ; but if the snuff

(which is powdered hellebore) produce no effect,

the patient must die. No sneeze, no cure. It is

this remedy which the philanthropic doctor ear-

nestly hopes Lord Russell will send on at once
to Alexandria, and of which Lord Russell trans-

mits notice to the College. We recommend the
notion to some of our Yankee cousins, who have
already done a great business in hellebore and
veratria.

A Bemarkable Tree.

In the Jardin d' Acclimation at Algiers, is a
tree brought within a few years from Australia,

the Eucalyptus Resinifera, which has attained a

height of thirty feet and a diameter of six inches

in two years. This remarkable tree, in its native

soil—Australia—sometimes reaches the height of

three hundred and fort}^ feet, and has been found
more than nineteen feet in diameter at about a

yard from the ground. It often yields planks

two hundred feet long, without a single defect.

The wood, notwithstanding its rapid growth, is

hard, and heavier than oak. It also presents

beautiful colors, and is consequently well adatped
for cabinet work. An astringent gum, known in

commerce as kino, is obtained by making inci-

sions into its bark. The eucalyptus is an ever-

green ; its leaves have nearly the same shape as

the laurel. The development of its lateral branches
are no less wonderfiil than its stems. They are

small until the trunk attains the height of about
one hundred feet, when they shoot out almost
horizontally, sometimes to the length of ninety,

feet, giving the tree the appearance of an enor-

mous umbrella. The seed, strange to say, is

very small, and not unlike that of the tobacco
plant. The flowers are white, of ^.a most a agree-

able smell, and much liked by bees, which ex-

tract from them a most delicious honey. It is

Iso remarked in Australia, that the ague is al-

most unknown in districts where this tree is

abundant.

Uew Electric Battery.

M. Du Chemin, who, in a preceding communi-

cation to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, had

announced that he had succeeded in replacing

nitric acid in the Bunsen battery by perchloride

of iron, and the sulphuric acid by the chloride of

sodium, writes to announce that by substituting

for the latter salt the impure chloride of potassi-

um of commerce, he has succeeded in increasing

the motive and electric force, and that in this

way the electric light may easily be obtained.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments were made recently

of examining surgeons for pensions : J. R. Brown,
of Winchester, Ind.; Otis Ayer, of Le Sueur,

Mich. ; Matthias Gill, of Marshall, Mich. ; and
James W. Anawalt of Greensburg, Pa.

Institute of Prance.

The Institute of France, on the recommenda-
tion of the Academy of Sciences, has given its

biennial prize of 20,000 francs (instituted by the

Emperor) to M. Wurtz, Professor of Chemistry.

The signers of the homoeopathic petition which
was lately rejected by the French Senate, have
had an audience of M. Durnv, who has, it is
said, promised to use his influence with the Em-
peror to obtain permission for them to found an
hospital of their own in Paris.
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The Russian Plague.

A committee of the Boston Board of Health

have made a report to the board with regard to

the Russian plague. They are satisfied, upon

good authority, that the accounts of the extent

and malignancy of the disease are highly colored

and exaggerated, and think that if this is not

true the disease is not a proper subject for the

restrictions of quarantine, as such a disease has

never prevailed hereabouts, and as the condi-

tions under which it prevails elsewhere do not

exist. It is believed to be an aggravated form of

t3^phus fever.

Dr. Charles M. Windship, father of Dr. Geo.
B. "WixDSHip, the man of muscle, died of diph-

theria, recently, at his residence in Roxbury,
Mass.

MARRIED.

Eddy—Willis.—August 1, 1865, at ''Idlewild," on
the Hudson, the residence of N. P. Willis, Esq., edi-
tor of the Home Journal, Dr. William Eddy, of New
Bedford, Mass., and Miss Imogene, eldest daughter
of Mr. Willis.

GooDwiLLiE

—

McGay.—Tn New York, on Thurs-
day. August 3, by the Rev. Thomas Goodwillie, as-

sisted by the Rev. J. D. Wells, D. D., Dr. D. H. Good-
willie, son of the officiating clergyman, and Miss
Annie E. McGay, daughter of James McGay, Esq.,
both of New York City.

Hughes—Tokrexce.—By Rev. N. D. Porter, July
23d, in the Cumberland Presbyterian church of
Punxsutawny, Jefferson co., Pa., Dr. J. W. Hughes,
Surgeon of the Fifth Pa. Cav., and Miss Annie M.,
daughter of Hon. J. Torrence, of the above-named
place.

Magin—O'Leary.—On Saturday, July 29, at St.

James' church. New York, by the Rev. Mr. O'Calla-
ghan, Thomas Moore Magin, M. D., and Helena,
second daughter of the late John O.Leary, Esq., of
Dromina, Charleville, county Cork, Ireland.
Mahon—Cloak.—On the 1st inst., at St. Peter's

church, Smyrna, Del., by the Rev. Dr. Joshua Mor-
sell, Dr. Charles L. Mahon and Emily F., daughter
of John Cloak, Esq.

DIED.

Drake.—On Wednesday, July 26, at Westfield,

N. J., of cholera infantum and dentition. Marion, in-

fant daughter of Dr. William F. and E. R. Drake,
aged 1 year, 1 month, and 16 days.

OBITUARY.

Prof. D. L. McGugin, M. D.

At a meeting of the profession of Keokuk, Iowa,

the following resolutions were passed:

Whereaa, In the wisdom of Divine Providence, our
professional brother, Professor D. L, McGijgin, has
been taken from our midst to the " liome of his fa-

thers," therefore, as a last tribute to his departed
worth as acitizen and member of our })rofession, and
expressive of the sense of the members thereof in

this city, it is hereby,
Itesolved, That in his loss, wliich we deeply feel,

we have been dfpri vr;(l of our anKoeiation with one
wlio ever sought the highest standard of Rcientific nt-

tainraent, and who has felt that the chief aim of his

life, next to his religion, was to advance the interest

of the profession he so signally adorned for a period
of more than a third of a century.

Resolved, That as a patriot, he having twice entered
the service of the Government, when struggling with
foreign and domestic foes, he was truly loyal in the
highest degree, and set a glorious example by his
personal sacrifices, his earnestness, and zeal, that
the present and future members of our fraternity
may well emulate.

Resolved, That as a friend and member of this So-
ciety, we have ever found our deceased brother faith-

ful, just, and kind-hearted; liberal in his treatment
and in his opinions of others, and never actuated
by narorw, jealous, or unkind sentiments.

Resolved, That we tender our heartfelt sympathies
to the famil}' and relatives of the deceased, and more
particularly to her who has shared with him the
strug2;les, anxieties, aspirations, and honors of an
eventful life, do we offer our sincere condolence.

AT^SWERS TO CORRESPOTyTDEIyrTS.

Dr. J, R. 0., Wapella, Illijiois.—Bird, on Urinary
Deposits, sent by mail, August 4th.

2>r. G. A. R., Panama, South America.—Stille's The-
rapeutics, Fuller on Rheumatism, What to observe at

the bedside, etc., sent by express, August 5th.

Br. A. H. H., St. Clairsville, Ohio.—Bowman's
Chemistry, sent by mail, August 4th.

Dr. J. F. J., Perrysville, Ohio.—Erichsen's Surgery,
sent by mail, August 4th.

Dr. A. G., Dayton, Ohio.—Bumstead on Venereal,
sent by mail, August 4th.

Dr. C. C. P., Harrington, Pa.—Tanner on Diseases
of Children, sent by mail, August 4th.

Dr. W. L.R., Cerro Gordo, Illinois.—Lallemand on
Spermatorrhoea, sent by mail, August 4th.

Dr. E. T. B., Stephensburg, N. J.—Da Costa's Medi-
cal Diagnosis, and Sulph. Cadmium, sent by mail,

August 4th,

Dr. F. L. K., Canada West.—Wilson on the Skin,
sent by mail, August 4th.
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CASES IN MILITARY PRACTICE.
By Ch. F. J. Lehlbach,

Late Surgeon U. S. A.

I send you the reports of a few cases which

occurred in military practice, which may per-

haps be of sufficient interest for publication.

Epilepsy; Serious Fracture of Skull and Injury
to the Brain ; Death.—Autopsy.

Sergeant J. M., aged 37 years, was brought to

the regimental hospital early in the morning of

March 24th, 1864, laboring under an epileptic fit,

one of a series, which had commenced during the

night. In the course of two hours he had about

ten paroxysms. One attack was so rapidly fol-

lowed by another, that there was no intermediate

period of consciousness. The usual antispas-

modics, sinapisms, cupping, etc., were resorted

to. In the afternoon the paroxysms became less

severe, and there was an interval of four or five

hours, during which he had none, the breathing

became easier, and the patient could be aroused.

He passed a tolerable night, having but few pa-

roxysms. The next day the convulsions reap-

peared, and continued with more or less fre-

quency, resisting all treatment, up to five o'clock

the next morning, when he died.

The convulsive movements presented nothing

unusual from ordinary epileptic convulsions, ex-

cept that there appeared considerable hemi-

plegic tendency of the right side, such as

breathing through the left nostril alone, consi-

derably lowered temperature of the right side, etc.

Autopsy—Sixteen hours after death. The cica-

trix of an old injury had been noticed during

life, over the frontal bone, about two and a half

inches from the superciliary ridge of the left

side and an inch from the median line. It pre-

sented a depression of about three-fourths of an

inch in length, half an inch broad, and one-

fourth of an inch at its greatest depth.

On removing the skull no adhesions were

found between it and the meninges. The bone

showed a depression on its outside, correspond-

ing to the cicatrix; but the internal surface of
the bone was perfectly smooth, and there was
but slight convexity, corresponding to the de-
pression on its external surface. The bone^
however, appeared thinner, as if it had, to some-
extent, been subject to gradual absorption.

With the exception of considerable congestion

of the vessels of the pia mater, the meninges ap-
peared normal. On examining the brain, that
part of the anterior left hemisphere correspond-

ing to the external injury, over a circle of about
one and a half inches diameter, was found of a
diffused, dirty-gray color. There was an oblit-

eration of the convolutions, which had lost their

convexity, appeared flat, and their margins illy

defined. There was considerable disorganization

of the brain substance in this neighborhood it

being softened and pulpy. There was no appear-
ance, however, of true pus. There were several

centres of softening within the area mentioned.
On removing the pulpy masses there were found
harder bodies, irregular in shape, presenting to.

the touch a cartilaginous-tendinous feel, which
were at first thought to be spicules of bone, but on
close examination were found to be fibrous, of
considerable density and resistance. On sec-

tion the medullary substance was found to have
melted away, as it were, under the disorganized
gray matter. The disease extended in depth
nearly an inch. There was more than the nor-
mal amount of fluid in the ventricles, and efiii-

sion of clear yellow serum extending down the
medulla, amounting to about three ounces. Very
little could be obtained of the previous history of
the patient, or the circumstances and time of the
reception of the injury. He had had two very
mild attacks of epilepsy during the two previous
years of service,—the last about six months ago.

Case of Purpura—Speedy Recovery.

Previous History. F. S., private, joined the
regiment, as a new recruit, in the summer of

1864; is about 25 years of age, strong and healthy,

with the exception of a few mild attacks of diar-

rhoea, which soon yielded to simple treatment and
regulated diet; he remained well, and on duty,^

until October 31st, when he was taken ill with
remittent fever, and sent to Division Field Hos-
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pital. He was sent home thence, on a sick fur-

lough, Xov. 5. 1864, but Avhen he reached New-

ark, N. J., had become so much worse that for a

week he remained almost entire!}- unconscious,

according to his statement, the disease having

doubtlessly acquired a typhoid character. He re-

mained a week under treatment of a civil practi-

tioner, and was then transferred to the U. S.

General Hospital. He remained there from the

middle of November until February 8th, when he

was sent to Bedloe's Island, Convalescent Camp.

Present State. The patient came to me April

30th, about noon, stating that he had been re-

turned to the regiment about two weeks, and

that he had felt perfectlj^ well the day before and

this morning. He went out to and through the

reirular Sunday morning inspection, which lasted

about two hours. When he came back from in-

spection and was walking about, he noticed some

pain and stiffness in his legs, more particularly

the right, and on looking found them covered

with an eruption.

On examination his right leg, from the ankle

to the knee, is found covered with bright-red

TDlotches of different size, from that of a pea to

the size of half a dollar, irregular in shape. They

are of a beautiful almost arterial red, do not dis-

appear or discolor on pressure, are unaccompanied

be any sensation of pain or itching, either ^^er se

or when pressure is applied. The patient, how-

ever, complains of great pain and soreness of the

whole limb and the knee-joint, rendering walk-

ing an effort; there is little, if any, swelling. A.

few blotches have made their appearance on the

other leg.

The pulse is natural, perhaps a little accele-

rated, but this is owing probably to the effect of

walking. Tongue perfectly clean
;
gums firm,

natural ; bowels have been somewhat loose of

late; no headache. Excused the patient from

duty, and ordered rest.

Saw the patient again at 4 o'clock. Walks

with greater pain and stiffness in the right leg,

and his left leg is becoming more troublesome.

During the interval of four hours since I saAv

him, the spread of the purpuric eruption has

been wonderfully rapid. Tlie spots have multi-

plied, become larger and brighter, and now ex-

tend above the knee, over the tliigh, and incipient

ones arc beginning to be visiljle near the hip.

They arc also becoming more numerous on the

other leg. Otherwise, and with the exception

of greater difficulty of locomotion, the condition

of the patient is the same. Ordered pulv. ipecac,

ct opii gr. X., before going to bed.

May Ibt. Purpuric Notches still extending,

but their color commences to change from the

peculiarly bright-red of yesterday to a darker,

purplish, bluish tint. There is as much stiffness

and pain in the knees as yesterday. Pulse some-

what accelerated, and the patient complains of

occasional chilliness and aches in his back and

limbs. The patient was sent to the division field

hospital.

But on the evening of the same day, the army

being about to move, the patient was sent to the

Depot Hospital at City Point. According to his

statement, the eruption continued to travel up

both legs, thighs, and hips, being at its height

about the fourth day, and then commenced grad-

ually to fade away, so that it had almost entirely

disappeared on the ninth day. At City Point,

with the exception of keeping the bowels open

by saline draughts, no other treatment was re-

sorted to. The swelling, stiffness., and soreness

around the knee was considerable when the erup-

tion was at its height, but passed away as the

latter disappeared.

On the 17th of May, the patient rejoined his

regiment near Washington, D. C, in good health,

no trace of the disease remaining.

I looked upon the case as one of interest, it

being decidedly the most typically marked case

of its kind which has fallen under my observa-

tion, and occurring in a subject who had just

fully recovered from an attack of typo-malarial

fever, who appeared in excellent health and well-

nourished condition, affords no explanation of the

cause of purpura, except in the supposition that

probably during his convalescence in General

Hospital, he had for a considerable length of time

been under the influence of one or the other of

those remedies the continued use of which is as-

serted to give rise to a condition of the blood favor-

ing the occurrence of purpura.

ENTEREMPHRAXIS—
Stricture of the Bowels from Organized Bands.

By Geo. K. Mitchell, M.D.,

Of Riverton, N.J.

Mrs. A. M., of Fairview, N. J., aged about 35

years, of high nervous temperament ; has always

been considered "delicate." Unusually robust

this summer, yet the victim of obstipatio.

On Sunday morning, July 16th, immediately

after breakfast comjdaiued of severe pain, sub-

umbilicus. This intensifying, a homoeopathic

practitioner waa consulted, in whose care the case

rested until 3 o'clock, P. M., on Monday, July

17th, when I saw the case.

The only rational measure hitherto employed

—
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clysters—had onl}^ resulted in the dejection once

of scybala. There was severe tormina—exhaus-

tive, and painful to witness. Immediate and dili-

gent search was made for hernige; the surface of

the abdomen was flaccid, and slightly umbilicatcd.

Tongue clean, pulse natural 5 no evidence of in-

testinal inflammation. There occasionally occur-

red fits of nausea, with retching and emesis, once

or more.

At once exhibited morph. sulpli., off. sol. ever}'

five minutes, until relieved of pain. Commenced

with hyd. chlor. mitis gr. x. every half hour, for

three doses. Stimulating clysters constantly and

abundantly used. At five o'clock two drops of

croton oil were given in bread-crumb. At six

O'clock three drops more were given. At this

hour the sensations and outward condition of the

patient Avere those of perfect health—only no

alvine discharge.

I left the case for an hour and a half, with in-

structions to continue enemata as far as the bow-

els would patiently bear.

Eight o'clock, no passage. Podophyllin and

hyd. chlor. mitis were given : stomach promptly

rejects it, with stercoral emesis. Auscultation

reveals that the intestines rumble, and roll, and

propel their contents doAvnward to a certain point.

At last the melancholy and sure convinction that

some mechanical impediment exists to make the

bowel impassable, is communicated to the patient

and her friends.

Dr. vSam'l C. Thorntox, of Moorestown, N. J.,

is now associated in the case. The euthanasia

is our desideratum.

Twelve, P. M. Stercoral emesis, followed by

collapse
;
brandy and water, hot pediluvia.

How difficult to convince the surrounding

friends that the disorder is irremediable. How
painful to witness the patient slowly but surely

perishing.

Turpentine and laudanum enemeta fruitlesslj^

employed to allay vomiting.

Four, A.M., rapidly sinking. Five o'clock and

fifteen minutes death closes the scene.

The post-mortem revealed narrow fillets of or-

ganized lymph bridling the descending colon

through the entire left lumbar region, with an hy-

pertrophy of the sub-mucous cellular tissue. Also

adhesions of the peritoneal coats of the intestines

was observed in several places. This organized

lymph was also discovered in other situations, as

over the colon in its sigmoid flexure, also super,

posed and free upon the peritoneal coats of the

large and small intestines. The alvine duct com-

paratively empty.

The attractive lesson of this case is, how may

organized bands in this locale be thrown out in a

long period of previous good health, or the short

space of thirty-six hours?

OK" DISEASES OF THE INTEBISTAL EAR.*

By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Aural Surgeon to Howard Hospital, Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 108.)

IQ'ervous Hardness of Hearing.

Inflammation of the Periosteum.

Fortunately, this malady seldom attacks both

ears simultaneously, so that the first attack is of

little comparative importance, even if absorption

is not procured—but who can say that the other

ear will not at some future time become invcflved ?

A gentleman closely connected with me, con-

sulted me on April 16th, 1855. He had been

completely deaf in the left ear since childhood,

but heard well with the right. About two months

l)efore, he had experienced the most violent pain

in the depths of the ear, but obstinately refused

to do anything for it. Soon afterward, a dis-

charge appeared, and loss of hearing took place.

Two months afterward, as I have said, he applied

to me. I could give him little hope of amelio-

ration, and my diagnosis and prognosis were

proved true by the fact that he was not benefited

after six weeks' treatment.

Besides this acute form, I have observed a sub-

acute form in which the power of hearing is im-

paired, ])ut this takes place gradually and inter-

mittingly, and is not attended with such severe

pain ; and it seems more especially to attack

those in feeble health, with nervous tempera-
ments. Perhaps this difi'ers anatomically from
the acute form, in that in the former there is only

a quantitative change in the labyrinth fluid, whilst

in the latter there are qualitative chanires.

Mrs. y. T., a woman of delicate health, perhaj^s

phthisical constitution, consulted me on March
1st, 1856, for hardness of hearing. She had
frequently suffered in the evenings, during the
month of December, 1855, from prickino- sensa-

tions deeply seated in both ears, and since that
time became hard of hearing, experiencing a
slight but continual humming. The acoustic

hearing apparatus was perfectly normal, of a
very delicate construction

; bony conduction was
wanting; the hearing power was 14^^ for the

case-watch ; this seemed to indicate that the case

was nervous deafness. The relation of the power
of hearing watches to the power of understanding

speech was about the same as in acoustic deaf-

* From Erhard.—Rationelle Otiatrik nach klinischeu Beo-
bachtungen bearbeitet. Erlangen, lSc9.
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ness, of the same hearing distance for watches
5

the tuning-fork was well heard. On this account,

the cause of the malad}'- seemed to be a conver-

sion of an acoustic into a nervous deafness, viz.,

by a diminution of the labyrinth water, and a

consequent diminution of the vibrating power of

the nervous tunic in it.

The degree of hardness of hearing has remained

the same in this case for the last two years, a

thing which would not have happened in conges-

tion and structural changes of the nervous tunic.

Some authors describe a so-called otalgia, which

they consider a true neuralgia of the sensitive

nerves of the organ of hearing, unattended with

any symptoms of inflammation in the other tis-

sues.* This is a view which I do not share, for I

have never yet observed a case in which those

acute neuralgic pains existed, which are so char-

acteristic of "tic douloureux;" but on the con-

trary, I have always found that there was pres-

ent inflammation of the fibrous tissues, either of

the meatus, or, which was more frequently the

case, of the tympanum and labyrinth.

d. Reflex deafness.

Under the general term of reflex deafness, I in-

clude all those forms of nervous hardness of hear-

ing, whose cause exists not in the labyrinth, but

in other parts of the organism. The fact of its

existence is proved by my observations heretofore

given. For instance, the case of the existence of

a foreign body in the meatus, in which there was

absence of bony conduction, which returned on

the removal of the foreign body. Many cases of

nervous hardness of hearing occurring in connec-

tion with sympathetic affections in other parts of

the body, and where a treatment predicated on

such a diagnosis was attended with fortunate re-

sults, sufficiently confirm the truth of this view.

We make the division into two great groups,

the purely dynamic, in which, according to anal-

ogy with others, there are no pathological changes

in the nervous tunic, and the material in these is

faulty composition n the blood, or faulty circu-

lation in the capillaries of the nervous tunic.

Of the first there are three forms:

1. Purely nervous reflex deafness, resulting from

disturbing causes within the organ of hearing.

5. The same, resulting from distur])ing causes ex-

isting in other organs, (tlie sympathetic.)

3. The hysterical form.

To the last group belong:

1. The anaemic.

2. The plethoric form.

a. Ihjnamical reflex deafness.

If the cause lies in the organ of hearing, (in the

external meatus, Eustachian tube, or tympanum,)
it is removed by the removal of the foreign body.

I have frequently seen reflex deafness as a

symptom or sequel of worms, and disappear

with the primary aSection. The characteristic

symptom in such cases is the direct ratio existing

between the degree of hardness of hearing and

the degree of disturbance which the worms cause

;

and when the highest degree of the former exists,

there are always other reflex symptoms.

A woman consulted me on Dec. 4th, 1854, in

regard to the hardness of hearing of her daughter

,

a girl of eight years, which always increased at

the time of full moon, and was accompanied with

pains in other parts of the body. On examina-

tion, there was found an absence of bony conduc-

tion, and a hearing distance of only two inches for

the cylinder watch. I ordered an anthelmintic

electuary. Several lumbrici were discharged,

and on the 12th of December, bony conduction

had returned and the hearing distance for the

cylinder watch was 24 inches.

h. Dysecoia hysterica.

A form of reflex deafness possessed of great

physiologica,! interest is that which we sometimes

meet with in females, in well-marked hysterical

symptoms. Its diagnosis is established by means

of these general symptoms. The hardness of

hearing generally commences before puberty,

without pain and witliout any apparent cause, in-

creasing with greater or less rapidity, and reach-

ing a greater or less degree of severity, sometimes

stopping at a certain point without further in-

crease, sometimes going on to an unfortunate

termination; in a few eases it disappears with

the disappearance of the other hysterical symp-

toms after a few safe deliveries. The energy of

the auditory nerve is less impaired quantitatively

than qualitatively. To be sure, bony conduction

is destroyed, and the power-^of hearing the tuning-

fork is lost, and that of hearing watches is very

considerably diminished, but we must observe

that the power of perception is not measured by

the intensity of the sound vibrations; loud noises

easily produce reflex actions, which proceed from

the auditory nerve, such as cold shiverings, trem-

blings, etc. Acccording to the idiosyncrasy, cer-

tain sounds are often remarkably well heard;

there is, therefore, a want of harmony in the

symptoms relating to hearing.

The same thing is observed with regard to the

power of understanding speech
;

for, whilst the

hearing distance for watches does not change, the

power of understanding speech may, in a remark-

able degree, according to the humor of the pa-

tient, or the general condition of his system.
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There are hours in which it is impossible for

them to understand a conversation, and at other

times they seem actually to forget their hardness

of hearing, and astonish us by the facility with

which they understand. They are fond of music,

and sometimes show great musical talent. The

same changeable nature is observed in the hum-

ming, which sometimes ceases for the time, at

other times is so violen| as to cause more distress

than the hardness of hearing.

The diagnosis of this form becomes easy from

a consideration of what has been said. In 1100

cases, however, I have observed it only four

times. The treatment is of course to be con-

ducted according to the general indications, and

to be directed to the hysterical condition, but the

organ of hearing must remain a noli me tan-

gere. The prognosis is on the whole unfavora-

ble-, the malady is more likely suddenly to

disappear of itself than to yield to treatment

however judicious. Patients of this kind are

never satisfied, unless all possible means of cure

are employed, but I am satisfied that all attempts

to eflFect a cure by such means as endeavoring to

excite the auditory nerve by vapor of vinegar,

etc., passed into the tympanum, are useless.

The best treatment is a tonic treatment.

It is natural that all qualitative as well as

quantitative changes in the blood of the capilla-

ries of the nervous tunic should impair the func-

tions of the nerve fibres, and also that these

changes should be of a primary and local charac-

ter, or of a secondary and general nature. The

primary I have described under the head of con-

gestion and its results. The secondary, in which

I can show a deeper connection with other mala-

dies, I will divide into the aneemic and plethoric

forms.
[To be continued.]

Hospital Reports,

Pennsylvania Hospital, )

Aug. gth, 1865. j

Surgical Clinic by Dr. T. G. Morton.

Reported by C. R. Morgan.

Amputation of Thigh.—Acupressure.

1.
,
jet. 25. This day a week ago, I per-

formed upon the patient before you an amputation

of the thigh, about the middle, on account of chro-

nic strumous synovitis, usually known as white

swelling. The disease had been over two years'

duration. You recollect how extremely prostrated

and emaciated the patient was, from the long con-

tinued discharge and pain. His condition I felt

confident could not be improved so long as the

cause of irritation remained, and as his stomach

and bowels were in a good state I deemed it best

to remove the limb, and made a double flap ope-

ration, securing the vessels with the acupressure

needles, after the plan proposed by Prof. Simpson,

using his third method, viz., the passing under

the vessels a common sewing needle (gilt), to

which is attached a wire, so that the needle

can be removed at pleasure; having passed the

needle securely under the artery, a loop of silver

wire is slipped over the point of the needle passed

over the upper side of the vessel and around the

base of the needle, traction being made, it is se-

cured by giving it a single twist on the needle.

Thus the vessel is compressed between the needle

below and the wire above. In this case I used

seven needles, five of which I have taken away.

The femoral pin I have purposely left, on account

of the non-plastic condition of the blood, and

because I can feel the pulsations of the femoral

artery low down in the stump. The other re-

maining needle compressed a large vessel in the

sciatic nerve, and less pain will be given when
withdrawing it after suppuration is established.

There is no disadvantage in leaving the needle

on the femoral artery a day or two longer, and

we will then run less risk when withdrawing

it, of working loose the clot in the vessel, which

as yet I fear has slight organization. The ad-

vantages claimed for this plan of controlling sur-

gical hemorrhage are

:

1st. That we can more readily obtain union by

first intention. 2d. That there is less reason to

fear pyaemia. 3d. We do not have in the wound
ligatures acting as setons, each one with a small

portion of dead matter "anchored," as Dr. Simp-

son expresses it, at the bottom of the wound.

The vessels he believes are closed by union by

first intention, whereas in using the ligature it is

of course by the usual process of inflammation,

with a sloughing of the ligated portion.

There are disadvantages, I think, in the pre-

sent form of acupressure. To obtain union by

first intention we cannot close up the stump

for several hours after the operation, thereby

obliging our patient to undergo another severe

operation in dressing the stump ; for if any after

leakage take place, of course this would necessi-

tate softening and discharge, and there are fre-

quently many small vessels which we would in

the ordinary operation ligate, ])ut in using acu-

pressure we may apply for the first few hours

serrefine. These of course have to be taken off"

before dressing the stump, and saves us the neces-

sity of using so many needles.
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Another objection to the needk"'S is, that there

is difficulty iu removing them. It is not ahvays

possible to recollect exactly which way they

point, and pain is caused by their withdrawal.

Patients have complained to me very much of

a pricking sensation every time the stump was

moved, which with some amounted to great pain,

the needle probably penetrating some nerve: and

ir is altogether impossible to have a dozen wires

sticking out between the flaps without having

them moved more or less, and the parts within

irritated. The application of acupressure takes

more time, and more blood is lost than during

the process of ligation. In some amputations

this would not make so much difference, but in

the case before you every ounce of blood was of

the greatest importance, as the patient had been

almost exhausted from the discharge, and had

hardly any blood in his botiy. He has, however,

done well, and I think will make a good recovery.

Many of the objections to acupressure may in

time be overcome, and a simpler and safer method

may yet be devised.

2.
, cet. 14. This operation was performed

before you three days ago. The boy is 14 years

of age; was running behind a wagon; he tripped

and fell forward, his knee being caught in the

spokes of the wheel, producing a compound
fracture of the femur, in advance of the con-

dyle. The bone, which protruded some five

inches, was entirely denuded; there was also a

laceration of the femoral vessels. After amputa-

tion by the circular method, I secured the femo-

ral artery with a long pin, by the first method of

Simpson, viz., passing the pin through the inte-

gument, two inches above the point of amputa-

tion, close to and running it behind the vessels,

and bringing it out on the surface, as near as

possible to the point of entrance. This, how-
ever, was insufficient to control the hemor-

rhage, and I applied the third method, which ef-

fectually checked the flow, not however until a

considerable amount of blood had been lost. Six

other vessels were secured by the sajne method.

An hour afterward I closed the stump with'

leaden sutures, the boy having recovered from

the influence of the anaesthetic. The pain of in-

troducing the sutures was excessive, and the pa-

tient was much prostrated by it. Had I used lig-

atures instead of tlic acupressure needles, I should

have tied every vessel however small, and had

the stump done up while the patient was yet un-

der the influence of the an.esthetic. l>ut in

order to get union by first intention, I left the

stump open, so that before closing it I fihould be

able to wa.'^h out all clots. Six hours after the

operation considerable hemorrhage was observed,

and the stump was opened; it was checked by
exposure. I simply brought the flaps together

by adhesive strips, and of course do not expect

primary union ; the stump, however, looks well,

and the long pin ou the femoral was readily re-

moved 48 hours afterward. Some little pus was
ol)served to come out from the back of the pin;

he is however doing very well.

Hydrocele,

— —, 65, , ret, CO, Of this aff'ection

we treat a very large number. The two patients

before you, suffering from this complaint, are

both elderly men, past sixty years.

By hydrocele we understand an accumulation

of serous fluid in the sac of the tunica vaginalis

testis, or upon the cord of the testicle, in the form

of a distinct cyst or cysts. The testicle as it

descends into the scrotum carries down a dupli-

cature of peritoneum, forming a covering for the

organ itself, as well as a sac in which the testi-

cle hangs, the communication between the cavity

of the peritoneum and the sac, usually becomes

obliterated.

Congenital hydrocele in infants is sometimes

met with, where the opening into the peritoneal

cavity has not become closed. In that case the

fluid can readily be forced into the cavity of the

abdomen.

The disease often comes on without any appa-

rent cause, and may reach a great size without

producing any pain; the greatest inconvenience

is from its weight dragging upon the cord.

In shape they are usuall}^ pyriform, tense and

hard, with a marked elastic feel. By transmit1;ed

light we can readily detect the fluid, by placing

the thumb and fore-finger across the cord at the

ring; and by directing the patient to cough, we

can detect the presence of any portion of gut in the

scrotum. In hydrocele no impulse is sent through

the parts. The fluid is usually of a pale-straw color,

unless mixed with disintegrated blood, as some-

times occurs in very old cases. For the permanent

relief of this affection, we resort to a radical cure.

The operation I shall perform in these two cases

will be the tapping of the sac, and the introduc-

tion of a seton. I prefer it to the iodine, or port-

wine injection, or to the lead, iron*, or silver wire,

as most likely to efiect a cure. The trocar is

passed in at the lower part of the tumor, and

when the fluid is drawn ofl' the trocar is made to

emerge at the upper part of the ^ac, and the

silk seton is then paHS(;d through the canula, the

latter Ijcing withdrawn; the tlireads are securely

tied over the integuments. We thus have the

seton traversing a considerable extent of the
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sac. As soon as suJBicient inflammation has

been excited, we remove the seton; this is usu-

ally the case in two or three days; exudation

of plastic lymph takes place; finally, the walls

of the sac become glued together, and the

cure is completed, generally in from four to six

weeks. Should any great amount of suppuration

take place, it is well to freely lay open and empty

the sac, and dress the wound with some stimu-

lating wash. As the case progresses, strapping

the testicle will greatly hasten the cure.

Jefferson Medical College, ")

May 2^th, 1865. j

Surgical Clinic by Prof. Gross.

Reported by William T. Bullock, M. D., of Rhode Island.

Gunshot Wound of the Leg.

Phineas McM,, twenty-seven years of age.

This man was wounded by a musket ball, two

years since. The ball passed through the lower

portion of the leg, from before backward, about

three inches above the ankle j oint.

The openings made by the ball still discharge

pus, the parts around being a good deal in-

flamed, and the seat of a throbbing pain.

Upon probing, dead bone is found at the bot-

tom of the posterior opening, and removed by the

forceps. The edges of the ulcer are then pared,

and the solid nitrate of silver applied lightly to

the surfaces, in order to give a better starting

point for granulation.

B. Tinct. iodinii, f.^j.

Alcohol, ffij. M.

To be applied twice a day to the inflamed sur-

face.

• R. Plumbi subacetatis, §j.
Opii," ^ss.

Aquae, Oiij. M.

To be applied constantly to the affected parts.

June 17th. The ulcers now discharge but lit-

tle pus, and the amount of inflammation in the

surrounding parts is greatly reduced.

R. Ungt. hydrarg.,

Cerati adipis, ^iv. M.

Strumous Abscess.

Mary Ann H., ten years of age. This child has

been the subject of tuberculosis of the vertebrae,

as is shown by the existence of deformity of the

spinal column. She is now suffering from an

abscess at the upper and inner part of the thigh.

The abscess fluctuates, and the skin over it is

discolored.

Upon opening the abscess there is an escape of

scrofulous pus, together with a peculiar looking

substance of a semi-solid consistence, being pro-

bably a disorganized lymphatic gland. The child

must be kept quiet in bed for a few days, and its
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diet should be of a nutritious character, giving it

a little milk punch occasionally.

B. Tinct. ferri chloridi, f^j.

Quinias sulph., ^j. M.

Take ten drops three times a day.

Partial Anchylosis of the Shoulder Joint.

Pat. M., twenty-nine years of age. This man
has partial anchylosis of the shoulder joint, re-

sulting from a dislocation which occurred last

September.

The adhesions should be broken up, and the

absolvents stimulated by the employment of sys-

tematic passive motion. The parts should also

be subjected to the hot douche, and well rubbed

twice a day with soap liniment and ammonia.

Scirrhus of the Mammary G-land.

June 14th. Mrs. D., thirty-eight years of age.

This woman has a tumor, situated in the right

mammary gland, of nearly five months^ duration.

The tumor is of almost stony hardness, freely

movable with the gland, and is the seat of a

sharp lancinating pain, which is most severe

in damp weather.

The breast' is slightly larger than its fellow,

and the nipple is retracted, but the skin covering

the gland is of a natural color, and there is no

enlargement of the subcutaneous veins or of the

axillary glands. The symptoms point to the

scirrhus nature of the growth, although the pa-

tient is young to be afflicted with this disease.

The period between the age of forty-five and fifty

is most prolific of scirrhus of the breast, but it

occasionally occurs in persons much younger or

older. The present case is a favorable one for an
operation, as the tumor is small there is no lym-

phatic involvement, but slight retraction of the

nipple, and no impairment of the general health.

R. Pil. hydrarg.,

Pulv. jalapge, aa gr. x.

Pulv. ipecac, gr. ij. M.
Divide into two pills, and take one at night,

followed next morning by the second.

June 22d. The breast and surrounding fatty

tissue are removed, the incision through the

skin being made of an elliptical shape, including

the nipple, and made to correspond in its direc-

tion with the fibres of the great pectoral muscle.

The tumor is not adherent to the skin or muscle.

The wound being closed by the interrupted su-

ture and adhesive strips, a compress and bandage

are applied.

Cystic Tumor of the Antrum of Highmore.
S. S., thirty-nine years of age. This man has

a tumor of five months' growth on the left side of

his face, in the situation of the antrum of High-

more. By placing a finger inside of the mouth,

and another upon the outside of the tumor, and
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making alternate pressure, distinct fluctuation

may be produced, giving also a parchment-like

feel to the fingers. That this is not a malignant

growth is shown by its long duration, with the

absence of pain and ulceration.

June 28. An incision being made into the tumor

by cutting through the mucous membrane of the

mouth, just above the alveolar processes, the con-

tents escape, consisting of about three ounces of

fluid, containing shining particles resembling cho-

lesterine. This is a cystic tumor of the antrum,

produced by the occlusion of its natural outlet.

The secreting membrane lining the cavity has

continued the exercise of its functions, and the

fluid thus formed, pressing upon the surrounding

walls, has distended them greatly, and reduced

them to the thinness of parchment, the osseous

matter being absorbed, and a fibro-cartilaginous

substance taking its place. Fortunately in this

case the outer wall has been the first to yield, so

that the eye has not been encroached upon.

If the opening by which the cyst has been evac-

uated is allowed to close, there will be a return

of the tumor, as it is not possible to re-open the

natural duct of the antrum. Hence it will be ne-

cessary to introduce a tent into the opening made
by the knife, and syringe out the cavity occasion-

ally with water, followed at the expiration of a

few days by injections of a dilute solution of

chlorinated soda, in order to change the nature

of the lining membrane, and allow the cyst to be-

come obliterated by the contraction of its walls.

Phthisis.

E. ^y., nineteen years of age. This woman
complains of a sore throat, which has troubled her

during the past two years. Her voice is husky
and feeble; has had three copious hemorrhages in

the last two years; she is troubled with a cough,

attended with the expectoration of mucus
; has a

chill every afternoon, followed by heat of skin,

and terminating in profuse perspiration; sleeps

well at night, without suffering from night sweats,

and has not lost much" flesh, although her coun-

tenance is pale and her lips bloodless
; suffers a

good deal from a constant pain across the chest.

Her digestion is poor, being troubled by heart-

burn, and a sensation of fulness after eatinir.

There has been an absence of the menstrual flow

for the last six months. Auscultation shows a

diminution of the vesicular murmur at the apex

of both lungs, but especially of the left. Percus-

sion reveals dulness at the same points.

H. Pil. hyflrarg,, ^i"- ij-

Pulv. aloes, gr. iss.

Pulv. ipecac, gr. j. M.
Fiat in pil.

To be taken at night, and followed in two days

by another, and then repeat the dose every fourth

day.

R. Tinct. cinchonas, f.giijss.

Tinct. ferri chlor., f.^ss.

Morphige sulph., gr. ij. M.

,

Take a teaspoonful three times a day.

Her diet must be of the most nutritious kind,

and she must take a tablespoonful of whiskey in

a tumbler of milk, four times in the twenty-four

hours.

June 21st. Patient has improved somewhat in

color and in strength.

Continue the same treatment.

Epithelioma.

James D., thirty-six years of age. This man

has a warty excrescence upon the lower lip, in

the median line. The growth is the seat of a

darting pain. The growth was removed about

four months since, but repuUulation commenced

within two weeks after the operation.

A V shaped portion of the lip, including the

tumor, is removed, and the wound closed by the

hare-lip suture.

Housemaid's Knee.

John F., thirty-two years of age. The patient

has a tumor situated just in front of the patella.

The growth is of three weeks' duration, the pa-

tient first observing it about one week after

receiving a blow upon the knee. The tumor

fluctuates, and is readily indented by the finger,

feeling tough, as if consisting of a thick cyst.

This is a' case of the affection called " house-

maid's knee,'' it being the result of inflammation

of a synovial bursa. One of the most important

indications to be observed in the treatment of

this affection is rest.

The patient must lie down with his limb in an

easy, relaxed, and elevated^ position. His diet

must be simple and light, eating no meat, no

pastry, and drinking no coffee, nor alcoholic

stimulants. Apply fifteen or twenty foreign

leeches, and then keep the parts wet with a solu-

tion of sugar of lead and opium. A blister ap-

plied over the tumor would also be highly useful.

If this was a chronic case it would be proper to

puncture the cyst, and having allowed its con-

tents to escape, to inject it with the diluted tinc-

ture of iodine; or it might be opened by the

knife, and a tent placed in it, thus forcing it to

heal from the bottom. It is not proper to remove

a tumor of this nature by excision, as death has

followed this operation from the violence of the

resulting inflammation.
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Medical Societies.

TIlA]SrSACTIOH"S OF THE VERMOnSTT MED
ICAL SOCIETY.

Annual Session held at Montpelier, October 19 th and

20th, 1864.

The above is, we believe, the first attempt

of the Vermont Medical Society to publish its

transactions. The committee having charge of

the matter has delayed printing the Transactions

waiting for the annual address of the Presi-

dent, P. D. Bradford, M. D., of Northfield, and

as it was not received, the committee present

in its stead the historical portion of the annual

address of 1858, by Dr. Stephens, giving the

first legal existence of the Society, its progress

and development; also an accurate history of

pioneer practical medicine and surgery in Ver-

mont.

The Society met in annual session on the
19th day of October, 1864, at 10 o'clock, A. M.,
in Room 12, State House, Montpelier, Vermont,
and was called to order by Dr. P. D. Brad-
ford, of Northfield, President. About one
hundred physicians were present— fully one-
fourth of the regular profession in the State. The
annual address was then delivered by President
Bradford, upon the subject of Tuberculosis. We
are unable to judge of the merits of the address
because, as above remarked, it is not presented
with the Transactions. Before the discourse was
concluded, the President was interrupted by a
gentleman abruptly entering the Hall and an-
nouncing that rufi&ans had entered the village of
St. Albans, and were murdering the inhabitants,
burning their dwellings, robbing banks, stealing
horses, and plundering indiscriminately. Of
course, the society adjourned, and the President
was unable to finish the address until the succeed-
ing day.

An excellent report upon

Spotted Fever

is presented by Dr. A. T. Woodward, from which
we subjoin a few extracts to show the tendency of

his conclusions.

Typhus fever, jail fever, hospital fever, ship
fever, putrid fever, camp fever, spotted fever, and
cerebro-spinal meningitis, are some uf the synon-
yma that have been given this disease. It seems
to me very important to have settled, if possible,
this question of identity. Typhus, jail, camp, hos-
pital, and ship fever, are almost universally ac-
knowledged one and the same asthenic disease.
Now, if typhus is an asthenic afiection, and cere-
bro spinal meningitis a sthenic one, there can ex-
ist no identity between the two diseases. Spotted
fever has been called typhus fever and cerebro-spi-
nal meningitis. As it has been shown that these
two diseases are dissimilar afi'ections, it is quite
impossible for spotted fever to be identical with
both, and it remains to be seen with which, if
either, it bears identity. In typhus, the eruption

rarely appears before the seventh day, usually
between the seventh and fifteenth days. In spot-

ted fever, the eruption appears on the first or
second day. In typhus there is always some
confusion of intellect. It is not so in spotted
fever. Typhus has been justly classed with con-
tinued fevers. Spotted fever is more closely allied

with the remittent type.

The first stage of the disease is one of collapse,

of variable length and intensity, in which the pa-
tient may perish, reaction not taking place. The
period of collapse is very variable, sometimes ter-

minating so soon in reaction as scarcely to be re-

cognized as a stage; or it may be prolonged for

hours, terminating in death ; or it may pass into

normal reaction ; or excessive reaction, with ex-

citement and prostration
;

or, lastly, it may ter-

minate in exessive reaction with fever.

In reference to treatment. Dr. Woodward advises

it to be conducted in accordance with the stage of

the disease, and the peculiar condition of the

stage at the time of prescribing. In the first

stage, or stage of collapse, the patient should be
wrapped warmly, or frictions used, to promote
capillary circulation. A very careful use of stim-

ulants may be serviceable, care being exercised

against too free use of them, for fear of excessive

reaction, or congestion of any of the cavities. Con-
gestion may take place in the cold stage, and
the danger is enhanced by too free use of internal

stimulants. Resort to internal stimulants, in this

stage, then, from necessity, not as a matter of

choice.

If the case runs into coma, very little can be
done. If it terminates in fever, it must be treated

as a case of excessive reaction, with fever. The
greatest danger arises from the strong tendency
there is in this condition to establish inflamma-
tion, most especially in the brain and spinal

cord, and occasionally in other organs. Opium
has frequently, in his bands, aggravated the dis-

tress in the head. No good will come of sweat-

ing the patient in this condition. Belladonna, as

an anodyne, bas efi'ected the purpose in some
cases. The tr. ferri chloridi is only applicable to

the condition of excessive reaction with prostra-

tion and excitement, when the pulse is soft and
weak.

Dr. L. C. Butler, of Essex, reports another

valuable paper on Cerebro-spinal Meningitis

j

which want of space compels us to pass with-

out the comment it deserves. We will merely

quote his therapeutic indications.

1st. To support the strength of the patient

;

2d. To comlDat the local symptoms

;

3d. To eliminate the poison causing the malady
from the system.

This appears to express the opinions of those

who have most thoroughly investigated the dis-

ease.

Dr. E. F. Upham, of West Randolph, contri-

butes a paper upon Disease of the Brain,

Dr. 0. F. Fassitt, East Berkshire, presents a
report on the Epidemic Diseases of Franklin
County, of which acute dysentery and cerebro-

spinal meningitis were the chief. The former



appeared about the first of August, with typhoid
symptoms and condition—ton sue dry and red,
sordes about the teeth and lips, extreme dryness
of surface, coolness of extremities, thirst, pulse
frequent and feeble, prostration, restlessness, de-
lirium; and in fatal cases, involuntary dis-

charges, vomiting, sunken features, abdomen
flattened—-collapsed to the spinal column, cold
perspiration and death. In many cases, the dis-

charges changed to a dark, muddy, tar-like ap-
pear.ince, or to a blackish green, and were very
offensive. In some cises, after a few hours of
bloody mucous discharges, suddenly they changed
to what resembled rice water, or whev, mostly
involuntary and accompanied by rapid prostra-
tion. Bleeding from the nose and from the gums
wa':? a frequent symptom.
The treatment found most successful was a gen-

eral supporting and stimulating course, brandy,
wine, broths, etc.; fomentations to the abdomen,
and opiates to quiet therestlesness. Among astrin-

gent remedies none seemed to answer as well a«i

nnet. plumbi, combined with opium and ipecac.

Many specifics were tried, such as large doses of ip-
ecac charcoal in fine powder, decoction or extract
of oak bark fquercus alba), sulphuric acid, etc., but
no one obtained a decided preference. Injections
of warm water or mucilage, and in some cases
cold water, with a compress wet with cold water
to the abdomen, seemed of benefit. As the rainy
season came, the dysentery disappeared.

Dr. E. A. Pond, of Rutland, presented a com-

prehensive paper on Biplifheria, which contains

many valuable suggestions as to treatment, etc.

The Committee on Publication has properly

appended to the Transactions a list of surgeons

who have received commissions in the army
during the war. We hope other societies will do

the same.

The time and place of the next annual meeting

was June 28 and 29, 1865, at the village of Stowe.

The society is congratulated upon the neat appear-

ance of the first volume of its Transactions, and

from the interest displayed by the members at

their last meeting, we do not doubt that the ta-

lented and energetic physicians of the State will

continue the mutual support so essential to all as-

sociations of this character.

Editorial Department.

PERISCOPE. [Vol. XIII.

weighing 280 pounds. He had suffered from it

for a number of years, wore a truss ; but the her-
nia never fully returned. Several weeks before,

his death more of the contents were forced
through the opening, when he was immediately
seized with pain ; mustard was applied by his

wife, who thought it to be merely colic. Two
days later he was seen by his physician, in col-

lapse, weak, rapid pulse, profuse perspiration,
vomiting greenish matter.

The tumor was twenty inches in circumference
and strangulated. Anresthetics administered,
the parts were cut down upon, the peritoneal sac

being opened during the operation. The omen-
tum was found to have protruded, and had formed
a kind of sac on the abdominal wall. The adhe-
sions were broken up and the contents returned
into the abdomen. The man gradually sank,

and died in forty-eight hours. On post mortem,
a fraction of the small intestines, probably the
ileum, had also been found to have protruded,

and this had produced the grave symptoms.

Periscope.

TJmbilcal Hernia.

In the Transactions of the Medical Society of

the county of Kings, New York, as published in

the BuUfalo Med. and Surg. Journal, we find the

account of a case of umbilical hernia, which

proved fatal.

Dr. P]vos presented the specimen; it was taken
from a man act. fifty-six years, short and fleshy,

On Causes of Failure in Vaccination.

In the Amer. Jour, of Med. Sciences, is a valu-

able paper on this subject, by Dr. D. Francis
CoNDiE, of this city, where he says that the gene-

ral conclusions to which he has been led, in re-

spect to the leading causes of the failure of vaccina-

tion as a reliable preventive of variolous infecton,

are that, in the great majority of cases, at least,

the want of success is traceable either to the em-
ployment of spurious or effete matter, or to the

communication to those operated on of only a

partial vaccine infection, or one of only temporary
duration. There are many causes by which vac-

cine matter may be rendered inactive or effete.

Even after a genuine and perfect vaccine vesicle

has been produced by the introduction of the

most unexceptionable virus, its regular course

may be interfered with by some accidental irrita-

tion, and simple inflammation set up, causing the

vaccine lymph to become mixed to a greater or

less extent, with ordinary pus globules. Should
the scab, formed in such a case, be made use of

for vaccinating, a sore arm will in general occur,

but either no vaccine infection of the organism
will be produced, or only to a more or less lim-

ited extent; insufficient always to insure com-
plete and permanent protection from the variolous

poison. By the experienced and observant vac-

cinator, matter thus deteriorated would, of course,

be readily detected, or should it have been acci-

dentally made use of, he would find no difliculty

in distinguishing the local phenomena induced by
it from those of genuine vaccination. But, un-

fortunately, vaccination is often entrusted to

careless and inexperienced operators, or to per-

sons altogether unfamiliar with the true charac-

teristics and regular course of the phenomena
which resulted when vaccination is performed
with genuine and efficient matter. By such, a

sore arm produced by the introduction of spuri-

ous or partially effete matter, has been, he knows
from personal observation, not unfrcquently,

mistaken for those of perfect vaccination, and
thus many an unfortunate individual, reputed to

be protected from the small-pox, is sent forth to
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encounter its contagion, with the liability to an
attack of the small-pox or of the so-called vario-

loid disease.

New Views of Electricity.

Mr. E. Martin has presented a memoir to the
French Academy of Sciences, entitled, "An Elec-
tro-chemical Study of real simple bodies. Ponder-
able and Imponderable, divided into Two Classes

by Peculiar Affinities.^' The author has arrived

at a new science of electro-chemistry, based on
the following assumptions, or, as he regards
them, proved facts:— 1. That the two electricities

are not forces, but simple material bodies endowed
with chemical properties, by virtue of which they
form compounds with simple ponderable bodies
2. That the two electric fluids of the battery are
not produced by any physical action, but by a
chemical action of the ponderable bodies which
hold them in combination, and which by uniting
with each other set the electricities at liberty.

3. That these same* electricities collected by con-
ductors, and transmitted in currents, participate
directly in the actions they produce, and combine
chemically with the elements they disunite. We
may give the author's views at length upon some
other occasion ; at present we may quote the de-

composition and composition of water, as an il-

lustration of his ideas. Negative electricity he
distinguishes as electrile, gives it the symbol El

;

positive electricity is etherile, symbol Et. The
formula of hydrogen becomes therefore HEl, and
that of oxygen OEt. The two electricities arriv-

ing at opposite poles attract in the de composi-
tion each its proper element, and we have

HO-|-El+Et=HEl-{-OEt.

The two electricities in uniting with each other,

produce caloric, symbol C*, and light, L*. Here,
then, are the essential principles of electro-chem-
istry ; two electricities possessing peculiar and
invariable affinities which unite with each other
to form two imponderable compounds, heat and
light, and with simple ponderable bodies, also

endowed with peculiar affinities of two kinds.
We have thus two classes of bodies:—1. Oxic,

which includes electrile, an imponderable body,
and six ponderable elements, oxygen, fluorine,

chlorine, iodine, bromine, and nitrogen ; 2. Basic,
which includes etherile, a simple imponderable
body, the basic metalloids, hydrogen, carbon,
boron, phosphorus, sulphur, selenium, and sili-

cium, and all the metals. The author concludes
—until now, chemists have only recognized the
effects of chemical union, but have never before
discovered the cause—now the cause is manifest.
Bodies of the same kind are indifferent to each
other, but they unite themselves with all bodies
of the opposite kind, and the fundamental law of

chemical union thus rests upon the quality of the
kinds of simple bodies.

Kaw Meat and Alcohol in the Treatment of
Phthisis.

It is stated in the Med. Times and Gazette, that

M. FusTER introduced these remedies in the treat-

ment of phthisis into his clinical ward at Montpe-
lier only in April last, and he reports already its

succesS; in order to induce others to give it a,

trial—not so much, indeed, as a cure of phthisis,

as a means of restoring the strength in exhaust-

ing diseases, such as phthisis, purulent infection,

and the-like. The treatment consists in the em-
ployment of raw meat in conjunction with small

doses of very diluted alcohol. Raw mutton or

beef reduced to a pulp in a mortar, and separated

from the tendinous portions by means of a sieve,

is given in boluses rolled in sugar, or in a state

of sugared pulp by teaspoonfuls at a time;

so that from 25 to 75 drachms are taken daily.

A drink is made by diluting a portion in cold,

sweetened water, for allaying the thirst. The
alcoholic potion is composed of 25 drachms of

alcohol at 20 deg. Baume diluted in 75 drachms
of sweetened vehicle, and given in tablespoonful

doses every hour. The proportion of alcohol and
the intervals at which it is given must, however,

vary with the susceptibility of the individual. The
combination of the two agents is, ia M. Fuster's

opinion, indispensable for the production of a

beneficial effect, "the one seeming to exercise a

recoDstituent action, and the other a more direct

ac'ion on the organs of haematosis.'^ He declares

that, under the influence of such combination,

several patients, suffering from advanced phthisis

and purulent infection, have become completely

cured—though, seeing the short time that has

elapsed, temporarily alleviated would be probably
the more correct expression.

Reviews and Book Notices.

Keport of the Eecording Clerk of the Hospital
Department, and the Physician and Superin-

tendent of the Insane Department to the Board
of Guardians of the Philadelphia Alms House,
for the year ending December 31, 1864. Phi-
ladelphia, 1865.

In accordance with the duties of the Recording

Clerk, the above Report is submitted of the Alms
House for 1864, from which it would appear that

during the year there were treated in the Hos-

pital five thousand eight hundred and fifteen

(5,815) cases; three thousand four hundred and

fifty-five (3,455) were cured ; five hundred and

thirty-two (532) died: and five hundred and fifty-

five (555) remained in the wards. A large num-

ber of patients have also been prescribed for in

the out-wards
;
especially upon the female side,

where many of the old women are so comfortable,

that it is with great difficulty they can be pre-

vailed upon to go to the hospital.

The clinics have never been so well attended.

Though the new clinic room is one of the largest

in the city, yet it has been insufficient to accom-

modate the large number of students in attend-

ance. The great variety of disease presented,

and the able manner in which the clinics are con-

ducted, offer opportunities to the student not

equalled elsewhere in Philadelphia, if any where

in the United States.
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Dr. GiRYiN, the Recording Clerk, asks that

clinical clerks be selected from the students to

accompany the physicians in their visits to the

patients, to keep an accurate record of the in-

teresting cases. We hope this suggestion will be

adopted, as it incurs no additional expense, and

will be productive of the greatest good to the

profession.

In looking over the report of cases occurring in

the Black Men's Medical Ward, we see 4 cases

of typhus fever, 4 of typhoid fever, and 44 of

'< iN'egro" fever. To us this is a new term, and

we see it is a name given by Dr. Ludlow to a

class of colored patients, characterized by the

following symptoms, viz.

"Extreme prostration; delirium, in some cases

so violent as to require tying in bed
;
dull, heavy

expression of face
;
eyes, suffused

;
skin, dry and

cool
5
pulse, soft, flickering and frequent; tongue,

moist; bowels, constipated; no tenderness over

abdomen
;
subsultus, tendinum excessive.

" This fever would scarcely be confounded with

typhoid, and differs from typhus in the want of

any appreciable eruption ; in invariably having

a cool skin ; in its very rapid convalescence, which

seemed to commence almost from the hour the

patient entered the ward, and in its want of ma-

lignancy; not a single case proving fatal."

Treatment consisted of aperients, turpentine,

quinine, and mineral acids. The patients were

nourished by milk punch, beef essence, wine

whey, chicken broth, etc.

It will be observed that the symptoms are pe-

culiar, and we hope Dr. Ludlow will give a more

detailed account of the affection through some of

the medical journals.

In the Children's Asylum an epidemic of ma-

lignant measles prevailed during the months of

April and May. About the time the eruptions

began to disappear, many of the patients sank,

and died in a few hours; others lived a few days,

and died from debility, congestion of the lungs,

or pneumonia.—An autopsy was made in nearly

every case, and invariably revealed a broken-down

condition of the blood, and an exceedinglj/ faitj/

liver—the latter constituting the most interesting

pathological change.

Iricludfid with tl)C Clerk's report is the Report

of the Physician and Superintendent of the In-

sane Department, from which it appears that the

following admissions are reported

:

Insane Department.
Men. Women. Total.

Numher of PatSent« in Hospital, Jan 1,

1864 ^ 1S3 3.11 634
" " admttfffl rlurinffthe yeftr 106 198 364

Whnlft number unfJ«;r trontment during
1R64

340

649 898
Daily aTeragf; under treatment do 199.3 355.8 655.1

Under the head of Discharges, we jfind the fol

lowing

:

Men. Women. Total.

Discharged cured 64 68 132
" improved 30 49 79
" unimproved 13 17 30

Died

40

55 95

Whole number discharged 147. 189 336
Remaining, December 31, 1864 202 360 562

It will be seen by the above table, that during

the year 1864 there were admitted into the Insane

Department of the Alms House 364 patients, of

whom 166 were men, and 198 were women.

These added tj the number remaining in the In-

stitution on the 1st of January, viz., 183 men and

351 women=534, gives a total of 898 patients,

who were under treatment during the year, of

whom 349 were men, and 549 were women.

There were discharged during the same period a

total of 336, of whom 147 were men and 189 were

women. Of these 132—viz., 64 men and 68 women
were discharged cured; 79—viz., 30 men and 49

women, were discharged improved; 30—viz., 13

men and 17 women, were disGha,rged unimproved;

and 95—viz., 40 men and 55 women, died.

As compared with 1863, the admissions during

•the past year were six more, and the discharges

nineteen less, and the actual increase for the year,

was twenty-seven.

The following table, showing the per centage

of each class of those discharged, is based on the

admissions. The cause of the high rate of mor-

tality is explained elsewhere.

Discharged Cured 36.26
" Improved 21.70
" Cured and Tmproved 57.96
" Unimproved 8.24
« Died 26 09

The large per centage of deaths is due to the

sad accident, mentioned at the time in this jour-

nal, by which fourteen patients and an assistant

nurse instantly lost their lives, and twenty-five

were more or less injured, of whom two subse-

quently died. A coroner's verdict, by a jury of

builders, attributed the unforeseen accident to

the cutting away of the centre piers and chim-

neys in the basement to construct a heating ap-

paratus, leaving the floors above insufficiently

supported. The jury condemned in the strongest

terms, the reckless manner in which these alter-

ations were made in 1849.

Dr. S. W. Butler, the physician in charge,

says: "I am still of opinion, that among the

principal wants of this department, are means of

giving the patients systematic employment, and

facilities for out-door exercise. Something has

been done toward effecting the first of these ob-

jects durir-g the fi^e years that I have been con-

nected with the institution; but as yet only a

beginning has been made."
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, AUGUST 19, 1865.

THE PRIMARY CAUSE OF THE GREAT
MORTALITY IN OUR LARGE CITIES.

This is the season of maximum mortality in

our large cities. This mortality reaches an enor-

mous figure, and the waste of life and of time by

the sickness represented by the mortality, are

matters deserving of far more attention from the

political economist than they receive. As a legit-

imate subject of inquiry in our columns, we will

devote a brief space to it this week.

New York is the representative city of this con-

tinent; having the largest population, the largest

commerce, and the largest mortality. For all

purposes connected with a perfect sanitary sys-

tem, there is scarcely a city in the world more

favorably situated. With a healthy location and

an ample supply of pure water with an enor-

mous pressure, and almost unrivalled facilities

for drainage, there is no valid excuse for the

bad eminence it has attained on account of its

heavy mortality. The population of New York

seems to be a mooted c£uestion. The United

States census of 1860 gave it a population of

814,277. But the bills of mortality were so

enormous that the authorities were not satisfied,

and set their wits to work to magnify the pop-

ulation, in order to bring down the propor-

tionate mortality. Fortunately, they had a

pliant tool in the person of the Registrar of

Records and Statistics, and the manner in which

he increased the population was something won-

derful. It was certainly far from natural. It

was very soon quoted at 900,000, and over a year

ago it was estimated by the same astute gentle-

man at over a million. These revised editions of

the census scarce sufficed to quiet the apprehen

sions of sensible citizens, and it was necessary

for the redoubtable Registrar to issue a manifesto

every few months, claiming that New York was

healthier than at the same time the preceding

year, nay, that it was the healthiest city on the

planet. Of course, all this was proved by figures,

but then the figures were founded on the pliant

estimates of the tool of the authorities, who were

at the bar of public opinion.

But how stands the case now? As bad luck

would have it, a State census was called for this

year, and its developments are so very difi'erent

from the estimates on which the City Registrar

has heen founding his statements that New

The Registrar's quod erat demonstrandums are

upset just like a child's row of blocks, when the

first is thrown out of the perpendicular line

against its fellow. Despite a backwardness

about giving the results of the census, the facts

are gradually leaking out. It would seem that

the population of New York city to-day scarcely

reaches 800,000! Says the Xew York Tribune:

"Our city was divided by the Secretary of

State into 439 Enumerator's Districts, whereof
final returns have already been received from
370. These show an aggregate population of a
fraction over six hundred thousand (601,021.)
Should the remainder average the same as these,

the total population of our city will be 713,117.
" It is highly probable, however, that the dis-

tricts last to be returned, or the returns from
which have been sent back for correction, will

prove considerably more populous than the others,

though the aid of the police was invoked to form
the districts equal in population as nearly as

might be. But, assuming .that the 69 districts

yet to be returned will average twice as many in-

habitants as the 370 already returned, the total

population of our city will be 825,213. We doubt
that it will be found much to exceed 800,000,

since the tendency of the time is toward difiusion

over a wider space, by the aid of steamboats and
railroads.''

The mortality of last week was 652, of whom
418 were children under Jive years of age. With

a populatic^ of over three millions, the mortality

of London for the week ending July 31st, was

1414. If the mortality had been in the same

ratio to population as that of New York, it would

have revealed 2445

!

The cause of this terrible mortality is a hack-

neyed theme. Filthy streets, crowded population

in ill-ventilated and badly lighted apartments

—

unripe fruit, stale fruit fish meat and vegetables,

adulterated and swill milk, and an inadequate

supply of food, are notable apparent causes of

mortality. But some of these causes, after all,

have their origin in a more potent one, which

brings all the others in its train. The real Pan-

dora's box, the true source of these evils, is to

be found in the drinking habits of society, and

the vice and poverty which are their inevitable

consequences. Intemperance impoverishes fami-

lies, and compels them to herd together in tene-

ment houses, in filthy courts and alleys, and in

cellar habitations ; it necessitates the purchase of

cheap, unwholesome food, and an inadequate

supply of that; it deprives the infant of proper

nourishment; it engenders vicious and filthy ha-

hibts so detrimental to health—it is the fons et

origo of more than half our mortality.

Yet t-his Old Man of the Sea fastens himself

upon the body politic, and there seems to be noYork was the healthiest city in the world, that it

is having a damaging efi'ect on his bulletins.
[

possibility of shaking him ofi". Politicians control
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our municipal affairs, and wilfully close their

eyes to the enormous evils caused by the lever

which serves to place and keep them in power.

Taxation, crime, sickness, mortality, are known

to be the legitimate offspring of the drinking

usages of society, yet these are upheld by the

politicians and the press. We may close our

eyes if we will to these stern truths, but they are

truths nevertheless. Close the grog-shops, let

our laboring population become sober, and ihej

will thrive and demand more commodious quar-

ters, and more and better food, and as a conse-

quence, misery, crime, sickness, mortality, will

diminish, and gradually our municipal affairs

will get into the hands of a better class of men,

who will pay more attention to the sanitary con-

dition of our cities and towns, and everything

will conspire to lessen our bills of mortality, and

bring our population nearer to its normal condi-

tion.

Notes and Comments.

Another Medical Journal in Canada.

We have received the first number of a monthly

journal in the French language, to be issued in

Montreal, Canada, Drs. Dajexais a»d Lemire

being the editors. The salutatory is conceived

in an excellent, hopeful spirit, with a lively sense

of the responsibilities that rest upon the medical

man ; and the profession of Canada are earnestly

invited to share with the editors the labors and

responsibilities of their position, by contributing

through the columns of the Gazette Medicate, to

the common stock of medical knowledge. "We

trust that the hopes of the editors will be realized,

though we must tell them that the history of

medical journalism in Canada for the past fifteen

years offers little to encourage them. The sub-

scription price of the Gazette Medicale is §2 per

annum.

Serious Accident to Surgeon W. H. Gobrecht,
u. S. V.

The numerous friends of Dr. CIoBREcnx in this

city will learn with regret, that he was badly in-

jured some days ago, by being thrown from a

horse. He had been transferred, says the Cin-

cinnati Lancet, to the Post Hospital at Camp Den-

nison, after closing up the Oflicer.s' Hospital near

that city; and on the morning of the accident

was riding a spirited horse, wliich becoming un-

manageable from some cause threw him, produc-

ing a terrible concussion of the l^rain and a frac-

ture of the fibula on one aide. He could not

COMMENTS. [Vol. Xm.

recognize any one for several days, but he is

moderately convalescing, with every prospect of

an entire recovery.

Commutations.

We would call the attention of readers to our

list of commutations with other journals, which

will be found in the Publisher's column, on the

second page of coyer. Any subscriber to the

Reporter, with a fair record, can, at any time,

avail himself of this arrangement, by which he

can supply himself with one or more medical or

literary journals, in connection with the Repor-

ter, at a considerably reduced cost.

A Wonderful Discovery.

Ths following item, cut from the New York

Daily Times, shows how smart a "first class pa-

per" can be sometimes! How much liver will

the writer of the item have left after the tomato

season is over? "Tomato pills, a substitute for

calomel," once a very popular nostrum, have had

their day, and tomatoes are too common an arti-

cle of diet to revive them now.

''The tomato is one of the most powerful ape-

rients of the liver known to our medical masters."

Progress of Intemperance.

The following sad record is, in itself, an earnest

temperance speech, and should prove an effective

one.

" The foundation stone of an institution for the

'safe accommodation and reformation of females

in a respectable position in society addicted to

habits of drunkenness,' was laid in Edinburgh,
on the 17th of July, by the Lord Provost."

News and Miscellany.

Tribute to French Svugeons.

In a notice of Dr. Chenu's statistics of the

Crimean War, in the Army and Navy Journal,

occurs the following

:

"Almost every page l)cars testimony to the he-

roism and devotion of the French surgeons to the

welfare of the men under their charge. It is not

ostentatiously put forward. Such brief entries

as the following,
<

,
Military Surgeon, died of cholera.'—

catch the reader's attention on almost every page.

In the space of three iiiDnths 40 physicians died

of typhus fever. During the whole campaign 82

out of 450 physicians died. Dr. Chenu states

that the ])roportion of deaths among the medical

staff was about one in seven; among officers of

all grades the proportion was one in two hundred.

In the Mexican expedition the proportion of

deaths among the medical corps, compared with

that of the officers, was five to one. In view of
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these facts Dr. Chenu asks, whether the law of

1856, which allows the widow of an officer who
falls in battle, or dies in consequence of wounds
received while in active service, ^ pension equal

to one-half the retiring pension of her husband,

but which allows only a quarter to the widows of

physicians and surgeons, should not be altered in

favor of the latter class, whose services and whose
exposure are not less than those of their comrades
in active duty in the field."

Pension Examining Surgeons.

Pennsylvania.—Daniel J. Brown, Columbia;

James S. Dunn, Conneautville.

Ohio.—John W. Rodgers, Springfield; N. H.

HixsoN, Hillsborough.

Illinois.—William C. Brown, Genessee.

Connecticut.—H. L. W. Burritt, Bridgeport.

A Pill for Panaceists.

''Mrs. Grundy" says: The Latin is a very

comprehensive language indeed. There is one

little word in it, for instance, that is in itself an

epigram as well as epithet, for application to the

whole tribe of disreputable medical mountebanks.

The word to which we refer is

—

Loquax.

A Banting Mania, the Vienna Med. Journal
tells us, is at present raging in Vienna. There
is not at present a house in Vienna wherein some
dweller cannot be found worshipping Banting.

Army and Navy News.

ARMY.
Assigned.—Surgeon Joseph C. Bailey, TJ. S. Army,

to assist Surgeon Charles Smart, U. S, Army, to duty
with the Second U. S. artillery, which is ordered to
California.

Assistant Surgeon W. F. Buchanan is hereby re-
lieved from duty in the department of South Caro-
lina, and ordered to the Department of Missouri.

Brevet Brigadier-General C. H. Crane, U. S. Army,
is hereby assigned to duty as Acting Surgeon-Gene-
ral according to his brevet rank, during the absence
of the Surgeon-General.

Promotions.—The following surgeons have been
promoted by brevet

:

Glover Perin, U. S. Army, lieutenant-colonel.
H. E. Wirtz, U. S. Army, lieutenant-colonel.
J. T. Ghiselin, U. S. Krmy, lieutenant-colonel.
Anthony Heger, U. S. Army, lieutenant-colonel.
R. S. Kenderdine, U. S. Vols., lieutenant-colonel.

The following assistant surgeons have been pro-
moted by brevet

:

Warren Webster, United States Army, major.
C. C. Gray, United States Army, major.
B. E. Fryer, United States Army, major.
H. S. Schell, United States Army, major.
C. K. Winne, United States Army, major.
C. A. McCall, United States Army, major.
W. A. Ramsey, United States Army, major.
C. R. Greenleaf, United States Army, major.
J. V. Middleton, United States Army, major.
J. H. Janeway, United States Army, major.
W. A. Bradley, United States Army, major.
G. P. Jaquett, United States Army, major.
W. E. Waters, United States Army, major.

G. L- Porter, United States Army, major.
J. W. Williams, United States Army, major.
V. B. Hubbard, United States Army, major.
S. H. Orton, United States Army, major.
John Brooks, United States Army, major.
J. Theo. Calhoun, United States Army, major.

MARRIED.

HiLBEBURN

—

King.—On the 5th inst, at Beverly,
]Sr. J., by the Rev. W. H. Munroe, Rector of St. Ste-
phen's Church, Lieut. Samuel Hildeburn, United
States Army, and Miss ITina A. R., daughter of Dr
H. W. King, of Portsmouth, Va.
Morgan— Sellers. — At Evergreen, near Pitts-

burgh, Pa., Tuesday, August 1st, by Rev. E". J. B.
Morgan, Prof. J. Asbury Morgan, of Baltimore, and
Susan F., daughter of the late Dr. H. D. Sellers.

DIED.

Baker.—In Cincinnati, Ohio, on Sunday, July 30th,
of disease of the lungs. Dr. A. H. Baker, in the 59th
year of his age.

Dr. Baker was known to the profession as promi-
nently connected with the Cincinnati College of
Medicine, and as editor for a time of the Cincinnati
Medical News.
Baldwin.—At New Brunswick, IST. J., on Sunday,

August 6th, Cornelia Rutgers, eldest daughter of d/.
Henry R. Baldwin and Elizabeth Rutgers, his wife',
in the 9th year of her age.

'

Barrow.—On Saturday, August 5, at Jersey City,
Eliza, widow of the late Dr. William Barrow, in the
79th year of her age.

BoLLES.—In New York, on Wednesday, August 9,
Richard M. Bolles, M. D., in the 68th year of his age!

Collins.—Departed this life in New York, on Wed-
nesday, July 26, Dr. G. F., eldest son of the late Dr. J.
Collins, in his 58d year.
Fronefield.—In this city, on the 6th inst., Charles

Fronefield, M. D., aged 56.

Graham.—In this city, on the 6th instant, Charles
Lyons Graham, fourth son of Dr. Archibald H. Gra-
ham, aged"6 years, 4 months, and 12 days.
PiERsoN.—On Sunday, August 6, at South Bergen

N. J., Charles E. Pierson, M. D., of New York, in the
78th year of his age.

Thurston.—On Wednesday evening, Aug. 2, Sur-
geon A. Henry Thurston, U. S. Volunteers, aged 32
years.

Weir.—At Bedford Springs, Pa., Aug. 5th, Laura,
only child of Julia and the late Dr. John H. Wier
aged 12 years.

OBITUARY.

Albany County Medical Society and tlie late Dr.
S. D. Willard.

We have been furnished with the following tribute
to the memory of the late Dr. Sylvester D. Wil-
lard.

At a special meeting of the Albany County Medi-
cal Society, held in the City Hall, on Wednesday,
April 5th, 1865, forty members being present, the
President, Dr. P. P. Staats in the ciiair.
On motion of Dr. Wm. PI. Bailev, it was
Resolved, That the death of Dr. Sylvester D. Wil-

lard has deprived the Societv of one whose profes-
sionaU ability, whose regai^d for the Avclfare of his
patients, whose skillful and persistent efforts in
their behalf, were such as to secure for him their
abiding gratitude, and the high confidence of his
bretliren in the profession.

liesolved, That his relations to his medical associ-
ates, by reason of his fine social qualities, his conta-
gious cheerfulness, his manly, gchtlemanly bearing,
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his deep interest in, and quick sympathy with all,

have aided greatly to promote in them, not only a
higher esteem for each other, but also a fuller esti-

mate of the dignity of medical pursuits and their

value to mankind.
licsoh-cd, That his usefulness as a member and offi-

cer of the Various Medical Societies, County, State,

and National, in promoting a love of scientific re-

search and discussion, and in endeavoring, by ad-
dress and through the press, to induce men to cherish
the memory and properly prize the services of the
qualified and faithful physician, and perhaps, greater
than all, his humane eflbrts for the amelioration of
the condition of the insane poor, have reflected true
and lasting honor on the profession of medicine.

Jicsolvcd, That our regard for Dr. Willard as a
physician and a man, is more profound fi'om the
modest and unobtrusive, but firm and habitual man-
ifestations of Christian principles, which shaped his
actions and determined the objects, to the attainment
of which he devoted his most earnest and highest
experience.

Jtiesolved, That the Secretary be requested to extend
to his family the deep sympathy of this Society in
their sad bereavement.

Mesolvtd, That the Society will attend his funeral,
and wear the usual badge of mourning.

Dr. QuACKENBUSH Said:

Mr. President—I should do injustice to my feelings
should permit this occasion to pass by without
ofi"ering my tribute of respect to the memory of our
deceased companion. Dr. S. D. Willard. Though
never his intimate associate, I always regarded hini
with feelings of sincere friendship, and saw in his
character those traits which we all admire, and
which belong to the truly good man. His life

among us, though comparatively short, has been
one of great labor and usefulness. Coming from
Kew England—that home of industry—he brought
with him those habits which peculiarly fitted him for

the occupations in which he engaged, and the sphere
in which he moved. Possessed, too, of high princi-
ples of honor and morality, which had been instilled
into his mind in early youth, and which were the nat-
ural heir-looms of the family to which he belonged, he
combined those elements whose union goes to consti-
tute that character, which, in every rank and condi-
tion of life, demands confidence and respect.

His zeal in his profession and its kindred associ-
ations was ever clearly manifest; and his devotion
to his friends and to those who required his services
and his sympathy, was as true as it was beautiful.
Unostentatious in his manners; quiet in his demea-
nor; patient and untiring in his labors ; and scrupu-
lously regardful of all the rules of professional eti-

quette, he maintained a character which was well
worthy of imitation. I do not now design to attempt
an analysis of that character, for I fear I would be
incapable of doing justice to it, and the occasion will

not authorize any extended remarks—but I would
simply state, that the good elements were so happily
blended in him th;it he was enabled to exert an in-

fluence, which, though like the evening dew unseen,
was very potent and felt through the entire ranks of

the medical profession of this State.

As Secretary of the N. Y. State Medical Society,

he was pre-eminently useful, and when the records

of this Association are fully written out, no name
will occupy a more enviable position than that of

SvLVKSTKK 1). WiM>AHr). In the capacity of Secretary,

he acquired an extfjnsive medical acquaintance, and
this acquaintanceship, in v(;ry many instances, ri-

pened into warm frienishin, and 1 know of no man
in our i)rofes3ion who had more friends than he
whose death we now deplore.

One of the last efforts of Dr. WiLLAun, was his

Btudy of the condition of the ins.'ine j)oor of this

Btat^;, and t^) it he d(iVoted his Ixjst energies, and
the h-.njrtliy and intf',resting report wliich he made
to the Legialaturo during ita recent session, does

honor to his head and to his heart. Henceforth
the condition of the life-weary and neglected maniac
will be changed, and this amelioration in his condi-
tion will be the result of the care and thought and
energy of him, who studied his wants and made his
successful appeals to the proper authorities to have
those wants supplied.
But his labors are now all completed, his toil is

now ended, and his memory will live ever green in
the hearts of those who were allied to him by the
ties of kindred and aflection, and ever bright in the
regards of all who knew him.

The resolutions were adopted. The Society then
adjourned to attend the funeral at Eev. Dr. Sprague's
Church. Peter P. Staats, President.

J. E. BouLWARE, Secretary.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Dr. C. B., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Double-bladed bistouri,

sent by mail, August 8th.

Br. A. R., Woonsoclcet, R. I.—Lindsay & Blakiston's
Visiting List, sent by mail, August 7th.

Dr. F. J. S., Foglesville, Pa.—Pharyngeal Forceps,
sent by mail, August 8th.

Dr. S. H. S., Unionville, Iowa.—Exploring Needle,
sent by mail, August 8th.

Dr. H. C. A., Beamsville, C. W.—Pocket Prescrip-
tion Book, sent by mail, August ith.

Dr. W. H. H., Sing Sing, N. F.—U. S. Dispensatory,
Chambers' Eenewal of Life, delivered Aug. 5th.

Dr. E. L. Jackson, Mich.—Virchow's Cellular Pa-
thology, sent by mail, August 5th.

Dr. A. K. H., St. Clairsville, OAw.—Morfitt on
Chemical Manipulations, sent by mail, August 10th.

Dr. J. G. K,, Reading, Pa.—Atropia sulphas, sent
through B. &. C, August 12th.

Dr. C. S. T., Georgetown, D. C—Silk Elastic Knee
Band, London Lancet for August, sent by mail, Aug.
12th.

METEOROLOGY.

August 7. 8, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13.

S. N. W. N. W. w. N. W. W. N. W.
Cl'dy. Clear. Clear. Clear, Clear. Clear. Clear.

Weather

|

Ka in.

4-10

Therinometer

.

69° 60° 65° 63° 65° 60° 56°
At 8 A. M 78 73 70 76 74 70 67
At 12 M 80 78 79 80 77 76 76

80 79 79 78 74 76 77
Mean 76 75 72.50 73.25 74.25 72.50 70.50 66.50

Barometer.
At 12 M 29.9 30.1 .30.1 30. 29.9 30. 30.1

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Members desiring copies of the Transactions

for 18G5, must forward their subscriptions ($3)

immediately, as the number of copies published

will be but slightly in excess of the number of

subscriptions.
Wm. B. Atkinson,

Permanent Secretary,

215 Spruce street, Philadelphia.

Aiiff. 12, 1805.
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ON DISEASES OF THE Hg-TEEWAL EAR.*

By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Aural Surgeon to Howard Hospital, Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 121.)

Nervous Hardness of Hearing.

c. Dysecoia Anoemica.

TMs anaemic form of nervous hardness of hear-

ing comes on either with an otherwise normal

condition of the circulatory system in an acute

manner, and as the result of serious loss of

blood, as after severe epistaxis, or more frequent-

ly after hemoptisis or bloodletting, or it comes on

chronically with evidences of disease of the whole

vascular system in the form of angemia, with or

without chlorosis, and accompanying disturbance

of innervation.

The diagnosis is made tolerably easy by our

having regard to the angemasis and the general

state of the system. The hearing does not pre-

sent any peculiar symptoms, the humming is

always present, speech is tolerably well under-

stood, and the increase of the malady is progres-

sive.

The acute form is often est seen in men, the

constitutional or chronic form is found in women

almost exclusively, and generally comes on with

the commencement of puberty, resembling there-

fore the hysteric. In this chronic form we find

later an anaemia of the entire organ; the ear car-

tilage is white, lifeless, with impeded venous cir-

culation, the external meatus white, the cerumen

wanting, the membrana tympani anaemic, and in

a few cases otorrhoea.

The prognosis in the acute or local form is very

favorable, in the chronic or constitutional form

extremely unfavorable.

The acute case has already been described ; in

it the hardness of hearing occurred as the result

of a severe epistaxis, and yielded to a tonic treat-

ment. I saw another case in Eberfield in the

* From Erhard.—Rationelle Otiatrik nach klinischen Beo-

bachtungen hearbeitet. Erlangen, 1839.

year 1852, that of a phthisical patient who had
become affected with anaemic hardness of hearing^

in consequence of a severe hemoptisis; and in

Cologne, in 1854:, a childless woman of about 30

years of age consulted me, who had been bled by
a barber for headaches and palpitation of th«

heart sixteen times in eight years, notwithstand-

ing her manifest chlorotic symptoms. A strong

tonic treatment, iron baths, and internal use of

tinct. ferri pomati and red wine, improved her

general health, and at the same time her hard-

ness of hearing.

In the chronic form of constitutional ansemia.

all my therapeutical attempts have been without

satisfactory results; and, generally, such cases

can bear very little iron, for it seems to be too ex-

citing.

I have frequently seen this form in females,

and sometimes it appears hereditary in several

sisters. It is of different grades, but always be-

comes worse. I have, however, arrested its pro-

gress, and I have also observed a lessening in the

hearing distance both before and after the use of

therapeutical agents, when for many years it

had remained stationary. I obtained this bene-

fit by a long-continued use of stimulating appli-

cations, alcoholic and ointments, to the neighbor-

hood of the external ear, with the exception of

the external meatus. These are the only case8

in which the application of dry warmth is indi-

cated.

d. Dysecoia Plethorica.

Finally, this form is the opposite of the pre-

ceding. Here also we distinguish a somewhat
acute form, in which there is discovered a definite

relation to the suppression of secretions to which
the organism was accustomed, and a form which
comes on chronically, in which there is a general

plethora of the whole organism, an excessive pro-

duction of blood. I will let facts speak in illus-

tration of these observations.

I became acquainted with an officer, and sub-

sequently in Berlin, with a schoolmaster, who
had a diminished conduction of the bones of the

head, and yet a tolerably great hearing distance

for the watch, who, however, complained of hum-
ming and loss of hearing, but whose hearing

improved on both sides on the occurrence of
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diaphoresis, for then, all at once, they heard the

cyliuder-watch from the bones of the head. How

can this be explained, except on the supposition

of a congestion of the nervous tunic, caused by

insufficient perspiration ?

An official of this place, who consulted me,

had complained for some time of humming in the

ear and loss of hearing, with diminished conduc-

tion by the bones of the head, and also of a rush

of blood to the head and slight palpitation of the

ieart on the least exertion.

At first I considered it a case of ordinary hy-

•pera?mia catarrhalis, but my treatment produced

no result. I afterward, however, discovered that

the patient had suffered some years previously

from bleeding piles, which had ceased for some

"time. I then directed my treatment to their re-

establishment, by recommending active exercise,

light diet, succulent fruit, and the use of flowers

of sulphur. In three months the patient fe.U his

head freer, the heats and the rush of blood to the

head, and the palpitations disappeared, and in

place appeared pains in the loins and indications

of bleeding hemorrhoids, and the power of hear-

ing watches improved, the humming diminished,

and bony conduction increased.

Likewise, in this connection, must be mentioned

the case of a robust but bloated landed proprie-

tor, whose hearing steadily improved after blood-

letting, and in whom the cause of the malady was

a plethoric condition of the system.

If, now, through the long continuance of a

reflex hypercemia of this kind, it becomes con-

verted into a purely local affection, so that even

the removal of the primary affection (the return

of the normal secretions and excretions) produces

no amelioration in the affection of the ear, I

have then ordered, as having the best chance of

success, counter-irritation and derivation to the

nape of the neck, as has been already described,

and the rubbing in of digitalis ointment. Chance

sometimes unexpectedly produces improvement,

when rational therapeutics seem insufficient. I

must also mention that among other things a

sudden suppression of customary epistaxis is also

the ground of such local plethora of the organ of

hearing.

We come now to the last species of peripheric

nervous deafness, which is distinguished nega-

tively from all the preceding, in that, in it there is

an absence of any rational starting point or hy-

pothesis.

e. Dynamical Nervous Deafness.

Suppose we arc consulted by nome one for

hardness of hearing, the condition of his general

health and vital functions being in an enviably

normal state, who has never complained of pains

in the ear, or in the neighborhood of it, nor of

humming, and could discover no appreciable cause

for his hardness of hearing. A physical explo-

ration shows a loss of bony conduction and a cor-

responding lessened hearing distance for watches,

increasing with the malady. The hardness of

hearing is continually increasing, and is not in-

fluenced by any treatment. Speech is also under-

stood at the hearing-distance for watches, for all

the functions necessary for understanding speech

are in a sound state. Xeither is the sound of the

voice changed. The. in other cases, deficient

cerumen is in normal quantity and quality, the

meatus normal, the membrana tympani tliin,

transparent, and impressible, and the Talsalvan

examinations easily, and with evident motion of

the membrana tympani, accomplishable.

What else can such symptoms indicate but an

increasing anseasthesia of the peripheric nervous

filaments in the nervous tunic, with complete in-

tegrity of its capillary system? A case, therefore,

of true nervous deafness, or e\:en an atrophy or a

fatty metamorphosis of the nerve-terminations.

This gradual death of the auditory, unfortunately

in general, occurs on Ijoth sides: in 1100 cases of

diseases of the ear I oljserved it only 54 times,

making about 5 per cent., of which there were

only 7 cases in which only one side was affected.

The prognosis is extremely unfavorable: I

have never obtained even temporary benefit from

any therapeutical means whatsoever, whether

spirituous rubbings into the neighborhood of the

ear, or stimulating inhalations into the tympan-

um, or general treatment by several methods

:

nor have I ever seen a spontaneous amelioration.

The only consolation that the patient has, is that

he is not troubled with humming.

In order to do something, we may try anything

that will not injure the general health; but the

organ of hearing must be let alone. It is possi-

ble that a galvanic current might do good.

Whilst I have seen many cases in which there

appeared a connection between peripheric ner-

vous hardness of hearing and other organs, and

in which the hardness of hearing improved with

the disappearance of the primary affection, I have

never yet seen such a course of events in the va-

rious forms of acoustic deafness.

Induration of the t3^mpanic membrana fre-

quently attacks anaemic individuals, but the

anaemia in these cases has no connection with it.

We find in scrofulous and cachectic individuals

very frecjuent chronic catarrhs of the external

meatus and the membrana tympani, but the best

possible general treatment of the scrofulous and
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cachectic condition avails nothing without special

local treatment.- This is the difference between

acoustic and nervous deafness in their therapeu-

tic relations.

Excessive Sensitiveness of the Auditory Werve.

Sometimes we observe, not only in hard-of-

hearing people, but also in normal-hearing peo-

ple, an excessive sensitiveness, so that violent

sounds, especially when the individual is taken

unawares by them, give cause to reflex-sensations

and motions of various kinds. We most fre-

quently find this in hysteric-nervous subjects, as

has already been stated, and also in women after

delivery, after sudden loss of blood, in broken-

down nervous systems, and in convalescents, and

finally, in nervous fever, typhus, etc.

As regards the treatment, we must first disco-

ver whether the symptoms may be caused by

the presence of some foreign body in the meatus,

and if not, then we must seek if there can be dis-

covered some portion of the organism from which

reflex disturbance may proceed, and then, if we
do, we may institute the appropriate therapeutic

treatment. In the case of congestion of the or-

gan, we should practice local bloodletting, in all

other cases, we should conduct the treatment on

general principles, and a strengthening regimen

is generally advisable.

With the aeuteness of hearing which ensues

after paralysis of the stapedius muscle, this hy-

peraensis has nothing in common, and is distin-

guished from it by the fact that it always affects

both ears, whilst the former, on the contrary, only

affects one ear, and is accompanied also with par-

alysis of the facial nerve.

2. Basilar Ifervous Deafness.

I have fully described the internal connection

of the meninges with the auditory nerve in its

course along the base of the brain, and have

given my anatomico-pathological conjectures

thereon.

The characteristic of basilar nervous deafness

is tl)e accompaniment of symptoms which indi-

cate the existence of a morbid action in the men-

inges, or, at least, t«) their preceding existence.

I distinguish three conditions : chronic hyper-

semia, acute inflammation with exudation, and

hemorrhage.

Hardness of hearing and humming, and, to a

certain extent, deafness, come on in congestion

of the meninges, as is seen in typhus, for bony

conduction is abolished in this hardness of hear-

ing, which generally spontaneously disappears

with the disappearance of the congestion, but

sometimes, probably owing to the formation of

adhesions, remains. The facial is less affected

hereby, inasmuch as it is almost entirely covered

by the auditory nerve, on whose upper margin it

runs like a groove.

In addition to cases of typhus, several other

cases have come under my notice, in which hard-

ness of hearing was produced by chronic inflam-

mation or congestion of the meninges: in the

first case, the patient complained of pains in the

head; in the last, less of pain than of a feeling of

dulness, uneasiness, oppression, and general ma-

laise and weight in the head. An antiphlogistic

treatment alleviated simultaneously these symp-

toms, and the hardness of hearing and humming.

Example.

A hotel keeper of this place, of 53 years of age,

had gradually lost his hearing thirteen years be-

fore, experiencing humming at the same time,

and six weeks before had had a slight epileptic

attack, which caused a rapid deprivation (of

hearing.) Owing to his plethoric constitution,

I considered venesection as indicated, and after

it, his head was freer and his hearing better.

Eight days afterward I applied eight cups to the

nape of the neck, which caused still further im-

provement, and after that, he took for a long-

time, and with good results, nitrate of potass,

and sulphate of magnesia.

A country-woman of 46 years of age, was

brought to me, whose features and bloated figure

indicated a much greater age. She had been

acoustically hard of hearing from childhood,

owing to a chronic catarrh of the membrane of

the tympanic cavity on both sides, but she had,

in the last few j^ears experienced a considerable

increase of the hardness of hearing, with accom-

panying dizziness, weight in the head and in the

limbs.

The diagnosis showed complete interruption of

the bony conduction, and, according to my con-

viction, congestion of the meninges. I ordered, at

first, to each ear four leeches, with a strong after-

bleeding, [i. e., of the leech-bites,) and the good

results were immediately manifested, for the pa-

tient felt lighter, her motionless features became

animated, and the humming disappeared; there-

upon eight cups were ordered to the nape, and this

was repeated three times, at an interval of eight

days, each time to the advantage of the patient.

I afterward discontinued the blood-takings, and

retained the acquired improvement by the appli-

cation, for a long period, of empl. canth. comp.

to the nape.

Basilar nervous hardness of hearing which

comes on after an acute inflammation of the men-

inges, with formation of exudation, should not

cause any difficulty in diagnosis, for the violent
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pain joined to the symptoms of meningitis, and

the tolerably STvift commencement of a considera-

ble impairment of the hearing, are sufficieutly

characteristic. Besides this, the facial nerve is

very seldom paralyzed in these cases, as the exu-

dation, according to the laws of gravity, falls

down, and acts therefore only on the auditory

nerve, and not on the facial, which is concealed

in its superior portion. We see, however, a si-

multaneous paralysis of the auditory and facial

after the meningitis of scarlatina, which undoubt-

tedly have their origin from this cause.

If our assistance is not obtained till later in

the case, when the exudation has become, as it

were, a substantial part of the organism, we
could not then obtain much good from any treat-

ment, owing to the unattainability of the exuda-

tion.

On the contrary, we sometimes find in medical

journals, especially in French, clinical cases de-

scribed of simultaneous occurrence of one-sided

paralysis of the auditory and facial, and their

therapeutical cure. But if we read attentively

the description of their commencement, we find

that both commenced abruptly, without pain,

after a severe cold, which is a sufficient ground

for considering the cause to be a hemorrhage or

extravasation, and not to have its seat in the

aqueduct, since there all communication with the

auditory nerve ceases. The hemorrhage can only

exist at the point where the two nerves run, not

opposite to, but, alongside of each other, and espe-

cially at the point in this course where the men-
inges are most rich in blood. This is at the

point of exit of the two nerves from the pons
variolii, for, just there an appendix of the menin-
ges goes off through the small fissure of the brain

to the fourth ventricle, and covers it, (plexus cho-

roideus of the fourth ventricle.) This is the spot

at which hemorrhage is most likely to occur.

CITRIC ACID IN PHOSPHATIC GRAVEL.
By Flint L. Keyes, M.D.,

Of JerseyTille, Caoada West.

Mrs. M. II., aged 30, ..f Brantford, called at

my office on the 2l8t of May, 1850. Stated that

8he had been afflicted for three years past with
gravel; for the last few months had been much
worse; the pains had been more severe in the

back, also along the course of the left ureter;

partial incontinence of urine. She compared hr^r

pains to those of labor. On voiding her urine,

large quaintities of blood was oxpellcd with it.

At each atta-k was confined to iicr biid for several
days. She ])rodu<-od seven or (sight scales of

phosphatic gravel of various sizes, thin, flat, and ir-

regular in shape; edges rough, some points sharp,

wounding t' e ureter in their passage, causing

profuse hemorrhage. Two or three of the largest

pieces measured four lines in width, and five, to

five and a half lines in length. Was attended

most of this time by her family physician; lat-

terly, had made excursions to neighboring towns

and cities, to obtain other medical advice, to no

effect. The attacks varied from two, to three^

and four weeks; during the intervals, was quite

weak from loss of blood and pain endured at

these paroxysms. Had taken considerable medi-

cijQC; could not give any satisfactory account of

the medicine prescribed by her medical advisers.

From the character of the gravel which was

produced by this lady, it was quite evident that

an acid treatment would be the only treatment to

be relied upon for any benefit, either tempo-

rary or lasting. Not knowing what medicines had

been used, onl}'- that they had signally failed to

fulfil their intention, I concluded to give citric

acid a trial, although all vegetable acids are con-

demned by various medical writers in phosphatic

concretion, etc., from the fact of their being de-

composed in the system, forming carbonic acid,

thus tending to increase the mischief. This un-

doubtedly is true of most vegetable acids.

R. Acidi citrici, 3;v.

Decoct, cort. aurant., f 5viij. M. ft. solutio.

Gujus a9gra unum cochleare magnum ter in die

sumanter.

25th. Voided two or tliree small scales; pain

and hemorrhage less than on previous occasions.

Medicine to be continued.

30th. No scales discharged since the last call;

discovered sandy deposit in the urine after stand-

ing. Medicine to be continued.

The sandy deposits gradually disappeared.

Medicine was continued for six weeks, although

she declared herself quite well, and free from all

pliosphatic deposit, for days previous to this.

I saw my patient five years afterward, and she

stated, that up to that time she had not had the

least return of the complaint.

Two things are worthy of notice: First, that

the disease was suddenly checked by a medicine

from which nothing could reasonably be expected,

according to the bo'jks, except to aggravate the

com})laint. Second, the phosphatic diathesis was
completely overcome without resorting to other

means. I have not since been fiivored witli a

sijnilar case, and cannot therefore determine the

peculiar action of the medicine, nor the value to

be placed upon it as a thjerapeutic agent in alka-

line concretions in the urinary organs.. I should
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like to have other medical gentlemen's opinion

on the subject, after trial of the medicine.

Hospital Reports,

Pennsylvania Hospital, 1

Aug., 1865. j

Surgical Clinic by Dr. T. G. Morton.

Reported by C. R. Morgan.

Carbuncle.

, set. 60. This patient (a female) has a

carbuncle situated on the lower lip; rather aii

unusual place. It produces a terrible deformity,

and is extremely painful. The lip is enor-

mously swollen, and of a dark livid hue-, the

inner surface ulcerated in many places
;
through

which a probe can be passed down deeply into

the cellular tissue. The lip is constricted below,

as if a string had encircled the base. In this case

the entire lower lip is involved. The patient's

general condition is below par, and she requires

stimulants-, iron and quinine. The local treat-

ment consists in free deep incisions, from one

angle of the mouth to the other ; to be made on

the uncovered surface, in order to have the parts

free from unsightly cicatrices. There is a con-

siderable amount of hemorrhage following this

division, which will give great relief. To the

parts will be applied warm water dressings, to

favor the separation of the slough.

Progress of iJie Case. This woman was before

you a week ago with carbunculous inflammation

of the lower lip, which I freely opened; the hem-

orrhage, which was considerable at the time of

the operation, ^ave her great relief. The swell-

ing rapidly subsided, and the slough separated in

seventy-two hours, leaving a healthy granulating

base, and the condition of the parts to-day pre-

sent almost a natural appearance. The applica-

tion of a weak solution of nitrate of silver, and a

light compress, held to the lip by a strip of adhe-

sive plaster, will promote absorption of thickened

tissues, and hasten the cure.

Compound Fracture of the Skull.

, set. 22. This man was admitted Aug. 9th.

He attempted suicide by discharging a pistol

loaded with shot,—the muzzle being held closely

against and immediately over the frontal sinus.

When brought into the hospital an extensive lac-

erated wound was found over the frontal bone, of

the size of a silver dollar; both walls of the sinus

were fractured and comminuted, and the parts

drawn downward, but no wound of the dura

mater could be discovered. The trephine was

applied, and all the loose and depressed por-

tion removed; the longitudinal sinus was also

observed to be uninjured. By closing the nose

and mouth, and directing the boy to blow, the air

was forcibly thrown through the fractured por-

tion, showing the communication with the nose

to be very free. The patient Complains of no

pain. There was an absence of all symptoms in-

dicative of such an injury. A low diet was or-

dered, of barley water and milk, and a Avet piece

of lint applied to the forehead. To-day his gen-

eral condition is good; pulse 60; no heated skin;

faculties perfect, and rests well. We shall con-

tinue the same low diet as first ordered, and the

wet application to the head. The damages in

the case arise from the exposure and bruising of

the dura mater. Sloughing will take place ; fol-

lowing this a protrusion of the brain-substance

known as hernia cerebri, which is almost cer-

tainly fatal; or else inflammation, with abscess

of the brain, will set in, adjacent to the seat of

fracture.

Progress of Case. August 16th. I show you

this morning the poor boy with compound frac-

ture of the skull. Since our last meeting the

dura mater sloughed, as I anticipated, and we
have a fungus of the brain sprouting through

the wound of the skull. The amount of brain-

substance discharged is almost incredible ; more

than a teacupfull daily. The large mass you see

is the brain, which has been extruded in spite of

our compress, and is in a sloughing putrid con-

dition. The arteries of the dura mater and brain

have also ulcerated, and continue from time to

time to bleed very freely, 'which is rapidly ex-

hausting him. His mind is wandering, pulse

weak, and skin clammy. He has been taking

stimulants and beef essence. The prognosis is of

course very unfavorable, and he will not proba-

bly linger more than two or three days.

Jefferson Medical College, 1

May 24.//^, 1865. I

Surgical Clinic by Prof. Gross.

Reported by William T. Bullock, M. D., of Rhode Island.

Foreign Body in the Nose.

June 28th. Elizabeth S., four years of age.

This child pushed a pellet of paper into the nose

three months ago. She has an offensive, some-

times bloody, discharge from the nose. Upon
looking into the right nostril the foreign body

may be seen.

The body is seized by the hooked extremity of

the instrument, devised by Dr. Gross, for remov-

ing foreign bodies from the ear, and quickly

drawn from the nostril.
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The usual situatiou of foreign substances in

the nose, is at the anterior part of the nostril, be-

tween the septum and the turbinated bone; but

in the attempt to remove them, with improper in-

struments, they are frequently forced fur1>her

back, rendering their extraction difficult.

Staphyloma.

Elias H., eight years of age. The right eye is

larger than its fellow, projecting from its socket.

The cornea is thickened and opaque, and projects

beyond the sclerotica, while the sclerotic coai

irs-elf is attonuatiMl, so as to be almost transparent,

Tiie eye l>eiiig transfixed by a tenaculum, the an-

terior third is removed by the scissors. Much
water}" matter escapes upon cutting into the eye

The iris is found to be attached to the posterior

surface of the cornea, and the internal structure

of the eye disorganized.

The eye is closed by strips of isinglass plaster,

and one-fourth of a grain of sulphate of morphia

given to the patient. He should take a mild pur

gative, and in a few days be put upon the use of

tinct. ferri chlor., as he is pale, and evidently in

a debilitated condition.

Tertiary Syphilis.

R. E., Thirty-seven years of age. This patient

has suffered from a sore throat, for more than a

year. Upon looking at the parts, a large cavity

is seen in the roof of the mouth, and soft palate,

through which dead bone has been discharged.

He has a node upon the occipital bone; scars,

showing the former existence of ulcers over the

tibia, and there is tumefaction of the cheek, with

an offensive discharge from the nose. All these

symptoms are evidences of syphilis. The man
says he had a chancre upon the glans penis, fol-

lowed by a bubo, of both groins, twelve years

ago. Tertiary syphilis usually makes its appear-

ance from six to eighteen months after the con-

traction of the disease, but may occur earlier, and

frequently is delayed to a much later period,

thirty years or more elapsing. It most froquoiitly

attacks fibrous and osseous systems, but may af-

fect the heart, lungs, liver, or spleen ; in fact there

is hardly an organ or tissue which is not liable to

its ravages. Since Ricord proposed the use of

iodide of potassium, much success has been at-

tained in the treatment of this disease. Iodide of

potassium is not a specific in the true sense of the

word, for it does not effectually neutralize th(!

poison, hence it is necessary to combino with it

some form of mercury; the best of whidi is th(!

bif-hloride, it being the most innocent in its effects

U]»on the systein. 'I'he bichloride may be giv(!n

in doses varying from l-20th to th(; Sth of a grain,

three times a day, for weeks, or months, without

producing an}'- injurious effects.

It is seldom necessary to administer more than

eight or ten grains of the iodide of potassium afc

a dose.

Iodide of sodium answers the purpose equally

well, and may be given in doses of six or eight

grains, three times a day. It is least liable to

disturb the stomach when taken from half to

three-quarters of an hour after eating. There is

one important indication to be observed in the

use of these remedies. If the patient is worn

out, and the system in a dilapidated condition,

frojn long suffering, it is necessary first to build

up the general health.

R. Potass, iodidi, ^iij.

Ilydrarg. chlor. corrosiv., gr. iv.

Aquse, f.^iv. M.

Take a teaspoonful three times a day.

The man should also take a glass of milk punch

three times a day, live upon a nutritious diet,

take moderate exercise, and bathe frequently.

Anchylosis of the !Knee-J"oint.

Chas. K,, three years of age. This is a case of

strumous disease of the lower extremity of the

femur, followed by partial anchylosis of the knee-

joint.

The child being put under the influence of

chloroform, the limb is forcibly, but slowly ex-

tended, and then placed in an appropriate appa-

ratus for keeping it in its proper position.

Curvature of the Spine.

Emma B., twelve years of age. This is a case

of lateral curvature of the spinal column, the re-

sult of the softening of the vertebrae, or interver-

tebral substance.

The child is left-handed, but the spinal column

is curved to the right, and has also a slight poste-

rior curvature, differing from the curvature of

Pott's disease, in being less abrupt.

Th(^ child has a good muscular development^

and lias tho ma,niniary glands singularly large for

one of lior age, wlio has never menstruated; the

l)reasts as large as those of a girl of eighteen or

twenty. A case of this kind is to be treated by

hygienic means, and by the use of an apparatus

for supporting the shoulders, and for making

counter-pressure upon tlie curvature.

Partial Anchylosis of the Knee-Joint.

Ain])rosia G., six years of age. This patient

has suiftired fnmi synovitis of the knee-joint, a

scrofuhsus affection, similar to coxalgia in its na-

ture; not always commencing in the synovial

memljrane, but sometimes in the cartilage or bone

itself. The disease in this case has been followed
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by contraction of the flexor muscles of the leg,

there being also a tendency in the limb to turn

outward. The patient being under the influence

of chloroform, the limb is forcibly extended, and

placed in an appropriate apparatus.

Inverted Toe-nail.

July 5th. John 0., twenty years of age, has

had two operations performed for the relief of an

inverted nail of the great toe, but is still sufl'ering

from it. A stout sharp scalpel is carried along

the nail on a line with the incurvated edge, the

incision being commenced sufficiently far back to

divide the matrix. The portion of the nail, in-

cluding its matrix, is then dissected off. Keep

the parts wet with a solution of sugar of lead and

opium.

Deformity of the Second Toe.

Thos. B., twenty-two years of age. The second

toe of the right foot has a peculiar claw-like ap-

pearance, owing to too great tension of the exten-

sor tendon.

The extensor tendon is divided subcutaneously,

and the toe secured in its proper position by ad-

hesive strips.

Cystic Tumor of the U"eck.

Mrs Y., twenty-eight years of age. This wo-

man hais a tumor occupying nearly the whole

length of the neck, but situated a little more on

the right than on the left side.

The tumor rises and falls during the act of

swallowing, being evidently connected with the

thyroid gland, which is itself somewhat enlarged.

The tumor fluctuates under pressure. Upon
introducing an exploring needle there is an es-

cape of a thin transparent fluid, of a light-yellow

color. When the weather is more favorable, it

may be necessary to perform an operation for the

relief of this woman. In the mean time, try the

effects of an application consisting of one part of

the tincture of iodine, and three parts of alcohol.

Tertiary Syphilis.

Thos. F., three years of age. This child has

several ulcers at the lower part of the leg. The

limb at this point is much swollen and discolored.

The ankle-joint is involved in the disease.

B. Sodae iodidi, ^ss.

Hydrarg. chlor. corrosiv., gr, iss.

Aquge, f.^iv. M.

Take a teaspoonful three times a day, about an

hour after eating.

Gunshot "Wound of the Humerus.

r. M., twenty-three years of age, was wounded

thirteen montlis ago, by a musket ball, which

passed through the upper part of the arm, in-

juring the OS humeri.
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A portion of the bone, about three inches and

a half in length, was resected, the line of incision

being made in a vertical direction. The wound

made by the knife has healed, but there are four

openings in the arm which discharge pus. A
probe introduced through the openings comes in

contact with dead bone.

The opening in front is enlarged with a scal-

pel, and a piece of dead bone, an inch in length,

is removed with the forceps. A bone chisel is

introduced successively into each of the other

sinuses, and the bone carefully scraped. The

imperfectly organized tissues of the orifices are

then cut away with a scalpel, and the parts care-

fully syringed with water.

Erysipelas of the Face.

Louisa D. It will be remembered that this pa-

tient was operated upon for the removal of a se-

bacious tumor of the scalp, on the 5th day of last

April. Since yesterday she has been suffering

from an attack of erysipelas. The right ear and

side of the face are swollen, tender under pres-

sure, the seat of a burning sensation, and present

the characteristic blush of the disease. She is

troubled by a headache, dizziness, and buzzing

in the left ear. Her tongue is coated and pointed.

"While sitting in her chair she becomes faint, the

color leaves her face, and the erysipelatous blush

disappears.

E. Pil. hydrarg., gr. xv.

Pulv. jalap,

Pulv. aloes, aa gr. vijss.

Pulv. ipecac, gr. iij. M.

Divide into three pills. Take one pill every

other night.

R. Tinct. ferri chlor., f.^j.

Quinige sulph., gr. xx. M.
Take twenty drops three times a day.

Her food must be of a nutritious character, and
she should use a moderate quantity of alcoholic

stimulants. Apply the tincture of iodine, diluted

with two parts of alcohol, to the affected parts.

Paralysis of the Bladder.

An out patient, an old woman, under the care

of Dr. Rose, at the Kidderminster Infirmary,

says the Lancet, was lately under treatment here

with hemiplegia and paralysis of the bladder, re-

quiring the use of the catheter. Tincture of

perchloride of iron combined with small doses of

tincture of cantharides and chloric ether was

given. In this case the patient recovered the

power over the bladder, proving the great efficacy

of the prechloride as a stimulant of the nervous

system.
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Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Syphilization.

It is almost impossible to now pick up one of

our foreign exchanges without jBndiug something

in it upon this topic. Our readers are perhaps

aware that Prof. Boeck, of Copenhagen, is now in

England by invitation, to explain the above pro-

cedure which has, according to the Scandinavian

Journals, revolutionized there the treatment of

Syphilis. The following article from the Medical

Times, is the best resume of the process we have

seen, and we present it entire for our readers.

Mr. Hexry Lee introduced to the notice of the

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of London
a patient who had been sent from this country,
and who was supposed to have been cured in

Norway by Syphilization, under the care of Pro-
fessor Boeck. Mr. Lee stated that the patient

was shown in order that the Fellows might have
an opportunity of judging for themselves of the

nature of the case, and of the effects of the treat-

ment pursued. He (Mr. Lee) wished to be ex-

cused from giving an}^ opinion upon either of

these points upon the present occasion. Professor

Boeck had honored him by becoming his guest

during his present short stay in this country, and
he merely wished, as Dr. Boeck was unavoidably
absent, to present the patient to the Society in

Dr. Boeck* s name. He (Mr. Lee) might, however,

briefly state the principles upon which Professor

Boeck professed to act, and some of the p)hysio-

logical results at which he had arrived. Professor

BoECK believes that there are two kinds of infect-

ing sores, one of which appears as a soft chancre,

and subsequently becomes indurated. This sore

has no period of incubation, and is auto-inocula

ble. The other infecting sore has a period of in-

cubation from tAvo to four weeks, is not generally

auto-inocLilable, and secretes only thinnish pus or

a serous fluid. It was with this last named secre

tion that Professor Boeck, as Mr. Lee under-
stood, carried on his process. But ina-much as

naturally the chancre last named produce 1 no
inoculablc pus, b- fore the process can be com
menced an inoculable secretion must be estab

lished. This is effected by constantly applying
some savine powder to the surface of the sore

until an inoculaljle secretion is produced. This
mode of artificially prwliicing an inoculable secre-

tion was based upon an ori;rinal experiment of

his (Mr. Lkk's) own, in which lie used savine

ointment for the same ))nrposc. Having ol)tuined

an inocuhiblo secretion from an indurated and
naturally non-inoculablc sore. Professor ]5oeck

proceeds to make throe punctures on the sick^s of

his patient. At the expiration of thnso days,

these points in their turn yifld a puriform auto-

inoculable necretion. This fresh H(;(;reti(»n is then,

in like manner, inoculated, and three fresh pus-

tules are produced. In this way the inoculations

are continued every third day, the inoculated

matter being always taken from the last formed
pustules. It is found that the inoculations con-

tinually produce less and less effect, until at last

no result follows. In this way a series of some
twenty or twenty-five inoculations may be per-

formed with the secretion of a naturally non-

auto-inoculable indurated sore. Now, supposing
that a series of twenty such inoculations had been
performed, the inoculations first made would be

sixty days old, and the tenth inoculations in the

series would be thirty days old. If, at this time

Avhen, in the direct descent, no further effect can

be p)roduced with the inoculations last made, some
of the secretion be taken from the tenth set of in-

oculations (thirty days old), that will be found to

be inoculable again
;
and, curiously enough, the

series of inoculations from that set may be con-

tinued for the same, or very nearly the same,

number of times as those previously made from

the same source: that is to say—if the total

number of the first series of inoculations Avere

tAventy, then, if the secretion Avere taken from

the tenth set (then thirty days old), ten more in-

oculations, and no more, may be produced from

this source, so that the number of inoculations in

the direct descent and those by collateral branches

is in all cases nearly the same. When the life of

this germ has been exhausted, some fresh matter

is taken from another source, and the process re-

commenced. Fresh parts of the body—-as the

thighs—are then taken, and the process repeated

until no further inoculations with this kind of

matter can be produced upon any part of the

patient's body. Immunity from inoculation from

this kind of matter, from Avhatever source de-

rived, has then been arrived at, and the patient

is said to be "syphilized.'' It is found in per-

forming these inoculations, that when a particular

series has come to an end—at the expiration, Ave

will say, of the twentieth set of inoculations—in

a patient, A, and the same has occurred at the

same time in another patient, B, that the sores

Avhich are still suppurating in A may, neverthe-

less, be inoculated on B, and B's sores, Avhich Avould

no longer produce any effect on himself, may
nevertheless be inoculated on A. The two series

of inoculations, Avhich have come to a natural

termination on the patients themselves, may thus

be crossed so as to continue. The seed, which

AAall no longer grow in the ^soil in Avhich it has

been so often soAvn, Avill, nevertheless, take root

in other ground, and, after it has continued there

for a certain time, may be re-transferred to its

original bed. Thus, in the case supposed, A's

first series of inoculations Avill continue for sixty

days, and B's series will continue for the like

period. If, then, some matter from one of A's

suppurating sores (say, from fifteen set) be in-

oculated upon B, they Avill take, and this col-

lateral series may then be continued ; and if, in

like manner, the secrctiims from B's fifteenth set

be inoculated upon A, the inoculations Avill take,

and the series may be continued. After an in-

terval, the secretions from these collateral series

may again be re-transferred to A and B respec-

tivHy. AVhcn a patient inis been in this Avay

syphilized so that no further inoculations can be

produced from matter derived originally from an

indurated chancre, Professor Boeck considers that
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he is proof against any fresh infection, and that
he is cured of that which he previously had.

After these observations, the patient was, with
the permission of the President, introduced to the
Society, and the Fellows had an opportunity of
investigating his case for themselves. On ex-

amining the patient, a small cicatrix appeared on
thefr£enum; this was depressed. On the chest
and thighs were a large number of cicatrices,

some of them of considerable size, depressed, and
showing that there had been evident loss of sub-
stance. Very extensive destruction had taken
place at the back of the throat, extending forward
through the entire length of the soft palate. The
nose was depressed upon the right side, showing
that there had been loss of substance either in
the bone or cartilage in this situation. The upper
lobe of the right lung was found to be, in part,

consolidated. On the left leg was a circular cica-

trix, in the course of the internal saphena vein,
the remains of an issue which had been made to

cure a chronic ulcer. The history which he gave
Was, that the ulcer on the frgenum, the cicatrix of
which was left, appeared in 1855; it remained
open six weeks ; it was very painful, and bled

;

it left no hardness. There was some swelling in

the groin at the time, and this was treated by the
external application of the nitrate of silver. The
sore on the fraenum appeared some six weeks or
two months after he supposed he had exposed
himself to contagion. About twelve months after

this sore he had severe ulceration of the throat;
this got better and worse several times. There
was at this period some loss of hair. He never
had any eruption on the body, and had never
tasted mercury. He was 33 years of age, with a
large puoil; ''all the family were weak in the
chest." Had had ten brothers and sisters, all of
whom had died of consumption. The patient,

who wore a false palate, expressed himself in the

strongest terms as being most grateful to Pro-
fessor BoECK for having cured him of his disease.

Syncope—Asphyxia—Poisoning.

In the Dublin Med. Press Dr. Brown Sequard

publishes a lecture on the brain and nervous sys-

tem, from which we condense some of the closing

remarks, eminently interesting and practical

:

In cases of syncope—not death, but those con-
ditions which are on the verge of death, and
which lead to death, if nothing is done to relieve

them—there are very frequently means of restor-

ing life. In animals, very frequently, though
the heart is quite stopped, we can iDy simply
pressing on the sternum, and by giving a hard
push to the heart, make it beat. It will not beat
long if the cause of the syncope is a powerful
one; but beat it will, and if the cause of irrita-

tion is continued, it will continue to beat, and in

that way the patient may be often revived. This
is not all. If there is added another most power-
ful cause of revival, and which is directly the
reverse of what John Hunter did upon himself,
when he found he was in a state of syncope one
day at College,—if instead of breathing as quickly
as possible, the patient's breathing" is stopped
altogether, just as if we were trying to kill him
by suffocation, we revive him by producing a

state of asphyxia, the patient is saved, he will

have a struggle, and will come out of it very

quickly. Nothing is more powerful to make the

heart beat than an accumulation of carbonic acid

in the blood. There are other features about

syncope of great importance. If there is little

blood circulating, you may in a moment throw
something like one or even two pounds of blood

into the heart by simply pressing on the four

main arteries of the body. If you press those

four arteries you prevent circulation going on in

them, and at once an immense quantity of blood

returns from the venous system to the trunk, and
there is an immediate revival.

In regard to o^syh/xia^ experiments show clearly

that of two animals, one of them with its tem-

perature much diminished, the other at a normal
temperature, both dipped into water at the same
time, the one having its temperature very low
will survive the other twice, three times, and
sometimes gven five times; the duration of life

under water being extended sometimes to twelve

or fifteen minutes. TJie greater the previous dimi-

mdion of temperature the longer tlie duration of
life. There is another fact which is a very inter-

esting one. It is well known that persons who
have fallen into very cold water have in many
cases been drawn out and revived after a number
of minutes' immersion. Now, in experiments

performed upon animals by applying galvanism

to the part, so as to stop the heart's action, which
is just the effect a fall into water will produce,

we find life will last much longer, the animal
will be able to survive a much longer stoppage of

the heart's action from having had an attack of

syncope just before the asphyxia. This case,

then, is exactly the reverse of the former. In
one, syncope was cured by asphyxia, in the other

asphyxia is less mortal, because syncope previ-

ously existed.

In cases of death by asphyxia, if the tempera-

ture is low, there is one fact very similar to what
we see in cases of sudden emotion producing
arrest of the heart's action when the individual

falls into cold water, and that is, that in the two
cases—diminution of temperature, or dipping
into water—the heart beats very much slower.

Any patient attacked with asphyxia, whose tem-

perature is much diminished, has a slow beating

of the heart, and whose blood is red, is not ex-

actly an asphyxiated patient; there is a mixture
of syncope and asphyxia, and the patient has
mucii more chance to recover. If you try to raise

the temperature of such a patient, you run the

risk of killing him.

Poisoning is often the cause of death by pro-

ducing such diminution of temperature as is in-

compatible with life. Take, for instance, two
animals which have been poisoned with the same
quantity of opium. Supposing the temperature

to be cold in the room, lay them both on a table,

one covered carefully with warm clothes, the

other exposed to the cold, you find, ca'teris pari-

bus, that the one which is kept warm will sur-

vive, while the other will die. This fact we find

with almost every poison of an organic nature,

that there is considerable diminution of temper-
ature produced, if not per se sufficient to cause

death, enough, at any rate, to add a powerful
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cause to the other causes existing. This diminu-
tion of temperature is- a feature which we can
j&ght against, and it is therefore of the utmost
importance in cases- of poisoning to use every
means to keep up the temperature of the body.

L.

The (so-called) Siberian Plague.

Dr. Berkleff, on his return from St. Peters-
burg, at a Lite meeting of the Medical Society
of Vienna, gave an a -count of the " Siberian
Plague." The disease so-called, says the British
Med. Jour., has, it appears, nothing to do with
Siberia. It has been observed in the districts of
Novogorod, Petersburg, Twer, etc.; and i^s origin

is thus accounted for. More than one hundred
thousand horses and oxen are employed in canal
work throughout this marshy country

;
they are

ill fed, and kept in harness eighteen hours a day.
Under such conditions, the animals perish by
thousands; and, by order of the Gov^nment, all

such as die of the pustular fever [Milzhrand] are
to be buried. But usually the skin is sold, and
the flesh of the diseased oxen eaten. Of more
than three hundred thousand animals which died
during the past year, not more than ten thousand
were buried. The men engaged in skinning the
animals, and even in preparing the skins, have
been attacked with malignant pustule {Milzbrand-
karhunl-el). If the carbuncles, etc., thus con-
tracted, be opened early enough, and treated with
acids, the disease is usually not fatal; but in
those persons who can get no medical aid (as is

usual in Russia) there arises a deadly form of
typhus fever. Mf»ny of the dead animals are
thrown into the Neva, the water of which is

drunk by the inhabitants. This bad water, to-

gether with deficient food and diseased grain, ex--

plain, according to Dr. Berkleff, the presence of
the recurrent fever in St. Petersburg, etc., during
the past spring. The occurrence of the "Sibe-
rian plague" in man, he says, results immediate-
ly through contagion from diseased [MilzkranA-en]
animals

;
malignant pustule being the result. It

is probable, also, he adds, that the disease may
be spread by gnats and flies from the animals to

men
; but it is not communicable from man to

man.

It is further stated in the same journal that
Dr. Whitley's report of the St. Petersburg epi-

demic does little more than confirm the facts al-

ready well known. Typhus or typhoid fever
commonly prevails in St. Petersburg. In August
last appeared a fever new to Russian doctors.
Dr. Hermann, Physician of the Aboukhow Hos-
pital, soon discovered its nature, and declared it

to be relapsing or famine fever. Crowding, bad
food, and extremes of temperature, were the main
causrs of the occurrence of the fever, which was,
in fa';t, confined to the poorer classes. In the
difiP'^rent hospitals, there were noted, from August
lf<(n to March l^Oo. 7007 cases of typhus, and
702.', of rolapsing fever— in all, 14,722. Of these,
20;i4 were fatal—1108 typhus, and 8;;r, relapsing
fever. I'arotitis was a common accident; but i

enlarged inguinal glands wore much less fre-

quently observed. The relapsing fever resembled
precisely relapsing fever as elsewhere observed. «

The treatment had no influence in cheeking the
relapses. The spleen was most frequently af-

fected; the liver less so. Dr. Whitley remarks,
that the mortality in diflferent hospitals was very
different, showing in a striking manner how the
disease is modified by the circumstances under
which the patient lives.

Production of Sex.

Every few years the attention of men of science

is called to some new explanation of the differ-

ence in the sexes. Among the latest is one ad-

vanced by Mr. De Ferrendi, in a late number of

the Scientific American.
"For several years," says Mr. F., " I have been

in the possession of this knowledge, and being a

Frenchman, I had intended to communicate it to

the Academy of Sciences at Paris ; but illness

has prevented my return to France. Fearing that

my secret may perish with me, as in the case of

Segato, I have decided to publish it for the bene-

fit of all civilized people.

"Experience has shown that the theory

heretofore prevailing in regard to the produc-

tion of the sexes is false, and that this which I

submit is the only true one.
" It is the male who engenders the substance

destined already to be of the masculine sex or the

feminine, before the female receives it. The
right side apparatus engenders the male, the left

the female. By operating a partial ca-tration,

therefore, of the male, it is easy for stock breeders

to procure offspring all of either sex.

"At La Hotte, near Fort Liberty, in Hayti,

this process has been in operation for several

years, and for the twelve years that I have
watched the result it has never failed."

Danger of Injections into Aneurisms.

A man in the Aix Hospital had a traumatic
aneurism of the brachial artery at the elbow-

joint. Compression was tried for a mouth, but
failed. M. Goyraud therefore injected into the

tumor five drops of perchloride of iron. The
aneurism at once became firmer, the thrill of it

ceased, the pulsation in it was less, but still con-

tinued. A second similar injection was therefore

tried. Immediately thereupon the whole hand
became pale; the sensation in the fingers was
most painful; the temperature was lowered. The
hand was like that of a dead person. All pulsa-

tion of the tumor had ceased. Frictions and hot

applications were applied to the hand. On the

next day, a blue circle was seen at the finger, and
gradually increased. Deep pain was felt in the

hand. Eventually the hand was separated at the

wrist i)y dry gangrene, and the man left the hos-

pital cured in a month. The accident was ac-

counted for by supposing that a clot of tibrine

had been driven into the ulnar and radial arte-

ries.

—

Brit. Med. Jour.

Turpentine Vapor Bath.

Dr. Gilhert a few days ago read a report to

the Academy of Medicine on a paper sent in by
Dr. Chevandier, on the use of a turpentine vapor
batli in ca>es of rheumatism, gout, pulmonary
catarrh, cramps in the stomach, etc. The pa-
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tients are exp osed for half an h-^ur to the action

of the arcraatic vapors evolved during; the com
bustion of r"j>inous pbavings of the Mugho pine,

by means of special famigatory apparatus. The
temperature should never fall below 45° Reamur,
(134 Fahrenheit.)

Reviews and Book Notices.

Keport of Committee on " Progress of Ophthal-
mology in the year 1864/'' to the American
Ophthalmological Society. By B. Joy Jef-
fries, M.D.^

This comprises about ten pages of printed mat-

ter. First in importance is the publication of

Sydenham Society;" but as the members of the

"the results of the labors of Doxders, by the new
society have probably ere this rendered them-

selves familiar with the contents of this mao-nrfi-

cent volume, it is not necessary, perhaps not

even becoming, for your Committee to attempt

analysing these studies, p. 836. At page 338, half

a page is given to "Ophthalmic Photography."''

The author states that "the fundus of the human
eye has not yet been photographed, yet Ave cannot

doubt but that it will be done." p. 339. Then
follow short notices of " Autophthalmoscopy and
Entroptics," which we doubt not every member
of the Society knows, and has read the same
things in the OpMhahmc Journals and Carter's

edition of Zander, while there is not a 'single

suggestion or new observation. He then gives

the theoretical views of Muller and Rilter, as

to "the function of the separate portions of the

nervous structure of the retina."' p. 340. At
page 341, he notices as new the "Binocular Oph-

thalmoscope." Now this form of Ophthalmo-

scope was invented by Dr. Teulox in 1862, a full

notice of which was published by Dr. Carter, in

the London Lancet for March, 1863, and a full

illustration and description of the most improved

form made by Messrs. Murray and IlEATn, of

London, will be found at page 252, of Hogg's

Manual of Ophthalmoscopic Surgery, London,

1863. Pages 342-3-4 are devoted to the Physi-

ology and Theory of Vision, with a Bibliography

of German and English books, but not a single

book or paper of American origin. We think

the Committee might have enlightened the mere
doctor in medicine in regard to many subjects

which he is at present in doubt about. As
for instance, the advance in treatment of "Gran-
ular Ophthalmia," " Iritis and Sclerotitis," the

success of "Iridectomy and Iriodesis"' in glau-

coma, the best form of Ophthalmoscope, and

many other practical questions, showing that we
have made with our new aids to diagnosis, a

step forward in the treatment of defective and

impaired vision, for the aim and end of all

our aids. In conclusion, we do not recognize the

necessity for, or the special value of this report,

as every word of it has already been published.

L T.

* New York Medical Journal, August, 1865.

Companion Poets for the People, in Illustrated
Volumes. Paper, 50 cts. per volume. Boston;
TicKxoR & Fields. 1865.

The volumes already issued of this series are:

Household Poems. By H. W. Loxgfellow.

Songs for all Seasons. By Alered Texxysox.

National Lyrics. By Johx G. "Whittier.

It is with' real pleasure we hail these simple

unpretending volumes. The publication of the

poetic thoughts of the best writers, in a style at

once pleasing, portable, and inexpensive, is no

less than a national good. These little books wdll

be broadcast over the land. AYhat more conve-

nient to slip into the traveling bag on a pleasure

excursion or business trip ? What more suitable

to mail to that distant country house, as a re-

minder of a city friend? What more likely to

prevent the formation in youth of a prurient

taste for "Dime Novels," and yellow-covered lit-

erature, than ready access to the pure and enno-

bling thoughts of our standard writers?

It has always been a source of regret to us, to

see the best, real, live books consigned to "lie in

state" on the parlor table, every inch of their

elaborate and delicate ornamentation saying,

" touch me not." This series of Tickxor &
Fields' need not be banished to the parlor, but

can be in the sitting-room, the kitchen, the work-

shop—"Companion Poets of the People," chil-

dren, and all.

Of the above works, we have received " Songs

for all Seasons," by Texxysox, and "National

Lyrics," by Whittier. They are elegantly illus-

trated and j)rinted on beautiful tinted paper,

and the very low price brings them within the

reach of everybody. We bespeak for these works

a wide circulation.

" The Man without a Country," is the title of a

very exciting and seasonable stoiy republished

from the pages of the Atlantic Monthly, by Tick-

xoR & Fields. Pp. 23. Price 10 cts.

M. De Mortillet positively as-erts that the

application of the wax of the ear to the injured

part will cure the deadly sting of a poisonous fly.
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PROFSSSIOISrAIj ETIQUETTE AKD THE
PKITCHARD POISONmG CASE.

The good people of Great Britain have of late

been not a little exercised over a case of poison-

ing. A Dr. Pritchard, said to be a regularly

educated physician and surgeon, and one of the

most exemplary citizens of Glasgow, poisons his

wife and mother-in-law by small and frequently-

repeated doses of antimony.

The poisoning is very clearly proven, and di-

rectly traced to the Doctor. A sufficient motive

is apparently wanting, for he came into posses-

sion of no money. It is, however, assumed that

he was prompted to the deed by reason of illicit

intercourse which he had had with the servant-

maid, and which had come to his wife's knowl-

edge.

But the interesting point of the case, to the

medical profession, is in the evidence of Dr. Pat-

TERso>r, a professional confrere, who was called

in consultation with Dr. Pritchard. This Dr.

Patterson swore that he knew from the symp-

toms that the patient was undergoing a process

of antimonial poisoning, but professional etiquette

prevented him from any interference in the case.

The position assumed by Dr. Patterson is not

only wholly untenable on any grounds, but is

alike unprofessional. Professional etiquette is

something imperfectly understood by the people

at large, and consequently is the subject of no

little popular ridicule, not to say animadversion,

and were it to cover such a false and morally

wrong reticence as that evinced by Dr. Patter-

son, it would be very justly a matter for public

censure.

But there is nothing in the code of professional

ethics which requires of a physician that he be

accessory to a crime or murder in the course of

commission. A consulting physician is not to

publicly criticise the practice of a physician who
may be the attendant in the case under consulta-

tion, even though the treatment may not be just

what he would pursue; but M'hen a great crime

is being committed, when a murder most diaboli-

cal is being perpetrated, and he sees and knows

it, morally and professionally he has no right to

keep silence.

The idea is monstrous. For a man, not to say

a physician, to stand by the bedside of a patient,

and know that slowly and deliberately she is be-

ing poisoned t/) death, is a damning crime which

no Hippocratian oath, no code of professional

ethics ever would or could sanction. It is an

idea which will be utterly scouted by the profes-

sion, as well as by the people, and one which

should and will meet with public reprobation by
the medical world.

Dr. Pritchard has paid the penalty of the

crime of which the profession must hold Dr. Pat-

terson to be little less guilty if the evidence he

gave is to be accepted. It has, however, occurred

to us that Dr. Patterson's suspicion of poisoning

may have been an afterthought, and his evidence

given, without sufficiently weighing its criminal

bearing upon himself, in order to screen himself

from criticism for failing, while in attendance,

to discover the true nature of the case.

THE HOUSE OF LEA «& BLAIQ-CHAIID.

There is not one of our readers to whom the

names of Lea & Blanchard are not familiar, as

connected with the publication of medical works.

They do the chief medical book publishing busi-

ness on this continent. We are chiefly indebted

to the Publisher's Circular for the following brief

outline of the history of this establishment. The

house was originally established by Matthew
Carey, who came to this country from his native

city, Dublin, in 1783. He was a great writer and

controversialist, and published many works. His

son, Henry C. Carey, became associated with him

in business about the year 1821. Mr. H. C.

Carey has gained a world-wide celebrity as a po-

litical economist. The style of the firm at this

time was M. Carey & Sons. In 1824 Matthew

Carey retired from the firm, and in 1827 Mr.

Edward L. Carey became a partner, the style of

the firm being Carey, Lea & Carey. Two years

later E. L. Carey formed an association with Mr.

A. Hart, to carry on the retail business of the

firm, leaving the old firm with the title of Carey

& Lea. In 1833, Mr. William A. Blanchard, who

had entered the service of the firm as a boy in

1815, became "a partner, and the style of the firm

Avas changed to Carey, Lea & Blanchard. In

1837 Mr. Henry C. Carey retired, and the busi-

ness was conducted till 1851. in the name of Lea

& Blanchard, when Mr. Isaac Lea retired, and his

son, Henry C. Lea, became the junior partner,

and tlie title of the firm was reversed, and the

liouso was known as that of Blanchard & Lea

until recently by the retirement of Mr. William

A. Blanchard and the accession of his son, Mr.

Henry Blanchard, as junior partner, the title of

the firm is again changed to Lea & Blanchard.

This firm, thou!j;h often charged with want of

liberality in its dealings with authors, has how-

ever, always maintained a high character for in-
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tegrity. Several of its members have been dis-

tinguished as writers, and one of them, Mr. Isaac

Lea, is prominently knov^^n as a student of natu-

ral science, and a contributor to our fund of

knowledge on some of its branches. He is, we
believe, an active member of the Academy of Na-

tural Sciences in this city, and has contributed to

that and other scientific bodies and journals, nu-

merous monographs and essays, which have ren-

dered him an authority in the branches to which

he has directed his researches.

The medical profession is under obligations to

this house for keeping one of the principal foun-

tains of medical literature pure and unadulte-

rated. In our editorial experience of fifteen

years, we do not remember an instance of their

departure from the paths of legitimate medical

literature. Their representative serial publica-

tion, The American Journal of the Medical Sci-

ences, is the only quarterly medical journal now
published in this country. It is well known to

most of the profession of the country. Long may
the firm live to publish good medical books, es-

pecially good American books.

in connection with the science of which he is such

an enthusiastic admirer.

Notes and Comments.

PhiladelpMa County Medical Society.

The above Society will hold its first conversa-

tional meeting of the series for the coming win-

ter, on the second Wednesday evening (the 13th)

of September. The subject selected for discus-

sion is Typhus Fever. It will be introduced by

a paper from Dr. D. Francis Condie, who is well

known to the profession as having had large ex-

perience in the treatment of this disease.

Typhus fever having prevailed to a certain

extent in this city during the past year, the sub-

ject will be likely to add interest to this, the ini-

tial meeting of the series, and bring together a

large representation of the members.

Insect Enemies of Fruit, etc.

Dr. Isaac P. Trimble, of Newark, N. J., has in

press a complete practical treatise on theJnsect

enemies of Fruit and Fruit trees. The work is

to be a handsome quarto, illustrated with eleven

colored Lithographic plates. Published by sub-

scription only, by Wm. Wood & Co., 61 Walker

street, N. Y. Price, $8 and ^5, according to style

of getting up.

"Wine on the Sideboard.

Last week we published an item in regard to

providing an asylum in Edinburgh for women
from the higher ranks of society who have formed

habits of intemperance. Here is an item on the

same subject, only much nearer home:

''It was stated, at the Temperance convention
at Saratoga, that the names of thirteen hundred
rich men's daughters, in New York, are on the

list of applicants for admission to the Asylum for

Inebriates at Binghampton, in that State."

Mortality of Providence, K. I.

The mortality of Providence, Rhode Island, for

the month of July, was 128, or 34 more than in

the previous month; ten less than in July, 1864;

and 37 more than the average for July during the

last ten years.

There were 24 deaths from cholera infantum,

4 from diarrhoea, and 13 from dysentery, 10 from

whooping cough, and 8 from scarlet fever.

News and Miscellany.

The Dental Cosmos.

Ss We have had occasion to say before now that

this is the best edited journal that we know of.

A change has lately occurred in the editorship,

which will add still more to its editorial value.

Dr. J. D. White having withdrawn, his place has

been supplied by Dr. J. H. McQuillan, who will

conduct the more strictly original and dental de-

partment, while Dr. Geo. J. Ziegler will, as he has

80 ably done heretofore, continue to supply the
• " Periscope of Medical and General Science in

their Eelations to Dentistry." Dr. McQuillan is

already favorably known as a writer and teacher

Description of a Rebel Hospital.

Mr. Frederick K. Knapp, superintendent of

special relief of the U. S. Sanitary Commission,

gives the following description of a rebel hospital

in the vicinity of Richmond, soon after the occu-

pation of that city by the national forces :

Jackson Hospital, as established and conducted
by the rebels was excellent ; in some respects, few
military hospitals of our own surpass it. It was
excellent in its general plan of organization ; in
its location and its arrangement of buildings ; in
its administration; in its thorough policing; in
the exceeding cleanliness of its bedding, and in
the very liberal provision made by the rebel go-
vernment for the hospital fund.

Jackson Hospital comfortably accommodates
2,500 patients. Winder Hospital, which is near
by, but which I did not visit, io said to be similar
to Jackson Hospital in general arrangements and
capacity, but inferior in its situation and its apr
pointments. The buildings at Jackson Hospital
are much like our usual wooden hospital barracks,

I
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well arranged, and well warmed and lighted, the

floors nicely sooiived, and the walls, in many
wards, covered with canvass, which was painted
white. The bedsteads were only wood, but were
kept very white, and on each was both a straw
bed and a cotton mattress, and two feather pillows

with nice pillow-cases. The sheets, and blankets,

and bed-spreads were unusually clean, and bore
marks of being carefully looked after. The clean-

liness of the bed-linen was accounted for by the

large laundry, where sixty laundresses were con-

stantly at work. The laundry was provided with

a long row of fixed tubs, into which the water
was In-ought by pipes, and ample provision was
made for heating water, heating irons, etc.

This laundry had its tenements near by for the

women employed there, where they seemed com-
forta])lc in their ([uarters, and neat in personal
appearance. At the hospital, beside the medical
corps and nurses, and the two matrons to every
ninety patients, there were in each section a chief

linen matron and a chief culinary matron, with
their two assistants. In each section was a
kitchen for special diet, with four to six stoves

—

this besides the general kitchen attached to each
section. The special diet list was posted in all

the wards, and seemed liberal and aiming to

secure variety. The dispensaries were well titted

up, and the persons in charge said, in answer to

my inquiry, that, excepting a deficiency at times
in some few articles, their supply has been good.
The linen rooms were kept in the neatest order,

and seemed to have been unusually well filled.

The baggage rooms were like the rest, clean and
well arranged. The dining-rooms of each section,

where the convalescents ate, were also kept well,

and the tables neat and bearing marks of care
and comfort, and convalescents who had been
there some months assured me that their fare

was, on the whole, excellent. There were no
covered walks connecting the different buildings
in the section with the dining-rooms, nor were
there any "tramways'' from the kitchens to the
wards, but the Avalks were hard and clean, and
the drains deep and free. At the head of each
section were neat buildings, one of which was
occupied by surgeons, otluM-s by matrons and
women assistants. Those; ImiMings with their

whitewashed fronts and greoi blinds, and patches
of grass, had a look of comfort. There was no
general method of carrying water bv pipes over
the different buildings, conse(|uently there was no
provision for l)ath-rooms in the sovei-al wards—

a

decided deficiency; but good waW i- for ordinary
use was furnisiied by wells. Tin; watcsr-closets

for convalescents were locat(!d where a mnning
stream carried off the deposits.

Within the hospital grounds and near by was
an open grove of large trees, with grass beneath,
neatly kept. At the furtlier end of this grove
was f>ne of the two large ice-houses which sup-
plied the hospital, each 'SOx'M) feet, and 18 feet

deep. They arc both now filled with . olid ice,

well protected. A little way i'rom the hospital
on the other sifle are large sheds and a barn, also

a dairy-hfHise, with the cold wut(!r of the melting
ice of one of the ice houses flf)\ving through it.

At this dairy in summer they have had sixty
cows, pa-stured near by, to furnisf) fresh milk,

and at times fresh butter also, to the patients.
The refuse from the barn-yard goes to enrich the
hospital garden of three or four acres, which the
Surgeon formerly in charge told me had become
very productive.

Near the dairy-house stands a large bakery, at
present not used, with capacious ovens, where
formerly, as the man in charge stated, they
turned out sixty thousand pounds of bread per
day.

To the above memoranda is to be added this

most important fact, viz.: that the rebel govern-
ment, in making provision for the "Hospital
Fund," added one hundred per cent, to the usual
army ration. Thus was furnished large means
for purchasing extra supplies.

Such, roughly sketched, is the record of Jack-
son Hospital, as it had been during the past 3^ear

or more; Avhile near by, all the time, was Belle
Isle, with its shelterless and starving thousands
of Union prisoners.

The Cholera in Egypt.

The folloAving are some details of the cholera

in Alexandria:

On the 20th of June the number of cases of
cholera which had proved fatal in Alexandria
was upward of sixty. From that date to the 24th
the average number of deaths was eighty-five per
diem, making a total of 857 since the outbreak of
the epidemic.

At this date a violent cJiamsin arose, which
continued with great intensity until yesterday.
The appearance of this oppressive and dangerous
south wind is very rare at this advanced season
of the year, but at this particular time such an
occurrence was a most unfortunate complication
of matters, and was attended by a sudden exten-

sion of the epidemic. On the 25th the official list

shows the mortality to be 183
; on the 26th, 193;

on the 27th, 208; on the 28th, 214; on the 29th,

209; on the 30th, 197; on the 2d of June, 196;
on the third, 228; on the 4th, 176; on the 5th,

118; on the 6th, 132; on the 7th, 142. It is be-

lieved that the mortality is much greater than
stated by the abovc-mcntionod official reports;

but, on the other hand, the surmises of an excited

and panic-stricken T'opiihiiion are doubtless exag-
gerated and unrelia))l(\ According to popular
estimates, the official nun'f)ers .should be quad-
rupled.

It cannot 1)0 doubted tliat su(di a ra])i(l spread

of the epi<leini(- is to a gr(^at extent due to lociil

causes, and iirincipally to tiie state of the (l\v(;ll-

ings of the Ai-ab Ccllahs which are shar(>d alike

by man and beast; to the food of these natives,

which, ('specially at the present time, is insuffi-

cient and had; to the putrid water the Arabs are

compelled to drink during the low state of the
Nile; to the excessive heat; the want of personal
cleanliness anumg them, as well as among the
poorer class of Europeans; and, lastly, to the

stupid superstiton of the Arabs with regard to the

sickness on the one hand, and on the other their

w<!ll-known indifferencie in the presence of epi-

demics and death.

It is roughly estimated that between 18,000 and
20,000 European residents have left Alexandria.
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Every kind of transport has been brought into

use to aid their flight, and Syria, the Greek
Islands, Italy, and France, are the refuge of these

emifijrants.

Nine steamers have taken about seven hundred
passengers to Trieste.

The epidemic did not long confine itself to

Alexandria. It has not only attacked the vil-

lages of the Delta, and the tovp^is of Dhamanhur,
Tanta, Mansura, and Zagazig, but at Cairo the

choleraic symptoms have shown themselves in a

manner vv^hich gives rise to the most serious ap-

prehensions.

The ofl&cial reports from Cairo are even less

reliable than those issued here. The epidemic

came there v^^ith the cliamsin. The population of

Cairo is about 300,000.

In Alexandria business is at a complete stand-

still, and almost all the Arabian bazaars, shops,

and offices are closed.

Magnesium.

At the Sorbonne, lately, M. Troost delivered a

lecture "On Magnesium and its Applications."

After describing its manufacture, he showed the

light of magnesium alone, and then of the zinc

and magnesium twist devised by M. Leroux.
These two metals burn together freely; the light

seems to equal that of magnesium by itself, and
is of course much more economical. M. Troost
said that a wire, 97 millimetres long and one-third

of a millimetre thick, gives the light of 64 can-

dles. He also showed an unpublished experiment

of MM. Deville and Caron, who have discovered

that the magnesium instantly decomposes the

vapor of water. If a current of steam is passed

into a tube containing fragments of the metal,

the hydrogen may be burnt at the oppositite ex-

tremity.

Substitute for Court-Plaster.

M. Fort, of Paris, proposes the following com-
pound in lieu of the ordinary court-plaster. Un-
like the latter, it is flexible, not subject to cracks,

and extremely cheap. Picked gum arabic, 75

grs. ; distilled water, 120 grs.
;
glycerine in suffi-

cient quantity. The gum is dissolved in the

water, and to this solution a proportion of glyce-

rine is added, enough to give the mixture the

consistence of syrup. The solution is then spread

with a camel's-hair brush on very smooth linen,

which latter should be first gummed, to prevent

the solution from running through the meshes.

The operation should be done rapidly, and the

number of layers regulated according to the thick-

ness required. It should be cut into strips, and
slightly wetted with water before it is used.

—

Lancet.

Sophistication of Wines.

There is in this city, says the Druggists^ Circu-

lar, (New York,) one concern, and probably there

may be some more, that makes wine without a

drop of grape-juice, and so genuine in appearance

that it was used at the great dinner given to the

Russian naval ofiScers who visited us a few years

ago.

Army Examining Board.

Surgeon-General's Office,"}
Washington, D. C, August 17, 1865. J

An Army Medical Board, to consist of Brevet

Colonel C. S. Tripler, Surgeon United States

Army, President; Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel H.

E. Wirtz, Surgeon United States Army; Brevet

Lieutenant -Colonel Anthony Heger, Surgeon

United States Army; and Brevet Major C. C.

Lee, Assistant Surgeon United States Army, Re-

corder, will meet in New York city, on the 20th

of September next, for the examination of can-

didates for admission into the Medical Staff of the

United States Army, and of Assistant Surgeons

for promotion.

Applicants must be between 21 and 36 years of

age, and physically sound.

Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon-
General of the Army, stating the residence of the

applicant, and the date and place of his birth

;

they must be accompanied by respectable testi-

monials of moral character.

If the applicant has been in the service, he
will send the testimonial of the chief medical offi-

cer under whom he has served, and if in service

at the present time, the application must be sent

through the Medical Director of the respective

Department.
No allowance is made for the expenses of per-

sons undergoing the examination, as it is an in-

dispensable prerequisite to appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical

Staff. J. K. Barnes,
Surgeon-General U. S. Army.

Marriages of Consanguinity.

The Aixliives cle la Medecine Naval^ of France,

contain a scrap of curious information respect-

ing marriages of consanguinity in the black

race

:

"In 1849 there died at '^Wdah, in the king-
dom of Dahomey, ^ Portuguese trader named Da
Souza, well known to all navigators who have
visited the Western Coast of Africa. He was an
important personage in the country, which he
had inhabited many years, and had made an im-
mense fortune by trading with the negroes. On
his death, he left behind him a number of chil-

dren, the issue of the four hundred women kept
in his harem. The political policy of the kings
of Dahomey being hostile to the establishment of

a mixed race, the numerous progeny of Da Souza
were shut up in an enclosure by themselves,

under the government of one of the sons. Here,
subjected to the surveillance of the agents of the
king—the most despotic of all the monarchs of
the earth—these metis (people of mixed blood)

could unite in marriage only among themselves

—

in other Avords, they lived in the most shameless
promiscuity.

" In 1863 they counted children of the third

generation. The color of their skin was return-

ing rapidly to deep black, though all of them
preserved some traits of their European ancestor.
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Among all the descendants of Da Souza—we are

able to state this from personal observation

—

forming among themselves unions at once the

closest' in relationship, and the most monstrous,

there are neither deaf mutes, nor blind, nor cre-

tins, nor feeble or deformed from birth."

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The Commissioner of Pensions has appointed

the following examining surgeons for pensions:

Neic York.—D. W. Day, Arcadia ; Z. H. Blake,

Downsville.

Ohio.—F. E. Franklin, Tiffin.

Assignments of Medical OflB.cers.

Assistant Surgeon W. R. Ramsey, U. S. Army,

has been relieved from duty in the Department of

North Carolina, and ordered to duty in New York

City. Assistant Surgeon Webster Lindsley, has

been relieved from duty in the Department of

Washington, and ordered to duty with the 1st

Battalion of the 12th United States Infantry, at

Richmond, Ya.

" Traumatizin."

" Traumatizin" is the name of a solution of

gutta-percha in chloroform, which is used for the

closing of wounds, and answers for this pur-

pose better than collodion, because the latter con-

tracts the skin and thus enlarges the wound. A
good formula for preparing the article is, one

part of purified gutta percha and twelve parts of

chloroform.

Dentistry;.by Steam.

There is in Pittsburgh a steam dental establish-

ment, under the control of Dr. G. W. Spencer,

which turns out a hundred sets of artificial teeth

a week. Dr. Spencer has nine assistants, the

principal of whom is Dr. Charles W. Hornor,

of this city.

MARRIED.

Ebbs—Colton.—On Thursday, Aug. 17, at Emanuel
Church, Newport, R. I., by Rev. L. P. W. Balch, D.D.,
Allen iSbbs, of Brooklyn, N. Y., and Jennie N.,
daughter of Charles Colton, M. D.,of Newport.

DIED.

AsHBY.—In New York, on Thursday, Aug. 17, Mrs.
Laura C. Ash by, aged 32 years, daughter of the late
Dr. Nathaniel Miller, of Fire-])l{ic;(;, Long Island.
BissKLL,—On Thurday, Aug. 10, at the residence of

her daughter, at narlein, 111,, Mary Hayes Bisscll,
widow of llie late Emory Bisscll, M. D., of Norwalk,
Conn., in the 77th year of her ago.
Coui'KH.—Suddenly, at New Castle, Del., on the

12th instant, .James Couper, M. I).

Df sHAM.—At Monticcllo, N. Y., on Friday, August
18th, Artliur Woodnifi; only child of Dr. Charles and
Elizabeth W. Dunham, aged J.'i months and 9 days.

Houghton.—In New York, on Thursday, Aug. 17,

after a brief and severe illness, Alfred Henry Hough-
ton, aged 22 years, 6 months, and 6 days, son of A.
Houghton, M. D.
Manning.—At Phipsburg, Me., Aug. 2, Miss Eliza-

beth S. Manning, of Lowell. Mass., only daughter of
the late Dr. P. Manning, of Lowell, aged 34 years.

Rice.—At St. Angustine, East Florida, July 19, Dr.
William E. Rice, late of South Boston, Mass.

SiNCLAiRE.—At New Rochelle, N. Y., on Sunday,
Aug. 20, Thomas Sinclaire, M. D., LL.D., in the 69th
year of his age.

AlSrSWERS TO CORRESPOWDEIyrTS.
Br. T. L. U. D. 0.,Elmira, N. F.—Turnbull on De-

fective and Impaired Vision, do. on Nervous Deaf-
ness, sent by mail, August 19th.

Dr. J. J. T., Waynesville, Mo.—Weber's Anatomical
Atlas, sent by Express, August 15th.

Dr. J. M. D., Annapolis, Md.—Da Costa's Medical
Diagnosis, sent by mail, August 19th.

Dr. R. C. M., Newport, Pa.—Churchill's Diseases of
Infants and Children, sent by mail, August 19th.

Dr. J. H. M., Phoenixville, Pa.—History of Ameri-
can Medical Association, mailed August 18th.

METEOROLOGY.

August 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.

Wind N. W. W. W. s. w. E. N. E. S. W.
Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Cl'dy. Crdy. Clear.

Thermometer.
58° 68° 63° 60° 60P 63° 60°

At 8 A. M , 73 74 71 69 67 70 74
At ]2 M 77 80 81 76 74 76 83
AtSP.M 78 81 82 76 74 76 84
Mean 71.50 75.75 74.25 70.25 68.75 71.25 75.25

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.1 30. 30. 30.1 30.1 30.1 30.1

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOIST.
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Communications.

TENACITY OF HUMAN LIFE AS SEEN IN
CASES OF GUNSHOT INJURIES.

By T. L. Leavitt, M.D., A.A.S., U.S.A.

(Continued from vol. xii., p. 106.)

Case 4. Harrison H., private, Co. E, 53d N. C,

set. 29 years, was wounded in the head during

the hist raid upon Washington, July 12, 1864,

and was admitted to Lincoln Hospital, July 14th,

a minnie ball having entered half an inch above

the fronto-parietal suture, and two inches to the

right of the median line, penetrating the brain,

and apparently lodging there.

July 14th. The brain substance oozes out in a

disorganized mass, patient is totally unconscious,

groans as if in pain, tosses himself about in par-

oxysms of suffering, requiring force to retain

him in position in bed. Unable to take food or

medicine, marked strabismus, eyes open and

staring, no dilatation or contraction of pupil per-

ceptible.

July 13th. Convulsions frequent and violent,

cold applications to wound, and ordered for him

R. hydrarg. chlor. mit., gr. J, opii pulv., gr. }

every three hours ; also opii pulv., gr. J, every

two hours, feeling impressed with the necessity

of quieting this tremendous nervous excitement,

and soothing and allaying the pain.

After a number of trials, succeeded in getting

him to swallow the prescribed dose, which was

j
continued at the regular intervals.

July 19th. Involuntary evacuations of urine

5

toward evening, at times, has lucid intervals;

suffers still intense pain ; takes light food ; talks

wildly and incoherently; automatic movements

of left side of body, right side paralyzed.

21st. Better this morning, answers questions

slowly, though rationally. ^

22d. The convulsions have ceased, the last one

occurring yesterday morning. I have no hesi-

tancy in saying that the opium was the agent in

effecting this great change. The right side of

the brain from having been in a state of disor-

ganization and irritation, induced by the exten-

sive injury and destruction of its parts, is now
quieted and controlled. The pain is mitigated,

the spasms cease, consciousness returns, no lon-

ger relaxations of the sphincters and involun-

tary discharges take place; indeed, the symp-

toms are becoming so favorable that one begins

to hope against hope, and to think of and quote

the case of the Vermont quarryman, who recov-

ered after a tamping iron had passed through the

skull, and to wonder if here may not be another

similar case.

23d. Still improving, slept well last night, has

a good appetite, talks and jokes with his fellow-

prisoners, complains of some pain, at times, in

the back of his head.

24th. Noticed some distension of scalp in pos-

terior portion of head, behind the mastoid process

of temporal bone, and the seat of severe pain;

incised freely, giving exit to a large amount of

pus; two fragments of bone, protruding, were re-

moved; attached to one part of the bone was

found a small portion of the dura mater and the

inner table deeply indented from contact with

the ball, which was found, upon further examin-

ation, roughened and irregular, having perfora-

ted the brain.

Evening. Pain much relieved.

25th. Doing well, pulse good and regular,

Continued treatment, though at much longer in-

tervals.

26th. Perfectly sensible, complains of but

slight pain—wound discharges less than yester-

day, when some spiculas of bone were removed.

Brain-substance in small quantities continues to

exude.

27th. Weather intensely hot. About 2 P. M., a

severe hemorrhage occurred from a meningeal

branch, but succeeded in controlling it by pres-

sure.

6 P. M. Hemorrhage again took place from

both openings, but was arrested. Consciousness

perfectly retained, complains of weakness.

28th. Convulsions commenced again this morn-

ing, at 6.30 A. M., and continued with increasing

frequency and intensity. At 10 A. M., coma-

tose, pulse less at wrist, stertorous respiration.

Continued in this condition until 4 o'clock P. M.,

\vhen death ended his sufferings, having, in his
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fierce struggle with the grim monster, kept him

at bay fourteen dixy?i, notwithstanding a bullet

had torn its jagged way through the right lobe of

the cerebrum, and remained lodged against the

meninges for ten days.

The autopsy revealed a fracture extending six

inches in length and from one to two inches

wide chiseled, as it were, out of the solid skull

structure, the right cerebrum a mass of de-

composition, and the middle meningeal artery

sloughed through. The specimen was prepared

and forwarded to the Army Museum, at Wash-

ington, D. C a silent though forcible witness of

the great tenacity <!f human life.

Case 5. Theodore M.. Courier of Gen. Beaure-

gard, Co. C, 3d. N. C. iJav., set. 18, received a

gunshot Avound in the battle of Coal Harbor,

Va., May 31st, 1864, the ball entering one half

inch below and to the left of the apex of the

heart, between the fifth and sixth ribs, passed

directly through the left lung, and made its exit

posteriorly about one line to the right of inferior

angle of left scapula, shattering the seventh rib

in its course. Admitted to hospital June 5th,

1864. Patient suffers greatly from inability to

breathe when in a reclining position, has consid-

erable cough and frothy expectoration of bloody

mucus, and at times slight hemorrhages which

are controlled by the free use of table salt. Un-

able to sleep, except when in a sitting posture.

Exceedingly feeble and anaemic, says he bled a

great deal on the field. Pulse quick and thready,

120 beats in the minute. Much prostrated by
the intense heat. On examining the chest, find in

apex of left lung feebleness of respiration, loud

mucous rfiles, and from the fourth rib downward,

total absence of all respiratory sounds, increased

vocal fremitus, great dulness on percussion, and

in the right lung increased resonance and exag-

gerated respiration.

June 29. Chest sounds much improved, fewer

rales, less dulness and dyspncjea, and altogether

better.

July 8. Wound healing rapidly, removed spic-

ulijc of dead bone from posterior wound. Able to

walk round the ward.

IGth. Complains of soreness in lung. Cough
much better.

Aug. 2. Removed more spicula) from posterior

wound, anteriorly discharges profusely.

8th. lioth wounds nearly healed, respiration re-

established in the loft lung except in the imme-
diate locality of the injury. Looks delicate, but

gaining daily under iron and quinine.

27th. Both wounds healed. The patient now
assists in the ward as dresser.

CARDIAC PARALYSIS.
(^With report of a Case.)

By Eli D. Sargent, M.D., U.S.N.

Death by syconpe is at once so alarming, and

so insidious in its approach, that although it may
in many instances not be amenable to treatment,

even if its prognosis be made out, still its etiology

and pathology are subjects of sufficient interest

to claim the attention of the profession.

The heart's action may suddenly cease from va-

rious causes
;

as, for example, the obstruction

offered by efi'usions of lymph into the pericar-

dium, or rupture of its walls, or of large vessels

in its vicinity allowing the blood to escape from

its natural channel. I am, however, led to be-

lieve that a majority of the cases which have

fallen under my observation, have been caused

by enervation, or paralysis of the heart itself

from disease either in the recurrent laryngeal and

pneumo-gastric nerve, or else from some afi'ection

of the sympathetic, which may or may not extend

beyond the cardiac and coronary plexuses. This

fatal paralysis has occurred in my practice only

as a sequel to exhausting disorders, and it is said

to be particularly common after diphtheria, where

there is often a tendeuc}' to local paralysis. It

also follows chronic diarrhoea, rubeola, and

doubtless many other diseases, and it is not

improbable that many cases of sudden death oc-

curring to the aucTemic in the lower walks of life,

explained as arising from ''heart disease," may
properly come under this head. My investiga-

tions after death have seldom afforded satisfactory

evidence of the true cause of death in these cases,

and I have been compelled to rely largely upon
the rational signs for diagnosis.

The following case will serve as an example of

this not very uncommon mode of dying, and the

result of an attempt to discover the fatal lesion :

Serg't Eli T. Cook, Co. E, 125 Ills. Vols., came

under my care in Cumberland U, S. A. General

Hospital, at Nashville, Tenn., June 4th, 1864,

while convalescent from chronic diarrhoea. Age
about 35. Married, and a native of America.

Patient was able to walk about during the

day, and said he felt well, although he did not

appear strong—movements were a little undeci-

ded. Gave no medicine, and only directed full

d^pt. June 5th and 6th, condition the same.

Continued treatment.

On the morning of the 7th he asked to be sent

to his regiment, fi)r duty, insisting that he was

entirely well. Ikrly in the afternoon of this

day, however, I was called to his bedside in

haste, and was surprised to find life extinct.
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His attendant stated that he had been around,

as usual, during the morning, had eaten freely at

noon, and lying down soon after dinner, while

conversing cheerfully, had instantly expired.

Having obtained advice, and decided that the

subject was not suffering from catalepsy, a post-

mortem examination of the body took place, four

hours after death—temperature of the room about

80 degrees, rigor mortis not perceptible; cadav-

era not emaciated—slight discoloration of the

anterior part of both legs just below the knees,

resembling the spots of scorbutus. Upon opening

the thoracic cavity, found the right pulmonary

and costal pleura covered with a loose effusion of

lymph, most abundant upon the costal pleura.

A quantity of pale straw-colored fluid filled the

right pleural cavity, compressing the right lung

80 as to give it the appearance of a solid organ

portions of this lung sank in water. Left lung

only slightly congested posteriorly. The pericar-

dium contained an ounce of fluid. Heart flabby

and its walls thin—valves normal—a firm fibri-

nous clot in the left auricle, closely adherent;

weight of heart eleven ounces and a half. Liver

of a deep-fawn color externally, still deeper inter-

nally—weight five pounds and six ounces. Spleen

of its usual density and weighing eighteen

ounces. No ulcers in either large or small in-

testines. Mesenteric glands pale, soft, and small.

Upon opening the cranial cavity, found one ounce

of aqueous fluid, half a drachm in each lateral

ventricle. Brain substance normal. No traces

of congestion were discovered. Diagnosis—par-

alysis of the heart.

This case is hardly less remarkable in showing

no satisfactory explanation of the sudden death

than in revealing at the post-mortem exami

nation disease which was not before suspect-

ed. It is worthy of remark, however, that the

profuse and exhausting secretion of both pus

and serum which was so conspicuous in this

case, is a common complication or attendant

upon this class of cases.

U. S. Bark C. Kuhn;'
Pensacola Bay^ Ila., Aug. 7, 1865.

Editorial Department,

Periscope,

Dysentery caused by Impure Exhalations.

A severe outbreak of dysentery has recently

occurred in a county asylum in England, caused
by the efiiuvia from a field irrigated by sewage.
The poison had a period of incubation in most
cases before the dysentery appeared, of from
three to five days. The morbid appearances
most characteristic of this epidemic were—1st, a

soft membranous deposit on the mucous mem-
brane of the intestines ; and 2d, the diseased con-

dition of the lower part of the small, as well as

the large intestine, in all the cases.

l]SrTEEMITTE]XrT OPHTHALMIA.
At the annual meeting of the AmeHcan Oph-

thalmologlcal Society, (June 13, 18t'55,) Dr. H.

Derby, of Boston, read a very interesting history

of a case under his observation.

Mrs. S. H., set. 59, of full habit and excellent

health, consulted Dr. D. in March, 1864, wdth a

smarting and sensation of foreign matter in her

right eye. Upon examination it w^as found that a

belt or elevated vascular band of tissue, involving

the conjunctiva and sub-conjunctival tissue, ex-

tended back from the inner edge of the cornea.

below the caruncle, becoming wider across to-

ward the cornea, which was not in the slightest

degree affected. It fact it resembled a pterygium,

of which the corneal portion had been carefully

dissected away.

Attention was at first attracted to it seven,

years before, by a pricking and smarting of the

eye, and a sensation as of a foreign matter be-

tween the lids.

The patient goes to bed perfectly well, having:

had no premonitory symptoms, and either notices-

a sensation of fullness in the eye if she wakes up.

in the night, or observes the red patch on going

to her mirror in the morning. No treatment

affects its duration or recurrence, insufflation of"

calomel, atropine, etc., having been tried in vain.

On inspection, the same reddish band would be
visible—faint at first, rapidly increasing in pro-

minence and deepening in color, and passing off

in three or four days. The attacks occurred

every four or five days, so that one would barely

be recovered from before another would occur.

Six weeks later they began to diminish in fre-

quency, occurring every eighth day, now and
then waiting till the ninth. During the first year

the interval never exceeded ten days, and during

the second, eleven.

The interval between the attacks gradually

increased, averaging from thirty to thirty-three

days, and on one occasion reaching the thirty-

eighth. The duration of the attack came to

average about three days, and it was observed

that the color of the band was less red, and the

uncomfortable sensation in the eye less marked.
The following are the dates of recurrence while

the patient was under Dr. Derby's observation:

In 1864—March 17th, April 19th, May 19th,

June 26th, July 29th, August 29th, September

24th, October Slst. The dates of the November
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and December attacks were lost. In 1865

—

January 17th, February 12th, March 22d, April

19th, May 10th, and June 10th.

The eyes are used without restriction or fa-

tigue, and in the interval are throughout per-

fectly normal, presenting no trace whatever of the

affection.

Dr. Jeffries was inclined to think that a solu-

tion of this case will be found in the connection

between the uterine system and the innervation

of the eye. It occurred to him that the expe-

rience of Browx-Sequard, in reference to the

effect of excitation or nervous stimulation upon

tissues in which vascularity is visible as in the

eye, would be valuable. He hoped Dr. Derby

would communicate with Dr. Sequard in refer-

ence to it. It seemed to him that his suggestions

would be valuable.

Dr. Derby said the disease did not make its

appearance for several years after the cessasion

of the menses. It has greatly diminished from

year to year.

Dr. Williams, (of Cincinnati,) had an imper-

fect recollection of a case, which was very obscure

to him at the time, and which he had never yet

been able to comprehend. It cannot depend upon

the suppression of the menses,- because this was

in a young man. He came to him Avith a very

marked congestion of the sub-conjunctival tissue

in one eye, commencing on the inner side, but

not confining itself to that portion of the sclero-

tica, extending itself in the course of twenty-four

liours over the whole surface of the globe. It

never led to any opacities of the cornea, and

almost disappeared in the course of thirty-six to

forty-eight hours. Astringents had no effect upon

it. It was evidently a case of congestion of the

'sub-conjunctival tissue, recurring periodically.

He treated the young man during four or five dif-

ferent attacks, and they lasted from thirty-six to

forty-eight hours, and the disease usually travel-

led round the whole cornea, involving the whole

sclerotica, accompanied by a great deal of pain

during the first few hours. The intervals be-

tween the attacks were from eight to ten days.

The attacks occurred regularly once a week soon

after that. Dr. AV. treated him without success,

although he has now recovered.

Production of Sex.

M. TnuRv's ingenious hypothesis on the pro-

duction of Kox has been for some time before the

world, and has, we believe, from practical men
engaged in breeding, received some confirmation.

According to the Genevese Professor, every ovum
passes through two phases or degrees of matura-
tion, and accordingly as fecundation takes place

at the commencement or toward the termination

of such period females or males are produced.
M. CosTE described to the Academy of Sciences
some experiments he has made in the matter with
regard to multiparous animals—viz., fowls and
rabbits— and the results are in no wise confirma-
tory of the doctrine laid down by M. Thury, the
sexes being sometimes intermingled, and at others

the reverse of what might have been anticipated.—N. T. Med. Journal.

Observations on Typhoid (Intestinal) Fever in

the Pig.

From the Brit. Med Jour, we learn that Dr. Wil-
liam BuDD, of Clifton, read a paper on the above
ver}^ remarkable disease before the Bristol Medi-
cal Association. It appears that the disease was
first brought to the notice of Dr. Budd by Profes-

sor John Gamgee, of the New Veterinary College,

Edinburgh. On the 27th of August last, a letter

from that gentleman stated—1. That an outbreak
of typhoid fever, attended by ulcerations of the

intestine, had occurred among pigs in the neigh-

borhood of Edinburgh ; 2. That the disease had
been imported by stock from Wolverhampton

5

and 3. That he had succeeded in stopping its

spread by measures—Dr. B. inferred from the

note—directed against contagion.

A whole pig, dead 36 hours, was packed in

ice and sent to Dr. Budd, who was almost deterred

from the examination by the extreme fetor of the

carcass. Upon examination, however, it was
found that the intestinal follicles presented alter-

ations which, although limited in extent, and dif-

fering somewhat in the order- of their distribu-

tion, bore a close resemblance to the well-known
ulcers of the typhoid fever of man.

In following the course of the ileum down-
ward, the last six or eight patches were some-
what more conspicuous than common ; but the

only really characteristic changes were confined

to the large follicular patch, which in the pig, as

in man, is seated immediately above the ileo-cgecal

valve; and to a cluster of the smaller follicles

which beset the caecum.

The Peyerian patch immediately above the

valve was very vascular and much thickened,

standing out in strong relief on the surface of

the gut. This patch was the seat of three ulcers,

of irregular oval shape, varying from a third to

half an inch in diameter, and having their edges

sharply cut. These ulcers had destroyed the

mucous membrane through its whole depth.

Their base—and the same observation applies

to the ulcers found in the ca;cum also—was
formed by an adventitious deposit, presenting
the general characteristics of the yellow deposit

which occurs in the typhoid fever of man. In
the caecum were counted six other ulcers, for the

most part of smaller size, but presenting precisely

the same appearances.

The mesenteric glands corresponding to the
ulcerated follicles were much enlarged and
highly vascular. The rest of the intestinal

canal presented nothing abnormal.
This was the only case he saw, until three

weeks after, he learned that some pigs had died

at the Clifton workhouse, of an intestinal fever,

where he found that the subjects of the disease

were a lot of ten young pigs recently bought in



Bristol Market. When first brought to the

workhouse, they all appeared quite well; but,

about a week afterward, more or less, two or

three of their number began to show signs of ill-

ness. The disorder, however, did not attract

much attention until, at feeding time one morn-
ing, one of the pigs was found lying dead in the

stye. On minute examination, it was discovered

that five or six of the remaining nine were al-

ready in various stages of the same complaint.

Two days afterward, another pig died; and,

before a week had passed, five more had perished.

The disease followed in all an exactly similar

course.

A better general idea of the malady cannot be
given, than to say that, as far as outward signs

go, it is the exact couterpart of typhoid fever in

man ; more rapid, indeed, and more deadly ; but
in all essentials singularly like to the human
fever.

Thirst, loss of appetite, sudden loss of strength,

great dulness, and an indisposition to move, were
the first symptoms to challenge attention. From
the peculiar fixed way in which the sick animals
held their heads, the master of the workhouse
had come to the conclusion that, in the first stage

of the malady, they sufiered severely from head-
ache. These first symptoms were either attended
or soon followed by profuse diarrhoea ; the liquid

ochre-colored stools presenting a striking resem-
blance to those which occur in the human fever.

As death drew nigh, the bright yellow hue of the
evacuations generally gave place to a dark olive,

or to various shades of chocolate this last tinge

being due to a greater or less admixture of blood.

In the early stage there was in all great heat
of skin; and the pulse continued to be frequent
throughout. As the malady advanced, the
tongue became dry; sordes collected about the
nostrils; and the belly was more or less tym-
panitic. In some, a special loss of power, almost
amounting to paralysis, befel the hinder extrem-
ities, in the latter stages of the comlpaint.
At the onset, the whole skin was said lo be the

seat of a bright-red exanthem—a characteristic

which appears to have been long familiar to pork-
butchers, and which, from the resemblance of

the color to the military red, has earned for the
malady the slang name of the "soldier."

In the most rapid case, death occurred as early
as the fourth day after the first discovery of
marked illness. Other subjects held on to the
eighth, twelfth, sixteenth, and one to the twenty-
sixth day. The total duration of the outbreak,
counting from the seizure of the first to the death
of the last pig, was rather over six weeks.
In six of the above cases Dr. Bcdd made more

or less complete post mortem examinations, when
he found that the first stage of the local affection

appeared to be marked by the development (amid
all the phenomena of acute inflammatory disturb-
ance) in the substance of the mucous membrane,
and in the submucous tissue, of an adventitious
deposit (or cell-growth, rather,) resembling in

many of its characters, the well known yellow
matter of human typhoid fever.

_
The seat of this new formation is marked by

circular or oval patches, varying in diameter from
a quarter of an inch to two inches, which attract

the eye by their striking contrast in color to the
surrounding membrane, and by their standing in

relief upon it. The tinge of these patches varies

from brownish yellow, through chocolate, to deep
violet.

In a more advanced stage, the corresponding
mucous membrane is found fretted with numer-
ous small ulcers, or has entirely disappeared over
the whole extent of the morbid deposit, which
then forms the base of the sore.

In some specimens, the ulcers now appear in

the form of deep excavations. In the greater

number, however, the ulcerative process is con-

current with an exuberant outgrowth of the new
formation already described, and in such wise
that the ulcerations present a series of more or

less fungoid elevations on the surface of the mu-
cous membrane. A similar tendency, but in

slighter degree, is exhibited in certain cases of

typhoid fever in man. The resulting changes, in

fact, form the subject of one of Cruveilhier's
most effective plates.

Dr. B. is but little acquainted with the disease

aside from these cases, but feels confident of the

following points:

1. That in single instances, occurring chiefly,

as it would seem, in Irish pigs, the disease has

been well known to pig-factors here for twenty
years or more.

2. That, until within the last year or eighteen

months, it has never been known to be epidemic

in this neighborhood.
3. That since that date it has spread over a

wide extent of country, and has caused a very

large mortality.

4. That it is in the highest degree contagious.

5. That, like all the other contagious fevers, it

sometimes springs up, nevertheless, in subjects

that have never been in direct communication
with others laboring under this disorder.

6. That in the homesteads in which it has

been the mosj: fatal, no other living inmate,

whether man, bird, or beast, has suffered from it.

7. That, in many parts of the kingdom, the

disease is still entirely unknown.
The chief point of interest is whether this dis-

ease in the pig be identical with tJie typhoid

fever which afiiicts our own race. Rightly

interpreted, the writer believes thai neither

the natural history of the disease nor its mor-
bid anatomy at all warrants such a surmise.

To establish identity in a case like this, it is

necessary not to show pathological resemblance
merely, but that the germ of the one species

of fever is capable of producing the other.

Now, not only is there no proof of this in the

case before us, but the whole evidence, as far as

we yet know it, points the other way. The dis-

eases are analogous, and this porcine fever bears

the same relation to typhoid fever in man, that

sheeps' small-pox does to human variola. It is

chiefly in the fact that the same laws govern the

propagation of the typhoid fever in pigs as govern
it in man.

Malarious Fever.

Quinia may be given in scruple doses, whether
there are head symptoms, delirium, coma, or pain

in the liver; whether it be in the hot stage or

PERISCOPE.
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cold. Quinia is not only safe for all forms of

malarious fever, but its certain cure ; and in cases

where there is danger to life, the earlier and the

larger the doses of quinia which can be given to

the patient, the better. Vomiting and full cin-

chonism should be the only checks for continuing
it in full doses. (Dr. E. Hare, on Treatment of

Malarious Fever.

—

Brai/hwaite's Retrospect, July,

1865.) L.

Fermenting Milk in Phthisis.

Dr. ScHKEPP, an inspector of mineral waters at

Eaux Bonnes, belongs to a class of practitioners

who by preference seek for their remedies from
among general measures and dietetic objects

rather than from amidst the stores of the chemist.
His attention, says the Med. Times, was drawn to

the great immunity from affections of the chest

enj' yed by the nomadic tribes of Baschkirs and
Kirghiz, who wander about the steppes of East-

ern Russia, and attributed popularly among
themselves to their great consumption of mare's
milk while in the state of fermentation, ar=d

termed by them kumis. Although admitting,

also, that the exposure to the free air enjoyed by
these tribes and their almost exclusively animal
diet may contribute to the immunity they enjoy.
Dr. ScHNEPP has convinced himself that this

abundant drinking of kumis plays no unimport
ant part in accomplishing the result, and he has
determined to introduce an imitation of the prac-
tice. Of course, it can be only an imitation, as
mare's milk in any quantity is not obtainable in

France, and even that of asses, which M. Schnepp
uses as substitute, is so expensive an article that
he is obliged to dilute it with the milk of the
cow. However, this may be immaterial, as the
mare's miik was originally used merely from its

abundance in the countries where this practice
originated. But if M Schnepp cannot give
the original article, he can at least coin a scien-

tific name

—

galazyrae or galactozyme, or milk in

the state of fermentation. In his experiments,
condactfd by adding yeast or other ferment to

asses milk, at a temperature of from 15° to 18°

C, good fermentation was produced, small bullae

being disengaged from the surface, and a mild
acidiiy, accompanied by a slightly vinous flavor,

being developed. The milk retains its whiteness
and fluidity, and may be thus kept in a state of
fermentation during two or three days, or even
for a longer period. It i^ administered as soon as

the fermentation has become complete. But this

would form a too expensive preparation for gene-
ral use. and M. Schnepp undertook a long series

of exfieriments with a mixture of cows' and asses'

milk in different proportions, finding that two
parts of the latter with one of f^'e former submit
ted to a temperature of from 15° to 18° C . en-

tered into fermentation in from ten to fifteen

hours, and was fit for u.se aftf-r twenty or twenty-
four hours. A pleasant homogerrous fluid results,

disengsiging a undance of gas, having the odor of
new wine, and imparting a pleasant acidulous
taste. The Baschkirs and Kirj^biz, after feeling
their way a little with the mare's milk, so as to

obviate the slij^ht diarrhasa, it at first produces,
drink it in eni/rmous quantities, commencing at

two bottles a day, and going on to seven or eight,

and in many cases even fifteen or sixteen. It is

only during the great heats of summer, the drink-
ers remaining the while expensed to the open air,

that these vast quantities are drank, a medium
quantity being, however, from eight to ten bot-

tles. It is found that, in proportion as the air is

dry and hot, a larger quantity may be taken, and
proves more efficacious, while in cold and wet
weather less can be taken and less benefit even in

proportion is derived. M Schnepp, however, con-

tents himself with much sma'ler quantities for

his patients, beginning with half a glass fasfing,

and another in the evening, and increasing it

gradually, according to its effects, the heat and
dryness of the air, and activity of the habits of

the patient. In a few days as much as tw^o bot-

tles may be given, but he has not gone beyond the

maximum of five bottles. While taking the gala-

zyme, all other forms of milk diet, uncooked fruit,

and acid or crude articles of food are prohibited,

the patient taking his most solid meal at the

middle of the day. As to the physiological effects

of kumis, no accounts have been published, nor
has the process of cure under its use been watched
by practitioners. One fact, however, has struck

every one living near or among the nomad tribes

resorting to it, namely, the rapidity with which a

condition of emhonpoint is attained, three or four

weeks sufficing to render a patient scarcely recog-

nizable. It is to be supposed that patients treated

with galazyme derive from it some powerful ele-

ments of nutrition which are not exclusively de-

pendent on the fermentation, since the carbonic

acid and alcohol derived from this are equally

met V ith in English beer. Its first effect is to

appease thirst and excite the appetite, and when
too fresh it may give rise to the generation of

wind and diarrhoea. If the fermentations be con-

tinued somewhat further, these inconveniences

cease, and constipation usually supervenes. Un-
der small doses the urine becomes clearer, more
'irapid, and larirer in quantity, this increasing as

the dose is raised. At first the pulse seems but

little influenced, but after the dose of the milk

has been raised, for some hours after this has

been taken, it becomes slower, softer, and larger

—and that in persons in whom all other articles

of diet, of even a glass of new milk, give rise to

acceleration of pulse. " Like the kumis, the gala-

zyme gives rise to a peculiar kind of calm ine-

briety, attended at most with a little loquacity,

and followed by somnolence or sleep, with a

strong inclination to quietude of mind and body,

and a marked indifference to everything."

Bloody Sweat in Hysteria.

Dr. Franque records in the Med. Times the

particulars of one of those cases which are every

now and then met with in women the subjects of

nerv(mH afl'ections. In the present instance, the

woman, 45 years of age, had suffered for several

years from hysteri ;al convulsions, although men-
struating regularly. She had already had three

attacks of bloody sweating, which had been pre-

ceded by more than ordinarily severe paroxysms of

hysteria, when Dr. von Franque saw her during

the occurrence of a fourth. On this occasi(m,

most vi 'lent pains in various parts of the body
had preceded the hysteric convulsion; and when
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this last bad continued for an hour an abundant
sweat broke out over the entire surface of the

body, and this in the parts of the body wiiich bad
been the seat of the severe pains v^'as cob)red

red in consequence of the presence of true red
blood corpu.>cles. As the sweat appeared, the

convulsions and pains gradually subsided. The
skin w^as entirely intact, and the sudoriferous
glands must have been the source of the blood.

Epilepsy.

Dr. Camps read a paper before the Harveian
Society on this subject, in which he defined epi-

lepsy as a convulsive disease, accompanied by
loss of consciousness. This disease usually ap-
pears with very short warnino-s, and sometimes
with none at all. The fit lasts from a few minutes
up to half an hour. Again, in a form named the
"petit mal," there is only momentary loss of sen-
sation and thought. This latter form of the dis-

ease had occurred in the case of a physician, a
friend of the author. In the opinion of some
authors, the "petit mal" is never recovered from.
There is often before the invasion of an epileptic

seizure a peculiar cry observed, and recently he
(Dr. Camps) had, whilst passing through a coun-
try town, heard such a cry, which he had imme-
diately attributed to its accompainment, viz., a
fit of epilepsy. Patients rarely die of the fit.

Women, children, and weak persons are more
frequently attacked by epilepsy than strong men;
occasionally the disearsc is quite incurable; but
we may hope that such cases may gradually be
limited in number. The proximate cause of a fit

resides in the nerves, and although pathological
changes may be found after death, these are fre-

quently mere coincidences. With regard to treat-

ment of cases of epilepsy, we may sometimes
prevent attacks coming on by tying ligatures on
the limbs where w^e suppose the Irritation to com-
mence.

^
Disturbed digestive functions may be

the origin of the irritation, and epileptic fits may
be produced by anything which irritates the
nerve centres. Some patients are thrown into
fits by the slightest thing, and in one case a nee-
dle placed on a female patient's hand caused fits.

Any cause, indeed, disturbing either the body or
mind, may give rise to an attack. We must then
ascertain whether the disease is idiopathic or
symptomatic in its character. If it be of the
former class, the treatment must be chiefly hy-
gienic. All things which cause fatigue or terror,

or, in short, any unpleasantness, must as far as
possible be avoided; and Celsus had indeed in-

dicated long ago the correct principles of the
treatment of such cases, and the diet and regimen
they should be subjected to. The diet should be

' of the simplest character, and even articles like

cheese and pastry might bring on an attack.

Mince pies have been known to cause an attack.

With respect to drugs, bromide of potassium and
belladonna were the best, although sulphate and
oxide of zinc rfsed formerly to be much vaunted.
Symptomatic epilepsy is more easily treated, and
may often be cured. The cause of it may reside

either in the intestines or in any part of the ex-

ternal or internal parts. There were no classes

of cases of epilepsy so amenable to treatment as

the syphilitic variety. In such cases iodide of po-

tassium is the great remedy. Ganglionic epilepsy

has also been spoken of. Summing up the w^hole

of his paper, he (Dr. Camps) would say that we
may reasonably expect a cure in epilepsy (1) when
the primary cause is known and is removable;

(2) when syphilis is the cause; (3) in the milder
cases of idiopathic epilepsy.

Mr. Jakins had hoped that Dr. Camps would
have given more hints as to the value of various
drugs in epilepsy; but he had chiefly dwelt on
hygienic means of treatment. This, he said,

disappointed him. Spasm of the arteries of the

brain was, be believed, the proximate cause of

epilepsy. Irritation of the sexual organs was
much benefited by bromide of potassium. A
little female patient with fits had slept for years
with her brother, and on being removed to an-

other bed was much better.

Mr. Sedgwick thought that, in cases where the
disease was hereditarily^ transmitted, there was
little chance of doing much good by any reme-
dies. It had been remarked that in the treat-

ment of epilepsy all remedies did good /or a time;

and this probably took place by their action upon
the imagination and rn.oi'ale of the patient. Bro-
mide of potassium had been fouiid to be very
useful in treating certain cases, and he had found
it to do much good in one case in a young mar-
ried woman.

Dr. Broadbent thought the plan of treatment
was to find out, if possible, a functional cause of
epilepsy. He had frequently seen much relief

from belladonna, and one remark he thought im-
portant was, that if we used belladonna much of

it should be given. He had seen some cases re-

cover under belladonna. Bromide of potassium
was also of great service in many cases. In
syphilitic cases of epilepsy he had seen a cure
effected by means of iodide of potassium, and
another from bromide of potassium. In the case

of a boy with fits, he was much benefited by bel-

ladonna, and bromide of potassium had cured
him. He was convinced of this fact.

Dr. Camps attached great importance to bella-

donna and bromide of potassium, but thought
that rigid attention to diet was of the greatest

importance of all. Hereditary cases were cer-

tainly the most unpromising, but if we cannot
cure, we may often alleviate such cases by means
of belladonna and bromide of potassium. The
treatment of epilepsy was becoming less and less

empirical.

Source of the Ph.ospliates in Bone.

Large masses of phosphorus are, says Dr. Hoff-
man's Report, in the course of geological revolu-

tions, extending over vast periods of time, re-

stored from the organic regions of nature to the

mineral kingdom by the slow process of fossiliza-

tion
;
whereby vegetal tissues are gradually trans-

formed into peat, lignite, and coal; and animal
tissues are petrified into coprolites which in

course of time yield crystalline apatite. After
lying locked up and motionless in these forms
for indefinite periods, phosphorus, by further geo-

logical movements, becomes again exposed to the

action of its natural solvents, water and carbonic

acid, and is thus restored to active service in the

organisms of plants and lower animals, through
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•which it passes, to complete the miohty CA'cle of

its movements into the blood and tissues of the

human frame. While circulatino- thus, age after

age. through the three kingdoms of nature, phos-
phorus is never for a moment free. It is through-
out retained in combination vrith oxygen, and
with the earthy or alkaline metals for which its

attraction is intense.

—

Beport on Chemical Pro-
ducts in Exhibition of 1SC)'2.

Abuse of Alcohol.

In a pai^cr communicated to the French Acad-
emy of Medicine by M. Lancereaux, on the

changes produced by the abuse of alcohol, he
observes that, since 1858, he had been engaged
in tracing out the specific anatomical characters

due to the action of certain agents. Last year,

he did this with regard to the poison of syphilis,

and now h- gives the result of his investigations

on alcohol. Accidental or acute alcoholism is

found connected with special forms of ordinary
aifections. Thus, Tardieu has referred to its

agency certain cases of hemorrhage of the mem-
branes and ventricles of the brain and of the

lungs ; and some of the inflammations with rapid

suppuration of the lungs and liver, and more
rarely of the brain, derive their rapidly fatal

character from the absorption of too much alco-

hol. But it is to lesions connected with pro-

longed abuse of this fluid that M. Laxcereaux
especially directs attention, and these he thinks
may be conveniently considered under two prin-

cipal heads. In one of these the organic connec-
tive tissue is principally concerned, giving rise

to affections an;'li^gous to the adhesive inflamma-
tion of HuxTEr: : and in the other, special modifi-

cations of the functionary element are produced,
giving rise to lesions generally known as fatty

degeneration.

The first of these alterations spares but few
organs, invading the recesses of the parenchyma,
or developing itself on the surface of the mem-
branes: but the liver, brain, kidnevs. and serous
membranes, are the portions of the frame espe-
cially attacked. The liver may be taken as the
model organ fa- exhibitini!; its effects, and the

changes operated in it have ])een characterized by
the English writers under the term cirrhosis. In
thirty-five cases, M. Lancereaux has always ob-
served precisely the same characters, diiBfering

only in their degree of evolution, A very analo-

gous alteration is observed in the brain, this

organ diminishing gradually in size, the convolu-
tions undergoing atrophy, especially at the upper
portion of the hemisphere, tho l)rain also becom-
ing colorless, and acfjuiring a firmer consistence.

The arachnoid and pia mater are usually at the

same time infiltrated, thiek<;ned, nnd strewed
with whitish points or ]dates. The kidneys
pometinies exhibit a corwlition analogous to that

of the liver: but M. Laxcereaiix has not ob-

fiened the condition of chronic pneumonia de-

Bcribed by llt ss. The mucous memliranes of the

stomach and ca3cum are especially characterized

by injer-fion and hemorrhagic pnnctnatirm, ap-

pearances alno ol)Herved in the 1)ronchial and
especially the laryngeal mucous membrane. Fi-

nally, the coats of the vessel« which especially

corne in contact with the products of absorption

exhibit deposits capable of contracting or even
obliterating their cavities. This is the case with
the vena porta? and the pulmonary artery.

The alterations of the second class are charac-

terized by the presence of fatty degeneration;
and here, too, the liver is especially the organ
affected, assuming an augmented size, but in its

antero-posterior direction, which gives it a cubic

form distinctive from other forms of fatty degen-
eration. The kidne}*?. pancreas, the salivary and
gastric glands, the bronchial epithelium, and
even the spermatic canals, may all exhibit this

degeneration: the muscular fibre, bones, and
cartilages participating in the change. The rela-

tive frequency of the two orders of alterations is

not constant : for while fatty degeneration may
be said to be constant in certain organs, as the

liver, chronic adhesive inflammation has only

been met -with thirty-five times in 130 cases: but

one point is observable, that while adhesive in-

flammations have for the most part been observed

in persons pursuing laborious callings, fatty de-

generation has almost always been met with in
the sedentary. With respect to the mode of pro-

duction of these different lesions, it may be sug-

gested that the adhesive inflammations are due

to the more direct action of the alcohol on the tis-

sues, the effect of which is not very different

from that produced by the injection of alcoholic

fluids into the tunica vaginalis. The chief seats

of the lesion would seem to support this view,

since the organs which are most directly influ-

enced, as the vena portge, liver, and pulmonary
artery, are also those which are oftenest attacked.

The fatty degeneration would seem to be depend-

ent on the impaired nutrition, itself connected

with the diminution of the exhalation of carbonic

acid.

"An important point to be noticed is the re-

semblance which this latter alteration bears to

that consequent on the progress of age. In the

drunkard, as well as in the aged, we have pro-

gress atrophy of the brain, increase of the cere-

bro-spinal fluid, fatty degeneration of the minute

vessels, of the substance of the heart, and of most

of the anatomical elements, dilatation of the pul-

monary vesicles, ossification of the costal cartil-

ages, and a substitution of fatty for osseous sub-

stance. So close is this resemblance, that it may
be stated without exaggeration that, in the major-

ity of cases, alcoholism produces an anticipated

senility. What is true in physiology holds good

also in pathology : for in the course of most dis-

eases, and especially of acute diseases, there are

exhil)ited in the drunkard and the aged person

but few differences in the mode of action of the

nervous system and in the power of the economy.
—Medical Circular.

Climacteric Insanity in Women.

The following summary of statistics is pre-

sented in the Edinhrm/h Medical Journal, in re-

ference to this species of insanity, by Dr. Skae,

physician to the ])orough asylum of Birmingham :

" 1. The sym])toms of insanity occurring at the

(diniacteric period in women, are so uniform,

characteristic, and peculiar, as to render it easily

reco'Miizable. and entitle it to be referred to a
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distinct natural group or family, which may be
distinguished as climacteric mania or insanity.

2. This is one of the most curable forms of insan-

ity accompanied by melancholia. 3. The dura-
tion of the insanity in curable cases rarely

exceeds from three to six months. 4. This form
of insanity, apart from suicide and organic dis-

ease, rarely tends to a fatal termination. 5. The
most important indications of treatment are, the
early removal from associations and friends, care-

ful watching, nutritious diet, and the judicious

administration of narcotics.-''

Pleuro-Pneumonia.

From the Australian Med. Jour, we learn that

Mr. Thomas S. Ralph read a paper before the

Medical Society of Victoria, with the following

title

:

On tlie parasitic nature of the disease in cattle

termed PIeuro-pneumonia, and the probaNe rela-

tion of some obscure diseases of the human econ-

omy: [i. e., Amyloid Degenerations and Cancer-
ous Deposits,) to parasitic origin.

"When the blood of animals affected with pleuro-

pneumonia was first subjected to microscopical
examination, it was found to present abnormal
appearances ; the lung tissue was found to exhibit

"stearine bodies" and "saccules,'' their occur-

rence could not be referred to or connected with
the usual products of inflammation: the former
were observed to undergo change by keeping in

glycerine, the latter were also encountered in the

lungs of a foetal calf, the mother suffering from
pleuro-pneumonia.

The occurrence of several cases of pleuro-

pneumonia presenting cysts in the lungs and
liver, and some of their contents showing great

similarity to "saccules," led to the suspicion that

saccules and stearine bodies might have origina-

ted from cysts.

Mr. Ralph states that he found that out of
nineteen cases of pleuro-pneumonia, distoma
(fluke) was found nine times : fourteen out of
the same number (nineteen) had cysts either in

the liver or lungs, or in both; seventeen therefore

out of the nineteen giving evidence of parasitism
in one form or another; ova found in one lung
cyst; that organisms referable to germ cells in

the fluke are to be found in the t^lood of diseased
animals, as well as plastic amorphous amyloid
bodies

;
organisms like these last having been

also recognized in the lung tissue, and muscular
tissue, and cysts. Placing these facts together,

and finding al o a considerable amyloid reaction
can be obtained in the several organisms, and in

the organisms in the blood, it becomes highly
probable that such amyloid condition is one of an
abnormal kind in the animal economy ; and when
we reflect on the observations of others which
point to the presence of amyloid deposits in

organs remote from the liver, and likely to have
been secondarily affected to the lungs or liver,

(the latter of which generally appears to have
been subjected to a prior disturbance.) we may
fairly infer that some weight is to be attached to

the discovery of amyloid reaction in connection
with distoma as a parasite, and have good reason

to endeavor to trace back amyloid deposits in the
human subject to some previous parasitic inva-

sion, most probably in relation to the liver; and
may not such extensive conditions of degenera-
tion be regarded as the result of an effort in the
system to exclude from it a noxious element, but
without avail; while some cutaneous disorders

may be actions of a similar kind, and perhaps
afford a more successful issue to the efforts of
nature.

The term contagious can hardly be applied to

this disease (pleuro-pneumonia), as we are not
yet acquainted with the mode in which it is com-
municated. The term contagion should include

a neces'^Uy for contact or something equivalent to

it. It is probable a diseased animal may get rid

of some parasitic element which may eventually

gain access to another animal without actual con-

tact ; hence we had better consider the disease a
communicable one, without assigning to it a more
precise term at present.

In a case of hydatid cyst brought before the

notice of the Medical Society, by Dr. Tract, at

the last meeting, Mr. Ralph detected chemical
reaction by iodine in most of the amorphous
bodies which are to be seen in the curdy mass
contained in the cyst; thus proving its chemical
relationship to the cysts found in the cases al-

luded to in pleuro-pneumonia, and proving that

it also possesses an amyloid character to some
extent.

The President, Dr. Martix, expressed himself
highly gratified with Mr. . Ralph's paper. It

suggested a field of inquiry in which valuable

practical information might be found concerning
the agencies of causation of a large class of dis-

eases that were extremely obscure, notwithstand-

ing the great advance that had of late years been
made in the study of pathology. Many instances

of inflammatory action occurring without obvious

causes might be found to be due to parasites. He
referred to a case related by Dr. Girdler, in

which extensive inflammation of the lung and
pleura had been traced to the existence of a hy-
datid cyst in the lung.

Mr. GiRDLESTONE thought more might be said

as*' to how the parasites gained admission into the

system. He wished also to have clearer informa-
tion as to the mode in which the amyloid bodies
passed from the blood into the fluke, and from
the fluke into the blood. The conclusions re-

specting the transmission of the amyloid bodies

into the blood were, as it seemed to him, quite

theoretical. The report of the pleuro-pneumonia
commission had been to the effect that parasites

were not constantly found in the diseased tissues

of cattle that had died of this affection.

Dr. Bleasdale would suggest to Mr. Ralph
not to rely too strongly upon the reaction ob-

tained by iodine. Sulphuric acid and other re-

agents might distinguish these bodies into a class

by themselves. He anticipated important results

from the use of magenta in micro^scopical re-

searches, and he would commend it to Mr. Ralph
as likely to aid him not inconsiderably in his in-

vestigations.

Mr. Ralph referred to the diagrams by which
his present paper was illustrated, in which the

amyloid bodies found in the blood were clearly
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indicated. There was no more difficulty for the

ova of parasites than for bile to pass into the

blood. AxDRAL had found hydatids in the pul-

monary veins without the aid of the microscope.

Dr. BuDD had i^iven confirmatory testimony on
this point. In the evidence quoted in the report

it had been shown that, in seventeen out of nine-

teen examples, parasites had been found. He
had not recorded the results he himself had ob-

tained, until he had confirmed them by repeated
experiments.
On the motion of Dr. Neild, seconded by Dr.

Black, the thanks of the Society were accorded
to Mr. Ralph.

Pathology of Hydropliobia.

In a course of lectures in the Dahlin Med. Press

on hydrophobia, by Dr. T. C, Shinkwin, from

the manuscript notes of the late Dr. T. S. Hol-

land, of Cork, the following conclusions are given

in reference to this disease: 1. No one of the

morbid appearances that are stated to have occur-

red in autopsies made on persons who died of

hydrophobia, nor all taken collectively, could

produce the symptoms essential to that disease,

and that it presents phenomena for which none of

these pathological changes can account. 2. Hy-
drophobia can proceed to a fatal termination
without leaving in the dead Ijody any trace of

diseased change. 3. All the pathological appear-
ances hitherto recorded must be considered as

secondary or accidental lesions, to none of which
can be assigned the place of ihe proximate cause,

which is still unknown. 4. From a consideration

of the sudden, interrupted, intense, and rapidly
fatal character of the symptoms, it appears highly
probable that as the blood is the most generally
difi'used and rapidly circulating medium, it is the

receiver of and agent through which the nervous
system is acted on by the poison, and excited by
it to produce the symptoms characteristic of hy-
drophobia. 5. Presuming the correctness of the

last conclusion, it follows from it that treatment
should be directed to remove the altered condi-

tion of the blood, and that attention should in all

future autopsies be dircc((>d to discover the physi-
cal, chemical, and microscopical changes occur-
ring in it and in the nervous system. 6. If it be
necessary to give this disease a nosological order,

it sh<mld be placed among a series of affections

that may be included under the general term of
toxo-sanguineo-nervous diseases.

ratas and this gland. (Sir Charles Lwcock.)
Acute inflammation of this gland s >metinies fol-

lows the sudden subsidence of orchitis. (Eulen-
BERG.) Mr. Foot says, that in countries where
g'dtre and cretinism are endemic, there are two
classes of cretins, the goiterous and ungoiterous;

in the f )rmer the s^^xnal crgans are monstrously

developed, while in the si p. goiterous, there aie no

marks of sexual maturity. In lower aninisils, as

mnles, where sterility is a well-known fact, it

will be f und in these countries that they are fre-

quently afftcted with thyroid swellinas. To the

^spinal iiiarro-v, situated between the s'sih cervi-

cal aod the f)urth dorsal vertebrae. Budce as-

signs the function of a centre for the ce vical

portion of the sympathetic nerve (centum cilio-

spinale,) presiding over the influence of the sym-
pathetic nerve on the movements of the iris and
the bloodvessels of the head. Derangement of

this centre, primarily or indi'-ectly through

changes beginning in the thyroid gland, and se-

condarily affecting this centre, appears to pro-

duce that derangement of the vaso-motor nerves

of the head, producing the violent palpitations

and turgescence of the capillaries of the face,

scalp, etc., etc., with exi'phthalmia and broncho-

cell, the investigation of whii'.h disease is so inti-

mately connected with the names of Graves and
Stokes.

The Thyroid Gland.

During a lecture, recfntly published in the
Duljliu Med. Press, by Mr. Arthur W. Foot,
upon the Thyroid Gland, the following opinions
were jriven as to its function It a^its as a diverti-

culum to the corebral circulation, exorcising its

8ecretf)ry function alternately with the })rain.

(Simon.) There is a direct relation existing be
tween this gland and the utero-ovarian function.

Ninety yter cent, of goitre, or the enlargement of

this gland, oc^urs in women, and its periodical

turg'^hcenoe during menstruation and pregnancy
Buggested a connection between the sexual appa-

Fluctuating Tumor of the Hip caused by Parasi-

tic Animals.

The Brit. Med. Jour, brings the report of a case

as above, by Wm. Hendry, M. R. C. S., of Hull.

The patient, a young lady, aged 21, has noticed

from 10 years of age, the left hip and thigh to be

weak and occasionally painful. Symptoms in-

creased during last winter, a rapidly increas-

ing swelling making its appearance on the af-

fected hip." Movements impeded and painful,

causing awkwardness of gait, and preventing

any extended walk. Swelling, during the latter

part of May and beginning of June, (1805,) has

become much extended and diffuse.

Drs. Hendry and King saw the case on June
8th. Fluctuation in the tumor was accompa-
aied by a peculiar crepitus, resembling that per-

ceived in bursal enlargements. Though the skin

was not at all inflamed, the tumor is more pain-

ful than is common in ordinavy superficial chronic

abscesses.

The tumor was punctured, and a pint and a

half of semi-opaque, yellowish fluid discharged

—

the cyst even then not being completely emptied.

Microscopic examination demonstrated the ex-

istence of innumerable booklets of echinococci in

the li(:|uid drawn off. Every drop, under the four

tenths or one-fourth of an inch object-glass, showed
abundantly the presence of these parasitical for-

mations. The parasite itself was not obtained

entire; but various portions were viewed in a

greater or less degree of d(;composition. Along
with the debris of echinococci were observed mi-

nute cubic crystals of chloride of sodium and
cholesterine.

'I'he case, as remarked by Dr. Hendry, is inter-

esting, as showing the voluntary muscles to be

liable to the incursion of these parasites, as well

as the brain, liver, and other organs. L.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBEE 2, 1865.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The above Association, which seems to hold the

same relation to the profession of England that

the American Medical Association does to that of

this country, held its thirty-third annual meet-

ing in the town of Leamington, on August 1st to

4th inclusive. Leamington is a celebrated water-

ing-place in the central part of England, not a

great way from Birmingham, and two miles east

of the ancient town of Warwick. Its springs are

saline, containing sulphate of soda, and chlorides

of sodium, calcium and magnesium. It is very

accessible from all parts of the United Kingdom,
and a popular and exceedingly pleasant place of

resort. It is a question whether the policy of

occasionally meeting at some of our watering-

places would not be a good one for the American
Medical Association. Saratoga, Newport, Cape
May, Old Point Comfort, the White Sulphur

Springs of Virginia, and of Ohio, Lookout Moun-
tain, and other places that might be named, would
afford an agreeable variety to the present plan of

meeting exclusively in large cities.

There was an attendance of 234 delegates, out

of a membership of 2,368—a small attendance

compared with ours, though we presume that

there is, as there should be, a more limited repre-

sentation than obtains among us.

It is observable that among our British breth-

ren the Presidency of the Association seems to be

accorded, without dispute, to the place of holding

the meeting. Thus, in 1864 the Association met
in Cambridge, and Dr. G. E. Paget was the Presi-

dent, who, at Leamington, after opening the

meeting, retired in favor of Dr. Samuel J. Jeaf-

FRESON of that place, who in turn next year, when
the Association meets by invitation at Chester,

will retire in favor of Dr. Edward Waters, of

that place.

After t:.e formalities of the retiring of the old

President and the induction of the new, together

with the reading of his address, the report of
*' Council'^ was made. This body has the general

business management of the affairs of the Asso-

ciation, which it reports to be, in every respect,

in a prosperous condition. They report that dur-

ing the year 30 members died, 65 resigned, and
the names of 70 were erased for the non-payment
of arrears. During the year 133 new members
were added.

Instead of, as with us, publishing its proceed-

ings in a separate volume, the British Association

publishes a weekly periodical

—

The British Medi-

cal Journal—an abl}^ conducted enterprise, credit-

able to the profession of Great Britain. The
financial statement of the Council seems to have

chief reference to the expenses of this periodical.

The receipts in 1864 were

—

£ s. d.

For subscriptions, .... 2,501 2

" advertisements and sales, 633 16 6

£3,135 13 6

The expenditures were (almost entirely on ac-

count of the Journal) £2890 16 9J, leaving a bal-

ance in favor of the Association of £243 16 82-

—

a very good financial showing. The subscription

to the Journal to members is £1 1, to non-mem-

bers £1 6.

Among the items of business reported on by

the Council, is, that steps were in prepress to se-

cure from Government a Charter of Incorporation

for the Association, which would cost about £300.

The subject was discussed subsequently at con-

siderable length, the objections urged against the

charter being principally on financial grounds.

It was, however, unanimously decided to continue

the effort to procure the charter at as early a day

as practicable.

The first report of the "Medical Provident So-

ciety'' was made. This elicited a good deal of dis-

cussion subsequently, there being considerable

opposition to the society manifested. It was,

however, sustained by a strong vote. This and
"The Medical Benevolent Fund," appear to be

medical beneficial societies in connection with

the Association.

The Council reported the voting of the " Hast-

ings Prize Medal" to Dr. D. Herbert Barker, of

Bedford, for his essay on Hygiene. Sir Thomas
Hastings, the founder of this Prize, seems to

hold the relation to the British Medical Associa-

tion that Dr. N. S. Davis does to the American
Medical Association, being its originator and
most enthusiastic supporter. We observe that

great deference was paid to his opinions and ad-

vice.

In examining the proceedings of the meetings

of British medical societies, and in reading the

editorials and communications in their medical

journals, one is struck with the prominent place

held in British medical politics b}^ the relations

of medical men to the poor-laws of the country.

There is a far larger class of poor in Great Britain

who are unable to pay doctor's bills than in this

counti-y, and how to make provision for them in

sickness as well as in health, at the cheapest pos-
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sible rate, is a problem that the poor-law com-

missioners are called upon to solve. Hence in-

adequate provision is made for remunerating

medical men for their services to them. As a

consequence, this subject occupies much space in

the journals, and much time in the medical socie-

ties of Great Britain. A committee was ap-

pointed, a part of whose duty was to insure just

remuneration to Poor-law medical officers.

An eftbvt was made to cut the Association loose

from its representative organ, the British Medi-

cal Journal. Mr. Robert B. Carter, of Stroud,

took the lead in opposition to the Journal, but his

arguments were puerile, and only seemed to have

the effect of showing that he was actuated by
some private grudge, and to bring the friends of

the enterprise to the rescue, and the following

declaration was passed, unanimously—or rather,

we suppose, none dissenting— That it is inexpe-

dient to disturb the existing arrangements with

regard to the Journal

—

[a] because Dr. Mark-
ham [the editor] has proved himself quite equal

to the responsibilities devolving upon him
;
(b) be-

cause the tone and management have gone on

improving; and that general support and sympa-

thy from the members of the Association, espe-

cially those connected with the public medical

and surgical institutions of the kingdom, are

alone wanted to make the Journal an organ

suited to carry out the principles upon which the

Association is founded." A small balance of

about eight pounds against the Association last

year, was the point on which the opponents of

the Journal rallied, but unfortunately for them

there was a balance in favor of the Association this

year of about two hundred and forty-four pounds,

with a good prospect of its increasing considerably

during the year. Whatever real ground there may
be of complaint against the Journal the profes-

sion itself is responsible for. Let them rally to

its support, and furnish Dr. Markham with the

means, and they will have no occasion to com-

plain of it as a literary enterprise. Its present

income represents, we should judge, a list of

about two thousand subscribers. The Associa-

tion numbers nearly 2500 members; let them all

support the Journal by their subscriptions, influ-

ence and pens, and there wouhl ])e no room for

invidious comyjurisons with other journals. But

while we say this much for the .Journal, we must

afliiiit that we have not much confidence in the

association principle in the management of such

an enterprise. It would he more efficient and

useful in private hands, in our opinion.

Kntortainments to the delegates formed a

marked f'-ature of the sessions of the Associa-

tion, as it does in our own Association. Of
these, there seem to have been three: a soiree'^

on Wednesday evening, in a public hall, which

seems to have been given by the profession of

Leamington; a public dejeuner^^ given in a spa-

cious marquee, erected in the Jephson Gardens,

this compliment was paid by the inhabitants of

Leamington, and, lastly, the President's "conver-

sazione,^^ also given in a public hall, given by

the President of the Society, Dr. Jeaefreson.

We notice that at these entertainments opportu-

nity was afforded for the exhibition of instru-

ments, surgical apparatus, microscopes, medi-

cines, etc., and the walls were decorated with

portraits, autographs, and medals of medical

celebrities, and there was quite a Jarge collec

tion of medical curiosities, some of them very

ancient. These were contributed for the occa-

sion by inhabitants, and some of them were

brought from a distance. These re-unions seem

to have been very pleasant affairs
;
toasts, speech-

es, and pleasantries being in order. Fireworks

and illuminations constituted a part of the enter-

tainment given by the inhabitants of Leamington.

Ladies are spoken of as having taken part in the

entertainments.

In our next we will speak of the addresses, pa-

pers, discussions, etc., that the meeting called

forth.

Notes and Comments.

Literary Weeklies.

One of the great literary wants of our country

has been a class of weekly papers of a high order,

devoted to general literature, news, and other

interesting topics of the day. Just before the

war commenced, and about that time, several

attempts were made to initiate such enterprises,

l)ut the high prices that prevailed during the war

compelled a discontinuance of the papers. Since

the return of peace, two of the papers that had

been discontinued have been revived, viz., The Sat-

urday Press and The Round Table. They were

both very acceptable and well-conducted, and we

hope they may now be successful. In addition

to these, there are other candidates for public

favor, viz., The ]S!aiion, The Citizen, and the New
York Review. There may be others, but those

named are all that have fallen under our notice.

Of these. The Nation is a new enterprise, and

has all the elements necessary to secure success.

The numbers that have issued are very credita-

ble, both in their contents, typography, and gen-

eral getting up, with a single exception, that is
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the mingling up of advertisements with the read-

ing matter. We are surprised at this lack of good

taste and judgment, and hope it will be speedily

corrected. For a literary weekly, we heartily

recommend the Katio7i. Mr. Joseph H. Kichards

is the publisher, and it numbers among its con-

tributors some of the best writers of the country.

The Citizen is a continuation of the journal of

the Citizen's Association of Xew York, and is

intended, among other things, to subserve the in-

terests of sanitary reform in that city. It is a

sprightly, slashing sheet, with Charles G. Hal-

pine, Esq., as proprietor and chief editor.

We have not had the opportunity of closely ex-

amining the Iieview, and the Saturday Press, and

may speak of them again. The prospectus of the

Bound Table has been published, but the first

number of the new paper has not, we believe,

issued yet. It was, when before published, an

excellent paper, and we shall look for an^mprove-

ment, rather than a degeneration.

All the above papers are published in New
York. It is a pity that so many 'have been

started, as there is danger of their interfering

with each other. The interest the medical pro-

fession takes in literary enterprises justifies this

reference to a new direction that has of late

been given to literary efibrt in this country.

Weekly papers of the character commented on

have been very successful in England, and they

should be here.

News and Miscellany,

statistics of Insanity.

Dr. H. G. Stewart, of the Crichton Royal In-

stitution, Dumfries, presents in the Journal of

Mental Science, the following statistics as ob-

tained by him from the insane of the above insti-

tution :

I. Sex. There were 16 per cent, more males
than females under treatment. 2. The females

recover more readily than the males. 3. The
number of deaths in each sex is nearly equal.

II. Domestic Condition. 1. Most of the patients

were single. 2. The highest proportion of recov-

eries was among the married, the next among
the single, and the lowest among the widowed.
3. The smallest proportion of deaths was among
the married, a higher among the single, and
the highest among the widowed. 4. The married
with offspring had a much greater chance of re-

covery, and a much less chance of death than the

married without offspring.

III. Education. 1. Those having a superior

education recover less frequently than those

whose minds are not so highly cultivated.

2. Those having moderate and indifferent edu-

cations have the best chance of recovery. 3. The
highest mortality occurs among those whose edu-
cation is indifferent.

IV. Occupation. 1. Members of the learned pro-

fessions have much less chance of recovery than
men in any other occupation. 2. Artisans have
the largest proportion of recoveries among them,
proprietors next, commercial men next, and ar-

chitects, engineers, etc., next. 3. Death is more
frequent among the members of the professions,

and less so among the other classes. 4. Among
the females, the fewest recoveries are among the

affluent class, and the ^createst in the commercial
and artisan class. 5. The deaths among females

are more frequent in the artisan and affluent than

in the commercial class.

y. Cause. 1. The ascribed cause of insanity

is much more frequently physical than moral.

2. Moral causes are more frequent among the

females than the males. 3. Moral causes, both

amono; males and females, produce an insan-

ity more easily curable than physical causes.

4, Death in both sexes occurs more frequently

among cases of mental disease produced by
morarthan by physical causes. 5. One-half of

the cases were hereditary, and 12 per cent, of

them were ascribed entirely to hereditary trans-

mission. The cases produced by easily reniova-

ble causes are the most curable.

YI. Age at which the Insanity f.rst appeared.

1. The greatest number of first attacks occur be-

tween the ages of 20 and 30 years. 2. The
highest percentages of recoveries occur in those

atfaeked at the climacteric period; namely, be-

tween the ages of 10 and 20, and 40 and 50 years,

3, The recoveries are next most frequent in those

first attacked between 20 and 30; and as life ad-

vances (with the exception of those in the disor-

der mentioned in the preceding paragraph), the

chances of recovery diminish. 4. The percentage

of death is higher the greater the ages at the

first appearance of the insanity.

YII. Number of Attacks. 1. 66 per cent, of

the cases admitted are first, 15 per cent, second,

7 per cent, third, and 9 per cent, frequent attacks.

2. By far the lowest proportion of recoveries

takes' place in those that suffer from the first

attack: and those having a second or frequent

attacks recover in a much higher proportion.

3. The proportion of deaths is higher in the first,

and generally lower in the frequent attacks.

YIII. Duration of Attack prior to Admission.

1. The earlier the patient is placed under treat-

ment, the greater is his chance of recovery. 2. The
number of deaths is fewer in those admitted soon

after the appearance of insanity, than in those in

which the disease has existed for longer periods.

IX. Bodily Health. 1. Nearly one-half of the

cases had good bodily health: in 31 per cent, it

was indifferent: and in 18 per cent, it was bad.

2. The recoveries were high among those having
good : but highest in those having indifferent

;

and lowest in those having bad health. 3. The
deaths were lowest in the first class, intermediate

in the second, and highest in the third.

X. Age on Admission. 1. The greatest num-
ber of patients admitted are between the ages of

20 and 50. 2. Most recoveries take place in those

whose age is between 15 and 20, and 45 and 55,
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the two climacteric periods, (see heading YL)
3. The proportion of deaths steadily increases in

proportion to age.

XL Form of Mental Disorder. 1. ^lania vras

the most frequent form of mental alienation;

next melancholia, next monomania, and next de-

mentia. 2. After dipsomania, melancholia was

the most curable, and after it mania and mono-

mania. 3. The deaths were most frequent in

fatuity and dementia, less so in monomania; and

in mania and melancholia they were in the lovrest

proportion.

XIL Duration of Attack. 1. The greatest

number of attacks of mental disease last for less

than one vear. 2. The longer the attack the

fewer the recoveries. 3. The longer the attack

the greater become the proportion of deaths.

XUL Duration of Residem-e in tli>' A^yhim.

1. The mass of cases remain less than one year

in the Asylum. 2. Such cases are the most cura-

ble. 3. More than one-half of those cases that

remain only for a month die: and in th^se re-

maininc; six months the mortality reaches it?

minimiim, and thereafter, in the longer periods

of residence, on the whole, increasing.

Vocalization.

A very useful article has recently appeared in

the Philosophical Ma^/azine, written by Mr. J.

Bishop. F.R.S.. proving how necessary it is. not

only that the pitch of the tuning-fork should be

uniform, but that it should be conformable to the

structure and functions of the human voice. The
greater portion of our best music, including the

works of Haxdel, Mozart, and Beethoven, was
composed at a period when the tuning-fork made
(about 512 vibrations for C ; but about half a cen-

tury since, there arrived in this country German
performers on wind instruments whose pitch was
much more acute, and an erroneous opinion soon

prevailed that the tones of wind instruments were
improved by this higher pitch,- Unfortunately

the Philharmonic Society and the orchestral de-

partments of the theatres fell in with this delu-

sion—the Philharm inic adopting one pitch, the

Opera another: and at length almost every maker
of musical instruments chose his own pitch: thus

has arisen the well known difficulty of getting

together performers on even two or three instru-

ments in perfect unison with each other, and also

that of the singers themselves not knowing
whether the music is or is not within the compass
of their voice. In this state of uncertainty the

Society of Arts appointed a committee to investi-

gate the subject-, and their recommendation was,

that 52S vibrations be adopted for C, instead of

512—this being about a semitone higher than that

in use in the timo of Handel. Tlie effect of this

alteration in the fundamental pitch has been very

important. The piano forte makers have been

obliL'^d to shorten their strings, the organ build-

ers their pipes, and the flute makers to cut off a

portion of their tulies; but as Nature has made
no corresponding change in the length of the

cords of the vocal organs, and in order to diminish

the evils which the present pitJih has inflicted on

the human voice, very many of Handel's and
Mozart's popular songs have been transposed by
Callcott and others into lower keys, so as to

bring them as nearly as possible to that pitch

sanctioned and used by the composers themselves,
Xow. although this transposition can be easily

effected in short pieces of music, yet no one would
think of clianging the key of a whole oratorio or

mass, and consequently many choral performers
can no longer join in the execution of these cele-

brated productions. It appears that even Madam
Goi.DSCHMinT herself, with her extended range,
has c 'niyd-iined of the strain which the change of

pltcli at the opera produced in her vocal organs.

Moreover, it is well known that the tones at the

extreme limits of phouatioo are never s-^ pure in

quality, or so agreeable to listen to, as the notes

within these limits: and when the vocal cords are

unduly strained they do not easily regain their

elasticity, and both the melody and the range
become seriously impaired. Many a fine voice

ha< Ijeen dius ruined. Xor is this all; the effort

and s-rain to produce some of the higher tones

has not only given rise to spitting of blood, but
has been known even to produce apoplexy. Sir

John Herschel strongly protested against the
decision of the committee of the Sociery of Arts,

and 'Mv. Bishop as forcibly urges the roduction of

the pitch of C to its former limit of 512 vibra-

tions: he also contends that the pitch of all mu-
sical instrtiments intended to accompany the hu-
man voice should be made subordinate to the

anatomical and physical structure of the human
vocal oriians.

—

Lancet.

An incident in the French Academy of Medicine.

A somewiiat amusing incident took place lately

at the Academy of Medicine in the discussion on
aphasia. Prof. Bouillaud. in his ardent convic-

tion that the faculty of speech must be localized

in the anterior lobes of the brain, offered a long
time ago a prize of 500f. to any one who would,

prove that that portion of the brain may be in-

jured without causing any alteration in the power
of speech. At the meeting, M. Velpeau, who was
not expected to speak, got up and quietly de-

clare'! to M. Bouillaud that he had won the prize.

He then proceeded to give the details of a case

which had fallen under his notice at La Charity,

and which he announced as conclusive. The fact

itself, and particularly the humorous way in which
it was presented, of course disagreealdy surprised

M. Bouillaud.,who manifested his ill-humor by
some expressions which M. Velpeau declared to

be unparliamentary. This was followed by an
exchange of aigre doux compliments and witty

hits, to the great amusement of the gallery. But
M. Bouillaud soon recovered his usual equa-
nimity, and closed the incident by asking the

Academy to appoint a committee to judge whether
the prize had been legitimately won or not.

Natural Selection.

Mr. Wallace, the English naturalist, in a
paper recently read before the Anthropological So-

ciety, arrives at the following conclusions, which
help to account for the variation and transmuta-
tion of species: (1.) Peculiarities of every kind
arc more or less hereditary. (2.) The offspring

of every animal vary more or less in all parts of

their organization. (3.) The universe in which
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these animals live is not absolutely invariable.

(4.) The animals in any country (tliose at least

which are not dying out) must at each successive

period be brought into harmony with the sur-

rounding conditions. These are all the elements

required for change of form and structure in ani-

mals, keeping exact pace with changes of what-
ever nature in the surrounding universe. Such
changes must be slow, for the changes in the uni-

verse must be very slow; but just as these slow

changes become important, when we look at re-

sults after long periods of action, as we do when
we perceive the alterations of the earth's surface

during geological epochs: so the parallel changes

in animal form become more and more striking,

according as the time they have been going on is

great, as we see when we compare our living ani-

mals with those which we disentomb from each

successively older geological formation.

—

Annual
of Sci. Discovery.

International Sanitary Regulations.

An international agreement was signed at Ge-

neva on the 22d of August, 1864, and ratified at

Berne on the 22d of June last, by the representa-

tives of France, Baden, Belgium, Denmark, Spain,

Italy, the Netherlands, Prussia, and Switzerland.

The preamble sets forth the desire of the powers
in convention to mitigate, as far as may be, the

evils inseparable from war, to suppress useless

rigors, and to am.eliorate the lot of wounded sol-

diers on the field of battle. Ten articles follow,

guaranteeing the neutrality of military hospitals

and ambulances, so long as they contain either

sick or wounded, and remain unguarded by a

military force; also, of all those persons legiti-

mately connected with them during the exercise

of their functions. In case of occupation by the

enemy, these persons may continue to discharge

their duty under neutral protection, or may rejoin

the forces to which they belong, at their option.

If they prefer the latter course, they shall be for-

warded to the enemy's outposts by the army of

occupation. The property of hospitals remains

subject to the laws of war, but those who with

draw from them shall retain their private pro-

perty. Ambulances will be entirely released.

The inhabitants of the country who shall bear

succor to the wounded shall be respected as neu-

trals, and shall be so forewarned by the generals

on either side; and whatever house receives a

wounded soldier shall have in him a safeguard,

nor shall any troops be quartered upon it, nor

any war-tax exacted of it. The sick and wounded
shall be collected and cared for without regard

to their nationality, and commanders-in-chief may
forward to the enemy's outposts his wounded
during the conflict, when circumstances permit
and both parties consent. Those who, upon re-

covery, are found to be incapable of service

shall be returned to their country, and the re-

mainder on condition that they will not take up
arms while the war lasts. Evacuations, and the

persons directing them, shall be covered by an
absolute neutrality. A distinctive and uniform
flag shall be adopted for hospitals, ambulances,
and evacuations, to be accompanied in all cases

by the national standard. An armlet will also be
admissible to protect the neutrality of persons,

but the bestowal of it shall be left to the military

authorities. The flag and armlet will bear a red
cross on a white field. The details of the execu-
tion of this agreement shall be left to the com-
manders of the belligerents, subject to the in-

structions of their respective governments. Other
powers are invited to join those who have already
contracted. Great Britain, Sweden and Norway,
Greece, and the Duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
have already signified ofiicially their adhesion.
Portugal, Hesse, and Wirtemberg only await cer-

tain necessary formalities before following suit.

No doubt our own country will make haste to do
the same. The Government acted constantly

throughout the war in the spirit of this beneficent

agreement.

—

The Nation.

Absinthe.

This liquor, on the pernicious qualities of

which so much has been said, has at length found

an advocate in Dr. Deschamps, of Avallon, who,

in a paper addressed to the Paris Academy of

Sciences, scientifically examines the numerous
charges brought against it. Dr. Deschamps has

analyzed several absinthes, that of Switzerland,

that of Lyons, that of Avallon, and six difi'erent

kinds bought at various wine shops, and it ap-

pears from his researches that this compound
does not contain any really dangerous ingre-

dients. He says:

"Absinthe is an alcoholate, colored with the
juice of spinach, nettles, etc., but the plant
called absinth, or wormwood, is never used for

this purpose. Indigo and turmeric, which have
sometimes been employed to color it, are utterly

innocuous. The traces of copper sometimes found
in it can only be attributed to the action of the
liquid on the brass stop-cocks fixed to the bar-
rels, or else to the vessels used by some dealers

and manufacturers, but not to the introduction
of sulphate of copper into the liquid. There is

no absinthe or copper in it, nor could it have any
injurious efiect on the constitution. The action
which this liquor exercises on ordinary drinkers
can only be attributed to the alcohol it contains,
and under equal circumstances it does not cause
more intoxication than other alcoholic drinks.
The heat which the absinthe-drinker feels on the
mucous membrane of the stomach is due to the
instantaneous action of the alcohol which the
liquor contains ; and if the individual is not im-
mediately intoxicated, it is because the absorption
is retarded by that very action.

" A glass of absinthe taken casually can exer-

cise no pernicious influence on the mental state

of the drinker. The real danger it off'ers lies in

its sugary taste, which is due to the essence of
aniseed and illicium which it contains, and does
not leave behind it that disagreeable pastry sen-

sation peculiar to liquids containing sugar. It

has also the property of provoking agreeable
eructations, which induce the drinker to return to

the wine-shop keeper. He who has the power to

resist the temptation, and only to take one glass
of absinthe per day, is not more exposed to dan-
ger than if he were to drink other alcoholic
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liquors. The fatal effects noticed in the case of

the lovers of this drink cannot in any way be at-

tributed to absinth (wormwood), since absinthe

does not contain any- and it is very easy to ac-

count for the brutalizing effects of the latter when
it is considered that he who drinks twenty or

thirty glasses of it places himself under the influ-

ence of six hundred or nine hundred cubic centi-

metres of alcohol of from sixty-live to sixty-nine

centesimal deo;rees."

A IsTew Poison.

A new poison has been examined and reported

on by M. Pelikan, of St. Petersburg. The plant

which produces it comes from the Gaboon, and

is used by the natives of that locality for poi-

soning arrows. It belongs to the natural order

Apocynace(X, and produces its injurious action

almost exclusively upon the heart. M. Peli-

kan's experiments were made upon the common

frog, and they have led him to the following con-

clusions :

WoRTHiNGTox.—On Second-day, the 21st ult., Mary
M., infant daughter of Dr. J. H. Worthington, of this

city.

AWSWERS TO CORRESPOIfDEIsrTS.

Dr. J. W. McC, 2Iinerva, Ohio.—Bumstead on Ve-
nereal, sent by mail. Aiigust 21st.

Dr. W. W. S., St. 'Marys, Pa.—Uterine Supporter,
sent by Express, August 22d.
Dr. J. H. K., Worcester, Pa.—Tanner Infancy and

Childhood, sent by mail. August 23d.

Dr. G. C. E., U'liiontown, Pa.—Elastic stocking sent
by mail, August 2-1 th.

Dr. J. L. A"., Jlertzfoicn, Pa. —Tanner's Practice,
two Pereira's Pocket Prescription Books, sent br Ex-
press, August 2-ith.

Dr. J. W. M., ShippensviUe, Pa.—Wythe's Pocket
Dose Book, Beasley's Prescriptions aiid Remedies,
and Fuller on Rheumatism and Gout, sent b}'' mail
Aug. 2Sth.

Dr. J. W. G., Bellair, Ohio.—Llallemand on Sper-
matorrhea, sent by mail, August 28th.

Dr. H. L. C, Groveport, Ohio.—History of American
Medical Association, sent by mail, Aug. 26th.

METEOROLOGY.
"1. The poison produces at first an increased

action of the heart. 2. After a while the pulse

decrjeases in frequency, and the heart soon en-

tirely ceases to beat. 3. The cessation of action

is not regularly progressive. 4. AVhen the ordi-

nary action of the heart has been completely

arrested, the ventricle still exhibits peculiar

movements, which appear to be peristaltic.

5. When the ventricle has completely ceased

to act, and is strongly contracted, and empty, the

auricles, though lull of blood, continue to con-

tract. 6. Finally, the paralysis of the heart has
nothing in common with cadaveric rigidity.

When once paralyzed, this organ does not re-

spond to any stimuli, whether mechanical, chem-
ical, or electrical, applied either directly or to

the nerves."

MARRIED.

Beury—WniTsiAN.—At Gardiner, Me., Aug. Ifi, at

the residence of the bride's father. Dr. Caleb S.

Whitman, formerly of Boston, by Rev. Frederic
Gardiner, Mr. Frederic A. Berry and Miss Sarah C.

Whitman.
<i

DIED.

Anderson.—In this city on the 25th ult.. Dr. Isaac

Anderson, in the 70th year of his age.

Blfss.—At New Rochellc, N. Y., on Wednesday
Aug. 23, 1865, at the residence of C. IT. Hurd, Doctor

Ela D Bliss, aged 26 years, late Surgeon in the Uni-
ted States Army.

CoxDiCT.—At Dover, Morris co., N. J., on Sunday,
Aug. 20, suddenly, of cholera infant\im, Francis Sew-
ard, infant son of Dr. I. W. Condict and Mary T.

Condict.
Fink—Drowned, on Monday, August 21st, Miss

Ann Elizadeth Fine, aged 23 years, daughter of Dr.

J. M. Fine, of this city.

HoRwiTz.—On Monday. 21st ult., John M. Read,
son of Dr. P. J. and C. N. llorwitz, aged 6 months and
25 days.

STEriiRNSON.—On Monday, Aug. 28, at his late res-

idence in South Brooklyn, Mark Stej^henson, M. D.
Ti:tiiim..—On Sunday, Aug. 27, at Xo. 52 Iloyt st.,

Brooklyn, Dr. Frank Tuthill, of San Francisco, Cal.,

late of New York.

August 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.

Wind s. W. E. N. W. N. W. S.W. N. W.
Clear. Cl'dy, Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear.

Rain.

8-10

Thermometer.
67° 67° 50° 48° 50° 550 60°

At 8 A. M SO 70 62 60 69 71 71
At 12 M S3 74 68 62 71 75 77
At 3P.M 88 75 69 65 72 76 79

79 50 71.50 62.25 58.75 65.50 69 25 71.75

Barometer.
At 12 M 29.9 29.8 30. 30 3 30.3 30.2 30.1

Germantown. Pa. B. J. Leepom.
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Hospital Reports.

Pennsylvania Hospital,
]

Aug. 12, 1865. I

Surgical Clinic by Dr. T. G. Morton.

[Ecported by C. R. Morgan.]

Fracture of the Cervical Vertebrae : with exten-

sive lacerated Wound of Scalp.

, aet. 23. An hour ago this man was

brought into the hospitaL His friends report

that while working in a hay-mow, he fell through

the hatch to the ground, a distance of some thirty

feet, striking with full force the side of his head

and neck. He is a large muscular man, in weight

probably 190 pounds. The scalp wound is very

extensive, all the left side of the skull being

denuded from the supra orbital region to the oc-

cipital. This is trifling in comparison to his other

injuries. He has a fracture of the cervical ver-

tebrae. The diagnosis is easy. On examining the

spine I find an irregularity «f the spinous pro-

cesses, and a marked depression about the region

of the fifth vertebra. The examination gives him

considerable pain. The real evident symptoms

of fracture of the spine are due to the injury

which the cord has sustained; either laceration

or compression, or both. The patient has com-

plete paralysis ; he is unable to move hand or

foot; all the parts below the seat of injury are

devoid of sensation. A marked symptom of frac-

ture of the spine is priapism, which the patient

before you has in a marked degree. The prog-

nosis in these cases is very unfavorable. Life is

not usually protracted beyond the ninth day, and

death often occurs at a much earlier period. The

treatment consists merely in supporting life, with

attention to the bladder, which rec|uires the inser-

tion of the catheter several times a day.

Hydrocele.

No. 1. Progress of Case. Upon the patient

before you I operated for the radical cure of

hydrocele three days ago. Forty-eight hours after

the operation there was so much inflammation

developed, and general abdominal tenderness, es-

pecially in the course of the spermatic cord, that

I removed the seton. On its withdrawal some

clear amber colored fluid escaped, with some

flakes of lymph. Lead-water and laudanum has

been applied to the part. As you see, it is much
enlarged, and very sensitive. The length of time

required for sufiicient inflammation to be de-

veloped varies with almost every case, but usu-

ally from two to four days is quite enough. The
tenderness over the region of the belly is not due

to any peritoneal complication, but is merely sym-

pathetic, and due to the neighboring local inflam-

mation. If we allow the seton to remain in too

long, suppuration will take place, which necessi-

tates a free opening into the sac; then treating

the same as an ordinary abscess, using stimulat-

ing washes, and afterward compression, with ad-

hesive strips.

No. 2. Progress of Case. In this case we have

allowed the seton to remain in now four days,

and only sufl&cient inflammation has been excited

to warrant the removal of the threads. The en-

largement is probably greater than before the

operation, but he has little pain in the part except

when handled, and no abdominal tenderness.

We simply keep the patient in bed and support

the part; in a few days absorption of the efi'used

fluid will commence, when we can hasten the

cure by strips of adhesive plaster firmly applied.

Morbid Specimens.

1. Ovarian Tumor; Ovariotomy ; Deatli 40 hours

afterward, from shock of commencing Peri-

tonitis.

The tumor before you I removed from Bridget

M., aet. 26 and ten months, who was admitted

into the hospital Aug. 9th, 1865. The patient

was unmarried. She first noticed a movable

tumor in the left illiac region, about the size of a

hen's egg; her menses continued to appear regu-

larly until four months ago; since then she has

had no appearance. Her general health has been

uniformly good. The tumor remained almost

stationary until six months ago, when it began to

grow very rapidly, but more particularly within

the last two months. On her admission the ab-

domen measured in circumference at umbilicus

40 inches; ensiform cartilage to umbilicus 8

J
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inches. Between anterior superior spinous pro-

cesses 18 inches. "From median line to left anterior

spinous process 10 inches. From median line to

rio-ht anterior spinous process 8 inches. From

umbilicus to left anterior superior spinous process

10| inches. From umbilicus to right anterior

superior spinous process 9} inches.

There was considerable effusion in the abdomi-

nal cavity, but the tumor could be readily moved

from side to side, and by pressing its under sur-

face, it could be elevated a considerable distance,

show'ing the pedicle to be of some length, and

showing no attachments to the neighboring or-

gans. The tumor presented indistinct fluctua-

tion, and was irreirular, of firm consistence, and

nodulated as the disease was rapidly advancing.

The immense distension of the abdomen pro-

duced such a great amount of distress, and the

•weight of the tumor being more than the patient

could well carry, she desired the operation.

Much appeared to be in her favor,—youth, good

health, single tumor with a long pedicle, and no

adhesions,

Thursday, Aug. 17, 1865. Operation. Assisted

kindly by Drs. Agn'ew and "Wilson. Drs. Pancoast

and Meigs were present. I commenced the ope-

ration by making the usual incision of four inches

immediately below the umbilicus; a large quan-

tity of abdominal fluid was drained off, when the

tumor appeared at the wound. The large ovarian

draining trocar was introduced into the tumor,

but the contents were so thick and tenacious,

resembling soft soap, as to be unable to pass

through the canula, an incision was made into

the tumor, and the contents squeezed out. The

walls of the cyst were very thick, in some places

of almost cartilaginous hardness. It was found

impossible to get the tumor through the wound,

which was enlarged above and below some three

inches, when I introduced my hand, and readily

turned the mass out. The pedicle was found to

be very broad, and running all along to the fun-

dus of the uterus, involving the whole of the broad

ligament, and the tumor was cut away, the pedicle

being secured by passing two long pins (at the

suggestion of Dr. Pancoast) through it, being re-

tained outside of the incision, which was then

clcsed by six superficial and three deep sutures.

Only a few ounces of bh)od were lost, and the con-

tents of the belly little disturbed. A flannel ban-

dage was then applied, and the patient put to bed.

The reaction was very good, and for 24 hours

the patient slept and had no pain, and seemed

perfectly comfortable. She then had a slight

chill, abdominal pain, and rapid collapse fol-

lowed, 40 hours after the operation.

Post J^Ioriem. No haemorrhage, and no effused

blood or contents of the cyst in the cavity of the

abdomen, a very slight quantity of serum was

pre.-ov.t. and some lymph : free diffused peritoni-

tis; ri-liL ovary healthy. The tumor is before

you, and is a non-malignant proliferous cyst,

the solid portion weighing 13 pounds, the fluid

portion 12 pounds, exclusive of the peritoneal

efi\ision, which amounted to at least 10 pounds,

making the entire mass weigh some 35 pounds.

Fistula Laelarymalis.

One of the most annoying affections of the

lachrymal apparatus, is obstruction of the lach-

rymal duet. The patient before you, a young

woman a?t. 26, had for some time what is known

as epiphora, or watering of the eye, a constant

overflow of the tears upon the cheek, from closure

of the duct ; inflammation of the sac at the point

of obstruction supervened, a small tumor formed,

aud an abscess quickly developed, which dis-

charges esternally, and now remains open, pro-

ducing what is known as fistula lachrymalis.

Strumous subjects are very apt to suffer from

this affection, but it may result from a cold or an

injury. In the treatment, the object is to re-open

the communication between the eye and the

nose. "Where there is simply obstruction from a

thickened state of the lining membrane of the

passages, with a scrofulous habit, we frequently

effect a cure by the administration of iron and

cod-liver oil, with some of the preparations of

iodine, and dilating the lachrymal canal and the

ductus ad nasum by^the introduction of gradua-

ted probes, or following Roman's plan of splitting

the canaliculus from the puncta to its junction

with the duct, and then overcoming the stricture

by rapid dilatation. Where the duct has become

obliterated, we are obliged to make a new pas-

sage by carrying a narrow-bladed knife down
through the duet into the nose, either by the old

method externally, from a point immediately

above the tendon of the orbicular, or, by what I

consider preferable, that by the internal division

from the junction of the canaliculus and duct,

and the introduction of a gold tube with an arm
upon one extremity. The tube is inserted into

the duct, after free division by the knife, the arm

supports and retains the tube in its proper place,

resting in the split canaliculus. By depressing

the lid, the arm can be easily observed, as well as

the top of the tube, which can be cleaned out, at

any time, by passing a jtrobe through it into the

nose. The tears, I believe, generally pass down
on the side of the instrument.

A small but useful instrument I devised some

years, ago, in order to do away with the unpleas-
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ant appearance of the ordinary style, and be-

cause, in some cases, the obstruction exists at a

point higher up, and can only be overcome by an

instrument which favors and keeps open a direct

communication between the lachrymal canal and

the nose. I now introduce this tube; the flow of

blood from the no e is proof that the knife has

entered its cavity. Should any irritation arise,

wet cloths, or lead-water and laudanum.

Editorial Department,

Periscope.

The Placenta in IQ"atural Labor.

Before the Med.-Cliir. Society of Glasji-ow, Dr.
Jas. Pattersox read a paper upon the above sub-
ject, the substance of which he embodies in the
following propositions:

1. When the ucerus continues its contractions
after the birth of the child, so as to throw off the
placenta in a short period, the chance of hem-
orrhage is very slight.

2. When unassisted, the womb generally dis-

continues its efforts, for a time, after the birth of
the child, and during this rest the placenta can-
not be espelled.

3. Hemorrhage occurs during a complete or
partial separation of the placenta, and while that
viscus is still within the uterus : and when it does
supervene, it is generally in proportion to the

non-contraction of the womb, and to the time
during which the placenta remains unexpelled.

4. To assist the uterus to maintain its contrac-
tions for a short time after the birth of the child,

to procure the separation and expulsion of the
placenta, is a rational method of diminishing the
risk of hemorrhage, while, at the same time, it is

the surest Wiiy to secure the permanent contrac-
tion of the uterus, and thereby conduce to a
speedy recovery.

This is accomplished by keeping up such an
amount of stimulation of the uterus as shall cause
it to close around the placenta, so that the latter

shall be ready to be acted upon by every succeeding
contraction of the womb. The moderate pressure
of the hand applied over the abdomen during the
descent of the child, is nearly always sufficient at

this stage. When the child is born, the hand
must follow the descending womb, and grasp it,

so gently as not to cause pain, and yet with a
moderate firmness. This pressure ought scarcely
to be relaxed during the separation of the child
from the mother. In a large majority of cases, it

will be found that this simple plan will have as-

sisted the partial extrusion of the placenta through
the OS uteri, so that when the practitioners hands
are again free after tying the cord, he will find,

on introducing two fingers, that part of the after-

birth is lying in the vagina. At this stage, to

maintain still the pressure on the womb with the
left hand, and straighten, without pulling, the
cord with the right, by means of the two fingers
in the vagina, will in most cases suffice to procure

the expulsion of the placenta in about four to six

minutes. This is really an expulsion of the pla-

centa and membranes, in the true sense of the
worrl, and not a withdrawal.

When the placenta is thrown off in a short pe-

riod, the womb is much less liable to relax than
when it has been longer retained. He has
Ijeen struck by the fact that where a child had
been born some time, say twenty or thirty mi-
nutes before his arrival, the uterus can often be
made to contract with great difficulty; and he has
found in such cases, that with all care, he could
not stimulate the uterus to throw off its contents-

iu anything like the same time that he could

have done had he been present before the birth

of the child, and this, be it observed, after the-

womb had had a considerable interval of rest.

The President of the Society, Dr. Ritchie, and
all the members coincided in the views expressed

by Dr. Patterson, and condemned the rules usu-

ally laid down in what profess to be practical

treatises on midwifery—that half and even 'three-

quarters of an hour should elapse between the

expulsion of the child and the attempts of the
accoucher to begin to remove the placenta and.
membranes.

Angina Pectoris.

Among the formidable diseases on which much'
attention has been bestowed, there is none of

which less is positively known than that of an-

gina pectoris. English observers have found
ossification of the coronary valves, or organic
disease of the heart, frequently coinciding with^

angina pectoris, and German pathologists have-
referred the afiection to spasmodic asthma and to

gout. We are pleased with the comprehensive
views of M. Beatj, as reported in the Journal of
Pracfical Mt'dicine and Surgery. He does not
consider a symptom in the light of a disease, nor
does not conceive the presence of structural alter-

ations indispensable when the functional disturb-

ance of an organ is the leading feature of any
series of morbid manifestations. Thus, he cannot
concede that angina pectoris is a mere neuralgia,

the opinion prevalent in France, because, although
sometimes no anatomical lesion is discoverable,

still pain is not always present. He views angina
pectoris as a temporary interruption of the action

of the heart, which may result from many differ-

ent causes. Thus, if by violent exercise or sudden
emotion the action of the heart is arrested in a
person laboring under valvular disease, suffoca-

tion and inability to walk will follow, the extrem-
ities win grow cold and the pulse threadlike,

extreme dyspnoea supervenes, and in some in-

stances violent pain in the pericordial region,

occasionally radiating to the left shoulder and
arm. In this instance, the angina is obviously

traceable to its cause, but it would be unreason^
able to ascribe it always to the same agencies.

Viewed in this light, angina pectoris may coin-

cide with organic cardiac disease, or originate in

gout or neuralgic predisposition; but it will al-

ways be characterized by the precordial radiating

pain, the oppression, the smallness of the pulse,

the lividity of the countenance, the refrigeration

of the extremities, and especially the sensation of
agonizing anguish, which fully justifies its name.
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The sudden invasion of the seizure, whether spon-

taneously arising, or resulting from fatigue or

deep emotion, will further assist the diagnosis,

but it must be remembered that the symptoms
vary considerably in each case.

The affection is of much more common occur-

rence than is generally supposed, and M. Beau
goes so far as to assert that the greater number
of unexplained cases of sudden death are attribu-

table to that variety of angina which induces syn-

cope.

The progress of the disease is not less variable

than its outAvard manifestations. In youth and

in the aged its results are widely different. In

the latter, the affection is rapidly and almost

constantly fatal; whereas, in the former, it is

susceptible of cure.

M. Beau has remarked in all the individuals in

whom he observed the disease a marked tendency

to dyspepsia, and this condition was preceded hj,

or coincided with, severe sorrow; angina had
subsequently been developed under the operation

of various causes, such as idiosyncracy, pre^-ious-

ly existing disease of the heart, the gouty diathe-

sis, etc. M. Beau opines that the use of tobacco

has a twofold share in the production of angina

:

in the first place, in destroying the appetite ; in

the second, by a peculiar mode of action, what-

ever be the form in which tobacco may have been

used.

M. Beau received further demonstration in the

case in his wards, which had served to point his

remarks on angina. In this individual, a con-

firmed smoker, heart disease had followed the

first paroxysm of oppression. M. Beau persuaded

the patient to discontinue the use of tobacco, and
appetite, which had long ceased to exist, was
promptly restored, the dyspnoea yielded, and
nightmare, to which this man was extremely
liable, entirely disappeared. To the cessation of

smoking, and possibly to the exhibition of digi-

talis, (which M. Beau considers as a tonic of the

heart, and the paramount remedy for asystolia,)

the patient would now be in a perfectly satisfac-

tory condition, had he not imprudently exposed
himself to cold, and thus become affected with
bronchial inflammation, the consequences of

which may, perhaps, imperil the good effects

already secured.

Another patient was an habitual snuff-taker.

M. Beau caused him to discontinue the practice,

and the improvement has been such that a com-
plete cure may legitimately be anticipated.

The professor considers tobacco in all its forms
as an irreconcilable enemy, and to counteract its

evil influence, he does not confine himself to mere
advice which a hardened smoker would assuredly
neglect, but predicts, if the bad habit be not dis-

continued, that fatal results must soon and inevi-

tably follow, an unansweraljle argument which
the most intractable cannot well avoid noticing,

and which, in general, ensures their compliance.

Turpentine Vapor Baths.

Dr. GiBERT, a few days ago, read a report to

the Academy of Medicine on a paper sent in by
Dr. Chevandier, of Die (Drome) on the use of a
turpentine vapor bath in cases of rheumatism,
gout, pulmonary catarrh, cramps in the stomach,

etc. The patients are exposed for half an hour
to the action of the aromatic vapors evolved
during the combustion of resinous shavings of
the Mugho pine, by means of special fumigatory
apparatus. The temperature should never fall

below 45 deg. Eeamur (134 deg. Fahrenheit.)

—

Phar. Jour.

On the Therapeutical Properties of the Salts of
Lithia.

By Dr. Garrod.

The British Pharmacopoeia contains two salts

of lithia—namely,, the carbonate and the citrate,

which have been introduced into medical practice

by Dr. (Iarrod. Lithia is an alkali, being the
oxide of the metal lithium, which is the lightest

solid known, and has a very small atomic num-
ber-—namely, seven on the hydrogen scale; and
lithia has, therefore, a much greater saturating
power than either soda or potash, the metallic

bases of which have the atomic numbers respec-

tively of twenty-three and thirty-nine. Another
peculiarity of lithia is, that it forms a salt

with lithic or uric acid, much more soluble

than the salts of other bases; more soluble,

in fact, than lithate of potash, and far more
so than lithate of soda or ammonia. Hence it

appears that the salts of lithia must be valuable
remedies when the object is either to keep uric

acid in solution during its transit through the uri-

nary organs, or to prevent its deposition within the

structures of the body. The carbonate and ci-

trate of lithia may both be obtained in the crys-

talline form, the citrate being in large crystals;

the carbonate is very sparingly soluble in water,

but the citrate is freely soluble. Dr. Garrod
thus sums up. the therapeutical properties and
applications of the salts of lithia:—1. Lithia

salts are readily absorbed by the stomach, and
pass through the kidneys, the carbonate remain-
ing unchanged in its passage; the citrate and
other salts with a vegetable acid undergo de-

composition and appear in the urine in the form
of the carbonate of the base. 2. Lithia combined
with carbonic acid or a vegetable acid, given in

the form of a dilute solution, acts as a powerful
diuretic, probably more so than the correspond-

ing salts of potash or soda. 3. Lithia salts exert

a much more powerful influence upon the condi-

tion of the urine, in rendering it neutral or alka-

line, than the salts of the other alkaline metals;

that is, when given in the same doses. 4. In
certain states of the system, in which urate of

soda is liable to be deposited in the tissues, lead-

ing to the production of gouty inflammation, the

administration of lithia salts is attended with ad-

vantage: probably, both by aiding elimination,

and by assisting the solution of the urate in the

animal fluids. 5. Lithia is not foreign to the

system ; it has been found by means of spectrum
analysis in the ash of the blood and flesh, al-

though its amount is extremely minute. When
its administration is continued for a lengthened
time, no injurious consequences ensue, although
we should be guided by the same rules in sus-

pending the use of lithia as in the case of other

alkaline remedies. 5. The dose of the carbonate
may range from three to six grains, of the citrate

from five to ten grains; the carbonate may be
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fiven in aerated water, and free dilution aids its

iuretic action.

—

Med. Times.

The History and Pathology of Pellagra.

The Academy of Medicine, says the Gazette

Medicate, proposed this subject for one of its

prizes in 1864, and MM. Claude Bernard, Yel-

peau, J. Cloquet, Serres, and Rayer, having re-

ported on the several works sent in, the prize of

five thousand francs has been awarded to M.
RoussEL, and an accessit of two thousand to M.
CosTALLAT. The opinion supported by these

writers is, that pellagra is a specific diseas^e,

caused by a fungous parasite developed in dis-

eased maize. It has been abundantly proved
that the cause of endemic pellagra is to be sought
for in the food. An improved diet cures it

—

i. e.,

if not too far advanced. Peasants afflicted with
it on entering good domestic service get well;
conscripts suffering from it are cured by their sol-

dier life, so that the Italian Government no lon-

ger considers pellagra as exempting the patient

from military service. The change of regimen
thus followed by the cure of pellagra was in

all cases the abandonment of the eontinual and
almost exclusive use of maize flour ; and accord-

ing to M. RoussEL, history and geography confirm
the connection between the use of maize as a food

and the existence of pellagra. It exists in cer-

tain parts of Italy, France, Spain, and Hungary,
and in all those parts maize constitutes the prin-

cipal food of the peasantry; and till maize was
introduced into those countries as a food, pellagra

was unknown there.

In reply to the fact that pellagra is not common
in Burgundy and La France-Comte. where maize
is largely consumed, MM. Roussel and Costal-
LAT aflirm that the inhabitants enjoy a better

general diet in conjunction with maize, and that

they dry the maize in furnaces, by which the de-

velopment of the fungus is prevented. In years
when the maize is good and sound, pellagra

greatly diminishes: when the maize is bad

—

that is, much attacked by the fungus—pellagra
rages; those attacked by pellagra recover on
ceasing the use of maize, but it has not yet been
distinctly proved that they will recover if they
continue to eat maize, only taking care that it is

sound and free from the fungus—the verdet, or

sporisorum maidis.

The pellagra sporadique of M. Laxdourry, and
the pellagre des alien es of MM. Billod and Bru-
net, are examined and judged to be not true pel-

lagra. In Old Castile and Aragon, a disease very
closely resembling pellagra, and called flema sa-

lada, is common, and maize is not eaten. M. Cos-
tallat visited the country, and is disposed to

believe that the disease is caused by a fungus
that is commonly found in the bread of the coun-
try. The reporters appear to agree with M. Cos-
TALLAT, that only one thing is needed now to the
absolute demonstration of the theory that the
verdet is the essential cause of pellagra—viz.,

"change only one thing in the diet of the pella-

grous—substitute sound maize for damaged maize

;

if the pellagra persists, the verdet is not its cause ;

if it gets well, the verdet is its Gau.se."—Brit. Med.
Chir. Review.

On the Treatment of Croup by the Inhalation of
Lime-water.

M. Kuchenmeister, of Dresden, has stated that

diphtheritic membranes are rapidly dissolved in

lime-water ; and this statement has been con-

firmed by M. Biermer, the Professor of Clinical

Medicine in the University of Berne, who has re-

peated the experiment before the students of his

class.

The Brit. For, Med. Cliir. Bevieic says that

some pseudo-membranous exudations, of consid-

erable extent and thickness, were placed in a

small glass of lime-water, and in the space of

from ten to fifteen minutes, and before the eyes

of the students, they disappeared, leaving only a

very slight sediment at the bottom of the glass.

M. Biermer was therefore induced to apply the

lime-water locally in a living patient, and he has

published the results, which were quite satisfac-

tory. The patient was a girl, aged seventeen,

admitted into the hospital of Berne for croup,

which had lasted four days. When she was ad-

mitted, she was nearly choked, cyanotic, and in-

sensible, and she threw up portions of membrane
only by means of the administration of some
very strong irritant medicines. The symptoms
of laryngeal constriction still continued, together

with distressing dyspnoea ; and pulverized water

was employed to moisten the respiratory passages.

The water'^employed. which was at first hot, and

then boiling, produced considerable amelioration

;

and M. Biermer, having previously tried the ex-

periment mentioned above with the false mem-
brane and lime-water, supplied the pulverizer

with lime-water. The improvement was evident

as soon as the inhalations were commenced; the

symptoms diminished in intensity ; the expectora-

tion changed its character, and became purulent;

the cough gradually disappeared, and the fever

abated; and only hoarseness and a slight cough

remained during the convalescence, which ter-

minated in a complete cure. M. Biermer and

all -those who watched the progress of the case,

were convinced that the inhalations'had a solvent

eff'ect upon the false membranes ; but the profes-

sor does not recommend an exclusive adoption of

this local treatment, Avhich softens and detaches

the exudations, but does not reach the cause of

the disease, which must be combated by constitu-

tional remedies, calomel being considered the

chief. The plan of M. Biermer has been fol-

lowed by other practitioners: and M. Kuchex-
MEiSTER has published a case of diphtheritic

pharyngo-laryngitis in a child of three years and

a half old. treated in the same manner with com-

plete success. Dr. Brauser, of Ratisbon. has also

lately published a case of croup in a child of four

years and a half old, treated in the same manner,

and perfectly cured. M. Biermer insists par-

ticularly on the necessity of using the injections

hot.

Partial Luxation of the Radius.

Dr. Ely briefly reported to the Providence

Medical Association, several cases of injury of

the elbow-joint occurring in children. Those in

whom the' injury occurred were unable to bend

their arm, or raise it to their head. Little or no
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pain Ts-as experienced, and in the majority of the

cases nothing- abnormal could be detected, either

by the eve or manipulation. It was generally

produced b}- lifting the child by its arms.. It was
thought to be a partial luxation of the radius

back upon the humerus. The luxation was re-

duced by grasping the hand and forearm, radia-

ting it, and suddenly carrying it to the head.

—

Boston Med. Jour.

Chemical Composition, and Physiological Pro-
perties of Scilla Maritima.

In a long and elaliorate |:>aper on the Scilla

maritima, published in the Wiener Wochenhlatt,

[Schmidt's Jahrh.), Dr. Sciiroff proposes a se-

ries of questions in reference to the medicinal
characters of that plant. He first discusses the

question whether the squill-bulbs of commerce
are derived from one or two species, and he comes
to the conclusion that although a red and a white
bulb of the squill are known, yet that they be-

long to the same species, and that the color de-

pends upon the nature of the soil and the place

of growth. The color appea^rs to be the chief dis-

tinction between the two bulbs, but the red bulb
has a more strongly bitter taste in its external

and middle layers; and the raphides occur in

the red somewhat less abundantly, but rather

larger in size, than in the white. Among other
slight differences between the two, the coats or

layers of the bulb are more closely and firmly

adherent to one another in the red variety than
in the white. Exposure to the sun, superficial

poison, a higher station, and greater distance
from the sea, appear to produce the white color

;

while a deeper position in the ground, the prox-
imity of the sea, and the greater covering of

earth, develope the red. Transitions from one
variety to the other are often to be observed ; and
Dr. ScHROFF has had specimens of the white
squill, in which the greater part of the most ex-

ternal coats exhibited a more or less light-red

color. Amr.ng other investigations as to the rela-

tive activity of the two varieties of the squill,

and of the difterent parts of the same bulb, Dr.
ScHROFF observes that the most external coats,

which are tasteless and without parenchyma, are
admitted to possess no active properties, and
therefore the middle coats, or those which are
relatively external in position, are preferred for

use, and that the red bulb (as Avas known to

Pliny) is more active than the white.
In reference to the phvsiwlogical action of

squill, the experiments of Dr. S( niiOFi' confirm
the opinion hitherto entertained, that this plant
stands in a peculiar relation to the respiratory
and urinary organs. In the animals ein]i1oy(Hl

for the experiments, the kidneys wert^ coi, Licslcd

with blood, and the urine was very nuu li in-

creased in quantity, and mixed with blood. The
more the acrid principhj contained in squill pre-
vailed in quantity in the preparations used, the
more violent was the action on the lungs; while
the sriltitin, which had but little taste, occasioned
more of the phenomena of narcotism. S(juill

ought therefore to be placed among the narcotico-
acrids, near ]lelh;boro and Coichicum. From
aconite it is particularly distinguished, from the
circumstance that it acts immediately on the kid-

neys, and produces an increased determination of
blood to those organs; while aconite, like digita-

lis, acts first of all by its effects on the cardiac

movements by a change of the force of the circu-

lation. Coichicum and squill, on the other hand,
agree with one another in these respects, that

their principal action is directed to the ganglionic

s^j-stem, and by its means to the organs of secre-

tion and excretion ; and that they both possess

an acrid principle, together with their active bit-

ter principles, colcliicin and scillitin, and in addi-

tion to their narcotic property. Squill acts, how-
ever—and especially by its acrid principle—much
more immediately on the kidneys than coichicum.
The narcotic propert}^ of both plants is only of

subordinate therapeutical value, and is chiefly

important when the object is to act upon the gan-

glionic system, and to increase the process of

excretion, as in rheumatism and gout. In this

respect coichicum is to be preferred, but squill

ought to be resorted to when, in especiall}^ suita-

ble conditions, a powerful expectorant and di-

uretic is required. Compared with cantharides,

squill appears a much milder diuretic; and, in

order to develope hypergemia of the kidneys, much
larger doses of the latter are required than of

cantharides.

On the Application of Physiological Tests for

Certain Organic Poisons.

Physiological tests are—remarks Mr. Tich-
BORNE, in the Dublin Med. Press—without doubt,

of immense value, taken in connection with other

facts, but to pronounce upon them per se would,
in our opinion, be to trust to a broken reed. The
chemical action with many organic principals we
know are lamentably deficient; but it is to be
hoped that much is yet to be done in this respect.

Unfortunately those organic substances that pos-

sess well-marked toxic effects give the most
marked and decided results with reagents—viz.,

strychnia, morphia, etc., whilst vice versa, those

which are wanting in definite chemical reactions

are less marked in their toxic evidence. The
communication of Drs. Fagge and Stevenson is

to throw some light upon this subject, especially

in connection with digitaline. "It has been ex-

pressly denied," say the authors, "that animal
extracts, such as those obtained from the contents

of the human stomach, or ^ from vomited fluids,

could in themselves be poisonous to the lower

animals; we found that in almost every instance

the toxic action of such extracts was most de-

cided and unmistakable. The recognition of this

fact must have an important bearing upon the

application of physiological evidence. Unless

some points of difference should hereafter be dis-

covert d, it will rond(M- inq)oissil)le the detection of

iin.ny v('g(T;\])lo siiostanccs, such as lul)olia, eme-
tina, veiatiuin \iti(U% a)id delphinium staphisa-

gria, by tiieir pliysiological effects.

Digitaline is one of a small class of substances

of wliich the action on iVogs appears identical, as

the heart is the organ ])rimarily affected by them
;

they may be called cardiac poisons so far as frogs

are concerned. The cardie poisons of the authors

are. Upas Antiar, llelleborus Viridis, Tanghinia
Venenifera, arrow poison, and Scilla Maritima.

Besides digitaline only two of them—viz., helle-
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bonis and the scilla are likely to be the sul>ject of

medico-legal investigation in this countiy, and
that but rarely. The characteristic elTect of these

agents on frogs is the production of irregularity

of the heart's action followed by complete stop-

page of its pulsation, the ventricle remaining
rigidly contracted and p^ectly pale after it has
ceased to beat : the muscular power of the animal
being at this time unimpaired, and persisting as

long as in frogs in vrhich the circalatioii has been
stopped by other means, such as ligature of the

heart. AVhen digiitiline is applied endermically
the chciracteristic eifect is invariably produced if

a sufficient quantity be used. Quantities less

than l-150th of a grain usually produce no effect.

But it must be remembered that very poisonous
effects are produced by the application of alco-

holic or acetic extracts of matter vomited by pa-

tients or taken from the human stomach after

death. Like the cardiac poisons the animal ex-

tracts impair the action of the heart, but their

tendency is to cause paralysis of its muscles and
stoppage in the dilating condition.

Foreign Body in the Air Passages—Death.

A boy, aged 10, on Monday, swallowed a bean,

( Virchoics Arcliiv.), and was immediately seized

with a suffocative paroxysm. This soon passed
off, leaving the child apparently well during
Tuesday. Vrednesday, and Thursday; although
coughiug now and then, he was playing about
and lively. On Thursday night another suffoca-

tive paroxysm came on, and the child died. At
the autopsy, the ^.liu-gagni ventricle of the larynx
on the left side exhibited a circumscribed inflam-

matory spot, from whence stretched lines of in-

flammation toward the back of the trachea. In
the left bronchus, immediately after the bifurca-

tion, lay the bean, entirely obstructing it. The
portion of the bronchus where the bean was
scarcely exhibited any trace of inflammation, and
the entire left lung was healthy. The bean was
swollen, and measured two centimetres in length
and one in breadth. Dr. Beigel, who relates this

case, thus explains "its phenomena : After the in-

gargitation of the bean, this fell into the larynx,
and remained in the Morgagni ventricle, where
the marks of inflammation were found. On the
Thursday night it fell into the air-tube, and left

traces of its progress to and fro along the poste-
rior wall of the trachea. Hence it must again
have returned into the larynx, and, closing the
cords, gave rise to the fatal suffocation. After
death the relaxation of the larynx allowed it to

fall into the left bronchus.

Lotion of Chlorate of Potash in Phagedenic
Ulcers.

M. GANJOT cites, in the Gazette Hehdomadaire^
a case of very obstinate phagedenic ulcers in the
groin of a young soldier, which had bafiied every
kind of treatment. At last it was recollected
that M. Bergerox had found a solution of chlo-

rate of potash very useful in cancroid ulcerations.

Twenty grains to the ounce of distilled water were
used, and the destructive process was arrested.
The case did well; but the author justly remarks
that energetic cauterizations are decidedly the

best kind of treatment, whilst the chlorate of

potash may become very useful in those cases

where it is difficult to reach the phagedenic ulcer-

ation, or where it would be perilous to use the

nitric acid.

Excision of the Tongue.

The Canada Med. Jour, says that on the 10th

of May Mr. Syme, for the second time, performed

the formidable operation of excision of the tongue.

The patient was a female about 56 years of age,

who had been affected with malignant disease of

the tongue for about two years, the affection im-

plicating almost the whole organ, extending to

within a short distance of the hyoid bone. Having
made an incision in the median line from the lip

dowuAvard, Mr. Syme sawed through the lower

jaw. The two portions being held apart, he

readily and rapidly dissected out the whole
tongue. Only two ligatures were required ; and
but'little blood was lost. The operation lasted

twenty minutes. The patient upon whom Mr.
Syme operated some six months ago, is still well,

and there has not been any return of the disease.

The Ophthalmoscope in the Diagnosis of Hydro-
cephalus.

M, Bouchut has recently read a paper at the

Academy of Sciences, in which he gives an ac-

count of the application of the ophthalmoscope

to the diagnosis of chronic hydrocephalus in

young children. In this disease, the circulation

and nutrition of the eye undergo notable modifi-

cations in consequence of the cerebral compres-

sion produced by the presence of fluid. When a
patient was examined, the following changes in

the eye were observable:—1. An increase in the

number of the veins of the retina, which retain

their usual color. 2. Sometimes a serous peri-

papillary infiltration. 3. Atrophy of the papilla

and optic nerve. 4. Atrophy of the retina and
choroid coat. In rickets, however, which often

produces a large increase in the size of the head,

similar to the commencement of hydrocephalus,

none of the foregoing alterations in the eye are

to be found.

—

Boston Med. Jour.

Endoscopy.

On Wednesday, March 15, 1865, at a meeting
of the Medical Society of the King and Queen's
College of Physicians, held in the new College

Halb'Kildare street, Dr. F. P. Cruise, of the

Mater Misericordise Hospital, exhibited an endos-

cope which he has been using for some time past,

and read a short paper explaining its practical

utility in the diagnosis and treatment of many
obscure forms of disease, especially those of the

rectum and urino-genital organs. Dr. Cruise's

endoscope is a modification of Desormeaux's, and
possesses the great advantage over it of an illu-

minating apparatus, so brilliant and easily ad-

mitting of such perfect adjustment, that little or

no previous training is required to enable the

practitioner to obtain a satisfactory view of deep
cavities which heretofore have been looked upon
as qaite inaccessible to sight.

Amongst these we may specially mention the

bladder and urethra; the rectum beyond the
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reach of the finger and specnlum ; the cavit}^ of

the cervix, and even of the body of the uterus;

the nasal fossa: the pharynx: cavities of ova-

rian cysts : abscesses, wounds containino- foreign

bodies, etc.

Dr. Cruise's paper was enriched by the details

of a number of (d,>scui'e cases in which he had
used the endoseoiv-^ to tlip entire satisfaction of

numerous medical men in Pn])lin.

Dr. Cruise's improvement in this instrument is

the devising of a satisfiictory and manageable
ilUimination. He proposes shortl}'- to publish a

full account of the instrument and of the results he

has arrived at from its use.

—

Med. Neivs and Li-

h}'ary.

Curative Treatment of Phthisis.

At a recent session of the French Academy of

Sciences, says the Archives Genercdes de Medicine,

M. FusTER read a communication on the curative

treatment of phthisis. He announced that he
had been trying, since the lltli of April last,

in the clinical wards under his charge at Montpe-
lier, in the treatment of pulmonary consumption
and other affections characterized by a general

consumptive condition, a method of treatment
which had given him so much encouragement that

he felt obliged to make it known.
His treatment consisted in the use of raw mut-

ton or beef, together with alcohol largely diluted

and in small doses. The meat, reduced to a pulp
by pounding it, and passing it through a sieve to

remove all the tendinous portions, is given in

balls rolled in sugar, or as a sugared pulp in tea-

spoonful doses, in the quantity of one hundred to

three hundred grammes daily. A drink made by
mixing a hundred grammes with five times as

much cold water sweetened, answers as a bever-

age for these patients. The alcoholic draught,
composed of one hundred grammes of alcohol, of

20 degrees Baume, diluted with three hundred
grammes of some sweetened vehicle, is given in

teaspoonful doses from hour to hour; the propor-
tion of alcohol and the interval between the doses
should be varied according to the susceptibility

of the patient.
" The comljination of these two agents is neces-

sary to success in this method of treatment. The
first appears to me to have a reconstructive agency,
and the second a more direct action upon the blood-

producing organs.

"There is nothing new in this method of medi-
cation, unless it be the combination of the two
remedies mentioned, and their application to con-
sumptive patients."

Tiie author declared that by this mode of treat-

ment many t>atients affected with pulmoDai y cow-

sumption of a very grave character, and with
purulent infection, had been perfectly cured.

Btructuro of the Placenta and Umbilical Cord.

These parts, ac(,'f)rdiiig to JVofessor Simi'SON,

are formed of nucleated cfilluhir tissuf;, trayt^rsed

by tlie tubes of the urnbiiical artfiries and veins,

and their subdivisions, and are destitute of capil-

laries, vasa va'^oruiii, lyiiiph;iti("<, and n(;rv(!s.

Their structure is ther(!foro analogous to tin;

lower zfjophytic existences.

Extraordinary Fibrinous Deposits in Aorta.

Dr. J. L. Downing reports, in the Pacific Med.
Jour., the history of a Mr. S., aged 59, where all

the symptoms of ossilication of the semi-lunar
valves occurred, but, after death, post-mortem ex-

amination revealed cartilaginous deposits in both
auricles, and extending through the aortic open-
ings, preventing the perfect closure of the valves.

Some of these fibrinous deposits were removed,
measuring over a foot in length. There were no
attachments, save at the point of origination, the

free ends or strips floating in the arteries. The
left lung was completely dissolved, and the cavity

filled with pus. The left pulmonary artery closed

abruptly at the mediastinum, in a sort of pouch,
readily admitting the finger to its extremity. In
the upper portion of the right lung were found
firm pleuritic adhesions, showing preexisting

inflammations that may naturally account for all

these conditions.

Reviews and Book Notices.

Kesearches on the Medical Properties of Nitrous
Oxide, Protoxide of Nitrogen, or Laughing
Gas. By George J. Ziegler, M D., Physician to

the Philadelphia Hospital, Member of the Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, etc.

J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1865.

The above is the title of a brochure by a gen-

tleman of high standing in the medical profession

of Philadelphia, who, it will be remembered,

contributed several valuable articles upon the

properties of nitrous oxide for this journal. In-

deed, the volume professes on the title page to be

a republication from the Reporter, but revised

with such alterations as were deemed necessary

by the author. In it Dr. Ziegler presents a con-

densed summary of the medical properties and

applications of nitrous oxide, as determined by

him from observations and original experiments,

extending over a term of sixteen years. Of course,

these are, from the necessity of things, incomplete,

and to the same degree they are inconclusive

—

yet they are sufficiently impressive to attract the

attention, and induce a more extended inquiry

into its sphere of usefulness.

The volme is a duodecimo of 06 pages, and one

of the handsomest in appearance we have seen be-

longing to scientific literature. The paper is of

the finest tint, exquisite printing, with a plain

but elegant binding. As we have remarked be-

fore, when speaking of this subject, we cannot

see why medical works should be the only ones

where external appearance is ignored, and we
notice with no little satisfaction that within the

past few months several volumes have l)eeu

placfid on our table, whose exterior, and inter-ior,

iis for that matter, will coinpare favorably with
any ])ublication in other departments of litera-

ture.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBEE 9, 1865.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOET.

In our last we gave a partial notice of the pro-

ceedings of the late meeting of the above Associa-

tion. At this meeting a new feature was intro-

duced into the proceedings of the Association, viz.,

discussions on subjects in scientific and state

medicine. Four subjects were selected for dis-

cussion, each being introduced by an essay. The
following were the subjects discussed:

1. "Are there any antecedent conditions influ-

encing the production of Cancer?" Introduced

by Mr. C. H. Moore, Surgeon to Middlesex Hos-

pital.

2. ''Is there any foundation for the Hypothesis

of the origination of Disease by Zymosis, or Fer-

ment Introduced by Dr. Richardson.

3. "What measures should be advocated by

the Association for securing an improved position

to medical scientific witnesses in Courts of Law?'^

Introduced by Dr. J. A. Symonds.

4. ''Why are Sanitary measures not always

followed by a decrease of Mortality?" Introduced

by Dr. Tindal Robertson.

These subjects were discussed with a good deal

of spirit, by various members of the Association.

We shall endeavor in due time to give an outline

of the papers and the discussions to which they

gave rise. There were also about fifteen volun-

teer papers presented by members, which we
may be able to notice again hereafter.

But the two most important papers presented

at this meeting of the Association were, "The
Address in Medicine," by William Stokes, M. D.,

of Dublin; and "The Address in Surgery," by
James Syme; F. R. S. E., of Edinburgh. These are

names whose fame is not confined to the narrow

precints of their places of residence, nor yet to

Great Britain, for they have attained a world-

wide celebrity, and their works on the practice of

medicine and of surgery are no doubt familiar to

most, if not to all of our readers. These distin-

guished men gave a resum6 of the progress of

medicine and surgery, which was exceedingly in-

structive, and which we shall take occasion to

again recur to.

The subject of the address of the President,

Dr. Samuel J. Jeaffreson, was inspired by the

locality in which the Association met, and in

which he is a distinguished practitioner, it being

upon "Mineral Waters and Spas in general, and

on Leamington in particular." On this subject

Dr. Jeaffreson very properly assumes that the

profession ought to know more than they do, in

order that they may be able to select for their pa-

tients the particular watering-place best adapted

to the diseases under which they labor. After

a brief notice of the principal mineral springs of

ancient and modern times, he proceeds to give

some account of those of Leamington. It was

about the beginning of the present century that

the Leamington waters first began to attract gen-

eral attention. "They belong," says Dr. Jeaf-

FREsoN, "to the class of mild evacuants, their

chief evacuant action being on the alimentary

canal; they act also on the kidneys, sometimes

proving inconveniently diuretic, without some

modification of their use. They are also slightly

diaphoretic; and actively so, when their internal

administration is combined with their external

use in the form of baths. They also, pre-emi-

nently belong to the class of alteratives and de-

obstruents, and it is chiefly in this respect that

they are so valuable—modifying the secretions of

the liver, kidneys, skin, and all the excretory

glands, as also of the mucous membrane of the

alimentary canal, and acting strictly as a blood

remedy. The specialty of the action of most

mineral waters, probably depends more on those

minute traces of certain subordinate components

in them, than on those that constitute their chief

bulk. I am disposed to think, judging from their

effects, that our waters owe much of their virtue

to the presence of small proportions of iodine and

bromine, as also, in some cases, of iron." Dr.

Jeaffreson recommends that they should be

given on an empty stomach, in quantities varying

in the adult from ten to thirty ounces. He most

frequently gives from twelve to eighteen ounces,

and advises that the dose be divided into two or

three draughts, with an interval of a few minutes

between each, which promotes their absorption

and assimilation, and prevents the inconvenience

so often arising from too rapidly swallowing any

large bulk of fluid. He prefers to use the water

milk-warm.

What Dr. Jeaffreson says of the waters of

Leamington, may be applied to those of many, if

not most other mineral springs. The profession

of this country should familiarize themselves

more with the characteristics and virtues of our

mineral waters, for there are many cases in their

practice to which they will find them well

adapted.

We might profitably quote further from Dr.

Jeaffreson' s address, but have not space to do

so now. We may recur to it again, however, par-
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ticularly on the subject of bathing, on which he

makes some yery judicious remarks.

During the meeting of the x\-ssociation fifteen

new members were elected. At 6, P. M., on Fri-

day, the exercises were wound up with a dinner,

with its usual accompaniments of toasts, speeches,

etc. In response to the "Bishop and Clergy of

the Diocese," theyenerable Archdeacon Sandford

uses the following remarks, on a subject that is

of interest and importance in the sick chamber:

"It had been justly remarked by Dr. Thomson,
that the medical and clerical professions were
akin. He mast confess himself that he consid-

ered tilem to be ideutical, for, considering the re-

eiin'( v al a> tion of the miud upon the body, and
the l o lv upon the mind, he had often as a pastor

to thank God for the labors of the medical profes-

sion : and he felt confident that the medical man
must admit the curatiye influence of the Gospel.

He had sometimes wondered how it was that the

two professions did not work more harmoniously
together, and that it was not until the medical
practitioner resigned his work, that he said to the

wee]:)ing relatives: 'JSTow, you may send for the

minister of religion.' But his esteemed and yene-

rated friend. Dr. Jephson, had explained to him
the cause of this apparent want of harmony in

the professions; and he was afraid that it was
because clergyiaen were not always sufficiently

gentle. jn.dieiMus. and self-restrained in the sick

room, that they were not more popular with the

medical profession as joint-laborers. He wished
eyery one of his brethren had heard the lecture

delivered in his ear that day by Dr. Jephson; and
he felt satisfied that if a clergyman administered
strong meat when meat was not tolerated, he must
bear the displeasure of the medical man; and
that it was only when Christian pastors under-
stood how to attend a sick room that they would
be popular with medical men, or with their pa-

tients. At the same time, he must be permitted
to say that the great Physician of the soul was
also a physician of the body; and the more they
trod in His footsteps the greater benefits would
be derived."

We have given a somewhat extended notice of

the proceedings of the British Medical Associa-

tion, in order that our readers may be able to

compare them with those of our own Association,

and see wherein any improvement may be sug-

gested in our mode of conducting business.

THE RANK AND PAY OF HOSPITAL
STEWARDS.

We would call the special attention of our

readers to the communication in another column

on the subject of the rank and pay of Hospital

Stewards. It is surprising that men as intelli-

gent as hospital stewards are required to be, and

who occupy positions of so much responsibility,

should be assigned such low rank and pay. Our

correspondent states the case very forcibly and

intelligently. lie is stationed at a frontier mili-

tary post, where circumstances haye been such,

that from ]May 7th to the middle of August, 1864,

and again from the beginning of June to the pre-

sent time, he has been performing the duties of

post-surgeon, and yet'he receives but thirty-three

dollars a month, and ranks simply as a sergeant

!

We trust that this matter will receive the atten-

tion of Congress, and that higher pay and rank

will be o-ranted.

Notes and Comments.

Registration of attendance at Hospitals.

Not content with receiving the services of

medical men gratuitously, the managing commit-

tees of hospitals sometimes presume to limit the

attendants in the kind and amount of remedies

prescribed, the time of attendance, etc. At the

late meeting of the British Medical Association

the following action was had respecting the regis-

tration of attendance at hospitals :

"The President wished to take the sense of the

meeting on the following question:

''Whether it be consistent for physicians or

surgeons of hospitals to sign, by the order of the

managing committees, a return of the time they

enter on their duties each day of attendance, the

time of leaving, and the amount of professional

labor performed?"

It was unanimously decided

:

'•That such registration is inconsistent with
the position and dignity of members of the medi-

cal profession.^'

Cholera in New York.

There is a great deal of solicitude in the city of

New York, in view of the probable appearance

of epidemic cholera in that city at no distant day.

There have been four visitations of cholera in the

city of New York, producing a mortality of 3513

in 1832; 971 in 1834; 5071 in 1849, 'and 2509 in

1854. There have been some sporadic cases of

cholera this year, sufficient to warn the aut!.ori-

ties to attend to the sanitary condition of the city.

Honors Conferred on Medical Men.

Dr. S. W. Gross, son of Professor Gross, of

this city, who served as brigade-surgeon from

the commencement of the war until the latter

part of last June, has had the brevet of lieu-

tenant-colonel conferred ufjon him by the Presi-

dent, for "faithful and meritorious services." Dr.

Gross, we understand, is about to open an offi,ce

in this city, and to engage in a course of lectures

upon Anatomy and Op(!rative Surgery.

We notice also that the same brevet has been

conferred on Dr. John Nejll, of this city, for his
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services in inanguratiiig the system of hospitals

for which this city was so distinguished during

the war.

Practical Anatomy.

We would call attention to the announcement

of the College Avenue Anatomical School. Dr.

Forbes has been successfully engaged in teaching

Anatomy for several years, interrupted only by a

term of service as volunteer surgeon in the army.

The medical colleges leave it optional with the

student where he takes his anatomical ticket, and

there are some advantages in taking a private

ticket. We would recommend students to visit

Dr. Forbes' rooms before taking their tickets

elsewhere, and see what advantages he offers

them.

A Board of Inquiry.

By direction of the Secretary of War, a Board

of Inquiry is called to convene at Fortress Mon-
roe to investigate the facts pertaining to the

management of the hospitals at Camp Hamilton

and Fortress Monroe, past and present.

The board consists of Major J. S. Baker, Sur-

geon F. J. Bancroft, and Captain S. P. Corlis.

They have authority to send for persons and pa-

pers that may aid them in making a thorough

investigation. This board is appointed by Major-

General Miles.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Rank and Pay of Hospital Stewards.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter:

Knowing the interest that the members of the

medical profession take in all who are in any way
connected with their noble calling, I presume to

solicit the publication in your valued periodical

of a few observations relative to the rank and pay

of hospital stewards.

Only those who have been connected with the

medical department of the army can be aware of

the vast responsibilities which devolve upon this

little respected and poorly remunerated grade of

officers. If any one will take the trouble to pe-

ruse the hospital steward's manual, he will have

some idea of the duties which are imposed upon
that enlisted person ; but that excellent manual
fails, however, to give a correct estimate of the

responsibilities which often fall upon the stew-

ard,

I am a hospital steward in the army, and since

my enlistment, it has fallen to my lot to be sta-

tioned at a post where there is no medical officer,

and where, consequently, I have to perform the

duties of a surgeon. It is true, it seldom happens

that stewards are left in charge of hospitals, but

it does happen occasionally from unavoidable cir-

cumstances, and, as now that the examination to

which applicants for the position of steward are

subject, is somewhat severe, requiring them to be

good apothecaries, and to be in possession of a

tolerable knowledge of the less important surgical

operations, besides having a good English educa-

tion. There are few stewards in the army now,

(excepting, perhaps, such as enlisted for clerical

duty,) who are unable, upon an emergency to fill

the absent surgeon's place. Be this as it may,

I appeal to the medical profession to judge whether

they consider thatS33 per month, one ration, and

the rank of a sergeant, is sufficient rank and pay for

a man who, to be a good steward, must have been

at great pains to qualify himself to fill the posi-

tion.

I quote the following in reference to the quali-

fications necessary for a steward, from the Hospi-

tal Steward's Manual

:

" He should be of honest and upright charac-

ter, of temperate habits, and good general intelli-

gence. He must have a competent knowledge of

the English language, and be able to write legi-

bly and spell correctly. This point must be sat-

isfactorily ascertained before he can be enlisted,

as, without this qualification, it will be impossible

for him to keep the books and records or to at-

tend to the general business of the hospital. In

addition, he must hare a sufficient practical

knowledge of pharmacy to enable him to take

exclusive charge of the dispensary, must be ac-

quainted with such points of minor surgery as

the application of bandages and dressings, the

extraction of teeth, and the application of cups

and leeches, and must have such knowledge of

cooking as will enable him to superintend this

important branch of hospital service. He should

be industrious, temperate, patient, and good tem-

pered, and actuated by an honorable desire to

minister, to the extent of his ability, to the neces-

sities and comforts of the sick and wounded sol-

diers who are placed under his charge."

The examinatian of the candidate for the posi-

tion of hospital steward is now very rigid, and it

requires a man of much greater ability and know-

ledge to pass through it successfully, than it does

to pass an examination for the position of quar-

termaster or commissary of subsistence.

As I write this letter, I am in charge of the

hospital at an important military post, and have
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been for several months ; but for all that, I can-

not associate with the oificers, because I am an

enlisted man, and, for the sake of discipline, I

cannot associate with the soldiers, because I am
acting post-surgeon, for the time being, and must

maintain a certain dignity which belongs to that

office, and, although frequently called to admin-

ister advice and medicine to those far above me
in station, I am not permitted, by reason of my
rank, to hold any conversation with them, beyond

that which appertains to their disease, and I can

assure the medical profession that it is rather

humiliating to have to stand at an " attention,

as all enlisted men should do in the presence of

an officer, then take three steps to the front, ex-

amine the patient, make the diagnosis of his case,

right-about-face, march to the surgery for the

necessary medicine.

Now, the government herders and teamsters at

this post obtain about the same pay that I do,

and so also a host of quartermaster's employees

who are digging ditches and plastering up the

buildings in the fort. The blacksmiths and car-

penters get exactly twice as much as I do, the

quartermaster's clerks nearly three times as

much . At a fort some fifty miles from here, the

veterinary surgeon receives $75 per month and

ration, for dosing one company of cavalry horses

and a few mules. If his balls operate, well and

good ; and if they do not operate, well and good

;

the death of one of his patients is a matter of

small consequence.

But the steward, who has to deal with the suf-

ferings and ailments of his fellow-creatures, how
different it is with him ! • In the treatment of the

sick and wounded, when left to exercise his own
skill and judgment for their recovery, he must

display knowledge and talent of a far higher

order than either the blacksmith, carpenter, or

horse-doctor need show.

Even supposing the hospital steward is never

without a surgeon over him, is he not entitled to

the rank of the highest non-commissioned officer?

I understand that a bill for our relief will be

presented to Congress during the coming session,

and hope that you will speak for us through

your valuable publication, and encourage the

Government to give us, if not the rank of a

brevet second lieutenant of artillery, at least,

that of a cadet, and the pay of a blacksmith.

Caduceus.

Dr. S. Grauam has l>o(in appointed by Gov.

IIamiltov, to the Huperintendency of the Texas

State Hospital for the^nsane at Austin.

Transactions of the American Medical Associa-
tion.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter:

In reply to many inquiries, I would offer the

subjoined items for presentation to the medical

public, through the columns of your journal. I

believe many copies of previous volumes of our

Transactions might be sold, which would materi-

ally aid our Treasury, and also circulate volumes
which are now useless. Subscriptions may be

forwarded to the Treasurer, Dr. Wister, 1303

Arch street, Philadelphia, or to me. The postage

must accompany the order, or the volume will

not be sent. Vol. XVI. is now in press, but will

hardly appear before the new year. I should be

most happy, at any time, to furnish any informa-

tion relative to our Association to your subscri-

bers, either through your columns or otherwise.

Should you desire a copy, please remit three
DOLLARS to my address.

"As there are various methods by which the

volume may be sent, inform me which you prefer.

If by mail, please forward thirty-two cents in

post-office stamps, that your postage may be pre-

paid.

" The following volumes are for sale:

Proceedings of the meeting of organization,

50 cents.

(Vols. I., II., III., IV., and VI. are out of

print.)

Vols, v., VII., VIII., and IX., if taUn collec-

tively, $5 for the set. If singly, $2 apiece.

Vol. X. at ^2. Vol. XI. at"' $2. Vol. XII. at

|2. Vol. XIII. at $2. Vol. XIV. at $2. Vol.

XV. at 13. Vol. XVI. in press."

Wm. B. Atkinson,

Permanent Secretary.

215 Spruce street Philad'a.

Sept. 2d, 1865.

News and Miscellany.

The Drainage and Sewage of London.

Mr. C. L. Brace, in a series of very interesting

letters to the New York Times on European So-

cial Reforms, speaks thus of the Drainage and
Sewage of London

:

"Throughout England, the question of ques-
tions for sanitarians is, ' how to get rid of the
sewage of towns and yet keep the rivers pure?'
In London the difficulty has been peculiarly
serious. It is estimated that there are dis-

charged annually into the sewers of this vast city,

(not including the rain-fall or the subsoil water),
180,000,000 tons of sniKu/e! This mighty river
of nastiness, passing through the low grounds on
the banks of the Thames, formerly discharged its
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contents into that stream at about its level and
about the time of low water. As the tide rose,

it closed the outlets and pressed back this fetid

torrent into the outlaying portions of the sewers,

where it remained a stagnant pool for eighteen

j

hours out of the twenty-four. The heavier in-

' gredients were naturally deposited by this pro-

1

cess, and accumulated in the sewers, to waft their

I deadly odors through the streets of the metropo-
! lis. Moreover, when long rains set in with high

!

tides, (as often happened,) these fetid and poison-

j

ous parts were pressed still further back by the

j

rising water, and rose through the house-drains
' and flooded the basements of the houses. Still

i
n^pre, as the tide rose, it carried the fresh deposit

I

of filth up the river to new scenes and rural

I

haunts, and then brought it back with the ebb-

I

tide to make a further mixture with the new
Ij daily supply—this arrangement ingeniously ef-

, fecting.that the most filth should be dischaged

j

into the river, when its pure water was in the

I

least quantity, and quite incapable of disinfecting

i
such masses of decaying matter. The result na-
turally was that the Thames became one vast
ditch of dirty and fecal material, poisoning the
houses on its banks with vile odors, and seriously

affecting the health of the inhabitants. Even the
Parliament House became almost uninhabitable.

I When cholera broke out in that city, it was
! discovered that its ravages almost precisely cor-

responded to the places where this drainage was
most defective, and where the polluted water of

j
the river was used.

The objects sought in the improved drainage
were the following, which we give in the words
of Mr. Bazalgette :

' The interception, as far as
practicable, of the scourge by gravitation, to-

gether with so much of the rain-fall as could be
reasonably dealt with so as to divert it from the
river near London ; the substitution of a constant
instead of an intermittent flow in the sewers; the
abolition of stagnant and tide-locked sewers with
their constant accumulations of deposit, and the
provision of deep and improved outfalls for the
extension of the sewerage into districts pre-

viously, for want of such outfalls, imperfectly
drained.'

. To carry out these objects new lines of sewers

I

were laid at right angles to the existing sewers,

I

and below their level, so as to intercept their con-

I

tents and convey them to an outfall fourteen

j

miles below London Bridge. By this means a
considerable portion of the sewage is carried ofi"

by gravitation, and the rest is removed by pump-
ing. At the outlets the torrent of filthy water is

emptied into reservoirs, placed at such a level as

\

will enable them to discharge into the river about

j

the time of high water.
J In this improved arrangement, the works for

which were commenced in 1859, the discharge of
organic material is at once diluted by the large
volume of water in the Thames at high tide, and

j

is also carried by the ebb tide twenty-six miles
below London Bridge before it begins to return,

j

when it is too much comminuted to be of any in-

jury or annoyance. The reform has been a most
important one, and has had a most decided influ-

ence on the death-rate of the metropolis. Still it

|,
is not at all regarded by Sanitarians as a com-

plete arrangement. Here is emptied into the sea
180,000,000 tons annually of important fertilizing

material, and it is estimated that if the manurial
constituents were extracted from this and dried,

they would be worth Ss. 4d. per head of the
population annually, or in round numbers, over
$6,000,000, which large value is now entirely lost.

A company, I understand, is being formed to do
what has been done in several places of England,
with such success, to utilize the sewage of Lon-
don on barren land.

In regard to the details of the London drain-

age, it may be stated that the mean velocity of
the flow to prevent deposit, had been found to be
about one and a half miles per hour, when the
sewer is running half full.

The quantity of sewage is ascertained to be
about in proportion to the water supply, which is

some thirty gallons per head per diem. The form
of sewers adopted is, for the intercepting sewers,
circular; and for the minor branches, egg shape,
with the narrow part downward.
The total cost of the sewers of London, when

all completed, will be about ^20,500,000. This
sum is to be raised by loan, which is to be paid
by a rate on the metrojDolis, producing about
$900,000 annually; the principal and interest to

be paid off in forty years.

There are about 1,300 miles of sewers in Lon-
don, and 82 miles of main intercepting sewers.
For material 318,000,000 bricks have been used,
and 880,000 cubic yards of concrete; and 3,500,-

000 cubic yards of earth have been excavated.
The pumping power employed is equal to that of
2,380 horses.

The total discharge, it is expected, will be
63,000,000 cubic feet per diem, "which is equal
to a lake of 482 acres three feet deep."

Ventilation.

A short time ago General Morin read a paper

to the Paris Academy of Science on the ventila-

tion of public buildings. The fundamental prin-

ciple of good ventilation, he observed, was as fol-

lows:

" To draw olf the vitiated air from the stratum
nearest the floor; that is, in the immediate vicinity

of the persons in the room, and to admit pure air

through the ceiling or apertures made in the
walls close to it. In winter the air to be intro-

duced may be previously warmed by an appara-
tus placed under the roof; but in summer con-
siderable difiiculty is encountered in lowering the
temperature of the air to be admitted, since the
sun having darted its rays upon the roof during
the day, the space under the roof is so hot that
instead of admitting cool air, it penetrates into
the building at a much higher temperature than
that of the interior. General Moriis- has tried

four difl'erent plans for cooling the air. The first

consisted in making it pass through a space filled

with pulverized water—that is, reduced to a sort

of dust, as it were, by making tAvo jets of water
strike against each other with great violence.
By this method the temperature is only lowered
by two degrees, and moreover it would require a
considerable quantity of water and costly ma-
chinery to effect it, unless ample water-power
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were at command. The second plan consists in

making the air pass alono; the sides of metallic

vessels eoutjiinin j; water, wliieh ma}', if necessary,

be cooled with ice: but here again there is the

difficulty of giving the cooling surfaces a suffi-

cient development—a condition which cannot

easily be complied with, and which, therefore, in

point of fact, renders this method impracticable.

The third consists in nniking openings on that

side of the building which is never exposed to

the action of the sun, while the vitiated air is

drawn off through metallic tubes, the draught of

whicli is increased by the action of the solar rays

to which tlioy are exposed. On the side exposed

to the sun. the windows should be closed with

blinds, or in the ease of skylights, the glass panes

may be watered outside. The fourth process will

be easily applicable as soon as Paris can com-

mand abumUiuce of water by the new aqueduct

of the Dhuys. It imitates the natural effect of

rain, and is xerj efficacious, since one cubic me-
tre and a third per hour wdll suffice to water 100

square metres of roofing, which will thus be pre-

vented from being over-heated by the sun. Ap-
plied from an early hour in the morning, and
continued as long as the sun shines on the build-

ing, it not only prevents the roof from getting

hot, but will reduce the interior temperature of

the building very coiisiderably, and cool the air

admitted into the garret or space under the roof.

As this operation of watering need not be per-

formed for more tiian sixty days every year, the

cost for a hi/i.e r;iiiway station, like the Orleans

one. for instance, vrouid not exceed lOOOf. each
season.

Antiquity of Man.

Galir/nani says that at the last meeting of the

Paris Academy, Kobert read a paper on flint

implements, beginning with some remarks about
the quarries of St. Priest, near Chartres, where
a Targe number of bones of the elephant, rhino-

ceros, and other pachydcrmata had been found.

He states that, after a minute examination, he
has been unable to find on these bones the slight-

est mark, except such as had been produced by
the stroke of the pickaxe or shovel in bringing
them out. Some, indeed, might have been caused
by the violent rolling of pyromachous flints over
them. The bones, moreover, had not been found
in a sandy, but in a pebbly soil; and our author
expresses surprise at finding the ground, and
certain caverns at Leves, nearly cover(>d or filled

with the above-mentioned flints, all agtjhii inatrd

together with a kind of reddish clay, < ()ni;.'iniiig

much hydrate of manganese. M. i;i)i;Kiir coti-

tcnds that all the supposed marks of insl i uments
observed on fossil bones, must have been pro-

duced by the rolling of broken flints driven for-

ward by the elements. lie seems to forget, hoAv-

ever, that some of those marks were actually

representations of animals and other visible and
well-known objects. But, on the other hand, re-

turning to the Hubject of Prcssigny le (Jj-atid, he
declares, as before!, that the fragments of Hint

f')und there are not by any nn;ans iiistrunuintM

made by the savage a!u;est/>rs of the (Jeh,s, ])ut

are the refuse left there aft(!r li-uitb-ss attempts
hud been nia'h; to get good gun-llints out of the

particular quality of flint so abundant there. As
this quality did not answer the expectations of
the workmen, they desisted, and went to the
neighboring departments to And a sort of stone
more applicable to their purpose.

Prostitution Licensed in Kashville.

Americans have been slow to follow the exam-
ple of European cities in licensing prostitution.

In but a single instance has it been done, so far

as our information extends. Two years ago,
when Gen. Rosecrans commanded the Army of
the Cumberland, syphilitic disease prevailed to

such an extent as to d'sa!)le hundreds of his sol-

diers. In the month of July, the General or-

dered all the a])andoned women out of the state,

and a whole cargo of unfortunates were shipped
North. The boat touched at Louisville, but was
ordered away by the authorities. It then at-

tempted to land its freight at Cincinnati, but
failed. It anchored in the river a few days, and
soon after departed for Nashville, where it subse-
quently arrived and unloaded, costing the Gov-
ernment several thousand dollars. But Rose-
CRANS was not to be frustrated. His men were
not only being made unfit for service, but a
great number of them had been absolutely ruined
by their unlawful companionship with lewd wo-
men. As the terrible evil could not be annihi-
lated, it was at once resolved to legalize and
systematize the avocation of prostitution. Hos-
pitals for the reception of diseased women were
speedily built, examining physicians appoint'^d,

etc. etc. The result claimed for the experiment
was, that in Gen, Sherman's army of 100,000
men or more, but one or two cases were known
to exist, while in Rosecrans' army of 50,000 men,
there had been nearly 1500 cases. The women
were examined once every ten days, paying two
dollars for an examining fee, and five dollars a
month to ply their avocation. The money was
appropriated to hospital uses, and provision thus
made for the sick of this class. The institution

was nearly self-supporting, the entire expendi-
ture of the hospital for ten months being $6,154,
to meet which the fees collected from abandoned
women amounted to 5,900. Such are the state-

ments made by a correspondent of the New York
Times, writing from Nashville.

Preservation of Flowers with their Natural
Colors. -

Dried flowers, in their natural colors, have for

some time past appeared for sale in the shops,

'f he mode in which the operation is effected is

Uiis: A vessel, with a mt)veable cover, is pro-

vided, and having removed the cover from it, a
piece of metallic gauze of moderate fineness is

fixed over it, and the cover replaced. A quantity
of sand is tlien taken sufiioient to fill the vessel,

and passed through a sieve into an iron pot,

where it is heated, with the addition of a sniall

quantity of stearine, carefully stirred, so as to

thoroughly mix the ingredients. The quantity
of stearine to be addetl is at the rate of half a
pound to one hundred ])ouiids of sand. Care
must be taken not to add too much, as it would
sink to the bottom and injure the flowers. The
flowers thuB become dried, and they retain their
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natural colors. The vessel still remaining bot-

tom upward, the lid is taken off, and the sand
runs away through the gauze, leaving the flowers
uninjured.

—

Journal of the Society of Arts.

On the Ebullition of Water.

M. Dafour, of Lausanne, says that when we
study the ebullition of water, either at different

temperatures or different pressures, we know that

the dissolved air plays a very important part in

the production of the phenomena. The author
said that it was interesting to examine the action

of other soluble gases. M. Dafour made expe-
riments upon h3^drogen, carbonic anhydride, and
illuminating gases. The conclusions are that the

difficulty with which the gases quit the liquids

which hold them in solution is owing to an adhe-
sion purely physical, and not from any chemical
affinity. It is immaterial which gas is combined
with the liquid.— Cosmos.

Homoeopathic Medicines.

Dr. Taylor, the celebrated chemist, in his tes-

timony before the Select Committee of Parlia-

ment on Chemists' and Druggist^s bills, in reply

to questions in relation to the practice of the

liomoeopaths, said:—They say that aconite is in

the globules, but I have never found any trace of

it; I have been told our chemistry is not refined

enough to trace it-, we go to the hundred-thou-
sandth, they put in the millionth. The globules

consist of sugar and starch. I believe the hom(^-
opaths use tincture of aconite. In one instance I

detected a strong dose of morphia in medicine
prescribed by a homoeopathic practitioner. Six

powders were made up—three contained sugar
of milk, and three contained morphia and calo-

mel. In examining the homoeopathic powders, I

found in some of them upward of a grain of mor-
phia. They do not always, as they profess, use
homoeopathic doses. The powders were numbered
to be taken on certain nights, and in every other
powder there was sugar of milk, and in every
other powder morphia and calomel.

The Circulation and its Discovery.

" Harvey pretends," said PARiSANUsof Venice,
"that when the hand is laid on the region of the

heart, and the ear applied there, we can feel a
shock and hear sounds. This may be so in Lon-
don

; but not so in Italy. No doubt we may be
deaf

;
but, at all events, we can hear nothing of

the sort.^' Primerose, of Montpelier, said: " Our
forefathers cured their patients very well, and
.yet they knew not the, things which Monsieur
Harvey teaches. Of what use, therefore, are

they?" RiOLAN wrote to Harvey: "I admire
thy discovery of the circulation of the blood, thy
skill and ingenuity, but I must tell thee that

thou hast endeavored to prove many absurd
things, and still more false things."

A New Circulation.

Dr. Bence Jones, in a. lecture recently delivered
(says the Boston Med. jour.) at the Royal Insti-

tution, says there are good grounds for" believing
that there exists within us, in addition to the
mechanical or animal circulation of the blood,

another, and a greater and more strictly chemi-
cal circulation, closely resembling, if not identi-

cal with, that which obtaiss in the lower divi-

sions of animals, and in vegetables. A circula-

tion in which substances continually pass from
the outside of the body into the blood, and
through the blood into the textures, and from
the textures either into the ducts, by which they
again pass into the blood, or are thrown out of
the body ; or into the absorbents, by w'hich they
are again taken back into the blood, again to

pass from it into the textures.

Death from Purulent Infection.

The French journals, says the Bn't. 3hd. Jour-
nal, announce the death of M, Bauchet, surgeon,
of St. Antoine, from a poisoned wound of a finger

resulting from dressing a purulent sore of a pa-
tient. A writer in U Union Medicale says

:

"If he had performed his hospital dressing
with chloride of sodium, permanganate of potass,

or alcohol, we should probably not have had to

deplore the death of this young and deserving con-

frere. In 1831, I punctured my finger while dis-

secting. Notwithstanding caustic and fomenta-
tions, I had, two days afterward, shiverings,

headache, nausea—all the signs of purulent infec-

tion. I went to Breschet for advice; and he
said, ' Go at once to the Cafe Procope, order half

a bowl of punch, drink it burning hot, and run
home to bed.' I followed the prescription to the
letter, and was in fact, helped home by two
friends. It was the only time in my life I ever
got tipsy. I slept fifteen hours, and during the
whole time sweated profusely. On the following
day, all the symptoms of septicaemia, as M. Piorry
would say, had disappeared."

Action of Petroleum on the Human System-

Landerer relates the case of a man who swal-
lowed a quantity of petroleum; the greater part
he vomited again. It caused a strong burning
sensation in the tongue and throat, which were
reddened and became swollen. The stomach and
bowels were also affected, and slight gastro-enter-

itis ensued. For several days the urine and
sweat smelt strongly of the oil, and the odor
was specially strong under the arm-pits. The
patient was very weak for a time, but recovered.— Chem. Centrol Blatt.

To Perserve Flowers.

It is with great regret we see the flowers of a
fine nosegay fade away in the course of a day or
two, notwithstanding the care we take to change
the water in which we have put them. The Memo-
rial des Deux Sevres informs us that if a good spoon-
ful of charcoal powder be added to the water, the
flowers will last as long as they would on the
plant, without any need of changing the water or
taking any trouble at all.

—

Biiblin Med. Press.

Cleansing Sponges.

In performing any operation in which rapidity
is necessary

—

e.g., tracheotomy

—

Roser, of Tu-
bingen, observes that a sponge is more rapidly
cleaned b}'' pressing it on a towel than by washing.
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Bequests.

The late Mr. Thornton, who died worth nearly

four millions, has bequeathed £2000 to each of

the following medical charities: viz., Guy's Hos-
pital, St. Thomas's Hospital, the London Hospi-

tal, the Dreadnought Hospital Ship, Bethlehem
Hospital, St. Luke's, the Hospital for Lliots, the

Orthopaedic Hospital, St. Mark's Hospital, the

Hospital for Incurables, the Hospital for Con-
sumption, Victoria Park, and the London Truss
Society—making a total of X24,000 to medical

charities alone. The deceased has beenequ lly

liberal with other non-medical institutions.

—

Dub-
lin 2fed. Press.

Effect of Iron on Plants.

It is stated by several agricultural journals

that by watering plants with sulphate of iron the

most extraordinary results may be obtained;

beans, for instance, will grow to double their

size, and acc^uire a much better taste ; the same
is the case with pears and other fruit. Water
kept in a tub with a quantity of old nails in it

may also be used for watering with good effect.

MARRIED.

CRtriCE

—

Jones.—August 7, at the Church of St. An-
drew, Westland Eow, Dublin, by the Eev. Canon
Lynch. William H. Cruice, Esq., Surgeon, E. jST., son
of D. J. Cruice, Esq., E. M., Killarney, and Mai-garet
Josephine, daughter of the late Samuel Jones, Esq.,

J. P., Ardbear House, county Galway.
CrsHMAN—DoxxALLY.—By Eev. M, Luther Todd,

at Point Pleasant. West Va., Aug. 2d, Wm. H. Cush-
man, M. D., of Charleston, Kanawha County, and
Miss Tornelia J. Donnally, of Point Pleasant, Mason
County.
HuNERT

—

Cheney.—By Eev. Maxwell P. Gaddis,
Sr., pastor of M. E. Church, at Yellow Sjorings, Ohio,
at the residence of the bride's father, Aug. 17th, Mr.
George Hunert, of Cincinnati, and Mary E., daughter
of Dr. A. Cheney, of Yellow Springs.
Hutchinson— Fisher.—On Thursday, Aug. 31st, by

the Eev. Edward C. Bittinger, Chaplain, U. S. N.,

Dr. William F. Hutchinson, U. S. IST., and Miss Emma
C. Fi-lKT. of tills city.

Mi;i.i.i\(;i.i;— F'>\', ler.—Aug. 30, 1865, by Eev. John
ThoiJi]ison, at the residence of the bride's parents,
James H, Mellinger, M. D., and Miss Emma Grace
Fowler, both of Philadelphia.

DIED.

Dale.—On Monday, 28tli ult., Mrs. Margaret Dale,
widow of the late Dr. Eichard C. Dale, of Delaware,
aged 81 years and 10 months.

Francis.—In New York, on Tuesday, Aug. 29, Mc-
Allister, youngest son of Dr. Samuel W. and Harriet
H. Francis, aged 8 months and 17 flays.

Warner.—Suddenly, at Sing Sing, on the Hudson,
on Monday evening, Aug. 28, Elizabeth Gray, wife of
Lewis T. Warner, M. D., and daughter of John F.

Gray, M. D.
Waters.—At Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, on the

morning of August 19, Abby Jane, wife of Dr. W. E.
Waters, U. 8. A.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
iJr. li. Jl. R., Airdfyville, Pa.—The botanical speci-

men forwarded by you is the Poh/rjonum Pcnnsyl-
vanicum—knc^t-weed. It is a common weed in almost
all parts ol' thi.s country.

iJr. L. 8., Washinfjton, D. 6'.—The American Jour-

nal of Ophthalmology was discontinued early last

year.

Dr. A. W. B., Lexington, Ohio, and others.—Human
skeletons are very expensive just now, on account of

high duties, and the great cost of ether used in bleach-
ing them. They can be procured at about the follow-
ing prices:

—

The bones unwired and unbleached, . . $12 to $15
" " bleached, . . . 20 to 25

The skeleton wired and unbleached, . . 30 to 35
" " bleached, . . . 55 to 65

Dr. L. G. n., Dunkirk, N. Y.—Jorg's apparatus for

Torticollis will cost $25. The following measure-
ments will be wanted if the patient cannot be seen
by the maker of the aj^paratus:—Around the waist;
around the chest, under the axillre; from hip to ax-
illa; and to state toAvard which side the head leans.

Dr. A. JL H., J/t. Joy. Fa.—Vols. 4 to 12 inclusive
of Medical and Surgical Eeporter bound, sent by
Express August 28.

Dr. W. W. H., Havre de Grace, Md.—Yols. 9 to 12

inclusive, of Medical and Surgical Eeporter, and
two Vols. American Medical Monthly, sent by Ex-
press, August 28.

METEOROLOGY.

August 28, 29, 30, 31, S. 1, 2, 3.

W. W. s. w. S. W. s. w. S. S- W.
Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Cl'dy, Clear.

Rain.

4-10

Thermometer.
56° 62° 63° 63° 67° 65° 68°

At 8 A. M 65 70 72 68 72 73 75
At 12 M 72 76 79 79 84 78 80
At 3P.M 73 76 79 78 85 80 84

Mean 66.50 71. 73.25 72. 76.50 74. 76.75

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.2 30.2 303 30 4 302 30. 29.9

Germantown, Pa, B. J. Leedom.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Members desiring copies of the Transactions

for 1865, must forward their subscriptions ($3)

immediately, as the number of copies published

will be but slightly in excess of the number of

subscriptions.
Wm. B. Atkinson,

Permanent Secretary,

215 Spruce street, Philadelphia.

Aug. 12, 1865.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, .'60; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

" VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov, 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

« VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62.

" IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;

D<;». 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

« XI. Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64.

« XII. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4, '66.

JS^ We are in pressing wed just now of a few copiesfor
new subscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1865.
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Communications.

THE FOOD AND THE TEETH.
Observations on the Inorganic constituents of

THE Food of Children, as connected with the

Decay of the Teeth, and the Physical Con-

stitution of Women in America.

[The following; very valuable and instructive

paper was read before the District Medical So-

ciety for the County of Mercer, N. J., some years

ago, by the late James Paul, M. D., of Trenton.

There is so much in it worthy the consideration

of the profession and the public, that we deem

it of sufficient importance to reproduce it.

—

Ed.

Med. and Sur. Rep.]

The subject to which I have the pleasure of di-

recting your attention is, not only in a physiologi-

cal point of view, one of interest, but in its appli-

cation to the preservation of health—the tendency

to improve the general condition and physical

constitution of the human family inhabiting this

great continent— a continent abounding, as it

does, in all the productions which a bountiful

Creator, in his beneficence, bestows on man—can-

not be otherwise than of great and paramount

importance.

At a period somewhat now remote, the cele-

brated naturalist, Buffon, alluding to the ani-

mals of this continent, advanced the following

opinions

:

1st. That the animals common both to the Old

and New Worlds are smaller in the latter.

2d. That those belonging to the New are on a

smaller scale.

3d. That those which have been domesticated

in both, have degenerated in America.

4th. That, on the whole, it exhibits fewer spe-

cies.

These opinions, Mr. Jefferson, in his " Notes

on Virginia," undertook, and it is generally con-

sidered successfully, to controvert; yet, however

repugnant to the general idea the opinion as to

the tendency of those animals which have been

domesticated in America from other countries to

degenerate, it is an undeniable and much to be

regretted fact, that the human family, and more

particularly the female portion of that family,

have declined in the vigor and strength of their

physical constitution.

I wish not to be misunderstood : I say it is a

melancholy fact, too well known to the observant

physiologist, that increase of strength, and devel-

opment of frame, have not been attained by the

intermarrying of members of the human family

of different nations on this continent; but the

reverse is too observable: the physical frame of

the female sex has degenerated—calling loudly

for the aid of science to arrest an evil of so much
magnitude.

Let us for a moment contemplate the female

form, as seen on this broad continent. In no

country in the world are children more fair and

beautiful ; and as the young girl grows up to wo-

manhood, we see in her a full realization of that

being forming in the hands of Divinity, portrayed

by the poet, as seen by Adam in his dream

:

"Under his forming hands, a creature grew,
Manlike, but different sex; so lovely fair,

That what seemed fair in all the world, seemed now
Mean, or in her summed up, in her contained,
And in her looks ;"—
We see this young and lovely being—the fore-

head well developed—the countenance, rather

elongated, relieved of the harsher outline of some

of the European nations—with fragile form, and

small, yet well-developed bust, flitting for a few

short years among us, and then—yes, then there

comes a change. Ere five and twenty summers

pass, this flower begins to fade—the rounded form

shrinks—the bloom of health decays ; and if she

escapes the fell destroying angel's death-like

grasp, a wreck of former self remains.

Why should this be so? The robust of other

countries come to this continent—they live in

comfort—their food is excellent in quality—their

progeny is like themselves—but even now, in the

very first generation, does the degenerating pro-

cess make itself manifest—the teeth begin to

decay; and girls, while yet children, have to visit

the dentist to have them cleansed, scraped, and
I plugged.

L Now this brings us at once to the head and

» front of our subject; and if we can point out the
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shell to snap and break off in small pieces, when
unable to resist the pressure of whatever mav be

placed against it; besides, the teeth are for the

most part sheltered from these sudden changes,

and kept at a temperature nearl}' amounting to

blood-heat at all seasons. I do not think we can

place the general destruction of the teeth, and

consequent affliction of the females of America,

to this cause. I fear we must rather look for it

to constitutional weakness, and this constitutional

weakness to a deficienjj of the inorganic or

earthy constituents being taken into the system,

more particularly at an early period of life.

If I am correct in this opinion, and reason,

philosophy, and a thorough examination of phys-

iological facts in both the animal and vegetable

economy, tend far to bear out these views, then if

we would try and correct this lamentable state of

things, let us commence at the very beginning,

and make ourselves acquainted by examining the

structure and composition of the teeth, and then

we shall be more able to understand what is re-

quired to aid nature in their formation and con-

sequent preservation.

First, then, let us make ourselves acquainted

with the structure and composition of the teeth.

The teeth are nearly allied to bone in structure:

both having earthy deposits, intermixed with

fibres and cells of gelatine, which, by consolida-

tion, gives form and strength—in the case of bone,

to bear the weight of the various parts, and afford

protection to the different organs of the body:

and in the case of teeth, to cut and grind the food

required for the formation, support, and repara-

tion of its various parts.

Now, teeth are composed of three different sub-

stances, and these three are disposed according

to the purposes required of them; they are, c<?-

mentum or crusta pefrosa, dentine (known as

ivory in the tusk of the elephant), and enamel.

The cementum OTcruata petroaa, corresponds in all

especial particulars with bone: possessing its cha-

racteristic lacuna' or small cavities, and being tra-

versed by vascular medullary canals, whenever it

occurs of sufficient thickness; it is the first cover-

ing of the young teetli, and may be said to invest

the fang of the tooth which enters the alveolar

process of the jaw. The dentine, or ivory, con-

sists of a firmer substance, in which inorganic or

mineral matter predominates, though to a less

degree than in enamel. It is traversed by a vast

number of very fine cylindrical, branching, wavy

tubuli, which commence at the pulpy cavity, and

radiate toward the surface. The diameter of

these tubuli, at their largest part, averages about

the destruction ; at other times, it is left a crust or I one 10,000th of an inch: their smallest are im-

first cause of this decay of what should be as

strong as adamant, it may be the means of help-

ing us in our investigation. That there is some-

thing radically wrong in our system of rearing

the young, to which this misfortune is in a great

measure owing, I am free to confess, is my firm

opinion. I would indeed it were in my power, in

pointing out the evil, to be as successful in detail-

ing the cause, that we may apply the remedy.

Still, although perhaps unable to accomplish all

I wish, my observations may not be without their

weight, and induce others, more observant, more

scientific, and more competent to the task, to fol-

low up an investigation so fraught with advantage

to our fellow-beings.

It is certainly to be deplored that the females

of this continent, descendants of European pa-

rents, should be so much afflicted with caries of

the teeth—the decay of parts formed of substances

which enter into the composition of some of our

hardest minerals—marble, bone-earth and fluor-

spar: and this decay unfortunately occurs in early

life—in girls yet at school: and many a young

woman, ere she has attained a marriageable age,

has had to replace the natural with the unnatural,

though more enduring enamel of .the artist's for-

mation. This ought not to be: God made all

mankind alike; in no portion of the earth are

nations found who lose their hands, or feet, or

tongue, or eyes: and there can be no cause why

the inhabitants of this land should loose their

teeth. It is not so in the olden countries from

whence the progenitors of the present race have

come: nor is it so in the West India Islands,

which may almost be considered as part of this

great continent. So excellent is the structure of

the teeth of savage nations, that some tribes in

Africa, I think the Mocoes and Mundingoes, file

all the front teeth, so that they shall be separated

and form sharp points, the better to tear the un-

cooked animal food.

One cause of this affliction is, in the mind of

many, attributed to the great and sudden changes

of temperature experienced on this continent

—

the thermometer rising and falling 20, 30, and

even 40 degrees in twelve hours. But if attribu-

table to these sudden changes, we know that

sudden expansion by means of heat, or sudden

contraction by means of cold, causes the particles

of which bodies are composed to tear themselves

asunder; consequently to crack, break, and fall

in pieces. But this is not the case with the teeth

of our females ; a caries or decay commences

most generally in the side of the tooth, extending

tT) the enamel, which is sometimes involved in
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measurably fine: so much so, that they cannot

possibly receive blood, but it is surmised that,

like the canaliculi of bone, they imbibe fluid

from the vascular lining of the pulp-cavity, which

aids in the nutrition of the tooth. The enamel is

dbmposed of solid prisms of fibres, about the one

5,600th of an inch in diameter, arranged side by

side, and closely adherent to each other; their

length corresponds with the thickness of the

layer which they form ; and the two surfaces of

this layer present the ends of the prism, which

are usuall}^ more or less hexagonal. In the per-

fect state, the enamel contains but an extremely

minute quantity of animal matter. In the centre

of the tooth is the soft pulpy cavity, which affords

a bed for the blood-vessels and nerves which sup-

ply it with life and sensibility.

I shall not enter more minutely into the struc-

ture of the teeth, but may briefly stat€, that like

all other structures of the animal body, the com-

ponent parts are derived and deposited from the

blood, by that mysterious and incomprehensible

power that selects and deposits the necessary

constituents in the formation of the several por-

tions, according to the use required.

Now, in the composition of the teeth, we have

first the division into organic and inorganic or

earthy matter; and we find that the several sub-

stances which enter into the structure of the

teeth, difier chiefly as to the earthy matter con-

tained in each.

Chemical analysis of the incisors, or front teeth

of man, show that they contain in one hundred

parts of each, as follows:

Oementum Dentine. Enamel.
Organic Matter 29.27 28.70 S.59

Earthy Matter 70.73 71.30 96.41

100. 100. 100.

These proportions will occasionally differ; in

some individuals the organic constituents having

less than here stated, amounting in the dentine

only to 21. The analysis of bone, however, gives

a much larger proportion, viz.

Organic Matter 32 56

Earthy Matter 67.44

100.

Let us now take a more complete analysis,

showing what earthy constituents enter into their

composition. Analysis of the molar or grinding

teeth of man, and of the bones of the arm and

leg of a man of forty, show the following propor-

tions:
Dentine. Enamel. Bone.

Inorganic Matter:

—

Phosphate of Lime, with traces

of Fluate of Lime 66.72 89.82

Carbonate of Lime 3.36 4.37

Phosphate of Magnesia 1.08 1.34

Salts, etc.

Organic Matter..

100.

3.59

100.

54.61

9.41
1.07

2.35

32.56

100.

Thus we see the very great proportion of cer-

tain earths that enter into the structure of the

teeth and bone of man the chief substance being

the phosphate of lime, familiarly known as bone-

earth. We find, too, that whereas in ordinary

bono the phosphate of lime constitutes only 54

parts in 100, in the enamel of the teeth it is

nearly 90 parts in ICO—while the carbonate of

lime in bone amounts to 9.41, in the enamel of

teeth it is only 4.37 ; the enamel being literally

almost a mineral in substance, having only 3.59

parts of animal matter in 100.

Thus the teeth to be strong and durable, re-

quire a la'ge quantity of earthy ingredients, par--

ticularly Ume^ to enter into their composition..

Let us inquire whence it is derived ; and for this

we must examine the blood.

To allow of such deposits from the blood, it is

first necessary that they should be held in solu-

tion in that fluid. You are no doubt aware that

the blood circulates to every portion of the body

by the action of the heart, which forces a certain

quantity, say 2 oz. at every contraction, into the

aorta or great canal leading from the left ventri-

cle—that the aorta divides and subdivides into in-

numerable branches, which are made to ramify to>

every part of the body, until the extreme branches

end in capillary tubes or vessels, the calibre of

which is so small as not to allow the red globules

or corpuscles of the blood to enter them, but

which allows the serous portion to traverse every

part of the organized structure, holding in so-

lution all those constituents necessary and re-

quisite for the formation and reparation of its

several parts.

In the serous portion of the blood, then, we
find contained the constituents required for the

composition of bone and teeth—analysis of 1000

parts of healthy human blood giving, according

to M. Lecaxu, the following proportions

:

Water 7S0 15 785.58
Fibrine 2.10 3.57

Albumen 65.09 69.41

Coloring matter 133 00 119.63
Cry.'italizable fat 2.43 4.30

Fluid fat 1.31 2.27

Extractive matter, uncertain 1.79 1.92

Albumen in combination with Soda. 1.26 2.01

Chloride? of Sodium and Potassium ; Carbo-
nates, Phosphates and Sulphates of Pot-

ash and Soda 8.37 7.30

Carbonates of Lime and Magne.Ma; Phos-
phates of Lime, Magnesia and Iron ; Per-

oxide of Iron 2.10 1.42

Loss 2.40 2.60

1000. 1000.

We see by this table, if we subtract or take

away the proportion of water amounting to 780

parts, and the coloring matter amounting to 133,

we shall leave scarcely 90 parts of organic and

earthy material, the salts and earths forming
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upwards of a 10th—the salts being in proportion

to the earths as 4 to 1.

Having then shown the constituent portions of

the bones and teeth to be in the blood, the next

consideration is, whence are they derived?

Before entering on this subject further, let us

for a moment take a broader and more compre-

hensive view of what must be most interesting

to mothers, and of great consequence to the

well-being of the infant generation, in a short

time, in a very few years, to become in their turn

the mothers and fathers of another generation.

The question then presents itself, what is

the nourishment or food best adapted and ne-

cessary to the wants of an infant, that the

foundation may be laid for a strong frame and

vigorous constitution? For here, we must recol-

lect, is the starting point in by far the majority

of instances. We know that in some cases dis-

ease is hereditary—that the offspring unfortu-

nateh' inherits from the parents constitutional

defects ; but we also know that more misery, suf-

fering, and constitutional derangement, are en-

tailed on children by want of care, and improper

food in the first years of life, by which their

hopes of health are blasted, and they are doomed

to struggle through a weary life, to be hurried at

last into a premature grave.

Now, that the frame—that is, the bones, mus-

cles and other portions of the infant—may be

fully developed, it is necessary that it should be

supplied with nourishment, containing all the

constituents required for this important under-

taking. And this nourishment, by the all-wise

ordering of Providence, is contained in the milk

secreted from the mother's bosom.

The infant is entirely dependent on the nour-

ishment derived from its mother, and nature has

wisely ordained that the secretion from the

mother is its very best food; for we find in the

composition of milk—that is, healthy milk, de-

rived from healthy blood—all those ingredients

we have hitlierto traced as requisite in the forma-

tion of the bones and teeth, and not only these,

but every constituent required for the life and

growth of the individual;—milk containing the

albuminous, saccharine, oleaginous, saline, and

earthy compounds requisite and necessary for

the health, strength, and development of the in-

fant child.

IIow thankful ought we to bo to the all-wise

and bountiful Giver of all good, for this benefi-

cent, this wonderful provision in nature, by which

there shall be secreted from the mother, a fluid

80 important, having properties blended in inti-

mate connection, to afford the requisite substances

for the support, growth and development of her

offspring.

An analysis of cow's milk gives the following

proportions of the various constituents: that of

human milk is not so elaborate, but contains the

average of observations taken at fourteen differ-

ent times from the same individual, by Simon.

Cow's milk by M. Haidlen.

Water 873 00
Butter rO.OO
Caseine , 48 20
Milk Sugar 43.90
Phosphate of Lime 2 ol
Phosphate of Magues'a .42

Phosphate of Iron .07

Chloride of Potassium 1.44

Chioride of Sodium .24

Soda in coanection with Caseino .42

lOcO.

Woman's milk by Simon.

Water 883.6
Butter 25.3
Caseine 34.3
Milk Sugar and Extractive Matter 4'^.

2

Fixed llilts 2.3

1000.

Maximum of Minimum of
14 observations. 14 observations.

Butter 54 S.O

Caseine 45.2 10.6

Sugar and Extractive Matter.. 62.4 39 2

Salts 2.7 1.6

Now although these amounts will no doubt

vary, under every variety of circumstances, ac-

cording to the liealtli, exercise, passions, and food

of the mother, yet they show what I particularly

wish to impress on your minds, that healthy milk

contains all the requisites for the nourishment of

the infant—but then it must be healthy milk, se-

creted from healthy blood, and that blood must

derive these ingredients from the food consumed,

otherwise they will be taken up from the struc-

tures of the bod3% and hence the havoc made in

nursing females when a due allowance of proper

aliment is withheld, and the shrunken body of

the famished mother is drained to the last drop,

to supply the cravings of the death-like and im-

poverished offspring.

I have said tliat the composition of milk in

quality and quantity, will vary and depend on

circumstances. Now the mental state exerts a

surprising influence on this secretion, and much
more than is usually supposed. It may not be

irrelevant to mention a few of the cases recorded

in our journals,^^' of the influence of strong men-

tal excitement on this secretion.

"A carpenter fell into a quarrel with a soldier

billeted in his house, and was set upon hf tho

latter with his drawn sword. The wife of the

carpenter, at first, trem])led from fear and terror,

and then suddenly threw herself furiously be-

• From Carpenter's Pbyaiology.
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tween the combatants, wrested the sword from

the soldier's hand, broke it in pieces, and threw

it away. During the tumult, some neighbors

came in and separated the men. While in this

state of strong excitement, the mother took up

her child from the cradle, where it lay playing,

and in the most perfect health, never having had

a moment's illness; she gave it the breast, and in

so doing, sealed its fate. In a few minutes the

infant left off sucking, became restless, panted,

and sank dead upon its mother's bosom The

physician, who was instantly called in, found the

child lying in the cradle, as if asleep, and with

its features undisturbed; but all his resources

were fruitless. It was irrevocably gone."

"A lady having several children, of which

none had manifested any particular tendency to

cerebral disease, and of which the youngest was

a healthy infant a few months old, heard of the

death of the infant child of a friend residing at

a distance, with whom she had been on terms of

close intimacy, and whose family had increased

cotemporaneously with her own. The circum-

stance naturally made a strong impression on her

mind, and she dwelt upon it the more, perhaps,

as she happened at that period to be separated

from tho rost of her family, and to be much alone

with her babe. One morning shortly after hav-

ing nursed it, she laid it in its cradle, asleep- and

apparently in perfect health; her attention was

shortly attracted to it by a noise, and on going to

the cradle, she found her infant in a convulsion,

which lasted for a few minutes, and left it dead."

•'A mother had lost several children in early

infancy from a convulsive disorder. One infant,

however, survived the usual fatal period; but

whilst nursing him one morning, she had been

strongly dwelling on the fear of losing him also,

although he appeared a very healthy child. In

a few minutes after the infant had been transfer-

red into the arms of the nurse, and while she was

urging her mistress to take a more cheerful view,

directing her attention to his thriving appear-

ance, he was seized with a convulsion-fit, and

died almost instantly."

These are interesting cases, and tend to show

the great influence the mental affections exert on

the secretion of milk, in rendering it deleterious

in quality, and unwholesome to the infant.

[To be continued ]

"SLimulants do not create nervous nower,"

says Ergates, in one of Sir B. Brodie's admira-

ble conversations, "they merely enable you, as it

were, to use of that which is left, and then in-

duce necessity for sleep."

BE]SrZOLE GAS.

Does Benzole, or Benzine Gas, evolved during

THE process of REFINING PeTROLEUM, OR CrTJDE

Carbon Oil, act as an Acrid or Corrosive

Poison, when absorbed into the system?

[An intelligent correspondent in the "Oil region''

of this State, furnishes the following communication,

which, we trust, will induce others to give the profes-

sion the benefit of their observations in this connec-

tion.—Er>. Med. & Surg. Eep.]

Within the last few months, during the hot

summer weather, my attention has frequently

been called to the above question. I will quote

from my note-book several cases among many

that came within my range of observation, and

will hope to receive some replies from the pro-

fession.

Case 1. June 30th, 1865. Was called at night

to see Mrs. M., aged about 30 years, who had

that day been brought from Oil City, after an ill-

ness of four weeks. Had been living in close

proximity to a refinery. Found extreme nervous

prostration, constant retching and eructations of

wind, occasional vomiting of a greenish yellow

matter, violent purging of watery, yellowish

stools, tongue deeply red, and pain in epigastric

and hypogastric regions. Much restlessness

and anxiety. Not much headache. Had been

in this condition nearly all the time. Had been

some better several times. Prescribed lime-water

and milk, mucilaginous and demulcent drinks,

morphige acetas, hydrocianic acid, counter-irrita-

tion, and enema of starch, tine, opii., and plumbi

acetas. Improvement gradual, but decided.

Case 2. June 30th, 1865. Was called to see

Miss W., age 18 years, who had been brought

home from Oil City by her parents. Had been

living with a married sister, in the vicinity of a

refinery. Had been sick seven or eight days at

Oil City, before they brought her home. Found

tongue deeply red with papillary elevations,

great irritability of stomach, constant eructa-

tions and retching, with occasional vomiting of

a yellowish matter, mixed with mucus. Severe

headache, high fever, and the conjunctiva in-

jected. Thirst and restlessness. The alvine

evacuations were frequent—stools thin, watery,

and of a yellowish color, with great pain in the

hypogastric region, and some pain in epigastri-

um. Treatment same as mentioned in the above

case. Recovered rapidly for a while, but being

exposed, through want of attention, the windows

having been left open at night by the attendant,

and during a storm, she had an attack of pneu-

monia, from which she has since recovered.

Case 3. July 12th, 1865. Was called to see
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Miss T., age sixteen years. Had been working;

at Oil City, at the millinery trade. Was brought

home by her friends on account of her illness.

"Was taken sick with purging and vomiting al)Out

two weeks ago Has, at present, pain in hypo-

gastric region and in epigastrium, high fever,

headache, restlessness, conjunctiva considerabh^

injected, pulse 120. Tongue deeply red, with

some papillary elevations. Much sickness at

stomach, and constant retching, eructations, with

occasional vomiting of- greenish yellow mucus.

Alvine evacuations frequent, and stools thin,

watery, and yellowish. Has much thirst. Has

also congestion of lower lobule of left lung.

Treatment same as followed in similar cases,

and modified to suit indications with respect to

pneumonia. She recovered rapidly, and in three

weeks was able to be at her work again.

I might cite many similar cases, but the above

I deem sufficient for the attainment of my object.

I desire to elicit the opinions of my professional

confreres upon this matter, and, if possible, to i i-

duce those who have the means at hand, to

demonstrate and settle this question by chemical

analysis. I live about fifty miles from Oil City,

and hence, in my practice, see only those cases

who, by the promise of high wages, have been

tempted to that place to labor. In a few weeks,

or months at best, they return home sick, or, if

too ill to come themselves, are brought home by

their friends. The cases I have detailed are

among the severest, and by inquiry, I find that

the worst cases invariably have been laboring, or

living, perhaps both, in the vicinity of refineries,

where this gas exists in the largest quantities.

When brought home, they express an aversion for

everything that has the smell of carbon oil, re-

questing the lamps containing it to be taken out

of the room. I have learned also, that some of

the laborers in these refineries are frequently

taken with purging, vomiting, and cramps, so

severe that death follows in a short time. At
Oil City, they have called it cholera, and so great

was the alarm at one time, that people in the

country were afraid to visit the place.

Benzine gas is known to be very inflammable,

highly volatile, and to permeate almost all sub-

stances. I liave, however, not yet seen it placed

among the list of acrid or corrosive poisons.

Again, the sanitary condition of the place is

very much neglected. The streets, or street of

Oil City is narrow, muddy the year round, and

all manner of filth, offal, and garbage is allowed

to collect there, ferment, and fill the air with its

sickening effluvia. To this, the charge of sick-

ness is laid by many, and, no,dou))t, it is potent.

But does this mud, garbage, etc., generate an

acrid poison, or must we trace it to a diff'erent

source ?

The question to me seems to be one of great

importance, and to those living and laboring at

that place, it must be more important still
;
for,

during the hot months, sickness is rife, and the

mortality large. Every one who goes there is

troubled with diarrhoea, even though they stay

but a short time. Many cases might be cited for

that, but for cases as severe as many are, I can

see but one cause, and that cause an acrid-corro-

sive poison, be it generated by decaying filth

and garbage, or be it heiizinc gas, inhaled, ab-

sorbed, eaten in the food, and drank in the water,

it is, nevertheless, a poison, and a poison peculiar

to the place. " Student.''

SUCCESSFUL AMPUTATIOIJ" AT THE HIP
JOINT.

By E. Batwell, M. D.,

Of Detroit, Mich. ; Late Surgeon-in-Chief 2d Div., 14 Army Corps.

William Simpson, aged 24 years, a member of

an Iowa regiment, engaged as a courier, was ad-

mitted to the hospital under the following cir-

cumstances :

AVhilst in the act of mounting his horse, he

was struck by a rainnie ball in the left leg ; on

examination it was found that the injury received

not alone comminuted the bone and lacerated the

soft parts, so as to preclude the possibility of a

successful termination even under the most favor-

able circumstances if left to nature, but that

some of the branches of the profunda were in-

volved, calling for prompt action, as the bleeding

was very profuse. Amputation was decided on,

and the patient having been placed under the

influence of chloroform it was performed by

anterior and posterior flaps. The knife was made
to enter about an inch below the trochanter ma-

jor, and passed obliquely across, about three

inches lower at its point of exit than at its en-

trance. The limb was quickly removed, and the

blood vessels secured. The upper fragment of

bone was seized and the saw applied to the neck,

thus leaving the head of the femur in the acetab-

ulum. This waL^ done with the view of exposing

as little surface as possible, and also for the sake

of ex edition, as the shortness of the fragment

would have made it a tedious and difficult task to

remove it from the socket. The ball had entered

about an inch below and internal to the great tro-

chanter, completely shattering the bone through

the extent of four or five inches and coming out

midway posteriorly. Beef tea, milk punch and

fresh beef were given freely, together with a
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preparation of iron, and everything likely to sus

tain nature in the vast work of reparation. Not
a single unfavorable symptom occurred durin

the process of healing, and in two months the

patient was sent to the rear. Since, he has been

discharged from the service, and is employed as

a travelling book agent, in the enjoyment of per-

fect health, his wound giving him no trouble.

A case very similar to the above, was operated

on in a likem,:nner after the battle of Jonesboro.

Ga., Sept. 1st 1864, except that the bone was en-

tirely removed, but the patient died in about

twelve hours. The notes of this case are ve

meagre and unsati'^factory.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

The Application of Sutures to Bone in recent
Gunshot Fractures, with cases ; also, Remarks
on their Similar Use in some other Fractvires
and Operations.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society, Dr. Benjamin Howard, late
Ass't Suro^eon, U. S. Army, read a paper with the
above title. From the Duhliii Med. Journal, we
learn that the author exhibited statistics showing
the large number of secondary amputations which
are rendered necessary in gunshot fractures of
the extremities by the inevitable transportation
from the battle-field to general hospital. The
disastrous results in these cases are mainly due
to the constant motion of the fractured ends of
the bones, between which innumerable loose
fragments and sharp spicul^e of bone are ground
together, mangling the soft parts adjacent, and
producing violent irritation and iniflammation,
which is still further increased by the pressure
and constriction of disarranged bandages and
splints firmly applied on starting, to prevent dis-
placement—an attempt perfectlv hopeless with-
out the use of other means. The most careful
efforts of this kind are frequently folloAved bv
such inflammation during the " middle passa2:e'''
as to destroy every hope of saving either the limb
or life of the patient.

Resection of the shaft of the long bones has
been practised, with removal of the loose frag-
ments, but the motion remains undiminished,
and the ends of the bones are continually apart.
In 1863, the author, in a communication to the
Surgeon-General of the U. S. Array, proposed a
plan of treatment for gunshot fractures of the
humerus, which he had since carried out, with a
view to obviate the evils referred to, wherever
the operation might be practicable. The treat-
ment consists in cutting down upon the seat of
fracture, enlarging the wound or otherwise, re-
moving all fragments of bone and everything
which can act as a foreign body, making a clean
section of the fractured ends transversely, or at
such parallel obliquities as to secure the most

perfect apposition with the least shortening. The
ends are then firmly secured together by two
wire sutures, the edges of the wound approxima-
ted, and a light splint applied by a simple reten-
tive bandage, so as to leave the wound freely ex-

posed for the repeated application of cold water
from the canteen of the patient.

The chief points in the operation are to care-
fully avoid any unnecessary degree of disturbance
of the soft parts, and especially of the periosteum

5

to introduce the two sutures as described, through
only one cortical portion of each end, and each as
nearly as possible in the same line of diameter of
the bone, to prevent any hinge-like motion. The
sutures, which are of annealed iron, or better,

perhaps, of plated copper wire, may be cut off

short, or be left protruding through the wound,
so that, by successive tightening twists, nature
may be aided in- her natural process of extru-
sion.

The advantages claimed for this plan of treat-

ment consist:

1st. Negatively. In the absence of all previous
causes of irritation.

2d. Positively. In securing complete coapta-
tion and perfect rest.

A case of gunshot fracture of the humerus was
related, in which all the details of this plan were
carried out. Although the patient was afterward
left uncared for on the field, and submitted to

extraordinary exposure, the limb was in excellent

condition, and, as far as could be ascertained, it

continued so until subsequent recovery, and trans-

fer of the man to another regiment.

Another case also was reported of severe frac-

ture from lodgment of a fragment of shell in the
femur, with great shortening. After removal of
the missile and fragments of bone, the fracture

was reduced, and without section of the bone, by
means of one stout wire suture. The refitted,

interlocked fragments were permanently secured
in situ. The patient, who was sixty years of
age, and of feeble constitution, was rumored to

have died a few days afterward, en route to gen-
eral hospital. This plan of treatment not only
contemplates disposal of the chief sources of im-
mediate danger, but of those causing great ulti-

mate delay, thus averting the innumerable inter-

current diseases incidental thereto. It is new
only in its apnlication. Substantially the same
operation, including the use of the wire suture,

has for a long period been practised, and still

meets with general approval, as a secondary ope-

ration for ununited fracture. Other things being
equal, it cannot be less admissible as a primary
operation, where, in the absence of all pathologi-

cal changes, we have a healthy condition of all

the parts, with sound bone in apposition and at

rest.

Although it would be unwise to anticipate too

definitely the histories of the author's cases, which
may be hereafter collected from the various hos-
pitals to which they were sent, and from which a
more complete report will be made, his experience
so far justifies him in submitting the plan of
treatment to the profession. lie would recom-
mend the use of wire sutures in the manner de-

scribed, in certain compound fractures with great

displacement, in Pirogoff's operation, if prac-
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tised, and in fractures of the jaw, in which he
had used them with great advantage.
A fellow asked the author if he had met with

any cases in which the upper and lower extremi-
ties had been treated.

Dr. Howard replied that the plan was intro-

duced for the treatment of fracture of the humer-
us, and had been adopted in but one ca?e of
fracture of the femur. Dr. Howard then exhibi-

ted several diagrams ilustrating the chief points
in his paper.

Dr. Fraxcis Masox asked if the process was
not a difficult one? He had seen Mr. Ferguson
do the operation twice, and each time with con-
siderable difficultv.

Dr. Howard said it was difficult without assist-

ance. He had. however, once done it in five

minutes; but. as a rule, the operation required
twenty or thirty minutes.

The Practical Value of the Thermometer in the
Diagnosis and Prognosis of Acute Diseases.

Dr. John S. Warner recently read a paper on

the above subject bef-Te the S>^uth Eastern

Branch of the Brit. Med. Ass , where he gave his

experience in typhus and tvp^oid fevers, acute

rheumatism, ervsipplas an*^ pvieraia, as to the

value of the instrument as an agf^nt in prog-

nosis. The following: are his general conclusions

as taken from the British Med. Journal

:

1. That, in ortlinarv oases, the pulse and temp
erature rising together synchronously, the use of

the thermometer is in such circumstances super-
fluous, and therefore objection ^ible, as taking up
time.

2. That, when the pulse and general svmptoms
on one hand indicate danger, the temperature on
the other hand not raising alarm from being
either very high or very low, the pulse and gen-

eral symptoms are by far the most trustworthy in

forming a correct prognosis.

3. That, in cases in which the general symp-
toms are perplexing, one counterbalancing the
other, a very high temperature registered by the
thermometer throws one moreweij^ht in the snale

for forming an unfavorable opinion, and vice

versa.

4. That, if the pulse and general symptoms of

a patient are favorable, the thermometer, in

spite of this, marking a hiirh teranerature, the

former symptoms are to be chieflv relied on in

forming a pr(>gnosi8, though the latter shouM
make us still more careful in searching for any
fresh complication that mav have ari en.

5. That, should the general symptoms be im-

proved, and the thermometer also he going down,
the hitter observation confirms conclusively the
other favorable symptoms.

He then passed to the question of the value of

the therm' meter in diagnosis, where he considers

it of great value in doubtful cases; indeed he

endorses the following quotation of Dr. Aftken
from his Practice of Physic:

The regularity of the tvpical thermometrical
variations in the course of febrile aflfections is so

constant and so much to be depended on, that the
differential diagnosis of such diseases as ephem-
eral, intermittent, typhus, and scarlet fever,

small-pox, measlf^s, acute rheumatism, erysipelas,

pneumonia, pysemia, maybe established by obser-
vation of the temperature.

He illustrates this part of the subject in a very

striking manner, by narrating several cases where

he has actually decided the diagnosis by the use

of the clinical therm'tmeter. In conclusion Dr.

Warner concludes as fdlows:

"That, in cases of doubtful diagnosis, the clin-

ical thermometer is of gr^at value; i.s it indicates

at once the esist.encf- of fever, and in many cj^ses

actuallv t' e V 'riety of fever under which the

patient labors."

Separation of the Humerus at its Epiphysis

;

the shaft driven thi'ovigh the Deltoid Muscle.

i's Sep'en}ber number the Lancet reia«-es a

ease of separannn of the humerus at its epiphy-

sis, with severe complication, which occurred at

the Norfolk and Norwich hospital, under the care

of Dr Charles Willi \MS.

A farm-boy ageti 19, was thrown from ahorse,

falling with great force on his ri^iht elhow. On
the outer aspect of his right shoulder was a

transverse wound, through which protruded one

inch of the shaft of the humerus. It had been

driven upward through the deltoid muscle, much
above the level of the head of the bone. Its su-

perior surface wns rough and corresponded with

the inferior surface of the epiphysial cartilage.

The humerus could not be returned within the

wiiund and placed under the epiphysis, until the

prominent portion of the bone bad been removed
with a fine saw.

A year after the injury the wound had not

closed, the probe indicating the presence of ne-

crosed bone. Another year and the wound re-

mained stdl unhealed. But the necrosed pieces

of bone finally worked out, and after the lapse

of another eighteen months hp. was discharged

well, with perfect shape of shoulder, and com-

plf^te ability to move his arm in any direction and

follow his occupatio n.

Tne case shows what na'ure will somet-mea

accomplish, when left to her own resources. L.

The Poison of Mushrooms.

The American Journ d of Pharmacy quotes

from thf^ memoi'- of MM. Sicard find Schoras

[Journal de Pharm.) the 'oliowinfe- conclusionn re-

g:»rding the pois on of mushrooms:
1st. rhat the poisonous principle that exists in

many sppciesof nuishrooms oaght to he regarded

an an alkaloid as it unites with acids and forms

salts.

2d. This salt obt lined bv the process d<^scribed

in their paper, is extremely poisonous. The em-
ployment of an indefinitely small quantity in the

author's experiertc\ was always mortal to frogs.

A sm.all quantity also was sufficient t kill a dogr
;

and it is remark s hie that the efb-ct^ exerci-ed

upon the animal or<;anisa^ l)y this substance are

the san^e as those observed in iat^er times from

Curarin. L.
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Syphilitic Disease of tlie Bones in Infants.

At a meeting of the Hospital Medical Society

in Paris, M. Fourxier, says the Gazette Med. de

Lyons, related the cases of two children in whom
he had met with syphilitic disease of the bones.

The first case was that of a child three month>;

ago, born apparently healthy. Two months after

birth, an eruption appeared on the buttocks,

thighs, and groin; and there was also abundar.t
coryza. When M. Fourxier saw the child the

following appearances were noticed. There was
a papular syphilide, rather confluent, on the but-

tocks and thighs, and a similar eruption, but con-
fluent, near the anus; several of the papules,
especially near the anus, were ulcerated. There
were also mucous patches on the lips and scro-

tum ; and an abundant discharge from the nose
of sanious pus, not mixed with blood. The child
had also considerable swelling of the right arm,
near the elbow-joint ; the tissues there felt pasty,
but the color of the skin was not changed. On
examination, a tumor of the size of a large al-

mond, adherent to the bone, and immovable, was
found at the inner edge of the lowest part of the
humerus. The swelling had appeared during
the third month

;
and, as it enlarged, the child

lost the power of bending the forearm, and
the hand became paralyzed. The patient was
otherwise apparently in good condition. Iodide
of potassium and other remedies were employed

;

the swelling diminished, but the eruption re-

mained obstinate. Ultimately, the child was
sent into the country, and M. Fotjrnier lost

sight of it. In the second case, says our ex-
change, [Brit. Med. Jour.,) an infant aged three
months, the child of syphilitic parents, presented
no trace of the disease when born. In six or
seven weeks, however, ulcerated papules ap-
peared on the buttocks, arms, and scrotum,
accompanied by a purulent nasal discharge and
various eruptions on the skin. M. Fournier
found a pustular syphilide on the face, occupy-
ing chiefly the forehead and nostrils; a purulent
discharge, streaked with blood, from the nose

;

numerous copper-colored traces of papules most
recently cicatrized, on the buttocks, scrotum, and
arms, and some papules which had not ulcerated;
also a considerable pasty swelling, without change
of color, at the upper part of the forearm. On
palpation, there was found to be an enlargement
of the two bones at their upper part. The ulna
appeared to have doubled its size, and the radius
was much enlarged. The humerus was healthy.
The child was pale, and somewhat thin, but did
not present the general traits of infantile syphi-
lis, nor any carberia. Iodide of potassium was
given for a month, with the effect of producing
marked improvement. After this time, J.i. Four-
nier did not see the child again; but some time
afterward heard that it died after a sudden at-

tack of vomiting and diarrhoea.

Trichinae.

ViRCHOW, in his Essay on Tn'chince. says, that
the most careful cooking is required to destroy
the trichinae in fresh meat; that salt has a very
destructive efiffcfc on the parasites; and that ten
days of salting will effectually destroy them.

Hams, sHusages, etc., should not be eaten fresh;

but should be kept a long time before being used.

Case of Malposition of Abdominal Viscera.

Dr. Jas. B Ruttan, A. A. Surgeon U. S. A.,

G.illipolis, , records in the Cinciiifiati Lancet

and Observer a case of malposition of the ab-

(ioniinal viscera. The subject was a sftldier, Rob.
Armstrong, l^t N. Y. V. V. Cav. who died from
chrome diarrhoea.

The autopsy revealed the following state of

things

:

Lnngs normal in c^-b.-r and size. Heart sit-

uat (1 ot. right side of the sternum. The liver

oc; op ed the left hypochondriac region, right

lobt^ being smaller than the left, in the fame
ratio that the left is smaller than the right in the

norm;?! subject. Its inferior border strongly

adhered to the tvansverse colon.

Stomach situated in right hypochrondriac
region, the great end occupying the extreme
right, thp small running from right to lefr, was
strongly attached to the transverse colon, so firmly

adhered that they formed a s did mass.

The spleen whs aiso situated on the right side,

having the same relations to the organs of that

side as when situated on the left, its lower end
was adherent to the right kidney.

The caput coli occupied the left iliac fossa,

ascending on the left side, crossing from left to

right, descending on the right side.

The intestines showed the usual appearances
of chronic diarrhoea, ulceration, etc. L.

Hypodermic Injection of Calomel in Syphilis.

r>r. ScARENZio of Pavia has publishe'1 the re-

sults of his treatment of constitutional syphilis

by means of the subcutaneous injection of calo-

mel suspended in a convenient vehicle (such as

glycerine, mucilage, or water.) Says the Brit.

Med. Journal he employed calomel in the persua-

sion that it could, in absorption, become changed
into bichloride of mercu^-y ; and the reason for

not using the last named salt at once was, that he
feared it would produce gangrenous infljimmation.

The injection used consisted of twenty centigram-

mes (about three grains) of sublimed calom.el,

mixed with ?i gramme and a half or two grammes
(fr.om 23 to 30 grains) of liquid. It was used like

other hynodermic injections. Dr. Scarenzio at first

chose the inner side of the thigh as the part for mak-
ing the injection; but afterward the inner aspfct

of the arm, as this does not oblige the patient to

remain long in bed. In eight cases of ulcer,

nodes, pains in the bones, blennorrhcea, tubercle,

necrosis, etc , the treatment failed once only ; the

case being one which obstinately resisted all mer-
curial treatment. The cure was rapid and per-

manent, and not accompanied nor followed by
any accidents. There is however, always an ab-

scess at the point of puncture, which, however,

on being opened, heals rapidly. The pus con-

tains no trace of mercury. Dr Sc \renzio believes

that the abscesses are due to the transformation

of the calomel into bichloride of mercury. The
good efi'ei'ts of the injection do not appear for a
week or two ; but when improvement once sets in,

recovery proceeds rapidly. In one case there was
rather obstinate salivation.
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• THE CHOLERA.
The medical profession is well aware that

Asiatic cholera has long been naturalized as a

disease of occasional occurrence in almost all

parts of the world. It is in its epidemic form

only that it gives cause for alarm. Originating

in India, and first attracting special notice during

the fearful epidemic which began in 1817, it gradu-

ally advanced Avestwardly, until it entered Russia

in 1830, thence across Europe to England, where

it first appeared in 1831, and raged with violence

during the following year, crossing the Atlantic

in the spring of 1832, and spreading with great

fatality over this country.

Since that time, we have had three epidemics

of the disease, viz., in 1849, 1854, and 1858, the

disease each time starting on its fearful course of

destruction out of India, as did the original epi-

demic which spent itself in Europe and this

country, in 1831-2. Again, in 1862-3, the

cholera demon arou-sed itself from its lair in

India, and started forth on another errand of de-

struction. During those years, it proved very

fatal in different portions of India. In 1864, it

did not seom to attract attention at all, but, for

some months past, Europe has been thrown into

great excitement, and some portions into real

consternation, in consequence of being threatened

with epidemic diseases of a very fatal character.

First, in the latter part of last year, and early

part of this, came the "Russian or Siberian

Plague," as it was termed, a disease of a

typhus nature, attended with considerable fa-

tality, which advanced half-way across Europe,

where it has seemed to pause in its progress for

a time.

Meanwhile, another evil influence, reported to

be our old enemy, the Asiatic cholera, made its

appearance, early in this year, in Arabia, being

first reported to us as raging with fearful violence

among the pilgrims to Mecca. From thence it

advanced northward to the Mediterranean, and

followed both its northern shore into Turkey, and

its southern shore into Egypt. This is a different

track from any ever followed ])efore by cholera in

its westward progress, and it seems by its erratic

course to sorely puzzle the alarmists of western

Europe, which is apparently menaced now by

two epidomics—the " RusHian Plague" from tlic

northeast, and the cholera fi'om the soutlieast.

We have chronicled the doings of tlie epidemic

in Alexandria and Cairo in Egypt.

From Egypt, the cholera has crossed the Medi-

terranean, appearing at various ports of south-

ern Europe, as Port Mahon, Barcelona and Va-

lentia m Spain, Marseilles in France, and at

Ancona in Italy. It is also advancing west-

wardly by Smyrna and Constantinople. In some

of these places it has been very fatal. Our min-

ister at Constantinople advises our government

that the ravages of the cholera at the Turkish

capital might have been greatly checked had a

rigid quarantine been enforced. The fact has

already been published that the deaths in Con-

stantinople, at last accounts, reached over 500 a

day. A newspaper correspondent, writing on

the 2d of August, says the disease has all the

worst types of Asiatic cholera, and rages, though

the weather is cool and pleasant. Few Euro-

peans have been attacked. The government phy-

sicians, although paid extremely high salaries,

have mostly fled.

This epidemic seems to have carried a panic

with it wherever it has appeared, and the popu-

lace is reported to fly before it in every direction.

A late report says:—The accounts of the ravages

of cholera in the East are becoming dreadful.

The deaths seem to have spread a panic even

among Mussulmans, with whom it is a point of

honor to meet epidemics resignedly. From the

correspondence of the Times, we learn that in

Constantinople, np to the 11th ult., 150,000 work-

men had fled the city, and in the crowded quar-

ters the people died in hundreds unattended and

uncared for. In Smyrna, the disease is aggrava-

ted by poverty so dreadful that the British Con-

sul is feeding 250 people out of his own pocket,

simply to keep them alive. The Jewish commu-

nity in Smyrna, including about 10,000 persons,

is suffering in an extraordinary degree from chol-

era and poverty. During the cholera panic at

Barcelona, nearly 10,000 people left the town in

one day, although very few cases of real cholera

occurred there.

By the last arrival, as we. write this, it is re-

ported that no advance of the disease has been

made—that it is, indeed, receding, and the inhab-

itants of western Europe are flattering themselves

that they may escape these epidemics, that have

been threatening them, altogether.

In this connection, we will present extracts

from some remarks of Dr. IIeadlam Greenough,

recently made before a meeting in London of

medical officers of health, members of the Epi-

demiological Society, clergy, and others inter-

ested in the sanitary condition of the metropolis

and of the kingdom generally. They express

better than we can, the sentiments of the medicaf
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profession on the proper way of meeting the ad-

vance of this disease. Dr. Greenough says

:

An outbreak of cholera has taken place in Asia.
It has broken through close quarantines and has
appeared with great severity at Malta. It has
also appeared with great severity at Ancona, in

Italy. It has broken out in Spain, and at Mar-
seilles. Cholerine is reported to be prevalent in

Hanover. Diarrhoea has been excessive in the
metropolis. Extraordinary epidemic visitations

on cattle are common precursors of epidemic visi-

tations on the human species—and a severe epi-

demic in cattle has appeared in England.

The extraordinary epidemic of cholera in 1832
slew thirty-two thousand persons, and that of
1848-49 slew seventy-two thousand persons in
Great Britain. The recorded evidence of medical
officers in every part of the country proved that
where measures founded on careful observations
of the previous course of the epidemic visitation
of 1832 were duly taken in time, the attacks
were greatly diminished in number, in intensity,
and in fatality. Well-managed public establish-
ments, comprising the lowest classes of the pop-
ulation, presented examples of almost entire im-
munity from attack, while the most dire slaughter
was upon people in places under removable'con-
ditions, in respest to which timely, clear, and
express warnings had been given to guardians
and other local authorities charged with them.
The attacks were as forewarned; the most se-

vere on the like places and people in the like
conditions as those who now suffer from the foul-
air diseases, from typhus, from dysentery, from
diarrhoea, and from the eruptive diseases of the
zymotic or fermenting class ; which diseases are
almost entirely unknown amongst the lowest in-
mates of well-conditioned public establishments,
of well-conditioned orphan asylums, refuges for
the destitute, or amongst the inmates of well-
constructed and well-managed union houses and
prisons; which diseases are comparatively few
and slight in improved common lodging houses
or in model dwellings, and are rare in the houses
of the well-to-do classes, but are never absent
among the wage classes living in crowded ill-

drained courts and alleys, ill supplied with pure
water, and ill-cleansed, close, filthy, ill-ventilated,
and foul-aired, and which slay nearly 100,000
per annum of men, women, and children, in Great
Britain alone.

^
In this preventible slaughter is included a con-

siderable proportion of the lower middle classes,
shopkeepers, who are kept in-doors in foul air
from cess-pools, from house drains of deposit, and
from sewers of deposit, the prevention of which—
by the abolition of cesspools, and the substitution
of house self-cleaning tubular drains and sewers,
in the city of Salisbury, in Croydon, and in other
laces—has occasioned a reduction of all ordinary
eath-rates by one-third, and has there conse-

quently occasioned a like reduction of the expo-
sure to extraordinary epidemic visitations. For
it is established by the observation of previous
extraordinary epidemics, and it was expressly
forewarned and fulfilled that the visitation of ex-
traordinary epidemics are in the ratio of the ordi-
nary death-rates upon the different classes of the

community, and these are governed by the foul

air disease.
-X- * * -x- -x-

Now, the anticipation of the track of the extra-
ordinary visitation on the classes of persons, and
on places as denoted by the classes occupying
them, was closely verified in the epidemic visita-

tion of 1848-49, by the results, as displa3^ed in

the evidence subsequently collected as to the
course taken by that visitation, with exceptions
corresponding with the conditions of the people

;

the visitation being, in some instances, less se-

vere on laborers chiefly engaged in out-door

occupations and most severe on small shopkeep-
ers confined in ill-conditioned shops and houses.

The instances of the most efficient voluntary
efforts during the last epidemic were by organ-
ized house-to-house visitation, and before the epi-

demic, to ascertain the condition of places and of

persons, to advise, forewarn, and urge measures
of prevention for voluntary adoption, and to di-

rect and apply aid where needed ; for cleansing

premises; measures of ventilation, the reduction

of overcrowding, and, during the epidemic, to as-

certain the existence of premonitory symptoms,
and to direct immediate medical aid.

Practically public notifications are not univer-

sally read or attended to, even by those who can
read and whom they most concern, but the se-

verest attacks are on persons of neglected educa-
tion, in the densest ignorance, for the greater

proportion of whom cannot read, and who can
only be warned and moved for the preservation
of their wives and children, or themselves, by
direct pei^sonal and verbal communication and
influence; as by the clergy and missionary or
other visitors.

It is to be observed, however, that although
the visitations of the cholera epidemic are on the

like places, and mostly on the same places, yet

that some of the like places, that are so scourged
on one visitation, escape at another, but that

none of the like places can reckon on the con-

verse. But all common fever nests, all places

visited by the ordinary epidemics, now need
extraordinary examinations and exertions for

amendment^ and will be benefitted by them, as

already stated, whether visited by the impending
epidemic or not.

X- -Jf -x- * -x- *

The influence of better Jtnowledge and skill

may be relied upon for improved exertion as

against the impending outbreak, and the commit-
tee have received gratifying reports of the prepa-
rations already making in several instances. But
it would be literally a fatal error if the experi-

ence of the shortcomings of a large proportion of
the local authorities on the last extraordinary vis-

itation were overlooked, and if thc}^ were not to

be guarded against by volunteer arrangements.
The slaughter was aggravated on the last visita-

tion by want of sufficient information or under-
standing of the extraordinary preventive services

or works required
;
by neglect or delay of apply-

ing them, until the epidemic was full on the pop-
ulation, and when they were too late, and when
the extraordinary epidemic had passed, being re-

lieved from the pressure of public attention, little

or nothing was done for the protection of the
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people ao-ainst the continued evil influences in the

generation of ordinary epidemic disease.

The committee recommend, under these circum-

stances, that a public meetinfi; should be called,

to which the annexed resolutions may be sub-

mitted :

The primary preventive measures su,oi:2;ested by
previous experience are—a house-to-house exam-
ination of the houses, and the courts, alleys,

streets, or habitations, from whence foul air dis-

eases do now arise. For which purposes, lists

should he o-ot out, from the local reo-istrars. of the

housf^s rh;!' have been of late visited by diseases

of th(^ zyraot^c chiss. Also, lists from the reliev-

ing o-Aieers, and the medical officers of unions, of

the houses and places most frequently visited by
such diseases.

Experience has shown that ill-ventilated school-

room<. overcrowded with children filthy in person,

and dirty in dress, are great sovirces of epidemic

diseases amongst children. On an examination,

an excessive annual mortality of eight and nine

thousand children annually within the school ages

in the metropolis, and of nearly fifty thousand

chiklrcn in the United Kingdom, was due chiefly

to epidemic diseases which bad school conditions

promote. These sources of additional danger
from the extraordinary epidemics would require

anxious attention.

The effects of the bad condition of the ill-ven-

tilated workshops have been repeatedly shown to

the surprise of the public, by the rise in health

of the wage classes, as those of the cotton opera-

tives during the period of cotton famine, when
the factories were closed; and the workers were

in the open air. These sources of pre-disposition

to extraordinary epidemics should be visited, and
amendments suggested for the protection of the

workers.
Such house-to-house visitations and examina-

tions of the chief sources of ordinary foul air dis-

eases would suggest reasons, and give the facts to

the visitors for instructions and directions to the

people, as to what must be done by themselves,

and would furnish grounds for representations as

to what must be done by others, and what may
be needed from the authorities having charge of

the Diseases Prevention Act, as well as of the

provisions provided for the protection of the pub-
lic health. Such examinations cannot be too

early or too extensively instituted, whether the

extraordinary epidemic advance upon the peo-

ple of this country or not. The permanent de-

fences against it, now o])viously weak, cannot be

too soon seen to :ind made good. As against a

y)0ssible thou^ih more remotfdy probable military

invasion by a foreign enemy, the Government of

the country has been called u])()r\ to expend seve-

ral millions of money annually, and to provide

new works and elaborately organized forces, vol-

unteer as well as regular, although the most ruth-

less invader?^ in modern timfs could scarcely be

expected to inflict such a slaughter as was in-

flicted by the cholera invasion of 184R-49 upon
upwards of 70,000. chifsfly defenceless poor peo-

ple—men, wf)iiien, and unoffending children. It

appenrs that the present is a befittin'r opportunity

in whicli it would be culf)af)1e to forego claims

upon puldic attention to the state of the existing

defences against internal and cruel pestilences

which regularly ravage the people, as well as

against the extraordinary invasion of pestilence,

which past experience shows may be expected
with certainty at recurring periods, unless the
proved results of sanitary science be properly con-

sulted and generally and completely applied.

A WILL CASE.

In one of the courts of the city of New York

a case is on trial in which the testator bequeathed

his property, by will, to his survivors, his wife,

her daughter, and an older daughter of his first

wife. The latter was his favorite, and to her

he bequeathed the bulk of his property, which

amounted to about two hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars, giving his wife nothing but her

right of dower, and his youngest daughter only

five hundred dollars. About three years ago, the

older daughter executed a will, according to her

own inclinations, devising and bequeathing her

property—which had increased greatly in value

—

before competent witnesses, now living. About

a year ago, she showed symptoms of insanity, and

was removed to an institution for the insane,

where she died last spring. A short time before

her decease, the testatrix tore her will to pieces.

Her husband took out letters of administration,

on the ground that there was no valid will extant.

The witnesses to the destroyed will, however,

arraigned him before the court, when he admitted

that such a will was made, but that deceased had

destroyed it, though the pieces into which it was
torn, were preserved. On being produced in

court, the pieces, when pasted together, were

found to constitute a perfect document. The leg-

atees of the will are the contestants in the case.

They contend that a will is not destroyed, if the

remnants remain so as to be discernible when put

together, and also, that a will cannot be destroyed

by a person of unsound mind.

The case comes up soon for trial. The proba-

bility is—as there are first-rate pickings for law-

yers—that it will take a long time to settle the

law on this subject; the case, in the meantime,

going from court to court, the lawyers the while

adjusting it by vigorous bites from the cheese.

Without any disposition to " interfere with the

course of justice," (the grab-game of the law-

yers?) we have no hesitancy in deciding in favor

of the contestants. The will seems to have

been made while testatrix was sane, and torn to

pieces, though not destroyed, while she was in-

sane, and therefore irresponsible for her acts.

The will is valid, and should be sustained.

Dr. TTknry Favre, the editor of La France
Medicale, has proceeded at his own expense to
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Alexandria, to watch the progress and nature of

the epidemic cholera now prevalent in that city.

News and Miscellany.

Ancient Table Luxuries.

Galtgnani says the excavations at Pompeii
have just brought to light a house which no
doubt belonged to some millionaire of the time,

as the furniture is of ivory, bronze, and marble.
The couche-^ of the triclinium, or dining-room, are

especially of extreme richness. The flooring con-
sists of an immense mosaic, well preserved in parts,

and of which the centre represents a table laid

out for a grand dinner. In the middle, on a large
dish, may be seen a splendid peacock, with its tail

spread out, and placed back to back with another
b,:rd also of elegant plumage. Around them are
arranged lobsters, one of which holds a blue egg
in its claws; a second, an oyster, which appears
to be fricasseed, as it is open and covered with
herbs

;
a third, a rat, /arci, and a fourth, a small

vase filled with fried grasshoppers. Next comes
a circle of dishes of fish, interspersed with others
of patridges, hares, and squirrels, which all have
their heads placed between their fore-feet. Then
comes a row of sausages of all forms, supported
by one of eggs, oysters, and olives, which, in its

turn, is surrounded by a double circle of peaches,
cherries, melons, and other fruits and vegetables.

The walls of the triclinium are covered with
fresco paintings of birds, fruits, flowers, game,
and fish of all kinds, the whole interspersed with
drawings, which lend a charm to the whole not
easy to describe. On a table of rare wood,
carved, and inlaid with gold, marble, agate, and
lapis lazuli, were found amphora, still containing
wine, and some goblets of onyx.

Kemedies for Cholera.

Dr. John Chapman, of London, who seems to

be using his " spinal ice-bag" for the cure of near-

ly all the ills to which flesh is heir, holds that
" the primary cause of cholera is, as a general

rule, the excessive heat of hot climates, and of

temperate climates in summer when cholera pre-

vails 5" that " the proximate cause of cholera is

of precisely the same nature as that of summer
ar choleraic diarrhoea, but that it is far more de-

veloped, and consequently that its action is pro-

portionately more powerful and intense-," that

"cholera is neither contagious nor infectious in

any sense whatsoever, except through the depress-

ing influence of fear ;" and " that cholera may be

completely averted, and, when developed, cured,

195

by the persistent application of the spinal ice-bag

along the whole spine so long as any symptoms
of the disease continue."

Under the name of " Rev. Dr. Hamlin's mix-

ture" a remedy is in extensive use in Constanti-

nople, composed of equal parts by weight, of laud-

anum, spirits of camphor and tincture of rhu-

barb.

New St. Thomas's Hospital.

The governors of St. Thomas's Hospital have
had under their consideration the designs pre-

pared by Mr. Henry Currey for the new hospi-

tal proposed to be erected on the south bank of

the Thames, and which are set forth in twenty-

two drawings, including one very large and very

good perspective view, showing the aspect the

building, or rather pile of buildings, will present

from the river, along which it will extend 1200
feet. It comes close up to Westminister Bridge, on
the right hand side (when going toward Ast-

ley's), and shows toward the river seven separate

blocks, four stories high above ground, connected

by corridors and service buildings, the pavilion

principle being, of course, adopted. The pavil-

ions are placed at a distance of 125 feet from
each other, the centre court being increased to

200 feet, which distance will admit of ample sun-

light and air to every block. The wards are de-

signed to be 28 feet in width by 120 feet in

length, and 15 feet in height, and will accommo-
date twenty-eight beds, giving a cubic capacity

for each patient of 1800 feet. The beds are

placed at distances of 8 feet from centre to cen-

tre; and the windows are arranged alternately

with the beds at a level, to enable the patients to

look out of them. The number of beds will be 588.

The water-closets, lavatories, and bath-rooms, at-

tached to each ward, are projected from the main
building, and are cut ofi" from the ward by inter-

cepting lobbies, with windows on both sides. The
water-closets and lavatories have also windows on
all four sides, to provide for thorough ventilation,

with a view to prevent the escape of an^^ noxious
effluvia into the ward. The chapel is placed in

the centre of the building, communicating with
the corridor of one-pair story, with convenient
access for both sexes, and is designed to give

three hundred sittings. The museums, school-

buildings, lecture-theatres, etc., are proposed to

be placed at the southern end of the ground, as

indicated on the plans 5 but the detailed arrange-

ments of this department are not completely ma-
tured. The building is designed to have fire-proof

floors throughout, formed with wrought and rolled

iron josits, and concrete. The windows go up to

the ceilings of the wards. The floors will be of
oak ; and the wall surfaces finished with Keene's
or Parian cement. The terrace toward the river

is proposed to be kept four feet above the public

footway. This, with the height of a parapet,

three feet six inches, will prevent any overlooking

by the public. The style adopted may be called,

broadly, Italian. Mr. Currey's approximate es-

timate, the walls being of brick with stone dress-

ings, is £330,000. If the whole building be faced

with stone, the cost would be about £30,000 more.

NEWS AND MISCELLANY.
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The estimate includes a bed of concrete, ten feet

thick, under the whole surface, and some idea is

given of the size of the area covered when it is

niii'ntioned that for ever}- additional yard in depth

of concrete the extra expenditure will be £4000.
—Builder.

The influence of Electricity on the color of In-

sects, etc.

The color of the various pigments which are

the cause of the spots we see on the skins of ani-

mals has hitherto been ascribd to the effects of

the temperature of ambient air. or to an afflux of

blood occasioned by the physiological action of

certain organs situated near the teguments. In

a paper addressed to the Paris Academy by Dr.

XiciiOLAS AYagxer, the author examines the ques-

ti:)n anew, with a view to a'^cortain whether such
a cause can he admitted in the case of inferior

animals, (n- whether it ought not rather to be
attributed to the influence of electricity. The
insect-world appearing to him the best calculated

to solve the question, first, because of the im-
mense variety of pigments it displays, and se-

con lly, l^ecau^e of the greater simplicity of their

organization, their circulator}^ system being quite

rudimentary. Dr. Wagxer selected for his expe-

riments a kind of diurnal butterfly
(
Vajiesas-

icrticce), numbers of which he had easily at

command. The apparatus he used was a small
Ruh nkorff's machine for intermittent induction
currents : for his experiments with constant cur-

rents he used two or three Grove's elements. He
thus ascertained that strong currents disorganize,

first the pigment, then the scales •, and then the

membrane itself which constitutes the wing, pro-

ducing in it holes of different sizes. Weaker
currents will change the color of the pigments,
transforming red into orange, and black into red,

thus destroying the black spots which exist on
the wings of the Vanessa. The weakest currents,

on the contrary, give rise to black spots ; that is,

they favor the formation of the black pigment,
but always near the places where the natural

spots exist. Sometimes slight changes were ef-

fected in tlie shape of the existing spots, and it

was in such cases ascertained that the change of

form followed the direction of the current. If a

current of mo^lerate force bo directed along the

outer margin of the wings, the natural sinuosi-

ties of the latter are destroyed. Hence, our
author is of opinion that in these experiments

electricity acts as an irritating anient: and from

a second series of experiments ho arrives at the

conclusion that there exists fixed currents of elec-

tricity in the wings themselves of these injects.

The strongest of these currents flows from the

base of the wing to the outer margin, following

the middle nervure; and other currents starting

from the same point cross each other. Dr.

Wagner is continuing his experiments on this

subject.

Myriad Zoophytes.

In one species found on the Irish coast, and
with cells upon one side only, Dr. Grant calcu-

lates there are more than eighteen cells in a

square line, or 1800 in a square inch of surface,

and the branches of an ordinary specimen pre-

sent about ten square inches of surface, so that a
common specimen of Flustra carbasea presents
more than 18,000 polypi, 396,000 tentacula, and
39,600,000 cilia.

—

Rardwicke^s Science Gossip.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The Commissioner of Pensions has appoint'^d

the following as examining surgeons for pensions.

Peiinsj/lvaiiia.—Dr. Geo. R. Lewis, Indiana.

West Virginia.—Dr. L. C. Bryan, Clark burgh.

Connecticut.—Dr. Daniel Bostwick, Litchfield.

Wisconsin.—Dr. Marion Waterhouse, Porta2;e.

Bite of Venomous Beptiles.

In a paper addressed to the French Academy
of Sciences, Dr. Guyon combats the popular idea

that the poison of reptiles is more virulent in sum-
mer than in winter, and asserts that the activity

is in proportion to the time in which the virus

is accumulating. In winter, therefore, and when-
ever the animal is in a state of torpidity or par-

tially suspended animation, the virus becomes
more concentrated, as he appears to have proved

by experiments with vipers and scorpions. Dr.

Guyon defines the symptoms which follow the in-

fliction of a bite or sting by such reptiles—first, a

violent pain at the moment of injury; then an

unconquerable itching at the spot; then, trem-

bling, vomiting, difficulty of breathing, often ac-

companied with a cough, dilatation of the pupils,

muscular contractions, tetanic symptoms, etc.

Contagious Diseases among Cattle.

An order has been issued by the authority of

the Privy Council, " whereas a contagious or in-

fectious disorder, of which the nature is at pres-

ent uncertain, has lately appeared, and now
prevails among cattle, within the metropolis and

in the neighborhood thereof, and it is expedient

to take measures for preventing such disorder

from spreading," it is ordered by the Privy Coun-

cil that notice" shall be given of the existence of

any cattle laboring under infectious disorder,

within the city of London, in the limits of the

metropolitan police district, "to the Clerk of her

Ma,jesty's Most Hcmorable Privy Council, in wait-

ing at the office of her Majesty's Privy Council at

wTiitehall; and it shall be law^ful for the said

clerk of her Majesty's Privy Council, and for all

such persons as he shall by writing under his

hand authorize in that behalf, thereupon, and at

all reason;ible times thereafter, to inspect and ex-

amine all or any such diseased animals or ani-

mal, and to report to the Lords of her Majesty's

Privy Council all such information and particu-

lars as to the nature or character of such disor-

der as may seem to him expedient for the

purpose of enabling proper regulations to be

made for preventing or checking the further pro-

pagation and increase of such disorder. Every

person oflending against this order, and omitting

to give such notice or to permit such inspection

and examination as aforesaid, shall for every

such offence forfeit any sum not exceeding £20,

which the justices before whom he or she shall be

tried, may think fit to impose."
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Speculations Concerning Meteorites.

In a paper published hy M. Haidinger, the

eminent astronomer, Ave find some curious calcu-

lations concerning meteorites. Admitting that

the weight of these bodies falling annually upon
the earth is four hundred and fifty thousand
pounds, or four hundred and fifty million pounds
in one thousand years, M. Reichenbach has
started the question whether, in the course of

centuries, our globe might not undergo such
modifications in weight as materially to aifect

its connection with the solar system. But as our
earth weighs about thirteen and one-half quad-
rillions of pounds, the formation of a meteoric ag-

glomeration equal to our planet would require

about three thousand trillions of years; hence,

any change like that contemplated by M. Reich-
enbach, would occur in a space of time far

beyond the power of the imagination to con-

ceive.

But M. Haidinger turns his attention to ano-

ther question, asking whether, if our globe in the
course of one solar revolution receives an increase

of matter equal to four hundred and fifty- thou-

sand pounds, this increase might not have been
similar in weight in describing any orbit of equal
length? It has been proved that meteoric falls

are less frequent at the time of perihelion than at

the time of aphelion ; but it must also be remem-
bered that the sun itself moves with consid-

erable velocity through the stellar space. Taking
these data therefore into account, M. Haidinger
calculates that the weight of meteoric matter ex-

isting and moving about in every direction within
the space limited, by the earth's and sun's mo-
tions during one year, is equal to four hundred
and fifty thousand pounds multiplied by one bil-

lion two hundred and eighteen thousand four

hundred and sixty millions, or about half a tril-

lion of pounds. The weight of the earth is to

four hundred and fifty thousand pounds of meteor-
ites as twenty-four millions are to unity; but a
far greater proportion of solid matter distributed

into small bodies would be obtained, were the

great number of shooting-stars and fire-balls

taken into account, which appear in our atmos-
phere, and many of which do not apparently de-

posit solid matter. It is estimated that not less

than ten millions of meteors of this description

enter our atmosphere every day. These stones,

it is believed, leave the extra-terrestrial space as

solids, their velocity being greater on entering the

earth's atmosphere
;
they are retarded by the resist-

ance of the air ; the fire-ball is formed by the com-
pression of the air behind them, and the rotation of
the stones resulting therefrom ; the termination of

the first part of the path is marked by a detona-
tion caused by the collapse of the vacuum from
the air rushing in with great violence.

the efficacy of this treatment, there can be no
harm in trying it, the substance being always at

hand. Should it not succeed, the patient will

always be in time to have recourse to a more rad-

ical treatment.
*

Treatment of Stings.

M. De Mortillet has published in the Sud-Est,

a Grenoble paper, a curious remedy for the sting

of a dangerous insect. It is the application of
the wax of the ear to the injured part. This
simple remedy, he positively asserts, will cure
the deadly sting of a poisonous fly, which would
otherwise produce carbuncle. Whatever may be

Discussions upon Aphasia.

The lov-e which our French medical academi-
cian friends have for learned and eloquent and
deep discussions of what we may call impossible

questions, has been well exemplified in the late

long debates on aphasia, in the Academy of
Medicine. Bouillaud, Trousseau, Parchappe,
Baillarger, Cerise, Bonnafont, and other speak-

ers, have recorded their eloquence on this topic

before an admiring and applauding audience.

But what is the result? To us who sit outside,

and hear not the charming facility of speech, and
correctness and closeness in arguing, of those

who so often are there heard, it almost seems as

if the jeu ne valoit pas la chandelle. The very
disease aphasia is to most of us a new one; and
we venture to say that even yet no one can give

a satisfactory definition of Trousseau's new term.

The whole discussion shows that it is impossible

to admit the existence of aphasia, pure and sim-

ple, apart from other disturbance of the intelli-

gence or motion ; and that it is much more rea-

sonable to regard the loss, partial or complete, of

speech, as a phenomenon coincident with cere-

bral hemorrhage, softening of the brain, general

paralysis, different forms of insanity, wounds of

the ence;..halon, and all the various diseases of

which the brain is the seat. Aphasia has been
observed as a symptom of many diseases, but
never as a morbid entity. This is what the clin-

ical history of the disease showed. As regards

its morbid anatomy, Bouillaud and Parchappe
cited cases which, in their opinion, seemed to lo-

calize the power of speech in the anterior lobes

of the bram ; but this was only a very pai'tial

view of the case. M. Cerise touched upon the

ps^^chological side of the question, and put some
questions very puzzling to those who would local-

ize speech in one particular part of the brain. He
pointed out the relation betw^een the thoughts
and the power of speech. Thought is the inter-

nal voice; speech, the external. But what know
we of the seat of thought in the brain? And, if

we cannot localize the internal voice, how can we
pretend to localize its external expression?

—

Brit.

Med. Journal.

Mr. Carlos Marston, a physician, and his

daughter, a girl of ten, were shot dead by his

wife at South Dedham, Mass., on Thursday Au-
gust 31st. Mrs. Marston was probably laboring

under temporary mental derangement.

Talc as an Application to Burns and Wounds.

Dr. GuYON, of Paris, speaks in very high terms
of the value of talc (siliciateof alumina and mag-
nesia) as an application to burns and suppurating
wounds. It is very clean and soft ;

resists fer-

mentation, and therefore opposes vegetation ; is

inofiensive ; causes no pain
;
rapidly cleans the

wound ; and produces healthy granulations. It

is also an excellent haemostatic.
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Death from Alleged Fright.

A drunken fellow at Manchester is said to have
died of fright, believing he had caught hydropho-

bia from a dog, which had bitten him.

MARRIED.

Bishop—Williams.—On Tuesday morning, August
29th, 1865, at the bride's residence, by the Eev. Tho-
mas Chesnut, Dr. L W. Bishop, of Mt. Washington,
Hamilton eo., and Miss Louisa Williams, daughter
of John Williams, Esq., of Williamsburg, Clermont
connry. Oliio

GuATTA^r

—

Matthrws.—August 17th, by Rev. S. C.

Jennings. D. D.. Dr. Thomas P. Graham, and Miss
Mary Louisa Matthews, all of Allegheny co., Pa.

Grovi:r—Flint.—In Northampton, Wass., Cuvier
Grover. Brevet Major General U. S. A., and Susie
WiUard, daughter of Prof. Austin Flint, M. D., of

Xew York city.

Hayward —ISTorth.—At Zion church. New York
city, on Thursday, August 2 1th, by Rev. Dr. Harold,
Lieutenant G W. Hay ward. U. S. N., and Miss Susan,
daughter of Dr. R. L. North, of Charleston. S.'C.

OwEX

—

Roe.—At Westport, N. Y., on Thursday,
August 31st, by Rev. Dr. Owen, Edward J. Owen, Esq.,

of New York, and Alice, daughter of the late Dr.
G. M. Roe, of Monroe, Orange county, N. Y.

Parsons—Darlington.—On the 6th instant, in the
Church of the Holy Trinity, Westchester, Pa., by
the Rev. John Bolton, Rector, Or. Anson Parsons, of

Erie county. Pa., and Catharine Lacy, daughter of

the late Dr. Wm. Darlington, of Westchester, Pa
Rogers—Griffin —In New York, on Tuesday,

September 5th, by Rev. James H. Tyng, David L.

Rogers, M. D., and Mrs. Mary L. Griffin, of Rye, N. Y.
Styer—Young.—On August 31st, 1865 by Rev. W.

H. Conrad, Dr. Albanus Styer, and Miss Hattie C.

Young, both of Montgomery Square, Montgomery
county. Pa.

TuLLER

—

Hall.—On Wednesday, September 6th,
1865, at the residence of the bride's father, by Rev.
Allen Johns, Charles Tuller, M. D., of Wilmington.
Del., and Miss Mary J. Hall, eldest daughter of John
Hall, Esq., of Chester, Pa.

DIED.

CniLns.—Dr. Timothy Childs, son of Dr. H. H.
Ckilds. President of the Berkshire (Mass.) Medical
College, committed suicide at the Wauregan House,
Norwich, on Sunday, Sept. 3d. He was in company
with liis family, spending the summer at Norwich.
Soon after breakfast on Sunday morning he left his
family, registered his name at the hotel, and called
for a room in whicli to write a letter, which he did,
and addressed it to his wife. He had previously pro-
cured a quantity of morphia, took the poison, and
was breathing his last wlien discovered. He is sup-
posed to have been laboring under temporary de-
rangement of mind at the time. Dr Childs was a
native of Pittsfield, Mass He was for a long time
Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in the Berksliire
Medical College, and dean of tlie institution until a
few years since, when he removed to New^ York, to

accept the professorship of Anatomy in the Bdlovue
Hospital Medical College. His reputation in liis pro-
fession was high, especially in tlie departnumt of
surgery, and few men in Berk.shire were more re-

spected for their talents, or Indoved for amiable
traits of character. Dr. Childs and his wife were
on the train which met with the accident, by which
several persons were killed, on the Long Island Rail-
road recently. Mrs. Childs was somewhat injiired;

but it was not stated that he was liurt. Dr Childs
was about forty- five years old.

IIuiiLKV.—In Washington, D. C, on the 7th inst.,

of dropsy of the heart, William R. Hurley, M. D., of
Nashville, Tenn.
Stephenson.— Maijk Stephenson. M. D., a success-

ful practitioner of over 35 years, in the city of New
York, died on Monday, August 28th, aged 62 years.
Born in the city of Hudson, Columbia county, he
studied medicine in Albany, and was a graduate of
the N. Y. College of Physicians and Surgeons. He
rose by his own exertion, energy and talents, to an
honorable standing in his profession. Feeling the
importance of a greater knowledge of the treatment
of Ophthalmic diseases, he turned his attention to

this branch, in which he was principally distin-
guished as a surgeon. A consistent Christian, indul-
gent father, and a firm friend—among the poor and
afHicted will his memory ever be cherished.
Sweat —Dr. Moses Sweat, a well known medical

practitioner of Parsontield, Maine, died at his resi-

dence in that town on Friday, Sept. 1st, aged 77. He
has practised his profession in that town for fifty-

six years.

AISTSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Dr. J. H. R., Worcester, Pa.— Sent, Althaus' Medi-

cal Electricity, and Druitt's Modern Surgery, on
September 4th, by mail.
Dr. ,L. S., Washington, D. (7.—Sent, Turnbull on

Ophthalmoscope, by mail, Sept. 4th. Am. Journal of
Ophthalmology long since defunct.
Dr. C. H L., Jackson, Mich.—Gross' Surgery, and

Tanner's Manual of Practice, sent by Express, Sept.
6th.

Dr. J. M. C, Wheeling, W. Fa.—Sent, Braithwaite's
Epitome, by Express, Sept 5lh.

Dr. W. W. B., Polo. III.—American Journal of Med.
Science, sent through Lea & Blanchard; Durkee on
Gonorrhoea, sent by mail, Sept. 5th.

Dr. J. H. G., Philo, 0.—Wilde's ear speculums,
three in a set, silver plated, costs $3.50. This is the
most satisfactory speculum. It can be sent by mail.

METEOROLOGY.
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Pa. B. J. Leedom.
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Comniunications.

THE FOOD AND THE TEETH.
ObservatiojSts on the Inorganic constituents of

the Food of Children, as connected with the

Decay of the Teeth, and the Physical Con-

stitution OF AYomen in America.

By THE late James Paul, M, D.,

Of Trenton, N. J.

(Continued from page 187.)

Returning then to our subject, you will ob-

serve by the analysis, that cow's milk differs from

that of woman in the proportions of some of the

constituents, that it abounds more in butter, but

particularly in cascine, or cheese; and on the

other hand, that human milk abounds more in

the saccharine principle, or sugar of milk. Now
this points out a circumstance from which great

benefit may be derived. It is of very frequent

occurrence that infants are deprived of the natural

nourishment of the mother, and diverse opinions

are given relative to the food of infants by per-

sons who really know very little about the matter;

one recommends a milk diet, another that the in-

fant must be fed on starch and sugar.

Now to enable the infant to receive a nourish-

ment in every respect similar to the mother, the

knowledge of the various proportions which we
obtain by chemical analysis, enables us to rectify

and produce milk very analogous to human milk

from that of the cow, by diluting it with water

in the proportion of about half as much again

;

that is to a pint of milk should be added half a

pint of water that has been boiled, which will

reduce the cheese principle to the proper pro-

portion; add a small portion of cream to restore

the proportion of butter, and then add sugar

until the whole is distinctly sweetened, and we
have a compound in every respect similar to the

milk from the human breast.

To understand the subject of nutrition, allow

me to explain to you, that food should, or must

embody two great principles ; one to nourish, the

other to give heat to the body. And food, when
consumed, is applied to one or the other of these

purposes. Now, in the process of digestion, the

constituents of the food are separated, and ar-

ranged in three classes.

1st, All that portion derived from animal food,

eggs, the curd of milk, the gluten or adhesive

portion of wheat and other grain, and whatever

in animal or vegetable food can be rendered into

albumen—of which the best example that can be

offered in illustration is the ivJiite of egg, which is

in reality nearly pure albumen—and the princi-

ple is therefore called albuminous.

2d. All that portion of the food derived from

vegetables, starch, sugar, etc., that can be con-

verted into sugar in the process of digestion.

This principle is, therefore, called saccharine.

3d. All the fat, butter, oil, etc., which, when
deprived of the other substances, is left in the

state of oil, and therefore called oleaginous.

Now, of these three the albuminous is the tiu-

trient, and the saccharine and oleaginous the

calorifacient, or heat giving; and chemical ana-

lyses show that they vary in composition.

ALBUMEN. OLEAGINOUS.

Eggs. Wheat. Mutton Fat.
CarTaon 55.000 55.01 7S.996
Hydrogen 7.073 7.23 11.700
Nitrogen

15.920

15.92
Oxygen.... ..A 9.39^
Sulphur y 22.007 21.8i
Phosphorus J

SACCHARINE,

Starch, Sugar Suaar Cane
Arrow Root, from Starch. of Milk. Suo-ar

Carbon 44.40 37.29 40.00 42'301
Hydrogen 6.18 6 84 6.61 6384
Oxygen 49.42 55.87 52.93 51.315

You will observe that the albuminous or nutri-

ent differs from the saccharine and oleaginous, in

containing nitrogen, and sulphur and phospho-

rus, with carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, while

the latter contains only carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen—nitrogen being required in those com-
pounds which give strength and formation to the

frame.

Now the albuminous, or nutritive, being that

portion Avhich affords nourishment to the body,

contains those constituents required in the first

place for the formation and giving strength to the
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diSerent portions of the body, and when fully

developed, of repairing the general waste cou-

tinually going- on in the system, whether from the

usual wear and tear, fractured bones, or the rav-

ages of disease. And the saccharine and oleagi-

nous—the calorifacient or heat-making—to keep

up a continual suppl}" of fuel, as it were, that the

body may be kept of a regular and proper tem-

perature ; for you are no doubt aware that there

is a continual supply of carbon, or, in more simple

language, of charcoal, required to keep up the

natural temperature of the body^ and what is

not required for immediate use is stored away in

the form of fat, to be called into action as occa-

sion requires.

AVe have seen in the analysis of milk, that that

fluid contains butter, cheese, and sugar; conse-

quently we can understand how an infant can

thrive so well upon it—the cheese or caseine^ of

the milk, containing the nitrogenized or nutrient

principle, which together with the earths and

salts contained in the milk, goes to form the

bones, muscles and the diflerent tissues of the

jjody—the sugar, which we have seen by the

analysis, contains a large quantity of carbon in

its composition, going to keep up the temperature

of the infant, while the butter, in the nature of

fat, is stored away in a healthy infant, filling up

everv vacant interstice, causing a roundness and

plumpness, the pride and joy of the happy pa-

rent.

Now let us mark the difference of the babe that

has been denied a milk diet, and is doomed by

io-norance to be fed on starch and sugar. You

will recollect that these two substances were com-

posed of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen only. By
a process of digestion which I need not here

enter into, such food is converted into sugar, the

carbon of which becomes the fuel by which the

temperature of the body is kept up—there being

no principle in the food to give albumen, there is

nothing taken into the stomach upon which the

gastric fluid can expend its solvont jiowors; tlio

infant is, therefore, mucli troubled with acid

eructations, and the stomach becomes weak and

irritable. The want of the nutritive constituent

of the food, and the earths and salts, etc., neces-

sary and essential for the formation of the bones

and teeth, show a lamentable deficiency in the

child's development, and there being no fatty

• AnalyfSfl of
Cfiffine from
frej-h milk.

Car>)on 54. '^Jj

UylroKOD 7.1fi.3

Nitrogen lO.fJ'iS

Sulphur, / 22.394

Alhmninous HubHtanceR found
in whoy aftor r:oat;ulalion

with an acid.

64.96
7.1.5

15.89
21.73

0.86

matter to be laid up, the body is emaciated, the

countenance is ghastly, the tlesh and integuments

hang soft and flabby over the bones, no absolute

disease can be detected, the child is ravenous and
hungry, and the unfortunate babe descends to the

tomb a spectre and an object of the most pitiful

description. This is no fancy sketch, but one too

often met with in the ordinary walks of profes-

sional life. And why is it so ? Simply because

the composition of the human frame, the compo-

nent parts of our food requisite to produce that

frame, and the process of digestion and nutrition^

are so little understood.

We now advance from infancy to childhood

—

and this is a period when the greatest attention

is required in supplying nutriment to aid nature

in the great work of developing the body. The
child is now deprived of the maternal secretion,

and dependent on food prepared for its use by
the hand of man—perhaps living in a city, and

deprived of pure and wholesome milk from the

cow. And we know there is a vast disproportion

in the quality of milk when .the cow is country

fed on the natural productions of the farm, and

when city fed on slops and grain, the refuse of

the brewery.

It is at this age that the great proportion of

bony substance is deposited those of the extremi-

ties are lengthened, become more compact and

stronger, and the substance of the teeth is de-

posited in the cells of gelatinous tissue. ITow

necessary is it, then, that this subject should re-

ceive the utmost attention of parents. It has

hitherto been too much the custom to leave all

this, as belonging entirely to nature—as a thing

we had nothing to do with. We have been too

much in the habit of considering that nature fur-

nished her own materials, and man had nothing;

to do with her operation. The potter cannot

fashion the bowl Avitliont the clay, neither can

bone bo formed without earth. No, my friends,

nature must l>o su]r|>li('(l with the material, which,

altliongli ((i'fV^rcd in tlie rnost incongruous forms,

slio has the i)o\v(^j- ol' ('.(icompoKing, selecting from,

and supplying for lh(^ various ])urposes re(|uired;

one portion, as ^vo liavo already stated, to act as

fuel in kc(!pltig up t\n\ tenip(;rature; another por-

tion she selects to add to the flesh, the muscle,

skin, and different tissues ; and the earths which

are held in solution, she carries away by vessels

adapted for that purpose, and deposits them atom

])y atom, until tliey are so compressed, so strongly

compacted together, as to become what we call

solid bone; and all this so wonderfully wrought,

that as wo have seen, small tubes are left in the

hard stony formations both of the bones and of
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the teeth, that nourishment may be supplied

them, holding in solution the material of which

they are composed, that the natural waste and

decay may be replaced, and injuries repaired.

It is to this nutrition, and of the earthy matter

of which the bones and teeth are composed, a

deficiency of which is attended with results so

deplorable, that I particularly wish to call your

attention.

To what can we attribute the calamity which

too often befalls the young? I allude to distorted

spines, where the bones composing the spine, in-

stead of forming a column, allowing the body

to be erect and dignified, are zigzag in their

course, causing one shoulder to bulge out, and

the opposite side to bend or double upon itself.

This deformity has been long understood to arise

from a deficiency of lime in the composition of

the bones of the vertebrae, allowing them to fall,

press upon, and injure each other, destroying the

beauty of the fabric, and the health and comfort

of the individual.

Now let us take a glance at the inhabitants of

two countries, natives of which are no strano-ers

on this continent. I take them as examples, be-

cause the food of the common people of those

countries, is well known to be of the most com-

mon kind. I allude to natives of Scotland and
Ireland—the principal food of one being oatmeal,

and of the other, potatoes. We have heard a

great deal of the famishing poor of those coun-

tries, and particularly of the latter— of the

misery and wretchedness seen in every hovel;

and there cannot be a doubt that famine walked
through the land, when the blight and rot des-

poiled them of their potato crop, on which, for so

long a period, they depended as the great article

of food. Now, allowing all this—allowing, in

the best seasons, the chief article of subsistence

has been potatoes for breakfast, dinner and sup-

per; glad indeed many of them to get a little

animal food once a week to dinner, or even far

more seldom—I now ask, what number, in the

thousands of emigrants from that country who
yearly arrive at our ports, are there that show a

constitution weak, fragile, and wanting in physi-

cal strength? Many, no doubt, arrive, worn
down by disease and suffering, and in the last

stage of debility ; but let them recover from that

state, and the robust frame and healthy constitu-

tion will be again developed; the bones are

strong, the teeth undecayed, and the muscular

energy only wanting opportunity to display

itself;—in fact, when we wish to denote strength

in woman, we use the familiar phrase, "strong as

an Irish woman;" and all this from being reared

on potatoes. But then, if we examine the ana-

lysis of the potatoes, we shall find contained in

100 parts of dr}' potatoes,

—

Carbon 41.I
Hydrogen 5.8
Nitrogen, ]

Oxygen, /
Ashes 5.0

Here we see that potatoes not only contain the

nutrient but the earthy constituents."^

But we have a stronger and more healthy race

yet, from Scotland and the north of Ireland, who
are generally descendants of the Scotch, and con-

tinue, in a great measure, the same means in

rearing the young. Now, a principal, I will not

say the principal food of the youth of Scotland,

high and low, rich and poor, except in the larger

cities, amongst those who class themselves as

more refined and more civilized, but who number
few in proportion, consists, for breakfast, at least,

of oatmeal—that is, porridge and milk; and
milk, potatoes, and wheaten, oaten, and peas

bread, or bannocks, at other times of the day.

Animal food amongst the poor is a rarity ; a meat

dinner on Sunday only, being common. Even,

among the youth of the better class, butcher's

meat, or animal food, is by no means a principal

article of subsistence. And I would particularly

remark that Scotch oatmeal (the oatmeal gener-

ally used throughout Scotland) is coarse, and

contains much of the bran which invests the oat

—containing, as it does, a large proportion of the

earthy constituents required for the production of

bone. Analysis of 100 parts of dried oats gives

;

Carbon 50.7
Hvdrogen „ 6.4

Oxygen 36.7
Nitrogen 2.2

Ashes 4.6

I may here casually remark, that the advantage

to be derived from this wholesome food has not

escaped the observation of her majesty, Queen^

Victoria, who appears in the multiplicity of her

public duties, not to lose sight of the equally

sacred duties of a mother—and we hear of her

son, the heir to the crown of Great Britain, being

as fond of his oatmeal porridge as the meanest

peasant child in Scotland.

I rather doubt, if parents generally have given

* According to a memorial presented to the French minister,

on the proportions of nutriment of the means of living, by Dr.

Glaser, we find potatoes taking no mean rank.

NUTRirrVE ELEMENTS.

100 lbs. Wheat Bread contains 30 lbs.

« Flesh « 21 lbs.

" Fresh Beans « 80 lbs. )
" Peas " 83 lbs. V casein and starch.
« Lentils " 94 lbs. j

« Potatoes « 25 lbs. \ al^^^inen, starch, and
J sugar.

"
" l^J^;} albumen with sugar.
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to this subject the attention to which it is enti-

tled. I trust, however, that those who have fol-

lowed me thus far, may be impressed with its

importance. AVe cannot shut our eyes to the

complaint which so generally prevails, of decayed

teeth—and a moment's reflection will call to mind

the number of the young and beautiful who are

prematurely hurried to the tomb, ere yet the

bud has expanded into the full-developed flower.

Nay, comparing the two countries, the statistics

of life and death communicate to us also the im-

portant fact, that while the greatest mortality

shows itself in England in infancy and childhood,

on this side the Atlantic, it is found at a more

mature age.

Xeither has the tendency of the physical or-

ganization of woman on this continent to degene-

rate, escaped the observation of one of our great-

est medical philosophers in this country,* who

regards this retrogression as a national calamity,

-and impresses upon his students the importance

of the subject, and the propriety of their atten-

tion in attempting to arrest it; and he particu-

larly specifies the great ol^ject to be gained in the

use of bran-bread, ma.de from unbolted flour. On

this head, I shall have more to say hereafter.

With these observations, let us now direct our

attention to what can be offered in remedy of this

evil.

We have already stated, that in no country in

the world are children more beautiful or more

lovely—healthy in complexion, quick, smart, and

intelligent—active, sprightly, and playful in their

disposition. Now, in the period from infancy

until the child becomes mature—let us, at all

events, say until thirteen or fourteen years, and

even to a more advanced age—there is a contin-

ued groAvth—a continual deposition of organic

and inorganic or earthy particles, which are re-

quired for the formation of bone, teeth, flesh, and

every part of the human body. I have shown

you that the essential ingredients for these seve-

ral formations are all found in the milk of the

mother; consequently, as long as the infant is

deriving nourishment from the mother, she ought

to partake of good, wholesome, nourishing food

—

that the blood, deriving these principles from the

food, may be able to supply them in turn to the

milk from which it is secreted. So long then, as

the child is thus nourished, so long is it safe, and
the rudiments or foundation of a robust frame is

laid. And if we are to expect, in future life, the

stalwart frame of man, or the enduring, firmly-

knit, compact, and healthy physical constitution

* Pr. JacksoD, of Philadelphia.
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in woman, the organic and inorganic or earthy

compounds of which that frame is composed must

not be denied—Nature must be supplied, or Na-

ture will fail.

It is not for me to dictate to any parent what

shall be the food of his child—it is enough that I

point out for their information, what may be

required to give, what in common language is

called "bone and sinew," to their offspring. It

is necessary then that the food of children shall

contain

:

1st, Aliment, having the cdlorifacient or heat-

sustaining principle. And this is contained in

quite sufficient quantity in the usual food—in

milk, wheaten bread, potatoes, arrow-root, Indian

corn, (as mush, hominy, or corn-bread,) in most

vegetable matter, and in sugar.

2d. Aliment containing the nutrient principle.

And this is contained in animal food—the lean

of beast, bird, and fish—in milk, eggs, wheat,

rye, potatoes, beans, etc., etc.

And, 3d. Aliment containing the inorganic or

earthy constituents—on which depends strength

of frame, and from which are formed the bones

and teeth of the individual. And these are con-

tained in milk, eggs, animal food, and particu-

larly in wheat, rye, oats, potatoes, etc.*

Of the inorganic constituents contained in

wheat, (and the same may be said of the other

* On tbis subject, I extract the following from Car-
penter's Phisiologv, p 488: "These substances are
contained, more or less abvindantly, in most articles

generally used as food: and where they are deficient,

the animal suffers in consequence, if they are not
supplied in any other way. Thus, common salt exists,

in no inconsiderable quantity, in the flesh and fluid?

of animals, in milk, and in eggs; it is not so abun-
dant, however, in plants: and the deficiency is usu-
ally sujjplied to herbivorous animals by some other
means. Phospliorus exists also in the yolk and white
of the egg, and in milk—and it abounds, not only in
many animal substances used as food, but also (in

the state of phosphate of lime or bone earth) in the
seeds of many plants, especially the grasses. In
smaller quantities, it is found in the ashes of almost
every plant. Sulphur is derived alike from vegetable
and animal substances. It exists in flesh, eggs, and
milk: also in tlie azotized compounds of i")lauts ; and
(in the form of sulphate of lime) in most of the
river and spring-water that we drink. Iron is found
in i\\c yolk of egg, and in milk, as well as in animal
tlesli: it also exists in small quantities in most vege-
table substances used as food by man—such as pota-
toes, cabbage, peas, cucumbers, mustard, etc. Lime
is one of the most universally diffused of all mineral
bodies: for there are few animal or vegetable sub-
stances in wliich it does not exist. It is most com-
monly taken in, among the higher animals, com-
bined with phosphoric acid: in this state it exists
largely in the seeds of most grasses, and especially
in wheat flour. If it were not for their deficiency of
lime, some of the leguminous seeds (peas) would be
more nutritious than wheaten flour; the proportion
of azotized matter they contain being greater. A
considerable quantity of lime exists, in the state of
carbonate and sulphate, in all hard water."
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cereal grains,) I have already alluded to the

benefit to be derived from using bread made of

unbolted flour. On this subject, allow me to

refer to the difference of flour having much of

the bran remaining, and superfine flour, or that

in general use throughout this country, and on

which Prof. Johnstox has made the following

curious but practical observations. Examining

wheat and flour, as to the amount of the nutrient

or muscular matter, the fat-forming principle,

and the bone and saline material, contained in

grain in different states, he found that

Muscular Mat. Fat Prin. Bone k Sal.

In 1000 lbs of whole grain..:.., 156 lbs. 25 lbs. 170 lbs.

; " " fine flour 130 " 20 " 60 "

" bran 60 •'' 700 "

Taking the three substances together, accord-

ing to Prof. Johnston, of a thousand pounds, the

three substances contain, of the ingredients men-

tioned,

—

Whole Grain. Fine Flour.
Of muscular matter 156 lbs. l';0 lbs.

Of bone material 170 " 60 «

Ot fat 28 " 20 «

354 lbs. 210 lbs.

Accordingly, the whole grain is one-half more

nutritious than fine flour.* It also shows the

very great proportion of hone material^—that is,

earthy constituents^—contained in the bran: no

less than 700, out of a thousand parts, or a little

more than two-tliirds of the whole. Now, by ref-

erence to the same work, we find, in a communi-

cation from a Mr. Bextz, the difference in weight

of a barrel of flour, without the bran, and when
only the outer coating of the wheat is taken off.

He says, " The weight of the bran or outer coat-

ing would, therefore, in the common superfine

flour, constitute the offal, weighing only 5j lbs.

to the barrel of flour, whilst the ordinary weight

of offal is from 65 to 70 lbs. to each barrel of

flour-, showing a gain of from 59f to 65 lbs. of

wheat in every barrel of flour.'' Now, if we es-

timate the earthy constituents to be two-thirds of

the offal or bran, we must consider that there is

an actual loss of these important constituents,

which might be reserved, in every barrel of flour,

of 40 lbs.

Again, if we estimate, (according to the aver-

age of the consumption of flour to the amount of

population, as one barrel to each individual,) that

every child shall consume annually only half a

barrel of flour, then we find, that by the use of

the superfine flour, as commonly used in families,

the child is deprived yearly of twenty lbs. of

those earthy substances which are required to

form the bones and the teeth. "When we speak

* Patent Office Report, 1847, p. 116,

of a child consuming half a barrel of flour annu-

ally, it appears a large quantity; but when we
reduce the same to a daily allowance, we find

that it is little more than 4 oz. or 44- oz. ; and

every parent must know that this would be a very

small amount to limit children. Yet we see how
large a quantity of the bony material would be

added, if unbolted flour was used instead of the

present superfine flour. I may here add, that the

oatmeal used in Scotland, already referred to,

contains the bran or inorganic constituents, while

the oatmeal used in England is deprived of it.

Now this is a great loss of the most valuable con-

stituents in only one of the principal articles of

the food of children : and if we allude to another

article, which is largely used on this continent,

—

I mean Indian corn,—(and I may also add the

fat of meat, both of which, children, if allowed,

will partake of very freely,) we shall find that

both of these abound more in the calorifacient, or

heat-sustaining principle, and for the deposition

of fat, than the nutrient; and that they are quite

deficient of the earthy material, of lime—that

material on which so much depends the proper

structure of the teeth. Analysis of Indian corn

shows the following composition—as taken from

Mr. Salisbury's prize essay—read at the New
York Agricultural Society, for 1849:

Whole kernel.

Starch 50,64

Sugar and Extractive 7.46

Snjcar 1.50

Fibre 6.28

Matter separated from Fibre 05
Albumen 8.64

Caseine 1-70

Gluten 4.56

Oil 4.00

Dextrine or Gum 4.84

Water 10.22

99.89

Aeh of the kernel constituting about two per cent.

Carbonic acid a trace.

Silicic " 1.450

Sulphuric " 0.206

Phosphoric acid 50,955

Phosphate of Iron 4.355

Lime 0.150

Magnesia 16.5.30

Potash 8.2S6

Soda. 10.908

Chloride of Soda 0.249

Organic acid 3.400

97,000

This is a most elaborate analysis—far more

minute than any analysis we have had of any of

the articles of food—in fact, more minute than

satisfactory; for the analysis of the whole kernel

does not exhibit any amount of inorganic con-

stituent; and when the whole was converted into

ashes, we find that the lime only amounts to the

one-sixth of one part in a hundred. Now, on in-

quiry, I find, on the authority of a very intelligent

miller of this city, that in grinding corn, the
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bran, or thin skin of the grain, is detained in

forming it into corn-meal; consequently, it is

deprived of even that portion more particularly

containing the earthy constituents. This gentle-

man in conversation mentioned an important fact,

relative to this deficiency of lime in corn. To the

best of my recollection, he observed, ^' This stands

to reason
;
for, ten years ago, all the lower part

of Jersey gvew excellent corn, but would not

grow wheat; but since the introduction of lime

as a manure, they have raised considerable wheat

crops. Now the fact is, it is not the habit or

food of this plant, even had lime been in the

earth; and magnesia and the saline manures are

recommmended to the agriculturist as best suited

for its proper development.

It is generally looked upon as invidious, and

one is more likely to incur odium, than to receive

credit for saying one word against a food which

stands so high in public estimation, and is so

universally used over this continent. Yet it must

not, for one moment, be supposed that I condemn

the use of Indian corn, in its various forms of

mush, hominy, bread, or pudding, as an article

of diet: far from it. But containing, as it does,

a large proportion of starch and fatty matter,

rather a small proportion of the' nutrient princi-

ple, and quite a deficiency of the inorganic or

earthy constituents, I consider it as valuable, as

a light diet, for heat-sustaining purposes only,

and therefore a desirable adjunct to other food,

containing more nutriment and a due proportion

of the earthy constituents.

As an example or illustration of the want of

the nutrient principle in corn or corn-meal, I may
here allude to the efi'ects I have seen in the West
Indies; where, in a dearth of the ordinary pro-

visions on which prisoners were fed, corn-meal

was substituted; corn- meal and salted herrings,

fish, etc., constituting their food. Now the efi'ect

was, that all the prisoners lost their natural

strength; at the same time, they became fivt and

bloated, inclining to dropsy: and this was not

the effect of incarceration; for the prisoners were

engaged in road-making, trimming fences, etc.;

consequently, in a heahhy and exhilarating em-

ployment.

In reference to our domesticated animals, it

may be asked. Why is corn so useful, as an arti-

cle of food, to animals generally—horses, hogs,

sheep, etc.? I have already shown that the over-

plus of the calorifacient food, after what may be

required for sustaining the temperature, is stored

away in the form of fat. Now, if we instance

the horse: corn is generally, if not always, given

as an adjunct to his more usual food, hay. And

we find by analysis, that grass or hay contains

not only the nutrient principle, but the inorganic

constituents required in the formation of bone, etc.

One hundred parts of dry hay contain

—

Carbon 45.8
Hydrogen 5.0

Oxygen , „ 387
Nitrogen,* „ 1.5

Ashes.f 9

100

Thus, the hay gives to the animal strength in

bone and muscle, while the corn supplies addi-

tional heat-sustaining properties, and lays by, in

the form of fat, the overplus as a reserve. The
harder the horse is worked, the more corn he can

bear; the great proportion of the carbon being

carried off by the lungs, and the hydrogen and

oxygen, as water, in exhalation and perspiration.

But if the same quantity is given to a horse at

rest, it overloads him with fat, which, in his case,

accumulates more internally, or around the inter-

nal organs, and will, in course of time, induce

disease ; while in the pig, under similar circum-

stances, the fat is laid on externally, if I may so

speak, giving the rich fat pork of our markets.

And here I would again remark, that no farmer

would consider it necessary or essential to give

corn to a young colt or horse, until required to

work; nay, so careful is nature, in appropriating

just so much and no more of any constituent that

may be required, that the food of the young

horse should be more nutritious than heat-sus-

taining; and that there shall be no superfluit}'- to

store awa}^ fat, we find by analysis, that the milk

of the mare has little or no butter, in fact only

traces of it, in its composition. J What a lesson

in the animal economy is here given, and what a

practical illustration of the requirements of the

young of that and other animals!

Again, it may be contended, that among the

beautiful children we see on every hand, there is

no want of those who are fat and hearty. It is

not fat we Avant—it is bone and muscle—with so

much fat only as shall give firmness to the flesh

and plumpness to the figure. Fat, although it

enters intimately into union with the other com-

ponent parts of bone and muscle, cannot be trans-

formed either into the inorganic constituents of

bone or teeth, or into muscular fibre; these must

be contained in the food consumed, in the first

place, and thence transferred to the blood.

* Fifteen pounds of .such hay, containing oz. 3.095 of nitrogen,

f These ashes having a good proportion of lime.

X ANALT.SIS OF MARE'S MII.K.

Water 806.3

Butter Traces.

Caseine » 1G.2

Sugar of 3Iilk, Extractive .Matters, and Fixed Salts... 87.5

lOOQ.
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How necessary, then—how^ important it is—if

we expect to give strength and vigor to the con-

stitution, that the food, in the first 3-ears of in-

fancy and childhood, when the formative pro-

cess is going on, should receive some further at-

tention than has hitherto been given to it: aud if

our youth—if our young females have hitherto

been deprived of the necessary constituents for

the full development of every portion of the body

—can we wonder that a woman should be the

delicate and fragile being she is, or that by the

decay which assails the teeth in early life, she

should be deprived of an ornament of so much
value? If this state of things can be altered—if

the physical constitution of woman in America

can be saved from further degeneracy—a purpose

may be effected, of consequence even in a na-

tional point of view, for it is to the healthy and

vigorous constitution of woman that we must

look for a race of hardy, vigorous and enterpris-

ing freemen.

In conclusion, I would briefly state, that this

is a matter in which professional aid can avail

little; it lies at the door, and must be the work

of parents generally. It is for them to under-

stand the great value to be attached to the food

on which their children subsist—that it shall be

wholesome and nutritious, and abounding in the

earthy compounds so absolutely necessary to

their proper development. If the chief articles

of food have hitherto consisted of compounds

made of superfine flour, corn-meal, and the fat

of meat, let there be substituted in their stead.

bran-bread, milk, ej the lean of meat, and

potatoes 5
let more attention be given to the nu-

trient quality of the food;—let there be no defi-

ciency of those articles containing the earthy

material, that the bones and teeth shall not be

deficient in those constituents so necessary in

their composition and structure ; and I should be

inclined to hope that the evils which now exist

will be lessened, and the physical organization

of succeeding generations be equal to that of any

nation upon earth.

TENACITY OF KUMAIf LIFE AS SEEM" II-T

GASES OP GUKSHOT IJMJURIES.

By T. L. Leavitt, M.D., A.A.S., U.S.

A

(Continued from page lc2.)

Case 6. Wm. Holland, private, Co. I, Gth N.

C, set. 45 years, was wounded and taken pris-

oner at Petersburg, Ya., June 1st, 186-1. The
ball, from a minnie rifle, entering just below the

tubercle of the left tibia, fracturing but not splin-

tering the bone, and making its exit at inner side

of leg, on horizontal lino VN'ith point of entrance,

the fibula escaping injury. Admitted to Lin-

coln Hospital June 10th, 1864. The whole leg in

an erysipelatous condition.

June 20. Com.plains of sharp lancinating pains

below the wound of entrance, slight distension of

skin noticed along the spine of tibia, with some
inflammation. The pus is probably burrowing

beneath the periosteum. Incised freely to the

bone, giving free exit to a sanious ofi'ensive pus,

and great relief to the patient. Placed the frac-

ture-box at a slight elevation, to counteract the

tendency of the pus to gravitate, and in time im-

plicate the whole length of the bone.

July 3d. Incised three inches below former

opening, found bone necrosed, removed large

spiculae. Treatment tonic, stimulating, and sup-

porting.

July 17. Gangrene in the ward
;
doing badly.

Used bromine and fermenting poultice.

July 22. Looking better, profuse suppuration.

July 27. Wound looks healthy, granulations

springing up along the whole track.

July 30. Cicatrization commencing nicely.

Aug. 2. Gangrene again in the ward. Weather

oppressively wa^rm, tliermometer 100° Fahr., in

the shade. Wound sloughing with great rapid-

ity, implicating the newly-formed cicatricial tis-

sue, and extending deeply beneath the bone.

Aug. 3. A haemorrhage took place this morn-

ing, from some of the muscular branches proba-

bly, and was readily controlled ; a tourniquet was

placed in position over the femoral artery, in

order to arrest any bleeding that might at any

moment take place.

Aug. 4. Another haemorrhage occurred during

the night, which, however, was severe, the medi-

cal officer of the day being occupied with a simi-

lar ease, and the tourniquet being misapplied by

the night-nurse before my arrival. A consulta-

tion was called, and amputation, as a forlorn

hope, decided upon, the strength of the patient

failing rapidly. After excessive stimulation, he

was thought able to undergo the operation. The
knee-joint being considerably diseased, I per-

formed the simple circular amputation at the

lower third of the femur; no appreciable blood

was lost, and, after arriving at the ward, the

patient rallied, but only for a short time, when
he sank and died before sunset. The tibia was
extensively honey-combed, although an attempt

at re-union had been partially successful.

If this man could have been removed at an

early date to a more healthful atmosphere, I have

no doubt that he would have ultimately recov-

ered, so great were his powers of endurance and

recuperation, and so tenacious his grasp upon life.
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Case 7. Wm. P. Bernard, a^t. 22 years, pri-

vate, Co. A, 44tli Ga., receh-ed a gunshot ^YOlmd in

left scapula, ball penetrating the thoracic cavity,

and injuring the lung. Patient states that he was

lying dawn in the skirmish line of battle Avhen

wounded. Empliysema exists over left side of

txnnk, and partially in front. Complains of se-

vere pain caused by breathing, but slight dysp-

noea. Satisfactory auscultation difficult, on ac-

count of the extent of the emphysema. Where
this does not exist, great dulness on percussion^

and total absence of ail respiratory sounds pos-

teriorly ; anteriorly, as far as fifth rib, lung ap-

pears uninjured; below this, however, great dul-

ness and absence of any respiratory sounds.

July S. Great dyspnoea, heart appears displaced

to the riglit of median line, from the excessive

effusion that is increasing in the left thorax ; its

action labored and hurried. Base of right lung,

respiration feeble and dull on percussion. Blis-

ters, wet and dry cups, fail to relieve the oppres-

sion, but lessen pain. Bowels regular and in

good condition. Appetite tolerably fair. Cough

very troublesome, expectorates frothy mucus,

with occasional clots of blood.

July 20, Patient becoming very much Jaun-

diced, liver much enlarged. Clayey stools.

July 21. About 4 o^clock this morning, a fright-

ful hgemorrhage took place, the blood gushing

from nostrils and mouth, syncope soon following,

-when the haemorrhage stopped of itself.

July 22. Perfect rest imposed, and the use of

table salt prevented any serious return of the

bleeding until this evening, when another pro-

fuse hgemorrhage occurred. The patient gi-adu-

ally failing until half past eleven o^cloek, when
death ended his sufferings.

The autopsy revealed the course of the ball,

which entered at about the middle of the supra-

spinous fossa of the left scapula, fracturing also

the fifth rib, passing downward and inward

through the lower lobe of the left lung, dia-

phragm, and left lobe of the liver, and lodging

in tlio head of the pancreas.

The lower lobe of the right lung and the lower

part of the superior lobe were found in a state of

red hepatization. Left lung completely carnified,

large effusion of blood and lymph in cavity.

Heart normal, but much displaced, its chamljers

perfectly empty. Pericardium covered with ef-

fused and partially organized lymph. Liver

greatly congested and enlarged, weighing 87

ounces ; the left lobe decomposing rapidly.

Gall-bladder was filled with a dark purple sul)-

stance, exceedingly t(jugh and inspissated, of

about one ounce in weight. Diaphragm, in lo-

cality of wound, softened and surrounded by
a purulent deposit. Stomach and iiitestines

normal.

Life was here prolanged for ten days with a

fearful laceration of vital organs, and injury af

that most important muscle of respiration, the

diaphragm, causing agonizing pain at every

breath ; which the poor fellow described as of a

red hot knife plunging through and through him„

Editorial Department,

Periscope,

Li^ture of the Iliac Artery.

A case of aneurism is described in the Buhlin

Medical Press, having occurred in the city of

Dublin Plospital, under the casre of Professor Wm.
Hargrave, in which ligation of the left common
iliac artery was resorted to. Per se the operation

was successful, as the artery was entirely and per-

manently occluded, without the following of sec-

ondary hemorrhage. But the patient died from

exhaustion, the result of pelvic abscesses and

haemorrhage established in the aneurismal sac

through collateral circulation.

Without going into a history of the case we
give the account of the operation and of the au-

topsy.

Operation, April 29th, 1865. Patient well un-
der the influence of chloroform before and during
the operation. An incisi(m was made from the

point of the last rib, slightly curving downward
to Poupart's ligament, mid-elistance between the

anterior superior spine of the ilium and symphi-
sis, pubis about eight inches long through the super-

ficial fascia; the three broad muscles were next

carefully divided from Itelow upward and from an-

gle to angle of the im-ision. An}^ hgemorrhage was
voncais with the exception of tlie internal branch
of the circumflex ilii vessel which was sliced.

A ligature was tied on eacli side of the opening
and the vessel divided. 'J'he transversalis facia

was ])erfectly cleansed and free j'rwn awj hlood

;

it was very strong. The smallest possible por-

tion of it Avas pinched up in the forceps, and
found l)y its transpar(^ncy to ])e free of tlie peri-

toTu^ifin, which Avas divided on the director for the
eiitii'o 0x1 (Tit of the wound, the peritoneum was
[Ve(4_y exposed and the color seen beneath it. The
peritoru>um Avas removed from tlio iliac fossa to Ihe

mesial line of the body Avith the grrales', facility^

Avith jnore ease than in the dead sdlijccl,- it car-

ri(!d Avith it fii-nily adherent, the ureter. The an-

eurismal sac, occupying the external iliac artery

remain(!d almost in a state of repose, i.e. did not

proje(!t into the Avound, as "lias occurred in similar

op(;rations. It was well d(iHned at the cardiac or
pi'oximal end, and con-olxji-ated Avhat was ascer-

tained before the operation, of dipping deep into

the pelvic cavity, perhaps com[)ressing the externa!
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iliac vein, so accounting for the great oedema of

the entire of the left limb. The common iliac

artery was now exposed and visible to the naked
eye, the vein was not equally apparent. The
separation between these vessels was easily effect-

ed with the finger nail, and a hempen ligature

passed under the artery from within outward.
On compressing it on the aneurismal needle, all

pulsation in the aneurism completely ceased, it

becoming so fiat as to have disappeared. The
genito-crural nerve was embraced by the ligature

in the first instance, from which it was excluded.

The extreme sensitiveness of this nerve was evi-

dent from the fact that when very gently touched,

to free it from the ligature, the patient Avas roused
to perfect consciousness from a deep ansesthetic

sleep. This occurred twice.

The artery was tied about half or three quar-
ters of an inch above its division into the exter-

nal and internal iliacs.

The patient died July 11th, seventy-third day
after the operation.

Post mortem examination, (Drs. Tufnell and
Croly.) An incision made from umbilicus to sym-
phisis pubis, and another from same point to ant.

super, spinous process of the ilium. Muscles and
fascia traversalis next divided ; intestines adher-
ent in left iliac fossa, by firm bands of lymph,
the result of inflammation. The intestines being
drawn up the fascia iliaca was exposed, covering
the iliacus internus muscle; ureter was observed
crossing the anterior surface of the common iliac

artery, just at its bifurcation. The aneurismal
tumor which was soft and fluctuating to the touch,
measured five inches by two and a half behind,
and to its outer side lay the anterior crural nerve,
flattened and expanded. The abdominal aorta
was exposed as high as the origin of the inferior

mesenteric branch; it presented a normal appear-
ance as regards size; an inch above its bifurca-
tion into the common iliaca, a calcareous deposit,

about the size of a four-penny piece, was seen
protruding through the coats of the artery; it oc-

cupied the right side of the vessel.

The left common iliac artery (that on which
the ligature was applied) was much smaller than
the corresponding artery of the other side; there
was a fibrinous clot in it just below its origin
from the aorta—the vessel was severed by the
ligature, half an inch above the bifurcation into
•the internal and external iliacs. On passing a
probe through the internal into the common iliac,

it was stopped by the adhesion of the vessel at

the distal side of the ligature. The same oc-

curred on passing a probe through the aorta
into the common iliac. The common iliac vein
was closely adherent to its artery, and the exter-
nal vein was pressed on by its artery. Femoral
artery and vein healthy, and of natural size. Iliac

fossa unusually dense, and closely bound to the
vessels ; a large oval lymphatic gland occupied
the left side of the common iliac artery, which
was seen during the operation of a bluish color.

The pelvic cavity was filled with unhealthy pus

;

the pelvic bones sound and not indented by the
tumor. Internal epigastric artery slightly en-
larged. A prol)e passed through it into the aneu-
risimal sac touched a soft fibrinous clot. Walls
of sac thin.

The aneurism was egg-shaped, the larger end
downward, and a little inward, measuring five

inches in length, three and three quarters in depth

and extended from about one inch from the ori-

gin of the external iliac artery, lohich was en-

larged to within one and a half inches of the pro-

funda covering the external iliac vein for about

two inches of its course externally and posteri-

orly. The tumor, on being laid open for the en-

tire of its exent, contained at its two superior

thirds a very soft greyish fibrinous clot, but not

distending it ; in the inferior third was a soft black

blood deposit, scarcely to be considered a coag-

luum being so friable. The aneurism communi-
cated with the external iliac vein by a well de-

fined oval opening of about one quarter of an
inch in diameter, situated a little below the mid-

dle of the tumor on its internal and posterior as-

pect. The epigastric slightly enlarged, could be

traced backward to the same opening, the arterio-

venous on the internal and posterior opening of

the aneurism, and seemed to form prior to its com-

munication icith the aneurism, a small cavity, ca-

pahle of containing a bean luhich was filed with

fluid blood.

This examination shows the case to have been

one of aneurismal varix (or arterio-venous aneu-

rism), in this case being a spontaneous formation

(in contradistinction to the traumatic variety),

which has been recorded by Bransby Cooper,

Perry, and Prof. Porter, afiecting the femoral

vessels, being a primitive disease, the result of

thinning of their coats. This rare variety was
surmised early in February, for combined with a

well-marked bruit de sonffiet, there was also a

most remarkable vibratory thrill, which was occa-

sionally so loud and strong as to mark the proper

aneurismal bruit. This surmise was fully con-

firmed by the examination, which presented, as

described, a well-marked complication of the di-

rect communication between the vein and artery,

and still more complicated by the direct entrance

of the epigrastic artery into the inferior part of

the aneurism. L.

IsTitrate of Silver and Sulphate of Copper in

Conjunctivitis

.

The Boston Med. Surg. Jour. (July 27), contains

a very valuable and interesting paper on the

above subject by Dr. Loring. All our readers

have observed that each of the named applica-

tions has its own defenders, and we are pleased to

see so careful an investigator as Dr. L. present

his views to the profession. In summing up the

article referred to, the author says

:

" The result of my own observation has been
that each of the remedies has its peculiar virtues,

dependent on its peculiar chemical and physio-

logical action, which render them applicable to

different diseases, or different degrees of the same
disease, and that the nitrate of silver is superior

to the sulphate of copper

:

1. In acute catarrh, in purulent and gonorr-

hoea! conjurcti vitis and that of new-born chil-

dren, when the first violence of the inflammation

has passed, when there is much hypertrrophy of

the papillae and surrounding tissue, and much
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gvrellmg of the lids, accompanied by an abundant
purulent discharge.

2. When an acute attack of purulent or gonor-

rha?al ophthaimia has passed, leaving behind it a
general relaxation, with ruueh hypetrtiphy of the

tissues, and -when the epithelial layer is much
thickened. The nitrate is useful here ns elsewhere

in removing the morbid collections and in giving

tone to the vessels and tissues, though it should
not be repeated often.

3. In acute granular conjunctivifis, where the

granulations acting, on account of their size, as a

foreign body, have occasioned a general conjunc-

tivitis, with hypertrophy of the papillae, accom-
panied with swelling of the lids and some dis-

charge. Here it should be discontinued as soon

as the acute symptoms have passed.

4. In diptheritic conjunctivitis but very rarely,

and only when the vascularity of the part has
been re-established, when the epithelial layer is

unhealthy, and where na*:ure is evidently labor-

ing to throw off the morbid exudations in the tis-

sues.

The sulphate of copper is superior to the nitrate

of silver :

1. In acute conjunctivitis, where the secretion

is scanty and where there is but little hypertro-
phy of the papilla3 and the cellular tissue, and but
little alteration of the epithelial layer.

2. When acute conjunctivitis becomes chronic

—

a condition wheie the nitrate may be occasionally

u?ed in combination with it.

3. In chronic granular conjunctivitis, especially

in trachoma when the mucous membrane seems
to be deficient and the epithelial layer thin, and
when a tendency to cicatrization of the tissue ex-

ists. Here, also, the nitrate may be used occp.-

sionally. whenever the epithelial layer is increased
in thickness and the granulations appear large

and florid.

4. In a relaxed condition of the conjunctiva or

subconjunctival ti?suefrom whatever cause, where
moderate but continued stimulation is required.

Among the varieties of conjunctivitis for the

treatment of which both of the above remedies
would appear contra indicated, may be mentioned
the following:

1. In simple hyperaeraia of the conjunctiva,

and in simple catarrhal conjunctivitis, where mild-

er astringents are m -re advantageous.

2. In the latter stages of purulent or gonor-
rhoi'iil conjunctivitis, when the circulation has been
80 much interfered with tliat stasis is liable to

occur—a condition in which all astringents are
extremely injurious.

As different diseases of the same class roust nec-
cesparily run into each other, and as no distinct

line can be drawn between different phases or de-

grees of the same disease, no absolute rule for the
use of either of the above remndies can be laid

down : still, I cannot help thinking that the above
olaHsifir-ation representfi, in a general way, the
csiMPH to which the virtues of each remedy are ap-
plicable, and that their peculiar therapeutical mer-
itR will be found to depend on their respective
chemical and physiological properties.
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Treatment of Chronic Diarrhoea.

In the Chicago Medical Journal for August,

Dr. G. D. WixcH, Surgeon 42d Wis. Vols., has

an article on clirouic diarrhoea, from which we
make a few extracts regarding the treatment,

which we can, from experience, heartily endorse.

The disease calls for a steady and persistent

course of treatment. Remedies should not be

aliandoned, because of not relieving symptoms in

a short time. If he has been exposed to malarial

influence, remove the patient to a salubrious lo-

calit3^ In the scorbutic taint, the persistent course

of vegetable diet with lemonade and citric acid,

is to be commenced at once. Oranges and baked

apples are excellent. Animal diet is necessary

to keep the vital powers above the point where

the reparable process fails. Beef tea and essence,

and chicken soup, most common and useful. Rice

a good adjunct. Milk must not be neglected, it

is of great utility in small quantities often, where

there is not much desire for food. Never continue

an article of diet when it produces nausea and

vomiting. Mutton chops and soft boiled eggs

should be tried, and, if not producing indigestion

or irritating the bowels, should be continued.

As regards remedies, it is only by a judicious

use of tonics, chalybeate astringents, opiates, and
alcoholic stimulants, that benefit can be received.

Opiates should be given to quiet pain, when there

is tormina, in half-grain doses until the pains

cease : or, in cases of sleeplessness, in grain doses

at bedtime. Tr. ferri cJdor.. in doses of 10 to 15

drops every three hours, is often well borne and
very useful, in connection with opiates, when
they are necessary, or alcoholic stimulants, if

there is prostration. If any tendency to periodic

exacerbations, quinia is to be used. Mineral
acids are useful, especially in the scorbutic vari-

ety. Give arom. sulph. acid, 10 to 15 drops,

three times daily. If there is hepatic derange-

ment, the nitro-muriatic acid is more desirable.

Tannin, catechu, etc., are of no utility, on the

contrary injurious, by irritating the stomach and
producing hepatic congestion.

Alcoholic stimulants to be given under the same
circumstances as would in-dicate their use in

other diseases. They should not be given reck-

lessly, but where the s^-stem is becoming pros-

trated, prescribe a certain amount, watch the

patient and vary the (juantity according to its

necessity and effect. Xccer leave this part to the

judfr;ment of the nurse.

Of injections, the author prefers, cupri sulph.,

gr. iv., tr. opii, m. XX., pulv. acaciae, ^ss., aquce,

f.5iv., used morning and evening.

A Parisian editor recently asked Dr. Ricord,

the eminent medical practitioner and writer, to

pu1)lish his memoirs in the former's newspaper.

The Doctor replied : "My memoirs? Why I never

thought of such a thing! Shall I call them

'The Speculum applied to the XlXth century?'"
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, SEPTEMBER 23, 1865.

MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
In a number of medical colleges, throughout

the United States, the preparatory fall-courses of

lectures have already commenced, and in a few

weeks more the regular annual sessions will be-

gin.

From the announcements of most of the medi-

cal schools, it is apparent that their faculties are

fully aware and conscious of the great trust

placed in them, and the importance of the work

in which they are engaged—that of teaching the

facts and principles of a science, upon which de-

pend the lives and health of millions, and the

sanitary welfare of a nation.

It is gratifying to notice that in many instances,

during the last few years, the faculties of our

colleges have been strengthened by the addition

of more teachers, both of professors and adjuncts,

which gives an opportunity to add new branches

of study to the curriculum—or at least to teach

more extendedly and with greater hope of suc-

cess, such branches as had formerly been ne-

glected. The names upon these announcements,

present an array of well-known talent, scientific

research, professional worth and eminence, that

leave nothing to desire, and compare favorably,

we venture to say, with the corps professorial of

any country.

But, while the corps of teachers of the various

schools has generally been reinforced, and new
branches have been added to the course of instruc-

tion, we observe that there has been no decided

extension of the regular period of instruction.

This, however, nemine contradicente, is the great

point for reform in our schools.

The difficulty has always been, not so much
the lack of teachers, or the limited scope of the

instruction, as the impossibility to go through

more than the main facts and principles of the

main branches of our science, in so short a space

as six months. This, we believe, is the highest

period through which the regular course of any of

our colleges extends. And if, under these cir-

cumstances, one teacher succeeds in imparting to

his pupils a pretty clear and full knowledge of

his particular branch, it is generally done at the

expense of some other branch, which may not

present the same interest to the pupil. The main

fact we know to be true, and every teacher and

student will agree with us, that the time of the

latter, during a regular winter course, is dispro-

portionately taken up by lectures, and that, after

spending some hours daily in practical anatomi-

cal pursuits, etc., there is very little time left

him for real study.

With the increase in the number of professors,

and the addition of new branches, we would like

to see an extension of the time of these regular

annual courses of instruction. Both should go

hand in hand. Common sense, among a large

number of students who can afford it, time being

of no pressing importance to them, has taught

them to remedy the evil, by attending three, in-

stead of the prescribed two courses, which ena-

bled them to study with more leisure, and to

greater advantage.

This is what we should advise every student to

do. If at all possible, attend three courses of lec-

tures. During the first course, pay particular

attention to anatomy, chemistry, materia med-

ica, and physiology. Master these branches

perfectly, they form the corner-stones of medical

science. The second year, throw yourself with

all your energy upon general and special pathol-

ogy, surgery, and midwifery, paying attention to

the other branches only sufficient to retain what
has already been learned. The third course you

can hear every branch with both pleasure and

profit; take no notes, however, of didactic lec-

tures, but let your main business be to study

and write up clinical and hospital cases, and be

Sijixture at all college and hospital clinics.

A plan more or less similar to the above, at

any rate, distributing the study of medicine over

a larger space of time, has for years been and is

yet followed by many students, and the necessity

of some general action among the faculties of our

medical schools, tending to the same end, will,

we have no doubt, make itself felt more strongly

every year. There can certainly be no impropri-

ety in our calling the attention of the profession

to the fact that an increase in the number of

teachers, and addition to the branches to be

taught, demand an extension of the period of

instruction. It has long been admitted, generally,

that it is, under any circumstances, too short.

PUBLIC HYGIENE.
Our late exchanges from Great Britain are full

of the accounts of meetings and conferences, all

held for the one specific purpose of advancing

the state of public hygiene, in view of the threat-

ened approach of cholera, or other epidemics.

One of these conferences was presided over by

the Episcopal Bishop of London, a fact, which we
mention only to show that the movement is a

general one, and sustained by those high in au-

thority.
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In our own country, the spread of the Eastern

epidemic has been recorded in the daily and

weekly papers with care, and the anticipated

probability of its leaping across the Atlantic h^s

given rise to considerable fear. That we Avill re-

main exempt from the disease, in its regular

march from East to West, contrary to all the ex-

perience of the past, none will expect or believe.

But that an infinite amount of good can be done

by timely precautionary measures, that the dis-

ease can be rendered milder in its form, and less

severe in its ravages, by an energetic abatement

of all nuisances which tend to deprave. the air of

our cities, our streets, our churches, schools, halls

and theatres, houses and huts, all will admit,

who have in former years observed and studied

the tendency of the scourge to fasten itself with

the greatest virulence upon just those localities,

which were characterized by a total neglect of all

hygienic rules and laws, and where accumulated

filth contaminated the air we breathe with con-

centrated foulness.

Whether cholera is again to invade our shores

or not, even the ordinary mortality of all our large

cities could be rendered much lower, if it were in

the power or will of municipal authorities to in-

troduce and enforce a system of public inspection,

in conjunction with strong and comprehensive

laws for the abatement of nuisances. But of what
help are all inspections and laws, if those to whom
they are entrusted are neglectful or ignorant of

their duties, and as long as these offices remain

in the hands of unscrupulous politicians.

Let us take, for an instance, the largest city on
this continent, our great commercial metropolis,

New York. Naturally enjoying the best advan-

tages of being made a perfectly clean and healthy

city, underlaid by a "splendid soil, having une-

qualled natural facilities for drainage, plenty of

good and wholesome water, and the sea wafting,

morning and evening, her healthy and invigora-

ting breezes over the whole island, yet one of the

oldest cities in the Union, one of the wealthiest

and the most cosmopolitan in the world, she

boasts of the highest rate of mortality of any
city in the Union, as she is one of the diiiiest.

The official statistics of her authorities have re-

peatedly settled this question of the unfavorable

rate of her mortality. In regard to the filthy

condition of her streets, that is a matter whi(;h,

if we do not believe the occasional out))ursts of

honest indignation to which her editors give

vent, we can verify by a short walk, and that

even not through the worst parts of the city.

There can hardly be anything worse in the shape

of filthy streets in Constantinople, than wo find to

exist in the loAver part of New York, around the

wharves, in the neighborhood of Washington

Market, which, hygienically, constitutes one of

the biggest nuisances of the city. In the morn-

ing, before the sun and the breezes have had

time to somewhat disinfect the foul odors of de-

composing vegetation and animal matter, which

are allowed to accumulate there, in the streets

and upon the docks, to the depth frequently of

half a foot and more, there is such an indescriba-

bly disgusting sickening odor, hanging like a

thick cloud over the streets and penetrating into

every house, that one can hardly conceive how
an enlightened community, such as New York

claims to be, can for a moment rest contented,

until these nuisances are abated.

If the mere outward appearance of a city is

thus filthy, what must be expected of the inward

filth, the uncleanliness, the want of pure air, the

poisoned atmosphere of houses in those crowded

parts of the city, where sunshine can hardly pen-

etrate, and proper ventilation is next to impossi-

ble? The published reports of able sanitarians

have repeatedly given us the results of their in-

vestigations, and every one who feels interested

in the subject, is already fully conversant with

the truly terrible state of these underground pop-

ulations, and of the lower classes of tenement-

houses. We need not dwell on the subject.

But, the remedy? That is the question. No-

thing less than a tliorough system of inspection,

not only of streets, but of houses and yards, in

every suspected neighborhood, and the abate-

ment of all nuisances which may endanger the

health of the community, will be successful in di-

minishing the rate of mortality of our larger cities,

and counteract the apprehended dangers from se-

vere epidemics of any kind. One great obstacle

in the way of such an efficient system, is the

democratic form of our government. People do

not like to be inspected and policed over. But,

withal, there is no harm, as far as the principles

of self-government and individual liberty are •

concerned, in the peojde trying to protect tJiem-

selves against those who, by neglect or ignor-

ance, would make themselves and their dAvell-

ings sources of disease and pestilence to others.

THE PRITCHARD POISOmNG.
We print, herewith, a criticism on some edi-

torial remarks we recently made upon profes-

sional etiquette, as connected with the Pritchard

poisoning case. We have only to say that our

rejnarks were predicated upon the case as we
found it reported in one of the ablest and most

critical literary journals of the country. If the
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case was there reported incorrectly, as our corres-

pondent claims, of course, our deductions and

strictures are alike baseless.

We would be the last to animadvert upon pro-

fessional etiquette as it is understood and prac-

tised by all high-minded physicians. Indeed, it

has been one of the leading designs of this jour-

nal to foster and encourage a more faithful atten-

tion to those necessary rules and amenities of the

profession which every well-educated and gentle-

manly practitioner feels it his pleasure, as well

as duty, to conform to, as much for his patient's

welfare as for his own comfort and well-being.

But professional etiquette has its proper limits.

It is not within its province to aid the poisoner

or the assassin in the commission of his crime,

and it was upon a reputed attempt so to pervert

it that we commented.

PHILADELPHIA COUIsTTY MEDICAL SO-
CIETY.

The first of the series of conversational meet-

ings for the season, of this active society, was

held on the evening of the 13th inst., at the hall

of the College of Physicians. It was largely at-

tended, although the heat was oppressive—the

thermometer being in the neighborhood of 70°,

with scarcely a breath of air stirring. The pa-

per read by Dr. Condie was a complete and

faithful portraiture of Typhus Fever, as it has

been witnessed at different periods in this city,

both in its sporadic and epidemic forms. It eli-

cited a spirited debate, in which a large number
of gentlemen participated.

The second of these conversational meetings

will be held on the second Wednesday evening,

the 13th of October next. Asiatic Cholera has

been selected for discussion, and a gentleman of

known ability and practical experience chosen to

introduce it. As there is at this time considera-

ble anxiety in the public mind in regard to the

probable appearance of this disease in our midst,

it seems to us that the selection of this subject for

investigation is highly opportune, and the fact

that the profession are thus timely moving in

the matter, ought to reassure the community that

nothing will be left undone by the profession,

collectively and individually, that science, skill,

and experience can effect, to stay the ravages of

that terrible scourge.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following have lately been appointed:

—

Rhode Island.—William Akie of Newport.

New York.—R. L. Hovey of Rochester.

Notes and Comments.

Cure for the Cholera.

A St. Petersburg doctor, we infer from a state-

ment of the British Medical Journal, has efi"eetu-

ally made an ass of the English embassy at St.

Petersburg. lie had long been awaiting an op-

portunity to exhibit the wonderful efficacy of an
infallible cure for cholera. At the outbreak of

the epidemic at Alexandria, he applied to the

French embassy, where they were sufficiently

smart to give no satisfactory response. He then

applies to Mr. Lumley, the English ambassador,

who sends it to Lord Russell, and Lord Russell

refers it to the College of Physicians. " The cure

consists in the administration of a powerful snuff.

If the patient's Schneiderian membrane responds,

and eight or ten sneezes can be got out of him,

he is safe, and saved ; but if the snuff (which is

powdered hellebore) produce no effect, the patient

must die. No sneeze, no cure ! It is this rem-

edy which the philanthropic doctor earnestly

hopes Lord Russell will send on at once to Alex-

andria, and of which Lord Russell transmits no-

tice to th'e College. We recommend the notion to

some of our Yankee cousins, ivho have already done

a great business in hellebore a7id verairia."

Beg your pardon, gentlemen! The point of

the joke is not visible here. We have done some

business in veratria, establishing beyond cavil its

powerful and good effects in a number of diseases,

but we must respectfully decline the honor of

this kind reference until you find some Amer-
ican ambassador sufficiently verdant to allow

himself to be duped by a foreign quack, and

communicate his verdancy through official chan-

nels.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Professional Etiquette and the Pritchard Poi-
soning Case.

Editor Med. and Surgical Eeporter:

In your editorial remarks in the Pritchard poi-

soning case, I think you are wrong, either from
want of consideration, or from not having seen

the testimony. It seems to have occurred to you
that such was the case when you wrote the clos-

ing paragraph.

I have not the full testimony at hand, so can
only give it in substance. Dr. Pritchard was a
physician of regular standing, and of untarnished
reputation, among physicians and in society.
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His wife is sick, and he calls Dr. Pattersox in

consultation. Dr. Pritchard tells him the treat-

ment he is pursuing: he is giving antimony. Dr.

Patterson tells him he thinks such a course

detrimental to the patient. A second, time he is

called in counsel, and finds the patient still taking

antimonials. Again he dissents from the treat-

ment, and expresses himself strongh' against it.

In neither interview has he anv reason to sus-

pect the medicine administered with any wrong

intent. There is nothing to show that Dr. Pat-

tersox had any suspicions of foul play, or an}--

thing wrong beyond an error of judgment. The

fact of calling counsel was an evidence of solici-

tude on the part of his neighbor, who was a phy-

sician, and the patient, his wife. The only course,

in common civility, let alone professional courtesy,

was to express a friendly dissent from the treat-

ment pursued. There was nothing to show that

he had any right, beyond friendly expostulation.

"When suspicions were painfully aroused, and

a train of evidence brought in, showing base

criminality, Dr. Patterson sees at once the part

he had performed, and that what he saw were

so many links in the now completed chain of

crime. If he had known this before, would any

"professional etiquette"' have hindered him from

interfering, when, by not doing so, he became

pariiceps criminis.^

The remarkable expression that is going the

rounds of the press, to the very great obloquy of

an honest man, and of the profession, had quali-

fication enough in court to render it harmless,

and it should be very far from a medical journal

to give currency to so baseless a charge. Dr.

Patterson is innocently called in consultation,

he dissents from the treatment, he so expresses

himself. The common courtesies among gentle-

men, as well as professional etiquette, prevents any

(further) interference in the case.

Yours truly,

P. J. Farnsworth.

Clinton, Iowa, Sept. 18G5.

News and Miscellany.

Action in Philadelphia in Respect to Cholera.

board of dealth.

Repryrt of the Sanitary Committee of the Board
of Ilealth on the Subject of Cholera, as ])resented

to and adopted by said Board, September 13,
1(S05.—The Sanitary Committee, to whom was re-

ferred a preamble and resolution passed by the
Board .Scptomljcr 4th, bearing directly upon the
present sanitary condition of our city, in view of
the steady apy)roach of cholera toward this west-
ern hemiaphere, and the proper steps, if any, that

may be required to prevent its appearance and
spread in our midst, beg leave to report the fol-

lowing :

In view of the present excitement regarding the
prevalence of cholera in various places on the

continent of Europe, its rumored appearance in

England, and the well-grounded apprehension,
based upon its former history and progress, that

at no distant period it may again visit this coun-

try, the Board of Ilealth have not been unmindful
that due provision should be made in season,

having for its object either to avert the disease

altogether or Aitigate its severity, should it ap-

pear in our city.

To this end they claim the early and zealous

attention of the Mayor and Councils to the rigid

enforcement of all existing sanitary ordinances,

together with their hearty and cheerful co-opera-

tion with this Board in the adoption and carrying

out of such hygienic appliances as, in a sanitary

point of view, may place our city in a condition

most favorable to resist the scourge, if it should
appear, believing that, at all times, "prevention
is better than cure,'" and that to be forewarned is

to be forearmed at the approach of an enemy.
The present, therefore, is the time when whole-

some sanitary regulations, properly directed,

may change the future of our city, should cholera

visit us.

It becomes us, therefore, as the guardians of

the public health, not only to weigh well and re-

flect carefully upon our responsibility in this

matter, but without delay, and by an active and
thorough interposition, institute such a system of

sanitary and medical police as shall be adequately
adapted to meet any and every emergency with
which we may be threatened or called upon in the

providence of God to meet.

It is neither important, nor is it expedient, at

this stage of our proceedings, as a Board of Health,

that we should indulge in any observations, or

enter into any detailed inquiry as to the origin

and progress of cholera, whether it be of domestic
origin, or introduced from abroad—whether it is

derived from an atmospheric or malarious poison

—

whether contagious or infectious. These ques-

tions having been fully if not satisfactorily dis-

cussed elsewhere, it is sufficient for our pn.rp(>se

that we familiarize ourselves with the fact that

large and densely populated cities, on the border

of rivers, are favorite resorts for cholera, and that

the power of the disease is increased in proportion

to the degree of insalubrity-arising from the in-

lluence oif locality, and the existing sanitary con-

dition of its several districts.

In possession of this information, we consider

it our first duty to be prepared to meet the epi-

demic should it approach our shores. If we pro-

crastinate and delay action until the outbreak of

the disease, or until the atmosphere has become
infected with the cholera poison, we might be
held responsible for a culpable neglect of the

faithful discharge of a sworn trust committed to

us as guardians of the public health.

While the Board have all confidence in their

own ability and resources, aided by legal enact-

ments, to perform the duty incumbent upon them
at this crisis, they feel that the co-operation of

the Mayor and Councils is desirable in order to
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inspire confidence in the community, and give

greater weight to any precursory measures for

the preservation and protection of the health

and lives of the citizens from the impending epi-

demic.
Entertaining these views, and relying upon

the assurance that they will meet with popular

favor, the Board would adopt the following reso-

lutions :

1. Resolved^ That in the opinion of this Board
the time has arrived for the adoption and enforce-

ment of strict sanitary police regulations, in an-

ticipation of the advent of cholera at an early or

more remote period.

2. Resolved, That— district agents be appointed

by this Board, who shall be under the direction

of the district committees, to act as assistant mes-
sengers until otherwise ordered ; their salaries to

be the same as the messengers of the Board.
3. Resolved, That the duty of the district agents

shall be to visit and inspect carefully every house,

cellar, yard, stable, factory, work-shop, shed,

manure-heap, privy, water-closet, drain, street,

sewer, gutter, alle}^, court, vacant lot, burying-
ground, vault, slaughter-house, rag and bone
shop, dock, and furnish the number of under-
ground tenements, with their population, within
their several districts, and also other places

wherever there may be suspicion of existing filth

or accumulation of material liable to act as food
for the poison of an epidemic, and report each
week to the Board, through the district commit-
tees, in books provided for the purpose.

4. Resolved, That the citizens be earnestly ad-

vised and required, as an essential sanitary domi-
ciliary defence against the inroads of cholera, to

keep their houses, cellars, workshops, factories,

stores and storehouses clean ; to whitewash their

cellars, fences, outhouses, and other places where
it can be done; to avoid the accumulations of rub-

bish of every description in their liouses, cellars

and yards ; and direct their efforts to establish

free ventilation about all their premises, as among
the best known means of n^dverting, lessening and
destroying the poison of cholera.

5. Resolved, That the Mayor and the Health
Committee of Councils be invited to meet the san-

itary committee of this Board for a free confer-

ence, as regards the best means to facilitate the

carrying out eifectually the above plan of house-
to-house visitation, and for the suggestion of other

suitable measures for proper enforcement of per-

sonal and public cleanliness, before the epidemic
shall make its appearance among us. ^

6. Resolved, That Councils be requested to

make a special appropriation of §20,000, to enable
the Board to put in operation, without embarrass-
ment, the above system of sanitary police regula-
tions.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Wilson Jewell, Chairman.
Jacob B. Coates,
Peter Armbruster,
E. Ward,

Sanitary Committee.

board of school controllers.

At a late meeting of the Board of School Con-
trollers of this city a communication was received

from the president of the Board admonishing the

members of the existence of the cholera in the

eastern hemisphere, and of its probable westward
march. It suggests cleanliness in the school

buildings, and adds that though this Board has
from time to time called upon public authorities

to furnish ample school accommodations, and
though they are blameless, yet they will merit

censure if they do not use such preventives from,

disease as may be at hand. Many of our schools

are shamefully neglected by the janitors, that a
very large proportion of them have no fit ventil-

ation—that we must occupy these buildings as

school (or store) houses for our children a year or

two longer, even if City Councils should give

promptly the lots on which to erect new buildings,

with the funds already appropriated for building

purposes.

To a large degree, by timely prudence and
forethought, the spread of the cholera may be
mitigated by causing our school cellars to be
cleansed, and by ample use of lime, providing for

better ventilation, and generally by adopting such
counsel as the health ofiicers and medical gentle-

men may suggest.

The communication recommends that each sec-

tional Board be requested to make, or cause to be
made, at as early a day as practicable, a com-
plete, careful survey of each and every building

and yard occupied or used for school purposes,

and to report to this Board as soon as possible

(not later than the next stated meeting), the sani-

tary condition of each, giving all needful inform-
ation which will aid this Board in future measures
which it may adopt, to guard against the pesti-

lence now so fatal in Europe. Also, that such
reports be at once referred to the Committee on
Property, with instructions to report promptly to

this Board what steps, in their judgment, maybe
desirable.

On motion, the recommendations embraced in

the communication weryO unanimously adopted.

Kesignation.

We learn that Dr. Wm. Matburrt has resigned
as Attending Physician at the Hospital of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in this city, a posi-

tion which he held for a number of years, and the
duties of which he discharged faithfully and most
acceptably.

Medical Department of the Army.
Major-General D. E. Sickles, in an address de-

livered on the 13th inst., at the opening of the
fair of the American Institute, at New York, al-

luded as follows to the medical department of the
army. It will be remembered that the General
has experienced in his own person the care of the
army medical department, having had a leg am-
putated at Gettysburg.

"I can do no more than glance at the improve-
ments of the medical department of the army;
indeed I can only speak of any of the great staff

department so far as their operations passed
under my own observation. The construction
and organization of general hospitals, the ample
arrangement for field hospitals, the liberal and
various supplies for hospitals, the unstinted and
judicious expenditures for scientific appliances,
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improved ambulauces, hospital wagons—AYhieh

are portable apothecary shops— hospital cars,

adapted expressW with spring-beds to carry the

sick and wounded of the army over railroads

;

the humane use of chloroform: tlic liberal supply

of stimulants: the extensive issue of quinine, one

of the most expensive niodieinos as a preventive

—these are among the noricoalde features of our

improved administration of the medical service in

the arm}'."

MARRIED.

Carmalt—Churchill.—On Thursday, Sept. 7, at

Calvary Church, Utica, Y., by the Rev. A. B.

Goodrich. James E. Carmalt, of Susquehanna co.,

Pa., and Charlotte J., daughter of Dr. A. Churchill,

of Utica.

Cornell—Overton.—At 2 P. M., Tuesday, Sept.

12, at the residence of the bride's mother, by Rev. Dr.

Brown, of Brooldyn, George B. Cornell, M.D., and
Millie Josephine Overton, both of this city.

B vTi.v— liiMoM.—In AVilmington. Del., on the 12th

:n~-.. ',v Uov. George F. Wiswell, E. J. Baily, M.D.,

.--n;-,- - ',1 C. >. Army, and S. Cornelia, daughter of the

late tlon. Jacob Broom, of Philadelphia.

HosFORD

—

Gav.—In Boston, on Monday, Sept. 11,

by the Rev. E. B. Webb, D.D., Charles Hosford. M.D.,

of Thompson, Conn., and Miss Helen E.Gay, of Boston,

Howard—S>riTn.—At North Attleboro, Mass., Sept.

5. bv S. Babcoek,of Dcdliam, G. C. Howard, M.D ,

.ji MM'iI'''"irv. Vt.. and Georgia W. Smith, of jST. A.

Ki;:iL(N— 1>!X.—In Groton, IMass., at the residence

of the bri'u 's father, on tlie 7th inst., by Rev. C.

Nightina-ab', Dr. I. X. K<^i-lin. of Media, Pa., Super-

intendent of Penn'a Training School for Feeble-

Minded Children, and Harriet Caroline, daughter of

Benjamin P. Dix, E-q.

McElhoxi-.—iJ'II AVLON.—On Wednesday, Sept. 13,

by Rev. C. Fa rrcl ] . Jolm J. McElhone, of Philadelphia,

and Mary INIatiMa. yiamgcst daughter of Dr. Philip

O'Hanlou, of X-w York city.

Xkel—WooLSTOv.—On Tuesday, 12th inst., at the

residence of the bride's father, by the Rev. Jefferson

Lewis, William H. R. Neel, of Philadelphia, and

Marv D., daughter of Dr. Samuel Woolston, of Vin-

centown, N. J.

Pattkrson—Cox.—On Thurday, Sept. 14, at Grace

Church, Orange, X.J., by Rev. A. C. Coxe, D.D., assisted

by Rev. James Bush, Rector, Edward Patterson, of

New York, and Isabel Liddon, daughter of the late

Dr. Ab'm Liddon Cox, Surgeon U. S. V.

Phillips—Cutler.—In Brooklyn, on Wednesday,

Sept 13, by Rev. F, Marion McAllister, as-i-tcd In'

Rev.' Lawrence H. Mills, Dr. H. J. Phillips. ,,r X. w
York, and Frances Caroline, daughter of F. M. CuLlei-,

Esq., of Avon.
RoLLiN—Chesnut.—At the residence of the bride's

father, Dr. Thomas Chesnut, by the Rev. J. W. T.

McMtillen, Mr. J. B. Rollin, of Indianapolis, and
Miss Ella Chesnut, of Lafayette, Ind.

QjnEH—FiuENi).—In St. Paul, Minn., on the 29th of

Augu.st, 1865, by the Rev. Dr. Brooks, Clinton G.

&tee.s M. D., late Surgeon of the Arrny of the North-

west,'and Miss Virginia Friend, of St. fan), Minn. -

Tavi.ok—CoRVKLL.—'On Tuesday, the 12th inst., at

Lamlx-rtville. N. J., by the Ii<-.v. E. Johnson, Dr.

liicliard G. Taylor, of Phihifh lphia, late Surgeon of

the Thirty-fifth New Jersey Volunteers, and Jennie,

daughter of Alexander Coryell. Esq., of Larabertville.

13th instant, Catharine Gtto, widow of the late Dr.
S. S. Ewing, in the ninety-third year of her age.
HiBBAun.— On Monday, September 11, at South Lee,

Mass., David R. Hibbard, M. D., of Union, N. J., aged
57 years.

ToMLiNsox.—Suddenlv. in Nashville, Tenn., Sept.
7th. 1865, Dr. Thomas PiTomlinson, (of Bristol, Bucks
CO., Pa.,) Assistant-Surgeon of the 78th Pennsylvania
Veteran Volunteers.
Terry.—At Baton Rouge, La., Aug. 23, of inflam-

mation of the brain, Act'g Ass't Surgeon Charles E.
Terry, U. S. A,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOIsTDENTS.
Br. E. R., Xilcs, Mich.—Turnbull on Defective Vis-

ion, and on Deafness, sent by mail, Sept. 16th.

Dr. C. J. N., Lima, 0.—Gross' instrument for remov-
ing foreign bodies from the ear, sent by mail, Sept.
13th.

Dr. J.H. K , Worcester , Pa.—Pereira's Pocket Pre-
scription Book, sent by mail, Sept. 16th.

Dr. G. \V. (j., Kintneroille, Pa.—Polypus forceps,

sent by mail, Sept. I3th.

Dr. W. Jf. L., Salem. 0.—Pocket-case of instru-

ments, sent by Express, Sept. 14th.

Dr. J. JL Saddle Jliccr, A'. Sladeon Diphthe-
ria, sent by mail, Sept. 16th.

Dr. P. j. R., Derry Church, Pa,—1 oz. silver wire,

sent by mail, Sept. 16th.

American Medical Association.

In consequence of the expense of the publication of

Vol. SVI. (1865) of the Transactions, the Committee
of Publication have fixed the price at five dollars ($5).

Members who have already paid three dollars (|3),
are requested immediately to forward the additional

sum, ($2.) As the number of copies published will be
but slightly in excess of the number of subscriptions,

those who desire copies should immediately forward
the amount either to the Treasurer, Dr. C. Wister,
1303 Arch street, or to

Wm. B. Atkinsox, Permanent Secretary.
215 Si^ruce st, Philadelphia.

Sept. 18, 1865.

METEOROLOGY.

DIED.

Durnrv. On Sunday, 10th inst., at his residence

Talbot c'oiinty, Md., Dr. Robr-rt A. Durncy, formerly

of Philadelphia, son of John and Ann MariaDurney,

in the 38th year of his age.

EwiNG.—At Newtown, on Wednesday evening, the

September ' 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.

Wind S. W. s. \V. S. S. E. N. W, s. W. w.
Clear. Clear. Clear, Cray, Clear. Clear. Clear.

Sho-y. Sho-y.

1 in.

Thermometer.
06° G8° 66° 70° 71° 59° 59°

At 8 A. M 75 79 75 79 79 67 68
At 12 M 77 S3 79 84 83 75 77

At 3 P.M 79 85 78 S4 84 76 78

Mean 74 25 78.75 74.50 79,25 79.25 69.25 70.50

Barometer.
At 12 M .30.2 30.2 304 30.2 30 2 30.3 30.2

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following number.s to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running
eukscriiilioi).-;. with .such a.s tliey may return us.

Vols. I. II, III & IV. All tli(! minibers.

Yol. V. No. 1, Oct. 0, 'r,0; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

'< VI. NoH. 18, 19, Aug. 10, '61.

« VII. Nofl. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov. 9, '61; Noa. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March S, '(33.

« VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '02.

«< IX. Nos. 0, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62

;

Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

« XI. No.s. 1, 4, 5, 7, 11,21, Jan. 2, 2.3,30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64.

« XII. .Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4, '06.

Jry- We are in pressing need just now of a few copiesfor
new subscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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Communications.

DEFECTIVE ATsTD IMPAIRED VISIOIS".

With the Clinical Use of the Ophthalmoscope in
their Diagnosis and Treatment.

By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Of Philadelphia.

Astigmatism.

Rays of light coming from the sun or any other

luminous body, and striking upon the eye, are

said to be refracted, or bent, and by their pas-

sage through the various media, are united in

one-focus. But this is only true if the eye is per-

fect. If any of the dioptric or refractive portions

of the eye are imperfect, this reunion is not perfect,

and there is spheric aberration ; such an aberra-

tion depending on diflTerences in the different

meridians of the refracting apparatus, is called

astigmatism. This term was invented by Rev.

Dr. "VYhewell, from two Greek words, meaning

that rays coming from one point, are not united

on one point in this condition.

This inability to collect light on one exact

point of the retina is not common. Such is my
experience.* The first case which I examined,

in an extensive experience, (that of Dr. D., of

Philadelphia,) was caused by an alteration in the

refracting surface of the cornea, the vertical me-

ridian of that membrane having a greater degree

of convexity than the horizontal.

The crystalline lens is also the cause of astig-

matism, but is stated to be not as frequent a

cause as the cornea. To determine if a patient

is laboring under this defect, he is directed to

close one eye, and examine with the other the

cross lines of a window-frame, any deviation in

the distinctness with which these may be ob-

served, or in the apparent length or breadth, as

looked at with the head in an upright or inclined

position upon the shoulder, betrays irregularity

more or less, in the refracting media or surfaces

of the eye. Therefore, in a true case of astigma-

* This is our reason for not having treated of the subject

hefore.

tism, horizontal and vertical lines cannot be seen

with equal clearness at one and the same time.

What is the treatment? This, fortunately,

was discovered long before Donders* brought

the subject prominently before the profession.

By his careful investigation and publication, in

1863, of the application of a mathematically

correct measurement of the deflection of light,

he deiermined an almost constant difference of

refractive power of the cornea. If a cylindri-

cal glass is put before an astigmatic eye, it is

found to correct it. This condition, as I stated

before, was corrected by the elder McAllister,

the distinguished optician of our city, many years

ago, but the number of such cases Avere few, and

the eye of the patient so affected was called a

cylindrical eye. Each case being more or less

peculiar, lenses must be specially prepared for

it; and it requires both skill and intelligence on

the part of the optician.

The general principle on which the glass is

shaped is this: one side of the lens is made a

portion of a cylinder, of the same diameter as the

cylinder cornea, having its axis, however, placed

at right angles to that of the latter. The other

side of the lens is made plane, convex, or concave,

to suit the condition of the eye, irrespective of its

cylindricity or astigmatic condition. If a simple

cylindrical glass correct the vision, it is called

normal, but if the focal distance of the neutral-

izing cylinder is more than 1-40, it is termed ab-

normal.

On Lenses.

Spectacle glasses, or lenses, are numbered ac-

cording to their focus. To determine the focus

of a lens is an important matter. The focus is

the number of inches between th^ lens and a

distinct representation formed by it of an object,

which is at a distance of 50 to 100 feet—thus,

take a lens of say six inches focus, and stand in

the back of a room opposite the window ; then

holding the lens at the distance of six inches from

the wall, there will be seen upon it a distinct

image of an ol)ject out of doors. If the lens is

* Prof. DONPERS' work on the Accommodation and Refraction

of the Ej'e. Translated for New Sydenham Society, London,

1S64—(but not received by many of its members in Philadel-

phia.)
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hold at more or less than six inches from the

vtaU, the image -will be confused and indis-

tinct; so of a lens of any other focus—the

image formed by refraction -will, when distinct,

ir.dicate the focus according to the number of

inches between the lens and the wall.

In France, Sichel has recommended the higher

number of lenses, but of feeble power, as for in-

stance, 96, 80, 72. He advises these should be

made use of in the outset, especially by the presby-

oi^ic patient. He also observes that the curvature

of the arc of a circle increases in proportion to

tlie diminution of its radius, it follows that the

number of the glass, reckoned by its focus, di-

minishes with its power, the lens of the lowest

number being the strongest, and vice versa. In

England and the United States, these numbers

are merely conventional. Thus, for instance,

No. 1, corresponds to No. 48, French : No. 2, to

No. 36. This is unfortunate, aud should be reme-

died. The same numbers should be adopted in

all these countries. In a set of concave glasses,

I find No. 0, in English, corresponds with No. 36,

German-, No. 1, English, to No. 24, German;

No. 2, English, to No. 18, German: No. 3, to 16;

4—15; 5—12; 6—10; 7—9; and so on.

In convex glasses tSey number 16 to 36 inches,

the same, English and German, and the cataract

glasses are the same, but, in England, different

opticians use different numbers. This should

not be so.

Presbyopia.

In my former papers I treated, at some

length, the important subject of myopia. I will

now endeavor to bring before my readers some

account of presbyopia, and what light the oph-

thalmoscope has thrown upon it.

The far-sighted or presbyopic individual whose

eye is thus affected, is generally about forty, still

there are cases of young persons who also suffer

from this defect of vision. A case of this kind

presented itself to me this year, 1865, in a young

physician who was liable to the draft, his age

Vjeing 30 years, and who had suffered from

this difficulty ^f vision from a boy, following a

severe attack of disease. The symptom of the

apj)roach of this condition, is a failure in being

able t^> see near objects, while they can be seen

pfrfectly at a distance. This condition is often

aocomp.anied V)y ambylopia, (weakness of sight,)

and when this is the case, we must resort to the

ophthalmoscope, to see if the patient is not tend-

ing glaucoma. If it is not .any other disease,

by means of a proper convex glass, we shall bo

able to restore the pati'-nt's vision and normal

range of aooommodation.

Bonders has found that in the normal (tem-

metropic) eye, the near pointf gradually recedes,

even from an early age, further and further from

the eye, and that, in consequence of this, vision

of very minute objects becomes proportionately

more and more difficult. This recession of the

near-point commences about the tenth year, and

progresses regularly with increasing age. At forty

it lies about 8^^ from the eye, at fifty, \V^-\2^%

and so on. In the normal eye, no inconvenience

or annoyance is experienced from this recession,

till about the age of forty or forty-five. At seventy

or eighty years of age, it may be = 1-24, i. e., the

patient can see distinctly at a distance, with a con-

vex glass of 24''^ focus. Bonders considers pres-

byopia to begin when the near-point is removed

further than S''^ from the eye. The degree of

presbyopia may, according to Bonders, be

easily found thus . If p> 8^^ = S-j-n presbyo-

pia, Pr. = i-i-n—

i

This simply means that we are to deduct the

near-point (8^^) at which we consider presbyopia

to commence, from the presbyopic near-point. If,

for instance, the latter lies at 12^'', it would be

1-12— 1-8=— 1-24, Pr. =— 1-24. Again, if it

lies at 16^^ it is 1-16 —1-8 =— 1-16, Pr.— 1-16.

We have, at the same time, found the number of

the convex glass which would bring the near-

point back again to 8^^. In the first case it would

be convex 24 ; in the last, convex 16.

Wells* thinks there can be no question as to

the advisability and necessity of affording far-

sighted persons the use of spectacles. They

should be furnished willi them as soon as they

are in the slightest degree annoyed or inconve-

nienced by the presliyopia. Some medical men

think that presbyopic patients should do without

spectacles as long as possible, for fear the eye

should, even at an early period, get so used to

them as to find them indispensable. This is,

however, an error, for if such persons are permit-

ted to work without ghissos, we obsreve that the

presbyopia soon rapid increases. In choosing

spectacles for far-sighted persons, we must also

be particularly guided by the range of their

power of accommodation. If this is good, we

may give them glasses which bring their near-

point to 8''^, but if it is much diminished, weaker

glasses should be chosen, so that it may be at

10//_12^^ from tho oyo.

VoN Graefe thinks that the rapid increase of

presbyopia is most likely due to an increase of

intra-ocular pressure and flattening of the cornea.

* Exact eye. t Three and a lialf to four inches.*

X Long, fihort, and weak sieht, and their treatment by the

Hointlefic use of flpectiiclcp, by J. Soeluerg Wells. London
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VESICO-ABDOMINAL FISTULA.

By ]. S. Parry, M. D.,

Resident Physician, Philadelphia Hospital.

J. H., colored, intemperate, was admitted into

the surgical wards of the Philadelphi.a Hospital

on the 25th of May last, la,boring under secondary

syphilis. There were no primary symptoms, and

the case presented no peculiar features. He im-

proved steadily, and was apparently nearly well

on the 28th of June following, when he eloped.

Nothing more was heard of the man until the

third of the nest August, when he applied for re-

admission, with an opening in the median line

of his abdomen, one inch below the umbilicus.

Through this he evacuated his bladder, the urine,

when he stood up and made some effort, being

projected forward two and a half to three feet.

The history was rather indefinite. He said that

it had existed only two weeks, and that he had

had no difficulty in making water. He had had

gonorrhoea frequently, but said that he had never

had a stricture, and a middle-sized catheter was
easily introduced into his bladder. There were

very evident marks of constitutional syphilis.

He was very much debilitated, and had a profuse

diarrhoea. The treatment was stimulating and

supporting, no specific or local remedies being

used. He died from exhaustion, twelve days

after entering the house.

Autopsy—ivfelve hours after death. A catheter

was passed into the urethra, a long probe into

the fistula, and they brought in contact in the

bladder. Two lateral flaps were now made, the

external and internal oblique muscles dissected

up on each side and turned downward. The

recti muscles were then divided and thrown out

of the way. A careful examination now showed

that the fistula passed directly backward, through

the linea alba, and then turned abruptly down-

ward, anterior to the fascia transversalis, be-

tween and posterior to the recti muscles, enter-

ing the bladder on its anterior surface, a little

below its fundus. The walls of the canal were

formed of the condensed tissues of the part, and

were hard, firm, and resisting. On each side of

the bladder, a sinus ran off along the pubic

bones, for about two inches, ending in a blind

and somewhat dilated extremity. Lower down,

from the side of the organ, was another canal

going off" to the right, and terminating immedi-

ately over the obturator foramen in a ca^vity,

which contained about three-quarters of an ounce

of unhealthy, ichorous looking pus. Upon ex-

amination of the abdomen, it was found that

there had been a local peritonitis, the sigmoid

flexure of the colon and some knuckles of the

small intestine being adherent to the fundus of

the bladder, whose walls were very much thick-

ened and slightly sacculated. Its capacity was
somewhat diminished. The mucous membrane
was dark-colored, almost black, as was likewise

the lining membrane of all the sinuses and the

fistula running up the abdomen. The urachus

was carefully examined, and was in the natural

condition of adult life. The kidneys were large,

soft, and fatty. The remainder of the abdominal

and all the thoracic viscera were healthy.

Hospital Reports,

Jefferson Medical College,

Surgical Clinic of Prof. Gross.

Reported by W. W. Keen, Jr., M. D.

Lupus Exedens.

Oct. 5. Jacob Z., set. 71. Six years ago when
drawing on a stiffly starched shirt the patient

scratched his nose. The spot became sore, and
soon the lupus was developed. The right ala

is entirely destroyed. His constitution is pretty

good.

R. Potassii iod., gr, v.

Hydrarg. chlor. cor., gr. ^.

Liq. potass, arseu.,
. gtt. iij.

at a dose, three times a day.

R. Unguent, hydrarg. nit., ^ij.

Cerat. simp., ^vj.
Opii pulv., gr.' XX.

Apply locally, three times a day.

Onyciiia Maligna.

Oct. 8. Eliza L., aet. 3. Three months ago a
man trod on this child's thumb, and afterward it

was injured in cracking a peach-stone. The nail

and distal phalanx are now completely gone.

The discharge is thin, sanious and offensive. Her
bowels are in good condition; sleeps and eats

well. She is perfectly healthy otherwise, but

rather pale.

R. Hydrarg. chlor. mit.,

Jalapae pulv.,

in one powder.

R. Hydrarg. chlor. cor.. gr. 1-15.

AquiB dest., f.3j.

three times a day.

R. Plumb, acet., ^n.
Tinct. opii,

'

f.fas.
Aquae, Gas. M.

S. Apply on a slippery elm poultice.

Popliteal Aneurism.—Forced Flexion.

John R., German, set. 45, foundry-man. Three
months ago, while unloading a wagon, aomething

2^- y:
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seemed to give way, and he then perceived a

STvelling in the popliteal space of the right leg.

When partially flexed there is pulsation, but

when in complete extenson, or complete flexion,

it is absent; it is controlled by pressure on the

femoral artery. The aneurismal thrill is dis-

tinctly perceived, but it is faint. There is no

discoloration. I placed the limb in strongly

forced flexion, and retained it l)y bandages, hav-

in<y also bandaged the liinl) from the toes to the

thigh. I also gave vcrat. virid., gtt. v., four times

a day.

Oct. 9. Coldness and numbness in the posterior

part of the leg, and in the toes.

Oct. 15. The pulsation ceased this morning.

The tumor is somewhat diminished in size.

Oct. 22. The patient dismissed cured. There

has been no return of pulsation ; the size of the

tumor is greatly lessened. During the treatment

he has been allowed no meat, and was purged

pretty freely.

Abscess in the Lumbar Kegion.

Oct. 8. John Waldamon, tet. 24, combmaker.

About January 1st, perceived a small swelling

in the left lumbar region, which was sometimes

accompanied with occasional jumping pain. It

is now 10 to 11 inches in diameter, with increased

temperature, and distinct fluctuation in all parts.

On examination with the exploring needle, the

contents of the tumor were found to be pus.

Oct. 16. His general health, sleep and appe-

tite are good. His family is not strumous. The

tumor is tolerant of manipulation, and is usually

not the seat of any pain. Its surface is smooth,

not nodulated. The subcutaneous veins are en-

larged. On puncturing with a trocar, about

f.5xvi of a thick yellowish pus was evacuated,

being the larger portion of the contents of the

abscess, and then adhesive plaster, a large com-

press, covering the whole tumor, and a roller

bandage were applied.

Oct. 23. No pain
;
good appetite. The tumor

is fuller than it was a week ago, but covers no

larger space. No fever, nor chills.

Punctured it again subcutaneously by means

of a trocar, and evacuated about f..5xvj more of

the same kind of pus, mingled with a little blood.

Hare-lip and Fissure of the Palate—both double.

Oct. 12. Ellsworth, 35 hours old, has hare-lip

on each side, at the ala of the nose, the middle

piece projecting horizontally. There is also a

fissure in the palate and alveolar processes of the

superior maxillary, on each side of the septum

narium, one-fourth of an inch wide, the nasal

fossae communicating freely, and in their whole

extent, with the buccal cavity. This fissure

meets another running at right angles with it,

between the maxilla and the palate bones, and

the palate is cleft also.

Treatment. Compressor to the middle frag-

ment,—a sort of labial truss—ordered, and a fu-

ture operation.

Dec. 14. The boy is brought back in good

health. It has been " brought up by hand.^' The

pares are in the same condition, the labial truss

having never been applied. I pared and approxi-

mated by the hare-lip suture, the fissure in the

lip on the right side, and ordered free and good

nourishment, and good care. The operation will

be completed on the left side in the future.

Caries and Wecrosis of the Foot.

Oct. 12. Jas. C, German, set. 25, shoemaker.

His general health is poor. Eight months ago

the disease began without any assignable cause,

on the outside of the left foot, below and in front

of the malleolus. There is now an ulcer there,

with heat, discoloration and swelling, and an ab-

scess in front of and below the internal malleo-

lus. The whole limb is atrophied. On probing,

dead bone was readily felt, and a large part of

the calcis and astragalus extracted, opening into

the ankle-joint.

Oct. 16. His health is far better, by reason of

the tonic treatment instituted, of iron and qui-

nine. He sleeps better
;
appetite is good, and he

has no pain. The wound is not so tender as it

was, and the openings have closed to a large

extent. On probing, more dead bone was felt,

especially externally, running pretty far back in

the calcis. Possibly the palliative treatment may
save his foot.

Feb. 26. He was lost sight of till this date,

when he returned, having made an admirable

recovery. The ankle is somewhat stiff, but he

can walk readily, with only a Cfine. The wound

is almost entirely healed. The cause of it, as has

been since ascertained, is a syphilitic taint of the

system.

Syphilitic Sore Throat.

1. Oct. 16. Bernard K., txit. 39. The disease has

existed for 10 months, and the ulceration has now
destroyed the right tonsil and that side of the

arch of the soft palate. The ulcer has a foul ex-

cavated appearance, with several black spots on

tlie surface. There arc no swellings on the bones.

By his report his habits were not such as to lead

to tills form of disease. Applied locally by a

mop as follow's:

Liq. hydrarg. pernitrat., f.i^j.

Aqua), f.^vij. M.
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S.

2.

had

Oct. 19. On further questioning it seems that he
has great pain, especially at night, so that he can-

not sleep. His hair has come out largely since

he has had the disease. He has pain on swallow-
ing. There is great improvement in the ulcer.

He has less pain, and the foul appearance is much
diminished.

Apply locally as above hydrarg. pernit. and
R. Potassii iodidi, gr. viij.

Hydrarg. chlorid. corros., gr.

At a dose three times daily. M.

Oct. 19. John F., aet. 26. Three years ago he
a severe attack of fever and ague, when he

took large quantities of calomel. For some three

months now his mouth has been sore ; he sleeps^

poorly on account of the pain which is severe

at night: has no pain on swallowing; has not had
any symptoms of syphilis to his knowledge. His
hair has fallen off to a great extent. The uvula

is gone and the soft palate fissured widely, nearly

to its base.

He was purged; touched in the mouth with
hydrarg. pernitrat, and took the following

:

R. Potassii iodidi, gr. viij.

Hydrarg. chlor. cor., gr. ^. M.
At a dose three times a day.

Syphilitic Bubo.

Oct. 19. John H., set, 27, married—trunkmaker,
has a SAvelling over the line of Poupart's ligament

near the pubic symphisis. It is discolored, hard,

and with some little fluctuation. He had com-
munication in "Washington 8 weeks ago, and 4
weeks afterward the bubo began. He had, so far

as he knows, no sore whatever on or about the

penis previous to the bubo. He had not had any
injury about the legs or feet.

The bubo was opened, and he was treated as

follows :

B . Plumbi acetat,

Tinct. Opii,

. Aquae,
S. Apply locally.

R. Antim. et potass, tart.,

Magnesise sulphat.,

Tinct. verat. viridis,

S. Take at a dose.

Adhesions from Scald.

Oct. 23. Isaac M., get. 44. He was scalded

by the collapsing of a flue, on March 16th.

The cicatrix extends from just below the right

shoulder to near the ilium, both in front and some-

what behind and over the arm, in the region of

the elbow. The right arm is bound to the chest

by the contracting of the cicatrix for some three

inches, both by the front and by the back wall of

the axilla.

The adhesions were cut and the arm rendered

Si.

Oi.

gr.

stt.

M.

M.

free in its motions as far as the partial ankylosis

permitted, after so long rest. It was dressed with

ung. zinc, ox., and a splint to retain it fully at

right angles to the trunk.

Oct. 30. Dressed twice daily now with simple

cerate and retained at a right angle.

Nov. 5. Discharged, the wound almost entirely

healed, granulation and cicatrization going rapidly

on. It has been dressed only with simple cerate

on patent lint.

Nov. 20, Nearly healed.

Abdominal Tumor.

[Probably an enlarged ganglion or enlarged gang-

lia of the Mesentery.)

Oct. 23. Jas. Kirk, ast. 2. An unhealthy anse-

mic child, with scarcely any color even in his lips,

with no appetite and very thin. He has had no

blow or hurt of any kind on the abdomen, nor

any attack of intermittent fever. The tumor- was
first noticed in May last. When first seen by Dr.

Wm. H. Pancoast, two months since, the tumor

was far smaller. It then existed only on the left

side, and was nodulated on palpation. Now the

tumor reaches from the umbilicus to the left iliac

region. It is solid by percussion, that portion

about the umbilicus presenting rather distinct

evidences of fluid. It extends anteriorly in the

median line, almost from the ensiform cartilage

to the pubes, and back to the spine, on the left

side. In the region of the spleen it is nodulated,

and very hard—as it is all over that neighbor-

hood. It is remarkably convex, and the abdomi-

nal walls by its size, and possibly some water

in the peritoneum, are stretched very tensely.

There is also tumefaction and oedema of the feet.

Treat by tonics, punch and sedatives.

Editorial Department,

Periscope.

Immediate by Fixed

In

Treatment of Fracture
Apparatus.

the Dublin Medical Journal is a valuable

paper, by Mr. Jolliffe Tufnel, upon the me-

thod of treating fractures as practised in the dif-

ferent hospitals of the United Kingdom. Of the

various materials employed for the purpose of

making fixed apparatus for the treatment of frac-

ture of the leg—it appears that starch, with and

without side splints, is employed in fift^'-seven

hospitals out of ninety—but in these only seven

resort to it immediately or at a very early day.

" Good reasons must necessarily exist for this

line of practice to be so general and uniform, and
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the danger or risk from constrierioii of the limb
by the starch bandage, as ordinarily employed,
must be regarded as the cause of its primary re-

jection, and employment only after swelling has
subsided, or partial union of the 1x)nes taken
place. For many years in hospital and private
practice, but especially in the latter. Pr. Tufxzl
has been in the habit of using a modification of
the fixed apparatus, such as is not described in
any work, or otherwise generally known."

The writer, therefore, enters into a detailed his-

tory of its preparation, which is so simple and so

well adapted for emergencies, that we present his

remarks entire.

The material required for forming these
splints is very generally available, consisting only
of lint or old linen for the inner lining: strips of

the same, torn three inches in width, and long
enough to reach from the head of the tibia to the

sc»le of the foot. To make the splint itself:—The
white of eight eggs and half-a-pound of flour for

the fixing substance. These are ail that are re-

quire<i : each and every one of which is to be pro-

curei in almost the pwrest home.
•*The main feature of difference between this

mode of setting fractures and every other kind of

fixed apparatus, is the construction of the splint

in two halves, and the applying of the bandage,
which is to form the same lengthwise, instead of
circularly, thus avoiding all possible sources of
constriction of the limb.

" Supposing, then, that the fracture has oc-

curred in a city, or wherever else the most desira-

ble materials are to be procured, the surge<:»n

sends for the following, and places them beside
him before interfering with the patient, further
than to strip him of his clothes and lay him upon
a properly prepared bed, ujkju the side opjX'site

to the fractured limb—the leg itself being sup-
ported easily on a piUow—and the fracture, as far

as possible, reduced. The articles required are

—

a table for spreading the bandages upon, a wash-
hand and small shary^-edged basin, eight eggs,
and half-a-pound of flour, as before stated : a
large iron or silver spoon, a large knife, three
calico roller bandages, half-a-yard of Taylor's lint,

and some hot water. The lint is first thrown
upon the limb, from the knee to the sole of the
foot, and cut roughly into the outline of the limb,

of a size suflicient to tuck under the sole at the
bottr»m. and from side to .side of the leg.

"This lint is placed in the large basin, and hot
water poured upon it so as to saturate it com-
pletely, and whilst dripping, and without being
wrung, it is lifted out and put upon the outer
side of the limb of the patient, who is lying with
the leg ]>ent, and exactly in the same p<)sition as
recf>mmende<l by Pott, with this difference, that

the limb is on the inner instead of its outer side,

by this mea-sure insuring subsequent inrergion

instead of eversion of the foot. Extension and
counter-extf*ni«ion are now made by the hands of
two assistants, and the fracture set by the sur-

feon. who mf><lels the wet lint on to the limb with
j

is hands, ho that it is as cK'sely applied an a

stockin;: would }*e: any startiiiL' or spasm of the I

muscles is prevented by the a>*-istants just lay-
j

ing their hands steadily upon the limb. The sur-

1

geon now breaks the eggs xrpon the sharp edge of
the small basin, dr-:'p»s the yolks into it, and the
albumen into the other, having first thrown out
the hot water which was previously in it for wet-
ting the lint: he then takes sufficient flour, ac-

cording to the size of the eggs, and with the spoon
beats it and the albumen into a homogenous mass
of the consistence of pancake. He next measures
with the end of a roller the length of the limb,

from the knee to the centre of the sole, and placing

the forefinger of his left hand, pointing upwards,
and the forefinger of an assistant opposite to him
at the required distance, he winds the whole of

the three roller bandages, one after the other,

around the fingers, and then with a scissors di-

vides them at either end : thus in a few momeiits
obtaining the strips necessary for the splint, all

of exactly the same and proper length. Each of

these tails is now spread thickly with the egg and
flour upon one side, and as spread, folded double,

with the plastered surfaces opposed and laid aside.

The object of this is to keep them moist, and in

hot weather from drying ; as soon as they are all

done the surgeon commences, and having them
handed to him one by one, he lays them on the

limb, moulding them to it, layer after layer, from
the innermost portion of the tibia witMn to the

farthest point of the calf of the leg that can be
reached behind, covering accurately the instep,

the toes, sole, and heeL, and not leaving a wrinkle
or crease. The large knife which has previously

been used for spreading the bandages with egg
and flour, is now employed as a spatula, and
taking a few of the tails of bandages which have
been left unspread, these are passed beneath the

limb, and one after the other brought ar-jund it

so as to confine the wet tails to the leg, and not

allow them to be raised from off it as they other-

wise would be by the expansion of the heated air

which becemes rarified within.

" The limb is now leji uncovered till next day ; if

covered the splint will not dry, but retains a kind
of pasty condition, whilst if exposed to the mt
for twenty-fjur hours it will be as firm and as

light as cardboard on the limb. Upon the sao-

ceeding day the patient turns over upon his oppo-

site hip, and the same procee-iiog is repeated ex-

actly as before, taking care that the lint lining

goes well over the limb, so as- to be in advance

everywhere of the plastered strips, which if al-

lowed to c >me in contact with the other portion

of the splint would intimately adhere to it, and
cause difficulty in separation of the halves; this

t>jo is allowed to dry. Upon the succeeding morn-

ing the two half splint.-:, or only the second half,

as the surgeon may think fit, are removed, the

edges trimmed] neatly with sciss'irs, the second

half overlapping the other by at least half-an-inch,

ensuring correctness, whilst all pinching of the

integument is prevented: when theriller bandage
is subsequently put on, the two portions of the

splint, in fact, should g'iie, as it were, the one

over the other. Nothing more remains to be done;

a couple of filleb to confine them to the limb, or

a lightly applied roller b.^ndage are sufficient, and
the patient may now lie in bed with his leg

straight or bent, as he wishes, raised up up^.n a

pillow, or slung, whichever way he fancies or

feels it easiest; and after a few days may get up,
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supporting the extremity by a sling round his

neck.
" Subsequently, when the patients come to ex-

ercise and move about, and the size of the limb
to decrease, the splints may be brushed over in-

side with hot paste (as also round the edges), and
a piece of chamois leather, previously cut to the

size and shape, moulded in to form a softer and
additional lining.

"Ttiese splints are very light, weighing, when
dry, but a few ounces, yet from their extreme ac-

curacy in fitting the limb, and evenness of pres-

sure, most surprisingly strong.

"The same material I also employ in the imme-
diate treatment of fracture of the fibula, and, at

a later period, in fracture of the thigh, used in

the circular form; put on, however, in tails, im-

bricated one over the other, and not as a roller

bandage. Thus applied it is, of course, necessary
to slit it up prior to removal, and for this purpose
I employ a blunt gorget with the handle reversed,

using it as an ordinary director, and cutting d 'Wn
upon the grooved steel with any sharp pointed
knife, Seutin's pliers and all other kinds of

scissors and dividers I have tried and found ob-

jectionable in use, causing more or less a^^noy-

ance and pain to the patient from the pressure

exercised upon the soft parts in making the divi-

sion of the harder external case, whereas the gor-

get slips along upon the skin, whilst its broad,
round, and polished surface, is cut down upon
without the slightest motion or pressure, and is

not noticed hardly by the individual.

"Such is the mode which I myself now employ,
and such the form of proceeding in reference to

fixed apparatus that I think will, upon experi
ence, be found to be the most satisfactory to the

practising surgeon
;
but, as so many other modv^s

of patting up fractures in starch, gum and chalk,

gum, etc., etc., have been referred to in the table

of hospital practice here given, I would add a few
words in reference to each, and my experience as

to the advantages and disadvantages of the sev-

eral plans.

"The condition of one individual with a frac-

ture of the leg, put up in a properly fitting and
well applied fixed apparatus is so incomparably
superior to that of another with a similar frac-

ture, treated in any other kind of splint, that

whatever can tend to the removal of objections,

needs, I feel assured, no apology. The sufi^erer

with fracture of both bones of the leg, sei-. in tin,

wooden, or other ordinary splints, is, for a con-

siderable time after the receipt of the injury, de-

pendent, and unable to do anything for himself;

the other is comparatively independent: a' d frac-

tures treated in the way described, of the tibia

only, of the fibula only, and both bones together,

have turned out so satisfactory that I cannot but
speak strongly in its favor. The union hat^ been
firmer, in the same number of week^, than under
any other plan. Why it should be ho is evident

from two reasons—firstly, the mo>>ility of the

fractured ends of the bone is reduced to nil, and
the circulation of the limb is normally main-
tained—no circular constriction existing to pro-

duce venous engorgement, and interfere with ar-

terial supply. The egg and flour splint, made as

described, has this great advantage also, and

whilst being considerably firmer and lighter than
the starch or other material, as ordinarily applied,

it requires no padding for the protection of osseous

prominences and projections. In the common
mode of applying a starch bandage every point

must be well protected by tow or cotton, or some
other soft defence, and the heel, tendo Achilli?,

or instep, the metatarsal bone of the little toe and
the ball of the great, the spine of the tibia, its tu-

berosity, the head of the fibula, the patella, and
condyles of the femar, all require padding to pre-

vent ulceration, whilst the longitudinal splint re-

ceives its own indentations so accurately as to

press unduly on no spot, and reiains its position

in situ so completely as to maintain its exact posi-

tion when once applied, thus obviating or rather

preventing the restlessness which accrues from
pain caused by the pressure of a splint upon a

projecting point of bone, and which so often irri-

tates the patient and causes him to undo and
loosen the fracture for the purpose of obtaining

relief. Its stiifness upon drying, too, is such as

to obviate the necessity of resorting to any supple-

mental support from pasteboard, gutta percha,

whalebone, or any other of the stiffening matters

usually employed as adjuncts to starch, and which
ail, more or less, press upon the limb. White of

egg and flour, therefore, used as directed, are the

substances that, in combination, seem to be most
desirable in practice—they are everywhere ob-

tainable, and at a very trifling cosfc.^'

Pyaemia.

In a discussion on Pyaemia which took place at

the New York Academy of Medicine, {I\"eiv York
MedicalJournal,) Dr. Krakowitzer recapitulates

the essence of his remarks as follows

:

1. Pyaemia is not the result of the admixture of

pus with the blood.

2. The metastatic abscesses produced by emboli

from venous thrombi are not pyaemia.

3» Pygemia and septicaemia are different dis-

eases.

4. Both occur frequently together in the same
individual.

5. Pyaemia is an infectious, specific disease.

6. The infectious substance is either produced
in the diseased individual or

7. By pyaemic miasma generated outside of the

patient.

8. The name of pysemia should be abandoned,

and that of purulent diathesis substituted. L.

Diabetes cured by Seton.

Dr. BuTTURA relates to the Academy of Scien-

cies (through M Bernard), a case of diabetes

cured by the application of a seton to the neck.

A mason, 38 years of age, had long suffered

from the d sease ; he was very wasted and feeble,

his thirst was extreme, and his urine abundant.

Th'^ different usual methods of cure were tried

in vain : and at the end of eight months trial of

them, a large seton was put in his neck. AVhen
suppuration wa=< established, the sugar in the

urine gradually diminished. At the end of six

months, not a trace of sugar could be found. The
man returned to his work ; and now for a year

has remained perfectly well.

—

Brit. Jour.
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Hachitisme.

The early dinonosis of hydrocephalus is one of

extreme difficulty
;
indeed, in early years we may

say it is impossible, as there is another disease of

infancy with augmentation of the size of the head,

which may be readily mistaken for it. The dis-

ease is known as Rachitisme. Dr. Fisher, of

Boston, sometime ago proposed to diagnose hydro-

cephalus from this affection by a hriiit cle souffle

heard by auscultation over the anterior fontanel

;

but BiLLiET and Mithgin found it in the rachitic

also, while Bouchut found it in healthy children.

So Bouchut sought a new differential sign, and

found it by the use of the ophthalmoscope. Dr.

Hayxes, a Paris correspondent of the St. Louis
Medical Journal, says, that Bouchut consid-
ers that in chronic hydrocephalus, the circula-

tion and the nutrition of the deep-seated textures
of the eye undergo modifications that explain the
internal or external compression of the brain by
the serosity contained within the cavity of the
skull; and these modifications, appreciated by
means of the opthalmoscope, are the important
signs of chronic h3-drocephalus. In proportion,
as the serosity accumulates, and as the compres-
sion of the brain increases, the following appear-
ances are presented by the internal membranes of
the eye

:

1st. A greater vascularity of the papilla and of
the retina, with dilatation of the veins, their color
being normal.

2d. An augmentation in the number of the
veins of the retina.

3d. A serous infiltration, partial or complete,
of the papilla.

4th. An atrophy of the retina and its vessels.
5th.^ An atrophy more or less, pronounced

sometimes complete, of the optic nerve.
These lesions vary arcji-dlng to the duration of

the disease, and according to the quantity of the
serous effusion. He says that they result either
from the compression of the sinuses, which pre

ii 'coring the cavernous
'»ut an oedema of the

compression of the optic

Thevdo

there are the troubles in the bottom of the eye
which do not exist in the latter.

Effectual Remedy for Prolapsus Recti.

A simple palliative remedy for this troublesome
complaint is suggested by Dr. Abbott of Boston,
as published in the Boston Med. and Sure/. Jour-

nal. After the bowels are evacuated a strip of
isinglass is to be applied lengthwise between the
nates, completely across the anus, and extending
a little beyond it each Avay. The plaster spread
on cotton cloth is preferred, as more substantial,

than that spread on silk. The prolapsed rectum
is, of course, first reduced, the nates slightly

separated, and the plaster applied as indicated

and held until it adheres firmly. When properly

adjusted it will in most instances remain until

the next evacuation of the boAvels, keeping up the

intestine perfectly, so that the wearer is entirely

unconscious of his infirmity. Occasionally in

violent exercise, or during the hottest weather, it

may become displaced and require renewal.

Under such circumstances it is well to apply a

second strip of plaster of the same size over the

first, to give it more l)ody and firmness. The
plaster need only be of the width of the space

between the nates, and long enough to fairly cross

the sphincter; a piece from an inch and a half to

two inches long, by three quarters of an inch to

an inch wide, is usually large enough. If too

long or too wide, the ends or edges are apt to

get turned up in walking and the plaster to be
displaced.

Dr. Abbott relates several cases in support

of this simple but, as he claims, very efficient

treatment. L.

vents the blood froi

sinus, and this brin

retina; or from th

nerves in the interior of the cranium.

foinot exercise an equal influence upon vision
except there be a complete atrophy of the opt
nerve, the child would Ije able to distinguish the
oljjccts which are present. But that which is

most important is, that these lesions do not oxist
in the rachitic. In twenty-two cases of ra. liitismo

that M. Boi.'fHCT has examined, children fi-om the
age of three to five years, and who prf!sented an
abnormal appearance in the magnitude of the
head, with persistence of the anterior fontanel,
and with other marks of rachitinie upon the body,
pome having liad internal convulsions, or epilepsia
ph'uriliH, and others not having had any nervous
affections whatever, the Ijottom of the eye pre-
fientod a perfectly hf-althy appearance, there being
DO dinorrlors either in the papilla or retina.

In conNef|uence of the faet.s, he fonflndes that
the ophthalmoscope perniitH the distinction of diag-
nosis of (;hn»nic hydrocephalus an'l of rachitisme
r.f the 1,<,i,<.y of the he:r/l : f..!' in ihc former cttso

Influence of a Long Course of TsTitric Acid in

Reducing ttie Enlargement of the Liver and
Spleen that sometimes results from the Syphi-
litic Cachexy.

The enlargement which Dr. Budd refers to, is

that which has been latterly described as due to

amyloid degeneration. The most striking exam-
ples of it are seen in the victims of scrofulous or

syphilitic caries, Thre(} cases are related in

which m. xx of dilute nitric acid were taken ter

die for a period varying from fifteen to four

months, without inducing excessive acidity of the

urine or any inconveni(!nce attributable to undue
acidity of the stomach. Sarsaparilla, iron, or

bark, were conjoined with the acid. The result

of his experienceleails Jk no to conclude that when
th(! liver and ,vj)leen have become diseased in the

miiiiiiei- stieeified, ill ser|uol to iirotracted syphilitic

dis(!asc of the lioncs, nitric acid, long taken, has a
remarkable influence in gradually efiecting the

removal of the morbiti deposit to which these

organs owe their increased size, restoring the or-

gans to a more healthy condition, and improving
the general liealth. 'J'Ik^ cnscs further afford

strong presumption that nitric acid, taken earlier,

would prevent the disease of the abdominal
glands, Avhich, when established, it tends to rcan-

edy. It is, however, essential that the disease of
the bone, on which the eidargement of the liver

and spleen is consefpient, should be arrested; if

this cannot be effected, tin; malady, though even
then its course may be retarded, usually makes
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progress, and life is cut short by renal disease,

which very often accompanies that of the liver

and spleen. Budd suggests that a long course
of nitric acid may have influence in remedying
and preventing glandular enlargements, chronic
ulcers, and other forms of scrofulous disease.

He is persuaded that in tuberculous disease of the
lung, nitro-muriatic acid, long taken, tends to

prevent the further deposit of tubercle.

—

Syden-
ham Society^s Year-Book, 1863.

On the Local Employment of Iodine in its Pure
State in the treatment of Inflamed Scrofulus
Cervical Glands, and of Inflamed Inguinal
Glands from Syphilis.

Under the the above title, Dr. Prieur has ad-

dressed to the Academy, says the Brit, and For.
Med.-CJiir. Rev., a memoir of which M. Ricord
reports in favorable terms. The proceeding con-

sists in applying to the enlarged glands laminae
of iodine, enclosed in a layer of wadding, where
they are rapidly vaporized under the inflaence of

heat. The iodine ought to be spread as uniform-
ly as possible, over the half to a third, or a quar-
ter, of the thickness of the wadding which should
be covered or fringed with a leaf of gelatine, the
circumference of which adheres to the skin, and
concentrates the iodine vapours to a determinate
j)oint. The apparatus is left in its place for from
twenty-four to forty-eight hours, and the result is

a phlyctena filled with a thick purulent, or bloody
serosity. Dr. Prieur states that he has treated

in ten years about one hundred and twenty
patients by this plan, and has thus caused the

disappearance of more than three hundred swell-

ings. M. RicoRD, in reporting on the paper
regrets that in speaking of the inguinal swellings,

the author of the memoir has not specified whether
he treated inflamed glands symptomatic of infect-

ing chancre, or simply buboes sympathetic of the
soft chancre, or even virulent buboes. But the in-

guinal region, like the neck, is the chosen seat of
strumous swellings, and often a chancre or blen-

orrhagia is only the occasion of the development
of these enlargements. M. Ricord has himself
tried the plan of Dr. Prieur in eight cases of
well-marked scrofulous adenitis, and the results

he has obtained have been confirmatory of the
success of the treatment.

Can Poisoning occur and the Poison disappear ?

On this point M. Tardieu is of opinion that a
poison, ahnost in its totality, may be vomited and
expelled the organism ; but it is very rare, and
nearly impossible, if the patient live, for a certain

portion of the poison not to be absorbed and ex-

creted so as to be detected by analysis in the ex-

cretions ; it is also rare, if the patient die, for no
portion of the poison to be detectable in the
various organs into which it would be carried by
the circulation. The true question consists in

asking—do traces of poison remain in the living-

body for a determinate period, or does the poison
remain indefinitely in the dead body? On this

last point the author states that mineral sub-
stances resist indefinitely, but they do not escape
transformation ; some are fixed in such stable

combination that chemistry will always detect

their presence. Others on the contrary, by being

rendered soluble, are exposed to the possibility of
being carried away from the debris of the body in

the process of decomposition. Ammonia, which
is produced in putrefaction, is the basis of these

combinations ; but the slowness with which the

combinations form, and the still longer time they

require for their complete dissolution, under the

ordinary conditions of burial, leaves room to say
that even after several years, and so long as any
part of the body remains, chemistry can find the

traces of mineral poisons in exhumed remains.

Organic substances, or at least the greater part

of those used as poisonous agents, notably the

vegetable alkaloids, resist with remarkable fixity

and for a very long period. At the same time

science cannot say that the organic series are as

fixed as the inorganic.— Brit, and For. Med.-
Chir. Rev., April, 1865.

Reviews and Book Notices.

A Treatise on Gonorrhoea and Ssrphilis. By Silas

DuRKEE, M. D., Consulting Surgeon of the Bos-
ton City Hospital; Fellow of the Massachu-
setts Medical Society; Member of the Boston
Society for Medical Improvement; Honorary
Member of the Medical Society of the State of

New York ; Fellow of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, etc. Second Edition, re-

vised and enlarged, with eight colored illustra-

tions. Philadelphia: Lindsay and Blakiston,

1864. Price ^4.75.

[second notice.] .

With the author of this book we have had a

pleasant acquaintance for many years
;
and, in

addition to this, having given special attention

to diseases of the skin, no small share of which

arise from the taint from the diseases which Dr.

DuRKEE has so ably given the pathology and

treatment of in this book, we are able personally

to speak in high commendation of this work.

From an experience of more than a quarter of a

century in this whole class of cutaneous diseases,

the writer is prepared to say that Dr. D. has ex-

hibited an unusual amount of research, and

advanced the most correct views of the cause,

continuance, treatment, and cure of these un-

comfortable, and often dangerous diseases, that

we have met with in all the books that have

emanated from the profession upon this subject.

The author has been most laborious in his in-

vestigation, and appears to have had but one

grand object in view, to wit, to elucidate tlie

truth, by a faithful and conscientious record of

facts ; drawn both from clinical experience, and

the testimony of the most eminent surgeons who

have investigated the subject. C.

The Institute of France, on the recommenda-
tion of the Academy of Sciences, has given its

biennial prize of 20,000 francs (instituted by the

Emperor) to M. "Wurtz, Professor of Chemistry.
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QUARANTINE AND COMMERCE.

Not only New York, but every commercial

city, is interested in the statement that, at pre-

sent, "sanitary and commercial interests are ap-

parently antagonistic; and it is of vital impor-

tance that they should be harmonized." This

assertion we find in a communication of Governor

Fextox's, transmitting to the New York Legisla-

ture a Report of Commissioners of Quarantine

appointed according to statute in 1864. So much
importance attaches to the subject, and to the

matter of the document itself, that we propose to

devote some space to remarks upon it.

The history of quarantine illustrates singularly

the confusion and disappointment which may fol-

low the enactment of positive regulations upon a

basis of uncertain knowledge and unsettled ideas.

Only of late, for example, has there begun to be

any appreciation of " the monstrous inconsistency

and fatuity of quarantining vessels from distant

ports, on the mere suspicion of infection, while

from the frequently and unquestionably infected

port of quarantine, we despatch vessels, crowded

with passengers, to the most populous city in the

country, but six miles distant, every hour in the

day."* But the most fatal absurdity has been,

to maintain such a system as almost of necessity,

to make of the quarantine ground an infected

locality, an emanating centre of pestilence, when,

of course, its whole intention was to diminish

instead of intensifying the morbid influence.

Examples of this are familiar in New York, as

well as elsewhere. In 1799, 1803, 1821-22, and

1848, the vicinity j^f vessels infected with yellow

fever to the shore, caused the extension of the

disease to the inhabitants residing there. But in

1856, when some two hundred vessels accumu-

lated in the bay, and were, according to regula-

tion, detained together at quarantine for 30 days,

both shores became infected, and more than 600

persons were attacked with the fever, of whom
more than one-half died. Can it be wondered

that, when in 1858, a similar occurrence, though

upon a less destructive scale, alarmed the iiihal)i-

tants, they should be excited to violent opposi-

tion to the whole system of quarantine in their

neighborhood, as shown l>y tlie subsequent burn-

ing of the Marine Hospital?

I>r. WAL8KR, Deputy Health Officer, in Report of Commis-

ftlonera of Quarantine to the N. Y. LcgiHlature, p. 87.

It is very satisfactory, therefore, to discern in

the Report of this Commission, as we have been

able to do before in the proceedings of the Quar-

antine and Sanitary Conventions, promise of de-

finite principles, and practical regulations, which

may essentially relieve these apprehensions, and

bring commerce and public health, if not to a

complete agreement, at least to an entirely amica-

ble compromise. That some improvement has

been already efi'ected, the following passage from

the report of Dr. Swinburne, Health Officer, to

the Commissioners above referred to, will show:

"Except 1856, no period has been fraught with
more danger to the port and harbor of New Y^ork
from infection than 1864. Not only have the
public at large, therefore, reason to render thanks
to a merciful Providence for their successful

preservation from disease, through the instru-

mentality of the regulations at Quarantine ; but
our merchants also have ample reason to con-
gratulate themselves that these regulations have
been enforced in such manner as to cause but
slight disturbance to their commercial arrange-
ments, Avhen nearly every West Indian and many
of our domestic ports were seriously infected."

P. 31.

What are those principles whose establishment

is so hopeful ? Space does not allow us to do

more than indicate some of them, most briefly.

First;—is yellow fever personally contagious?

An answer to this question is most cogently

given, on an ample basis of undeniable facts, in

the communication of Dr. Theodore AYalser,

attached to the Report of this Commission. Dr.

Walser has long been connected with the Quar-

antine department, and has made intelligent use

of his opportunities. His statement is, that the

records of quarantine hospitals everywhere es-

tablish the non-contagiousness of yellow fever

from person to person; that the poison is not

engendered in the bodies of the sick, so as to be

by them communicated to- the well. The true

theory, or at least most probable hypothesis of its

infection, long ago advocated by some authors

upon the subject, is by Dr. Walser well sup-

ported, under the name of the "cryptogamic

theory;" namely, that the specific cause of the

disease is a germ or germs, probably a fungoid

microphyte, requiring certain material and atmos-

pheric conditions for its existence and propaga-

tion, and, with them transportable; that such

germs, brought from a distance by the persistence

of those vital conditions, ma}'- meet with the same

on a larger or smaller scale in a new locality,

and thus be dilTused, although alwa3's with limi-

tations.

Secondly, hy what means is the transportation

of yellow fever possible? Dr. Walser says, only
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outside of the sub-tropical region, by ships or

their contents. Thirdly, is it the ship only, or

its cargo, or baggage, or other fomites, which

may thus act? On the same record, we find evi-

dence for the conclusion, that loitJi great rarity

only does or can a cargo, or any part of it, or any

clothing or other fomites, give rise even to the

most limited local infection with this disease.

Fourthly, what are the tests by which the in-

fection of a vessel may be ascertained? They

are two-, the occurrence of the disease on board

during the voyage, too long after leaving any

infected port to be ascribed to the latter
;
and, in

the absence of this, the breaking out of the dis-

ease in persons brought into contact with the

vessel in discharging its cargo and exposing its

foulest parts. As to the first of these tests, it is

an important contribution of the observations of

Dr. Walser and his coadjutors, to have fixed the

time of incubation of yellow fever, after exposure,

at from five to seven days.

From these premises we find deduced, in the

Eeport of the New York Commission, as sug-

gested by the Health Ofi&cer, Dr. Swinburne, very

definite measures of prevention and security from

infection, applicable anywhere, in regard not only

to yellow fever, but also to typhus and small-

pox.

Of the plan thus proposed, the most important

part is, the erection of two warehouses, for the

discharge 'of cargoes from vessels coming from

infected ports ; the one remote from the city, and

as far as possible from any populated shore, for

vessels known to be infected ; the other more near

and accessible, to receive cargoes from those not

known upon arrival to be infected, but suspected

only because of their having left infected ports.

The former, only, require the usual prolonged de-

tention and thorough purification at quarantine

;

their passengers, sick and well, being removed; for

the sick, the floating hospital being recommended

as, upon trial, having proved the best. A much
shorter detention, for inspection merely, will suf-

fice for those vessels which are only suspected of

infection; of which, as was above said, the dis-

charge of their cargoes will afibrd a final and

sufl&cient test. If no one, thus exposed to the

atmosphere of a vessel, contracts disease from it,

it may be safely admitted to pratique. As sta-

tistics show that vessels known to be infected form

but a small per centage of those arriving from

infected ports, the nearer warehouse, for the lat-

ter class only, must be much the largest.

We hail the proposal and acceptance of these

measures, as a great step in the right direction of

practical reform in quarantine. Although popu-
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lar prejudice, slow to be disabused of the fear 0^

contagion, especially so long as the medical pro-

fession is not yet entirely rid of it, may, for a

time, interpose serious obstacles, we believe the

time to be now not far distant, when the much

needed harmony between quarantine and com-

merce may be obtained.

Notes and Comments.

The Philadelphia School of Anatomy.

This long established and popular school for

the study of Practical Anatomy and Surgery, has

passed into the hands of Dr. R. S. Sutton, who

will commence a vigorous winter course of lec-

tures on the 10th of October. The dissecting

rooms have been op6n for some time, with en-

couraging classes. A great many of our profes-

sion have established a permanent reputation in

this school—and Dr. Sutton brings into it, edu-

cation, ability and industry, which we doubt not

will insure eminent present success, and ultimate

lasting fame.

The Wills Ophthalmic Hospital.

The Clinical Course for the approaching session

will be commenced by Dr. R. J. Levis on Thurs-

day, October 5th, at 12, M. €linics will be con-

tinued everjr Thursday at that hour.

The domain of this important surgical specialty

has, within the past few years, been greatly ex-

tended. The revelations of the ophthalmoscope

make accurate the diagnosis of diseases of the

deep structures of the eye, and render amenable

to treatment some hitherto obscure and hopeless

morbid conditions. Operative ophthalmic sur-

gery, particularly • with reference to the treat-

ment of cataract and glaucoma, has made sub-

stantial advancement. We earnestly commend

to medical practitioners and students, the impor-

tance of attention to the practical opportunities

presented for the study of the surgery of the eye

in this excellent institution.

Premium Offered.

Dr. T. C. Brinsmade, of Troy, N. Y., offers a

premium of $100 for the best essay on Medical

and Vital Statistics, with a plan for Hospital

Reports and Records of Private Practice, and a

draft of a Registration Law. The essay is to be

handed to the Committee of the New York State

Medical Society on Prize Essays by the 15th of

December next.
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News and Miscellany.

Cholera in Italy, France, Malta, etc.

The following extracts will show the progress

of the cholera.

Late cholera accounts from Italy are : An-
cona, 22d. 26 new cases and 28 deaths : San
Severo, 22d, 98 cases and rtt\ deaths : San Nican-
dro, 22d, 11 cases and 10 a.\nhs : Apricena, 21st,

3 cases and 1 death : Torre Magulore. 21st, 1 case
and no death

;
Poggio Imporiale. 20th, 1 case and

1 death.. Cases of cholera are again reported at

Marseilles and Lyons.
The Italian papers report only 21 cases of chol-

era at Ancona on the 28d, and two deaths, but
there were 17 more deaths of cases from previous
days. At San Severo it was worse on the same
day—69 ea<es an<l 44 deaths. At San Nicandro,
8 cases an 1

") deaths ; in two or three other places
a sin-le ease, hut the malady, upon the whole
seems decidedly on the decrease in Italy.

The cholera seems stationary at Marseilles.
On the 26th there were 50 deaths, 28 from chol
era. During the thirty-four days that the cholera
has been remarked the entire number of deaths
from that cause has only been 330, an insignifi
cant proportion in a population of 500,000.' In
the commencement, nine cases in ten of those
treated in the hospitals terminated fatally, and
now eight in ten recover.

In Malta the cholera has somewhat decreased
during the last few days. Yesterdav there were
only four attacks, and no deaths, in 'Yaletta. It
is most prevalent at present in the cities of Cos-
picua and Yittoriosa, on the other side of the
(irand Harbor, which are very thickly popu-
lated ]:)y the lower classes, and badly'drained and
ventilated. It having broken out among the
Second

_
Battalion, 22d Regiment, quartered in

that neighborhood, the battalion is about to be
placed imder canvas. Quartermaster Walter
Jones of this regiment died on the 18th inst.

A few eases continue to occur in other regiments.
The epidemic has been particularly fatal to the
women and children. The following are the chol-
era returns for the civil population in Malta
since the date of my last letter :

Attackp. Death?.
Antrnpt IS 44 25
AuKU-t 19 37 28
Au(?u>it 20 46 24
August 21 32 19
Autrust 22 40 19

Sicily oontinnos to enjoy a perfect immunity
from cholera, wliile it has appeared in the Xeapol-
itan provinces and other parts of Italy. The
towns on the coast of liarbary have also been
liithort« exempt from the <lisease, although cases
have occurred on boanl ships riding out their
quarantine, both at Tripoli and Tunis. 'J'he

Turkish Ctmsul has intimated tliat Tripoli will

not admit fugitives from infected places, except
they be domioilful residents at Tripoli returning
there. Letters from C'onHtnntinfiple of the 14th
inst., say that the daily dr-aths there from cholera
amount to l.riOO in a population of about 1,000-
000. At Beyront, undor date of the 13th ult.,

we learn that a panic had seized tlic people, and

nearlv everv one who could leave had fled. Out
of a population of nearly 80,000 scarcely 20,000
remained in the town. At Jaffa, in a population
of not more than 7,000 persons, there were from
50 to 60 deaths a day from cholera. The disease
had also broken out in Candia.

The following are extracts from letters from

Constantinople published in The Times.

Aug. 2.—Signs of sickness, death, and panic
are multiph'ing fast. The spirit of fear has con-
quered the spirit of mammon. The Bourse is

closed. The bazaars are shut up. Business is

nearly at a stand-still, and the merchants have
shut themselves up in their country seats. You
see women unable to resist the fascination of fear

looking eagerly out of their windows, and pedes-

trians shrinking back and putting their handker-
chiefs to their noses as the coffins go past. Bodies
of those scarcely dead are thrust into coffins and
hastily hurried off for burial. You call at a shop.

The master or one of his hands is groaning in

bed. You go to visit a friend : he has just been
buried. Processions of over-worked priests fill

the streets and pray for the cessation of the pes-

tilence. Five hundred at least died at Stamboul
yesterday. In the papers the total number of
"deaths is stated to have been 320. This is wholly '

untrue.

Aug. 3.—Another act of the tragedy is being
performed. The Sultan has- given orders that all

classes are to make merry, so bad brandy, raki,

and Turkish music are the orders of the day. So
with the unceasing tramp of the hamals, carrying

the dead, the streets resound with monotonous
twanging, drunken routs, and howling. For the

last few days the weather has been almost un-
bearable. The sun rises red hot. - The wind
neither brings freshness nor the night coolness.

In the sun the glass is at 133°, and in the cool-

est room in the house, 85°. At Galata it ranges
from 90° to 92°. After sleepless night, I rise

with hardly strength to dress. More lying

bulletins. Two hundred and seventy stated to

have died before yesterday. I believe I under-

state the number when I say 1,000 die daily. I

cannot shut my eyes to the truth. Here are two
facts : The young gentleman to whom I alluded

as having adopted a strongly stringent diet as a
precautionary measure of safety went to make a
call. Two persons had just died in the house,

lie rushed away to another. There were three

dead there. Coming back he met the dead cart

with at least 100 bodies inside. The same day
an FiUglishman saw a number of corpses l)urie'd

in an adjoining cemetery. He counted 120. I

learn that six medical men had succumbed to the

disease.

Arc. 4. There is the greatest difficulty in

finding medical men. I had occasion to go for

one -yesterday, but there was none to be found in

Galata for love or money. By the merest luck I
'

met with one at IVra. The doctors arc over-

worked and they shut themselves in, and say they
are "not at home." As to myself I am as well
as usual. I don't f(>ar. I eat fruit in modera-
tion, and bathe, in defiance of the doctors. This
is a good time for making some curious studies in

human nature. Some of those who have studied
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Renan's book, and are convinced of the truth of

his arguments, now crowd into Christian church-

es in abject terror, and make not very successful

attempts at praying. Others who have led lives

of gaiety have now assumed the garb of puritans,

and denounce their fellow-sinners as the cause of

the pestilence. One poor creature who had been
thus assailed, I saw go past with quite a hunted
look in her countenance. Every one is complain-

ing of domestic miseries of a minor character.

Servants leave and no fresh ones are to be obtain-

ed. Hamals are departing in hundreds.
Aug. 5.—The cholera has assumed most fright-

ful proportions. Two thousand at the very least

perished yesterday. The papers, of course, still

conceal the truth. The chief of the municipality

unblushingly avowed his right to do so. I seem
to be living in the plague of London, so much do
the general features of the times begin to re-

semble those narrated by the Pep3's. The little

cemetery behind us is full of corpses, buried only
15 inches under the soil, and the municipality has
forbidden any more burials there. Yesterday two
large barges as high as a first-floor window from
the ground were taken to the Golden Horn for

burial. On the same day several hundred were
thrown into the Bosphorus. Medical men, whether
from fear or avarice, refuse to attend the poor, and
thousands perish for want of a little prompt as-

sistance. Every one who can scrape a little

mone}' together is leaving the place, and passen-
ger boats sink to the level of their decks with the

loads of passengers.

Mortality in England.

IXFAXTS.

In England and Wales, during the twenty-six

years ended with 1863, the deaths of 2,374,379 in-

fants in the first year of their age were registered,

of whom 1,329,287 were boys, and 1,045,092 were
girls—the male deaths being 284,195 in excess of

the female. Limiting the inquiry to the 10 years

ended with 1860, it is found that 996,630 deaths
at the same age took- place ; of that number,
557,213 were the deaths of boys, and 439,417 of

girls. Yery nearly 100,000 infants died annually,
in the proportion of 56 boys to 44 girls, or there-

abouts.

The following table shows that the mortality

decreases rapidly after the first year of life

:

Annual mortality, per cent.

Males. Females.
to 1 18 3 14.7

1 to 2 6.7 6.4

2 to 3 3.6 3.6

3 to 4 2.4 2.5

4 to 5 1.8 1.8

"Whooping cough was more fatal to girls than
to boys in the ratio 4,003 to 3,246. Brain dis-

eases constitute one-sixth of the mortality of

boys, and between one-sixth and one-seventh of

girls. Hydrocephalus destroyed 2,915 boys to

2,162 girls; other brain diseases, 12,169 boys to

9,479 girls. From diseases of the respiratory or-

gans, 11,296 boys and 9,499 girls per million per-

ished yearly. Dr. Farr points out that the lungs
and the brain diseases of girls are equally fatal,

and during the decade 119,559 were killed by the

first-named cause, and 116,300 by the second.

Diseases of the digestive organs caused the deaths
of 1,470 boys and 1,121 girls.

BOYHOOD AND GIRLHOOD.

The mortality of children between ten and fif-

teen years of age during the ten years was at the

yearly rate of 4SS per 100,000 boys, and 506 per

100,000 girls. The violent deaths of boys at this

term of life is nearly five to one of the mortality

from the same cause among girls. The annual
rate per cent, for boys was .076, for girls, .016.

Many fatal accidents occur to the bo3"s in the
mining districts. On the other hand, the girls

at these ages show a greater predisposition to

consumption than the boys. Upon this, Dr. Farr
remarks

:

" How much organization, in-door life, and
compression of the chest, interfering with the

free action of the breathing organs, have to do
with the excess of consumption in girls, it is

difficult to say. Of the salutary efi'ects of free

breathing in the open air there can be no doubt,

and if they are studied, it is probable that among
them will be found the reduction of the mortality

by consumption from .129 to a figure nearer that

of boys, .076, which is still much higher than it

ought to be."'

Girls suffer more deaths from fever, scarlatina,

and diphtheria, than boys.

MAXHOOD AXD WOjIAXHOOD.

The rate of mortality of each sex at the ages
of 35 to 45, and 45 to 55, is shown below:

Deaths per 100,000
of each sex.

Men. Women.
35 to 4.5 1,248 1.215
45 to 55 1.796 1,520

The deaths from all classes of zymotic disease

among men at the age 35 to 45 were only 100.

•'Consumption is still the great fatal disease, to

it 400, or one-third of the deaths of men are re-

ferable."' The mortality of females, either in the

class of zymotics, or in the brain, lung and kid-

ney diseases, is not so high as the mortality of

males from similar causes. Yiolent deaths car-

ried off' 115 males to 118 females. Cancer, how-
ever, for 18 men killed 59 women.

Referring to the deaths of persons of eighty-five

years and upwards. Dr. Farr remarks: '"The
forms of disease are imperfectly developed, the

symptoms are obscure, and in three-fourths of

the cases the deaths are simply referred to age
and natural decay, or some of the maladies
which have not been inserted in the synoptical

tables.'^

The mean annual death-rate of both sexes in

all England during the decade 1851-60, was 2.2

per cent.; this was also the ratio of the decade
1841-50. The population was less dense in the

earlier decade; there was one person to 2.21

acres in 1841-50, and one person to 1.96 acre in

1851-60.

The Ravages of War.

The books of the Government undertaker at

Nashville, Tenn., show that he has buried, since

that city was occupied by the national troops,

13,631 soldiers and Government employees, there

being 1000 of the latter; also 8000 rebel soldiers

and 10,000 contrabands and refugees.
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Electricity.

Under this head vre desire to dr.aw attention to

some pUiiis for moditioatiou in the Bunsen bat-

tery, Avhich were hitely brought under onr notice,

and the results of certain experiments made in

consequence.
In the iirst place, we here show you an appa-

ratus constructed by T. & J. N. Chester, of New
York, aiul presented by Mr. Fox, of Queen & Co.,

of this city. It is a medical coil, remarkable in

the first place for its small size, but yet more for

the peculiar arrangement of its battery. This

consists of two little carbon cups one inch and a

half in depth and the same in diameter, contain-

ing each a zinc cylinder about the size of an
average thimble. For exciting liquid, water, con-

taining a few grains of sulphate of mercury, is

employecL AVith this the apparatus will run for

several hours, giving a shock as severe as can

well be endured. The apparatus is thoroughly

efficient, and from its small size (measuring about

6 by 82- by 2 inches) and its avoidance of acids,

fumes, etc., very convenient. In the course of

experiments made to test its efficiency, several

facts were developed which we think worthy of

notice.

Mr. Fox pointed out to us the circumstance

that the addition of common salt increased the

energy and constancy of this battery. A little

reflection showed that in that case the sulphate of

mercury and salt must change elements, so as to

produce sulphate of soda (glauber-salt) and chlo-

ride of mercury (corrosive sublimate). These
substances might therefore be substituted for

those before mentioned, having the advantage
that they can be obtained from any druggist,

wliile the sulphate of mercury can only be had at

certain places, not being an article in general use.

It was, moreover, found on experiment that if a

Bunsen cell was employed, in which the carbon
element was of a porous character, (such, for ex-

ample, as the common imported form manufac-
tured by Deleuil,) the mercury salt miglit be
dispensed with, and the battery (charged with a

solution of glaubersalt only) would give for sev-

eral hours a constant current, quite sufficient to

operate a medical coil with all the energy desira-

ble. In this case not only is all inconvenience

from acids and fumes avoided, but we also get rid

of tiie pois(;nous and expensive mercury salt,

using one harmless and cheap in the extreme, (5

cent« per pound.) The necessity of using />oro?<.s'

carlion, arises from the fact that hydrogcm is li))-

eratcd in the action of the battery, which would
collect on the surface of a dense carbon, so directly

impairing the efficiency of the couple, or by occa-

sioning a deposit of metallic zinc; in its place,

(after that substance had been dissolved in the

fluid,] attaining the same end (piite as effectually.

The porous carbon^ however, aljsorbs this hydro-

gen to a wonderful extent und(;r these conditions,

as has liC'-ri [troved by Damkij,, (<Kr)VK, and
Otherr-i, Jind tlius keeps the couple in (ifficient ac-

tion for some lK)nrs. The oxide of zinc formed,

in dissolved by the solution of siilrhate of soda,

which has this power wln'ii in galvanic conmu;-

tion, as was shown by Mn-i,o\ in J(>4r>. See his

paper, Cornpfns Jfr.iu/vs, '\\ 21, page 37.

We see, therefore, that a Itattcry thoroughly

efficient for medical purposes may be prepared by
placing a cylinder of porous gas-coke within one
of zinc, (which should come as near as convenient
to it without touching,) and immersing both in a
solution of glaubersalt.

—

Journal Fi-anklin In-
stitute.

Tempest in a Teapot.

Ward vs. Nevison.—The parties to this suit

are lady-doctors. Plaintiff resides in New York,
and the defendant in the town of Dryden, Tomp-
kins county, New York. The suit is brought by
Mrs. Dr. Ward, (the venue being laid in New
York) to recover of Mrs. Dr. Nevison the sum of
about 5if200, for professional services alleged to

have been performed by plaintiff for defendant,
at the request and for the benefit of the latter;

and a motion is now made to change the place of
trial from New York to Ithaca, Tompkins county,
on the ground of the convenience of witnesses.
From the affidavits read before the court, it ap-
pears that the principal question which the court
will be called on to decide, is whether defend-
ant employed the plaintiff or whether her labors
were voluntary and gratuitous. It seems, that
for about three months in the summer of 1864,
the plaintiff attended and performed daily profes-

sional duty at the plaintiff's institution at Dry-
den, and for this she claims the sum above named.
Defendant does not deny the allegation as to the
performance of the service, but answers that it

was understood at the time, that they were to be
wholly gratuitous; that she came to defendant's
house as a visitor and guest. The court took the
papers, and decision reserved.

With all due deference to the court, and with

no disposition "to interfere with the course of jus-

tice," we render a verdict in favor of the plaintiff

of a Grover and Baker's sewing machine, one of

their very best, with a strict injunction that it be

used by said plaintiff.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have been made
by the Pension Bureau :

New York.—Alexander Cochrane, Westfield.

Delaware.—D. W. Maull, Wilmington.

Iowa.—S. C. Rogers, Toledo.

Dr. Horatio R. Storer, of Boston, has been
appointed Professor of Obstetrics in the Berk-
shire Medical Colleger, Pittsfield, Mass. An ex-

cellent appointment, as the College will find.

Tenement House Mortality.

In New York city 14,572 children died last

year, two-thirds of them in tenement houses. In
some of these houses the death rate was as high
as four or five per cent. During the same year,

out of 1,400 children in the N. Y. Juvenile "Asy-

lum, not one died. JXiring the eight months
ending Sept. 1, of the present year, wut of 000.

not one has died. For the past twelve years, the

death rate has been only one-half of one per cent.

These comparisons speak volumes as to the value
of healthful food, pure air, and cleanliness.
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Leprosy Committee of tlie College of Physicians.

Since our last notice, in the January number of

this Review [Social Science) of the proceedings of

this Committee, and of the work which up to that

time had been done, a large contribution of most
valuable materials has been received, through
the Secretary of State for India, from the Bengal
Presidency. It forms a goodly printed volume
of five hundred folio pages, containing the replies

to the interrogatories of the College from medical
men, of the civil and military departments, scat-

tered over the wide domains which are iinder the

administration of the Governor-General—viz., at

stations in Bengal, the Northwest provinces, the

Punjab, Central India, Rajpootana, British Bur-
mah, and Singapore. They considerably exceed a

hundred in number, and many of them have been
very elaborately and carefully prepared. Alto-

gether, the mass of information as to the history of

the disease as it exists at the present time in the

different provinces of India, and illustrative of

the hygienic and social condition of the lower
classes of the native population, thus brought to

light, would alone have sufficed to have made the

work, which the College has undertaken at the

request of the Colonial Office, a matter of much
public interest. The Committee had previously

received valuable communications from the Ma-
dras and Bombay Presidencies, and also from
Ceylon.

Who are Toughest?
An army newspaper correspondent says—"In

the army and among returned soldiers I have
noted one fact in particular somewhat at variance

with the usual theories. It is that light-haired

men, of the nervous, sanguine type, stand cam-
paigning better than the dark-haired men, of

bilious temperament. Look through a raw regi-

ment on its way to the field, and you will find

fully one-half its members to be of the black-

haired, dark-skinned, large-boned, bilious type.

See that same regiment on its return for muster
out, and you will find that the black-haired ele-

ment has melted away, leaving two-thirds, per-

haps three fourths of the regiment to be repre-

sented by red, brown, and flaxen hair. It is also

noticed that men from the cities, slighter in

pJiT/sique, and apparently at the outset unable to

endure fatique and privation, stand a severe

campaign much better than men from the agri-

cultural districts. A thin, pale-looking dry goods
clerk will do more marching and starving than

many a brawny plow-boy who looks muscular
enough to take a bull by the tail and throw him
over a staked-and-ridered fence."

contracted, with their nuclei distinct. May it not
be conjectured from this that iodine medicinally
used may operate in a degree similarly, and thus
may arrest undue metamorphic disintegration?"

On the Treatment of Hydrocele.

Dr. Jollie recommends in the Lancet, the fol-

lowing plan which he has followed for some years,

and invariably with success.

I tap the hydrocele by trocar and canula in the

usual way, draw ofi" the fluid, and then introduce
through the canula into the cavity of the tunica
vaginalis a common surgeon's probe, which has
been previously coated for an inch of its length
with nitrate of silver. I prepare the probe by
heating the extremity to a dull red heat in the
flame of a gas light, and placing it in a little fine-

ly-powdered nitrate of silver, and then again sub-
jecting the probe to the heat, so as to form a
smooth coating to the instrument. If your cor-

respondent and other surgeons will make use of
this method, they will, I have no doubt, quickly,

effectually, and cheaply relieve their patients of a
troublesome complaint.

Extirpation of the Arm and Shoulder.

At a meeting of the Academy of Medicine on
May 16th, M. Niepce related the case of a man,
aged 32, whose left arm had been seized in the
machinery of a marble saw-mill. The humerus
was crush'ed at the upper part; the joint was
widely opened; and the clavicle and scapula
were broken into several fragments. M. Niepce
proceeded immediately, with the aid of Drs. Bur-
del and Borechard, to remove the entire shoul-

der. The patient recovered completely. The
operation was performed on December 17th, 1860.
— Gazette Med. de Paris, May 20, 18G5.

Iodine and Blood Corpuscles.

In his "Miscellaneous Observations on the

Blood,'' Dr. Davy (we quote from the Dub. Med.
Press) says :

"When the corpuscles are colored by the addi-

tion of a weak solution of iodine, not only the

action of the warm vapor of the breath is in a

great degree arrested, but even the action of

water, and this after the immersion in water on a

glass support fcA- twelve hours, when they were
fouud to retain their normal form, only slightly

The Grlycogenic function of the Liver.

Dr. Pavy's experiments on the liver hnve 'leen

frequently and carefully repeated bv Dr. Ritter,
under Meissner's directions, and his conclusions

found perfectly correct
;

viz., that sugar is never
formed in the liver cf a living healthy animal.

Dr. Ritter's experiments are detailed in IIenle's

Zeitschrift, 1865. He experimented on a large

number of rabbits, dogs, cats, etc. The editor of

the journal asks the question—What are the condi-

tions which cause the so rapid conversion of the
amyloid substance of the liver into sugar, when
the organ is in an abnormal state ?—may, he says,

be answered by another: What are the condi-

tions which prevent the passage of the amyloid
substance into sugar in the healthy liver?

Cure of Aneurism by Extirpation of Sac and
Ligature.

At the Academy of Medical Sciences at

Lyons, M. Ollier presented a specimen of ah
arterio-venous aneurism at the bend of the elbow,

which had been cured by extirpation of the sac

and ligature of the ends of the artery. Com-
pression, applied before the operation, had pre-

pared the way for a ready establishment of a

collateral circulation.
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Prosecution for Illegal Practice.

The Bourires Tribunal lately condemned a Pliar-

maeien for making up and selling drugs without
the order of a ph^^sician, and for practising medi-
cine, jOO francs and the expenses.

Deaths from LigMning in France.

2238 persons have been killed by lightning in

France between the years 1835 and 1863.

MARRIED.

BoAnr»rAx—XiciiOLS.—At Bridgeton, IST. J., on the
20th instant, by the Rev. H. A. Boardman, D. D., of
Philadeljihia, assisted by the Rev. Henry M. Stuart,
Hallie A., dau^^hter of Robert C. Nichols, Esq., of
Bridgeton. and Charles H. Boardmau, M. D., of Phil-
adelphia.
Easter—Dayton.—On September 14th, by Prof. Gr.

Draper, of Genesee College, Rev. J. Easter, and Miss
J. E., eldest daughter of D. D. Dayton, M. D., Geneva,
IST. Y.
HosFORD

—

Gay.—In Boston. Mass., September 12th,
by Rev. E. B. Webb, D. D., Charles Hosford, M. D.,
of Thomjison, Conn., and Miss Helen E. Gay, of Bos-
ton.

Peck—Pt-rdy.—At the residence of the bride's
father, in Xew York, by the Rer. J. C. Charier, on
September ISth, W. F. Peck, M. D., of Davenport,
Iov>-a. and Miss Maria Purdy, of Butler, Y.

PtiM.i.ii's—CriLi'R.—In Brooklyn, on Wednesday,
S.'pr.MiiK,:-!- IStli. by the Rev. Marion McAllister, as-
si:^t..'d hy Rev. LaAvrence IT. Mills, H. J. Phillips, M.D.,
late Ruyal Wiltshire Militia, British Army, and
Frances Caroline, daughter of F. M. Cutler, Esq., of
Avon.
Vaxdevexter—Ormsby.—In Jersey City, on Wed-

nesday evening, September 20th, by Rev. tTames B.
Murray, M. A., of New Haven, Conn., Dr. Z. A. Van-
deventer, and Miss Fannie A. Ormsby.
Whilldix—WiLLiA>rs.—At Erie, Pa., on the 14th

instant, by tlie Rev. Dr. Lyon, Dr. J. Stites Whilldin,
of Philadelphia, and Miss Mary D. Williams, daugh-
ter of the late James Williams, of the former place.

DIED.

Laytox.—At Wilmington, Del., September 18th,
1865, Mrs. Mary H. Layton, wife of Captain C. R.
Layton, U. S. A., and daughter of Dr. L. P. Bush, of
Wilmington.

QciNx.—In this city, on the 18th instant, Hamil-
ton, infant son of Dr. John Paul and Emily C2uinn.

Stroxg.—At Saratoga Springs, on Monday, Sep-
tember 18th, Sylvester Ray, son of Dr. S. E and Anna
R. Strong, and grandson of Dr. S. S. Strong, aged 5

months and 10 days.

Varley.—In New York, on Wednesday, Septem-
ber aoth, Eliza M., wife of Dr. C. D. Varlcy.

OBITUARY.
Professor Robert Remak, M. D.

Professor Robert Remak, of Berlin, a brother of

Gustavus Remak, Esq., of this city, died on the 29th

of Atigust, in Kisscngen, a celebratfd watering place
in Bavaria. His j^liysiological and other scientific

resfarches, as well as their ])ractical aj)j)licati(>n in

improvements of the healing art, g:iin<-,d for him,
years ago, the warmest acknowledgiiKints from such
rrien an Sclioenlein, Johannes Muller, and Alexander
von JI urn bold t.

II i» labors in tlie same spheres since have con-
stantly been a source of the most valuable iuatruction

to the learned, the universities and the academies of
the scientific and medical world, inciting researches
into the most important problems of life and of the
healing art, Professor Rf.mak's works on the medical
application of the magnetic and gaVanic electricity,
and his peculiar treatment of diseases based on his
discoveries, are world renowned, and have found, as
might be expected both enthusiastic adherents as
well as bitter opponents. Laboring further to extend
and disseminate the fruits of his researches and dis-

coveries, he exhausted the strength of a life that
proved so beneficent to the world, and that otherwise
could have been prolonged to an old age by the en-
joyment of the ample worldly means he possessed.

Shortly before his death he had the joyful satisfac-

tion that his discoveries were honorably recognized
by, and practically introduced in the academy and
the clinical hospitals of Paris. He has gloriously
run a laborious and tedious course.

AISTSWERS TO CORRESPOIsTDENTS.
Br. A. P. D., Cleveland, Ohio.—Hassall's Urine in

health and disease, sent by mail Sept. 22d.

American Medical Association.

In consequence of the expense of the publication of
Vol. XVI. (1865) of the Transactions, the Committee
of Publication have fixed the price at five dollars ($5).
Members who have already paid three dollars ($3),
are requested immediately to forward the additional
sum, ($2.) As the number of copies iDublished will be
but slightly in excess of the number of subscriptions,-

those who desire copies should immediately forward
the amount either to the Treasurer, Dr. C. Wister,
1303 Arch street, or to

Wm. B. Atkixson, Permanent Secretary.
215 Spruce st, Philadeljohia.

Sept. 18, 1865.

METEOROLOGY".

September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.

Wind N. E. N. W. N. W. W. s. W. N. E.

Crdy, Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Cl'dy. ClSr.
Rain.

7-10

Thermometer.
64° 45° 46° 55° 55° 64° 67°

At 8 A. M 72 59 01 68 68 65 70
At 12 M 73 G2 68 72 75 67 76
At 3 P. M 73 63 68 75 ., 78 65 74

70 50 57.25 ()0.75 67.50 69. 65.25 71.75

Barometer.
At 12 M 29.9 30.3 30.3 30 2 302 30.4 30.3

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leebom.

WANTED.
Suhscribera having any of tlio following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewiso be credited on their running

8ub8crii)tions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, '60; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. Noa. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov. 9, '61; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

" VIII. Nob. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, .luly 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62.

« IX. NoH. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;

Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, .Ian. 24 & 31, '63.

" XI. Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 11,21, Jan. 2, 23,30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64.

« Xll. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64,

Feb. 4, '65.

Vif We are in pressing need just now of a few copiesfor

new BubscriOers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1865.
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MYDNASIS AWD PARALYSIS OF ACCOM-
MODATION PERMANENTLY CURED BY
THE USE OF CALABAR BEAN.

By p. D. Keyser, M. D.,

Surgeon to the Philadelphia Ophthalmic Dispensary.

It is the confirmed opinion of all observers,

tliat the Calabar bean acts powerfully on the ac-

commodation of the eye, and is antagonistic to

atrophine, by having the power of contracting

the pupil. It has been shown by Mr. C. J. Work-
man, that in its action the accommodation seems

to be affected before the iris ; and that the effect

lasts longer on the iris than on the ciliary mus-

cle. But that seldom permanent good can be

expected from its use, as he mentions but one

case where there seemed to be permanency of

improvement; and in that case he writes only

sixteen days after the extract was applied.

I have two cases of really permanent cure from

its use to report:

March 6th, 1865. Cornelia M., aged 9 years,

came with her sister, whom I was treating for

phlyctenular conjunctivitis, to the Philadelphia

Eye Dispensary, and upon entering the room, I

noticed that the pupil of her right eye was very

much dilated. Upon examination, I saw a small

scar upon the outer edge of the cornea, and found

complete paralysis of accoi)!mo^lati(m. The pa-

tient was a smart active girl, and answered read-

ily and promptly all questions I put to her. I

learned from her mother and sister, that when

she was an infant, a fork was accidentally run in

the outer side of the cornea, but wi hout touching

the lens, and that the pupil has remained dilated

ever since, with loss of accommodation, now
nearly eight years.

I put a small square of the celebrated gelatine

made by Allen & Hanbury, London, in the eye.

March 8th. Pupil somewhat smaller, and ac-

commodation improved. A small square of the

gelatine again put in.

March 10th. Pupil the same size as the left

eye, and accommodation perfect. Put another

square in.

Returned, March 15th, with pupil and accom-

modation perfect.

I have seen the patient almost weekly ever

since, and pupil and accommodation are still

perfect, now, seven months after the application

of the extract.

Another interesting case is that of Mrs. C. U.,

aged 41 years, who came under my care at the

Eye Dispensary, Feb. 3, 1865, with paralysis of

the oculo-motor nerve.

When the patient presented herself for treat-

ment, the upper lid of the left eye was hanging

down, and the outer caruncle considerably lower

than that of the other side, (perfect ptosis.) Upon
endeavoring to open the eye, a slight upward

movement of the eyelid remained, caused by the

musculus orbicularis palpetrarum, which is gov-

erned by the facial nerve, relaxing itself still

more. Upon raising the paralyzed lid, the pupil

was found dilated, the cornea turned well out-

ward, and, on looking toward the right side, it

could not be brought to the centre of the palpe-

tral fissure, showing paralysis of the internal rec-

tus muscle. On attempting to look upward, not

the least movement was perceptible, showing par-

alysis of the superior rectus and inferior oblique

muscles. On looking downward, the superior

oblique muscle, which is governed by the N: tro-

chlearis, alone acted, making a, slight rotation

around the visual axis, rather than a downward

movement. Accommodation was paralysed. There

was considerable tenderness of the skin around

the eye.

The whole affection came on suddenly about a

month before. She went to bed well, and, on

rising the next morning, found it was impossible

to open the eye. From the history of the pa-

tient no syphilitic affection could be discovered.

The diagnosis was that of a rheumatic affec-

tion.

She was ordered a teaspoonful of vinum ergotae

three times daily, and to rub around the eye vera-

tri salve—10 gr. : ^i.

Feb. 15th. Can raise the lid half-way. The

tenderness of the skin has disappeared.

Feb. 28th. Can open the eye full three-fourths.
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Has regained po'^er enough in the internal

rectiisi to dravr the cornea to the middle of the

palpitral lissure; pupil still dilated, and accom-

modation imperfect; put a sraali sqnare of the

calabarized gelatine in the eje.

March 17th. Can open tlie ere full, and move

the ball in every direction, out still not perfect

command over the recti miigclcs. Pupil smaller,

and accommodation much better. Put a slip of

the gelatine in,

April 1st. lias complete power over the muscles

of the lids and ball. Pupil still some little di

lated. A slip of the gelatine again put in,

April 15th. Eye perfect. Has full power over

all the muscles. Pupil normal, and accommoda

tion good.

I saw the patient every few weeks, up to Au
gust, when I lost sight of her. When last seen,

was on the sti-eet, and the eye was still perfect;

pupil and accommodation normal.

It will be seen that these are two marked

cases, and from the success arrived at, that per-

manent good, not only may be expected, but can

be had by the use of the Calabar bean in some

cases of dilatation of the pupil and paralysis of

aocommodation
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SULPHATE OF ZIKC IN
SCALDS

BURNS AND

By Flint L. Keyes, M. D„
Of JerseyTille, Canada West.

To manage burns and scalds properly must be

an object of primary importance; yet, doubt and

apprehension pervade the mind of the practi-

tioner, as he approaches such injuries, to a

greater extent than any other which may become

the subject of his attention. The reason of tliis

is obvious. From time immemorial, this subject

has been clothed with a peculiar mystery. Each

writer has his peculiar classification, and the treat-

ment even at the present day is obviously of the

n I

')st opposite and diversified character. In fact,

lio is surrounded by a hundred and one domes-

tic appliances, besides the diversified opinions of

his medical contemporaries.

It is not my intention to speak of the various

f<;rms of burns, the phenomena by which they

:ire characterized, or the elFeots to which they

may give rise, when severe, neglected, or injudi-

cinusly managed. This has been so often and

;i ily done by medical and surgical writers, who
may beconHulted by every medical man at his lei-

-^'ire, that it would be only presumption to occupy

\]i<) time of the reader with an unnecessary repi-

rifion, to which nothing could be added. My
''bjcct is to call attention to a form of treatment

which is simple, easy to be adopted, and as far

as my experience with it has been pursued, not

to be objected to on the ground of its therapeutic

value, but on the contrary, my own confidence in

it has been strengthened. Much time is saved, as-

well as giving to the patient almost immediate
relief, I allude to the use of sulphate of zinc^

and the mode of applying it to the surface of parts,

either burn or scald. The solution may be varied

in strength to suit the various conditions of the

case in its exigencies. Three grains to an ounce

of water is about the strength I have used it, at

the first dressing. Soft cotton or linen eloths

should be dipped into this solution, then cover

the part or parts burned smoothly with them,

avoid wrinkling as much as possible, and where

practicable, apply a roller lightly; if not, have

the dressings watched by a nurse, if they should

get displaced, let the attendant adjust them im-

mediately; when they get partially dry, they

should be moistened, this is done without remov-

ing them
;
dip a sponge or cloth into part of the

solution, (this will keep the bulk of the solution

clean,) and wet the whole over by dribbling it,

this is to be repeated as often as necessary to

keep sufl&ciently moist, otherwise the cloth would

become dry, and adhere to the injured part. If

the patient should shiver when the solution is

put on cold, it may be warmed by placing

it in a bowl of warm water, or other large ves-

sel, until it shall become sufiiciently warm to

be comfortal)le to the patient. In superficial

burns or scalds, one dressing may answer, if the

lesion, however, should involve the deeper layers

of the skin, or extend entirely through its sub-

stance, it should be renewed every twenty-four

hours, and clean cloths substituted, until the le-

sion is entirely healed. This has been the only

treatment 1 have made use of for the last sixteen

or seventeen years, either to slight or the more ee-

vere injuries. I know of no remedy which will

fulfil every indication so efficiently as this, with

so little trouble.

Here let me remark, avo have but one exception

to its use—burns ))y gunjiowder. When a charge

of powder is fired, or a quantity confined in paper

is ignited by accident, near an exposed part of

the body, a portion of the unbnrnt powder is

deposited in the skin, proportionately to the im-

perfection of combustion and coarseness of the

granules. In such a case, the wash would be

inadmissable, as it would act as a solvent to

those granules which could not be conveniently

removed, consequently, the irritation would in-

crease the consequent inflammation to a high de-

gree, and would be a great hindrance to recovery.
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In these cases I should give preference to the

carbonate of lead in the form of paint, as recom-

mended by Prof S. D. Gross, M. D. In all other

eases, I prefer the zinc. It is portable, can be

always at hand, and is quickly prepared for use

in all cases of emero;ency. It is also reliable.

It is not difficnlt to determine the mode by

which the sulphate of zinc produces its beneficial

effects in this class of injuries, it prevents par-

tially the contact of the atmosphere, at the same

time, by its astrino-ent properties, constringes the

capillary vessels, allays pain, stops the formation

of vesicles, and promotes a more speedy termina-

tion of inflammation by resolution. I have seen

patients literally agonized with suffering, become

perfectly composed in fifteen or twenty minutes

after the burnt surface was thoroughly covered

by this dressing, and it entirely overcomes the

annoyance of intermeddlers in the progress of

cure, which is a great relief to the physician in

attendance, especially in country practice, where

the knowing ones generally congregate to dispense

their whims.

CASE OF GUNSHOT WOUND THROUGH
THE LUNGS.

By p. J. Farnsworth,

Of Lyons, Iowa.

John C, private in 26th regiment Iowa Vols.,

of strong constitution, a native of Ireland, was

wounded at the battle of Arkansas Post, January

11th, 1863. The bullet entered in front of the

left shoulder, below the clavicle, and above the

first rib, just in front of the joint, passing

obliquely backward and downward, and coming

out at the right of the spinous process of the fifth

or sixth dorsal vertebra. Evidently passing

obliquely through the upper part of the lobe of

the left lung.

From his own account, there was not much
hemorrhage. He expectorated a considerable

quantity of blood, and experienced a very severe

pain in- the left side. He was removed to the

hospital, where little attention was paid him,

except some adhesive plaster placed over the

wounds. The obliquity of the external wounds

seemed to prevent the admission of external air.

The surgeon evidently considered it a hopeless

case, and paid litle attention to him, so that after

a month, he had become verv much bent over,

forward and laterally. He was then sent to the

hospital at Keokuk, where he remained for two

months longer, when he was discharged, and

sent home.

His appearance, when he first came into our

hands, was of extreme emaciation. The left

shoulder dropped down, and the spine bent for-

ward and sidewise. The wound in front was

healed, but the one on the back was open, and

when he coughed violently, air escaped. The

cough was troublesome; the expectoration bloody

!:.us, in large quantities. The whole aspect was

that of the last stages of tubercular disease. He
had night-sweats, and swelling of the lower

extremities, and a peculiar clubbing of the fin-

gers.

We gave him cod-liver oil and stimulants, and

as generous a diet as he would bear. He lin-

gered along for two or three months, with slight

improvement. There was every indication of tu-

bercular disease, and of a large cavity in the

lung. A Soldiers' Home being opened in Chi-

cago, we obtained permission to send him there,

he having no friends here. We procured a car-

riage and carried him carefully to the depot, and

saw him aboard a sleeping-car, never expecting

to see him again.

This was in August, and we heard no more

from him until December, when he returned, in

the uniform of an invalid veteran. His appear-

ance was much improved, and he informed us

that he did regular guard duty, over the rebel

prisoners at Camp Douglass. He was not quite

well, but much of the cachectic look had passed

away. The wound on the back had healed, and

he was not much troubled with cough. The

clubbed appearance of the fingers had disap-

peared, and he had become straight. His duties

were light, and he was able to perform them.

He is nowhere; having been lately discharged,

and is in good health. There is a little dulness

over the left lung, but nothing more. He in-

formed us that he was in hospital but once after

re-enlisting, about eleven months after he was

wounded.

The points of interest in the case, are the ap-

pearance put on from an evidently severe wound

through the lungs, and the apparent entire recov-

ery therefrom.

The entire recovery did not take place in the

eleven months, for when re-enlisted, he must

have been far from well and only fit for the

lightest duty; but, before the term of his enlist-

ment expired, he was fit for field duty, and to all

appearance is now in perfect health.

Ophthalmia in the Belgian Army.

In twenty-five years, between IS 14 and 1839,

the Belgian army of 50,000 men has produced

100,000 cases of ophthalmia.
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Jefferson Medical College, ]

K01'ember.
j

Surgical Clinic of Prof. Gross.

Reported by W. W. Keen, Jr., M. D.

Ankylosis of the Knee.

Nov. 2. Ilenry G. M., set. 22, farmer. When
-.3 boy of 13 he was hurt in the left knee inter-

nally, by a corn-cutter. The scar is left, but

whether the wound penetrated to the joint, I can-

not discover. He was in bed some three or four

months, and on getting up in the spring, the

knee was ankylosed say at an angle of 130°.

He walked without crutches, however, and did

his day's work with the rest, at haymaking, etc.

His general health, therefere is capital.

I made a small puncture externally, and with

a chisel, perforators, hammer, etc., I broke the

bone into pieces at the joint, between the tibia

and femur. I gave him morph., gr.^^, applied

acetate of lead and opium to the joint, and placed

it in a fracture-box with a double inclined plane,

at an increased angle to the old one, and making

extension and counter-extension.

Nov. 30th. He has had scarcely any pain in the

knee. Gradually, the angle of the splint has

been increased, and it is now almost straight.

The adhesive strip was only removed from the

incision I made to-day, and there has been no

inflammation, I gave chloroform and instituted

passive motion. The fragments grated consid-

erably in the joint, but there was considerable

movement.

Dec. 28th. Every two or three days I have

made passive motion, and it has now a motion of

90°, with less grating. It is followed by sore-

ness, which however ip kept in admirable con-

trol by the acetate of lead and opium, and by

friction with alcohol and water.

Jan. 2d, Discharged with somewhat more

mobility, with directions to his physician to

continue the treatment.

Umbilical Hernia.

Nov. 9. John T. C, aet. 10. Good constitu-

tion; excellent general health. The hernia is

congenital, and was then very small. Since then

it has increased, until it is now a pendulous coni-

cal tumor, larger than a large egg. The skin is

much attenuated, bluish at some points, the

subcutaneous veins being somewhat enlarged.

Where the tumor presses against the skin of

the abdomen, the skin of both is red and almost

excoriated. He haa pain occasionally, of a col-

icky nature, and then, by his father's account,

the tumor is enlarged and very hard, and he is

also very costive. He is not ordinarily costive

:

nor does the tumor increase perceptibly after

meals. It is irreducible, and to the touch doughy
throughout its whole extent. The opening in the

abdominal walls is very slight. Probably it is

omentum.

I could only advise. I advised excision of the

body of the tumor, leaving its base as a plug, or

else the wearing of a support, such as a gum-
elastic bag, with attention to the bowels and diet.

Chronic Hiccup.

Nov. 16. Eliz. M., set. 26. She has had the

hiccup for nine months. It comes" on every 5 or

15 minutes in spasms, when she hiccups loudly

four or five times. It often wakes her up after

going to bed. She can lie only on the right side.

It is worse in the evening, when fever also accom-

panies it. She has no headache nor thirst. Her
tongue is clean ; her bowels somewhat costive

:

menstrual function regular. She has no appe-

tite. She has great dyspnoea ; soreness all over

the chest, apparently nervous, in part, at least:

and she sufi'ers greatly from palpitation of the

heart. On percussion, the lungs were clear, the

heart normal. On auscultation, there was rude

respiration on the left side; the sounds of the

heart were normal.

I ordered

R. Pil. hydrarg.,

Ext. colocynth. comp.,
Jalapa3, aa gr. viij.

Ipecac. gi*-j- M.
ft. pil. in no. v. S. One every three hours. Also

R. Quinise sulph., gr. v.

Morphiae sulph., gr. \.

twice daily.

Also blister the prsecordia and epigastrium, co-

vering the blister with morphise sulphat., gr. iij.

Also succus limonis recent, ^ij. Six or eight

times daily.

Strumous Ophthalmia.

Nov. 16th. Sarah C, a;t. 15, Very large and

well-developed for her age. The menstrual func-

tion has not appeared. For eight years her eyes

have been sore. Her eyes were some time ago

entirely intolerant of light, but now she can bear

it for a very short time. There is great lachry-

mation, so that the tears run over the cheeks.

The lids adhere firmly in the morning. They

are inflamed on the inner surface, and there is

congestion of the conjunctiva.

I ordered regular purgation every 4th night as

follows

:

H. l*il. hydrarg., gr. v.

Ext. colocynth comp., gr. iij.

Aloes,

Antim, et potass, tart., gr. 1-16.
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Also

R. Magnes. sulph.

Antim. et potass, tart.

Qninias sulph., gr. iss.

Acid sulphur, aromat., gtt. ij.

Morphiae sulph., gr, 1-16.

Tinct. verat. vir., gtt. iij. M.

S. Take four times daily.

Also an eye-wash of sassafras pith tea.

Also

R. Unguent hydrarg. nitrat., gr. x.

Cerat. simp., gr. Ix.

S. To be applied by a brush to the lids every

night.

I also directed a light diet: no meat. She

must Avear a thick veil; dance none; take gentle

exercise, with good warm flannel clothing; and

must wash daily her body with water and salt

or mustard.

Phosphor-Necrosis.

Excision of the Inferior Maxilla.

Nov, 20th. James McK., set. 40. His general

health is only passable. He has worked for 20

years in a lucifer match manufactory^ where

phosphorus is largely used. Five years ago the

disease commenced, with what was supposed to
;

be toothache, and he had two teeth removed. ^

Soon the gums swelled, the teeth became loose

and painful on eating, and the saliva flowed very

freely, indeed there was every appearance of sali-

vation. The lower jaw bone soon was evidently

involved, and four years ago, the right third of it

was removed, the right cheek being very much
enlarged also.

The enlargement of the cheek subsided, and

he continued in the factory. Last spring, the

same symptoms reappeared, and the remaining

two-thirds of the bone became carious. The
breath is very fetid, and of a peculiar odor char-

acteristic of phosphoric caries. The lower jaw
has lost all its teeth, the alveoli in front are de-

nuded of the gum ; the left cheek is enlarged and

very hard. On probing by some ulcerations just

below the angle of the jaw, dead bone was easily

felt.

* I made an incision from in front of the ear to

near the angle of the mouth, and vvith considera-

ble difficulty removed the remaining two-thirds of

the bone in two portions. From the genial tu-

bercles there was an exostosis very much like'^a

lumbar spinous process, some one half inch square,

on which the muscles of the tongue were insert,pd

very firmly. The parts, especially the hypertro-

phied left cheek, were very vascular, and the

muscles surrounding the bone hardened and brit-

tle. The hemorrhage was very troublesome,

Monsel's salt having but little eifect on it; but
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it was finally subdued by ice. I dressed it with

simple adhesive strips, after approximating the

edges with the wire (silver) suture. I ordered

him stimulants, punch, oyster soup, etc., with

morphia, gr. \.

21st. He has slept well and suffered very little.

Suppuration has already begun. His strength

is good.

22d. In consequence of the fetid suppuration,

his mouth is rinsed out by Labarraque's solution

diluted. Stimulants still kept up. Strength ex-

cellent.

26th. Strenght excellent. Considerable oedema

of the lips and eyelids, from his constantly lying

on the right side. Dressed the wound with ung.

zinci oxidi, after washing still with the Labar-

raque.

30th. The pus is healthy, the granulations ex-

cellent. Discontinued the use of the Labarraque

as the fetor is gone. His strength is not quite so

good to-day. (6 P. M.)

After the above note, at 9 P. M., a distinct

rigor set in, accompanied with pain in the abdo-

men and rapid loss of strength. I applied a mus-

tard plaster to the abdomen, and gave him whis-

key in milk punch freely.

Dec. 1. He has sunk rapidly to-day. Hiccup

set in toward night, and the pain in the abdomen

increased; the pulse has become frequent, quick,

and thready ; the wound also looks badly. Sup-

puration has stopped almost entirely, and in-

stead of being covered with a thick, yellow pus,

as it was yesterday, the pus is thin, watery,

and of a dirty-grey color. The edges of the

wound too are unhealthy and gaping. I^very-

thing tends to the diagnosis of pyaemia, and a

very unfavorable prognosis. I stimulated more

freely by brandy, sinapisms, etc.

2d. The unfavorable symptoms became still

more so, coma set in by 10 A. M., and at 2 P. M.

he died. Very quickly following death, the skin

became of a marked yellow tinge.

Posi-mortem Examinaiion. This was held at

11 P. M.—nine hours after death. On examining

the ivoiind, the hypertrophied cheek was found

united firmly to the jaw, almost from the angle

of the mouth to the ear, but the portion of the

wound in the lip gaped widely externally, and

was only slightly united from within. The upper

jaw was necrosed above the molar teeth, espe-

cially on the left side. The mucous membrane

of the mouth was covered with an unhealthy pus,

as was also that of the fauces.

On opening the chest, old pleuritic adhesions

were found on both sides.

The lungs.—The right lung, posteriorly and
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internally was filled with difi'use abscesses, while

the whole of the left lung was thus infiltrated.

There was not one circumscribed abscess. Each
of them floated in water.

The heart was healthy throughout, and nothing

was remarked save the presence, in both auricles

and Tentricles, of very firm and large clots of

fibrin, which was nearly colorless and so tena-

cious as to extend into the auricular appendages

and the arteries and veins, whence it was with-

drawn.

The abdomen was tympanitic. On opening it,

the perUonenm was found in a state of conges-

tion and inflammation, in both its parietal and

visceral layers, and the intestines were bathed in

pus, amounting to some f.^ iv.

The liver was considerably enlarged, a little

softened perhaps, and in a state of high conges-

tion, but no abscesses existed in it.

The gall bladder yxas very large, and filled with

f.5 iij. of dark uncoagulated blood, tinged with,

and swelling of bile.

The kidneys were healthy.

Thepancreas was rather soft and friable ; other-

wise natural.

The spleen was somewhat enlarged, highly con-

^est^d, even of a black color anteriorly, and there

was quite a large circumscribed abscess near the

hilus.

The stomach was coated with unhealthy pus

—

some of it possibly swallowed—and its mucous

surface was dotted with small ulcers, especially

along the smaller curvature and toward the pylo-

ric orifice.

The small intestines were softened, so that in

separating the duodenum from the surrounding

parts, the walls continually gave way, and its

dark, ofi"ensive, greenish-black, semi-fluid con-

tents were extravasated. The mucous membrane

was congested and inflamed, and this, as well as

the softening, was most prominent in the duo-

denum and ileum. In the ileum, near the ileo-

ca^cal valve, were a number of di.stinct ulcers.

The fat behind the colon was in a state of sup-

puration.

The larffe intejitines were congested and in-

flamed on the mucous surface, a-s the small intes-

tines. In the descending colon, particularly,

thiH was the case, and ulcers were formed here,

some ftf which had perforato^l tho sigmoid flex-

ure, making a large af>erture into the [»eritf»neal

cavity.

The rectum was partly filled with impacted

feces.

Scirrhus of Skin.

ShoiUder—eight years duration.

Nov. 20th. George W. C, set. 26. Strong and

healthy; a private in Young's Kentucky Cavalry.

For eight years he has had on the left shoulder a

small tumor on the skin, a little larger than a

dime. It arose without any assignable cause. It

is in the substance of the skin, perfectly mova-

ble, is elevated and hard, and its surface glisten-

ing, and not ulcerated. It is the seat of sharp,

pricking, lancinating pains.

I excised it, and dressed with sutures and ad-

hesive strips. Dieted him, kept him quiet, and

attended to his bowels.

27th. Doing well. Removed the sutures.

30th. By exercise, contrary to orders, the

wound is somewhat gaping. Dressed by adhe-

sive strips and ung. zinci oxidi.

Dec. 14th. Almost entirely cicatrised
;
having

already granulated.

Dec. 28th. Discharged entirely well.

Encysted Tumor of the Lip.

Nov. 20th. Annie K., set. 15, in excellent gen-

eral health. She has a small tumor, of the size

of a five cent piece, on the lower lip, just within

its margin, on the right side. She has had it for

two years, with little pain, save when injury is

inflicted upon it in eating, etc. Its appearance is

translucent, and somewhat dark.

I excised it readily, and found it to be encysted,

with a thick, ropy, and rather dark colored, but

transparent fluid. I simply attended to the

bowels and diet. I put on no dressing.

21st. She is doing well; the wound healing by

the first intention.

Caries of Rib.

Nov. 23d. Wm. H., set. 28. On the 5th of last

June I operated for a fistula, extending to the

fifth rib and costal cartilage, with softening of

the periosteum and perichondrium. I scraped the

bone, took away the carious portion of it, and it

healed readily. There is now a sinus extending

to the sixth rib and costal cartilage, on a line

with the nipple (perpendicularly). It is attended

with some discharge. I laid the rib and carti-

lage bare, and after scraping it thoroughly,

<lrossed the wound with adhesive plaster and

wire suture, warm water dressings, and bandage.

27th. Doing well. Some little discharge from

the deeper structures. Dressed with oxide of

zinc ointment and adhesive strips.

Dec. 2l8t. Entirely healed.

Onanism.

Nov. 22d. Henry II., set. 19. Has been in the

habit for two or three years, three or four times
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a week. He now finds some difficulty in com
manding an erection. He has no pleasurable

feelings at the time. He also suffers from noc-

turnal emissions—two or three per week, excited

by dreams early in the morning, when lying on

his back. The scrotum is not relaxed, so far as

he is aware, nor does it perspire unnaturally.

He has GO incontinence of urine. His general

health is good—appetite good; but he suffers

from vertigo. He has no headache, no noises

in the ears. His memory is considerably im-

paired his vision is confused, and he often sees

black spots in reading. He is drowsy in the day
time; has cold feet and hands; pains in the back
and spermatic cord. He is nervous, and easily

scared.

On passing a catheter, the prostatic portion of

the urethra was found to be excessively tender.

I cauterised that part of the urethra, and ordered

him the antlmonial and saline mixture. Light

diet; a hard bed; he must rise immediately on

waking; take gentle exercise, and go into society;

and above all, must refrain from his evil habit.

Eydrocele.

Nov. 27th. James W., set. 50, is a sexton.

Four months ago he fell some 14 or 16 feet, and

:

injured the right testicle, and a tumor rapidly

developed, especially of late. It now extends up
to the groin; is nearly as large as the fist; of an

egg-shape ; soft and elastic, with distinct fluctua-

tion. He has pain in it, especially when sitting

down. The cord is sound; the subcutaneous

veins enlarged. The tumor has a peculiar trans-

lucent appearance. It never disappears. He
has never had a hernia.

I punctured the sae, and evacuated some five

©r six ounces of a deep straw-colored eoagiilable

fluid. I then with a camel's hair brush intro-

duced the dilute tincture of iodine into the sae.

Dec. 4th. Some pain and inflammation super-

vened, but it yielded readily to acetate of lead

and opium.

11th. Entirely well.

Fracture of Skull.

Nov, 30th. Charles M., set. lO-months. On the

the 24th inst, he fell from the sofa, and struck

his head. He complained but little ; has had no

vomiting nor fainting, He has only had a little

pain in it. There is now a large tumor a little

posterior and inferior to the left parietal boss, of

the size of half a large orange, which by the ex-

ploring needle proves to be bloody. Its walls are

very tense.

R. Ammon. chlorid,, 3;ij.

S. Add to four tablespoonfuls of vinegar and
^

a quart of water, and apply over the tumor, with

friction, three times a day.

Dec. 7th. The tumor is largely decreased, and

its walls are far less tense. On feeling it I was

surprised to find a sharp projecting edge of bone,

evidently the edges of a fracture. The depres-

sion is of the size of half a dollar. There have

been yet no signs uf compression of the brain,

notwithstanding so large a piece is depressed.

The child takes the brest well. Treatment con-

tinued.

18th. The tumor is entirely gone, and the

bone is felt depressed very markedly. Strabismus

is present to a slight degree, but whether it has

supervened upon the injury or existed previously,

the mother is not observant enough to know.

No further treatment at present.

Enlarged Axillary Gland.

Nov. 30th. Catherine L, set. 28. The tumor is

now as large as a walnut. It began four years

ago, ill the left axilla. She has no pain. It is

non-adherent. Under the skin can be felt a pul-

sating artery. When she gets cold the glands

under the inferior maxillary bone become en-

larged. The prominent point of it is elastic, but

the exploring needle failed to show any fluid.

Since she is nursing a child I forbore to open itj,

trusting to its being absorbed, or else forming aa.

abscess. I therefore ordered

B. Tine, iodinii, f.,^j.

Alcohol, f.Jj.

S. Apply every night.

B:. Pilul. hydrarg., gr. v.

Ext. eolocynth. comp., gr. v.

S. Every oth^ night.

B. Eiq. barii ehlorid., gtt. vj.,

three times a day
;
adding a drop every other day

till she has reached ten, and then after a respite

of three days, beginning at six drops again.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

AnimalThe Kelations of Variola to Vaccinia.

Vaccination,.

If there is any one pohit in the pathology of
variola and v^accinia which we have considered
established beyond a question, it is the opinion
tfiat vaccinia is modified variola. That both are

identical iu nature, the former being the product
of the latter acting upon tlie cow or horse, but
modified by the conetilutiou of these animals to

such a degree that its introdiH-tion into the human
system from such a source is entirely innocuous,

while it establishes a disease so nearly allied to

variola as to exclude that disease, in most cases,
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from any future occupation of the constitution

thus occupied. It would seem, however, that the

French Academy of Medicine are not satisfied

with the results obtained by experimenters here-

tofore, and having examined the subject de novo,

they have come to conclusions diret:;tly opposite

to those usually claimed to result from similar

experiments. It is true that in rare instances

the inoculation of the cow with small- pox virus,

and the subsequent inoculation of the human
subject with virus from the produced pustule, has
led to the development of small-pox instead of

the expected vaccine disease. If the results of

the Academy's experiments are to be depended
upon, however, the method which has been
thought to furnish the readiest means of obtain-

ing; a supply of vaccine matter in an emergency,
at a distance from any source of supply, namely,
that of inoculating the cow with small-pox mat-
ter, and taking from the produced pustules matter
for purposes of vaccination, is entirely unrelia-

ble. It is luird to explain the incongruity of the

results contained in the report to the Academy
and those puljlished in medical works of acknow-
ledged authority. It is possible that some un-
appreciated influence of season or diathesis inter-

fered with the ordinary action of the small-pox
virus experimented with. Certain it is that this

question cannot be srffered to remain involved in

any new obscurity—thrown about it by so au-

thoritative a body as the French Academy. We
hope to see before long confutation or confirma-
tion from some other source, together with some
reasonable theory to account for the impressions
which have at the present time so firm a hold on
professional opinion. We find the results refer-

red to reported in the Archives Gene.rales de Mede-
cine for July. It is there stated that at the ses-

sion of the French Academy of Medicine held
IMay 30th, M. CiiAirvKAU communicated the prin-
cipal results of his experimental researches on
this important sul)ject.

These experiments, undertak.en at first in con-
sequence of a discussion in the Academy on this

question, b}^ a commission of which he was a
member, with Messi s. Yie.\xo]s and Meynet, are
recorded in a report , * ail io the Society of Medi-
cal Sciences of Lyons. It was an analysis of
this report that M. Chauveau presented to the
Academy.
The Commission has studied principally in the

two principal vaccine-bearing and vaccine-gene-
rating animals -the ox and the horse—the efiects

of vaccine and variolous inoculation.

M. CiiAUVEAtJ sums up in these terms the re-

sults and conclusions of these experiments:

1. Human variola is inoculated on the cow and
horse with the same certainty as vaccinia.

2. The efl'ectH pnrluced by inoculntion of the
two disea-ses arc entirely uniikf;.

In the cow, variola produces nuirely an erup-
tion of papule,^, HO small that they would escape
observatifjn, if attention had not been called to
their existence. Vaccinia, on the contrary, pro-
duces a vaccine eruption, the typical form of
whidi is large and well-characterized pustules.
In the horse thcr(! is also a papular eruption,
witliout secretion or crusts, produced by varifjhi

;

but, although this may be much more .severe than

that of the cow, it could never be confounded
with the horse-pox, so remarkable for the abun-
dance of the secretion and the thickness of the

crusts.

3. Vaccinia inoculated singly upon animals
of the bovine and equine species, protects them
generally from variola.

4. Variola inoculated upon the same animals
generall}^ prevents a subsequent development of

vaccinia,

5. Cultivated methodically upon these same
animals, that is to say, transmitted from cow to

cow, or from horse to horse, variola does not ap-

proach in characters to the vaccine eruption.

At the same meeting of the Academy, Dr.

Lanoix read a paper on Animal Vaccination, con-

taining the results of his experiments since his

first communication, in October last. The fol-

lowing are the principal results announced :

In a first suite of re-vaccinations, done at the

Lyceum of the Prince Imperiale, 180 children

from 9 to 12-^ years of age were re-vaccinated;

and of this number there were 63 in whom the

vaccination produced good vaccine pustules.

In a second suite, 200 younger children, from

7 to 9 years of age, were vaccinated. In 20 only

of them was a good vaccine produced. In all

there were 80 successful vaccinations out of the

380 re-vaccinated; that is to say, 20 to the 100.

Two months after. Dr. Michel, Physician to

the Institution of Fontenay, re-vaccinated all the

children of that College with animal vaccine.

Out of 400 children 76 had a good vaccine dis-

ease. Adding to the above figures 40 other re-

vaccinations practised on children from 7 to 13

years of age, we have a total of 820 re-vaccina-

tions, of which 159 were successful, or 21 to the

100.

M. Lanoix also reports the results obtained by
M. DriEKE in a young girls' boarding-school, and
published in the Gazette des Hopitaux^ March
2d, 1865.

Re-vaccination in subjects from 14 to 20 years

old, to the number of 71, gave 31 cases of suc-

cess. In adults from 20 to 40, the number of

cases of successful vaccinations was 97 \o 200.

There were 7 in 30 sul)jects, from 40 to 50 years

old. Finally, of 5 persons from 50 to 60 years

old, 2 were successfully re-vacCinated.

Finally, the author expresses his confidence in

the results obtained l)y M. Negri. ''As I was
six months ago," he savs. "and even more con-

vinced now, 1 come to tc;!! you that the transmis-

si())i ol" va(tcinia from heifer to heifer is always
})ossibl(!, and with such ease as to sup])ly tlie

needs of a large practice. That the vaccine does

not grow weak, but that its activity is longer

preserved, with more certainty, in its passage

through the animal organisu) than through the

human. That such vac(;inations give always, or

almost always, a positive result; re-vaciruiations

an average of success superior to tlie avei'age of

success produced by human vaccine lymph. That
vaccination with virus from tlie heifer is easy.

That it becomes in a time of an eyjidemic of va-

riola a pow(!rI'ul resource to combat that terrible

dis(!ase, by reason of tin; abundance of vaccine

matter which may be rapidly conveyed to all
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points where it may be required."

—

Boston Med.
Journal.

The Use of Sulphites in Zymotic Diseases.

Professor K. Bartholow, of Cincinnati, pub-
lishes in the Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, his
" Investigations into the Use of the Sulphites in

Zymotic Diseases." To ascertain whether the
sulphites passed through the S3^stem unchanged,
and to determine the therapeutic value of these
agents, bisulphite of soda was administered in a
variety of cases, and the urine examined, partic-

ularly in the following:

A case of hospital gangrene; one of gunshot
wound of the perineum, with symptoms of pyse-

mia ; one of scaly eruptive disease of long stand-
ing

; one of typhoid fever; one of rubeola. One
to two drachms were given daily. But few physi-
ological effects were marked; pulse and respira-

tion remained unaffected, and there was no de-

parture from the heat wave-line normal to each
case. No gaseous eructations, only some gastric

uneasiness after each dose. In one case there
was nausea and increased peristaltic action. Its

chief effect seemed to be diuretic. In all cases
the urine was increased in amount, reaching in

one instance sixty ounces daily, slightly acid,

with an abundant precipitate of urates on cool-

ing. The hydrogen test gave the characteristic re-

action with lead paper, but less decisively so than
some normal urine used as a standard of compar-
ison, hence the sulphur extractive seemed to be
diminished. No sulphurous acid or soluble sul-

phite could be detected, hence the presumption
that it had undergone oxidation, and was present
as sulphate. Taking the urinary secretion of the
twenty-four hours preceding the administration
of the bisulphite of soda as the standard, it was
found that the quantity of sulphuric acid rose
progressively from 24 to 40 grains. This urine
very rapidly underwent the alkaline fermentation
after emission.

The therapeutic action of the bisulphite of
soda was even less striking than the physiologi-
cal. In the case of hospital gangrene, the im-
provement which had begun before the adminis-
tration of the remedy continued in the same ratio

for three days, but the gangrene reappeared on
the fourth day, whilst the patient's fluids were
saturated with the remedy. Its effect proved in-

jurious by lowering the reparative process. In
the other cases no appreciable therapeutic effect

was observed. In the case of gunshot wound of
the perineum with symptoms of pyssmia, the rem-
edy was withdrawn after the second dose, because
the symptoms were found to be due to malarial
poisoning, and were quickly relieved by quinia.
This case is a type of a large class, and hence pe-
culiarly instructive. It often happens that cases of
disease characterized by chills, fever, and perspi-
ration, arising from malarial poisoning, or due to

local morbid processes of a benign nature, are
mistaken for pyaemia, and the fortunate result
ascribed to some remedy employed, supposed to

be efficacious in this condition. Still more fre-

quently is the natural progress of a case to the
healthy state, or the occurrence of some critical

evacuation confounded with the effects of reme-
dies, and in some of these modes the writer is

convinced that the sulphites appeared to confirm
the theoretical views on which they are adminis-
tered.

The author comes to the following conclusions:

"1. The action of the sulphites administered
by the stomach, cannot be predicated upon their

actions where injected into the vessels.

2. The sulphites undergo oxidation in their

passage through the organism, and are converted
into sulphates.

3. Their physiological effects in large doses
consist iu slight irritation of the intestinal mucous
surfaces, increased peristaltic action, and in-

creased diuresis—effects produced by the sul-

phates.

4. Their therapeutic effects, when administered

by the stomach, may be represented by !•

5. As a corollary from the views indicated by
the author, it is evident that zymotic diseases are

propagated by a true fermentation, the sulphates
could only be effectual in their cure when adminis-
tered during the period of incubation, or the true

fermentation period, and before the occurrence of
the secondary stage—the stage of affection of
tissues and organs."

In the same journal, Dr. W. V. Y. Rosa, of
Watertown, N. Y., publishes a case of acute puer-
peral ancemia, which was apparently relieved by
the sulphite of lime; but as morphine was given,

and had the effect of quieting the stomach and
bowels, and enabling the brain to furnish force

for digestion, which immediately recommenced,"
and pyrophosphate of iron was also added—the
recovery of the patient, which it took over two
months to accomplish, may be equally due to

time, an improved digestion, morphine, and pyro-
phoshate of iron. L.

Strangulation of the Testis in the Inguinal
Canal.

M. Yelpeau had lately under his care a large

well made man, aged 37, who was admitted into

hospital with symptoms resembling those of

strangulated hernia. According to the Jour, de
Med. etdeChir. Prat., he had -had, during two
hours, severe pain in the groin, and repeated
vomiting; there was a swelling in the rigut in-

guinal canal, much resemblino; a hernia. No
improvement was produced by the use of a bath
for three-quarters of an hour. The tumor was
of about the size of an orange, moderately firm,

dull on percussion, moveable, and very painful

on pressure ; it occupied the inguinal region, and
thff scrotum of the same side was distended with
fluid. The patient was ordered to have ice ap-
plied to the part, and to take a dose of calomel
andjnlap. The vomiting and pain disappeared
completely ten hours after their commenceMuent.
The next day, the swfllingsin the inguinal canal
and in the scrotum still remained. But the for-

mer had become soft, flaccid, and painless ; it

was a little larger than a walnut, and evidently

fluid ; while the scrotal tumor had acquired a
certoin degree of hardnei^s, and consisted in part

of the testis, lying in the scrotum a little below
the ring, and surrounded by a small quantity of

fluid. A hydrocele of the inguinal canal had
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succeeded the strangalation of the testis. On
inquiry, it was found that the patient had been
from an early age able to withdraw the testis

into the inuruinal canal.

The Influence of Uterine Displacement on the

Sterile Condition.

At the late meeting of the British Medical

Association, Dr. J. Marion Sims, of New York,

read a paper on the above subject. The follow-

ing resume of which we copy from the British

Medical Journal.

" Dr. Sims did not propose to give a complete
paper on the subje^it of sterility, but only to pre-

sent it in one of its relad jns—viz., that of its

dependence upon misplacements of the uterus.

He divided his sterile paiieuts into two classes :

1. Those who are married a suffi ient length of

time and did not conceive ; 2. Ttiose who had
borne children, but for some rea'^ou ceased to do so

long before the termination of the chili-bearing

period. The first he called "natural srerilit^) ;"

the second, acquired sterility." To show the

frequency of utertne displacements in this rela-

tion, he said that 0^ 250 c^ses of "natural steril-

icy" that had fallen under his observation, 103

had anteversion, and 68 retroversion ; and of 255
cases of " a -quired sterility," 61 had anteversion,

and 111 retroversion, the anteversions predomi-
nating in the first class, the retrr.versions in the

second, the two opposite displr-cements being
almost in inverse proportion in the two classes,

and firming a'oout two-thirds of the whole num-
ber, being 343 - ut of 505 cases; which proved
beyond question the bearing and importance
of these displacements in connection with the

scerde condition. He illustrated by diagrams the

normal position and relations of the uterus, ex-

plained the various causes and complications of

autt^version, whether dependent upon fibroid

tumours, elongation of the infra-or supra vaginal

cervix, shortening of the utero sacral ligament^, \)v

hypertrophy of the fundus. In all the? e cases,

he said, not much could be done for the relief of

the sterile condition by merely mechanical
means; but efforts should be directed to seeing
that the os tincx was properly open, that the

canal of the cervix was free from engortzemeut,
and that the secretions, bi th vaiginal and cervi-

cal, were not poisonous to the spermatozoa. One
form of anteversion was easily cured by a simple
operation, which he originated eight or nine
ye-irs ago. H'; illustrated this by oases and dia-

grams. It was a-^ follows. The uterus lies on
the anterior wall of the vagina, and fiaiallel with
it The fundus is most usually the seat of a

fibroid {^rowing anteriorly. The anterior wall of

the vagina is greatly elongated, the os tincjie

pointing directly backward. Under these eir-

cumHtances, he has whortened the anterior wall of

the vagina an inch and a lialf. by denudingasur
face a half-inch wide and two inches long across

t^ie ax'8 of the vagina in juxtajtfsition with the

cervix uteri, and making a Hitnilar transverse

hcarifi'Mtion p.irallel with the first, about an inch

and a half, more orlcHs, anteriorly to it, and then

uniting these two transverse cut surfaces by sil-

ver sutures, as in uniting the edges of a trans-

verse vesico-vaginal fistula. This necessarily

shortens the elongated anterior wall of the vagina,

draws the cervix forward into its normal relations,

and as a consequence elevates the fundus. He
related several successful cases of this operation,

and had seen it followed by conception and child-

bearing. He then passed to the consideration of

retroversion as influencing the sterile condition,

pointed out its varieties and anomalies, and showed
how it was to be diagnosed and how replaced. By
diagrams he illustrated various modes of reduc-

tion, showed ho ^ conception was difficult, and
sometimes impossible, in some forms of retrover-

sion, advocated mechanical treatment, pointed out

the dangers of pessaries, but advocated their use

when judiciously applied under proper circum-

stances He preferred a malleable ring, either

of block tin or a ring of copper wire covered

with gutta percha, and then bent or curved to the

proper diameters of the vagina of each patient.

He said this was a modification of Hodge's pes-

sary. Under some circumstances he also used

Meigs's ring pessary, made of watch-spring cov-

ered with gutta-percha. He pointed out the

peculiar advantages of each of these, and paid a

jnst tribute to his countrymen, Drs. Hodge and
Meigs, who were the earliest advocates of the

mechanical treatment of u^eri^ e diisplacements.

The great secre*" of treating the sterile condition

when dependent upon retrovert^ion was to adjust

a malleable ring which would bold the uterus in

its normal position, and which was to be worn
always during the act of coition. He explained

its philosophy, its efficiency, its safety, and its

harmlessness, and related many cases in which

its use had been followed by conception : one

after a sterile marriage of six years, another of

ten years, another of fifteen years, and others at

various periods of time after sterile marriages.

He also shosved how niiscarriagf^s, often depend-

ent upon this displacement, were prevented by
the use of a prnperly fitted malleable pessary.

He then p linted out the course to be adopted

vrhen it was impossible f )r the patient to wear a

pessnrv, showing why it was so, and what was to

be done.

Treatment of-^ Coryza.

M.-Lrc, an Assistant Surgeon in the French

army recommends the inhalation of tincture of

iodine in nasal catarrh. *' I inhaled tincture of

iodine" says he, " from a phial for one minute at

a time, at intervals of about three minutes
;
the

heat of my hand was sufficient to promote the

evaporation of the iodine ; the headache yielded

first, sneezing became less frequent, the secretion

less copious, and although the inhalation caused

a burning sensation in the throat, I was entirely

cured at six o'clock P. M., of a cold which from

nine A. M. to throe P. M. had been sufficiently

violent to compel me to use four pocket handker-

chiefs."

—

Duldin Med. Press.

M. Luc claims to have had equally good results

in several other cases. L.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 1, 1865.

CHANGE OF TYPS IN DISEASE.

The late annual meeting of the British Medical

Association has given an opportunity to some of

the ablest representatives of British Medicine and

Surgery to ventilate their views on that great

question which has so extensively occupied the

philosophical mind of the profession, embraced

in the term " change of type."

In his Address in Medicine, the venerable

Regius Professor of the University of Dublin, Dr.

Stokes, discusses the subject at length, taking

strong ground in favor of the actual periodic

change of type in disease, and defending the

former practices of blood-letting, etc., as per-

fectly sound, and demanded by the then sthenic

inflammatory type of disease.

The series of arguments and facts adduced by

Dr. Stokes, with the exception of one class, to

which we shall presently allude, present nothing

which has not been repeatedly advanced, and

with which the present generation of physicians

are not fully conversant. It is, on the one hand,

the testimony of the old practitioners, that there

was a high inflammatory sthenic tendency, thirty,

forty, or fifty years ago, because they did resort

to violent measures of depletion; and, on the

other hand, our respect and veneration for those

noble old physicians who have gone before us—

a

respect and veneration which leads Dr. Stokes to

exclaim ''it is hard to believe that the fathers of

British medicine were always in error,^' from

which have been drawn the main arguments in

favor of the change of type.

But, however great our respect, and deep our

veneration for our immediate predecessors and

fathers in medicine, to say that their practice

was as sound, being the very opposite from that

of the present day, in the same diseases, is really

to reverse the natural order of things, according

to all human experience. It is to say that while

nature—the physiological laws which govern ani-

mal life—is immutable in everything else, and

the real changes in the relation of man to these

physiological laws consist in the progress of our

knowledge of these laws, the practice of medicine

alone forms an exception, diseases changing in

their type, and the practice of medicine, though

the most opposite, being correct at all times and

in every century. This is advocating a degree of

infallibility of practical medicine which may be

pleasing to those who would look upon it with

the eye of dogmatic certainty, but which is alike

dangerous and opposed to progress, because it

narcotizes us into the belief that our own errors

are the errors of nature.

To return to that part of the address of Dr.

Stokes which we have indicated as exceptional,

inasmuch as it presents a new argument in favor

of the change-of-type doctrine, it will be best if

we let the able and learned advocate speak for

himself.

"The Pathological Society of Dublin has been

now established for twenty-six years, during

which time it has held weekly meetings, for six

months of each year. As one of the secretaries

of that Society, I have had full opportunity of

seeing and examining the recent examples of dis-

eased structure brought weekly before that body

—amounting to nearly 3000 specimens—the col-

lected products of various hospitals of the city,

and this result is remarkable, that the specimens

of acute disease have had a character very diflfer-

ent from that commonly met with in Dublin be-

tween 1820 and 1830.- As a general rule, these

specimens all showed appearances indicative of

a less degree of pathologic energy. In pneu-

monia, for example, the redness, firmness, com-

pactness, and defined boundary of the solidified

lung, was seldom seen ; and that state of dryness

and vivid scarlet injection, to which I ventured

to give the name of the first stage of pneumonia,

became very rare. In place of these characters,

we have a condition more approaching to splen-

ization—the affected parts purple, not bright-red,

friable, not firm
;
moist, not dry ; and the whole

looking more like the result of diffuse than of

energetic and concentrated inflammation ; or we
had another form, to which Dr. Corrtgan has

given the name of blue pneumonia, in which the

structure resembled that of a carnified lung which

had been steeped in venous blood." Analogous

observations are quoted by Dr. Stokes in regard

to inflammations of the serous membranes.

We would most respectfully, but emphatically,

dissent from the conclusions drawn from these

facts, namely, that they prove or even tend to

show any change of type in disease. On the con-

trary, there are, when we examine further into

the matter, certain fixed facts of pathological

anatomy which bear strongly against any such

hasty conclusion.

Take pneumonia. The whole of the facts ad-

duced on this point proves simply the fact, that

of late the cases of death during the first stage

of pneumonia have become rare, in comparison to

what they were formerly. Change of type has

nothing to do with it. AVhenever we have a pa-

tient die of pneumonia in the ^V^^ stage, there
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vre also find the redness, dryness, firmness, vivid

scarlet injection, etc., -which are indicative, as

Dr. Stokes says, of a high degree of pathological

energy. And, if a man. dies during the second

and third stages, we just as invariably find the

affected parts more or less approaching spleniza-

tion—purple, not moist. The appearances of

color, solidity, etc., of a pneumonic lung depend

not upon some constitutional type, hut, as pathol-

ogists on this side the Atlantic know, and as

is demon stratod to every medical student, on

the period which has elapsed between the time of

inflammatory effusion and death. If the latter

take place early, before the coloring matter of the

effusion has been much subjected to disintegra-

tion and absorption, then there will be, of course,

the appearances of this so-called high pathologi-

cal action. If the patient die later, when the co-

loring matter and the effused material have been

to a considerable extent removed, the other type

is presented. But are these differences really

different types ? Are they not merely indicative

of the stadium to which the disease has regularly

progressed?

If it is true that the cases in which the appear-

ances of the first stage of pneumonia are found,

have been becoming, in latter years, more and

more rare—and we take the testimony of Dr.

Stokes as fully conclusive on that point, and

experience on this side the Atlantic leads, we
believe to the same conclusion—it is, we repeat, a

proof that under the modern treatment of the

disease, under the abandoment of those violent

measures of depletion, there has been a change in

this, that fewer people die during the first stage,

and that to that extent life has been prolonged.

It is a matter of regret that Professor Bennett,

of Edinburgh, the leader of the opponents of the

theory under question, was not there to reply to

an attack which was particularly directed against

him. However, in Professor Syme, who delivered

the Address in Surgery, he found an able expo-

nent. Ilis address alludes only incidentally, but

very forcibly, to the subject.

"But before proceeding further, I must en-

tirely dissent from the opinion which was ex-

pressed by my respected friend, who addressed

you yesterday, that the progress of improvement

implied a censure on those who had previously

been in error. On the contrary, I have always

undf'rstood that there was nothing more credita-

ble than the admission of orror, and that every

man, instead of being ashamed to do so, should

be proud of taking a step in advance, whether he

leads or follows.

" Commencing with the treatment of inflamma-

tion and its consequences, I may notice a most

remarkable difference between the old and th&

present practice, in the almost entire disuse of

bleeding, instead of its nearly constant employ-

ment. On looking back, it is indeed difficult to

realize the reckless and indiscriminate profusion

with which blood was made to flow. When I

was one of the dressers of the Royal Infirmary

of Edinburgh, two of us went every evening at a

stated hour to bleed the patients whose names

were entered in a book, with the respective quan-

tities due from each. On one occasion, I recollect

of sixty-five ounces taken at once, and followed

by thirty-five next day. At present few surgeons

carry a lancet, and still fewer ever employ it,

so that venesection, instead of being the most

frequent, has become one of the rarest operations

in surgery. The reason of this is generally said

to be a change in the type or condition of the

human system, but may, I think, rather be at-

tributed to the influence of more correct ideas in

regard to the treatment of disease, since it is cer-

tain that operations no less bloody than those of

the old time are now performed without any evi-

dence of less ability to bear them.

"Before being appointed House-Surgeon of the

Edinburgh Infirmary, I was Medical Superin-

tendent of the Fever Hospital ; and then under

the direction of the attending physicians, both of

whom were professors of the University, I bled

men, women, and children, who were brown,

emaciated, and reduced to the utmost degree of

weakness. Afterward, when House-Surgeon to

the Infirmary, I had under my care a boy who
suffered from compound fracture of the leg,

which gave rise to profuse suppuration ; and

about three weeks after the injury, seeing that

his strength was much exhausted, I ordered him

some porter and a l)eefsteak. But the next day,

the Surgeon, who was one of the most largely em-

ployed medical men of Edinburgh, disapproved

of this, which he said would feed the disease,

and directed me to take fourteen ounces of blood

from the arm. I obeyed with great reluctance,

and need hardly add that before the end of forty-

eight hours, the boy was dead. Now, I would

ask, could any man at present think of bleeding

in such cases as these? And if not, then I say

that whatever change there may have been in

the type, there certainly has been a change in

the practice."

It seems much more logical and in accordance

with facts, to suppose that the change in practice

has been mainly due to the better knowledge of

physiology, pathology, and therapeutics, than that

it is owing to a complete revolution in the rela-
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tion of morbid influences to animal life. There

are changes in the character of disease, origina-

ting in temporary fluctuations of epidemic and

endemic causes, and which require modifications

in our treatment, but so radical a change in prac-

tice as that which has taken place during the

last quarter of a century, can only be due to the

abandonment of previous errors.

CHANGE OF TYPE.

In connection with this subject, we note the fol-

lowing item

:

In a late number of the British Medical Jour-

nal, Dr. Descieux has published a pamphlet, in

which he asserts ''that during the last third, or

quarter of a century, the human constitution has

undergone a change in France; that diseases

have become asthenic
5
and that, consequently,

bleeding is not required now, as formerly. He
finds the causes of this change in the immoral

state of society, in the ardent love of riches, in

sensuality, and in the abandonment of moral and

religious principles." On which we remark:

There is but one remarkable fact to be added to

the list of results of all these influences, which

are said to have caused the asthenic type—name-

ly, that in spite thereof, the rate of mortality

during the same period has everywhere dimin-

ished, and the average duration of human life

has been prolonged to a considerable degree.

Strange, that men seek for mysterious causes,

when the simple plain fact that science has

advanced, and old errors have been abandoned,

are sufl&cient to explain everything. Diseases

have changed type, because we look upon them

with changed views, and treat them differently.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION-.

Our boys and girls who grow up in large cities

are sadly in need of a thorough system of physi-

cal training, which shall expand the lungs,

strengthen the limbs, and give the muscles a

chance to grow, by a freer circulation of the

blood through the veins and arteries.

The air which our innocents must breath in a

large city is bad enough. But when after the

child has reached the years of school-room dis-

cipline, to the physical impurities of city life are

added a six or seven hours' daily session in a

crowded school-room, and several hours of study

at home, it is not to be wondered why at the end

of such juvenile mal-training, our young men
and women are anaemic, nervous, and weak of

muscle—physically and morally arrived at pre-

mature old age.

We have repeatedly, and for years, advocated

a complete change in our present system of pub-

lic education. It is crowd-poisoning physically,

and crowd-poisoning mentally. Our school-rooms,

as a rule, are neither sufficiently large nor com-

fortable, nor at all built with a view to thorough

ventilation. Just as the rule seems to be, to

crowd the largest number of pupils into the

smallest possible space, so the plan of instruction

is to force as many and different studies at the

same time, to the utter neglect of all sound peda-

gogic rule, and to the great disadvantage of a

really sound and rational development of the

pupil's mind, and acquisition of real knowledge.

It seems, however, that occasionally our school

authorities and the people are getting alarmed at

the want of common sense which characterizes

their proceedings, and laudable efforts are made
to change a state of things, for which there is

really no excuse.

At a recent meeting of the Board of School

Controllers of this city, the question of introduc-

ing physical exercise in our schools was intro-

duced.

A Committee reported " That in their judg-

ment, after due consideration, the best and most

economical and most practical method is that

which instructs a sufficient number of teachers,

not only in the mere exercise of light gymnastics

and calisthenics, but also in the theory and prin-

ciples of their application, so as to produce the

most healthful results. The committee therefore

suggest that a sufficient number of teachers—in

all not more that one from each grammar-school

in the district—shall be reported by the several

boards for a course of instruction ; that those so

selected by the several boards shall be divided

into two classes—one from the northern part and

the other from the southern part of the city

—

which classes should be under the tuition of the

gymnasts signing the communication, and upon

the terms stated.

"The committee believes that with one compe-

tent instructor in each grammar-school, such ex-

ercises may be successfully introduced as may be

adapted to the grades of the respective schools

and the ages of the pupils; and further, that

those teachers instructed on the plan reported,

will soon themselves be able to impart informa-

tion to the other teachers, and thus, before long,

the teachers generally will able to take charge of

their respective classes. The expense of instruct-

ing the teachers will not exceed the sum of

|3,000, and the cost of the appliances will not

exceed $3,000, or seventy cents per pupil, and the

outlay will not be renewed annually. It may
not exceed $1,000 annually. The expense is so

small that in reason it cannot be objected to.
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"The two High Schools are to be considered in

introducing physical exercises; and the respec-

tive committees should appoint suitable teachers

from those schools, to be instructed with others,

for thus the many graduates who come from those

institutions will be duly prepared to carry out

the system when they ma}^ hold the position of

teacher.

"The committee reports the following resolu-

tions, and ask their adoption

:

''Resolved, That the Committee on Estimates

for 1866, be directed to include in the annual

estimate the sum of ST,500, for introducing

phj'sical exercises into our schools.

''Resolved, That a copy of this report and these

resolutions be forwarded to Councils, with the

request that the Board be authorized to expend

$4,000, payable out of the appropriation of 1866,

so as to enable teachers to be instructed, and be

ready to teach by the 1st of January, 1866."

Attached to the report is a communication from

Dr. Wm. Jansen, and from Messrs. Hillebbrand

and Lewis, olfering to teach a class of two hun-

dred at ten dollars each, for twenty-four lessons

each, of an hour and a half or of two hours dura-

tion, OQce a week. They guarantee to teach the

class to such proficiency that they will be able to
\

impart instruction by the first of January, 1866.

These resolutions were passed—not however

without some opposition. One of the members

of the Board was afraid that too many new things

were being introduced, and the scholars would

be crowded in their studies. That was a very

weak objection; for every minute devoted to

physical exercise during school hours, to a little

stretching of arms and legs, and a few good

pulls of air into the lungs, is really taking some

of the pressure off the scholars' over-crowded

brain. If we persist in making hot-houses of

our chihlrens' brains, let us l)e a little merciful,

and give them whatever short intervals of physi-

cal exercise we can. They will thank us for it,

not only in words, but by learning and studying

m )re cheerfully, and to better advantage, and by

a little more bloom in their faces, aud brighter

eyes.

And how necessary this step taken by the

B yard in reality is, we learn from the discussion

on the rf'solutions. One mem])er did not know
whore the teacliing was going to be held, as there

was no room, in the schools for exercising f/ymnas-

tics, when another mem])or explained that the

exercises proposed could be taught in the aisles

of the school; it was not intended to erect gym-

nasiums. Of course not. We cannot afford to let

our children have room to play. We would

rather let future generations pay, in scrofulous
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diseases, in weak-limbed, sallow, nervous, feeble

prematurely old men and women, a debt which

we contract by sheer negligence, and an almost

criminal disregard for the physical welfare of our

children.

Meanwhile this action of the Board of Con-

trollors promises hope at least, that at some

future day the people and its constituted authori-

ties will appreciate the importance of physical

training of the young, and secure to them its full

advantages, as a regular part of, and means to

facilitate the reorular course of instruction.

Notes and Comments,

Medical Jurisprudence.

We notice in the announcement of the Cleve-

land Charity Hospital Medical College, that the

chair of legal medicine is entrusted to a lavji/er,

who, for all we know, may be a most excellent

member of his profession. But is it possible that

no physician can be found to fill that chair? Or

is it supposed by the authorities of that school,

that a lawer can really teach medical jurispru-

dence—a science which demands the highest at-

tainments of chemical, anatomical, physiological

and pathological knowledge?

Cholera.

From the latest European news it appears that

the Cholera is on the increase at Marseilles, and

that a considerable panic exists there.

Will the municipal authorities tln-oughout the

country begin with the good work of removing

all nuisances in the shape of filthy streets, un-

clean sewers, and defective drainage? If done

in time, it will save thousands of lives, proba-

bly, should the epidemic reach us.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Poisonous Effects of Petroleum (Benzole) Gas.

Editor Mkd. and RcitGicAL Reporter:

My attention hits just been directed to an arti-

cle in the last nuinltor of your very interesting

Kei'orter, signed " Student," giving a short his-

tory of some cases originating in the oil regions,

which to me are quite interesting, as we have a

great deal of this kind of difficulty to contend

with in this city and vicinity. We are about

fifty miles from the land that flows with ''Oil,"

and I have noticed, since its discovery, that the
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greater portion of our cases of fever originated in

the oil country. The accommodations and com-

forts for the sick are so limited in the greater

portion of the oil country, that as soon as they

begin to feel indisposed, they flee for refuge

:

consequently, the majority of cases originating

there, are scattered from East to West, and I am
of the opinion that this fact accounts for so many
cases of what is called typhoid fever throughout

the States at the present time. I have practised

medicine in Erie county for the last fifteen years,

and am certain that, since the development of oil,

our cases of low fever have more than doubled,

and are of a very dijoPerent character. I know they

are generally denominated typhoid fever, but I

think they differ in some respects from that.

There is more irritation of the mucous mem-
branes of the stomach and bowels, producing

vomiting, diarrhoea, etc.

A majority of the cases are easily managed and

terminate favorably, but occasionally a case oc-

curs which seems stamped with fatality from the

onset. I have observed in some of these malig-

nant cases, that the patient would be covered

with petechial spots closely allied to the " Spotted

Fever" that we meet with occasionally. Ano-

ther peculiarity of this disease is, in at least one-

half of the cases, there is well developed pneumo-

nia of one or both lungs.

Now, there is no doubt in my mind but what

the gas produced in the procuring, handling, and

refining the petroleum, is a great source of this

low form of fever, and now, while I am writing,

I am credibly informed, that at Pithole, a place

claiming 10,000 inhabitants, (which, by the way,

has only been in existence three months, an un-

paralleled growth) there are 800 sick, and nearly

all the cases are of this same form of disease.

In this region there have been more wells sunk

than in any other on the same space of ground,

and, of course, more gas has escaped and pervaded

that region. In Titusville, Shafen, and Oil City,

I am informed, there is a good deal of this same

sickness, showing to our conclusion, that the gas

from carbon oil acts as a poison on the human
system. I should be happy to hear from the pro-

fession upon this subject.

H. A. Spexcer.

Erie, Pa., Sept. 'l^th, 1865.

A New Periodical has just appeared in Ger-

many, conducted by Man Schultze, of Boorn,

entitled Archives of Microscopical Anatomy.

The Surgical Society of Paris has been author-
ized to assume the title of Lnperial!'^ Qui
hono?

News and Miscellany,

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have been made
by the Commissioner of Pensions

:

Vei^mont—Gales B. Bullard, St. Johnsbury.

Indiana—Geo. A. Torbet, Cannellton.

Tennessee—J. C. Cawood, Dandridge.

Preventive Hygiene.

The Exeter Town Council have divided their

body into committees, with the view of making
a house-to-house visitation, for the purpose of

inspecting the drainage, and promoting the ven-

tilation and cleansing of the dwellings in the

various streets and lanes of the city.

—

Brit. Med,
Journal.

'New Medical Journal^.

Two new medical periodicals have appeared in

Italy: UUnio de Medica, published at Reggio, in

Calabria, and La Salute.

How to Preserve Vaccine.

Dr. D. Prince, of Jacksonville, 111., recom-

mends, in the Chicago Med. Journal, the follow-

ing method:

"Fill a one or two ounce wide-mouthed bot-
tle half full of freshly exsicated alumn, upon
which place the vaccine scab, enveloped in paper :

cork and seal with good sealing-wax. The ex-
sicated alum has a very strong affinity for water,
and by this means the'^scab will be kept dry, the
indispensable requisite for its preservation.

Diminution of Kespiratory Activity.

M. Edward Robin has brought a curious spec-
ulation before the Academic des Sciences viz.
the possibility of diminishing the activity of re-
spiration without diminishing the quantity of
air entering the circulation. This he professes
to accomplish by the administration of large
quantities of corfiee, or anti-putrid substances, (as
tar-water, or even an "arsenical alimentation,"
etc.,) which by their combinations with proteic
matters give rise to compounds which are not de-
structible by oxygen in the moist state. In this
way the rapidity of consumption is diminished
without injury to the animal economy, and the
matters in circulation resisting for a long period,
they produce a condition similar to that m which
are the inhabitants of warm countries, who are
so remarkable for the little aliment they require,
and the abstinence they can endure; or the still
more remarkable conditions in these respects of
animals of variable temperature. This method,
the author considers, is capable of the following
applications:—!. As a means of diminishino- the
urgency of respiration so as to render anaesthesia
less dangerous. 2. The production of artificial
hybernation in mammalia. 3. The induction of
fattening without the supply of fat or its mate-
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rials. 4. The adjustment of alimentation in hot
countries, so as to avoid the elfects due to diffi-

culty of respiration in the ascent of mountains,
descent of mines, etc, 5. The diminution of the
inconveniences of insufficient nourishment.

The Sickness of Pregnancy.

"We know of no more distressing complaint

than the nausea and vomitiug of pregnancy

—

and, although so many "specifics" have been

recommended without benefit, yet we always try

them as fast as brought to our notice, in the hope

that one will really be found. Hence we insert

the following, by Dr. Cassells, from the Lan-

cet:

In the morning, an hour before rising, let the

patient drink about three ounces of very strong

hot decoction of coffee, and during the day the

food must be liquid, taken in small quantities,

and often. If this fails, try in conjunction five

drops of tincture of iodine in a teaspoonful of

cold water every two hours—highly lauded by
Dr. CnL"RCHiLL, I think, at least if my memory
serves me; so Dr. J. G. Wilson, of Glasgow,
told me, when recommending its use in a case

which resisted every other mode of treatment, but
which was cured at once by a few doses.

Should everything fail to give relief, and all

food taken be instantly rejected, what can be
done? Nutriment enemata, verj- concentrated
and frequently used, afford the only chance of

quieting the irritable stomach. Such a plan may
be used for many Aveeks, and in my hands has
never failed to soothe the irritable stomach and
continual nausea. After a period of from three or

four days to as many weeks, food may again be
very cautiously partaken of, and will in the ma-
jority of cases be retained without any troublesome
symptoms. I have followed the latter plan of

treatment in three or four extreme cases, and
had no cause to regret doing so, the patients and
children not having suffered any injury ; while I

am positive one patient at least would have died

had she not been kept up by the enemata alone
for sixteen days, nothing but a small quantit}^ of

ice being swallowed during that time.

MARRIED.

Beldex—Onn.—In Whitehall, N. Y., Sept. 5i]i, })y

the Rov. L. Kelogq:, A. P. Belden, M. D. and Miss
Eliza J. Orr. both ol" tliis village.

CiKJKCii—Hi DsoN. — Ou Tuesday, Sept. 26, at Christ
Church. Poughkoopsie, N. Y., by Rev. Dr. G. J.

Geer, Allon 8. Church, M. I)., of New York city,

and Caroline, daughter of the late David Hudson, of
Geneva, N. Y.
i'uAv— Hansom.—-In Great Falls, N. H, Aug. 16,

by Rev. E. N. Hidden, Dr. Ezra Pray, U. S. N., and
Martha J., daughter of Mr. Hiram Hanson, of Great
Falls.

DIED.

Cooper.—In Xew York, on Wednesday, Sept. 27,

Edwin Osborne, only son of Dr. James S.,and Martha
Cooj)er, aged \b years. 9 months, nnd 21 days.
Chambeulaln.—In BustlcU;n, Pa., on the 25th ult.,
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Harry, infant son of Dr. G. J., and Sallie Chamber-
lain, aged 15 davs.

Claukb.—On Tuesday, Sept. 26, in New York, Mrs.
Maria Clarke, relict of the late Dr. Peter Clarke, in
tiie 87th year of her age.
GiLMAN.— Suddenly, on Tuesday, Sept 26. at Mid-

dietown, Couu., Chandler R. Gilman, M. D., late of
New York.

Griffiths.—Suddenly, by accident, C. G. M. Grif-
fiths, M. D., late Surgeon United States Hospital,
Chester, Pa., aged 32 years.

McCoMB.—On Wednesday, June 14, on his way
from Shanghai, China, to Japan, David W. MeComb,
eldest son of Dr. John R. and Margaret S. McComb,
of New York.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Dr. I), a G., Polk, Pa.—Budd on the Liver, sent by

mail, Oct. 2d.

I)r. W. McK., Mount Hope, Ohio.—One set of obstet-
ric Instruments, sent by Express, Sept. 9th.
Dr. D.H. JlcCord, Centralia, III.—Physician's Med-

icine Chest, sent Sept 80th.

American Medical Association.

In consequence of the expense of the publication of
Vol. XVI. (1865) of the Transactions, the Committee
of Publication have fixed the price at five dollars ($5).
Members who have already paid three dollars ($3),
are requested immediately to forward the additional
sum, ($2.) As the number of copies published will be
but slightly in excess of the number of subscriptions,

those who desire copies should immediately forward
the amount either to the Treasurer, Dr. C. Wister,
1303 Arch street, or to

Wm. B. Atkinson, Permanent Secretary,

215 Spruce st., Philadelphia.
Sept. 18, 1865.

METEOROLOGY.
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WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following number!? to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, '60; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. NoH. is, 10, AuL'. 3, 10, '61.

" VII. Nos. 1. 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov, 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62.

" IX Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62

;

Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 k 31, '63.

" XI. Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23,30, Feb. 13, March 12,
May 21, '64.

« XII. Nos. I, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64,

Feb. 4, '66.

We are in pressing rwed juxt now of a few copies for

new subscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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Communications.

SURGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS.
By Louis Bauer, M. D.

Of Brooklyn, N. Y.

1.

Stricture of the Rectum. — Operation. — Death
within Thirty-eight hours. — Autopsy. — Com-
ments, etc

This case concerned an elderly, but prema-

turely decrepit, feeble, and attenuated lady. For

years she had suffered from constipation of the

bowels, and been in constant need of aperients.

During the last two years that complaint had

become more intractable and painful, and a copi-

ous blennorrh^ic discharge had been superadded,

with casual loss of blood. For a long time she

had not had properly formed passages, and in

fact not been able to pass anything but fluids.

"What the symptoms had already indicated,

manual exploration disclosed, viz., a very close

stricture about one inch and a half above the

anus. The existing obstruction seemed to be of

membranous texture ; at any rate, there was less

induration than might have been expected from

the presumptive duration of the trouble. The

stricture formed, as it were, a kind of perforated

diaphragm, of sufficient closeness to effectually

prevent solid passages, the parts being tender,

the sphincter irritable, and the lining covered

with muco-purulent secretion. There seemed to

be no other cause for her early decay than the

continuous drain upon her system by purgatives

and morbid discharges from the gut.

The stricture constituted obviously but the

lesser part of the malady, its removal was, how-

ever, of such importance as to admit of no

delay. The operation, thus necessitated, was

performed a few days later, in a very simple

manner. Assisted by Drs. Whaley and Wil-

LETS, the patient being under chloroform, I divi-

ded by superficial incisions the stricture, until I

could easily pass the oiled finger and my dilator.

However, dilation itself was not attempted. After

having injected the rectum with warm water, in

order to clear the same of faeces and blood, the

patient was comfortably bedded.

A few hours afterward, the patient complained

of great distress and pain in the abdomen, which

was somewhat tender on touch. Since the reac-

tion from chloroform, she had continually vomi-

ted and been very restless. Peritonitis had

evidently set in from unknown causes. The

prognosis was exceedingly dubious, from the

previous condition of the patient; and the free

use of opium per enemata proved unserviceable.

The patient expired within thirty-eight hours

after the operation.

Fortunately, an autopsy was conceded, which

elicited the following morbid conditions: Firstly,

a moderate inflammation of the peritoneum, cen-

tering about the hypogastric region. Secondly,

a serous effusion of about one pint and a half

within the abdominal cavity, emitting the un-

mistakeable odor of opium. Thirdly, the entire

rectum surrounded by a fat layer not less than a

third of an inch in thickness. The said fat layer

terminated abruptly at the sigmoid flexure, and

there all disease of the large intestine disappeared.

About nine inches from the anus, in the antero-

lateral aspect of the gut, there was a stellated

perforation of sufficient size to pass an ordinary

penholder from the abdominal cavity into the in-

testine. The calibre of the latter had been re-

duced to half its normal size, that is to say, to a

diameter of not quite an inch, and the internal

surface was covered with ulcerations, varying in

size from that of a pin-head to that of a five-cent

piece. Some of these ulcerations were very su-

perficial, others penetrated the mucous membrane,

still others went into and through the muscular

coat, and a few of the largest ulcers reached to

the peritoneal covering. The rest of the mucous

membrane presented a gelatinous appearance,

was thickened and softened.

Comments.

The cause of death was rendered transparent

by the autopsy. The question arises, what pro-

duced the perforation? The operation itself had

certainly nothing to do with the fatal termination

of the case, for, be it remembered, that the stric-

ture was in close proximity to the anus, and that
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neither the knife (a bhmt-pointed tenotome of

Bouvier) nor the finger, nor the dilator, were in-

trodnced much beyond the stricture, and that

neither of them had length enounh to reach the

seat of perforation. From the pathological con-

dition of the rectum, it seems plausible to me
that the perforation was effected by the hydraulic

pressure of the first injection, and the odor of

opium in the alidominal cavity seems to render

this opinion conclusive.

The present case demonstrates pretty clearly

the fact that the chief disease consisted of gen-

eral ulceration of the raucous lining of the rec-

tum, and that the stricture was a mere incidental

complication. I believe that this is the rule,

and by no means an exception. Hence, it fol-

lows that a removal of the stricture does not re-

lieve the main trouble.

During the last few years, I have successively

operated upon and treated twenty cases of stric-

ture of the gut. I have, with the exception of

the present case, in all succeeded in overcoming

the mechanical obstructions by the same plan,

but in none have I effected a cure. All the pa-

tients thus treated are still alive; some of them

having improved in weight and appearance since

the operation, but all of them still suffer more or

less from muco-purulent discharges. There is

scarcely any remedy recommended, which I have

not tried, but found wanting. Cold and warm
water; injections with mucilage, the acetate of

lead, sulphates of zinc and copper, iodine, iron,

and vegetable astringents, have equally disap-

pointed me. Three of my patients had previously

been infected with syphilis, and presented still

some consecutive symptoms of that disease, but

even the anti-syphilitic treatment made no im-

pression upon the local trouble.

My literary researches in both pathological

anatomy and surgery have satisfied me that the

80-called simple or fibrous structures of the rec-

tum have not come within the scope of scientific

and practical investigation, and that we have yet

to learn more a})Out them. Prof. Gross admits

candidly that he has seen but few cases of this

class, and suspects that our ignorance of the same
is perpetuated by one writer copying from the

other. Under these circumstances a few sugges-

tions will not be found out of place.

Some time ago, I introduced to the attention of

the profession a new dilatf)r, which will be re-

membered by the readers of tliis journal. It is

constructed after the plan of Mk.iielena's instru-

ment for the stricture of the urethra, which pos-

888868 an eccentric action. Since then, I have

learned that a similar instrument had been pre-

viously constructed by Armstrong. Inasmuch

as I have never claimed originality of invention,

I cannot be charged with plagiarism.

Those who hdve carefully considered the pa-

thological condition of the rectum in the present

instance, though perhaps an extreme case, will

readily concede that the so-called rectal bougies

are inefficient, inappropriate, and dangerous in

their application, and infinitely inferior to eccen-

tric dilators.

A few erratic articles on stricture of the rec-

tum in English, and German journals, and some

hand-books on surgery, mention the fact that rec-

tal strictures are often found to be complicated

with fistula in ano. Some writers presume, and I

myself have entertained the view, that these fistu-

lous tracts are produced by the strictures. Con-

sistent with this view, they ascribe to the rectum

an hour-glass form, with a large superior bag-

ging. More experience on the subject has con-

vinced me that the idea is erroneous. It is cor-

rect that almost all strictures of the rectum are

coupled with fistula in ano, with abscesses in the

perinagum and about the fundament, and in one

case I observed a recto-vaginal communication.

It has appeared singular to me that the dividing

of the sphincter and the operation of the stricture

did but rarely succeed in permanently closing the

fistula in ano. In one instance, previous to the

operation there had been a large abscess in the

immediate neighborhood of the anus, which was

promptly and freely opened, and subsequently

treated as fistula in ano. Since then, three more

abscesses have formed at a more remote part of

the fundament, whose openings, conjointly with

the former one, have converted the anus into a

complete cloaque, which is still discharging, and

has been for the last eighteen months. It must,

therefore, be inferred that these fistulas and ab-

scesses form, irrespective of the simultaneously or

previously existing stricture of the rectum, and I

believe that the anatomical specimen described

is well calculated to throw light upon this sub-

ject. Here we find numerous ulcerations that

perforate more or less perfectly the walls of the

rectum. In the same ratio as the destructive

process advances, nature surrounds the gut with

an adventitious sheath of adipose tissue for pro-

tection. Not unlikely the passages influence

the perforati(ms to establish fistulous tracts

downward and between the rectum and its ad-

ventitious tissue, which eventuate into fistulas and

abscesses at the fundament. This seems to be

the rule, for I do not remember of ever having

heard of spontaneous perforations into the abdo-
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minal cavity. With this very mechanism rests

the intractability of such cases.

As obscure as the pathology has been here-

tofore, as impenetrable is the causation. Some

authors link the ulceration of the rectum with

catarrhal inflammations and dysentery. I have

not been able to establish that causal connection

in one of my cases. During the war, many cases

of chronic diarrhoea have come under my obser-

vation, yet I do not remember having seen one in

which it had eventuated in fistulous tracts along

the. wall of the rectum. Rokitanski speaks of a

strictly local follicular inflammation and vilcera-

tion of the rectum, the causes of which he does

not distinctly state. That pathology underlies

perhaps the cases in question, but we evidently

know too little to prevent its destructive phases.

This much is certain, that obstinate constipation

of the bowels precedes the malady, and in return

is increased thereby. The most surprising thing

in these cases is their duration. Most of them

last for years, and one had existed thirteen years

when I took it in hand. The patients are, of

course, materially weakened and attenuated

thereby, but still not to such an extent as the

amount of substantial loss in mucus, pus, and

blood should lead us to expect.

Hospital Reports,

Jefferson Medical College, ")

December.
j

Surgical Clinic of Prof. Gross.

Reported by W. W. Keen, Jr., M. D.

IsTaevus—Upper L'p.

Dec. 4th. Harriet C, set. 12 months, had a

congenital tumor on the upper lip, which was flat

and small, but which has since grown rapidly.

It is now of the size of a quarter of a dollar;

thick and elevated, and somewhat everted. The

skin is sound, but it is so vascular that it throbs

under the finger perceptibly. It is of a purple

color. It frequently breaks, and then bleeds

quite profusely.

I operated by passing a double ligature through

the centre, and ligating it firmly on both sides.

21st. A portion of the tumor having remained

by slipping from the ligature, I operated on it a

second time. It was only a small rim bordering

the upper lip.

Cheiloplastic Operation.

Dec. 4th. Ellwood K., set. 14. Five years ago was

sick with typhoid fever, for nearly a year. Five

weeks after he was taken sick the mercury began

to show its effects on his lip, and now on the right

side, involving both lips, but especially on the up-

per one is an opening, of the size of a 25 cent piece,

surrounded by an indurated margin. I first pared

off the indurated margin, and then took a flap

from the cheek, laid it in place, and approximated

completely the edges of the wound m£ide by the

removal of the flap. I gave him morphia, gr. \,

dressed the wound by narrow adhesive strips, and

pieces of lint, moistened by olive oil.

6th. Some little erysipelas appeared to-day.

but it yielded readily to a good purge by inagnes.

citras, and the application of iodine, diluted to

one-half with alcohol.

10th. It has almost entirely healed by the first

intention.

17th. Went home, the flap having united by
the first intention

5
the gap left by its removal by

the second, and cicatrization there being almost

complete,

28th. Entirely healed. The flap bulges out

considerably, and the right corner of the mouth
needs paring hereafter.

March 1st. The flap is much decreased in

thickness, and is nearly natural at present. The
lower cicatrix is, however, assuming a keloid ap-

pearance. The corner of the mouth has not yet

been pared.

Keloid Tumor.

Dec. 7th. Wm. N. S., set. 18. He had two

years ago a carbuncle over the second rib, on the

right side anteriorly. He has fever and a sting-

ing pain, but hi-? general health is good. The
tumor is about \\ inches long, and \ an inch

wide. It is of a reddish color, hard and movable.

I removed it by the knife, and dressed it by
the wire suture and adhesive strips.

14th." Some of the sutures tore out, and it is

healing by the granulating process at these

points.

21st. Almost all cicatrized.

28th. Discharged healed.

Caries from and witli Kheumatism.

Dec. 14th. Jacob L;, aet. 32. More than a year

ago the swelling in the right hand and wrist

began in the forefinger, without any assignable

cause. He never had an injury or syphilis. It

began with pain in the joints and swelling, which

has extended up to just above the wrist to a

marked extent. He is a large plethoric German.

His general health is good. He has no pain in-

the elbow or shoulder. The hand and wrist are

painful in changeable weather, but still he gen-

erally sleeps well. There is motion laterally;

complete flexion, but extension only to a straight

line with the forearm. Anteriorly on the radial
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aa gr. iv.

M.

M.

M.

side of the wrist there is an opening, the seat of a

thin watery discharge. On probing, the probe

passed Avell down, probably into the joint, but

there was no dead bone felt,

I dieted him well, forbidding meat, liquors of

all kinds, etc., kept him in the house, bled him

freely, and gave

—

R. Pil. hydrarg.,

Ext. colocynth. comp.,
Pulv. jalapae.

Ipecac,
^ 3very second day.

Also,

R. Yin. colchici,

Morphiae sulph.,

every night.

And also,

R. Plumbi acet.,

Opiipulv.,

S. Add a gallon of water, and apply by flan-

nel cloths.

21st. There is less discharge, swelling and

pain. He sleeps wells at night. Placed the arm

on a splint, and ordered the treatment to be con-

tinued.

Ununited Fracture—Tibia.

Dec. 14th. David K., set. 21. On July 5th,

both bones of the left leg were broken at the

middle, by being run over by a wagon. The

fracture was evidently obliquely downward and

forward, and with sharp edges in the tibia, but

it was not a compound fracture. The end of the

upper fragment is still sharp. The fibula has

reunited firmly, but the tibia only by fibrous

matter, making a quite movable false joint

I made two incisions, or rather punctures, on

the anterior surface, directly into the fibrous

tissues, with a bistoury, and drove into them two

ivory pegs.

21st. The pegs have excited some inflammation,

but no pain. Applied a straight external splint,

reaching up to the thigh.

28th. Still the inflammation is kept up. Re-

moved one peg, which was loose; bandaged the

whole leg, which was a little swelled, especially

at the ankle, and re-applied the splint.

Jan. 10th. But little inflammation; the other

peg removed, and the lim); bandaged every day,

after continued friction.

21st. Dismissed from the hospital, with con-

siderable union of the fragments.

Tumor—on tho Side.

Dec. 18th. Catherine B., act. 20. Tier health

is not good, appetite is poor, pulse frequent,

tongue coated. She has a tumor on the right

side, some four or six inches sfjuare, or nearly so,

which arose without any assignal;le cause, five

months ago The tumor is very hard, preter-

naturally hot, and is the seat of pain, especially

on walking, the pain being sharp and lancinat-

ing. She sleeps poorly, and when lying on the

right side, the tumor feels as if a knife were

thrust in it. It is probably an hypertrophy, and

union of several of the lower ribs. I purged her,

ordered a blister five by five over the spot, and

gave her tinct. ferri chlorid. gtt. xx, thrice daily.

28th. She is far better. The swelling and

hardness and size are all diminished, and she is

also better in health, with better appetite and

sleep.

I continued the treatment.

Tumor on the Head.—Hypertrophy of the Bones.

Dec. 18th. Catherine L., aet. 25, has a tumor on

the top of her head, a little to the left of the

median line, about the centre of the head. It

arose about three years ago, without any assigna-

ble cause. She has never had any lymphatic

glandular swellings, nor syphilitic blotches. The
tumor swells up evenly, with a smooth surface,

from the bones, and is say as large as a silver

dollar, and about three-quarters or one inch high.

It has doubled in size within a year. She has no

pain in it, but on tapping it there is pain. For a

week past headache over the left eye has been

troubling her, especially in the morning. Her
memory, mind, enjoyment—^all her mental fac-

ulties are unimpaired. I diagnosticated a proba-

ble hypertrophy of the bones, and proposed to

use tentatively the following:

R. Potassii iodidi, gr. x.

Hydrarg. chlor. corros., gr. 1-10. M.
three times daily.

I also purged her, and applied the ointment of

the iodide of lead.

Spasm of the Sterno-Cleido Muscle.

Dec. 21st. Mrs. Sarah R., set. 52, for the last

fifteen years has ])ecn troubled by the movements

of the head. It turns to the left with great and

sudden twitching and some slight movements, as

in chorea. In using a sewing machine, as she

does, to obtain a living, she requires a rest for

head, and ordinarily she supports the head by

the hand. She is in excellent health, but was

formerly poorly. She has some slight pain on

the left side of the nock. The sterno-cleido of

the right side springs out in contraction, and is

evidently the cause. I divided the muscle almost

entirely about the middle, taking care of the

jugular veins, ext. and int., and also the sternal

origin soniCAvhat lower down. The division being

offoctod, she was able to turn the head to the

right immediately, and to hold it there also for

some time. The cure is almost effected.
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28th. The spasm has returned to some extent

in the uncut fibres, and there is considerable dis-

coloration by reason of the efiused blood. I cut

the remaining fibres lower do-^n.

Cartilage formed in the Knee-Joint.

Dec. 28th. Xoah C, ast. 20, carpenter. Three

years ago his left knee began to pain him greatly,

and to swell, without any assignable cause. The

swelKng was especially great on each side of the

patella. One month ago he first felt a movable

foreign body in the joint, which would come out

on one side or the other of the patella, or stay in

behind it, according to circumstances, and some-

times on jumping out to one side of the patella it

would throw him down. On examining it the

ligamentum patellae is relaxed, and in extending

the leg that bone stands out prominently, so that

one can get the finger behind it. There is a

foreign substance in the joint as large as an

almond, perfectly movable, and slippery as an

eel, making it difi&cult to fix it at any one point.

On moving the patella there is grating as of plas-

tic matter. There is no discoloration of the skin,

no impairment of the general health, and no con-

stant impairment of motion in the limb.

I made a valvular incision in the skin four

inches above the patella, and formed a canal into

which I tried to pull the body by bullet forceps,

and to force it into it by pressure from behind,

but I could only just get it -into the beginning of

the canaL I then placed a compress behind it to

separate it from the knee-joint, and encircled the

limb with a bandage all the way from the foot,

and secured it on a double inclined plane. I

gave him at night—he had no pain in it up to

that time—morphia, gr. i-, and he slept well.

31st. " He had no pain. I dieted him : left the

bandage on, and gave no medicine, and h-e seemed

to be doing well.

Jan. 2d. Opened his bowels by a mild purga-

tiye, (magnes. cit.).

18th. Removed the bandage for the first time

since the operation, and found the knee-joint in a

good condition, without inflammation. The car-

tilage was at the top of the canal formed in the

operation, and somewhat smaller than at first.

The limb was bandaged from the foot up, and he

was allowed to walk somewhat, with the assist-

ance of crutches.

29th. Discharged much improved: the knee

being stronger, with some fluid still in it, and

the cartilage still diminishing. Regulate.l fric-

tion was ordered while at home,

(March 20th. I heard from him by letter. Some
fluid still left, and the tumor stoa lily d'minishing.

He walks with a cane. W. W. li., Jr.)

Medical Societies,

PHILADELPHIA COUIQ'TT MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

(Reported ty Wm. B. Atkinson, M. D., Recording Secretary.)

Wednesday evening, Sept. ISth, 1865.

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSIOX TYPHUS FEVER.

Dr. D. Fraxcis Coxdie opened the debate by

the following remarks

:

By the term typhus fever I would designate

a fever of a continued type, characterized by a

general prostration or torpor of the vital and in-

tellectual functions; a stupid expression of coun-

tenance, coma, low muttering delirium, with pete-

chias, and all the evidences of a tendency to a

dissolution of the blood, or a loss of its plastic

power.

In the gi-eater number of cases the onset of

the fever is preceded, for a shorter or longer pe-

riod, by a feeling of soreness or of weariness in

the back and limbs; a general sense of uneasi-

ness, great restlessness; a feeling of tightness,

weight or oppression at the epigastrium
;
fatigue

after slight exertion : depression or unevenness of

spirits : deficient appetite, sometimes nausea ; dis-

turbed sleep or wakefulness. The occurrence of

the fever is usually marked by a sense of chilli-

ness: an increase of debility, pain, often severe,

of the head, back, loins, or lower extremities—or

of one or other, or of several of these parts. In

a few cases there is nausea, in still fewer, vomit-

ing. This initiatory or premonitory stage may be

of but little intensity, and of short duration ; or

it maybe peculiarly severe and protracted; the

skin becoming cool and pallid ; the features

shrunken and anxious ; the pulse very feeble and

frequent, sometimes irregular, with a general

sense of oppression and sinking. Death may
occur in this first or initiatory stage, with only a

slight ineffectual effort at reaction, or none at all.

In general, however, sooner or later, in different

cases, alternations of heat and chilliness, several

times repeated, are experienced, after which fe-

brile reaction becomes permanently established.

We have now the ordinary phenomena of fever,

which constantly increases in intensity. The sur-

face of the body is uniformly hot and parched.

The heat of the skin, causing in the hand applied

to the patient's surface a sense, not merely of

heat, but of acridity, of pungency, continuing

some minutes after the hand is removed. The

calor mordax of the older writers. The pulse is

very frequent, feeble, compressible. In the com-

mencement of febrile reaction, in some few cases,

the pulse has been known to be full, and hav-
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ing an appearance even of strength ; it will be

found, however, to be without tension or actual

strength, and to yield readily to the pressure of

the finger. Respiration is very frequent. It is

found by auscultation to be feeble and imperfect

below the inferior margin of the scapulge, where

tliere is also detected upon percussion, a certain

amount of dulness. The tongue, at first, is usu-

ually moist, with a slight coating of a whitish or

yellowish-white color. The tongue, however, soon

becomes dry, and dark-brown, especially, in a

broad streak, along its centre. In some cases

the tongue becomes smooth and glossy, while, in

others, it assumes an appearance as of raw beef.

In most cases there is pain over the brows. The
face has a dark-red or dusky hue, which increase^

in intensity as the disease progresses; in severe

cases the face becoming even of a purplish or

livid hue. The eyes are injected, and have com-

monly a turbid, lack-lustre, maudlin expression.

The mind is sluggish, torpid, and somewhat con-

fused. Injection of the nares, mouth and fauces

is not unfrequent. Occasionally epistaxis occurs.

There is a loss of appetite, sometimes nausea:

less often vomiting ; the bowels are costive, and

when stools are procured, these are dark-colored,

and for the most part offensive. The urine is

generally scanty. In most cases, a very peculiar,

disagreeable odor is given off by the body of the

patient.

The febrile symptoms have generally an exa-

cerbation toward or during the night, with a

remission each morning.

Between the sixth and ninth day of the dis-

ease, sometimes a little later, sometimes a little

earlier, there appear on different -portions of the

surface, or diffused over it generally, spots, vary-

ing in size, from a mere speck to even half of an

inch in diameter; of a dark-red color, level with

the eurfaco of the skin, and only partially, or not

all disappearing upon pressure. They are true

petechia?, and acquire often, especially in severe

cases, a violet, purplish, or oven black hue. In

some, but very rare cases, potechioe are absent,

or only few in numl)or. They have been known
to fade or disappear entirely fijr a period, and

then to rc-appcar as before. Sudamina are often

present, even in cases in which petochiae are few

in number, or entirely absent. In many cases

the entire sjirfaco of the patient l^ocomes, in the

course of the disease, exquisitively sensitive; the

nlightest touch is productive of suffering, and

causes the patient to shrink on any one's ap-

proach, in apprehenBion of its renewal. The other

symptoms most commonly present at this stage

of the disca-se, are dizziness, confusion of vision,

ringing or humming in the ears, with dulness

of hearing. There is increased stupor, an apathy

of countenance and demeanor; there are occa-

sionally paroxysms of mild—low muttering

—

transient, or continued delirium, sleeplessness, or

disturbed sleep; occasionally there is jactitation,

with twitchings of the muscles ; most commonly

an accumulation of dark-colored sordes takes

place about the tongue, gums, teeth, and lips.

In some cases discharges of dark- colored blood

occur from the bowels. The prostration and

helplessness now augment; there is a disposition

to faint on the slightest exertion, or even actual

syncope occurs ; there is often a feeling of intense

oppression at the chest, as though suffocation

were imminent.

The foregoing symptoms, or a majority of

them—more or less strongly marked, constitute

what has been termed the second stage of typhus

fever, which commonly lasts from five to seven

days, or thereabouts. Should no favorable crisis

occur, the final stage—that of collapse—ensues.

The patient, in this stage, lies upon his back in

a half comatose condition ; his eyes partially

closed, his mouth open, and from utter prostra-

tion, he is found constantly to slide downward

toward the foot of the bed. The state of partial

coma is sometimes attended with low muttering

delirium. There is generally subsultus tendinum,

picking at the bed clothes, musc83 volitantes, etc.

The patient is now, to a great extent, insensible,

or indifferent to external impressions. In some

cases there take place spasms of the muscles,

almost convulsive in character. Hiccough is not

unfrequently present ; it is sometimes very vio-

lent, and almost continuous. The pupil is either

dilated or contracted, or alternately the one and

the other. The tongue is usually parched, con-

tracted in breadth, and dark-colored. The entire

mouth is loaded with dark-colored sordes ; the

breath is offensive, deglutition is difficult: occa-

sionally involuntary discharges take place from

the bowels. There is, in some cases, suppression

of urine. Great insensibility of the surface en-

sues, with coldness of the extremities, paleness

of the skin, and collapse of the features. The

respiration and circulation become slower and

slower, and finally cease. In a few cases, death

is preceded by convulsions.

The indications of a favorable tendency in the

disease, during the second stage, are a diminution

in the frequency of the pulse, a relaxation of

surface; moistening and cleaning of the tongue;

fading or disappearance of petechia); disposition

to natural, refreshing sleep, etc. There not un-

frequently occurs early in the second stage, a
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copious perspiration, or an increased flow of

urine, which is sometimes followed speedily by a

marked amelioration in all the prominent symp-

toms of disease and the settling in of convales-

cence. At a later period, when recovery takes

place, it is very slowly, as the extreme debility of

the patient gradually gives way, under the influ-

ence of a properly selected and judiciously ad-

ministered tonic and sustainiDg treatment. The

convalescence from typhus fever, in the great

majority of cases, is slow, tedious. It is only by

degrees that the various organs resume their

normal functions; relapses are extremely rare;

the final restoration to health is almost always

complete; the patient being left also with a

greatly diminished liability to any future attack

of the fever. Typhus fever usually runs a pro-

tracted course—from 21, 28, 35 to 40 days. In

very violent attacks, however, a fatal termination

may occur within the first twenty-four hours, pre-

viously to the stage of reaction setting in, or, as is

frequently the case, death may occur by the fifth

or sixth day ; more commonly, however, the fatal

event occurs between the ninth and 'twelfth days.

In very mild cases, the disease may terminate

favorably from the 7th to the 12th, or 14th days;

but in other cases, not until after the 21st or 28th

day, or ev^n later. In some very malignant cases,

collapse has been known to set in early, attended

by a marked tendency to dissolution of the blood,

indicated by passive hemorrhages, large petechige,

or vibices of a dark, livid, or purplish hue ; fetid

breath, disposition to the formation of gangre-

nous eschars from slight inj uries ; extreme pros-

tration of strength ;
small fluttering pulse, etc.

We have thus given a general outline of the

more prominent symptoms and usual course of

typhus fever. In both its symptoms and course,

however, it may, to a certain extent, be modified

by the intercurrence of other diseases, or by the

presence of some malady in the individual when

attacked by the fever. The most common of the

diseases which are liable to complicate typhus

fever, are catarrh, pneumonia, diarrhoea, dysen-

tery, erysipelas, typhoid, remittent, and other

fevers. While these intercurrent aifections pro-

duce a modification in the phenomena and march

of typhus fever, the latter, in its turn, produces

a similar influence upon the affections accident-

ally associated with it. In typhus fever, there

are to be met with after death, no lesion or set of

lesions characteristic of the disease, if we except

perhaps the dissolved state of the blood which is

present in all protracted cases, and the bloody in-

filtrations so generally associated with it. The

blood has the appearance of a very dark syrup.

It is little inclined to coagulate, or if coagulae do

occur, they are soft, spongy, exhibiting in some

cases the presence of oil globules. There is very

generally present venous congestion of the brain

and its meninges, with some effusion of serum,

often colored with dissolved blood, into the ventri-

cles and beneath the arachnoid. A reddening of

the iiiucous membrane of the nares, fauces, and

respiratory tubes is very frequently present. The

posterior lower portions of the lungs are often

solidified, dark in color, fragile, and impervious

to the air. The gastro-enteric mucous membrane

is in many cases reddened and softened ; some-

times it is mammelonated. The spleen is fre-

quently softened, sometimes enlarged. The liver

is also occasionally softened and engorged with

blood. Softening of the heart is also sometimes

met with. Whenever indications of inflammation

occur in any of the organs or tissues, it is inva-

riably an evidence of the complication of the

typhus fever with other diseases.

B}^ what is typhus fever produced ? A careful

collation of the mass of well authenticated facts

we possess in relation to the circumstances under

which the disease usually occurs, will warrant us,

we think, in answering the question just propound-

ed by the declaration that in all cases, typhus fever

is produced by a peculiar poison, generated when

a number of human beings, especially diseased

individuals, are crowded together in small, illy

ventilated apartments, with no, or very little

attention being paid to personal or domestic

cleanliness. We may enumerate as among the

most active predisposing agencies, bad or insuffi-

cient food, bad water, residence in a damp, ma-

larial locality, the depressing passions generally,

over-fatigue, excesses of every kind, cold, etc. etc.

Typhus fever is essentially an endemic; its

occurrence is due to a poison dependent on local

causes for its production. Destroy the local

causes, and there is no longer any of the typhus

poison produced; consequently, the possibility of

the occurrence of typhus fever is prevented. We
read, however, of epidemics of typhus fever. As
an epidemic, properly speaking, we do not be-

lieve that typhus fever ever prevails. Wide-

spread occurrences of typhus fever, with little

regard to technical accuracy, have been set down

as typhus epidemics. Upon examination, it will

be found that such visitations do not depend

upon any inscrutable morbific constitution of the

atmosf'here, but can everywhere be traced to the

wide-spread existence of local causes, sufiicient

to the production of the typhus poison. A cer-

tain epidemic influence may, nevertheless, act as

an exciting cause of typhus fever: principally,
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we suspect, by increasing the power, or calling

into action an amount of existing poison too small

or inactiTC, under all ordinary circumstances, to

produce the disease.

Typhus fever is unquestionably propagated by

infection, that is to say, a poison existing in the

air, either at the spot where the poison was gen-

erated, or conveyed to a distance, either in in-

fected clothing or in other fomites.

The distinction between infection and conta-

gion is positive and well defined. Contagion is

always a direct product of disease, whereas in-

fection may be generated altogether independent

of the presence of any kind, degree, or form of

disease. Instances may be adduced where typhus

fever has been communicated to persons in health,

beyond the place in which the disease was gene-

rated, by persons coming out of the infected at-

mosphere, and who were not themselves at the

time laboring under the disease. We adduce, as

striking instances of this portation of an infec-

tious poison, the circumstances of the communi-

cation of typhus fever to the bench and bar at

the Oxford Assizes, 1577, and the well known
facts that emigrants, not themselves sick, from

on board of crowded, filthy, and ill-found vessels,

have communicated the fever to those in whose

vicinity they came to reside, after landing. Bodies

of troops, not laboring under fever, from crowded,

filthy, and badly located camps, barracks, and

hospitals, have not unfrequently introduced ty-

phus fever into the camps or garrisons, or on

board the transport vessels, to which they have

been admitted. This portation of an infectious

disease will the more certainly take place when
the infected are brought into the midst of crowds,

and still more so, if the crowded populations they

come among are in situations and conditions of

a bad sanitary character.

Typhus fever may prevail at all seasons of the

year; with us, it is chiefly in winter that it is en-

countered. This is due to two causes: First, the

depressing effect of the cold, and the privations,

to the influence of which the poor at this season

are subjected ; and second, the closing up of tlie

houses to keep out as far as possible, the external

cold air, and the huddling together of the inmates

in small apartments for the sake of warmth. The

first of these causes predisposing the system to

the action 'of the typhus poison, the second facili-

tating the generation of the poison, and augment-

ing its virulence.

All ages and botli sexes, when efjually exposed

to the same morbific causes, predisposing, and

causative, are liable to an jittack of typhus

fever. The disease, hoAvever, is less apt to be-

come developed in infants than in persons of

middle and advanced ages. The negro is said to

be more liable to the disease than the white. The

statement, however, is of doubtful authority.

There would seem to elapse between the time

of exposure to the typhus poison and the devel-

opment of the fever a period of incuba'ion, of

from seven to fifteen days. When the poi-

son is strongly developed, in close, filthy, and

crowded apartments, in unhealthy neighbor-

hoods, in such as are exposed to its influence,

especially if they be particularly predisposed to

the action of the poison, the occurrence of the

fever is almost immediate, or even death may
occur quickly before the appearance of the febrile

stage.

What is the nature of typhus fever ? If the

name blood-disease can, with propriety, be ap-

plied to any malady, it most unquestionably can

be to typhus fever. An abnormal condition of

the blood is almost the only constant lesion de-

tected after death. By the action of the typhus

poison, the blood becomes deprived of a part of

its vitality, o^ its plasticity, of its adaptability to

stimulate the nervous centres to a healthy per-

formance of their functions. It has been made a

question whether the typhous poison acts imme-

diately upon the organic nerves, and by disturb-

ing their action, prevents the formation of healthy

blood, endowed with an adequate vitality for the

purposes of nutrition and nervous stimulation, or

by the poison being absorbed, and becoming

mixed with the blood, the healthful properties of

the latter are impaired, and by the action upon

the nerves of the blood thus vit ated, their nor-

mal actions are disturbed, and hsematosis and

nutrition being, in consequence, imperfectly per-

formed, an increased dyscrasis of the blood en-

sues. Which of these two theories is the most

correct, we shall not. stop to inquire. The

typhoid poison may, it is probable, act in both

ways, in some cases. The question is one, how-

ever, of little importance. The great fact to be

kept in view, is that in every case of typhus

fever, we have the most conclusive evidence of a

vitiated condition of the blood, and of a derange-

ment of the nervous functions, consisting rather

in their depression than in their excitement.

These two lesions are sufficient to account for the

production of all the symptoms pathognomonic of

typhus fever. The evidence which occasionally

j)rcsents itself in the course of the disease, of the

pnjsence of a low form or grade of inflammation,

does not in the least invalidate the views we

have advanced in relation to the nature of typhus

fever. Such inflammation, when it occurs, forms
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no essential part of the fever, it is in all cases an
accidental complication of the typhus affection.

The prognosis, favorable or unfavorable, in ty-

phus fever, depends in a great measure upon the

degree of violence of the symptoms of each case,

upon the age and rigor of the patient, his free-

dom from or tendency to disease, his exemption

from any depressing agents, from malaria or in-

fection. A mild attack, youth or middle age, a

robust constitution, one that has not been im-

paired by deficient or bad diet, excessive or in-

tense grief, dissipation, over-fatigue, exposure to

foul air, previous disease, etc., are the conditions

for a favorable prognosis. The most important

circumstance, hovrever, upon which is to be based

a hope for the patient's recovery, is the possibility

of his prompt removal from the infected atmos-

phere in V7hich his disease was generated, to a

pure healthy locality. Upon such removal, a

cure has ensued in cases of typhus fever of a

most unpromising character, while without such

removal a cure can scarcely be anticipated in

even the mildest cases.

We have not time upon the present occasion

to enter upon the therapeutical management of

typhus fever. The indications are: 1st, to re-

move the patient from the infected atmosphere

in which the disease was contracted, into a pure

atmosphere, free from dampness, and of a conve-

nient temperature. This is all important ; with-

out it is fulfilled, little hope of recovery need be

entertained.

2d. Clean and sufficient clothing. In the ear-

lier stages of the attack, and when the patient's

extreme debility does not forbid it, immersion in

a warm bath, and a thorough washing of the sur-

face of the body with soap, will be a very judi-

cious measure that will be always followed by
good.

3d. To sustain the patient's strength by stim-

ulating, tonic, and sustaining remedies, such as

wine, brandy, spirits; such diet as the stomach

of the patient will sustain; quinia, ammonia,

ether, camphor, serpentaria, etc., administered in

doses and intervals adapted to the exigencies of

each case.

4th. To reduce the intense heat of the skin,

and promote as far as possible a gentle diapho-

resis, by sponging the skin with warm water,

warm vinegar and water, camphorated vinegar,

warm spirits and water, or camphorated spirits,

with the administration, internally, of acetate of

potassa, or of ammonia, etc.

5th. The combatting of intercurrent symptoms
by appropriate remedies, always keeping in mind,

however, that the debility under which the pa-

tient labors, forbids the use of any remedy which

has a tendency still further to reduce his strength.

[Discussion next week.)

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Case of Fracture of tlie Larynx.

An instance of this very rare accident is related

by Prof. Donald Maclean, of Queen's University,

Kingston, in the last number of the Canada Med-

ical Journal:

A farmer, 32 years of age, while running after

a dog, and in the act of throwing a stick at it,

tripped and fell forward, striking his neck with
great violence against a stump, the height of

which was sufficient to •prevent his hands from
reaching the ground. Making a strong effort, he
sprang to his feet and attempted to recover his

breath, but he found it impossible to take a full

inspiration. On putting his hand to his throat,

he discovered that it was much swollen, and that

the swelling was extending rapidly upward, over

the face and back of the head. At the same
time, blood began to flow very freely from his

mouth.
On examination by Prof. Maclean, twelve

hours after the accident, the thyroid cartilage

was found fractured, pomum Adami absent, and
crepitus distinct over and above the crepita-

tion of the emphysema, and by pressing on the

left ala of the thyroid cartilage, respiration was
entirely arrested, and acute pain felt. The at-

tempt to restore the thyroid cartilage to its natu-

ral position and form met with but partial suc-

cess. A bandage was applied firmly around the

neck, with the effect of facilitating respiration to

some extent, and enemata were ordered, first lax-

ative, and afterward nutritive.

On the third day. Prof. Maclean saw the pa-

tient again, much worse, respiration labored and
painful, pulse small and irregular, countenance
intensely anxious and haggard : had had no sleep

since the accident, nor attempted to swallow any-
thing since last visit. Cold clammy sweat. On
making the attempt, deglutition was performed
with comparative ease; consequently, a mixture

of brandy and milk was freely administered,

which was followed by rapid improvement. The
patient was then removed to Kingston, (June
18th.)

June 19th and 20th, (Tuesday,) a good deal of

sleeplessness, otherwise everything going on well.

On Tuesday night, he became restless and anx-
ious, difficulty of breathing, and pain in neigh-

borhood of larynx. Walked about the room
nearly the whole night, and at daylight on "Wed-

nesday morning became suddenly much alarmed
by the rapidly increasing dyspnoea. Expressed
his conviction that he would live but a few
hours.

At 8 P. M., Wednesday, the dyspnoea had be-

come so severe that asphyxia was threatening.

Dr. Dickson had become associated with Prof
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Macleax in the case. At last a satisfactory view
of the fauces and upper part of windpipe were ob-

tained, and the glottis found all but occluded by
oedema.
Tracheotomy was at once performed, and saved

the patient. The tracheotomy tube was removed
on June 29th, and the wound stitched up. lie

soon commenced to work on his farm, in per-

fect health.

'•Fracture of the cartilages of the larynx is."

Prof. Maclean concludes, -'extremely rare, still

a few well authenticated cases have been re-

corded by MM. Soddy, Oliver, Marjolin. Plenck,
Morgagni, Remer, and Dr. Frank H. Hamilton.
In all these cases, the etfects of the injury were
either so slight as to require no surgical interfer-

ence, or else so serious as to be fatal. Dr. Hamil-
ton's case is, so far as I am aware, the only one
in which tracheotomy was performed : in this and
in several other respects, the most striking resem-
blance will be observed between that case and the
one I have just described.

*• The principal difference between the two cases
consist in the fact that Dr. Hamilton's case died
of exhaustion, seventy-two hours after the acci-

dent, and thirty-four hours after the operation."

L.

Arsenic.

The Aheille Medicah contains an interesting ar-

ticle on the medical appliances of this deadly
poison. The author, Dr. Papillon, of Saujon,
Charante-Inferieure. maintains, in allusion to a

paper by Dr. AVahn, addressed to the Acadeni}^ of

Medicine and advocating the same views, that ar-

senic, instead of being a debilitating drug, is on
the contrary a strength ener, and one of the best

remedies in case of cachexy in marshy districts,

king's evil, lymphatism, chlorosis, and even con-

sumption.
Against this opinion there is an experiment of

Dr. Briquet's, which consists in measuring the
pressure of arterial blood after an arsenical injec-

tion into the veins. As the pressure appears to

diminish, Dr. Briquet infers therefrom that arse-

nic exercises a depressing influence on the ani-

mal economy. But to this our author replies

that any drug whatever, even iron, the greatest

strengthener known, will cause weakness, and
even death when so misapplied against the laws
of nature. On the other han<l, he contends that

he has seen pale, sallow, weak, and thin patients

use iron, vegetable tonics, and cod liver oil for

months and years without the slightest benefit;

and those same patients acquire appetite, strength,

flesh, and a healthy complexi(m on taking daily

doses of a few milligrams of arsenic. He denies

that arsenic may momentarily act as a stimulant,

though when absor])ed it ultimately del)ilitates

:

and declares that he has caused arsenic to be
taken daily for years togeth<'r. and always found
it induce rfgularity in tlie nutritive functions.

He adds that he has liiniself, for the last five or

six years, been taking a daily dose of two milli-

grams of arseniate of antimony, and that to this

practice he not only attributes the cassation of

palpitations of the heart with which he was
afflicted, and which [>revented his sleeping on his

left side, but also a considerable improvement in

his general health, and the disapearance of vio-

lent headaches which he used to have once a week
for twenty-four hours at a time. Dr. Devergie,
he further observes, has admitted the tonic qual-

ities of arsenic, but only in the bei;inning: a con-

tinual use of this remedy, according to this prac-

titioner, induces debility. To this Dr. Papillon
replies that arsenic is generally administered un-
der the form of Fowler's drops, or of xisiatic

pills, with variable proportions of arsenious acid,

the doses increasing progressively. In this way
the body gradually receives more arsenic than is

necessary, and it then of course acts like every
other tonic, which by excess loses its strengthen-

ing power, and becomes debilitating ; but the dose

of two milligrams may be continued with impu-
nity for any number of years without any other

effect but that of stimulating and renovating the

vital powers.

The Non-Transmission of Syphilis by Vaccination,

Is the title of a paper by Professor W. Bofck of

Christiana, a translation of which was rraH at the

late meeting of the British Medical Association.

The following outline \)f it we find in the British

Medical Journal,

In it the author stated that he had most care-

fully examined the question, whether syphilis

could be transmitted by vaccination ; and had
been unable to find any evidence in favor of such
transmission either in published records or from
experiments performed by himself. He related in-

stances in which he had vaccinated syphiliti(^ chil-

dren, and had endeavored, but without produc-

ing any result, to inoculate with the matter ob-

tained from them two patients suffering from
elephantiasis. He considered that no doubt
should be thrown on vaccination unless on the

most convincing evidence
;
and, while he did not

deny that syphilis might be transmitted by vac-

cine matter, he must withhold his belief that

such an event could occur until he saw it. The
facilities for observaticm were great in Norway ;

but the transmission of syphilis by vaccination

had never there been observed. ^

Bee-Bread as a Diuretic.

Dr. James S. Whitmire of Metamora, 111.,

gives, in the Chicar/o Med, Examiner^ his ex-

perience with bee-bread as a diuretic. He selected

some of the oldest comb, containing the greatest

quantity of the bread, and separated it from the

honey and comb-, abstaining a week from honey
and with the renal secretion in a normal state, he
partook of the bread without the honey to the

extent of ^j., three times per day, continuing the

experiment for a wecik. The amount of urine

voided was from four'to six fluid pounds per day,

the difference being the greatest when exercising

out-doors. When remaining quiet, in a warm
office, there was from one to one and a half

pounds less secretion than when exercising. In

children the same effect was produced. The
only disagreeable symptoms, following the use of

the article, arc a slight degree of flatulency, or a

looseness of the bowels. It is entirely palatable,

inoffensive to the stomach, producing neither

irritation nor nausea of that organ. L.
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A Treatise on the Insect Enemies of Fruit and
Fruit Trees, with numerous illustrations, drawn
from nature, by Hochstein, under the imme-
diate supervision of the author. By Isaac P.

Trimble, M.D., Entomologist of the Agricul-

tural Society of New Jersey. The Curculio
and Apple-Moth. Pp. 150, etc. New York,
W. Wood & Co. ; and A. Williams & Co., Bos-
ton. 1865.

Our readers will excuse a somewhat lengthy

critical notice of this work, which strictly does

not come within the scope of medicine. But, so

important is the subject of fruit-growing, and so

beneficial or injurious to the general comfort, and
we may say health of the people, are the results

of either an abundant or a poor supply of fruit,

that we may consider time well employed in the

endeavor to spread knowledge, which will, if it

finds practical application, tend to larger crops

of fruit. Again, thousands of our professional

readers are cultivators of fruit to a larger or less

extent, while all are often consulted by their

friends and patients regarding the best methods

of combatting its enemies; and they will find no

fault if we bring to their notice a work which

tells all about the matter.

This work has to us additional claims of con-

sideration, because it is written by a physician,

and from beginning to end is entirely original. It

is not often, indeed, that a book so exhaustive of

its subject; is at the same time so completely

founded on the author's own observation, and so

little dependent upon the labors of others.

Dr. Trimble has observed, studied, and expe-

rimented on the insect enemies of fruit for many
years ; and he now gives us the results of his vast

research, just as we should expect from a disci-

ple of medicine,- in a simple and clear manner,

and by the method of demonstration. By means

of the beautiful colored lithographs, we are made
acquainted with the injurious insects themselves,

their various stages of development and growth,

and then we walk pleasantly by the side of the

author through the green fields, over the meadows
and into the orchards, studying their habits, and
finally, the pathological effects which result to

fruit from the attacks of its- insect enemies; and

lastly, we learn how to remedy the evil, and coun-

teract the labors of the curculio and the apple-

moth, the two insects to which the present volume
is mainly devoted.

In addition to the great value of the work as a

scientific and clear monograph, its style and

manner are equally attractive. Indeed, one who
is no further interested in fruit, than in the eat-
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ing of it, would find pleasure in its perusal-

There is a good deal of genial humor in the author,

which crops out on nearly every page, and har-

monizes well with the budding apple-trees, and

peach-blossoms that surround the subject.

One of the most interesting parts of the book

is that which treats of the various futile remedies

which credulence has brought forward to over-

come these injurious insects. Here the author

says

:

"As the science of surgery emerged from the

deep darkness of the early ages, an eminent phy-
sician wrote :

' Millions have died of medicable
wounds.' It might now be written that hundreds
of millions have died from nostrums prepared by
men who knew little of medicine, and still less of
the human system.
"Of all our insect enemies none have had so

many remedies proposed for their extermination
as the curculio. For twenty years I have been
making collections of these, and I cannot ima-
gine anything of less value, unless it should be a
similar collection of quack remedies for consump-
tion or rheumatism."

This part of the book the author concludes as

follows

:

" About ten or fifteen years ago there was great
activity in the search for a curculio remedy,
chiefly with the idea of finding something availa-

ble in connection with the supposed instincts of
the insect. We had the paving, planting over
water, powerful smells, and heaps of manure ; but
all these, as well as the various mixtures for coat-
ing the young fruit, are now abandoned. The
agricultural papers seldom speak of any of them,
and few new ones are proposed. The destruction
of the grub in the young fruit, and the jarring
process for killing the beetle during the season of
mischief, are all that have survived; and so little

is now said of these, that most people have set-

tled down into the belief that nectarines, apricots,
and even plums, are to be given up. They say
if these fruits could be had without trouble, they
would be very nice; but they can do without
them. They are people who, if they find it trou-
blesome to raise wheat, will live on rye or corn
bread. But now, since the signs of the times in-

dicate so plainly that even apples must soon be
given up also, unless we make fight against the
insect enemies, perhaps the public will be aroused
to a sense of danger. I hope all who have fol-

lowed me through this chapter on remedies, will
resolutely determine that the question, as to their
usefulness, is no longer an open one ; that ttiey

at least are not to be depended upon
; that the

tight hereafter is to directed to the killing of this
insect, either as grub or beetle; that everything
short of that may as well be given up first as
last."

In illustration of the manner in which the cur-

culio performs his injurious work, we quote from
the diary of observations embodied in the book.

The passage may also be considered an example
of the descriptive style of the author.

"The curculios caught yesterday, May 20th,
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1S64, on the cherry knots, were taken to Mr.
HocHSTEix to-day, that he mloht have an oppor-
tunity of catching the positions they assume
-svhen cutting: the crescent, depositing the egg,
and then securing it in the place so carefully pre-
pared for it. Two apricots were giyen them, and
in less than a minute they were all on those
apricots, and the females were making the cres-

scent-shaped marks instantly—two on one, three
on the other. The males attached themselves to

the stems, where they seemed to be feeding.
Some of their attitudes were yery amusing/^ etc.

"The time consumed by the female in cutting
the crescent in fruit so young as it is now, is very
short, not more than two minutes; but the mak-
ing of the cayity in which the egg is to be stowed
away, is a much more tedious operation. I
waited half an hour, and none of them had fin-

ished. ]\Iany times for years past, when not so
hurried as now, I have patiently watched the
whole process. It is one of the exemplifications
of insect instinct. The cureulio works and works
at this little cave, leading from the middle of the
concave side of the cut in the skin of the fruit,
until it attains the proper size, for the easy pas-
sage of her thin-skinned and delicate egg: and at
the further end of that cave or passage-way she
will carefully prepare the chamber for' its resting
place, larger than the passage-way, and with the
adjacent pulp of the fruit so deadened that the
egg will not be dangerously pressed by subse-
quent growth. This done, she withdraws the
proboscis, or operating instrument, turns around,
and drops an egg at the mouth of the cave ; then
turns again, and carefully pushes it to its des-
tined place, using her proboscis for the purpose,
and assuming the same position as when making
the opening. If those who have seen the common
woodcock boring in the soft ground for food,
will carefully watch this operation of the little

cureulio, they will be struck with the similarity
of the positions of the two. But all is not yet
finished. This crescent-shaped cut in the skin of
the fruit is now carefully plastered up with a
gummy deposit, of which she seems always to

have the requisite supply; probably a necessary
protection to prevent the separating of the wound
and the consequent exposure of the egg. It is an
instinctive operation, and of course necessary
and invariable."

The second part of the work treats of the

apple-wolh, commonly called the apple-worm.

Like other moths and butterflies, this insect must
have an appropriate nidus for her young, which
she finds in apples, pears or quinces, and how
sadly fruit is damaged by the apple-worm need

not be told. More than one-half, sometimes

nearly the whole, of a crop is destroyed by tliis

little enemy; and the present season has been

worse than ever before, as a visit to the orchards

or markets of the country will painfully show.

The winter ha})itation of a large number of the

larvae of the apple-moth is under the scales of the

bark of trees, from which the moth emerges at

the proper time to begin the work of depositing

her eggs in the fruit. Indeed, during eight or

nine months of the year the insect remains in its

pupa state of torpor. Its destruction in that

period is important, and here nature has ap-

pointed a sort of police system, by which the too

abundant multiplication of the insect is pre-

vented. There are many birds that prey upon

these larvae; the author has made it a study to

determine satisfactorily which birds are thus aid-

ing man in destroying the cureulio and apple-

moth—and most interesting and fascinating in-

deed is his account of the manner in which this

natural instinct of the birds finds its application.

To determine on which of these insects some of

the birds live, the author has resorted to post-

mortem examination of their digestive organs.

He says

:

"The killing of so many birds has been a most
repugnant task; but I have nerved myself to it

in the cause of science. I felt there was a want
of such information, and once procured, it could
not be wanted again. The comparatively few
thus sacrificed, would become martyrs for the
good of the many. Many of these investigations

have been of surprising interest, from the con-

sciousness that such knowledge, if properly dis-

seminated, would create a public sentiment even
stronger than law, for the protection of the
birds."

Of these birds, the Downy Woodpecker, or Sap-

sucker, is the most active in the finding and de-

stroying of the larvae of the apple-moth. A
somewhat lengthy extract from the Doctor's

diary, dated Nov. 10, 11, and 12, will be inter-

esting :

"During an excursion in the upper part of
Morris county, N. J., made for the purpose of in-

vestigating the insects and birds, I had an oppor-
tunity of seeing a downy woodpecker in an old

orchard, and passed an hour watching his ac-

tions. His creeping power is wonderful. I was
especially interested to see ynth. what speed he
could move down the body of a tree backward.
This seemed even more rapid than the forward
motion.

Here I was gratified in being able to ascer-

tain how he finds where to peck through the

scales of bark, so as to be sure to hit the apple-

worm that is so snugly concealed beneath. The
sense of smell will not account for it. Such an
acuteness of one of the senses would be beyond
the imagination. Instinct, that incomprehensi-
])le something, might be called in to explain to

those who are satisfied to have wonders accounted
for by means that are in fact only confessions of

ignorance. Birds have instincts undoubtedly

—

so have we ; but they are mixed up confusedly
with other faculties. Most of the actions of in-

sects are purely instinctive and utterly unac-
countable. But the ap|)lo-moth is not a native

of this country—the downy woodpecker is. The
bird would not have been created with a special

instinct to find the larvyc of a moth that did not
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exist in the same country. Other insects live

under these scales of rough bark, but in very
numerous examinations, I have not seen such a
hole made, except when leading directly into the
cocoon of this particular caterpillar.

This little bird finds the concealed larvas under
the bark, not from any noise the insect makes

;

it is not a grub of a beetle having a boring habit,

and liable to make a noise that might betray its

retreat in seasons of the year v^^hen not torpid.

A caterpillar makes scarcely an appreciable
noise, even v^hen spinning its cocoon, and when
that is finished, it rests as quietly V7"ithin as an
Egyptian mummy in its sarcophagus.

"There is no evidence that the downy wood-
pecker ever makes a mistake; it has some way of
judging. The squirrel does not waste its time
in cracking an empty nut. There is no reason
to believe that this bird ever makes holes through
these scales merely for pastime, or for any other
purpose except for food. He knows before he be-

gins, that if he works through just in that spot,

he will find a dainty morsel at the bottom of it,

as delicious to him as the mea£ of the nut is to

the squirrel.

"But how does he know? By sounding—tap,

tap, tap, just as the physician learns the condi-

tion of the lungs of his patient by what he calls

percussion. The bird uses his beak, generally
three times in quick succession—sometimes of-

tener; then tries another. Watch him. See
how ever and anon he will stop in his quick mo-
tions up and down, and give a few taps upon the

suspected scale, and then test another, and an-

other, until the right sound is communicated to

that wonderful ear.

"Here is evidence enough of the usefulness of
this bird to entitle him to exemption papers for

ever. Reader, look carefully at the head, as re-

presented in Fig. 7, of this plate. Do not call

that bird " Sapsucker.'^ That name will create

a prejudice with some. The whole tribe of wood-
peckers labor under a prejudice in some neigh-
borhoods. Some will eat cherries, and some are

supposed to be fond of grapes. But the chief

food of all of them is insects, and many of those
insects are our worst enemies. It will be well to

let all the woodpeckers have their own way, but
by all means protect the Downy.

Want of space prevents our making extensive

extracts from this charming book. We cannot

refrain, however, from giving one more from the

introduction, to show the author's object.

''The object of the author has been to meet the
wants of the practical man, who has but little

time for the study of any subject except his busi-

ness, and least of all, a science involving, as en-

tomology does, hundreds of thousands of species.

To make such a work intelligible, illiistraiions

addressed to the eye are a necessity. The fruit-

grower should be able to identify his insect

enemy positively when he sees it—there should
be no guessing. The curculio and lady-bug, for

instance, are both beetles ; both are found upon
the same trees; they will often fall down to-

gether, when those trees are jarred. The one is

our worst enemy, and the other one of our best

friends. I have known people kill the friend,

and overlook the enemy.
" I have been studying these enemies for many

years. At first, it was an investigation made
necessary for the protection of my own crops

;

and that experience taught me knowledge that I

had not been able to find either in books or cabi-

nets. The interest thus excited, has been in-

creased by the reading of such valuable works as

those of Kirby and Spence, Huber, Latreille, Say,
Harris, Fitch, and many others. From this read-
ing and personal experience, I am satisfied that

the interests of fruit-growers would be promoted,
if all the practical knowledge on this subject

could be gathered into a separate work, and I

have felt that it was a duty to make a beginning
by contributing my portion toward a better un-
derstanding af this difficult subject.'^

Regarding the remedies proposed by Dr. Trim-

ble to destroy these injurious insects, they are

both rational, simple, and thorough, of which we
have thoroughly convinced ourselves. On one

apple tree, to which the hay-rope was applied,

we have seen two hundred and forty apple-moths

captured and destroyed, protecting the tree per-

fectly against the mischief the next year.

This will be a text-book for the fruit-growers

;

to be carefully studied in the winter, and by ap-

pealing to the plates and the diary, he will find

when and where, at any time, to recognize his

enemy, and to be ready for him at the right time

with the right measures. L.

The Use of the Laryngoscope in Diseases of the
Throat. With an Appendix on Rhinoscopy. By
MoRELL McKenzie, M. D. London : M. R. C. P.

Price $2.

Commencing with the history of the invention

of the Laryngoscope, this work gives a descrip-

tion of the instrument and its appurtenances ; the

principles of the art of Laryngoscopy ; the healthy

Larynx as seen with the Laryngoscope, Auto-

Laryngoscopy, Recipro-Laryngoscopy, Infra-Glot-

tic-Laryngoscopy, etc., etc. Then follows the

mode of application of remedies to the Larynx

with the aid of the Laryngoscope, operations on

the Larynx, the manipulation of Laryngeal in-

struments, etc. etc. The appendix is devoted to

an exceedingly interesting and instructive article

on Rhinoscopy.

Much valuable information is to be derived

from this excellent work ; and so far as we are

aware, no work on the subject contains so much

in so small compass. It deserves a place in the

library of every intelligent reading physician.

The work is gotten up in admirable style,

printed on the best of paper, and well illustrated.

The publishers are Lindsay & Blakiston of this

city.
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"FRES SCHOOLS" OF MEDICmE?
The less the expense, of course, with which

instruction can be given, and the more freely

knowledge is disseminated gratuitously, the bet-

ter. We would not object to see the halls of all

our colleges thrown open free of expense to all

who might pass an examination giving evidence

of a sufficient preliminary education,

"We must, however, at the present time, when

the period of universal free instruction in medi-

cine has evidently not yet arrived, protest against

a growing spirit of pecuniary rivalrj^ between the

schools;—and a sort of ^' underbiddiiig'^ in the

fees, with no other apparent object than that of

rivals in any kind of business,—to catch custonr-

ers.

The subject has been called up by the receipt

of the following circular

:

Miami Medical College of Cincinnati. Supple-

mentary Circular.—In view of the fact that several

neigliboving ^Medical Schools have announced a

rate of Fees for the Course of Instruction, for the

coming winter, at a point almost nominal, the

Trustees and Faculty of the Miami Medical Col-

lege of Cincinnati have therefore determined to

make no charge for lectures; and to place the

Fees of this School at a rate calculated merely to

pay expenses.''

We suppose that this circular is directed mainly

at the Medical Department of the University of

Michigan, where the rates are merely nominal.

We do not believe in this matter of merely

paying expenses. Expenses can be reduced to a

degree which will prevent instruction from being

what it should be. Lectures in medicine cannot

be had for the mere matter of a room, benches,

and a lecturer. They must be demonstrative,

and in nearly every branch of medicine the ma-

terial for demonstration is so expensive, that even

in our most frefj[uentcd medical schools we doubt

if the mere matriculation and demonstrator's fee

would pay for the ordinary expenses of the

fichool, not taking in, consideration the extra ex-

penHCH of demonstrative teaching in chemistry,

physiology, anatomy, etc.

Again, it is: estaldishing a very bad principle

in medicine, as everywhere else—to vork without

jjfii/. If this principle is estalilinhod, it will force

Kome of the ablest .ind most successful leadiers to

abandon their calling, because they cannot afford

to spend their time gratuitously, and must make

room for some much inferior men, who happen to

be possessed of sufficient wealth to make work
for pay no object to them.

Lastly, if you establish the principle of under-

bidding in teacliing medicine, why not in prac-

tising it?

We hope that no more colleges will follow the

example of the Miami, until the matter has been

settled in a Convention of all the Colleges, and a

definite rate of fees determined

THE

upon.

WORTHLESSWESS OF MORTALITY
STATISTICS OF OUR CITIES.

The unreliability of the mortality statistics fur-

nished by many of the large cities where such re-

ports are made, has frequently been a matter of

comment. It arises chiefly from the want of a uni-

form nomenclature, from carelessness of physi-

cians in reporting, from the ignorance of quacks,

whose knowledge of diagnosis is no better than

that of any non-professional man, and the care-

lessness of the Health Officer or Clerk, who issues

permits of burial on doubtful certificates.

Prof. N. S. Davis, of Chicago, in a "Report on

the Sanitary Condition of Chicago, and the Prev-

alence of Diseases, from April 1st to August 1st,

1865," alludes to this subject in the following

words

:

"It is probable that the gross mortality for

each month is given correctly, as well as the mor-

tality during the several periods of life ; but the

statement of the causes of death is wholly unreli-

able, and much of it unintelligible. Thus, in the

table for July, we have assigned as causes of

deaths, the follo^ving: cold 1, cramps 35, child-

birth 6, dropsy 8, liver complaint 1, summer com-

plaint 94, spasm, 1, teething 22, tumor 1, etc.

Are we to infer that the individual dying from

cold, froze to death ; or did he die from bronchi-

tis, pneumonia, tonsilitis, or something else?

Where were the cramps that killed 35 of our

citizens in one month, and what was the disease

that gave rise to them ? Did the six who died

from childbirth, actually die from obstructions

or difficulty in the delivery, or from some one of

the diseases incident to confinement? Were the 8

who died fj-om dropsy affected with organic dis-

ease of the heart, kidneys, liver, ovaries, or

what? Then, the 22 victims to teething. Are

we to infer that they actually became fatally ex-

hausted from the natural growth of tlie teeth?

If not, wliat was the real disease from which they

died? The 94 cases attributed to summer-com-

plaint, were undoubtedly bowel affections; but

how many of them were dysentery, how many
Him[)lc diarrhoea, and how many cholera morbus?
Tluj worthlessness of such reports needs no com-
ments to make it apparent."
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Notes and Comments,

Visiting Lists.

LiXDSAY & Blakiston's Yisitiiig List for 1866

is on our table. Those desiring this work, or

Town send' s Iland-Book of Practice, on our com-

mutation terms, will please apply soon, that we

may have time to stamp the name on them. We
understand, too, that the stock is likely to become

exhausted before the year expires, as the orders

for them are unexpectedly large.

Vaccine Virus.

We have several orders on hand for vaccine

virus, which we have been unable to fill, from

inability to procure fresh matter. We shall fill

them as soon as we receive a supply.

News and Miscellany,

statistics of Small-Pox,

The British Medical Joimial quotes from the

Berliner Klinische WocJienschrift some interest-

ing statistics regarding the epidemic of small-

pox in Berlin in 1864. In 1863, there were 1270

cases—223 fatal. In January, 1864, there were
227: in May, 644; in June, 628; in July, 323;

in August, 150
,
falling gradually to 55 in No-

vember, and 77 in December. Total, during the

year, 3319 ; of which 617, or 18.5 per cent., died.

Of the total cases, 1590 werejuales, of whom 313

died; and 1729 females, of whom 304 died. As
to age, the results were :

Cases. Deaths. Per cent, of deaths.

Under 10 years, 854 356 41 6

From 10 to 20, 3-0 10 3.1

20 30, 794 47 5.9

30 40; 678 65 9.5

40 50, 433 73 16.8

60 60, 192 52 27.

60 70, 40 13 32.5

70 80, 7,1 14.

80 90, 1

Among children under 15 years, there were
975 cases, of which 360, or 36 per cent., died

;

among persons above 15, the number of cases

was 2343, and of deaths 257, or 10 per cent. Of
vaccinated persons, there were 2719, of whom
310, or 11 per- cent., died; of the unvaccinated
the number was 600, of whom 307, or 51 p'er

cent., died. Among re-vaccinated persons, the
number of cases was 168, and of deaths 16, or

9 per cent. From inquiries extending over sev-

eral months, it was found that when death from
small-pox occurred in children said to have been
vaccinated, the operation had either not been
performed, or had been done unsuccessfully, or

only a few days before the attack of small-pox.

Not a single death occurred among children who
had been properly vaccinated.
From statistics of an epidemic of small-pox in

Calcutta, collected by Dr. CHUCKERiiuxTY, who
was in charge of the hospital at Chitporej we

take the following, also published in the British

Medical Journal:
From 23d December, 1664, to 13th April, 1865,

there were 627 patients, of whom 249, or 39.7 per
cent., died. Of these, 188 were European males,
of whom 51, or 27 per cent., died ; and 23 females,
the deaths among whom were 5, or 21.7 per cent.

Of natives, there were 317 males, with a mortali-

ty of 134, or 42.7 per cent.; and females 99, of
whom 59, or 59.5 per cent., died. The per cent,

mortality among Europeans was 26,5, and among
natives 46.4. As regards age, there were:

Under 5 years,
10

15

20

30
40

50

60

70

26.8

Cases. Deaths. Per cent.

37
30
33 2

126 48 38,

310 142 45.8

69 31 44.9

15 6 40.

6 2 33.3

1

As regards vaccination, 354 cases and 185
deaths occurrod among the unvaccinated ; 12 had
been vaccinated twice—none died: 148 had been
vaccinated once, of whom 43 died.

Episcopal Hospital.

At a late meeting of the Board of Managers,
Dr. Edward A. Smith was elected to fill the va-
cancy in the medical staff of the Hospital of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in this city, occa-

sioned by the resignation of Dr. Wir. Mayburrt.

Appliances for Invalids.

At the recent Fair of the American Institute in

New York, Mr. T, McElrot, of New York, had on
exhibition a surgical operating table, which is so

contrived as to put the patient in any position

that may be required for the most difficult opera-

tion. The same inventor had an ingenious inva-

lid bedstead.

Furmax & Wells, of Addison, N, Y"., exhibited

0. P. FuRMAx's patent invalid bedstead : and E.
Marx, of NeAv York city, had what he calls a
patent patient elevator, for raising sick and dis-

abled persons from their beds with ease and com-
fort, and placing them in any position nature or

convenience may require.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have been recently
made

:

Ohio.—H. D. Ballard, Finlay.
Illinois.—Henry Coxklix, Bloomlngton.

Vital Capacity of Giants.

Dr. Lewis gives, in the British Medical Journal,
the vital capacity, etc., of the Frenclr giant Brice,
in comparison with that of two other giants

:

Height. Chest girth. Vital capacity.
ft. in. inches. cubic inches.

Brice, 7 llf 49 630
Freeman, 6 llf 47 434
J. S, G., 7 3 51 370

The age of Brice is 25 years : that of J, S. G.,

18; Freeman's age not given.
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Medical Societies in Canada.
Our neighbors in Canada are active in estab-

lishing medical societies. Tvro have recently
been formed,—the "Medico-Chirurgical Society

of Montreal," and the "Quebec Medical Society
Dr. George ^Y. Campbell is President of the for-

mer, Dr. F. A. H. Lame of the latter.

Accidents to Physicians.

Dr. Prescott, Royal Artillery, at London, C. W.,
met with a severe accident a few weeks ago. He
was out shooting, when his gun burst, shattering

his left hand so severely, that it had to be ampu-
tated above the wrist.

Dr. J. G. Hall, of Wells. Maine, broke through
the scaffold floor of his stable recently, while as-

sisting in unloading some hay, and broke one of

his legs.

Records of the Medical Department.
Surgeon-General Barnes has sent a communi-

cation to the Secretary of War, setting forth the

perilous condition of the records, etc., in the Med-
ical Department, which is situated in a building

in no way fire-proof, and by reason of its prox-

imity to wooden buildings, liable at any moment
to be burned up. Already the books and papers

most valuable in a scientific pqint of view, and to

the families of deceased soldiers, have accumulated
so that they occupy the entire story of a very
large building. A proposition will be made in

Congress immediately upon its organization, to

construct fire-proof buildings for the State and
War Departments, the latter to include suitable

apartments for the Surgeon-General.

A short time since was announced the decease

in Paris of Madame Libri, wife of Count Libri,

the distinguished bibliographer, who for many
years has resided in London. Madame was the

daughter of Dr. Double, a distinguished medical
man, who refused the peerage offered him by
Louis Philippe, that he might devote his whole
time to the relief of suffering humanity. She was
equally familiar with the French and English lan-

guage and literature.

MARRIED.

Davenport—Allex.—September 27th, at the resi-

dence of the bride's father, by Rev. J. Hussey, Dr. T.

Davenport of Cincinnati, and Hannah E., daughter
of E. B. Allen, Wyominpr, 0.

F i; Ni) B s n K ncr—Co x.—September 20 th
,
by Rev. James

Allison, Dr. W. F. Fundenberg and Miss Mary M.
Cox, both of Sewickley, Alleghany county, Pa.
Hill—Sturgeon.— On the 14th of September, in

North Fayette Township, Alleghany county. Pa.,

by Rev. John K.^rr, Dr. B. F. Hill, late Assistant Sur-
geon 140th Pa. Vols., and Miss Lizzie J., daughter
of the late Major Sturgeon.
Leavitt—Brown.—In Norridgewock, Me., Septem-

ber lIMli, by Rev. Benjamin Tapjian, Jr., Dr. Wm. B.

Leavitt of Athens, Me., and Sarali A. Brown of Nor-
ridgewock.

PoTT.s—GrLBERT.—On the 3d inst., by the Rev. D. M.
Gilbert, assist^-d by the Rev. Dr. J. A. Seiss, A. Ross
Potts, Esq., and Miss Boydanna, daughter of Dr. D.
Gilbert, all of this city.

Toni,—Dove. -In Washington, D. C, October 3fl, by
Rev. R. J. Keeling, Rector of Trinity Church, Dr.
fifth J. To'M and Gcorgie, daughter of Dr. G. M. Dove,
all of that city.

DIED.

Crosby.—At his residence, in Union Village. X.Y.,
on Sunday, October 1st, 1865, Dr. J, B. Crosbv, aged
52 years.
DvER.—At IsTatick. Mass., Sept. 29th, Augustus E.

Dyer, M. D., aged 25 years, 7 months.
Graha>[.—At Shawangunk, Ulster county, N. Y.,

October 2d, William C. Graham, son of Dr. George G.
Graham, in the 42d year of his age.
Gregory.—At Jersey City, October 4th, Kate D.,

wife pf Dr. A. McI. Gregory, and daughter of J. R.
Worthington of Cooperst'own, IST. Y., aged 23 years.
Hill.—In Paris, Washington county. Pa., Sept. 1st,

1865, Addie Diana, daughter of Dr. M. D.and Rachael
D. Hill, in the Sth year of her age.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOTsTDEIsrTS.
Br. G. C, Danville, Ky.—Pocket Medical Case sent

by Express, October 3d.

Br. S. Y., Auburn, Me.-
press, October 2d.

-Skeleton sent bv Ex-

American Medical Association.

In consequence of the expense of the publication of
Vol. XVI. (1S65) of the Transactions, the Committee
of Publication have fixed the price at five dollars (S5).

Members who have already paid three dollars (831,

are requested immediately to forward the additional
sum, ($2.) As the number of copies published will be
but slightly in excess of the number of subscriptions,
those who desire copies should immediately forward
the amount either to the Treasurer, Dr. C. Wister,
1303 Arch street, or to

Wm. B. Atkixson, Permanent Secretary.
2l5 Spruce st, Philadelphia.

Sept. 18, 1865.

METEOROLOGY.

October
!

3, 1 4. 5, 6, 7,
1

8-

Wind N. W. N. W. N. N. TV. N. W. w. w.
Clear. Clear. Crdy. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear.

Thermo7neter.
51° 440 43° 38° 39° 39° 39°

At 8 A. M 62 50 50 45 52 57 57

At 12 M 65 59 55 55 57 64 64
AtSP.M 63 59 50 55 57 64 64

60 25 63. 49.50 48. .51.25 56. 66.

Barometer.
At 12 M 29.9 29.9 29.9 29.9 30.2 30.2 30.2

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewi.'^e be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vol.". I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, '60; No. 19. Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, *61.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. .'), 12, Nov. 9, '61; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March S, '(13.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62,

" IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;

Dec. 27, '62, and .Tan. 3, '63, ,Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

" XI. Nop. 1, 4, 5, 7. 11, 21, ,Jan. 2, 23, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64.

" XII. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4, '66.

We are in pressing nwl just now of a few copies for

new subscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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It will be useful at the present time to cast a

retrospective glance at the origin of the epidemic

of cholera which rages at the present time in

our city.

Those physicians who have followed with atten-

tion the epidemics Avhich have spread through

Europe during the last twenty-four years, and

who have considered the numerous papers which

appeared everywhere during and after the last

epidemic, will find in the facts we are about to

give^another proof in support of the conviction

at present almost general, that cholera belongs

to an eminently contagious class of diseases.

For several weeks it had been known that an

epidemic of cholera had raged at Alexandria; it

was known also that it had been imported by pil-

grims from Mecca.

The population, struck with terror, commenced

to emigrate on a large scale, and soon, isolated

cases of cholera were observed wherever the cur-

rent went, at Beyrout, Smyrna, ab Ohio, etc.

Until the 28th of June no case of cholera, or of

its prodromes, such as diarrhoea, sporadic cholera,

or any gastro-intestinal aifections, were observed

at Constantinople.

On this memorable day—for it is from the 28th

of June, 1865, that the present epidemic of Con-

stantinople dates—the war frigate Mouchbiri-

sourour arrived directly from Alexandria. The

captain not having declared any deaths during

the passage, nor any case of disease among the

crew, the vessel was immediately permitted to

come to anchor; but on the evening of the same

day twelve patients were sent to the Marine Hos-

pital, and the physicians immediately recognized

eleven cases of cholerine, and one of collapsed

cholera, which terminated fatally on the same

night.

The surgeon of the vessel, questioned by the

hospital physicians, stated that between the

Straits of the Dardanelles and Constantinople,

tv>'o of the crew had succumbed to cholera ; and

that at Alexandria, although no case of cholera

had occurred on board, cases of diarrhoea had
been observed. On the 30th of June nine other

cases were disembarked from the same ship,

among which two well characterized cases of

cholera were observed. The Mouchbiri-sourour

was now sent to Bouyouk-liman, near the Black

Sea, and the men put on shore under tents ; the

sick who had been disembarked, were isolated as

much as possible in a large hospital.

On the 5th of July, a patient who had entered

the hospital on the 3d, coming from the barracks

of the military workmen, which is situated oppo-

site the wharf of the arsenal, now presented symp-

toms of cholera; he was transferred to the division

reserved for cholera patients. In the mean time,

the barracks of the workmen, and those of the

Infantry of the marine, had been evacuated, and

the soldiers camped under tents on the height of

Ok-meidan.

On the 5th of July a new case was furnished

by the military workmen of Ok-meidan, and an-

other by the steam corvette Ismir, anchored before

the ai'senal, near the workmen's barracks.

On the 6th of July a new case was furnished

by the military workmen of Ok-meidan. On the

8th there was another case from the same source

;

on this day two deaths by cholera. On the 9th,

one case of intense cholera, and two of cholerine,

from the corvette Ismir, and one case from Ok-

meidan; one death. The corvette Ismir was

quarantined, and towed at first to the exterior

port, and next day as far as Bouyouk-liman ; in

the interval she lost two men by cholera. Since

then we have no news from her."*

On the 10th there were five attacks, viz., one

case on the transport Teheihoun, anchored before

the arsenal, one from the guard in the interior of

the arsenal, one coming from the videttes placed

* These lines were written on the 18th of July.
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on a raft in front of the arsenal, one hospital

nurse of the barracks for workmen already evac-

uated, and one washerman of the Marine hospi-

tal : on this day one death. On the 11th, seven

attacks : one case in the interior of the arsenal,

one of the guard of Parmak-Kapou, (at the en-

trance of the arsenal adioining the workmen's

barracks), one of the guard at the entrance of

the arsenal from the side of Haskeny, two cases

in the Dikimhane, (a manufactory in the in-

terior of the arsenal), one among the military

workmen of Ok-meidan, and one hospital nurse

in the cholera ward ; three deaths. On the 12th of

July nine attacks occurred, four of loliich took

place in tJ/e Jiosjntal itself, among the patients

placed there for other diseases; two cases among
the military workmen, one in the Dikimhane ; one

was a civil workman employed in the arsenal,

(after having presented himself at the hospital, he

went home and died the next day), and one police

soldier of the Kassimpacha, (of the police guard,

close by the arsenal); five deaths

On the 13th nine attacks; four of which took

place in the hospital, one in the guard of Parmak
Kapou, three among the military workmen of

Ok-meidan, and one on board the transport

Araich, anchored before the arsenal; three

deaths. On the 14th nine attacks; three of them
in the guard of Parmak-Kapou, two in the guard

of Dara-aghatch, (in the interior of the arsenal)

and one on board the Mouchbiri-sourour, which
liad taken her crew on board; six deaths.

On the 15th twelve attacks; viz., three military

workmen of Ok-me'idan, two of sailors of the

transport Teheihoun, a sailor of the corvette

Brousse, one of the Mouchbiri-sourour, one of

the transport Surcia, one convalescent of the pon-

toun Techrifie, (this vessel received the hospital

convalescents, who were quarantined for seven

days), two workmen of the Iladdehane, (a man-
ufactory of the arsenal), and one hospital wash-

erman; three deaths.

We shall not follow any further the progress of

the epidemic in the arsenal, but will cast a retro-

spective glance at what passed during this time

in the city. On the l)th of July a ferry-man

living on the loft bank of tlio exterior port, (at

Yale-Kiosk), was attacked and died.

From the 10th, as we have stated, the cholera

spread among the citizen workmen, occupying

the khans of Kassim-pacha; a part of these peo-

ple worked in the arsenal, principally on the

building of the Marine defiartrnent, in front of

the building of the arsenal, and at the side of the

military workmen's barracks. On this day eight

attacks, w

but there were many more: and since this day
the cholera has made such ravages among these

stone-cutters, that it was found necessary to sus-

pend the work of building. But the disease was
not localized in the khans of Kassim-pacha, many
cases having taken place already among the in-

habitants of this district, as far as the limits of

Pera, (two cases having been reported at Emin-

dyamissi,) isolated cases have been observed be-

sides in several parts of the city, as at Yedik-

pacha, (in a woman coming from Kassim-pacha,)

at Phanar, Balata, and at Haskeny.

On the 12th of July, cholera cases were received

at the Greek Hospital of Baloukli, (district of

Kassim-pacha.) On the 14th, attacks took place in

the khans of Stamboul, and on board merchant

vessels anchored before Salih-Basar. On the

15th, at Bechiktach, and at the custom-house of

Galata ; another point of origin for the disease ap-

peared at Yeni-Keny, in the Bosphorus. Among
the eight vessels of the imperial fleet anchored

before Bechiktach, only four have furnished

cholera cases up to to-day (18th July) ; one espe-

cially (Nasrout-Aziz), has become a veritable

breeding place.

The facts speak for themselves. Up to the 28th

of June, nothing in the hygienic condition of the

city announced an epidemic of cholera. On this

day the frigate Mouchbiri-sourour arrives from

Alexandria with cholera-sick on board
;
they are

landed at the arsenal, and not five days pass be-

fore the first case occurs in a patient from the

military M^orkmen's barracks, situated hardly ten

steps from the landing of the arsenal. From this

day, cases multipl}'' in the arsenal, and on board

the vessels anchored there; thus the corvette

Ismir is the first attacked, being at the same time

nearest the barracks, and it is only a few days

more before the transports anchored a little fur-

ther off are visited by the disease. The guard of

Parmak-capon, at the entrance of the arsenal,

and only a few paces distant from the barracks,

is roughly dealt with in its turn; finally, the rest

of the guard and the workshops are infected. In

the mean time, the corvette Ismir is towed to the

exterior port, where she remains for forty-eigl t

^; the cholera continuing, she is removed to

Bouyouk-liman ; several days later the first case

of cholera appears in the exterior port. On the

other hand, the citizen workmen employed at the

arsenal, propagate the disease in Kassim-pacha.

If we turn to Yeni-Keny, which is a considerable

distance from the original point of origin, we find

here also that the disease is propagated from the

irsonal, for the first established case is that of a

th five deaths, came to our knowledge,
|

stone-mason from Kassim-pacha, arriving already
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sick at Yeni-Keny, where he dies the next day,

with all the symptoms of cholera,'""

Up to July 19th, no case had occurred at Ta-

tavla; on this day I have to mention one case of

cholera, of moderate intensity, on the slope of

Tatavla, towards Yeni-Cheir—almost at the same

time a woman who came two days before from

Yeni-Keny died from cholera, at a distance of but

a few paces from The house of the patient. Since

the 20th, several deaths from cholera have taken

place in the same district. Let us compare now
with these facts, which establish the origin of the

epidemic in the most positive manner, some other

very curious facts. The vessels anchored in front

of the arsenal, but at a considerable distance

from the wharf, have to this moment furnished

no case of cholera. This is very remarkable,

especially in the case of the three-decker Mah-
mondic, which has a -numerous crew. The
Mahmondic was afterward towed to the Bospho-

rus, to a most advantageous position, in the

midst of the current, where a breeze is never

wanting; and yet two days later, (in the night,

from 20th to 21st July,) nine attacks took place

on board. Among the vessels anchored before

Bechiktach, several have been spared to the pre-

sent, (July 18th); among others, the Admiral's

flag ship Kassova, whose crew is of the largest

kind. The marines occupying the great barracks

of Kassim-pacha, where no case of cholera had

occurred, are sent to Ok-meidan, where they

camp in tents at the side of the military work-

men. Well, up to this day no attack has occurred

among the marines encamped at Ok-meidan,

whilst the workmen send us new cases every day.

The cause is this-, the workmen were employed

during the day at the arsenal, the point of origin

of the infection, while the soldiers are constantly

stationed on the heights of Ok-meidan, in pure

air, where contagion cannot fix itself.

f

It appears to me that these facts do not need

much commentary. Patients arrive in a perfectly

salubrious city, and we see the same disease of

which they suffer spread at the very place where

they are landed; it subsequently seizes an entire

district, and a little later rules supreme over the

whole city. By ^sculapius! how will you name
such a disease? Is it a contagious disease, or do

* I have this case from Dr. Bisti, practising at Therapia and

Yeni-Keny. Subsequent researches have proved the perfect

correctness of the fact.

t Another very curious fact is, that up to the 27th of July no

case of cholera manifested itself among the galley-slaves of the

bagno, the most infected place of the arsenal, whilst the epi-

demic raged among all others with great intensity. (Among
the troops of the marine aione, we have counted eighty-nine

attacks in 21 hours.)

you wish to quibble upon the word? Let us state

then the fact, it is this,

—

cliolera patients import

cholera.^ Do you wish an additional proof? that

which has happened to the marine hospital itself

may furnish it. The first cases of cholera having

staid at the hospital hardly longer than a few

days, the patients remaining there for other dis-

eases, were affected and succumbed under the

attacks of cholera. The fourth ward, where the

first case of cholera of local origin was observed

entering on the 3d day of July with simple diar-

rhoea, has furnished subsequently several other

cases. Among the employees the first victims

attacked was a nurse of the cholera ward and two

washermen, who cleaned the linen of the cholera

sick.f

A specious sophistry only could contest the im-

portance of such facts. I have remarked in the

commencement, that this fact presents nothing

new, for thousands and thousands of times it has

been established in the most unobjectionable man-

ner, that cholera is imported by cholera sick ; what

there is particular incur case, is this, that at the

time it was not necessary to search for the source

of the epidemic after its appearance; it was not

that the epidemic had already existed when it

was found, right or wrong that it had been im-

ported by the frigate Mouchbiri-sourour No!

this time, based upon the experience of the past,

I have predicted the appearance of the epidemic

from the 2^th of June, the day on which I have

stated the landing of the twelve first cholera pa-

tients arriving from Alexandria, at a time when
nothing, absolutely nothing, indicated that we
were on the eve of an epidemic of cholera. It is

only under circumstances as particularly favora-

ble as ours, especially during movements of troops,

emigrations from a place where cholera exists, etc,

that it is easy to follow the tracks of the conta-

gion with the same precision ; when cholera has

already taken a certain extension in a country

which has an extensive commerce, traversed by
commercial routes, by rail-roads, etc, we may fol-

low it along the commercial routes, but it is rare-

ly possible to point out the exact moment of the

importation of the contagion, and ought we to be

more exigent in regard to the contagion of cho-

lera, than that of scarlatina, of smallpox, etc,

is there any one who doubts their contagious

* Men have lost themselves in theories and hypothesis re-

specting the direct and indirect contagiousness of this disease,

or its infection, etc. Whether a disease is transmitted is one

question, and in what manner it is transmitted is another.

t During the war in the East the fact that the washermen at

tending the washing of the French hospitals were attacked

by cholera, has more than once been confirmed.
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character, and notwithstanding, in how many

cases can we establish the connection of the

cases?

I repeat then, cholera is contagious, eminentl}-

contagious, and I add that intelligent quarantine

measures may prevent an epidemic of cholera,

if not always, at least in certain cases. It is true

that when cholera has already invaded a whole

country, when the scourge progresses from all

sides of a continent traversed everywhere by rail-

roads, all quarantine restrictions will be useless
;

then indeed control is no longer possible, except

in cases where limited districts removed from the

great high-ways of commerce are surrounded

with restrictions of extreme rigor.* It is another

matter when the epidemic rages only in one or

two places on the sea coast, for when quarantine

measures have a determinate object in advance, I

have no doubt that under such circumstances it

will be possible to localize the epidemic, provided

the measures taken be not dictated by superannu-

ated restrictions, but rather by the experience

acquired as to the mode of the propagation of cho-

lera epidemics.! When one thinks of the num-

ber of victims made by an epidemic of cholera

once set loose upon the European continent, one

conceives that extreme rigor in the application of

proper measures to extinguish its primitive focus is

perfectly justifiable. What is not done when there

exists a mere suspicion that the plague has made

its appearance anywhere? And if cholera is more

difficult to keep within bounds than the plague, so

much more reason to redouble rigor and vigi-

lance. Before indicating the quarantine meas-

ures which I believe to be the only efficacious

ones, I wish to make a few observations on the

mode of the propagation of cholera, according to

the facts collected and the experience accumula-

ted during the latest epidemics.

Cholera does not appear to be contagious by

simple contact of the patients, but the cholera

patients rather develop contagion like those af-

fected with smallpox, with this difference, that

whereas in smallpox contagion is communicated

by the skin, in cholera it is through the excre-

tions, especially the stools, that the infection is

propagated ; thus the linen stained by cholera pa-

* In 1831 the Imperial Court of Ru.ssia, 10,000 persons in all

were encircled at PeterhofT and Zir« Koysto, by a rigorous sani-

tary cordon. No one was afTected by the cholera.

—

Armstrovg

Obs. on Malu/nant CTwkra, Edinh., 1832, j/ofje 7.

t Dr. MoNOERi in 1840 snccoedod in encircling and extinguish-

ing an epidemic ofcholera, which, imported from P^chelleneuve,

broke out at Oaidouropoli in Crete, gee the very interesting

account of this fact in the Gfuelle Medicale. 1 Ann. No. 8, page

13«.
I

tients, houses occupied by them,* infected ships

may harbor the contagion for a long time and be-

come the cause of new infections. It must also

be observed that the stools of persons suffering

from mild manifestations of the disease, from

cholerine and cholera, like diarrhoea, do not con-

tain the contagion any less than the excretions of

those suffering from confirmed cholera, it is there-

fore easy to conceive, why a ship, a building, etc.,

may be infected without a case of cholera having

occurred.

Now the most rational and safest measure

would be to prevent all communication with the

place where cholera has appeared, encircling it by

a sanitary cordon, as is done in places infected by

the plague: we should stop these general flights,

these emigrations spreading death everywhere,

without profiting the fugitives, for they will find

themselves always subject to the same infection

which they carry with them.

But as it is not always easy to maintain these

restrictions with the desired austerity, it would

be necessary to subject all imports from regions

adjoining the place where the disease had origi-

nated, and from the focus of the disease itself, to

a rigorous quarantine of at least twenty-five days.

In this respect the following principles might

serve as a guide.

1. Quarantines ought to be located at a dis-

tance from towns and populous centres, and

where possible, on islands.

2. Passengers should never be permitted to

pass their quarantine on board of vessels.

3. Spacious and thoroughly isolated lazarettos

should be established at suitable points.

4. Every lazaretto ought to have a hospital

entirely separated from the principal edifice.

5. Sanitary physicians attached to the lazaret-

tos, and whose number should correspond to the

importance of the station and the circumstances,

ought to be in constmt attendance on the in-

mates; and tbey sl'.ould have reliable assistants

always on duty at the bed- side of the patients, to

report their actual condition.

6. If a case of cholera has occurred on board

a vessel, the crew ought to be landed, and put in

the lazaretto, and those suffering from diarrhoea

be sent to the hospital. The vessel should un-

dergo a thorough purification, as is practised with

regard to vessels contaminated with yellow fever

—after 25 days the crew may return to the ves-

sel; but she should remain under the strictest

* When in February IS-OS an epidemic of cholera reappeared in

Vienna after having been extinguished, the first case occurred

in a house vrbich bad served as a cholera hospital during the

epidemic.
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medical surveillance for a further period of 15

days.

7. The linen and clothing used by cholera

patients, during illn-ss, (and of course, those also

belonging to persons who have suffered from

choleriform diarrhoea) must be destroyed, and

the hospital be disinfected.

8. All communications with lazorettos, and ves-

sels in quarantine, must be severely interdicted,

and every extraveation of the quarantine regula-

tions punished with severe rigor.

It has not escaped our attention that the sani-

tary intendancy with the present means at its

disposition, not be able to apply rigorously

the principles above indicated. It is necessary

then to place means of action at its disposal ; to

establish, for instance, convenient lazarettos, to

increase the number of employees, etc. But in

order to accomplish all this it would be neces-

sary to reform the sanitary intendancy itself,

for the regulations actually in force need a re-

vision, in order to bring them into accord with

the present state of our knowledge of epidem-

iology, and this revision can be accomplished

only by a Council of Health, which shall be fully

equal to the importance of its mission. The

quarantine institutions of Turkey have in their

infancy furnished evidence of what they may
accomplish. It is known that the epidemics of

the plague have been fought with great success

as well in Rounielie (Silistria, Choumla, etc.,) as

in Asis (Ighelnies, Samsoun, Erzeroun, etc., 1840

and 1842, etc.)* Now if the present Council of

Health has not always acted with the same con-

cert, and with that energy which distinguishes

this almost historic epoch, it is because since

that time the equilibrium of its composition has

been disturbed, and its fundamental principles

have been changed. This is such an important

question that we feel it to be our duty to be a

little more explicit.

The Council of Health, a bureau of the Impe-

rial government, is composed of two elementSj

viz.: the one consists of a certain number of

functionaries appointed by the local government,

and the other of the delegates of the maritime

powers. At the period when quarantine institu-

tions were established in Turkey, the Imperial

government wished to offer the bordering coun-

tries a safe guaranty for the efficacy of the new
institution, by admitting delegates, who, by their

presence, would assist the strict execution of the

* " The Contagiousness of the Plague, principally based upon

results obtained by the Quarantine in Turkey," by Pezzoni &
Marchand, Constantinople, 1847. See Gazette MedicaU d" Orient

1 Ann. 5.

quarantine measures. Now, since the fear of the

plague has ceased to trouble the minds of Europe,

since commercial interests and navigation have
occupied the first place in all transactions, the

attitude of the foreign delegates in the Council

has gradually changed in such a manner that

now-a-days we find from this s'de sometimes

rather a tendency to subordinate the regulations

of the quarantine to the interests of commerce,

than to enforce them; the storm raised last year

by putting provisions from Circassia in quaran-

tine has not been forgotten, I think. It was a

serious mistake on the part of the local govern-

m'^nt, to reduce the number of Ottoman function-

aries, for, in place of four physicians appointed

by the government, and occupying seats in the

council, only two sit there now.

Another inconvenience is, that a few . only of

the foreign powers delegate competent men, phy-

sicians who are able to judge for themselves the

important questions of public hygiene, whilst the

others confide this charge to persons who are

strangers to scientific questions, questions which
are to guide the Council in its most important

decisions.

When the Council of Health is reformed in the

manner we have just indicated, when it becomes

a true medical council, reinforced by the mem-
bers whose places rem.ain vacant, and by phy-

sicians delegated by the foreign governments,

which are represented to-day only by dragomen,

then only may we hope a suitable reform in the

quarantine institutions of Turkey.

DEFECTIVE AISTD IMPAIRED VISION".

With the Clinical Use of the Ophthalmoscope in
their Dia,gnosis and Treatment.

By Laurence Turnbull, M. D.,

Of Philadelphia.

(Continued from page 216.)

In our last communication we described the

first form in which the ophthalmoscope was given

to the world, and the more recent changes and

modifications. We shall now pass to the consid-

eration of the second class, "Homo-centric Oph-

thalmoscopes," six forms of which we described

in our first series of papers,* namely, "Ruete,"
" Anagnostakis," ''Desmarres," "Jager," "Lie-

breich's, large and small." In the simple form you

have the reflection from slips of glass, highly pel

ished, with plane parallel surfaces. In the second

form you have a concave mirror of silver glass or

metal, which produce their effects according to

* These are now published for convenience in pamphlet form,

and are for sale.
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the following optical principles—as shown in

Fig. 2, from Zander: F represents the flame,

>S' the mirror^ L the coucaye lens, B the eye ex-

amined. From the flame F rays of light, F a

and F b, fall upon the mirror, and are reflected

bO

from it in directions converging toward its focus.

They are intercepted before they meet by the

concave lens L, and rendered divergent. Pro-

ceeding, they strike divergent upon ITs cornea,

and form upon its retina the dispersion image

a 0. Returning in their course of entrance, the

rays a d e and (i c f would unite in (j, were they

not again rendered divergent by L, so that the

observer at A sees a magnified erect image a^'' ji^^j

apparently situated between a 0.

"For the examination of a virtual erect image
it is necessary to use a concave lens, of from 8^''

to 9^^ focal length. This should be distant from

to Z^^"^ from a short-sighted, and from 3^^ to

from a far-sighted eye ; but by sliding it back-

ward and forward, the exact distance required by
the accommodation of any particular eye may be

found. A short-sighted observer must use his

accustomed spectacle glass. The inspection of

the erect image is more especially useful, in order

to examine in detail the objects of the fundus

oculi, and to determine their peculiar colors, as

well as the transparency of the whole refracting

media.

"For the examination of an actual inverted

image, it is necessary to substitute a convex for

the concave lens. When this lens is distant nine

or ten inches from the observer's eye, and about

one inch from the eye of the patient, an inverted

picture of the retina magnified from 2 to dia-

meters, and showing the finest branches of the

central vessels, small aneurisms, extravasations^

and so forth. If two convex lenses be used, the

first of ^ about one inch from the eye of the

patient,—the second of about hY^ distant;

this combination will afi'ord an inverted image

about three times magnified, but apparentl}" filling

a larger field than the former. The annoyance

of reflecting mirror images may be removed by

turning the lenses on their vertical axis, so that

they stand somewhat obliquely to the opitical

axis of the eye.''

The Ophthalmoscope of Ulrich.

It consists of two tubes, blackened within, and

united at an angle of about 40° ; one of them in-

closing the mirror and lenses, the other admitting

the light to the first. The length of the first

tube, which Ulrich calls the "ocular, or obser-

ver's tube," is about 5^^, its diameter 8^^^.

The second, or "Hght tube," has a smaller diam-

eter, and on its hinder margin a length of about

2'''', greater length being forbidden by the neces-

sity of keeping the source of light away from the

patient's head. The end of the tube is provided

with an opening Y^ in width, adapted to the

eye of the observer; the other end is open in its

whole diameter, and incloses the eye of the pa-

tient. Both are finished by proper margins. The

free end. of the second tube has a screen that

shuts off side light from the observer, and acts

* Twelve Paris lines made a Paris inch; and twelve Paris

inclies a Paris foot. The foot is expressed by ('), the inch by (")>

and the line by ('")—with numerals prefixed.
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also as a cover for the tube itself. The source of

light can either stand alone at a distance, or, be

attached to the instrument itself by means of a

collar and screw—the light being held in a ring

turning on a horizontal axis. This ring is fur-

nished with a screen to cut olf i-ays from the

head of the patient. The concave mirror is

|// g/// diameter, IV^^ central perforation, and
3^^ focal length, and two convex lenses. The

mirror is set obliquely across the tube, so that

its incident and reflected rays correspond with

the axes of the two tubes respectively. Its dis-

tance from the opening of the ocular tube is about

4^^. Behind the mirror, separated from it by a

perforated diaphragm, is the 4^'^ occular lens

fixed in a movable sliding tube or eye-piece.

The object-glass is placed in front of the

mirror, and thus, attached to its setting, a rod

fastened to a button and screw, which passes

through a slit in the side of the ocular tube, so

that the object-glass can be moved to and fro, and

fixed at any point. The ocular tube is also fur-

nished with a draw-tube, which serves to steady

the apparatus upon the eye of the patient, and

also to retain the eye in any desired position.

To use this instrument it is held in the left

hand for examination of the left eye, and vice

versa; while the free hand regulates the posi-

tions of the object-lens and of the draw-tube.

With clear vision at a distance of nine inches, no

elongation by means of the draw-tube is required,

but only movement of the object-lens to the ex-

tent of Y'' 01* ¥''• In presbyopia the tube must

be lengthened or ; and in myophia it may
be necessary to move the object-lens as much as

1^^, and to substitute a weaker ocular (a bicon-

vex of 6^'') for the one ordinarily employed.

For examination of the cornea, iris, or lens,

the ocular is removed by withdrawing the tube

in which it is set^ thus reducing the instrument,

to a simple magnifying glass. This ophthalmos-

;

cope can also be employed in daylight.

Its advantages, according to Dr. Zander, are

for examination of the inverted image; that the

whole of the necessary appa,ratus is united in a

portable form ; and that the tube, by totally ex-

cluding side-light facilitates the perception of

aerial images. They are, however, outweighed

by the disadvantages of having the source of light

united to the instrument; of having the object-

lens, with its axis straight, so as to transmit re-

flected mirror-images, and of having the mirror

stationary.

The OpMhalmoscope of Stellwag Von Carion.

It consists of a concave mirror, having a focal

distance of some inches perforated through the

middle, and attached by a joint on its edge to a

handle. By this joint the mirror can be set in

any required direction. Behind is a Rekoss's

disk, with its axis of rotation eccentric to the

mirror, so that, by turning the disk, any one of

its marginal holes containing lenses can be

brought opposite to the mirror-opening. The

lenses are 2^^, 4''^, 8^^, and 12^^, concave^ and

2'', 6"', 12'', convex.

Tlie Ophtlialmoscope of Hasner,

It consists of the following parts: In a brass

tube is a second tube sliding freely, and capable

of being fixed in any position by a screw which

projects through the second tube. A perforated

glass concave mirror of 1'' focal length, set

in a metal back, is suspended by screws at the

free end of the tube, and can turn upon these

screws as on an axis. It receives the light from

a lamp through an opening in the side of the

outer tube. At the free end of the inner tube is

a two-inch convex lens, set in a metal ring, and

is suspended by the screws in the same manner

as the mirror. Behind the mirror is a six-spring

clip united to the outer tube by a joint, and ca-

pable of being set at any desired obliquity. The
distance of the lens from the opening in the mir-

ror is shown in Paris inches, on a graduated

scale, and may be increased to 8^^.

In use the observer holds the screws with the

thumb and index finger of one hand, the remaining

fingers of which rest upon the cheek or forehead

of the patient, and maintain the end of the instru-

ment at a distance of from Y' to ly from his

eye. By means of the screws, the necessary ob-

liquity is given to the lens, so as to displace lat-

erally the reflected images of the mirror. The

ocular tube is held by the screws, with the thumb

and forefinger of the other hand; the side open-

ing is turned toward a lamp suitably placed; and

by means of the screws, such a direction is given

to the mirror that the rays falling upon it are re-

flected down the axis of the tube into the eye of

the patient. When this is illuminated, the details

of the fundus oculi may be brought into view by

sliding the tubes. For ordinary cases, a single

convex lens will be sufficient, but in high degrees

of presbyopia it may be necessary to place a

second of ly or 20^^ focal length, in the spring-

clip. The same may also be done in order to

obtain a more highly magnified image.

Professor Ryba makes the spring-ring much
smaller, and connects it by a twice-jointed stem

to the edge of the metal plate behind the mirror.

By this arrangement the ocular lens can be ac-

curately applied to the central perforation of the
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mirror, in any oblique direction of the latter, and

in any direction of the axis of the tube.

Among the merits of this instrument Hasner

enumerates :—(1.) Being composed of solid metal

it occupies little room, and is very portable.

(2.) The inverted image of the retina is easily

found, because the tubes slide freely, and because

their considerable diameter renders it unnecessary

to look exactly into the line of their axis. (3.) Its

connection with the patient by the hands of the

observer keeps it steady in its place. (4.) The
mobility of the mirror renders it easy to give any

direction to the instrument without altering the

position of the flame. (5.) The reflected image

of the object-lens are readily set aside by shifting

it. (6.) The retinal image contained within the

mirror a blackened tube, from which all side-light

is excluded, appears much more clearly then when
formed in the open air, (7.) The clip behind

the mirror facilitates the application and removal

of ocular lenses. (8.) By the graduation of the

tube the distance of the observing eye from

the convex lens can be read off; and in known
vision of the observer, and with the lens at a

constant distance from the patient, the refraction

of the latter can be determined, approximatively

at least by a comparison of different observa-

tions.*

SUSGICAL COIvrTRIBUTIOlSrS.

By Louis Bauer, M. D.

Of Brooklyn, N. Y.

II.

Action for Alleged Malpractice.— Professional
Ethics put to a Test.—Differential Diagnosis
of Spontaneous and Traumatic False Pas-
sages in Court.

In the beginning of September, an action for

alleged malpractice was tried at the City Court

of Brooklyn. In the course of the proceeding

some points were touched, in which the profes-

sion at large may be interested.

From the evidence of the complainant it ap-

pears that in the month of April, he was sud-

denly seized with inability of discharging his

urine, it being the second time in his life. The
first time hai-'pcned a year previous, lasting about

twenty-two hours, and yielding to some trillino;

remedy prescribed by a druggist. On this occa-

sion, he sought for and obtained professional ad-

vice. Dr. K., of this city, tried to relieve the

patient by catheter, but failed. The latter sus-

tained in the attempt some loss of blood and felt

quite sore. The doctor directed the complainant

Zander.

to go home and to bed, and to take some pills

he prescribed. A few hours afterward, the

former, in company of Dr. M., called upon the

patient, placed him under the influence of chloro-

form, and then repeated the attempt at introdu-

cing the catheter. The patient felt nothing,

When he recovered from the effects of the anass-

thetic, he noticed that his body and bed linen

were soiled, "drenched" with blood. There was

likewise blood in the chamber and on the carpet.

The medical gentlemen then left, but l-eturned in

the afternoon, proposing to jftnis7i the operation
;

the patient having, in the meantime, passed some

urine, and feeling rather easier, had been under

the impression that he owed his comfort to the

operation. He was therefore ill-disposed to sub-

mit again. Moreover, he thought that if they

had not succeeded with the use of chloroform^

there was very little chance of succeeding at all.

The soreness of the penis had materially in-

creased. Notwithstanding, he allowed his objec-

tions to be overruled. The catheter was succes-

sively passed into the urethra by the two doctors.

When it came near the presumed stricture, he ex-

perienced severe pain, lost much blood, and no-

ticed that its point took a direction toward the

left. After several trials of this kind, the med-

ical gentleman desisted. Dr. K. visited the

patient for six consecutive days, and directed

various applications. On the eighth day my at-

tendance was invited.

On taking charge of the patient, I noted his con-

dition, as follows: febrile excitement and painful

expression of countenance; painful and difficult

passage of urine ; the water either dribbling, or

in a fine and twisted stream; the penis slightly

oedematous. There is some swelling and intumes-

cence on the left side of the perinseum, and to-

ward the left thigh, and the remnants of a recent

ecehymosis, with all the colors of a rainbow.

Apprehending an incipient urinary infiltration,

I resolved to insert a catheter, and thus arrest

the progress of the impending destruction. It is

immaterial whether I first entered the urethra

with staff or catheter, nor do I remember which.

Having carefully felt my way a distance of about

seven inches, the instrument became arrested

by what seemed to Ije a strictuie. In gently

trying to pass into the same, the instrument

took a leftward direction, and evidently en-

tered a false passage. Following the point of

the instrument in its progress, I could distinctly

feel the same under the integuments. The ensu-

ing pain and bleeding reminded me that that

route could not be travelled with any safety ; so

I withdrew, and made no further attempt. Hence-
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forth, it was my sole object to reduce the existing

inflammation along the perinseura, and favor siip-

pni-ation, for ^vhich purpose leeches and cata-

plasms were freely resorted to. xit about the se-

venth or eighth day fluctuation could be dis-

tinctly felt 5 the abscess was not so very large,

and did not exhibit that deep discoloration and

wide-spread edema characterizing urinary infil-

tration. On opening the abscess a moderate

quantity of a creamy, and in every respect lauda-

hle, pus was discharged with evident relief to

the patient. There was no odor of urine nor

trace of sloughed tissue. Not for thirty hours

did any urine pass through the abscess. Thence-

forth and for about six weeks, the urine was

chiefly discharged through the opening in the

peringeum, giving likewise rise to burrowing

toward the anus, and necessitating repeated in-

cisions. At. the end of two months, the fistu-

lous opening gradually closed, and the urine took

by degrees its normal course.

The patient, an intelligent Norwegian ship-

wright, had thus lost about ten or eleven weeks'

income, had been subject to great expenses, irre-

spective of the misery to which he had been

subject. He accused his previous attendants of

gross carelessness and want of skill, and ascribed

to them the cause of all his losses and sufferings.

He considered himself entitled to compensation

and felt it his duty to expose the incompe-

tency of Drs. K. and M. to public derision. This

was the state of feeling in which I discharged

my patient, expostulation to the contrary, not-

withstanding. When his lawyer consulted me
about the matter, I used every argument of doubt

to prevent the suit, and eventually withheld all

and every information from him that would have

been of assistance to him. Thus I had tried

and failed to protect the practitioners, and save

myself the odious duty of appearing against pro-

fessional brethren.

But when summoned and sworn as a witness,

I had no alternative but to tell everything I knew
of the case, and give such an opinion as the facts

would warrant. Pressed by the complainant's

counsel with the question, '' By what means the

false passages had been produced?'^ I could con-

scientiously not withhold my conviction that it

had been produced hy the indiscreet use of the ca-

theter.

It would have been wise on the part of the de-

fense to let my opinion pass for what it was
worth, and concentrate their efforts upon rebut-

ting evidence. But the desire to embarrass my
position got the best of juristical strategy, and

hence they entered upon a rigorous course of

cross-examination, which could but break down
my evidence, or eventuate in "still stronger proofs

against the defendants. Calm consideration of

their interest would have satisfied them that I

had no wish one way or the other ; that I was

forced into the witness-box, that I had related

the course of the trouble as a simple succession

of events, and that the inferences I had arrived

at were logical necessities which I had neither

the power nor the right to withhold. With one

of the defendants I had repeatedly consulted and

exchanged the courtesies of friendly feelings.

Neither of them had provoked my feelings, or

been in my way of success. Moreover, the com-

plainant had, under oath, most emphatically de-

clared that I had at no time encouraged the suit,

but that, on the contrary, I had done all in my
power in persuading him and his counsel from

pressing the same. Nevertheless, the defense

seemed to take studious pains in trifling with

me, hoping to discover the tendo-Achillis, that

they might cut it with impunity.

If therefore the case became more aggravated,

it was the fault of their indiscretion, or perhaps

vindictiveness. I will not lose time, or fatigue

the reader in rehearsing the small tricks which

were, but unsuccessfully, employed to inveigle

me in contradiction, or to irritate my temper.

Nor will I refer to those silly questions which

were intended to test my professional competency.

The only question worthy to be considered here

was substantially as follows: What difi'erential

symptoms did you observe in the case of com-

plainant that led you to the conclusion you have

stated ? or in other words : Why were his trou-

bles not brought on by a spontaneous perforation

of the urethra ? My answer was prompt and plain

.

In the pending case the perforation was anterior

to the stricture^ in the other it would he posterior to

the same. In the former there was obviously a

simple canal along the peringeum, accompanied

by a simple traumatic inflammation, with subse-

quent suppuration; in the latter instance we have

always more or less urinary infiltration with more

or less sloughing of soft tissues. In the one there

is, as we found it, a creamy or pure pus, in the

other the abscess contains a mixture of pus,

urine, and detritus. In the former, the urine

appeared after some time in the opening of the

abscess ; in the latter, it is the urine that causes

the false passage, and is therefore an insepar-

able symptom of spontaneous perforation of the

urethra. Last, and not least, there was that omin-

ous ecchijmosis on the left side of the perinaeum

toward the thigh. Could that have any other

causation than traumatic violence? Thus by
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silly persistence the defence placed themselves

in a dilemma which could but embarrass its own
evidence. Fortunately for the defendants the

opposing counsel had not sagacity enough, or

not competent professional assistance, to avail

himself of his advantage.

The defence first denied the malpractice; next,

tried to prove that the false passage had been
caused by my own heedlessness ; and eventually

alleged that it was legitimate to use that degree of

force they had employed in the attempt of forcing

the bladder.

On this point they produced as a witness a

surgical expert from New York, whose name is,

without any question, favorably known among the

public and in the annals of surgical science. I

certainly entertain a high appreciation of his

surgical accomplis'hment&. Not being present

when he rendered his opinion, I have derived its

t«nor from another medical witness in the case,

from documents purporting to be literal, and
from the charge of the judge. According to that

opinion it is legitimate to force a stricture in

such cases, even at the hazard of making a false

passage. He did not remember that he had been

ever so unfortunate as to cause such a complica-

tion (which I verily believe), but he would not

care if he had, in the attempt of saving a patient.

This is certainly a strange surgical ruling. It

seems to me that his head had less to do in lay-

ing down the principle than his heart. I appre-

hend that the doctor would have greatly modified

and qualified his opinion if he had been properly

cross-examined, I have in vain looked for a pen-

dant of the same in any acknowledged surgical

authority, and it seems to me totally untenable.

In the first place, every experienced surgeon

well knows, that it is next to impossible to force

a stricture if there is urinary retention of some
time, and the bladder is much distended. False

passage would seem to be inevitable. And this

axiom is so well established, that prudent sur-

geons hardly attempt the passage of a catheter

under those circumstances, but resort to medicinal

applications which in most cases give relief if

time is allowed for their action. Or they pre-

fer the puncture of the bladflcr, which is compar-

atively a more harmless operation when carefully

performed. I have myself passed a small tro-

car into the bladder so often, and always without

the slightest inconvenience, that certainly I could

not think of risking a new complication of a false

passage in preference to puncture per rectum.

With this point the interest in the medical

evidence is exhausted, and I will conclude with a

few passing remarks on medical ethics.

REPORTS. [Vol. XIII.

There is a class of practitioners which is very

clamorous for, and always seems to be in need of

professional protection. They rarely want con-

sultation unless it be to save themselves from the

charge of neglect, or incompetency, they meddle

with things which require a higher order of ac-

complishment, talent, dexterity or experience than

they possess, and when they fail to procure such

shielding protection, they imagine themselves

the innocent victims of conspiracy and prosecu-

tion. A well-informed, diligent and competent

practitioner needs no other shield than his know-

ledge. Ordinary skill and the adoption of estab-

lished and recognized principles in the healing

art, clear him in every court of justice from un-

reasonable charges and importunities. Prosecu-

tion is completely impotent. Nor can it for a

moment be presumed that any practitioner would

be so imbecile as to advertise his opponent by an

unjust lawsuit. On the other hand, practitioners

owe duties to the community, which allow no

infringement by so-called professional class in-

terest. Ifsuch illiberal maxims were entertained,

they were equal to a most reprehensible conspir-

acy of physicians against their patients, to which

of course no honorable man of the profession

could lend himself.

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital,
|

January. 1865. f

Surgical Clinic of Prof. Gross.

Reported by W. W. Keen, Jr., M, D.

Stercoraceous Abscess.

Jan. 4th. A. get. 30, was confined four months

ago. Soon after a tumor appeared in the right

iliac region, which has grown rapidly in the last

three weeks. It is now well defined in outline,

as large as a large orange, and extends inward

and upward nearly to the umbilicus. The beat-

ing throbbing pain increased on sneezing and

breathing deeply. It is very tender on pressure.

She is unable to lie on the right side. She has

discharged no pus per anum.
On using the exploring needle pus exuded I

then opened the abscess with a bistoury, when
some If) oz. of pus spurted out with considerable

and very fetid gas. 1 then introduced a tent, and

ordered a poultice. I also gave an anodyne, and

ordered twenty drops of tincture of iron three

times a day.

8tli. Doing admirably the tumor is softer: pus

and blood to some exU^ut is still exuding from the

opening made. There has been no discharge of

fcjccal nuitter.

ir)th. The tumor is softer and smaller; but

little pus is passing from it. Iler health is well

sustained.
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Autopsy, Feb. 1st. She died on the 29th and
the autopsy showed old adhesions between the sur-

faces of the peritoneum, especially at the liver.

The liver was filled with tubercles, some very large

and some looking very like scirrhus. The lungs

and the pleura were also tubercular. The ab-

scess was evidently of tubercular origin ; the walls

of the bowel were degenerated and broken down,
the cavity of the abscess communicating freely

with the bowel about the caecum and ascending
colon, but the parts were almost undistinguisha-

ble. There were tubercular deposits in the ab-

scess and a firm clot of blood, probably from the

operation.

Gangrene of feet from Frost-bite.

Jan. 4th. Man, aet 40. Three weeks ago he lay

out all night in intoxication, and his feet were se-

verely frosted. Subsequently, gangrene set in,

and it now has extended on the left foot, inclu-

ding all the tissues to the middle of the foot, and
on the right foot, including the sole and half the

dorsum. There is a pretty well defined line of

demarcation, and above it considerable inflamma-
tion, with a decided erysipelatous blush. The
dead parts are shrunken, and black and green in

color. Blisters appear on the inflamed surface.

His tongue is dry: sordes on the teeth and lips;

his appetite and sleep is poor; and he sufi'ers a
good deal. The line of demarcation not being
defined sufficiently clear for amputation, I ordered
him punch, wdth at least a pint of whiskey a day,

broths and good food. His bowels to be kept
open by oil

;
pain to be allayed by opium in large

doses. Tinct. ferri chlor., gtt. xx, every 4th hour;
for the foetor, Liq. sodge chlorin. and a poultice to

be applied to the feet of flax-seed, with a strong
solution of plumbi acet. and opium.

B. Plumbi. acet., ^ij.

Opii pulv., 3ij.

to the gallon of water.

15th. Health varies, now better, now worse.

There is considerable subsultus tendinum, some
wandering. The gangrene is proceeding, and
the line of demarcation is more pronounced; on
one foot the slough has been partly removed.
Treatment continued.

Feb. 1st. He died a week ago. His delirium
grew worse and worse, and he gradually sunk.
The line of demarcation was still pretty well de-

fined.

Autopsy. The autopsy showed a large quantity
of adipose tissue still throughout the body, which
the absorbents had been unable to take up. There
were no metastatic abscesses, no congestion of
the lungs, save at the posterior portion, on ac-

count of his position.

(Brain not shown.)

Club-foot.

Jan. 8th. Jenny W-, set. 13. Till two years
ago she went to school but had noticed a tenden-
cy to fall, when standing or walking, by the yield-

ing of her ankles. Two years ago she was taken
sick and was in bed for a year, during which
time, she sufi'ered great pain in her feet and an-

kles. At present the muscles of the two thighs
are sound and alike ; those of both legs are wast-
ed. Both heels are drawn up 4 or 5 inches from

the ground, so that she walks on the balls of the

toes. Both feet are introverted ; the ankles con-

vex, and both legs are cold.

I performed tenotomy on the tendo-Achillis of

each foot, and by force restored them to the natu-

ral position. In a few days I will apply appara-

tus for their retention.

Scirrhus of the Rectum with Fistula.

Jan. 8th. Thomas L. aet. 40 ; sailor. His health

and appetite are good; sleeps well, save that he

is often waked in order to pass his water, which
he does some eight or nine times daily. He
has not lost weight; has no pain about the anus,

but only a sense of weight ; his tongue is clean.

For two years past he has had great difficulty of

evacuating his bowels, and especially for the last

seven or eight months when he has had to go to

stool three or four times daily with great straining.

Occasionally he has passed blood. Eight years

ago he had an abscess at the anus, and since then

he has had a fistula, of which only he now com-
plains. On examining the anus an oedematous

tumor as large as an almond is seen on its left

side, and the orifice of the fistula—a small one

—on the right. On endeavoring to introduce the

finger into the anus I discovered a still worse

complaint—a tumor hard and unyielding about

half an inch within the anus, greatly obstruct-

ing the bowel so that I could not introduce the

finger further, and giving great pain on pressure.

Fracture of Lower Jaw.

Jan. 11th. Mary G., 93t. 35. January 2d. in a fit

of delirium tremens jumped from a window and
fractured the inferior maxilla. There is a frac-

ture at the symphisis, and one on each side near

the base of the rami, that on the left side being
comminuted to some extent. There is overlap-

ping, especially on the left side, and the saliva

cannot be retained. The jaw can be moved con-

siderably. The upper jaw has lost several of the

front teeth by the fall.

On account of the overlapping I had to wire

the adjacent teeth, and then applied a binder's-

board splint and a figure of eight bandage over

the head and jaw.
March 11th. The fracture has healed, excepting

at one point where there is some little necrosis.

There is also—a necessary result of the great com-
minution—some unevenness, and consequent de-

formity, which will be remedied to a great extent

by absorption.

Stricture of the Urethra.

Jan. 15th, Charles C, ^t. 50, had an attack of

gonorrhoea at 20, and has had stricture ever since.

He now passes water 20 or 30 times per diem, the

stream being of the size of a crowquill, some-

times twisted, and sometimes it divides into several

streams. He has difficulty in starting the Avater;

has to bear down and lean forward ; often it stops

suddenly, and the same difficulty in starting it

again is experienced. He has neither hasmorr-

hoids
; nor hernia ; nor hydrocele.

On introducing a catheter the stricture was
discovered at the membranous portion, and so firm

and small, that no catheter could be introduced

into the bladder. The introduction of the finger

into the rectum did not suffice to overcome the ob-
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staele. but inflicted considerable pain. The com-
pound catheter Avas then tried, but \\it\\ no suc-

cess. The urethratome was then introduced and
the srriciure divided, but no catheter even then
could he introduced.

Feb. 5th. cut the stricture with the urethra-

t >me. It was a very solid o^-e. and required con-

siderable manipulation to introduce the instru-

ment and divide it. A l:irp;e sized catheter was
then introduced and retained there; and a full

anodyne administered.

Enlarged Tonsils.

Jan. 15th. A Girl, OBt. 19, has always been
healthy since childhood: however, she hag had
enlarijement of the tonsils, so that her speech is

con-=!iderably affected, and she is compelled to

sleep with her head thrown back, and snoring.

She has no night sweats, and li 3r sleep is comfort-

ble.

On openinst the mouth (as is seen in Dr. Al-
len's drawing) the tonsils are seen to meet in the

middle line, leaving two chinks, one above which
is completely filed by the uvula, and the other
below through which she breathes.

I removed a large piece from each.

Inflammation at Knee-joint and Caries.

Jan. 18th, Samuel D., set 44, a lunatic ; fell in

the summer of 1861 and injured the knee-joint.

The injury was succeeded by an abscess, of which
he U now complaining. The leg it flexed and the

foot twisted outward. There are a dozen or more
apertures above and below the jo'nt, especially

on the antero-external surface of the leg, commu-
nicating with each other, and some of them with

the knee-joint; one is as high up as the middle of

the thigh, the pus having gravitated from the

knee, which, in its flexed position is the highest

portion of the limb. The joint is almost entirely

anchylosed, and the system is excessively irrita-

ble, from the sufi'ering and the long confinement.
Pus had collected in several places; this was

evacuated and the limb ordered to be kept at rest

on a double-inclined plane, with a lotion of plumbi
acet. and laudanum, and good diet given.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

The action of diseased Blood upon Blood Vessels.

In an article entitled the " Action of Medicines
on the Blood VcsscIh*' read before the Medical
Society of the county of Kings, and published in

the Buffalo Medical and Svr(jiral Journal^ Dr.

R. Cre;sson Stiles relates the Adlowing experi-

ments to prove that in the fevers the muscular
tissue is directly afl'octod by the blood-poison
producing those results in the; muscular system
of the circulation comprehended under the term
ferp.r.

Portions of umbilical arteries from a cord just

divided were dissected out and attnfdifid to liga-

tures. Bh>od was then drawn })y cuj)ping from
a patient suffering from typlius lever. 'Yha blood
was defibrinatcd and placed in one or more test-

tubes. Healthy blood was treated in the same
manner, and the prepared portions of the umbili-

cal artery were suspended in the diseased and
in the healthy blood, and exposed for a given
time to a temperature of 100° F. In each ex-

periment, after an hours immersion it was easily

recognizable which' portions of artery had been
suspended in the febrile and which in the healthy

blood, by the flaccidif}/, discoloration and lack of

vitality manifested by the former, and the healthy

appearance and re-actions of the latter. L.

A Wew Circulation.

Dr. Bence Jones, in a lecture recently delivered

(says the Boston Med. Joimial,) at the Royal In-

stitution, says there are good grounds for believ-

ing that there exists within us, in addition to the

mechanical or animal circulation of the blood,

another and a greater and more strictly chemical
circulation, closely resembling, if not identical

with, that which obtains in the lower divisions of

animals, and in vegetables. A circulation in

which substances continually pass from the out-

side of the body into the blood, and through the

blood into the textures, and from the textures

either into the ducts, by which they again pass

into the blood, or are thrown out of the body ; or

into the absorbents, by which they are again

taken back into the blood, again to pass from it

into the textures.

—

Buffalo Med. and Surg. Jour.

Reviews and Book Notices.

Materia Medica for the use of Students. By
John B. Biddle, M. D., Professor of Materia

Medica and General Therapeutics in the Jeffer-

son Medical College, Member of the American

Philosophical Society, Fellow of the College of

Physicians, etc. etc. 8vo, Pp. 359, with Illustra-

tions. Lindsay &Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1865.

Price $3.50.

The author of the volume before us is well known
to the students of medicine by his Review of Ma-
teria Medica, published some years ago. A se-

cond edition having been called for, Prof. Bid-

dle has revised and enlarged it, and arranged it

so as to correspond with the last edition of the Uni-

ted States Pharmacopoeia. The work has been re-

modeled and in many parts rewritten, and we
notice also, that numerous additions have been
made to the list of articles treated of. The author

does not design the work to take the place of

the United States Dispensatory or the voluminous
and systematic treatises of Stille, Wood, or Dun-
GLisoN, ljut intends it to contain a succinct ac-

count of all the articles of the Materia Medica,

in u e in this country, and to furnish a suitable

text book rather than a mere compendium to

the course of lectures delivered by him upon the

branch. Most of the imprtant and indigenous

plants are represented by illustrations. The vol-

ume is gotten up with excellent taste, and reflects

much credit upon the enterprising publishers who
present it to the pnblic.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBEE 21, 1865.

THE " SOCIAL EVIL" AINTD THE MILITARY
AUTHORITIES.

A few weeks since we published an extract

from the correspondence of the K. Y. Times, de-

tailing the manner in which the military author-

ities at Nashville had dealt with prostitution.

After a fruitless attempt at suppression by the

exportation of the lewd women, the evil was accep-

ted as a fact, and systematized and directed by mil-

itary authority. Strict and frequent examinations

were instituted, hospitals for the diseased wo-

men were organized, and it is claimed that the

former large number of cases of venereal disease

in the western army was reduced to a very small

figure.

A similar experiment is being tried in Mobile,

as will appear from the following extract from an
order from the headquarters of that district

:

1. To mitigate the evils of prostitution, to pre-
vent the increase of disease, and to provide proper
medical attendance for such women as mav be in-
fected, it is ordered that a Hospital for the'care of
abandoned women be established, under the di-

rection and control of the Medical Director of this
city.

_
2. Such a system of registration and examina-

tion will be enforced as will lead to the detection
of disease, and all the staff departments connected
with these head-quarters will afford every assist-

ance in their power to facilitate the execution of
this order.

The sword not unfrequently cuts the knot over

which wise and cautious minds have long la-

bored. In this war, the military power in its en-

forcement of hygienic rules, has taught the civil

authorities a lesson they well might heed, and it

is appropos to inquire whether, as regards the

subject under consideration, they have not inau-

gurated in this country a practice, which can with

benefit be extended to our great cities.

It is true there is nothing new in this. It is

simply the practice of licensing prostitution, and
while thus giving it a legal existence, so guiding,

guarding, and directing it as to prevent the spread

of venereal disease. This is "suffering" one evil

to exist under legal restrictions, in order to di-

minish another.

The very thought of legalizing such an horri-

bly debauching vice is repugnant to all our moral

feelings. It shocks all our sensibilities. But,

looking at it, not from the stand-point of preju-

dice, but as physicians and philosophers, we may
discuss the question whether, constituted as so-

ciety is, the evil would not be diminished, if the

law should recognize and regulate it.

Drunkenness is a vice little less heinous than

prostitution—indeed, the brothel and the grog-

gery go hand in hand. Morally, we say both

should be prohibited by law. Practically, we
ask—cani t be done with our present judicatory?

The prohibitory liquor law in all large cities can

be considered little less than a complete failure.

Such, indeed, has recently been the testimony of

a learned divine.

No law prohibitory of prostitution has, if en-

acted, ever proved, in this country at least, of

any practical value. This vice does exist to an

alarming extent. At every corner of the fashion-

able promenades of our large cities, the painted

courtezan in her begraddled finery is lying in

wait, while the light which, till long after mid-

night, streams from the crevices of the closed

blinds of many a gorgeously furnished parlor,

tells of the house which is described in Holy

Writ as "the way to hell, going down to the

chamber of death.''

Our large hospitals teem with the results of

illicit connection. Syphilis, in its horrible rava-

ges, is poisoning thousands of the future, as well

as of the present generations. Nor is it alone

confined to hospital patients. Every practitioner

sees it in private practice, in the best families oft-

times.
.
The destruction of health, not to say life,

with the misery it too frequently entails upon

the innocent offspring of the syphilitic-tainted, is

painfully familiar to every medical man.

The questions present themselves : Can we pre-

vent prostitution? If we can, why, if not for our

own generation, for the sake of the innocent suf-

ferers, does not the strong arm of the law stay

the curse? If it cannot be prohibited, is it not

our duty to control it so as to prevent the spread

of disease? Could not a thoroughly systema-

tized and carefully conducted system of exami-

nations, with hospitals for the diseased women,

prevent to a great extent, the spread of the vene-

real poison? These are questions of vast practi-

cal import, which should be well considered by

the profession and the people, and we propose

them in order to elicit discussion, and through

our profession, call the attention of our law-

makers to the subject. Medical men are fre-

quently members of our State Legislatures, and

perhaps the only hope of reaching concerted ac-

tion in them is through their influence.

Quack Medicines.

Upwards of £55,333 has been paid during the

past year for the government duty on quack
medicines in England.
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UNIVERSITY OF PENIsrSYLVANIA.-CETf-
TENWIAL.

The Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania began its hundredth session last

week. The centennial discourse was delivered

at Concert Hall, on the 9th inst., by Professor

Joseph Carson, M. D., the senior active profes-

sor in the school. The address, which was a his-

torical one, and very appropriate to the occasion,

was listened to with marked attention and inter-

est by a large audience of medical men, students,

and other friends of the institution.

It was in 17G5, on the 3d of May, that a medi-

cal department was engrafted on the College of

Phihidelphia, and a Professor of the Theory and

Practice of Physic appointed in the person of

Dr. John Morgan. xVt the collegiate commence-

ment, which took place near the end of the month,

the new professor used the following prophetic

lanouage: "Perhaps this medical institution, the

first of its kind in America, though small in its

beginning, may receive a constant accession of

strength, and annually exert new vigor. It may

collect a number of young persons, of more than

ordinary ability, and so improve their knowledge

as to spread its reputation to distant parts. By

sending those abroad duly qualified, or by exci-

ting an emulation among men of parts and litera-

ture, it may give birth to other useful institutions

of a similar nature, or occasion the rise, by its

example, of numerous societies of difi'erent kinds,

calculated to spread the light ofknowledge through

the whole American continent, wherever inhabi-

ted."

On the 23d of September, Dr. William Ship-

pen was appointed Dr. Morgan's colleague, and

the course of lectures was divided between them.

Dr. SniPPEN lecturing on anatomy, surgery, and

midwifery, and Dr. Morgan on all the remaining

medical sciences, but with particular devotion to

the theory and practice of medicine and materia

medica. Dr. Shippen began his coarse on the

14th, and Dr. Morgan on the 15th of November,

1705.

Truly one hundred years has wrought a won-

derful change in this mother of medical schools

in America! Could Drs. Morgan and Shippen

now stand before the classes that crowd the lec-

ture-rooms of the University, with what wonder

and astonishment would they bo filled. The little

one has almost literally become a thousand. The

professorships have increased from two to seven,

besides several lectureships on special branches

of medicine and surgery. But the greatest

change that has been wrought during this one

hundred years is in the advancement of medical

knowledge, and in the means made use of for im-

parting that knowledge to the student.

We would be glad to give a resume of the ad-

dress of Dr. Carson, but, we doubt not, it will be

published shortly in full. On the platform were

the Emeritus Professors, Drs. Gibson, Wood,
Jackson, and Hodge, names that will long live in

the memory of hundreds of graduates of this ven-

erable school. May her career in the next hun-

dred years be as glorious as that of the past

!

Notes and Comments.

"Medical Simony,"

Under this title the Dublin Medical Press dis-

courses editorially on the "Ballyclough investi-

gation" case, where, as it seems, the Poor Com-

mittee allowed the purchase of the Dispensary

at Ballyclough, with the salary incident to the

position, to be sold by Dr. Groves to Dr.

Harrison, long before the advertisement of the

vacancy had been iesued to the medical profes-

sion, constituting a flagrant act of simony. The

investigation appears to have been conducted in

a partial spirit, so that the case will probably be

carried to a higher tribunal. Our excellent co-

temporary takes strong grounds against this sys-

tem of "Medical Simony."

Epidemic Hospitals.

A valuable suggestion has been made by Mr.

Meekins of the Rathdown Union, LoughlinstowD,

Ireland. He proposes the erection of sheds for

the reception of cholera cases. The Dublin Med-

ical Press says regarding it, that such a "measure

should be promptly adopted in all places where

the use of suitable buildings cannot be obtained

;

due attention being paid to convenience to the

masses of the people, as to locality and other

circumstances. We are the more persuaded of

the benefit to be derived from such a course,

considering the consequences which result from

sick persons remaining as centres of disease, and

obliged to crowd in a room which is used alike

for cooking, work, and as the sleeping-room for

the whole family."

No better measure could be adopted in our

larger cities, in case of another cholera epidemic,

than the removal of all the sick from the over-

crowded districts of the poor, to temporary shed

or tent-hospitals.

Announcements of Books.

Henry C. Lea, of this city, successor to the
late firm of Lea & Blanchard, announces the

following works ass hortl^ to appear:

—
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Taylor's Principles and Practice of Medical

Jurisprudence. From early sheets.

AsHTON on the Rectum Revised edition,

"WiNSLOW on the Brain and Mind. Second
American, from the third English edition.

Pereira's Materia Medica and Therapeutics,

couder.sed by Farrb.

Flivt's Principles and Practice of Medicine.

Tanner's Manual of Clinical Medicine. Revised
edifion.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Attempted Suicide witli Stryciinia.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter :

A few years ago, a young physician of l^ew

York city, (I forget his name.) committed suicide

by opening the femoral artery, and then inhaling

chloroform to render himself insensible to the

probable suflFerings of his last moments of earthly

existence. I do not remember of having read

or heard of any other instance of one of our pro-

fession committing an act of this kind: but a case

of an attempt by a physician to destroy his life

came under my observation about three weeks

since in this city. As his recovery is a matter of

astonishment to himself as it no doubt will be

to others when they learn the facts of his case, I

present a brief statement of the occurrence for

publication in your valuable journal : but, for

evident reasons, withhold the name and the

causes which led to the unhappy act.

In the afternoon of Sept. —th, Dr. went

into one of the most respectable and popular

drug stores in the city, and wrote the following

prescription, and giving it to one of the princi-

pal clerks, waited for it to be put up, which was

done in a few minutes.

R. Strychniae, • gr. iv.

Sacch. alb., ^j. M.
He told the druggist that he would divide it

into the proper doses himself when he got home,

and so had it put into a vial and labeled in ac-

cordance with the prescription. There was no-

thing in the Doctor's manner or appearance to

indicate anything wrong in his purpose, and the

gentlemanly and intelligent druggist had no idea

but that it was all right to give him the poison in

bulk. During that afternoon and evening he

took several drinks of whiskey, and wrote letters

to different persons respecting his suicidal act.

About 11 o'clock, he went to his room, laid the

letters on the table so that they might be seen by
others, and then took a tumbler with about half

a gill of water, and poured the poison-dose into

it, adding a large drink of whiskey, and stirrino-

it with a tea-spoon until the medicine was all

dissolved. He then swallowed the whole of it.

and in five or six minutes after took another
drink of whiskey. In the course of twenty min-
utes the effects became manifest, but not as he
expected, as it was his intention, when he first

thought of committing suicide, and started to the

drug store to get the deadly article, to take 7nor-

phia. But ere long after swallowing the fearful

potation, he was convinced that he had taken
stryciinia, and knew what horrible sufferings

would be the result before death could take
place. The terrible spasms of the muscular sys-

tem, the lightning-like jerks of the limbs, the

"throat-latch grip," strangulation, and all the

horrible phenomena attending a fatal dose of this

medicine, are well known to medical men gene-

rally, and I will only remark on this point, that

the Doctor went through the whole catalogue of
the horrors and sufferings of a living death, and
during the latter part of the night it seemed im-

possible that he could live. He was finally re-

lieved by chloroform and morphia in solution,

but the muscular spasms did not entirely cease

until the afternoon of the next day, and the

lameness or stiffness of the limbs and neck, and
consequent debility of such an experience as he
went through continued for several days. During
all the long hours of his unspeakable suffering,

through that night and the next day, and when
it seemed impossible that he could live through

another spasmodic shock, his mind was perfectly

clear, and he was entirely resigned to his fate.

The people in the house became alarmed soon

after the distressing symptoms of the poison were
developed, and physicians were sent for, but none
arrived until near three hours after he swallowed

the dose. It therefore had every advantage of its

destructive powers upon his life. Three weeks

have passed, and he is now entirely well. Had
the lohishey he drank any influence in preventing

a fatal result ?*

I can vouch for the facts as here stated, and
will leave the subject for such remarks as you
may think proper to make. I have been looking

over Christison and Taylor on poisons, and
they have records of fatal cases from much smal-

ler doses than the Doctor took.

Tracy E. Waller, M. D.

PhiladelpJiia, Oct. 1865.

* Whiskey is probably responsible for the attempt at suicide,
but very likely had also everything to do with the failure of the
attempt.

—

Ed. Med. and Surg. Repobtek.
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Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have been recently

made

:

Xi'ic York.—Dr. Wm. Gulick Watkins, New
York city.

JIari/hind.—Dr. W. M. "Wright, Baltimore.

K-'iifiiCn!/.—Dr. Samuel Ford, Newcastle ; Dr.

'^VILLIAM Phillips, Mt. Sterling.

Illinois.—Dr. Isaac H. Reeder, Lacon.
Wisconsin.—Dr. IIexry McKenxan, Sauk city.

lotra.—Dv. J. II. Hodge, Wauken; Dr. J. R.

"Ward, Evanstowu.

MARRIED.

Akciiralp—WiNPsiiip.—At Roxbury, Mass., Oct. 4th, by Rev.
Dr. (Tporge Putnam. Mr. Edward Archbald, of Montreal, and
Miss Fannie Yeruou, daushter of the late Dr. Charles M. Wind
ship, of \l.

BARTi H R—ScTTOX.—Oct. Ist, at the resideDce of the bride's

mother, Amelia, Ohio, by Rev. John W. Fowble, Dr. N. J. Bar-
bour, and Miss Eunie K. Sutton.
Brkwur— MiLts.—At Ithaca, N. Y., October 4th, by the Rev.

F. X. Zabriskie, Dr. John W. Brewer, U. S. A., and Emma J.,

daughter of Sunreon Madison Mills, U. S. A.
Brownlow—Cliffs.—October 3d, Brigadier-General James P.

Brownlow. Adjutant-Generpl of the State of Tennessee, and Miss
Belle Cliffe, daughter of Dr. D. B. Cliife. of Franklin, Tennessee

;

Governor W. G. Brownlow being the oSii iating minister on the
occasio:i.

Cathcart—DuRKE .—Tu York, Pa., October 3d, by Rev. H. E.

Niles, Dr. Thomas L Cathcart, of Washington, D. C, and Lucy
A., youngest daughter of the Hon. Daniel Durkee.
DiBicKsox—Ci MiMiNS —At J^myma, Del., on the 11th inst.. Dr.

James C. DiT'ickson, of Berlin, Worcester county, Md., and Eliza
Blackiston, daughter of thelate Daniel Cummins, of the former
place.

HrxTER

—

Stf.w.4^.t,—In New York, on Wednesday, Sept. 27th,

at the resideijce of the bride's father, by Rev. Dr. Irvine, assisted

by i;<'v. ,1. 15. Dunn, Dr. Alexander S. Hunter, and Eliza E.
Stewart, el iest daughter of John Stewart, Esq.
LwMNii—.McDoXAij).—At the re.sidence of the bride's father,

Philadelphia, on Wednesday, the 11th inst., by Rev. W. D.
Siegfried, Dr. Henry L. Lanning, of Bridgeton, N. J., and Miss
Agnes McDonald.
O'Har.a—.McCuNNET.—On the 12th inst., in this city, by Rev.

James O'Reilly, Michael O'Hara, M. D., and Frances, daughter
of the late Richard McCunney, Esq., of this city.

Owens—Keever.—At Mason, Ohio, Oct. 4th, by Rev. L.Clark,
Dr. J. B. Owens, of Lebanon, Ohio, and Miss Mary M. Keever, of
Mason, Ohio.
RanNEY—Sawyer.—At Sommerville, Mass., October 2d, by Rev.

Charles Lowe, Mark Ranney, .M. D., Superintendent of the Insane
A.sylum, Mount Pleasant, Iowa, and Miss Martha W. Sawyer,
of S.

Savage—Adams.—At Stockbridge, Mass., October 5th, by Rev.
Dr. Parker, Albert B. Savage, of Toronto. C. W., and Sarah Wil-
liams, daughter of Dr. L. S. Adams, of Stockbridge.
Stevenson— 11 AMii,T(,.\.—At No. '.tST St. Catherine's Street,

Montreal, on Wednesihiy, Ort. 'id, by the bride's father, assisted

by Rev. D. II. McVicar an<l Rev. ];. J. Hamilton, William G.
Steven.son, .M. D .of .Mori i^i own, N. J., and Mary, third daughter
of Rev. Wm. Hamilton, D. D.

WiNCiiRLL

—

Mitchei,'..—October Intli, at the residence of the
bride's father, in Southbury, Conn., Alverd E. Winchell, M. D.,

and .Mary, only daughter of Klizur Mildmll.
Woodruff— Bcckivoii am.—October .'.th. .it the residence of the

bride'.s father, by i;ev. J. A Bomber:- r. Mr. Caleb L. Woodruff
and .Miss Lydia A. Buckingham, only daughter of Dr. T. L.

Buckinj^h.'ini, both of this city.

WutiTS

—

Wood.—In this city, on Tuesday morning, the 10th
inst., at St. Luke's Church, by the Rev. Dr. Howe, Charles
Stewart Wurts, .M. D., and Mary S., daughter of Chas. S. Wood.

DIED.

Blackwood.—Fell nfleop in Jesus, on the 3d inst., after a lin-

gering illne.-H, Jolin Blackwood, son of Dr. B. W. Blackwood, of
Ha-ldonfield, N. J., aged 2'Z years.

(,'heht')N.— In this city, on the 7th inst., Mrs. C. Louisa, widow
of the late Elijah Cbeston, M. D., and daughter of the late Smith
Law, E.Mq., aged 34 years.

Co!?ANT.— In New York, on Sunday, Oct. 8th, after a short but
painful illness, David S. Conant, .M. !>., aged 40 years.

DucAf-ifKT.—In Georgetown, D. C, Henry W. Ducacbet, Jr.,

M. D., Hurgeon-in-flhief of the garrison of Washington.
Ferris.— In New York, suddenly, on Saturday, September 23d,

Eldad II. Ferris, M. D., eldest Bon of 0. L. Ferris, in the 32d year
of hiH age.

Moow.—At Athens, Georgia, on the 4th inst., Mrs. Elizabeth

S. Moon, wife of R. D. Moon, M. D , and daughter of Major
Thomas Stockton, deceased, late Governor of Delaware.

Olliffe.—In New York, on Saturday morning, Oct. 7th, Dr.
William J. Olliffe.

Seeley.—In Louisville, Ky., on the 25th ult., of inflammation
of the bowels, E. K. Seeley.'iM. D.

OBITUARY.
Henry W. Ducachet, M. D.

Dr. Henry W. Ducachet, Jr
,
surgeon of volunteers, died in

Geoi-getown, D C , a day or two since, after a brief illness, of
typhoid-pneumonia. The deceased was appointed at an early
period of the war, a surgeon in the army, and for a long period
was the medical officer in charge of the Officers' Hospital ii\

Georgetown—a post he tilled with great abilitj', and from which
he was removed to occupy the moie laborious and responsible
station of Surgeon in-Chief of the garrison of Wa.^hington. Dr.

Ducachet was the only child of the Rev. Dr. Ducachet of this

city.

Dr. John Forrest, C. B.
One of the most distinguished medical officers of the British

army, Dr. John Forrest, C. B., recently died at Bath, at the age
of 61 years. Dr Forrest entered the army as a hospital assist-

ant toward the close of the year IS2.'), and early in the following

year, by his diligence, became an assistant surgeon. For his

services in Africa he bad vecived the Itaffir medal, and the
medal and three clasps for the Crimea: also the fourth class of

the Medjidie and the Turkish medal In May, iS 0, he was
gazetted as surgeon-mnjor: a deputy inspector general in May,
1854; and inspector-general in December, 1858. In 1856, in

recognition of his valuable professional talents, he was made a
companion of the Order of the Bath, and was subsequently made
an honorary physiciau to her Majesty.

AlSrSWERS TO CORRESPO]>3'DE]SrTS.

G. A. E
,
Fanama, S. America—Tanner on Diseases -of Chil.

dren sent by Mail Oct. 11th.

A. M., MassiUm, Ohio.—Pereira's Prescription Book, sent by
Mail Oct. 11th.

E.A. 0., Tuscarawas, Ohio.— Pereira's Prescription Book, sent

bv Mail Oct. 11th.

' F. L. K., Alberton F. O., Canada West.—Neil & Smith's Com
pend, sent by Mail Oct. 11th.

J. W. B., Almond, N. F.—Set of Surgical Instruments, sent by
Express Oct. 13th ; also Pereira's Prescription Book by Mail
Oct. nth.

S. F., Auburn, J/aine.—Skeleton, sent by Express Oct. 2d.

T. S. S., New Boston, III.—Artery forceps, sent by Mail Octo-

ber 12th.

M. R. Elmira. N. Y.—Pereira's Pocket Prescription Book, sent

by Mail Oct. 14th.

METEOROTjOGY.

October 9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 14, 15.

W. s. w. S. W. N. N. N. N. E;

Clear. Clear. Cl'dy. Clear. Clear,

White
Frost.

Cl'dy,

Rain.

6-10

Cl'dy.

Thermometer.
51° 55° 57° 55° 340 36° 46°

At 8 A. M
At 12 M

65
69

68
76

65

71

58

59
49
52

46
56

54
56

At 3 P. M
Mean

70
63.75

76
68.75

71
66.

58
57.50

55
47.50

57

48.75

55

52 75

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.1 30,1 30. 30. 30 1 29.8 29.4

Germantown, Fa. B. J. Leedom-

WANTED.
Snb.scribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, ami likewise be credited on their running
subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, '60; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

» VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

" VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov. 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.
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Communications.

GASE of POISOmiTG by A RATTLESIfAKE
BITE—TREATED WITH BI-SULPHITE OF
SODA.

By G. M. Staples, A.M., M.D.,

Of Dubuqu-9, lovra.

The observations and experiments of Drs. Polli

and De Ricci upon tlie a^^tion of sulphites in

aymatic or catalytic diseases, induced me to try

the bi-siilphite of soda in the folloTTing case. ,The

treatment, as will appear, was not confined exclu-

sively to this- and how far the result was influ-

enced by other remedies used, I leave the reader

to judge.

Our main reliance was upon the sulphite, to

neutralize the poison already introduced into the

general circulation at the time the patient was

"seen, and I may add that, in my own estimation,

if the favorable termination was attributable to

the course pursued, this remedy is entitled to the

major share of the credit.

It may not l>e iniproper to state that several

cases of snake-bites have happened in past years

in the section of country where this patient re-

sides, and some deaths have occurred in conse-

quence.

Case. Jacob Schuster, German : farmer; stout;

aged about 30 years ; lived twenty miles in the

country.

On Saturday, July 8th, 1865, at 2, P.M., while

mowing he cut off the head of a rattlesnake, said

to be of medium size, the part containing the

head being two or three inches long. While

brushing the grass aside to find the head, it struck

him at the root of the right thumb-nail, and re-

quired considerable violence to shake it off. I

saw the patient Monday morning, the 10th, at 7

o'clock, forty-one hours after the accident. Neigh-

bors report that he was immediately on being

bitten seized with excruciating pain,—the arm
rapidly swelled to the shoulder,—in two hours

vomiting of blood in large quantities,—blood in

the alvine and urinary evacuations. Patient had

slept none, and had been treated with whisky,

snake-rcot, and other domestic remedies.

Found the hand and arm greatly swollen, and

purplish-black. Shoulder and right chest to me-

dian line were swollen and discolored, and dis-

coloration extended down right side to hip. Hand
and fore-arm were covered with large blisters,

filled with dark blood and serum.

The thumb was one extensive blister, that had
burst in several places, from which black blood

was oozing. At the base of its first phalanx was
a fissure, from which arterial blood rapidly drop-

ped. Blood was oozing from, the gums and lips,

and none of it would coagulate. Owing to the

condition of the thumb, the number of punctures

by the reptile could not be determined. The
countenance had the anxious shrivelled look of

a cholera patient. Tongue cold and bleached

—

respiration 30, and labored—pulse 100, weak and
thready—intellect clear—skin cold, and bathed

in a clammy perspiration.

Patient complained of a severe pain in the

palm of the hand, of which the entire hard cuti-

cle was raised by effused blood in a large conical

blister. The odor of the breath was putrid, and
the hand and arm had a peeuliarly disagreeable,

nauseating smell, such as I never experienced

before.

Treatment. Two fluid-drachms tinct. iodine

were injected by the endermic syringe into the

thumb near the place of wound, and all the parts

affected thoroughly painted with the same. Hand
and arm were then enveloped with cloths wet
with a saturated solution of bi-carbonate of soda.

Bi-sulphite of soda was ordered to be given in-

ternally, in scruple doses, every half hour for

four hours,—then every hour for six hours,—then

every two hours for twelve hours; and lastly, to

to be continued every four hours. Twenty drops

tinct. ferri chlor. were directed to be given every

four hours, when the time for giving the bi-sul-

phite once in four hours had arrived, alternating

with the latter remedy,—the parts^Ao be painted

night and morning with the iodine,—the alkaline

solution to be continued, and the diet to be rich.

Thursday, July 13 th. Visited the patient this

morning,—had heard from him daily. Attend-

ants report that he was delirious Monday night,
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and continued very low until Tuesday noon:

since then he has been rapidly improving. Pa-

tient sle]>t well,, ibi- the first time since the acci-

dent, on Tuesday night, and also had last night a

good night's rest.

Had no nio^ enient of the boM'els since my last

Tisit. Urine quite abundant, somewhat colored,

with an occasional shred of coagulum. Appetite

returning.—able to sit up, and have his arm

dressed; swelling considerably diminished; blood

coagulated in the blisters; color of integument

about the elbow and in the arm changed to a

dark-red, analogous to the attendant discolora-

tion of phlegmonous erysipelas. Hgemorrhage

had ceased from lips, gams, hand and fore-arm.

Breath had lost its putrid odor; but smell still

disagreeable from hand and arm, though in a

much less degree than before. Tongue of nearly

natural warmth and color, respiration 25, pulse

88 and fuller. Patient" s countenance much
changed for the better; had lost its anxious look,

and was fuller and more cheerful. Pain dimin-

ished, and no nausea experienced since the ad-

ministration of the bi-sulphite.

.Ordered a dose of sulphate of magnesia to be

given immediately: the application of tinct.

iodine to the affected parts night and morning to

be continued; tlie hand, fore-arm and elbow to

be poulticed with flaxseed, saturated with the

alkaline solution; the bi-sulphite and iron to be

given each, every six hours, and the patient to

have a generous diet, with half a cupful of whisky

two or three times a day.

Monday, July 17th. Found patient convalesc-

ing finely. Cathartic operated Thursday night,

and bowels had since been regular. Appetite

very good; urine quite natural. Patient had

rapidly gained strength, and could sit up most of

the day. Swelling and discoloration mostly gone

froDi the parts, except the liand, which was still

much tumefied, and the integument on the back

of the thumb to the base of the first phalanx

had sloughed away. Pain had quite disappeared :

respiration 22—pulse 80.

Directed tliat iodine be used twice a day u[)on

the hand, and the poultice to be continued upoo

the hand only. Bi-8ul])hite and iron to be given,

each throe times a day.

Monday, July 24tli. Patifnt rode to town to-

day. C'omjr!ainH of being sonjcwhat fatigued,

otherwise feeling quite well. Tumefaction has

nearly disappeared from hand, and the thumb
mostly healed. There is consideralile hardness

along the inner aspect of the arm and almut the

elbow, as if from extensive organization of lymph,

impairing to some extent' flexion and extension.

No pain or tenderness.

Dismissed patient, who returns home to-mor-

row, with directions to Avash well the limb daily

with a solution of chloride of sodium, and apply

the iodine about the elbow, until motion became

freer.

August. Patient is reported as well, except that

motion in the elbow is still considerably impeded.

SURGICAL COIyrTBIBUTIOK"S.

By Louis Bauer, M. D.

Of Brooklj^n, N, Y.

III.

Subentaneous Laceration of the Urethra in Aetu
Coitionis. Followed by Haemorrhage and Ex-
tensive Ecchymosis. Eventuating in Urinary
Eistula.

Surgical writers advert to lacerations of the

fibrous sheath of the cavernous bodies of the pe-

nis, but I have not been able to ferret out a pre-

cedent case of the one which has lately come

under my charge.

The patient, some thirty years of age, had, at

about 7 o'clock in the evening, attempted several

intercourses, when, on a sudden, he felt intense

pain in his penis, which disqualified him to con-

summate the act. On examining himself, he found

blood pouring forth from the urethra. His penis

became immediately enlarged, and, with the ad-

joining integument, discolored.

I saw the patient at one o'clock that night. He
was very pallid and cold, and felt so exhausted

from the loss of bloo<l as to need copious stimu-

lants. Penis, scrotum, perinceum, and inguinal

regions deep-blue from extravasation of blood,

and the integuments of the penis so much dis-

tended as to give the virile. member a monstrous

size. The prepuce, more especially, was almost

raised to a blister, as we may find in dropsy, if

not more so. At the junction of the penis with

the scrotum, there was a circumscribed collection

of blood, which, on pressure, would be discharged

into the urethra. In addition to this, there was

retention of urine.

'J'o all appearance, the patient had sustained a

transverse laceration ol" the floor of the urethra^

about three and a half inches from its aperture.

The extravasated blood had partly difi'used in

the connective tissue, partly collected in a space

below the wound, from whence the hDemorrhage

had taken its course through the urethra. Sab-

secjuently, the blood had in a measure coagulated

and given rise to the circumscribed distension.

The insertion of the catheter was imperatively

demanded, Ist, to relieve the bladder, and 2d, to
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prevent the urine from coming in cod tact with

the wound of the urethra, thus causing urinary

infiltration. For this purpose, the catheter

should remain in situ. The execution was,

however, extremely difficult, for the prepuce

overlapped the gland by more than an inch, and

left scarcely space for the passage of the instru-

ment ; the orifice could, of course, not be brought

in sight. Next, there was the wound, which is

so apt to misdirect the point of tlie catheter.

Nevertheless, after repeated and unsuccessful at-

tempts which, however, affirmed my diagnosis in

reference to the transverse laceration of the ure-

thra, I at last effected a proper lodgment.

Directing the catheter to be retained, I left my
patient'in a comfortable situation, at about three

o'clock A. M., anticipating no further difficulties

in the management of the case; but in this I was

doomed to disappointment.

It seems that a few drops of urine had found

their way into the space alluded to, in spite of all

precaution 5 the formation of an abscess was the

consequence. The opening of the sa^me disclosed

a free communication with the floor of the ure-

thra. For three weeks the catheter was used

;

during this time the abscess firmly closed. The

discoloration had likewise disappeared, and thus

it seemed as if the status ante had been re-esta-

blished. From some cause or other, the ab-

scess opened again, with the usual preliminaries,

after a closure of some six weeks. A free divi-

sion will yet be needed to conclude the trouble.

Beyond the singularity of the injury, there is no

instructive feature in this case.

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital, ")

January^ 1865.
j

Surgical Clinic of Prof. Gross.

Reported by W. W. Keen, Jr., M. D.

Intra-Capsular Fracture of the Femur.

Jan.,22d. Julia C, 8et. 100, (by her own ac-

count,) on the 19th inst., fell on the curbstone,

striking her right thigh. Severe pain and loss

of motion in the right leg was the immediate re-

sult.

At present, the right foot is everted, resting on

its outer border, and the limb is at least 2 inches

shorter than the other. The thigh is somewhat
tumefied, but scarcely at all discolored. There is

passive mobility of the joint. The right leg, by
easy and ^gradual extension and counter-exten-

sion, can be made of the same length as the

other, and when thus lengthened crepitus is read-

ily elicited on its rotation. Her arteries, as per-

ceived at the wrist, are ossified.

Treatment. I placed her limb on a double-
inclined plane of pillows, where it may stay for

two weeks, and then she may go about on
crutches, with short splints and a bandage to the
.thigh and groin. I ordered her good diet, stim-
ulants, her bowels to be kept soluble by enemata,
and pain to be allayed by full anodynes.

Caries of Metatarsal Bones from Glass.

Jan. 22d. Charles McC, aet. 45. In October,
he fell into a culvert and cut his foot badly on
the sole with some glass. Part of it has been ab-
stracted, but more is suspected. Erysipelas set

in, and at present the wounds are not healed.

On the dorsum of the foot there are several

ulcers, the result of abscesses. Several days
ago, a hard substance (glass?) was felt by the

probe, but on probing to-day, it could not be felt.

I cut down upon the metatarsal bone of the mid-
dle toe, and removed the most of it, since it was
carious, but could not find any glass.

Amputation at tlie Hip-Joint.

Jan. 29th. Margaret T., set. 9. Fourteen months
ago, she was scalded over the whole left leg and
on the right knee. Instead of healing, it grew
worse and worse, and five months ago she entered
the hospital. She is very pale, white, angemic,

and has lost a great deal of flesh. She has a
great deal of pain, but her appetite is good. Be-
sides food, she takes daily f. ^vj. of brandy. The
left leg is retracted, the knee being approached
nearly to the chin, and the knee-joint is almost
in a state of firm anchylosis ; it is so withered as

to be, even at the thigh, scarcely thicker than an
ordinary wrist; and from the ankle to near the hip
it is one continuous scab, exhaling the most hor-

rible odor, enough of itself to impair her health
most seriously. The prognosis of the case is ex-

tremely unfavorable for an operation, from her
weak and reduced condition, and from the fact that

erysipelas, both traumatic and idiopathic, is in

the hospital, though in different and distant

wards; but as it is the only possible hope of
relief, it must be given her.

Compression of the aorta at the fourth lumbar
vertebra was efiected by Dr. Levis with his

hand, and the femoral also was compressed by
Dr. Agnew just at Poupart's ligament. The leg

was then taken ofi" by anterior and posterior flaps,

(in fifteen seconds,) and the arteries secured with-

out the loss of more than f. ^ij. of blood. Brandy
was then given to her when she became conscious,

and in the course of two or three hours, the wound
was dressed with sutures and adhesive strips, and
a full anodyne administered.

Gonorrhoea.

Feb. 5th. Thomas R., aet. 21. Sixteen days
ago he had an impilre connection, and six days
after inflammation set in. The head of the

penis is red, and at the orifice of the urethra is a
drop of purulent matter. He has scalding in pas-

sing his urine, but he is not obliged to pass it

more frequently than usual. He has no pain in the

testicle. The stream of water is smaller than usual

He was placed on low diet; rest.

R. Magnes. sulphat., ^f^
Antim. et potass, tart., gr. \.

Copaibas, gtt. xv.

four times daily.
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An iniection was ordered of chloride of zinc,

gr. iss., and acetate of lead, gr. iss., to the ounce,

and ordered to be retained for seyeral minutes.

His penis was to be immersed in salt and water

tliree or four times a day, and on account of the

inflammation of the glans, to be dressed with ace-

tate of lead and opium, and he was to be purged
every third night.

In-growing Toe-nail.

Feb. 8th. Mary J., set. 30. For six years, the

nail of the great toe of the left foot has been in-

curvated on both sides, producing great pain.

Took out the two sides of the nail, with the

corresponding portion of the matrix; leaving the

centre. Dressed it with adhesive strips, warm
water dressings, and a poultice in a day or two.

Paralysis of the Bladder.

Feb. 8th. Samuel B., negro, set. 77, butcher,

of temperate habits. His father suffered from
general paralysis. Nearly a year ago he fell sud-

denly in the street, in an insensible condition.

Ever since that his right arm and leg, especially

the former, are paralyzed. The arm is contracted,

and the fingers flexed, with inability to move the

arm. His memory is impaired, and also his

voice. For three months he has been unable to

retain hi§ urine, which constantly dribbles away.
It contains a large amount of mucus scales. The
actual cautery was applied to the lumbar region

of the spine, and strychnia, gr. 1-25, ordered four

times a day.

March 11th. He is improved, though not so

much as is desirable. Can hold his water, how-
ever, far better.

Scald.

Feb. 8th. Mary S., set. 30, was scalded a few
days ago with the steam from hot ashes. The
scald is on the middle of the chest, and about
one foot square. The surface is raw, and covered
with cacoplastic lymph. It is only a superficial

scald, embracing the cuticle, and at some points

the cutis vera. It is covered with granulations.

The pain she suffered for a few days was intense;

she could not sleep at all; but when the ordinary
white lead, mixed to a thick cream with linseed

oil, was applied, in her own words, "it took her
right to heaven." She is doing well under its

use. No danger exists from lead-poisoning, and
if it did, the sulphuric acid lemonade would be
the only prophylactic needed.

Carbuncle.

Feb. 14th. Henry C, get. G5. He is of temper-
ate habits; has no fever; no appetite; has tumor
on the back of the neck, ulcorated in a sieve-like

fashion, with a hard baso^ the pain is of a dull

burning and aching character; the skin livid,

and the tension great.

It was opened by three or four cuts, going into

the hard base. A yeast poultice, with plumbi
acet. and opium, was ordered. Also to sustain

his Hystem, the tinct. ferri clilor., quinine, Jind a

good diet, and the pain to be allayed by morphia.

Soft Chancre.

Feb. 14th. Patrick F., net. 35. Six days after

an impure connection, which was on the 4th, the
disease broke out. He has no fever; his skin,

bowels and tongue are in a good condition. The
prepuce is tightly drawn over the head of the
penis ; there are seven small ulcers ; one on the
frjenum, one on the glans, the rest on the pre-
puce." They are superficial, with soft edges, cov-
ered with a thick creamy pus. He has no gonor-
rhoea, nor bubo.

Kest was enjoined upon him ; his diet restricted

;

he was ordered to be well purged, and the anti'-

monial and saline mixture, with verat. vir. or-
dered. The penis was to be elevated, well washed
several times a day in warm water and salt, and
a poultice, with acet. of lead and opium, to be
applied, and when it is partially healed and needs
stimulation,

—

R. Cupri sulphat., gr. I,
Tannin,
Opii, aa gr. ij,

to be applied to the penis, with warm water
dressings.

Medical Societies,

PHILADELPHIA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

(Reported by Wm. B. Atkinson, M, D., Recording Secretary.)

(Continued from page 255.)

Wednesday evening, Sept. l^th^ 1865.

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION—TYPHUS FEVER.

Dr. Benjamin H. Coates:

Mr. President, I wish I could add something
of interest to v hat has been said by Dr. Condie
on the subject of typhus fever. But I do not
expect to enter into it at any length, and
merely accept the invitation of a friend to open
the discussion this evening.

The subject is a comprehensive one, though
Dr. CoNDiE has treated it a great deal in the
manner of definition; it opens up many points
that might be discussed. 1 do not know that he
spoke very clearly of the rapidly congestive cases
which terminate very early or in a very few days.
These have been classed, I believe, among typhus
fevers, though generally reported under the name
of cerebro spinal meningitis. It would hardly
be right to go over the whole subject, but I can-
not say that I agree with him on several points.

I never thought that the doctrine of poison now
popular in the United States was proven. That
the presence of the disease is owing in part
to some unwholesome changes in the condition
of our fluids, is undoubtedly true; but the ideas
commonly attached to the word poison are very
clear and definite, poison being generally un-
derstood to be a substance put into a man's body,
which produces unwholesome results. I do not
think that in cases of this disease the poison
has ever been identified in any definite scientific

form. I do not then see very clearly why it

should be called a poison; that appears to me to

be assuming what is not proven. What are thus
called poisons are really, in my opinion, such
matters as should only be called impure efiluvia

in the air.

The Doctor did not allude to diseases of the
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glands of Peyer and Brunner. I believe that in

some well-marked cases, accordiDg to the largest

practitioners and most extensive observers in

modern anatomy, they have occurred in instances

which come under the Doctor^s description of

typhus fever.

I understood the Doctor to take the ground
that all the morbid changes of other parts of the

body that are strongly marked in their character,

such as inflammation of the lungs, etc., are dis-

eases existing at the same time vrith typhus fever

;

that they are complications ofisthat disease. Now,
I thought the opinion was very prevalent that

the typhus fever had a tendency to produce many
of those things. Its exact origin in the system,

or what part of the human body is first affected

by it, has been a subject of much discussion, and
I never thought that the evidence to prove its

existence in any particular part of the body was
very clear, though it is certainly very strong as

to an early decomposition of the blood. Now
•what causes this decomposition of the blood, this

imperfection in coagulation? The idea is gener-

ally received of an imperfect chemical change
in the lungs from the inhalation of bad air, de-

pression uf the mind (which is certainly not a

chemical agent), hardship, want of food and
similar causes inimical to health. It has never

been shown to consist in a particular or definite

poison. I confess that it seems to me that the

appearances in typhus fevers confirm very strong-

ly the idea of a general state of disease which is

incapable of very clear definition. I do not

think any narrow description which is capable of

being sustained, has yet been produced. I under-

stood it to be the object of the Doctor's lecture to

make such a narrow definition. He complains of

confusion existing up to the present time in the

discrimination between typhus fever and diseases

resembling it; and I am not sure that the Doc-

tor's analjsis of the subject has removed that

confusion. We do not find that any particular

stage of morbid disorganizations is so constant or

so regular as to permit of this disease being dis-

tinguished as a species, but it produces a great

many others. That these should all be owing to

intercurrent diseases and complications, seems to

be a very short way of remedying the difficulty,

but I should judge it more natural and correct to

consider them as consequences. I confess that

the subject appears to be so general, so vague,

and 80 indefinitely known, that, in my opinion,

the most useful results we are likely to attain, are

likely to arise from simply recording the history

of the practice and treatment in all the varieties

of the disease as they occur. The difference

between this and other diseases is by no means
so easily traceable as that between two species of

plants or animals, and the latter is not the sub-

ject of so much diff'erence of opinion.

The Doctor has not touched upon what is now
called in this country typhoid fever, and which is

at present so frequently met with. Nor do I

recollect that he has noticed the classification of

typhus fever by dividing it into cephalic, thora-

cic and abdominal—a distinction much used on

the continent of Europe.

Dr. Atkinson. I was very much pleased to

hear my good friend Dr. Condie take ground in

favor of the use of stimulants. We have recently

been attacked, and the epithet "rum doctors"

applied to us, for our position in this particular.

I read, the other day—a London paper—in which

all those practitioners favorable to the use of

stimulants were regarded as "rum doctors." I

felt that I was particularly pointed at, as I have

used stimulants for many years and with great

success. A number of my friends have taken

ground with me in this respect—Dr Gebhard,

for instance, who is not present this evening, who
considers that the treatment could be as well

carried on without as with the use of alcohol. I

have never been deceived by those remedies. I

trust that some of the gentlemen who have had

experience on this subject will say something in

regard to it.

Dr. J. M. CoRSS. I concur fully in what is

contained in the admirable paper which has just

been read, and I was pleased to see that attention

was called to the fact, that there appears to be

in typhus fever two distinct characters—one in

which the nervous system is principally affected,

and one the blood. How much they depend upon

each other it may not be possible to determine.

But we all agree that in the treatment of both

of them, stimulants are required.

I was particularly pleased to notice in the

course of the Doctor's remarks the idea which he

advanced of the necessity for good ventilation,

and his allusion to the fact of the origin of the

disease in crowded conditions and unhealthy at-

mospheres, showing that one part of the treat-

ment was to give the patient a good ventilation.

Undoubtedly there is much power in the system

to cast off the disease, supposing it to be a poison.

We may suppose that the poison is taken into

the blood, and there sets up a catalytic action

which reproduces itself. We then have the

secondary action on the nervous system, and that

accounts for the nervous phenomena. Or the

poison may attack the nerve centres primarily,

and the blood become affected afterwards.

But I regret that the Doctor did not give us

the connection between the typhus fever and the

so-called spotted fever. In a number of cases I

have treated this season, we have had the promi-

nent symptoms so similar, that I have been in-

duced to believe that spotted fever, as a disease,

bad no existence at all,' but was only a variety of

typhus fever, in which the nervous system suffer-

ed most—probably the spinal marrow in most

cases, and the brain in others: I would be willing

to regard it as typhus fever directing its force

particularly upon the nervous system.

In regard to the matter of stimulants, I intended

when f arose to allude to that particularly. I

must confess that I have a great objection to the

use of alcoholic stimulants in the practice of

medicine. That is a general remark. But what-

ever objection I have is overcome when the neces-

sity arises for their use. In the cases of typhus

I have treated, I have, in a number of them,

given large doses of quinia and opium, and highly

nutritious food, with occasionally alcoholic stimu-

lants—brandy and whisky, whisky and milk,

wine and beef tea I am quite willing to say

that alcoholic stimulants are, in many instances,

absolutely necessary to save the patient's life.
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My dose of quinia, generally speaking, is about
eight grains a day with two gmins of opium,
divided into eight pills, a dose given at intervals

of two hours, comhining this treatment with
highly concentrated animal fot d—beef essence or

beef tea. Of course there is a class of stimuli
besides this—ammonia and nil the other stimuli

in the materia medica, as the case may rfquire.

It does not exc lude these, but I would take up tco

much riir.e in alluding to the whole of the stimuli
that are used on these occnsions.

Dr. Chee^emax. I wuld like to ask Dr. Corse
hew frequently be gives nlcoholic stimulants, es-

pecially where the symptoms are those of cerebro-
spinal meningitis?

Dr. Corse: In those cases I have not gene-
rally given alcohol at all, and in some cases very
sparingly. I have given a little wine, quinia, or
Peruvian bark in some furm. with ammonia.

I am sorry to be under the noco?-ity of stating
that the oases vf rrrehro-spinoJ n'tniiviifis. or the
so-called spott d fever—those eases in which I

attributed the deaths in the certificate of death to
that cause—death has invariably ensued, not one
of the patients recovering. This may be due to

the fact that I entered the" cases of all that did re-

cover, under the head of typhus fever. From tlw
peculiar bent of my studies and thoughts on the
subject, I have been inclined to conclude that
spotted feveg- had no existence as a distinctive dis-

ease, that it was only a variety of typhus, in
which the typhus poison, so-called, spent its vio-

lence upon the nervous system. Some cases of
typhus fever which I have treated, and which
recovered, had decidedly the opisthotonos ele-

ment in them. The eases were those in which
the fever spent its violence on the nervous sys-
tem, either on the brain or on the spinal cord.

Dr. Cheesemax: I would like to ask the Doc-
tor whether he has seen any symptoms of spotted
fever in connection with any other than typhus
fev(r: for instance, with the phenomena of pur-
pura spots.

Dr. Corse: I did see that element in some
cases of measles and some other affections.

I may here mention another observation which
I have made in treating the disease. It is, that
the dissolved condition of the blood shows itself
in various ways, among others in the formation
of a large amount of the coloring matter of the
bile. This is more apt to occur towards the close
of the disease, or the beginning of convalescence,
and manifests itself by the rapid formation of a
very groat jaundice, and the urine gre tly loaded
with the coloring matter of the bile.

Now, when I use that word jaundice, I open
up another su)»ject altogether. What is jaun
dice? It is simply the altered coloring matter of
the lilood which furnishes the coloring matter of
the bik'. Thoro is a rapid disintegration of the
red coloring matter of the blood in typhus. 'J'here

is a typhus fever describe<l by thedcVman writers,
whicfi is called a typhus exanthcmaticus, and in
which the dissolved Htatc f)f the l)Iood corpascles
shows itself in spot.s on the skin. It was one of
the ways in Avhich the blood corpuscles got out
of the veins, I have not had a single case of
hemorrhage of the bowels; they all passed off
either by jaundice or by tiie urine.

[Vol. XIII.

Dr. Bexjamix H. Coates, in reply to some re-

mark? that had been made, referred to cases of
purpura and purptn-a J/emorrJiagica, which were
not uncommon in Philadelphia, and which he
presumed most of the members present had
seen. There were also cases of lileeding families

Avhere persons lost blood from ver}- slight causes
and the constitutional peculiarity Was transmitted

to their descendants. These cases, though rare,

were said to be more common in the United States

than in any other country in regard to which the

circumstances were -^nown.
In regard to jaundice, there was no doitbt that

the coloring matter of the bile exercised no par-

ticular or violent irritation in the blood-vessels.

It had been proved by Frerichs, in the most un-

questionable manner, that a very great propor-

tion of cases of jaundice depended entirely upon
the relative mutual pressure of the fluids in the

fotir distinct classes of capillaries in the liver :

the arterial, those of the vena portarum. those of

the hepatic veins, and those of the biliary ducts.

The perfect freedom of communication between
these fuur sets of vessels, when submitted to injec-

tion, was known in every dissecting-room. That
the coloring matter of the bile was produced from
na?matin. Dr. C. had no doubt: bat he did not

think it was proper to consider both as the same
substance. It was well known that very acrid

matters were produced from the materials of the

blood, as in the urine.

Dr. Corse: I thought I was quite distinct in

conveying the idea that jaundice was a healthful

symptom, a simple return to health, or an exhi-

bition of the power of nature to throw off disease,

Xow, bile itself simply consists of two peculiar

acids of fat, cholesterine, mucus, and coloring mat-
ter. All parts of the body disintegrate and decay.

They have a process of origin, development, and
growth, a period of duration, decay, and death :

and this is the course which the blood corpuscles

run. The blood corpuscles consist of several

parts, of a cell, wall, and contents; and the inte-

rior parts, which consist for the most part of

coloring matter: and the coloring matter, when
ready to be thrown out, undergoes a change into

biliverdin or biliphain. It has been repeatedly

shown that the biliverdin is only a part of the

bile, as it were compwjnon du voyage, on its way
out of the system, and the liver is the means by
which it is to be cast off; and when too much is

made, the liver objects to its being cast off by
that road, it is thrown out of the inner into the

connective tissue. It is first shown in the eyes,

and produces a peculiar appearance on the sur-

face of the body. That it is a healthful act al-

ways, I have no doubt.

Dr. Coates. In the few remarks I made, my
ol)ject was to object to some expressions made
use of in the discussion that sounded to me like

asserting that ))iliverdin might be considered as

identical with hannatin.

I am well aAvare that there is a prevailing

opinion in favor of the use of stimulants in the
treatment of typhus fever. To this I give a most
unrpmlified accession. Yet it should be borne in

mind that it is one of our most solemn duties to

endeavor to guard against producing in the pa-
tient a habit of using these substances.
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Dr. CnEESEMAiv: The question ^vhich I put to

my friend, Dr. Corse, a few moments 0.(^0, in re-

gard to the presence of purpural spots, was partly
in reference to a case vrhich was under my treat-

ment two years ago, and which was quoted here
by a gentleman who had heen in consultation
with me in the case, as spotted fever. A gentle-
man, about fifty years of age, living on Green
street, was taken sick. When I was called to see
him, he had been under the treatment of a ho-
moeopathist fo^- about a week or so. I found him
suffering with congesLion of the lungs, a cough,
swollen face, and with a purpural appearance all

over the body, which afterward amounted to pur-
pural eruption. He was so seriously ill that an-
other physician was called in consultation, who
pronounced his disease "spotted fever.^' My own
idea correspoudeJ with that of the patient, who
was perfectly sane, and who at once told me his
disease. He said, that while residing.in the south,
he had witnessed cases of the black measles^ and
added, "Doctor, I have got the black measles^ and
am going to die." I noticed an eruption, inter-

mingled witli purpural spots. He had perfect
command of his intellect; there were no cerebro-
spinal symptoms at iill- but there were the usual
symptom.8 of measles.

After three days attendance, he died. I was
witli him" at the time of his death, and immedi-
ately the rubeolus eruption faded away, leaving
the purjniral spots. Two other physicians were
•called, and they differed in opinion from both of
us, calling it a case of purpura hemorrhagica.
The matter rested until last year, when in a fa-

mily that I was attending, three children were
attacked with the measles, and one day one of
the children became somewhat worse. The next
morning, purpural spots broke out all over the
body. I took one of my friends who had been to

see the other case, to see this one also, and he
considered it so confirmatory of my diagnosis in

the other case, that he acceded to that diagnosis.
I knew also of a case of so-called spotted fever

which did not produce any of the sjnnptoms, and
vet a gentlemen whom we all respect and know,
and believe well of, and who has seen many such
eases, pronounced it "spotted fever,*' and subse-
quently referred to it here as spotted fever/'

ITo be continued.]

Editorial Department.

Periscope,

Kemoval of Tumors from the Larynx through.
Division of the Pomum Adami.

Dr. Duncan Gibb communicates to the Transac-
tions of the British Medical Association, giving a

case with remarks, as "the first attempt in Eng-
land to remove a growth from the larynx,

through division of the pomnm Adami."
A young maiden lady, aged 29, had for two

years been variously aflFected with hoarseness or

aphonia. Breathing obstructed for two months.
Efforts at speaking cause pain. Right wing of

thyroid cartilage had been swollen, decidedly

prominent, and somewhat painful for five months

;

sensation as if something was being drawn up
the larynx.

On examination with the laryngoscope, a large
furrowed and lobular growth was found with ir-

regular outline of an ashy grey color, springing
from the root of the epiglottis, extending to right

side of larynx, involving the false cord and
covering the whole of the true vocal cord, as well
as the anterior part of the left true cord.

The tumor was successfully removed, April the
20th, by division of the pomum Adami, it having
been necessitated by urgent symptoms of dys-
pnoea a week before to perform tracheotomy.

In regard to the tumor, Dr. Andrew Clark, to

whom it was submitted for examination, des-

cribes it as follows:
" The portions of tumor are of three kinds ; one

consisting of thickened mucous membrane, with,

sessile cauliflower growths ; another of dense
fibrous tissue, with minute extravasations of

blood, the third of soft friable matter. Structu-

rally, the first represents compound warts-, the

second, nucleated fibre (fibro-phistic or muscular)
tumors 5 and the third, the transition stage of a

simple epithelial into a cancerous epithelial

growth.
The patient survived the oreration just twelve

months. Before death it became apparent that

not only was. the larynx quite blocked up by
recurrence of the original disease, but that it had
extended to the pharynx at its lower part, and had
almost completely obstructed any channel down-
ward.

Dr. GiBB gives the following chronology of the

operation:

Prior to the use of the Laryngoscope.

1. Braners, of Louvain, 1834.

2. Ehrmann, of Strasboursc, 1844.

3. Buck, of New York, 1851.

4. Case at Heidelberg, mentioned by Pirogoff.

Aided by the Laryngoscope.

1. Buck, of New York, 13th of April, 1862.

2. Ranchfuss, of St. Petersburg, 1862.

3. Sands, of New York, 28th of Feb. 1863.

4. Busch, of Bonn, 24th of June, 1863.

5. Debron, of Paris, 7th of November, 1863.

6. Bceckel, of Strasbourg, 1864.

7. Gibb, of London, 20th of April, 1864.

8. Ulrich and Lewin, of Berlin, 31st Oct. 1864.

9. Giiewski, of Cracow, Dec. 1864.

10. Gouley, of New York, 26th Feb. 1865.

The case No. 9 (Dr. Gilewski's) is communi-
cated to the Wiener Med. WochenscJir., June
the 28th, and July the 1st, 1865—and an abstract

of it is found in the British Med. Jouriicd.

The patient was a girl 16 years of age, where
three polypous excrescenses, partly flesh, partly

mucous were removed by this method, after hav-
ing been discovered by aid of the laryngoscope.

In Dr. ( Jouley's case the patient was a child,

6 ^i-ears old. from Avhom a cauliflower growth,

filling tlie larynx, was ronutved by division of

the pomum Adami, after tracheotomy had been
performed two months before.

There are over Fifty articles in this

number of the Reporter.
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Antagonism of Opium and Bellsdonna.

Ecgarding the antagonism of opium and bel-

ladonna. Dr. Thomas Boakix qu^ites in the Dub-
lin Medical Press from tho experiments of Dr.

Camus, as pul>lished in the Gazette Hebdcrtnadaire.

A large number of fnll-grovrn rabbits and spar-

rovrs were experimented on. The conclusion ar-

rived at is, that death took place more rapidly

Trhen atropia ^ras given as a counterpoison
against opium, than when the animal was allowed

to die from the ejBect of opium alone; but that

coma was more pronounced under the influence

of morphia alone, and that from the appearance
of the symptoms one would have thought that

the life of the rabbit which had gotten the atro-

pia appeared to 1>e less compromised than that

of the rabbit which was left under the sole influ-

ence of the opium. Dr. Castus concludes with
regard to the experiments on rabbits, that he has
proved with a majority of three to one, that bella-

donna is not antagonistic to opium, and if we
confine ourselves to morphia and the extract of

opium, the narcotics generally in use, we will find

an absolute negation of the antagonism; and
finally he concludes that the antagonism which is

believed to exist between opium and belladonna,
appeal's to him to be the result of facts badly in-

terpreted, that that antagonism does not exist in

the rabbit nor in the sparrow, and he thinks it

does not exist one whit more in man.

Anenrism of the Thoracic Aorta.

Dr. PoTAix of the hospital St. Antoine gives

in Union Medicale^ {DuhUn Med. Prrss) an in-

teresting case, in which aneurism of the thoracic

aorta was diagnosed by means of the laryngo-
scope. The patient, on admission, sufi"ered mainly
from cough, aphonia, and dyspnoea, and was
treated for laryngo-bronchitis. But as the treat-

ment had no efiect, Dr. Potain, convinced that
the mischief lay in the larynx, examined the
organ with the laryngoscope, and to his surprise
found the mucous membrane in a perfectly healthy
state. The cause of the aphonia, however, Avas

at once explained l^y a complete paralysis of the
left vocal cord. Hence it appeared probable that
the left recurrent nerve was affected in some part
of its course. On further investigation, Dr. Po-
tain was able to observe deep down in the trachea
on its left side, a reddish and projecting surface,
•which prevented the first division of the bronchi
from being seen. No pulsation, however, was
observed in it. This fact, however, with certain
auscultatory signs, led to the diagnosis of aneu-
rism, which was confirmed by autopsy. The re-

current nerve was found closely pressed between
the tumor and tho trachea; it was flatt^^ned and
transformed into a kind of ribbon, and could (»nly

be recognized by its continuity with the pneunio-
gastric norve. All the laryngeal muscle supplied
by the left recurrent were more or less atrophied.

Transfusion of Blood.

Dr. Panum rer-oni mends, according to the P,rif.

Med. Journat, that in transfusing ]>](}()(], dofil)ri-

nated blood should be used. Tlu- fil^rinc! is (piir^kly

reproduced, becoming normal again in fortv-eiglit

hours, and exercises no direct influence on th(!

restoration of vital manifestations. Hence, defi-

brinated blood is preferable to non-defibrinated
blo<:)d when used for injections, because the dan-
ger of injecting clots is thereby avoided, and be-

cause defibrinated blood is more highly charged
with oxygen than ordinary venons blood.

Extraction of Soft Cataract by Suction.

Dr. T. Pridgex Teale strongly recommends

the extraction of soft cataract by suction and suc-

tion instruments, in a paper read before the Brit-

ish Medical Association. Teale's operation has

been described formerly in this journal. He sums

up the advantages of the operation as follows:

1. It is more easy to remove soft cataract suc-

cessfully by suction, than by any method hitherto

in use.

2. It is more speedy in its resnlts.

3. Most soft cataracts, whether complete or

partial, can be removed at one operation.

4. "When the operation is duly performed, there

is rarely any formation of opaqne capsule, requi-

ring a secondary operation. This is certainly the

case, as far as I have seen, with complete cata-

racts, and may possibly prove to be so in incom-

plete cataracts also.

5. Most cases of soft cataract can be treated as

out-patients with impunity, so litt'e disturbance

is produced in the eye by the suction operation.

Arsenite of Strychnia.

M. Ceresoli, [Med. Press, from JournaJ de

Pliarmacie.) proposes to make arsenite of strych-

nia by the following process: 3.12 grammes of

caustic potash, 3.30 grammes of arsenious acid

—

boil together with 40 grammes of water. Then,
separately he takes 2 grammes, 65 centigrammes
of sulphuric acid, and adds 20 grammes of water,

and after boiling, dissolves 12 grammes of strych-

nia. The two solutions—the arsenite of potas-

sium and sulphate of strychnia—are then added
together boiling, and tlu-own upon a filter. The
insoluble part almost entirely consists of sulphate

of potassium. The solution is then evaporated to

dryness and dissolved in alcohol, which leaves

behind all the sulphate of potassium. The alco-

holic solution may be left to spontaneous evapo-

ration, when, in about two days, perfectly-formed

cubic crystals will be observed. In taste, it is

metallic and bitter, soluble in alcohol, less solu-

ble in ether, soluble in 10 parts of boiling, and
35 of cold water.

Anthracite Coal as a Kemedy.

Dr. Dyes {Dnhlin Med Press), recommends
anthracite coal as an exceller^t remedy in cases

of gastric and intostinnl irritation, catarrh, or

inflammation. He has given it in catarrh of the

stonia(th, anorexif). cr^nips of the stomach, chronic
jaundice, b,abitunl constipation, hvprchondriasis,
ann'irda, chlorosis, coufrostion of the Sfdeen fol-

lowing intermittent, typhus, scurvy, scrofula, etc.,

and intestinal worms.
The article must be very finely pulverized, and

may be given in doses "f fifteen to thirty grains
in the day in eorae convenient form.
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Chloroform Internally a Remedy for Congestion.

Under this title Dr. A. P. Merrill, of N. Y.,
published a short article in the New York' Med
Journal, in which he strongly recommends the in-
ternal use of cbl iroform in all ca<=e8 of conges-
tion. The author has observed no signs of anses-
thesia from the article thus used. Its eflFects upon
the system, when used internally, are, to equalize
the circulation of ihf^ blood, improve respiration,
relieve congestion of the skin, restore and com-
pose the mental faculties, and produce quiet sleep.
Sometimes the sleep thus produced is followed by
considerable nervous restlessness ; but this is only
temporary, and causes no permanent inconve-
nience.

The author relates among others, a case of pul-
monary licemorrliage, which was greatly relieved
by the administration of four drachms of chloro-
form in the course of half an hour.

We have used chloroform internally with much
benefit, in dysentery and other affections. This

article has not of late received the attention it

deserves as an internal remedy.

Paralysis of Arm resulting from Carious Tooth.

At a meeting of the Medical Society of the
county of Kings, Dr. Wiiitis-ey related a case of
partial paralysis of the arm, consequent upon
caries and exposure of the nerve of the lower
dens sapientia of the right side, which Dr. Peters
the Secretary of the Society reports in the Buffalo
Medical and Surffical Journal.
The patient was a thin, spare woman, 40 years

of age, nervous temperament, had had but very
little pain in the tooth, but for several w^eeks or
months considerable pain in the right side of the
neck, extending to shoulder and arm, with rigid-
ity of the muscles, and, at times, immobility of
the arm. On raising the hand to the face to lo-
cate the pain, it fell to her side. On coming in
contact with the nerve in probing the tooth, the
eflPect was more manifest in the arm than in the
tooth, by painful twitching of the muscles, with
inability to raise it, so much so that she took
hold of it with the other hand. The usual mode
of devitalizing and removing the pulp and filling
the cavity entirely removed the symptoms in the
arm.

Ozone.
Mr. Carev Lea, of Philadelphia, finds that

ozone checks the growth of the roots of plants.
The ozone he used was generated by the action
of sulphuric acid on chameleon mineral. An Eng-
lish physician states that catarrh is induced by
ozone.

_
The Dr. also finds that the proportion of

ozone in the atmosphere is one part in a thou-
sand, but that it is almost entirely absent in
crowded or dirty localities.

Reviews and Book Notices,

Lemon Juice as an Anodyne Lotion in Cancer.
Dr. Brandini, of Milon, says that lemon juice,

or a solution of citric acid, relieves the pain of
cancer when applied to the sore as a lotion. The
discovery was made accidentally and the value
of the application was confirmed by repeated ex-
periments.

The Practice of Medicine and Surgery, Applied

to the Diseases and Accidents Incident to

Women. By Wm. H. Byford, A. M., M.D.,
Author of "A Treatise on the Chronic Inflam-

mation and Displacement of the Unimpregnated
Uterus," and Professor of Obstetrics and Dis-

eases of Women and Children in the Chicago
Medical College. Lindsay & Blakiston. Phila-

delphia, 1865. Price S5.

The above work, whose title is presented, is a

handsome octavo volume of 560 pages. The sub-

ject-matter is arranged in thirty-three chapters as

follows : Chapter I. Diseases and Accidents of

the Labia and Perineum. Chapter II. Diseases
of the Vulva. Chapter III. Vaginitis. Chapter
IV. Menstruation and its Disorders. Chapter V.
Menorrhagia. Chapter VI. Dysmenorrhoea. Chap-
ter VII. is devoted to Metatithmenia, or Mis-
placed Menstruation ; a term which refers to the

cause rather than the result of sanguineous efiri-

sion, usually known as retro-uterine heematoma,
uterine hematocele, etc. etc. Chapter VIII. is

devoted to Acute Inflammation of the Unimpreg-
nated Uterus, while Chapter IX. begins a series

upon the Chronic Inflammation of the Uterus and
Cervix. The first of them treats of the General
Symptoms; the next, the Local Symptoms, fol-

lowed by Etiology, Prognosis, Complications of

Inflammation of the Cervix, Position of Inflamma-
tion, Progress and Terminations, and Diagnosis.

In Chapters XVII., XVIII. , General and Local
Treatments are detailed. A Chapter of twelve
pages then succeeds upon Nitrate of Silver and
its Substitutes. Chapter XX. is occupied with
Treatment of Submucous Inflammation; Chap-
ter XXI. Perimetritis

;
Chapter XXII. Displace-

ments, their Philosophy and Treatment; and
Chapter XXIII. Diseased Deviations of Invo-
lution of the Uterus. The concluding seven
chapters are respectively devoted to Cancer of

the Uterus, Tumors of the Uterus, Ovarian Tu-
mors, Diseases of the Mammae, Phlegmasia Alba
Dolens, or Crural Phlebitis, Puerperal Fever, and
Stomatitis Materna—or Nursing Sore Mouth.
From the table of contents, it will be observed

that the author has presented to the profession a

concise and comprehensive treatise on the subject

of diseases of females. We congratulate Dr.

Byford upon his success, and feel satisfied that

the efibrt will be duly appreciated by those for

whom the work is intended to instruct. Want of
space does not permit an analysis of its contents,

but we will say with all candor, that it is one of
the best treatises on the subject ever submitted
to the American profession, and will early be ac-

knowledged as such. It is well written, and
where necessary, is appropriately illustrated.

A little more attention to the writing of the pre-
scriptions that are inserted throughout the work,
would have been advantageous, so far as elegance
and abstract correctness are concerned. As it is a
fault with too many medical publications, we pre-
fer not to say too much about it in this instance.
The volume is gotten up in excellent taste,

with well-defined printing, good paper, and sub-
stantial binding.
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MEDICAL AXD SURGICAL REPOETER.

PHILADELPHIA, OCTOBER 28, 1865.

HOSPITALS FOR T3"E INSAT^E, AKD
THEIR CURATIVE INFLUEATCE.

We have before us three recently published

documents on the subject of insanity

—

Xouveau

memoire sur la naiiirc ci le traiiei)ient de lafolie;^'

^'L'ecoh allenisic J rnwiiise, Visolement des fous

dans les asiles, V iajhu iice defesfahh de ceux-ci,'^

and a '^Petition au Semd siir le re'jime des alieiies

en France—all by the same author, a prominent

member of the profession in France, Dr. L. Turck.

The subject is of sufficient importance to de-

mand attention, and the deductions which Dr.

Turck would draw from the facts and statistics

which he produces, are so radical, and the results

which would follow the practical adoption of his

views in the cure and treatment of the insane, are

so revolutionary that we must refer to them some-

what lengthily.

In the petition addressed to the Senate' of

France, Dr. Turck states that the mortality

among the inmates of the insane asylums in

France is one-seventh, the greatest mortality ex-

isting during the first and second years.

The insane population of France, confined in

asylums, which Turck looks upon as prisons,

reaches, at present, the high figure of 28,000

—

which is to be doul)led if the system of confining

all insane in asylums is carried out-, for the whole

number of insane in France is about 60,000, The

statistics of Charenton, given by Esquirol in

1838, show in eight years a movement of 1590

insane, of which 540 died, 518 were cured, and

528 returned to their families without ameliora-

tion ; or per annum, 198 entries, 68 deaths, 64

cures, and 65 incurables.

M. Girard de Cailleux, an inspector-general

of the insane, gives the following statistics of the

Asylum d'Auxerre. Among 1506 admissions,

during a period of 17 years, there occurred 478

deaths, 331 cures, and 697 incurables, i. e., as a

yearly average: 88 admitted, 28 deaths, 10 cures,

and 41 incural)les.

According to the statistics published by the

authorities from 1853 to 1H59, the mortality

among the insane at la Salp6triere and Bicetrc

was over 28 per cent.; and the 3267 insane pa-

tients transferred from Paris fo departmental asy-

lums, furnished a yet higher mortality—during

1844 to 1858, not less than 43 per cent, ^^er an-

num.

In view of this terrible rate of mortality among

this class of patients in asylums. Dr. Turck advo-

cates not only that no further asylums shall be

established, but that those already existing shall

be cut down to the loAvest possible figure, and

that the authorities take measures to have the

great majority of the insane taken care of by

their own families, villages, and towns—to keep

them as much as possible at home, and subject to

as little restraint as possible. To strengthen his

position, he cites his own experience in a little

village in the Yosges mountains, which contained

barely 1500 inhabitants, and where, in the course

of forty years, he saw 18 insane persons, who all

are yet living. Eight of them had delirium tremens,

one incurably insane, the cerebral disease being

due to a chronic otitis of a grave character, but

the patient is calm and quiet; another has de-

lirium tremens, but is inoffensive; another has

acute mania, which will probably yield in a

few weeks. The other fifteen are all re-estab-

lished, and among them is a good number of very

honorable, very sensible, laborious men, much

esteemed by their fellow-citizens. " If," says

Dr. Turck, "the physicians of these eighteen in-

sane persons, among which, however, he classes

eight cases of delirium tremens, had been less

prudent, all would have been sent to an asylum

;

and there, instead of fifteen cures among eighteen

patients, there would have been six cures, six

deaths, and six cases of incurables. Here, then,

is the result of the treatment of the insane in

their families."

Now, is it true, as Dr. Turck alleges, that the

high rate of mortality among the inmates of

French insane asylums is really due to the system

of isolation of the insane in hospitals, or is it

owing to the internal mismanagement of these

hospitals? If the former, then, of course, ho is

right to caution the Senate <against the adoption

of measures for the further increase of insane

asylums. But, if the latter, then it is reform in

the admiyiistration and better management of the

asylums which is required. And here, this very

petition furnishes one of the strongest proofs that

it is not 80 much the principle of asylums, so

to speak, but their practice, which lies at the

bottom of the evil.

M. Girard de Cailleux, an inspector-general

of insane asylums, says in a report approvingly

cited by Dr. Turck:

"The insane of the Seine are objects of real

want and insufficient care. . . . Generally, the

clothing of the y»ati<'nts allows much to bo

desired, if not insufficient, torn, or unfit. I

could cite asylums wh(!re I have found the pa-

tients hanging from and fixed to the walls by

means of ropes, etc. . . . Alimentation is gene-

rally deficient in animal food, with an injuriously
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large proportion of vegetable suhstances. . . The
mortality, in consequence of abdominal affection,

is one of the results of this vicious nutrition. . .

The vfatch kept over them is often insufficient,

and inadequately exercised.'^

He then goes on to enumerate many more evils

to which the poor unfortunates are subjected in

the asylums, and finally. Dr. Turck exclaims:

"To-day, at least three thousand insane sue
cumb every year in our asylums to cold, hunger
insufficient nutrition, excessive work, and despair
while three thousand more, who could easily have
been cured, if they had been left to the care of
their families or communities, are rendered incu
rable.''

All this sho^?^^s bad management, bad adminis-

tration of the French asylums. But does it

prove that well-conducted hospitals for the in

sane should not be established or multiplied? If

the insane in France die of hunger, cold, insufficient

alimentation, as Dr. Turck says, why not petition

the French Senate for more and better food and

clothing, and more fuel, instead of decrying the

whole system of asylums? Or, does he believe

that a nation which, as a nation^ allows he

insane to freeze and starve, will treat these

wretched people better, when thrown upon mu-
nicipal, family, or individual benevolence and

charity ?

Certainly, no statistics in the world, neither in

England or Germany, least of all, the statistics of

insane hospitals in the United States, show so

fearful a mortality as that of France ; and yet we
have here the same asylums, the same isolation

of patients from home and the outside world.

Indeed, the mortality of our American asylums

is exceedingly loio, and if that is a criterion,

speaks well for the whole system.

We are sure that Dr. Turck, in his zeal for the

welfare of an unfortunate class of men has al-

lowed himself to be carried away by false rea-

soning. The very causes to which the high rates

of mortality are ascribed, are, as we have said, the

result of mismanagement and abuse, not a natural

growth of the system itself. And we are too well

convinced and assured of the necessity of places of

refuge and even solitude for the insane, to allow

ourselves to be carried away by the eloquent but

fallacious reasoning of Dr. Turck, and we hope
the French Senate will not for a moment enter-

tain in earnest the idea of ceasing to build asy-

lums, and of curtailing those that already exist.

From Berlin we learn the death of Astronomer
Encke, whose name will ever be attached to the
comet he descried and traced through its recurrent
orbit ; while other important additions to our
knowledge of the firmament will secure him im-
mortality.

PKOGKESS OF THE CHOLERA.
Cholera is still progressing in Europe, and it

seems with considerable fatality. From cur la-

test European news we com.pile the following

items

:

Malta. The disease has carried off in Malta,
since the 3d of July, no less than 1318 persons
out of 2143 attacked, besides about 130 among
the troops.

The cholera still lingers in Gozo, where it com-
menced later, that is, on the 21st of July. The
attacks in that island, yesterday, were nine, and
the deaths four, but a more favorable report is

expected to-day. The total number of attacks

there is 442, and the deaths 212, in a population

of about 14,000.

"Several hundred Maltese have left during the

week, on return to Alexandria. About 100 left

this morning by the steamer Lydia.^^

GiBRALTER. " Cholcra has been very busy
here during the last fortnight, has ascended a
step or two of the social ladder, carrying off a
few victims, and descended again to attack with
greater virulence than ever the lower classes,

chiefly the convicts. They have lost upward of

40, and when one considers what alarm these

deaths must cause in the little community, and
how effectually they are shutout from the cheer-

ing influence of social intercourse, it is not to be
wondered at that they quickly succumb.
"More than once we have had 20 deaths re-

ported within 24 hours, and 27 on one occasion.

Altogether, the deaths amount to 380. This is a
large mortality in a population of 24,000, (includ-

ing the garrison,) within 56 days. It is the most
severe visitation from cholera which Gibralter

has ever experienced, being already nearly equal

to the total amount of deaths, and in excess of

the daily rate in 1834.
" The civil population have suffered most. East-

erly winds have prevailed. No returns are pub-
lished. In this respect, it is difficult to say
which course is the more wise. Official reports

might allay the panic caused by rumors of mor-
tality, exaggerated as they pass from mouth to

mouth.
' Jew and Gentile are now alike smitten. The

deaths among the soldiers give an average of 10

to each corps, besides as many women and chil-

dren.^'

Italy. Letters from San Severo to the 27th

August, published by the Naples Italia, give a

very distressing account of the condition of that

town under the prevalent epidemic. The writer

says: "Truly, 147 cases and 63 deaths in the

course of 24 hours in a town, the population of

which is reduced one-half by emigration, is a sad

number. We were already short of doctors and,

nurses when the epidemic began to decrease, how
much greater must now be our need when the

malady has suddenly assumed greater proportions

than in the worst days of previous mourning!
" It is folly to use reticence respecting the ter-

ible condition of San Severo, San Micandro, and
Manduria. The whole truth should be told, in

order that we may better know how to remedy
our great misfortune. May God grant that the
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isolated cases that have occurred at Fog^ia, Tor-
remaggiore, Poggio Imperiale, and S. Paolo di

Civitale may not be the forerunners of a yisita-

tion of the epidemic."

Up to the 27th ult., there had been 676 deaths
from cholera at San Severo. From the 30th ult.

to the 1st of September, 134 persons were at-

tacked in that town—62 cases being fatal. At
Ancona the epidemic continues to decrease. The
sanitary condition of Naples continues to be very
satisfactory.

The total deaths in Marseilles on Friday, Sept.

1, were 64, of which 24 cholera.. At 2 P. M.
on Saturday, 34 deaths registered, of which 16
cholera.

TuE Levaxt. The accounts of the cholera in

the Levant are more encouraging. It has disap-

peared from Alexandria, although it still lingers

in Upper Egypt, on account of which clean bills

of health have not yet been issued. The rise of

the Xile above the average height has gladdened
all hearts, and promises a splendid cotton crop.

From Smyrna, Constantinople, Odessa, and
other ports, reassuring news is received. At
Smyrna, according to a -letter of the 13th instant,

confidence was being restored, the epidemic having
ceased for some days. A great deal of misery,
however, required to be relieved. At Constanti-
nople, where the disease has assumed the most
gigantic proportions, it is at present limited to a
few cases daily. From Odessa we learn that
clean bills of health are now issued from that
port.

Corfu, as indeed all Greece, I believe, continues
free from cholera, but fevers were very prevalent.
A steamer lately arrived at Corfu from Brindisi,

reported a case of cholera there.

Spaijt. The U. S. Consul at Barcelona reports
that the deaths in that city from cholera up to the
22d of August, had averaged about 12 per day,
or about 115 in all. There have also been many
deaths from other diseases, and although it is

stated that over 50,000 people have left Barcelona
during the last fifteen days, leaving at present,
perhaps, 130,000 persons in the city, on the 21st
instant there were 51 deaths.

France. According to the Toulonnais of Sept.

23d, fires were maintained in the streets of Tou-

lon by the authorities, as a preventive of cholera.

Fireworks were also let off at night

!

The Semaphore, of Marseilles, of Sept. 20th,

says

:

" Some uneasiness prevails at Nice, in conse-

quence of cases of cholera having occurred among
strangers who arrived there sick. The authori-

ties had adopted precautions to prevent the dis-

ease spreading. All persons arriving ])y steam
vessels from Marseilles, are landed at Villafranca,

where passengers and baggage are purified. Sim-
ilar measures were adopted for travellers arriv-

ing by rail, but this precaution is now confined to

the Italian o[»eratives coming from Marseilles or

Toulon."'

Cholera has appeared in Paris, especially in

Montmartre, liur-hayielle, and tlie neighborhood

around the Northern Railway Station. The IIopi-

ital Lariboisiere has had from 20 to 30 cases a

day, most of which proved fatal. The facts are

allowed to be published only in medical journals

and societies.

ExGLAND. In Southampton several fatal cases

have occurred, and considerable fear prevailed,

amounting almost to a panic. As has been the

case with us, the season has been remarkably

dry. A Southampton correspondent of the Lon-

don Times writes on the 3d inst.

"Scarcely a drop of rain has fallen for the last

five weeks. A break-up of the weather is uni-

versally desired, since it is thought that a heavy
downfall of autumnal rains, with such disturb-

ance in the atmosphere as would be caused by
the periodical equinoctial gales from the south-

west, would probably have important and benefi-

cial efi'ects upon our sanitary condition.''

A public meeting was called to devise sanitary

measures, at which Dr. Wilbur stated that the

cases which had occurred resembled in every

symptom the disease as observed on former occa-

sions, and that there could be no doubt there re-

garding the reality of another invasion of cholera.

The city was divided into forty districts, for the

purpose of sanitary supervision by local commit-

tees, each presided over by a member of the city

council.

Beside the cases at Southampton, an outbreak

has taken place at Sholing Common and at Bit-

terne, situate relatively about four and two miles

from Southampton, both healthy districts,, situate

on a gravelly soil, abundantly supplied with good

water, and on former visitations of this epidemic

totally free from any attacks. The two cases at

Sholing Common have proved fatal; of seven

cases at Bi^tterne, two have proved fatal. There

is a marked prevalence of diarrhoea all over the

district of Bitterne.

The weekly report of the Registrar-General on
the health of London during the last ten weeks,

says 127 deaths by cholera have taken place in

the metropolis. It is called English cholera, but

the Registrar says it does not differ essentially

from the Asiatic and Egyptian kind.

Notes and Comments.

Short-sightecl Policy.

A "Taxpayer" writing to the Daily Times of

New York, utters the following growl. "The
Commissioners of Puldic Charities are building

at IJellevue Hospital a Medical College at the

expense of the city. It is under the guise of a

house for the treatment of out-door poor, but it is

furnished with lecture rooms, and all the appur-

tenances of a college, such as Chemical Labora-

tory, <tc. Now, as one of the taxpayers of the

city, I want to know from the Commissioners by
what authority they are doing this. If the citi-
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zens are to be taxed in this way, for objects in

which they have no kind of interest, it seems to

me that their case is perfectly hopeless."

Then we suppose New York has "no kind of

interest" in offerino; inducements to medical stu-

dents to pursue their education in that cityl

Surely a "Taxpayer," if he "had to growl,"

could have found some more substantial ground

in that city to stand upon, than the very enlight-

ened liberal action of the Commissioners in ques-

tion.

Dr. Charles G-. M. Griffith, of Delaware

county, Pennsylvania, killed recently by acci-

dent, was insured for S10,000 at the Traveler's

insurance company of Hartford. This makes
138,000 paid to twelve policy holders by this

company within ten months.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Internal Strangulation of tlie Small Intestines.

Editor Med. axd Surgical Eeporter:

During the latter part of September, 1865, I

attended a young man for the above named com-

plaint. I first saw him the evening of the day

he was taken sick.

Monday morning he was well, and farmed un-

til noon, at this time he was attacked with pain

in the umbilical region. The pain was unceasing

until he died, and confined to the same place.

Vomiting commenced Tuesday morning, and oc-

curred occasionally during the time he lived.

As he was very healthy, strong, and a young

man, he was vigorously treated, with hyd. chlo.

mit.; jalap, pulv.; aa gr. v; omne sec. hor.: ol.

ricini: venesec: epispastic, and finally morphia

and stimulants. Wednesday morning he died.

Post mortem on Thursday showed that more

than a foot of small intestine had been strangu-

lated; and was black—the rest of the intestines

were of a healthy color. From the mesentery,

about an inch from its intestinal circumference

started a tube, the other end of which communi-

cated with the intestine and emptied into its cav-

ity. The tube was two and a half inches in

length, and about the usual size of the appendi-

cula vermiformes. The appendicula in his case

was only an inch in length. By this tube a ring

was formed, one half of which was the tube it-

self, one fourth mesenteric, and the balance in-

testine. Into this ring had slipped the strangula-

ted mass of intestine. And so completely filled

was it, that, it barely admitted the handle of the

scalpel.

I have sent for publication the history of this

case for two reasons: Ist. That this congenital

affection had lasted for twenty-one years and

never occasioned before this last fatal sickness

any icconvenience—which is of itself a marvel.

2d. That such a cause of internal intestinal

strangulation has never been mentioned by any

writer on this disease—so far as I know. Hence,

a congenital and adventitious growth is also a

cause of internal strangulation of the intestine.

S. C. Thornton', M. D.

Moorestown, K. Od. 1865.

Penetrating Wound of tlie Head.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter :

Colonel Carter Tan Yleek, 78th Illinois Vol-

unteer Infantry, was, on the 11th of August,

1864, whilst entering his tent, shot through the

head by a sharp-shooter. The ball entered about

two inches above the left orbit, not apparently

comminuting or depressing the bone. When
brought into the hospital he was perfectly sensi-

ble, and exhibited the same calm and collected

manner that exemplified him on the battle-field,

as well as in the council of military leaders—and

if it was not for the blood, which, mixed with

cerebral matter, oozed from the wound, one never

could have imagined, that he had received so fatal

an injury. Much difference of opinion prevailed

as to whether the ball had entered the cavity, or

not, as the entire absence of any urgent or unfa-

vorable symptom, almost precluded the idea in the

minds of some. The treatment of course had to

be expectant, and all interference with the wound
was omitted—cold water was the only local appli-

cation. He lay with his face toward his pillow,

both for the exit of any discharge, and in the

hope that the ball, if within the cavity, might by

gravitation, come toward the external opening,

and be removed. Absolute quiet was of course

enjoined. All the functions were natural, and

everything seemed to indicate that a successful

termination might possibly result. Thus it con-

tinued from day to day, no pain or uneasiness in-

dicating inflammatory action. Rationally and

calmly, he spoke of his death as a natural conse-

quence from such a wound. On the 6ih day, a

tendency to sleep became more evident, which in-

creased gradually, until coma supervened. He
was however capable of being aroused, even to

within a few hours of his death. The course of

the ball had been traced directly backward, but

no tendency to paralysis developed itself, nor were

any of the natural functions of the body inter-

rupted. Death ensued on the 10th day. After

death the ball was found about three inches from

the external opening, and was with difiBculty ex-
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tracted. The bone was merehj pierced^ not com-

minuted or depressed.

Edward Batwell, M. D.,

Late Surgeon in Chief, 2d Div. 14th A.- C.

Detroit, Mich., Oct, 1865.

News and Miscellany,

The Metrical System.

AVe learn, from the Dublin Med. Press, that the

decimal system of keepiug accounts, and the me-
tric ^ystoin of weights and measures, were strongly

advocated at the late session of the British Asso-

ciation. A report was presented to the Section of

Economic Science and Statistics, suggesting the

benefit of applying the metric system on the rail-

ways. " It is calculated," says the report, ''that

on an average, the clerks commit one error in

every five hundred items, and the consequence is

that the London and Northwestern Company are

under the necessity of nearly doubling the num-
ber of clerks. For every one hundred clerks em-
ployed in weighing or measuring and taxing
packages, nearly another hundred are wanted
to correct the errors committed. But with a deci-

mal and metric system, this liability to error is

immensely reduced, and therefore a practical

economic benefit procured. In the talk which
followed, Sir Joiix Bowring said it was quite

clear that nature was in favor of the decimal sys-

tem, or why had she given men ten fingers to

count with? Mr. Wilsox condemned the metri-

cal system as "revolutionary, unnatural, compli-

cated, and poetical." He denied SirJoHN Bow-
ring's fundamental principle that man had ten

fingers: he had eight. Sir John did not think it

necessary to rise in vindication of the two thumbs,
and the report passed with only one dissentient.

The Child's Doctor.

Says BoGER, (Clinical Lecture, Brit. Med. Jour-

nal.) certain qualities are required in the child's

doctor. He should be sagacious, quick of judg-
ment, patient, and gentle. He should have the

art of approaching and addressing children, of

using their language, and entering their play.

He should be fond of children, and if he has any
of his own, he will more quickly find his way to

the hearts of mothers. He should, as was said of

GuERSANT, and as might be said of M. Bi-ache.

have a maternal heart. The physiciaii sli ail!}

always possess the sentiment of com])assion Ibr

his little patients, so well expressed ))y Rousseau :

'•Is there a being in the world more feeble, more
wretched, more at the mercy of others, which
more demands our pity, than an infant?" The
diseases of infancy should appeal to the heart as

well as to the skill of the physician.

Smoking.

Anew "warning to smokers'' is found in an
analynis of the results of the contents of one good

Havana cigar, which yieldt^ when its smoke is

condensed, a sufficient amount of poisonous mat-

ter to induce active convulHions in a rabbit. Six

pipes of common shag tobacco will yield sufficient

poison to destroy a rabbit in three minutes.

The Russian Plague.

The following official statements from St.

Peter.>burg show that there is no truth in the re-

port of a ''p'ague'' in Russia, th^ disease which

has appeared there being only the typhoid fever:

" Consulate of the United States, St. Petrsburg,

Russia, August 14—26, 1865.— Dear s'r; In an-
swer to your letter of the lOth—22d in.^tant, I

would say thar. there is no disease now in this city

which would render the lauding of goods from
St. Petersburg in any foreign port at all danger-
ous to the liealrh of said port.

" I would also add tha^ a'^cording to the g'^neral

testimony of all who have investigated the sul>

ject, no plague, or epidemic disease has exi ted

here during the past year; the so-called plague
being nothing more or less than typhoid fever.

"I the more cheerfully give you this informa-
tion, a'^ the false report of a plague has been io-

dustriously circulated by persoiss hostile to the
interests of Russia.

"Very truly, your obedient servant,

"J. CuRTiN, U. S. Y'lc^ Consul.

"I confirm this report. C. M. Clay.

On the other hand, the Moscow Gazette states

that the Siberian plague is making terrific pro-

gress in the government of Perm, p.nd in the dis-

tricts of Ekaterinburg, Irbit, Nerchotowish, Ka-

musohlov, and Shadrinsk.

Diabetes in a Monkey.

Dr. Beranger, Ferand, recently related to the

Societe de Biologic a ca-se of diabetes in a monkey.
Being well aware of the liability to tubercular dis-

ease among animals brought ivom warm climates,

he attempted to find the result of modifying their

aliment; and for this purpose gave to two mon-
keys food more rich in nitrogenous matters than
that which they ordinarily use. One of the animals

refused to eat animal food, and soon died of acute

tubercular disease. The other readily ate it, and
at first appeared to thrive. But during apparently

fliourishing health, and a full supply of rich food,

the animal became rapidly lean; and was trou-

bled with unappeasable thirst. The urine in-

creased in quantity, and left by evaporation a

residue recognizable by chemical tests and the

taste as glucose. Amaurosis and convulsions

supcM-vcned ; and the animal died three months
aCl-M' its arrival in France. There was found to

be an excessive do])osition of tubercular matter

in the peritoneum, brain, liver, and other parts.

—

Gaz. Med. de Paris, and Brit. Med. Journal.

Death of Professor J. L. Riddle.

The medical profession will recognize a loss in

the decease of Prof. J. L. Riddle, J^rofcssor of

Chemistry in the University of Louisiana., which
occured on the 8th inst. Dr. Riddle was in his

6()th year, and ranked Avith Wederstrandt, Stone,
Hunt, and the best practitioners of the Crescent

(Jity. He was an able and scientific man, and
his loss will be severely felt in the city of which
he was a prominent member, and for which he
had done very much.
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Foreign Body in the Eye.

Dr. A. J). Williams, in a letter from Vienna,

published in the Cincinnati Lancet and Observer,

cites a case which he saw at the clinic of Prof.

Arlt.

"A piece of cast iron, about half an inch

square^ had entered the eye, and remained there

over a year, icitiiout pain or i?iconrenience, except

some scratching of the lid. It had entered

through the horizontal meridian of the cornea.

It was entirely within the globe at first, but after

the cornea sloughed and the ball atrophied, its

anterior sharp edge protruded till it was about

two-thirds within and one-third without the eye.

Its width was greater than the diameter of the

cornea. The mass was so firmly imbedded in the

globe that it could not be drawn out without for-

ceps, and the patient, refusing to have it cut, left

the clinic with it still in the eye.'"

Deatli of Dr. McCook.

Dr John McOook of Steubenville, Ohio, father

of two Generals and one naval officer, and uncle

of four more Generals of the same name, died in

Washington on the 11th inst. at the residence of

his son, Gen. Anson McCook. Deceased has a

brother, Dr. George McCook residing in Pitts-

burgh.

Sad Sesult of Pride.

An agonizing story is tnld of a vain New York
young lady, who, dissatisfied with her good, but

irregular teeth, had fifteen of them pulled out to

make room for a new and false set. In vain the

dentist wished to snare her eye teeth. She would
have them out. Nervous prostration followed the

operation, and she died a victim to her pride, and
leaving the set of false teeth she had ordered un-

called for.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have been recently

made

:

Neio York.—Dr. A. W. Holden, Glenns Palls

;

Dr. Horace C. Taylor, Westfield.

Fennsylvania.—Dr. J. C. Kinkle, Carlisle.

Meteorology of Japan.

In 1864 the mean temperature of Japan was
58.2—the maximum 89, the minimum 20 deg.

205 days were fair, 100 rainy or snowy, 61 cloudy.

The rain fall was 71.44 inches. There were i4

earthquakes. The observations were made at

Kanagawa.

The Ocean as a Source of Electricity.

The Paris correspondent of the Chemical
Neivs states that an important experiment has
been made by M. Duchemin during a holiday at

tlie seaside. He made a small cork buoy, and
fixed it to a disc of a charcoal containing a small

plate of zinc. He then threw the buoy into the

sea, and connected it with copper wires to an elec-

tric alarum on the shore. The alarum instantly

began to ring, and has gone on ringing ever since,

and it is added that sparks may be drawn between

NAVY NEWS.

the two ends of the wires. Thus the ocean seems
to be a powerful and inexhaustible source of
electricity, and the small experiment of ?tl. Du-
chemin may lead to most important results.

IQ"ew Test for Arsenic.

The wonderful delicacy of the previous tests for

arsenic which have been thought to be almost
perfect, are surpassed by the electrical test. By
iileans of a simple apparatus all the arsenic in a
substance may be rapidly extracted. Place a so-

lution of arsenic matter in a platinum vessel,

plunge a zinc wire into the liquid, and the ar-

senic will appear on the platinum; by prolong-
ing the action the whole of the arsenic may be
extracted from the compound. This process is

superior in sensibility, and as it requires far less

manipulation of the suspected substance, is much
more trustworthy for toxicological examinations
than the meth-'ds now in use.

A new Pyrometer.

Messrs. St. Claire, Deville, and Trooste, have
invented a pyroraeter capable of measuring a tem-
perature reaching as high as 1,530 deg. C. At
this heat the inventors state copper and silver are
vaporized, and feldspar perfectly fused.

A new m.edical s-'houl is announced, soys the
Boston Journal, at Cairo, 111., by Dr. Jos. N. Mc-
Dowell, late of the Missouri Medical College,

and Dr. C. W. Dunning, both of whom will Ibe

professors in the new school.

The Belgian Government has prohibited the
importation and transit of raw hides, fresh meat,
unmelted tallow, and other raw portions of ani-

mals of the bovine species.

&^

Army and Navy News.

SuR&EOxs MrsTEREP Out.—The Secretary of War
has ordered the master out of the United States ser-
vice of the following-named surgeons of Volimteers
and lieutenant-colonels by brevet:—Horace Ward-
ner, N. F. Marsh, Thomas Antisel, George L. Pan-
coast, G "VV. Hogenboom. 0. M. Byron, H. P. IVJat-

thewson, Samuel B. Davis, Augustus C. Vandyne, E.
M. Palmer, J. H. Ledlie Sylvanus Freeman, Francis
Green, J. R. Ludlow, William Watson, J. D. Knight,
W. H. Gobrecht, J. H. Phillips, Joel Leaverns, J. B.
Lewis, S, M. Sherman, L. R. Stone, R. W. Peas,
George R. Weeks, Howard Culweitzn. William S.

Ely. J. V. Blaney, Lewis J. Rice, William H. Thorne,
Charles McMilan, G. H. Hubbard, George L. Sutton,
A. M. Speer, Henrv Palmer, J. H. Curry, John Brad-
ley, John L. Feed', J. M. Foye, A. R. Egbert, C. S.

Wood, M. Clymer, S. J. Radcliff, H. S. Hewitt, C. N.
Chamberlain.

Surgeons Ordered to Report for Duty.—Surgeon
General Barxes has ordered the following ofllcers'to

report for duty as indicated below:
Assistant Surgeon S. H. Horner, U. S. A., relieved

from duty in the Department of Ohio, and ordered to

charge of Jefferson General Hospital, Jeffersonville,
Indiana.
Assistant Surgeon T. H. Ridgley, U. S. A., to report

for duty to commanding officer of 16th U. S, Infantry,
at Nashville.
Surgeon John Moore, TJ. S. A., relieved from duty

in Military Division of Mississippi, and ordered to
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Fort Independence, Boston Harbor, to relieve Surgeon
Edward Cowles. U. S. A., who will relieve Surgeon J.

Sevian?. U. S. Y., mustered out.

Assistant Surgeon Cvrus Bacon, jr., XJ. S. A., re-

lieved from duty at Winchester, Va., and assigned to

duty with (5th U. S. Cavalry.

MAKRIED.

A>'T>KE??—Crxi.ER.—On Tuesday, Oct. 10, at the Presbyterian

Church. Sparta. N. J., bv the Key. F. E. M. Bachelor, T. H. An-
dres?, M. D.. and S. Cecilia, daughter of the late Silas C. Cutler,

M. D., of Morristown, N. J.

CiRyER—HCMPHREY.—lu Granville. Oct. 11, at the residence

of the bride's uncle, by the Rev. S. Talbot, Dr. I. M. Carver, of

Kenton. Ohio, and Miss Amanda C. Humphrey.
DOLPH—Browx.—On Thursday, Oct. 19, by Rev. Thomas S.

Hastings, J. H. Dolph, and Caroline Louisa, second daughter of

the late Stephen Brown, M. D., all of New York.
LiyixGSTOX—McCall.—On Thursday morning, 12th inst., at

the residence of H. Allen, at Bethel, Ohio, by the Rev. M. Z. Fa-

gan. W. C Livingston, of Covington, Ky., and Miss Ollie, daugh-
ter of the late Dr. A. T. McCall, of Clermont, Ohio.

LocKWooD

—

Carpenter.—On Tuesday evening, Oct. 10, in the

Vine street Congregational Church, Cincinnati, Ohio, by Rev. S.

H. Nichols. Mr. Frank T. Lockwood and Miss Helen H., daugh-
ter of Or. J. B. Carpenter, all ofthat city.

Pi\xt:x—Nagle.—On the 19th inst., by the Rev. Thomas
Braluerd, D. D., Mr. Charles J. B. Finney and Lizzie A. Nagle,

eldest daughter of Dr. G. L. Nagle, of this city.

RiKER—SiRTKER.—On Wednesday, Oct. 11, at Newtown, L. I.,

by the Rev. J. P. Knox. Samuel Riker and Mary Anna, eldest

daughter of the late Dr. J. P. Stryker, both of ^ewtown.
"SYarrixgton—Glen.—On Thursday morning, the 19th inst.,

at Emmanuel Church, Holmesburg, Philadelphia, by the Rev.

D. C. Millett, rector, Edwin R. Warrington and Frances, daugh-
ter of the late Dr. Edward J. Glen.

DIED.

Cease.—At No. 107 Ryerson street, Brooklyn, on Monday
evening, Oct. 16, Ann Maria, wife of Charles Chase, Surgeon
U. S. Navy.
Dailey.—At Smyrna, Del., Oct. 6th, Dr. E. D. Dailey. ajt. 41.

Galen.—In this city, on the 18th inst., Gustavus E. Galen.

M . D., in the 34th year of his age.

MoRiARTY.—In Boston, Mass., Oct. 20th, suddenly, of disease

of the heart, Dr. J. M. Moriarty, formerly Port Physician at

Deer Lsland, Boston Harbor.
Peck.—Suddenly, in Jamaica Plains, Mass., on the 10th inst.,

Mrs. Jane T. Peck, widow of Dr. William Peck, late of Cincin-

nati, deceased.

OBITUARir.
Dr. D. S. Conant.

At a meeting of the physicians and surgeons of Demilt Dis-

pensary, held Oct. 14th, 1865, Dr. Wm. B. Bibbixs presiding, the
following resolutions were unanimously adopted:

Whurmx. In the providence of God, our friend and associate,

Dr. Davit) S. Conaxt, has been removed from us by death;

Besotced, That in this event we personally, and this institu-

tion, have sustained a serious loss.

Re.f^DlvA, That while we cannot in these brief terms fitly ex-

press the esteem in which we held him while living, some tri-

bute of re.spect to hi.s memory is demanded alike by our own
feelings, and by his admirable character

;
therefore,

Rf.sfilvf.'l , That wc recognize in him as a professional man,
snpreme devotion to his calling; excellent powers of perception,

an independent logical method of thinking, a sound judgment,
unfailing nerve, inventive faculty, address and dexterity;

thcie fiualities were sustained and applied by a temperament of

uncommon energy and capacity for labor, controlled ;ind direct-

ed by high moral principle, and a ju.^t .'<cnse of honor, enriched
and adorned by a cheerful temper and a generous humanit3^

lipjiolvp.'l , That in tendering to the bereaved family, and to

the inrtitutions with which he was connected, our heart-felt

sympathy, wc rejoice with them in the assurance that he was
prepared to die as well as to live, and has now entered upon the

fruition of the Christian faith and hope which he professed and
honored among men.

Jtemlv^h That the Secretary be instructed to transmit a copy
of these resolutions tfj the family of the deceased, to the Facul-

ties of Bowdoin and Burlington Medictvl Schools, and to such
medical and secular journals as he may designate.

R. Peahlke, .M.D.,

Wm. M. CHAMBr.uLAi.N, M.D.,
STEPnEN Kooer.-^, M.D.,
Ja.s. L. Bc.ow.n, .M. D.,

Committee.
E. BaADLET, M. D., Secretary.

Dr. E. D, Dailey.

At a meeting of the medical gentlemen of the town of Smyrna,
Del., held on the evening of Oct. 9th, at the office of Dr. S. M.
Fisher, to take action in reference to the death of Dr.E. D.

Dailey, Drs. Hirons, Cummexs. and Clawsox, being appointed a
Committee, reported the following preamble and resolutions:

Whertas^ In the dispensation of an all-wise Providence, our
professional brother, E. D. Dailey, M. D., has been removed from
our midst by the hand of death; therefore,

liesolved, 1st. That though we bow with reverence to the will

of the Supreme Ruler, yet we grieve at the loss of a brother in
the prime of life, and of one having been capable of rendering
so much relief to his suffering fellow-beings.

2d. That in the death of Dr. Dailey our profession has lost a
member who has rendered himself eminent in his calling, and
his fellow-citizens one who had ever been ready and willing to
hasten to their relief in time of suffering and distress.

3d. That in our professional intercourse with him, we always
found him courteous and gentlemanly towards us, and consid-
erate and humane towards his patients.

4th. That we most heartily sympathize with his bereaved
family, and commend them to the sympathy and kind consider-

ation of this community.
5th. That a copy of the foregoing resolutions be sent to the

family, and also published in the Smyi-na Times, and in the
Medical and Surgical Reporter, of Philadelphia.

ATsTSWERS TO COKBESPONDENTS.
Drs. B. <£ (?., Malone, N. P:—Williams' Principles of Medicine

sent by Mail Oct. 19th.

Dr. J. C, Wooster, Ohio.—Wood's Materia Medica and Thera-
peutics, Carpenter's Principles of Human Physiology, Williams'
Principles of Medicine, Neligan's Diseases of Skin, sent by Ex-
press, Oct. 19th.

Drs. C. <£• Son, LockJiaven, Pa.—West on Ulceration of Os
Uteri, sent by Mail Oct. 19th.

Dr. J. E. J., Fallston. Md.—Send the price of Firmenich's Ir-

ritating Instrument to him at Buffalo, N. Y., who will return it

to you by Mail.

Dr. D. a R.. Utah, Pa.—The price of Meigs' forceps is S7.00

short forceps the same.

Dr. TF. M. L., HamUUm, Va.—Slade's is the most recent work,
on Diphtheria. Send us $1.25, and we will forward it.

METEOKOLOGY.

October 16. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22.

Wind N. W. S. w. E. S. E. W. N. W. N. W.
Clear. Clear, Crdy, Cl'dy, Clear, Clear. Clear,

WhiteRain. Rain. High White
Frost. Wind. Frost.

1 in. 1-10

Thermometer.
42° 36° 46° 52° 45° 40° 38°

At 8 A. M 51 47 53 57 55 52 41
At 12 M 53 50 59 57 58 55 54
At 3P.M 56 58 60 ' 58 68 56 55

50.50 47.75 54.50 56. 54. 50.75 47.

Barometer,
At 12 M 30.2 30.1 30. 29.4 29.6 299 SO 2

Germantown, Fa. B. J. Leedom.

WAWTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, '60; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

" VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov. 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,
Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.
6, '62.

" IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;
Dec. 27, '62, and .Tan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

" XI. Nos. 1, 4, .5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,
May 21, '64.

" XII. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb, 4, '65.

tlf^ We are in pressing need just now of a few copies for
new svlscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1865.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
OF

Distinguished Living New York Stirgeons.

By Sam'l W. Francis, A.M., M.D.,

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine,

No. 15.

Stephen Smith.

" Work, as iDelieving that lahor is gain." —Qiceen Isabd.

Stephen Smith, now a resident practitioner of

this city, was born in Onondaga county, New
York State. His father, having Ibllowed agricul-

tural pursuits as an avocation, desired his son to

enter upon the same sphere of usefulness, the

better to assist in supporting the family, and add-

ing vigor to an already sturdy constitution. Ac-

cordingly young Stephen remained at home, and

became duly indoctrinated in the mysteries of a

farmer's life, practically testing its merits, and

earnestly endeavoring to become first in a de-

partment that has been time-honored since the

ancient days of Abraham. In the capacity of

plough-boy, thrasher, and tender of his father's

flocks, he rapidly grew in the knowledge of hus-

bandry and the rearing of live stock, and contin-

ued faithful to his post till within a few months

of ripe manhood, when being twenty years of age

and experiencing the want of a liberal education,

he felt that inward desire and thirst for know-

ledge which belong to genius, and acted accord-

ingly. Up to this period, Stephen had only been

able to avail himself of the pseudo advantages of

a poor common school; and that, too, confined

to the less busy months of winter. But during

that time he had not wasted an opportunity, and

though he could not hold valuable information

within his grasp, the rudiments that formed this

temporary foundation were sufficiently suggestive

to enable him to see into the dim vista of hidden

wisdom, the different paths to knowledge, and

the road to power. At eighteen, he had learned

out the school, and by perseverance and literally

studying in the middle voice, (namely, I teach

myself,) had mastered many of the higher

branches of mathematics, geometry, surveyings

and even some of the more intricate examples

of trigonometry. These latter studies were taken

up, apart from school, at intervals of farm labor.,

or when the inclemency of the weather precluded

the possibility of working out of doors.

About this time, young Smith commenced the

study of Latin and Greek, a task most difficult to

accomplish, as he had no instructor, and was

forced, while in the field, to make out the con-

struction himself, and ponder over the rules he

had learned. This course was conscientiously

followed till the ambitious student, at the age of

twenty, found time to attend two terms at the

Cortland Academy, Homer, New York. So at-

tentive was young Smith to even the minutiae' of

this higher school, and so earnest was his indi-

vidual application, that we find him passing his

examination, at the end of that period, and enter-

ing the senior class of a literary college.

Doubtless, he would have made rapid strides

in that capacity had not his elder brother influ-

enced his susceptible mind, and caused him to

abandon the literary course laid down for him

and become a follower of Hippocrates. Accord-

ingly, young Smith entered the office of Dr. Ca-

leb Green, of Homer, New York State, late Pro-

fessor of Materia Medica in the Geneva Medical

College, In a short time, he also attended a

course of lectures in that institution, which could

boast, as members of its faculty, the names of

Lee, Hamilton, Hadley, Flint, Webster, and Co-

ventry.

Stephen Smith then entered the office of Pro-

fessor Hamilton, at Buffalo, N. Y., and attended

his second course of lectures at the Buffalo Med-

ical College. In 1849, he became the resident

pupil in the Buffalo Hospital of the Sisters of

Charity, during the prevalence of the cholera.

This constant intercourse with those afflicted with

that sad malady, and the peculiar fitness of Dr.

Flint for its treatment, eminently qualified young

Smith to judge of the merits of certain remedies,

and above all, avoid the theoretical maxims of

inexperienced practitioners.

In the autumn of 1849, Mr. Smith visited New
York, and attended his third course at the Col-
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lege of Physicians and Surgeons, where lie wa

graduated in due form in the spring of 1850, and

forthwith became Doctor of Medicine. Armed with

the imprimatus of an excellent faculty, the victor

of many obstacles, and the successful farm-boy of

a few years back, Dr. Smith found himself in f

strange city, with legalized power to practice

and nobody to treat.

But nothing daunted, by taking, as it were, a re-

trospective view of the future, he became encour-

aged, gave up his idea of returning to Buffalo, and

having visited Bellevue Hospital, became so at-

tracted by the advantages offered the student,

that he at once applied as a candidate for one of

the two vacancies then existing-, and, though

many sought for the same place, he was fortu-

nate enough to pass the rigid examination of the

Board, and entered at once upon the responsi-

ble duties assigned to his position.

During Dr. Smith's first experience of a Belle-

vue life, he became interested in the investiga-

tions of an unusual case of rupture of the urinary

bladder which had come under the skill of an old

medical acquaintance. It was suggested to make

it the subject of ligation, and the aged practi-

tioner addressed a letter to that effect to the Bel-

levue doctor. Dr. Smith at once called in the

advising qualities of the attending surgeons, and

found that they were not practically acquainted

with that sort of case, excepting Dr. Mott, who

acknowledged that even his experience was lim-

ited to one or two, but no more. Finding out

that there was -a deficiency of information on this

subject, and realizing the importance of the case.

Dr. Smith went through the records of the past,

consulted the fathers of surgery, and perused

obsolete works, with the settled determination of

ascertaining all that had been said and done on

the subject. His patience was rewarded, and his

perseverance resulted in the collection of some

fifty cases. They were at once produced in court,

and caused the Judge to decide the case without

the usual delay of an argument. This encour-

aged Dr. Smith to go deeper into the subject,

and he accordingly tabulated thorn, and rendered

each and all easy of ready reference. Dr. Van

BuREN having seen this valuable compendium,

not only spoke of it in terms of the highest com-

mendation, but so strongly urged its puldioation,

as a sure means of preserving it from accidental

destruction, that Dr. Smith was induced to look

once more into the labyrinths of the past, go over

authorities again, and finally prepare a mono-

graph* of seventy-five cases, when but a few

weeks before, there was scarcely a surgeon who

• Pabliiibed in the Ncvj York Journal of MeAicine, May, 1851.

could have positively asserted that more than one

or two cases could be found on record. So im-

portant was this communication considered, that

it was widely circulated in this country, and was
subsequently translated abroad into French and

German, and may be read at the present time

with the deepest interest. This did much for the

Doctor. It brought him in direct intercourse

with the leading medical men of this city. Dr.

Mott found means to express his gratification in

terms of sincere praise, and Dr. Parker at once

extolled his labors, and welcomed the young sur-

geon to the city.

Another instance, worthy of record, occurred

about this time, and may prove of benefit to .

those unacquainted with the facts. Dr. Smith

having charge of the lying-in wards at the time

that many of the patients were the subjects of

peritonitis, was requested by Professor Clark to

put his opium treatment to the test. It so hap-

pened that four cases required efficient remedies,

and Dr, Clark directed Dr. Smith to administer

nothing but opium, and push that till he pro-

duced semi-narcotism. At first, the young doctor

gave it so cautiously that it exhibited no percep-

tible benefit. Prof. Clark, during his next visit,

having perceived Dr. Smith's timidity, at once

took him aside, and in a grave manner said,

"Dr. Smith, have you ever attended a common

schoolV
"Yes, sir."

"Did you ever have a teacher say to you, *I

will whip you to within an inch of your life' ?"

"Yes, sir, I have."

"Well," said Dr. Clark, "that is the way I

wish you to give opium to these patients—let it

be ' to within an inch of their lives.'

The Doctor now determined to follow impli-

citly his instructions, and accordingly selecting

two reliable nurses, he commenced to administer

opium with confidence and in increasing doses.

Dr. Smith visited each patient every hour, night

and day, during their treatment, and recorded

each change.

The first woman yielded on taking two grains

hourly, the second became so stupefied after

taking three grains hourly, that he experienced

no little difficulty in bringing her back to entire

consciousness. The third required four grains

hourly, before the opium produced the desired

effect. "But the fourth," to use the words of

Dr. Smith in a letter addressed to me on the sub-

ject, "was destined to test our valor. She took

4, 5, 0, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 grains of opium hourly,

before even semi-narcotism was reached. At this

extreme point, the remedy was maintained for
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several days, until she took in the agsjregate

nineteen hundred grains without once vomiting

or purging." Gratifying, indeed, must it have

been to Dr. Clark to know that they all recov-

ered. The last woman remained in the hospi-

tal several months, attached to the kitchen. This

brought about a change in the treatment of puer-

pural peritonitis, and formed a new era in the

vital statistics, as formerly the greater number

died.

On leaving Bellevue Hospital, Dr. Smith took

up his residence in New York city, and continued

to contribute occasional articles to the N. Y. Jour-

nal of Medicine. This brought him in contact

with Dr. Purple, editor of that medical maga-

zine, and accordingly, in 1853, Dr. Smith be-

came joint proprietor with him. He continued

in company Avith Drs. Purple and Bulklet till

1857, when they both retired, and Dr. Smith be-

came sole editor, etc. In 1860, this old journal

was changed into a weekly, and Dr. Smith be-

came associated with Drs. Harris and Shrady,

as co-editors. In 1861, Dr. Harris retired, and

Dr. Shrady continued to report medical lectures

and the transactions of societies. When one con-

siders the high tone of that journal, its interest-

ing statistics, and the ability displayed in many
of its critical articles, a proper- appreciation of

the labor involved will be felt. The Medical

Times v^^as a great success. The subscribers more

than doubled in six months, but the war having

broken Out, it, like many cotemporaries, was

forced to succumb, on account of expenses that

far exceeded any adequate returns.

In this day of fanciful mimicry, when even

those of strengthened intellect and wide experi-

ence yield to the prevailing fashion of some rul-

ing nabob, and dye their thoughts to suit the

color of an evanescent prejudice, it is pleasing to

the mind and refreshing to the spirit to see one

who has ever marked out honest paths of useful-

ness, and followed no ungainly dicta. Dr. Smith

has been stern with himself. Of a naturally kind

disposition, and ready to further the advances of

those beneath him in the walks of a professional

life, he has still remained true to conscience and

unbiassed in his actions. Calm in his demea-

nor, and almost retiring in his outward char-

acter, there stilL burns within his breast a fervent

love of knowledge, and most praiseworthy desire

to excel, attributes that find congenial sympathy

in every student's heart, and meet with cordial

plaudits from the old in learning. Each year

marks advancement in the Doctor's skill, and

finds him richer in the science of his much-loved

art.

When a youthful farmer is seen studying the

works of learned authors during that portion of

the day which is generally set aside for relaxa-

tion and pleasing pastime, one may easily predict

for him ultimate success in the branch of life that

he may choose, providing he follows out the

higher instincts of his nature. The same zeal

that caused Stephen Smith, farmer, to study at

the risk of ease, and meet fatigue of body with

the energies of mind, has ever marked his

course in after years. Possessed of an executive

ability, the birthright of few medical men, the

Doctor has hunted down a thought to its very
origin, exhumed defunct cases, and revivified

statistics to prove his assertions. By this means
one is enabled, while perusing his works, not only

to learn what is best as a sure means, but the er-

rors of the past are unfolded in a succinct and
graphic manner; so that while the fancy is en

chained by lucid writing and interesting state

ments, memory is neither overburdened by the

dry details of skeleton certitudes, nor embar-

rassed by the heterogeneous compilation of an-

cient superstitions.

In 1854, Dr. Smith was duly elected one of the

attending surgeons to Bellevue Hospital, which
responsible position he has continued to hold

ever since—performing ail the operations that

came under his personal supervision during that

time, and in many instances freeing the afilicted

and poverty-stricken patients from annoying ail-

ments and alarming troubles. It has been his

custom, like his associate surgeons, to perform

the more serious operations in the presence of

visiting students, when time would permit of de-

lay. On those occasions, his conciseness of ex-

pression and quiet self-possession were evident to

the beholder and congenial to the listener. Dr.

Smith appreciates the sufferings of a patient

while under the knife, and uninfluenced by any
anaesthetic agent, and agrees with those who en-

tertain the opinion that it is better to lecture

before or after cutting human flesh, and not

while the agonized patient is writhing under

prolonged torture, or held still while gaping

wounds are coldly commented on, at the expense

of suffering not in any way necessitated by any
law of reason, justice, or rare charity.

The Doctor tied the common iliac artery for

aneurism and next to Dr. Carnochan, performed

the first Symes' amputation at the ankle-joint in

this country, and has repeatedly performed it

with uniform and excellent success. As an ope-

rator, he is confident without being prcsump-

uous, neat without being fiistidious, and careful

without being timid. Ever ready to listen to the
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suggestions of those best qualified to give advice,

yet so thoroughly versed as to the anatomy of re-

ation and constitutional treatment, that hints are

rare and satire unknovrn.

Dr. S311TH was among the first to propose the

organization of Bellevue College, and ever since

its foundation has formed one of its faculty. He
held the chair of the Principles of Surgery until

recently, when the sad suicide of Dr. Childs, a

man of distinguished ability, left vacant that of

Anatomy, to which he was formally transferred.

As a lecturer, Professor Smith compares favora-

bly with those around him. He believes that, in

didactic discourses, the shortest distance between

two given subjects renders the process of remem-

bering more facUe to the mind, and brings the

man who speaks nearer to his earnest auditors.

During the winter of 1861-62, Dr. Smith pro-

posed to Ballieke the idea of publishing a hand-

book of operations for the benefit of surgeons in

the field, and otherwise on duty. The Doctor

saw the necessit}^ for such a work, and meeting

with an immediate response, proceeded at once

to prepare the work, and superintend the engrav-

ings that were to accompany it, and this, too,

while attending private patients, delivering his

course of surgical lectures at Bellevue College,

and visiting, on the appointed days, hospital pa-

tients. This excellent vade mecum proved a

great success, and though it appeared about the

1st of May, 1862, met with so rapid a sale that it

has gone through five editions, and is now out of

print. Many an acting surgeon can bear testi-

mony to the importance of the surgical aphorisms

contained in this Avork, and not a few have de-

rived additional aid from the excellent wood-cuts

that adorn the pages, and place at once before the

mind's eye the position of parts and the appear-

ance of wounds. No one who has read this man-
ual would fail to retain it.

Even when a student, in the office of Professor

Hamilton, Dr. Smith became very much inter-

ested in the subject of '' the legal responsibili-

ties of medical men,'' and particularly as regards

the abufje of power in suits for malpractice. This

suVjject has grown upon him, and ever since, he

has never omitted an opportunity to collect facts,

lay aside for future reference reports of cases,

trials for alleged poisoning, neglect of doctors, or

the want of knowledge—in fact, all that he could

obtain from the records of the court. This has

been done with a view to eventually publishing a

work illustrating this branch of medical juris-

prudence, and certainly the importance of the

subject and the success of Professor Hamilton's

statistics of fractures for the same purpose, will

urge him on to a satisfactory completion of what
he has undertaken. Already, the Doctor has on

file and properly arranged for immediate consul-

tation, not fewer than five hundred cases, embra-

cing every operation in surgery, obstetrics, the

administration of every kind of medicine, etc. etc.

It is his earnest desire in this book to establish

satisfactorily to both the practitioner of law and

medicine what is malpractice, and what is not;

and also to define beyond dispute the exact rela-

tion between doctor and patient. The importance

of this undertaking can only be appreciated by

those who have perused the accounts of such

eases, or been individually interested in their ter-

mination. Let a standard once be fixed, that shall

govern, beyond appeal, doctors and lawyers, and

time, reputation, and expense will be saved The

material has already proved so abundant that Dr.

Smith has determined to divide it into two vol-

umes; the first devoted to surgery, and the se-

cond to obstetrics, medicine, specialties, dentistry,

druggists, etc. Some ten years since, he sent

out a circular and obtained very valuable infor-

mation, which will appear in due course of time.

The most important questions concerning which

the Doctor desired to receive answers, were as

follows :

1. Names of parties to the suit; court in which

case was tried
;
presiding judge.

2. Date of trial.

3. History of the case, in the treatment of

which malpractice was alleged, as nature of dis-

ease, injury, etc., complications, treatment, re-

sults, etc.

4. Testimony brought forward on the trial;

opinions of experts, etc.

5. Opinion, and charge of Judge,

6. Verdict, etc. etc.

It would be well if any one who may peruse

these pages should see fit to.forward answers to

the above questions, and thereby assist in render-

ing as complete as possible the labors of a dis-

tinguished physician.

Dr. Smith was married, in 1853, to a daughter

of E. D. Culver, Esq., of Brooklyn, Long Island,

N. Y., then City Judge, and at the present time

United States Minister to Venezuela, South Amer-
ica.

It was mainly due to his energetic suggestions

that the Medical Journal Library was established

in the city of New York, and every day its value

is becoming more and more realized.

In 1865, Dr. Smith made a thorough investiga-

tion of the sanitary condition of New York city,

particularly the back streets and poorer style of

accommodations, and in his official report before
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the joint committees of the Senate and Assembly,

Feb. 13th, enlarged on the causes of disease and

death, the necessity of a conscientious inspection,

and finished by making some practicable and

very feasible suggestions regarding a model

health-board. It was listened to with marked

attention, and published in the I^ew York Times,

and is destined to accomplish much good.

TENACITY OF HUMATf LIFE AS SEEIXT IN
CASES OP GUNSHOT INJUBIES.

By Thad. L. Leavitt, M.D., A.A.S., U.S.A.

(Continued from page 206.)

Case No. 8. Capt. Adam Graham, Co. I, 12th

Ga., aet. 35 years, received a gunshot wound July

12th, 1364, during the raid upon Washington,

D. C, perforating the right carpus, and so lacer-

ating and destroying the joint, that immediate

amputation was deemed necessary, and the circu-

lar operation performed at lower third of the

forearm,- on the field, by rebel surgeons. At the

same time, he received a gunshot fracture of both

tibia and fibula of right leg, the ball not passing

through, but being spent, rebounded and fell into

the boot, from which the patient states it was

taken.

Being much prostrated, and the weather very

warm, it was thought advisable to attempt to save

the leg, although the bones were extensively shat-

tered. The only operation admissible, that of cut-

ting down upon the bone and removing all loose

fragments and spiculae that by their presence

might irritate the tissues and delay union, I suc-

ceeded in performing satisfactorily without the

loss of any amount of blood.

The leg was then placed upon a wide board,

with sand bags at the sides to retain the limb in

position, and a heel-piece to keep up extension, the

whole apparatus arranged in such a manner as en-

abled the limb to be elevated, if desired, and its en-

tire surroundings removed Avithout disturbing the

position of the leg, thus facilitating the dressing,

which consisted of oakum, charpie, water and dry

dressings, stimulating poultices, as required.

July 26th. Erysipelas attacked the leg. Tr.

ferri chlorid., gtt. xv., every two hours, directed

to be taken. The stump is healing nicely, no ap

pearance of erysipelas here. Patient's mind re-

markably composed, quiet, and cheerful.

July 27th. Erysipelas fading out.

July 29th. Added quiniaa sulph., gr. j., to ti*.

ferri chlor., every four hours.

July 31st. Improving. Appetite better, wound
in leg suppurating considerably.

Ang. 6th. Leg doing well, granulations healthy

and but slight discharge of pus.

Aug. 12th. Recovery very slow and tedious,

general health good.

Aug. 26th. Doing well, stump nearly healed >

but small opening in leg for slight discharge,

comparatively inodorous.

Being ordered to another department at this

time, I was unable to follow up the history of

this case, but have since heard from his surgeon

in attendance that his recovery was complete.

Case No. 9. F. S. Hardy, sat. about 30 years,

Co. B., 30th N. C. Sharpshooters, was wounded
at the battle before Washington, D. C, July

12th, 1864, while lying behind the corner of a

frame dwelling-house opposite Fort Stevens, and

in the act of firing, (at long range.) The ball

passing through the angle of the house, struck

and shattered the left radius at about its middle

third, crossing over and entering the right fore-

arm, comminuted the ulna at its upper third, and

remaining lodged. An exsection of both bones

was performed on the field by rebel surgeons,

the arms placed on straight splints, and in this

condition the patient was received in the hospi-

tal, July 14th, 1864, sufi'ering a great deal from

the tightness of the bandages, the parts swell-

ing considerably. It is impossible to ascertain

whether the ball has been removed or no*", as the

man was etherized at the time of the operation,

and remembers nothing about it. Applied a loose

water dressing, merely sufficient to keep the bones

in position. Patient perfectly helpless, requiring

constant attendance.

July 16th. Both arms doing well.

July 18th. Attacked with diarrhoea, which he

states he had previous to being wounded.

R. Acid, tannic, gr. v.

Opii pulv., gr. i
Quinige sulph., g^-j-

in pill every four hours. Milk diet and lemons

constituted the treatment.

July 20th. Diarrhoea much better, about twelve

stools in twenty-four hours, formerly eighteen

and twenty.

July 24th. Diarrhoea checked. Doing well.

July 27th. Complains of pain in right arm,

found appearances of formation of an abscess on
inner edge of biceps. The exploring needle re-

vealed pus, and the probe the presence of a for-

eign body, which I removed, and it proved to be

the bullet, very much battered and irregular.

July 28th. Doing well on iron and quinia.

July 29th. Erysipelatous condition of left fore-

arm
;
right upper extremity looks healthy.

Aug. 2d. Gangrene in the ward. Patient re-

moved to the corner furthest remote from this

fearful scourge.
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Auo;, 3d. The preeautian useless. Hiobt avm
arraeked at point of incision. Bromine immedi-
ately applied, and stimulating poultice.

Aug. 5th. Gangrene arrested. Wounds look
well.

Aug. 7th. Sloughing again; removed large

mass of decomposed tissue from right forearm,
other wounds looking well..

Aug. 8th. Granulating nicely under the influ-

ence of the bromine dressing,

Aug. 12th. Gangrene again attacked the right

arm at point of incision, spreading fearfully

during the night: extends to forearm, impli-

cating a distance of at least six inches in length
by from four to five inches in breadth. Left

forearm still looks well.

Afternoon. Still spreading. Bromine used
with no success. Left forearm begins to show
faint traces of discoloration.

Evening. True hospital gangrene now exists in

both arms, spreading with fearful rapidity, and
defying all treatment. Patient much prostrated

and emaciated, the effects of the diarrhea.

10 P. M. The pulsation of the brachial artery

plainly perceptible, the coats of the vessel appa-
rently only intervening. A tourniquet placed
high up in the axilla, ready for use, if required.
Aug. loth. Secondary hasmorhage occurred

this morning, about 8 o'clock, from the right
brachial artery, but was promptly checked, and
the artery tied.

Afiernoon. Secondary haemorrhage took place
abo-it 2 o'clock, in the other arm, from one of
the muscular branches of the radial artery, the
per-sulphate of iron arresting the bleeding.'

Eveninr/. Brachial artery sloughed through at

point of ligature, and a severe hsemorrhage fol-

lowed, the blood being in a defibrinated condi-
tion, all efforts at forming a clot failed.

Aug. 4th. Patient died during the night from
sheer exhaustion, after having wonderfully re
sisted previous attacks of gangrene and crysipe
las, and outliving a l>ad chronic diarrhoea.

With the history of this case I finish my paper,
and trust I have placed on record an account of
gunshot injuries that prove the power of the hu-
man frame to resist injury, and the wonderful
efforts of nature to sustain the spark of life,

thon^^h at every hand depressing agents and ex-
if-n'^ivc lesion.s ser-m combined to quench its fee-
ble exiHtcnce.
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Hospital Reports.

I

PhI!

It 18 estimated that from 40,000 to 50,000 have
died from cliolera in Constantinoph- and theneigh-
b.^ring villages during the last two months.

LAi.>ELPHix\ Hospital,

October^ 1865.

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. L. Ludlow.

Reported by A. M. Shew, M. D., Ee?id!-nt Physician.

Ascites with Anasarca of tJie Lower Extremities..

Margaret C, set. 38-, domestic. This patien^

was first admitted to the Philadelphia Hospitat
ici January. 186-5, suffering from general anasarcal
produced b}' exposure to cold and heavy labor.

She remained in the hospital under treatment six

months, and in xiugust last was discharged, suffi-

ciently improved to go about her usual avoca-

tions.

Two days ago she was readmitted, enormously
distended by serous effusion into the peritoneum,
and also into the cellular structure of the lower
extremities. You will o])serve that there is con-

siderable dyspnoea, an entire loss of appetite, and
her tongue indicates, by its fissures and deep
color, a highly inflamed condition of the alimen-

tary canal.

By ausculation we find no abnormal condition

of the heart. Her urine is abundant, though
high colored. The usual test reveals no albumen.
We must therefore look to the liver, as the cause

of all this derangement of the natural functions.

The prognosis in this case, gentlemen, is very
unfavorable. Death will soon relieve the patient

of her sufferings, in spite of all our efforts to the

contrary. We can only hope to benefit by direct-

ing our treatment to the comfort of the patient,

A gentle diuretic of bi-tartrate of potassa, in an
infusion of juniper berries, will be administered
with an anodyne at night.

Oct. 13th. This patient died last evening.

Autopsjf. Abdomen very much distended.

Upon opening this cavity, a layer of lymph was
found covering and entering between the convo-
lution of the intestines. Over the whole of the

parieties there was a layer of old Ailse membrane,
a])0ut an eighth of an inch thick. This also cov-

010(1 the liver, spleen, and part of the stomach.
Tlie livor wa< firmly l)ound to the diaphragm, by
old and very strong bauds, some of which were
larger than a goose-quill. Liver contracted and
cirrhosed. Ciall-bladder almost obscured. Spleen

same condition externally as liver. Thorax, on

the left side, strong pleurtici adhesions; on the

right an old, very strong and tough false mem-
l)rane, and the lung pressed back by a pleural

eflusion; there was about one and a half pints of

fhiid in the cavity.

"Starvation Fever."

Frances II., coloredOct. inth

When admitted, Oct. 5th

110; ansAvered question;

expression of countenan
patient is a good exampi

No history,

he was delirious; [)ulse

m perfectly, and had an
indicating fear. This

! of a. peculiar form of
fovor to be found among the oolorod people who
inhabit the lf»Avcr po)'tions of the city. It is

c:ius(mI by exposure to eold und starvation. At
first the jiuisc is usually quick but feeble—rcspi-
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ration subdued—pupils dilated—quiet delirium,

and some tenderness of the abdomen, though not

as well marked as in ordinary typhoid. As the

disease advances, all the symptojus indicate a

partially disorganized condition of the blood.

The prognosis in this peculiar form of fever is

usually favorable, provided the patient is speedily

removed to more comfortable quarters. Many
patients recover with little or no medical atten-

tion. You will find that in all low forms of fever,

good nursing is equally important with good doc-

toring. The patient must be kept quiet, in a

warm but well-ventilated room, while a stimulat-

ing and tonic course of treatment is rigidly en-

forced. Beef essence, mutton broth, and milk
punch should be administered freely. In addi-

tion to this general treatment, this patient is

having drachm doses of tinctura cinchonas com-
posita every three hours.

Acute Rheumatism.

Thomas C, a3t. 21, was discharged from the

army ten weeks ago, after having served one

year, during which time he enjoyed good health.

Two weeks ago he was suddenly seized while in

bed with severe pain in the left knee. Upon ex-

amination we find marked swelling of both knees,

accompanied by high fever; you will observe

how he shrinks from the near approach of my
finger: even the most delicate touch causes him
to shriek with pain.

This disease has been divided for the sake of

convenience, into acute and chronic rheumatism;
the former coming on suddenly, passing through
certain stages, and finally ending in complete reso-

lution, or in chronic rheumatism, in a period of

from eight to ten weeks. The latter continues

indefinitely, unless checked by remedial aid.

There has been much discussion as to the

cause of rheumatism, and had we more time, it

would be interesting to mention briefly the differ-

ent theories that have prevailed from time to time.

We believe that it is a peculiar poison in the blood,

manifesting itself more especially in the fibroug

tissues of the joints. It is sometimes difiicult to

diagnose true from gouty rheumatism without

the aid of chemistry. In the former we find

more or less uric acid, while urate of soda pre-

dominates in the latter. In the patient before

3^ou we have a good example of acute rheuma-
tism. He retired at night apparently well, but

was aroused from sleep by the severe pain which
has continued up to the present time. We now
find considerable fever; profuse diaphoresis, with

acid reaction
;
tongue moderately coated

;
pulse

full and bounding; bowels open, with restlessness

at night.

In the treatment of rheumatism, almost every

article of the materia medica has been tried, with

more or less success. At the present day, the saline

treatment is considered the most effective. When
you are called to the bedside of a rheumatic patient,

and find the tongue coated, it will be well, before

commencing with the salines, to prepare your pa-

tient by a little preliminary treatment. Admin-
ister, during the first twenty-four hours, small

doses of blue mass, or calomel, followed by neu-

tral mixture, and a full dose of llochelle salts.

So soon as the tongue begins to lose its dark-

ness, commence with the nitrate of potassa, and
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give from ^ij. to ^ss. in flaxseed tea during the

day. Keep the patient well covered with warm
blankets, wrap the limbs with cloths soaked in hot

oil and camphor or turpentine, surrounded by oil

silk. For nourishment, give farinaceous diet; no
red. meat should be allowed. Suppose you have
a rheumatic patient from gouty antecedents, it

will then be necessary to combine wine of colchi-

cum with your other remedies. Small blisters

near the joints have been serviceable in many
cases. Occasionally, we meet with rheumatism
from a syphilitic cause. In its treatment we
must remember its specific character, and treat

accordingly.

Typhus Fever.

Wm. Y., get. 26. Ten days ago, while in a pro-

fuse perspiration caused by working before a hot

furnace in a rolling mill, he went out to cool otf,

and at the same time drank a large quantity of

cold water. Very soon after, he experienced a

severe chill, which obliged him to leave his work.
The next day, he had a good deal of fever, pain

in the head, back, and limbs, which has increased

to the present time. He is now very drowsy and
partially delirious. This case presents some pe-

culiar features, and leads you to ask—is there

any distinction between typhus and typhoid fever?

The medical profession of England maintain that

there are no peculiar symptoms in the one difler-

ing essentially from those of the other, while in

France and this country the opposite theory pre-

vails.

I will briefly mention the commonly accepted
diagnostic symptoms of the two fevers, and then
call your attention, more particularly to those pre-

sented by the case before you. Typhus fever is

very contagious, and liable to attack persons at.

any period of life ; the pulse is Cjuick, but soft

and feeble ; skin dry and hot
;
respiration accel-

erated, with more or less pulmonary congestion;
great dulness, stupor, and prostration of the men-
tal faculties ; sufi'usion of the eyes and dusky red
aspect of the countenance. We have no constant
condition of the bowels, though in a ma.iority of
cases costiveness prevails: tongue reddish-brown
and fissured ; there is a peculiar eruption on the
skin found in all parts of the body except the
face, which does not disappear on pressure.

Typhoid fever is non-contagious and is con-
fined to the middle-aged

;
pulse not so frequent

as in typhus
;
capillary circulation languid ; re-

spiration labored ; slow development of the ner-

vous symptoms, and not so well marked as in

typhus; epistaxis; dark-brown tongue; sordes
about the mouth and gums

;
diarrhoea, with

marked tenderness in the right iliac fossa; rose-

colored spots, limited to the abdomen and thorax,
which make their appearance about the seventh
day and disappear on pressure. These are the
chief distinctions between typhus and typhoid
fever. In the patient before you there is such a
combination of symptoms as to make it ver}- diffi-

cult to classify them exclusively under the one
head or the other. You will observe that he is

in a drowsy state, with consideral)le deafness,

though no positive heav^^ delirium: nostrils filled

with an exudation of blood : effusion about the

eye; tongue dry and polished; feeble but quick
pulse, (120.) I wish particularly to callj-our at-
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tention to the rash, dark and diffused over the
whole body; does not disappear upon pressure.
This patient also has tympanitis with looseness
of the bowels, which is unusual in typhus.

Treaiincnt. Let me impress upon you the im-
portance of keeping your patient in bed, per-
fectly quiet. Do not allow him to sit up or get
up, on any consideration Avhatever. Have the
patient sponged frequently with tepid water, vin-
egar and water, or bay-rum, and see that the room
is kept well ventilated. In the treatment of ty-

phus fever, it is of vast importance to nourish
and stimulate the system of your patient, so that
it may resist the great prostration which always
follows.

Administer freely milk punch, wine whey,
beef tea, and arrowroot. Small doses of quinia
in combination with camphor and opium will be
found serviceable. When there is a general dry-
ness of the tongue and mouth, no remedy affords
more satisfactory results than turpentine, in doses
of about ten drops every two or three hours ; but
it must be watched. Do not continue until the
bladder is affected. Resort early to cold applica-
tions to the head, and small blisters behind the
ears, and watch particularly any of the complica-
tions which may arise, and treat them as in ordi-
nary cases.

Medical Societies,

PKILADELPHIA COUNT"? MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

(Reported by Wm. B. Atkinson, M, D., Recording Secretary.)

(Continued from page 285.)"

Wednesday evening, Sept. \2>t}i^ 1865.

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSIOX TYPHUS FEVER.

Dr. CoNDiE remarked tliat, having just recov-
ered from a severe cold, which had left him ver}^

hoarse, it is very probable that, in opening the
subject for the evening's discussion, his enuncia-
tion may not have been sufficiently clear to cause
to be fully understood everything he had said.

Whether from this or some other cause, it is

very certain that he had been misapprehended.
Thus, notwithstanding he had commenced his
remarks by a definition of typhus fever and an
outline sketch of its proper symptoms and course,
with the evident intention of including no other
fever in his conception of typhus, excepting such as
would come within the definition and description
given by him. He has been called to account by
the gentleman who opened the discussion this

evening, because he had given no account of ty-

f)hoid or enteric fever, of the so-called spotted
ever, nor of other fevers of a low or typhus
type. Pursuing a strictly logical course, the
gentleman, instead of comjdaining that he had
said nothing of what ho had formally excluded
from his tlieme. ho should havf^ attempted to show
that the definition and des(;ription of typhus fever
given by him were too r<'stri(;t(;d, inasmuch as
they should have included the f)hf;iiom(!na of en-
teric, rela|)sing, Hpott«!d, and other low f<;v<!rs, if

he Huppos«-rl these, to be strictly speaking, werfj

varicti(,'H of typhus f<-vf r. The Kontlemugentleman com-

plained also, that he had taken no notice of what
has been termed congestive fever, in which death
often takes place in a few hours, with not the
slightest attempt at reaction. Without using the
term congestive fever, for which he has no great
fancy, it is still very certain that it was very es-

pecially noticed by him that occasionally, in the
preliminary cold stage of typhus fever, death
often occurred suddenly, attended with venous
congestion of the central organs.

lie denied the identity of typhus and typhoid
fevers. He believed that any individual who
will study his fever cases thoroughly at the
bedside, will be able to distinguish very readily

these two forms of fever. They run a different

course and are marked by different symptoms.
They may, it is true, both occur at one time in

the same individual.

It would be wandering from the subject under
discussion to speak of spotted fever on the pres-

ent occasion. The disease so-called is by no
means identical with what he considered true
typhus fever. It would be no difficult matter he
believed to show, had he the time, that under the
appellation spotted fever essentially different dis-

eases have been included. With a certain class

of medical practitioners, a new name, or one not
familiar to them, especially if it has been used to

designate a severe and fatal disease, soon becomes
particularly popular, and hence in our bills of
mortality a larger number of deaths are, it is

very certain, registered as having occurred from
such diseases, than a more close and accurate di-

agnosis would have warranted. Typhus fever

has recently prevailed to some extent in certain

crowded and unclean localities within our city,

nevertheless a close investigation of our bills of
mortality will most certainly shoAv that they ex-

hibit a much larger number of deaths from ty-

phus fever than has actually occurred.

In introducing the subject of discussion for the

evening, his desire was to distinguish clearly what
he considered to be true typhus fever from all the

other diseases which have been classed with it by
certain writers. He had written but a short pa-

per, and of what he had written he read but
about two thirds; because the evening was rapid-

ly passing and his hoarseness rendered it painful

for him to exert his voice.

In respect to the use of alcoholic stimulants in

the treatment of typhus fever. Dr. Condie re-

marked: that he was a tee-totaller so far as re-

gards the use of alcoholic liquors as a beverage

;

he neither used them himself, nor would coun-

tenance their use in others. But how he was to

treat typhus fever successfully without employing
alcoholic stimulants as a medical agent, he did not
know. He would ])e happy certainly to be taught
how to cure the fever in question without their

use.

In reference to the occurrence of petechige in

other diKcases than typhus fever, he was well

aware that they are lial>lo to occur in any pro-

tracted malady which tends to impair to any ex-

tent the vitality of the blood, llis friend, Dr.

CoATKs, he remarked, hud called him to account for

using in a very loose sense the term poison, by
applying it to the morbid condition of atmosphere
generated in crowded, ill-ventilated and filthy
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apartments. That under such circumstances, a
something is generated capable of deranging the
healthy functions of such as are exposed to it,

and capable of extinguishing life either immedi-
ately or remotely. If this is not a poison I know
not what is. That he was unable to present this

poison in a substantial form, or test it by chemi-
chal agents, is no proof of its non-existence, so

long as we know by its poisonous effects upon the
living organism that it does exist in certain pla-

ces under certain circumstances. An English
writer has given this poison, or rather to the dis-

ease produced by it, a Greekname (ochhesis) which
indicates its origin from the crowding together of
human beings. That the poison is material. Dr.
CoNDiE had no doubt; otherwise how explain its

adhesion to walls, to persons, to clothing, etc.

To prevent the occurrence of typhus fever in cer-
tain old hospitals no other plan has been found
to succeed, save the entire removal of the plaster-
ing from the walls of the wards and the replacing
it with new. If his memory served him aright, in
one instance, at least, the laborers employed in
removing the infected plaster from the hospital
walls were attacked with fever, of which some
died.

He would mention in this connection the very in-
teresting fact that when entire ship's companies
among whom typhus fever had made its appear-
ance, have been removed from on board and pla-
ced under a large canvas tent erected in the open
air, no new case of fever—no spread of the dis-
ease, no further mortality occurred among them.
By the last volume of transactions of the Epi-

demiological Society of London it is, we find, now
admitted, that a poisonous emanation arises from
old privies—such as have been long used, and are
at the same time badly ventilated and foul; es-
pecially when a large number of such privies are
congregated together in densely populated neigh-
borhoods. This emanation deteriorates in a great
decree the health of those individuals who are
exposed to its influence, and it is liable to pro-
duce in them a very bad form of typhus fever.
jSTotwithstanding these facts would seem to be
well established, nothing is as yet known as to the
nature of the emanation referred to, and yet, in
as much as it produces an injurious impression
upon the human system, undermining its health
and not unfrequently destroying its vitality. Dr.
C. believed that he was not using language' in an
unwarranted sense when he denominated the em-
anation a poison, for any agent possessed of simi-
lar deleterious properties is a poison, according to
the definition of our common English diction-
aries.

Dr. Andrew Nebinger remarked:—I think the
society is deeply indebted to Dr. Condie for the
very excellent and suggestive paper which he has
just read. If there was any one feature of his
paper which more than another attracted my at-

tention, and which I thought to be worthy of per-
haps more positive consideration than any other
fact, it was that typhus fever is dependent upon
local causes. If that is a fact, then it is one, the
importance of which can hardly be adequately
estimated. If typhus fever is dependent upon
local causes, the probabilities are that at any
time and at all times, under the direction of the

properly constituted public authorities, it is capa"
ble of being subdued almost immediately after

it presents itself, or, what is a great deal better,

it may be competent to prevent it entirely. I

think there is a great amount of truth in the pro-

position, if it is not itself absolute truth, that
typhus fever does depend upon a local cause ; and
the chances are, Mr. Chairman, that many of
those dreadful scourges which we call diseases, do
depend upon local causes; and it only requires

an enlightened public authority to grapple with
the causes in part productive of those diseases, in

order to prevent humanity from being scourged
and the grave filled with so many victims of those

maladies.

I recollect distinctly, that years ago a sanitary

commission was originated in the city of New Or-

leans by the municipal authorities for the purpose
of determining the causes productive of yellow
fever, and suggesting some means by which that

disease could be prevented. Dr. Barton, if my
memory serves me right, was the chief of that

commission, and made a learned and very elabo-

rate report in regard to the matter. In investi-

gating the causes of yellow fever, not only in

New Orleans but elsewhere, the facts which he
collected led him to this conclusion ; that yellow
fever was dependent upon two causes—filth, and
a temperature ranging for a long period at eighty

degrees, with a large amount of moisture in the

atmosphere. He formed charts of various places,

and dotted down upon those charts the localities

in which yellow fever sprang up ; where it first

sprang up being marked "1," where it next ap-
peared ^'2,-' and so on. He drew another chart
of New Orleans upon which was dotted down the
filthy localities of the city. Between those two
charts there was the most remarkable coincidence
as to particular localities, the most filthy places

in New Orleans being invariably those in which,

the yellow fever had appeared earliest, and where
it had prevailed in its most malignant form.

Now there was something very definite arrived

at by that investigation. The public authorities

of New Orleans could not control the temperature
of the atmosphere, nor could they regulate the
amount of moisture in it, but they could control
that other equally essential attribute of health,

cleanliness, by removing the filth of the city by
drainage. Enlightened by the report thus made,
they set themselves to work in the matter, and,
to a certain extent, rid the city of some of those
pest places ; and from that time until now, I think,

yellow fever has not prevailed in New Orleans to

the dreadful extent that it had previously. Apply
that fact of the dependence of disease upon local

causes in the case of typhus fever, and you will

find in it perhaps something of practical impor-
tance.

And I may here mention a circumsfcance which
came under my personal observation, and which
bears out very conclusively, at least as far as a
single fact can do so, the correctness of the Doc-
tor's declaration, that "typhus fever is dependent
upon local causes." I say, apply that fact of the

influence of local causes in the cases of disease
generally, and you may obtain results of immense
consequence in a sanitary point of view in ridding

us of that scourge which is threatening, every day
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and every hour of the day, to become of terrible

importance in the city of Philadelphia. Look
over your bills of mortality, and you will see five,

six, or seven cases of death from typhus fever re-

ported weekly. Why, sir, I recollect when you
might look over the monthly reports of deaths
and not see as much as a single case of typhus
fever reported. The disea-e seems to be mount-
ing up. And if depe-udent upon local causes, it

is highly important that the matter should be
looked after, and those causes removed. But it

may not be malapropos for me in this connection
to give you the details of a circumstance to which
I have already adverted. I attended three cases
of typhus fever, those of a mother and her two
children, which sprang up in a house in Seventh
street above Shippen. The locality is neither
very elegant nor cleanly; but I do not think that
in the house itself there was anything productive
of the disease with which the inmates sujBPered.

Immediately adjoining that house, however, is an
establishment crowded from the cellar to the roof
with old rags and like matter. The query is at

once suggested, "did those persons who worked
in that establishment take typhus fever?" and
that I will proceed to answer. Remote from that
establishment, as far away as Washington avenue
below Seventh street, resided the family of the
gentleman who carried on the rag business in

that place at Seventh and Shippen streets; and
the chances are that not a single member of his

family ever visited that establishment, though he,

of course, transacted h's business there from early

morning till late evening. Did anybody take
typhus fever in his house? YeS; sir; his wife

took it and died. An interesting little girl, the

very picture of health, some fifteen or sixteen
years of age, took the same disease, and in the

course of six or seven days, passed from time to

eternity. The gentleman himself took typhus
fever, but recovered.

Now, sir, does not that look as though typhus
fever did depend upon local causes? And such
being the case, is it not important that the public
authorities should turn their attention to the sub-
ject, and, as far as possible, provide a remedy by
forbidding the storage of rags, and by making
such other sanitary regulations as may be re-

quired. " But it is an infection,'' says the Doctor,

and that is correct. The keeper of that rag store

was not the first to take the disease, but he car-

ried this poison (that is the proper expression,

sir)—he carried the poison from Seventh and
Shippen streets to Washington above Seventh

;

he carried it to his home, and sowed the seeds of

death around his domestic hearth. His family
did Jiotgfj to his store to oljtain it, but he carried

it to his home in his clothing, and there left it,

and they were destroyed by it.

Now, sir, the public authorities have a duty to

perfjrm in this matter. We have an institution

in this city whrjne special business it is to look

after the'-e matters; but I must declare, after my
experience in that line, that such an institution is

becftming considerably more ornamental than
UHofui—ornamental, sir, not usfful. I speak by
the b )ok ; I have liad some experience in regard tf)

that matter. South of my residence is an im-
mense establishment which is continually belching
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forth volumes upon volumes of pestiferous gases;
gases which are generated from the refuse of

slaughter houses—not the slaughter houses of
Philadelphia either, but of Chicago and New
York—gathered together in this depot. Tons
upon tons, and wagon loads after wagon loads

of this ofi'al are brought here; and if you should
chance to get behind one of those wagons, you
would immediately grow sick from the ojffensive

odor emanating from them. And yet, notwith-

standing this, after I had called the attention of

the Board of HeaUh to the condition of things,

and a committee of that Board had visited the

neighborhood, the question put to me was, "Can
you prove that this establishment is detrimental

to the public health?" But when they made
their visit, they put their handkerchiefs to their

noses for the purpose of keeping out the offensive

odor; and the very gentleman who asked me that

question told me he would not live in the neigh-

borhood under any consideration. No induce-

ment would cause him to live there, and yet the

question was put to me, " Can you prove that this

establishment is detrimental to the health of the

neighborhood?" How far that establishment is

instrumental in creating disease I cannot tell;

but one thing is certain, that the atmosphere is

being vitiated. It may be that while that vitiated

atmosphere is not of itself calculated to produce
typhus fever, yet it is so calculated to injure the

health, that when the system comes in contact

with disease it is less able to resist an attack suc-

eessfiiUy than it would have been had such foul

gases not been daily and hourly inhaled.

So much for the dependence of typhus fever

upon local causes. In regard to the treatment, J

do not think that a single word more than Dr.

CoNDiE has said upon that subject need be utter-

ed. His remarks in regard to personal cleanli-

ness and clothing were very appropriate. And,
in this connection, permit me to refer again to

the case of the three patients in Seventh street

near Shippen, who were attacked with typhus

fever. The children were attended by a nurse,

who, after having finished her labors went home
to rest. In eight or ten days afterwards, the

disease seized upon her also and she died. Here
then were seven cases of typhus fever which, I

think, can be fairly attributed to the spread of

the poison produced in that rag establishment to

which I have referred. If cases of this kind

could be made positive to individuals of intelli-

gence, having control of an organization whose
business is to attend to public hygiene, it seems

to me they would not be long in devising some
plan by which such an establishment might be

purified, and the health of the people in the im-

mediate vicinity improved.

As I said before, in regard to the treatment, I

do not think anything bettor could be adduced

than what Dr. Condik has said in regard to

that matter.

In relation to stimulants, I have to say with

the Doctor, that I have used them freely, and, as

I hope, judiciously.

Adjourned.

Iiarf2;e Fees.
M. Nhlatox received d(H),()00 francs for his

professional visit to the late Czarcwitch.
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OVARIOTOMY.

From the Dublin Medical Press we condense the following twelve cases, originally published in

the Lancet, by Dr. I. Baker Brown:

Case. ITature of Disease. Duration. Treatment. Result.

Multiloeular ovarian drop
sy. Age of patient 29

years.
Ovarian dropsy; doubtful

diagnosis. Age 31 years.

Multiloeular ovarian drop-
sy. Age 47 years.

Multiloeular ovarian tu-

mor. Age 21 years.

Multiloeular ovarian drop-
sy. Age 44 years.

12 months.

5 years.

5 months.

15 months.

2^2 years.

10

11

12

Ovarian dropsy,
years.

Age 41 10 years; soon after

attack of scarla
tina.

Multiloeular ovarian drop
sy. Age 50 years.

Ovarian dropsy. Age 51

years.

Multiloeular ovarian
Age 25 years.

tu

Multiloeular ovarian tu
mor. Age 33 years.

Dermoid ovarian tumor,
containing true bone, car-
tilage, hair, fat, and a
quantity of stearine. Age
17 years.

Multiloeular tumor of both
ovaries. Age 30 years.

IS months.

2i years.

7 months.

6 years.

6 months.

2 years.

Ovariotomy.

Exploratory incision ; extir-

pation.

Ovariotomy.

One previous tapping; ova-
riotomy.

Ovariotomy.

One tapping, and ovario
tomy.

Ovariotomy.

Ovariotomy.

Tapping, ovariotomy, (ex-

tensive adhesions.)

Ovariotomy.

Ovariotomy.

Extirpation.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Death in 90 hours,
from low form of
peritonitis- No se-

condary hsemor-
rbage. Heart hy-
pertrophied, and
valvular disease.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Death from internal
hsemorrhage, 27

hours after the ope-
ration. The bleed-
ing vessel, deep
down between the
uterus and rectum,

. could not be reach-
ed with cautery or

ligature.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Recovery.

Of these 12 patients, 9 were single; 2 married; 1 condition not stated. The periods of recovery,

(healing of the wound,) in those who recovered, ranged from one to five weeks. The actual cautery

was used to stop the bleeding vessels, and in nearly every case the pedicle was divided by the actual

cautery.

The following cases, operated upon by Dr. Walter Burnham, of Lowell, Mass., are reported in

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, by Dr. G. L. Collins, of Providence, R. I.

1. Mrs. W., age 26; married 4 years; tumor multiloeular, existed 5 years; ovariotomy; recovery.

2. Mrs. C, age 48; married 22 years; double ovarian dropsy, multiloeular, existed 6 months;
ovariotomy

;
recovery.

3. Mrs. C, age 45; married at 23 years of age, widow 9 years; tumor fibroid, of uterus, has existed

12 years; the loliole of the titerus, together tvith the ovaries aiid Fallopian tubes were removed;
three of the ligatures did not come away for nearly seven months; recovery.

4. Miss B., age 18; ovarian dropsy, with encephaloid disease of right ovary; duration 1 year;
two tappings, and ovariotomy; death from exhaustion, 32 hours after the operation.

At a recent meeting of the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, Dr. Thomas Keith exhibited
four ovarian cysts, which he had recently removed by ovariotomy. All the operations were simple,
and easily performed, and were followed by the rapid recovery of the patients. Dr. Keith had
performed ovariotomy 31 times, with the result of 22 recoveries and 9 deaths, or 29 per cent, of
deaths.

George Wellman, of Cranston, in the Providence Press, forbids any ph^^sician to visit his fiimily

on professional duty, as he will pay no charges for such services, unless by special agreement!
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, NOA^EMBER 4, 1865.

CKIMmAL ABORTIOIf.

It always affords us great satisfaction to be

able to record the bringing to justice of one of

those infant murderers who infest society, and

by whose aid and instrumentality positive crime

is added the loss of virtue.

A few days ago one Charles Cobell, a noted

abortionist of New York City, was tried at the

Court of Sessions, before Recorder Hoffman, on

the charge of producing an abortion, which re-

sulted in the death of the mother. It is not our

intention to reproduce here the disgusting details

of the testimony. Suffice it to say that the evi-

dence in the case was as shocking as it was con-

clusive against the prisoner. But the great point

to which we wish to call attention, in connection

with this case, is the utter inadequacy of the law,

as it stands at present, to properly punish these

murderers.

This man, Cobell, had once before been con-

victed, in 1862, of a misdemeanor in committing

an abortion. The punishment then was, of course,

a fine in money, which the prisoner readily paid

out of the accumulated proceeds of infant mur-

der. Abortion being an offense merely, not a

crime, according to the interpretation of our pre-

sent laws, what else can be expected than that

Cobell and the whole murdering tribe of Cobells,

should laugh at law, and continue to set it at defi-

ance? During the three years subsequent to his

first conviction, Cobell no doubt plied his dastardly

trade with renewed vigor, and probably charged

his victims a triQe mure to make up the fine of

his "misdemeanor."

At last, however, a poor girl dies in conse-

quence of a criminal aljortion produced by Co-

bell. The foetus is thrown into a sewer, and the

victim into a dishonoraljle grave, while the villain

stands before the bar of justice of the metropolis

of New York to reap his deserts, which should be

either the gallows or imprisonment for life. For

we hold that of all murderers these abortionists

are the worst, because in addition to the physical

doath thoy inflict upon thoir victims, they are

wholcHale poisoner.f of public morality and de-

cency.

That the law is inadequate for the punislimont

of these abortionistH and the prevention of this

crime, is acknowledged in this case, l»y so eminent

a Judge as Recorder Hoffman. In his charge to

the jury he remarked tliat tlic case was one of

great interest. It had been prosecuted with

great zeal by the district attorney, and the priso-

ner had been defended with signal ability by his

counsel. It was not the fault of the court or the

jury that the law on abortion was defective; and

they were not responsible that such an act as the

taking of the life of a child, under the circum-

stances connected with an abortion, was not mur-

der in the first degree. They were bound to try

the case according to the law and the evidence.

The jury, about twenty minutes after retiring,

returned with a verdict of guilty of manslaughter

in the fourth degree. The district attorney moved

for immediate judgment on the prisoner. The

prisoner asked that the court delay sentence for

a few days. Mr. Hall objected, as he did not

think the prisoner deserving any such courtesy

from the court. The recorder then sentenced the

prisoner to two years' imprisonment in the State

prison, and alluded to the defective state legisla-

tion which made it necessary for him to award

such a light punishment.

We hope that our legislatures will remedy the

defects in our present laws regarding child-mur-

der, or criminal abortion. To this end no class

of men can contribute more than physicians.

Let every influence be exerted to place abortion

among the catalogue of the highest criminal of-

fences, with the most severe punishment. Nothing

short of this will stop a wide-spread and con-

stantly growing social evil. And in addition, let

laws be passed to suppress peremptorily by the

proper authorities, all advertisements in newspa-

pers, as public nuisances, of these professional

abortionists.

If the press is under the control of men so cor-

rupt and morally depraved, that they admit into

their columns advertisements inviting directly to

the crime of murder, it is time that the people, by

their constituted authorit-ies, protect themselves

against them, as much as they do against mad
dogs or other public dangers.

PHILADELPHIA COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY.

The second of the series of conversational meet-

ings of this Society, for the season, was held on

Wednesday evening, the 11th of October. As
stated in a former issue. Cholera claimed the

iittention of the Society. It was elegantly intro-

duced v/ith appropriate remarks by Dr. A. Ner-

iNOKR. which embodied a complete resume of the

subject—entering fully into its causes, predispos-

ing and exciting, its prevention, symptoms, na-

ture, and treatment. An animated discussion

ensued, during which the many pestiferous local-
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ities in the city we^e freely animadverted upon,

and the duties of the public authorities, ewspecially

those of the Board of Health, in times of epidemic

threatenings, were critically reviewed. The sub-

ject not being exhausted at the hour of adjourn-

ment, it was agreed to meet again on Wednesday

evening, the 24th of October, and Dr. Gebhard

was appointed to continue the debate.

Accordingly, at the adjourned meeting, Dr.

Gebhard read a brief but instructive paper, em-

bodying an experience of more than halfa century,

which elicited interesting remarks from Drs. Bell,

Hamilton, Burns, Nebinger, and other*?, covering

nearly everything that is known on the subject.

At a late hour, the Society adjourned, after ap-

pointing Drs. Bell, Nebinger, Mayburry, Geb-

hard, and CoATES, a committee " to inquire what

means ought to be adopted for the prevention of

cholera, and to report at an adjourned meeting

to be held on the third Wednesday evening of

November."

The subject for discussion at the next regular

conversational meeting, to be held on the evening

of the 8 th of November, is " Displacements of the

Uterus.'''' Dr. J. Cheston Morris has been se-

lected to read a paper on that occasion.

Notes and Comments.

The Beporter in Philadelphia.

Jl^^' We are happy to announce that we have

at last succeeded in effecting an arrangement by

which the Reporter will, hereafter, be distri-

buted, prepaid, through the post office, to sub-

scribers in this city.

Hp Biography of Dr. Stephen Smith.

We trust that none of our readers will fail to

read the exceedingly instructive biographical

sketch of Dr. Stephen Smith in this number of

the Reporter. We would commend it especially

to the younger members of the profession, and

those just commencing their medical studies.

New Medical Journals.

We have received the Prospectus of the *' Sa-

vannah Journal ofMedicine which it is proposed

to revive on the first of January next, as a bi-

monthly. It will be conducted under the auspices

of the Medical Society of Georgia. Dr. Juriah

Harriss, (former editor of the same journal,) and

Drs. James B. Read, and J. G. Thomas are the

editors. Terms, $4 per annum.

We learn also that a new journal is to be

started in Richmond, Va., in January next—the

first number to be issued sometime in December.

Dr. E. C. Gaillard, who is well and favorably

known in medical literature, is at the head of the

enterprise. Associated with him is Dr. McChes-

NEY. now of Staunton, Va. This journal is to

be called the Richmond Medical Journal, and we

understand is to be issued quarterly. Why not

issue it monthly^ and call it the Virginia Medical

Journal, thus resuscitating the valuable monthly

of that name formerly published in Richmond,

and edited by Drs. McCaw and Otis?

We are glad thus to announce the revival of

medical periodical literature at the South, and

hope that these journals will be welcomed and

sustained by the profession, both North and

South.

The Nation.

This valuable and interesting literary weekly

is, we are glad to learn, a decided success. Our
readers would do well to patronize it. It does

credit to the intelligence and literary taste of our

country. Price, $6 per annum—with the Re-

porter, $5.

The Atlantic Monthly and Our Toung Folks.

These works are among our most prompt and

valued exchanges. The Monthly is the most

creditable literary periodical of its class our

country has produced. Our Young Folks is a work
sui generis, so far as this country is concerned,

and is admirably adapted to please and instruct

the young. A higher religious tone in both works

would, in our view, be a decided improvement.

The above magazines are published by the lib-

eral firm of Tichnor & Fields, Boston, Mass.

Terms—the Monthly $4; Our Young Folks $2—
both together $5.

Prayer and Practice.

The archbishop of Canterbury has prepared a

special form of prayer for deliverance from the

cattle-plague and cholera, on which the Liverpool

^^Post" has the following very sensible comment:

"We perceive that notice is to be taken ecclesi-

astically of these terrible calamities, and that a
special form of prayer is to be appointed in refer-

ence to them. We will not repeat any of the
common-places which the^e public acts of humili-
ation have so often suggested. There is no doubt
that humiliation should often enough be experien-
ced by all of us ; and the recognition of the hand
of Providence in great calamities affecting the
public health may have a very wholesome, as
well as in some cases a very superstitious effect.

The humiliation, however, most germain to the
matter, would be such as would lead us to re-

pent of the state in which we are content to

keep our great towns ; for whatever disputes may
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exist as to the precise relations between filth and

epiflemics, there is a great concurrence of facts to

siiow that the existence of noisome haunts in our

midjit is a perpf^tual source of danger. The im-

mediate duty of all is to a.^quaint themselves with

the facts in relation to these terrible visitations;

and it will be well if an investigation of them,

while inspiring the community to greater zeal in

the cleansing of our populous districts, should also

reassure their minds as to the probability of any

very serious results occurring during the present

year."

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

The Cholera.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter :

As any information concerning the expected

cholera will be interesting at the present time, I

beg leave to send you my experience of that

dreadful epidemic as it occurred at Malta, in

1855. I was then doing duty at the military

hospital at Yaletta, the principal town of the

island.

1st. The natives, who are extremely poor, very

dirty, and live in crowded badly-ventilated rooms,

suffered very little. Many of these natives were so

poor that they subsisted on the garbage of the

streets, which consists of melon rinds, apple par-

ings, and such like substances. Those who were

in better circumstances lived on the prickly pear,

which is almost the only indigenous tree on the

island. They drank the common Marsala wine

of Sicily and iced lemonade in abundance.

On the contrary, the soldiers, (British,) who
were extremely well clothed, fed, and cared for,

suffered terribly.

2d. The general and naval hospitals were situ-

ated on high ground, their principal wings fiicing

the sea wall; the wards were large and well-

ventilated. Whereas, the abodes of the Maltese

poor (who did not suffer) were generally in bad

sultry localities, .at the foot often of those terrible

stairs so aptly described })y Lord Byron.

3d. Cases occurred daily and nightly in camps

situated as far as nine miles from the city, prov-

ing pretty clearly that dirt and over-crowded lo-

calities were not the cause of the epidemic.

It will be seen from the above facts that diet

had nothing to do with the disease, and dirt and

locality very little. It is very generally allowed

that cholera depends on some atmospheric change

whether on invisible clouds of insects, or on spo-

rules of vegetable matter floating in the air, we
are still in the dark; but certain it is that it goes

against the wind, (taking, as it does, always a

westerly course,) and that "the isolation of per-

sons, or the shutting off portions of the city, or of

Sandy Hook, or any other place, would do very

little good," for the simple reason that nobody

can tell where it is going to commence. " Sandy

Hook might be the first place infected!" Like

influenza, it may affect the inhabitants on one

side of a street, and none on the other; Neither

would going to bed for forty-eight hours do any

good, although recommended by an able physi-

cian, because almost all the true cases of cholera

that I have seen, have commenced without any

preliminary diarrhoea, the patient being immedi-

ately and suddenly prostrated, and never rally-

ing. I noticed this fact also during the epidemic

in Liverpool, in 1848, while a student.

I do not agree with the Resident Physician,

who says, " that adopting a few common rules

would prevent danger." No men live so much
by rule as soldiers of the regular army ; but I do

agree Avith him in recommending " composure of

mind," though this would be difiicult under the

circumstances. Fear is, no doubt, a powerful

ally of cholera. The most rapidly fatal case I

ever saw, occurred to a sentry who had to do

duty in the passage of the cholera ward at Va-

letta Hospital. He was at his post, quite well,

but timid, when he asked one of the physicians

on duty, as he was passing along, "Is there any

danger?" The doctor told him to cheer up, but

he had to be relieved, and died in two hours.

Dr. Jones, of Brooklyn, is decidedly right in

what he states in regard to purifying the atmos-

phere. The only and best plan is to strike at the

origo mali. Some means have yet to be discov-

ered to correct either the electrical or some other

vitiated state of the atmosphere. Bonfires and

lime are recommended and have been used, but

in order to make them efficacious, they would

have to be used to such an extent as to be incom-

patible with human as well as insect life.

During the above described epidemic of 1855,

such was the utter uselessness of any fixed plan

of medical treatment, that every staff-physician

was at liberty to order whatever he thought best.

Dr. M., of the Royal Artillery, prescribed no-

thing but iced lemonade for his patients, ad libi-

tum, and he was the most successful physician.

Almost all the cases treated by brandy and

opium, were subsequently affected by the se-

condary fever, whi{;h is often as serious an affair

as the cholera itself.

H. J. Phillips, M. D.,

PhyHician to tho St. Oeorge's Society, New York—late
102(J l{eg. N. Y. S. Vols.

411 Fourth Avenue, Neio York,
Oct. 28, 1865.
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News and Miscellany.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have been recently

made:

Tennessee.—Dr. W. W. Alexander, Athens;
Dr. R. P. Mitchell, Rogersville ; Dr. A. A. Cald-
well, Strawberry Plains.

Illinois.—Dr. Wm. J. Train, Murphysborough.

Lithophagia.

Those who fancy the coining of a new name
may like the above. It has as good a claim to a

place in nosology as pyroinania or Meptomania,
the last of which is found in AVebster. We find

in a Connecticut paper the result of a singular

instance of monomania, that has resulted in the

death of a respectable citizen

:

"Through some strange aberration of mind the

unfortunate man fell to eating stones and swal-

lowing sticks of wood, instead of the wholesome
food which was at his service. When these were
too large to be taken conveniently, he forced them
down his throat with a stick kept for the purpose.

In attempting to do this on one occasion, he
pierced his neck, making a frightful orifice in the

external surface, which resulted in his death. A
post mortem examination showed the astonishing

fact that his stomach and intestines contained one
stone 2^ inches long, weighing nearly two oun-

ces; another of irregular shape IJ inches in di-

ameter, another an inch in diameter, a corn cob

2^ inches in length, a piece of wood four inches

long, and half an inch square ; another 2^ inches

long, and nearly three-fourths of an inch square,

and various other articles of the same character.

This state of things had not seemed to aS'ect the

general health of the monomaniac, who but for

his eagerness to perform still more wonderful
feats in this line, might have been yet among the

living. It was certainly a remarkable case of

physical endurance, as well a's a curious freak of

a disordered mind.^'

Does Animal Food Conduce to Leanness ?

In the section of the British Association for the

advancement of science devoted to physiology,
Dr. John Davy read a paper on the following
subject:—''Is the opinion that a diet of animal
food conduces to leanness well founded on facts ?

"

He contended that it is a fallacy to suppose that
a meat diet prevents fattening. He said

:

''My opinion is, and it seems to be the received
opinion of most physiologists, that a mixed ani-

mal and vegetable diet is best adapted to man's
wants, as well as most suitable and pleasing to

his tastes, and that the safest way to prevent
obesity is to live moderately, observing the happy
medium, between the two, attending the quantity
rather than quality of food. As a striking ex-

ample of a reduction of corpulency, I will refer

to the case of a man—Thomas Hood—of whom
an account has been given by Sir George Baker,
in the 'Medical Transactions' of 1767. Born in

1719, when about forty indulging in fat food three
times a day, he became very fat, and sufi'ered

from heartburn. After suffering from 1744 to

1764 he changed his diet, induced to do so from
reading the life of Conarus. He ate sparingly of
animal food, took only a pint of ale daily; in

1776 he used no drink, not even water; in 1767
he gave up meat entirely, used pudding or a sea
biscuit. He got in excellent health, his spirits

lively, his sleep undisturbed, he could carry a
quarter of a ton, he lost ten or eleven stone. For
three months he lived on coarse flour, of which
the sea biscuit is made, and one pint of water
boiled together; later and latest on one pound of
such flour boiled in a pint and a half of skimmed
milk. Conarus, his great example, I may remind
you, attained one hundred and one years, and
from his fortieth year he restricted himself to

twelve ounces of solid food and to fourteen ounces
wf wine, and this with the best efi'ect. From a
sufiering individual he became a healthy man,
and continued in excellent health to the end of
his life.^'

Discontinuance of Quarantine.

The hospital-ship Florence Niglitingale, which
has been stationed in the Lower Bay of New
York as a quarantine, in charge of Dr. Theo.
Walser, came up to the city last week, the quar-
antine having been discontinued at that point for

the season.

Army and Navy News.

Promotions.—The following brevet promotions of

medical officers of the regular army are announced

:

To be Lieutenant-Colonels by brevet

—

Surgeon Eugene H. Abadie, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Josiah Simpson, United States Army, for
faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon William J. Sloan, United States Army, for
faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon William S. King, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon James Simons, United States Army, for
faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon Robert Murray, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Lewis A. Edwards, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon Ebenezer Swift, United States Army, for

gallant and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon John Campbell, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the Avar, to
date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon Joseph B. Brown, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon Robert C. Abbott, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the war, to
date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon David L. Magruder, United States Array,

for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.
Surgeon Charles Page, United States Army, for
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faithful and meritorious services during the war, to

date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Charles Sutherland,, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Basil Norris, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the war, to

date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon John Moore, United States Army, for

faithful and meritorious services during the war, to

date from March 13, 1685.

Surgeon Richard H. Alexander, United States

Army, for faithful and meritorious services during
the war, to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Joseph R. Smith, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorioiis services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon James T. Ghiselin, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon John F. Randolph, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Bernard J. D. Irwin, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
to date from March 13, 1865.

Surgeon Bennett A. Clements, United States Army,
for faithful and meritorious services during the war,
todate from March 13, 1865.

Assigned.—Surgeon J. C. McKee, U. S. A., is here-
by relieved from duty in the Department of "Wash-
ington, and ordered to duty as chief medical officer

at the headquarters of Brigadier-General Carleton,
commanding District of New Mexico.

Assistant Surgeon, P. C. Connor U. S. A., is hereby
relie%'ed from duty in the Department of the East,
and ordered to duty in the Department of North Car-
olina.

Honorably Dtschargeb.—The following Surgeons
and Assistant Surgeons of Volunteers have been hon-
orably discharged

:

George W. Hogeboom, E. M. Powers, J. R. McClurg,
S. E. Fuller, Howard Culbertson, J. V. Z. Blaney,
John D. Teed, Daniel Stahl, Abraham McMahon. J.

B. Cutts, R. S. Kenderdine, G. S. Palmer, Nelson S.

Drake, Samuel B. Ward, J. G. Murphy, H. K. White,,
George McC. Miller, Lewis Applegate, Edward P.
Mattock, T. H. Turner, J. H. Bartholf, Horatio B.
Buck, John Van Duyn, Tliomas H. Sherwood, J.
Sykes Ely, F. C. M. Petard, Corwin B. Frazer. J. Q.
Adams, Henry M. Kirke, J. T. Harrison, Benjamin
Tappan, Levi D. Sheets, C. L. Randall, and H. C.
May.
Medical Cadets B. Dearborn, John Summers, Rob-

ert Hathaway, William 0. Tyler, M. Campbell, Frank
Harri son, Hugh Doherty, and W. C. Burnham.
Rf:sir;NATioNS AccKPTED.—Assistant Surgeon Charles

A. McCall, (Brevet Major,) U. S. A.; Assistant Surgeon
William F. Cormick, U. S. A.

MARRIED.

BEAcn—Wert.—Oct. 25, at tho residence of the bride's father,

by Kev. Henry .J. Fox, Dr. .John Heiw.h and Miss Margaret lle-

becoa West, dauKhter of William West, all of New York.
GoHEE.N—BoLLMAN.—f)ct. 10th, by Kev. W. Mechlin, Dr. B. F.

Oohfjen and MisH Nannie .J., daughter of J. M. Bollman, of Go-
heenville, Armstrong co , Pa.

GuKKV— Dayton —Oct. 25, by Ilev. .T. M. Rogers, assisted by
Rev. I;r. S. .M. Ilamill, of Lawrenoeville. N. .7., Charles Q. Green
of hr'x,k\yn, N. Y., and Maria E., daughter of Dr. Alfred B.
Dayt^>n, of .Maltawan, N. .1.

HAi'.f.rNf;— Hiu>.—At the residence of Dr. .7. W. Conwav, in

Madison, Ind.. O.tt. 17th. by Kev. .J. M. McKee, Myron II. Ilard-

lDg,J.M. I)., of Lawronceburg, and Mrs. Mary A. Hill, of Madi-
son, Ind.
.lAMKso.f—TxoAU-fl.—At Wobum, MasB., Oct. 78, by Rev. .Jona-

than KdwardH, of Dedham, Dr. K. Kflwln .7ame8on, late Surgeon
of .Ma«s. 29th, and Annie II., daughter of Kzra Ingalls, all of W.
Laidi.aw—.SiTK-i.— In this city, Oct. 2r,th, by the Kev. Elias

Well, Alexander II. Laidlaw, M. D. of Hudson City, N. J., and
Anna T., daugixtor of the late George F. SiteH.

Maxwell—Laws.—On the 19th inst., by the Rev. John Gordon
Maxwell, in Delaware county, Pa., J. Gordon Maxwell, M. D.
and Emma S., daughter of the late John Laws, Esq.
MooDT—BowEN—In Cincinnati, Ohio. Oct. 19th, at the resi-

dence of the bride, by Rev. John F. Wright, Dr. John B. Moody,
of Newport, Ky., and Mrs. Mary Ann Lowen, of College Hill.

Myers—DiLKS.—On Oct. 26th, 1865, at the residence of Mr.
Benjamin Heritage, by the Rev. Joseph Castle, Dr. James S.
Myers and Carrie H. Dilks, both of Philadelphia.
Prelps—VicK.—In Louisville, Ky., October 18,1865, at the

residence of the bride's uncle, H. C. Pindell, Esq , by the Rev.
Francis Whittle, Dr. Alonzo J, Phelps, U. S. V., and Miss Mary B.,

daughter of the late Henry W. and Sarah Pearce Vick, of Vicks-
burg, Miss.

Sternberg—Rsusell.—At Cooperstown, N. Y., Oct. 19, by the
Rev. C. K. McHarg, assisted by the Rev. Dr. Sternberg, Dr.
George M. Sternberg, U. S. Army, and M. Louise, only daughter
of Robert Russell, Esq., of the former place.

DIED.

Berry.—In Brooklyn, E. D., on Sunday, Oct. 22, Abraham J.

Berry, M. D., aged 68 years.
Dr. Berry was elected first Mayor of Williamsburg, in the fall

of 1851. He went to the war as Surgeon in Spinola's brigade,
and his death was hastened by his arduous duties in camp and
field.

BoYKiN.—Suddenly, at Perth Amboy, N. J., Oct. 24, Mrs, Fan-
nie E., wife of Dr. T. J. Boykin, of North Carolina.
Cole.—At Donaldsonville, La., Oct 5, 1865, Eli K. Cole, of Car-

mel, Putnam co., N. Y., Acting-Assistant Surgeon in the United
States Army, aged 28 years.
RoBBiNS .—At the residence of their parents in Glendale Ohio,

on Thursday, Oct. 19th, of diphtheria, Oliver P., aged 4 years,
and Chandler 0., aged 2 years, only children of Dr. S. and Eliza-

beth M. Robbins.
Taylor.-In this city, Oct. 26th, Harriet M., wife of Dr. Wm.

T. Taylor, in her 38th year.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOTyTDENTS.
Dr. T. S. S., New Boston, 111.—Jarvis' Adjuster cannot be ob-

tained. Obstetrical Forceps, $7
Dr. J . L. S., Chambershurg, Pa.—Vols. I. to XII., bound, sent

as directed, on the 28th.

METEOROLOGY.

October 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

N.
Cl'dy.

N.
Clear.

N. E.
Clear. Cl^ar.

E.
Cl'dy,

Rain.

1 in.

S. W.
Cl'dy.

N. W.
Clear.

Thermometer.

At8 A. M
At 12 M
AtSP.M

35°
64
62
58
52.25

34°
46
54
52
46.50

32°

43
52
52
44.75

33°

40
52
56
45.25

36°

55
59
60
52.50

50°
63
64
65
60.50

37°

47
52
49
46 25

Barometer.
At 12 M 29. 30.2 30

3'
30.3 30.2 29.9 30.1

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running

subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. T, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, '60; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

'« VI. Nos. 18, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 0, Oct. 6, 12, Nov. 9, '61; Nos. 10 tol2,
Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62.

« IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 16, 22, '62;

Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

«' XI. Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7. 11, 21, .Ian. 2, 23, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64.

« XII. Nos. 1, 6, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4, '65.

We. are in, preating ne.ed just now of a few copietfor

new tubicrib&ri, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1865. ^
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INTRA-UTERmE UMJECTIOTsTS IBT OBSTI-
K"ATE MEKTORRHAGIA.
By O Crook, M. D.,

Of Dayton, Ohio,

Every physician occasionally meets in his

practice with one of those trying cases of men-

orrhagia, of great obstinacy, and frequently of

alarming severity, and after having gone through

with the regular routine of remedies, recom-

mended in such cases, such as astringents, tonics,

cold applications, plugging the vagina, etc., etc.,

and having exhausted his own patience, as well

as that of his patient, the unfortunate woman
remains in about the same condition as when he

commenced his treatment. The hemorrhage con-

tinues ; or if held in abeyance for a while, it is

only to break out again, at the next monthly

period, with renewed vigor; or peradventure,

nature may come to her relief, and do for her

what the doctor and liis remedies failed to do; or

from the debilitated and exhausted condition of

the system, some latent disease is developed, and

unable to withstand the additional impairment,

the case terminates fatally. Such has been my
experience, and such I presume has been the ex-

perience of every physician, who has long been

engaged in the practice of his profession; and

the continued obstinacy of such cases, and the

failure of the remedies used to secure the end

desired, have, at times, almost impaired our con-

fidence in all of them, and led us to inquire if

some other mode of treatment might not be more

rational, and also more successful.

Much difference of opinion has existed amongst

the profession, as to the propriety of astringent in-

jections into the uterus, in case of obstinate menor-

rhagia. Whilst some have regarded them as safe

and proper, others of high authority have depre-

cated them, as being extremely dangerous, and at-

tended with the most fatal consequences. This

difference of opinion amongst medical men, has

deterred, the profession, generally, from the use of

this valuable aid in the treatment of this disease

;

but I believe that I am safe in saying that the

prejudice so long existing against the use of

intra-uterine injections has been gradually giving

way, and the practice is now looked upon with

more favor.

The causes of menorrhagia are numerous, and

a woman may be liable to an attack at any time

during the period of menstrual life. But we
most generally mret with obstinate cases in those

women who have borne children, and also, about

the time of the cessation of the menses. Menor-

hagia may be active, or passive; it may arise

from a plethoric condition of the system, and too

great activity of the uterus, or from debility, and
want of tone in the secretory orifices of the organ.

That condition which at first might be regarded

as active, will in time, in consequence of the ex-

cessive loss of blood, and the continued drain

upon the system, hecomQ passive ; and the symp-
toms, both general and local, become more for-

midable, and the treatment more difficult. It

is in the treatment of this latter class of cases

that I desire more particularly to call the atten-

tion of the profession to the use of tonic astrin-

gent injections into the uterus.

I need not enter into a detail of the anatomical

character of the uterus. We know that it is in-

ternally lined with a delicate membrane resem-

bling mucous membrane, which is abundantly

supplied with blood-vessels, and abounding in

small orifices, from which the blood at the time

of the menses, as well as in menorrhagia, is sup-

posed to flow. Now in case of excessive hemor-

rhage, how can we best constringe those bleeding

orifices, when we find it necessary to do so. Can
we not better effect our purpose by applying the

astringent directly to the bleeding surface, rather

than by the use of internal remedies, which can

only at best affect the organ remotely? Every

intelligent physician will say, first arrest the

bleeding, if it can be done, and stop the drain

from the system, and then constitutional remedies

will have their effect, in combination with healthy

food and open air exercise, in building up the

system, and restoring the uterus to its normal

condition.

But may we with safety apply our astringent
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remedy directW to the bleeding- part? I think so;

and Avhilst I would not seem prcsiiraptuous, I

would no more hesitate to inject the uterus, were

it Dece>:sary to do so, than I would to make an

anplicatlon of the nitrate of silver to the eye, or

throat, which is a common practice. I have done

so in my practice in several instances for the

past few years, and in no case have I seen any

unpleasant consequences, but on the contrary,

the most satisfactory results. I must admit that

I had my misgivings at first, as to the propriety

of injecting into the uterus astringent and irri-

tating remedies, and it was only after I had lost

confidence in the usual plan of treatment, that I

determined to risk a trial of their effects.

The following cases will more fully illustrate

my mode of treatment:

Case 1st. Mrs. L., aged 43, a woman of full

habit, and the mother of eight children, had

menorrhagia for nine months: six months of

which time she was treated by another physician,

without improvement. After taking charge of the

cai?e. I used the usual remedies, without success,

and finally determined to try the efficacy of injec-

tions into the uterus. A gum-elastic catheter

was passed in'o the uterus, and by means of a

gum-elastic syringe, the end of the pipe being-

introduced into the open end of the catheter, I

6rst washed out the womb with tepid water, and

then injected about one ounce of the following

solution:
^

R. Acetatis plumbi, 9j.

Aquse, f.^j. M.

The injection produced no unpleasant symp-

toms, and was repeated every day for three days;

the discharge gradually subsiding, and finally it

ceased entirely. Tonics, etc., were administered

at the same time, and under their use the patient

entirely recovered, and has menstruated regu-

larly since, although somewhat advanced in life

for regularity in this respect.

Case 2d. Mrs. M., aged 42, a woman of spare

habit, and delicate health, suffering Avith cirrhosis

of the liver, of which affection she has since died,

was attacked with menorrhagia, which continued

a constant dribbling from the uterus for three

months. She became very mucli roduced. The

Ht/)mach was so irritable, that almost every kind

of food and medicine administored to her was

rejected. I had used in this case injections of

acetate of lead and sulphate of zinc, without ar-

resting the hemorrhage.

Dr. A. Oeiorr, of this city, was called in con-

snltation, and we concluded to use the perchlo-

rido of iron, as a more powerful astringent and

tonic than either of the above salts. After wash-

ing out the uterus with tepid water, about an

ounce of the following solution

—

R. Ferri perchloridi, f..^i.

Aqu;"«, f-^iij- M.

was thrown in. No unpleasant effects followed

its use, other than a feeling of contraction of the

uterus. The bleeding was partially arrested, and

on the following morning the blood came away in

dark clots. A stronger solution was then in-

jected, followed with still more favorable re-

sults, and continued every other day for a week,

when the hemorrhage entirely ceased. The pa-

tient rallied and improved very much, but in a

few months sank under the granular degenera-

tion of the liver.

Case 3d. Mrs. B., aged 47, mother of five chil-

dren, had menorrhagia for four months, during

which time she was treated by another physician,

"When called to her I was satisfied that all the

usual remedies had been resorted to, and deter-

mined at once to inject the perchloride of iron,

which I did, nearly the full strength, using about

f.^iij. The following morning dark clots came

away; the bleeding was less. The injections

were used every other day for a week, and she

was cured, and has remained well since.

Case 4th. Mrs. S., aged 27, a spare woman of

delicate health; had borne three children; in

consequence of trouble, and ill treatment from

her husband, was attacked with menorrhagia,

which continued at intervals for nine months.

She was very much reduced from the loss of

blood, together with the loathing of food and

loss of appetite, common in such cases.

Dr. Geiger was also called in consultation in

this case; and as the hemorrhage at the time was

quite severe, we determined to use the perchlo-

ride of iron, its full strength. About f.,^ij. was

thrown into the uterus, and a light roller, with

compress, applied over the abdomen ; a small

dose of opium was given, and she rested quietly

until morning, when dark, hard clots came away.

The womb was then washed out with tepid

water, and the injection repeated; and was used

every other day afterward twice, when the bleed-

ing entirely ceased.

In this case the uterus was very much enlarged
;

the OS permitting the free introduction of the

finger, and the existence of vesicular granulations,

or small polypi, was suspected. After the first

injection was used, a sensible contraction of the

uterus took place, and continued after each injec-

tion, until its normal size was resumed.

This patient had a slight return, which con-

tinued for nearly two weeks, some eight weeks

after being cured of the first attack. One injec-
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tion of the perchloride of iron was used, and the

bleeding was arrested; since which time, now

about eight months, vshe has menstruated regu-

larly.

In all of the above cases, tonics and stimu-

lants together, with as much nourishing diet as

the patient would take, were given, in combina-

tion with the local treatment.

It will be observed that I give the preference

to the 'perchloride of iron, as an injection, and

think it may, with safety, be used in its full

strength when required; and that it is only in

those cases that would be classed as passive, in

which I would recommend the resort to intra-

uterine injections. But the violent headache,

throbbing of the temples, occassional flushes of

heat, feeling of fulness in the region of the ute-

rus, etc., often attendants upon this condition,

will not be mistaken for a condition of plethora,

and requiring depleting remedies, but rather, as

arising from the long continued loss of blood,

producing the excitation, and relative determina-

tion, and demanding the arrest of the hemor-

rhage as speedily as possible, and a tonic and

nourishing treatment,

SITRGICAI. CONTRIBUTIONS,

By Louis Bauer^ M. D,

Of Brooklyn, N,

IV.

S permatorrhcea and Tirile Impotence, and their

Hespeetive Causes,

In my estim.ation there are few complaints that

give more anxiety, vexation, and disappoiatment

to the practitioner than spermatorrhoea and

virile impotency. Notwithstanding that these

diseases have been known many centuries, and

that the organs implicated arc readily accessible

to expoloration, there is as yet no reliable and

effective treatment of the same.

Lallemand seems to have been, the oialy sur-

gfeon of caliber who has approached the subject

and considered it worth his special attention.

Though failing to penetrate to its full depth, he

certainly spared no toil and eiBfort to advance our

understanding. Those that have followed him

have but ruminated his achievements and added

scarcely any original investigation. The subject

stands precisely there, where Lallemani* left it

many years ago, and it seem.s as if it bad been

abandoned tro the tender mercies of quacks, to

whom it has proven an inexhaustible source of

spoil. It may thensfore not be out of place to

bring the subject back to legitimate attention, and

re-open the discussion with a view of invoking the

illteres J of the profession. In order to close the

door for new speculations which already abound

on this ground, we should set to work to collect

diligently all the tangible facts in the premises

and admit no inferences from any one, unless

well substantiated by exact clinical records.

I find some well related cases in the Clinical

Jonrnal of the late Brooklyn Medical and Surgi-

cal Institute, that were under my charge, which I

propose to submit, with others that occur in my
private practice. They will at least serve to

open the avenues for further investigation.

Case I, Spermatorrhoea mid virile impotency

prolmhhj caused by an- obstruction of the left

seminal duci^ painless enlargement of the lefi

testicle from, retention of spermoMc flvJxL JRe-

moml of the testicle recommended but deferred.

Death of the patientfrom exhaustion.

Says the Clinical Journal:— A. tailor pre-

sented himself at the clinic of Dr. Bauer, and

asked for advice in reference to a swelling of his

left testicle. The patient, 35 years old, very

spare, tali and pallid j has been married twelve

years, but one child, now 8 years of agej stated

that he suffered from freqrent nocturnal emis-

sions: frequently passed turbid fluid from the

urethra when defecating ; is under the necessity

of frequently voiding his urine during night,

which disturbs his rest: has a voracious appetite,

and withal loses flesh a?id strength; wants to

sleep always*, has short breath and on the slight-

est exertion, palpitation of the he?crt with copious

perspiration : is unable to perform sexual inter-

course.

The affected testiole has the size of a goose egg,

is not much firmer than the right one, not tender

on pressure, not hot or discolored-, surface even^

no distended veins; epidydimis somewhat full;

spermatic cord thickened, but neither hard nor

tender. Patient speaks of a 'painful dragging'

along the cord. This swelling has existed two

years without much change in size, and has come
on gradually. The catheter ( N"o . 8 )

passes into the

bladder without much inconvenience; but little

tenderness on totiching the virum montanum. The
rectum partly filled with feces, the sphincter very

irritable; prostate gland generalh* but slightly

enlarged, moderately firm and tender; left semi-

nal reside JiUcd and- so ?tmck distended that its

ramifications can he distincilt/ discovered; right

one ordinary."

This very precise and complete record of the

case, I owe to my young friend, Dr. George H.

Bennet, Jr., of this city, who was then House-

Surgeon of the institution, and who took great

pride in accurately noting down the more promi-

neat oases that presented themjselves to our cog-
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nizance. I well remember the interesting fea-

tures of the case, and not only invited the atten-

tion of my colleagues, then present, but directed

the patient to call upon Prof. Alonzo Clark, and

to place himself at that gentlemaa's disposal for

purposes of instruction, which Dr. Clark acknow-

ledged in his usual appreciative and courteous

manner. Neither of the gentlemen cognizant of

the case took exception to my opinion then advan-

ced, to wit; that the very cause of all trouble

consisted in an obstruction of the left spermatic

ductus, most probably hj a small seminal calcu-

lus. The testicle was obviously sound, and fully

able to perform its office; the semen was abun-

dantly secreted and carried to its reservoir; the

seminal vesicle—ready for eventual use, but from

these it could not be discharged, owing to the ex-

isting obstructions. Hence, the accumulation

and distention of the entire seminal apparatus

from the left seminal vesicle, to the very termina-

tion of the canaliculi in the testicle. The fre-

quent pollutions from the right side, the ensuing

impotency and the irritability of the bladder, I

imagine, were remote sequelae of the continuous

disturbance and irritation in the spermatic ap-

paratus on the left.

Not being able to remove the cause of the ob-

struction, the next best course seemed to me the

annihilation of the seminal fabric on the left side.

Hence, I advised the removal of the testicle in-

volved. The patient, though willing to accept

the ultimatum, wished for delay, in order to ar-

range his affairs. When he entered the hospital

a month later, I found the testicle smaller, and

thinking with Dr. Alonzo Clark, that atrophy of

the organ had fairly set in, I deferred the opera-

tion with the advice, that the patient should pre-

sent himself from time to time, so as to give us an

opportunity of judging of the future exigency of

the operation. But the patient did not come back,

and some months after I was informed that he had

succumbed to physical bankruptcy.

Now I do sincerely regret that I did not per-

form the operation when the patient was ready

for it : most probably he would have purchased his

life with the loss of an organ neither useful nor

ornamental.

Case 2. A German mechanic, aged 40, of a

very powerful body, presented himself at the cli-

nic of Dr. Bauer. The contrast between his

huge frame and his very pallid, bloated, and fee-

ble appf-arance is conspicuous. At first sight,

ho made the imprcHsion as if he suffered from

some organic disease of tlie heart, the liver, or the

kidneys rcHpcctively, cither of which had eventu-

ated in dropsical collections. The exertion he

had just undergone, had caused him violent car-

diac palpitation and rapid respiration ; his brow
.was covered with cold sweat; he evidently moved
with some difficulty. The patient alleges that he

feels very weak, that he could continuously sleep

and eat, that his stools are torpid, and that

aside from some heaviness in the head, he suffers

no pain. On being questioned, avers that he

experiences some trouble in his urinary appara-

tus, in not passing much water, or in a properly-

sized stream
;
again, that during night he is fre-

quently disturbed by the desire of voiding his

urine. For a long time, he has been plagued

with nocturnal seminal emissions, which of late

take place without any sensation whatever, leav-

ing, however, their evidences on his body-linen :

has lost all sexual appetite, and thinks himself

unfit to effect coition. In passing hard stools,

has a peculiar and disagreeable sensation in the

glans penis, with the simultaneous escape of a

drop or so of a turbid and viscid fluid from the

urethra. Heart and liver are found healthy.

The feeble action of the former, when calmed

down, is proportionate to the general prostration.

Urine is free from organized elements
;
phos-

phates are abundant, and the amyloid test proves

negative. Penis and testicles rather large and

flabby. There is no serous collection anywhere;

the subcutaneous adipose tissue is very soft, as

if occupied by an oily fat. On examining the

pelvic organs, nothing extraordinary is met with,

except that the prostate gland is found to be con-

sideraldy enlarged in all its dimensions, slightly

firmer, and moderately tender. On pressing the

organ, the patient complains of that peculiar sen-

sation in the glans penis already adverted to,

and some moisture can be collected on an object-

glass, which exhibits, under the microscope, sper-

matic cells. Thus far the clinical journal, which

comprises the chief features of the case as they

were seriatim elidted. I may add from my own
recollections, that the catheter was inserted on

various occasions, without any difficulty whatever,

and, furthermore, that debility of the system of

the patient had come on in the same ratio as the

seminal emissions became frequent. From the

patient himself and from some of his acquaint-

ances, I heard that he had been a temperate man
in every respect, been but once affected with

gonorrhoea, years ago; and that, within the last

thirty months, he had been one of the most pow-
erful and hardworking mechanics.

No one who has carefully analyzed the symp-
toms of the patient can come to any other con-

clusion than that of genuine spermatorrhoea and
virile impotency, and that the only tangible pa-
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thological basis disclosed was subacute prostatitis.

This diagnosis was, moreover, veriJfied by the

subsequent successful treatment, which I will

not specify at this juncture, inasmuch as I have

to recur to the same subject. Suffice it to say,

that after a four months' treatment, the patient

had materially increased in weight and strength,

his flesh had become firm, and his appearance

exhibited scarcely any trace of the former hydre-

mia. The nocturnal emissions happened but

rarely, and certainly not half as often as with a

man of his age an^ weight who lived, like him-

self, in absolute sexual abstinence. Inasmuch

as I have not seen the patient for some time, I

am unable to say whether his virile potency has

become reestablished.

Case 3. Bears a widely different clinical as-

pect. The patient in question is nearly 50 years

of age, of portly appearance, and the very pic-

ture of health. My personal acquaintance with

him for years, furnished me with a detailed know-

ledge of his domestic habits and principles, which

were such that no exception could be taken. He
is every way an exemplary gentleman, and enjoys

justly the esteem and confidence of the commu-

nity at large. From his childhood, he had ob-

served moderation in all enjoyments of life, he

married early, and is at present at the head of

a fine though not numerous family. I mention

all these circumstances with a view to preclude

the generally supposed causation. Being of a

robust constitution, he had moderately indulged

in matrimonial intercourse and observed no

change of virile capacity until he reached his

48th year, when on a sudden it gave out, and

left him impotent. With this state, he might

have reconciled himself at his advanced age, if

other troubles had not been superadded. There

was, especially during night time, a frequent de-

sire to urinate, which disturbed his repose and

rendered him fatigued and irritable. For two

years, he had been attended by one of our prom-

inent physicians, who had, however, shown little

interest in his difficulty, and given him at no

time any relief whatsoever. Apparently, his

former attendant had looked upon the virile im-

potency as the disease, and had centred his atten-

tion upon that point, without looking beyond it

for causes. Among other appliances, he had

used that absurd contrivance, known as the ex-

hausting cylinder, which had procured but a tem-

porarary erection of the penis, without any bene-

fit. At this juncture I took charge of the case,

not without hesitancy or misgiving.

On examination, I noticed penis, scrotum, and

testicles, soft and flabby ; the tunica dartos and

the cremaster muscles had almost lost all con

tractibility. The prostate gland was decidedly

enlarged, and tender to touch, but seemingly un-

changed in texture; when pressing upon the

same, the patient evinced a very unpleasant feel-

ing in the glans penis, and simultaneously a small

drop of liquid would be squeezed out of the ure-

thra, being of a whitish color, viscid, and sticky,

though without spermatic odor. When exam-

ined under the microscope, with proportionate

power, I observed spermatozose and epithelium

rather abundantly. The catheter could be read-

ily inserted, and met vvnth no mechanical diffi-

culty in the urethra or bladder.

I should have mentioned that when the atten-

tion of the patient was excited to the escape of

turbid fluid from the member, he stated that he

had previously and not rarely observed it when

defecating, accompanied by the same sensation

he had just then experienced.

ITo be continued.]

THE LATE PROFESSOK REMAK.
[Some weeks since, we announced the death of the

distinguished Professor Eemak, of Berlin. His rep-

utation and labors did not belong to Berlin, or to

Prussia, nor yet to Europe, but to the world. Those,

however, who came in daily contact with him, knew
best how to appreciate his talents and learning, and
felt more his loss than do we who live at so great a

distance. It is with pleasure, therefore, that we pre-

sent our readers with the following estimate of his

worth, translated from the Central Iledical Gazette,

{Bledizinische Central Zeitung,) of Berlin, Prussia, Sep-

tember, 1865.

—

Editor Med. and Surg. E.eport-er.]

"Terrible news has reached us frouj Kissin-

gen. Professor Remak, living in our memory as

a picture of blooming health, has died of a car-

buncle. Again science has lost one of her first

pillars, and is deprived of a mighty power, vigor-

ously laboring for progress. Remak was a genius

in the fullest significance of the word. But very

few of those even who shine in renown, and have

earned it by great achievements, can be placed

alongside of him in this respect. From every

thought, from every word, sparkled genius ; un-

fettered, despising every confining limit, he ven-

tured on the most remote and sublime. Such a

mind must ever create an epoch, wherever it

turns with its entire full force.

"What Remak has accomplished in anatomy and

physiology, allies him for eternity to the most emi-

nent names of all ages. The ])rogress for which

medical science is indebted to microscopical anat-

omy is also his merit; he was one of the most vigor-

ous and original co-laborers in this colossal work,

whose fruits we are now enjoying. To these
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labors, which alone would have sufficed for the

(greatest of human lives, must be added the enor

mous achievements of his later years, in the

sphere of practical medicine. Remak himself

has, wliilsit livinic, esteemed these last achieve-

ments more highly than the former, which were

the foundation of his renown. He had the satis-

faction to live long enough to prove to the whole

world as true, what formerly little and narrow

minds had dared to ridicule; he began to make
the sparks of his light visible even to the most

sceptical, and to daz/de by the might of his fire

those who had ventured to follow his darins

gigantic flight.

**We can scarcely as yet survey the height to

which Remakes genius has soared, and all the de-

partments it has dared to fructify by its fulness

Alas! there is none now capable—even approxi

mately—to continue his labors, and some decen

nial periods will pass away before we shall have

attained a somewhat safe ground from which the

whole significance of Remak's discoveries may be

overlooked. Perhaps after the lapse of a hun
dred years, many a fact will by some one else b(

given out as newly discovered, which Remak has

now already ascertained or foreseen, and which

has not been appreciated by our age. Remak has

now the peace which he could not by his rest-

less endeavors attain while living. ImmortaUty

on earth is forever secured to him.'^

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital,
]

October, 1865.
j

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. L. Ludlow.
Reported by A. M. Shew, M. D., Resident Physician.

Chronic Laryngitis..

George B , a3t. 48, was admitted to the hospital

September 26th. Three years ago, while work-

ing at his trade, he caught cold, and from it

arose this trouble in his throat. It has been a
source of Ijnt lirtle annoyance to him until within
the last three months. At the present time his

voice is altered, and there is difficultv in swal-
lowinj;. In some respects this is a trifling case,

and yet you will meet tliem often in practice and
they will puz/de you. When a patient comes to

you complaining of sore throat, nnd by examina-
tion you find more or less inflammation, indi-

cated by an increased redness of tlio fauces, but
with little or no alteration of the voice, you may
decidf* at once that it is a CMse of pure pharyngi-
tis. .Should you detect thickened vocalization,

or, in other words, an alteration in the tone of
the voice, with no enlargcn)ont of the glands, and
but little or no inflammation of the phai-ynx,
you may know that the trouble is caused by in-

flammation of the larynx—the spot where the
voice is formed.

In a majority of capes laryngytis is the result

of neglected pharyngitis. The inflammation first

attacks the pharynx, is neglected, and by con-

tinuity of structure continues downward until

the larj ;< is reached. The one is a simple afl'ec-

tion of the anterior portion of the fauces, while
the other is a most serious dispase.

Treatment.—In a case of simple acute pharyn-
gitis keep the bowels open and surround the

throat with cloths wrung out in warm water. Iq
addition, a solution of nitrate of silver, gr. x. to

the ounce, applied to the inflamed surface by
means of a soft camel's hair pencil, will be found
serviceable. A simple gargle of honey and alum,
or of chlorate of potassa and honey, will add to

the comfort of the patient.

Acute laryngeal trouble is far more important,

though in the beginning very simple. Commence
your treatment by the use of two dozen leeches

about the throat, and warm applications immedi-
ately afterward. Place your patient in a warm
moist atmosphere. Do not allow him to use his

voice. In addition, it may be necessary to ad-

minister small doses of calomel, soda, and ipeca-

cuanha, followed by the neutral mixture; this

mixture may be made more palatable by super-

saturating the solution. In this way you pro-

duce a gentle diaphoresis, and the patient will

soon experience relief.

And still the case may continue until there is

a thickening of the mucous membrane, as illus-

trated by the patient before you. Should this

happen, make continued use of counter-irrita-

tion ; or you may adopt the treatment originated

by Dr. Gkeen of New York, of sponging out the

larynx with a weak solution of argenti nitras.

It is a very difficult operation, and you may be

defeated in your attempt to enter the larynx. I

have occasionally met with patients suffering

from laryngeal trouble caused entirely by gene-

ral nervous debility, and no true disease of the

throat. In these cases it will be necessary for

you to administer those tonics which act directly

on the nervous system, also to advise your pa-

tients to travel. Change of climate will often

benefit more than medicinal agents.

Of all fearful cases, and the most alarming
that you are called upon to treat, is pseudomem-
branous croup. It usually attacks children sud-

denly in the night. Upon examination you find

your patient with great fever, dyspnoea, and a

tendency to membranous formation in the throat.

When called to the bedside direct that the pa-

tient's hands and feet be placed in warm water,

while hot fomentations of turpentine are placed

about the neck. Administer an emetic, of which
there are a variety; a simple and effective one
may be found in every house—it is two drachms
f powdered alum and one drachm of common

molasses. Ilive syrup, sulphate zinc, and ipcca-

uanha have all been used with success. Should
these means fail, you may resort to small doses

of calomel, soda, and tartarized antimony. I have
made use of this combination repeatedly, and
with very gratifying results. An infusion of

tobacco leaves about the throat will often prove
serviceable when other means have failed.
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Permit me, gentlemen, in this connection, to

briefly direct yoar attention to a peculiar disease

which has of late years been a source of annoy-

ance to both patient and practitioner. I do this

more for the piirpope of dispossessing your minds
of the fallacious belief that diphtheria is merely a

local affei'tion of the throat. It is a most fatal

dises^se which couies on insidiously and is cha-

racterized by sudden prostration and disorgan-

iz 'tion

There are two forms—the one in which the

patient dies from pure exhau^ion, and in the

other from the deposit of a peculiar membrane in

the back part of the throat. In the treatment of

diphtheria we should remember that the consti-

tution is affected, the blood pois^oned. A. general

invigorating course of treatment affords the most
gratifying results. Administer freely of iron,

quinine, milk punch, mutton broth; for the local

affection use a gargle of chlorate of potassa, and
have the throat touched with a solution of nitrate

of silver. In many cases your human efforts

will be in vain; the patient will sink and die in

spite of all the skill and experience at your
command.

Medical Societies.

ACADEMY OF MEDIGIlSrE, NEW YOKKI.

Meeting of November 1st, 1865.

(Specially reported for the Medical and Surgical Reporter.*)

The Pathology of Pneumonia— Paper bp Pi-ofessor-

Alonzo Clark; Luxation of Humerus; Con-

gestive Intermittent.

Pathology of Pneumonia.

Prof. Alonzo Clark, in presenting to the

Academy a paper, on the pathology of pneumo-

nia, remarked that the points advanced therein,

were the results of a special studv made more

than twenty years ago. In 1852, these thoughts
were put upon record, and recited before the

State Medical Society, and the present paper con-

tained an embodiment of the same facts. The
substance of his paper had, however, never been
made public, except in his lectures, and in order
to place these views upon record, he had accepted
the invitation of the Academy.
The main topics to which he would call atten-

tion in giving a synopsis of the paper were two:
1st, the seat of effusion in pneumonia, and 2d,

the relation of the second and third stages to

each other.

In regard to the first point mentioned, there

had been a great deal of confusion L.ennec and
others looked on the pneumonic effusion or exu-
dation as a concrete plastic exudation which tilled

the interstices of the lung-tissue, and caused con-

solidation by the mere pressure upon and obliter-

ation of the air-cells. This opinion was partici-

pated in by nearly all until 1842-3, when Roki-
tansky published his work, and at about the

* These reports are not xierbatim, but an ar^curate and concise
synopsis of the most important parts of the transactions of this

body.

—

Reporter.
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same time, perhaps a little earlier, Dr. Williams
also pointed out that the effusion in pneumonia
was int ) the air-cells, and not into the lung-tissue

proper. Later, Dr. Da Costa published a paper
on the subject in the Americayi Journal of Medi-
cal Sciences, advancing the same view.

Dr. Clark then read extracts from Rokitansky
in which that author states that the characteris-

tic granulations of pneunomia are the product of

inflammation in the air-cells, which is preceded
by a tough reddish-brown substance, which pro-

duces the crepitant rale. Here, then, is a dis-

tinct recognition that the inflammatory effusion

is into the air-cells.

On becoming acquainted with the views of Ro-
kitansky, through the January number of the

British and Foreicjfi Medical Review^ in 1843,

Prof. Clark, engaged at that time in the study

of pneumonia, determined to examine the subject

thoroughly. The first point was to decide in re-

gard to the seat of effusion.

He obtained lungs that were consolidated by
pneumonic inflammation, and after making sec-

tions, it was not diflicult, with the point of a needle,

to turn out the contents of the air-cells and observe

them microscopically. There was one important
circumstance which went far to settle the ques-

tion. By maceration, the air-cells became re-

lieved of the plug of effused mjftter, which was
dissolved, and on examining the lung tissue, from
which the contents of the air-cells had thus been
removed, microscopically and otherwise, not only

was it found that the air-cells themselves seemed
to have undergone no material change, but that

there was nothing whatever in the intercellular

structure indicating any effusion or inflammatory
action. In the further study of the subject, he
was able to satisfy himself that the lobular plexus

of vessels surrounding the air-cell was the partic-

ular seat of the inflammatory action in pneumo-
nia.

The seat of the pneumonic exudation being

thus settled, it was next important to determine
whether the opinions held in regard to the na-

ture and character of the effusion were correct.

After many trials, he had been able to determine
that Rokitansky was entirely mistaken in consid-

ering the exudation as crowpy'''' or plastic. From
numerous observations he could state the constit-

uents of the pneumonic effusion to be as follows:

1. Blood-corpuscles.

2. Fine granular matter in great abundance.
3. Cast-off epithelium.

4. A corpuscle resembling the pus-globule.

5. Exudation corpuscles.

These elements, and none otJier^ were invaria-

bly found in the effused material of the second
stage of pneumonia, or that of the so-called red

hepatization. Satisfied thus far, it lioeanie inter-

esting to examine what relation this exudation

bore to the third stage, which was generally

looked upon as one of purulent infiltration.

In his investigations he had been unable to find

any more evidences of the presence of pus in the

third stage than in the second. There was a cor-

puscle in the effusion of both stages resembling
the pus globule; but still it presented distinct

characteristics, so that he had been induced some-
times to call it the pneumonic corpuscle. The
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same elements were found in the third stao-e that

were found in the second, and the conchisioa ar-

rived at was that the only difl'erence between the

two stages, pathologically, was in the relative

propyortion of coloring matter present in the effu-

sion, giving it in one stage a red, in the other a
grey appearance.

Persons who have studied pneumonia know
that these plugged-up air-cells can be relieved,

that the effusion becomes removed ; and the sub-

ject will be better understood, perhaps, by consid-

ering the process through which this is accom-
plished.

When the second, or stage of red hepatization

is complete, the inflammatory action has exhfiiist-

ed itself. The stasis is beginning to give way.
and blood begins to circulate in these obstructed
capillary vessels. A serous fluid is exuded from
the cell-walls, which softens and breaks down the

plug filling the air-cell, dissolving it partially, so

that it is removed by expectoration, or complete-
ly, so that it is reabsorbed. That the pneumonic
effusion can become entirely absorbed is easily

understood. In a considerable number of case';

of pneumonia there is no or very little cough. He
referred to one case of decided pneumonia, in the

whole course of Avhich the patient cougherl but
once. The patient made a speedy recoverv. What
became of the effused material? It was absorbed.
These cases are not very unfrequent.

In order to throw still further light upon the
subject, after having satisfied himself as to the
seat of the effusion, its character, and the identity

of the exudation of the second and third stages,

he examined the expectoration of twenty-five per-

sons suffering from pneumonia during 1843-45.

He found in the expectoration of all these patients

through the various stages of the disease, pre-

cisely the same things which had been observed
in pneumonic lunn^ after post-mortem examina-
tions. The sam'^ five products, were present,

only, in addition, some products of the bronchial
tubes, as must be expected.

Following on with these observations durin
the progress of the disease until the expectoration
had lost its characteristics, when resolution had
become nearly complete, still the same element
were found, with the exception of the hlood cm
pitscUs, which were gone. The loss of color then
constitutes the difference between red and gray
hepatization.

Those who have been occupied with pathologi
cal anatomy, know how difficult it is to keep a
pneumonic lung, illustrating red hepatization

for twenty-four liours, or even over night, in

a room at 75° temperature. Exposure to air

and heat changes it to grey hepatization. This
change takes ydaoe in obedience to the laws of
oxidation of the hrctnatine of the blood, and ac
cording to the dcL^ree and energy of oxidation

a great variety of colors is produced, from wliite

to the brilliant bio )d-red. If thus the mere
effect of air and an elcvateil temperature is snffi

cient to c}ianci;e a d'-ad hurj; from the condition of

red to that of grey hepatizaiirtu, it is not diffi'Milt

to suppo-ethat the chemical chunL^es in the color-

ing-matter of the r'ffdaed material during the pro
gresH of a pneumonia, under a temperature of

over 100'', and the influence of moisture and air

are sufiicient to explain the gradual change of
red into grey hepatization.

In all his investigations, Prof. Clark could find

no foundation for the idea of a fibrous or plastic

exudation into the intervcsicular structure in

pneumonia. Labert, in 1855. published a work
with plates, which are very faulty, only repre-

senting the larger corpuscles of pneumonia, and
also indicating interstitial effusion. Again. Ho-
KiTAXSKV says that the exudation melts down
into a puriform matter, which infiltrates the lung.

Here both Rokitansky and Labert are wrong.
There is. as has already been stated, no element

in the third stage which is not present in the se-

ond, and the one is no more a stage of purulent

infiltration than the other. What has been con-

sidered purulent infiltration is simply a loosening

and breaking down of the effusion, with the

change in the coloring-matter, preparatory to its

removal by absorption and expectoration.

The fact is that no man can recover from pneu-

monia without the third stage, which is really a

stage of restoration. If the question is askedy

why then do patients die in this stage? it must

be answered, that it is not' common to find a Inner

in the whole of which the grey hepatization has

be2:un, and where the inflammatory process is •

uniform. Generally, the three stages are found

mixed: some portions presenting the first, some

the second, others the third. Again, very few

persons die of the direct efiect of an inflamma-

tion. It is not the effusion which kills directly,

but its gradual effect noon the function of the

organ, the respiration, the circnlntion, the heart,

the streno:th of the patient : and this effect is more

likely to occur later in the progress of the dis-

ea<:e. even when the restorative process has com-

menced, than earlier, when the patient oflers

more resisting; force.

In conclusion. Prof. Clark called attention to

one practical inference with regard to the treat-

ment of pneumonia. Y^ith the view of plastic

exudation, of the membranous, croupy, organiza-

zable nature of the effusion, as held by Rokitan-

sky and others, the calomel treatment of pneu-

monia was theoretically iustified, there being the

universal opinion thai calomel is the great remedy

to reduce an excess of plasticity. Let the opinion

be corrected that the effusion of pneumonia is

plastic, and the theoretic support of the calomel

treatment is gone. lie would not say that this

treatment was unjustifiable, though his opinion

was that the disease was better treated without

it. But hereafter the question must be deter-

mined l)y a careful compari.son of cases, as treated

by different method^, and not upon a theoretical

presumption, which has no foundation in obser-

vation and facts.

Prof. Flint remarked that fibrous exudation

on mucous surfaces, or serous membranes, was

very difficult of absin-ption, and this was one rea-

son why in the large number of cases of pneumo-

nia, where absorption is very rapid, the effusion

can hardly be consid(ired plastic. In clinical

observations it had been a matter of astonishment

how large was the quantity of exudation in pneu-

monia, determined by wei<i;ht at post-mortem ex-

amination. He had found it no less than four
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pounds in one case. He thought that to meet clini-
cal facts we must assume two third stages of pneu-
monia,—one, in which absorption goes on, the
other where it ceases, giving rise to the appear-
ance of the passage of the lungs through a stage
of purulent exudation.

Dr. Stoxe asked the question whether there is

any actual pus in these cases?

Prof. Clark remarked that a material resem-
bling pus was present in every stage. In cases

where the disease takes a slow course, and con-
tinues longer than ordinarily, it is always com-
plicated more or less with bronchitis, which gives
always a great deal of purulent matter. But
true pus does not form an element of any par-
ticular stage of pneumonia. He would state in
addition, that m the twenty-five patients where
the expectoration was examined, blood was pre-
sent up to the sixth or seventh day, and continued
under the microscope, even when to the naked
eye the bloody expectoration had entirely ceased.

Luxation of Humerus.

Prof. Post called attention to a case of luxation

of the humerus. Some time ago he had related

a case of twenty-one weeks' duration, which had
been successfully reduced by Smith's method of
manipulation. Recently, however, he had met a
case where he failed in reducing a dislocation,
only five weeks old, by this method. The case
occurred on board of a vessel, on sea. He saw
the_ patient^ five weeks after the accident. The
patient having been placed under ether, thorouo-h
efi'orts were made to reduce the luxation by mani-
pulation, but failed. Jaryis' adjustor was then
applied, and the head of the humerus could be
brought^ from its position under and in front of
the clavicle, back to the dorsum of the scapula to
near the glenoid cavity ; but it was impossible
to get it into the cavity"! In his opinion the dif-
ficulty consisted in a thickening of the ligamen-
tous structures of the joint, renderinor the "fissure
of the capsular ligament, through which the head
escaped, too small to allow it to re-enter. The
patient was 62 years of age.

Congestive Intermittent Fever.

Prof. Clark related an interesting case of con-

gestive intermittent fever. A lady, 60 years of

age, living near New Brunswick, N.J., had been
ill and complaining for several days, without any
definite symptoms. One evening, however, at
about 5 o'clock, she was seized with a chill, which
lasted fifteen or twenty minutes : she then became
drowsy, and sank into a semi-comatose state; to-
ward morning she recovered, and felt better dur-
ing the day. The next day there was another
chill, about the same hour,' followed by conges-
tion, insensibility, and automatic movements,
which continued until about 5 o'clock the next
morning. Prof. Clark saw her on this day at 7
o'clock, A. M. There was moaning and jacti-
tation; she finally became comatose. 'without the
occurrence of another chill, and remained in this
condition until the next morning, when she died.

Prof. Clark remarked that the congestive form
of intermittent fever was of very rare occurrence
in Nevr York and its surroundings. L.
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THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OP THE OPH-
THALMOLOGICAL SOCIETY AT HEI-
DELBERG.
Dr. Hasket Derby communicates to the Bos-

ton Medical and Surgical Journal, a Report of

the Third Annual Meeting of the Ophthalmolog-

ical Society at Heidelberg, held September 4t.h

and 5tb, 1865, of which we give a comprehensive

abstract.

Professor Arlt, as the oldest member of the

Standing Committee, called the meeting to order.

About fifty members were present, among whom
were three Americans. Professor Horner of

Zurich was elected President.

Modified Linear Extraction of Cataract.

Prof. VON Graefe made the first communica-
tion, taking for his subj'^ct the modified linear ex-

traction of cataract. The principle being now
conceded that the cataracts of middle and mature
age can be removed bodily from the eye, with a
greater chance of success than if they are pushed
back into its interior, or broken up and left to

absorb in situ, various attempts have been made
to substitute other and yet safer methods to the

ordinary flap extraction. At the last meeting
Mr. Critchett had proposed an operation which
had since been extensively practised, and which
was undeniably superior to any scoop operation

hitherto devised, inasmuch as a larger opening
was made, and a better extracting instrument
employed than the scoop of Waldan, then in

common use. In order to test the comparative
advantages of this method, as compared with the
ordinary flap extraction, yon Graefe had ope-

rated during the past year on 118 cases according
to the plan of Critchett.
Of these, 7 lo.=t the eye; 4 retained perception

of light; 30 required secondary operations, such
as the removal of capsule or iridectomy; 77 gave
satisfactory results (vision of at least \.)

In flap extraction, of 100 cases, in 7 the eye is

lost; in 13, secondary operations are required; in

80 the result is good. Indeed, since the use of

the compressed bandoge even more satisfactory

results are obtained, 82 cases in 100 doing well.

Comparing these results, it will be seen that in

about the same per centpge of cases the eye is

lost, while corneal opacities and papillary clo-

sures are more common after the operation of

Critchett. While, therefore, yon Graefe would
not accept this as a substitute for the ordinary
extraction, he would employ it in cases of Mor-
gagnian cataracts, in unripe cataracts which very
slowly advance, and in cases where the chances
of the healing of the corneal flap are not good.

The great advantage of flap extraction consists in

the readiness with which the cortical masses,
which remain behind after the exit of the nucleus
of the lens, can be removed. The obje^ion to it

lies in the large and gaping corneal wound; and
he had a method to propose which he thought
would render it possible to completely remove
the lens throucrh a small wound, thus uniting; the

advantages of the linear and flap procedures.

The first instrument is a long and very slender
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and narrosv knife, which is introduced through
the sc'era V'''' from a point in the upper and
outer periphery of the cornea, carried across the
anterior chamber and brought out at a point on
the other side. The cut is now completed in the
sclera, and a small conjunctival llap is formed.
Tnus the anterior chamber is opened at its upper
edge, no portion of the cut being in the corneal

substance proper. A shorter "wound-canal" is

secured, and a lower inner edge than if a lance-

knife had been used. A portion of the iris is

then removed in the ordinary mmner. Xext, the
capsule is lacerated with a sharp hook. If, now,
the lens he soft, it can readily be made to escape
by pressing at the edge of the wound ; if large

and hard, however, a blunt hook is passed behind
it to assist its egress. This hook is constructed for

the purpose, and its use constitutes a distinctive

feature of the operation. It is more easily with-

drawn than the scoop, and the lens is removed by
traction rather than by prying, the latter manoeu-
vre being particularly dangerous.
Vox Graefe has only performed this operation

in 69 cases, too small a number from which to

collect statistical results of any value. None of
these were lost. In 5 cases iritis ensued; in the
remaining 64 the result was satisfactory vision,

being generally and some of the patients being
able to read small type. The great advantage of

this method over Critchett's consists in the

superior certainty of a favorable result and of no
complication attending the healing process.

Ho^'ever, there is more apt to be a loss of vitre-

ous. As compared with ordinary extraction,

there is the disadvantage of an artificial pupil,

but as it is made upwards, the least possible de-

rangement of eccentric vision takes place.

In answer to a question, yox Graefe remarked
that he had never seen the form of cystoid cica-

trix occur after this, that sometimes followed ope-

rations for glaucoma.

Simultaneous Extraction of Lens and Capsule.

Dr. Pagexstecher read a paper on the simul-

taneous extraction of lens and capsule. He had
been led to devise this operation from the fact

that the presence of capsule and lenticular sub
stance after extractions was so fertile a cause of
inflammatory complications. His plan was as fol-

lows: The patient under the full influence of chlo-

rof rm ; the ordinary cut for extraction is made,
with the usual knife, in the sclera, however, in-

stead of in the cornea. A broad iridectomy is

next made, downward and outward. K any
posterior synechiae exist, they are detached, after

which a scoop is passed through the zonula,

(whi<;h, if neces-ary, is torn throuij;h with a

hook), carried back of the lens, and used to bring
this out. If the state of anicsthesia has remained
proftmnd, little or no vitreous is commonly lost.

The healing process goes on well. Out of 54

timen that the oprratifm hii» been performed, the

cornea sujtpuratcd in but two cases. Out of '.\H

patients who have thus been operated on this

year, oO were able to resid Jaf't^er, Xo. 5.

Prof. Ari.t thought the operation particularly

indicated where the cataract was over-ripe, for

there the zonula w(»uld be found looser. He
mentioned, however, serious objc(;tions, particu-

larly in caseB of large and ^oft cortical masses

surrounding a small nucleus, the whole enclosed
in a transparent capsule.

Strabismus.

Dr. KxAPP, of Held e' berg, alluded to the diffi-

culty often experienced in operations for strabis-

mus, particularly divergent strabismus, from the

slight amount gained after each operation, and
the necessity of a frequent repetition. He would
avoid this, and secure a greater eflfect each time
by drawing the eye over to the side of the antag-
onist of the divided muscle by means of a suture

passed from the coojunctiya at the edge of the
f^ornea to the commissure of that side. Thus if

the case be a strongly marked strabismus diver-

gens, and the rectus externus have been divided,

a suture is passed through the e jojunctiva on the

inner edge of the cornea and the internal com-
missure, and the eye drawn downward. At the

end of the twenty four hours the suture is re-

moved. In this manner it is possible to gain as

much as 3^^^ at a single operation. This method
is also perfectly applicable to cases of strabismus
with impaired action of the antagonistic muscle,
where it is necessary not only to divide the for-

mer but to bring forward the latter, and would
then form the last step in the operation.

Mechanism of Accommodation.—Nutrition of

the Cornea.

M. GiRAXD Teulox, of Paris, gave a long and
interesting discourse on the mechanism of ac-

commodation and the influence on it of the mem-
brana limitans. This elastic membrane, he en-

deavored by diagrams and microscopical prepa-

rations to prove, did not terminate at the peri-

?4iery of the crystalline, but passed over irs ante-

rior faee, and was in fact separable from the ante-

rior capsule. Its possible influence on aceom-
moda'tion was elaborately developed.

Dr. Leber, of Paris, gave the results of his

investigations on the nutrition of the cornea. He
alluded to the views of Recklinghausex on the

microscopical anatomy of tiie same, and deduced
from his own investigations that the cornea is

penetrated by a system of canals, lined ith in-

dependent membrane and connected with the

lymphatic S3'stem.

Impaired Vision from blows on the Eye, with
Ophthalmoscopic Symptoms,

Dr. Testblix, of Lille, related five cases of im-

paired vision from blows on the eye, without cor-

responding (>phthalmosv'opic symptoms.
1st.—A severe blow had been received over the

eye. Only a limited ])ortion of the retina re-

tained its functions, the remainder having lost

perception of light. No external or internal

chiinge was visible.

2d.—The same cause. The pupil was dilated

and immovable; vision greatly impaired. The
interior of the eye appeared normal. Three
months later marked atrophy of the papilla was
found to exist.

;5d.—Immediately after pressure on one eye

everything appeared to be seen through a red

mist. A month afterwards Jaeger, No. 20, could

be made out, only, however, with the inner por-

tion of the field of vision. Later there was less

vision. No objective change.
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4th.—A stone had been thrown agairst the
eye. The case was seen three months after the
accident. The pupil was so far dilated that
hardly a tra;ie of the iris was visible. No per-

ception of light. The ophthalmoscope revenled
nothing.

5th.—The eye had been struck by a cricket

ball. Vision was much impaired; the pupil di-

lated and sluggish. On ophthalmoscopic exami-
nation in the inverted image, a small prominence,
like a pea. was seen above and to the inside of the
papilla. Iq a m .nth this projection had disap-

peared, leaving a simple spot. Vision had very
slightly improved.

VoN Graefe had seen such cases and admitted
them to be very difficult of explanation. He
thought, however, that analogous paralysis of the
motor nerve might be adduced, that, for exam-
ple, where the arm becomes temporarily para-
lyzed from resting the head on it in sleep. Per-

haps the sudden shock caused some change either

in the molecular system, or in the walls or cali-

bre of the vessels.

Ophthalmia ]Xreonatorum.

Dr. Alfred Graefe alluded to the local use of

caustics in cases of ophthalmia neonaotrum. An
objection had been made to the use of nitrate of

silver on the ground that after this agent had

been employed it had been found that corneal

infiltrations were more frequent, and that these

infiltrations often led to perforating ulcers. Some
physicians had even gone so far as to gi\e up this

agent, admitting its beneficial influence on the

disease, but fearing a disastrous efi"ect on the cor-

nea. He himself, however, had ascertained to

his own satisfaction that such corneal complica-

tions only arose in those cases where the original

touching had been too strong, and where at the

end of tAventy-four hours, the eschar was not yet

detached. He was therefore unable to sympa-
thize with those who were unwilling to use this

agent.

Operation for the Removal of Membraniform
Obstructions from the Pupil.

Dr. Agnew, of New York, described an origi-

nal operation for the purpose of removing mem-
braniform obstructions from the pupil. The pa-

tient having been first brought under the full influ-

ence of ether or chloroform, a Bowman's needle is

passed through the cornea about ^ a line from
its inner edge, and made to penetrate the mem-
brane. With a cataract or lance-knife a small

wound is next made Y^'' from the outer corneal

edge, care being taken to evacuate as little as

possible of the ac[uevus humor. Through the

last wound a small and sharp hook is now passed

into the interior chamber, engagod in the capsule

at the point where it has been penetrated by the

needle, and made to lacerate it. If the mem-
brane is tough it is wrapped round the hook by
rotating its handle, and then withdrawn ; if fra-

gile, the pupil is simply opened. This operation

is also applicable to cases of closed pupil, where
masses of exudation have collected behind the

iris, the needle ofiering a fixed point from which
traction can be made with comparative safety.
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[This operation created much interest. It was
twice f-uccessfully performed by Dr. Agnew in

the presence of the leading members of the

Socipty.]

Reading Glass for Amblyopic Patients.

Pruf. Von Graefe exhibited a reading glass

for the use of amblyopic patients. It consists of

two convex glasses set in a short cylinder, and
unites the double advantage of a large field and
slight spherical aberration. Also a binocular

"measurer of refraction, resembling an opera
glass, and similar to his monocular instrument
already in use.

A number of other interesting papers were
read and discu.^sed, and the Society adjourned
well pleased with its session.

American Pharmaceutical Association.

At the thirteenth annual convention of the

American Phamaceutical Association, held in

Boston, Sept. 5th, 1865, the following officers

were elected and committees appointed for the

year 1866:

President—Henry W. Lincoln, of Boston : First

Vice-President—George C. Close, Brooklyn, N. Y.

;

Second Vice-Presi.de ivt—E. W. Sackrider, Cleve-

land, Ohio
;
Third Vice-President—C. A. Heinitsh,

Lancaster, Pa.; Treasurer—C. A. Tufts, Dover,

N. H.; Recording Secretary—J. M. Maisch, Phila-

delphia; Corresponding Secretary—P. W. Bed-
ford, New York; Executive Committee—T. S. Wie-
gand, of Philadelphia; John Butterworth, of

Boston: T. W. Sennewald, St. Louis; T. S. Barr,

of Terre Haute, Ind.

Committee on Progress of Pharmacy.—Enno
Sander, of St. Louis; G. H. C. Markoe, of Bos-
ton; Theodore Kalb, of St. Louis; Ferris Bring-
hurst, of Wilmington, Del.

Committee on the Pnig Market.— S. M. Colcord,

ofi Boston; J. J. Thompson, of Baltimore, Md.

;

W. A. Brewer, of New York; Ezekiel Sargent,

of Chicago, 111. ; W. J. M. Gordon, of Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Cominittee on Scientific Queries.—Wm. Procter,

Jr., of Philadelphia; E. S. Wayne, of Cincin-
nati; Edward Parrish, of Philadelphia; R. H.
Stabler, of Alexandria, Va.

Business Committee.—E. R. Squibb, of New
York: F. Stearns, of Detroit; J. F. Moore, of

Baltimore.

School of Pharmacy in Ohio.

The announcement of the School of Pharmacy
of Baldwin University, Berea, Ohio, session of

1865-66, has been issued. The faculty consists

of John Wheeler, D.D., President and Lecturer
on Professional Ethics; P. W. Mosblech, Ph.D.,
Professor of Botany; Eben J. Cutler, M. D.,

Professor of Materia Medica and Toxicology

;

AViLLiAM C. Pierce, A, M,, Professor of Chemis-
try; L. S. M'CuLLocH, M. D., Professor of Phar-
macy and Medical Chemistry.

The session of 1865-66 will commence Tues-

day, December 5th, and continue four months.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, NOVEMBER 11, 1865.

ENLARGEMENT AND INCREASE OP
PRICE.

The pressure of literary nmterial on our columns

makes it necessary to announce an increase of the

size of the MErac.VL and Surgical Reporter. This

increase, together with an improved external apjjear-

ance, will take place from the first of January nextj

from which time the subscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a lihoral support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on

the literary department, or perhaps do both,

^^^All advance payments made prior to January \st,

1866, will he credited at the present rate of %i per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

NEW LITERARY ARRANGEMENTS.
As one of the results of the settlement of our

national difficulties, and the return to civil life of

some of our old collaborators, we are enabled to

announce the consummation of an excellent ar-

rangement by which we shall hereafter maintain

a close editorial connection with the city of New
York. This arrangement will include, besides

editorial observations, regular intelligent reports

of the proceedings of the New York Academy of

Medicine, the Pathological Society, and corres-

pondence on medical matters in and near the

metropolis. AVe are also endeavoring to secure

good clinical reports from that city. These, with

the clinical reports from this city and Baltimore,

and the reports of the meetings of the Philadel-

phia County Medical Society, in addition to our

ordinary arrangements will enhance materially

the value and interest of the Reporter. These

arrangements arc very cosily, but, we doubt not,

the profession will sustain our enterprise with

such lil>erality that we shall be enabled to meet

the heavy outlay without embarrassment. Aside

from our own labor, our present plans will call

for a cash outlay of from thirty to fifty dollars a

week on the literary department of the Reporter

alone.

OUR LARGE CITIES AND EPIDEMICS.
Our largo cities are illy prepared to meet the

approach of a severe epidemic. I'he causes are

plain. The great national events during the past

four years had absorbed the attention of municipal

and State authorities to such an extent as to leave

little room for the consideration and adoption of

measures calculated to further the Sanitary con-

dition of the people. Death appeared in his

glory amidst the jflash of cannon and the shouts

of victor^'- and defiance ; now he threatens to ap-

proach in his garb of horror and ghastliness.

The question of loss of life, either by war or

epidemic disease, is one of the greatest magnitude

to a nation like ours. The annual loss of pro-

ductive labor alone, in consequence of the war,

if we take only those who have been killed in

battle or died of'disease contracted in the service,

including both sides, cannot be less than from

two hundred to two hundred and fifty millions

of dollars per annum, and probably will reach

considerably more. And this deficit is doubled

or tripled, if we take the loss of labor by the

crippled and maimed, and by the disarranged

and new relations of the working class of the

Southern States.

Our national independence, our existence as a

people, depends on the production of our soil, our

mines, our industry, our manufactures, as much
as upon the principles of our government. When
we shall have become independent of the com-

mercial and manufacturing interests of Europe,

we will be truly independent. As long as we
are depending upon tliein to any large degree, we
are forced occasionally to compromise our princi-

ples to this, material dependence, and to that ex-

tent we are not as fully democratic and republi-

can as we should be. It is the main business of

enlightened statesmanship in these United States

at this time to adopt and carry out such policies

as will replace the fearful loss of productive labor

which the country has suffered through the war.

Wise legislation, encouraging emigration, and

putting the laboring population of the South

upon a proper basis will accomplish much.

But can we afford, after the terrible loss of life

by the war, to have the ranks of our laboring

population again decimated By epidemics which

seem to be approaching our shores, with the steady

step of obedience to natural laws, as yet not per-

fectly understood? Is it not a national duty to

guard, as much as lies in human power, against

those ravages of epidemic disease which have in

times gone by struck our cities with panic, and

paralyzed commerce and manufactures?

The duty of wise precaution and of energetic

!»(;tioii to place our large cities at once in the best

possible sanitary condition, the removal, destruc-

tion, or neutralization of all noxious agents in

the shape of filth, the abatement of nuisances of

every kind, the cleansing of streets, back-ways,

yards, cellars, and houses, where it is not done
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voluntarily, by public officials, the completing

of drainage, and repair of defective sewerage, are

all matters that should attract the attention of

every intelligent citizen, and that should form the

main objects of municipal zeal from this time for-

ward. Thousands of lives and millions of dollars

may be saved the nation by proper action.

One of the most unfavorable circumstances, in

vievp- of the threatening epidemic of cholera, is the

overcrowding of our city populations. During the

last four years, very little building has been going

on in our larger cities, compared with former years,

and the supply is unequal to the natural increase

of our populations. The unavoidable result of over-

crowded habitations is filth, disease, and a liabili-

ty, when epidemic influences are abroad, to become

the centres of epidemic conflagrations. Hence,

our efforts to bring our cities into the best possible

sanitary state should be accompanied by attempts

to remove from them into the country, into our

more thinly-settled Western States and Territo-

ries all that superfluous population which barely

finds a livelihood in the city, but might be

changed to a highly productive laboring popula-

tion if placed in the proper conditions.

The country is not in such a condition of pros-

perity that we should not exhaust every means of

individual and municipal power in every city and

town throughout the United States, to render less

fatal the ravages of coming epidemics and to re-

duce their virulence to a minimum. How much
can be achieved by proper measures has been

shown by the sanitary condition of cities under

military control, which by the simple enforce-

ment of cleanliness and the abatement of nui-

sances were rendered healthy and exempt from,

epidemics, while formerly they had enjoyed the

reputation of pest-holes.

In this connection, we would suggest the pro-

priety of calling a meeting of the Quarantine and

Sanitary Convention, to meet, say in Washington

City, at as early a day as practicable. At an in-

formal meeting of members of this convention and

others interested, held last year in New York,

during the sessions of the American Medical As-

sociation, a committee was appointed for this pur-

pose. Is there any one else, under the circum-

stances, with more authority to act? Why then

should not this committee meet, and act promptly?

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following appointments have recently been

made:

Maine.—Dr. Warren Hunter, Cherryfield.

Nero York.— Drs. Cyrus Powers, Moravia;
Elisha H. Rockwood, Newark.
Pennsylvania.—Dv. Geo. 0. Mosby, Titusville.

Wisconsin.—Dr. Charles Cowles, Barraboo.

Iowa.—Dr. A. G. Fields, Des Moines.

Kentucky,—Dr. Wm. C. Johnson, Williams-

town.

Notes and Comments.

That "Ice-bag" in Cholera.

For two or three years a certain Dr. John
Chapman, of London, has been fiercely riding

his hobby in the shape of a spinal ice-bag. This

contrivance he first recommended in the treat-

ment of paralysis and epilepsy, and every week

adds to the number and form of diseases which

yield to its curative influence. All this has had

the effect of getting Dr. Chapman into the news-

pa.pers. Of course, therefore, as cholera ap-

proached, it was found, and duly chronicled, that

the inevitable ice-bag was just the thing in

cholera. He states the points of his theory as

follows

:

"That the nausea, vomiting, copious discharge
of the well-known 'rice-water^ stools, cold sweat
and peculiar odor from the body, are due to the
combined action of the hypersemic spinal cord
and sympathetic nervous centres, in the same
manner as they induce phenomena of the like

kind, though less in degree, in cases of summer
diarrhoea, and of sea-sickness when it is accom-
panied with diarrhoea.

That the cholera is neither contagious nor in-

fectious in any case whatsoever, excepting through
the depressing influence of fear.

That the cholera may be completely averted,

and, when developed, cured by modifying the
temperature of the spinal region."

After detailing the symptoms of two cases of

cholera which fell under his observation, Dr.

Chapman offers the following suggestions for the

use of the ice-bag

:

"1. The cold must be applied along only a
narrow strip—not more than four inches broad
in the adult—down the very centre of the back.

2. The cold must be dry, not wet, cold.

3. The ice-bag should be continued along the
whole spine only until the cramps and algide
symptoms have been subdued.
The ice-bag should continue to be applied

to the lower half of the spine until vomiting and
purging cease.

5. The patient should be assiduously watched,
to guard, in the stage of reaction, against cere-

bral or pulmonary congestion, the development
of which will be facilitated by continuing the
ice too long in the cervical and dorsal regions.

6. If such congestions should occur, they will

be denoted by heaviness, incoherency, wandering,
and by laborious breathing, and may be subdued
by applying the double-columned water-bag, at a
temperature of 120 degrees, along the lower part
of the neck and between the scapulae.

7. If it be necessary to induce sleep, this may
be done by the same bag applied in the same
way."
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Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

jSTew York Correspondence.

Editor Medical and Strgical Reporter :

The winter conipaign of our medical schools,

hospitals and medical societies, is now fairly un-

der way, and promises to be a very active one. or

as the phrase is, "sharp and decisive."

The Schools.

The classes in the various colleges are, as far

as we have been able to determine, larger than

last vear, and their respective faculties are mak-

ing every effort to render instruction thorough

and practical.

Cholera and the Health Commi~sioners.

A few days ago the Commissioners of Health of

this city held a meeting, in which the subject of

cholera was discussed. The Commission is com-

posed of the Mayor, the City Inspector, the Resi-

dent Physician Dr. Satre, Quarantine Physician

and Health Officer of the Port Dr. Swinburxe.
|

and his able Assistant Dr. TValser, the Commis-

sioner of Health, and the Presidents respectively

of the boards of Aldermen and Councilmen

:

Mayors Cleveland, of Jersey City, and Wood, of

Brooklyn, were also present.

Mayor Gunther presided. He stated that it

had been considered prudent to call the health

commissioners together in order to take whatever

preventive measures might be deemed necessary.

Dr. SwixBURNE, health officer of the port, stated

that he had been requested and urged by the

Governor to take immediate measures to prevent

the introduction of the epidemic. The tSecretary

of State had also communicated with him to the

Rame purpose. He believed one mode by which

cholera is disseminated is by the diseased secre-

tions of patients, and he thought some place

should be selected for the detention of all passen-

gers in whom there was the slightest suspicion

of disease. lie thought the general governmenj-

would do all in its power to protect the coast.

He anticipated that even if the contagion should

get here, but few cases of its development might

be expected during the winter. lie thought it

would be very unsafe to have infected vessels

anchor in the North or East rivers, or at Staten

I.><land or Coney Island. Provision had been

made to guard against yellow fever and small-

pf>x. but pomothing additional was ncccsary in

the precautions against the introduction of the

cholera or Russian jdague.

Mayor Gunther suggested that the health offi-

cers and quarantine commissioners should agree
upon a plan which the coramissioners might pro-

ceed to put into execution.

City Inspector Boole was in favor of convening
the Board of Health at once. He urged that li

had full powers to take the necessary action. It

could regulate the sanitary affairs of the city, and
it was only necessary for the commissioners to

make quarantine regulations.

Dr. Joxzs. of Brooklyn, thought the detent'on

of ships and passengers a secondary considera-

tion. The sanitary condition of the cities should
be looked after.

Dr. Sayre said that it was an object of the

meeting to have all the surrounding cities repre-

sented in this meeting for advice and counsel.

Xew Jersey, and every other ?tate in the Union,

in fact, was vitally interested in the prevention of

this epidemic. His point was, that the sanitary

condition of the city should be better than ever;

in fact, in a perfect sanitary condition all the
time, for "preventing the creation of any epidemic

:

but ho believed that the cholera cannot be gene-
rated here unless the contagion is imported from
abroad. Importing it when the city is in a bad
sanitary condition, and thus favorable for the
propagation of disease, would cause it to spread
with great rapidity. Therefore we must not only
keep the city in the best sanitary condition pos-

sible, but use unusual vigilance to prevent its im-
portation.

In substantiation of his views he read extracts

from the Report of Dr. Mulig, of the epidemic in

Constantinople, (published in extenso in a recent

number of the Reporter.
)

Dr. Satre further remarked that great fear and

anxiety had a great deal to do in the propagation

and spread of the disease, and influenced the

physical condition to such a degree as to make
persons more subject to it than they would other-

wise be. He thought if the people understood

the single fact that the cholera is not necessarily

a fatal disease, and that it always is preceded by

certain premonitory symptoms, such as lassitude,

great languor, debility, and a diarrhoea, and that

in this stage of the dij^ease it is nearly always
curable, if the proper precautionary measures are

taken, it would tend to aliay the popular terror.

At this stage of the disease, it is of the first im-

portance to pay attention to the first symptom,
which is the diarrhoea. At the very first ap-

proach, the patient should as.sume the horizontal

posture and retain it, with the hips higher tlian

the shoulders, and under no circumstances assume
the perpendicular, even for a moment. Absolute,
positive rest is needed: the body being kept in a

warm condition. Any artificial means can be
used for tliat which nmy be necessary. The main
thing is the horizontal position, and perfect rest

at the very commencement of the disease. If the

patient is down stairs when taken, let him stay

there, or be carried up; but do not let him walk
up. If he is out visiting, let him stay at his

friend's house. Keeping this position for forty-
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eight hours, in the majority of instances, the dis-

ease will pass over, and the patient on recovery

need make no very great changes in his mode of

life. Of course, if he has bad habits, he should

reform them ; ea,t and drink rationally, and at-

tend to business as usual, but not overdo himself.

In the peculiar condition of the atmosphere when
a pestilence is abroad, the system is rendered

more liable to exhaustion, and he should husband
his strength by avoiding violent exercise. With
these few precautionary measures, and a proper

sanitary condition of the city, and a rigid enforce-

ment of quarantine, we may hope to escape any
pestilential epidemic.

The following resolution was adopted:

Resolved, That Hon. Orestes Cleveland, Mayor
of Jersey City; Dr. Jones, Health Officer of Brook-
lyn ; Dr. Swinburne, the Health Officer of the Port

of New York, and Dr. Sayre, the Resident Physi-

cian of New York, be appointed a committee to

draft an application to the general Government
to obtain a suitable site for the detention of

cholera patients and passengers from vessels in-

fected with cholera arriving at this port.

There is no question that the condition of this

city as regards cleanliness, demands the most

energetic measures to ensure exemption from the

ravages of cholera, or any other epidemic which

should reach our shores, and we can but hope

that the exertions of the Health Commissioners,

and especially of its medical members, will be

crowned with success. L.

Neio York, Nov. Wi, 1865.

News and Miscellany.

Progress of the Cholera.

"We continue to give further details of the pro-

gress of cholera, as they reach us through Euro-

pean papers and other sources.

France. According to the Temps of the 16th
ult., there were on Thursday 210 deaths, on Fri-

day 180, on Saturday 212, on Sunday 200. The
Union Me licaU, of the 14th ult., states that there

had been a decrease in the cases of death in the

Paris Hospitals, which is ascribed to the circum-
stance that since the presence of cholera in Paris

had become known, patients were sent earlier to

hospitals, which increased their chances of recov-

ery.

The United States Consul at La Rochelle,

furnishes the Department of State with the fol-

lowing information in regard to the progress of

the cholera within that consular district, under
date of September 30, 1865.

"The cholera seems to follow the railroad from
Marseilles via Ailes and Nismes, toward Bor-
deaux. The policy of the French press appears
to be secretive, in order to allay the fears and ap-

prehensions of the people. One case has ap-

peared here—that of a child taken ill at 3 P. M.,
deceased and buried the same evening.

*' In 1832, the cholera did not, by any means,
overlook La Rochelle, and in the He de Re, lying

opposite the port, one-sixth of the entire popula-
tion was swept away."

The Paris Academy of Science, in a recent dis-

cussion on the subject, has reached the following
conclusions:

1. That Asiatic cholera is in all well authenti-

cated cases preceded by premonitory symptoms.
2. That these symptoms may be removed with
the greatest ease, and with the certainty that,

once removed, the dangerous period need not be
feared. 3. That a wholesome strengthening diet,

and the commonest attention to the state of the
general health of the individual, will prevent
the occurrence of any alarming symptoms ; and
4. That ignorance and imprudence, habitual ne-

glect of cleanliness, and unhealthy dwellings, are

the only causes of fatal cases; that, in short,

cholera is a disease much less to be dreaded than
typhus fever and other epidemics, by which we
are often unconsciously surrounded.
The Academy recommended treatment and at-

tention in the early stages of the disease, and*
showed that out of 130,000 visitations in Eng-
land, 6000 persons narrowly escaped real chol-

era, while only 250 actually had the disease. In
other words, the system of visitation prevented
5750 cases of cholera.

Spain. The news from Madrid is very dis-

couraging. On the 12th of October the number
of deaths from cholera reached 175 ; whole num-
ber of cases attacked on that day 540. The in-

habitants, are perfectly panic stricken and leaving
the city by thousands. The crowds at the rail-

road depots were so large that troops had to be
stationed to preserve order. People rush into

the cars without tickets, for fear of being left be-
hind.

Portugal. The epidemic has made its appear-
ance in the city of Eloas, near the Spanish fron-

tier, about ten miles from Bajados.

England. Numerous deaths from Asiatic chol-

era are reported at Epping, near London.

Malta. Here the epidemic was still prevailing,

limited, however, to the poorest villages and low-
est class. The panic has subsided, and people are
returning home.

At Alexandria, the disease has nearly dis-

appeared ; in Cairo, it is, however, still spread-
ing.

Medical Prizes.

The French Academy of Sciences has offered

for the current and following years, among
others, the following prizes

:

Comparative Anatomy of the Nervous System
of Fishes—3000 francs. 1st November next.

On the Production of Hybrid Animals by
means of Artificial Fecundation—3000 francs.

31st December, 1865.

On the Application of Electricity to Therapeu-
tics—5000 francs. 1st June, 1866.

On the Preservation of Limbs by Preserving
the Periosteum—20,000 francs, one-half of which
by the Emperor. 1st June, 1866.

The Breant prize for a Sure Remedy against
Cholera—100,000 francs, or for the Cure of Cu-
taneous Diseases—5000 francs. 1st June, 1866.
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SrUGKONS ANVi AsSTSTAXT ShRGEOXS MuSTERED OuT,

Orders have been issued for the immediate dis-

charge of the following surgeons and assistant sur-

geons of the volunteer force :

J;^.,;^;,..o^-s.— S. W. Gross. M.u'se K. Taylor, J. C.

Ivwin. Jabez Ferkins, John P. G. Baxter, T. F. Azpell,

J. Theodore Heard, Thomas W. Fry. Norman S.

Barnes, Charles W Sevasey, George S. Kemble, J. H.

Grove, A. X. Dougherty.

Assistant Strgkons—M. K. Moxley, Nelson E.

Drake ^ William N. Duncan, J. W. McDermott, John

Miles ' J. T. Barnes, Charles A. McCall, W. F. Cor-

miek, P. S. Conner, W. F. Norris, R. M. Lackey.

Ri-jM i TioN' OF TEK jNIedical Service.—The follow-

in:

ha
the ni

ortaut order, reducing the medical service,

1 issued. The clleet of this order is to place
riny on the same footing, as

reo-ards rank and numbers, as before the war.

War Department,
Ad.jtjtant-Generai/s Office,
Washington, Oct. 31, 1865.

(Extract.)

Special Ortiers, No. 56.—On account of the reduc-

tion in rhe number of patients in the United States

o-eneral hospitals, the offices of Assistant Surgeon-

General. Medical Inspector-General and of Medical

Inspectors, are, on the recommendation of the Sur-

geou-'Toneral, discontinued from this date, and the

follnwim^ oflicers are hereby honorably mustered out

of til'- service of the United States; Robert C. Wood,

As = i: taut F^urgeon-General, with the rank of Colonel;

Mailisou ]\[iils. Inspector-General, with the rank of

Colonel ; John M. Cuyler, Medical Inspector, with the

rank of Lieutenant-Colonel : Richard H. Coolidge,

Medical Inspector, with the rank of Lieutenant-

Colouel: Charles C. Keeney, Medical Inspector, with

the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel ; Edward P. Vollum,

Medu;al Inspector, with the rank of Lieutenant-Colo-

nel ; John E. Summers, Medical Inspector, with the

rank of Lieutenant-Colonel.

XIV. The following named medical officers, U. S.

A., will, on receipt of this order, report by letter to

the SMr-f'on-General for assignment to duty: Sur-

trcoii- Uul.t.C. Wood, John M. Cuyler, Madison Mills,

Richard II Coolidge, Charles C. Keeney, John E.

Summers, Edward P. Vollum.

XV. Under the provisions of General Orders, No.

70. May 1, 1865, from this office, the services of the

following named Medical Inspectors, with the rank

of Lieutenant Colonel, being no longer needed, they

are hereby honorably mustered out of the service of

the United States. Tbey will receive no final pay-

ments until they have satisfied the Pay Department

that they are not indebted to the United States:

George 11. Lyman, George T. Allen, Lewis Hum-
phreys, Peter Pineo, Augustus C. Hamlin, N. S.

Townsend, George W. Stipp, John Wilson, John L.

Le Conto, E. D. Kittoe.

By order of the Secretary of War.

E. D. TowNSKNi), Assistant Adjutant-General.

MARRIED.

BoRnvM—Di;aiAN.—At Quincy, MnnH., Oct. 10, by Rev. .7. D.

Well-, Mr. llob«;rt H. IJorham hi"! Miss Kunice Angelina Dug-

ean. (Uunhinr of Dr. WiUifim H Dustkhti.

IJrxKii'.iiT—HoKPMAN— rn Sini,' Sit.tc, N. Y., Nov. 1, by the

Key Minot M. Wull", Alfr.-rl lJuckh'.ut, Kaq. and Cornelia A.,

daueJitiT of A'lrian K. FIolTmjin. M I).

f;„,,TON—finAY.— At Brooklyn, N. Y , Oct. 25, by the Rev. Dr.

R Sl'.rrx. .Ir . finfl the Rev. [)r. HlHi^den, of Ikmton, Dr. F. H.

CoU/,n arl-l MiHH Alice, daughter of tlie late Prof. Alonzo Gray,

both ol Brooklyn.

CORBUS—WiNANS.—By Rev. B. C. Critchlow, Sept, 7th, John
Corbus and Miss Elsey, daughter of Dr. Isaac Winans, all of
New Brighton, Pa.
King—MoRELLE.—At St. Paul's church, Glen Cove, L. I.. Oct.

31, by the Rev. Thomas b\ Mallaby, J. Otis Kiu,"?, of New York,
and Ella, adopted daughter of Dr. M. Morelle, of Glen Cove.
Love—Stone.—Sept. '28th, by Rev. Alexander S. Marshall, as-

sisted by Rev. James S. FuUerton, John S. Love, M. D , and Miss
Alice C. Stone, both of Springville, Iowa.
Place—Livok.—At the Madison Square church, New York,

Nov. 2, by the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, Mr. George Place and
Miss Iphigenia Z. Livor, daughter of Dr. Livor, of that city.

Reed—Sartwell —At Iron Hill„Jackson co , Iowa. Oct. 17th,

by Rev. H. W. Hou-.-hton, W. Lynn Reed, M. D., and Miss MoUie,
daughter of A. Sartwell, E.«q., of that place.

Small—Baum—On the 1st iust
, by the Rev. W. M. Ba"m, of

York, Pa., W. B. Small, M. D., and Miss Mary A. Baum, of this

city.

Smith—Murphy.—Oct. 31st, at the residence of the bride's

father, by the Rev. J. Y. Oowhick, Dr. William F. Smith, late

Surgeon 73d Pa. Vols., and Miss Hannah Murphy, all of Chance-
ford, Pa.

DIED.

Bell.—On the 16th of September last, in Butler, Pa., of dys-

entery, Rebecca Jane, eldest daughter of Dr. James 11. and Mrs.
Mary Bell, aged 11 years and 8 days.

Hopkins.—At Felton, Delaware, on the 31st ult, SalHe S., wife

of Dr. B. C. Hopkins, and daughter of the late Prof. Thomas E.

Sudler. of Wilmington, in the 30th year of her age.

McKinmey.—On the 27 th of October, in th^i 38(h year of her
age, Susan, wife of Isaac McKinney, M. D., of Jersey Shore, Pa.,

and daughter of the late John Tomlinscn, of Phikdeiphia.
Parke.—In Radnor, Pa., on Sunday morning, Oct. 29th, Dr.

J. Siter Parke, aged 37 years.

AT3"SWERS TO CORRESPOISTDEK'TS.
Dr. J L. D., Connmutville, Pa.—Llallemand's Porte Caustique,

sent by Mail, Oct. 30th.

Dr. G. C, Charleston, S. C—Caustic Holder, sent by Mail,

Oct. 30th.

Dr. A. n. S., Eaton, Ohio.—Ear Instrument, sent by Mail,

Oct. 2Sth.

Dr. G. S. B., Hartford. Conn.—Carpenter's Lectures, sent by
Mail, Nov. 1st.

Dr. L. C B.. Esxex, >7.—Boobs and Drugs sent per W. Ellis

& Co
,
drugfzists, Oct. 30th.

Dr. B. F. B.. Coventry, Conn —The price of Reporter and
Physicians' Hand Book of Practice" is $.5.2.5.

METEOROLOGY.
October 30, 31, N. 1, 2,

1

3, 4, 5.

Depth Rain....

S E.
Clear.

N. E.

Cl'dy,

Rain.

5 10

S. W.
Clear.

s w.
Cl'dy,
Raiu.

110

E.
Cl'dy,

Rain.

S. E.

Cl'dy,

Rain.

1 in.

N. W.
Cl'dy,

h.wind
s. hail,

squ'ly.

Thermometer.

At 8 A. M
At 12 M
At 3 P.M

31°

49
52
53
46.25

38°

43
48
47
44.

340

42
55
55

46 50

350

41
54
54
46.

40°
52

53
53
49.50

40°
53
55
55
50.75

36°

46
50
61

45 75

Barometer.
At 12 M .S0..5 30 4 30.4 30.2 30.1 20.9 29.7

Germantnwn, Pa. B. J. Leepom.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running
subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. I, n, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. 6, 'fiO; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

" VI. Nos. IS, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov. 9, '61; Nos. 10 to 12.
Dec. 7, '61. to March 8, '63.

<« VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.
6, '02.

» IX Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;
Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. .3, '63, .Tan. 24 & .31, '63.

" XI. Nos. 1,4, .5, 7. 11,21, Jan. 2, 23,30, Feb. 13, March 12,
May 21, '64.

« XII. NoH. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4, '65.

We are in prem'.ng VAe.d just now of a few copiesfor
new subscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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C;OMPOUM"D COMMINUTED DEPRESSED
PBACTUEE OP THE SKULL; TEEPHIN-
ma; CEBEBRAL ABSCESS; GENEEAL
PABALYSIS; RECOVEBY.

By W. F. Peck, M.D.,
Of Dayenport, Iowa

.

William M., aet. 40, native of Ireland, inteoi

perate, and by occupation tailor and violinist

Up to the time of the reception of his present in-

jury, he had enjoyed pretty fair health, with the

exception of having had constitutional syphilis

and repeated attacks of gonorrhoea.

On the afternoon of July Hth, he vras in a

state of inebriation, and on returning home,

about 11 miles from the city, in company with

three intoxicated associates, he entered a lager

beer saloon and called for beer, which he re-

ceived, but upon being requested to settle for the

drinks, he refused, whereupon the saloon-keeper

seized an ordinary hoe, and with considerable

force inflicted a severe blow on his head, which

produced a laceration of the scalp for a little

more than three inches in length, antero-posterior,

and accompanying which there was also produced

a compound comminuted depressed fracture of the

left parietal bone, just in front of the prominence,

about two inches long, by one and a half inches

in width, corresponding in shape to the convexity

of the hoe-neck. The depression was not less

than an inch.

The accident occurred at 6.30 P. M., and at 7

o'clock the same evening I saw the patient, who

was then under the influence of liquor, suffering

from profuse hemorrhage, and raving about in a

wild and furious manner.

Pulse and respirations apparently normal, and

pupils regular. The bleeding was arrested with

ice, the wound dressed with simple dressing, and

the patient placed under the influence of an opi-

ate, with directions to be kept as quiet as possi-

ble until the following morning.

July 12th. 10 A. M. Patient sleepless and al-

most unmanageable during the night. Less res-

tive, and comparatively quiet and rational this

morning. Pulse 90, and full; respirations 20;

pupils normal, and no cepha,lic symptoms, except

a marked tremulous condition of the right arm.

and leg, with almost unyielding contractions of

the flexor tendons.

At 11 A. M., the patient was brought under

the influence of sulphuric ether, when the rigid

condition of the contractors subsided, and with

the kind and faithful assistance of Drs. Hosford

and Saunders, and my student, W. D. Middle-

ton, I proceeded to operate by enlarging the ori-

ginal scalp wound in a-j~ form, the incisions being-

five inches in length each way.

Upon turning back the scalp flaps, the osseous

wound before described was well exposed, and
with Gait's trephine I succeeded in removing a

circular piece of bone, which enabled me to place

an elevator under the depressed fragments, and
thereby I removed about two square inches of

comminuted bone. Immediately under the disc

was found a clot, well formed, about the dimen-

sions of an ordinary-sized pigeon's egg, whicji I

succeeded in removing. The efi"usion was exter-

nal to the dura-mater, though the membrane was
lacerated by the spiculae of bone. The small

pieces having been disposed of, I removed the

spiculse of the undetached bone with Wade and
Ford's improved bone forceps. More of the inner

than the outer table was necessarily taken awav.
The hemorrhage from the diploeal vessels was
quite troublesome, but was finally controlled by
small wooden plugs.

The wound was dressed with simple dressing;,

and absolute rest in a horizontal position en-

joined. Pil. sulph. morph., gr. |, every four
hours.

7 P. M. Patient rested moderately well during
the day. Wound considerably swollen and pain-

ful. Pupils small and regular; pulse 94, and
feeble; respirations full and 22 to the minute;
right arm tremulous, with very firm contraction

of the flexors ; other extremities normal ; bowels
unmoved. Pills continued.

July 13th. 11 A. M. Rested very well during
the night. Considerable headache. Pupils small

and irregular—right smaller than left. Tremu-
lousness and flexor contractions much the same as
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yesterday. Rests ou right side. Administered

pil. catli. comp,, no. iij. Local applications un-

changed.

7 P. M. Apparently doing well. BottcIs un-

moved. Calomel, grs. xv., jalap, grs. x., given.

Xourishment beef tea and bland drinks.

July 14th. 10} A. M. Rested very Avell during

the night. Pulse 02, and full: respirations "when

asleep, 18 ; surface moist. Pupils rcijular, though

moderately under the influence of the morphia.

Bowels remain unmoved. Spasmodic action of

arm less frequent. Tongue moderately coated.

"Wound beginning to suppurate and looking very

well. Ordered ol. ricini, f5j. Local dressing

continued.

July 15th. 10 A. M. Slept very little during

the night. Considerable pain in the head, fre-

quent though slight movements of the right arm

and leg. Tongue coated and protruded in a trem

ulous manner. Pupils irregular—right dilated.

Bowels moved freely in the night. Pulse 104,

and small. Respiration 25, and inspirations

quite deep. Wound suppurating very freely.

The contused tissues are considerably swollen.

The pulsations of the brain seem to be quite for-

cible. Applied warmth to extremities and ad-

ministered sulph. morph., gr. t, every four hours.

Beef tea.

July IGth. 12, M. Rested very poorly. Pulse

110, and irritable
;

respirations 28 ; pupils un-

changed; arm and leg seem paralyzed. Talks

with considerable indistinctness, the tongue be-

ing partially paralyzed. Xot wholly conscious of

surrounding circumstances. Wour.d suppurating

very freely. Syringed out the wound with aqu.x,

Oj., liq. sodoe chlorinat., f.^j-, twice a day. Local

dressing, water as hot as the sensibilities will

permit. Gave tr. hyos., f.,5j., every three hours.

17th. Rested tolerably well last night. Right

arm and leg almost completely paralyzed. Left

arm and leg somewhat tremulous. Pulse 120,

and full: respirations 24; tongue furred; bowels

unmoved since operation of last cathartic. Sur-

face dry, though not hot. Wound continuing to

discharge freely. Treatment unchanged.

18th. Much the same as yesterday.

10th. Rested badly last night. Considerable

heat of surface. Unable to articulate so as to be

understood Ijy those who are not constantly with

him. Right arm and leg in a state of constant

tremor; pulse 120; respirations 20; pupils still

irregular; bowels unmoved
; tongue heavily coat-

ed with a darkish covering. The meninges at

the seat of injury protrude more than- usual, and

respond very forcibly to the cr-robral pulsations,

The amount of suppuration from the contused

and lacerated tissues is considerable. There is a

moderate amount of necrosis of the upper table,

caused by detachment of the periosteum at the

time of the operation. "Warm applications con-

tinued.

20th. 11 A. M. Was called at 10 o'clock last

night in great haste, the messenger declaring

that the patient was dying. Upon my arrival, I

found the whole muscular S3'stem tetanicaiiy con-

vulsed, and no subsidence of the convulsions.

Patient uuconscious; pulse, as near as could be

be approximated, 160; respirations 38; surface

warm ; wound looking the same as at last record.

Immediately sent for ether sulph., and in three-

quarters of an hour after ni}'' arrival, I had the

patient under its influence and controlled the con-

vulsions thoroughly. Whenever the anaesthetic

was removed, there would be indications of a re-

turn of the involuntary muscular movements.

The ether vras given most of the time until

morning, when it was temporarily suspended.

Upon making a thorough examination of the

wound and the prominent membranes, and care-

fully analyzing the rational symptoms, I became

satisfied that a collection of matter was the cause

of the spasmodic trouble. Acting under this im-

pression, I made use of a sharp-pointed bistoury,

and incised the brain-tissue to the depth of one

and a half inches, when not less than from an

ounce to an ounce and a half of pus immediately

followed the withdrawal of the instrument. The
protruding membranes and prominent brain sub-

stance subsided very little. The wound was

dressed with water moderately hot, and the ether

removed. A cathartic of castor oil was given,

and in one hour the patient received forty drops

of McMunn's elixir of opium, which is to be

repeated every three hours. Beef-tea and cream

separately given in moderate quantities.

8 P. M. Patient has rested quite well during

the day. The convulsions have not recurred, and

he is semi-conscious. The limbs are apparently

paralyzed. Pupils still unchanged ; wound dis-

charging freely
;
pulse 130, and of fair force ; re-

spirations 30. Gave whiskey, f.Jj., every four

hours. Continued McMunu's elixir, gtt. xxx.,

every four hours.

21st. 10 A. M. Patient slept about four hours

during the night. Is sufficiently recovered from

his unconscious condition to appreciate what is

said in his presence, when spoken to in a loud

and sharp manner. lias some power over right

arm and leg. Left side quite paralyzed. No
control of tongue or vocal organs. Evacuations

involuntary. AVound discharging freely. Treat-

ment unchau'ied.
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22d. 12, M. No special change since last re-

cord.

23d. 10 A. M. Had a very comfortable night.

Is conscious, and makes an eifort to articulate,

but is unable to accomplish the act. Pulse 121,

and rather full. Respirations 24, and regular.

The right side less paralyzed than yesterday,

though the loss of power is pretty general. No
change in pupils, both respond to light. Wound
discharging very freely. Syringed out the cere-

bral abscess with liq. sodas chlorinat., f.^j.,

aqu£B, Oi.

24th. lU A. M. General condition much im-

proved. Makes his wants known with consider-

able indistinctness. Has more power of the right

side than yesterday, also some control over left

arm and leg. Pulse 114; respirations 23, sur-

face moist. Had a voluntary evacuation this

morning. Wound discharging freely. Treat-

ment same as yesterday.

26th. Condition has continued to improve since

last record. Talks moderately well, though he

has very imperfect control over the vocal organs.

Pupils less irregular, and almost of the same size

at times. Pulse 110. Respirations 23. Uses the

right arm and leg with a fair amount of freedom.

Has some control over left side. Wound looking

well. Whiskey, f ^j., every six hours. Suspended

all medicine except the Labarraque's solution ex-

ternally.

28th. Rests quite well. Complains of some

pain in the head. Talks with more clearness than

at any time since the operation. Pulse 92. Re-

spirations 20. Pupils more irregular than at last

date. Seems to have almost perfect control over

right side, and much more motion in the opposite

than at last record. Experiences no difficulty in

speaking. Bowels moved this morning at will.

Take a necessary amount of beef tea and scalded

milk, with either bread or crackers. Whiskey
suspended.

31st. His condition seems to be gradually im-

proving from day to day.

Aug. 3d. The general paralysis is disappear-

ing quite rapidly. Pulse 86, and full. Respi-

rations natural. Functions of the body tolerably

well performed. Wound discharging less pro-

fusely than at last date. There is considerable

necrosis of outer table. Pupils sustain about

the same relation as when last observed.

Aug. 7. Has continued to improve very well.

Has a good deal of power over left side, the right

being almost perfect as regards voluntary motion.

Pulse and respirations about natural. Pupils

nearly normal. Has a very fair appetite, though

does not eat much solid food.

12th. Removed with thumb-forceps several

small fragments of necrosed bone. The dis-

charge from the wound is quite moderate.

There is apparently no disparity in the size of

the pupils. The paralysis is almost wholly gone.

e5;.cept on the right side, where there is a mode-

rate amount, which is mostly located in the arm.

Stopped using the liq. sodse chlorinat., and sub-

stitued bals. Peru, with which the wound is

freely coated, night and morning, after the parts

are thoroughly cleansed with warm water.

17th. No particular change, except that the

wound continues to improve in appearance.

25th. The paralysis of the right arm is not

much better than when note was made of it on

the 12th inst. There is not very much discharge

from the wound. The granulations are abund-

ant, and the parts seem to be healing very fast.

Balsam continued.

Sept 4th. The patient sits up several hours

during the day. The paralysis of the left side of

the body is completely gone. There is a mode-

rate amount of it, however, in the right arm.

The pupils are equal in size, and respond to sud-

den light. The wound is closing on all sides.

The remaining pieces of necrosed bone were re-

moved this morning. The discharge is very mod-
erate, sufficient only to saturate a small piece of

oiled oakum which is kept over the part.

13th. Yfalks about and sits up most of the

time. The wound is nearly closed. He has con-

siderable more power over the flexors of the right

arm. Removed the oakum, and substituted a

piece of old muslin saturated in warm water.

24th. The wound is entirely healed over, ex-

cept a place about the size of a five-cent coin.

The paralysis in right arm remains about the

same.

30th. The wound is perfectly healed, and all

that he suffers from is a want of perfect use of

the right arm. He can use it however quite

well, and sufficient for most purposes. Returned

to his home in Buffalo, N. Y.

The cases on record are few where the amount

of injury to the cerebral substance has been so

great as that in the above case, and where unin-

terrupted recovery, almost complete, followed the

operation of trephining alone.

In this case, a bistoury divided the brain-

tissue for the depth of one and a half inches and

released imprisoned pus, which sooner or later

must have destroyed enough of the "systemic

battery" to have rendered death absolutely cer-

tain.

In the summer of 1863, while on duty as House

Surgeon in Bellevue Hospital, I carefully watched
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the progress of a case in the service of Dr. Ste-

phen Smith, in which the Ux^s of cranium was

much more extensive. The vrhole of the right

parietal bone was necrosed and slouohed awaj^

There was not, .however, in Dr. Smith's case

marked injury to the tissue of the brain.

SULPHATE of IHOK" IN HERPES ZOSTER,
OR SHINGLES.

By F. L. Keyes, M. D.,

Of Jerseyville, Canada West.

"When I first entered the profession, this dis-

ease was treated as one variet}^ of erysipehis:

and was put in Dr. Cullex's nosok\(^ical arrange-

ment in Class 1st. Pyrexi^B; Order III, Exan-

themata; Species 2d, Erysipelas phlyctenoides

;

the shingles, or erysipelas with phlyctjencB, or

small blisters. However, this disease is still con-

sidered to be an inflammatory affection, (by sub-

sequent writers,) principally of the skin, more

liaUe to attack individuals of an irritable habit

than those of a pletlioric and robust constitution.

Drs. WiLLAX and Batemax limit herpes to a

vesicular eruption, which, in most of its forms,

passes through a regular course of increase, matu-

ration, and decline, terminating in about ten,

twelve or fourteen days. This regularity in ils

natural course, is perhaps the only reason they

could assign for removing it out of Dr. Cullen's

nosology, and classing it with eruptive diseases.

I am inclined to think that if it had been left to

occupy its former position that it would probably

have been cpite as well, as the treatment to

which it will most readily yield is quite analo-

gous to that of erysipelas; and the other concomi-

tant symptom-', by which they are attended,

would not materially interfere with such a con-

clusion.

AViLSOX gives rather a graphic description of

herpes zoster: he says: ''Nothing can be con-

ceived more dreadful than the pangs accompany-

ing herpes sometimes become. A gentleman

whom I once asked to give me an idea in words

of the nature of his suffering, replied: You must

fancy the marrow taken out of the bones of my
arm, and a rough towel threaded through them

;

you must then imagine two devils at M'ork, saw-

in"- it backward and forward: tliat is what it is

like." I saw no treatment adequate to the exi-

gency of such a case; therefore I came to the

conclusion that I would give the case, which I am
about to relate, the advantage of the treatment

recently adopted in erysipelas, although the dis-

ease was not of so severe a character as the one

above cited.

J. S., a laborer, came to me on the 3d of Octo-

ber, 1865; married; aged 28; of spare habit; had

cough, raised considerable viscid mucus, mixed

with matter, which he spat night and morning

;

no hectic fever, or night sweat; no anemia; was
able to perform manuat labor previous to his

present illness. He stated that he had been thus

afflicted for the last five years. But this vras not

the cause of his call on me. He said he had a

burning pain on the upper part of his thigh;

thought it was erysipelas; upon examination

found a large inflamed patch on the anterior and

upper part of the left thigh, with other smaller

patches on the inner and outer sides of the eame,

interspersed with a number of vesicles filled with

transparent lymph, of nearly the size of a split

pea. Constitutional symptoms slight, consisting

of feverishness, quickened pulse, tongue whitish,

appetite not as good as common. In this case I

had two diseases,—phthisis and herpes zoster.

The latter must be cured without disadvantage to

the former, if possible. If the herpetic disease

should not yield readily to remedial treatment

and prove to be serious, the latent phthisis would

assume an aggravated form, perhaps go on to a

fatal termination from weakness, which might be

produced by the latter.

To combat this I prescribed an emetic to clear

the first passages, and to excite the secretions to

a more healthy action. This he was to take in

the evening; on the following morning a saline

aperient, to be followed with twenty-five drops

of tinct. ferri chlor. every four hours; external

application, R. zinc, sulph., ^iss., acpia?, Oiij.

M. ft. solutio; to be constantly applied to the

aflPected part, by strips of cotton or linen satu-

rated with it; when used up to let me know.

5th. Sent in the afternoon to say that he was

no better
;
pain considerably worse.

R. Pulv. ipecac, et opii, gr. iij., hyd. chlor.

mit., gr. ij., morph. sulph., gr. M. ft. pulvis,

to be taken in the evening; saline aperient in the

morning. R. Ferri sulph., gij., aqute, Oiij. M.

ft. solutio; to be applied the same as the previous

lotion.

6th. Visited my patient in the afternoon. On

entering his room he was cheerful; said he was

well; examined the part affected; found the dis-

ease had extended in patches upward, and back-

ward, on the left nate near to the sacrum; but to

my surprise, all the vesicles were completely shriv-

eled; the redness had also disappeared; lotion to

be continued, also the tincture, and if necessary,

to take an anodyne powder on the 7th, at night,

followed with an aperient in the morning.

He stated that after he had used up the first

lotion, the pain became much worse, and in-
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creased until almost insupportable ; soon after he
commenced using the second, the lymph and
redness began to disappear, and the pain to

abate. Ordered broth for a day or two, then a
more generous diet. His appetite was good, but
not craving. Phthisis in statu quo.

Eberle SSLJ& that he "found the application of

a solution of lunar caustic, in the proportion of

six or eight grains to an ounce of water, wherw

employed soon after the vesicles appear, to arrest

the progress of the eruption, and cause desquama-
tion in the course of three or four days at fur-

thest, and sometimes much earlier. M. Yal-
PEAF confirms his statement,—"always without

unfavorable consequences.'^

I think that the sulphate of iron deserves much
praise; it fulfilled the indication in the above

case, quite as well as lunar caustic could have
done, if not better; besides, it is much more
economical, a desideratum, especially where the

fee would be non est.

Hospital Reports.

Philadelphia Hospital,
]

November^ 1 865. \

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. L, Ludlow.
Reported by A. M. Shew, M. D., Resident Physician.

Dropsy.

James McC, get. 38, has been suffering from
intermittent fever since last spring. Four weeks
ago, while "at his work as hod-carrier, he caught
cold; the day following his abdomen and scrotum
began to swell, and four days thereafter his legs
exhibited marked anasarca, which continued to
increase up to the time of his admission.
On a former occasion, you will remember, I

had a patient before you enormously distended
by serous effusion into the peretoneum, constitu-
ting that form of dropsy usually called ascites.

To-day I present another patient in which
there is not only ascites, but also anasarca of the
lower extremities and edema of the scrotum.
Upon examination we find his scrotum en-

larged to a circumference of eighteen inches.
His urine is natural in quantity and quality;
contains no albumen ; thus far there has been no
irritation of the bowels, and his appetite is good;
he complains of no pain over the liver; afarms
that he is a temperate man

;
by auscultation we

find a little thickening of the valves of the heart,
but not enough to cause any derangement of the
functions. Now what is the cause of this dropsy?
From all the circumstances of the case we are led
to believe that there is a general anemic condi-
tion of the system—a poverty of the blood.

^
The first indication in the treatment is to get

rid of the fluid, and then build up the system.
We shall place this patient upon the use of bitar-
trate of potassa in an infusion of juniper berries,
and at the same time a full dose of Rochelle

gaits. To nourish the system we shall make use
of some preparations of iron and quinine, with
good rich food. Should any enlargement of the
liver or spleen supervene, the burface will be
painted with tr. iodine.

Syphilitic Laryngitis.

John O'B,, set. 25, was admitted to this hos-
pital sixteen months ago with primary syphilis
and gonorrhoea. Both affections yielded speedily
to treatment, and he was soon discharged. A'^out
eight months ago he discovered some soreness of
the throat, which has steadily advanced until
now he can hardly speak or swallow. He was re-

admitted to hospital five days ago.

On our last clinic day I had before you a pa-
tient suffering from chronic laryngitis caused by
neglected pharyngitis. In this patient we have
exhibited laryngeal trouble of a much more seri-

ous character, and produced by that dreadful dis-

ease, syphilis. The term syphilis, as you are
aware, has been applied to a class j)f diseases
consisting of three stages. Primary—in which
there is a specific sore. Secondary—a consti-

tutional effect 'manifesting itself in the skin and
mucous membranes; and Tertiary—in which not
only the skin and mucous membranes are affect-

ed, but also deeper tissues. This patient is a
marked example of the secondary form. Sixteen
months ago he had a primary sore which, as my
assistant remarks, was cured. In a case of
chancre it is of importance to get rid of it at

once ; but in so doing we cannot always eradi-

cate the whole disease. In many cases you will

have a primary sore heal readily, and yet there
will be a something hanging about the system
which will sooner or later manifest itself by se-

condary or tertiary symptoms. I have met with
cases in which this poison had remained latent in

the system fourteen years.

You will observe that this patient has peculiar
copper coloured blotches about the skin; his

pupils are dilated; severe pain of eye balls, and
also of the extremities; soreness about the lips

and jaw bones. Upon opening his mouth you
discover at once a large stellated ulcer on the
posterior portion of the pharynx, which has a
tendency to extend and corrode; already the pos-
terior nares, the uvula, and the arches, have been
destroyed. Notice his voice and manner of
speech ; it is stifled and oppressed. You know at

once that the ulceration has descended even to

the larynx. He is thin, pale and anaBinic, and
when he attempts to swallow, there is a regurgi-
tation through the nares.

Treatment.—Now, gentlemen, what can be
done for this poor creature; evidently by his ap-
pearance he should be nourished, but owing to

the difficulty experienced in swallowing all but
liquid nourishment should be withheld. Our
treatment must be local and constitutional. I

have directed my assistants to pencil his throat
with a weak solution of nitrate of silver, and to

use Sir Charles Bell's celebrated gargle, viz.

B. Hyd. chlor. corros., gr. ij.

Sp'ts. rectificat., f.3j.

Tr. cinchon., i'-o'^j*

Mel, ro8a2,

Tinct. myrrhte, aa r5j. M.
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It may also be advif-able to apply tincture

iodine externally. This local treatment serves a

Terv s^ood purpose, but our main reliance is

pla>'ed upon the constitutional effect to be de-

rived fir.m the loncj continued u>e of iodide of

poiassiimi and bichloride of mercury. I am in

the habit of using these poteat remedies in the
following manner:

R. Potasii ipdidi, gr. x.

three times daily in any of the aromatic syrupa,

and every evening a pill of hyd. chl. corros. gr. .

This treatment must be cantinued some time, but
if there is any tenderness about the gums, discon-

tinue the mercurial for a time. Occasionally you
will meet with people who cannot bear the use of

iodide of potassium ; this is especially the case
with those of a nervous temperament.

Typhus Fever.

Joseph S., a^t. 22, single, England—was admit-
ted October 19fch. Has been sick since he came
off ship, which was four days before admission

;

his bowels were costive, but are now open once a
day; he is quite delirious, particularly at night;
three days ago he was covered with the charac-
teristic eruption of typhus, which has in a good
measure faded. Where people, half starved and
poorly clad, are crowded together in ships, with
the hatches closed and but little change of air,

there is soon generated a low form of fever, com-
monly called ship or typhus fever. This is the
second case of this kind that I have had before
you. You will observe that this patient has an
anxious countenance—suffusion of, and a ten-

dency to a peculiar discharge from the eye

—

Bordes about the teeth—pulse feeble and compres-
sible—the heart beating quickly but with no
force—some tenderness over the abdomen—dry,

harsh, brown tongue—more or less of nervous
trembling, hardly amounting to subsultus tendi-
num—Intellect stunted and oppressed.

His body has been covered for several days
with petechiiTo; there is not that calor mordax
which you often find in a severe case like this.

In all low fevers there will often be, not only
retentions but also suppression of the urine ; for-

tunately this man has made water freely.

In the treatment of typhus fever there are a
variety of symptoms to watch. If there is diarr-

hoia give an injection of acetate of lead and
opium. To counteract the irritability of stomach
have a small blister applied, while minute doses
of calomel, not more than the I of a grain, with
a little white sugar, are dropped upon the tongue.
To guard the brain, use ice freely about the
head and have small blisters placed behind the
ear; but it will be necessiiry to observe con-
sideraljle caution in the use of blisters in all low
form.s of fever, as they may be followed by
sloughing and the most serious results.

When there is marked dryness of the tongue
resort to turpentine gtt. x, in coml)ination with
chlorate of potassa gr. x. in mucilage every three
or four hours. It is an admirable remedy in
all mucous irritatioofl. Karly in the treatment
you will Ijc called upon to give some stimulating
diaphoretic. I have been much gratified in using
liq. amon. acetat. with spts. M'tli. nitrosi. The
Cjndition of the heart will regulate your conduct
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in the use of stimulants and tonics. Where you
find the pulse quick and soft administer freely

of beef essence, milk punch, and good brandy or

whisky; do not use wine if the patient can bear
brandy. You want to get the greatest amount of

stimulant in small bulk. In your treatment do
not mix up too grpat a variety : form a plan, and
stick to it. Where there is so much irritability

that the stomach will not bear food, you may re-

sort to injections of beef essence and milk punch,
every two or three hours. If there should be
morbid vigilance for many days make use of

camphor water and morphia; there is nothing
better, but be cautious and have it thoroughly in-

corporated. In some cases you may be com-
pelled to give small doses of quinia or cinchonia.

I have found the preparation in solution to an-

swer the best purpose. Owing to the present
high price of the sulphate of quinine, and the

large quantity necessarily used in a hospital of

this size, we have concluded to make a thorough
test of sulphate of cinchonia as a substitute. The
success which has attended our efforts thus far

has been very gratifying ; all but two of the cases

of intermittent fever treated in the house during
the month of October have been cured by the use
of sulphate of cinchonia.

University of Maryland, \
Octoberf 1865. j

Surgical Clinic Prof. N. R. Smith, M. D.

Reported by J. W. P. Bates, M. D.

Orchitis.

Man, set. 20, sailor. This man has been
troubled for the past three weeks with a swelling

of the scrotum. He has never had gonorrhoea,

some burning in voiding his urine, which he
believes was produced by straining. The
epididymis is hard, the body of the testicle

elastic. The tunica vaginalis has poured out

serum which gives the elasticity. When chronic,

this is called hydrosarcocele, when acute, orchitis.

It is a common result of gonorrhoea badly

treated, or neglected, or exposure to cold. The
same membrane lines the vas deferens that lines

the urethra, and the inflammation is often carried,

by continuous sympathy, from the inflamed ure-

thra to the testicle; -in this case the reverse

seems to have been the case, as the testicle

becomes inflamed and the urethra sympathizes

with it. His bowels are regular and general

health good.

IJ. Ilydrarg. chlor. mit., gr- j-

Ant. et potass, tart., gr. M.
Ft. pil. no. j. S. One every six hours.

Let him be kept in the recumbent posture

—

simple diet—no animal food—support the testicle,

and apply,

\]c. Plumbi acetat., ^j.

Aquic, Oj. M.

Fistula in Ano.

Man, 27. AVo have here an example of a

disease which is very troublesome to the patient,

and which he desires to have cured. You per-

ceive an opening here on the right side of the
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anus. This communioatps with the rectum and
allows fecal matter to pass. Fistula may be
complete or incomplete. Incomplete is divided

into external or internal, having an estornal

opening in the former and an internal one in the

la'ter. In this instance it is complete, having
an eztercal and internal orifice. The treatment

is quite simple. We introduce one finger into

the rectum, and divide ihe septum with a curved,

probe pointed bistoury, and fill the false passage
with lint, so as to m.ak8 it heal from the bottom

by the granulating process. If 3'ou allow the

parts to come together the cut surfaces will

unite and the fistula be reproduced, for this

reason we use lint

Ifervous Deafness.

Man, 50. Here is a case of deafness resulting

from the firing of heavy cannon. This is not an
uncommon cause, as there is nothing more deli-

cate than the auditory nerve, and the least dis-

turbance disorders it at once. Loud noise pro-

duces a shock upon the nerve, especially when
the person is taken by surprise. Y/hen expect-

ing it the muscular apparatus puts the ear into a

proper condition. Analogous to the effect, pro-

duced upon the eye by intense light. J t is not

likely that anything can be seen by looking into

the ear, as the trouble lies beyond the tympanum.
There is morbid exercise of the sensibility of the

nerve and false sounds, as roaring, etc., are

heard. It is a singular circumstance that per-

sons afflicted as this patient is, will hear better

when riding in a carriage over a rough pavement,

or when musicians are playing. The jolting

seems to stimulate the nerve, and they hear

better than under ordinary circumstances. This

disease is very little under the control of remedies.

We can do nothing in this case. Remedies have

been tried, but produced no benefit. In the

large majority of these cases the more that is

done the worse the case becomes. When the

cause can be removed we may do good, but not

otherwise. The introduction of foreign sub-

stances, even the domestic remedies, do harm.

When these cases come to you, you must do

something. You may use veratria ointment

(gr. X. to ^iij. of spermaceti ointment) behind

the ears, first chafing the skin. It does no

harm, and sometimes the patient imagines it does

him good. Forcing air through the Eustachian

tube was used twenty years ago, but no g )od

resulted frgm it. Case discharged as incurable.

Epithelioma.

Man, 47. A well-marked case of cancer of the

lip, not suppurating in a heaHhy way, everted

edges, extreme hardness and aching and burning;

never had much lancinating pain, Avhich is the

kind generally felt in this disea^-e. Had it since

April. Small tumor under the jaw, opposite to

this sore on the lip—had it since he was 21 years

of age, therefore not connected with this disease.

The involvement of the glands unfavorable indi-

cation. He has been in the habit of smoking a

pipe—formerly used it on the right, but on ac-

count of this sore, changed to the Other side. In

a large majority of instances, this disease is the

result of tobacco. Often see it in negroes—

a

short pipe more likely to produce it than a long

one, because more of the oil of tobacco is im-
bibed. Cigars and chewing also produce it.

Knew of a case where the disease commenced
in the cheek, from the action of a quid of to-

bacco; in another case, an inveterate smoker, the
disease made its appearance on the tongue just
Avhere the stream of smoke impinged. Epitheli-

oma is cancer modified by the tissue it affects. It

sometimes appears on the face, and may be mis-
taken for tetter—a little scab appears, peels off,

and leaves a sore which soon developes the can-
cerous nature. The only remedy is excision of
the diseased mass. In this case we will remove
part of the lip by a semi-circular incision and
dress with lint, and let it heal by granulation.
Sometimes a Y-shaped piece is removed and the

parts brought together, but that always produces
tension and puckering.

Syphilitic Ulcers.

1. Man, 30. Ulceration on the right posterior

part of the neck, characteristic appearance, ser-

rated edges, etc. Sometimes these ulcers heal on
one margin and extend on the other. Has some
pain in leg, but no nodes. Let it be washed
with a weak solution of bi-chloride of mercury,
and dressed with Turner's cerate. Potass, iod.

internally.

2. Man, 48. Ulcer of throat; looks as if cut

out with a punch, which is the characteristic ap-

pearance of these ulcers in this locality. Let the

ulcer be touched with nitric acid, and give potass,

iod. internally. Has no sore on any other part

of the body.

Medical Clinic of Prof. McSherry.

Anasarca.

Man, 19, laborer. Bad health for three weeks,
laborer on a railroad. Has had chills and fever,

quotidian type. Has had no chills now for several

days, but his lower extremities are swelled, con-

stituting anasarca. Dropsy may come from dis-

ease of the kidney—renal ; disease of the heart

—

cardiac; obstruction of liver—hepatic. Always
examine the urine in cases of dropsy, to see if it

contains albumen—sometimes it contains it only
temporarily. This man's urine was examined
yesterday and found to contain albumen; likely

this case depends upon obstruction of the liver

from intermittent fever. His legs are swelled

first, on account of position, exudation of serum
under the skin, and the legs being most depend-
ent, it accumulated in them. Yesterda}'^ he was
put on potass, bitart., ^ij., so as to act on the

kidneys, and ferri et potass, tart., gr. x., during
the day. If there should be a return of the inter-

mittent, put him upon quinine, which I consider

the most valuable of medicines. The cream of

tartar acts on the kidneys and bowels, and the

iron enriches the blood. We will now test his

urine by heat and nitric acid: always take that

passed in the morning. This man's urine is not
acid, as litmus paper undergoes no change; nor-

nuxl urine, except just after meals, always a little

acid. Here the specific gravity is about lOlS,

which does not differ from the healthy standard :

if considerably above or below, it is abnormal;
in dial^etes mellitus, it is increased, usually de-

creased in Brigiit's disease, on account of defi-
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ciency in saline matters, because the kidney's are

not acting properly. Here there is a rea?onal)le

proportion of salines. Heat and nihie a-id iira-

tually correct each other—heat vrill pioei]dt;ito

earthy matters which the acid dissidves. ami the

acid precipitates uric acid which heat dissolves*.

This not aflected by heat, on account of its alka-

linity, but as soon as it is acidulated a C(.]vions

precipitate is thrown down— alkaline on account
of salt of potassa. The kidneys are affected—are

they permanently so? I hope not. Intermittent

causes anaemia ; the blood is broken down and
parts with its coloring matter, pigment cells col-

lect in the liver and spleen—sometimes carried to

the kidneys, and act as any temporar}- congestion

will do. We may hope to save, as the nllvaininu-

ria results from a curalile disease, an^l ma}' be
disturbance, not di^organizati'm. Corxtinue the

iron and cream of tartar. Everytliino- about him
indicates aniDmia.

Medical Societies.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF I^EWYOKK.
At the meetir^cr of the S iciety, held at the Col-

lege of Physicians and Sarsreons, October 25fh,

—Dr. Buck in the chair—Dr. Sayre presented a

specimen of

Tumour growing from the sheath of the Sciatic

K'erve.

The patient was a man of about forty-five years

of age, who during the last three or four years

had been suffering from an intense pain in his

hip along the course of the sciatic nerve. There

was no disease of the joint. He had been sub

jected to various modes of trf>atmer>t, among
others hypodermic injections, without receiving

any benefit. He had become much emaciated,

but. the constant pain excepted, no di*=pasp could

he detected. There was no gouty diathesis.

On a carrfal examination Dr Sayre detected,

by flpxing the limV) strongly, a hard substance
just behind the sulcus of the trochanter major,
pre^singr so closely against the trochanter as to

appear like an exostopis. On closer examination,
however, the tumor was found to have apna-
rently no attachments to any bony substnnce,
and its romoval was detprmined upon. It was a
hard, cartilafiiiious looking mass, the size of an
English walnut, over the sciatic nerve, whore it

is most superficial, and connected with the sJieaiJi

of ike nerve, which had to be opened to re-

move it.

(The growth was referred to a CommitteP! for

microscopic examination, the results of which
will be communicated

)

Soft Sarcomatous Tumor of the Antrum of
HiEhmore.

At the meeting of the Pathological Society,

November 8th, Dr. Sands in the chair,

l)r. Krakowitzkr related an interesting case

cf tumor of the antrum, of which we give the

substance.

The patient was a young man, 25—2(3 years of
ag:e, who six yearv^i ago had been an inmaie of the
Jews hospiiab He \<-as then laboring under
ozen:>. a discharge taking place from both nos-
trils, which were ulcerated and covered with
crusts.

T! e treatment consisted in removing the crusts^

cauterization of rhe uh-erafe 1 surfaces, and the use
of mild astringent i jections. In the uiinutes of
the case it was stated that he had had hieaioptysis,

and that a severe attack of bleeding had followed
after prooino- the nasnl passages. There were no
hereditary taints traceaijle.

During the laS' year he had been engaged as a
conductor on a railroad. One nigiit in December
last, while following this avocation, he stepped
from a warm car upon a platform and unbuttoned
his coit. Three days afterward he was seized

with violent bleeding from the left nostril. The
haemorrhage stopped. bfJt from that time he com-
menced to notice difficulty of breathing thriiugh

this nostril, which difficulty gradually increased

until about three rarmths ago, wh(=n the passage
had become entirely impervious, and the patient

by introducing his little finger could feel a tumor
descending down the nostril. In July, ab'mt six

months afier the first, another severe ha3niorr-

haee occurred, upon which the tumor reced-d,

and he could feel it no longer in the nostril.

Soon, however, a swelling made its appearance
on the inner canthus of the left eye, increasing

until it pushed the eveb;ill outward, to such an
extent that the eyelids barely covered the eye-

ball, which, however, was movable, and the eye-

sight remaininsc jjood. The patient at this time
had settb d at Warrenton, Ya.

Dr. Krakowitzer saw the patient a week ago.

He seemed to be in perfect health, felt perfectly

well, and had never suffered any pain from the
ftwplling. Thp whole of the left side of the face

was a little protruding. In consequence of the

bub^iticr out of rhe eyeball and pressure upon the

lachrymal apparatus, there was constant epi-

phora. On examining the left superior maxilla,

it gave to the t'^uch a sensation of softness and
clasrici<"v. . No swelling could be detected in the

nos'\ The soft palate was normal. There was
no affection of the submaxiUarv or of the cervical

glanos. On pr^^ssure the inferior margin of the

orbit could be felt intact. Since his arrival in

New York the patient has had three attacks of

h;omorrhage from the nasal passages, of consider-

able severity.

There couM be no doubt of the presence of a
tumor. In regard to its character the opinion

was formed that the new f )rmation was not ma-
lignant. Its gro'.vth had evidently not been very

fast, -and there was an absence of pain and no
infibration of the neighboring glands.

The next point to l)e decided wjie regarding

the origin (tf the disease. The patient stated dis-

tinctly that the tumor at first presented in the

nasal cavity, and that with its recession from

that locali'v it could be detected in the angle of

the eye. The areneral aspect of the face ai:d the

soft elastic feel pointed to the antrum of Hij>;h-

more as the seat of the disease. The firnt develop-

ment probably took place toward the nose; then,

witii its iidvancing growth becoming diseugiged,
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it was lifted back, toward the orbit, and the ante-
rior walls of the antrum be<>ame gradually ab-
sorbed. It was presumed that there were no
adhesions with the base of the scull.

The removal of the tumor was decided upon,
and the operation performed in the usual manner
of extirpating tumors involving these parts. The
whole of the antrum was found filled with the
mass. In removing the soft fragments of the
growth extending toward the base of the skull,

it was found that hony absorption had taken
place here, and atone point e-o completely that the
dura mater was visible, and the pulsations of the
brain could be seen.

The tumor, as had been anticipated, belorged
to the soft sarcomatous variety, not exactly ma-
lignant, but still apt to recur, especially in this

region. The prognosis in this case is that the
patient will die of meningitis.

Under the microscope the main characteristic
element of the tumor, which on account of its

softness could not be removed en masse, but had
to be taken away in fragments, consisted of elon-
gated cells with one single nucleus.

Editorial Department,

Periscope.

DipMlieria.

In a clinical lecture on diphtheria, [Lancet)

Dr. E. H. Gf!EENH0W distinguishes two varieties

of the disease:—one, in which the urgency of the

case is due to local manifestations—and the

other, in which the danger arises from the gene-

ral constitutional affection. Apncea and more or

less complete occlusion of the air passages by the

membraniform condition characterize the first.

The latter is characterized by the predominance

of symptoms of asthenia, caused by the intensity of

the general disease, and the danger to be appre-

hended is the gradual exhaustion of the vital pow-

ers. Although these two forms of diphtheria are

so diverse in their m.ost salient characters, and
the kinds of danger which at'fend them, there is

yet no doubt of their being only varieties of one
and the same disease, for they not only occur
constantly during the same epidemic, but very
often also in the same household, and at about the
same time, and occasionally cases occur which
partake more or less of the characters of both
forms; usually, however, one of the two classes

of symptoms predominate.
•Although these are two most importjint classes

they are by no means the only form of the dis-

ease. In every epidemic there are many cases in

which neither the air-passages are involved, nor
are there any urgent symptoms of general consti-

tutional affections, so that many of these, at any
other time, would merely be regarded as cases of

common inflammatory sore-throat. Again, cases
may present themselves characterized by more or

less diphtheritic exudation in the fauces, but un-

attended by urgent symptoms. Such cases usu-

ally recover under ary rational mode of treat-

ment, and it is the consequent great apparent

success in treating cases of such mild symptoraf,

which has sometimes led practitioners topromul-

gnte as a specific for diphtheria some medicine

with which they have treated large numbers of

them; the truth being, that by far the greater

proportion of cases required only common care,

and would probably have recovered without any
medical treatment at all. But although these

mild cases so often do well without any or no

particular medicine, still caution is necessary

against neglecting them, as even the mildest

cases require careful watching, because either by
an invasion of the air- passages or by the acces-

sion of constitutional symptoms, a case which in

its first stages appeared of the mildest type may
subsequently assume a most serious form.

Bromide of Potassium in Strictures. ,

Dr. G. DE Garrequer Griffith publishes in

the Dublin Medical Press an article in which he
strongly recommends the bromide of potassium in

cases of irritable urethra and stncture. Several

cases are related, in which the remedy was used
with success. It is also recommended to relieve

the excessive pain which obtains at the menstrual
periods, when there is a narrow os and cervix,

either from natural conformation or from extreme
ture;escence of the uterine vessels.

Quinine and Iodide of Potassium in Inflamma-
tory Rlieumatism.

These articles are strongly recommended by

Dr.. Lemire in the treatment of inflammatory/

rheumatism. In an article published in the jMon-

treal Gazette Medicale, he relates the case of a

man, 36 years of age, of strong plethoric constitu-

tion, suffering from inflammatory rheumatism,
affecting the ankles, knees, wrists, and shoulder.

Twenty grains of jalap were administered with
five grains of calomel, followed by the following

mixture

:

R. Quiniae sulph., ^j.

Potassii iodid., ^ij.

Acid sulph., dil., f.,5ss.

Aquee, f.5viij. ft. M.

A tablespoonful every four hours ; lemonade as

a beverage. After six days of this treatment, the

patient had left his bed and could walk about,

only feeling a little weak. Two days later, he
was perfectly cured, and has had no relapse. In
two other cases treated similarly, the disease

lasted only eight days.

Elius Toxicodendron.

Profossor Maisch, in a paper on Rhus toxico-

dendron, read before the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, settles the nature of the volatile

poiv«!onous principle, which is an acid resembling
but not identical with formic acid, for which he
proposes the name of toxicodendric acid. The
rationale of the use of poda and of borax in treat-

ing cases of this kind of poisoning is now ap-

parent.
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MEDICAL AXD SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, XOVEMBER IS, 1865.

E^NJ-LARGEMENT AjSTD INCREASE OF
PRICE.

The pressure of literary material on our columns

makes it necessarv to announce an increase of the

size of the Mecical and Surgt-al Reporter. This

increase, together with an improved external apj^ear-

ance, will take place from the first of January nest :

from which time the subscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we

are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or exjjend more on

the literary department, or perhaps do both.

y^^All advance payments made prior to Jan uary 1st,

1866, will he credited at the present rate of $4 per an-

nu7n. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

CHOLERA- -PRECAUTIONARY MEA-
SURES.

NEW LITERARY ARRANGEMENTS.
As one of the results of the settlement of our

national difficulties, and the return to civil life of

some of our old collaborators, we are enabled to

announce the consummation of an excellent ar-

rangement by which we shall hereafter maintain

a close editorial connection with the city of Xew
York. This arrangement will include, besides

editorial observations, regular intelligent reports

of the proceedings of the New York Academy of

Medicine, the Pathological Society, and corres-

pondence on medical matters in and near the

metropolis. We are also endeavoring to secure

good clinical reports from that city. These, with

the clinical reports from this city and Baltimore,

and the reports of the meetings of the Philadel-

phia County Medical Society, in addition to our

ordinary' arrangements will enhance materially

the value and interest of the Reporter. These

arrangements arc very cosihj, but, we doubt not,

the profession will sustain our enterprise with

such liberality that we shall be enabled to meet

the heavy outlay without emljarrassmcnt. Aside

from our own labor, our present plans will call

for a casli outlay of from thirty to fifty dollars a

week on the literary departnu;nt of the liEi'OKiER

alone.

IIerijert II. IIovvE, M, I)., son of Rev. Dr.

Howe, of this city, has been appointed Resident

Physician U) the Episcopal Hospital.

It cannot be too often repeated, that whatever

benefits may accrue from strict quarantine laws

in preventing invasions of cholera, the one great

point is the removal 'from our cities of the causes

and sources of disease, and that a thorough sys-

tem of inspection, under the supervision and con-

trol of medical men, with full power to enforce

every measure necessary for such removal, con-

stitutes the only means from which we may rea-

sonably expect good results.

We see announced with much pleasure in the

Boston ^fedical and Surgical Journal, the follow-

ing action of the Board of Aldermen of that

city

:

"Ordered: 1. That the chief of police is hereby

directed, under the advice of the City Physician,

and in conformity to the accompanying blank

forms of return, to cause a thorough and syste-

matic examination of the 2uhole citi/, to be made

by the police officers, in their respective districts,

in order that accurate information may be had

of its sanitary condition, and the necessary means

taken for its improvement.

"2. That the police officers of the districts, or

those who may be especially detailed as Health

officers for the purpose of executing this order,

shall carefully inspect and report to the chief of

police, in writing, all streets, lanes, courts, pas-

sages, common stairs, houses, rooms, cellars,

yards, or vacant lots, which require cleansing;

and in cases where, from any cause frequent

cleansing is required, they should specify the fact.

"They shall also report all cases wh^re the

drains, cess-pools, or privies are in a state inju-

rious to health. They shall also report any cases

of prevailing sickness, especially where there is

great overcrowding, or unusual destitution of the

necessaries of life.

"They will also report all cases of death, which

occur in families living in single rooms, or con-

fined apartments, especially when the death has

been from any malignant or contagious disease.

"3. When any nuisance or other source of dis-

ease is discovered, notice, in the proper form, is

to be served upon the owners or occupants forth-

with to abate the same, and in case of refusal or

neglect for a period of twenty^-four hours, the

Chief of Police is authorized and directed to

cause the same to be abated or removed in the

most summary manner; and he is hereby author-

ized to call upon the Superintendents of Health,

of Streets, and of Drains, to aid him in such

removal.

" The expense of such removals or abatements
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of nuisances shall be chargeable to the owners

or occupants of the premises.

"4. These measures shall be so continuously

pursued as to prevent, as far as possible, any re-

accumulation of the causes of disease now sought

to be removed, and each ofl&cer will be considered

strictly responsible for the sanitary condition of

his assigned district.

"5. All persons acting under and by authority

of this order, are hereby authorized to enter upon
and into any premises which it may be necessary

to visit in compliance wdth its provisions; but

their object in so doing must be first stated to the

occupants, and all unnecessary annoyance to

them most carefully avoided."

At Providence, R. I., Dr. Edwin M. Snow, the

Superintendent of Health, has made a report in

which he strongly advises the adoption of similar

measures in that city.

In Philadelphia also, the City Councils have

made a special appropriation to the Board of

Health for the purpose of adopting measures of

the same kind, for the protection of the city from

a visitation of cholera.

PEOGSESS OF THE CHOLERA.
Attention, at this time, is directed from Europe

to the metropolis of our own country, New York,

where the arrival of a vessel with a considerable

number of cholera-patients on board has, of course,

caused some excitement. This excitement, how-
ever we are glad to perceive, has been one of

anxiety to find and adopt prejentive measures to

stay the introduction and spread of the epidemic,

rather than of fear-, and all the authorities, as

well as private citizens of eminence and influence,

appear to be fully awake to the importance of

the subject.

That the disease which carried off a number of

passengers on the Atalanta, wTiS really cholera

there can be no doubt. Dr. Sayre, in a report to

the Mayor of New York, writes

:

"From the statement made to me by the sur-
geon of the ship, and by Dr. Burdett, Deputy
Health Officer, there can be no doubt as to the
nature of the disease with which this ship has
been infected. The vomiting and purging—rice-
water discharges—sunken features—blue sur-
face—shriveled skin with loss of its elasticity

—

and the muscular cramps, tell the story but too
plainly that it is 'Asiatic cholera.'

^'

The detained passengers of the Atalanta have
sent a communication to the Mayor, in which
they claim that the epidemic on that vessel Avas

not cholera, and protest against their detention.

The only ground on which they base their claim

is a resolution " that had the disease been cholera.

its fatality would have more than decimated the

passengers and crew of this vessel.*'

We will now for a moment consider the meas-

ures which the authorities in New York have ad-

vised and adopted, as far as quarantine regula-

tions are concerned. Before going further, we
must notice the energy and wisdom which have

characterized the action of Surgeon -General

Barxes, at Washington, through whose influ-

ence, timely warning had been given to the State

governm.ents, which prepared their authorities for

action. Governor Fentox, basing his conclusions

on information received through the Surgeon-

General and the report of Dr. Mulig j^ublished

in the Medical and Surgical Reporter, speaks

as follows, concerning the treatment of persons

and vessels infected with cholera while in quar-

antine.

1. Quarantines ought to be located at a dis-

tance from towns and populous centres, and
where possible, on islands.

2. Passengers should never be permitted to

pass their quarantine on board of vessels.

3. Spacious and thoroughly isolated lazarettos

should be established at suitable points.

4. Every lazaretto ought to have a hospital

entirely separated from the principal edifice.

5. Sanitary physicians attached to the lazaret-

tos, and whose number should correspond to the

importance of the station and the circumstances,

ought to be in constant attendance on the in-

mates ; and they should have trustworthy assist-

ants, ahvays on duty at the bedside of the pa-

tients, to report their actual condition.

6. If a case of cholera has occurred on board a

vessel, the crew ought to be landed and put in

the lazaretto, and those suffering from diarrhoea

be sent to the hospital. The vessel should un-
dergo a thorough purification, as is practiced with
regard to vessels contaminated with the yellow
fever. After twenty-five days, the crew may re-

turn to the vessel ; but she should remain under
the strictest medical surveillance for a further

period of fifteen days,

7. The linen and clothing used by cholera pa-

tients during illness, (and. of course, that also

belonging to those persons who have suffered

from choleriform diarrhoea,) must be destroyed,

and the hospital be disinfected.

8. All communications with lazarettos and ves-

sels in quarantine must be severely interdicted,

and every extravention of the quarantine regula-

tions punished with severe rigor.

These maxims, our readers will see, are pre-

cisely those contained in Dr. Mulig's paper, and

published by us nearly a month ago.

The patients being all duly taken care of in

the Hospital-ship Nightingale, the most thorough

means have been taken to secure complete disin-

fection of the cholera ships, or au}^ suspected ves~

sels arriving in port. To further accommodate

the passengers and patients of detained vessels,
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the goneriil ooverniiient has placed the old line-

of-battle-ship Xorth Carolina at the disposal of

the municipal authorities, to be used as a hospi-

tal-ship ^vith the Xightingale.

Thus much, l3riefl3' , as far as quarantine regu-

lations and measures are concerned, which are

ample. The second great point is the abatement

of nuisances in our cities, without which even the

strictest quarantine will prove of no avail.

On the Gth of this month, a meeting of promi-

nent physicians and influential citizens was held

at the house of Dr. Willard Parker, of New
York, to consider the best means for avoiding the

cholera and promoting the sanitary welfare of

the city.

The meeting was organized, Dr. Bellows occu-

pying the chair, and C. L. Brace acting as secre-

tary.

Reports were presented to the Hygienic Coun-
cil of the Citizens' Association by Drs. Harris
and Post, in relation to the history of cholera and
the best modes of preventing its ravages.

The plan laid before the meeting embraces a
hou'50-t vliDuse visitation of the poor wards of the

city, (listvietcd into divisions, and to be made by
physicians employed for this purpose, who will

prescribe for the persons afflicted with the pre-

monitory symptoms of cholera.

Besides this, it was proposed that cholera dis-

pensaries should be formed, and that there should

be "houses of refuge," or tents, where the poor

could be placed, if it be necessary to cause their

houses to be vacated, in order to cleanse them.
For this purpose, it was thought best to raise

S50,000. Remarks were made by Mr. Brace in

regard to his recent visit to Europe, showing the

remarkable results produced on cholera and other

diseases by good sanitary arrangements. He was
in favor of the passage of the Ilealth Bill by the

Legislature.

Addresses were also delivered by Messrs. Stur-
GES, Eaton, Roosevelt, Yermilye, Dr. Bellows,
Dr. "Ward, and others. The plans presented were
adopted by tlit; Council. Committees were ap-

pointed as follows

:

Committee on Leyislative Action.—D. B. Eaton,
W. E. Dodge, Jr.. C. R. Agnew, M. D., Theodore
Roosevelt, Col. George Bliss, Jr., C. L. Brace,

John A. Weeks, John F. Noyes, J. R. Wood,
M. D., Willard Parker, M. D.

Committee on Finance.—Howard Potter, J. C.

Green, R. J. Livingston, Peter Cooper, J. S.

Schultz, R. A. Witthaus, R. B. Minturn, AY. H.
Aspinwall, W. A. Booth.

It was resolved to call a large meeting, where
the interesting results andr(!])orts laid before this

assembly might be presented in full, and fur-

ther measures taken to carry the plans into exe-

cution.

Wo hope the plans here proposed will be car-

ried out. As we have said on a former occasion,

nothing will enable authorities to abate the nui-

sances which poison the air of our cities, except
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thorough system of inspection from house to house,

from yard to yard, with peremptory power to re-

move all nuisances, and use means to disinfect.

The proposal to establish " houses of refuge,' ' or

tents, in aid of the cleansing of the permanent

domicils of the poor, appears to us eminently im-

portant and practical.

Notes and Comments.

Lecturesliips in the University of Pennsylvania.

The following appointments have been made
to the Lectureships established by the Trustees

in the Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania, through the munificent liberality

of Dr. Geo. B. Wood, of this city:

Medical Jurisprudence, including Toxicology

—

Dr. J. J. Reese.

Hygiene—Dr. Henry Hartshorne.

Mineralogy and Geology—Dr. J. C. Hayden.

Botany—Dr. H. C. Wood.

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy—Dr. Har-

rison Allen.

These gentlemen will bring to their respective

chairs a well-earned reputation, as an assurance

that in their specialties there will be no more

reliable source for the attainment of accurate

knowledge than an attendance on their several

courses of lectures, which, we understand, will

follow, as supplementary to the regular winter

course of the medical department.

The Bichmond Medical Journal.

In our recent notice of the proposed issue of a

new medical journal in Richmond, Ya., we said

that it would be issued quarterly. We learn by

a note from Dr. E. S. Gaillard, the chief editor,

that it is to be issued monthly. The January

number will be issued during the month of De-

cember, and as a large edition will be printed, it

offers advertisers an excellent opportunity of

reaching the medical profession of the South.

The same may be said of the Savannah Journal

of Medicine, also recently announced.

The Discoverer of Chloroform.

The recent proposal to erect a statue in honor
to Dr. Simpson, as the discoverer of chloroform, has
given rise to some comments in the French jour-

nals, which state that although Dr. Simi'SON was
the first to use chloroform as an ana3sthetic in

surgical operations, the substance itself was dis-

covered by M. SouisEiifAiV, Professor at the Paris

School of Medicine, (hiring his experiments on
the reactions of chloride of lime on alcohol.

These experiments w(!re made in 1831, and Dr
Simpson did not introduce chloroform as a substi

tute for sulphuric ether till 1847, a year after M
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Flourens had discovered its stupifying effects

on animals.

—

Foreign Paper.

The truth of history compels us to. claim for

Mr. Samuel Guthrie, of Sackett's Harbor, New
York, at least a division of the honor with Sou-

BEiRAN of the discovery of chloroform, he having

also discovered it in 1831.

Bauer's Orthopaedic Surgery.

It is pleasant to observe that foreign reviewers

are more and more disposed to deal fairly by

American authors. Several medical books pub-

lished in this country have had a very flattering

reception abroad. Among these we may mention

a small work on Orthopssdic Surgery, first pub-

lished in a series of articles through our pages,

and then issued in book form. Yery flatter-

ing notices of this w'ork have appeared in late

numbers of the London Lancet^ and in ScJimidfs

Jalirhuclier published in Leipsic. Dr. Bauer is

admitted in these reviews as an original con-

tributor to orthopa3dic literature, and his effort

is highly appreciated.

We hope that Dr. Bauer will shortly revise and

elaborate his work, as a reliable text-book on this

subject is much needed, and would no doubt find

purchasers.

" Strumatic Salts."

The Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Co., lo-

cated at Pittsburgh, has discovered in the waters

of some of its wells certain mineral ingredients,

which place them in the same category with the

celebrated mineral springs of Kreuznach, Ger-

many. The following analyses show what are the

ingredients of the two waters, the analysis of the

Kreuznach salt being taken from standard chemi-

cal works, and that of the Strumatic salt being

made by Dr. Otto "Wuth, analytical chemist of

Pittsburgh. In both cases, the analysis relates

only to the dry substance contained in the mother

liquors.

strumatic Salt of Penn'a Salt M. Comp. Kreuznach.

Silica sand, 0.0475

Chloride of iron, 0.1465 1.6000
" " barium, 0.3336

strontium, 0.0039 _
calcium, 57.9757 84.5200

" magnesium, 23.6823 7.6800
" " sodium, 4.0380
" potassium, 1.2785 1.9200

Iodide of magnesium, 0.1412 0.0500
Bromide of magnesium, 1.1316 0.1000

Magnesia, 11.2629

Alumen, 0.0083 3.8500

Phosphate of aluminium, trace 0.3200

Dr. E. E. Phelps, of Windsor, has accepted a
Professorship in the medical department of the

University of Yermont.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Alcohol as an Antidote for Strychnia.

Editor Med. and Surgical Reporter:

The letter of Dr. Waller in regard to an at-

tempt at suicide, loitJi strychnia and whisky,

reminds me of a case that came under my notice

while a medical student. My preceptor was

hastily summoned to the hotel, to see a man who
had taken poison. I accompanied him. As we
entered the room a strong muscular man lay on

the bed in a convulsion. He soon came out of it,

so as to speak, and begged of the doctor to save

him, at the same time pointing to the stand.

There stood a drachm bottle, with its staring

death's head and cross-bones, labelled *'>S'rr?/c7inz/ie

Poison,'' about half empty. Nothing for him,''

said my preceptor—who was sometimes inclined

to waggery, even in the presence of the grim
monster—" Nothing for him but to smooth his

passage to the grave," at the same time reaching
down a bottle of Scheidam schnaps that stood on
a shelf. He poured out nearly a tumbler full,

and turning to the man, bid him drink. A spasm
came on when he had taken half of it. We
waited a little and he came out of it, and said he
felt better. The doctor bid him drink again.

Then he replesiisbed the g^ass, remarking to me,
"They give whisky out west as an antidote to

snake bites, who knows but that gin i« an anfi-

dote for strychnia as well." The spasms were
like electric shocks, and the least touch would
bring them on, even touching the bed post made
him scream. As fast as possible the doctor plied

him with gin. The spasms finally became less

frequent and not so severe, and the man called

repeatedly for the medicine. More than half a
pint of Udolpho's best was given him, with little

signs of intoxication. In an hour or two the
twitchings a.nd convulsions had entirely ceased,

and the man fell off into a comfortable sleep,

from which he aroused feeling only somewhat
languid and sore.

He had been unsuccpspful in some large busi-

ness transaction, and determined to commit sui-

cide. For this purpose he purchased a drachm
of strychnia, went to his room, and pouring half
the contents of the bottle into his tobacco-box,
shook it down among the " fine cut," and took a
large chew. Part of the saliva he swallowed,
part spit out. He did not remember how many
chews he took, but there remained only enough
for one more in the box. AYhen he first felt its

effects he repented of the act, and rung the bell

for the servant, bidding him go in haste for a
doctor.

I have no doubt but that he had taken enough
of the poison to have killed him many times. My
preceptor was of the same opinion, and was also
firm in the belief that the gin in so large a quan-
tity was the means of counteracting the poison
and saving the patient.

I have never had the opportunity or occasion
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to administer medi:ine in a case of poisonino;

with sti'Ycbnia, but have alwajs been mindful

of this case, and if occasion ever should occur,

would try laro;e doses of alcoholic stimulants, be-

lieving it to be as near an antidote as anything,

or perliays, like whiskey for snake bites, may
cure on the principle o{' si))iilia shnilibiis, &c.

Your?, &c.

P. J. Farxsworth, M. D.

Clinton, loica, Oct. 30, 18G5.

News and Miscellany.

The Proposed Cholera Congress.

The following is the circular addressed by M
Drouyn deL'IIuys to the representatives of France

abroad, a summary of which has been forwarded

by telegraph

:

*'2J(iNSiEUR—The recent irruption of the cho-

lera into Eojypt, whence that malady hi^s success-

ively spread in<o several other provinces of th^

Ottoman Empire, as we^l as into some portions of

Europe, has awakened the solicitude of the ditfer-

ent G^iveruments as to the danger to the public

health offored by the present insufficiency of the

barriers oppo.^ed to the development of the

scourge. All diese Governments, as well those

of States which have been attacked, as th se

•whose territories up to the present time preserved,

may be sabsequently threatened, understand that

it i^ their duty to guaid the population against a

calamity doubly formidable bvthe evils it entails

and the disturbance it crtates in international

relations.

'•Each Power has thus adopted, either spont^^-

neously or to satisfy the pressing desire of public

opiniiin. !^-ach arrangements as have seeased to it

most efficacious to defead its territory against the

invasion of tlie malady; but experience, has shown
that thpse preventive measures, taken separately

and dllioring according to locality, are difficult to

reconcile with the customs and wants of our age,

i inpatient of every shackle which fetters the

liberty of commercial transactions.

" Struck with the inconvenience of this situa-

tion, the Government of the Emperor has asked

itself'whether, at the same time t! at means are

adopted to arrest the evil in its course, it would
not be po-sible to direct attention, first of all, to

aU'3.cking it at the fountain-head, by combating
it energetically in the very places where it arises

by a system of measures concerted with the ter-

ritorial authorities. To elfect this object the Em-
peror's Government has considered h was urgent

to establish a preliminary ngreeraent among the

interested P.iwers, and for this purpose to bring

about the m'^eting of a Conferonc-, in which, be-

side dologjites from the difl'. rerit States, men of

science thought the best fitted to assist its delib-

erations by their especial knowledge might take

their seats.

"The (jbject of this Conference would be to

investigate the primary cau»-eH of cholera, to de-

termine itH principal points of departure, to study

its characteristics and its march; lastly, it would

have to propose practical means for confining the
disea'se and stifling it at its origin. It is not our
desire to attempt to mark out in advance the pro-

gramme of its labors; we wish to leave that care
to the distinguished m^^mbers who will be called
upon to participa^^e in it, and who will certainly
receive sufficiently ample instructions to enable
their studies to embrace all the questions requi-
site to be ex:imined and resolved. It is. however,
alrendy at present perfectly understood that the
Con-Terence, while preserving the utmost liberty

in its views, will not have to interfere in any act
of internal administration, nor to take the initia-

tive in any proposition calculated to obstruct the
free exercise of territorial sovereignty. The mea-
sures whose adoption it might advise would be
unable to be put in practice upon the territory of
any State otherwise than by the independent
authority of that State itself.

"Owing to their geographical position the
countries of the L^VAnt are .first attacked by the

scourge. The Oriental Governments, therefore,

are particularly intere^-ted in the ameliorations it

is desired to introduce for the general welfare in

the organization of the sanitary service, and we
may reckon with confidence upon their f^oopera-

tion in the measures of which their subjects will

be the first to experience the beneficial effects.

It must not be forgotten that it is owing to the
persevering: assi^'tance of the Porte, to the suc-

cessive improvements it has introduced into the

admin'stration of the public heal-h, that the pro-

blem of the suppression of the plague has been
happily settled. It is from Turkey, therefore,

that the Confer-'nce w'dl be able to firid the most
efficacious aid in its lat)or.-<; it is with her sup-

port that it will colic t the best elements of prac-

ti. a^ solution. Thpse considerations, the value
of which will no d ubt be appreciated by the
Cal.'inet of

,
appear to me naturally to po^nt

out the City of Constantinople as the peat of the

Conference. Brought into more immediate con -

tact in this capital of the Ottoman Empire with
the provinces in which the epidemic has i*8 chief

centres, the representatives of the foreign Powers
will gain valuable irrformation from the superior

Council of HeaHh, working under the supreme
direction (.f the Porte. These favorable condi-

tions will render easier in that city than any-
where else the accomplishment of the important
mission to whose success the administration of

the Sultan will consider it an honor to con-

tribute.
" I request you, sir, to be good enough to r -n-

raunicate the.se views to the Cabinet of . vV'e

shall learn with groat s itisfac.tion that it gives its

assent to them. In the event that, as we are

willing to hope, the adhesion of the different Pow-
ers should allow of the Conference meeting within
a short period, I shall acquaint you with the

choice made of our delegates.

"You will find annexed a copy of the report

which, conjointly with his Excellency M. le Min-
istre of Agriculture, Commerce and Public

Works, I have had the honor to present upon this

subject to the Emperor, who has deigned to ap-

prove its conclusions. 'IMiis document is not in-

tended to be communicated to the (Jovernment to

which you are accredited, but you may base upon
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t the a^'guments which support the views set

orth in this dispatch. Receive, &c.

"Drouyn de L'Huys.^'

BerksMre Medical College.

The Commencement of the Berkshire Medical

College, Pittsfield, Mass., occurred on Wednes-

day, November 8th.

The exercises were opened at lOJ o'clock,

A. M., by the reading of the Theses.

Prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Todd, after

which the President, Dr. H. H. Childs, briefly

but impressively addressed the graduating class,

and conferred the degree of Doctor of Medicine
upon eighteen candidates; and the Honorary de-

gree of Doctor of Medicine upon Prof. AVm. C.

RicnAUDS, of Pittsfield, and Robt. Treat, of Wis-
consin.

The exercises were concluded by a very able

and exceedingly interesting valedictory address,

delivered extemporaneously, by Prof. Wm. C.

Richards, M. D., who was recently appointed to

the chair of "Chemistry and Natural History,"

made vacant by the resignation of Prof. P. A.
Chadbourke, M. D.

The following is a list of the names of the

gradua^-es, and the subjects of their Theses:

r. S. Abbott, A. M., Mind and its Influence on
Disease.

Chas. Bliss, Fibrin and its Uses.

A. J. Brown, P3^a3mia.

A. S. Dean, Acute Rheumatism.
J. N. Dickson, Modes of Death.
Gr. W. Emery, Variola.

Stillman Getchell, Diagnosis of Pneumonia.
W. A. Jones, Hereditary Transmission.
F. B. Lawson, (Excused.)

Chas. McAlister,

J. H. Page,
Abscess
Necessity of Recognizing
Imaginary Diseases and
Remedies.

M. J. Powers, Puerperal Peritonitis.

0. F. Searl, Syphilis.

E. H. Sexton, A.M., Evidences of Utero-Gesta-

tion.

H. S. B. Smith, Phthisis Pulmonalis.
Arnold Stedman, Tubercular Meningitis.

Hiram Temple, Asthma.
•John Winsor, Diagnosis.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following are late appointments

:

Maine.—Dr. A. R. Lincoln, Dennysville.

Vermont.—Dr. James E. Morse, Royalton.
Kentucky.—Dr. M. E. Webb, Bowling Green.
Tennessee.—Dr. Albert T. Lee, Kingston.
Wisconsin.—Dr. Wm. T. Galloway, Eau Claire.

Iowa.—Dr. Wm. McK. Findley, Bioomfield.

Personal.

Dr. R. J. Patterson, Superintendent of the
Iowa Hospital for the Insane has resigned, and
Dr. Mark Ranney, Assistant Physician to the

McLean Asylum, Somerville, Mass., has been
elected to fill the vacancy.

Dr. C. Dewey, Assistant Superintendent of the

same Hospital, has also resigned ; and Dr. H. M.
Bassett, of Ohio, has been appointed in his place.

Dr. Tilden, Resident Physician of the State

Insane Asylum at Stockton, California, has re-

signed, and Dr. G. A. Shurtleff has been ap-
pointed as his successor.

Ifew York County Medical Society.

The annual meeting of the New York County

Medical Society was held Monday evening, Nov.

6th, in the hall of the organization, corner of

Fourth avenue and Twenty-third street. Dr.

Isaac E. Taylor presided. After the transaction

of some business of no public importance, the
election for president for the ensuing year took
place, resulting in Dr. T. C. Finnell being chosen
to fill the oflice. Dr. Bibbins was then selected

to act as del'-gate to the State Medical Society at

its next meeting.
Dr. S. T. Hubbard was chosen vice-president of

the society, in place of Dr. Conant, deceased.
Dr. Finnell, on taking the chair, returned

thanks for the honor conferred on him, and ex-

pressed the hope that the society would perpetu-
ate the medical fame it had achieved, and urged
the members to aid its further progress.

Dr. W. C. Roberts then read a lengthy but in-

teresting paper on the early career and history

of the late Professor Chandler R. Gilman, the
eminent practitioner of New York city, who died
in Middietown, Conn., in September last. The
sketch abounded in incidents in the life of the de-

ceased, and the respect in which he was held as

a man of rare literary distinction, and as master
in his profession.

The meeting accepted the paper, which will be
printed.

Dr. Underbill then referred to the death of
the la^e Dr. Berry, of Williamsburg, a member
of the society; and it was announced that a paper
on his demise would be read at another meeting.
The society adjourned.

Deaths by Cholera in ISTew Y"ork.

The deaths by cholera in the city of New York,
during previous visitations, foot up as follows:
In 1832 there were . . 3,513 deaths.
In 1834 " . . 971
In 1849 " . . 5,071
In 1852 " . . 374 "

In 1854 " . . 2,509 "

In all other years, . . 137 "

Total, 12 775

American Opium.

At the recent meeting of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, specimens were exhibit-
ed of opium grown in Virginia during the war.
They had the external characteristics of a good
article, and were referred to Prof. I. J. Gra-
hame, for analysis. Daniel Henchman, a Bos-
ton druggist, informed the meeting that during
the war of 1812 a good article of American opium
was produced and sold at from SIO to S12 per
pound. The quality was soon deteriorated and
the article went out of use.
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AssiGx^fEXTS.—The Secretary of War has made the

following assignments of Medical Directors:

Surgeon John M. Cuyler. U. S. A., to be Medical
Director of the Department of South Carolina, re-

lieving; Surg. A. P. Dalrymple, U. S. A.

Surgeon R. S. Coolidge, U. S. A., to be Medical

Director of the Department of North Carolina, re-

lieving Surixoon D. W. Hand. U. S. A.

Surgeon J. E. Summers. U. S. A., to be Medical

Director of the De)^ar:;ii.^m of Tennessee, relieving

Surgeon G. E. Coopov. U. A.

Surgeon E. P. Vol lam. U. S. A., to be Medical

Director of the Deparriiu iit (^f Texas, relieving Sur-

geon S. H. He 'I man. V. S. Vols.

Surgeon E!>ouezer Swift. U. S. A., to be Medical

Director of the Department of Kentucky, relieving

Surireon A. J. Phelps. U. S. Vols.

Surgeon Joliu C-inipl>oll. U. S. A., to be Medical
Direot^n- of tb.^ Department of Georgia, relieving

Surireon J. H. B.nTelier, U. S. Vols.

Surgeon John ]\Ioore, U. S. A., to be Medical Direc-

tor of'the De|>avtmeut of Mississippi, relieving H.

E Goodman. U. S. Vuls.

The orri^'. rs ix '.ievutl are ordered to proceed to their

homes, and report by letter to the Adjutant-General

of the army.

MARRIED.

Aliisox—'Ba.ikd.—By Rev. L. Grior. Oct. 19, Dr. A. A. Allison

and Miss Maw Baira.^iU of Ohio cn . W. Va.

Bancroft— M'..- — '"^ the v'th inst., by the Kev. Gulick

Yan Aken. Eph- roft. M. 0., of Shamokin, Pa., and

AJiss Lucy A. M - ' ity-

Pi^HER

—

Wekk: —
: 1 this city, on the 2.5th ult., at the

Spring Garden Ba]dl^t rburch. by the Rev. L. P. Ilornberger,

Thomas C Fisher. M. 1)., of Philadelphia, and Miss Mary E.

^Verkbeiser, of Easton. Pa.
,^ , ,

Qn^YES—SMrri'.—In this city, on Wednesday morning, 2.ith

ult.. at the Church of the Atonement, by the Re tor, Rev. Ben-

iamin Watson, D. D.. William Henry, second son of the late

Charles Graves, Esq , of lirookvale, Ireland, and Elizabeth Re-

becca, eldest daughter of William II. Smith, Esq., M. D., of Phil-

adelphia. , _
MosBT—ISBELT..—At "Willow Banks,' Cumberland co., Va,

on the 20th October. 1865, by the Rev. Mr. Mcllwaine, Dr. Wil-

liam G. Mosby and Mrs. Amelia C. Isbell, both of said county.

Nu-oi.L—MULFOKD.—On Sunday, Kov. 5th, at the Church of

the Holy Communion, New York City, by Rev. Wm. II. Denja-

min. Samuel B. Nic- ll, M. D., of Shelter Island, and Miss Han-

nah M. Mulford. of Sag Harbor, N. Y.

Sherman—Piersox.—In Brooklyn, on Wednesday, Nov. 8, by

the Rev. Dr. Storrs, Dr. S. N. Sherman, of Ogdensburgh, N. Y.,

and Miss Kate M. Pierson, of Avon, N. Y.

DIED.

Bremer. In New York, Nov. 4, Dr Edward Bremer, of n.an-

over. Germany, aged 48 years, for a number of years a visitor

for the Children's Aid Society of that city. ^ , ,
KE>niLE. In Ligonier, Westmoreland county, Pa , Oct. 3d. of

dysentery, Lillian Hayes, youngest child of Dr. George S. and

M .7. KemV)le. aged 2 years and .3 months.

HF.POF..S.— At Wilmington. Del., on Nov. 4, Urban D. Hedges,

M. D ,
inthe.oTthyearofhis agc.

,
. , „

Knorr —In this city, on the sth inst.. Andrew K., son of Dr.

John K. and Catharine Knorr, in the 2.'5d year of his age-

PRATT.—In Trenton, N .L, on day, the 7th inst., I^mma G.,

daughter of Dr. D. ii. and Emma O. Pratt, aged 7 months.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Vaccine Virus. We much regret our inability to respond

U> applications just at thin time for Vaccine Virus. As soon

aa we can procure some, wo nhall forward it to all appli-

cants. Can any of our readers aid us in accommodating our

medical friends in this re.ipert?

7>r. ./. MrB. Oi/liz, Ohio.—A new edition of the U. S. Dispen-

gat'.ry htm quite recently been issued, but the publishers do not

seem to care to have the profession made aware of the fact. For

the sake of our readtirs, we give them the benefit of this an-

nouncement. We have seen this edition. It is fully brought

up to the present time on the subject of new remedies, prepara-

tions, chemicals, etc., being a great improvement on former edi-

tions, as far as editorial labor on it is concerned. The price of

this edition is $10.

Dr. J. A. McL., Morganfoinn, W. Va., and others.—It will ne-

cessarily be a long time before our proposed Medical Directory

of the United States can be made sufficiently perfect to warrant

publication. It will involve a very extensive correspondence,

and we cannot yet speak with certainty about its publication or

the price, if we should feel warranted in publishing it. The de-

mand for such a work would not be likely to be large, which

would have much influence on the price. We want the names
of all who are generally received as regular practitioners of

medicine. In some parts of the country there are physicians

who h.ave never graduated at a medical school, but who have

made such good use of their opportunities of acquiring know-

ledge as to become intelligent practitioners. These should be

included in the list, but those who ai'e not graduates might be

designated. We trust there will be a general response to this

call all over the country.

Dr. W. v., Tnioa Cit;/. Iowa.—Turn bull on Defective and Im-
paired Vision, and on Nervous Deafness, sent by Mail, Nov. 11th.

Dr J. W. B., Washington. D. C—Byford's Medical and Surgi-
cal Diseases of Women, sent by Mail, Nov. llth.

Dr. TP. M. L., Hamilton, Va.—Slade on Diphtheria, sent by
Mail, Nov. llth.

Dr. S. A. P., Ctdar Falls, Iowa.—Slade on Diphtheria, sent by
Mail. Nov. llth.

Dr. R. C. Antistown, Pa.—Ring Pessaries, sent by Mail, Nov.
llth.
Dr. G. A P., Panama. S. A.—Transactions Am. Med. Associ-

ation, sent through Dr. M ister, Treasurer, Nov. 2d. Acton on
Reproductive Organs, sent liy Mail. Nov 7. Binld on (he Sto-

mach is ill press. a,td will be s, ,it iis sonn as issi'cd.

Dr. J/. W. H., EjrlviUe, Pa.—Qoadri-valve Speculum, sent by
Express. Nov. 9th.

Dr. G. S. B.. Hartford. ro?;«.—Works of Hippocrates, (Syden-
ham Society.) sent by Mail, Nov. 9th.

METEOROLOGY.

November 6, 7, 8, ^' 10, 11, 12,

Wind w. N. W. N. W. - W. N. W. N. N. W.
Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear.

Thermometer.
30° 20° 22° 26° 28° 20° 18°

At 8 A. M 4i 45 ?A 48 28 33 28
At 12 M 48 45 37 54 45 34 44
At3P. M 47 45 30 55 45 32 44

42.25 J 0.25 30. 45.75 36 50 29 75 33.50

Barom^^ter,
At 12 M 30. 30.4 30.6 30.3 30.5 30.7

Gcrmantown, Pa. B. J. LkfDOM.

WANTED.
Subscribers having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewise be credited on their running
subscriptions, with such as they may return us.

Vols. T, II, III & IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. G, 'GO; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

" A'l. Nos. IS, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

« VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov, 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,

Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '03.

" VI IT. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 2.3, July 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.

6, '62.

" IX. Nos. 6, 7, 8, 13 k 14,17 & 18, Nov. 8, 15, 22, '62;

Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 & 31, '63.

" XI. Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23, 30, Feb. 13, March 12,

May 21, '64,

" XT I. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4, '66.

ffg- We are in pressing Vfed just now of a few copies for
new subscribers, of No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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Communications.

TETAWUS FROM GUN-SHOT WOUND OF
THE FINGEK.

By W. p. Moon, M.D.,

Of Philadelphia,

Late Executive Officer of Mower U. S. A. Hospital, Chestnut

Hill, Phila.

This case is presented not only on account of

the general interest ^vhich attaches to that fearful

malady tetanus, but also owing to the sudden

and unexplained, and to me unexplainable sin-

gular death of the patient. It occurred while

I was surgeon in charge of St. Joseph's Hospital,

and I have always regretted our inability to

obtain a post-mortem in the case, as it is possible

some light might have been thrown upon the

subject.

Chauncey, E., private, Co. D, 2d Wisconsin

volunteers, was admitted to St. Joseph's U. S. A.

Hospital, Sept. 4th, 1862, for gun-shot wound of

index finger, right hand, received at Bull Run,

August 3'oth, 1862.

Minnie ball passed through, below the head of

second phalanx, shattering the bone, and, it was
thought, not involving the joint, but it was found

afterward that the fracture involved the joint also.

The finger was placed upon a straight splint,

and cold water dressing applied. No constitu-

tional treatment required.

Sept. 15th. Wound healing kindly. Simple

cerate substituted for cold water dressing. Pa-

tient up and about the grounds.

Oct. 16th, or forty-seven days after the receipt

of the injury, without any change in the appear-

ance of the wound, which was nearly closed, the

patient was suddenly seized with a chill, which
was followed in a few minutes with violent teta-

nus, with jaws "locked," and excessive opistho-

tonos.

There was no apparent inflammation of the

finger, and no bony union had taken place.

Pulse full and strong, 80 beats ; bowels consti-

pated; mind wandering, and pain of back and

head excruciating. Upon investigation I found

the patient had lain exposed to the draught, be-

tween a window and door, for some nights.

Large doses of colocynth extract and jalap

were given, followed by an infusion of senna,

during an intermission of the paroxysms, pro-

ducing free catharsis. Sol. morph. sulph., f.Jj.,

followed by f.^ss. doses every four hours. Beef

tea and milk punch, ad libitum.

Oct. 18th. Some improvement, patient having

gained some sleep during the night. At 3 o'clock,

P. M., perspired freely for an hour. Continued

anodynes.

Oct. 19th. Spasms again occurring, chloroform

was administered, by inhalation, in the propor-

tion of one-third chloroform to two-thirds sulph.

ether, which relieved the patient. Gave f.^j. each,

ext. valerian, fluid, and tinct. assafo^t., with f.Jss.

liq. morph. sulph., every two hours.

Oct. 20th. Has had no attack of opisthotonos

for twelve hours, and can open the mouth three-

fourths of an inch without much efibrt. Continued

valerian, assafoetida, and sol. morph. every three

hours, for three days, with little change. Pulse

remaining strong and full, at 70 to 80.

Oct, 22d. Patient not so well; spasms return-

ing. Pulse 70, but much weaker. Applied a

blister to nape of neck, to be dressed with ext.

belladonna, hoping to produce its anodyne efifects.

The anaesthetic effects of the chloroform was

continued as the spasms recurred, as this alone

would control them. From ^x. to ^xx. were in-

haled daily for three days. Discontinued anti-

spasmodics and morphia.

21th. Evident improvement, patient taking

more nourishment, and having fewer spasms.

26th. Eleventh day from the attack, profuse

perspiration, lasting three hours. Diarrhoea, in-

stead of constipation, set in, requiring injections

of tinct. opii to control it. Spasms quite infre-

quent and less marked, requiring very little chlo-

roform, and a general improvement took place.

The day following the chloroform was discon-

tinued, and used no more.

28th. Continued improvement; patient being

able to open his mouth, protrude the tongae, take

food, and is sensible to all going on about him,

and seems in a fair way for recovery.
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30th. Up and Tralking about the room; still

impvovinc;.

31st. To-\^ard erening; complained of feeling

tired and unwell, but no particular symptoms of

complications appeared, except that the following

morning a fine, rash like urticaria came out on

the body.

Xov. 2d. At 5. P. M., complained of great op-

pression in the head; became flushed and deli-

rious; heart's action rapid and fluttering, and at

To-. P. M., the pulsations ceased suddenly, and

patient died, like one suffering from an apoplectic

fit. No reaction could be produced. No signs

of tetauus were visible in his last hours, and as

no post-mortem would be allowed by his friends,

the real cause of his death could not be deter-

mined.

From evidence afterwards gained, it was con-

sidered nearly certain that the wound was self-

induced, by having a comrade shoot at the fin-

ger.

There were two others in the hospital at this

time, who had injured their own hands while a

battle was raging, and then fell back, as if

wounded by the enemy.

TREATMEINTT OF ULCERS OF THE EX-
TREMITIES ON DR. BARNARD HOLT'S
PLAN, IMPROVED OR SIMPLIFIED TO
SUIT COUNTRY PRACTICE.

By F. L. Keyes, M. D.,

Of Jersej-ville, Canada West.

In treating ulcers on the legs in the country, I

was continually annoyed by the appearance of

red desquamative spots or papules, on which

small vesicles would arise and pustulate; this

somewhat prolonged the cure. The cause proba-

bly was owing to too great haste in the patient

to get well ; the preparatory means being ig-

nored : together with a subacute inflammation and

irritability of the cuticle; to which we may add

the unruliness of such a class of patients. They
must attend to their daily avocations, and see

that all is going on right, cure or no cure.

To meet the above difficulties, I use a piece of

oil silk, which extends a little beyond the glassy

looking cuticle in the locality of the ulcer, and

dispense with the plaster at its margin, apply the

oil-silk immediately over the ulcer, put on straps

of adhesive plaster, three-quarters of an inch wide
on the margin of the oil-silk, admitting half the

width of the plaster to come in contact with the

leg, then apply the collodion. I find this mode
of dressing more congenial to the wishes of the

rural class of community than confinement in-

doors, which they dread as much as the disease.

or more. I will give one case to illustrate the

difficulty in carrying out even my plan.

Mr. S, M., a carriage maker, called on the

3d of October, 1865. Had received a kick on the
shin, about four inches below the knee, from a

colt, two weeks previously. Leg somewhat swol-

len and painful ; the cut transverse, an inch and
a half long, and gaping; a small sphacelus at the

bottom. Had not laid by on account of the in-

jury. Said he wished me to do something for

him. Could not think of being idle, must attend

to his business.

Treatment. Put two drops of bals. copaiba into

the ulcer, and applied the dressing as described

above.

Tth. Called again. The dressing completely

displaced; ulcer discharging matter, somewhat
fetid. No improvement. Dressing and copaiba
continued.

14th. Called again. Sphacelus had separa-

ted, otherwise but little improvement. Cicatri-

ces had commenced on the edges. Continued the

same dressing, except the copaiba.

25th. Called again. The dressing had been
partially displaced for the last three days. Had
been quite comfortable, the reason of his not call-

ing sooner. The ulcer was filled with healthy

granulations, and from the exposure had scabbed:
the redness had faded out

;
slight soreness now

remained; otherwise expressed himself quite

well. Same dressing applied. He left, highly

gratified with the result.

Furunculus, or Boils.

During the prevalence of scarlatina maligna
in this vicinity in 1862-3, many persons were at-

tacked with furunculus of a malignant character,

succeeding each other in rapid succession. The
usual means of preventing their formation ap-

peared to be of little use. I found that they soon

subsided by the use of hydrochlorate of potassa.

Query—Would not this remedy answer equally as

well in the cure of carbuncle and prevention of

the benign sjiccies of boils?

The Muscular Sense.

Dr. ITronES Bennet, Professor of Edinburgh
Uni^ ('rsi(y. lately read a paper before the British
Association of Science, wherein he announced
that the tendency of modern physiology was to
ascribe to man a sixth sense. If there be placed
before a man two small tubes, the one of lead and
the other of wood, both gilded over to look ex-
actly alike, and l)oth of the same temperature,
not one of the five senses could tell the man
which is lead and which is wood. lie could tell

this only l)y lifting them, and this sense of
weight was likely to be recognized as a sixth
sense.
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Hospital Reports,

Phila3.)ELPKia Hospital,
]

November 2>th, 1865. f

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. L. Ludlow.

Reported by A. M, Shew, M. D., Re?idtr-nt Physician.

Pathological Specimens.

In the post-mortem examinations vrhich we are

daily making in this hospital, there are often

found pathological specimens of more than usual

interest It has been m.j custom heretofore to

exhibit before you these specimens of morbid

anatomy, contrasting them with healthy struc-

ture, in order that you may have a more practical

knowledge of the lesions which occur in fatal

diseases. The first specimen which I sha.ll pre-

sent this morning, was taken from a patient

whom you have never seen,

Catherine D., aet. 56, single, was admitted to

this hospital Oct. 13th, iu a state of beastly in-

toxication. Upon examination, her body exhib-

ited in many places marks of severe usage. From
the time of admission to the day of her death,

she never spoke a loud word, or s-\vallowed food

naturally. Peritonitis and pericarditis were diag-

nosed, but, owing to her wild delirium, it was
impossible to administer remedies with any suc-

cess. She died Nov. Gth, having been in the

house twenty-four days.

Autopsy. Here is the right lung thoroughly
congested, while the upper portion is almost—not
quite—^in a state of hepatization; only a small
portion of this lung could have been permeated
by air. You will observe upon the apex, several

small, circumscribed and well denned ulcers,

similar in appearance to. ulcers upon the external

surface of the body. This is very unusual, and
you may never have an opportunity of seeing
another specimen so well marked.

Heart. The pericardium presents some evi-

dences of inflammation having existed, though
there has been but slight elfusion. In the right

auricle was found a fatty mass vreighing one-half
ounce; all the valves normal

Spleen—-small, otherwise healthy.

Liver—normal in size and structure.

Kidney, This is a very good specimen of a
healthy kidney. The line of demarcation, and
the difference between the two structures, very
evident.

Uterus. The cavity has been opened, and you
will observe two bodies, one*and a half inches iu

length, hanging out into the vagina; how long
these may have existed it is impossible to tell. The
mentarcondition of the patient was such during
the time she was in the hospital, that our attention

was not directed to these polypi until after death.

The operation for removing polypi of the uterus
is performed quite frequently, and with tempo-
rary success. There seems to be a tendency in

nearly all, except the fibrous class, to grow after

having been removed. These which I here ex-

hibit belong to the class of soft polypi. In their
growth they are the cause of more or les-s inflam-
mation of the lining membrane of the uterus,
and a constant stillicidium, which is a source of
annoyance and fear to the delicate patient. In
these cases I have often used an injection of per-
sulphate of iron, two drachms to three ou)ices of
water, with very gratifying results. A long
female catheter, and a small, hard rubber syringe,
are all the instruments necessary.

The operation for removing soft puiypi may be
followed by considerable hsemorrhage, unless
great care is observed.

Case 2. This pathological specimen was also

removed from a patient who was never before the

class. It consists, as you will observe, of a por-

tion of the ileum, which has been folded upon
itself, and while in that condition, glued together

by bands of lymph, in such a manner as to form

a complete obstruction to the passage of the feces.

This patient, Barnard D., get. 60, was admitted
to the medical wards only two days before his
death. He had been somewhat unvrell for about
three weeks, but was able to attend to his usual
diities until Saturday, Oct, 28th, when he was
seized with a chill, followed by hiccough, which
steadily increased. During this time his tongue
was black and dry, pulse quick but feeble;\o
stercoraceous vomiting. Autopsy revealed a
healthy condition of all the viscera, except at the
commencement of the ileum, which was^ twisted
upon^ itself, glued together, and in a gangrenous
condition.

Complete occlusion of the bowel may occur
from different causes. I remember a case which
came under my observation several years ago.
The patient was brought to my ofiice complainino-
of constant pain in the right iliac fossa. Upon
inquiry it was ascertained that some time pre-
vious he had received a blow on the right side,
while running with an engine to a fire. Subset
quently typhtdd fever set in, from which he was
convalescent, when one morning his partner in
business called to consult him in regard to some
important transaction ; the excitement was more
than he could bear. A few hours later I found
him enormously distended, pulse feeble, extremi-
ties cold, and stercoraceous vomiting. Upon ex-
amination post-mortem we found the gut twisted
upon itself, and bound down by strong bands of
adhesion, forming a complete occlusion.

Typlius Fever.

Wm. Y., aet. 26, is an old acquaintance of ours,

yet I doubt if any of you will recognize in this

man the severe case of typhus fever which I liad

before you on the day of our second clinic. At
that time his skin was hot and dr\^ pulse quick
but feeble, eyes suffused, sordes about the teeth

and gums, great dulness, stupor and prostration

of the mental faculties, "and a peculiar eruption
diffused over the whole body. Now you perceive
a marked improvement in all his symptoms.
There is no fever, pulse less frequent and more
volume, skin moist and natural, tongue clean, and
he is slowly regaining his mental faculties. 'You
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may notice a number of boils in different parts

of the body. Owing to the depravity of the

blood in all low fi)rms of fever, there seems to be

a tendency to the production of furuncular sores

during convalescence. To counteract this, I

shall direct the administration of tincture of the

chloride of iron. This patient has had a stimu-

lating course of treatment from the commence-
ment.

Case 2. Joseph S., set. 24, is another of our

convalescent typhus patients. When I had him
before you on a previous occasion, there was de-

cided prostration of the nervous system. You
may remember at that time he could not even

protrude his tongue. The plan of treatment has

been similar to that pursued in the last case. I

have had these patients before you to-day in a

convalescent state, believing that you feel an in-

terest in knowing the result of the treatment

pursued in cases that have ])een before you at a

previous clinic.

Medical Societies.

ACADEMY OF MEDICINE, ig"EW YOKK.
M'^efing of Novemher lotJi, 1865.

The Treatment of Pnetimonia.

At the last meeting of the Academy, held Nov.

15th—Dr. Anderson in the Chair—the treatment

of pneumonia was the subject for discussion.

Dr. BuLKLEY opened the debate, by giving a

synopsis of the various plans of treatment which
have been recommended and were in vogue,—the

antiphlogistic method, by copious venesection,

—

the tartar-emetic treatment, (contrastimulant, Ra-
soRi's,)—the mercurial,—the expectant. There
were several points of great practical importance

in the treatment of pneumonia. One of these,

that the disease will get well in its own natural

course, if not complicated; and again, that it has

two distinct periods, with distinct symptoms and
indications of treatment,—the period of high

febrile action, and that of hepatization.

There was little to be said regarding the anti-

phlogistic plan, as it had been practiced by the

French, who bled very frequently and copiously.

Venesection now is the exception, and he thought

that statistics were rather unfavorable to this

plan.

The plan of Rasori was to give large and fre-

quent (loses of tartar emetic. He had seen this

practice carried to such an extent, that a charac-

teristic pustular eruption was produced in tlic

fauces. It had, however, passed away, and if

tartar emetic is given now, it is in very small

doses. 1'he mercurial plan of treatment has

shared a simihir fate, and is comparatively little

resorted to at the present day. He was himself

not in favor of mercury in pncMimonia. Tiie true

method of treatment was tf) treat every case ac-

cording t'* its own individuality. Give the dis-

easf! propor time, and many c;ases will pass through

well. Other cases, espfciallv in th(; first stage,

require moderate antjfihlogistics, of which the;

salines are preferable; others demand stimu-

lants; in others still, the use of veratrum viride
is indicated and useful. From his OAvn expe-
rience he would not recommend venesection;
cupping even should generally be dry. Coun-
ter irritants, the oil-silk packet,—cotton batting
around the chest, are always useful.

Dr. Wm. H. Draper remarked that no subjects
of discussion were so unsatisfactory and result-

less as discussions about the treatment of disease^

especially those amenable to medical treatment.
There were so many considerations of age, sex,

constitution, locality, epidemic influences, and
the bias arising from preconceived opinions re-

garding treatment, that any discussion on the
treatment of a particular disease became ex-

tremely unsatisfactory, and it is with dijfficulty

that we can arrive at correct conclusions. The
numerical method is not yet perfectly understood^
and also liable to error.

No subject illustrates this better than pneumo-
nia. Here the extremes, bloodletting and the
stimulant or expectant method meet, and between
thesp all shades of treatment are to be found.
How are we to distinguish ?

Change of type in disease has been invoked to

explain the diversity in the practice of to-day and
that of former years. But the advocates of this

change of type assume a position illogical and
opposed to progress. The explanation must be
found in the slow and steady progress of our
knowledge, in more enlightened views of pathol-

ogy, in our knowledge that the disease is self-

limited, tending toward resolution, and that na-
ture is often competent to carry the patient

through without medication. But at the same
time it would be erroneous and too extreme to

claim for the expectant mode application in all

cases.

Two facts have been established by competent
observers, (Wunderlich and Parkes,) which are

of importance, as bearing on the pathology and
treatment of pneumonia:

1. The crisis of the pyrexia is reached by the

fourth to the sixth day.

2. The commencement of the period of re-con-

valescence is nearly coincident with the maximum
of consolidation.

From these facts it appears that the lesion of
pneumonia must be regarded as the result of the
pyrexia,—that the pneumonia is secondary to a
gefieral morbid state, that blood-poisoning is the

first link in the chain, similar to the phenomena
of other diseases, such as rheumatism, etc. It is

well known that pneumonia forms one of the re-

sults of urjemic, and perhaps other toxjrmic con-
ditions. I'ufMimonia, hence, is probably always
!i discnso secondary to blood disease, and the
lesions in r(?ality occur in consequence of a resto-

rative process.

Dr. Draper briefly reviewed the various methods
of treatment. Bloodhitting, vry early in the dis-

ease, under certain circuu)stances, and in sthenic

cases and robust persons only, he regarded as a
rational remedy; only, however, in the first stage.

Ho was not an advocate of bloodletting generally
in pineumonia. He had seen one ))atient attacked
with pneumonia, superadded to delirium tremens,
die in conscqncince of being bled; another case
came near dying.
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Regarding tartar pmetic, statistics seem to show
that the treatment of pneumonia with large doses
of this article is unfavorable. Stimulants should
not be used in sthenic cases; they may be indi-
cated in the asthenic form, Ammonia'^had been
used with good results; from the experiments of
Richardson, it seems that ammonia keeps the
fibrine in solution, and in this way may "aid in
the speedier restoration of the lung to its normal
state.

Dr. Tripler (Surgeon U. S. A.] was called
upon to give his views on the subject. He re-
marked that when he arrived at the post in New-
port, Ky., several years ago, he was informed
one morning that a patient had been admitted to
the hospital during the night sick with pneumo-
nia, and that the Hospital Steward had bled
him. His attention being thus called to the sub-
ject, the records were examined and showed that
previously all cases of pneumonia had been bled,
and nearly all had died. During the winter,
while he was in charge of the post, seventeen
cases occurred, of which none were bled and all

got well.^ His treatment was mainly that of
Stokes—in the /o?'ma^/ye stage small doses of tar-
tar emetic

;
dry cups in mild cases, wet cups in

severe; hot fomentations over the whole chest.
He had given Norwood's tincture <f veratrum
viride with benefit, in small doses, seldom more
than a drop, and watching the patient carefully.
During the period of resolution he had resorted
to Store's treatment of calomel and opium 'with
good effects, diet low, and he rarely employed
stimulants.

Prof. A. Clark remarked that he had been ed-
ucated in the view that venesection was the rem-
edy in the first stage of pneumonia. A difference
should, however, be made between simple vene-
section and general antiphlogistic treatment. The
same treatment is not applicable in all cases—it

paust vary with the individual. Take pneumonia
in an acute form, occurring in patients past ten
and not over fifty years, and he was not prepared
to say that in this class venesection could be dis-
pensed with. In hospital practice in this city he
never used the lancet, because the patients there
met with are ill-conditioned

; but even here blood-
letting in pneumonia is not entirely dispensed
with, though restricted to wet cups. The evi-
dence of the past in regard to the good effects of
blood-letting in pneumonia is too conclusive to
allow us to dispense with it entirely. In the
cases recorded by Louis, all the symptoms were
mitigated at an earlier period in those bled be-
fore the fourth day. Grisolle obtained the same
results, in 24 cases, all mild—13 of which were
left entirely to nature, and 11 of which were bled
in the early stage. All recovered, but those that
w^e not treated at all, were more retracted in
convalescence, while in those which had been
bled there was an earlier abatement of all symp-
toms by 3, 5, to 9 days. Grisolle's observations
extended over 230 cases, and the inferences which
he formed are identical with those of Louis. The
question of mortality can hardly be made a test

of the value of one or the other method of treat-

ment in pneumonia, as the observations of no one
extend over a sufficiently large number to obtain
a correct average.

He would mention a remarkable instance of
the effect of loss of blood in cutting short an at-

tack of pneumonia. The case was that of the late
Dr. Cheeseman. He was, at the time of the
attack, 71 years of age. The symptoms of the
disease were clear and characteristic. Six or
seven leeches had been applied to the chest in the
morniniT. When Dr. Clark saw him in the even-
ing, he found him lying in bed, perfectly pale,

pulse a flutter. Four of the leech-bites had been
bleeding all day, the person who applied them
having neglected to attend to them. A large
quantity of blood had been lost, so much that
the coagula could be removed by the double
imndful. The old gentleman was so far reduced
that in attempting to^rise to put on a shirt, he
fainted. From that moment the pneumonia
stopped and did not recur. It was perfectly

strangulated. But the patient had to get well of

the bleeding.

As he had already. remarked, patients in hospi-

tal practice are not in a condition to lose much
blood. During one season, he treated in hospital

43 cases, of which 3 died; the next autumn, 4
cases occurred, which were somewhat freely bled

by cups, and all died, though they did not
appear more severe than the previous cases.

Better results are obtained in hospital practice

by sudorifics, low diet, and no depressants.

Antimonials, thirty years ago, were relied on
almost as much as bloodletting; He was not

sure that we were right in abandoning them
entirely, unless substituted by veratrum or aco-

nite.

Sudorifics are of the greatest value. Warm
poultices may be used. But a neater way of ob-

taining a free and continuous perspiration is by
enveloping the chest in cotton iDatting or flannel,

oiled silk over the flannel, and another layer of

flannel over the oiled silk. Mercurials, Dr. Clark
has abandoned.
Regarding stimulants. Dr. Clark does not con-

sider them necessary, unless the patient appears

unable to go through the third stage. He feared

that in this matter of stimulants the profession

was going too far. The practice of stimulating

had become fasMondble^ and, as other fashions,

was run to excess. In ordinary cases of pneumo-
nia, stimulants- have scarcely a place.

THE VERMONT MEDICAL SOCIETY".

Annual Meeting, October 1'^—19, 1865.

Reported by L. C Butler, M. D., Essex.

The fifty-first annual session of the Vermont
Medical Society was held at Montpelier, October

18—19, 1865,—Dr. 0. F. Fassett, of St. Albans,

President, in the chair'; Dr. J. S. Ricumond, of

Woodstock, Secretary. The session was opened

with prayer, agreeably to the vote of the Society.

After the reading of the minutes of the last annual

and semi-annual sessions, the President intro-

duced Dr. TnoMAS C. Brinsmade, of Troy, N. Y.,

as delegate from the New York State Medical So-

ciety, who presented his credentials, and in very

courteous and eloquent language ''conveyed
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friendly greetings from the State ^Medical Society

of New York to this Association." President

Fassett responded, inviting Dr. Brinsmade to

participate in the work of the present -ies.^lon.

The foUo-\ring individuals -wove jirnpoied for

membei'^hip of the Society, and were duly elected

:

Drs. B. F. Ketchum, BVatru bovo" : S.'S. Clark.

St. Albans: AlitK.n Clark. Pvocliester ; Azro M.
Plant, Milton: X. S. Boyee. Guildhall ^ G. E.

Lane, Williamstown : M. 0. Porter, Cornwall

:

W. H. Rockwell Brattleboro" ; S. N. Bemis,
Stamford: 0. G. Dyer, Brandon: M. H. Eddy,
Middlebury.

Dr. E, F. UritAii, on behalf of the delegates to

Burlington ^Medical College, made report, that

''they were cordially received and courteously

treated by the Faculty, and were pleased with
the readiness and correctness of the answers
given to questions by the Professors, and by our-

selves, in the various departments of medicine
and surgery, showing that the teachings had been
thorough and practical, and the attention on the

part of students diligent and profitable.

Dr. McCoLLo.M, of Woodstock, presented reso-

lutions on the death of Dr. J. E. Simon^ds, of Sax-
ton's Piiver, which were unanimously adopted,
and Dr. II. D. Holtox was requested to prepare
a bi' igraphical sketch of the deceased, to be read
at the next meeting of the Society.

Reports from the Committee on Epidemics be-

ins: called for, Dr. L. C. Bctler responded for

Chittenden county, giving some account of an
epidemic which had puzzled the physicians of

the county greatly, either to diagnose accurately

or to cure. He designated it, from its supposed
origin, the " Arm)/ Ifch,'' and suggested a method
of treatment which had proved eminently suc-

cessful. The paper irave rise to considerable dis-

cussion, developing various opinions in regard to

its nature and treatment, the speakers generally
concurring, however, in the view that it was a
malady sui generis, and not curable by the ordi-

nary remedies for scabies. The paper was refer-

red to the Committee on Publication.

No written reports were received from any
other county.

Dr. II. F. Stevexs read a bioa:raphical sketch
of Dr. N. W. Fairciiild, late of Milton, deceased,
which was referred to the Committee on Publi-
cation.

Dr. Lemuel RicnMovn, of Derby, reported a
very remarkal)le case of abdominal dropsy, which
ocr-urred under his immediate notice. In point
of fi'iiie and qnanfi/j/ of fluid removed, it will per-

haps challenge the medical records of the world
for a rival. Sixty-eight ©iterations of paracente-
sis were performed in seventeen months and
twelve days, and the fluid removed carefully

weiglied fach period. During this time 2.''kS3 lbs.

were secreted and drawn off through the canula.
The full report of the case will appear in the
Transactions.

Dr. McCoLLOM, of "Woodstock, read a paper on
" <^'riniinal AI>r»rtion,'' which was referred to the
pul)lishin^ Committee.
The subject of defects in the Registration laws

of the State was next introduced, upon the report

of a committee appointed at the semi-annual ses-

sion. The most notorious of those defects, in the
opinion of the Committee, was that feature which
required District Clerks to make the registry'- of

i births and deaths, in the latter case being re-

j

quired to name the disease of which the person

1
died. The only proper persons to make such re-

gistration, so as to be of any practical import-
ance, are the attending physicians, just as they
are the only individuals to whom the preparation

of a registratinn report, Avhich shall embody sta-

tistics of any value to the profession, shot^ld be
entrusted. The report elicited a lively discussion,

which finally resulted in committing the subject

to a committee consisting of Drs. Butler, Nich-
ols, and Stevens, to report at the next meeting
of the Society.

Dr. C. P. Frost, of Brattleboro, presented an
elaborate paper, the result of immense labor^

embodying medical statistics of great value, de-

rived from the examination of recruits, substitutes,

and drafted men in the State of Vermont during
the years 1863, '64, and '65. Referred to the
Publishing Committee. Dr. Frost also, from the
Committee on the Military History of Vermont
Regiments, made a verbal report, explaining the
difficulty of collecting the necessary facts and
data from which to compile vsuch history, and
moved, as a means of obviating them, the follow-

ing resolution: That the late surgeons of Ver-
mont regiments be requested b}' the Secretary of
this Society to furnish such a history of the med-
ical and surgical cases which occurred under
their observation while in the United States sei'-

vice, as they have made note of or deem of inter-

est and profit to the Society. And the Society so

ordered.
Jaundice.

An interesting discussion then ensued upon
the subject of Jaundice, which had been alluded
to in several verbal reports of the Committee on
Epidemics as having been prevalent in some lo-

calities.

Dr. Russ would not attempt to discuss the pa-

thology of the disease, but would only speak of

the treatment. He had used mercurials with

better sur-cess than anything else. All but one
of his cases yielded to hyd. cum creta and blue

mass. In a long ]M-.unieo, he had never seen the

time wlicn mercuriaN were so often demanded
and so well borne as during^the past season.

Dr. Chandler has had the best success with
calomel. He had tried to dispense with mercu-
rials in this disease. Had used salts and senna,
but without much benefit to his patients. He
had substituted mandi-ake, l)ut found that it irri-

tated tiie stomach too nnich. He <rave cal(»mel in

ten to fifteen grain doses. Thinks some of his

jaundice cases had infhimmation of the stomach,
and in a few instances this inflamrhation extend-

ed to the bowels also. He uses no tonics, but
g^onerally alkalies, followed by calomel.

Dr. Sperrv gave it as his opinion that one-
half of the people of Hartford have had or are
having this disease. He gives large doses (20
grains) of calomel, followed by Epsom salts and
tonics, and his cases oi-dinarily recovered in a
few days. One case continued four weeks. Small
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doses of mercurials aggravate, while large doses
soothe the patient and cure the disease.

Dr. HoLTON believed the primary cause of
jaundice to be the breaking-down of the blood-
corpuscles. Thought it singular that it should
make its appearance at this season of the year.
He treats it with saline cathartics, but thinks his
cases may have been milder than those of Doctor
Sperry.

The morning of the second day was devoted to
the transaction of business, election of officers,

etc. The Nominating Committee presented the
following list of officers of the Society and dele-
gates to various medical associations for the year
ensuing, who were unanimously elected by the
Society.

President—WWWdim McCollom, of Woodstock;
Vice-President—Lemuel Kichmond, Derby Line;
Secretari/~L. C. Butler, Essex; Treasurer and
Libraria?i~Cha.rle8 Clark, Montpelier; Corres-
ponding Secretary and Auditor—G. B. Chandler,
Montpelier; Executive Committee—0. F. Fassett,
C. P. Frost, C. S. Allen; Committee on Memher-
s7a>—Kimball Russ, Benj. Fairchild; Committee
on Printing—h. C. Butler, J. S. Richmond, A.
C.Welch; Delegates to Burlington Medical Col-
lege—Bqvl]. Fairchild, S. Putnam; Committee to

assist in making State Registration Report—C. L.
Allen, H. F. Stevens.

Delegates to New Hampshire Medical Society
—J. N. Stiles, H. D. Holton.

Delegates to New York Medical Society—0. F.
Fassett, L. C. Butler.

Delegates to Rhode Island Medical Society—
J. S. Richmond, Samuel Keith.

Delegates to Maine Medical Society—H. Van
Dusen, A. M. Brown.

Delegates to Connecticut Medical Society—A.
T. Woodward, G. M. Noble.

Delegates to Massachusetts Medical Society—
C. L. Allen, H. F. Stevens.

Delegates to Connecticut River Yallev Medical
Society—C. AV. Brigham, Kimball Russ.

Delegates to American Medical Association

—

L. C. Butler, J. S. Richmond, C. P. Frost, E.
Porter, Wm. M. Huntington, 0. G. Dyer, F. F.
Hovey, E. N. S. Morgan, John Crowley, A. C.
Welch, E. A. Pond, Horace Hatch, Wm. McCol-
lom, E. F. Upham, E. D. Warner.

Dr. Benj. Fairchild presented a paper on
Morbus Coxarius, detailing cases from his own
note-book which he had treated successfully with

the actual cautery, wooden splint, blisters, and
purgatives. The paper was referred to the Pub-
lishing Committee.

Resolutions were presented and adopted, earn-
estly inviting the attention of the Legislature,
then in session, to a consideration of the sanitary
laws of the State, with a view to make them more
efficient, if need be, and pledging the co-opera-
tion of the medical profession of the State, in any
proper manner, with the" officers appointed to
carry into effect any sanitary regulations which
the Legislature may adopt. A copy of the reso-
lutions was laid before the Legislature, and ap-
propriately noticed.

Dr. Ketchum read a very interesting paper on
cerebrospinal meningitis, embodying the results

of his own observation and practice, in a large
number of cases of this disease. The paper will

appear in the Transactions.

The subject of sciatica Avas then introduced by
the President—a case of the disease having been
presented before several members of the Society

—

as a subject for discussion.

Sciatica.

Dr. Russ, of Pomfret—who by the way is a

physician of long standing and large experience,

always present at the meetings of the Society,

and ready to participate in the discussions—treats

the disease with blisters to the limb, and sulphur

as a laxative, applying turpentine in mild cases.

Dr. Paine, of Montpelier, gives veratrum viride

in doses sufficient to control the pain within four

hours. Under this treatment his patients recover

speedily and permanently. If the patient is cos-

tive, he would use laxatives and purgatives, but
he can think of no form of the disease not ame-
nable to veratrum. He prepares his own tinc-

ture, and gives as a medium dose, 20 drops of the

saturated tincture, from the fresh green root, and
repeats it as often as the effects pass off; perhaps
three times in the twenty-four hours. Has never
observed vomiting from the use of this prepara-

tion. In a severe attack of rlieumatic fever upon
himself, he took 20 drops of veratrum every
twenty-four hours, for one and a half weeks,
which entirely relieved him of the pain.

Dr. Crandall, of Burlington, related a case of

sciatica, which occurred under his observation,

in the hospital at Burlington, which he treated

by subcutaneous injections of morphia, with ad-

mirable success. The patient speedily recovered,

and went to the front.

Dr. Fassett treats the malady with subcuta-

neous injections, but merely and only to relieve

pain; not as a remedial measure. He prefers

this treatment because it relieves the pain sooner

than any other remedy or application. Dr. Fas-

sett detailed a case of a mother who had articu-

lar rheumatism for six or seven months previous

to her confinement, in which the child was born
with limbs perfectly immovable. A few days
after birth the limbs were capable of slight mo-
tion, but the child evinced severe suffering upon
every attempt at motion.

Dr. Ketchum believed sciatica to be a consti-

tutional disease, and hence he would use the sub-

cutaneous injection for a local and temporary
purpose only. The acute form of the disease is

best treated by veratrum and aconite; the chronic

form by heroic doses of carbonate of iron; say
one teaspoonful.

Dr. Rublee endorses the idea of its l)eing a

constitutional dit^easc; finds the digestive organs

at least functionally deranged. His treatment
would be similar to that of Dr. Ketchum.

The semi-annual meeting of the Society is to

be held at Brattleboro' on the second Wednesday

and Thursday of June, 1866.

The meeting of the Society was largely at-
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tended, and its sessions tlirougbout interesting

and protitable. The President's address was de

livered on the afternoon of the first day, in the

Hall of the House of Representatives; was one

of the best ever delivered before the Society, and

was listened to with attention and interest rarely

elicited on similar occasions. The publication of

the Transactions of the Society gives new zeal to

observation and investigation, affording assurance

that the labors of the fraternity in improvement

and progress will be appreciated, and rendered

serviceable to the common interest.

Editorial Department,

Periscope.

Division of the Pneumogastric IQ"erve in Man.

Dr. David W. Cheever, one of the visiting

surgeons of the Boston City Hospital, relates in

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, three

cases of cut-throat, in one of which, that of a wo-
man, 30 years of age, whose throat was cut by
her husband, and who eventually died, six weeks
after the injury, the right pneumogastric nerve
was severed. In regard to this lesion, Dr. Chee-
ver remarks that the results following the sec-

tion of the pneumogastric were trivial, when com-
pared with those recorded by physiologists from
their experiments on the lower animals. But he
wishes it to be borne in mind that in such expe
riments hoth pneumogastrics were divided, while
in this case the right only had been severed. It

was divided below 'the point where the superior
laryngeal is given off, but, of course, cut off all

action of the recurrent laryngeal. Now the more
important consequences of the division of both, as
recorded by Dr. Daltox, are, 1st. A wheezing
and difficult inspiration, produced through the
recurrent laryngeals by paralysis of the larynx
and falling together of the vocal cords. 2d. A
diminished frequency of the movements of respi-
ration, followed by passive engorgement of the
lungs. 3d. Digestion is interfered with, and
food accumulates in the oesophagus, owing to its

paralysis, and is regurgitated. Death takes place
from failure of the respiration, which grows gra-
dually slower and slower. After death the lungs
are found solidified, but not like ordinary inflam-
matory hepatization. They are shrunken, lea
thery, and non-crepitant, of a purple color, and
sink in water. In short, they present the ap-
pearances of passive congestion, continued for a
considerable length of time.

In Dr. Cfieever's patient, evidences of these
changes were carefully looked for. The respira-
tion was noted, and the lungs examined daily by
Dr. Buckingham. No paralysis of the larynx or
ocsophairus oceurred. Thorn was no marked di-
minution of rospiration. But there were evi-
dences of passive congestion of the lung on the
injurod sidf. and not on the other. Thr<^e days
after the injury the pulse was 100, respiration IG.

Expiration was longer than inspiration, with an
asthmatic wheeze. Six days later the respira-

tion was 24, and the pulse 124. There was con-

siderable dulness over upper part of right back.
The next day respiration 24, pulse 120. Upper
two-thirds of right back dull on percussion

;

b'onchial respiration and bronchophony marked.
Two days later, these s^niiptoms were passing off,

and the air entered the lung more freely. This
obstruction was so entirely temporary that after

death both lungs were found alike oedematous
and adherent to chest, but no other changes
existed.

The Rattlesnake Poison.

To ascertain the power and amount of this

poison. Dr. Dearing performed the following ex-

periment:
The snake was a very large and vicious one,

and very active at the time. He took eight half-

grown chickens, and allowed the snake to strike

at each, under the wing, as fast as they could be
presented to him. The first died immediately;

the second, after a few minutes; the third, after

ten minutes ; the fourth, after more than an
hour; the fifth, after twelve hours; the sixth

was sick and drooping for several days, but re-

covered ; the seventh was only slightly affected,

and the eighth not at all.

With my second remaining specimen, I was de-

sirous of performing several experiments as to

the action of this poison on the blood. The fol-

lowing is one:—The snake was quite active, and
as any one approached the cage, began to rattle

violently ; but twenty-five or thirty drops of chlor-

oform being allowed to fall on his head, one slowly

after the other, the sound of his rattle gradually

died away, and in a few minutes he was wholly

under the effects of this agent. He was then

adroitly seized behind the jaws with the thumb
and forefinger, and dragged from the cage and
allowed to partially resuscitate ; in this state a

second person held his tail to prevent him coiling

around the arm of the first, while a third opened
his mouth and with a pair of forceps pressed the

fang upward, causing a flow of the poison, which
was received on the end of a scalpel. The snake
was then returned into the cage. Blood was then

extracted from a finger for microscopical exami-

nation. The smallest quantitv of the poison be-

ing presented to the blood l)etween the glasses, a

change was immediately perceived—the corpus-

cles ceased to run and pile together, and remained
stagnant, without any special alteration of struc-

ture ; the whole appearance was as though the

vitality of the blood had been suddenly destroyed,

exactly as in death from lightning. This agrees

also with another experiment, performed on a
fowl, where the whole mass of the blood appeared
quite liquid, and having little coagulable power.
The physiolojrical action of this poison on ani-

mals is prol)al)ly that of a most powerful sedative,

acting through the blood on the nervous centres.

This is sliown by the remarkable fact that its full

and <;omplete antidotes are the most active stimu-

lants. Of these, alcohol in some shape is the first.

(Dr. AY. J. Burnett, before the Boston Natural
History Society

—

lliinjs not Gcneially Known
and Dental Cosmos.)
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPOETSR.

PHILADELPHIA, NOVEMBER 25, 1865.

ElfLABaEMElSrT AND INCREASE OP
PKICE.

The pressure of literary material on our columns

makes it necessary to announce an increase of the

size of the Met.ical and Surgiz'Al Reporter. This

increase, together with an improved external appear-

ance, will take place from the first of January next
j

from which time the subscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on

the literary department, or perhaps do both.

y^^All advance payments made prior to January 'Xst,

1866, will he credited at the present rate of $4 per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

NEW LITERARY ARRANGEMENTS.
As one of the results of the settlement of our

national difficulties, and the return to civil life of

some of our old collaborators, we are enabled to

announce the consummation of an excellent ar-

rangement by which we shall hereafter maintain
a close editorial connection with the cMy of New
York. This arrangement will include, besides

editorial observations, regular intelligent reports

of the proceedings of the New York Academy of

Medicine, the Pathological Society, and corres-

pondence on medical matters in and near the

metropolis. We are also endeavoring to secure
good clinical reports from that city. These, with
the clinical reports from this city and Baltimore,

and the reports of the meetings of the Philadel-

phia County Medical Society, in addition to our
ordinary arrangements will enhance materially

the value and interest of the Reporter. These
arrangements are very costly, but, we doubt not,

the profession will sustain our enterprise with
such liberality that we shall be enabled to meet
the heavy outlay without embarrassment. Aside
from our own labor, our present plans will call

for a cash outlay of from thirty to fifty dollars a

week on the literary department of the Reporter
alone.

"WHERE SHALL I LOCATE?"
"VVe regret to see so many of the volunteer sur-

geons and assistant surgeons who have been re-

cently mustered out of the military service, set-

tling down in the larger cities and towns of the

Northern and Eastern States. Three-fifths of

them, after expending all their available means

in the efi'ort to establish themselves, will fail, and

then be obliged to seek other locations. There

are hundreds of excellent locations throughout

the West and South, where physicians of educa-

tion and tact can build up a paying practice in

cities and towns that are destined before many

years to rival any others on the continent in

population and.wealth. All the indications point

to the rapid growth of the West and South in

population and wealth, partly at the expense of

the population of the Northern and Eastern

States. Let our friends turn their attention to

these new fields of energy and enterprise betimes,

and they will be the gainers by it.

CHANGE OF TYPE.

Either the science of medicine is progressive,

or it is not. If we know more about anatomy,

chemistry, physiology, and the action of medi-

cine, than did our forefathers, is it not logical to

presume that our practice has become more cor-

rect, more in accordance with true principles in

the exact ratio of our more correct knowledge of

the structure of man, the functions of life, the

phenomena of disease, and the action of various

agents upon the body?

There is a class of men who decry such plain

statements of truth as irreverenticd towards our

predecessors in medicine, and a quarterly medi-

cal Journal in this country quotes a sentence

from Dr. Stokes' late address before the British

Association, with apparently the utmost satisfac-

tion, when he says: "There is no more decided

evidence of an unexpanded mind in our profes-

sion, than the decrying of knowledge and useful-

ness of our predecessors.'^

We fear that a denial, a constitutional aversion

to acknowledge the errors of the past are positive

signs not only of an unexpanded, but of a perma-

nently and mcu7'ably contracted mind. Who de-

nies that our forefathers in medicine possessed

knowledge and were useful? Nobody. It is

only claimed that fchey did not possess an amount

of knowledge which enabled them to become as

useful as they might have been had they lived

fifty or a hundred years later. Will old fogyism

forever continue to worship before the shrine of

the past and refuse to acknowledge that medical

science is progressing? Is it claimed that it was

a change of type in disease, which induced physi-

cians a hundred years ago to abandon monkeys'

excrementa, the ashes of burned snakes, and

other ridiculous things in the treatment of dis-

ease? It might be urged with the same degree

of plausibility, as c^hange of type is invoked to

justify the wholesale spilling of blood by the

lancet in former days. A hundred years hence

those who follow us in the practice of the healing

art will probably have reason to find fault with

us. Do we claim infallibility that we put our-
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selves up as idols to be worshipped by future

generations? human vanity!

AVe are glad to see that this dangerous and

absurd doctrine of change of type finds ver}- little

foothold on this side of the Atkmtic, and Avhen-

ever we find one who denounces those who deny

the truth of the change of type doctrine as

irreverent, we are pretty well convinced that such

denunciation originates from that peculiar men-

tal eyesight sometimes found, which sees truth

and knowledge only in the past, and is blind to

the present.

Notes and Comments,

Cholera.

Doctor Alfred C. Post has presented to the

Council of Hygiene of the New York Citizens

Association, a report from which we lay some

extracts before our readers, which are interest-

ing, both on account of the matter they contain,

and the eminent position occupied by the gentle-

man from whom the report emanates:

"There is an impression extensively prevailing

in the c »iiunuaity that the medical profession is

to a great degree ignorant of the laws which
govern the prevalence of cholera, and of the

means by which the disease may be warded off.

or by which it may be cured. I regard this im-

pression as being essentially erroneous, as there

are no other epidemic diseases which are better

understood by the profession, and no others which
are more amenable to preventive or curative

treatment, when judiciously employed, than the

epidemic cholera. There are two factors whose
joint agency is essential to the prevalence of this

pestilential disease. The first is an epidemic
influence which is widely ditfused over continents

and oceans, and of whose essential nature we are

entirely ignorant. But we are acquainted with
some of the laws which regulate its progress.

"We know that it moves with great rapidity, and
that it is conveyed along the ordinary channels

of commerce and business intercourse by ships,

and by moving bodies of men. As to the essen-

tial agency by which it is conveyed from place to

place we know little or nothing. It is supposed

by some physicians to be contagious, while others

deny altogether the existence of any contagious

property. It certainly docs not obey the laws
which govern the prevalence of other diseases

known to be contagious, and pliysicians, who are

peculiarly liable to V>e attack(!d by contagious

diseases, are remarkably exempt from attacks of

cholera. The epidemic influence, although it is

an essentifil ageut in the production of cholera,

Ih not of itself Hufficient to jtrodnce the disease.

A second factor, operating in conjunction with
this influence, is absolutely necessary to the pro-

duction of the disease. This factor may be any
local cause vitiating the puri y of the atinos[)here,

and thus undermining the hfialth of the commu-
nity, or any persf>nal indiscretion, leading to

severe irritation of the alimentary canal. There
are many incidents occurring in connection with
the prevalence of Asiatic cholera, which show
that the epidemic influence is much more widely
diffused than the actual prevalence of the disease.

Filth and the overcrowding in the dwellings of
the poor are the principal causes which cooperate
with the epidemic influence in giving malignity
to the disease, and in swelling the number of its

victims. In towns and villages where these local

causes of disease exist, the cholera exerts its de-

structive power, while the intervening rural dis-

tricts are in a great measure free from the disease.

And yet these rural districts are under the same
wide-spread epidemic influence, as shown by the
fact that cases of the disease occur here and
there, where a solitary farm-house is exposed to

the emanations from an open drain or cess-pool, or

where it is subjected to the influences which pro-

duce intermittent and remittent fevers, or where an
individual is guilty of great indiscretions in diet,

as in gorging the stomach with sour-krout and
buttermilk. If these local and personal causes of
the disease are obviated by strict attention to

cleanliness and ventilation : if efiicient measures
are instituted to secure proper drainage of the

soil, and the removal of all sources of noxious
emanations, and if the laws of health are gener-

alh- obeyed throughout the community, the epi-

demic influence may pass over this continent, but
its visitation will be harmless, like that of the

destroying angel to the dwellings of the chosen
people, whose lintels and door-posts had been
sprinkled by the blood of the paschal lamb."

In regard to the plans proposed to limit the

"destructive progress of cholera in the midst of

the dense masses of the population " of New
York, Dr. Post says:

"1 would urge the city authorities to whatever
can be accomplished by them in purifying and
cleansing the streets and yards, the cess-pools

and privies of the city, and the dwell in of the

poor. I would urge them to remove every nui-

sance which has a tendency to vitiate the atmos-
phere of the city, and to increase the ravages of

a pestilential disease. But in addition to all that

ma}^ be done 1)y the public authorities, it is highly

important that the citizens should organize a

regular S3^stem of house-to-house visitation, which
should be continued throughout the whole preva-

lence of the epidemic. For'^this purpose the city

should be divided into districts, each of which
should be placed under the care of a visiting

physician, who should be responsible for the visi-

tation of every poor family in the district, at least

twice every day, while the disease is prevailing.

One object of these visits should be to inspect the

sanitary condition of every apartment, and of its

surnnindings, and to give such advice as may be
needed with reference to any matters by which
tiic health of the inmates may be improved.
Another object should be to ascertain the exist-

ence of an}^ cases of diarrhoea, or of the more
advanced stages of cholera, and to furnish such
advice and remedies as may be needed to check
the progress of the disease. If this plan be ef-

fectually carried out, I have no doubt that it will

I exert a most powerful influence in arresting the
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progress of the disease, and in diminishing the
number of fatal cases. The thirt^'-one districts
into Avhich the city has already been divided by
the Council of. Hygiene, will Vorm the basis of
the system of visitation which I have proposed.
I would recommend that the Council of Hygiene
be authorized to employ a well-qualified medi-
cal man for each of these districts, to be on dutv
from the beginning to the end of the epidemic.
I would also recommend the selection of three
assistants to each visiting physician, to aid him in
the performance of his duty, Avherever the disease
shall prevail to such an extent as to render their
services necessary. It is quite probable that in
some of the districts there will be no occasion
for the employment of either of these assistants,
and that in others on^y one or two will be re-
quired. But it will be desirable to select the full

number, to be prepared for any emergency which
may occur, it being understood that the assistants
will be compensafed only for such time as they
shall serve under the direction of the Council of
Hygiene, or of the visiting physicians.

"I also recommend that in everv district a
dispensary shall be established, where persons
affected with diarrhoea or cholera may receive
advice and remedies at any hour of the day or
night. Disinfectants should also be supplied'^lib-
erally whenever they are needed, and they should
be freely applied to privies, cess-pools," drains,
gutters, garbage boxes, and all other sources of
impurity.

"Receptacles for the bodies of the dead should
be provided in different parts of the city, and the
bodies should be removed to them at an early
period after death.

"Houses of refuge, or tents, should be provided
for the temporary accommodation of the occu-
pants of tenement houses, while their own apart-
ments are undergoing purification, when such
purifying processes are necessary.

"I would not recommend the establishment of
cholera hospitals, as experience has shown that
the mortality of the disease is increased by re-
moving patients from their own dwellings, even
when they are surrounded by unfavorable hygi-
enic circumstances. This increased mortality mav
be due to the delay of treatment, to the exposure
and fatigue of transportation, and to the mental
depression induced by it. It would, however,
seem desirable to remove to houses of refuo-e
persons attacked with premonitory diarrhoea,
while living in decidedly unhealthy localities.

"The estimated expense of the proposed system
of visitation, including medicines, disinfectants,
etc., is about fifty thousand dollars."

This plan should be at once adopted. Even
twice and thrice the amount will be a cheap ex-

penditure, in view of the benefits to be derived

from it.

Wm. AVarrex Greex, M. D., Professor of Sur-

gery in Berkshire Medical College, has recently

been appointed to the same chair in the Medical
School of Maine, in place of Professor Coxaxt,
deceased.

COMMENTS. 353

The Protective Power of Vaccination.

In a business note, Dr. W. T. Taliaferro, of

Cincinnati, says: " The cause of so many vacci-

nated persons subsequently having small-pox is

^the deterioration of the cow-pox l>y passing from

arm to arm. ^ ^ Vaccinations performed from

the cow direct I consider a perfect protection. I

was vaccinated in 1805 by a travelling English

gentleman, and have since witnessed severe cases

of small-pox, while a student in Philadelphia in

1818 under Physic, and in 1819-20, under Dor-

set; again, under Mott in Xew York in 1824-5.

I dissected a case deceased of small-pox in Xew
York, and have attended many cases since, with-

out an attack of the loathsome disease. I have

attended many who had been vaccinated who

were subsequently attacked by confluent small-

pox."'

Tlie Keason Why.

The editorial reviewer in a recent number of

a quarterly American journal of medicine finds it

remarkable that Prof Stiie and Mr. Spexce, in

recent addresses before the British Medical As-

sociation, ignore the doings of American surgery.

We do not find it remarkable. In the same

number of the same journal, the foreign depart-

ment in editorial abstracts is represented by 113

pages,—the domestic summary by two pages and

fifteen lines! We never knew a man respected

by others, who did not respect himself, and Amer-

ican medicine and surgery will be ignored abroad

in the same ratio as we show our dependence

on foreign medicine and surgery.

I observe my name attached to a circular is-

sued by G. T. Barker, dentist, on the subject of

the nitrous-oxide gas. Such a use of it is alto-

gether unauthorized. D. Hates Agnew, M.D.

The GoyernmerLt Cholera Hospital at Sandy
Hook.

Brevet Col. C. S. Tripler, Brevet Col. W. J.

Sloax, Surgeons, U. S. A., and Brevet Col. A. H.
Hoff, Surgeon, U. S. Vols., have been appointed
a Board to act in conjunction with Dr. J. B.
JoxES. Health Officer of Brooklyn, and Drs. Johx
Swixburne and Lewis A. Satke, of Xew York,
to examine and report fully upon the most desir-

able location for a hospital on the Government
lands at Sandy Hook. The selection will be
made with due reference to the safety of our
troops stationed there, engaged in the construc-
tion of fortifications.

Xew Jersey presents a vigorous protest against

any such proceedings. It strikes us. however,

that Xew Jersey, with her immense population in

the immediate vicinity of the great city of Xew
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York, is quite as much
as that city itself.

CORRESPONDENCE.

interested in this matter

[Vol. XIII.

Dr. Chapman's Treatment of Cholera.

Seven cases of "successful (?) treatment bj

cold and heat along the sj^ine"—of cholera in

Southampton are related by Dr. Chapmax in the

Medical Times and the Dublin Medical Press. In

reading these published cases carefully, we come

to the following conclusions : 1.?/ Case. There is

no evidence whatever that Case No. 1. was really

one of cholera. 2d Case. This case appears to

have been a very mild one. Recovered. Zd Case.

Recovered. Wi Case. Mild case. No rice-water

discharges mentioned. Recovered. 5th Case.

Recovered. QiJi Case. Died. 7t7i Case. Died.

AS.

A.,

Dr. Mc-

Resigned, not Discharged.

In a late number we announced that Dr. C
A. McCall, of this city, Ass't Surgeon, U. S.

had been discharged from the service

Call resigned, we understand, after receiving

the brevet of Major, for faithful services at the

head of one of the largest military hospitals in

the country. It is probable that the rest, both

surgeons and assistant surgeons, in the same list

with Dr. McCall, also resigned.

Correspondence.

DOMESTIC.

Polydactylism.

Dr. Geo. Cowax, of Danville, Ky., in a busi-

ness note gives the following account of an inter-

esting case of polydactylism.

I saw recently a case of polydactylism in a new
born infant, which I will give you a note of as I am
writing. I was called to attend in labor a very ro-

bust young mulatto woman a few weeks since, the

mother of three children, all of whom were born

with the usual number of fingers, with the addi-

tion of a rudimentary finger, attached about the

middle of the first phalanx to each little finger.

The child was born before m}^ arrival, and as soon

as the placenta had been delivered, this woman
called for the child, in order to look for, as she

characterized it, the usual mark by which her

husband, having been born, as she said, with

identically the same peculiarity, always recog-

nized his oicn progeny! It consisted of the third

phalanx, very nearly the size of the same part of

the little finger, and attached to it by a small

fleshy cord or pedicle, about the size of small

wrapping twine, through which the nutrient ves-

sels were distinctly seen. The fingers were firm,

evidently containing bony formation, and a small

but perfect nail on one, and but a rudimentary

nail on the other—in fact, each nearly a perfect

third phalanx. On examining the man, I found

a small scar at the place on the little finger, in

which these formations occurred in four of his

children. Being himself the child of a white

man, he could give no further trace of it in his

ancestors, but in himself and his children, it is a

constant peculiarity. The man and his wife are

both robust, active, and healthy, but the woman
is particularly fine-looking, well-developed, and

full of animal life. These cases of excessive devel-

opment in the human ovum are of such ordinary

occurrence as to excite no interest and but little

discussion, but may they not be of scientific in-

terest enough to keep before the physiologist for

solution ? At any rate, it seems to me that more

study devoted to these exceptional cases, wJiich

are actual facts, might throw more light on the

general laws which govern the origin and devel-

opment of animal life than many of the labored

discussions of vexed questions which have no-

thing but hypothetical data for a basis. 'Parallel

cases are of frequent occurrence in the vegetable

kingdom, and ought to invite more investigation.

Cholera.

The venerable Dr. W. T. Taliaferro, of Cincin-

nati, survivor of the battle of Lake Erie, Sept. 10,

1813, and of the River Thames, which ended the

war in the Northwest, writes in a business note as

follows, concerning the contagiousness of cholera:

"The cholera is not contagious. It is coming de-

spite quarantines or sanitary commissions.^ No-

thing on this earth can stay the wind or the dread-

ed epidemic." Dr. Taliaferro has combatted chol-

era on eight difierent occasions—in Kentucky,

Oct. 1832 and 1833; in Cincinnati, in 1849, '50,

'51, '52, '53, and '54. In the latter year, Dr. T.

himself had a severe attack of cholera at the

meeting of the American Medical Association in

St. Louis.

Anaesthesia from the Internal
form.

Use of Chloro-

Noticing an article on chloroform in the Re-

porter of October 28th, Dr. J. N. Freeman, of

Morris, Illinois, late Surgeon 106th N. Y. S. L,

writes as follows:

"On the 2(1 of July last, at the Delavan House
in Albany, my brother, J. A. Freeman, M. D,,

who was with me, was attacked jvith cholera
morbus, with crampings so severe as made him
cry out with pain. I gave him various remedies
without avail, till at hist the urgency of the

symptoms induced nie to give him twenty-five

drops of chloroform internally, and repeat the
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dose in about five minutes, when the angesthetic

efi'ect was speedily manifested, rendering him
perfectly insensible. Dr. J. V. P. Quackenbush
was present before he recovered from the stupor

produced by the chloroform, and as the cramp-
ings partially returned, advised another dose of

chloroform internally, which again produced its

anaesthetic efl'ect, after which there was but little

return of the crampings, and we were able to re-

sume our journey the next day."

News and Miscellany.

Cholera in Constantinople.

The following graphic account of the cholera

in Constantinople we take from the correspond

ence of the New York Tribune, under date of

Constantinople, August the 23d :

*' Constantinople has thrice before been visited

by the Asiatic cholera, but the former visitations

have been of small importance in comparison with
the present.

Fifty days have passed since its first authentica-

ted appearance in the city, and not less than fifty

thousand persons have been swept into eternity by
its ravages. It reached its height about August
6, when it is supposed that the deaths were not
less than three thousand a day for several days.

The published report of deaths in the city has

never reached this point, but it is known to all,

that to prevent a general and uncontrolable panic,

these reports have been deliberately falsified. I

have made careful investigations upon this point,

and am able to speak without fear of contradic-

tion. Take a single day for example, since the

decline has commenced. On August 14ih the

official reports, as published, represented the

deaths for that day at 279. The official returns,

as actually made to the Grand Vizier and as reg-

istered in his office, show the deaths on that day
to have been 1,689!!—six times the number re-

ported in the published bulletins.

These published statements make the whole
number of deaths only about 15,000 At the rate

of August 14th this would give 90,000 as the real

number of deaths, but this estimate is too large.

Since the number of deaths has fallen below a
thousand a day, the ratio has been very much
less.

Fifty thousand is a fair estimate, including all

quarters of the city—the military garrison and
the naval contingent. More than one hundred
thousand persons besides have fled from the city.

This number of deaths, in addition to those who
have fled, in a population of a million, has changed
the city from a busy mart of trade, to a city of the

dead and dving. Whole families have been swept
ofi" in a day, and hundreds of houses left tenant

less. I know several English familes where the

father and all the children have died within a

week, I knowofa family which conisted of a grand-
father, his son, his son's wife and four children.

No cholera had appeared in their quarter of the

city; but suddenly it came, and in two days left

the old grand-father the sole living representative

of the family. Certain quarters have suff red so

severely that the surviving inhabitants have left

their houses, their unburied dead—everything not
easily moved—and have fled in dismay to open
fields beyond the city.

At certain points dead bodies, in some cases un-
coffined and naked, have been literally piled up
by scores, waiting transportation to the burial

places. One of the cholera hospitals on the old

city wall next the sea had a slide arranged, down
which the dea'l bodies were shot into boats to be
buried in the sea.

Two weeks ago one could not go into the streets

without meeting dead bodies hurried ofi" to burial,

and litters with those struck down in the streets

at every turn. Even the Golden Horn was
covered with boats, carrying each from one to fifty

dead bodies. Those were dreadful days—enough
to almost overwhelm the calmest and most fear-

less man. The very sight of all the mourning
and terror—of all the dead and dying, for wh( m
you could do so little—was enough to crush the

heart. Things are better now. The deaths do
not probably exceed 200 a day, and men are once
more beginning to breathe freely—to look about
them and see who is gone and who is lefr.

Only one death has occurred in the littlf Ameri-
can colony here. The youngest son of the Rev.
Mr Washburne died two weeks ago after a few
hi'Urs illness.

The American mis.^ionaries have devoted them-
selves to the care of the sick and dying among the

poorer classes, and under their treatment hundreds
of lives have been saved. While the average
mortality in the city has been about 65 per cent.

Of those attacked, under the treatment of the

American missionaries the mortality has not ex-

ceeded Jive 'per cent. Or setting aside all those

lighter cases which might be classed as cholerine.

The mortality under their treat-ment in these fully

developed cases has been only fifteen per cent.

It is believed that this is a greater success than
has ever before been attained in epidemic cholera.

I presume that they will publish their method of

treatment for the benefit of others. If they do
so, I will forward you a copy at once. I think I

indicated, in a previous letter, in a general way,
what this method is.

The cholera has not followed any known laws
in its progress here. It has been supposed that

it avoided high and airy localities, but here it has
raged with the greatest severity in some of the

highest, best ventila^ed, and most cleanly quar-

ters of the city, where in previous epidemics not

a single case had occurred.

Another singular fact is, that the mortality

among the Europeans has been much greater

since the decline of the disease than it was when
it was at its height

Another fact is, that those who have fl' d from
infected districts, in perfect health, have generally

been attacked with the disease as soon as they

reached their new, and before that, healthy place

of refuge
It is said that the swallows, and several other

kinds of birds, deserted the city at the commence-
ment of the epidemic, and are only now begin-

ning to return—and 1 believe this to be a fact.

It is also said, that the gilding on the carques
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in the Goldea Horn and Bosphorus has tarnished,

especially in those localities where the cholera

has raided most severely.

There has been nothing strange, portentous, or

awful in the aspect of the heaveus, or the state of

the weather, during the epidemic. On the con-

trary, the summer has been delightful. I have

never known more perfect weather in Constanti

nople. For two months before the cholera came,

the health of the city wa^i better than it has been

for years, and the weather has remained the same
during the epidemic tbatifc was before.

I have ca-efully read the description of the

cholera in " IVootrs Theory and Practice of Medi-

cine," and it is wonderfully correct, although the

tn atment of the disease there recommended is

not, as a whole, the one which I should recom-

mend. I would not give calomel until after the

disease was mastered. Nor would I adopt any
one of the courses there fugjiested in brief, as

having found advocates in various quarters.''

The Cattle Plague.

The Department of State is in receipt of im
portant advices from the United States Consul at

Manchester, England, in reference to the cattle

plague. Tue report represents that there is no
abiteaient of the great p'ague that has for several

weeks past created such alarm in Eng^<and. The
disease threatens to extend to all th'^ agricultural

districts in the British Islands. Prayer is now
made at morning and evening services in all the

churches for the stay of this pestilence (A copy
of this prayer has been received at the Depart-

ment.) The pi !gue is mainly confined to horned
cattle, but has in a few instances broken out with

great virulence in flocks of sheep.

The disease is highly contagious, and it maybe
well worthy of inquiry as to v^hether there is not

danger that it may be transmitted, to the great

loss of our country, across the Atlantic.

The Consul urges the absolute prohibition of the

importadon of foreign stock for a limited period,

or, if that is not advisable, the enforcement of a

rigid quarantine upon imported animals during
the period of danger may probably be proper ob-

jects of Government oonceT^n.

It is supposed the disease was carried from Rus-
sia in imported hides.

Stimulating vs. Reducing Treatment.

A foreign paper says the distinguished Presi-

dent of the Royal Academy has had a severe

attack of pneumonia and dysentery during his

visit to Milan, for which he was treated by three

local physicians, by bleeding, blistering, mercury
and starvation. After he had been reduced by
these m' ana to an alarming state of prostration.

Lady Eastlake telegraphed for Dr. Eastlakk,
of London, who has by a ntirnulating and tonic

plan of treatment succeeded in restoring his rela-

tive lo conval'jscence.

Richmond Medical College.

This institution was f(jrm.illy opened on Wed-
nesday evening of last week. I^rofessor R. C.

Coi-EMAN, one of the Faculty, delivered the open-
ing address. The medical profession were largely

represented.

An Old Society.

The Medical Society of the County of Cumber-
land, N. J., recently held its fifty-ninth anniver-
sary. A large proportion of the regular practi-
tioners of the county sustain these meetings with
increasing pleasure and profit in the discussions.
This Sucioty is a branch of the venerable State
Society which has made arrangements to cele-

brate its centennial anniversary in January next,
it being the oldest medical society on the conti-
nent.

Medical Prize.—Expectant Medicine.

One hundred dollars have been placed in the
Treasury of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

to be offered by the Councillors as a prize for the
best dissertation on the following subject, the
award to be made by a committee consisting of the
President of the Society and four Fellows nomi-
nated by him

:

. "Expectant Medicine—the extent to which it

is practised at the present day, and the modes in

which it is disguised or counterfeited."

Essays must be forwarded to the Chairman of
the Committee on or before October 1st, 1866,
each with a sealed envelope containing the name
of its author, in the usual way.

Augustus A. Gould,
Chairman of Committee.

Boston, October, 1865.

In accordance with the above announcement,
the following committee has been appoiiLted,

namely, Dr. Henry J. Bigelow, Dr. Samuel L.

Abbot, Dr. Calvin Ellis, and Dr. David W.
Cheever.

The Rain-fall of September, 1865.

Prof. Snell, of Amherst, Mass., states that he
has not, during twenty-seven years, recorded so

small an amount of rain for a single month as
during the month of September last. The wa-
ter measured only thirty-eight hundredths of an
inch.

Reformed Inebriates.

Good accounts are received respecting the

workings of the New York State Inebriate Asy-

lum at BInghampton, which has been open for

the reception of inmates about a year. Dr Gar-

rison says :

"The doubts which, in the minds of many, at-

tached to the possibility of success in the man-
agement of an institution for this unique purpose
are being rapidly dissipated ; and the devotion,

industry, and intelligent perseverance of its no-
ble-minded founders arc now being rewarded by
the restoration to their iamilies, to society, and to

i/iem.seives, of many of the most intelligent and
brightest minds among our fellow-citizens. Men
who are r>eith(n- criminals, lunatics, nor idiots,

but who, in consc((U('nce of evil associations in

early life, or insullicicnt strength to resist the

enticement of the d(;grading cup, have been re-

duced to conditions parallel thereto, are here
brought to sec the errors of their practices, and
to f(;el that they can Ijc restored to lives of tem-
perance, virtue, and usefulness.
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Fossil Human Remains.

At the late meeting of the British Association

for the advancement of science, which met this

year at Birmingham, Mr. Pengelly exhibited an
extraordinary collection of fossil remains of ex-

tinct animals and human implements, dug out of

Kent's Cdvern in Torquay, England, and grati-

fied the curiosity of the persons present by an
elaborate description of them, followed by the

reading of a paper on the disputed subject of the

antiquity of man. Some of the latest discoveries

and speculations are as follows:

"The excavations have been conducted with
great care and upon a regular system, and some
of the articles found, even on the upper surface,

were supposed to represent from one thousand five

hundred to two thousand years. The scientific

explorers said it was imposs ble to doubt either

the human origin of the implements or their in-

oscusation, in undisturbed soil, with the remains
of the mammoth, the cave bear and their extinct

contemporaries. As far as their researches had
gone they had not, like Mr, Godwin Austen,
found the bones of man mixed up, in undisturbed
S'>il, with those of extinct animals; but there was
no improbabiJity in the statement of that distin-

guished geologist. The committee reminded
those who were disposed to attach importance to

the fact that men^s bones are not forthcoming as

readily as their implements; that in the black
mould, as well as in the red loam, the only indi-

cations of man's existence were remnants of his

handiwork. Pottery, bone, implements and orna
ments in metal and stone, the remnants of his

fires and the relics of his feasts, were numerous,
and betokened the lapse of at least two millenni-

ums; but here, as well as in the older deposits

below, the committee had met with no vestige of

his osseous system.
Sir R. MuRcmsoN spoke of the great value of

the committee's labors, and sa^d he intendpd to

propose a vote of £.200 to enable them to continue
the excavations.

Sir Charles Lyell expressed the opinion that

man existed contemporaneously with these ex-

tinct animals, and said that those who, after forty

years of inquiry and discussion by scientific men,
denied this because they had not found human
bones also, ought to bring forward some unan-
swerable objections, adding that the course they

were now taking obstructed the progress of

knowledge.
Profeasor Phillips also supported the theory of

the contemporaneity of man with the extinct ani-

mals, but thought it would be more satisfact'iry

if the exploration of the cavern was continued
Some further discussion followed, in the course

of which it appeared that thousands of similar

specimens might yet be dug out of the cave, and
distributed amongst the various museums of the

country. Here is a hint for American collectors.

The collection exhibited is to be presented to

the British Museum.

Statistics of "Weight.

There were 23,000 persons w^eighed during the

recent Fair of the Massachusetts Charitable Me-
chanic Aesociation.

The average weight of men was 141-| lbs.

Average weight of women was 124|- lbs;

Among the number were 152 men weighing
200 lbs., whose average weight was 215| lbs.,

and 31 women whose average weight was 2192-

Ibs.

The largest man weighed 293 lbs.

The largest woman weighed 274| lbs.

Secretary Stanton weighed 180^ lbs.

Liberal Bequests for Scientific Objects by a
Physician.

The executors of the will of the late Dr. Wil-
liam J. Walker, of Boston, have notified the

trustees of the Society of Natural History, the

Institution of Teohnology,^nd Amherst and Tufts

Co-leges, that they are ready to pay into the

treasury of each of those Institutions the sum of

one hundred thousand dollars, as instalments of

the legacies bequeathed to them by the will.

This is about one half the sum which it is ex-

pected each of these Institutions will receive from

this source.

Keeping Quarantine.

A noble lady living in a chateau near Aix,

which is walled round, has taken measures to pre-

vent the cholera seizing her. The gates have
loopholes, and armed peasants, sharing the ter-

rors of their mistress, keep a constant guard.

Letters directed to her manor-house are picked

up with a pair of tongs and fumigated. Near
the gate there is a pavilion where relations and
friends pass quarantine, and are fumigated.

Government Hospital Patients.

The number of sick and wounded in the Gov-
ernment hospitals throughout the country is less

than five thousand. Eight months since there

were over one hundred thousand patients.

Medicine among the Chinese.

A late number of the new series of the Journal

of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society contains a paper by Dr. Henderson on

"The Medicine and Medical Practice of the Chi-

nese." We learn from it that several medical

works have been published in Chinese by Dr.

HoBsoN, at the cost of the British and other

foreign merchants. The first volume, that on

Physiology, became so very popular, that some
persons holding high ofi&cial rank republished it

in Canton. This, in China, is considered an ex-

traordinary mark of respect to the author of a

book. Dr. Henderson gives a translation of the

Chinese editor's preface, which shows that the

medical practitioners of that country are by no

means so unwilling to be taught as is generally

supposed. The editor says :
" Viewed as a means of

opening up new trains of thought and stimulating

the mind to understand the mode of curing dis-

ease, the book itself can hardly fail to be of ser-

vice to the members of the profession, and on this

account, therefore, I have been induced to give it

a place in my collection, and have endeavored in

these prefatory remarks to indicate briefly its

merits and defects." These four volumes have

also been printed and published in Japan.
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French Surgery.
** During my stav in Paris," writes Professor

Chares A. Pope to the St. Louis MedicalJournal,

iu a recent letter, "ihere have been six opera

tions for stranguhited hernia—two of th« patients

recovering. Without mentioning names, I will

state that in one case the wound was stuffed with

lint, sa'-urated with alcohol. The next day after

the operation the bowel had re-de-cended, and
was found on the thigh of the patient covered

with bits of cbarpie. The Interne of the Hospital

returned the bowel within the abdomen, lint and
all. The patient died the next day.

In another ca^^e the surgeon deliberatoly cut

off ten inches of intestine, which, althoug'i some-

what dark, was still viable. Having invaginated

the ends, and afempted to return the bowel, the

surgeon finding still a large opening in his

stitches, removed them,

situ, free and unreduced

the following night.''

and left the parts, in

This patient als > died

MARRIED.

Chapmax—"Davol—Nov. 16, at the residence of the bride's

father, by Rev. T. L. Cuyler, Edwiu iST. Chapman, M. D., and
Maria B . daughter of John Davol, all of Brooklyn.

I-liLL—DAfiBY.—Nov. 6th, by Squire Hopkins, .Tames Hill,

M.D.. and Miss Sarah Darby, both of Delhi Township, Hamilton

CO.. Ohio.
Keir—Blvnpen.—On the 10th inst., by the Rev. Mr. Martin

W. G. Keir. M. D , late Surgeon Ninety-first Pennsylvania Vol

unteers and Miss Nellie Blunden, daughter of Mr. James Bluii

den. both of West Philadelphia.

KiERNAN

—

Sands.—Nov. 15, at the residence of the bride't

father, by Rev. Geo E. Thrall, Gen. James Louis .Kiernau, ap-

pointed Uuiu'd States Consul to Ching Kiang, China, and liar-

rief Josepha, eldest daughter of Joseph T. Sands, Esq., of Brook-

lyn.

Gen. KiERXAN is one of those who during the late war laid

aside the scalpel and took up the sword, which he wielded

with so much bra eery, that the close of the war found him ad

vanced to the grade of Brigadier-General. Dr. Kiernan was

formerly one of the editors of the New York Medical Press, an

excellent weekly, which was discontinued about the time of the

breaking out of ihe war. Associated with him was was Dr. W
0" Meagher, who also served through the war as a surgeon.

MAUBF.V— C'",Lr.v.— At Little Britain, Orange co., N. Y., Oct. 19,

bv the Rev. G. II. Mandcville. Jerome A. Maubey, M. D., and
Fannie A., dau::lKe. of Justus Cooley. Esq.

JUT—CociniA.N.—At the home of the bride, in Hickory, Pa.,

by Rev. J. 0. Caldwell, Alexander Ray, M. D., and Miss Tamar
Cochran.
TwELDi.E—Leahf.nham.—Nov. 14th, by the Rev. E. T. Swartz,

at the re>ideiH:e of il lu i'le's father. Weatherly. Pa., James B.

Tweedle. .^^ D., "f I'.'-aver .Moudow, Pa., and Miss Mary A Leaden-

ham, of Weatherly
WEB.STER— ItiOGS.—On the 2(1 inst., by Rev. C. C. Riggs, D D

,

at his residence in Clarksville, Pa., L R. Webster M. D., of

Farmington, Ohio, and Miss Lizzie H. Riggs, eldest daughter of

the offlciiiting clergyman.

iiiTl

Yard.—At his farm near Pennington, N. J., Nov. 10, Benjamin
F Yard, eldest son of Edmund J. and Jane M. Yard, late Assist-
ant Surgeon 14th New Jersey Regiment, in the 40th year of his
age.

OBITUARY.
Samuel Stuart Griffin, M. D.

Died, in Williamsburg, AMrginia, on the 19th of December,
1S64, Samuel Stuart Griffix, M. D., in the eighty third year of
his age.

Dr Gkifpin was a son of the distinguished Judge Cyrus Grif-
Fi-\, of Va., and Lady Christina Stuart, daughter of the Earl of
Trequair, ot Sci)tland.

lie was a gentleman of high order of intellect, and of the
most liuished e lucatiou, received from European and American
Uuiver ities. William and Mary, and the University of Edin-
burgh, were his alma' matres. Possessed of fine literary and
classical attainments, he was an elegant and fucible writer.
On his return from Europe, where he prosecuted his medical

education in the University of Edinburgh, he married Miss
1 EWis. of Gloucester, Viiginia, a lady of e,\ceeding gentleness
and loveliness of charac.er, and whom he survived eighteen
years.

For mare than fifty years he was a practitioner of medicine,
and his patients remember, with feelings of obligation, his_
kindness and medical skill.

Frequently, during his lingering disease, he expressed his
faith in the supreme efiicacy of the all perfect saciifice, by which
all souls may be ultimately holy and happy. He was a devovit
believer iu the sublime and glorious truths of Christianity.

DIED.

BtJCKi-F.T.—Tn thi^ city, Nov. l.'.th, Duzane E., son of Dr. W. C
and Sallie E. Buckley, aged 1 year.

BuiatKi.'>.—In .New York, Nov. 17th, after a brief illness, Ann,

widow of .Marmaduke U. Burrell, M. D., in the Tlst year of her

age.
OOBLK.—In Newark, N. J., Nov. ICth, Mrs. Abby L. Goble,

wife of the late Dr. J. G. Goble.

At Jamaica, L. I., Nov. 19, George HofFman Kissam,

M. D . in the ;';.^th year of hl^ age.

RoiJKRiH.— In Harri.'^burg, Pa., on the 10th inst., E. W. Rob-

crtfl, M. D., for thirty five years a practitioner of medicine in that

dty.
Shifpe:*.—In this city, Nov. 17th, Anna Maria Shippnn, relict

of the late Dr. Joseph Galloway Shipjien, In the 77th year of her

age.
Hhtieve.—Nov. Kith, Ridgway Stof kton, pon of Dr. J. R. and

the lat^; Matlie NL .-hreve, aged « months and 28 days.

fjMiTir.— At Wllliiimxburgb, N. Y., Nov. 17, James McCune
Smith, .M. D., aged o2 years.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Dr. G. B. C, Hawley, Pa.—l^'our note was laid aside and has

been neglected.

1. " Pulverized water" is water having its particles in a state

of very minute division—a fine spray. Take a block of wood

two or three inches square, half an inch thick, more or less;

two glass tubes, three or four inches long : draw them to a point

at one end, having an aperture say, of a line. Adjust these

tubes on the-edges of the block so that the centi-e of the aper-

ture of one of them will just reach the edge of the small end of

the other tube, and fasten them there. Insert the projecting

end of one tube in water, and propel air forcibly through the

other. In this way a pulverizer can be extemporized which

will often be found useful See Treatment of Croup by Inhal-

ations of Lime water, on page 171 of current volume of the Re-

porter.

2. In the article referred to, "injections" is used synony-

mously with " inhalations," the pulverized " water being the

article referred to.

Dr. T. H. D., Emmaville, Pa.—Turnbull on Defective and Im-

paired Vision, sent by Mail, Nov. 14th.

Dr. W. F. P., Iowa —The •• Banting Mania," or " Bantingism,"

referred to in a recent number of the Reporter, is a theory for

the reduction of obesity by the use of animal food chiefly—the

almost entire avoidance of farinaceous and vegetable food. Dr.

Banting has published something on the subject, and one of his

works has been re-issued in this country, where there is practi-

cally less need of such a mode of treatment than in England.

There it is exceedingly popular, and is reported to be very suc-

cessful.

METEOROLOGY.

November 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.

Wind S AV. S. W. S. S. s. w. N. W. N. E.

Clear. Clear. Clear, Clear, Clear, Clear. Cl'dy.

haze. haze. dense
fog.

TlKivmometer.
28'-' 34° 30° 40° 55° 43° 42°

At« A. M 36 50 47 56 58 51 60

A t 1 2 ,M .05 61 60 65 64 n 51

At 3 P. M 56 02 CI 66 06 54 49

Mean 43.76 51.75 60. 56.75 (K) 75 51 25 48.

llaromeler.
30.130.1 30. 30.2 30.2 30. 30.1

Germantown, Fa. B. J. Leedom.

IOT.30, i :-C4
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Distinguished Living New York Surgeons.

By Sam'l W. Francis, A.M., M.D.,

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicin«„

No. 16.

Alexander E. Hosack.

Alexanber Eddy Hosack was born at No. 63

Broadway, New York City, April 6th, 1805, and

has passed much of his eventful life in this me-

tropolis. His father, Dr. David Hosack,* was de-

scended from an old stock of respected ancestors,

and married an adopted daughter of Dr. Caspar

WisTAR. The family consisted of three girls and

five boys. Though he obtained the best instruct-

ors for his son, he neglected no opportunity that

could aiford facilities to enlighten the mind of his

boy, and accordingly placed him under the effi-

cient Dr. Aydlott, who subsequently became

President of an Indiana College, and whose best

interests he was wont to consult. Mr, McPhar-
LAN also assisted in watohing over the mental

growth of his young pupil, and by his sage coun-

sels and literary attainments increased the already

growing love for general reading and sound prin-

ciples of scholastic duties, Pollowing these sev-

-aral departments, young Alexander became ena-

mored of the classics, and not a little versed in

the acquirement of mathematics. It was during

these student days that his father induced him to

rise early and read carefully Gregory's Conspec-

tus Medicina; a work that even now, in this age

of wisdom and positive knowledge, ranks high in

the scale of learning, and instructs the man of

reading while it interests the doctor. One of the

reasons why it has proved so effectual in its ben-

eficial results, is because it was written con amore^

and seemed but the imprint of Dr. Gregory's

own mind. Before writing it, he is said to have

read through Cicero once, and Hippocrates twice.

* See Frank Qross^ Medical Biographies. Also, Life of Dr.

SEosACK, by J, W. Francis, Hist Magazioe.

This close application to books, and other pre-

disposing causes, enfeebled the constitution of

Alexander so much thtit he became too weak to

follow out the course of a college life, having

been subject to bleeding of the lungs. This ren-

dered a classical education out of the question;

so the attention of both father and son was turned

to a speedy restoration to ^iealth ; th« sanitary

laws of exercise and generous diet. In a few

months Alexander determined to study medi-

cine from choice, and accordingly entered the

University of Pennsylvania, whence he was gra-

duated doctor of medicine at the end of the session

of 1823-4. It is pleasing indeed for him to re-

call the fact to mind, that he was the last pupil

of Dr. Physic, and had been an earnest believer

in the aphoristic statements of that genial physi-

cian, eminent surgeon, and cordial philosopher,

Dr. Gibson.*

Dr. Hosack's Thesis was prepared with care,

and though never published, evinced much that

was excellent in reasoning, and sound in treat-

ment. The subject was not a trite one—-being

"Senile Catarrh," and one that is now the topic

of much discussion, and many theories. His

father had been a graduate from the same Insti-

tution, under Dr. Benjamin Rush, and it was this

associative feeling that induced him to leave his

place of birth and seek instruction from a parent's

alma mater. Remaining in the United States

only long enough to obtain information as to what

was known of medicine and collateral surgery,

Dr. Hosack went abroad and passed three years

of intense study and close application at Paris.

During 1825-6 and 7, he applied himself faith-

fully, and became a student under the inspiring

guardianship of Dupuytren, at the same time that

RicoRD, a native of the West Indies, and formerly

in his fathers office, and the celebrated Nelaton

were fellow students. He also endeavored to

keep up with the hasty strides of scientific Amus-

SAT, but was forced to surrender to a tired frame

and rebelling constitution 5
for Amussat was wont

to make his students rise at three in the morning

and go the rounds of the hospital.

In speaking to me of his experience with Amus-

* Now residing at Newport, R. I , and practising the amenitie?

of life among those who appreciate a learned man.
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SAT, Pr. IIosACK s:are'l. with eraphfisis and in

admiring aecent^^, that "he was the hardest

-worker be ever s;iw." It was th.is constant ap-

plieation and eontinned cotpparative study that

has placed Amussat on the li

tins important ecntuvr

HosACK was an 'H^^tci

for one year an " interne/' filling the place va-

cated by KicoRB.

The doctors religious faith has been that of

Episcopalian, with him a sort of family creed.

On returning to this coantry, Dr. Hosack com-

menced the practice of medicine and surgery,

and besides the usual treatment of fractures, the

amputation of diseased members, and the judi-

cious administration of suitable remedies, he in-

vestiii-ated rare cases, and propounded new the-

ories.

One fact alone must ever be worthy of record.

Dr. Hosack was the nrst practitioner in the city

of iSew York who administered ether as an an-

eestlietic agent during a surgical operation. He

had received a letter from Dr. Warren about his

friend Eddt, on the subject, and at once made a

practical experiment. The patient to whom he

gave the ether was rendered insensible to all pain

the operation was successfully performed, and

the many physicians and surgeons who were pre-

sent at this novel meeting, concurred in pronoun-

cing^ the discovery as sublime and the test most

conclusive.* The operations performed by Dr.

Hosack during his first experiments with ether

were for stone, amputation, and the removal of

two breasts. It is rather -a satire on humanity

at large, that the two joint discoverers of ether,

Drs. Morton and AVells, suffered from want,

owing to their exertions ; the result of trying to

derive benefit from this most excellent of boons.

Dr. Morton ha> ina<lo liimself nearly a beggar

by his labors, and Dr. Wells, the dentist, not

only spent much time and money on his pet

theory, but made so many oxyjorimonts by in-

haling both ether and chloroform that his mind

became seriously affected. He came to New

York and degenerated into the vitriol man—that

terrible haunter, who was wont to station himself

at dusk in some gloomy corner of a public tho-

roughfare and throw nitric acid on the elegant

shawls and silk dresses of the passers by. Of

course he was at last discovered and arrested.
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• Mr«. II08ACK, the doctor's mother, froquently took tcfi and

p1ay«d rhcPH with Benjamin Fhankun, and Pkiehti-y, of honora-

ble memory. Slic it was who informed tli« Hubjcct of the pro-

gent Hketfh that Dr. Franklin had been accuHtomed to amuse

the children of the neighborhood by administerinjr ether to

them, and lettinj^ thoHC not under itH Induoncc laugh at their

fdlow-j.laymat€fl.

Lodged in a cell, he gave way to remorse and des-

pondency: severed the left femoral artery with

such force that he cut through the adjacent mus-

cles d'lwn to the bone; inhaled his beloved an?es-

thetic, and was found dead, with a red handker-

chief thrown over his face.

Dr. Hosack saw him almost immediately after,

but it was too late; and one of the greatest bene-

factors of mankind passed from earth through

the assistance of what has saved hundreds from a

lingering pain.

Dr. Hosack for many years was attending sur-

geon of the Marine Hospital, and met with much
of an interesting and eminently improving cha-

racter. He was principally instrumental in ori-

ginating Ward's Island Hospital.

He first introduced Symes^ operation of exsec-

tion of the elbow in this country. On one occa-

sion he removed a stone from a man's bladder^

that had been the source of a vast amount of

suffering for some eighteen years. The patient

was married, and though the doctor removed two

stones during the first operation, and subsequent-

ly several more, he was enabled to have connec-

tion with his wife, and was ultimately blessed

with another child. This is a rare case, for as a

general rule, lithotomy is almost invariably fol-

lowed by a comparative emasculation, and those

afflicted lose their passionate power in a great

degree. It has been the doctor's particular aim

to operate without dividing the prostate gland,

and this with abundant success. The idea is a

German one.

The doctor has had many diseases, and been

prostrated at different periods of his life, owing

to his very susceptible nature, and that peculiar

idiosyncracy of some constitutions, which is as

dangerous as it is incurable. He has had the

yellow fever, been the victim of Asiatic cholera,

overcome by typhus fever, and tAvice nearly lost

his life by the destroying effects of bilious re-

mittent fever. Though often overworked by an

enlarged practice, the doctor never formed any

partnership of a medical character. So happy

was his treatment for stone, that in one year he

operated with entire satisfaction on eight differ-

ent patients. One anecdote which the doctor re-

lated to me, is exceedingly interesting. A gen-

tleman of much wealth called on him and in-

duced him to remove one of his testicles, for

schirrus, the other one having been cut out some

lime since. Tiic doctor was satisfied that the dis-

eased one justified the step, and did so. Though

efroctually castrated, the man fell in love with a

young lady, said nothing about deficiency, mar-

ried her, and confessed to Dr. Hosack, a long
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time after, that he had had connection every

night for three weeks with a great amount of

sensual pleasure ; but finding it very exhausting,

he had desisted.

On another occasion he removed seventeen cal-

culi from a patient'-' at one time, in the presence

of nine doctors ; the stones measuring from the

size of a hen's egg to an English filbert nut.

The man not only recovered, but outlived the

nine doctors. This skill in surgery evinced itself

at an early age, for when but nineteen years old,

he amputated an arm. On three diflFerent patients

has he tied the external iliac, and each time with

success.

In 1833, he invented an instrument for the pur-

pose of rendering the operation for staphyloraphy

more complete in its minutiae, as the present in-

struments designed for its cure were more cum-

brous and less exact as to results. When his

experiments had been sufficiently tested. Dr.

HosACK performed the operation on the first case

that off'ered, in the presence of distinguished

associates, and was rewarded by acknowledged

praise, and the certainty that his method and

apparatus were by far the best in use.

For many years, Dr. Hosack turned his atten-

tion to capital punishment, and the various modes

adopted for inflicting the ends of justice on the

sentenced. Especially did he study the subject

of death by hanging, and purposely witnessed

the execution of many criminals. The result of

his examinations was to the efi'ect that they suf-

fered no pain, but gradually became asphyxiated

and lost all power of sensation. In one instance,

the doctor told me that a mulatto, named Hill,

had been sold as a slave to a party in New Or-

leans, and while on his way to Louisiana, had

joined a conspiracy on board the vessel to seize

the captain, and if necessary, put an end to his

life. He was discovered, tried, and sentenced to

be hung. Through the agency of the officiating

clergyman, who administered spiritual consola-

tion to the condemned man, Dr. Hosack obtained

an interview, and having explained to him his ob-

ject in making this scientific request, exacted

from him a promise to exhibit, as far as con-

sciousness would admit, the state of his feelings

as regards suffering while being hung. Dr. Ho-

sack also persuaded the Marshal to permit the

prisoner's arms to be bound so loosely that he

was enabled to clap his hands if, as agreed upon,

he did not feel pain. The day arrived for the

public execution, the place was crowded and all

in readiness.. Dr. Hosack, as attending surgeon,

was permitted to take a favorable position, and

watch each movement of the dying man—a whis-

pered recognition told him that poor Hill would

keep up signals till the last—and at the given

word the body of the unfortunate was hoisted up.

Instantly, Hill brought his hands together and

continued to clap them gently for the space of

one minute and" a half, at the end of that time he

gradually lowered his arms, and, as it were, lost

the power of discrimination, his brain being so

beclouded by dark blood that he could no longer

act voluntarily. A few convulsive efforts, fol-

lowed by immediate death, at length closed the

melancholy scene and life became extinct, at the

expiration of nine minutes and a half. Now
as it was directly the reverse of what the

man would have done if he suffered, or the

opposite of the natural motions of the arm if he

had left them to their instinctive impulse, this is

very decided evidence that no pain was endured,

and must prove of great value to the scientific

world at large, and the lovers of humanity in

particular. It is rare indeed to find a punish-

ment as degrading as hanging, and as merciful in

its results.

In speaking of the curious effects of hanging on

some persons, Dr. Hosack mentioned to me that

celebrated case in Paris, where the mistress of a

wealthy nobleman was tried for murdering him.

He had been found dead in his room, suspended

by the neck. She was the last person seen

coming out of his chamber, and every circum-

stance seemed to point against her as the perpe-

trator of the crime. But when called upon to

answer the charge, she made a statement that

not only staggered the court by its singularity,

but freed her from punishment, because it was ac-

knowledged by the Judge to be beyond the power

of invention to have originated an idea so unpar-

alleled in its uniqueness. This Frenchwoman
confessed that the Duke had dissipated so exten-

sively in his earlier days that his passionate de-

sires could not be sufficiently roused by the ordi-

nary methods of erotic stratagem, so that when
he wished to have connection, in order to bring

about priapism he was accustomed to hang him-

self gently and gradually, and this produced the

longed-for efi'ect. She stated that on the said

melancholy occasion he had excited her anger,

and she had not cut him down as soon as usual.

The consequence had been death. She was ac-

cordingly discharged. Here we have an argu-

ment, startling in its character, that hanging not

only causes no pain, but at least in one instance

was adopted for the express purpose of gratifying

the cerebellum.*

* At Cohoes Falls, New York. * Les Causes Cel6bres contain something almost as curious.
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Dr. IIosACK was the first physician to examine

the body of Colt after he committed suicide. He
had been called upon by the officials of the City

Prison to attend the criminal at his execution

and pronounce the body lifeless after hanging,

but the unforeseen intervention of self-destruc-

tion brought about other results. It seems that

when Colt found out at the last moment, that is

in the morning, that there was neither a possi-

bility of escaping nor the least probability of a

-reprieve, he induced some friend to send him in

-a coffee-pot of hot coffee in which a dagger was

concealed. He had then sat down, pointed the

weapon over the region of the heart, and with

both hands driven it in even beyond the handle.

For various reasons. Dr. Hosack was consulted by

George Griffin, an able lawyer, as to the iden-

tity of the body and the chances of Colt's escape.

This false theory the doctor exposed at length

by a clear and lucid statement, which conclusively

proved the fact of his death.

For several years Dr. Hosack attended Aaron

Burr, and was enabled from this close inter-

course to learn many interesting facts, and ascer-

tain mnch that explained what had been con-

cealed from view. Among other things was a

singular circumstance that Aaron Burr enter-

tained the idea for years that he received Mont-

GOMERT in his arms as he fell on the battle-field.

On close examination, this has been found to be

a mistake.

Dr. Hosack on one occasion asked Mr. Burr
if he did not experience at times contrition at

having shot Hamilton ? Burr looked at him

with a marked expression of stern feeling, and

said with emphasis, ''No, sir; I could not regret

it. Twice he crossed my path. He brought it on

himself."

Dr. Hosack' s favorite branch of practice has

been that of general surgery, but on asking him
some time since if he would be a surgeon again,

I received a comprehensive reply, condensed into

the suggestive word, "Never!"

Though he did not take an active part in the

armies of the North during the rebellion. Dr. Ho-

sack benefitted many returned soldiers by his

sage advice and surgical treatment, and not a few

owe him gratitude and life for his courteous as-

sistance in their behalf. One case, in particular,

is interesting as an encouraging circumstance.

About the middle of tlie war, a soldier presented

himself at the Doctor's office and sought for

treatment. He had received a bullet through his

chest, wliich lodged in the scapul.a. Besides the

* See a full account of the Haicido and circumfltances of the

caso In the O/mrrurcml A'lt^rliser of that date.

general inflammation that arises from a gunshot

wound, an immense amount of matter, held in

the pleural sac, filled up the left side, so that he

could with difficulty take a breath, and, on aus-

cultation, the heart was found to be pressed up
under the right clavicle. Dr. Hosack at once

proposed paracentesis thoracis, and accordingly

used a German instrument, most excellent in its

adaptability and guarding capabilities against

the introduction of air, and drew off one gallon.

In all, twenty-two quarts were drawn off, and the

man entirely recovered, married, and went to the

war again.

Dr. Hosack has operated twenty-three times for

stone on different individuals 5 tied the two caro-

tids for encephaloid tumor, and in one instance cut

the portio dura. But especially did he turn his

attention to the removal of tumors in the urinary

passages of the female. In not a few cases where
the seat of the disease was at the extremity, has

he amputated the urethra with signal success

and permanent cure. For the removal of the

tonsils he prefers the bistoury, as being more ex-

peditious and less annoying to the sufferer. He
has extirpated the parotid gland three times, and
in particular, suggested, invented, and used an

excellent method for curing popliteal aneurism

by compressing the femoral artery.

A single woman, Irish by birth, was afflicted

with scirrhus of the parotid gland, and sought

the Doctor's aid. He operated and removed the

tumor by ligating both carotids on the same side,

for it was soon absorbed. The woman lived eight

years and finally died of dropsy. About this

time, Dr. Hosack witnessed at the New York
Hospital a remarkable feat of agility on the part

of a negro who had lost his legs. He made a bet

with a man that he could climb to the top of the

hospital, by means of the lightning-rod, sooner

than the man could run up stairs. Stakes were

made, the signal given, and the black sailor won
his wager.

Dr. Hosack is very fond of a good segar, but is

of the opinion that smoking is exceedingly inju-

rious to the constitution, unless tempered by a

guarded moderation. To him are we indebted

for the careful investigation of the pustule ma-
ligne, which demands immediate treatment and

active measures. In speaking of the lancing of

carbuncles, the Doctor says, " Open any' gland

that has matter in it, from a whitlow to an ab-

scess."

list of original papers.

I. Description of an Instrument for the Tying

of Deep-seated Arteries. Published in Gibson's
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Surgery and Philadelphia MedicalJournal. With
a plate. 1824,

II. Remarks on the Various Modes usually

adopted for the Removal of the Tonsils. See

American Journal of the Medical Sciences, Feb-

ruary, 1828.

III. Observations on the Use and Advantages

of the Actual Cautery, with cases. Read before

the Med. and Phil. Society of New York, Jan.

1831, and printed in Amer. Jour. Med. Sciences,

May 1831. Philadelphia.

IV. A Memoir on Staphyloraphy, with cases

and a description of the instruments requisite for

the operation. With plates. Communicated for

the Medical Society of the City and County of

New York. May 1833.

V. Paper on Sensitive Tumors of the Female
.Urethra. Vide Gibson's Surgery, vol. 2d, 6th

edition, and New York Journal of Medicine and
Surgery, July 1839.

VI. Successful Extirpation of a Tumor of the

Parotid, with Observations on the Pathology of

that Gland. With a plate. New York Journal

of Medicine and the Collateral Sciences, March,
1844.

VII. Case of Popliteal Aneurism cured by
Compression with a new Instrument. With a

plate. Communicated for the N. Y. Jour. Med.
and Collat. Sciences, (new series.) July, 1848.

VIII. Three Operations for Encephaloid Tu-

mors of the Antrum and Superior Maxillary

Bone, by Tying the two Carotids of the same
side, (right,) together with the Division, in one

instance, of the Trunk of Portio Dura. Two suc-

cessful and one fatal. Never published.

IX. Twenty-three cases of Lithotomy by a Pe-

culiar Operation, without Dividing the Prostate

Gland. All successful.

X. Pamphlet on Anaesthesia, with cases. Be-

ing the first instance of the use of ether in New
York.

XI. Pustule Maligne and its Treatment.

XII. Congenital Parasitic Tumors.

XIII. History of the Case of the late John
Kearney Rodgers, M. D. 1 vol., 8vo. Pp. 47.

New York, 1851.

Carriage for Invalids.

M. Quitzov, of Leipsic, has patented in France

a carriage that is air-tight, and so strong that the

air may be compressed in it to a density suitable

to the necessities of patients who have diseases

requiring them to be kept in compressed air,

in order to breath ejffectively. The air is con-
stantly pumped in, as the carriage runs, by a
pump which is worked by an eccentric on the
axle of the hind wheels.

INSANITY CUKSD BY CASTRATION.

By J. H. Marshall, M. D.,

Of Cleveland, Ohio.

Upon taking charge of the medical department

of the Cleveland City Infirmary in April, 1863, I

found in one of the cells for the incurable insane,

Mr. J. B. R., a native of Bohemia, a physician

by profession, aged 36, who practised masterba-

tion very frequently, becoming exceedingly loath-

some in his habits. Notwithstanding this great

drain upon his system he was very muscular

and athletic, enjoying excellent health, owing,

doubtless, to the daily ablutions and frictions of

the surface which he practiced upon himself, as

well as to his naturally well formed and fully

developed system.

Whenever a female chanced to pass near his

cell he would go into ecstatics, and would ex-

haust all his persuasive powe?s to induce her to

come to him. He complained bitterly of being

confined, and would make desperate efi'orts to get

out of his cell, attacking his keepers with a power

and ferocity that greatly endangered the life of

his attendants.

He had been confined successively in the In-

sane Asylum, County Jail, and Infirmary, for

more than seven years, becoming more vicious

and dangerous to manage all the time.

I resolved, with the permission of the Infirmary

Board, to deprive him of the means of practising

his loathsome habit, believing, if it would not

restore his reason, it would render him tractable

and manageable, and possibly get him into a

condition to be used in some position about the

infirmary, and thereby made to some extent use-

ful. With this determination the opinion of P.

Thayer, M. D. (Professor of Surgery) was ob-

tained, when it was determined to try the effect

of severing the vas deferens of each side, which

was done on the 20th of October, 1863.

It arrested his loathsome habit for a few weeks,

but he got at it again, and was fast becoming as

malicious and dangerous as before, when it was

determined to remove the the testes, which Prof.

Thayer did in the usual manner on the 30th of

January, 1864, the patient being under the influ-

ence of chloroform.

The incisions healed "rapidly and kindly. The

patient soon evinced marked evidences of being a

changed man, becoming quiet, kind, and docile.

About the 20th of April, he was pcx-mitted to go

into the country with some of his countrymen,

where he remained a few weeks, then visited a

sister in Wisconsin. This being the first liberty

he had been permitted to have in seven years.
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In about eight months he resumed the practice

of his profession in a western city, where he con-

tinued, and it is said he is making a comfortable

living, seemingly as sane as he ever was.

As far as my knowledge extends this is the

first instance where castration has been resorted

to for insanity.

The favorable result of this ease. I think, full}-

justifies the trial of this remedy in cases where

masturbation or excessive vencry is found to be

the cause of the disease.

In the treatment of all diseases, I believe it to

be a well settled prineiplo. where we can find the

cause of the diseased action, the rational mode of

treatment is to remove it if we can. and our pa-

tient generally then gets well, but if the cause

is permitted to remain, the disease will continue.

NOTES OTsT THE
ED AMONGST
BIG SPRINGS,
liS" JUNE, 1862.

FEVER THAT PREVAIL-
THE TROOPS IN CAMP
NEAR CORINTH, MISS.,

By Edward Batwell, M. D.,

Of Ypsilanti, Mich.

Late Surgeon 14th Mich. Vst. Vol. Inf.

Perhaps nothing -within the whole range of

medical science affords so much ground for reflec-

tion to the thinking practitioner as the various

types of fever which he is called upon to attend.

In addition to the reflections which the varied

symptoms urge upon him, taxing all his energies

to treat and his utmost skill to coml)at, he is met

on all 'sides by the query—"Doctor, what sort of

fever do you call it?"—and in particular at the

present day, every slight indisposition has to be

named and referred to some internal organ, which

too frequently is dosed, or rather aimed at, but

very luckily for our patient, as frequently missed

as hit. How fortunate it would be if we could

adhere to "Watso.v's classification, so simple and
yet so comprehensive, or to the synocha, synoch-

U8, and typhus of Cullex—either sufiicient for

the definition, though they may not be for the

fashion of disease." Some time ago, being

called to meet a pra(^tioner from the country,

previous to seeing our patient, and endeavoring

to glean a little of the history of the case, I was

amused when he told me that slie had "bilioid

fever I'' and yet there is nothing more out of the

way in this classification than in hundreds of

otherR that we daily see in "the books."

After the evacuation of- Corinth, and when the

army of IIosfxranh was in pursuit '>f Beai regard

toward Boonevillf, a largo qtiantity of rain fell,

perfectly saturating the ground, and this was fol-

lowed by intensely hot weather. The men liad

no tents and very insuflacient clothing, having

left blankets and overcoats in their camps around

Farmington. Xo water could be found, except

tlie muil puddles, used alike by men and mules.

A few artesian wells were scattered through the

country, but the incessant drain on them prevent^

ed anything like an adequate quantity accumulat-

ing, and kept the owners deprived of their usual

scanty supply. The water was strongly impregnat-

ed with sulphur, and nothing but urgent necessity

would have induced the men to use it. The soil

was a red clay, and had large quantities of mica

interspersed through it. About the middle of

May, a number of the soldiers complained of

having chills and fever, which finally settled

down into continued fever of a very low type.

LoAv muttering delirium, petechia, subsultus ten-

dinum, extreme wakefulness and debility, with a

pulse up to 150, compressible and feeble—all in-

dicated a condition of extreme nervous exhaus-

tion. Xot many of these proved fatal, notwith-

standing all these unfavorable symptoms.

The order to march came, and the army fell

back to Camp Big Springs, near Corinth, and for

some days everything seemed favorable toward

restoring the good health of the troops. We
were encamped in thick woods, had an abundant

supply of water, full allowance of rations, and

sanitary stores in abundance. About the 25th

day of May, an evident increase of illness

amongst the men took place. The symptoms

were as follows : The man complained of no pe-

culiar bad feeling, but a tired enervated condi-

tion, a sense of utter prostration, or in other

words, the "malaise'^ of the French writers.

The pulse never over 90; the skin cool: the

tongue moist and natural; the urinary and al-

vine secretions regular; no chill, no fever, no-

thing to indicate anything wrong; the appetite,

if anything, was increased; no want of sleep was
complained of, nor did a single symptom present

itself indicative of diseased action. Despite all

this, there was a look about your patient, an ex-

pression of face, that firmly convinced you it was

not a case of malingering you had to treat. This

condition lasted for some days, when restlessness

and a tendency to delirium supervened. You
could not keep them quiet, move about they

would, and nothing but actual force could keep

them in bed. The desire to walk about was ir-

resistible, and became more so as the case ap-

proached a fatal termination. The patients,

from the onset of the disease, had rapidly lost

flesh, and the pulse became languid and feeble,

but no increase of action or any aluiormal condi-

ion of the secretions, except these, presented
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themselves. This went on from about the I2th

to the 20th day, when they seemed to get more
- quiet and would move around, not so often, but
would walk a greater distance, return to their

beds and say they felt better, lie down, and in

five minutes were dead. I lost eighteen cases, and
the symptoms varied very slightly, if any, in any
of them.

The mortality in other regiments around us
was very great also, but the largest number of
their cases was sent to Genei-al Hospital. Some
died on their way there, and caused the issuing
of an order directing, " That men in a dijing

condition should not be sent to General Hospi-
tal," but I doubt, if the Medical Director had seen
these cases, if he could have either diagnosed the
disease or prognosed the result, Xot having a
symptom to treat or an indication to follow, of
course, our medication was entirely expectant, or
rather empirical Quinine, alteratives, stimu-
lants, and counter-irritants were tried, and did
not produce any beneficial result. Purgatives
were given, but with no apparent efi'ect, for good
or ill. Post-mortem examinations were made,
but they failed to develope^ any lesion, all the
internal organs seemed of a healthy character,

and nothing indicated diseased action. Amongst
army surgeons it was called ^'typhoid fever," but
I failed to trace a single point of similarity of

symptoms.

On inquiry amongst the inhabitants, I heard of
a local physician, and I immediately sought what
his ideas were on the subject. He accurately de-

scribed it, calling it the " walking fever," and
saying, ''it was peculiar to that section of Missis-

sippi, and that chang^e of location alone exercised
any influence over it." He further stated, "that
strangers were more especially attacked, and it

generally proved fatal." The latter part of his

information, I was sorry to say, I found by sad

experience to be correct. The situation of our
camps, placed as they were in the very thickest

woods, I looked on as prejudical to the health of

the soldiers. The life of inactivity they led, the

abundance of rations furnished, all tended to en-

gender disease, and I have since felt astonished

that so many escaped the baneful influence of

these camps. Long experience has satisfactorily

proved that a camping ground on an open pkin
is far more healthy, though not so agreeable or

pleasant.

Dr. W. W. Greex, late Lecturer upon Surgery
in the Berkshire (Mass.) Medical School, has been

appointed to the Professorship of Surgery in

Bowdoin College, Maine.

/
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Hospital Reports,

Pennsylvania Hospital, )

Oct. 12, 1865. 1

Surgical Clinic by Dr. T. G, Morton.

[Reported by C. K, Morgan.]

Ke-amputation for Intense HSTeuralgia in a Stump.
Ansestliesia induced by ITitrous-Oxide Gas.

John McCollom, aged 24, of strumous diathe-

sis, was admitted to the hospital Oct. 12, 1865.

He had been serving in the Army of the Poto-

mac. On the 28th of September, 1864, his left

foot was carried away by a piece of shell, ampu-

tation was performed a few hours afterward, in

the inferior third of the leg by antero-posterior

flaps. Union progressed favorably for three

weeks, although, even during that time, there

was an unusual amount of tenderness in the

stump, but more especially in the course of the

anterior tibial and peroneal nerves. Over the po-

sition of the end of the last nerve a hard nodule

can be readily felt through the skin, intensely

sensitive to pressure, and evidently involved in

the cicatrix. Several small nodules can be felt

in other parts of the stump. The skin is adherent
to the end of the bones and the whole stump has
the feeling of hardness, and immediately over the

peroneal nerve at its termination, the skin is

discolored a,nd has frequently been the seat of

ulcerations. The tissues above the stump are
healthy, and his general health is good. The
nodules are bulljous enlargements of the nerves
which are disorganized, and the hardness is due
to a deposit of fibrous matter. The only opera-
tion that will give him relief consists in a re-

amputation higher up, going beyond the dis-

eased nerves. Excisions of these tumors would
not be of benefit here, as probably all the nerves
are involved.

I use in this case as an ancesthetic, the protox-

ide of nitrogen, which consists of one equivalent

of oxygen and one of nitrogen The gas is car-

ried in various sized gutta-percha bags, having a

flexible tube and a hard rubber mouthpiece, with

a stop-cock attached, which is placed against the

teeth, the mouth being held open by a small
wedge. The lips are drawn over the muuth-
pieee aud. the nose being closed, the patient is

directed to take a full lireaih. From twenty to

thirty seconds is quite suflicient to induce total

an;osthesia.

The patient was |nit under the influence of this

agent in aljuut fifteen scsonds, and the amputation
peri'urmed by making lateral skin flaps and a cir-

cular of the museh^s, without the slighcst pain
or unpleasant effect. The operation lasted two
minutes.

Dissection ofthe Stiimjj. Oct. 25, 1865. Dr. Pep-
per reports that all the tissues in the loAver part
of the stump were involved in a dense cartilagiu-
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ous cicatrix. There was marked eiilaroement

of all the nerves, es'-eciallv of the posterior

tibial, which was fully as large as an ordinary
sciatic, hard and coarse, and terminatiug by a

fibrous cord with a hard nodule developed about
an inch above its insertion into the cicatrix.

Both the anterior tibial and peroneal nerves ter-

minated in flattened nodules, directly involved

in dense fibrotis tissues. The vessels were patu-

lous to within a short distance of the euet of the

stump.

Microscopic Appearances, In the anterior tibial

and peroneal nerves, the neurilemma was very

much thickened. The nerve-tubes tortuo«s with

deficiency of the white matter. Nuaierous small

oil globules aloDcr the fibres. In the posterior

tibial, below the point of second amputation, there

was no trace of true nervous structure, the coarse
fibres of which the nerves consisted being entirely

composed of many bands of fibrous tissues.

Dissecting Abscess of the Leg. Operation

;

ITitroiis-Oxide Gas.

James —
, colored, jet. 15. Eeceived a

blow upon the left leg five weeks ago. An ab-

scess has formed, which is about the middle of

the limb on the outer side, immediately under

the skin. The pus has worked its way in various
directions, and has reached the surface by one
small orifice at the inner side of the tibia. All
this requires is a free incision, laying open the
undermined portion. A flaxseed poultice and
then some stimulating wash may be applied.
Profound anaesthesia was induced by the nitrons-
oxide, lasting one minute, and the abscess was
freely opened. No unpleasant symptoms followed
the use of the gas. Consciousness returned very
rapidly. No sickness of the stomach.

Syphilitic Sareocele. Sloughing of the Scrotum.
Eemoval of the Gland. Ifitrous-Oxide.

, aet. 22. The patient contracted

chancre three" years ago, which was followed by

inguinal enlargement and profuse skin eruption.

Ulceration of his nose is a prominent symptom,

and the part has assumed the flattened appear-
ance consequent upon the lo^s of its bony struc-

ture. About a year since, the right testicle be-
gan to enlarge, became heavy, very hard, and at

times painful. Six weeks ago, the testicle in-

creased enormously in size, the skin covering it

slouglied, leaving the organ entirely denuded.
There is a fetid discharge, which weakens him
very much. In this disease we find the organ
infiltrated with a yellowish lymph. whi(;h is do-

posited in and around the tubules, finally oblitoi--

ating the normal structure. 1'he parts lior(! ha\ o

sloughed to such an extent as to leave no chance
for the organ being covered by skin. In con-
sequence of this, the great discharge, and the
dinor^ranization of the part, we shall remove it.

Tho nitrous-oxide was inhaled, perfect anaDsthosia
being induced, an incision was made, running
up the cord, which was turnof] out and divided.
The lueniorrhage being controlled with one acu-
pressure needle.

Medical Societies.

PHILADEIiPHIA CO. MEDICAIj SOCIETY,

Keport oa. Cholera,

At a late meeting of the Philadelphia County

Medical Society a Committee was appointed toi

present a report on cholera, which we herewith

present to our readers. For point, brevity and

perspicuity^ the report is to be especially com-

mended.

The Committee present as the sum of all the
recorded experience, of those who have been close

obser\-ers of the spread and development of chol-

era, that its propagation has been very positively

promoted, and its malignancy tmdoubtedly ag-

gravated, by the presence of filth. By the word
filth, the Committee would be understood to mean,
all and everything which is calculated to render
the atmosphere impure. In the category of filth„

the Committee include foul slaughter-houses, cess-

pools and water-closets, obstructed sewers, damp
and imperfectly ventilated cellars, and other

places where sugar, molasses and other substances
prone to decomposition are stored, foul and stag--

nant gutters, damp and badly drained courts and
alleys, bone-boiling and decomposed animal and
putrid fat-boiling establishments, and the manu-
factories of fertilizing agents, into which as a

component part of the fertilizer, the decomposed
soft tissues of animals enter; the crowding to-

gether of large numbers of persons in defectively

ventilated and badly lighted factories and work-
shops. Each of the foregoing is a source of

atmospheric contamination, by generating and
sending forth large volumes of putrid gases, and
productive of one of the conditions which, it i;?

universally conceded, predispose to the attack of

epidemic diseases. These sources of insalubrity

are, to a very great extent, susceptible of control,

or abatement, requiring only manly humane indi-

vidual enterprise, and the resources which the

properly constituted authorities of the city have
at their command, to be put into active operation

for their removal, and hence, the extinguishment
largely of those great predisposing elements to

attacks of epidemic disorders. The history of the

present choler.a epidemic abroad is pregnant with
the facts, that its sjiread and"^ malignancy, its at-

tacks and devastation, have been in exact ratio

M'ith the presence of filth, the neglect of personal

cleanliness, and the disregard of public hygiene,

fn the progress of the disease, in no other place,

has there been anything like the terrific ravage
by cholera, as in C()nstantinoi)le, notoriously the

most filthy city in Kurope. Precisely that which
took place in Constantinople will repeat itself

elsewhere, jnst in proportion as that great source

of atmospheric contaniination filth, in its protean
forms, shall be disregarded, and prompt and
effectual means be not applied, for its control, as

was the case in the city referred to.

Among the highest and most important duties

of legislators, and those who have confided to

them the government of communities, are the
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enactment and enforcement of such sanitary laws

and police regulations, as shall best secure the

health of those communities, who have confided

to them their governmental, and certainly, to a

very large extent, the control of their personal

interests. There are indeed certain vast opera-

tions, promotive of health, which can only be
carried on by the public authorities, the neglect

of which, at all times, is to be deprecated; but

at a time, when the evidence is fast thickening,

that cholera, in an epidemic form, may visit our
city at no very remote day, for the active, vigor-

ous, and intelligent enforcement of sanitary laws
and police regulations to be disregarded, neglect-

ed, or even delayed, may entail upon the commu-
nity the most disastrous results. In view of this

fact, we have to urge upon the City Councils

prompt and energetic action in enforcing fully all

the sanitary regulations in regard to the cleans-

ing of the highways, alleys, and by-ways; the

enforcement of the laws for the prompt removal
of all garbage, the opening and cleansing, at

short intervals, of all culvert inlets; the promo-
tion of perfect surface drainage, and an inspection

of the docks and wharves along the fronts of the

Delaware and Schuylkill rivers, with a view of

ascertaining their actual condition, and if found
filthy, to have the necessary steps taken to cor-

rect the evil. We would further invite the Coun-
cils' prompt and energetic co-operation with the

Board of Health in enforcing all laws, and in the

strict application of all measures calculated to

secure the best public hygiene, and thus at once
in the most efficient manner to remove from our
midst some of the great predisposing causes of

epidemic cholera, and measurably prevent its

spread, and deprive it of much of its malignancy.

The Committee recognize in the resolutions of

the Board of Health, passed Sept, 3d, 1865, the

true basis for public sanitary operations, and

have to express the hope that the Board will re-

ceive all the co-operative support of the Councils

it may require, to enable it fully to develope and
efficiently execute all . its plans for the protection

of the community from the destructive influence,

etc. of cholera.

The Committee would not be regarded as

alarmists, and have to assure those whose busi-

ness it is to promote public hygiene, that there

will be but little else, so efficient, to prevent ex-

citement and keep down alarm in regard to a

visitation of cholera, as the prompt and vigorous

enforcement of all the sanitary laws, and the

bustle incident to the removal of all sources of

atmospheric contamination. If, in the enlight-

ened discharge of their duties to place our city in

the best possible condition to resist cholera, or to

mitigate its virulence, the authorities should en-

counter from the thoughtless and ignorant, or,

worse than all, the sordid and vicious, opposition

and fault-finding, they will soon discover that the

bane of opposition and fault-finding will have its

prompt and comforting antidote, in the endorse-

ment of their course by the wise, the humane,
and the just.

The Committee feel that their duty would be

only half performed if they did not say to the

community that, notwithstanding cholera is a

fearful malady, its attacks are not necessarily

mortal, and that its fatality can be much, very
much diminished by prompt, judicious medical
treatment. Indeed, of those who wisely subject

themselves to intelligent and skilful treatment at

the very dawn of the disease, not only a majority,

but a large majority recover.

In order that an attack of cholera may be pre-

vented, the Committee recommend that all pursue

their usual occupations, being careful to avoid

excessive labor and encroachment upon the usual

hours devoted to rest and sleep; to be circum-

spect in regard to their food, avoiding all articles

of diet which they know from experience are

likely to produce stomach or bowel disturbances;

to observe great regularity in regard to the time
of taking meals, and to abstain from eating gross

food and articles of diet difficult of digestion at

supper; to avoid the use of alcoholic liquors as

beverages, and to discountenance the pernicious

notion, that they are in any manner preventives

of cholera; to live well, and sustain themselves
with a mixed diet of wholesome food: to avoid all

unnecessary exposure; to pay the utmost atten-

tion to the quality and quantity of their clothing,

using adequate protection against cold and damp.
The Committee have also to ur^e great attention

to personal and domestic cleanliness, attention to

the light and ventilation of houses, workshops,
places of business, etc., and special attention to

cellars and basement-rooms, in removing from
them all matter susceptible of decomposition, the

free application of lime, and the insuring as far

possible in those places, dryness and ventilation.

Without proposing to interfere with rational

amusements, or the assemblage of persons for

needful religious and secular purposes, the Com-

mittee would recommend the avoidance of crowds

in illy ventilated halls and rooms, particularly at

night. Of equal importance with other recom-
mendations and suggestions, the Committee have
to urge upon all, that in the event of the slightest

disturbance of the health, all temporizing or pro-

crastination be avoided, and prompt application

be made to their medical advisers for treatment.

In an observance of the few suggestions and

recommendations we have made, will be found,

the Committee believe, great security from an at-

tack of cholera, or if attacked, much freedom

from sufi'ering, with increased surety of restora-

tion to health.

The Committee present the following resolu-

tions, to wit:

1. Resolved^ That, in the opinion of the Society,

the time for placing the city in condition to resist

the invasion of cholera, and to deprive it of much
of its malignancy, is during the absence of warm
weather; hence the present is the period when
all sanitary measures can be carried on without
disadvantage for the time, and with great good
for the future.
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2. EesoJred. That the City Councils be respect-
fully requested to use all the machinery of the
municipal government to place the city in the
most salubrious condition, and that Avhile ^xe re-

commend the avoidance of extravagance, we
would advise the most thorough and complete
application of sanitary measures, regardless of
the legitimate cost.

3. jResoh-ed, That the Board of Health be re-

spectfully requested to use all its powers in mak-
ing operative all the sanitary laws which it is

authorized to enforce, relying upon an enlight-
ened public sentiment for support in its humane
efforts to deprive the threatened epidemic of much
of its terntrs and virulence.

4. ]^rsn/rr>J. That the Board of Plealth be and
it is horeby requested to invite the citizens of the
different wards to organize associations for the
promotion of public hygiene, and invite those
associations to appoint block committees, to ex-

amine into the sanitary condition of the wards,
and that the Avard associations report all such
matters to the Board, as shall in their judgment
require the attention and interference of that
body, to secure the best h^'-gienic condition for

the cit3\

The Committee, while recommending an ob-

servance of the suggestions it has made for the

purpose of preventing cholera, etc., would en-

courage hope and cheerfulness in the community,

and a reliance upon the goodness of the Great
Dispenser of all things, that he may bless the
means which shall be applied to stay the onward
progress, and blunt the malignancy of the pesti-

lence. A. Nebinger, M, D.
John Bell, M. D.
L. P. Gebhard, M. D.
B. H. Coates, M. D.
Wm. Mayburry, M. D.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY of NEW YORK.
Mcetinr/ of Novemher 2?>d.

Removal of Tumor from Antrum of Highimore.

Dr. Krakowitzer stated that, contrary to his

expectation, the patient from whom he had re-

moved a soft sarcomatous tumor of the antrum,
(see last report.) was doing well, the reparative

process progressing favoral)ly, and as yet no sign

of meningitis has shown itself.

Urinary Calculus in a Child.

Dr. Reyxolus presented a specimen of urinary
calculus of considerable size, removed from a
child four years of age. lie had been called to

Rce the child on account of inaljility to urinate.

The warm bath and the other usual remcdi(^s

were resorted to. Finally, on cxaminjition, the,

calculus was found iin|)acted in the penis behind
the glans, and by introducing a f()rce])S and the

use of a consid(!ra]dc dogreo of force, it was re-

moved. Dr. ']\r()m had mentioned to him tliat

he had remr)vod five calculi under siniilar cir-

cumstances.

Partial Luxation of Lower End of Tibia forward.

Prof. IfAMiLTo.v whowed a specimen of disloca-

tion of the lower end of the tibia forward, with

fracture of the malleoli. The peculiar deformity
in these cases is a diminution of length in the
anterior portion of the foot, while the heel be-

comes apparently elongated.

Gunshot Fracture of Femur.

Dr. Bradley presented the femur of a man
who had died of exhaustion and intense suppu-
ration resulting from a gunshot wonr^d of the
thigh, implicating and fracturing the femur.
There was considerable callus thrown around,
and union had taken place. Surrounded by the

callus, however, and pretty firmly held in its

position was a sequestrum, several inches in

length.

Dr. Krakowitzer stated that the specimen, in

his opinion, illustrated one of the principles of

treatment of gunshot fractures—that regarding
secondary operations for the removal of seques-

tra. The patient died of exhaustion, diarrhoea,

in short, chronic pyeemia, in consequence of the

continuous bad suppuration, kept up by the pre-

sence of a foreign body in the shape of dead
bone. He did not see why a patient under these

circumstances should not live, if the sequestrum
be removed in time. The rule in these cases is

to wait; but if there is much inflammatiou, bad
and extensive suppuration and diarrhoea, second-

ary operations should not be delayed.

Another reason against such delay is the dan-

ger, when the fracture is near joints, of osteomy-

elitis. The sequestrum can generally, if not al-

ways, be removed without destroying the union.

Dr. Bradley also presented a specimen of

aneurism of the aorta.

DXTecrosis of Tibia.

Prof. Post presented a specimen of necrosis of

the tibia obtained from a child about 12 years of

age. The specimen was remarkable on account
of the necrosis extending fairly down into the

ankle-joint, the tibia being anchylosed with the

astragalus. It is seldom that the disease, as in

this case, attacks the spongy portions of bone.

Editorial Department.

Periscope.

Ligation of Common Iliac Artery.

Dr. James B. Cutter, of NcAvark, N. J., re-

lates in the Amer. Jour, of Med. Sciences, a case

of " ligation of the common iliac artery: sequel of

a case of ligation of external iliac artery for aneu-

rism of femoral artery." The aneurism had been
produced l)y a wound inflicted accidentally with
the large blade of a pocket-knife in the inner side

of the left thigh, about tAvo inches below Pou-
part's ligament, the blade entering the femoral

artery and vein near the origin of the profunda,

lie never experienced any trouble in consequence
until about seven years after the receipt yf the in-

jury, when the existence of an aneurism became
phiin, and rajtidly growing, the external iliacwas

ligated Feb. Oth, IHG^.

Jt(!lief was at first experienced, the enormous
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swelling and distension of the leg yielding; but
a few months later, (in June,) returned and
gradually increased, rendering his suffering ex-

treme, so that, on September 17th, ligation of the
common iliac artery was decided upon. lie died
September 21st, from peritonitis. On making the

autopsy, " the whole surface of the peritoneum
was found coated with lymph, and there was a
small collection of serum. The lymph in some
places Avas in flakes ; in other situations it was
the consistency of thick gruel, closely resembling
pus."

During the operation, the fascia transversalis

had been found firmly fastened to the peritoneum,
" which was very much thickened, and firmly ad-

herent to the surrounding parts. It had been im-
possible to separate the peritoneum from the iliac

fossa. Tlie jKritoneal sac was tlm^efore opened,
and the artery secured in that manner."

Action of Digitalis and Ergot Combined.

Dr. Charles O'L. Ronatne publishes in the

Dublin Medical Press an article on the "Action

of digitalis and ergot combined," from which re-

medies he has derived great benefits in the treat-

ment of many renal and cardiac maladies. He
claims for the two remedies combined, sedative,

tonic, and haemostatic action. In one case, of a

young man suffering from mitral valve regurgi-

tation, complicated with general and pericardiac

effusion, and who during an attack of subacute

rheumatism was seized with severe heart symp-

toms, great anxiety, precordial distress, dysp-

noea, sleeplessness, frequent faintings, fluttering,

and irregular pulse, occasional h^emopthysis,
with general dropsy and some pericardiac effu-

sion,—the symptoms were all speedily relieved

by ten to fifteen drop doses of the tincture of
digitalis and ergot combined, thrice daily. The
combination is also recommended in cases of

chronic bronchitis and bronchorrhoeal asthma;
the ergot Dr. Roxayne supposes to act on the
muscular coating of the overloaded capillaries,

whilst the digitalis lessens the driving power of
the heart. He has also derived marked benefit

from the combined administration of the remedies
in cases of deficient menstruation, with distress-

ing palpitations, occurring in nervous or hysteri-

cal females. If the medicines be given a week
or ten days before the catamenial period, and a
few hip-baths ' the days immediately preceding,

after a short time decided relief will be experi-

enced, the menstruation becomes healthier, the
palpitations cease, and any wandering pains in

the back or legs pass off. The same symptoms
occurring in leucocythaemic females, or even com-
plete cessation of the menstruation, with oedema
of the extremities, pallid greenness of the face,

loss of appetite, with distinct bruit de diable over
the carotids, these will be very much benefitted

by the administration of the drugs; and if, at the
same time, iron be given and no organic disease
be present, a cure will be effected.

The tinctures of these articles the author consid-
ers the best preparation, but complains of the in-

equality of their strength and the uncertainty of

their action. The best way of obtaining the active

ingredients of such plants as valerian, digitalis,

buchu, ergot, etc., he considers to be by a double

process, first of alcoholic extraction, and then of

aqueous maceration. The plant is first infused

in absolute alcohol, after a time expressed and
filtered; in this way the oils, resins, etc., are

obtained; the residue is then macerated in boil-

ing water, which dissolves out the gums, salines,

and extractive matters. The two solutions are

then mixed, and thus a pure, certain solution of

the constituents of the drug is procured.

Danger of Subcutaneous Injections.

Prof. Nasbaum, of Munich, suffering from

neuralgia, had frequently injected morphia under

his own skin, sometimes to the extent of five

grains in twenty-four hours. Two months ago

he injected two grains of acetate of morphia dis-

solved in fifteen minims of water, and accident-

ally sent it direct into a subcutaneous vein in-

stead of into the cellular tissue. He gives a

graphic account of his dangerous position for

two hours, after which the effect passed off. He
has seen similar effects in a smaller degree in

two of his patients, and the practical lessons are,

that as it may be impossible to avoid veins at all

times, and one may be punctured unawares, sub-

cutaneous injection should always be done very

sloioly. The effects are so instantaneous that the

syringe can be stopped at the first sign of danger,

and some of the ir-jected fluid mixed with blood

may be sucked out again by the syringe. It is

very remarkable how the effects of the same dose

of the same substance differ when directly in-

jected into a vein and mixed with the venous

blood, and when they filter into the blood from

the cellular tissue through the unbroken coats of

the vessels.—iHfecZ. Times and Gaz—Dublin Med.

Press.

Poisoning byVeratrum Viride.

Dr. J. B. Buckingham, of Bloomville, Seneca

county, Ohio, relates the following case in the

American Journal of Med. Sciences:

H. C -, an adult who had been taking fluid

extract of valerian for some nervous derange-

ment, stepped into a drug store, picked up a bot-

tle, thinking it was valerian, and took a swallow,

and passed it to a friend, (a lawyer) remarking,

take 8i)me of this, it will improve your oratory.

The latter, being ambitious, also took a swallow,

and soon after left the store. In about half an
hour afterwards, I was hastily summoned to see

the orator, whom I found in the following condi-

tion : Almost speechless, retching and vomiting

incessantly, bathed in profuse cold perspiration,

pulse scarcely perceptible in the radial artery. I

administered at once a full teaspoonful of^ lauda-

num, after which there was no more vomiting,

pulse increased in strength and volume, followed

by a quick recovery. This was the only medi-

cine given ; whereas in the case of II. C , who
took no laudanum, the vomiting continued for

some hours, with total loss of speech and locomo-

tion for some time. Each had taken about a
teaspoonful of fluid extract of veratrum viride.
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MEDICAL AND SUKGICAL EEPORTSR.

PHILADELPHIA, DECEMBER 2, 1865.

ENLARGEMENT AND INCREASE OF
PRICE.

The pressure of literary material on our columns

makes it necessary to announce an increase of the

size of the Medical axd Surgical Reporter. This

inorea?e. together Avitli an improved external appear-

ance, will take place from the first of January next ;

from which time the subscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on

the literary department, or perhaps do both.

_^^AIl advance paymenis made prior to January \st,

1866, will he credited at the present rate of $4 per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

NEW LITERARY ARRANGEMENTS.
As one of the results of the settlement of our

national difficulties, and the return to civil life of

some of our old collaborators, we are enabled to

announce the consummation of an excellent ar-

rancjement by which w^e shall hereafter maintain
a close editorial connection with the city of New
York. This arrangement will include, besides

editorial observations, regular intelligent reports

of the proceedings of the New York Academy of

Medicine, the Pathological Society, and corres-

pondence on medical matters in and near the

metropolis. We are also endeavoring to secure

good clinical reports from that city. These, with

the clinical reports from this city and Baltimore,

and the reports of the meetings of the Philadel-

phia County Medical Society, in addition to our
ordinary arrangements will enhance materially

the value and interest of the Reporter. These
arrangements arc very costly, but, we doubt not,

the profession will sustain our enterprise with
such liberality that we shall be enabled to meet
the heavy outlay without embarrassment. Aside
from our own la})or, our present plans will call

for a cash outlay of from thirty to fifty dollars a

week on the literary department of the Reporter
alone.

ALCOHOL.
In the perusal of our late European exchanges

wo have noticed the discussion of several ques

tions, cither in the journals or in medical socio

tics, which it seems to us useless to discuss, at

least in the shape in whicli tliey are brought for

ward

.

Thus, for instance, our friends of the British

Medical Journal^ the official organ of the British

Medical Association, is editorially and by its

correspondents discussing the question whether

'Alcohol is Food or Physic?" Can the physi-

ological questions involved in the consideration

of the relations of alcohol as a dietary or thera-

peutic agent be put in a form more vague than

this? And can we expect to arrive at any but

vague deductions in its discussion?

To justify our criticism, it is to be remarked,

in the first place, that no sane man has ever

claimed or ever wilL claim for alcohol pure, any

position among the articles of nutrition, and any

discussion which is based upon the physiological

efi"ects of strong undiluted alcohol, is of no practi-

cal value, because those who claim it to be food,

claim it to be so only in its natural diluted forms.

And suppose it is proved satisfactorily, as we
believe it has been, that the various alcoholic

beverages which have been in use among man-

kind during the last four thousand years, possess

no value as real food, (and by food we understand

assimilable articles,) still the question remains

open—Why it has been that man has clung with

such tenacity to the use of these articles?

The instincts of mankind frequently are be-

yond mere explanation of abstract reason and the

deductions of science—sometimes even running

exactly contrary to these deductions. Science

may prove that neither wine nor any of the fer-

mented liquors possess any value as articles of

food, yet we do not believe that such demonstra-

tion has in the least degree lessened their con-

sumption. This consumption, in all ages and

amongst all classes and nations, has never been

based upon the ground that wine or beer are

food ; but people have used and consumed them

simply on the ground of gustatory preference and

the pleasant effects which they yield. It is from

this point of view that the philosophical inquirer

will study the history of the drinking habits of

man, and if he can determine the real cause in

the nature of r)ian which has led him to the exten-

sive use of wine and its various substitutes, he

will also be able to solve. the question whether

that use was justified by the physical or moral

nature of man, or resulted in toto from his de-

pravity?

The question of the benefits or evil effects of

alcoholic beverages, then, is not a matter con-

cerning their chemical nature and action upon

the gastric juice and the lining tissues alone, but

a question involving the w^hole nature of man,

physical and moral, of habits of social life, and

we do not think that we are far from the truth

when we state thiat as yet we know very little of

the question. It may be perplexing to think,

when we are convinced that the use of alcoholic

beverages is injurious in toto, that we can assign
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no proper reason why mankind from its earliest

infancy should have adopted, so universally, an

injurious habit, but the fact is undeniable, and'

we must fight the enemy, i^ we fight him at all,

on his own historical battle-ground.

But we do not intend to enter into a discussion

of the general question of alcoholic beverages on

this occasion. It is their medical use which con-

cerns us most.

It is a fact well known by every one of our

profession, that during the last ten or fifteen

J ears the use of alcohol, mainly in its stronger

forms, has become amazingly frequent, and that in

the treatment of many diseases it enters as one of

the chief agents, and that such practice is strongly

advocated by some of the most eminent members

of the profession. Milk punches and egg-nogs

form in many a sick room the main reliance of

the practitioner, and it is really a most serious

question, whether we are not doing, on the other

side of the house, the same thing which our pre-

decessors did, i. e., run into extremes. They over-

hied- and over-debilitated. Does it not occur to

many of our readers that there is too much ten-

dency, in our day, to over-sthnulate? It is our

conviction that such is the case, and while none

can be more willing to admit the efficacious ef-

fects of alcoholic stimulation in low fevers, we
feel it our duty to protest against a practice of

almost indiscriminate stimulation, which bids fair

to become the great error of medical practice of

this generation.

In this view we do not stand alone. At the

recent discussion on pneumonia, in the xlcademy

of Medicine in New York, Professor Alonzo

Clark made a statement which fully embodies

our views on the subject Dr. Clark inciden-

tally mentioned the prevailing tendency among
physicians to stimulate, and stated that as he

had been one of the first in that city to introduce

alcoholic stimuli in the treatment of low fevers,

he felt it his duty to warn against the prevailing

inclination to indiscriminate and over-stimula-

tion, which appears to have become as fasliiona-

ble among physicians as the wearing of dead

women's hair among the gentler sex.

^

THE SCIEIfCE OF COOKERY.
Civilization and cookery go hand in hand. As

we advance in civilization, the palate becomes

more refined, and the art of cookery grows in im-

portance, Alas, for the stomach and the health

of mankind, it has, heretofore, in our country at

least, been too much of an art. Science and rea-

son have had little to do with preparing the food

on which depends the healthful development of

our bodies and minds. "First class cooks," to

whom we pay extravagant wages, serve up for

our tables viands floating in empyreumatic grease,

and enveloped in animal charcoal. "Tender-

loins,'' for which we pay the highest price, are

brought to the table in a condition that tries the

endurance of our masseters, and the strength of

our masticating apparatus. The aroma of our

coffee and tea is dissipated through the house,

while insipid infusions of charred coffee berries,

and decayed tea-leaves, colored green—with we
know not what—are brought on our tables, and

tempered often with a villainous mixture called

milk, the whole constituting a compound of a

peculiar muddy look and indescribable flavor

—

and this passes for cofi'ee and tea, while learned

disquisitions are put forth as to the healthfulness

of those articles as beverages. First, give us the

beverages—then the disquisitions

!

Bread, "the stafi" of life,"—heaven save the

mark! comes to us from these ''first class cooks,"

sour, sodden, half-baked, perhaps even dried up

without being baked, certainly fit, half the time,

for nothing but to try our patience and derange

the digestive apparatus. Our pastry—cakes, pies,

crackers, etc.—is notoriously compounded of re-

fuse flour, rancid butter, and doubtful sugar,

which is expected by its sweetness to hide all

deficiencies; the quality of lightness, ''so-called,"

being given by a hap-hazard use of an acid and

an alkali. Our vegetables water-soaked, eggs

generally overdone if boiled, or redolent of burned

grease if cooked otherwise, and the whole served

up cold, when they ought to be hot, and hot,

when they ought to be cold, what wonder is it

that we as a nation are martyrs to dyspepsia, and

other ailments originating directly from the vil-

lainous manner in which our food is cooked?

To correct all this it is indispensably necessary

that our housekeepers, as well as those whom we
employ as professional cooks, should be instruct-

ed as to the proper mode of cooking and serving

meals.

We are happy to observe that a qualified gen-

tleman has in Xew York in successful operation,

for the second season, we believe, an Academy

for the instruccion of ladies in the science and art

of cookery.

M. Blot, who seems to have made himself so

exceedingly popular that he has been compelled

to refuse admission to hundreds of applicants to

his Academy, has a man to assist him in his

demonstrations. Dishes of all kinds are cooked

and served up before the pupils. Everything in

the lesson is so plain and simple that a child
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might do the work-, everything, too, is doae with-

out any bustle or confusion ; so that were it not

for the ocular proof, one might suppose that the

food was prepared " by hands unseen."

'•M. Blot intends, when his first class is far

enough advanced, to teach them to piCj.are Mils

of fare that will be entirely suited to dysneptics,

so that by confining themselves to the food so

prepared, any victims of that 'dread enemy of

man,' provided he has not been too long in the

monster's clutches, may, in the course of two

or three months, 'forget that he has a siomach."

What would not Carlyle have given, had there

been 'cooking academies' in England, so that he

might never have discovered that he had a sto-

mach !

"M. Blot told one of his classes lately, that in

France, when any one wished to pay a very high

honor to any lady, a dinner is given to her in

which all the sauces are the color of her hair
;

that is blonde or brown, and the dinner is a

diner blonde or diner hrune.

The bill of fare for the diner blonde consisted

of soup, with asparagus ; calves' brain, fried

;

haricot of mutton; potatoes; bechamel sauce;

carrots au jus; eggs a la neige; beignets souf-

fles; jelly.

" On the occasion of Queen Victoria's visit to

Louis Xapoleox. he gave her a diner blonde

which required twenty-five cooks to prepare, and

our brilliant English friends thought 'the Em-

peror must have cooks that did not know a great

deal, for he had all his sauces of the same color,'

not knowing how great homage had been given

to her. The diner brune was soup au neuilles,

eels en matelote, lamb chops, piquante sauce,

macaroni au gratin, potatoes a la lyonaise, cakes

with almijnds, jelly, cape noir. These dinners, it

must be remembered, are only given in honor of

a lady."

M. Blot teaches his classes how to arrange

the different viands on the table, so that they

may be always pleasing to the eye as well as to

the taste. He announces his intention to orga-

nize a class for gentlemen, fixing some conveni-

ent hour for the lessons, after the day's business

is over.

We trust that other competent persons will

engage in this truly important branch of teach-

ing, and that not only in our larger cities and

towns, but throughout the country, so that those

whose business it is to prepare our food or at-

tend to its preparation, will have an opportunity

of learning something of the yrir nrc of coolccry.

COMMENTS. [Vol. XIII.

Notes and Comments.

A Case of Mistaken Identity!

As Arteaias Ward would say, '"the follerin is

a goak,"—and too good to be lost. A friend of

ours not long since met a subscriber to the Re-

porter, when a colloquy something like the fol-

lowing occurred: "The editor of the Reporter

is a fool—aint half a man. I've a notion of stop-

ping the thing." "Granted that he is a fiol;

but what is the gruund of your opinicui ?"' " Vrin-,

he don't wear a beard, and he's just no man at

all that shaves his beard."' "I beg your pardon,

but he does wear quite a long beard." "T tell

you he don't, though." "But I saw him ester-

day, and he had a beard then." "Well—look
here, there's his picture oa the cover of the

Reporter, and he's got no beard!" A cabinet

meeting was immediately called, and in connuec-

tion with our reconstruction policy for the new
volume, (which by the way is satisfactory to every-

body,) it was voted that respect to the memor}- of

the distinguished Bexjamix Rush required that

said picture be dispensed with after the close of

the present volume!

Mitchell's ]N"ew General Atlas.

This atlas is sufficiently large, yet not so bulky

as some of the well-kno-syi earlier atlases. On
this account it is more convenient for ready re-

ference.

It contains eighty-seven maps and plans, to-

gether with valuable statistical tables, and an

extensi\ e index of places.

The edition just issued has new and muc-h en-

larged maps of the States of Peunsjdvania, Xew
Jersey, Maryland, and Delaware, and the new
State of Nevada. It contains all the New Terri-

tories, Counties, and Railroads, with the sites of

the Battle-fields of the late war, and plans of all

our principal cities.

The lettering of the maps'^ is exceedingly clear.

This atlas is sold by agents only. Mr. G. P.

Maxson is the only salesman for Philadelphia.

New Music
Published by Horace Waters, No. 481 Broad-

Avay, New York.
" Were Unit liis oxm Wife"—Ballad. Words by

Thomas Moore. Music by Mrs. E. A. Parkhurst.

"Dixie Doodle.^' AVords and Music by Wm.
II. Stevens.

*' The Gem of llie Mounfain.r'— (Mazourka.)
(omposed by Mrs. E. A. Parkhurst.

" Our Soldiers^ last March''—Introducing the

c le])rated Peace Jul)ilee, compot^ed expressly for

t e I'.V.hh Regiment, by Mrs. E. A. Parkhurst.
" 77<c frsi Kiss at 'the yate." Words by T.

•^ohnson. Music by Augustus A. Crilley.
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News and Miscellany.

History of ttie Cholera on the Atalanta.

The following letter of Dr. Walser to Dr.

SvriNBURNE explains itself.

Ho'PiTAL Ship Falcon, November 8.

My Dear Doctor—My time has been so much
cccupied that my daily reports were necessarily

limited to momentary impressions, and the names
of the. siok and deceased on board the Atalanta.

The history of the disease, its cause acd develop-

ment, and the measures adapted to arrest its pro-

gress, could only be made the subject of a com-

munication after days of observation and investi

gation. Cholera prevailed in Paris to a limited

extent in September. Emigrants from Svfitzer-

land and the southern part of Germany, who con-

stituted the majority of the Atalanta's pa'ssengers,

came by way of Paris to Havre, and while in the

several emigrant boarding-houses persons died

after a few days or hours' sickness, attended by a

consultation of government physicians. Unusufi]

facilities were offered for the shipment of passen-

gers, and the anxiety of the government officials to

place them on hoard icas so marked as to cause

inquiries on the part of the officers of the ship.

The day after the sailing from Havre the first

case of cholera occurred : and. as already stated,

some sixty out of five hundred and twenty-five

steerage passengers took ill, of whom sixteen

died, while the cabins on deck remained exempt
from the visitation of the disease. Since her

arrival at quarantine thirty-six more of her pas

sengers sickened, and four died, swelling the

total number of cases to ninety-six and twenty
deaths, with patients still remaining under treat

ment.
From the first the disease presented the uni-

form symptoms pathognostic of cholera. Asiatica,

and although in but few cases terminating fatally,

the same virus produced thp milder forms of the

disease, which destroyed life in some insta^nces

in twenty-four, or even in twelve hours. If we
take into consideration that all on board were
perfectly healthy previous to the embarkation of

the passengers from Havre; that cases had already

occurred in Havre, and from the first day these

passengers came on board the ship, we necessa-

rily must look to these persons as the carriers of

the malady on board the Atalanta, and to Havre
or (as they all cam.e by way of Paris) to Paris, of&

cially declared as suffering from the visitation of

the disease, as the source of infection. In this

connection I would call attention to the fact that,

while merely passing through Paris these pas

sengers contracted and propagated the disease.

Thousands of boxes of merchandise not only

came from Paris, but from Marseilles, Toulon,

and Barcelona, while cholera was prevailing as

an epidemic, without producing the disease in a

single instance; and our single endeavor in qua-

rantine must therefore be the qiiarantine of per

sons and not of ships or merchandise. To look

for the cause of the disease, or even its develop-

ment in the construction of the Atalanta, or the

want of attention on the part of the officers of the

ship, is perfectly unwarranted. The vessel is

built for passengers; the steerage is eight feet six

inches to nine feet four inches high, divided into

three apartments, each provided with four venti-

lators, and ten side ports, and containing a double
tier of berths on each side of an open space used
as a dining-room. The provisions were good and
abundant, and the captain's kindness spoken of

in the highest terms. Dr. Hordes, of Berlin, by
his strict attention to the internal hygiene, en-

forcing cleanliness and order, and preserving
silence and secrecy on the nature of the prevail-

ing disea-e, incurred the ill-will of th? passen-
gers. Besides cholera, eight cases of variola oc-

curred, all of whom recovered, and the plea ad-

vanced by some that the disease could not have
been cholera because so few fickened and died,

is equally applicable to small-pox. May we not
rather attribute the mild character of the disease

to the abundant supply of pure air and the low
temperature, and rather expres'^ our surprise at

the large number which, under the circumstances,
is rather the exception than the rule? The cabin
passengers, in all probability, enjoyed immunity
from disease by having these advantages in a
still greater degree, and having separate apart-

ments, where only two were assigned to the
steerage passengers, and these not always in a
very cleanly condition Since the sick have been
removed from the ship but few new cases have
occurred, and these of the mildest character, and
we may reasonably hope for the speedy disap-

pearance of the malady. The vessel has been
thoroughly cleansed and fumigated, the bedding
and clothing of the passengers aired and venti-

lated, and as soon as the proper facilities are
rffered, all the linen of the passengers will be
washed, and every measure adopted to purify
and disinfect.

Respectfully, your obedient servarit,

Theodore Walser, M. D.

Forty Persons Poisoned by Impure Calomel.

The St. Louis Republican says that forty per-
sons were recently poisoned in Shiloh, Illinois,

under the following circumstances. "It appears
that two physicians of that place recently sent to

a drug store, in Chester, for a quantity cf calo-

mel. In one day the medicine was administered
to forty patients, when it was discovered that with
the caiomel there was mixed corrosive sublimate,
a violent poison. All the patients were taken
with alarming symptoms, and in the cases of
seven of them the result had proved fatal at the
date of our advices, and it was feared that others
would not survive. The presence of corrosive
sublimate was probably due to a culpable care-
lessness at the laboratory of the manufacturer.'^

We have little confidence in the truth of the

above story, and would like to have a true ver-

sion of it by some respectable physician in that

section.

Mustered Out.

The following Surgeons of Volunteers were
lately mustered out: James K. Rodgers, Missouri

:

AVrj. B, Cochrax, Iowa, and James M. Study
Indiana.

'
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A Farewell to Agassiz.

BY 0. W. HOLMES, M. D.

How the mountains talked together,
Looking down upon the weather,
When they heard our friend had planned his
Little trip among the Andes!
How they'll bare their snowy scalps
Ti) the climber of the Alps,
When the cry goes through their passes,
'• Here comes the great Agassiz?"
" Yes. I'm tall,'" says Chimborazo,
"But I wait for him to say so,

—

That's the only thing that lacks,—he
Must see me, Cotopaxi!"
'> Ay! ay!'' the fire peak thunders,
" And he must view my wonders!
I'm but a lonelj'' crater,

Till I have him for spectator!"
The mountain hearts are yearning,
The lava torches burning.
The rivers bend to meet him,
The forests bow to greet him,
It thrills the spinal column
Of fossil fishes solemn.
And glaciers crawl the faster

To the feet of their old master!

Heaven keep him well and hearty,
Both him and all his party

!

From the sun that broiis and smites,
From the centipede that bites,

From the hailstorm and the thunder,
From the vampire and the condor,
From the gust upon the river.
From the sudden earthquake shiver,
From the trip of mule or donkey,
From the midnight howling monkey,
From the stroke of knife or dagger,
From the puma and the jaguar.
From the horrid boa-constrictor
That has scared us in the pictur',
P>om the Indians of the Pampas,
Who would dine upon their granpas,
From every beast and vermin
That to think of sets us sr[uirming,
From every snake that tries on
The traveler hi? pi'son,

From every pest of natur',
Likewise the alligator.

And from two things left behind him,
(Be sure they'll try to find him)

—

The tax bill and assessor,

—

Heaven keep the great Professor!

May he find with his apostles,

That the land is fall of fossils,

That the waters swarm with fishes
Shaped according to his wishes,
That every pool is fertile

In fancy kinds of turtle.

New birds around him singing,
New insects, never slinginj,
With a million novcil data.
About the ;irticul:ita,

And fa -ts tliat ,-trip off all husks
From the history of mollusks.

And when, with loud Tc Deum,
He returns to his Museum,
May he find the monstrous reptile
That 80 long the land has kept ill

By Grant and Sherman throttled,
And by Faihcr Abraham bottled,
(All specked and streaked and mottled
With the sf-ars of murderous battles.
Where he clasheii the iron rattles
That gods and men he shook at,)

For all the world to look at!

God bless the great Professor!
And Madam trjo, God blesn her!
Bless him and all his band,
On the sea and on the land,
Ah they sail, ride, walk and stand-
Bless thern head and heart and hand,
Till their glorious raid is o'er,

And they touch our ransomed shore!
Then the welcome of a naliop,
With its shout of exultation,
Bhill awake the dumb creation,
And the fhapes of buried it-cmn

Join the living creatures' pjrianfl,

Whilo the miifhty megalosaurus,
Leads the pala-uzoic chorus,

—

God bless the great Profeswr,
And the land his proud posflepnor,-—

BIcHH them now and evermore! ' AVontic Mmihly.

MARRIED.

Buckley—White.—In Baltimore, Md., Nov. 21, Dr Thomas
Buckley and Mrs. White, daughter of John B-idgley, Esq., of
Hampton.
BuRRELL—LouGHRY.—Nov. 7th, by Rev. Mr. Nesbitt, Dr. D.

Burrell, of New Derry, Westmoreland co
,
Pa., and Miss Esther

Loughry. of Phillips' Mills, Indiana county, Pa.
Brown—Weeb.—On the 15th Nov., at the Congregational

Church in Toledo, Ohio, by the Rev. W. W. Williams, Theodore
J. Brown, of Toledo, and Eliza L., daughter of Dr. Geo. L. Weed,
of Cincinnati.
De Witt—Spangler.—In the Presbyterian Church, York, Pa

,

on Nov. 4th, by Rev. Dr. De Witt, of Harrisburg, Pa., Dr. Wil-
liam R. De Witt, Jr., Surgeon U. S. V., of Charleston, S. C, and
Miss Susan E., daughter of the late General Jacob Spangler, of
York, Pa.
Fisher—Mason.—At Charlestown, Mass., Nov. 12, by the Rev.

George E. Ellis, D D., Horace N. Fisher, of Brookline, and Kia
Mason, daughter of Dr. William Mason.
Richardson—Gould.—In Boston, Nov. 16, by Rev. Dr. Stow,

James B. Richardson, Esq., Counsellor-at Law, and Miss Mary
Gushing, daughter of Augustus A. Gould, M. D , all of Boston.

ScH.'iNCK—Burras.-By Rev. S. D. Barchard, at the residence
of the bride's parents, Nov. 22, James V. Schenck and Lizzie W.
daughter of Dr. T. H. Burras, both of New York.

DIED.

Allingham.—At Cherbourg, France, on Friday, Oct. 13, James
J. Allingham, Passed Assistant Surgeon United States Navy.
Lawson.—In Cincinnati, suddenly, Nov. 14th, of disease of the

heart, Mrs. Sarah Lawson, wife of Dr. P. S. Lawson, in the 58th
year of her age.

ScHREiMER.—Near New Texas. Ohio, Nov. 20, Lucinda, wife
of Samuel Schreimer, M. D.

Sbegar.—In Cincinnati, Nov. 14th, Florence J., second daugh-
ter of Dr. J. and Mary N. Seegar, aged 22 years and 21 days.

AlSrSWERS TO CORRESPOISTDENTS.
Drs. M. Miller, and A. G. Coleman, will please give us their

former place of residence, that we may find, and change in

mail book.

Di: B. F r.. Camp Douglas, Utah Ter.—The price of the Lan-

cet, (republication,) when taken in connection with the Repor-

ter, is $3 a year. We have ordered the back numbers of the

Lancet for 1865, and send those of the Reporter, as requested.

Dr. H. A, S , Gallatin. Tenn.—Neligan on the Skin, with illus-

trations, is a suitable work for you. Price $7. The edition of

the text, however, is not recent. A small work adapted to Ne-

ligan's plates has lately been published by Hillier. Wilson on

the Skin, with plates, is a larger, and more satisfactory work on

some accounts. Price $0.50. Neligan's Plates and Hillier $7.75.

Dr. S P. W., Putnamville, Ind.—Thomas' Pronouncing Dic-

tionary, Agnew's Practical Anatomy, Carpenter's Comparative
Physiology, Lallemand on Spermatorrhoea, sent by Adams'
Express, Nov. 2-2d.

Dr. J. McB., Cadiz, Ohio.—Byford on Diseases of Women, sent
by mail, Nov. 20th.

Dr. D. C. R., Utah, Pa.—Byford on Diseases of Women, sent
by Express, Nov. 20th.

Dr. J. McC ,
Chesterville, Ohio.—Two copies of Slade on Diph-

theria, sent by mail, Nov. 20th.

METEOROLOGY.

November 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26.

Wind

Depth Rain

N. E.

Cl'dy.

N. E.

Cl'dy,

Rain.

2 8-10

N. W.
Cl'dy,

Show-
ery.

N. W.
Cl'dy,
Show-
ery.

1-io

N. W.
Cl'dy.

N.
Clear.

N. W.
Clear.

Thrrmomftcr.
36° 3r,o 31° 31° 290 29° 28°

At8 A. M 43 44 41 43 43 44 43

At 12.M 43 44 45 44 50 47 48

41 44 45 43 50 48 48

Mean 40.75 41.75 40.50 40.25 43. 39.50 41.75

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.3 29.6 29.6 29.7 30. 30. 30.

Germanlnwn, Pa. I. J. Lebdoh.
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. REMARKS ON" LARYI^GOSUOPY".

By Ephraim Cutter, M. D.,

Of Woburn, Mass.,

At tlie Jfedical Clinic of Dr. J. L. Ludlow, at the

Philadelphia Hospital,

Eeported by A. M. Shew, M. D.

It affords me much pleasure, gentlemen, to

have an opportunity, by the kindness of your

professor, of presenting briefly the subject of

laryngoscopy. It is a subject which has of late

years attracted the attention of the profession to

a degree only equalled by its importance. To

you as students of medicine and future practi-

tioners and teachers, it is a practical subject, and

should be thoroughly and conscientiously inves-

tigated. Strange as it may seem, it was not until

the middle of the eighteenth century that the

medical profession attempted to discriminate be-

tween diseases of the fauces and those of the

wind-pipe. This may account for the non-inven-

tion of the laryngoscope prior to that period. It

is unnecessary for me on this occasion to give a

detailed history of the instrument from the time

when Levret, a distinguished Frenchmen, of

decided inventive genius, first contrived a curious

instrument whereby the nostrils, throat, ears and

other parts could be examined.

Even then, as in later years, the discovery was

looked upon by the profession with mistrust, and

was soon lost sight of
5
and it was not till more

than fifty years later that it again excited atten-

tion. Whether its neglect was due to the exag-

gerated expectations, and subsequent disappoint-

ment of the public, or to certain defects in the

apparatus, it is now impossible to say.

The elements of laryngoscopy were undoubt-

edly understood, but a difiiculty existed in getting

proper instruments. Thanks to the spirit of in-

vestigation, which has actuated a few leading men

in the profession, we have to-day an instrument

so complete and perfect, that by its use we may

know the condition of the larynx, voCjal eords,

and all the surrounding parts. To properly un-

derstand the subject you should diligently study

the laws relating to light. When we wish to

inspect a tube or passage bent upon itself, by

remembering that law in physics which teaches

that the angle of reflection is equal to the angle

of incidence, we may place a mirror in the passage

when it is bent upon itself in such a way that

the luminous rays falling on it are projected into

the cavity, at the same time the image of the

interior is formed on the mirror, and reflected

back to the eye of the observer.

The whole apparatus is comprised of a combina-

tion of these two elements—reflection and illumi-

nation.

Here upon the table you observe the laryngo-

scope. It consists of two mirrors—a small one,

from half an inch to an inch in diameter, to be

placed back in the fauces ; and a large, plain or

concave mirror used for the purpose of reflecting

and concentrating the rays of the sun or artificial

light upon the small mirror after it is placed in

position. These mirrors may be made of various

materials, but the best of all are of glass, backed

with amalgam. The circular laryngeal mirror

causes the least irritation in the throat, and

should be attached to the handle, so that the lat-

ter forms with it an angle of about 120°. The

stem of the mirror slides into a hollow wooden

handle, and is fixed there by a screw. By this

arrangement it may be made shorter or longer

according to circumstances.

For purposes of illumination solar light is by

far the most desirable; but we are sometimes

obliged to resort to artificial lights. The com-

mon burning gas or argand lamp will answer the

purpose admirably. When solar light is made

use of, the surface of the reflecting mirror should

be plain. Before passing, permit me to observe

that the employment of a reflector is not abso-

lutely necessary for throwing a light into the

laryngeal mirror, and especially when the lumin-

ous rays from the sun are made use of.

I have now given you a brief description of

the laryngoscope and its history, and will next

speak of the practice of the art. You will at

first find great inconvenience arising from the

inability of the patient to keep his tongue pro-
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trnded. and of alloT^'ing the laryRgeal mirror to

remain quietly in the pharynx. This may he

OTercome by having the patient apply his finger^

or some other smooth body, to the posterior por-

tion of the throat occasionally during the twenty-

four hours. In a little Arhile the palate becomes

accustomed to the feeling, and will allow any

smooth saVtstanee toreuiaiu without causing spas-

modic attempts at removal. The observer should

be seated directs in front of the patient, with

the artificial light at the patient's side, and level

with the eye. Now seize hold of the patient's

tongue genth% but firmly, with the thumb and

finger, covered by a napkin, and having placed

the small laryngeal mirror in position, that is, in

the fauces, with the posterior portion of the

mirror resting on the uvula, at an angle varying

according to circumstances, endeavor to throw a

disk of light from the reflected mirror, (which is

placed in front of the patient, at a distance of

about twelve inches.) upon the* laryngeal mirror,

and you will have reflected the vocal cords, and

all the surrounding parts. I omitted to mention

in the proper connection, that the small mirror

should be warmed a very little before being placed

in the mouth, to prevent the condensation on its

snrf^.ce of the moisture in the breath.

In eases requiring local treatment, the patient

should be taught to hold out his own tongue, in

order that the operator may be enabled to intro-

duce the mirror with his left hand, while with

the right he applies the brush or other instru-

ment.

The novice will at first be puzzled in diagnos-

ing natural from unhealthy appearances, and it

is only by constant practice that we gain a know-
ledge of the part-s, and become sufficiently expert

to use the delicate instruments necessary for the

removal of tumors in this hidden region.

In the api.li'Mition of remedies to a diseased

larynx, we make use of solutions and powders.

A camel' s-hair pencil, firmly attached to a long

handle, bent at an angle varying between 90°

and 120°, is used in applying solutions. Acetate

of lead, nitrate of silver, and some of the more

powerful caustics, are frequently resorted to. A
variety of curious and ingenious surgi(;al instru-

ments have been constructed, all })caring the

proper curvature, for the purpose of removing

tumors, and of p^Tfurmlng other operations in

this region.

By auto-laryngoscopy is understood the prac-

tising of the art upon ones-self. It is made use

of by teachers, and those who wish to demon-

strate the larynx to others. Much dexterity

may be acquired in this way. A very ingenious,

Hospital Reports,

Philadelphia Hospital, )

November, 1865. f

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. L. Ludlow.

Reported by A. M. Shew, M. D., Refjidfiit Physician.

Acute Bronchitis.

Michael R., as-t. 71, was taken sick five days

ago, while lying out exposed to wet. lie was

first seized with a chill, followed by a severe pain

in the chest and difficulty in breathing.

This, gentlemen, is a case of bronchitis—ar*

inflammation of the mucous membrane lining

the bronchial tubes after they branch off from

the trachea. When the smaller tubes are affected

the disease is commonly called capillary bron-

chitis, and is attended by more danger. In the

early stages of this disease the patient is annoyed
by a constant sensation of tickling in the throat,

oppression in breathing, hurried respiration, and
a paroxysmal cough. This cough is produced
by two causes; first, from a want of secretion,

and secondly, from excessive secretion.

In acute afiections of the bronchial tubes where
there is an a1)sence of moisture, you will find the

substance of the lung more or less affected. The
fever in tliis aff'ection is usually mild; pulse
fjni<-Jc. but soft, (tailed a mucous pulse

;
expectora-

tions at fii'st clcaf, but as the disease advances
chang(!S to a 3^ell()wish sjiutum ; auscultation

solicits at first dry—later in the disease moist
rales.

The young practitioner is liable to confound
])ronehitiH with acute pneumonia, or phMiiisy.

To guard you in tliis matter I will briefly give
the deferential diagnosis.

In [)neumonia the face is flushed, hot skin.

(|ni(;k('ned pnlse, raf)ld l)reathing, and a peculiar
expeetoi-ation. 'I'liis glairy, viscid mucous, with
an admixtnj-f! of blofxl, forms the rusty colored
sputum Avhicl) has been considered pathognomo-
nic of the disorder. When the pneumonia has

useful and simple method of practising auto"

laryngoscopy, consists in placing ones-self in

front of a toilet mirror, with the sun shining full

upon the laryngeal mirror; the image will then

be reflected upon the toilet mirror in front of the

observer. I will now endeavor to place myself in

such a position that each one of you may in turn
j

pass in front, and obtain a good view of my own
larynx.

[Dr. Cutter now changed his position, and

allowed each one of the class, numbering about

three hundred, to have a good view of the poste-

rior nares, orifice of the Eustachian tube and

larynx, much to the satisfaction of those who had

never had an oppoi'tunity of witnessing a similar

exhibition.

—

Reporter.]

{
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become fully established, we find marked dulness

on percussion, blowing respiration and broncho-

phony.
Pleurisy may be distinguished from bronchitis

by the characteristic pain and its confinement to

one side of the chest; by the absence of respira-

tion, and in the second stage, by the dulness on
percussion. If particular attention is paid to the

history of the case, and to the physical signs, you
will not often be misled.

In the treatment of bronchitis the age of the

patient should be taken into consideration. This

old man must be sustained, while a tonic course of

treatment is pursued. In ordinary cases where
you have excessive fever, dry or wet cups, or even

a blister may ])e necessary. You will of course

be guided by the condition of your pa,tient at the

time. Hot stupes of turpentine often prove ser-

viceable; small doses of the mercurial combined
with Dover's powder ; citrate of potassa, with

some of the expectorants, are admirable prepa-

rations. I am in the constant habit of using

the following formula with gratifying success:

R. Potass, citras, ^iv.

Sodse bicarb., ^ij.

Syr. scillse,

Syr. senegae, aa f.^ss. M,

• In old people the cough may continue long

after the inflammation has been subdued, owing
to an atonic condition of the whole system. In

such cases I have often used with success ten-

drop doses of copaiba in some of the expectorant

syrups.

Patliological Specimens.

Here is the heart and a portion of the left lung
of a patient who died three days ago. He was
admitted to the hospital on the 26th of October
very anemic, weak, and with an immensely dis-

tended abdomen. Six months ago he had typhoid

fever, from which he never entirely recovered.

When I first saw this patient in the wards, it

was very easy to diagnose tubercles in the left

lung, and cardiac difficulty. Cod-liver oil was
administered in as large doses as the stomach of

the patient could bear, but with no avail the dis-

ease had already gone so far that recovery was
impossible. And here we have the left lung com-
pletely filled with tubercular deposit—some grey,

others white— small, hard, and numerous. I will

pass the plate around in order that you may all

have a good view of this interesting specimen.

You are probably aware that there are no less

than ten diflerent theories about the formation of

tubercular deposit. I cannot enter into a discus-

sion of this subject, as time is wanting. The
theories are all very good, but we do not yet

understand the subject. We do know that when
tubercular deposit commences it will usually ex-

tend, slowly or more rapidly, as the case may be,

until the whole lung is broken down and de-

stroyed. I have seen patients recover; but, gen-

tlemen, you will find that in these cases the

trouble had been local—in the apex of the lung.

The tubercle may for a time remain, as it were,

latent—by changing climate, avoiding cold, and
finally, by the free administration of cod liver

oil many years of happiness and usefulness may
be added to the patient^s life, who positively has

tubercular deposit in one or both lungs. In this

same case you perceive that the valves on the left

side of the heart are thickened by an abnormal
deposit resembling bone, which in life would
cause that peculiar blowing sound heard so dis-

tinctly in valvular disease.

Second Specimen.

James H., set. 33, was admitted to the medical
wards November 14th, almost moribund with
typhoid fever. Owing to the mental condition of
the patient we could iearn nothing of his ante-
cedent history. He died one day after his ad-
mission, with many of the signs of intestinal per-
foration. Upon examination post mortem, we
found the lungs congested, liver fatty, kidneys
normal, and the intestines congested, thickened,
ulcerated, and in one place perforated ; the seat
of the lesion being in the ilium, about three inches
from the ileo-coecal valve. You notice, by exa-
mining this specimen, that the mucous membrane,
lining the bowel for many inches above and be-
low the seat of perforation, is unnatural in color,

thickened and hardened with ulceration of the
glands of Peyer. In many places it looks as

though it was just ready to burst. A few hours
before death the patient was excessively pros-
trated and very cold, with stercoraceous vomit-
ing. This autopsy illustrates the most frequent
lesion in typhoid fever.

Wills Ophthalmic Hospital,
Novembery 1865.

Clinic of R. J. Levis, M. D.

Keported by C. E. Mort^an.

Gonorrhoeal Ophthalmia.

Man, set. 25. This case was presented at the

preceding clinic. Then the cornea was not visible

on account of the extreme state of chemosis which
existed, and the lids were so swollen and rigid

that they could not be much separated. On at-

tempting to elevate the upper lid, pus streamed
out, and the chemosis, M^hicli is a serous disten-
sion of the sub-conjunctival cellular tissue, over-
laid the cornea in massive folds and bulged "out
between the lids. At this time, on raising the
folds from the cornea, ulceration is evident in an
arc along its margin.
The great danger to the eye in this disease is

from ulceration of the cornea and its frequent
consequence, perforation and disorganization of
the eye. Ulceration, as in this case, usually forms
a groove at the corneal margin, and this some-
times entirely circumscribes the cornea, thus in-
terfering with the nutrition and destroying the
vitality of the cornea, so that it sloughs.
The sub-conjunctival layer of connective tis-

sue of the eyeball does not underlie the conjunc-
tival layer of the cornea, therefore the chemosis
terminates at the corneal margin and the efi'usion

causes it to distend in crescentic folds over the
cornea._ With the object of relieving the serous
distension of the sub-conjunctival cellular tissue,
I make free incisions through these overhanging
folds, in directions radiating from the cornea.
These incisions speedily drain the effusion, and
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relieve vascular turo-escence. I also scarify the

coujunetiva of the lids, and the nicer on the cor-

nea Avill be pencilled -with a solution of the ni-

trate of silver, gv. iv. to f. 5]. The patient is cau-

tioned against the danger of infecting the other

eye by contact with the virulent secretions from
the diseased eye.

The New Operation for Extraction of Cataract.

Woman, aged 62. It is proposed in this case

to perform the operation for extraction of cata-

ract after tho uiothod recently suggested and
practised by ^'ox Gr.kfe. It is a modification of

linear extraction. I believe that the recent im-

provements in the operation of extraction, in-

creasing, as they have, greatly the per centage

of successes, will destine the operation to take,

in a groat proportion of cases, the place of the

slower and less certain needle operations. The
varied modifications of linear extraction, accord-

ina- to ScuEUFT, Moorex', and Critchett, have
met with much success in this hospital, and have
almost entirely substituted the old large flap ope-

ration.

The operation proposed by Vox Gr.efe differs

from our usual operations in the incision being

made through the sclerotic instead of through

the cornea, yet so near to the corneal margin
that the wound is entirely in the anterior cham-
ber, the knife almost touching the front of the

iris. The instrument used is a cataract knife,

which, for convenience in the operation, should

be very narrow. It is an object in concluding

the cut, to turn the knife backward at its exit,

thus forming a small flap in the conjunctiva, so

as to secure a valvular closure of the wound.
The iris is then drawn out with a blunt hook
cauglit in its papillary margin, and a section re-

moved with the scissors.

I attempted to extract the lens with a blunt

hook, as directed by Vox Graffe, but as the pe-

riphery Avas found to be quite soft, this was im-

practicable, and the operation is finished with a

small scoop. The eye of the patient is naturally

small and flat, with a very small anterior cham-
ber, rendering the manipulations difficult.

This operation ditfcrs from other extractions

performed latel}' Ijefore the class, in the wound
being in an upper and outer direction, thus the

resulting deformity of the iris is in a portion

usually covered by the lid, and opacities, which
sometimes occur in the vicinity of the wound, are

less likely to interfere with vision. The lids are

retained closed by a liglit adhesive strip, crossing

obliquely from forehead to check.

Traumatic Cataract.

Young woman, aged 18. Received wound in

the eye from an awl, five months previously.

The wound liad penetrated the cornea and lens

in the axis of vision, the iris escaping. The in-

jury was not at the time attended with much
inflammation or inconvenience, beyond an imme-
diate impairment of vision, as it was inflicted

with a slender and sharp-pointed instrument.

Wounds of tho lens always result, sooner or later,

in opacity. If the wound in the ca[)sule is exten-

sive, an entire solution of the body of the lens

may take place, leaving only capsular opacity,

and in, rare cases, the capsule will itself shrivel

REPORTS. [Vol. XIII.

up so as to interfere but little with vision. On
these facts are based the ordinary operation for

cataract by solution—the capsule being freely

lacerated, so that it withdraws from the line of
vision, and the lens is cut up, so that the aqueous
humor has access to it, and undergoes solution
and finally absorption.
In this case, the wound being but a small

puncture, no such solution could take place. It

is the object of an operation in this case to restore
vision and remove disfigurement. If this opacity
were not relieved by an operation, the eye would
in time become atrophied for want of its proper
function, and thus the disfigurement would be
increased.

The pupil is fully dilated with the sulphate of
atropia so as to expose the opaque lens fully to

view, and to get the iris out of the way of the in-

strument. A cataract needle, Avith sharp cutting
edge, is introduced through the sclerotic, about a
line from the margin of the cornea, and a little

below the axis of the eye. The anterior capsule
is freely lacerated, and the lens material cut into

fragments. These fragments will undergo solu-

tion and absorption within a few weeks. It is

possible that the operation may have to be re-

peated at the end of that time, lor the purpose of
subdividing some of the larger fragments, to in-

sure their solution. The dilatation of the pupil
is continued during the process of absorption, so

as to keep the iris from contact with detached
and swollen pieces of the lens, which sometimes
create irritation by lodging against it.

College of Physicians and Surgeons,
]

Neza York, November, 1865. j

Surgical Clinic of Prof. Markoe.

Scrofulous Synovitis of Wrist.

The patient, a boy about eleven years of age,

had whooping cough, and scarlet fever several

years ago. His countenance at present is deli-

cate, pale complexion, a general strumous look.

E'ghteen months ago he began to have trou-

ble in the right wrist-joint, which could not be

traced to any injury. There was pain in the joint

before it commenced to swell. This is a striking

feature of scrofulous disease, when it attacks

the cartilages of a joint.

On examining the wrist, it is found considerably
swollen, with distinct fluctuation, especially be-

hind and before, and on either side of the styloid

process, agreeably to a general rule in all these

cases of chronic synovitis, accompanied by effusion

of serum into the synovial sac, that the swelling
marks itself most prominently in the direction

where there is the least pressure or resistance.

There is in this c;ise very little tenderness on
pressure, and no pain.

Treatment. The hand, at first, is to be kept
perfectly still, and a blister to be applied imme-
diately over the part. In an old case, like this,

there is no danger from the application of blis-

ters. In recent inflammation of the joints, how-
ever, there is some objection to their use, when
applied immediately over the affected part, as the
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irritating effect of the remedy may aggravate the

inflammatory action beneath. The blister will be
ordered dressed with mercurial ointment, and the
hand firmly bandaged. As soon as the effusion

has begun to subside, moderate motion of the
hand w^ill be necessary. Internally, cod-liver oil

and iodide of iron will be given.

Hydrocele,—Hae ratocele.

A man, about 48 years of age, presented him-
self at the clinic with an enlarged scrotum. In
the diagnosis of these cases, Prof. Markoe re-

marked, we have to distinguish mainly between
three forms of disease—sarcocele, hernia, and hy-
drocele. If the case were hernia, there would be
some indication of enlargement above, in the
neighborhood of the groin; hernia would return
wholly or partially, if the patient lies down, and
there would be impulse on coughing. None of

these symptoms are present in this case.

If it were sarcocele, the tumor would present
an irregular surface, vrould be sensitive on touch,
and there would be an absence of all sensation of
fluctuation, which is the case here. In hydrocele,
we have a smooth distended surface, no sensitive-
ness, and more or less well marked fluctuation.
Lastly, on examining the tumor of hydrocele by
transmitted light, it is generally found transpar-
ent. In the present ca^e, however, on. examina-
tion by transmitted light, the scrotum remains
perfectly opaque, although all other signs in-
dicate it to be hydrocele. There are in some of
these cases of effusion of fluid into the sac of the
tunica vaginalis, tw^o conditions which render this
test of transparency unavailable. In some cases
the sac has be 'orae so thickened that, although
it contains serum, it is not translucent. In other
cases, the character of the fluid is changed from
thafc^ of a transparent serum to a dark opaque
liquid, in consequence of effusion of blood into the
sac. This may occur after the palliative tapping
of a hydrocele, by the accidental wounding of a
vessel, or by a blow, or other injury.
On making an explorative operation in this

ease, the fluid contained in the sac is found to be
blood, altered by long maceration, forming a spe-
cies of hgematocele. The treatment in such casps
is a little different from that of simple hydrocele.
The serous membrane is generally of much
lower vitality and responds very sluggishly to

stimulating injections. Hence a strong solution
of iodine will be used. If this fails to change the
action of the sac, the introduction of lint and es-

tablishing suppuration will probably prove suc-
cessful.

University of Maryland, }

Novembery 1865.
j

Surgical Clinic of Prof. N. R. Smith, M. D.

Reported by J. W. P. Bates, M. D.

JXTecrosis.

Boy, get,. 17. The term necrosis implies mortifi-

cation of bone. Bone mortifies like soft parts;

perishes from diseased periosteum; often dies, as

a result of scrofulous inflammation. Bone is vas-

cular, and invested by a vascular fibrous mem

brane, called the periosteum, which bears the

same relation to bone that bark does to a tree

;

when a bone is fractured, this membrane is torn.

It is also lined by an areolar vascular membrane,

which is sometimes called the internal perios-

teum. This intprnal membrane is quite sensitive

;

the meduUa itself is not sensitive. The bones are

vasular, but depend upon the blood vessels they
receive from the external or internal periosteum.
When, by progress of disease, a portion of these

membranes is stripped off, the bone perishes, and
we have necrosis. We have a familiar example
of this in the common felon—matter forms be-

neath the theca of the tendons, and the bone
dies. The long bones are most generally af-

fected. When matter forms bi tween external

membrane and the bone, it is very likely to oc-

cur on internal membrane also. When the

matter is discharged, the patient gets immediate
relief, but the bone is dead and is called seques-

trum. Its extremities are very irregular, and it

is an inevitable result that dead bane will sepa-

rate itself from the living. It may maintain its

form and office, but in course of time it must be-

come detached. For a time, continuity is com-
plete, but after a while it separates, and if no
provision were made for such a contingency by
nature, we would have spontaneous fracture, and
in some rare instances this does occur. The pro-

cess of repair in these cases is analogous to the

repair of fractures. The detached periosteum
pours out callus, which surrounds the dead bone.

Alwavs suppuration wherever dead bone is pre-

sent, and there will be fenestra for the d'scharge

of the matter, and through these we can touch
the sequestrum, and may introduce strong for-

ceps and extract it. Sometimes it may come
out by the efforts of nature alone, but in a

great many instances it is necessary to cut down
on the callus and chisel away the new bone, and
extract the sequestrum, or break it. The cavity

will fill up and the external callus will be ab-

sorbed to a considerable extent, but there almost

ahvays remains some enlargement. Necrosis

rarely extends into a joint, because the head and
shaft of a bone derive their vascular supply from
different points: it is also dependent upon the

different points of ossification. When it occurs

in cubical bones, as in this case, there is not that

vital distinction between extremities and shaft,

and is more disastrous in its effects, more likely

to penetrate joints, and not so well circum-
scribed.

Here the astragalus is diseased. On intro-

ducing a probe, I think I feel dead bone. We
will cut down upon it, and even if it is not in

such a condition that we can extract it readily,

the incision will give relief by relieving ter sion,

and the loss of blood will deplete the parts of some
of their superabundant blood. I do not expect to

find a great amount of loose bone. A small piece

was extracted. We will have this wound packed
with lint, to keep it expanded- Carious bone
may be all that is remaining—this corresponds

to ulceration of the soft parts—and to coun-
teract this, we will inject with a solutiim of

muriatic acid, from time to time, which will dis-

solve the earthy matter, and make a salt soluble
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in the discharges, and easily got rid of in this

way.
Nov. 8. Case doing very vrell—not so much

pain as he had. Seems somewhat vreak, so we
will order

R. Syr. ferri. iod., gtt. xx,, ter die.

Chancre.

Negro, set. 20. Came in day before yesterday;

has three ehaiiercs—one at the orifice of the ure-

thra, another just behind the corona, and a third

on glans penis. Has had them about four "sveeks;

do not feel the hard base as we do when they

occur in the loose cellular tissue. The one at

the orifice of the urethra may result in stricture,

because there will be a cicatrix, and it is charac-

teristic of it to contract. Has a bubo. I con-

sider buboes nothing more than internal chan-

cres, the poisonous matter is absorbed and carried

to the glands of the groin, where it collects, and
at last breaks and displays nearly all the charac-

teristics of true chancre. Liability to bubo varies

according to the location of the chancre; near the

frieuum most likely to be followed by iDubo, be-

cause the absorbents are more numerous. He has
no eruptions on the skin and no sore throat,

which are traits of true chancre.

R. Hydrarg. bichlor., gr. iv.

Aquce, f-5iv. M.
Teaspoonful four times a day.

This is one of the best preparations to euaploy

when the disease is protracted ; it penetrates

more readily than any other, and does not so

readily salivate. Touch all the sores with nitric

aci'l. not with the hope of accomplishing an abor
tive result, but to supplant the diseased action

Use a wash of the bichloride of the same strength

as internally administered; fold a piece of linen

and pl;(ce IjetAveen the glans and prepuce ; nu
tritious diet: keep perfectly still. It is a very
unfortunate thing for a person with this disease

to keep moving about—excites the parts—the

pantaloons chafe the parts, and the circulation is

excited. If early symptoms are properly treated,

less likely to have constitutional results.

Injury of Hand and Forearm.

Man. 35. A few days ago this man's fore-

arm was 80 much injured that we had to ampu-
tate it about the middle. He is now doing we
the lips have receded a little, but when a cicatrix

forms they will draw together. It is still tender,

and the ligatures have not come away yet. To
close the w-ound we used strips of wet lint in-

stead of adhesive strips—the adhesive plaster

often irritates the parts—sometimes more so than
sutures. Lint answers the pur))0se very well, an'l

will liear cc)nsiderable traction. Use the cold

water dressing.

Punch has recently infornif^d his readers that
lo (IIfie of Potassium. VauHy Fair told the
American world the sarne thing four years ago
and "Meister Karl" claims that he was the first

who discovered a chemical formula in the Bibh
whfre water is correctly described as onsisting
of Hydrogen and Oxygen in the text, "IIO every
one that thirstethl"

Medical Societies.

SUFFOLK CO., MASS., MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Cholera.

The Suffolk Medical Society held a meeting at

their rooms in Temple Place on Saturday even-

ing, Nov. 25th, W'hen the following debate oc-

curred in relation to cholera, as given in the Bos-

ton Post., Dr. J. Mason AYarren" in the chair.

Br. Buckingham introduced the subject of
Asiatic cholera. He urged strongly the view
of the non-contagiousness of the disease, giving
his experience on the epidemic of 1847 and 1848.

He spoke against quarantine regulations as worse
than useless, keeping, as they do, all those on
board ship under a continuance of unftivorable

influences. He illustrated the non-contagious
character of the disease by citing the peculiari-

ties in the case of the cholera-ship "Atalanta,"'

lately arrived at New' York, in which it was
shown that only those became aflTected who had
been received aboard from an infected dis-

trict, although there were passengers from sev-

eral non-infected districts on the vessel.

Dr. Buckingham complained that the Board of
Health of the City Government had not taken ac-

tion on the advice of the Consulting Board of
Physicians, and referred to several notorious nui-

sances which Avere suffered to exist, notwithstand-
ing the attention of the authorities had been
called to them from time to time. The latter

having recognized that as the disease was in their

unanimous opinion non-contagious, and could

not and does not thrive except in the midst of

filth, recommended a thorough cleansing of the

city. Dr. Buckingham desired therefore to bring
the subject prominently before the Societ}' hop-

ing that their action thereupon might be effec-

tive.

Dr. D. H. Storer strongly urged the necessity

of the action of the medical profession towards
the City Government, and corroborated the ineffi-

ciency of action of the latter.

Dr. John Jeffries, chairman of the'Board of

Consulting Physicians, stated that a report had
been drawn up by that Board, emljodying the

views already expressed on the subject of sanitary

measures, which report was now awaiting action

in the hands of the Board of Aldermen, and
about which, therefore, at present he had but
little to say. But, as the chairman of the Con-
sulting Board, he would say that it would be of
immense advantage if the united opinion of medi-
cal men on this sul)ject could be brought before

the pul)lic. He stated his belief that the city is

now less prepared for the epidemic than it has
been on previous occasions of its advent. The
result however, of cleansing the city in 18.32, was
that the mortality from cholera at that time was
less than from scarlatina.

Dr. Jacob BiGELow was satisfied that intem-

perance of all kinds, moral and physical, low
living, vicious habits, poor food, squalor, and in

g('n(!ral the excessive privations of the poor, were
prcdis})0sing causes wliicli furnished the earliest
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candidates to the disease. He joined fully in the

views of the gentlemen who preceded him in

favor of cleanliness and the non-contagiousness

©f the disease, and traced the history and course

of previous epidemics in Asia and Europe to show
that the disease does not follow the greaj; thorough-,

fares. He hoped that the city would do every-

thing necessary, short of establishing quarantines

and cordons.

Further remarks were made by Drs. H. R. Sto-

EER and White. Finally, Dr. J, B. S. Jackson,
after having emphatically expressed his convic-

tion that filth is a powerful predisposing cause of

the disease, proposed the following resolution,

which was unanimously adopted:

Resolved^ That, in the opinion of this Society,

cholera is not contagious. That the safety of the

community, however, depends in a great meas-
ure on the regularity of the habits and cleanli-

ness of the dw ellings
;
and, as in former epidemics

the disease has prevailed in those localities which
were the most crowded and filthy, the propriety

of immediate attention to such localities should

fee strongly urged upon the City Govemmeilt,

[On further explanation of the above debate,

the reporter would add that the report of the

Consulting Physician was sent to the Board of

Aldermen more than two weeks ago, vfith a
special request that it should be printed as a city

document and sent at once broadcast among the

people. Inasmuch as it is purely a sanitary

matter, and that its object in part was to secure,

if possible, the abolition of nuisances that are in

themselves most pestilential, the fact that no-

thing has been heard of it is not a little signifi-

cant. Are municipal politics of more conse-

quence than the health of the people?]

Editorial - Department,

Periscope,

Sesection and Amputation of tlie Shoulder
Joint-

Dr. Henry F. Lyster, of Detroit, Mich., in the

American Journal of Med. Sciences^ publishes

three consecutive cases of resection of the shoul-

der-joint, and four successful consecutive cases of

amputation of the shoulder-joint. He says:

" The simple manner in which the operation

for resection of the shoulder may be performed

by the single straight incision, with the slightest

amount of injury to the soft tissues—rarely more
than two small vessels, if any at all, requiring

the ligature—and yet the grand results which are

obtained for the patient in the preservation of

his arm au4 hand, should, in my opinion, be

made to weigh in the balance, when the cliances

for and against are at all evenly divided." The
results of the three cases of resection are very fa-

vorable. In one case the patient wrote, ten

months after the operation, that his arm and
hand were of great use to him," and " at that

time he could bear twenty-five pounds weight in

his hand without hurting his shoulder." His
'^arm is steadily improving in strength and use-
fulness." The second patient says, about the
same lapse of time after the injury: ^'I can do
my own writing, and can lift twenty-five pounds
quite easily. I can raise my right hand to touch
my chin, and feed myself, and leave no pain in
my should-er/' The third case was accompanied
with similar good results,"

In regard to amputation of the shoulder-joint,

Dr. Lyster prefers the simple method of Lar-

REY, chiefly because the first incision, extending

perpendicularly from the acromion process, may be

prolonged to the extent of three and one-half or
four inches, and the diagnosis fully and satisfac-

torily determined, and the question as regards

resection or amputation definitel}^ settled from a

view of, or at least a free entrance to the commi-
nuted parts. In case resection is determined
upon, it can readily be performed through this

single incision; but if the destruction of the parts
is so serious, or extensive, as to demand amputa-
tion, the operator will simply begin his oblique
incisions an inch below the acromion. These
lateral or oblique incisions should be somewhat
convex, from the shoulders, to afford sufficient

material, so that when the operation has been
completed, and the sutures are introduced
there will not be too much tension across the
middle of the wound. Care should also be ob-
served that the soft parts and integument severed
by the last cut of the knife are not divided too far

out upon the arm, as in such case there would be
a projection downward of a portion of integu-
ment. The cicatrix from this operation will be a
perpendicular line extending from the acromion
down four or five inches.

Treatment of Gun-sliot Injuries of the Head.

Dr. John Ashhurst, Jr., devotes an article in

the American Journal Med, Sciences to the sub-

ject of ''treatment of gun-shot injuries of the

head." From the history of fi.ve cases recorded

the following conclusions are drawn:

1. In the large number of cases which die un-
der conservative treatment, it does not appear
from the autopsies that the use of the trephine
could in any way have averted the fatal issue.

2. Many cases whirh recover without tre-

phining would be seriously jeopardized b}' rashly
admitting the atmosphere to the torn and l>ruised

cranial contents, and thus placing them in the
unfavorable circumstances of an open wound,
instead of leaving them in a safer position of a
sub-cutaneous, or more strictly " sub-osseous"
injury.

3. In those cases which recover after the use of
the trephine, the instrument does not deserve the
credit of the cure-, for if there be a]ro;idy an
opening through the skull the operation is unno-
cessar}' ; and if there be not, it adds to the
already serious injury a most dangerous compli-
cation.

4. There is a close analogy, thougli often for-

gotten, between tronhiniug and the vo>cl-\.\ou of
long bones. In co!ni)ound iVacturos of the ex-
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tremities we extract lootJe tVairments, restore the

others as nearly as p ssihio to their proper phices

(••setting"' the fracture), and then trust the case

to nature. Just so in compound fractures of the

skull, it seems to uu\ we should content ourselves

with removinii' the detiiched portions of bone, and
rest riuii; the rest if possil)le. hy the elevator, or

otherwise, to their ]>ropor level, and then with-

hold our hands: c< 'ntluctin^- the after-treatment

upon physiological and rational principles. Tre-

phiiiiuir is tlie most serious ar.d fatal of all re-

sectio.ns. and 1 ht^lieve th.e d;iy Avill yet come,
when it will he looked u] on as a matter of curi-

ous and autiipu^ suri^'ical history, rather than as

an actual and es[al)iishcd mode of surgical treat-

ment.

Moveable Kidney,

The BrifisJi Jledjcal Journal gives a summary

of some clinical remarks of Trousseau on move-

able kidney, from which we quote:

" There is nothing sui-prising in this disloca-

tion of the kidney. We must remember the

slight attachments which the kidneys have.

They are held to the vascular S3'stera only by ar-

teries and veins ; and the tissue which attaches

them to the surrounding parts is only a feeble

bond of union. In fact, the only actual bond is

the peritoneum, which fixes the organs against
the iina<h-atus lumbarum ; ar d the peritoneum is

certain !}- mit a lirm bond of attachment.
31 r. ^^^\!.Tlii;:;'s researches show that, in the

maioriiy of cases, the symptoms indicative of the
affection are very slight. Often, indeed, the ex
istence of the floating kidney is only discovered
accidentally. The nature of the moveable body
may Ije generally made out when its existence is

ascertained. It is smooth and ovoid, and has, in

fact, the shape of a kidney; it is dull to percus
sion. Careful palpation also may show an ab-
sence of the kidney in the corresponding lumbar
region. Pressure also, on the moveable body
will produce the same k'nd of pain as it produces
on the other kidnc}' in siht. A tumor of the
liver is not moveable. The spleen, when de-

pressed, is larger than the kidney. But, never-
theless, moveable kidneys have been mistaken for

disease of the liver, of the gall-bladder, of the
spleen, of the mesentery, of the intestines, and
for fibrous disea.se of the ovary.
As for treatment, all that can be done is to

support and protect the displaced kidney. The
di.sphicemcnt, it is worthy of note, is fai- from un-
frequent; its nature is very generally misiiiidcr-

stood. The patient is consequently ])ut to much
inconvenience through error of treatment, and to

much unii(!cessary mental anxiety, and by keep-
ing tiie fact of the existence of this aifoction in

his mind the medical man nniy sometimes save
himself I'rom much disrepute and annoyance.

denly formed in the human intestines, where they

breed. If the general hygienic state of the pa-

tient is strong enough to resist their attacks, they

die out immediately, but if the condition of the

human body is favorable to their pro]->agation,

they soon produce a disorganization, which in-

creases with extraordinory speed, and terminates

in the death of the person attacked.

Reviews and Book Notices,

The Cause of Cholera.

I)r. ( 'kij.mkkk, of Levallois-iJourcelloH, near
J'ari.H, has written to the journals to say that no
doubt whatever exints t^s to the cause of the dis-

f^a^e—being notliingol.se than o.xcc^cdingly small
animaleuhe of a spocinl kitid: f)viparous and mul-
tiplying with exceeding rapidity. Th<^y are su<l-

The Renewal of Life. Lectures : chiefly Clinical.

By TnoM/>s King Chambers, M. D., Honorary

Physician to 11. R. II. the Prince of Wales;

Physician to St. Mary's and the Lock Hospi-

tals. First American, from the third London

edition. One royal octavo vol. Philadelphia:

Lindsay & Blakiston. 1865. Price ?5.

The publishers of the American edition have

deemed it proper to retain the original title, " The

Renewal of Life." It is a somewhat strange title

for a work on clinical medicine, and its peculiar

fitness is not made apparent until the reader has

become familiar with the author's views ot vital

force and for this reason it is perhaps unfortu-

nate hecause ordinarily the title gives us some

ideaof the work; but in this case the book ex-

nlains the title.

The work, comprising some six hunored pages,

consists of fifty-two lectures. Thefirst of these

are devoted respectively to "Life and Death,

''Disease and Cure." These may be considered

introductory, and embody the peculiar views ot

he author,'niost happily and elegantly ex press^^

ed- and however we maybe inclined to doubt

the Jeasonino'of the learned author, we can

htdlyfailt^
finish and nurity of his style. ihe_ key-note of

the whole work will be found in the introuuctory

lectures on "Life and Death," disease ami

Cure" "Life," says the author, "rests on he

metamorphosis' or i4newal of body ;
as this

renewal is more thorough, the individual is mo e

perfect, and fulfils better and more completely

the duti(^s (,f his position."
n .^ ^ ^

' Ti!c nu.st a. tive metamorphos.s of the body

pos^il)'o. the highest i>ossil)lc devel pment ot lile

in everv nart—is iieai/fii. , ,

"The complete cessation of metamorphosis is

DEATH. ^ . ,or
"The partial cessati(m, or arrest, is disease.

These aphorisms, striking as they mr.y ^rem,

do but embodv the familiar tcacdimgs ot ordinary

experience. Transformation of structure, call it

metamorphosis, or what else we may, is u.e

prime necessity of that exhibition of P^'^^on

which we cair life. It is e(,ually true that tl o

fulk;st manifestation of life must constitute health.

The premises are simple enough, but the autlu)r s

doductions are not at all times equally ree Irom

objection. A tendency will be noticed to com-

pare chemico-vital metamorphosis of the living

tissue with the mere chemical changes occurring

in dead structures, with a vicAV of drawing phy-

siologic deductions and indications for treatment.

In com[iarlng fatty d(«gcncration, and adipocire.
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the author says, " What is this (adipocire) but
precisely that which happe ns to the clis ased mus-
cles of the Indian fakir, or of a paralyzed limb?"

Instances of a similar nature will be found scat-

tered through the work.
With the fifth lecture the author opens his

Clinical Course, taking as his subject " Typh-
fever." The author inclines to the opinion that

the poison of typh-fever, which he believes to be

generated by decomposing organic matter, and
received into the body from without, enters the

system mainly by the digestive canal. " It is,''

says he, ''probably mixed with the saliva and
carried down into the stomach, where it may pos'

sibly increase and multiply on the gastric mu
cus." The author attaches value to the observa-

tion that those who by smoking or chewing eject

the saliva, are less liable to be attacked during
pn epidemic. Reasoning thus, the author asserts

that the disease may be averted by emptying the

stomach, and thus preventing the whole of the

poison from being absorbed. "Those," says he
"who have watched my practice, will have no
ticed several instances of the success of th-is treat

ment. They will have seen thejever cut short, and
convalescence entered upon immediately with its

characteristics of painless weakness and emacia
tion gradually passing away." The author's fa

vorite plan of treatment, supposing the disease

not abated by the administration of a mild emetic

is in strict accordance with his ideas of life re

newal. It consists of persistent or continuous
nutrition. Liquid nutriment is given every

two hours, together with twenty minims of the

dilute hydrochloric acid -of the Pharmacopoeia
This liquid nutriment consists of strong beef-tea

and milk, of which about six pints are adminis
tered in the course of twenty-four hours.

121 cases admitted during the six years after

1857 were treated by this method. The follow-

ins; is the result:

25 are entered as typhus, and of these there died,

52 " typhoid " " 2

44 " of doubtful or unrecorded type,

121. Total, Deaths, 4

Of the 109 cases treated by the ordinary me-

thod—or on general principles—the following

was the result:

9 are entered as typhus, and of these there died, 4

44 " typhoid " " 16

56 " of doubtful or unrecorded type, 3

109 Total. Deaths, 23

/ These cases occurred during the six years prior

to 1857. The author admits the possibility of a

change of type in fevers having taken place at

the time he changed the treatment, but contends,

on ,the other hand, that the severity of the disease

in the two classes differed but little, on account
of the near equality of the periods of convales-

cence. The mean time of stay in the hospital

was in the first series 26.7 days, in the second,

29.2 days. The ages differed but little. The
mean age of each being between 22 and 23

years.

In commenting upon these figures the author
remarks, "I cannot therefore avoid the conclu-

sion that the means employed in the cases on the

first list are very efficient in preserving life ; and

that out of every 100 persons attacked by con-

tinued fevei", from 16 to 17 more may be thus
saved than by treating them upon general princi-

ples."

The remaining lectures are devoted to the

usual diseases occurring in a clinical course,

such as Rheumatic Fever—Pleurisy—Pneumonia
— Phthisis—Pericarditis, and the like, all of

which are treated didactically and medically with
a continual reference to the Renewal Principle.

The treatment, however, in the majority of the

cases does not difi'er materially from that pursued
by our own clinical teachers, though here and
there a trifling change may be noted, necessitated

by the author's views of construction and destruc-

tion.

The three closing lectures are devoted re-

spectively to Alcohol—Blood-letting—and An-
swers to Objections. The great bulk of the lec-

tures are purely clinical, and not much space is

allotted to undue pathological speculations, the

record and the treatment being the main points

kept constantly in view. As specimens of the col-

loquial style it will be difficult to find their equal
in medical literature. But this is by no means
their only merit. Their practical teachings claim
no less our attention. Both student and practi-

tioner will do well to give these lectures a careful

study, for therein they will find accurate guides to

diagnosis, and hints with regard to the manage-
ment and ti'eatment of disease, which, without
always subscribing to the author's views of their

action they will gladly adopt. The typography
of the work is unusually excellent. Those who
read much will be pleased with the clear type,

large margin, and clean page of this volume,
upon which the eye rests without fatigue or pain,

while the mind is left free to converse with the

author. V.

On Wakefulness. "With an Introductory Chap-
ter on the Physiology of Sleep. By William

A. Hammond, M. D., Fellow of the College of

Physicians of Philadelphia, Member of the

Philadelphia Pathological Society, etc., etc.

Large 12mo., pp. 93. J. B. Lippincott & Co.

Philadelphia, 1866. Price $1.

This monograph by Dr. Hammond is based on
a recent essay—"Sleep and Insomnia," published
'n the New York Medical Journal. At the soli-

citation of several friends, who were afraid that

the paper might not have so permanent an exist-

ence if it depended on that afforded by a periodi-

cal, it was re written, as well as materially en-

ged, and tendered to the profession in its

present form, with the desire that it might prove
a useful addition to medical literature.

It is divided into four chapters, Avith the fol-

lowing headings—''Introductory; Pathology of
Sleep"—''Pathology of Wakefulness'"—''Kxcit-

"ng Causes of Wakefulness''—"Treatment of
Wakefulness." From this table of contents, it

will be seen that the subject is an interesting

one; and careful perusal will amjdy reward the
eader. It is therefore counuendod to the atten-

ion of all interested in this department of phy-
siology, with the hope that the desire expressed
above by the author will be reali/.od.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL REPORTER.

PHILADELPHIA, DECEMBEE 9, 1865.

EN-LAKGEMENT AND INCREASE OP
PRICE.

The pressure of literary material on our columus

makes it necessary to announce an increase of the

size of the ical axd Surgical Reporter. This

iiu'rea?'\ i >zcther with an improved external appear-

ance,, will take place from the first of January next,;

from which time the subscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be perniauently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on

the literary department, or perhaps do both.

All advance payments made prior to January \st,

1866, will be credited at the present rate of $4 per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

ANNOUNCEMENT of THE FOURTEENTH
VOLUME.

The Fourteenth volume of the Medical and

Surgical Reporter begins with the first issue of

January, 1866, and we take pleasure in announc-

ins; that we have effected arrano-ements that will

place it on a better footing in a literary point of

view than ever before. These arrangements in-

clude some new features, among which are the

following :

—

A Resident Editor for New York City,

who will attend to all matters of general interest

to the profession that emanate from that impor-

tant medical centre. Full and intelligent reports

of the transactions of the two chief medical Socie-

ties of Xew York, viz., the Academv of Medicine,

and the Pathological Societv, will appear regu-

larly in our columns. The discussions lirfdi-c

these societies are participated in by the princijial

Physicians and Surgeons of that city, and em-

brace every variety of subject intorcstiiig to medi-

cal men. Our columns will also he supplied with

selections from some of the best clinics held in

New York. All medical matterss of interest arising

in that field, will be independently and freely

commented on. This arrangement will give Xew
York and its medical interests a full representa-

tion in our columns.

In this city, our editorial arrangements include

a chief editor, who devotes himself to the

General Eoitorial Management

of the work, and to medical matters in this cen-

tre of medical clucation and pnblic^ati jn. Wc

have also engaged the services of one of the

most erudite scholars in the ranks of the medical

profession to take the special charge of the

Review Department of the Reporter.

New works of importance will be fairhj and

independently reviewed at moderate length, but a

large part of the issues of the press will be noticed

in a series of articles in the form of FamUiar

Notes on BooAs, or talks about books, that will, as

best adapted to our columns, give, in a brief,

comprehensive, and attractive form, a general

idea of the merits of a w^ork, and its adapted-

ness to meet the wants of the practitioner of

medicine.

Our arrangements in this city also include

reports of the Discussions before the Fliiladelphia

County Medical Society, and choice selections

from the clinical teacJiinys in our various hospi-

tals. We also receive select clinical reports from

the best sources in Baltimore.

In addition to this, we are publishing many

communications of value on Military Medicine

and Surgery, and expect soon to commence the

publication of a series of articles on the Medical

and Surgical experiences of the United States

Navy in the late war.

It will thus be seen that our arrangements are

adapted to give to the Reporter a cosmopolitan

character. We intend it to be in all respects

representative journal of American Medicine and

Surgery, and shall spare no pains to make it a

credit to our country. The past course of the

Reporter has secured for it the largest circula-

tion ever attained by a medical journal in this

country, and the present indications are deci-

dedly favorable to an immediate and very large

addition ro its circulation. This has encouraged

us to take the steps announced above toward per-

fecting our edirorial organization, and if these

arrangements are received with the favor we an-

ticipate, we shall in due time be enabled to do

still more to add to the value of the Reporter.

In view of what has ali-ea^ly l)cen accomplished

by the ItEi'ORTER, and of the announcement made

above, we unhesitatingly appeal to our readers to

exert themselves to extend its circulation, be-

lieving that in thus doing they will be subserv-

ing the best interests of the profession.

CENTENARY MEETING OF THE MEDI-
CAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY.

On the fourth TiKssday of January next, will

be hehl at the city of New Riainswick, New Jer-

sey, the regular annual meeting of the Medical

Society of that State. Tin? next day will be dc-
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voted to the c^ebration, by appropriate exercises,

of its one hundredth anniversary.

The Medical Society of the State of New Jer-

sey is the oldest State Society in the United

States, and, we believe, also the oldest medical

organization. It was formed by men who were

deeply impressed with the responsibilities of the

profession to which their lives were devoted. They

founded it to promote—by mutual intercourse,

communication, and instruction, and by influenc-

ing the commonwealth through the means of

legitimate concerted action—the interests of a

sublime science and a noble art. They were

convinced that the true interests of the profes-

sion could only be forwarded by uniting all its

members in a bond of fraternity, guided by those

rules of ethics in intercourse with tlie community

and among themselves, by which a profession

becomes respectable, because it respects itself.

The names of the men who, in the year one

thousand seven hundred and sixty-six—ten years

prior to the Declaration of Independence, in

the days when travelling was hard and tedious

work, Jind a journey of fifty miles an event—met

and formed themselves into a society to promote

the interests and advancement of the healing art,

should ever be mentioned with veneration, and

no less the veterans of the profession yet living,

who continued to work in the good cause and be-

queathed to us the benefits and blessings of a

thorough medical organization.

One of the most interesting features at this

coming centenary will be the historical address.

Dr. William Piersox has been appointed histo-

rian of the Society, and from his intimate know-

ledge of the past, having been its Secretary for

nearly forty years, and representing, we believe,

nearly half a century of untired, hard-working

self-sacrificing professional life, no one could have

been appointed to perform that duty better than

he, with whom, we know, it is not a task, but a

matter of love.

The address, too, of the President will be await-

ed with more than the common interest of such

occasions. Dr. Coles, who always wields his pen

gracefully and thoughtfully, will draw inspira-

ration from the circumstances of an event which,

for once at least, justifies the practical mind in

leaving the old beaten track of annual medical ad-

dresses, and to strew our path with the fairer and

innocent flowers of poetry, instead of henbane

and nightshade.

And lastly, the dinner will, we doubt not, be

not the least of the pleasant features of the Cen-

tennary. While the profession of the State will

be present almost in a body, there will be among

the invited guests from abroad many of the lead-

ing men of our sister States, and of the army and

navy, and everybody will be ready to enjoy and

make the most of an opportunity which occurs

but once in a hundred years, and is the privilege

of this favored generation.

NITROUS OXIDE AS AW ATsTJESTHETIC

The use of nitrous oxide gas as an anaesthetic

in surgery appears to be rapidly increasing in

favor. In a number of capital operations, re-

cently performed in this city, it has been satis-

factorily used, the anaesthesia being as complete

as that from ether or chloroform.

At one of the clinics of the Ophthalmic Hospi-

tal, Dr. Levis remarked that, in the present state

of information in regard to its anaesthetic effects,

and with the inef&cient means of administration,

he thought its applicability to surgery very valua-

ble, but limited. It is yet to be determined whe-

ther insensibility from nitrous oxide can safely

be prolonged during operations which require

much time for their performance. The continu-

ance, too, of angesthesia while inhalation is ef-

fected with the usual tubular mouth-piece, re-

quires the voluntary effort of the patient, which

may not always be attainable, especially with

children and with persons making resistance

under temporary excitement. He believed that

it might well displace ether and chloroform in

most operations of short duration, and in this

class could be included the amputations. A de-

cided advantage, particularly for administration

at the clinics, is the rapidity with which anaes-

thesia is induced, and also the speedy revival of

the patient without depression or nausea.

In many operations in ophthalmic practice it

is applicable, but for the operation of extraction

of cataract its angesthesia has not the relaxed and

tranquil character which is desirable.

The preparation of the gas by decomposition

of the nitrate of ammonia by heat, and its subse-

quent purification, are simple, and the cost is

probably not one-fourth that of other anaesthetics.

The present intelligent attention to the subject

will soon give a proper appreciation and fix the

status of nitrous oxide as an anaesthetic, but we

can already, from the present evidence, commend
it to practitioners for its safety, agreeableness to

patients, rapidity of effects, and economy of use.

For a knowledge of this remarkable agent in

all its bearings we refer those who are interested,

to the exhaustive monograph on "Nitrous Ox-

ide," by Dr. Zeigler, recently published in this

city.
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Notes and Comments.

Change of Type in Disease.

In an editorial communication in the British

Medical Journal we find the following :

*'As for gonorrhocal ophthalmia, it is won-

derful how any patient could get over an at-

tack. One sanguinar}^ authority maintained that

' the lancet must be hardly ever out of our

reach ; for if ever there was a disease in which

blood may be taken away without limitation, it is

this.' Another gentleman mildly urged:

'You will deem it necessary to bleed at the

outset of the attack most freely
5

it would be al-

most criminal to stop the flow of blood until your
patient exhibited symptoms of faintness; and as

soon as he rallies and the pain returns, the ope-

ration should be repeated until syncope is again

produced. At the same time, you would prescribe

a liberal dose of calomel and jalap, so as to act

freely on the bowels, and afterward tartarized

antimony in sufficient quantity to maintain a

state of decided nausea.' "

"When these remedies had produced sufficient

debility, nothing more was needed than scarifica-

tions of the conjunctiva, "a quantity of leeches" to

each lower eyelid, and a blister between the scap-

ulae, etc.

It is certainly to be hoped that in our day
disease will not play any more vagaries. What
should we do if it ventured some fine morning to

return to its former type? It is very unpleasant

to be ill in these good times. What must it have

been a few years ago? If it be correct to assume
the theory of a change of type, because the

plague has disappeared in this country and chol-

era has been introduced, it seems to be a logical

conclusion that wc are threatened with another

revulsion, now that the effects of trichiniasis have
become developed.

Progress of Cholera.

The latest news from Europe are favorable,

the advent of colder weather having had a marked
influence on the epidemic. From Spain, France,

and England, we learn that the disease is every-

where on the decline, and that there is a fair

prospect of entire intormission during the winter.

As yet the epidemic has not appeared in any part

of Germany.

In the city of New York, too, no further vcs-

Bcls with cholera have arrived. All vcskcIh com-

ing, however, from suspicious ports and carrying

passengers who have travelled through infected

districts or cities are detained suHi(;i(;ntly long to

undf;rgo a thorough firoc'ss of disinfection.

COMMENTS. [Vol. XIII.

Now while we shall undoubtedly have a few

months perfect exemption from cholera let every

nerve be strained and our efforts be doubled to

bring our cities into a good sanitary state by

early summer.

News and Miscellany.

How Artificial Teeth are Made.

The artificial teeth manufactory of Dr. S. S.

White, in Philadelphia, is the largest and best

appointed in the country. We take pleasure in

giving our readers a detailed account of the visit

lately made by a correspondent of the Chicago

Tribune:

And now, if the reader is ready, we will ac-

companying him through the apartments devoted
to the manufactures. Beginning on the ground
floor, we find workmen busy with the crude ma-
terials. The feldspar (found abundantly in the

State of Delaware,) is thrown in large masses
into a furnace, and subjected to a red heat, then
plunged into water, which renders it brittle and
easily broken by the hammer into small pieces,

so that all foreign matters, such as mica or iron,

with which it may be mixed, can be separated.

It is then washed into a coarse powder, and sub-

sequently ground under water in a mill in which
heavy blocks of French burr stone are pushed
round on a nether mill stone of the same material

until it is an almost impalpable powder—so fine

that it will remain suspended in water for a long

time-. The silex is subjected to the same process.

The colors are long and patiently ground in a

mortar and pestle machine, driven, as are the

mills, by an eight horse power caloric engine.

The materials are then dried, sieved, and car-

ried to the mixing room, where they are properly

proportioned, and again ground in combination

into the various mixtures desired. At this stage

the body assumes the consistence and appearance

of putty; the point enamel of a thick batter,

and the outside and gum enamels of cream. The

body is now ready for the molders's room, but wo

must first see how the molds are made. They

are made of brass, in two or more pieces, one-half

the tooth being represented on either side. Great

care is necessary in tlu^ construction of these,

some of them costing S75 a ])air. On them de-

pends the shajxi nud slyh; of" the teeth. They
must be anatomically con-cct, and mechanically

perfect. It is not that natui c^ is introducing now
styles of t(!eth as the milliners their novelties,

but continual api)r()ximation is being made to

perfection in imitating the endless minor differ-

ences in teeth, and in adapting them to new
methods of adjustment to the [dates to whi(;h

th(;y are to bo affixed. In this manufactory from

700 to HOO molds are in use, making in all upwai'd

of 10,000 shapes of teeth.
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Here is a spitefully busy little machine, too

busy with one particular process to tell us what

it is doing, and yet we discover that it is eating

wire and spitting out tiny platina pins at the

rate of six hundred a minute. Each comes out

headed like a solid head brass pin, with rough

indentations in the other end, to be firmly held

in the plastic body of the tooth until fierce heat

makes the indissoluble union. The strength and
infusibility and incorruptibleness of the platina

makes it the very close companion of mechanical

dentistry, leaving the more ornamental utility to

gold. Platina is now eight dollars per ounce.

The consumption of this metal in this establish-

ment reaches the substantial sum of eighty-six

thousand dollars per annum.

We come now to the molding room. Here we

see the use of those little platina pins, and are

told that there are more than twenty varieties of

size adapted to the diff'erent sizes of teeth. In

each tooth matrix we discover two minute holes

which a workman, with rapid tweezers, is fitting

with pins of the proper thickness and length,

which are to form the future fastening of the

tooth to the plate of gold, silver or rubber. The
mold is then passed to the next workman, who
takes up on a small steel spatula the requisite

amount of point enamel, and with this forms the

cutting edge of the tooth, and passes the mold to

his neighbor, who fills the matrix with body, then

closes it. It is then pressed by machinery and
deposited in the dr3dng oven.

Carefully watched, it is taken out at the proper

moment and emptied of its contents, which, ten-

der and brittle, are laid on clay slides, and sub-

sequently subjected to the' process called biscuit-

ing, which is done by bringing them to a cherry

red heat. They are now like chalk, and can be
cut and filed as desired.

The principal materials entering into the com-

position of mineral teeth are, feldspar, silex, or

flint, and kaolin, or clay, with various fluxes, so

known in chemistry, to be more familiarly char-

acterized as glasses, used to determine the point

of fusion desired of diff'erent parts of the tooth.

The general tone or tint of these materials is a

white or dusky yellow, so that coloring forms a
prime adjunct in the process.

The chief coloring substances are titanium for

yellow, platina sponge for gray, blue oxide of

cobalt for bright blue, and oxide of gold for red.

These with others in varying combinations are

used to color the body, point and outside enamels,

and to form some idea of the immense varieties

I

of shades or grades of color capable of being pro-

I

duced, you have only to be told that there are

more than forty kinds of colors in the bodies

I
used, and an equal number of point and outside
enamels. Thus starting with the lightest shade
of body known as "A,'^ you may produce forty

diff'erent grades by using a different point enamel,
and on each of these a diff'erent eff'ect by the use.

of various outside enamels, so that with a single
body of any one color you may produce 64,000
varieties or gradations of color, and there being
thirty-nine other bodies, a smart calculator can
determine of how many changes they are capa-
ble.

It is not pretended, of course, that all these

shades are produced, but some idea may be

formed of the need of variety by the fact that out

of myriad trials in the way of combinations, one

hundred and thirty standard shades are made
duly arranged and classified by numbers, forming
a gradual but quite perceptible progression from
the most delicate blue white to the dark tobacco
stained, and for the production of these colors

you are not to think of a dyer's vat, but to re-
member that their bath is a glowing mujffle at
incandescent heat.

From the biscuiting furnace they are carried to

the assorter's room, where they are arranged in

sets, and after this the members of a set keep

company through all their varied experience.

This work is done by small boys, whose quickness

of perception qualify them for the work, and who
become so expert that they know every tooth and
the number of the mold from which it came, as

well as they know each other. Arranged in rows
in tin waiters, the teeth are now forwarded to
the trimmers' room, where the busy fingers of
forty tidy and happy looking young ladies smooth
them into readiness for the enamelers' room.
This also furnishes employment for fair fingers.

The enamels are laid on with a brush, and is a
work requiring delicacy and care. Having re-

ceived their coats of enamel, the teeth, descend-
ing again toward the ground floor, from which
they started, halt in another room to receive the
gum enamel, which, when the fire shall have
passed its verdict upon them, will reflect the rosy
cheeks of the artist who laid it. But, taking up
the line of march, they are again halted that other
light fingers, the owners of which are called
finishing-trimmers, may remove any surplus of
enamel from the sides, make true, with fine pointed
instruments, the arch of the gum, and lay them
carefully on beds of quartz sand in trays of fire-

clay, ready for the fiery trial through which they
are to pass, and without which they are unfit for

life's work.

Beyond this no tool can follow them. Imper-

fections heretofore could be repaired, but in the

future beyond the fire, the tooth is either perfect

or a failure irremediable. The furnace is an
institution entitled to respect for its intensity.

In its centre is a muffle of fire clay, entirely sur-

rounded by the glowing fuel, a charge of half a

ton's weight of coal, itself carefully bricked up
before firing, that no impurities of dust or vapor
shall reach the teeth. Take out the small half
oval door of the muffle, and you shall see an
inner glow the eye shrinks from registering, an
incandescence that startles you by its fervor. In
from fifteen to thirty minutes teeth and fire-clay

slide, glowing like the oven, are taken out done
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and finished. The dull enamel has become as

glass: the lusterless oxides have yielded their

color, and the tooth that went in friable and
brittle, has come out ndnmant. But there is an
intermediate skill, the acetuisition of which is one

of the marvels of the mechanic arts. A little too

lonii" in that heat and the teeth are ruined, and the

evils of "underdone"' arc otiuall}^ to be guarded
against, as in the housok'H'juM 's baking. It is a

trained judgment, a skill of e3-e and handling
that enables the Imrner to lend success to the

•work of those who have gone before him and at

the precise point where a shade of failure is utter

ruin.

The teeth are now done and ready for the

curious characteristic red-wax cards on which

the}- go into the trade. We have not time to de-

scribe the minor processes of preparing color,

fluxes, oxides, etc., nor to speak of the manufac-
ture carried on in one of the large rooms, of co-

rundum wheels used by the mechanical dentist

in grinding teeth to fit the plate.

In one of the rooms anvils were singing and

files at work on some of the smaller steel imple-

ments of the dentist, but these are only a part of

that branch of the business of the house, which
gives exclusive employment to an extensive manu-
factory in another part of the city, whence the

iron and steel in the rough come forth in all the
glittering multifarious forms that send a shudder
through the observer who looks at the dentist's

well tilled case.

The processes we have described in Dr. "White's

establishment, joined to the employment given in

his sale rooms, packing rooms, and counting

rooms, give employment to over two hundred
persons, with a pay roll of between two and three

thousand dollars per week, and a product of four

hundred thousand teeth per month.

And so passed the morning at the Arch-street

establishment.

It is known of dentists throughout the world,

and for eighteen years has been taking on those

stages of progress that, like its completed teeth,

are enameled securcl}'' with the success of high-

toned dealing and unblemished reputation as to

wares and principles. Dr. White was of that

class of Philadelphians whose fidelity to loyalty

and liberty no trade considerations have ever

shaken, throughout the years preceding the war,
and in its dark hours, when the patriotism of

leading men in business enterprises stood the

country in good stead.

—

HcAadifui American.

The Proportion of the Sexes Born.

Mr. IJicKi.F,, in his History (>f Civilization shows

from a careful examination of the statistics of

births in different countries that the proportion
of boys and girls Ijorn is as tw(;nty-one of the
former to twenty of the latter, and that no devi-

ation from this rule can be found in a scries of

years. 'J'his ratio is shown to be correct in the
latest published returns of births in the State of

Ma«sachusettH, where the registry shows 100 boys

to 100 girls. There is, unfortunately, no system
yet devised by which the national census can
show the actual number of births in the United
States, but b}^ observing the returns of the num-
ber of males and females under one year of age,

we can arrive at it approximately. According to

the census of 1860, there were 409,914 white male
children under one year of age, and 397,527 fe-

males, or 103 males to 100 females. The follow-

ing table shows the ratio of the sexes of all ages
in the several States of the Union, according to

the census of 18G0, and in those foreign countries

whose census returns are accessible to us.

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts....
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri ,

ISTew Hampshire
New Jersey.

Males.

270,190

171,477
259.923
221,851
45,940
41,128
301,066

898,941
698,348
353,900

58,806

474,193
189,648
316,527
256,839
692.231

388,006
91,704

186.273

563,131
159.563

322,733
New York: 1,910.279
North Carolina 313,670
Ohio 1,171,693
Oregon 31,455
Pennsylvania 1,427,943
Rhode Island 82,294
South Carolina ; 146,160
Tennessee 422,779
Texas 228,585
Vermont 158,406
Virginia 528.842
Wisconsin 406,309

Total 18,685,834

Males.

France 18,611,276
England 8,781,225
Scotland 1,375.479
Ireland 4,016,536
Netherland 1,498,676
Bolo-ium .2,196,594
Swcrlcii 1,6.«7,248

Norwav 729,905
Denina'rk 692.440
S(;hloswig 170,726
Ilolslein: 241.644
Spain 7,670,671
Sardinia 2,072,707

Pai)al States 1,599.729
U])j)or Ccnada 497,661
Lower Canada 444 893

Total. 52,293.343

Females.

256.081
152.666

98,187
229,653

44,649

36,619
299,484
805,350
645,362

319,879
47,584

445,291

167,808
310,420

259,079
629.201

348,136

77,691
167.626

500,358

166,016
323,966

1.921,311

316,272

1,131,110

20,700

1,421,316
88.355

14^140
403,943
192.306

155,963

518,457

367,384

13,004,372

Females.

18,741.037

9,140.384

1,513,263

4,152,071

1,557,971

2,173,679

1,795,293

760,142
715,H07

183.174

230.720

7,793.407

2,053,028

1,524,449

451.020

437,749

53,235,087

It thus appears that there were, in 1800, 681,462
more males than females in the United States, and
942,344 more females than males in the other
c(juntrics enumerated. The discrepancy between
the ratios, in the United States and I'iurope is

fully accounted for by the statistics of cmigra-
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tion, the excess of male over female passengers

arriving in this country from foreio;n ports from

the year 1819 to 1860 being Chicago

Tribune.

The Cholera in England,

The British Registrar-General, in his return for

the past quarter, just issued, says:

''In the face of the cholera epidemic, v^^hich is

gathering in threatening clouds around us, the

deaths from that disease, and from the allied

diarrhoea, deserve careful study. Ever since 1837,

when the causes of death m^qvq first registered, a

certain number of deaths from cholera have been

recorded. Such cases, often called English—but

more properly summer cholera, as they are met
with all over Europe—prevail chiefly during July,

August, and September. One hundred and thirty-

six cholera deaths were registered in London ; and
in this quarter's notes a certain number are men-
tioned by the registrars in every division except

the North Midland. One case at Wilsden, in

Yorkshire, was registered Asiatic cholera, and
another in the Rillington sub-district, fatal in

twenty-four hours, presented all the feature-; of

Asiatic cholera. All such cases are of ordinary

occurrence, and are inexplicable only by those

who deny the spontaneous origin of sporadic

cases.

'•The number of cases at Southampton since

the end of the quarter leaves no doubt of the av*-

pearance of the epidemic form of cholera, which
may either pass over England, or develope in the

course of the next twelve months its usual de-

structive tendency. It is gratifying to know that

London and some of the other large towns are

now in a far better condition to encounter the

epidemic than they were either in 1848-—49, or in

1853- 54."

Valuable Scientific Gifts.

Nicholas Pike, E«q., of Brooklyn, hes rer-ently

presented to ^he Long Island Historical Society, a

splendid collection of aigse, a c istlj herbarium of

ferns, and one of zoophytes, and a colhcfcion of

nearly all the birds of L'^ng Island. Thfse plants

and birds have cost him the labor of more than
twenty five years as an enthusiastic devotee of

Natural Science.

These ferns contain nearly all those found on
Long Island, and a large and beautiful colk-cfion

brought from Portugal, made while resident

there for several years as our Cousul-General.
The zoophytes belong to the family of corals

(amiraal plants) of the fourth division of the ani-

mal kingdom, and contain nearly all the recog-

nized species found in the Bay of New York and
around Long Island.

The alg^ are of three orders (the technical

names we do not give), red, green, and olive. Mr.
Pike began his collection more than twenty-
five years ago, on the coasts of Maine and Massa-
chusetts, and continued the work, as opportunity
offered, down to South Carolina. He then in-

structed shipmasters and others visiting the coast

of South America and California in gathering
the rough weeds, till his specimens have been
brought from a sea coast of some 20,000 miles.

In 1849 or 1850, Prof. Harvey, of King's Col-
lege, Dublin, was requested by the Smithsonian
Institute to write a work on the Algae of America.
The result was three volumes (folio) eJaijovately

illustrated. Mr. Pike opened bis herbarium to

Prof. Harvey, and the late lamented Prof. J.

W. Bailey, of West Pilnt, a-'d with both of
these scholars, at their request, continued to cor-
respond, and to exchange plants for a period of
over ten years. Prof. Bailey was one of the
best mier. scopists and naturalists of Ame:ica or
of any country.

In 1853 or 1854 Mr Pike went out to Portugal

as Consul, under Mr. Webster as Secretary of

State, and during six years there opened a cor-
respondence and exchange with many of the best
naturalists of Europe; The algse alone com-
nripe s.'me ten or twelve rortfoiios, and all the
specimens are beautifully prepared a' d pressed.
It is probably the largest and best collection in
America, and contains many thousand speci-
mens. $10,000 could scarcely have procured so
valuable a collection as this donated by Mr.
Pike to the Society,

Phenie Acid as an Antiseptic.

Experiments have been made to show that the
miasmata from putrefying substances may be
rendered harmless by means of phenic acid, since
it prevents or puts an end to spontaneous fermen-
tation. A piece of perfectly fresh meat was
placed within about two yards of one in a state of
putrefaction. In eight days it was found merely
to have begun to dry, the phenic acid had de-
stroyed the miasmata, so that they were not trans-
mitted by the air. It has been concluded, from
these and similar results, that phenic acid is a
powerful anti-pestilential agent, and it is consid-
ered extremely useful in places where cholera or
other infectious maladies prevail.

Preparation of Fluid Extracts.

At the recent (thirteenth) Annual Convention
of the American Pharmaceutical Association,

held at Boston, Dr. E. Squibb read an important
paper on the preparation of fluid extracts, and a
modification of the ofiicinal process, which he has
submitted to the action of the Committee of Re-
vision. The modified jorocess is thus stated by
the Druygisfs Circular

:

"Sixteen ounces of a drug, as for instance col-
chicum, are to be percolated Avith alcohol of ap-
propriate strength, adding one pint, and as soon
as the alcohol disappears from the top, water is
added till fourteen fluid ounces of percolate are
obtained; this constitutes the fluid extract : there
is to be no evaporation and no excess of alcohol
added, and the fluid extract is as strong and a
great deal cheaper than if a gallon had been
passed through it and evaporated down to a pint.
Dr. Squibb also finds that fluid extracts ]u-o])ared
either by this process or by that of the i'harma-
copocia are relatively stronger than the druffs
from which prepared; while they are perhaps
twice as efficient as the majority of those sold by
the leading manufacturers?'
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Peusion Examining Surgeons.

The following avo recent appointments:

Ohio.—Dr. A. B. Monjhau, Jackson Court
House.

Tennessee.—Dr. Jos. II. Van Dusen, Chatta-
noocra.

A New Blow-Pipe.

A novel blow-iiipo is thus described: " Ilendy's
blow-pipe consists of an ordinary blow-pipe noz-
zle supplied from an india-rubber bap;. The main
portion of the l)low-pipe has a flexible mouth-
piece, connected with the bag by a joint, at which
a valve is placed, which is opened when the ope-
rator blows, and closes immediately when Le
ceases. By this arrangement the little bag or

bladder is readily filled at a single breath, and
with very little exertion. When so filled, a con-
tinuous current of air is forced from the nozzle of

the pipe by the mere contractive force of the bag.
This is easily turned in iinj direction as required,

b\' means of the flexible tube to which it is

attached."

Tatt,or.—In this city, Not. 27, Dr. John E. Taylor, in the 49th
year of his ay;e.

Towner.—In New York. Dee. 1, Agnes R., wife of William A.
Towner, and daughter of Washington Ritter, M. D., aged 21
years.
Uhler.—In this city, Nov. 27th, at his residence, on School-

house lane, Wm. M. Uhler, M. D., aged 45 years.

To be Mustered Out.

The following surgeons and assistant surgeons

of volunteers are mustered out of service in ac-

cordance with instructions to that effect

Snrr/eons.—Samuel D. Turnley, II. Earnest
Goodman, F. G. Porter, A. B. Campliell. George
L. Sutton, J. R. Ludlow, S. E. Fuller, Bernard A.
A'anderkeift, G. B. Parker, John S. McGrew, E.
J. Whitner, Milton B. Cochran, John 0. Bron-
son, A. P. Dalrymple. Benjamin B. AYilson,

Thos. W. Fry, Thomas S. Thomas, John H. Phil-

lips, Oliver A. Judson, Binkitt Cloak, Charles 0.

Leavy.

Assistant Surgeons.—D. "Williams, Franklin
Grube, Daniel R. Brown, Aaron J. Comfort, Rob
ert 3Ic(Jrowan, J. II. Dougherty, J. Bernard Brin-
ton, J. P. Dowling, J. A. White, Joseph W. Haj
ward, William A. Cyndan.

OBITUAKIES.
Dr. John Lindley.

The death is announced of John Lixdltt, l\r. D., F. R. S.,

whose name has for many years past been intimately associated
with the progress of botanical science. He was born at Catton,
near Norwich. England, in IT'.'O. and was the son of a nurserj"-
garden proprietor thei e. lie died of apoplexy.

His first literary elYort after devoting much of his early youth
to the p-.actical details of the science of botany, was the trans-
lation of Richard's ^-'Analyse du Fruit," from the French, and
the contribution of some papers to the transactions of the Lin-
n;e;m Societj'. After that he proceeded to London, where he was
engaged by Loudon to assi.-t io the proiluction of the "Encyclopaj-
dia ot Plants."' In 1832 h-; puolished his "Introduction to Syste-
matic and Physiological Botany,'" but his chef d'cruvre was the
'•Vegetable Kingdom," which gives a comprehensive view of
the structure and uses of the plants of the known world. For
more than a quarter of a century Dr. Lindley filled the chair of
botany at University College, and in ISeO was appointed exam-
iner in the University of London. He was fellow of the Royal,
Linna'au, and Geolo_ical societies, and corresponding member
of many continental and American learned bod es. In LS5i he
received the medal of the British Royal Societ}', in reward o

his services to the modern sciences.

Dr. T. C. Madison.

Dr. T. C. Madison, formerly of Lynchburg, Va., dropped dead
last week in tlie cars between SL Louis and A ton. He was a
nephew of President Madison, and served in the United States

Army as surgeon during the Florida and Mexican wars. When
the war broke out he resigned his commission and was appointed
medical director of General Magrudei's army, on the Peninsula.

During the last three years of the war he was the medical in-

spector of the rebel hospitals in Virginia and Tennessee. He
was second in rank in the medical department of the rebel

army. He had just received his pardon when he died.

The death of the fattest man in the world, M.
Helm, is recorded. He was German by origin,

and employed in Paris as translator of foreign
correspondence. His age was 42; he weighed 500
pounds, and latterly was unable to pass through
doors of ordinary dimensions.

MARRIED.

Arnold—Ross.—At JefiFerson, Pa., by Rev. Geo. Fraser, Nov.
21.'ft, Guyan L. Arnold, M. D., and .Miss Hannah E. Ross
daaghter of Thos. Ross, Esq.
M\f Gi'.Kf;oR— Rlttkr.—On Thursday, Nov. 23, at the Church

of the Incarnation, New York, by Rev. Dr. Chauncey, James R.

Mac^rexor, M.D., and Alice E., daughter of Mrs. Agnes Rutterof
Yorkville.
.Moore—Landis.—On the 2Sth ult., by the Rev. D. II. Barron,

Dr. Thomafi J. .Moore, and Cornelia T., daughter of Dr. J. A.
Landi«, both of lloJlidaysburg, I'a.

DIED.

ADAM8.—In Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. l.'». Dr. Julius W. AdamH,
U. 8. A.

LovERiiKjE.—In Brooklyn, Nov. 30, Dr. A. Loveridge, aged 77

years.
I'jffKNix.—Suddenly, at MorrifltowD, N. J., on Thursday, Nov.

30, Lcwia I'La;nix, .M. V.

Dr. William Irvin.

The latest news from China announces the death of Dr.

WiLLUJi Irvin, the United States Consul at Amoy. It is inti-

mated that bis sickness was induced by his professional labors

among the Chinese during the prevalence of cholera Dr. Iktin
formerly resided at or near llarrisburgh, Penu., and was highly
esteemed.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOl^J'DElSrTS.

Dr. A. D. B., BowmayisviUe, Pa.—AVe know of no better work
OP diphtheria than thut of Slade. Price $1.2.5.

For price of Visiting List, &c., see second page of cover, under
" Commutitions."'

Dr. C. W. li , ]V J.—Of course! All payments made he fore

Jan. 1st. ISGi). will be credited at the rate of .$4 a year, no
matter to what amount. All payments made after that date
will be at the rate of

i a year.

To several ( 'urn-sp'nt li nl^.—We are now able to inform corres-

pondents where they may obtain Jarvis' Adjuster.

METEOROLOGY.

November 27, 28, 29, 30, |D. 1, 1 2, 3.

Wind N. W.
Clear.

N.
Clear

N.
Cl'dy.

W.
Clear. ' Clear.

' S. W.
Clear.

S.

Clear.

Thermometer.
20°
3.5

39
40
35.00

21°

35
45
41

30 25

24°
33
37
37
32 75

24°

34
47
47

38.00

27°

42
44
42
3S.75

260

39
52
53
42 50

27°

49
58
57

47.75

At 8 A. M
At 12.M
At3P. -M

Mean

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.2 30.3 30. 29.8 29.7 30. 302

Germantown, Pa. B. J. "Leedom.
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A CASE OF tTLCEKATlOTsr OP THE STO-
MACH AT THE CARDIAC ORIFICE.

By p. J. Farnsworth, M. D.,

Of Clinton, Iowa.

A . Mr. M. called at my office to consult me
about a difficulty in deglutition. He was a man
in good circumstances, of rather spare habits,

about fifty-five years of age. In swallowing any

solid, a sort of regurgitation took place, or spas-

modic action of the oesophagus, which threw it

back. If he succeeded in getting it down, a

sharp pain passed through him to his spine. The

pain was momentary. Hot liquids or alcoholic

liquors affected him in the same way. His diges-

tion was uinmpaired. There was never any retch-

ing or vomiting. The difficulty was not con-

stant, but was greatest after fa,tigue or abstinence,

I was unable to connect the symptoms with any

disease, and prescribed some simple remedy, and

resolved to watch the case for some further de-

velopments.

Saw nothing more of the patient for two

months, when he came to consult me further

about the difficulty, which had so increased that

he could only take a diet of the most bland and

semi-fluid character. His appetite was good,

and his strength unimpaired, but if he attempted

to swallow anything solid, the spasmodic action

of the stomach and oesophagus took place and

threw it up. The difficulty was becoming so

great that he could not satisfy his appetite, and

he was now suffering from a constant craving for

food.

Being a man of strong will, he would some-

times force down a large quantity of food, fol-

lowing each mouthful with a swallow of water.

The pain would be excruciating at each gulp,

but after the work was over, he would suffer no

more pain, but would enjoy himself as any one

would after a good dinner. He would sometimes

attempt a glass of gin. It would go down in

spite of the spasm, causing a thrill of pain, as he

described it, from his heart to his spine. The
second glass would go down with less difficulty,

and the third with no trouble at all. And,

though never indulging in such a habit before,

he would often drink to considerable excess

now.

No remedies tried seemed to have any lasting

effect. Blisters over the spine and blisters over

the stomach were tried without any relief. Opi-

ates relieved him temporarily.

Several consultations were held, with no satis-

factory conclusion. One thought it cancer of the

stomach, but there was no cachexia. Another

that it was stricture or a saculation of the oesoph-

agus. Several symptoms militated against such

an idea. The patient at last became very much
emaciated, and we resorted to nourishing ene-

mas. The pain in the stomach now became
constant, with a craving desire for food and

drink, which the injections did not satisfy.

Gases collected in the stomach, which were

eructated with much distress.

At last, he sank under it, and died about

'eight months after the first consultation. We
proceeded to hold a post-mortem examination.

We found the lower part of the stomach healthy,

the upper half much inflamed and ulcerated ; the

(Esophagus without any stricture, but just below

its opening into the stomach a thickening round

an old ulcer, that had finally penetrated through

the stomach posteriorly.

Here then was an explanation of the anoma-

lous symptoms. The food, before entering the

stomach in the motion of deglutition, irritated

this ulcer, causing the spasmodic action which

threw back the food. The remainder of the sto-

mach was healthy, and the ulcer was so situated

as not to be affected by the peristaltic action of

the stomach.

It was an instructive case to me, and has since

in one or two instances led me, I believe, to a cor-

rect diagnosis and treatment of slight ulceration

or inflammation near the cardiac orifice of the sto-

mach, which may be treated with rest and bland

diet, and remedies that will reach the ulcerated

part without drenching the whole stomach. A
slight ulceration or considerable inflammation in

other parts of the stomach impair digestion and
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create much pain, while a sore near the cardiac

orifice of the stomach may not affect the appe-

tite or digestion until by long irritation it has

ulcerated through the stomach, or the inflamma-

tion has become general.

Hospital Reports.

Hospital,
]

-r, 1865. f

Philadelphia Hospital,

Noz'embe

Medical Clinic of Dr. J. L. Ludlow,

Reported by A. M. Shew. M. D., Resident Physician.

Pleurisy.

Hannan E., cet. 44, has been a soldier. Four

weeks ago, he was attacked by intermittent fe-

ver of the quotidian form, which had continued

about two weeks, when he was seized with

severe pain in the right side, or as he said, a

stitch in the side and, gentleman, this word
stitch gives you a better idea of the pain experi-

enced "in pleurisy than anything of which I can

think. It is not like the dull aching pain of

pneumonia, biit is a sharp catching sensation

felt under the nipple or in the axilla, when the

patiiTit breathes or attempts to move in bed.

From your anatomical studies you learn that

the pleura, after covering the internal walls of

the thorax, is reflected over the lung, and thus

we have two smooth surfaces in contact. In

health, these surfaces move one on the other as

softly and noiselessly as the most delicate ma-

chinery. But let this delicate serous membrane
suffer inflammatory action, and auscultation will

reveal, in place of the soft smooth sound, a rough-

ened condition—likened to the rubbing together

of two pieces of new leather. This constitutes

the first or dry stage of pleurisy. If the two in-

flamed surfaces unite, the disorder does not usu-

ally pass beyond this stage.

The symptoms are slight fever, flushed face,

impaired movement of the chest, feeble respira-

tion and clearness on percussion. Often, how-
ever, the inflammation continues, an effusion of

serum occurs, and we have a train of symptoms
constituting the second sta.!(\ The physical signs

in this stage var}"- according to the amount of

fluid contained in the pleural cavity. A small

'juantity will be indicated by dulness low down
and clearness above, while a large accumulation

drives all the air out of the lung, compresses it

into a small space, and we find great dulness

over the whole side. In this stage there is d^^s-

pnfica, a dry irritating cough, livid countenance,

and danger from suffocation.

The young physician will often be puzzled in

diagnosing acute pleurisy from |)rieumonia. Both
are affections accompanic'd by cough, dyspnoea,

and dulness on percussion. Jiut the duln<;ss in

the latter disease is far hjss absolute than in the

former, while the absence of respiration in plen-

risy is in direct contrast tf) the blowing respira-

tion of pneumonia. The fel)rih^ synipton)s in

pneumonia are always severe, excepting in cases

where there is a typhoid condition, or the pneu-
monia is, as is termed, latent.

In the treatment of acute pleurisy, it will be
necessary for you to be guided by the condition

of your patient. A delicate, feeble, half-starved

female would not require what is commonly
called an active antiphlogistic treatment. On
the other hand, if I found the pulse bounding
with high fever in a plethoric individual, I should
not hesitate in taking blood from the arm. In
these latter days we do not often use the lancet,

it has become unfashionable. But, gentleman,
let me beseech you not to be fettered to a doctrine
which prevents you from using any remedy
which the particular circumstances attending
the case may necessitate. A good common
sense should be the practical chart by which
you are guided. AVhen you are doing well un-
der any form of treatment, stick to it.

During the last fcAv years, much has been said

and written about the use of stimulants in pul-

monary affections. I think in England the pro-

fession has gone too far in this matter. In this

institution we have had quite as good success by
treating according to general principles. You
must remember that the patient is droAvned inter-

nally—the lung is pressed. Therefore stimulate

the secretions, get the kidneys at work, bowels
open. In those extreme cases, when everything
has been done without relief, I should tap the

thorax. It is a dangerous remedy, but there is

death without it.

Aneurism of the Abdominal Aorta.

Joseph A., fBt. 57, tassel maker, came to this

country from France in the year 1852. During

the summer campaign of 1861, while on a march
with the Army of Virginia, he was seized with a

severe pain in the left side, which obliged him
to leave the ranks to be conveyed to the camp
ho.-]ital; not, however, until he had remained
out in an exposed condition one night. In this

hospital he was under treatment six weeks, when
he obtained his discbarge, and was soon after ad-

mitted to the Pennsylvania Hospital, where he
remained thi-ee months Avithout any apparent
improvement. lie entered the Philadelphia
Hospital on the 22d day of April, 1862, com-
plaining of "weakness and pain in the left

side." Upon examination, a small pulsating

tumor was discovered in the posterior region of
the abdomen, near the ninth or tenth rib. This
gradually increased to the -size of a man's fist up
to the latter part of Fel^ruary, when it appears

to be slowly diminisliing.

During all tliis tinu^ he has complained of

sharp shooting pains through his abdomen. One
of the peculiar phases of this case is dropsical effu-

sion in his scrotum and peritoneal cavity, which
appears and disap]iears very suddenly.

I have had this interesting case brought before

jfou, gentlemen, for the purpose of showing you
how long a man may live with a very serious

affection decidedly fatal in character. The sub-

ject of aneurism, as found in the extremities, bo-

longs properly to the domain of surgery; it is

only those cases occurring in the abdomen or

thorax that come under the attention of the medi-

cal practitioner. 1 shall, therefore, only allude
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to this class. An aneurism is a pulsating arte-

rial tumor, caused by excessive muscular exer-

cise, with a diseased condition of the arterial

coats, a blow, etc. Among the various forms I

will mention those which consist of a weakened
condition of the coats of the vessel with more or

less dilatation. This dilatation may be uniform,

the whole- artery being enlarged, or partial, in

which only one side is expanded, making a sack

or pouch.
Another form, called a dissecting aneurism, in

which the blood passes between the first and
second coats, and finally bursts through the outer

coat. It opens back again into the original chan-

nel of this vessel. In the pouch form there is a

tendency to the formation of lamina, like the

leaves of a book, and in this way a natural cur-

rent may be formed through the tumor. Very
serious results often follow the continued pressure

of these tumors, soft though they may be, upon
the bones of the vertebral column; erosion of the

bodies of the bones frequently supervene with
disarticulation of the ribs from the vertebrae.

Patients affiicted by aneurism high up, often

experience great difficulty in swallowing, caused

by direct pressure upon the oesophagus, or of

some of the nerves supplying the parts.

This patient complains of sharp pain in the

elbows, axilla, and back. When the hand is

placed over the tumor an impulse is communi-
cated, and in many cases, as in the one before

you, a distinct prominence and alteration in the

form is discovered. By auscultation a peculiar

blowing sound, like the purring of a kitten, is

distinctly heard, a good diagnostic symptom.
When I first saw this patient he was suffering

agony. I did not believe he could survive many
da3''s, and yet nearly four years have passed, and
he is still quite comfortable. The treatment has

baen entirely palliative, consisting in the admin-
istration of morphine, and occasionally a mild
laxative.

By referring to old books you will find that

nearly every article in the Materia Medica of a

sedative character has been tried in the treatment

of aneurism. Valsalva resorted to slight vene-

section, often repeated, and light. Others have

I

been gratified in using acetate of lead. I have

j

often made use of the following prescription :

R. Tinct. digitalisj 5j.

Morph. acet. gr-ii.

Aquaa camph., f-^j.i- M.
S. teaspoonful occasionally.

The patient should be kept quiet, and atten-

tion paid to the digestive organs. Avoid all ex-

citement—let him live like an oyster. Death

I

may occur suddenly as the result of bursting of

j

the coats of the artery.

M. Jobert De Lamballe.

It is stated that the distinguished surgeon of

the Hotel Dieu, Paris, and surgeon ordinary to

the Emperor Napoleon, M. Jobert de Lam-

balle, has been unfortunately seized with mental

alienation, and has been conveyed to a private

1 mad house. Hard labor in scientific pursuits has

{ brought about this lamentable occurrence.
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University of Maryland, 1

November, 1865.
j

Surgical Clinic of Prof. N. P.. Smith.

Reported by J. W. P. Bates, M. D.

IsTervous Siiock.

Man, aeb. 25. This man came in to-day. He
was injured by a bank failing upon him. There

are no broken bones nor marks of violence. He
has epigastric pulsation, which alarms him. It is

often mistaken for aneurif-m. In this case it is

dependent upon nervous shock. He needs no

especial treatment; rest and quiet will restore

him in a few days.

Necrosis of the Jaw from Decayed Tooth.

Man, 47. Here there is a fistulous opening
about midway between the angle and the sym-
phisis of the lower jaw. This man has had this

disease for two or three years, and it came from a
diseased tooth. Was an alveolar abscess in the

first place ; these abscesses are often productive
of a great deal of trouble. I have seen them ex-

tending* as far down as the clavicle, and cured
promptly by the removal of the tooth. They are
very ofton improperly treated; caustics ere ap-
plied and stimulaticg applicatiors, b it they are
useless so long as the cause of the malady re-

mains. This presents no malignant character.

Oq iotroducing the probe we touch the alveolar

process. These abscesses often follow disease
of the teeth—the tooth becomes a foreign body
and keeps up the irritation. The pusofren makes
its way intb the mouth and no evil results; at

other times it opens through the face and leaves

a fistulous opening. It seems strange that a dead
to )th should produce such an amount of injury,

but as the tocth is dead it acts as a foreign sub-
stance does in any other part of the body. We
will extract the tooth, which is so much decayed
as to render extraction difiiculi:

; \ e v. ill also re-

move all portions of dead bone. There is a cari-

ous surface left, but we will inject with acid,

muriat. gtt. x. aquse f.^j. to dissolve the earthy
maUer. The last two molars are diseased, and I
shall order their removal.

Haemorrlioids.

Man, 50. This form of disease is very common,
and almost invariably results from constipation
of the bowels. When the bowels are moved sel-

dom a great deal of expulsive efi'ort is required,
and the blood is forced down, and congestion is

produced. The veins concerned in this disease
pertain to the portal system, and have no valves,
which makes them more liable to a varicose con-
dition. Pregnancy is also one of the causes.
There are two varieties of ha3morrhoids— external
and internal—which difi"er from each other in
anatomical character. • The internal are of two
kinds—an enlargement of the veins, which bleed
very much when the person has an action of the
bowels, and is very common among old men ; and>
an erectile tumor, sometimes having the appear-
ance of a bunch of grapes, and vascular like the
spongy portion of the urethra. The treatment is

palliative and radical. In regard to the first,
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open the bowels, (and for this purpose nothing

better than the saline cathartics); keep in a re-

cumbent position, with hips elevated. Sometimes
leech, but it is rarely necessary

;
apply watery so-

lution of opium (^j. to Oj.) cold; pack lint wet
with it around the diseaspd parts. Sometimes use

plumbi acet. in C0Dnecti> n wi h the solution of

opium, ice water, or pounded ice. After inflam-

mation has subsided,

R. Sulpburls, 5j.
Pulv. sennas, 5].

Pil. hydrarg., ^ss. M.

Take a heaping teaspoonful every other Dig^'t;

and apply

R. Pulv. gallce,

" opii, aa 5.).

Cerat, simp., 5j. M.

If you wish to make a permanent cure apply a

ligature to these vascular excrescences; if you
cut them off the patient may bleed to death as the

haemorrhage is very difficult to control.

External haemorrhoides, as in the case before

us, are much more simple; they consist of small

warty ex'^rescences. containing coagulated blood

or lymph. If this be allowed to remain it becomes
organized, and becomes condylomatous, and irri-

tates the surrounding parts. Here there are sev-

eral of these tumors which we will lay open and
press out the contents. Dress with a simple
lotion.

Mi:dical Clinic of Prof. McSherry.

Pathological Specimens : 1. Ulceration of Intes-
tines, etc.

I have here two pathological specimens to show
you ; the first is the intestines of a man who died of

chronic dysentery. He was in the house about
three weeks, but at no time was there a reason-

able hope of his recovery. The disease was con-

tracted in the south, and is very frequently met
with in malarial districts. All the usual rerae

dies were tried without effect, and he gradually
grew worse. Toward the latter part of his life

we only gave him pills of one grain of opium
three times a day, and an enema of ntarch and
laudanum. He had been accustomed to take a

good deal of opium, and it was allowed to relieve

his distress and give him an easy deat-h. He was
troubled with obstinate tenesmus and small mu-
cous evacuations, which only served to increase

the irritation. You know there is a great differ-

ence in the discharges of diarrhoea and that of
dysentery; in the former there is a profuse flow

of fecal matter, and it is often not advisable to

check it, especially when dopendent upnn irrita

ting ingesta, as it will cea-e with the cause. In
the latter, the discharges are small, and consist

of mucus or mucus and blood. You can often

give relief by a purgative which will pro-

duce a good fecal discharge. You nf)tice here
that the large intestine is much disensod, and
there arrj patches of ulceration. The small one

* is very much congested. The glands of the me-
flcnt'^ry are enlarged; the liver is friable. In
about one fourth oftheso ra<^f^s you find abscrspof
t'le liver. Thp'^e aro the uHual r-'tholoprJeal ap-
pearances you meet with m chronic dysentery.

2. Cancer of the Pylorus

A few weeks ago I was called to see a man, 49
years of age, who had been suffering from what was
supposed to be dyspepsia for the last twerity-five

years, but more severely during the past year.

Last fall he fractured his leg, and the confine-

ment aggravated his dyspepsia. He had been
under the CJire of differe nt physicians, but they
failed to give him any relief. I thought, from the

history of the case, that it was an aggravated ease

of dyspepsia, and might be relieved by simple
treatment and attention to diet. He vomited nearly

everything—it would stay down about half an
hour, but would then be ejected, and as a conse-

quence he was much emaciated. He said he also

had a feeling that nothing pas^ed through him
;

he used injections, but rhey only relieved the

lower bowels. I gave him bismuth, and milk
and lime water, and also a pill Cumposed of blue

mans, ext. colocynth. co. and ext. belladon. to re--

lieve the pain. The next day the stools were
blackened, which seemed to prove that the bis-

muth had passed through. He grew worse, and I

examined his abdomen, and found a tumor near
the umbilicus, which made the case more grave
than I first thought it. Prof. Wiltenberger
was then called in consultation, and we agreed
that nothing could be done but give relief, as the

tumor was probably carcinomatous. He had had
vomiting of blood, which is often connected with

cancer of the stomach. He died a day or two ago,

and here is his stomach. You see here a scirrbug

tumor occupying the pyloric orifice and allowing
little if any matter to pass. The small intestines

were congested, which nearly always occurs in

persons who die of starvation, as this man did.

The liver, spleen, and pancreas appeared to be
healthy. His case has been one of gradual starva-

tion. A person will live longer with pyloric can-

cer than cardiac, for the former will allow some
small portion to be absorbed before it is ejected,

while the latter will allow nothing to enter the

stomach.

Editorial Department,

Periscope.

strumous Ophthalmia with Keflex Contraction
of the Orbicularis Palpebrarum.

Under the above title Dr. Athol A. Johnson

publishes an article in the Lancet, of which the

following are the main points

:

1, One form of strumous ophthalmia is charac-
terized by inahili/i/ to open the eye in conse-

quence of invohiniary contraction of the orbicu-

laris palpebrarum.
2, This reflex contraction is in relation with

hypcrnpsthesia of the retina or first nerve olone, or

(more generally) of the ophthalmic branches of

the fifth likewise.

3, The hyperjjcsthcsia of the conjunctival, la-

chrymal, and nasal branches indu'-o«' the reflex

acts of closure of the eyelids, lachrymation, and
sneezing.
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4. The hyperaesthesia is occasionally uncom-
plicated, but in most cases it is soon followed by
low inflammation of the conjunctiva, cornea, etc.,

dependent possibly on the impaired nutrition of

the membrane from the altered nervous action, as

well as from the mechanical irritation of the
parts.

5. For the relief of this hyperaesthesia and
spasmodic contraction of the lids, such medicines
as belladonna, hyoscyamus, conium, or stramo-
nium, which allay nervous sensibility and re-

lieve spasm of the sphincters, would seem to be
indicated, and of these belladonna certainly has
been found to be practically useful.

Oleum Erigerontis Canadensis as a Remedy in
Hemorrhage, Diarrhoea, and Dysentery.

Dr. J. W. Moorman, of Hardinsburg, Ky., re-

commends in the American Journal of Med. Sci-

ences the use of oleum erigerontis canadensis in

the treatment of haemorrhage, diarrhoea, and dy-

sentery. Several favorable cases are related.

The usual dose according to the IT. S. Dispensatory
is from five to ten drops, but Dr. Moorman has
given it with benefit in much larger doses—from
3;ss. to 3j. "Itmay,'^ he says, "be given in a
little water, to which a small quantity of sugar
may be added. In cases of haemoptysis, 10 or 15
drops may be placed on a handkerchief and in-

haled at the same time it is taken internally.

The same method will answer in epistaxis. In
diarrhoea 15 drops every 4 hours until it is re-

lieved, will in most cases be sufficient." Although
in dysentery Dr. Moorman has not obtained the
gratifying results claimed by some, more or less

advantage has in every case been derived from
its use. He concludes: ''In haemorrhage and
diarrhoea of debility I know of no better remedy,
and I trust the profession will give it a trial, and
let us know the results."

Varicose Veins.

Maisoneuve, writes the correspondent "J." of

the Chicago Medical Examiner, gave me the sta-

tistics of his operations for the cure of varicose

veins, by injections of per-chloride of iron. He
reports 365 operations, 364 cures, and one death.

In the fatal case, the tr. of iodine was used by
mistake for the per-chloride of iron. A surgeon
of large experience, who has had good opportu-

nities to observe his cases, expresses some doubt
as to all the others being cures. The operation,

if carefully conducted, seems to be safe, and is

probably as successful as any other.

Anaesthesia by Nitrous Oxide Gas.

Dr. Carnoghan performed two severe surgical

operations on Saturday last, at Ward's Island
Emigrant Hospital, while the patients were un-

der the influence of nitrous oxide gas, adminis-
tered by Dr. Colton. The operations in both
cases consisted in the amputation of the leg above
the ankle. The patients said that they knew
nothing of what had taken place, while one de-

clared, on waking, that he had not been asleep,

and the operation had not been performed I Dr.

Carnoghan and several surgeons who were pre-
sent, expressed themselves well pleased with the
effects of the gas. It required less than one min-
ute to put the patient asleep, and after the opera-
tion was completed, and the gas removed, the
patient recovered entire consciousness in about
twenty seconds. There was no vomiting or sick-
ness attending or following the operation, and
the patient awoke as fresh as from a natural

Continued Fever.—Abuse of Cathartics.—Strych-
nia.

In a clinical lecture on continued fever by Prof.

N. S. Davis, of Chicago, published in the Chicago

Medical Examiner^ that eminent physician re-

marks that, after nearly thirty years of careful ob-

servation at the bedside of the sick, he has become

satisfied that, under existing circumstances—sub-

sultus, weak pulse, oppressed breathing, dingy

or leaden hue of the skin, and great mental dul-

ness—strychnia is a far more reliable remedy for

sustaining the nervous functions than alcohol,

while the efTects of the latter, in diminishing the

decarbonization of the blood, makes it positively

detrimental to the already seriously embarrassed
condition of the lungs.

In regard to the use of cathartics, Prof. Davis
says: " The apparent torpor of the bowels, coupled
with the coated tongue and intense headache, in

the early stage, has often led the patient, and
sometimes under the direction of his physician,

to use active cathartics, and in a few instances

emetics. I have known of no instance in which
such a course has not been productive of very
bad consequences. It often induces an early and
excessive prostration, coupled with a fixed con-

gestion of the intestinal mucous membrane,
greatly favoring softening of the membrane, and
intestinal hemorrhage in the more advanced
stage of the fever. I think I have never known
a case of typhoid or typhus fever, in which active

emetics or purgatives were used in the early

stage, that did not run a protracted and danger-

ous course.

Tumors removed from the Larynx,

At a recent meeting of the Pathological Society

of London [British Medical Journal), Dr. Gibb

exhibited two tumors removed from the larynx.

The patient, a lady, aged 38, had had aphonia

for six years, and during a great part of the time

had labored under orthopnoea. On examination

with the laryngoscope, a long fleshy bulbous
growth was found arising anteriorly below the

origin of the true vocal cords. It was removed
by the laryngeal ecraseur, when a second tumor
was discovered, which was also removed six days
afterward. The voice was immediately restored,

and the patient soon recovered. The tumors
consisted wholly of epithelial cells.

GiuGLiNi's insanity and death were produced
by things taken to prevent corpulency, and to give

an interesting pallor to his complexion.
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ENLAKGEMENT AND INCREASE OP
PKICE.

The pressure of literary material on our columns

makes it necessary to announce an increase of the

size of the Mn: k al and Surgical Eeporter. This

increase, togeili M- w iili an improved external appear-

ance, will take place from the first of January next;

from "which time the subscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on

the literary department, or perhaps do both.

jJ^^All advance pmpnents made prior to January \st,

1866, loill he credited at the present rate of %i per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

ANNOUNCEMENT of THE FOURTEENTH
VOLUME.

The Fourteenth volume of the Medical and
SuRnrcAL Reporter begins with the first issue of
January. IS'iG, and Ave take pleasure in announc-
ing that we have effected arrangements that will

place it on a better footing in a literary point of
view than ever before. These arrangements in-

clude some new features, among which are the
following :

—

A Resident Editor for New York City,

who will attend to all matters of general interest
to the profession that emanate from that impor-
tant medical centre. Full and intelligent reports
of the transactions of the two chief medical Socie-
ties of New York, viz., the Academy of Medicine,
and the Pathological Society, will appear regu-
larly in onr columns. The discussions before
these societies are participated in by the pinncipal
Phi/fiicians and Surr/eo?is of that city, and em-
brace every variety of subject interesting to medi-
cal men. Our columns will also be supplied with
selections from some of the best clinics held in

New York. All medical matters of interest arising
in that field, will be independently and freolv
cornrmmted on. This arrangement will give New
York and its medical interests a full representa-
tion in our columns.

In this city, our editorial arrangements include
a chief editor, who devotes liimself to the

(iKWM.w. Editorial Management
of the work, and to medical matters in this cen-
tre of rneflical education and publication. We
have also engaged tlie services of one of the
most erudite scholars in the ranks of the medical
profession to takr; the special charge; of the

Iir,\ ir;w Dli-a ktmlnt of the Reporter.

New works of importance will be fair/// and
iwlependently reviewed at moderate length, but a

large part of the issues of the press Avill be noticed
in a series of articles in the foi'm of FamiUar
Notes on Books^ or talks about books, that will, as

best adapted to our columns, give, in a brief,

comprehensive, and attractive form, a general
idea of the merits of a work, and its adapted-
ness to meet the wants of the practitioner of
medicine.
Our arrangements in this city also include

reports of the Discussions before the FhUadelphia
Cowdy Medical Society, and choice selections

from the clinical teachings in our various hospi-

tals. We also receive select clinical reports from
the best sources in Baltimore.

In addition to this, we are publishing many
communications of value on Military Medicine

and Surgery, and expect soon to commence the

publication of a series of articles on the Medical
and Surgical experiences of the United States

Navy in the late war.
It will thus be seen that our arrangements are

adapted to give to the Reporter a cosmopolitan
character. We intend it to be in all respects

n, representative journal of American Medicine and
Surgery, and shall spare no pains to make it a
credit to our country. The past course of the

Reporter has secured for it the largest circula-

tion ever attained by a medical journal in this

country, and the present indications are deci-

dedly favorable to an immediate and very large

addition to its circulation. This has encouraged

us to take the steps announced above toward per-

fecting our editorial organization, and if these

arrangements are received with the favor we an-

ticipate, we shall in due time be enabled to do

still more to add to the value of the Reporter.

In view of what has already been accomplished

by the Reporter, and of the announcement made
above, we unhesitatingly appeal to our readers to

exert themselves to extend its circulation, be-

lieving that in thus doing they will be subserv-

ing the best interests of the profession.

THE AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL AS-
SOCIATION; ALCOHOL AND REVENUE
LAWS.
There is no Association of a scientific and

practical character in the Upited States, the pro-

ceedings of which evince more thorough research

and investigation, and whose members appear

more zealous,'and inspirited by a high sense of

responsibility, than the American Pharmaceuti-

cal Association. AYe have read the minutes of

the last Convention, held in September last, pub-

lished in the American Journal of Pharmacy^ and

we can assure our readers that, while the pro-

ceedings of that body are characterized by much

scientific research, the suggestions regarding most

important questions of change in pharmaceutical

practice, are always made and sustained in a

spirit of impartial inquiry, and guarded by a

degree of sound common sense, which might well

be held up as an example to all similar associa-

tions.
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Among the papers read was one by Dr. Squibb,

I
on the economy of Alcohol in percolation. What-

i ever emanates from the pen of this eminent
I pharmaceutist cannot fail to attract attention, not

I
only among pharmaceutists proper, but among

j

medical practitioners. The object of the writer,

I
in stating his experiments in fractional percola-

I

tion, accompanied by analysis and therapeutic

!

testings, "is to determine when a substance was

exhausted by careful manipulation in a percola-

tor, so as to ascertain to what extent the quantity

of menstruum might be decreased without inter-

fering with the value of the preparation. It is

also suggested, that if at a certain point the per-

colation be stopped, the resulting percolate has

the medicinal value of the standard finished prepa-

ration of the Pharmacopoeia; that is to say, in

many instances a simple percolate, in bulk three-

fourths to seven-eighths of the officinal quantity

from 16 troy ounces of a drug, is equivalent in

strength to the officinal fluid extract, so that the

large remainder of' the alcohol directed in the

process is consumed to isolate the remaining one-

fourth or one-eighth, as the case may be. If now
the process be stopped, and the drugs thrown

aside, it is argued that the result arrived at in the

Pharmacopoeia is obtained with much less cost;

a little of the drug being sacrificed to save a

large portion of costly alcohol.'^

A very interesting discussion followed the read-

ing of Dr. Squibb' s paper, in which Profs. Par-

RiSH, Procter, Mr. Maisch and others partici-

pated. This question will probably come up be-

fore the next convention for revision of the Phar-

macopoeia.

A question of national importance was in regard

to the internal Revenue Law, as it affects licenses

and sales, and the cost of alcohol used in phar-

macy. Prof. Parrish read a paper on the Eng-

lish Revenue Law, with special reference to alco-

hol. The discussion to which this paper served

as a starting point, embraces the whole subject,

and as there seemed to be almost general acqui-

escence in the views expressed by Dr. Squibb, we
make a few quotations from his remarks

:

''The price of alcohol does not affect the phar-

maceutist to the extent that is urged. Whatever

the price of alcohol, he obtains the same profit

he formerly did; so do the manufacturer's profits

remain the same. Hence I maintain that the

interests of pharmaceutists are not so deeply in-

volved in this question as at first sight they

appear to be. The consumer is the person who
pays. If we wish to diminish the price to the

consumer, it is well to take up the question.

"The next point is this: the object of the law
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is to raise revenue, which is rendered necessary

by debt. This revenue must be levied and paid

by taxes upon articles of consumption. Is not

alcohol as good an article for taxation as any

other? Should we desire to evade these taxes in

their application to pharmacy, simply because

we have so careful a scrutiny of the interests of

the consumer? Should we not rather allow them

to be imposed without objection on our part? If,

however, it should be found that it bears un-

equally, that it falls with more severity upon us

than upon others, then we can take the matter

up and bring it before the proper authorities. I

am not opposed to any measures having in view

an equalization of taxation, so far as they are

intended to equalize; but my impression is that

every step that is taken, by any special business,

or any special interest, to reduce taxes, is a step

toward something like repudiation. I hope noth-

ing will be done by this Association in that

direction. Let us come up manfully and willingly

and pay these taxes, and accept also the fact that

the people in authority at Washington know
what they are about. I am opposed to any in-

terference with the national legislation upon the

subject of taxation of alcohol."

A committee of five was finally appointed to

take into consideration the whole subject of the

internal Revenue Law in its relations to the ob-

jects of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, with special reference to the Alcohol ques-

tion, with authority to confer with the Committee

on Ways and Means of Congress, and the Com-

missioner of Internal Revenue.

Notes and Comments.

A Brevet worthily bestowed.

We are much pleased no notice that among the

brevets so lavishly bestowed of late by the Gov-

ernment on those who distinguished themselves

during the war, the late Surgeon-General Finley

has not been overlooked, the brevet of Brigadier-

General having been conferred on him. Indeed,

this is but tardy justice, considering the vast

amount of service he rendered in the early days of

the rebellion, in adapting the thoroughlj^ organ-

ized medical department of the Army to the new
order of things, planning and organizing military

hospitals, providing for vast armies, and other

arduous labors, much of the credit of which was

assumed by others. Dr. Finley was, some time

since, placed by his own request, on the retired

list, and is now, after long, arduous and faithful

service, wearing his honors with ease and dig-
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nity, respected by all yvho know him, aud by the

GoYernmeiit he served so well.

Cineinna i Lancet and Observer.

Drs. Murphy aud Stevens, the editors of that

excellent monthly, the Cincinnati Lancet and

Observer^ have just closed up ten years of edito-

rial labor. They commence a new volume with

the issue of January, without increasing the

present subscription rate of $3 per annum. The

Lancet and Observer is one of our best medical

journals, and its conductors having bravely fought

their way through the trouble.'^ and trials of the

past five years, are entitled now to a hearty sup-

port from the profession, and we trust they will

receive it. A liberal patronage of a few inde-

pendent journals, thus giving their conductors

the means of improving them, will be greatly to

the advantage of the profession.

Physicians' Hand-Book of Practice.

We have received from Townsend, of New
York, the Physician's Hand-Book of Practice for

1866. It is well known to the profession, this

being the ninth year of its issue. This edition

has been somewhat modified and improved. Its

distinctive features consist in a Classification

of Diseases, a Ready Method in Asphyxia, Poi-

sons and their Antidotes, Diagnostic Examina-

tion of the Urine, The Pulse, List of Incompati-

bles, "Weights and Measures, Abbreviations,

Materia Medica, Index of Common Names of

Remedial Agents, Extemporaneous Prescriptions,

etc. etc., besides Daily Record of Practice and

Treatgient, and other blank pages for Memo-
randa, etc.

University of Michigan.

The Department of Medicine and Surgery in

the University of Michigan was opened in 1850.

It employs ten professors and instructors, has a

six months' course, and the class attending the

present course of lectures numbers over four

hundred and fifty. This is wortliy of note as

being the largest medical class ever assembled

west of the mountains.

Expenses of the Medical Department of the U, S.

Army.

It is estimated that the expenses of the Medicul

Department for the present fiscal year will ))e

three- fourths less than those of last year, when
they amounted to nearly twenty-three millif)iis.

The Department h{is now on liand sufficient sup-

plies to meet the refjuirements (^f an army of five

hundred thi^usand niijn for one year.

Government Hospital for the Insane.

In his annual report, the Secretary of the In-

terior alludes as follows to the Government Hos-

pital for the Insane

:

I invite the attention of Congress to the tenth
annual report of the Board of Visitors, and the

thirteenth annual report of the Superintendent of

Construction of the Government Hospital for the

Insane.

These papers exhibit the condition of the insti-

tution during the past fiscal year, and present, in

addition to statistical information, many valua-

ble and highly instructive suggestions. The
number of patients under treatment at the com-
mencement of the year was 351 ;

including 191
from the Army, 18 from the Navy, 2 from the

Soldiers' Home, and 4 rebel prisoners. The
number admitted during the year w^as 515; of
whom 426 were from the Army, 10 from the

Navy, 72 from civil life, 3 from the Quartermas-
ter and Subsistence Departments, and 4 were
rebel prisoners. The whide number under treat-

ment during the year was 866, of whom 645 be-

longed to the military or naval service. One
hundred and fortx'-seven died. There were dis-

charged, as recovered, 348 5 as improved, 101;
and as unimproved, 9.

Congress failed at its last session to make the

required appropriation for the support of the

Hospital, and with your approbation I negotiated

for that purpose a temporary loan. Attention is

invited to the subject, as the money was obtained
on most favorable terms from the First National
Bank, to whose ofiicers assurances were given

that Congress would provide for its repayment at

an early period of the approaching session.

The Hospital was established for the treatment
of the insane of this District, as well as of the

army, the navy, and the revenue cutter service.

It has from its origin been conducted in such
manner as to merit and receive the uninterrupted
confidence and patronage of Congress. Its suc-

cess and usefulness are due in a great degree to

the Superintendent, who has been identified with
its history, and who brings to its service pro-

fessional attainments of the highest order, long
experience, and unsurpassed fidelity in the dis-

charge of his arduous and delicate duties, He
has received the active cooperation of the Hoard
of Visitors and of his subordinate officers. His
.^alary was originally fixed at its present rate.

The propriety of increasing it is presented for

the consideration of Congress.

Erratum.—In the Reporter of Nov. 25th,

p. 356, in the article entitled "Reformed Inebri-

ates," the name of the author is given as Dr.

" Garrison,'" instead of Dr. J. II. Griscom.

Chloroform as an Internal Remedy.

Dr. A. P. Merrill, of New York, publishes in

the American Jour, of Med. Sciences another arti-

cle on the internal use of chloroform in conges-

tions of int rmittent fever, etc. Thirteen cases

are related. The remedy is generally given in

drachm doses.
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Tooth Extracting, with Nitrous-Oxide Gas as an
Anesthetic.

Dr. CoLTOx, of New York, dentist, who was
identified with Dr. Wells, of Hartford, in his

earliest experiments in the production of anaes-

thesia for dental and suro-ical operations, has

opened a branch establishment in this city for the

purpose of extracting teeth under the influence

of the nitrous-oxide gas. His office is at No. 737

Walnut street.

The nitrous-oxide gas is also used by other

dentists of this city in their operations.

Correspondence,

DOMESTIC.

Epidemic Jaundice.

Editor Medical and Surgical Reporter :

I notice, in the number for Nov. 25, among
the reports of the Vermont Medical Society, an

account of an epidemic jaundice. In the city of

Lyons, Iowa, during the latter part of the sum-
mer, and through the fall, the jaundice has pre-

vailed. Two or three hundred cases, or more,

have come to my knowledge. I have treated

more than a hundred cases. Clinton, a mile and
a half below, a place of the same size, and only

situated on a little lower ground, has had, as far

as I can hear, only two or three cases.

The symptoms are a nauseated state of the

stomach for a day or so, sometimes producing

severe vomiting; then the yellow hue on the

skin; then, in most cases, constipation, though
sometimes a diarrhoea; a feeling of extreme las-

situde; a furious itching for a night or two, then

the disease passes off.

I have tried various modes of treatment, active

and. expectant, with about the same result. The
Vermont doctors incline to large doses of calo-

mel. I tried it, and also podophylline and other

cathartics, also emetics, and lastly diuretics. My
conclusion is that they use calomel because it has

been handed down by tradition, and that a little

brick-dust and croton oil would be just as effec-

tual, and much safer.

The emetic seemed to cut it short the soonest.

I think the best remedy is acetate of potash in

5j. doses, or if the stomach rejects it, bitartrate

of potash. Under this treatment, the disease

passes off in four to six days. In some cases,

where there was chronic difficulty with the liver,

I used blisters, with good success. Lying-in wo-

men and new-born babes seemed particularly

liable to the disease.

My idea of the pathology of the disease is that

it is a sub-acute inflammation of the liver, per-

haps an inflammation of some particular tissue

of the liver; somewhat analogous to Bright's

disease of the kidney. The bile, like the urea,

not being separated from the blood ; with this

difference— that the one is a transient, self-

limited disease, while the other is incurable.

For this reason, mercurials, if used in such

quantities as to specifically affect the liver, are

in this disease a positive injury. In very large

doses, they act as mild cathartics of a harmless

nature, and are beneficial by stimulating the

other excretory organs, and in no other way.

In Clinton, the prevailing disease has been a

very mild form of remittent fever, very prevalent,

however. The summer with us has been very

wet and cool, especially the months of September

and October. While you had no rain in Septem-

ber, we had over ten inches.

Yours truly,

P. J. Farxsworth, M. D.

C inton, Iowa. Dec. 4, 1865.

Two Cases of Congenital Ichthyosis occurring
in one family.

I was called a few days since to see two chil-

dren with what the messenger denominated

''scurvy of the skin." Found the children had

healthy Norwegian parents, free from constitu-

tional taint. The elder child was a male of eight

years. The ichthyosis covered the entire surface

of the body. The other child was about six weeks

old, a female, with almost entire ichthyosis of the

body, the face and hands being partially natural.

There were two other children in the same family

who were perfectly healthy in every respect.

What I report the above cases for, is to see if any

of my professional brethren can account for the

interruption in the congenital defect, eight years

having elapsed since the disease appeared in the

first case, in the mean time the mother bearing

two perfectly healthy children. Could mental

emotion have produced the second case? If so,

why were not the second and third children

affected with the disease ?

Francis H. Milligax, M. D.
Wabasha, Minnesota, Nov. 1865.

Quack Vegetable Pills.

Professor Parrish, several years ago, had a stu-

dent who selected for his thesis the analysis of a
quack pill, then in vogue as a vegetable medicine.
Some boxes were obtained at the counter of the
proprietor to prevent mistakes, and on subjecting
them to distillatiou with iron filings, the Indian
vegetable came over in the form of globules of
mercury

!

—(Minutes of the Amer. Pharmac. Asso-
ciation.)

—

American Journal oj Fharmacy.
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The Cholera.

Meeting of the New York Com?}iissio7iers of Health.

Interesting Information about the Scourge. Provis-

ion for the Future. JS^o Danger of the Pestilence this

Winter.

The Commissioners of Health met, Nov. 28th,

at the Mayor s oflSce.

Presenf—His Honor, the Mayor, Mr. Jones,

President Board of Aldermen, and Drs. Sayre

and Murphy.

Dr. Sayre presented and read a communica-
tion from Dr. Marsden, of Quebec, embracing a
plan for the quarantining of cholera. Dr. M.
claims that a space of one hundred feet is suffi-

cient to arrest the contagion of cholera.

The report was received with favor and re-

ferred to the medical members, Drs. Swinburne,
Sayre, and Murphy, to report thereon.

Dr. Sayre said that inasmuch as the newspa-
pers had teemed with communications on the
subject of cholera, and many of them animad-
verting on the action of the Board, he wished to

vindicate from the highest authority the propriety
of the course pursued by the Commissioners.
Some of these communications had been signed
by names to which the letters M. D. had been
affixed—and in some of them, these letters might
stand for Mid Dog or Muddled Dotard, to judge
from the want of science and common sense they
displayed. He felt it was due to the public to

know what had been done by the Commissioners,
and they liad been guided solely by the best
sources of information on which they could have
grounded their action.

They were bound to do so when an influential

body of citizens had been given to contradictory
and absurd theories on the subject. Dr. S. then
read from the statements of Dr. Post, one of the
Medical Advisers of the Department of Hygiene
of the Citizens' Association, in which he asserts
that a general impression prevails that the medi-
cal profession do not know the causes of cholera
or its treatment, whereas no disease was better
understood by the profession. As to its cause,
there were two elements : 1st, an epidemic influ-

ence, of which we are entirely ignorant, and
2d, as to the agency by which it is transmitted,
we are unacquainted.

After tracing the history r)f the disease, Dr. P.
advised that the wealthy and influential classes

should Btay at home, for two roasons: 1st, to in-

spire public confldence, and 2d, to give advice to

the medical profession.

Dr. SwHE said the first reason stated was
proper, but the second was entir(;ly absurd, and
an insult to the medical profession.

Dr. S.wKE opposed these views by the author-
ity of J>r. Miii.io, tracing the course of the re-

cent visit of the cholera to Constantinople, demon-
stratinLT its contagious character, and also by that
of M. D' Alfknce, sent })y the French government
U) Constantinople, Mecca, and Alexandria, wIk)
reports that cholera is contagious and not epi-

demic, and that it is perfectly controllable and
c' ecked by rigid quarantine. Dr. Marsden,
formerly President of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Lower Canada, lays down the pro-
positions on cholera:

1. That it is a communicable and controllable
disease.

2. That its cause is not in the atmosphere,
nor communicable through it, except by a near
approach.

3. That it accompanies human travel and hu-
man traffic.

4. That it progresses only at the rate of ves-

sels across the ocean, but never precedes them.

5. That it is transmissible by clothing and ef-

fects, as well as by passengers.

6. That it never appears in a new locality

without communication, directly or indirectly,

with an infected person or place; and lastly, that

it may be arrested, like the plague, by an abso-
lute quarantine of short duration.

These propositions agree with those submitted
by M, Alexander Moreau de Jonnes, in 1831, in

a report made to the Consul Superieur de Sante
in Paris, on pestilential cholera.

Dr. Sayre also read from the reports of Dr.
Tripler, of the U. S. Army, showing that by
rigorous quarantine he had been enabled to ex-

clude cholera.

Dr. Sayre concluded by insisting on an en-

forcement of rigid quarantine. By means of it

the Commissioners had been able to keep away
the disease for three weeks, in spite of conditions

very favorable to its development. A port with-

out a quarantine should be closed—it was like a

hotel without bed-rooms, kitchen, or privies.

He recognized the necessity of sanitary regula-

tions, house inspection, domestic instruction in

diet, clothing, and cleanliness, clean streets and
proper sev/erage. We have had crowded tene-

ment houses and filthy localities, and yet no chol-

era.

He controverted the idea of Dr. Snow, that no
cholera need be apprehended in winter. In Rus-
sia, cholera had prevailed in the coldest weather.

Dr. S.' urged the paramount necessity of pro-

curing proper quarantine accommodations, and
that the Government were obliged from every

consideration to protect this port.

Magnesium Light.

A literary gentleman, who has been for some

time a secretary or amanuensis of Mr. Carlyle,

the newly elected Rector of the University of

Edinburgh, has just invented a lamp for burning

magnesium, of a character so simple and effec-

tive that all the mechanicians are astonished.

It is one of those happy ideas that seem inspired,

and at the same time nuike everybody wonder
they had not thought of them. The magnesium is

reduced to a fine powder; then mixed with sand,

it runs through a tube as from an hour-glass,

and when lighted by a match, a brilliant and
steady flame is produced, until the reservoir is

exhausted. Thus all the difficulties of using this

light for streets, public buildings, light-houses,

and so on, are overcome.
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Agassiz in Brazil.

Lettei-d have been received from Professor

Agassiz, giving an account of his scientific ex-

plorations in and along the river Amazon. Dr.

CoNTiNTO of Brazil, a gentleman of large ecien-

tific acquirements, vfho has already made a

thorough exploration of the Amazon, accompanies

Professor Agassiz. He writes a? follows, under

date of August 22.

" The Professor does not cease extolling the
riches of this region, and is completely ab^forbed

by his darling fishes. We collected inGirupd
and Tagipuru ten new species, and likewise a

new species of alligator, named Jacareky. He
told ma to-day that when the work was concluded,
we will make a real revolution in the scientific

world. Almost sixty new species in less than
fourteen days! It is really a revolution.

The great preparations that the Professor made
for his collections are far within what nature
furnishes him, such, is the prodigality of life in

the valley of the Amazonas. All is superabun
dant, and there is a luxuriance of products so

extraordinary that it exceeds the most extrava-
gant dreams that the man of science formed
when he prepared for his voyage."

Professor Agassiz himself writes as follows

under date of Aug. 20:

" The result of our inquiries, above all, respect-
ing fish, goes beyond the most extravagant dreams
I ever had. Not only do I know that all the

locations we visit nourish different faunas, but I

foresee also that the intermediate localities will

furnish still new and distinct species, so great are
the differences of those we have already studied.

" I had in view to solve the problem of the
geographical distribution of the fishes by making
four or five separate collections between Pard
and MacAos, but now I know not what limits we
should preserve, so that it is best to multiply the
collections as far as circumstances will permit."

In another letter of the same date he says:

" It is equally interesting to discover the man-
ner of inter-aspociation of the species; it is evi-

dent, for example, that the fishes assembled at

Par4 are not the same as those united at Mangos,
or in the great afiluents of the Amazonas. I

have already a certainty of this from the collec-

tion I made at Par^l. During the eight days
spent in your hospitable city, where so many
courtesies and such delicate attentions were
showered on me, I collected sixty-three species of

fishes—of this number nearly a dozen unknown;
and, notwithstanding, about forty-five species are

already described as peculiar to the Amazon.
Consequently those that are known which I did
not discover at Para must dwell in some other
region of the great river. You see now that the

work merely of two days tends to demonstrate
that each region of this great basin liiist have
collections of difierent species, a fact that science

was completely ignorant of until now.
"Besides, if the species of different regions differ

one from the other in the same river, and if

marine fishes ascend the river in a limited num
ber to an inconsiderable distance from the sea,

|
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shortly it will become improbable that the fluvial

species can proceed from the marine species;

above all, if the different shoals are found in

similar regions of the river aiid at a short dis-

tance from one another.
" Well, you pee what results this ough^ to give in

time; and in the meantime I can only indicate

the track that I count on following in my re-

searches!. All I can as yet say to vou is, that of
the sixty-rhree species found at Pard. not less

ihan fortv-nioe are inedited, which will require

the establishment of eighteen new genera to give

them place in the system of fishes. Besides this,

I perceive the necessity of distinguishing five

families that have been confounded with others

to the present time."

Under date of September 8, Professor Agassiz
writes that he had then obtained more than three

hundred species of fish, although he had, to that

time, only examined one third of the Amazon,
without trenching on its afiluents. He had only

counted on, at most tv/o hundred and fifty or

three hundred species, and he says that not a
third of those he collected belong to known ones.

The latest report is that Agassiz was to leave

Mangos, in Amazonas, on the 10th of September,
for Tabatinga, in Peru.

The Cattle Plague.

Minister Clay has addressed a letter to the

Secretary of State, dated at St. Petersburg, Oct.

17, in which he says

:

"I deem it my duty to warn the United States

against the importation of the cattle plague into

our country. Being a farmer, and feeling a great

interest in such subjects, I have read everything

upon the subject which is accessible, and I will

give you only the result of my conclusions and
observations. The cattle plague is the Russian
cattle pest in this country. It is always more or

less prevalent, and generally kills whole herds.

Like cholera, it is both contagious and infectious.

By these terms I mean to say it is communicated
from one animal to another by the physical im-

position of the virus upon any animal from any
object containing the virus; and also that the

virus may be carried in molecules in the air, and
thus produce the disease. It evidently did not

originate de novo in England, but was carried

there by ship loads of cattle from the Russian
Baltic ports. If this theory is correct, then all

importation of cattle from abroad should at once
be prohibited by Congress, if not otherwise pos-

sible to be prevented. And it would pay well to

call Congress together for that purpose only. No
ship having cow or sheep on arrival from Europe,
or countries having the pest, should be allowed

to land in America without sufficient quarantine.

Every disease must at some time have originated

from a violent disregard of the natural laws, and
this as others. But I am of the opinion that there

is nothing in the manageinent of cattle in Great
Britain or America to generate the disease; so

also no sanitary precautions can arrest it, short

of absolute non-intercourse. I believe it to be a
species of bloody murrain, aggravated by the

marshy nature of northern Russia, and the utter

disregard of all the laws of health which is known
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to man and beast, especially in regard to ventila-

tion and cleanliness, which prevails in these cold
climates, where great expenditure of heat is

needed, and fuel and food scarce. The same
causes are producing now the aggravated typhus
fever here, which is called outside of Russia
"the plague." England was warned long since
of the danger of direct importation of cattle from
Russia; but foiled to heed the advice. I trust
our country may be more wise, and more for
tunate.

Begulating Prostitution.

In a recent trial in New York city, in which
the keeper of a house of prostitution was prose-

cuted for establishing herself in a genteel section

of the city, Mr. McKeon, representing the com-

plainants, said

:

*' That in this case of Irene McCready the
public had a deep interest. He was not here
merely representing the neighbors who com-
plained of a nuisance, in the shape of a notori-
ous house of prostitution, but he appeared for the
people of this city who submitted to a great tax-
ation, who had the right to have the laws exe-
cuted with firmness and promptitude. He was
not one of those mawkish individuals who was
above saying that prostitution could not be sup-
pressed.

_
It was an evil that existed in every

community, and the enlightened legislators of
European countries had passed laws to regulate
it; it was not permitted to run wild as in Eng-
land and here. In 1851, when in Paris, he made
it his business to examine their systems of police,
as he deemed it his duty to learn their mode of
conducting business. In Paris they had regula-
tions on this subject, and the fact is, it is greatly
superior to London. He never saw such degrada-
tion as exists in London at 12 o'clock at night.
He visited the prisons of France, and was sur-
prised at their cleanliness; commissioners from
that country had visited America, and they im-
proved on all the improvements that we pos-
sessed. One of their regulations was that these
women of the town must confine their walks to
certain parts of the city. Every woman is regis-
tered and furnished with a card, and also with a
printed work, which gives these women directions
where they may and where they must not go, and
if they are found violating any of these rules they
are immediately arrested and sent to prison
With regard to this city we have an example in
the case of defendant. She was driven out of
Eighth street, has now taken the most public
place, gone into the most respectable neighbor-
hood and tilled it with prostitutes, disturbing the
neighborhood and deteriorating property. The
evil grows ho that legitimate business is ruined;
she is complained of and arrested."

Survivors of Trafalgar.

The following are the only nrvjdical officers in a
list of those now living, who were present at the
battle of Trafalgar. Deputy Inspector General
Peter SutUir, then surgeon of the Hm.fl.Hura and
iSargof,n V. f^yon, then aesistant-Burgeon of the
Hoyid t^ocercirfJi.

Bribing Medical Men.

It seems that in Poland a merciless conscrip-

tion is in progress, and medical men are bribed

for the purpose of procuring exemption papers.

The country having thus been closed against

the rest of the world, the young men were next

summoned before the government surgeons, to

have their bodily qualifications examined in the

presence of a whole company of civil and military

officers. In the course of this process twelve and
a half per cent, of the Roman Catholics, and
twenty per cent, of the Jews who had come for-

ward were declared unfit for service. Of the for-
tunate ones thus rejected, many, however, were sub-

sequently arrested in the dead of night, and lodged
in hospitals or gaols to undergo another inspection,

on the part of medical men, who had been fetched

on purpose from some neighboring town. To
bribe the local physicians beforehand was then,

as you may see, not always a sure means of ob-

taining an invalid's certificate; although, if rumor
be true, the physicians, to avoid losing that con-

siderable portion of their incomes they have
always derived from the Branca, have in many
cases agreed to divide fees if one of them was
ordered to re-inspect a man who had been already
examined by the local doctor, and settled with
him about the certificate. It is obvious this is an
arrangement alike beneficial to all parties con-

cerned, as the chance of pocketing bribes would
cease everywhere were strange doctors to disre-

gard stipulations previously entered into between
possible recruits and the doctors of their towns.

A n understanding must, of course, be established

in time between the local doctor and bis colleague

as to the number and names of the persons who
have ransomed themselves ; but you may be sure

that in most cases, though a doctor may be con-

ducted straight from the railway carriage to the

medical examination, he will on the way be fur-

nished with the list," and enter the room prepared
with his verdict.

Extraordinary Obesity.

A woman, named Ilogan, wife of a comfortable
farmer living at Kilmastulla, Ireland, died re-

cently from obesity. Mrs. Hogan, in her youth,

showed symptoms of attaining more than ordinary
proportions, and she continued to increase in size

until, at the time of her death, she had reached
the extraordinary weight of forty-eight stone,

(072 pounds!) She was, for the last few years of
her life, scarcely able to walk, and for some time
past, entirely confined to her bed.

Statue to Buffon.

A statue in honor of liuffon, the great natural-

ist of the 18th century, was inaugurated on the

8th of October, at Montbard, France, his native

place.

Amonost the tew deaths from Asiatic chol-

era that have already occurred in England, two
medical men have (li(id—Dr. McNab, Sr., of
Mpping, and Mr. Francis Cooper, of Southamp-
ton.
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Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following are recent appointments :

Illinois.—Dr. John H. Scott, Metropolis ; Dr.

Samuel Waggeretter, Pekin ; Dr. John Bond,
Versailles ; Dr. Moses Evans, Waukegan.

loioa.—Dr. J. F. Grimes, Yv^apello.

Insects and the Cholera.

The appearance of unusual numbers of in-

sects in some sections of Europe at the present

time, has been connected with the visit of the

cholera, and some of the journals are speculating

on the matter in connection with a possible phe-

nomenon of the same kind in the United States

next spring and summer. The able monthly

bulletin published by the Entomological Society

of Philadelphia, in noticing this assumption,

wisely says

:

We shall be able to draw a timely lesson from
the apprehensions of Europe at this time, if we
discard from our minds the fear that the preva-
lence of insects is a prognostic of disease, so that,

if the cholera does visit our shores, we need not
add to our causes of apprehension, should our
noxious insects be tolerably plenty next year,

as indeed they always are in a greater or less

degree.

Fear is a great detriment to a healthy body,
and bi'ings its own punishment in the, greater
liability of those who entertain it to take the very
disease which they frightenedly seek to avoid.

Let us then not be alarmed at anything we may
see in the multiplication of insects next year,

and be confident that had we only looked in

years past, we should have seen the same de-

struction, so that we can firmly await the dis-

pensations of a kind Providence, undisturbed
by auguries of evil, and with a calmness which
has its origin in our own common sense and in a
knowledge that " He does not willingly afflict

or grieve the children of men."

Medical Schools in Mexico.

Mexico, says the Moniteur Universal^ [Cosmos,)
possesses several institutions which deserve men-
tion. The courses of the medical schools are at-

tended by nearly two hundred young men. mostly
internes. Their studies do

.
not last loss than

seven years. The first year is devoted to botany
and medical physics; the second, to zoology and
medical chemistry; the third, to anatomy, thera-

peutics, and dissection; the fourth, to physiology
and medical pathology, the fifth, to surgical pa-

thology and clinics ; the sixth, to operations ; the

seventh, to legal medicine and obstetrics. The
ruling system is what is called by the Paris Fa-
culty the 'eclectic system. The authors put into

the hands of the pupils are nearly all French

—

Richard, Jussien, Sappey, Beclard, Nelaton,
Grisolle, Cazenaye, Pelouze, and Fremy.
The dissecting-rooms and amphitheatres of the

schools are well appointed, the cabinets and mu-
seums richly endowed. The 1)uildings })elonging to

the school are not the property of the State. i)ut of

the faculty. There are several secondary schools

in the empire, (soon to be called i?e;:»?«6/?c again,)

of which that at Qualajara is the most promi-
nent.

Cholera Deaths in Constantinople.

The correspondent of the Chicago Med. Exam-
iner, writes under date of August 28th:

" One of our friends, a medical man, who is

more or less connected with the Government, says
he was one day in the office of the Grand Vizier,

or Secretary of State, and saw there the true offi-

cial summary of the whole number of deatlis for

the previous Monday. This number included all

the suburbs of the city, and amounted to 1879,
for that day alone. This was some days after the
crisis of the pestilence had passed. Many other
facts have come to our knowledge to confirm his

statement, but T will not mention them now.
My impression is that if we should take 500 as
the average number of deaths per day, for 60
days, we should be below rather than above the
truth. This gives 30,000 as the whole number.
Many place it as high as 58,000."

An Appalling Record

.

The Raleigh (N. C.) Progress gives the follow-

ing estimate of the number of men enlisted in the

South, and either killed or disabled during the

war

:

States. Enlistmentk.

Alabama, 120,000
Arkansas, say 52,000

Florida, 17,000
Georgia, 131,000
Kentucky, say 50,000
Louisiana, say 60,000
Mississippi, 78,000
Missouri, say 40,000
Maryland, say 40,000

North Carolina, 140,000
South Carolina,

,
65,000

Tennessee, say 60,000
Texas, say 93,000
Virginia, say 180,000

1,124,000

Dead and Dixahled.

70,000
30,000
10,000
76,000
30,000
34,000
45,000
24,000

24,000
85,000
40,000
34,000
53,000
105,000

Total, 660,000

Singular Cure for the Cholera

A story is pu])lished in Paris confirming the

fact of the immense influence of the nerves in

cholera, as illustrated in the year 1832 by Prof.

Recamier. He was summoned to a bedside,

where he found a dying man, the features cyanose,

cramps all over the body, the voice changed—in

fact, all the most fatal symptoms strongh* charac-

terized. After an attentive diagnosis, the saga-

cious doctor suddenly snatched off the bed-clothes,

and commenced flogging the patient with all the

strength he possessed. The spectators, for an
instant electrified, were naturally enraged. The
dying man, by one expiring effort, started from
his bed, threw himself on the doctor, who ran off

hotly pursued ahmg passages and corridors by
the cholera patient, till both reached the top of
the hospital stairs, when the breathless professor

stopped, and looking at the ghastly pursuer,

coolly asked: And how do you feel?" "Feel!"'
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said the nst<^nlshed patient—''feel, indeed ! Avhj'"

— (after a pause)—"I have no more cramps!" '"I

believe you ; but after this fine race you re-

quire rest—some cups of fi^wie and vogue la

galere.^' The pseudo moribund was saved.

"Vacsination.

Dr. Spencer Hall has decllued to allow his

child to be vaccinated on the ground that the

murrain, or some distemper arising from it, might

be communicated. In a letter to the Kendal
guardians, ho say* : Tiiough much among cat-

tle from my cliiklhood, I have never seen a cow
afflicted with the 'cow-pox,'' nor have I met with

a medical or other man who could tell me he had
ever seen it. It seems to have been disappearing,

like the small-pox, from the time that Jeuner ob-

served it: anil i-^ seldom, if ever, now obtained

from a cow that is not first inoculated from the

human sul)ieet.'"

If Dr. Spexcer Hall is so foolish as to forbid

his child from l)eing protected from the small pox

on such a ilimsy pretext as that given, the laAV

ought to compel him to have it done—that is all.

A Brave Physician.

Dr. Chambers, of Kingston, New York, was
beset by tvro stout liio-hwaymen in a lonely part

of the road a few nights since, and his money de-

manded. The doctor said: " Well, if I must give

up my money, I had better do it." So he quickl}?^

took off 111-; giovo. and putting his hand into his

side pocket, he drew out—not his pocket-book

—

but a neat revolver, and bringing it to bear in an
instant, he shot one of the robbers dead. The
other ruftian then fire 1 at the doctor, but the ball

went haniilcs-ly through his hat. The doctor

then took his turn again and wounded the fellow

severely. He then rode l)ack to Kingston and
made known the facts, but on returning the

wounded man had escaped.

"Anak," the French Giant.

Anak, the Anakim, the French Giant, has

been introduced by Prof. Anderson at St. James"
Hall, London. The following are his dimensions:

(/'ircumferencc of the head, 2 ft. 3 in.: length of

humerus, 1 ft. i)l in.; length of radius, 1 fr. o]

in.: circumference of fore-arm, 1 ft. 4 in.; round
the biceps, 1 ft. 3 in. ; circumference of middle

finger, 3] inches; breadth of hand, 51 in.;

length of femur, 2 ft. 6} in.; length of tibia,

2 ft. 1 in.; length of foot, I ft. 4 in.
;
round the

(ihest, 4 feet in. ; across the shoulder, 2 ft. 1 in.

;

height, 8 ft; length of outstretched arms, 8 ft.

I in.; weight, thirty stone, (420 lbs.) The giant's

physical strength is at present unknown. He
can lift .six hundred weight, and is daily growing
more powerful.

The Anatomical Drawings of Da Vinci.

Ql'EEN Victoria has signified lier permission of

the publicati(jn in England of the anatomical

drawings of Leonard i Da \'in(;i, along with the

text as preserved in the Iloyal Library :it Wind-
sor. M. Pamzzi will f'dit the tex^, and Professor

Sharplkv, of University College, add a scientific

commentary. The work will consist of about 250
pages, in folio, with the text of the MS. printed
in full, an English and a French translation, and
all needful notes and elucidations.

An Antediluvian Monster.

At the last sitting of the French Academy of

Science, M. Serres communicated a paper on the

Clyiofloii clavlpcs, an enormous antediluvian
quadruped of the armadillo genus, but of the

size of an elephant. Hitherto no complete sk(?le-

ton of this wonderful animal has been found.
Owen, Lund, Nodot, Huxley, and Burmetster,
had only had incomplete fragments at their dis-

posal, but M. Serres has at length succeeded in

reconstructing its skeleton, which will very
shortly be exposed to public view at the Museum
of Comparative Anatomy at the Garden of Plants.

The total length of the creature is three hundred
and thirty metres, or nearly eleven feet; its

height, from the ground to the top of the crests

which support its bon}- armor, i ; four feet. The
head, which had only been until now described

on the evidence of mere fragments belonging to

different individuals, is entire; its vertical diame-
ter is equal to its transversal one, v.z., about I5j

inches.

Expansion of Ice.

Rev. Frederic Gardiner gives, in the last

number of Sillii/icm's Journal of Science, some
curious expieriments of his, made on the ice of the

Kennebec river, in Maine. By inserting a line

of stakes in the ice across the river in the early

part of February, he found, in the middle of

March, that there had been an expansion of the

ice of over twelve feet in a breadth of five hun-
dred feet, xis during this time the temperature of

the water was nearly equal, the expansion must
have been due to the sun's rays, which was proved

by the f ict that there was the least expansion on
the eastern side, where the ice was partially

shielded from the sun l^y a high bank.

Epidemic and Contagious Diseases.

The Board of Health of this city reminds phy-
sicians to report all cai^es of pestilential or ronta-

{jious (diseases, as req'^ired by an Act of Asf-em

bly of January 29, 1818. "S ct-on 2d of this

article provides that

—

"Every person practisirg physic in fhe

City (f Pliiladelphia, who sliall

have a patient laboring uv'der a pestilential or

contagious disease, (mfa^lea excepted,) shall

f)rthwith mal<e a report in writirg to the

Health Officer; and f(;r rcglectirg so to do, he

shall be considered guilty of a misdemeanor,
and subject to a fi e not cxeeding fifty dollars."

How they serve Quack Doctors in France.

Two quack doctors, of extraordinary local ce-

I'dirity, named Colandre and Benati, the latter

an Italian and calling himself a (iommendatore,
have just been tried by the correctional of police

at ly'lle, for the illegal pra ctice of medicine, and
sentenced to fines of ](')(){) francs each. They
drove about T/ille and the environs in a carriage

with four horses, proclaiming that they would
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cure the poor gratis, their rich clients paying for

them; and they became so much in vngue that

people thronged their doors from five in the morn-
ing: till eight at night waiting fcr their turn to

get advice.

Queer place for a Flannel Shirt

!

It is stated that Dr. George Derby, Surgeon in

charge of the Cony General Hospital in Augusta,

Maine, lately performed a very skilful operation

upon Mr. Jules W(elfel, civil engineer and

draughtsman on the P. & K. railway. It onsisted

in makiDg an incisision in his side and extracting

from his lungs a piece of a flannel shirt which be
wore at the Fecond battle of Bull Run, August
29. 1862. The flannel has been concealed there

ever since, not being discovered when the ball

was extracted at the time. It has been very
painful, and caused fainting fits, so that he would
fall from his stool while making drawings in his

office. He is now doing nicely.

Eesearclies on Milk.

The Academy of Sciences of Paris lately re-

ceived an interesting communication from Dr.

Daxcel, on the influence of water in the produc-

tion of milk. The author has observed that mo-

thers nursing their infants eat very little more

solid food than in their ordinary state, but they

drink much more water. When a cow is in calf,

and yields little or no milk, it does not drink

more than from 10 to 20 litres of water per day;

but as soon as it has calved, it will drink from

30 to 50 litres a day, and the quantity of milk it

gives is always in proportion to the water it has

taken, the measure of its solid food remaining the

same. It has been observed of a herd of cows
grazing on the same meadow, that those that

drink oftenest yield .the largest quantity of milk.

TThen they are taken away from the meadow to

feed them in the cow-house with dry fodder, the

milk they give is one-third less because they do

not find in hay the watery particles contained in

green grass. From these and other o^jservations

of the same kind, Dr. Daxcel c'lnrludes that

water is essential to the formation of milk; a fact

hitherto unnoticed by men of science, though
they have experimented on a vast number of sub-

stances supposed to increase the yield of milk.

A few years ago the Academy of Toulouse insti-

tuted some experiments with a view to ascertain

whether the cakes which are the residue of sesa-

mum oil might be given for food to cattle. As
far as the yield of milk went, these trials were
unsatisfactory both in the case of cows and in

that of sheep. At length these cakes were tried

by a farmer near Paris, who found, contrary to

expectation, that they greatly increased the quan-

tity of milk. The reason was simply this, that

he had beaten up the cakes with a large quantity

of water, while in the previous experiments they

had been administered in a dry state.

Army and Navy News,

ARMV-.
Report of Medical Department of U S. Army.
The following synopsis of the Report of Brevet

r^Iajor-General J. K. Barxes, Surgeon-General of the

United States Armies, gives a general outline of the

operations of the Medical Department of the armies

during the past year. It is taken from the Report

of the Secreta,ry of War.

The Surgeon-General reports that the receipts from
all sources, and available for the expenses of the
Medical Department during the fiscai rear ending
June :30th, 1865, were S20.4«y,6S0.47. Disbursements
during the year, 819,328.499.23, leaving a balance in
the Treasury on June 30th of 61,161,181.21.

The ample provision for sick and wounded exist-
ing at the date of the last annual report vras increased
during the ensuing months, until a maximum of 204
General Hospitals, with a capacity of 136,894 beds,
was reached.
Upon the termination of active military move-

ments, immediate measures were taken to reduce the
expenses of the Medical Department. Of the 201
General Hospitals open on January 1st, 1865, 171
have been discontinued. Three ot the sea-going
hospital transports have been discharged: the fourth
is now constantly engaged in the transfer of sick and
wounded from Southern ports to the General Hospi-
tals in Xew York harbor. All of the river hospital-
boats have been turned over to the Quartermaster's
Department, and but a single hospital train is re-
tained in the Southwest. The vast amount of medi-
cines and hospital supplies made surplus by the
reduction of the army has been carefully collected
at prominent points, and is being disposed of at
public auction, most of the articles bringing their
full value, and in some instances their cost price.

Two hundred and fourteen Surgeons and Assistant
Surgeons of volunteers have been mustered out, and
of the 265 Hospital Chaplains appointed during the
war, 29 only are still in commission.
The returns of sick and wounded show that of

Tvhite troops 1,057,423 cases have been treated in
General Hospitals alone, from 1861 to July 1st. 1865,
of which the rate of mortality was 8 per cent. In
nearly all sections of the country, the health of the
troops has been fully equal to that of preceding
years, though military movements of unprecedented
magnitude have been pushed to successful termina-
tion. T^ithout regard to seasons. An epidemic of
yellow fever prevailed at Xewburn, X. C, in the fall

of 1S64, and the released or exchanged prisoners
arriving at Wilmington, X. C , from Rebel prisons,
suffered from an epidemic of typhoid fever. Y^^'ith

these exceptions no serious epidemics have appeared,
and it is interesting to note that quarantine regula-
tions, strictly enforced by military authority, liave
proven during the occupation of Southern s'eaports

and cities by our troops, to be an absolute protection
aeainst the importation of contagious or infectious
diseases. In view of the apprehensions entertained
in regard to the Asiatic Cholera, now devastating the
shores of the Mediterranean, this becomes a signifi-

cant fact.
•

In addition to the alphabetical registers of dead,
not yet fully completed, the records of the Medical
Department contain 30,000 (thirty thousand) special
reports of the more important forms of surgical inju-
ries, of diseases and operations. These reports, with
statistical data, and a pathological collection num-
bering 7630 specimens, furnisli a mass of valuable
information, which is being rapidly arranged and
tabulated, as a Medical and Surgical History of the
war, for the publication of the first volume of which
an appropriation will be asked.
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In this connection, and as illustrating more in de-

tail tlie importance of this work, the Army Medical
Museum assumes the highest value. By its array of

indisputable facts. sup]-.tn-ted and enriched by full

reports, it supplies instruction otherwise unattaina-

ble, and preserves for future ap}-"! ication the dearly

bought experience of four yrars of war. Apart from
its s^'cat usefulness, it is also an honorable record of

the skill and services of those medical officers whose
contributions constitute its value, and whose incen-

tive to these self-imposed labors has been the desire

to elevate their profession. A small appropriation

has been asked to continue and extend this collec-

tion.

For recommendation of measures tending to the

greater cilu'ieucy 'd' t]\o IVfclieal Department, refer-

ence is made to the special report from the Surgeon-

General's office, which will be submitted to the ap-

propriate Congressional Committees.

NAVY.
Report of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery of

U. S. Wavy.

The following brief outline of the operations of the

U. S. Navy, taken from the report of Dr. P. J. Hor-
wiTZ, Chief of Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, we
take from the Keport of the Secretary of the ISTavy.

The Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

presents the usual tables showing the sanitary con-

dition of the navy. The number of persons under
treatment during the year ending 31st December last

was 7:i,.T5n. of whom 1373 died, and 2671 were on the

sick list at the close of the year. The total number
of deaths from October l,''l864, to September 30,

1865, was 1750, being a per centage of about .002 to

the whole number of persons in service. The per

centage of deaths to the whole number of cases

treated is .01^, or less than two per cent. During the

progress of the war UOfi persons were killed, 16S8

wounded, and 176 reported missing, making the total

number of casualties in the naval service 3220. But
seventv-one persons have availed themselves of the

provision of the act of Congress providing artificial

limbs. The increased cost of living renders the

monthly tax of twenty cents upon the salaries of

officers and men inadequate to the support of naval

hospitals, and unless some other means are devised,

an appropriation by Congress will be required to

meet the necessary expenses. A new laboratory

building, at a cost of $S0,000, is recommended.

Healthfulness of Iron-Clads.

Some interesting and ^extraordinary facts and sta-

tistics, covering the comparative healthiness of iron-

clads and wooden vessels are given in the report of

the Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery.

The monitor class of vessels, it is well known, have

but a few inches of their hulls above water-line, and

in a heavy sea are entirely submerged. It has been

doubted whether, under such circumstances, it would

be possible long to preserve the health of the men on

board, and consequently to maintain the fighting

material in a condition for effective service. It is

gratifying, therefore, to know that an examination of

the sick re))ort3. covering a period of over 30 months,

shows that .so far from being unhealtliy, there was

less sickness on board the monitor vessels than on

the same numbe/ of wooden ships with an equal

number of men, and in similarly exposed positions.

The exemption from sickness upon the iron clads in

some inntanees is remarkable. There were on board

the Saugus, from Nov. 25, IBfti, U) April 1, 186.'j, a

period of over four months, but, four eases of sickness

(including accidont:il ini>irie3), and of these, two

were diseases with which the patients had suffered

for years. On the Montauk, for a period of 165 days

prior to the 29th of May, THfiS, there was but one

case of disease on board. Other vessels exhibit

equally remarkable resnltH. and the conclusif)n is

reached that no wooden vessels in any squadron
throughout the world can show an equal immunity
from disease. The facts and tables presented are
worthy of careful study.

MARRIED.

Clark—CuRTiN.—In this city, Dec. 5, 1S65, by Rev. R W.
Oliver, David D. Clark, M. D., of Philadelphia, and Mis.s Anuie
J.Curtin,of Bellefonte, Pa.
PULTZ—Max^vell— Dec. 6, by Hev. J. Cotton Smith, at the

re.'Jidence of the bride's parents, John T. Pultz and Miss II.
Maxwell, daughter of Dr. Wm. H. Maxwell, all of New York
City.

DIED.

BiLLiNGSLEY —Nov. 30. at Des Moines, Iowa, Eliza .T., wMfe of
L. W. Billingsley, and only daughter of Dr. H. Labarree, of
Cincinnati.
BuDD.—At her residence, Woodside, N. J., Dec. 2d, Emily

Budd, relict of the late Benjamin Budd, and daughter of the
late Abraham Stout, M. D.
Carter.—In this city, Dec .3, Edward L. Carter, son of Dr.

Edward and Kate .J. Carter, aged 19 years.
Cohen.—In New York, •/.2d ult., of old age, being in her 88th

year, Grace Seixas Cohen, wife of Dr. B. W. Cohen, and daugh-
ter of the late Moses Seixas, of Newport, R. I.

McKean.—At his residence in Johnson, Jones co., Iowa. Nov.
4th, 1865, after an illness of two weeks, of dysentery. Dr. II. C.
McKean, in his 37th year.
Squire—On Friday, Dec. 8th, 1865, Wm. 11. Squire, M. D., of

Germantown, Philadelphia, in the 4uth year of his age.
WiNKELMAX.—Dec. 5, at the Polyt^>chnic Institute, Weehaw-

ken Heights, N. J., of apoplexy, Dr. F. T. Winkelman.

AlSrSWEBS TO COIlKBSPOK"DE]>]'TS.
Drs. S S. cf- R. S. W., Brndifs Bend, Pa.—Bauer on Ortho-

pjedic Sumerv, sent by mail, Dec. ^th.
Dr. L. a B., Essex, R—Drugs and books, per W. Ellis & Co.,

Dec. 4th.
Dr. G B. C, Hiwley, Pa —Trocar and Canula, pent by mail,

Nov. 25th.

Dr. J. E. C, Canton, P«.—U. S. Dispensatory, sent by Express,
Dec. 9th.
Dr. H. P. K. E., Fairfield, 07(zo.—Hodge's Obstetrics, Wil-

liams' Principles of Medicine, sent by Express, Dec. 9t.h.

Dr.J.S.A., Chamhersburg, Pa—Bedford on Dif^eases of Wo-
men, sent by mail, Dec, 9th.

METEOROLOGY.

December 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

Wind S. E. N E. E. S. N. W. S. E. W.
Crdy. Cl'dy. Cl'dy. Cl'dy, Clear. Cl'dy. Clear.

Weather

|

Rain. Snow
11 in.

8-10

Thermometer.
40° 40° 20° 28° 18° 20° 24°

AtSA. M,,
, 50 50 28 '35 29 26 33

At 12 M 58 48 40 41 33 31 43
At3 P.M 58 46 40 43 33 30 43

49. 46. 32. 36.75 28.25 26.75 35 75

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.1 30.8 30 2 29.6 30.3 30.1 .30.

Germantown, Fa. B. J. Leepom.

WANTED.
Sab,''criber.'< having any of the following numbers to spare,

will confer a favor, and likewi.se be credited on their running
subscriptions, with sucli as they may return us.

Vols. I, II, III k IV. All the numbers.
Vol. V. No. 1, Oct. fi, '00; No. 19, Feb. 9, '61.

» VT. Nos. 1<<, 19, Aug. 3, 10, '61.

" VII. Nos. 1, 2, 6, Oct. 5, 12, Nov, 9, '61 ; Nos. 10 to 12,
Dec. 7, '61, to March 8, '63.

" VIII. Nos. 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, ,Tuly 26, Aug. 2, 9, 30, Sept.
6, '62.

" IX NoH. 6, 7, 8, 13 & 14,17 & 18, Nov 8, 15, 22, '62;
Dec. 27, '62, and Jan. 3, '63, Jan. 24 & .31, '63.

" XI. Nos. 1. 4, .5, 7, 11, 21, Jan. 2, 23, .30, Feb. 1-3, March 12,
May 21, '04.

" XII. Nos. 1, 5, 11, 12, 17, July 2, Sept. 10, Oct 22, 29, '64

Feb. 4. 'fl.-i.

Wn arc in pre.ininf; need just now of a few copiesfor
new nuhscribers, of .No. 414, Feb. 4, 1866.
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Hospital Reports.

Pennsylvania Hospital, |
November, 1865. j

Surgical Clinic of Dr. T. G. Morton.

Reported by C. R. Morgan.

Cancer of ttie Hand, Amputation of the Forearm,
Teale's Method—Kectangular Flaps.

John — , £Bt. 56, has had a malignant ulcer,

involving the dorsal surface of the left hand for

three years, originating in a wart-like tumor

which ulcerated from irritation and has gradually

spread, until at the present time the disease oc-

cupies the entire back of the hand. There has
been considerable pain of a lancinating character

running up the arm. The adjacent tissues are

healthy and no enlargement of the lymphatics of

the axilla. The ulcer is irregularly shaped with

everted edges; the disease has worked its way
down to the bones of the hand and through the

palmar surface, where we find a fistulous opening.

The exterior tendons have disappeared, and we
have as a consequence the fingers contracted and
rigid. The odor from a cancerous ulcer is charac-

teristic and very offensive. The discharge when
examined under the microscope, exhibits the well-

known cancer cells of the epitheliomatous variety.

The disease seems to be entirely local, and as the

patient's general health is excellent, we advise

amputation high up on the forearm where the

parts are perfectly healthy. The long and short

rectangular flaps proposed by Mr. Teale, gives

us the very best covering for the bones and makes
a most serviceable stump : we make the long

flap, including all the tissues down to the bone,

from the upper surface of the arm, while the

short flap is made on the under surface, and will,

of course, contain the main vessels and nerves of

the arm. The rules for determining thesize of the

flaps I cannot give better than to quote from Mr.
Teale, and is applicable to amputations at any
part. "The size of the long flap is determined

by the circumference of the limb at the place of

amputation, its length and breadth being each

equal to half the circumference. The long flap

is therefore a perfect square, and is long enough
to fall easily over the end of the bone. In select-

ing the structures for its formation, such parts

must be taken as do not contain the larger ]>lood

vessels and nerves. The short flap containing

the chief vessel and nerves, is in length one-

fourth of the other." In the case before us we

decide upon the place we wish to divide the
bones, take the circumference of the arm, which
we find to be six inches : the long flap (made from
the back of the arm) must be three inches long
and three broad, then dividing the skin and
muscular structures on the edge of the radius for

three inches in length, make a transverse incision

across the upper surface of the arm three inches

in length, and running the incision up for the

same distance along the ulnar edge, and dividing

and dissecting up all the tissues down to the

bones, we have the long flap completed. The short

flap is to be one-fourth the length of the long
flap, or I of an inch in length, and in the short

flap we will have the radial, ulnar, and interos-

seous arteries. The bones being divided, we ap-

proximate the flaps, having the bones completely
]3uried ; as the stump progresses the contraction

during the healing process draws the cicatrix

away from the end of the stump. To demonstrate
the amputation, the lines of the incision were
marked out with ink, and the operation was per-

formed, the edges being approximated with lead

sutures. Six vessels required ligation and a dry
dressing of cerate and charpie was applied.

Compound Fracture of the Tibia involving the
Head of the Bone—Amputation through the

Knee-Joint.

James —
,
colored, £et 32, was run over by a

passenger car, a few hours ago, the wheel passing
over the right leg. On examination I find that

the bones of the leg are much comminuted and
the soft parts lacerated. The fracture extends up
into the head of the tibia, involving the joint; the

bones, as well as the eoft parts, are so much
crushed that there is no chance of saving the

limb. As the injury extends to the joint, I am
obliged to amputate through the knee joint. I

make a long anterior (including in it the patella),

and a short posterior flap. Cutting ofi" the con-

dyles of the femur we approximate the patella to

the end of the femur and we have the best

possible covering for the stump—a good, firm,

and protective covering for the end of the

bone
;
anchylosis between the patella and femur

will take place. When we can get the anterior

flap long enough we do not cut away the condyles,

but in this case the lacerated and contused condi-

tion of the skin about the head of the tibia pre-

vents us going much below the patella
;
only

three vessels required ligation. The stump was
dressed with charpie and cerate, with a firm band-

age was applied from the groin to the end of the

stump to control the twitching.

Compound Fracture of Elbow-Joint—Amputa-
tion.

Robert — , cet 6 years, was admitted into the

hospital a day or two ago ; he is from the interior
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of the Srat^ His parents tell us that sixteen days

ago his v'uj^ht arn-i w;is iDjured by being run over

by a locomotive. The physician who was called in

thought it p'ssiiile to save it, but finally recom-

mended amputation ; the boy was then brought

to the city. On ex iinination we find all the tis-

sues on the cuter side of the arm have sloughed

from a point two inches above the elbow to a little

above the wrist r.nd three-fourths thecireumferenc e

of the limb, the space now occupied by healthy

granulations ; the elbow-p^'nt is open and the con-

dyles and fractured ulna are exposed to view ; the

bones are protrudmg and entirely denuded of

periosteum ; the muscular tissues are dissected up
in all directioni' by abacesses, the disfharge from

which is considerable. There is no chance of

saving this arm. The destruction of the skin and
soft parts, the comminuted condidcn of the bones,

leave amputation as the only resource. The boy

was etherized, and amputation performed by
making lateral skin flaps and circular of the mus-

cles at the upper third of the arm. Only three

ligatures were applied, and the stump dressed in

the usual manner.

Philadelphia Hospital, ")

Noverjiber 22, 1865. \

Medical Clinic by Dr. J. L. Ludlow.

Reported by A. M. Shew, M. D., Ixc.«i(lei)t Physician.

Syphilitic Pharyngitis and Laryngitis.

On a former occasion I had before you one or

two cases- of sy); hilitic laryngitis. The severity

of this disease and its frequency in general

practice is my only apology for presenting two
interesting c;i>es this morning. I wish you to

become so thoroughly acquainted with the ravages

produced by syphilis, and Avith the means of pro-

perly combating it, that you mav' never be at

i'ault when called upon in civil practice.

Mary Ann 8— , ast. 27, was admitted to the

medical wards on the 21st of November, sufi"ering

from severe sore throat. A few months ago she

WHS under treatment in the venereal wards, but

now denies ever having
I08.S of memory is a r

the patients treated i:

but one or two after bei

nd a I'lumcro. A sudileii

'

:

' istic of nearly all

rd. I never saw
<'

. Miirged, who would
acknowledge that they had ever had a chancre;

but here we have the most conclusive evidence.

Upon opening her mouth you observe that the

uvula, arches of the palate, and a part of the roof

of the mouth have been destroyed the lower por-

tion of the vomer has even been attacked by this

ulcerative process.

This other case, the one on the table, is that of

a delicate old female. Mary Mcli., (ct. G2, Ire-

land, was admitted on the IGth of November.
Her hu.sband has been dea'l nineteen years. She
alHO denies ever having had a prinuiry sore. In
this case the ulcerative process has not proceeded
80 far as in the former. She complains of severe

pain "in her bones," restlesKness at night, and
loathing of food. ?ou may ol^servc that her face

is covered with peculiar copper colored blotches,

characteristic of a Hpecilic cause. The ulcers

produce<l by sypliili.s in the pharynx or larynx,

are usually Hteiiatcd in form, small at first, and

seldom attract attention until severe injury'- to the
parts has been done.
When a patient comes to you complaining of

sore throat, and upon examination you find a

peculiar eruption, copper colored blotches, pain
in the head or limbs, and an ulcer in the throat,,

no matter how small, make up your mind that

there is a specific cause. Place him at once upon
the internal use of the iodide of potassium, ten

grains three times daily, and at bed time a pill of
corrosive sublimate, one- eighth of a grain. The
best gargle, as I mentioned in a former clinic, is

that of Sir Charles Bell, viz.

R. Hyd. chlor. corros., gr. ij.

Sp'ts. rectifieat., f.^j.

Tr. cinchonas, f-3ii.j-

Mel. rosse,

Tinct. myrrhse, aa f.^j. M,

When the ulceration has proceeded so far as in

the first case (Mary Ann), an operation might be

deemed advisable. But, gentlemen, the truth re-

quires that I should warn you against the opera-

tion.

Staphylorraphy consists in paring the edges of
the cleft, passing ligatures through them, and
bringing them together. It has been performed
by many distinguished surgeons, and in a few
cases with gratifying success. Of late years the
operation has fallen into disrepute, and I would
not advise you to try it.

A few years ago I had a severe case of ulcera-

tion from s^^philis ; after having tried the usual
remedies without success, I called in aid the ser-

vices of a distinguished surgeon of this city, who
at once advised an operation. It was immediately
performed with but little inconvenience to the

patient. The next evening I found that the

stitches had given way, and the gap was wider
than ever.

As a last resort, I concluded to apply an oint-

ment made by rubbing up Donovan's solution

with lard, directly to the surface of the ulcer.

The resulting inflammation was terrific. I cer-

tainly thought that instead of benefiting my
patient, I had in<liscreetly placed him beyond
hope of remedial aid. But in a few days the in-

llammation sii)jsl(l(-(l, the ulcer healed, and my
paticTit went away rr^joiclng. I have since re-

peatedly tried this san)C remedy with good re-

sults.

A peculiar huskiness of the voice frequently

troubles i1h> pali(Mit long after the disease has
been subdued. It is owing to a change in the

mucous membrane; a pufiy condition of the

lining membrane of the larynx.

I have often found serviceable in these cases

the external use of collodion and ether, not to

blister but to keep up a constant irritation.

R. Collndii, f.,^j.

yi^^fcher, f.Jv. M.

At the same time administer internally

IJ. l\)tnHa. chloras, .^"^p.

Syr. scillu), f-.l'j-

AquDB, f.Jj. M.

S. Teaspoonful occasionally.
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Constipation.

Sarah C, set 60, Ireland—entered the medical
wards Thursday, November 16th, pale, anemic,
and suffering, as she said, from constipation and
colicy pains. She had had no passage for several

days, but did not regard this symptom, as it was
her usual habit. A careful examination revealed
no peritonitis. Her pulse did not indicate it,

neither did her general physiognomy, her manner
of lying in bed, or the condition of her tongue.

This patient has had a variety of most powerful
purgatives, but with no avail. Injections pass
away as free from fcecal matter as when first

used. You will observe that her tongue is red-

dish brown and dry—not so dry or harsh as we
have it in typhus fever. Her pulse is small, but
of good force. During the last few days she has
vomited stercoraceous matter. I intended having
some of it saved to show, but by mistake it was
thrown out. She complains of pain in the right

iliac fossa ; hot turpentine stupes have been ap-

plied.

We shall next try to pass a tube into the colon
for the purpose of throwing the enemata high up.

It is a delicate operation, and great caution must
be observed lest the tube perforate the bowel.
Should this fail, I will direct my assistants to

gf'ntly inflate the bowel with tobicco smoke.
This condition of things we know but little about.

It may be produced by a habit of costiveness, or

by compaction from something she may have
eaten. I remember the case of a large, plethoric

student, who attended lectures in this city a few
years ago. I was called in great haste one morn-
ing and found him parched with thirst, tongue
dry, pulre bounding, and slight delirium. Upon
inquiry I found that he had had no passage from
his bowels for about ten days. During all this

time he had been eating heartily, studying hard,

and had taken little or no exercise. We tried in-

jections and cathartics, but were defeated. At
last a gum elastic tubs was passed up, and the

large bowel partially filled with tobacco smoke.
Soon there came away such a mass of cherry

stones, apple stems, and foecal matter, as I never
wish to see again. As a natural result, the pa
tient was very much depressed after the operation.

The whole subject of constipation will be one
of annoyance to you when you get into general

practice. In polite society you find ladies who
sit quietly in their parlors reading novels, living

sumptuously, and taking but little exercise.

Soon they begin to complain of headache, loss of

appetite, and constipation. Again, it very often

occurs from want of proper action of the liver, es-

pecially in females who have had children; they
neglect to put on a proper bandage, the abdominal
muscles are relaxed, the bowels become distended

and lose their natural elasticity ; and from this

arises an imperfect circulation of the portal sys-

tem. As practitioners of medicine you will be
called upon to rectify the trouble. Now what
can be done? First advise your patients to be
regular in their habits ; let them have a certain

hour in the day set apart and devoted to this im-

portant matter. I have often directed patients to

sit in an almost erect posture while dofec«Hng.
^Bathing, followed by rubbing and knending of

the abdomen with coarse towels, will be beneficial.

Advise your female patients to sell their horses
and take more exercise ; it may seem like a simple
thing, and yet it is often the cause of ail the
trouble. During the last few years I have used
with gratifyir-g results in these troublesome cases
of constipation a piil composed of colocynth,
podophyllin and nux vomica, viz:

Sc. E. colocynth. comp., gr, iij.

Podophylli, gr. I.
Nucis vomicae, gr. ^.

Sapo, gr-j-

01. caryophylli, q, s, M.

Medical Societies,

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY of ISTEW YOKKc
Meeting of December 13th, 1865.

(Dr. Buck in the Chair.)

Encephaloid Cancer of Upper Maxilla; Encephaloid
Ncevus, Death, General Cancerous Deposit;—Ampu-
tation of hath Armsfor Injury, Osteo-myelitis, Death,
Autopsy;—Remarkable Case of Cancer of Testicle,

with antecedents

;

— Ca^e of Aneurism of the left Ven-
tricle of the Heart, with extensive Calcareous De-
posit;—Scirrhus of the Stomach;— (Edema and Em-
physema of the Lungs, with Hypertrophy of the Heart. \

Encephaloid Cancer of Upper Maxilla, I^"sevus, etc.

Frof. Frank Hamilton presented a specimen
taken from a man, 32 years of age, a farmer, who
had previously enjoyed good health. Five weeks
before he came under Dr. Hamilton's notice, he
discovered a small tumor near the second incisor

tooth of the upper jaw. This was removed by
ligature. When seen by the Doctor, five weeks
later, there had been developed from the site of

the first excrescence a tumor, about three inches
in diameter, displacing the teeth, and presenting
all the characteristics of being malignant. On
the left side of his face the patient iiad a con-
genital ncevus, which a few days before had taken
on diseased action, and was evidently developing
into another encephaloid mass. Upon consulta-
tion, it was decided to extirpate the tumor, which
was done in the usual method, and in its entirety.
The ncevus was removed at the same time, but
owing to the extreme prostration of the patient,
it was deemed unadvisable to continue him
longer under ano3sthesia, and the plastic opera-
tion to remedy the loss of substance in the cheek
was delayed until the next day, when it was
finished.

About twenty-four to thirty-six hours after, he
was attacked with severe pain in the left side,
fever, rapid pulse, and rapidly sinking, he died.
The autopsy showed the lelt pleural cavity,

which on auscultation, and percussion during Hie,
had given signs of the presence of fiuid, 'filled

with over two quarts of pure blood, which had
escaped from a ruptured mass in the lungs, of an
encephaloid character; similar cancerous devel-
opment was found in the mesenteric ghind. A
circumstance to which no special attention had
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been called duvino; life, was the existence of an

apparent hydrocele. On being examined the sac

of tnnica vaginalis "vras found to contain nearly

a quart of fluid, and one of the testicles to also

have undergone euce]dialoid degeneration. The
process of euceplialoid development in the lungs,

Pr. HA:>riLT0X believes to have been very rapid;

perhaps not longer in duration than five or six

days, as he had net cinnplained at all; there was
no c High, nor irritation of the lungs, nor distarb-

ance of tlie respiratory function.

Amptutation of both. Arms for Injury ; Osteo-

myelitis ; Death :—Autopsy.

Prof. IIamiltox next presented specimens, ta-

ken from a young man, of fine constitution, good

muscularity, and excellent habits, who had been

caught in a rolling-mill, whereby his hands had

been luidly crushed and comminuted, the muscu-

lar structure of the fore-arms considerably in-

jured, and the skin separated extensively. Am-
putatation of both arms was necessitated, and
performed six hours after the accident. Both
arms were amputated about 5 to 6 inches from the

shoulder-joint,—the riylit arm by the double flap
mctliod, and the left by the circular operation.

From tliis time onward the patient progressed
very favoraldy, the wounds closing nicely, cica-

trixat'on going on well, the patient being in

ex' •Ibnr ^.nirits, and suflicient strength to enable
him t I -ir up on the fifth day after the operation.

About the twelfth da}^ however, he was seized

with a cliill. and from this time onward, until

the twentieth day, when he died, chills occurred
every twenty to twenty-four hours, followed by
fever, complicated with diarrhoe", and during the

last few days with vomiting.

.1"^-, />//, Both stumps were nearly closed, and
about oipiany advanced in the reparative process.
Thi' only did'evence during life had been that

from tlw right stump (double flap) there had been
about twice the amount of discharge as in the
left. A pyai'mic a1)sr'css was found in the liver,

and one, or more, in the lungs. On examining the
stumps, the bones were found to have undergone
osteo-myelitis.

Dr. LiDELL, who had examined the specimens,

made a statement of the condition in which they

were found. In the right arm the medullary

tissue, proceeding from below upward, was found

extensively l;rokcn down and purulent; further

up it presented a dark-l^lackish color, and a bad

odor; still higher up, toward the epiphysis, the

medullary tissue was of a durk-red color, tougher
tlian natural, somewhat like muscular tissue;

thus presenting three varieties of progressive
osteo-myelitic change. In the other (leftj arm a
g^rayish-})rown, somewhat tough, and flesh-like

granulation was protruding from the medullary
canal; the medullary substance here was not so
cxtennively purulent, still it was the seat of sup-
purating abscesses; proceeding up toward the
cancellated structure of the hone, the cancelli

appear to contain pus. The constituents of the
cancelli, under the microscope, were pus corpus-
cles, granular marrow cells, and normal marrow

cells, while the toughness observed in certain

parts of the changed marrow tissue was due to

the development of connective tissue. There was
no line of separation of dead bone perceptible.

Dr. LiDELL inquired of Dr. Hamilton whether
pain in the stumps had been a marked symptom
in this case, on which Dr. H. replying in the
negative. Dr. Lidell stated that in his experience
of osteo-myelitis pain is not a constant symptom,
although mentioned as such by a prominent
French writer in the Archives Generales,

Prof. Hamilton further remarked that he could
find no cause in the individuality of the patient,

why he should be attacked with osteo-myelitis,

pycemia, and die. In private practice, under
favorable circumstances, he woulcl probabl}^ have
recovered. On inquiry, Prof. Stephen Smith
had stated to him that the ward in which the

patient was, had been one of the oldest in the

hospital, always in use, and the occurrence of

these fatal complications were due probably to

hospital influence.

Eemarkable case of Cancer of Testicle—Ante-
cedents.

Dr. Sands presented specimens removed from

the body of a young man, 27 years of age, who
died on Sunday last. A younger -brother of this

man had been under the care of Drs. Parker

and Sands, for a disease of the testicle, which

turned out to be cancer. It had been removed

about the 1st of February, 1865; but very soon

after the operation a swelling appeared under the
ribs of the right side; he rapiclly sank into an
extreme state of cachexia, and died in the latter

part of .March,—less than two months after the

extirpation of the organ. The autopsy revealed

an enormous cancerous tumor, situated behind
the peritoneum and liver. A grandmother and a
mother's aunt had both died of tumors of the

breast, which, from the description, were un-

doubtedly cancerous.

When this brother had died, or very soon after,

the one from whom the present specimen was ob-

tained, observed a swelling of the testicle, slowly

increasing. He went to a water-cure establish-

ment in this city, where, under its peculiar treat-

ment and a rigorous diet, he grew rapidly worse.

He then fell under the treatment of a homoeopath,
with no better effect. Dr. S.apJds saw him first

in August last; the testicle was then swollen,

quite hard, well defined, and solid, except in

front, where there apfx^ared to be some efiusion

of fluid; a decided ghuididar enlargement was
noticed in the right iliac fossa; as to general con-

ditifm, he was sulfeving (Vom cachectic fever.

He confessed to ha\ing had syphilis a few
months previously to his first attack, and this was
confii'mcd by co])pei'-col()red eruptions on the

skin of his arms. Some weeks hitcr a swelling

appeared on the lower part of the neck, on the

left side, a little above the clavicle, about two
and a half inches in diameter. The disease re-

mained nearly stationary, the tumors not grow-
ing rapidly. As the case was considered one of

cancer, and was of consichirable importance,

about the 1st of Octo))er a consultation was held,

there being present, among other medical gentle-
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men, Prof. Parker and Dr. Krakowitzer. On
this occasion enlarged glands were also discover-

ed along the lumbar spine, and the abdominal
veins were found distended. Iodide of potassium
and of sodium—with iodide of iron, were pre-

scribed successively, while severe pain, referred

to the abdomen, and for which he had previously
taken morphia internally, was palliated by hy-
podermic injections of morphia. There was a
slight improvement after this treatment, so that

he was able to go out. This amelioration, how-
ever, did not last; he soon began to emaciate
with extreme rapidity, and, as above stated, died

last Sunday.

On autopsy, a small amount of fluid was found
in the tunica vaginalis. The affected testicle

presented all the appearance of soft cancer. The
swellings in the inguinal and iliac glands were
found due to encephaloid cancer; so were the
tumor of the neck, and those in the lumbar re-

gion. Cancerous deposits were also found in the
liver, the lungs, and the bronchial glands, leav-

ing no doubt as to the character of the disease,

which was fully confirmed by microscopical ex-

amination.
The question arose whether the enlarged iliac

glands were indicative of cancer of the testicle?

In his experience, sympathetic affection of these

glands in ordinary epidydemitis was of rare oc-

currence.

Dr. Krakowitzer remarked that on the occa-

sion of the consultation referred to, the question

was very thoroughly weighed as to the probabili-

ties of the syphilitic or cancerous character of

the disease, and he then inclined somewhat to

ascribe it to the former. The fact of the patient

having had syphilis, the very slow development
of the tumors, remaining stationary for a con-

siderable time, led him to suppose at first that

the testicle, and other glands, might be simply
subject to syphilitic disease, modified peculiarly,

in a system below par^ in consequence of the

water-cure treatment, etc.,—a condition to which
Trousseau has applied the term adenia. The
further and rapid course of the disease, how-
ever, showed it to be cancer. Regarding the

question propounded by Dr. Sands, he did not
think that there was any direct connection be-

tween the affection of the iliac glands and the

disease of the testicle, as these parts were not
connected by lymphatics.

Aneurism of tlie left Ventricle of the Heart, witli

extensive Calcareous Deposit.

Prof. Alonzo Clark presented a heart, which

had been removed from a patient who had died

at Bellevue Hospital. The heart was somewhat

! enlarged, but on its surface, with the exception

of considerable fatty deposit, presented nothing

I

abnormal. The right ventricle is of about the

I

normal size. A remarkable point of interest,

however, presented itself in the left ventricle, which
toward the apex presents an aneurismal pouch—
the muscular tissue being much attenuated, with

,
atheromatous deposit throughout the walls of

[ the ventricle. The most remarkable thing,

]

however, was to be found at the bottom of this

aneurismal pouch, (which presented a capa-
city of from two to three ounces) which was lined

by a solid plate of bony, or rather calcareous mat-
ter, forming an almost complete floor inches in

extent upward, about 2 inches across, and of con-

siderable thickness, and seems to have given a
protection to the thin muscular walls at the lower
part of this aneurismal pouch. In addition, the
pericardium was attached to the heart at the

lowermost and most distended portion of the sac.

History. Dr. Edgerton, in whose ward the

patient was, had furnished a history of the case,

of which the following were the main points.

The patient was, by profession, a lawyer, 36 years

of age. He had been a patient at Bellevue Hos-
pital four times. In November, 1865, he was
admitted for the fifth time. His chief malady,
during the last twelve years, had been a paraly-

sis of the right side ; walks limpingly with the

aid of a cane, has a little use of the arm, almost

no voice. On December 9th, while in the bath-

room, he was suddenly seized by an apoplectic

attack, and died.

On autopsy there was found a recent apoplectic

clot on the brain, corresponding to the region of

the left parietal bone; subarachnoid effusion, left

lateral ventricle filled with serum, cerebellum

softened, here and there atheromatous deposit.

Kidneys weighed 9 ounces, heart 30 ounces.

The latter organ had never been examined dur-

ing life.

Dr. Clark remarked that the heart had never

been examined because he never complained

about it, and this shows that it did not trouble

him much. In two or three similar cases of this

very rare lesion, uncomplicated with valvular

disease, his experience had been the same as re-

gards the little trouble experienced by the pa-

tients. Calcareous matter was sometimes depo-

sited between the pericardium and the heart, as

a* result of pericarditis—in one case he had seen

the heart almost entirely encircled by such a de-

posit, but he had never seen it so extensively in

the substance of the heart itself, as in this case.

Dr. Krakowitzer doubted whether this plate

of solid matter could be considered as offering

really a protection against the bursting of the

attenuat ed walls of the ventricle. He thought

that the contractions of the ventricle, bringing

the neighboring muscular fibres with considera-

ble friction against the sharp edges, as it were,

of this bony plate, would rather tend to the con-

trary.

ScirrlLus of tlie Stomaeh.

Professor Clark next presented an excrescence

from the inner surface of the stomach, which had

been sent to him, with the history, for microsco-

pical examination, by Dr. Clark, of Perry, N. Y.

The specimen was taken from near the pyloric

orifice of a man's stomach, TO years of age, Avho

had always enjoyed good health. Four mouths
ago he commenced to lose his appetite, and to

vomit after taking food. These symptoms in-

creased, until he died. On post nnn-tem exami-

nation, the stomach was found adherent to the

margin of the liver, and very much distended.

'Hiii pylorus was hard and cartilaginous, thick-

I
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ened, and its passage so obliterated that it did
not allow the passage of a larger stream of fluid

than of the size of a goose-quill. The liver ^vas

cro^vded with hard, gray, scirrhous nodules
from the size of a pea to that of a walnut. The
excrescence from the mucous membrane, near the
pylorus, which had been supposod to be cancer-
ous, had on microscopical examiuation been found
to possess not a particle of cancerous tissue or
element— it was nothing more than what be-
longed to the stomach, constituted entirely of

masses of ]n-o<ligiously elongated secreting tubes,

and some areolar tissue, forming a fine example
of hypertrophy, or exaggerated growth, of a nat-
ural structure.

CEdema and Emphysema of the Lungs with Hy-
pertrophy of the Heart.

Dr. ^Vm. H. Draper presented the lungs and
heart of a man who had entered Hospital a week
ago Tuesday. Little of his history could be obtain-

ed at first. He was suffering from great dyspnoea,

Tery livid, face swollen, whole body anasarcous,

and veins of the neck turgid. Aneurism of the
pulmonary artery was supposed. For eight or
nine years he had been the victim of asthma. On
physical examination, the anterior portion of the
chest was found remarkably well developed, the
intercostal spaces being very protruding, percus-
sion over infra-clavicular region yields unusual
resonance: posteriorly the resonance is dimin-
ished, and the usual physical signs of oedema of
the lungs elicited. The apex beat of the licart

is in the sixth intercostal space, but the area of
cardiac dulness extends to the right of the ster-

num : urine albuminous. The patient died on the
third day after admission, from asphyxia, compli-
cated pi '

'

'

rior portion of the lungs ; the middle lobe of the
right lung presents a multilocular sac^ while on
the inferior margin of the left lung there are a
few very much enlarged air cells. Heart very
considerably enlarged; walls of right ventricle
thickened, and its capacity increased; valves
healthy, but owing to the hypertrophy probably
insufficient, and allowing regurgitation. Right
auricle distended. Nothing abnormal on left

side.

Prof. Clark considered the specimen as illus-

trating the reflex action upon the heart, of pro-
longed difticulty of respiration in the lungs.

Microscopical Examination of Tumor.

Dr. Draper, on the part of the Committee ap-
pointed to report upon the tumor removed by Dr.
Savre from the sheath of the sciatic nerve,' (See
PiEi'ORTER, Nov. IS, iSOo, p. ?)?A, ) stated that the
tumor had been examined microscopically, both
externally and internally, and was found to con-
sist entirely of nnusse.s of calcareous substance,
with no organization. He could find no record
of neuroloniatouH tumors undergoing calcareous
degeneration. He had learned that the patient
from whom the tumor had been removeil had
since died of phthisi?*, and the tubercular deposit
in the lungs may perhaps have some conne(^tion
with calcareous deposit elsewhere. L.

PERISCOPE, [Vol. XII.L

Editorial Department,

>l)a1)ly with uraemia.

y. Enormous emphysema in the ante-

Periscope,

Dr. Chapman's Spinal Theory.

The following is given as an outline of Dr,

Chapjiax's Neuropathic theory of the treatment

of certain diseases, and which is now prominently

urged as the proper treatment for cholera.

" It is beyond dispute that local or general hy-
percemia or aniemia is an incident, if not a cause,

of a very large proportion of all known maladies^

and any discovery which should enable the physi-

cian to control at will the circulation in any
part of the body, would give him a command
over many disorders which have too often baffled

the highest medical skill. To form any opinion

whether such a power is really attainable, the

forces which increase and diminish the flow of

the blood, and with it all vital action, have first

to be ascertained. The broad doctrine of Har-
vey, that the blood flows through the arteries

and back through the veins in obedience to the

motive power of the central pump—the heart.

—

though no doubt in the main true, has long been
seen to be inadequate to the full explanation of

many familiar symptoms. It furnishes no expla-

nation whatever of the cause of local inflamma-
tion, and is hardly reconcilable with the actual

circulation of the blood observed in creatures

without a heart, or in which the heart does not
act as it does in the higher animals. Taking
Harvey's doctrine as the basis, there must be
something beyond it to account for local varia-

tions in the circulating energy in different parts

of the body at different times, and under difi*erent

circumstances of excitement or the reverse. One
theory which has been started to account for such
phenomena attributes the movement of the blood
in great measure to a (^««.s;'-chemical affinity be-

tween its particles and the tissues which it con-

stantly feeds, or, in the case of the lungs, between
the venous blood and the air which is to oxydize
it. This doctrine has not yet been universally

accepted, and can onh^ be regarded as an inge-

nious, though very possibly an accurate, hypothe-
sis still waiting for experimental confirmation.

Bui if all tb.c forces which cause circulation may
not be certainly known, little, if any, doubt re-

mains as to the seat of the poAver which restrains

it within due limits. The well-known ex})eriment

of cutting the cervical sympathetic nerve solved

this mystery. The instant effect was to cause
dilatation of the blood-vessels, increase of blood,

and development of all vital faculties in the re-

gions connected with the severed nerve. The
op]iosite effects are produced by galvanizing, and
thereby stimulating the action of the nerve. Dr.

CuAPMAX infers—and his experience seems to

show—that the main, if not the only, function of

the whole sympathetic system is to act as a sort

of break upon tlu; circulation through the arte-

ries. Stimulate the sympathetic ganglia which
lie on cither side of tlie spinal column, and in-

stantly, according to Dr. ('hapman, a correspond-

ing diminution of blood will be observed in that
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region of the body which is controlled from the

ganglionic centres to which the stimulus is ap-

plied. Partially paralyze the same nervous sys-

tem, and its power of contracting the arteries is

diminished; the vessels dilate, and offer less

obstacle to the passage of blood; the whole region

affected receives an accession of vital energy, and
if it has previously been suffering from ano3mia,

the malady and its consequences speedily dis-

appear. To a great extent this theory is a legiti-

mate and almost unavoidable inference from the

generally accepted doctrine that the function of

the sympathetic nerve is to contract the arteries

and limit the flow of blood. From the theory to

its application is not a very long step. Galvanism
was known by experiment to be an effective stimu-

lant of this kind of nervous action, and it was
not an unreasonable conjecture that heat applied

over the sympathetic ganglia would add to their

vigor, and that cold would in like manner reduce

their action. If this were so, the physician

might deal with the circulation almost at pleasure.

If any region was inadequately supplied with

blood, it would only be necessary to apply ice to

the corresponding ganglia, when their operation

as self-acting breaks would be diminished, the

arteries would dilate, and a more copious flow of

blood would result. Hyperaemia should, on the

same theory, yield to the opposite treatment, and
any local congestion or inflammation ought to be

relieved by applying heat to the governing parts

of the sympathetic nervous system. All this Dr.

Chapjian says that he has abundantly verified,

and the detailed cases given in his pamphlets

seem very like a demonstration of his general

theory. The common malady of cold feet is said

to yield invariably to the application of ice to the

lower regions of the back; and a similar treat-

ment is described as giving to the physician an

almost absolute control over the ordinary func-

tional diseases of women.

This seems to have been the first step which
Dr. Chapman made in the verification of his doc-

trine and the development of his practice of Neu-
ropathy. But no one could doubt that, if the

principle was sound, a power of controlling the

circulation, either generally or locally, by the

application of heat or cold to the appropriate

nervous centres, must be avpJlable in the treat-

ment of a great variety of diseases. Dr. Chap-
man is convinced that cholera is one of these,

and as his theory involves some steps which are

less obvious than in cases where the disorder is

palpably anaemia or hyperosmia of a particular

region, it is interesting and important to note the

path by which the conclusion was arrived at.

One of the early applications which Dr. Chapman
made of his system of Neuropathy was to cases

of sea-sickness. It is not at first very obvious

why ice on the back should check a disorder the

essence of which is not generally supposed to

consist in anaemia, although that is one of its

invariable accompaniments. It is true that fright-

ful pallor and cold sweat are among the most

marked spmptoms of sea-sickness, and, according

to the new theory, this would be fairly attributa-

ble to excessive action of the whole sympathetic

system, and might be expected to yield to the

application of cold over the nervous centres. But

the other symptoms of sea-sickness are not so

easily referable to the group of nerves, whose
action (so far as is yet known) is limited to the
control of the circulation. Dr. Chapman's ex-

planation is shortly this. Sea-sickness is itself

the result of hyperasmiaof the spinal cord caused
by the internal concussions produced by the mo-
tion of the vessels, and accompanied by excessive

activity of the vaso-motor nerves. This derange-
ment not only checks the circulation, but propa-
gates itself to the stomach and bovvels in some
manner not very definitely explained, causing the
recognized yjlienomena of this uncomfortable
malady. A few very remarkable cases are de-

scribed, in which sea-sickness vv^as absolutely con-

quered by the application of ice along the spine;

and Dr. Chapman was not long in inferring that

the ordinary symptoms of summer diarrhoea were
themselves due to an analogous cause—namely,

the over-excitement of the spinal column and the

corresponding sympathetic system from excessive

heat, instead of (as in sea-sickness) from exces-

sive motion and concussion. This hypothesis is

also said to have been abundantly verified by ex-

periment, and it was an easy step to bring cholera

within the same class of disorders. In fact, the

cramps, the blueness, and the collapse, which are

specially distincUve of true Asiatic cholera, sug-

gested at once the idea that extremely violent

action of the vaso-motor nerves Avas certainly an
accompaniment, if not the prime cause, of every

choleraic attack. Dr. Chapman's hypothesis,

founded on these and similar considerations, is

thus summarized. Cholera, he says, is simply

the result of hypersemia of the spinal and sym-
pathetic nervous centres, and belongs to the same
order of maladies as ordinary diarrhoaa and sea-

sickness. It results from this, that it is not con-

tagious or infectious, and that it may be averted

and cured by the sedative action of ice along the

spinal region.'

Bronctioeele—Operation.

Dr. David W. Cheever, of Boston, relates in

the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal a case

of bronchocele, which was successfully operated

on. It occurred in a female, twenty four years

of age, born in jreland, residing in Bostor. A
year ago first perceived a tumor, a little to ri^ht

of median line, just below the larynx. The
tumor measured when removed, two inches in

length horizontally, and one and a half inches

vertically. Grows very slowly, moves with larynx

in deglutition.

Under ether, a vertical inci^-ion was made over

tumor, the sterno-hyoid and thyroid muscles separ-

ated, and the enlarged thyroid gland dissected out.

Left lobe much the large-t, and long enough to

lie on the carotid sheath. Nut much haemorrhage :

rt(//i«! superior thyroid artery was the iavge.st vessel

cut. Tumor came out clean. AA'uund closed by
silk sutures. Was discharg-^d well two weeks
and a half after the operation.

The tumor was wholly solid, and under the mi-

croscope showed large, oval ceils—with nuclei,

clustered together like bananas; and many small

granular particles. Its ready removal, without

profuse hicmorrhage, wonld seem to indicate, in

the opinion of Dr. Cueever, early surgical inter-

ference with these growths.
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THE USE OF PEESSUEE IN THE TEEATMEXT OF GONOEEHtEAL AND PUEULEXT
OPHTHALMIA.

Surgeon Joseph S. Hildreth, U. S. Y., in charge of Desmarres U. S. A. Eye and Ear Hospital,

Chicago, read a paper before the American Ophthalmological Society, embracing the report of 32

cases,"treated with or without pressure, the result being given in the following tabular statement:

10
11
12

13
14
15

16

23
48
33
26
43

23
20
25
24
39
25
17
43

24
40

20

AFFECTION.

Purulent Ophthalmia.

Goaoi-rhceal Ophthalmia.

TREATMEJfT BY PRKSSTRE. RESITLTS.

1 1 1

EECAPITULATIOK
A"o. Saved.

Ej-es treated with Pressure, 15 14
Eyes treated without Pressure, 17 7

Lost.

1

10

The following -directions are given as to the

mode of applying pressure:

"What I mean by the use of pressure in the

treatment of such cases, is not the application of

lint, wet or dry, over the lids with moderate com-
pression, I'l^ ' ;

'

. 7 , continued pressure upon:

all parts ' ftlic orhit, especially the

anterior. Tui- i ^1.7 cc in the fullovring manner:
"The lids being closed, the orbit is to be

packed, as it were by means of charpie, or picked

lint; (scraped lint or cotton wool is not so service-

able,) in such a manner that all parts about the

eye, within the orbit, the anterior hemisphere of

the globe, and especially the conjunctiva, shall be

acted on.
" Care must be taken to fill the grand angle,

and to have the charpie evenly and regularly dis-

r.oscd ahoiif, as well as over the globe. Quite a

large bunch should be used for each eye, not only
to ensure evenness of pressure, but to absorb the

iiurulent discharge. This being done, compres-
ion is made b}^ means of a bandage, or better, a

jirm clastic band of rubber braid, not less than
two inches in widtli, passing ar(jund the head.
It should ])C slowly and regularly increased until

j

the pain, if any there ])C, in tlie parts affected, is !

greatly diminished or controlled, if practicable,
j

" In other word.s, pressure is to be applied to
j

the eye and surrounding parts, within the margin
of the orbit to a degree sufficient to so control the

[

oirculation as to ])revent the destructive tendency
r the disease, Imt not to interfere with proper

)

ntrition.' This must, of course, vary with the
' culiarities of each case I have in no in-

ancc resfn ted to it in piirulent or gonorrhocal
u.Tcctions of the eye, during the acute stages,

[

even after the organ had been irretrievably lost,

without greatly diminishing the discharge in a
short time, and very materially adding to the
patient's comfort in reducing the pain, and modi-
fying subsequent and present staphyloma, as oc-

curred in cases numbered 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 12.

While the purulent discharge is abundant, the
dressing should be renewed twice during every
twenty-four hours."'

Regarding other treatment the author sums up
as follows

:

1. If anaesthesia of the cornea exists, or it is

infiltrating, and cspce-ially if the pupil will not
yield to the influence of atropia, Hancock's ope-
ration of division of the " ciliary ring'' is indi-

cated, care being taken to divide all its fibres from
the insertion of the iris to its posterior limit.

2. Application of a solution of bromide of am-
monium (-10 'to 00 grs. to f.'^}.2)7(re glycerine) or

nitrate of silver to conj um tiva : the former to all

parts of the conjunctiva, and the latter to that

covering the cartilage of tlie lids only.

3. Scarification of the lids and deep incisions

into the chemosis, if re<juired, removing the

blood with tepid water so long as it continues to

flow.

4. Atropia in solution (iv. grs. to f.^j.) sufEcient

to dilate the pupil.

5. ^\pplication of firm, hard, continued pres-

sure, as soon as practica])le, and continued to the

close of the acute synjptoms.

6. Kemove the dressings twice during every

twinty-four hours until the purulent discharge

ceases.

7. Two applications daily of bromide of potas-

sium, or one of nitrate of silver, will be found
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sufficient. Atropia may be used twice daily or

oftener, but care should be taken not to continue

its employment beyond producing and maintain-

ing moderate dilatation of the pupil.

8. A constitutional treatment adapted to the

condition of the patient.

Extra-uterine Pregnancy.

At a recent meeting of the Obstetrical Society,

of London, [British Medical Journal,) Dr. J.

Brantox Hicks related a case of estra-uterine

fcetation, in which he had detected a foetus alive

in the recto-vaginal pouch of the peritoneum.

Considering its advance to maturity in that posi-

tion highly dangerous throughout its development

and after, he endeavored to arrest its growth by
powerful galvanic currents. This was repeated
without effect. It was then determined to pass a
trocar into the foetus, which was done per vaginam,
readily without any bleeding. The foetal move-
ments ceased next day; but vomiting, partly from
the chloroform given, continued very violent till

about the fifth day, when sudden collapse super-

vening, the patient died on the sixth day after

the operation. The post mortem examination
showed that hgemorrhage was the immediate
cause of death, owing to slight separation of the

upper part of placental attachment to the exterior

of the uterus, but none whatever occurred at the

seat of puncture. The examination also showed
a curious fact; namely, that the cyst in which
the foe-us originally was formed, had ruptured,

and that the ovum entire had escaped into the

recto-vaginal pouch, the placenta being attached
to the back of the uterus. On opening the origi-

nal cyst from above, the ovular membranes were
seen through the rupture in the cyst.

Chronic Inversion of tlie Uterus ;—Removal of
the Organ.

In the Reports of the London Obstetrical So-

ciety, as published in the British Medical JoinTtal,

W8 find a case related by Dr. Marion Sims. The
case was one of chronic inversion of the uterus.

Manual reduction had been attempted without
success, and as the haemorrhage from which the

patient suffered was so excessive as to threaten a

fatal result,* he determined to remove the organ.

It was attempted first by ligature ; but as this

gave rise to severe symptoms, pain and depression,

it was decided to remove it with the ecraseur.

Severe bleeding ensued from the broad ligament,
which was controlled by ligature, and the line of

section united by silver sutures. The patient re-

covered rapidly.

Means of averting Death from Chloroform.

A plan for reviving those who are sinking from
the administration of chloroform has been prac-

tised by Dr. Bullae, of Southampton. It con-

sists in the assisrants at the operation striking

the patient with the flat hand in the most vigor-

ous and rapid way on all exposed parts of the

skin, (trunk, legs, arms, face,) and to continue
this until the pulse and breathing return. In

one case five to ten minutes elapsed before the

heart acted, and not until both legs were blue

with ecchymosis.
The immediate local effects in filling the parts

of the skin which were struck, and around them,
with red blood, whilst the heart and breathing
had ceased, shows that this plan is a stimulus of

the reflex nervous function of a very vigorous

kind, which can be immediately applied to the

cutaneous ends of the nerves over a large surface,

without any apparatus, and with the greatest

ease.

—

Med. Times and Gaz.—Amer. Jour. Med.
Sciences.

Poisoning by the "Vine-Disease Fungus.

It is stated that in France cases have occurred

in which inoculation with oidium tuckeri, or the

fungus which causes the vine- disease, has proved

fatal to human beings. Wounds made accident-

ally with the instrument used for cutting off the

diseased vine-shoots, have presented, according

to Dr. CoLLix, marked evidences of poisoning.

In some cases the persons thus wounded have
died in from twenty to twenty-five days, notwith-

standing the most energetic treatment. Messrs.

Desmartes and Banche, of Vitrany, have also

concluded, from their experience, that deleterious

effects are produced by the oidium, but they seem
rather disposed to establish a coincidence between
the epidemic development of the oidium and a

greater frequency of certain forms of inflamma-

tion of mucous membranes. The subject has

been submitted to the consideration of the Acad-
emy of Medicine of Paris.— Quarterly Journal of
Science—Brit. Med. Journal.

Ethnological Observations among Indian
Mounds.

Acting Surgeon McGowan has just returned

from the Great Council lately held in the Indian

Territory, whither he was sent by Secretary

Harlan, having been detailed by the Secretary of

War, at the request of the American Geographi-

cal Statistical Society, to make certain ethnological

observations. On his way back he visited, at the

request of the American Ethnological Society, the

Indian mounds, at Newark, Ohio, to make in-

quiries concerning the alleged disinterment of

effigies bearing Hebrew inscriptions. Without
committing himself fully on the subject, he re-

ports that the evidence is strong as to the genu-

ineness or authenticity of the effigies which were
discovered several years ago, and that one of

them appears to be of Chinese workmanship,
while there is slight room for doubt as to those

which have just been disinterred. The question

of their antiquity requires further investigation.

The mounds at Coshocton, Ohio, which contain

bones, and which have been described as belong-

ing to ^an extinct race of Indians, prove to be

merely \he burial grounds of Moravian mission-

aries, who resided there about a century ago. At
Newark there have recently been discovered

traces of an extensive system of drainage, evi-

dently of the period of the Mound Indians, and
indicating larger population and higher civiliza-

tion than antiquaries have hitherto supposed.
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OFENLARGEMENT AND INCREASE
PRICE.

The pressure of literary material ou our columns
makes it necessary to annouuce an increase of the

size of the Medical and Surgical Reporter. This

increase, togetlior with an improved external appear-

ance, will iai;o phue I'rom llie first of January next;

from which time the s\ibscription price will be Five

Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscrij^tion rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal sujDport justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on
the literary department, or perhaps do both.

^^All advance payments made prior to January \st,

1866, will he credited at the present rate of %i per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

ANNOUNCEMENT of THE FOURTEENTH
VOLUME.

The FouRTEEXTH volume of the Medical and
Surgical Reporter begins with the first issue of
January, 18GG, and we take pleasure in announc-
ing that we have effected arrangements that will

place it on a better footing in a literary point of
view than ever before. These arrangements in-

clude some new features, among which are the
following :

—

A Resident Editor for New York City,

who will attend to all matters of general interest
to the profession that emanate from that impor-
tant medical centre. Full and intelligent reports
of the transactions of the two chief medical Socie-
ties of New York, viz., the Academy of Medicine,
and the Pathological Society, will appear regu-
larly in our columns. The discussions before
these societies are participated in by the principal
Physicians and Surgeons of that cit}^ and em-
brace every variety of sul))cct interesting to medi-
cal men. Our columns wmII also be supplied with
selections from some of the best clinics held in

New York. All medical matters of interest arising
in that field, will be independently and freely
commented on. This arrangement will give New-
York and its medical interests a full representa-
tion in our columns.

In this city, our editorial arranjiements include
a chief editor, who devotes himself to the

General Editorial Management
of the work, and to medical matters in this cen-
tre of medical education and publication. We
have also engaged the services of one of the
most erudite scholars in the ranks of the medical
profession to take the special charge of the

Review Department of the Reporter.

New works of importance will l)e fairly and
independently reviewed at moderate length, but a

large part of the issues of the press will be noticed
in a series of articles in the form of Familiar
Kotcs on BoolxS^ or talks about books, that will, as

best adapted to our columns, give, in a brief,

comprehensive, and attractive form, a general
idea of the merits of a work, and its adapted-
ness to meet the wants of the practitioner of
medicine.

Our arrangements in this city also include

reports of the Discussions before the FhiladeJphia

County Medical Society, and choice selections

from the clinical teaclnmjs in our various hospi-

tals. We also receive select clinical reports from
the best sources in Baltimore.

In addition to this, we are publishing many
communications of value on Military Medicine

and Surgery, and expect soon to commence the

publication of a series of articles on the Medical
and Surgical experiences of the United States

Kai'y in the late war.
It will thus be seen that our arrangements are

adapted to give to the Reporter a cosmopolitan
character. We intend it to be in all respects

iirepresentatii-e journal of American Medicine and
Surgery, and shall spare no pains to make it a
credit to our country. The past course of the

Reporter has secured for it the largest circula-

tion ever attained by a medical journal in this

country, and the present indications are deci-

dedly favorable to an immediate and very large

addition to its circulation. This has encouraged
us to take the steps announced above toward per-

fecting our editorial organization, and if these

arrangements are received with the favor we an-

ticipate, we shall in due time be enabled to do
still more to add to the value of the Reporter.

In view of what has alread}^ been accomplished
by the Reporter, and of the announcement made
above, we unhesitatingly appeal to our readers to

exert themselves to extend its circulation, be-

lieving that in thus doing they will be subserv-

ing the best interests of the profession.

CHOLERA-CONTAGION—QUARANTINE.
It is one thing to deny the contagious nature

of Asiatic cholera, as the term contagion is gen-

erally accepted, and quite another to base upon

such denial a claim of the total uselessness, and

to advocate the entire abolition of Quarantine

measures.

Although during the prevalence of the disease,

as an epidemic tliis year, in the East, there have

been made obsci-vations by very competent men,

wliich tend to show very plausibly, that cholera

may be accompanied by a contagious element,

the experience derived from the stud}'^ of the his-

tory of former epidemics, warrants us in still

adhering to the long-formed opinion that the

disease cannot be considered as contagions, in the

strictly iecJuiical meaning of the term. Even Dr.

MiiELiG, of Constantinople, who is the latest

cham))ion of the doctrine of contagion, appears

to limit the extent of the poison of contagion,

evolved from the bodies of cholera patients, to
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the choleraic excretions, and with this limitation

his comparison of cholera, as a contagious dis-

ease, to small-pox, becomes, to say the least,

somewhat lame. He says that while in variola

the contagion is furnished by the skin, in cholera

the excretions, especially the dejections, propa-

gate the choleraic infection.

Now, there are three well defined classes of

epidemic disease. In one the disease is caused by
general morbific influences, and spreads as far as

those influences operate, without generating in

the bodies of those attacked, a peculiar poison by
which the disease is propagated. This class

embraces malarious fevers. The second class,

springing ftom somewhat similar causes, but de-

veloping, in its course, in the body of the patient

a poison which proves more or less contagious,

—

but the poison of contagion still playing a secon-

dary role—the class of petechial or typTi-fevers.

Thirdly, epidemic diseases which depend en-

tirely iipon a contagious poison, small-pox being

the type of this class.

It is evident that our present knowledge of

cholera does not warrant us in classing it under

any of these three well-defined forms of epidemic

occurrences. The poison of cholera, whatever

its nature, is not so certainly and widely com-

municable as that of small-pox; and there is in

the whole history of the two diseases, their origin,

spread, course, symptomatology, not one really

tenable point of analogy. The poison of small-

pox will produce small-pox, when a person is

exposed to it, under all circumstances, while, if

communicable at all, that of cholera seems to

manifest itself accidentally, and always dependent

upon a favorable condition of its peculiar atmos-

pheric and terrestrial factors, and seems to be

limited to the ejections and dejections of the

patient.

Nor can cholera be put among the epidemics of

the other two classes. The origin of malarial

epidemics, and the causes of those of the pete-

chial or typh class, are perfectly well understood

;

and their history presents sufficient marks of dis-

tinction from epidemics of cholera. Until we
know more about the real causes of cholera, then

it is best to consider it as sui generis, and this

will but tend to renewed study and endeavors to

elucidate more positively its nature.

Dr. Snow, one of the ablest Sanitarians of the

United States, and Health Officer of the city of

Providence, R. I., has written a letter, which is

published in the Providence Daily Journal, in

which he answers at length, and in the most

decided negative, the question, "Is Asiatic Chol-

era contagious?" The paper is written for the

people—not for physicians,—and as far as Dr.

Snow combats the error of specific, personal,

unavoidable contagion, and disabuses the public

mind of unnecessary jear and alarm, we entirely

agree with him.

But Dr. Snow touches a point which involves

more than the mere question of personal conta-

gion

—

tlie question of aholisJiing quarantine,—and

here it is that with all due respect, and the high-

est appreciation of the author's services as a sani-

tarian, we must differ from his conclusions. He
says:

"Again, the whole question of quarantines for

cholera depends almost wholly upon the fact

whether it is contagious or not. If the cholera

is contagious, quarantines are useful to prevent

it, and should be rigidly enforced ; if the cholera

is an epidemic, and not a contagious disease, as

nine tenths of those who have investigated its

causes believe, then quarantines for its prevention

are useless, and if useless, they are certainly in-

human and a disgrace to civilization. We might
add that if the disease is contagious, as the ad-

vocates of quarantine profess to believe, it is cer-

tainly a strange policy in civilized countries, to

confine well persons for weeks within the narrow
limits of a vessel, in almost constant contact with
the sick.''

Now, while we admit that it has not been shown

that cholera developes in the body of the patient

a certain specific poison which, hy itself when
coming in contact with other persons, and re-

gardless of all other extraneous circumstances, is

sufficiently powerful "to propagate the disease,

we cannot entirely discard the opinion enter-

tained by many eminent men, and apparently

founded upon well-observed facts, that there is a

high probability that, under favorable circum-

stances, when it finds a population well pre-

pared by neglect of proper sanitary rules, by

dirty habits, intemperance, filthy streets, noxious

sewers, corrupt emanations^ inadequate ventila-

tion, foul water, bad food, and in a season when
the peculiar conditions of air and soil, which

precede or accompany its course, have been in

existence, cholera may then be engrafted upon

and spread among a community thus prepared,

by the introduction of patients already suffering

from the disease. If such is the case, if there be

a probability, and hut a probability, that by re-

stricting the immediate intercourse of cholera

patients, arriving in our ports, with the popula-

tion of our cities, which present all the condi-

tions favorable to the outbreak of any epidemic,

we can prevent, retard, or diminish the chances

of an epidemic, then we say this probability is

sufficient to warrant the adoption or retention of

such measures of quarantine as will restrict such

intercourse. However strongly we may be wedded
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to the belief that cholera is not spec-ificalhj conta-

gious, until it is positively proven that it cannot

acoidentally become contagious under favorable

conditions, the interests of our densely inhabited

cities on the seaboard, the immense interests of a

nation of thirty millions, more active in mechan-

ical, industrial, and commercial pursuits than

any nation on the globe, the interests of every

man, woman, and child, demand that the benefit

of the doubt be thrown in favor of thisprobahil ity
^

and that the temporary comfort of comparatively

a few be sacrificed to the probability of prevent-

ing the death of many, and the desolation caused

by a general and national epidemic.

Those views are, we believe, held generally by
the profession, and are the results of that wise

caution which should characterize all our pro-

ceedings and efi'orts in shaping public opinion

and public measures. We have no right to de-

nounce quarantine and to advocate its abolition,

unless we take the whole responsibility on our

own shoulders, unless we can demonstrate not

only that cholera is not specifically contagious,

but that the indiscriminate introduction of and

intercourse with cholera patients and those who
have been long among them can never, under any

circumstances, cause or facilitate the outbreak of

an epidemic in a population, in which all other

factors of the disease, of whatever nature, may
be present, and may have been mysteriously ope-

rative. Are we willing to assume this broad re-

sponsibility ? Do the facts positively known in

the present state of our knowledge, regarding

cholera, prove, beyond doubt, that such is not and

can never be the case ?

At a recent meeting of the Suffolk (Boston)

District Medical Society, Dr. J. B. S. Jackson

ofifered the following resolution, which was

adopted

:

" Resolved, That, in the opinion of this Society,

cliolera is not contagious. That the safety of the

community, however, depends in a great meas-
ure on the regularity of the habits and cleanli-

ness of the dwellings of its inhabitants ; and, as

in former epidemics, the disease has prevailed in

those localities which were the most crowded
and filthy, the propriety of iminodiatc attention

to such localities should be strongly urged upon
the City Government."

In its editorial comments, the Jjoston Medical

and SurfJical Journal, this resolution should

be wrongly interpreted, speaks as follows:

"We do not understand that the al>ovc resolu-

tion touches the fiuestion of the expediency of
quarantine excluHit>n cjf cholera cases from our
city. It stands as tlie formal exprosHion by the
members of the Suffolk histrict Medical Society,

of their agreement in opinion with the highest
authorities of the medical profession on the (ques-

tion of contagion. We have been most emphat-
ically assured by gentlemen who voted for this

resolution, that they by no means intended thus
to imply that they regarded quarantine regula-

tions as useless. On the contrary, unless we are
misinformed, the feeling of many, if not the ma-
jority of those present, was decidedly in favor of

quarantine. In this, we feel that they and the

municipal authorities are supported by all that is

known of the present epidemic.^'

One last consideration. Quarantine may be

neither inhumane, nor a disgrace to civilization,

as intimated by Dr. Sxow, any more than our

present hospitals for the Insane are such, though

there was a time when they were. On the con-

trary, a wise policy in the detention by quaran-

tine of passengers, both sick and well, of vessels

suspected of carrying the germ of disease, under

the peculiar circumstances of an immense immi-

gration from Europe, which promises to exceed

all previous experience, will, if administered in

a liberal spirit, prove a blessing to those who
are subjected to it, as well as to the communities

amongst which they will be eventually dispersed.

During the coming year, probably not less than

a quarter of a million of people will seek refuge

from the political oppression and social rotten-

ness of Europe on the shores of the Great Repub-

lic of the United States. The great masses of

these people will come, after a longer or shorter

stay in filthy, illy-ventilated, overcrowded emi-

grant-hotels of European ports, in overcrowded

vessels, with the discomforts, the hygienic disad-

vantages of protracted and often stormy voyages,

to be thrown into overcrowded cities, into filthy,

overcrowded, illy-ventilated emigrant-hotels of

our i^orts, among strange scenes, strange men,

and, to them, a whirl of strange life. Is it inJiu-

mane on the part of municipal authorities to take

them in charge, and even if it cannot be done ex-

cept by the detention of a few days, to separate

completely the sick from the well, to care pro-

perly and liberally for the -former, and to place

the latter in the best possible hygienic condition,

by thorough enforcement of cleanliness, ventila-

tion, and by a few days rest and quiet prepara-

tion, to land on our shores, without carrying the

danger of disease to themselves and to the com-

munities which receive them? Is it a disgrace to

humanity to do this? Must the foul stench, the

reeking filth of an emigrant-ship be unloaded

before our very noses, and her living freight be

" dumped out," as it were, into our streets for

the sake of gaining a few days?

Far from being inhumane and a disgrace, we

would say that the establishment of proper qua*

rantine, and the detention of all passenger ves-

sels carrying large numbers of immigrants, for
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the purpose of placing them in a proper sanitary

condition, are measures which have their founda-

tion not only in the right of municipal authorities

to protect their communities, but which it seems

to us the imperative duty of the national govern-

ment to enforce by congressional enactments and

executive administration. We have just emerged

from a terrible war. We want laboring force

North, South, East, and West. We will in a few

years count our foreign immigration by the mil-

lion probably, and no mistaken practice of hu-

manity, or to express it more forcibly perhaps,

of free-trade and free-intercourse, will recom-

pense for the risks we may run, the dangers we

thereby invite, and the jeopardy in which we

place the population of our large centres of com-

mercial intercourse. If anything is wanted at

this time, it is not the abandoning of quarantine,

but its extension, so as to embrace a liberal and

thorough taking care of the interests of the immi-

grant, and the widest facilities to promote them.

If, as is the case in the port of New York, a pe-

culiar State pride of a neighboring State is in

the way of granting these facilities, let a wise

statesmanship try to overcome the pride and pre-

judices which blindly oppose the interests not

only of that State itself, but of the nation.

Let us have quarantine ; for we sincerely be-

lieve that we speak for the profession, when we

say, that it is not yet ready to assume the respon-

sibility for all the possible consequences of its

abolition.

Notes and Comments.

Subscribers are reminded that payments

are credited at the rate of $4 a year if mai ed

before the first of January. After that time

they luill he credited at tlie increased rate of $5.

Medical Classes in this City.

As we anticipated, both the medical colleges

of this city have larger classes than they had

last session, though there are very few students

this winter from the South. The University, we
learn, has about five hundred, and the Jeflferson

College about four hundred matriculants.

Martin Bossange.

Many of our readers are doubtless familiar

with the name of the firm "Bossange, Fils," of

Paris, booksellers and medical book publishers.

Martin Bossange loas the oldest bookseller in

Europe. He died on the 24th of October, having

attained within a few months the advanced age

of one hundred years. He had the full posses-

sion of his faculties almost to the last moment of

his life. The present Emperor, Napoleon III.,

conferred on him, in August last, the order of

the Legion d'Honneur, which was promised him
by Napoleon I. in 1813, as a reward for his great

abilities as a bookseller of the time of the first

Empire.

Dr. RiCHET has just been appointed to the chair

of Surgery at the School of Medicine of Paris,

made vacant by the death of Prof. Malgaigne.

Wew Medical Journals.

A new medical journal, to be published once in

two weeks, is to be started in New York with

the incoming year. We have not learned the

name. Dr. Geo. E. Shradt is to be the editor.

Wm. Wood & Co., the medical book publishers,

are the proprietors. It will have a fine field to

work in, and, as we understand that it will be

conducted on liberal financial principles, it ought

to succeed well.

Dr. Frank A. Ramsey issues the prospectus of

" The Medical and Surgical Monthly,^' to be pub-

lished in Memphis, Tenn. A well conducted

medical journal should, and, we think, would be

well supported in Tennessee, and we v^ish Dr.

Ramsey eminent success in making a good jour-

nal, for that will be the measure by which suc-

cess will or will not be attained.

News and Miscellany.

Pension Examining Surgeons.

The following are recent appointments :

Vermont—Dr. Wm. S. Hopkins, Yergennes.

Connecticut—Dr. Wm. II. Trowbridge, Stam-
ford.

Neio YorJc—Drs. Benjamin Norton, Belmont

;

J. H. Ripley, Massena; Alonzo CnuRcniLL,
Utica •, T. M. Flandreau, Rome.

Kentuchj—Drs. H. Rodman, Frankford ; Levi
E. Goslee, New Castle.

Tennessee—Dr. Lorenzo D. IIogle, Dover.

Promotion.

Dr. Edward W. Breneman, U. S. A., of Lieu-

ten ant-General Gdant's staff, has recently re-

ceived the promotion to a brevet major in the

regular army. Dr. Breneman entered the army
in 1861, and most of his service has been in the

field with the Army of the Potomac. During

the winter of '02, "03, he was stationed at the

Satterlce Hospital in this city.

Dr. Barth, the African traveller, is dead.
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Specialties in Medicine.

The folL.nying is an extract from Professor

Brainard's late address before the American

Dental Association.

No^, the principle that I wish particularly to

assert here, is this, that the medical profession, in

order to be most usefal, in order to acquire its

due iniSaence over the community, in order to

perfect its knowledge of the nature and treat-

ment of diseases, must adopt a special course of

study; each individual member embracing that

course which he judges on the whole to be best

adapted to his faculties, and leaving out, to a

certain extent, otbers for which he has no quali-

fications. I advocate special studies and special

practice; and, although the words have been

somewhat discredited, I advocate "specialties^'

and "specialists."

Now, I undertake to say, that the very great

opposition which tiiis doctrine has met in the

professi'iin, is not founded upon reason or justified

by the experience of the profession. It is an
opposition which is working to the disadvantage

of the profession as well as the public, and to

the manifest disadvantage of a very great number
of the individual members of the profession; and
therefore I wish to insist a little upon the point.

What are the natural divisions of the science

and practice of medicine? Is there no natural

division? I hardly think that any one would be

60 bold as to assert there are, and ought to be, no

no natural divisions. For a long time, when the

science of medicine was in a very rude and im-

perfect state, the members of that profession did

study and practice all its branches; and in the

older works on surgery, pharmacy and chemistry

were as much treated of as the operations of sur-

gery. Still, evt3n at that time, there was the

commencement of division, and the first was into

pharmacy, surgery, and obstetrics. The next

division which came was into medicine and sur-

gery, surgery being, as I have sttited, the me-

chanical application in the manner already indi-

cated. At a later period, there commenced to be

apparent the distinction between the obstetrical

department of the profession, and separation be-

tween pharmacy and medicine was accomplished

entirely. By degrees the distinction between
obstetricians and medical practitioners came to

be recognized in particular localities, in large

cities especially, to a very consideraV)le extent;

80 that medicine, toward the middle of the last

century, might be said to be divided into phar-

macy, medical practice, properly so called, sur-

gery, and ol>stetrical practice ; whilst yet it re-

mained true in regard to the greater portion of

the civilized world—the cotintry in general, in

Amr-rica, as well as in Europe—that the larger

nuniber of practitioners continued to practice all

its branches, to collect and prepare their own
medicines, to practice pharmacy, surgery and
obstetricH. And at the present day, this is the

case with a very large [tart of the profession

throughout the civilized world.

Xow, it is manifest, all experience and reason

hIiow, that men who yiractice medicine in this

Wii}', pr.ic.tice it only in a rude and irnijcrfcct

manner ; that tbey neither understand pharmacy,

nor medicine, nor obstetrics ; that, from the

nature of things, they are incapable of acquiring
skill in any one of those branches; that it is ab-

solutely necessary, in order that there should be
any progress in regard to the science or practice

of medicine, that some of these should be ex-

cluded, and others proceeded with e?pecially, by
each individual member of the profession.

Let us examine the question for a moment.
The dentists, as a body, have, according to my
own knowledge and observation, perfected the

mechanical means of performing operations be-

yond what has been done in any other branch of

the profession. They are better mechanics than
the surgeons, and their instruments for accom-
plishing the difi'erent objects which tbey have in

view are more numerous and better suited to

their purpose than are the instruments of sur-

geons. Now this is essential to the proper per-

formance of dental operations. And how has
this happened? It has been simply that there

have been dentists, as a class, who have devoted
their attention to that purpose; and we, as sur-

geons, never could have invented or perfected

these instruments, and consequently could never
have perfected dentistry. And that division of

labor is a thing which, at the present day, is

manifestly necessary, and which no one now dis-

putes.

In regard to surgical instruments, there are

two departments in which they have been sin-

gularly perfected. The one is in regard to those

instruments which are used for crushing urinary
calculi, which are the most admirably adapted to

their purpose. How did that come about? Three
men of genius at the same time happened to de-

vote their whole attention to that thing, the

crushing of stone, and they especially perfected

those instruments. And without that perfection

of these instruments, the crushing of urinary cal-

culi must have remained for ever, as it had up to

that time, a mere phantom, floating in the mind,
without any practical application whatever. There-
fore it was necessary in this particular that there

should be special suidies. The other branch in

which I consider the mechanical means to be
wonderfully perfected, is that regarding instru-

ments for opera^^ions upon the eje. These in-

struments have been brought to such a degree of

perfection, of delicacy and. accuracy, that they
are capable of accomplishing things almost incon-

ceivable, and accomplishing them regularly, con-

stantly, and without difiiculty or danger. Now,
how has this happened? It has happened in the

same way; there have been a class of men who
have devoted their attention to that subject ex-

clusively, have thought of nothing else, have
worked at nothing else but the perfection of

means for the accomplishment of that which they

saw before them to be done. But when you come
to other things that have not been made special-

ties, the condition of our science is singularly

rude and imperfect. There is nothing in our
science at the present day which has tlie slightest

claim to be a respectable apparatus for the treat-

ment of fractures. J*articular individuals, by the

attention which they have paid to it, and by an
excess of superior mechanical talent or ingenuity,

have been able to accomplish, with the instru-
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ments which they use, a considerable degree of

success! ; but there is no instrument for any given
fracture that can be mentioned, that can be taken
by a person of ordinary good education of the

profession, and put upon the member in such a
manner as to accomplish any perfect result. The
greater number of instruments which are used in

the profession, for fractures of the leg, and called,
" fracture boxes," are not anything better than
dry goods boxes, and simply serve to accomplish
the result of concealing from the surgeon the

position in which a limb may happen to lie

What is the reason of that? The reason is, that

there never has been as yet any instance that a
man devoted himself to fractures as a specialty,

and nothing else, and this is the one branch in

which a specialty is most needed. They are the

species of accident which are the most frequent,

and which disable a man more than any other,

and entail untold miseries upon him if unskil-

fully treated ; but the instruments for the accom-
plishment of this purpose never will be reduced
to any great perfection, until it shall be known
that the devoting of time and talents to one sub-

ject leads to honor, and not to being partially

thrown out of the profession.

If I should be unfortunate enough to meet with

a fracture of the jaw, the first thing I should do
would be not to send for a surgeon at all. I

should send for a dentist. They have directed

their attention to the mechanical means and
apparatus necessary for holding the jaws in their

place, to such an extent, that they are better

qualified to make them than surgeons are, as a

general thing, and, perhaps I might say, more
than any surgeons are.

I might go on and point out to you that with

regard to no one thing about them are the instru-

ments used by surgeons the best adapted to their

purposes.

We are disputing, at the present day, all over

the world, what kind of sutures are the best to

use. A great mnny of our instruments for the

purpose of ligatiug arteries and performing simi-

lar operations, are singularly rude and imperfect,

and their imperfection is only remedied by the

skiiful use of the fingers of the surgeon.

How is this to be remedied? It is to be reme-
died, gentlemen, by special study; by the pro-

fession changing its views upon that subject, and
saying to the young men, when they are entering

the profession, and when they are about to leave

the schools, that it is better for them to devote

themselves to some particular branch of the pro-

fession, and try to understand it.

Pauper Population of England.

The pauper population of England and Wales,

writes the correspondent of the N. Y. Times, to

say nothing of Scotland and Ireland, is at this

time of wonderful prosperity ; close upon a mil-

lion—larger than the entire population of twenty-

one of the States of the American Union at the

last census, and ab-^ut equal to the populations

of such States as Massachusetts or Missouri.

Imagine, if you can, one million of paupers. Of
these, nearly forty thousand are insane—an in-

sane population as large as New Haven or Troy,

with idiots enough to people Newport, New Lon-
don, or Iloboken. Not that these pretty towns
would hold ail the idiots. These are only the
pauper idiots who are supported by the rates.

There is a higher class living on taxes, rents,

tythes, and so on, that would swell the number
beyond my present means of computation.

With the million of actual paupers you may
class two millions more who are on the verge oC
pauperism, and suffering more or less from aesti-

tution, keeping up a sad and sorry fight for dear
life, which ends as such struggles must. Yt'^hen

I look at the ignorance, vice, and misery, through-
out these poverty-stricken millions, I cannot help
thinking that England wants something more
effectual in the way of reform than suffrage ex-

tension to six-pound householders. In my hum-
ble opinion, what England wants is a govern-
ment.

Clay and Glycerine for Modelling.

We read in Cosmos that a mixture of clay and

glycerine, which keeps its plasticity for any
length of time at all temperatures, has been

found very useful by modellers. The clay must be

well dried before it is mixed with the glycerine.

It is said that the mixture can be used in place

of wax for the most delicate work.

Dr. Geo. W. Marsters, of Waltham, Mass.,

late Ass't Surgeon, U. S. Navy, has been ap-

pointed Assistant Surgeon to the Massachusetts

State Almshouse at Tewksbury.

A Substitute for Lint.

A surgeon in the Vosges recommends the use
of an aqueous plant, conferva bnlbosa, in place
of lint, to which he declares it to be much supe-
rior. Dr. JoEERT DE Lamballe recently tried it

in the hospitals, by order of the Emperor, and
reports very favorably of it. He says that it may
be advantageously employed instead of common
lint, and it would be better still, if it could be de-
prived of the putrescent substances it contains.—Bi it. Med. Jour.

Buddhaism and tlie Microscope.

While the great Prussian microscopist, Ehren-
BERG, was travelling through India, he fell into
a conversation with a Brahmin, whose religious
faith forbade him taking life of any kind, or eat-
ing of that which had ever possessed life. Eiirex-
BERG wishing to demonstrate to the Brahmin the
absurdity of his belief, exhibited by the micros-
cope the world of animalcule life contained in a
single drop of water.

'•xUas!" said the poor Brahmin, in despair,
" you have destroyed my happiness and my life

also; for I see now that 1 shall never be able to
drink, and must perish of thirst."

^
Ehrexberg answered him by showing that a

single drop of rum poured into a tumbler of water,
caused all the animalcula) to precipitate them-
selves to the bottom of the glass. I trust this
solution of his perplexity did not lead the Brahmin
into habits of intemperance.

*
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MAKRIED.

Blakt:—AIasox.—In Broolcivn, Dec. 13, by the Kev. Dr. Kim-
ball, Claror.ce A. Blake and Elizabeth D., daughter of Dr. Theo-
dore L. .M;'oon.

BoRDHX—Graves.—In New York, on Thursday, Dec. 14, by
Rev. J. .Millard, John G. Borden and Ella L., daughter of Dr.

L. Graves.
Cropper—CoKWix.—Pec. Tth, at the, residence of the bride's

father, in Lebanon. Ohio, by tlie Bev. Dr. Leonard, Dr. Charles,
Cropper, of Cincinnati, and Miss Carrie, youngest daughter of

the lion. Thomas Corwiu.
Ear I.

—

Carpexter.—In New York, Frank 0. Earl, M. D., and
Miss Sarah Carpenter.

Fii Li — .^i ;n:ip r — li(>c. 14. at Grace Church, N. Y., by Rev. Dr.
Tavlor. ^V.lli,Mn 11. Field and ihnilv Southgate, daughter of the
late Pr. .1. S, l,urMU. vU of v-w York.

II; "- - - '
'

1'
I i. :k\. Nov. 25th, N. A. Hersom,

M. P.. '1 i \'ol.- .. of Farmington, N. H., and
Miss .i

, . . rin^valc, Me.
,ToiiN-T W'lxwiioii.—Dec. 6th, by the Rev. Wm. H.Harri-

son, I). P.. '>[y. Ji'mes M. Johnston, of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Miss
Alice W. Wiuwood, daughter of the late Dr. Wiuwood, of Spring-
field. Ohio.
Marbocrg—Gilbert.—At the residence of S. S. Forney, Esq.,

Getty.*bnrg, Pa., Nov. 2:M, by Rev. W. R. H. Deatrick, M. Mar-
bourg;. D., of Wilton. Iowa, and Jessie E. Gilbert, of the for-

mer place.

Thomas—Williams.—In Boston, Nov. 30th, Alexander Thom-
as, M. D., and Miss Margaret Williams.

DIED.

BrCKiXGHAM.—At Springfield, Ohio, Nov. 29th, Mrs. Mary M.
Buckingham, wife of Dr. E. M. Buckingham, in her 36th year.

IIuxTixGTox.—In Lowell, Mass., Dec. 13, after a few days' ill-

ness. Dr. Eli^ha Huntington, ast. 69. Dr. H. was at one time
Lieutenant-Governor of the State, and has been many times

Mayor of Lowell

.

J VRYis.—In New York, Dec. 8, Kate M. Jarvis, daughter of

the late Aaron Jarvis, M. D., and Agnes Harrison Jarvis.

OBITUARY.

Dr. Heinricli Barth.

The foreign mails by the Java announced the death, in Af-

rica, of Dr. IIeixbich Barth, the noted explorer. Barth was
born In Hamburg, in 1821, and after obtaining a good classi-

cal education, besran his career as a traveller by making a tour

through Italy and Sicily. From 1845 to 1847, he was engaged
in a journey in the north of Africa, visiting Algiers, Tunis, and
Tripoli, making short excur.sions into the interior, and continu-

ing his travels through Egypt, Sinai, Palestine, Asia Minor, and
Greece. In 1^49 he published an account of this interesting

and extended trip In this same year, Dr. Bartii started with

a scientific party whi' li \v,;- t M ined at Berlin for an explora-

tion of .\frica. Tin-
i

<-ty 1 tr Marseilles in December, I849,|land

returned in SejjtiM i' '
' h iviivj- travelled at least twelve

thousand miles, i ' :in travrls covered only two
thousand two hnn n'l Mi xco !»auk's but fifteen

hundred. In 1807, ;mm • " '
' is inii s "Travels in North and

Central Africa," a work which at once placed him in the front

rank of travellers, and secured his recognition as such, lie

wa.s engaged in another exploration at the time of .his death,

the particulars of which have not yet been received.

Kev. Dr. Ducachet.

On the l.^th inst.. Rev. II. W. Du(,v\nn:T, M. D., D. D., an emi-

nent Protestant Episcopal divine of this city, died suddenly of

apoplexy. Dr. Ducacuet was born in Charleston, S. C.. in the
year 17'.>7, and at the age of ten years came to IMiiIndcl)ihia,

and at the celebrated school at .Mount Airy received his early

education. At neventeen, he went to New York, and with Dr.

110.-ACK as his prcc<?plor, entcn^d upon the study of medicine,
and f»ur years later graduated with distinction. He subse-

quently contributed numerous papers to the Mcjhcal Rp.posilnry,

•v/TdUt a translation of the " Prognostics of Hippocrates," and
edited avfilume of lectures on " The Thcsory and Practice of

Medicine,'" delivered by his former preceptor, to whom he <ledi-

fat<id the work. At an early age, he detitrniined to study for

the miniKtry. and having, about the year 1S2.0, been jordained,

he axsuraed the charge of a i)»iriHh in Palem, MasHacliusetts,

a poHition he relinquished to take a similar one in Norfolk,
Vir«lnia. ()n Defcnibcr 1 1 , I '^•'U, Dr. DrcACiiET was instituted

rfctorof .St. St^!phen'H Churrh in this city, and continued to oc-

cupy that poHitlon. respected and beloved by all who knew
him. TO the time of hi" death. He was also the chaplain of the
l;iird Orphan AHylum,an instittition whirh owes its origin to

111.H untiring efforts. Less than ten weeks ago, his only child

and namesake, a surgeon in the army, died in Washington, and
that event is supposed to have had much to do with the sudden
death of the father.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPOnSTDElSTTS.
Dr. O. A. C,, Cochedon, T.—Byford on Diseases of Women,

sent by mail, Dec. loth.

Dr. T. P. McC, Fort' Wayne, JjkZ.—Skoda on Auscultation,
Slade on Diphtheria, " What to Observe," etc., sent by mail,
Dec. 15th.

Dr. D. L., Warsmo, Ohio.—Turnbull on Vision, Do. on Deaf-
ness, sent by mail, Dec. 15th.

Dr. G. A. M., Plainfidd, Conn.—Chambers' Renewal of Life,

sent by mail, Dec. 15th.

Dr-J. H., Peterslmrg, Ind.—Turnbull on Vision, Do. on Deaf-
ness, sent by mail, Dec. 16th.

Visiting Lists have been sent by mail to the following per-
sons : Drs. D. W.J., Kittery, Me.: W H. W, Mverstown, Pa.;
W. B. A., City; J. H. G,, New York ; L. C. B

,
Essex, Vt., ; G. F.

F., New Etrypt. N. J. ; J. W. M, Shippensville, Pa.; J. C. H.
Wheeling, ^iv. Va. ; H. L , New York; J. G. M., Six-mile Run,
N. J.: T. E. S., Baltimore, Md.; W. M. W., Reading, Pa.: M. R.
K., Gwynedd, Pa.; T. C. L., Middletown, Pa. ; P. R. W.. Seliu's
Grove, Pa., R. M. Tuckahoe, N.J.; F. A., McGregor, Iowa: H.
H., Pittsburgh, Pa.; J W. M. S., Columbus, xMiss.; G. W. J

,

Woonsocket, R. I. ; S. D. M. and J. M. R., Callensburg, Pa. ; A.
M. S., Shimersville, Pa.; J. E. C, Canton, Pa. ; L. S., Newark,
N. J. ; C. McC, and J. 0. S., Georgetown, D. C ; R. II. M., Hern-
don, Pa.: A. E.B., Mount Holly, N. J.: L. D. H., Citv; C. B.,

Holyoke. Mass; E. S., City; M. N., Whitemarsh,-Pa.; W. IL,
Trexlertown, Pa.: G. W. L., Clyde. 0.; W. G. ,

Stony Point, N.
Y.; B. R., Niles, Mich.; E. A. 0. Trenton, Ohio. S. L, Attle-

boro', Pa. ; C. J. F., Lima, Ohio; J. P. De B. and J. W.C., Evans-
ville, Ind.; R. R. B., Leverington, Pa.

Hand Boolis have been sent by mail to the following persons :

Drs. J. S. F., New Loudon, Pa. ; J. P. K., Panama, S. A. ; L. C.
B., Essex, Vt ; H. M. H., Augusta, Me.; W. P. McN., Shirleys-
burg, Pa.; F. S. K., Reedsville, Pa.; R. C H., Howell, Mich.: R.
C

,
Antistown, Pa.; D. C. G., Waterloo, Pa.: G. W., City; S. S.,

Brookline, Mass.; C. F. W. and E. H. B.. Pennsburg, Pa.; G. A.
M., Plainville, Conn.: S. A. U. and H. C. La F., Bedford, Ind.;
S. H. S., Unionville, Iowa: R. M. G., Stratford, Conn; A. F. P.,

Bucksport, Me. ; L. S. B., Pennington, N. J.

METEOROLOGY.

December 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.

Wind S. W. E. W. N. W. N. W. N. N.
Clear. Rain. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear. Clear.

Depth Rain 1 3-10

Thermometer.
26° G3^ 38° 25° 8° 5° 16°

At 8 A. M 32 50 47 35 18 13 25
At 12 M 42 55 47 38 22 24 30
At 3P.M 45 56 48 35 22 24 31

36.25 48.50 45. 33,25 17.50 16.50 25.50

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.2 30. 30.2 30.2 30.3 30.3 30.3

Gerniantown, Pa. . B. J. Leedom.

Medical Society of Wew Jersey.

The 100th Annual Meeting of the Medical Society of New
.Tersey will be held at New Brunswick, on the fourth Tuesday
(23d) of January, at 11 o'clock, P. M.

Delegates are requested to furnish the Recording Secretary
with tlieir credentials before that day, and be; prcjiarcd to pay
to the Treasurer the respective district assessments.
On Tuesday the regular bu.finoss of the Society will be at-

tended to, and on the next 'day, (Wednesday,) at 11 o'clock,

A. ^L, the appropriate execrises of the centennial celebration
Avill take })hice, viz.

Address by the President, Dr. Aii'M COLEs.
History of the Society by Dr. Wm. Pierson, Recording Secre-

tary.

Dinner, of which delegates from corresponding Societies and
invited guests will jiartake.

The remainder of the day will bo spent in social intercourse,

and listening to speeches at the table.

N. H. All regular members of District Societies are entitled to

attend the celebration without the authority of delegation.
William Pierson, Recording Secretary.

Dec. 16, 1865.
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Communications,

ON CHOLEBA.
Read before the Philadelphia County Iledical Society,

October 11th, ]865.

By Andrew Nebinger, M. D.

(Reported by Wm B. Atkinson, M.D., Recording Secretary.)

Cholera, epidemic cholera, the subject selected

by the Business Committee for this evening's

discussion, is perhaps, of all others, the most
important, if not the most interesting, to which
our attention could be invited, in view of its de-

structive prevalence abroad, and the probability

of the disease visiting our homes at no very re-

mote period.

As conservators of the public health, it is our

duty early to discuss this subject, coolly, temper-

ately, to sound the alarm, and to invite public
and private energies and resources to marshal
themselves and to make ready for the coming con-
flict, to prevent the spread of the disease, and its

devastation from being as vast as it will be, if the
necessary preventive or modifying hygienic meas-
ures, public and private, are not applied, and by
the study of the nature and treatment of this

formidable and malignant malady, to so qualify
ourselves as to enable us at the bedside to divest

it of much of its terror and malignancy.
Cholera, for the purpose of study, has been di-

vided into four stages. Indeed, it may be said

it divides itself into those stages. The iirst is the
incipient. Second, the stage which is princi-

pally marked by gastric and enteric disturbance,
accompanied with cramps or spasmodic action of

the muscles. Third, the collapse. Fourth, the
stage of reaction, or febrile stage, as it has been
called by Joseph Brown.

1st. The incipient stage. During the preva-
lence of epidemic cholera, and indeed for a short

period, say for two weeks, anterior to its out-

break, it has been remarked that nearly entire

communities have complained of a sense of lassi-

tude, an uncomfortable feeling in the bowels,
particularly about the umbilicus, with a disposi-

tion, on the part of the bowels, to be easily pro-

voked by slight causes to frequent movements.
This condition is followed by a diarrhoea, which
is accompanied with but little, if any pain, and
is only slightly exhausting. Those thus af-

fected will often move abroad, attend to their

business, and sometimes look upon this condition

with some favor, regarding the diarrhoea, partic-

ularly as it is unassociated with pain, as an ac-

tivity of the bowels which has been averted to re-

move some unhealthy condition, which, if not so

removed, would ultimately produce some serious

disturbance of the general health. This view of

the incipient diarrhoea of cholera I know, in 1849,

to have been entertained by many, some of whom
refused to use in good season remedies for its

arrest. The diarrhoea, for the first day or more,

is fecal and of a somewhat bilious character. The
discharges are rather small, and not very fre-

quent, especially if quietude or rest be observed.

The evacuations now alter, they are no longer

fecal, but become thin, watery, copious, and fre-

quent, attended with very slight pain, but ac-

companied with a feeling of prostration. These,

then, are the conditions of the first or incipient

stage of cholera, and which have been called by
some cholerine.

This is the important period for action—the

time for the effective use of remedial agents, the

period when the vast majority of those attacked

with cholera, by judicious treatment, may be
cured, and many of them prevented from reach-

ing the second and vastly more unmanageable,
as it is the more painful stage of the disease.

Unfortunately, in consequence of the incipient

or cholerine stage having associated with it but
little pain, and the sickness being regarded by
the sufferer as a slight attack of ordinary diar-

rhoea or looseness of the bowels, medical attend-

ance is often not invited, and if remedies are

used, they are domestic remedies for bowel com-
plaints, or some publicly puffed or privately re-

commended cholera mixture. The first stage

being fully developed, and the second stage

about to commence, although the sufferer may
not feel much, if any, alarm for his safety, or

even recognize his condition, his appearance has

become so changed, this change being marked by
a somewhat sunken condition of the eyes, pinched-

up features, and altered voice, that those about

him take alarm, which being expressed, he then,

for the first time, realizes the fact that he is being

tightly held as a victim of cholera.

It is of the utmost importance that the com-
munity should be instructed in regard to this

condition, that they may learn to regard it as

every well instructed physician regards it, as the

beginning of cholera, and not only as its begin-

ning, but the period, of all others, in the condi-

tion of the disease, when remedies may be ap-

plied and treatment pursued with the greatest

probability of success; that this, the golden op-

portunity for the arrest of the disorder, not un-

derstood or disregarded, the probal)ility of the

fatality of the attack will be increased many-fold,

with the surety of greatly increased suffering.
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The comQiunity, I repeat, should he instructed in

this matter, that they may un lerstaud the va^t

importance of an early application for judicious

medical interference, and this instruction must
be conveyed to them by medical gentlemen ver-

bally, or through the instrumentality of the secu-

lar press. I fear that there may be periods when
the profession is too reticent, and that the well

and properly cherished aversion to appear in the

secular press, or to have any f the proceedings

of its societies to meet rlie pultlic through such
channels, may be carried too far, and the public

be thus denied the vast benefits of instruction in

regard to the early commencement of treatment

of the disease, when it presents in an epidemic
form, and the means of prevention, which they

can only receive with faith and confidence from
the enlightened members of the medical profes-

sion. Asking forgiveness for this partial digres-

sion, I will return to the consideration of our
subject.

The incipient stage of the disease being passed,

the patient enters upon the second stage. This

is marked by diarrlicea. the discharges Ijeing fre-

quent, serous, of slight odor, and of color closely

resembling rice water, and hence have been
called "'rice water discharges"'—these discharges

have floating in them Avhite flocculi. The evac-

uations are frequently very large, amounting
to a pint and more for several successive motions,

and are thrown off, as a general thing, with great

force, and are but seldom preceJc ! by, or accom-
panied with, or followed by acute pain. Each
discharge exhausts the patient in a marked de-

gree, and produces decided change in the expres-

sion of the face and reduction of the pulse. After
the serous diarrhoea has continued for a few
hours, vomiting sets in, sometimes the diarrhoea

and vomiting occur at the same time. The first

matter ejected from the stomach, if the patient

had not taken food for a few hours previous, is a

thin glairy mucus, mixed with a watery fluid :

after a few such ejections, there i- set up the

vomiting of a clear, almost colorless, watery-
looking fluid. At first, the quantity is small,

but in a little time becomes large, so large, in-

deed, that patients will express surprise at the
quantity of water which they eject, and make the
inquiry of where it all comes from, they having
drank only a very small quantity, compared with
that which the stomach has thrown off. There
is now going on in tlie bowels and stomach exos-

motic action to so great an extent that the blood
becomes exhausted of its serum, and the tissues,

as a result, yield up their fluid to the absorbents
to sucii an extent as to cause the sufferer to ra-

pidly emaciate. The serous diarrhoea and serous
vomiting being now fully established, cramps or

muscular spasms of the limljs take place. These
are soon aH>ociated with spasms or cramps of the

abdominal and other muscles, spasms of the sto-

mach and bowels. Now it is that the acute suf-

fering begins—the cramps arc terrific, the patient

streams out in the greatest agony, and implores
relief. The whole expression is changed, the

eyes become deeply Ijurifd in their orljits, the

cheeks sunk(!n, the lips attenuated and cyanoscd,
the nose thinned, and tlie nostrils compressed,
tie trunk, limbs, and fingers wasted; the voice

husky, feeble, and sepulchral ; the temperature
of tlu' liody reduced to such a degree as to feel

unpleasantly cold to the touch of the physician
and attendants, the tongue, partaking of the

condition of the body, presents an unpleasant
sense of e il-lne-is when touched. But little urine

is voided, a:ul i< dark in color and strong in odor.

The mind remains clear, and all the senses acute.

The thirst is almost intolerable, and if tlie pa-

tient is permitted to take any fluid, it is cast off

from the stomach almost immediately aftei" being
swal'owed.

The disease not arrested, the collapse, the

third and hy far the most unmanageable stage

of the dis n'deris ushered in. This is marked l)y

diminished evacuations of the bowels, an al)ate-

ment or complete absence of the vomiting-, and
a cessation to a verv great degree of the cramps.

The surface of the b xly becomes cold, the feet

and hands of almost icy coldness, tlie tongue
shrunken and very cold, the breath cold, the en-

tire body bathed in cold perspiration, the bands
and fingers shrivelled as if they had Ijeen h'd'l for

a long period in water, and hence have been

called "the washerwoman's hands the vjice is

very feelile. husky, and cavernous, livility or

blueness of the surface of the body, great lividity

beneath the finger and toe nails: the eyes ex-

tremely sunken, the features so contracted and
piuchei up as to make recognition difficult. The
pulse becoines scarcely perceptible at the wrists.

Dulness of mind and personal indiifereiico. and
an almost tot;il disregard of the things whirii ap-

pertain to time and eternity steals oA-er the suf-

ferer, to be f tlliwed. in a large majority of eases,

by death: or o 'ca -i inally, after existino- in this

sad and hopel >.- rnn lition for many h turs. reac-

tion slowly, doubtfully advances until the fourth,

the stage of reaction, or febrile stage, comes on.

This condition is marked by a slow return of

the pulse at the wrists, a gradual increase in the

tonrnerature of the body, a fading away of the

livid itv, the eyes becoming more prominent, the

voice "more natural, a cessation of the excessive

flovv of perspiration, an absence of the indiffer-

ence to the personal wants and interests. The
countenance changes, and the entire expression

becomes more natural. Now it is that complica-

tions are apt to spring up
;
such as inflammatory

action of the stomach and bowels, the brain and

its membranes, all of which will require the

most careful management to bring the patient

safely through to the haven of health.

The pathology of cholera may be said not to be

fully made out. All we have in regard to it may
be summed up in venous congestion of the sto-

mach and bowels, sometimes the congestioi^ of

the liver, brain, and spinal cord, and sympathetic

ganglia, dryness of the serous membranes, red-

ness Of the mucous memln-anes of the stomach

and bowels, enlargement of the glands of Brux-
NER and Peyer, and '* lesions of the nerve cen-

tres and their investing membranes," and not

unfrequently decided evidences of inflammation

of the lungs have been observed.

It is unnecessary to remark anything in regard

to the cause of cholera, it being, like that of most

other diseases which prevail e])idemical]y, not

understood, but by some attributed to disturbed
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electrical condition of the atmosphere, the pres-

ence of fungi, animalculae, or a peculiar condi-

tion of the atmosphere, dependent either upon its

altered atomic condition, or the presence of some
materies or seminia morbi, or poison, the nature of

which is not understood, and vrhose material

character has never been detected.

Of the predisposino; and exciting cause we know
vastly more, and probal)ly all that may be neces-

sary to enable us, to a very great extent, to mod-
ify the influence of the cholera poison, to limit

its ravages, and, under well regulated circum-

stances, prevent its attack.

Among the predisposing causes may be classed

everything which is calculated to disturb the gen-

eral health, to diminish the sum of vitality, and
reduce the vita] dynamics below the normal
standard. The causes which are competent to

bring about such results I need not here more
than allude to, as they are those which are

daily in operation, producing disease or adyna-
mia, such, for example, as intemperance, irregu-

larities of life, excessive toil, undue exposure,

too small quantities of food, excessive eating and
drinking, loss of sleep, great mental anxiety, a

depraved or vitiated atmosphere produced by the

presence of filth, imperfect drainage, decompos-
ing animal and vegetable matter, the carrion

gases generated at bone boiling, putrid fat

and decomposed animal boiling establishments,

and at the manufactories of fertilizing agents
where the offal of slaughter-houses is used as a
component part of the fertilizer.

Here, by the way of a parenthesis, permit me
to remark that these boiling establishments and

manufactories of fertilizers have become so nu-

merous and so extensive in the southern section

of the city as at the present time to create, in

view of the expected visit of cholera, no little

alarm in those who are residing within the limits

of their baneful influences. Not only do they

feel alarmed because of the contamination of the
atmosphere 1 v the foul gases which are elimina-

ted at these establishments, but they recognize

the fact that a fearful responsibility rests upon
those to whom has been handed the great and
important sanitary interests of the city, in not
taking the necessary steps to abate or remove
those causes of atmospheric pollution, and hence
predisposing causes to attacks of cholera. In my
heart, I hope cholera will not visit our city, but
if it should breathe upon us its pestilential

breath, and the residents of the localities where
those great sources of atmospheric corruption
exist, should be largely predisposed and afflicted,

because of the corruption of the atmosphere by
the foul gases which are generated at those boil-

ing establishments and fertilizer manufactories,

a muttering, nay, a loud utterance of dissatisfac-

tion will bo heard coming up from their midst,

embodying the complaint that, notwithstanding
they asked, urged, implored, and prayed the

Board of Health to abate the nuisance and re-

move those sources of atmospheric vitiation, the
Board was deaf to their complaints and prayers,

and permitted them to be handed over to the de-

stroyer with almost cold indifference—certainly

without taking a single step up to this time, as

far as they know, to even mitigate the evil.*

The exciting causes of cholera may be said to be

those conditions or things which are calculated to

irritate, disturb, or greatly excite the mucous mem-
brane of the alimentary tube—such as indigesti-

ble articles of diet, active cathartics, emetics,

sudden impressions of cold upon the surface of

the body, etc.

Treatment. The indications are clearly for the

use of such remedies as will control the diarrhtea

and the sickness of stomach, relieve the conges-

tion of the stomach and bowels, and most import-

ant of all, relieve the congestion of the liver and
normalize its secretion, arouse the nervous ener-

gy and allay the cramps or muscular spasms. To
effect these purposes, various remedies have

been employed and have their ardent advocates.

Perhaps the most remarkable form of treatment

which has been employed in past epidemics of

cholera, and reported as being successful, is the

strychnia and oleum terebinthin^ treatment, a re-

port of which may be found in the Transactions

of the American Medical Association, vol. 5,

page 441, being part of the Report on the Epi-

demics of Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan, by Dr.

G. Mexdenhall. The treatment was practised,

in 1850, in the Commercial Hospital, Cincinnati.

I read from the report referred to :
" The fol-

lowing prescription was first tried (in the Com-
mercial Hospital) by Dr. Howes, one of the resi-

dent physicians, under whose administration it

was continued by the consent and advice of Pro-

fessor Edwards, the attending physician at the

time, both of them concurring in its propriety.

"E. Strychnine, gr. ss.

Ol.^Terebinth., f.^ij.^

Mucil. Acacige, f-^viij. M.
" Dose—one tablespoonful, to be repeated every

half hour, until the discharges ceased and perfect

reaction occurred. In some of the worst cases,

the dose was repeated every fifteen minutes. In

one case, the amount named in the above pre-

scription was renewed seven times, (equal to S^-

grains of strychnia,) and given in the course of

forty-eight hours. In one case only were the poi-

sonous effects of the strychnia observed; in this

case, Ojss. of the mixture, (equal to IJ grains of

strychnia,) was administered in the course of

sixteen hours, and quite severe tetanic spasms

were produced, which were, however, relieved

in a short time by chloroform inhalations, and
the patient recovered.

" The number of cases of cholera treated in the

hospital during the year was fifty-seven. Seven-

teen of these were submitted to a treatment con-

sisting mainly of the exhibition of calomel, cam-

phor, morphia, etc. The conditions and results

were as follows:

In collapse (pulseless at the wrist) 8, recovered

In approaching collapse, 8 3

In early stage, 1 1

17 4
" Forty cases were submitted to what is called

* Since the reading of this paper, the Board of Health has
caused some of the establishments referred to, to be closed.
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'strychnia treatment,' the condition and results

were as follo^ys:

In coUapse (pulseless at the wrist) 12, recovered 2
In approaching collapse, 20 " 18
In early stage, 8 " 8

40 28

Six of the fjital cases reacted perfectly under
the stryehuia and turpentine, and died of con-

secutive fever.^'

In fairness to the "strychnia treatment" I

have to state, that all of the accounts that I have
met with in regard to it in the hands of other
physicians than those of the Commercial Hos-
pital, do not sustain its utility.

During the prevalence of the present cholera
epidemic abroad, but little new in the way of

treatment of the disease has been reported, with
the single exception of Dr. Chx^lPman's plan of
managin:>- the disorder, which consists mainly m
the application to the spinal column of gum elastic

bags filled with ice. The report of this treat-

ment, as presented by Dr. Chapman, is of the
most favorable character. He reports, I think,
seventeen cases treated, and all cured, with one
exception. I opine that it is well to receive such
a report with some degree of caution, if not of
skepticism.

After as careful reading as my limited time
would permit, I beg to present as the result of
that reading, that the vast bulk of testimony is in

favor of the mercurial, opium, and acetate of lead
internal medication, the application of counter-
irritants, stimulating and rubefacient embroca-
tions, dry cups (tumblers) to the abdomen and
along the spinal column; stimulants, and to allay
the thirst, pellets of ice. This treatment I pur-
sued and saw practised by others in 1849. From
what I know of its good results, I feel called upon
here to give it my unqualified endorsement.

_
To an adult, in the fully developed first or in-

cipient stage, I would give one to three grains of
calomel, half a grain of opium, and two grains of
acetate of lead, every half hour, rntil the diar-
rhoea and vomiting began to cease, when I would
increase the interval between the doses to an hour,
an hour and a half, or two hours, as the pressing
symptoms abated. I would have applied over the
entire abdomen and along the entire length of
the spine dry cups or large tumblers, and their

application I would have continued for at least

half an hour, frequently removing and re-apply-
ing thorn during that time. The cupping finished,

I would direct that the entire body and extremi-
ties }>e rubl>od with an embrocation composed of
ol. terebinth, and strong aq. ammonia. The rub-
bing I would have repeated every half hour, until

improvement Ijocame manifest, when I would
direct the intervals between the rubbings to be
increased. This treatment I would continue
through the second stage, occasionally re-appl^'ing
the cups and increasing the dose of opium to re-

lieve the cramps. I would now give whisky or
brandy, and apply dry heat, i. e., hot bricks, bot-

tles filled with hot water, hot sad-irons, etc., to

the extremities and along the trunk for the pur-
pose of establishing a normal temperature and to

invite increased capillary action in the skin. The
oppoaite of this I know has been practised and

recommended, namely, the rubbing the body with
ice. Of the utility of the friction with ice, I am
without any experience. To allay thirst, pellets

of ice, and ice only, should be given. The thirst

being almost intolerable, the demands for water
will be made in the most urgent and pressing
manner, but they must be resisted, and ice only
given to slake the thirst. The recumbent posi-

tion must be strictly maintained, the patient be-

ing refused permission to rise for any purpose.
It is of great importance to secure good ventila-

tion in the patient's apartment.
In the stage of collapse the use of dry heat and

the rubefacients should be continued; stimulants,

beef essence, and milk-punch should be given in

small quantities, repeated at short intervals.

The collapse being passed, complications of an
inflammatory character presenting, great care,

and very judicious care, will be required to bring
the patient safely through.

In 1849, I had an opportunity of treating a
large number of cases of cholera, and of witness-

ing the treatment of many other cases, some by
the mercurial, opium, acetate of lead, and active

counter-irritant and rubefacient treatment, such
as I have endeavored to sketch, and others by
treatment differing radically from it, and experi-

ence bids me declare that the preponderating evi-

dence is largely in favor of the mercurial, opium,
acetate of lead, counter-irritant and rubefacient

treatment.

I have not said anything in regard to the all-

important prophylactic treatment of cholera. I

would be pleased to make some observations upon
this vitally important matter, but I must for the

present forbear, as I fear if I were to take up this

portion of the subject, I would occupy too much
time and prevent the participation of many of the

members in the discussion, who I know have
their mental storehouses crowded with ' important

facts in reference to cholera, its treatment, etc.,

and who are anxious to contribute their quota to

the general fund of knowledge upon the subject

of the evening's discussion. If an opportunity

shall present this evening, I hope to be able to

say something in regard to prevention, and to

make some suggestions in regard to the action this

Society should take in influencing and aiding the

pul^lic authorities in taking the steps which are

necessary to prevent, control, and modify the

spread and malignancy of the pestilence.

Phenic Vinegar.

Dr. QuESNEViLLE gives the following recipe for

an anti pestilential. Take acetic acid, 900
(jrammes; camphor, in powder, 5 fp^ammes ; crys-

taliscd phenic acid, 100 grammes. This com-
bination of three antiputrescents is said to be
extremely useful, and for hygienic purposes far

superior to vinef/ar of the four ndcves, as toilet

vinegar was once called. It has been used a
gf)od (leal on board ship to keep the cabins of

sick j)(!rsons sweet.— (Jkcm. News.—British Med.
Jourrial.

Child-bed Mortality in Vienna.

At a late meeting of the Vienna Society of
IMiysicians, Professor Spatu stated in a report of
the Clinical Lying-in Hospital for 18G4, that out

of 8,701 deliveries there were 86 deaths.
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I EWLABGEMElsTT AETD mCKEASE OF
PRICE.

The pressure of literary material on our columns
makes it necessary to announce an increase of the

j

size of the Melical and Surgical Reporter. This

I

increase, together with an improved external appear-

li ance, will take place from the first of January next;

from which time the subscription price will be Five
Dollars per annum. The cost of paper and labor

seem to be permanently fixed at high rates, and we
are compelled to accept the situation, and graduate

our subscription rate accordingly. If these expenses

lessen, or a liberal support justify it, we shall be en-

abled to further enlarge the work, or expend more on
the literary department, or perhaps do both.

^^All advance payments made prior to January Ist,

1866, will be credited at the present rate of $4 per an-

num. Payments made after that date, will be cred-

ited at the rate of $5.

AIsTlSrOUlSrCEMElNrT of THE EOUKTESHTH
VOLUME.

The Fourteenth volume of the Medical and
Surgical Reporter begins with the first issue of

January, 1866, and we take pleasure in announc-
ing that we have effected arrangements that will

place it on a better footing in a literary point of
view than ever before. These arrangements in-

clude some new features, among which are the
following :

—

A Resident Editor for New York City,

who will attend to all matters of general interest

to the profession that emanate from that impor-
tant medical centre. Full and intelligent reports

of the transactions of the two chief medical Socie-

ties of New York, viz., the Academy of Medicine,
and the Pathological Society, will appear regu-
larly in our columns. The discussions before

these societies are participated in by the principal
Physieians and Surgeons of that city, and em-
brace every variety of subject interesting to medi-
cal men. Our columns will also be supplied with
selections from some of the best clinics held in

New York. All medical matters of interest arising

in that field, will be independently and freely

commented on. This arrangement will give New
York and its medical interests a full representa-

tion in our columns.
In this city, our editorial arrangements include

a chief'editor, who devotes himself to the

General Editorial Management

of the work, and to medical matters in this cen-

tre of medical education and publication. We
have also engaged the services of one of the

I

most erudite scholars in the ranks of the medical
profession to take the special charge of the

Review Department of the Reporter.

New works of importance will be fairly and
independently reviewed at moderate length, but a
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large part of the issues of the press will be noticed
in a series of articles in the form of Familiar
Notes on Books ^ or talks about books, that will, as

best adapted to our columns, give, in a brief,

comprehensive, and attractive form, a general
idea of the merits of a work, and its adapted-
ness to meet the wants of the practitioner of
medicine.
Our arrangements in this city also include

reports of the Discussions before the Fhiladelpliia

County Medical Society, and choice selections

from the clinical teachings in our various hospi-

tals. We also receive select clinical reports from
the best sources in Baltimore.

In addition to this, we are publishing many
communications of value on Military Medicine

and Surgery, and expect soon to commence the

publication of a series of articles on the Medical
and Surgical experiences of the United States

Navy in the late war.
It will thus be seen that our arrangements are

adapted to give to the Reporter a cosmopolitan

character. We intend it to be in all respects

representative journal of American Medicine and
Surgery, and shall spare no pains to make it a
credit to our country. The past course of the

Reporter has secured for it the largest circula-

tion ever attained by a medical journal in this

country, and the present indications are deci-

dedly favorable to an immediate and very large

addition to its circulation. This has encouraged
us to take the steps announced above toward per-

fecting our editorial organization, and if these

arrangements are received with the favor we an-

ticipate, we shall in due time be enabled to do
still more to add to the value of the Reporter.

In view of what has already been accomplished

by the Reporter, and of the announcement made
above, we unhesitatingly appeal to our readers to

exert themselves to extend its circulation, be-

lieving that in thus doing they will be subserv-

ing the best interests of the profession.

CLOSE OF THE THIKTEEHTH VOLUME.
Yf ith this number our labors on the thirteenth

volume of the Medical and Surgical Reporter

are brought to a close. To us the results of the

past six months have been eminently satisfactory.

In all respects, our work has made substantial

progress. Financially, it has met with a success

which has given us the means to improve the

work in a manner which will tend to command
increased patronage, and thus insure continued

success.

This volume contains a vast amount of practi-

cal matter, which can be made available by

means of a carefully prepared Index, which will

be found in this number.

The present indications are that the future

volumes will be a great improvement upon this,

and we look to our present readers for their aid

in extending the circulaton of the JiEroRTER,

thus insuring it the means of still further adding

to and extending its circulation.

EDITORIAL.
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QUACKERY and THE RELIGIOUS PRESS.

Little can we demand of the worldly press

which with bnt very few—and these ail the more

honorable—exceptions, is nourished more or less

'bjthe t^esJi and influenced by the devil of quackery

From the columns of abortionists' advertisements

in the N. Y. Herald, that vile sheet, which even

the renownedly not most scrupulous class of our

citizens—the dramatists and operatic managers

—

feel it below their dignity to advertise in, down

to the little weekly country paper with its re-

commendations of "Cough Syrups" and "Pecto-

rals,'' the whole secular press is drawing a large

income by giving a place in its columns to li/ing

advertisements and If/inf/ notices of quack nos

trums, calculated to play upon the credulity of

man and to play the dollars out of Mr. Public's

pocket. And while we leave the worldly repre

sentatives of the newspaper press to the self-con-

tempt which its conductors must feel if they have

a spark of truthfulness "and honesty left, when
they imagine the father of lies making an entry

in his big book of accounts to their debit, corres

ponding to every cash-entrance credited for ob-

scene and quack advertisements, we must give

credit also to whore :t belongs, and state, that

there are two secular newspapers in the United

States which from principle refuse all such ad-

vertisements—the '^Ledger'' of Philadelphia and

the " Chicago Repuhlicany Perhaps there are

more. "We hope there are. We would like to

see three just men among the Sodomites.

But our talk to-day is with men, who claim a

higher position in the scale of public morals than

the everyday journalist, who preach truthful-

ness, charity, self-abnegation, who instruct us in

the principle that no man is to do a mean thing

for the sake of lucre, and whom the world looks

upon as the proper persons to practice what they

preach. Wc mean the religious press, which

with scarce an exception, to our best knowledge,

are all subservient to the same flesh and devil of

quackery.

As an example, we will take one of the largest

and most widely read religious papers in the

country,—the " Independeut." The first quack

advertisement which disgraces its columns is the

*' Rev.'' Dr. p;<***'s " Great New England Reme-

dy," the " White Pine Compound," recommended

by a number of other " reverend" gentlemen. Next

comes the "Constitution Life Syrup," prepared

by "Dr." AVm. IL Gregg, who has the impudence

to insert as a recomuiondation to the sale of Iiis

nostrum tfjut he is a graduate of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, formerly an Assistant

Physician at Blackweil's Island Hospitals, and

late Medical Inspector New York State Volunteer

Depots—things which he should be ashamed to

tell, as they only show how miserably principled

he must be to have fallen so low, after having

been in so respectable society and such honorable

positions. His ''Life Syrup" is to cure "hemi-

plegia, paresis, paraplegia, paralysis agitans, in-

digestion, weight of stomach, flatulence, liver-com-

plaint, want of appetite, bad breath, constipation,

biliousness, struma, king's evil, glandular swell-

ings, erysipelas, ulceration, salt-rheum, arthritis,

lumbago, neuralgia, sciatica, gout, tic doulereux,

nervous debility, St. Vitus' dance, confusion of

THOUGHT, shattered nerves, loss of power, epilep-

sy, salivation, bad complexion, feeling of weari-

ness, rotting of bones, aches in bones, depression

of spirits!!'^

If it will cure but one of these evils,

—

confu-

sion of thought,—we insist on the managers

and editors of the Independent taking the neces-

sary quantity to dispel that mental confusion un-

der which they appear to reconcile their preach-

ing as teachers and exponents of Christian truth

with their practice of giving insertion to such

sivindling, lying quack advertisements.

Then comes a " Vegetable pulmonary balsam,"

which is modestly claimed as superior for all dis-

eases of the lungs, throat, and chest. Next the

" Constitution water," the " only known remedy

for diabetes, stone in the bladder, calculus,

gravel, brick dust deposit, and mucous or milky

discharges, irritation of the bladder, inflammation

of the kidney, catarrh of the bladder, impotency

etc., certainly very interesting and instructive

family reading on Sunday afternoon ! So also

the " Uterine Catholicon," infallible in all cases

of female weakness.

But the effrontery of the " Independent^ reaches

its climax, when its very first opening article (we

quote from 7th Dec. No.) is a- paper on Cholera,

by a correspondent, in which he claims for homoeo-

pathy as saving 91 in 100 cases, while, what he

terms "allopathy," saves never more than 68 in

100 cases. "These are facts," he exclaims, " and

they are reassuring fads! The wise will heed

them." This homoeopathic gentleman adduces

some assertions which he has the audacity to

call statistics, to prove his point—but they are

eminently windy. If we are allowed to whisper

to him our own experience during a severe cholera

epidemic, it is this, that a certain homoeopathic

M. D., did not lose one single patient, for the sim-

plest reason in the world—when a patient was

going from bad to worse, and death was inevita-

ble, he left, suggesting that somebody else be

caHcd, and the somebody else was an "allopath,"
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who came just in time to see the patient die, o.nd

of course lie lost the case, not Mr. Infinitesimal

!

We have not a word to -say, if the managers and

editors of the Lidependeni''' believe in homoeo-

pathy and allow themselves and their families to

be trifled with infinitesimally. In charity we only

hope that their delusions will never result in a

serious sacrifice of health or of life. But protest

we must, and shall, against their trifling with the

supposed ignorance of their readers, and the pre-

sumed credulity of the public, by inserting arti-

cles which give untruthful, one-sided statements,

and by which the health and lives of many may
be put in jeopardy, nor can we express that pro-

test with any other feeling than contemptuous dis-

gust, when we see this same paper put itself

almost on a level with the New York Herald, re-

garding quack advertisements.

These remarks are applicable not only to the In-

dependent, but to all other newspapers of its class,

which are liable to the same criticism.

Notes and Comments,

Bodies for Dissection.

A few weeks ago the following telegram ap-

peared in the morniDg papers :

"Albany, November 29.

*'Some excitement was occasioned here to-day

by the discovery, in a barrel brought on the

steamer Dean Richmond from New York, of the

bodies of a male and female packed in saw-dust.

The barrel was directed to John Towier, Geneva,
and it is supposed the corpses were intended ft
dissection. A coroner now has them in charge."

There is a law in the Sta^e of New York legal-

izing dissection, and providing for the supply of

cadavers to the medical schools. There is no

reason why bodies, legally turned over to medical

men for scientific purposes, should not be sent to

places where they are needed, provided the laws

regarding the removal and transportation of the

dead are complied with.

Belleyue Hospital Medical College.

Some of the New York newspapers, through

anonymous correspondents, have of late been

busying themselves with demanding "Light" on

the subject of the Bellevue Hospital Medical Cul-

lege. They claim that the expenses of the College

building, in process of erection, are defrayed by

unlawful appropriations by the Board of Commis-

sioners. Commissioner Isaac Bell replies to

these charges in very short terms. He says:

*' This building was contracted for and com-
menced by the late Board of Commissioners, con-

sisting of Messrs. Draper, Grinnell, Nicholson,

and myself. Two of the present Board, Messrs.
BowEN and Brennan, have had nothing to do
wit^' it.

"The object and purposes of the building are
perfectly within the line of duty of this Depart-
ment, and i'^^gitimately b donging to it.

If any person really desires information on this

subject, it seems to me the proper place to find it

is at the office of the C >mmissioner8 ; and failing

to be convinced by their statemeuts, of the pro-

priety or integrity of their course, to so state it to

the public over his own signature."

We suggest to these wriers, that if they wish to

economize, and inaugurate municipal reform, that

there is plenty of opportunity of doing so in other

departments than that of public charities and the

institutions connected therewith.

News and Miscellany,

Anecdotes of the Microscope.

S )me years since in E
)
gland, barrels contain-

ing gold dust were emptied of their precious con-

tents and filled with sand. The party robbed,

not being entirely satisfied with the exchange,
submitted the case t'» the microscopist Ehrenberg.
The latter, by examining with the microscope
specimens of sand from the several si-ations on
that part of the road traversed by the barrels, was
enabled by the peculiarities of its appearance to

designate the place at which the barrels had been
filled. The officers ofjustice were thus put upon
the right track, and the thieves captured.

A few years ago, a man under trial for murder
in Western New York asserted that blood stains

on an axe found in his possession were from a dog
which he had killed. The case was referred to

Prof, Hadley of Bufi'alo, who was purposely kept in

ignorance of ail the circumstances. Submitting

the blood-stains to microscopic inspection, be de-

cided that they were from a dog, thus confirming

the poor man's testimony.

Music.
*

We have received from Horace Waters, No.
481 Broadway, New York, Publisher, the follow-

ing pieces

:

" Do They Love Me Still, as Ever." Words by
Mrs. M. A. Kidder. Music by Mrs. E. A. Park-

hurst.
" Come to the Window, Love.'' Serenade. By

n. p. Danks.
" Wait, My Little One, Wait." Ballad by Mrs.

E. A Parkhurst.
"

' Tis Sweet to Think of Heaven." Sacred song

by II. P. Danks.
" The Nation's Jubilee." Words by W. II. W.

Music by M. A. B Clarke.
" My Jamie's on the Battle Field." Words by

Mrs M. A. Kidder. Music by Mrs. E. A. Park-

hurst.
" Santa Claus." Song and Chorus. Written

and composed by Hev. A. A. Graley.

''Promenade Concert Polka" Composed by
Mrs. E. A. Parkhurst.
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" The King of Pain."

Says the Cincinnati Lancet and Observer,

" quite an amusing farce has been performing in

this city for some days past. Almost any day,

you may see driving through our principal tho-

roughfares a long-haired gentleman, a blanket

poster placarded on his buggy announcing the

King of Pain ! He holds the reins over a stylish

pair of black horses, and frequently has a contra-

band with him grinding a hand organ.
^
Occa-

sionally, the buggy-throne of the 'King' is pre-

ceded by a magniiicent brass band, carriage, and

six horses. Of course, everybody stops and takes

note of the new quack; everybody laughs hugely

at the absurd, but novel mode of catching gulls

;

everybody buys the liniment! And as this last

is the main point of the 'King's' efforts, what
cares he for the laugh."

Beq.uests by a PhysiCian.

Dr. John Green, of Worcester, Mass., leaves

to that city, besides his library of 12,000 volumes,

$30,000 as a permanent library fund, which will

be eventually increased to SIOO.OOO, by life lega-

cies to other parties. One quarter of the income

bequeathed directly to the city is to be added an-

nually to the principal, and the other three quar-

ters in the purchase of books and improvements

to the Green Librarv.

MARRIED.

Bbothtr—LuKENS.—At Burlington, N. J., on the 21st instant,

ty Rev. Wm. A. Johnson, Ferdinand Brother. M.D., and Mattie

M., daughter of David P. Lukens, Esq.

Chase—Dow.—Dec. U, by Rev. E. N. Kirk, D.D., Mr. George

W. Cha.se and Miss Sarah M., daughter of Dr. John Dow, all of

Boston, Mass.

^)j;>,-vii

—

Reei).—In San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 8th, by Rev. H.

A. Sawtelle, Dr. S. \T. Dennis, of Litchfield, Me., and Miss Maty
E. Reed.

Fischer—Bate.s.—At Potosi, Mo., on Sunday, Nov. 12, by the

Rev. II. R. -Miller, James Fi.«her, M. D , Ex-Surgeon Major of the

National Army of Poland, and Redelia, only daughter of the

late Edward S. Bates, of Brooklyn.

Harris—Steve.ns—Dec. 21, in Trinity Church, Hob .ken, N. J.,

by Rev. N. Sayre Harris, E. B. Harris, M.I)., of Richfield Spa,

N. Y., and Anna Isabella, youngest daughter of Jajnes A. Ste-

rens, Esq , of Hoboken, N. J.

Kellooo—Smith.—Aug. 31st, 1865, at Neenah, Wis., by Rev.

A. A. Dinsmore, Dr. E. 3. Kellogg and Mrs. Cordelia B. Smith.

Newell—Johnston.—Dec. 12th, by Rev. T. A. McCurdy, Mr.

Bentley Newell, of East Liverpool, Ohio, and Miss Maggie J.,

eldest daughter of E. Johnston, M. D., Wcllsville, 0.

Stewart—Galiiraith.—Nov. 2d, by Rev. W. G. March, Dr. R.

M. fclewart, ot Lowellville, and Mrs. Jane A. Galbraith, of Can-
field, Ohio.

DIED.

DcFFTin.T).-Near Elkvicw, Chester co., Pa., Dec. 5, of typhoid

fever, Henry Duffleld, M. D., in the OOth year of his age. Dr. I).

waH a zealous and devoted (Jhrlsiian, and a man of varied and
»xtenhive information and usefulness.

IIowE—At Lewisboro", N. Y., on Saturday, Dec. 2< Elizabeth

M., widow of the late Dr. J. C. Howe.

Leonard.—In Sandwich, Mass., Dec. 0, Mrs. Alice C, wife of

Dr. J- Leonard.

LEVF-RlN'i.—In Lower Mcrion, Montgomery co.. Pa., suddenly,

Dec. I'Jth, of Hcarlalina, Joneph Hagy, youngest son of Dr. Jo-

Mph and .Mary Jane J^jvering, in the .0th year of his age.

Ix)VERii>fJE.—In Brrxiklyn, N. Y„ on Thursday, Nov. 30th, Dr.

A. Loverklge, aged 77 ye&ra.

Richards.—In North Conway, N. H., Dec. 12th, Harriet De-
Witt, only daughter of Dr. Wolcott and Susan H. Richards.

Smith.— In Newark, N. J., Friday morning, Dec. 15, Lyndon
A. Smith, M. D., aged 70 years.

SsiiTH.—Dec. 11, at sea, William B. Smith, son of Dr. Wil-
liam A. Smith, of Philadelphia, aged 22 years.
Stivens.—In Petersburg, .Mich., Dec. 2d, 1S65, Frank, only

child of Dr. L. S. and R. Louisa Stevens, aged II years and 6
months.
Trubeau.—In New York, Dec. 23, Francis Rene Trudeau, in

the 22d year of his age, son of Dr. Trudeau.

ATTSWERS TO CORRESPONDE]SrTS.

-Byford on Diseases of Women,

Dr. H. L. D., Latrobe, Pa.—Urethral Syringe, sent by mail,
Dec. 16th.

Dr.H.A.S, GaVotin, Tenn.-
sent by mail, Dec. loth.

JDr. W. P. R., Ncvj Market, Tenn.—Bellocq's Canula, sent by
mail, Dec. i9th.

Visiting Lists have been sent to the following persons : Drs. J.

C.N. City; J. H. K., Worcester. Pa.; W. W. J. and J. C. N ,

Toledo, 0.; M. H. R., Ridgeville, Ohio; S. E. W., Cecilton, Md.

;

A. G.. Dayton, Ohio; H. D. Bethlehem, Conn.: F. C. E., Bristol,

Ind ; J. McC, Davenport, Iowa; L. T. H., Oakalla, 111,; T. G.
C, Long Branch, N. J.; A. P. T., City; L. J., Bordentown, N. J.

Hayrd Books have been sent by mail to the following persons

;

Dr.*:. J. H. F.. Harrisburg, Pa.; D. K. B., Washingtonville, 0.;
C. G. T

,
Jonestown, Pa. ; B. M., Strasburg, Pa, ; T. B. S., Plea-

santville, Pa.; C. L. S., East Troy, Wis.

Dr. J. K. H., Litiz, Pa.—The price of Kidder's Electro medi-
eal apparatus is $15.
Dr. P. H. B., Springfield, Jll.—There is a manifest error in the

prescription to which you allude on p. 377. It should read :

R. Liq. potass, citratis,

Sodas bicarb.,

up scillee,

seneo;^, aa

Syrt

f.^iv.

f.^ss. M.
Dr. D. G., Jamestown, Pa.—Hodge's orMeig's obstetrical for-

ceps are usually preferred in this city. There is little choice
between them. We use the former. Price $7.

METEOROLOGY.

December 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24.

s. w.
Cl'dy.

Wind

Weather

Depth Rain.

TJiermometer,
Minimum
At 8 A. M
At 12 M
At 3 P. M
Mean

Barometer.
At 12 M 30.4

N.
Clear.

15°

30
35
35
28.75

S.

Cl'dy.

28°

37
42
43
35.

29.1

N. E.

Cl'dy.

Snow,
Rain.
2 5-10

30^

42
39
40
37.75

N. W.
Clear.

40
40
36.75

30.1 30.3

Not
noted,

N. W.
Clear,

10°
20
23
24
19.25

30.7

16°

27

39

30.

Germantown, Pa. B. J. Leedom.

Medical Society of New Jersey.

The 100th Annual Meeting of the Medical Society of New
Jersey will be held at New Brunswick, on the fourth Tuesday

(231) of January, at 11 o'clock, P. M.

Delegates are reque.sted to furnish the Recording Secretary

with their credentials before that day, and be prepared to pay
to the Treasurer the respective district assessments.

On Tuesday the regular business of the Society will be at-

tended to, and on the ne.\t day, (Wedne.sday,) at 11 o'clock,

A. M., the appropriate execrises of the centennial celebration

will take plijce, viz.

Address by the I're.sidcnt, Dr. Ab'm Colks.

History of the Society by Dr. Wm. Pierson, Recording Secre-

tary.

Dinner, of which delegates from corresponding Societies and
invited guests will partake.

The remainder of the day will be spent in social intercourse,

and listening to speeches at the table.-

N. B. All regular members of District Societies are entitled to

attend the celebration without the authority of delegation.

William Pikrson, Recording Secretary.
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